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qwrer possesses himself of Esypt, and takes theking pris-
oner. A report prevailins of a general revoli. he goes in-

to Palestine; besieges and lakes Jerusalem, where he ex-
ercises the msl horrid cruelties. The Alexandrians, in

the ro >m of Philometor, who was Anliochus's prisoner,
raise to the throne his younger brother Ptolemy Eu-rgetes,
Burnamed alro Physcon. Anliochus renews the war with
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THE HISTORY OF ALEXANDER'S SUCCESSORS CONTINUED.

ARTICLE i.

SECT. I. Perseus prepares secretly for a war against the

Romans. He endeavours a reconciliation with the Achae-
ans in vain. His secret measures not unknown al Koine.
Eumenes arrives there, and informs the senate of them.
Perseus attempts to rid himself of thai prince, firsl by as-

sassination, and afterwards by poison. The Romans break
with Perseus. Different opinions and dispositions of the

kings and slates, in regard lo the Macedonian war. After
several embassies on both sides, the war is declared in

form, 205.

SECT. II. The consul Licinius and kins Perseus take
the field. They both encamp near the river Peneus, at

some distance from each other. Engagemenlof ihe caval-

ry, in which Perseus has considerably the advantage, and
makes an ill use of it. He endeavours lo make a peace,
bul ineffectually. The armies on both sides go into win-
ter quarters, 210.

SECT. III. The senate pass a wise decree lo put a stop
to the avarice of tho generals and magistrales, who oppress-
ed the allies. The consul Marcius, after sustaining great

falisue, enters Macedonia. Perseus takes the alarm, and
leaves the passes open : he resumes courage afterwards.

Insolent embassy of the Rhodians to Rome, 214.

SECT. IV. Paulus yEmilius chosen consul. He sets out

for Macedonia with the prsetor Cn. Octavius, who com-
manded the Heel. Ferspus solicits aid on all sides. His
avarice is the cause of his losing considerable allies. The
praetor Anicius's victories in lllyria. Paulus JEmiliua's ce-

lebrated victory over Perseus near the city of Pydna. Per-
euslaken with all his children. The command of Paulus
jEmilius in Macedonia prolonged. Decree of the senate

gram ins liberty lo the Macedonians and lllyhans. Paul-
us .-Kmihus. during ihe winter-quarters, visits the mosl
celebrated cities ofGreece. Upon his return lo Amphipo-
lis he gives a great feast. He marches for Koine. On his

way he suffers his army lo plunder all the cities of Epirus.
He enters Rome in triumph. Death of Perseus Cn. Oc-
tavius and L. Anicius have also the honour of a triumph
decreed them, 219.

ARTICLE II.

SECT. I. Aitalus comes lo Kome to congratulate the Ro-
mans upon their success in Macedonia. The deputies of
Ihe Rhodians present themselves before the senate and en-
deavour L- appease iheir rath. After long and warm soli-

citations, they succeed in being admitted into the alliance
of ihe Roman people. Severity exercised against ihe /tto-

lians. All of them, in general, who had favoured Perseus,
are ciied lo Kome, to answer for their conduct. A thousand
Achaeans carried thither; Polybius one of the number.
The senate banishes them into several towns of Italy.
After seventeen years of banishment, they are seal back
Into their own country ;

when only three hundred of them
remained, 228.

SECT. 11. Mean flattery of Prusias, king of Bithynia, in

the senate. Eumenes becoming suspected by the Romans,
is not Buffered lo enter Rome. Anarathes, king of Cappa-
doc<<t, dies, and is succeeded by a son of the same name.
Death of Eumenes. Altalus, his brother, succeeds him. as

{uardian
to his son, then very young. War between Ana-

us and Prusias. The latter having formed ihe design of

putting his son Nicomedea to death, is killed by him. Em
bassy of three celebrated Athenian philosophers to Rome.
Another from the people of Marseilles. Digression upou
the city of Marseilles, 233.

SECT. III. Andriscus, who gave himself out for the son
of Perseus, makes himself master of Macedonia, and caus-
es himself to be proclaimed king. The prsetor Juventins
attacks him, and is killed in the battle with part of his ar-

my. Metellus, whosucceeds him, retrieves that loss. The
usurper is overthrown, taken, and sent to Kome. A second
and third usurper are also defeated, 237. .

SECT. IV. Troubles in Achaia, which declares wai
against ihe Lacedemonians. Metellus sends deputies to

Corinth to appease these troubles ; they are ill used and
insulted. Thebes and Chalcis join the Acrwans. Mftel-
lus, after having ineffectually exhorted them to peace,
gives them battle, and defeats them. The consul Mum-
mius succeeds him, and after having gained a battle lake*
Corinth, SPIS it on fire, and entirely demolishes it. Greece
is reduced into a Koman province. Various actions a*id
death of Polybius. Triumphs of Metellus aiid Mummius,
238.

SECT. V. Reflection upon the causes of the grandeur,
declension, and ruin of Greece, 241.

ARTICLE III.

SECT. I. A chronological abridgment of the history of
the kinss of Eeypt and Syria, who are mentioned in the
third anicle, 243, 344.

SECT. II. Anliochus Eupator. at the age of nine years,
succeeds his father Anliochus Epiphanes, in the kingdom
of Syria. Demetrius, who had been long a hostage at Rome,
demands in vain permission to return lo Syria. Celebra-
ted vic'ories of Judas Maccabaeus against ihe generals of
ihe king of Syria, and the king himself in persoii. Long
differences between the two brothers, the Ptolemies, kings
of Egypt, terminated al length by a happy peace, 'J46.

SECT. III. Octavius, ambassador of the Romans in Syria,
is killed there. Demetrius escapes from tome, puts Eupa-
tor lo death, ascends the ihrone of Syria, and assumes ihe
surname of Soier. He makes war against the Jews. Re-

pealed victories of Judas Maccabseue; death of thai great
man. Demetrius is acknowledged king by the Romans.
He abandons himself lo drunkenness and debauchery.
Alexander liala forms a conspiracy againsl him. Demetri-
us is killed in a bailie. Alexander espouses ihe daughler
of Piolemy Philometor. Temple built by the Jews in
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makes no loi.g resisiau-'-e. Tragi'-al dealt) ul'Antony and

Cleopalra. Eiypl is reuuc*d inlo apruviuceof lue U
man emp:;*-, <".

Conclusiou ..I ihe Ancieiu Hi:ory, 345.
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THE HISTORY

ALEXANDER'S SUCCESSORS.

BOOK XVI.

fat the A ithor's Introduction to this Divm.in of the Work,
ee Preface, page 37.

SECTION I. TROUBLES WHICH FOLLOWED THE
DEATH OF ALEXANDER. THE PARTITION OF THE
PROVINCES AMONG THE GENERALS. ARIDJCUS
ELECTED KING. PERDICCAS APPOINTED HIS GUAR-
DIAN, AND REGENT OF THE EMPIRE.

[N relating the death of Alexander the Great, I

mentioned the many troubles and commotions that

arose in the anny on the first news of that event. All

the troops in general, soldiers as well as officers, had
their thoughts entirely taken up at first with the loss

of a prince
whom they loved as a lather, and rever-

enced almost as a god, and abandoned themselves
without reserve to grief and tears. A mournful silence

reigned at first throughout the camp; but this was
oon succeeded by dismal sighs and cries, which spoke
the true language of the heart, and in which that vain

osteniiition of sorrow, which is too often paid to cus-

tom and decorum on such occasions, 1 had no share.

When the first impressions of grief had given place
to rtllection, they began to consider, with the utmost

consternation, the state in which the death of Alexan-
der had left them. They found themselves at an infi-

nite distance from their native country, and amidst a

people lately subdued, so little accustomed to their

new yoke, that they were hardly acquainted
with their

present masters, and had not as vet had sufficient time
to forget their ancient laws, and that form of govern-
ment under which they had always lived. What
measures could be taken to keep a country of such vast

extent in subjection ! how could it be possible to sup-

press those seditions and revolts which would natural-

Iv brrak out on all sides in that decisive momtnt .' what

expedients could be formed to restrain those troops
within the limits of their duty, who had so long been
habituated to complaints and murmurs, and were com-
manded by chiefs, whose several views and preten-
sions were so different?

The only remedy for these various calamities seem-
ed to consist in a speedy nomination of a successor to

Alexander; and the troops, as well as the officers, and
the whole Macedonian state, seemed at firsl to be very
desirous of this expedient, and, indeed, the r common
interest and security, with the preservation of their

new conquests, amidst the barbarous nations that sur-

rounded them, made it necessary for them to consider

this election as their first and most important care,

and to turn their thoughts to the choice of a person

qualified to fill so arduous a station, and sustain the

weight of it in such a manner as to be capable of

maintaining general order and tranquillity. But it

had already been written,* "that the kingdom of
Alexander'should be divided and rent asunder after

his death," and that it should not be transmitted in the

usual manner " to his posterity." No efforts of human
wisdom could establish a sole successor to that prince.
In vain did they deliberate, consult and decide;3 no-

thing could be executed contrary to the preordained
event, or, at least, nothing short of it could possibly
subsist. A superior and invisible Power had already

disposed of the kingdom, and divided it by an inevita-

ble decree, as will be evident in the sequel. The cir-

cumstances of this partition had been denounced near
three centuries before this time; the portions of it had

already been assigned to different possessors, and no

thing could frustate that division,'which was only tc

be deferred for a
few^'ears.

Till the arrival of that

period, men indeed might raise commotions, and con-

cert a variety of movements; but. all their efforts

would only tend to the accomplishment of what had
been ordained by the sovereign Master of kingdoms,
and of what had been foretold by his prophet.

Alexander had a son by Barsina, and had conferred
the name of Hercules upon him. Roxana, another of
his wives, was advanced in her pregnancy when that

prince died. He had likewise a natural brother, called

Aridaeus; but he would not upon his death-bed dis-

pose of his dominions in favour of any heir; for which
reason this vast empire, which no longer had a master
to sway it, became a source of competition and wars,
as Alexander had plainly foreseen, when he declared
that his friends would celebrate his funeral with

bloody battles.

The division was augmented by the equality among
the generals of the army, none of whom was so supe-
rior to his colleagues, either by birth or merit, as to

induce them to offer him the empire, and submit to

his authority. The cavalry were desirous that Ari-

d;eus should succeed Alexander. His understanding
had been impaired ever since he had been afflicted in

his infancy with a violent indisposition, occasioned,
as was pretended, by some particular drink which had
been given him by Olympias, and which had disor-

dered his senses. This ambitious princess being ap-

prehensive that the engaging qualities she discover-

ed in Aridu'iis, would De so many obstacles to the

greatness of her son Alexander, thought it expedient
to have recourse to the criminal precaution already
mentioned. The infantry

had declared against this

prince, and were headed by Ptolemv, and other chiefs

of great reputation, who began eacn to think of their

own particular establishment. For a sudden revolu-

tion had taken place in the minds of these officers, and
caused them toTontemn the rank of private persons.

> Passim silpnm et pern itu; niliil eompoiilum iu ovten
*tiouem -altiu merchant Tacit.

Dan. xi. 4.

* Non erit non stabit Don fiet. Iiai
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and all dependency and subordination, with a view of

a-piring to sovereign power, which had never employ-
ed their thoughts till then, and to which they never

thought themselves qualified to pretend before this

conjuncture of affairs.

These disputes,! which engaged the minds of all

parties, delayed the interment of Alexander for the

space of seven days; and, if we may credit some
authors, the body continued uncorrupted all that time.

It was afterwards delivered to the Egyptians and

Chaldeans, who embalmed it after their manner; and

Aridwus, a different person from him I have already
mentioned, was charged with the care of conveying
it to Alexandria.

After a variety of troubles and agitations had inter-

vened, the principal officers assembled at a confe-

rence; where it was unanimously concluded, that

Aridteus should be king, or rather, that he should be

invested with the shadow of royalty. The infirmity
of mind, which ought to have excluded him from the

throne, was the very motive of their advancing him
to it, and united all suffrages in his favour. It favour-

ed the hopes and pretensions of all the chiefs, and
covered their designs. It was also agreed in this as-

sembly, that if Roxana.who was then in the sixth or

eighth month of her pregnancy, should have a son,
he should be associated with Amheus in the' throne.

Perdiccas, to whom Alexander on his death-bed had
left his ring, had the person

of the prince consigned
to his care as a guardian, and was constituted regent
of the kingdom.
The same assembly, whatever respect they might

bear to the memory of Alexander, thought fit to annul

some of his regulations, which would have been de-

structive to the state, and have exhausted his treasury.

He had given orders for six temples to be erected in

particular cities which hr had named, and had fixed

the expenses of each of these structures at 500 talents,

which amount to 500,000 crowns. He had likewise

ordered a pyramid to be raised over the tomb of his

father Philip, which was to be finished with a grandeur
and magnificence equal to that in Egypt, esteemed
one of the seven wonders of the world. He had like-

wise planned other expenses of the like kind, which
were prudently revoked by the assembly.
Within a short time after these proceedings,* Rox-

ana was delivered of a son who was named Alexan-

der, and acknowledged king, jointly with Aridieus.

But neither of these princes possessed any thing more
than the name of royalty, as all authority was entirely

lodged in the great lords and generals, who had divi-

dea the provinces among themselves.
In Europe; Thrace and the adjacent regions were

consigned to Lysimachus; and Macedonia, Epirus,
and Greece, were allotted to Antipater and Craterus.

In Africa; Egypt and the other conquests of Alex-
ander in Libya and Cyrenaica, were assigned to Pto-

lemy the son of Lagus, with that part of Arabia which
borders on Egypt. The month of Thoth in the au-

tumn is the epocha from whence the years of the em-

pire of the Lagides in Egypt begin to be computed ;

though Ptolemy did not assume the title of king, in

conjunction with the other successors of Alexander,
till about seventeen years after this event.

In the Lesser Asia; Lycia, Pamphylia, and the

greater Phrygia, were given to Antigonus; Caria, to

tnssander: Lvdia, to Menandcr; the lesser Phrygia,
to l.i .Hiatus; Armenia, to JVeoptolemus; Cappadocia
and Paphlagonia, to Eumenes. These two provinces
had never been completely subjected by the Macedo-
nians, and Ariarathes, king of Cappadocia, continued
to govern them as formerly; Alexander having ad-
vanced with so much rapidity to his other conquest*,
as left him no inclination to amuse himself with the

entire reduction of that province, contented himself
with a slight submission.

Syria and Phoenicia fell to Laomedon; ope of the
two Medias to A tropates, and the other to Perdiccas.
IVr-ia was assigned to Pcucestes; Babylonia to Ar-

chon; Mesopotamia, to Arcesilas; Parthia and Hyr-

i Quint. Curt. I x. Justin. 1. xiii. Diod. I. xviii.
* Diod. 1. xviii. p. 587, 588. Justin. 1. xiii. c. 4. Quint.

Curt 1. x. c. 10

cama, to Phrataphernes; Bactriana and Sogdi&nsi, to

Philip; the other regions were divided ar.;ong gene-
rals whose names are now but little known.

Seleuchus, the son of Antiochus, was placed at the

head of the cavalry of the allies, which was a post of

great importance; and Cassander, the son of Antipa-
ter, commanded the companies of guards.
The Upper Asia, which extends almost to India,

and even India also, were left in the possession of

those who had been appointed governors of those

countries by Alexander.
The same disposition generally prevailed in all the

provinces 1 have already mentioned; and it is in this

sense that most interpreters explain that pas-aj;e in

the Maccabees,3 which declares, that Alexander, hav

ing assembled the great men of his court who had
been brought up with him, divided hi* kingdom
among them in his lifetime. And indeed it was very

probable, that this prince, when he saw his death ap-

proaching, and had no inclination to nominate a sole

successor himself, was contented with confirming tach
of his officers in the government he had formerly
assigned them; which is sufficient to authorize the

declaration of the Maccabees, "That he divided his

kingdom amongst them whilst he was living."
This partition was only the work of a man, and its

duration was but short. That Being, who reigns

alone, and is the only King of ages, had decreed a

different distribution. He had assigned to each his

portion, and marked out its boundaries and extent,
and his disposition alone was to subsist.

The partition concluded upon in the assembly was
the source of various divisions and wars, as will be

evident in the series of this history, each of these go-
vernors claiming the exercise of an independent and

sovereign power in his particular province. They
however paid that veneration to the memory of Alex-

ander,* as not to assume the title of king, till all the

race of that monarch, who had been placed upon the

throne, were extinct.

Among the governors of the provinces I have men
tioned, some distinguished themselves more thaa
others by their reputation, merit and cabals; and
formed different parties, to which the others adhered,

agreeably to their particular views, either of interest

or ambition. For it is not to be imagined that the

resolutions, which are formed in conjunctures of this

nature, are much influenced by a devotion to the

public good.
Eumenes must,5 however, be excepted; for he un-

doubtedly was the most virtuous man among all the

governors, and had no superior in true bravery. He
was always firm in the interest of the two kings, from
a principle of true probity. He was a native of Car-

dia, a
city

of Thrace, an'd his birth was but obscure.

Philip, who had observed excellent qualities in him
in his youth, kept him near his own person in the

quality of secretary, and reposed great confidence in

him. He was equally esteemed by Alexander, who
treated him with extraordinary marks of his favour.

Barsina, the first lady for whom this prince had en-

tertained a passion in Asia, and by whom he had a
son named Hercules, had a sister of the same name
with her own, and the king gave her in marriage to

Eumenes.6 We shall see by the event that this pru-
dent favourite conducted himself in such a manner
as justly entitled him to the favour of those two prin-
ci->, i-vrn after their death; and all his sentiments and
actions will make it evident that a man may be a pie-
beian by birth, and yet very noble by disposition.

I have' already intimated,1 that Sysigambis, who
had patiently supported the death of her father, hus-

band^ and son, could not survive the loss of Alexan-

der.8 The death of this princess was soon followed

by that of the two grand -daughters, Statira, the wife

of Alexander, and Drypetis, the relict of Heph;rstion
Koxana, who was apprehensive lest Statira should be

pregnant by Alexander as well as herself, and thai the

birth of a prince would frustrate the measures which

1 Maccab. i 6, 7. Justin. 1. xv. c. S.

Plut. in Eumen. p. 583. Corn. Nep. in Eumen. e. 1

Arrian assigns him another wife, 1. vii. p. 27d.

' Quint. Curt. 1 x. c. 5. Plut. in Alas.
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no oeen taken to secure the succession to the son

khe hoped to'have, prevailed upon the two sisters to

visit her, and secret! v destroyed them in concert with

Ferdiccas, her only confident in thft impious proceed-
ing.

Ills now time, to enter upon a detail of those actions

th&t were perfomed by the successors of Alexander.

I shall therefore begin with the defection of the Greeks

In L'p|>er Asia, and with the war which Antipater had

10 su-tain against Greece; because those transactions

re most detached, and in a manner distinct, from the

other events.

SECTION II. THE RVOLT OF THE GREEKS IN UPPER
ASIA. THE IMPRESSIONS OCCASIONED BT THE NEWS

;

OF ALEXANDER'S DEATH AT ATHENS. THE EX-

PEDITION OF ANTIPATER INTO GREECE. HE IS

FIRST DEFEATED, AND AFTERWARDS VICTORIOUS.

MAKES HIMSELF MASTER OF ATHENS, AND I.EAVES

A GARRISON THEJLE. THE FLIGHT AND DEATH OF
DEMOSTHENES.

THE Greeks, i whom Alexander
A.M. 3681. had established, in the form of colo-

Ant. J. C. 323. nies, in the provinces of Upper Asia,

continued with n-luc'.ance in those

ettlements, because they did m.t experience that de-

light and satisfaction with which they had flattered

themselves, and had long- cherished an ardent desire

of returning to their own country. They had not

however dared to discover their" uneasiness whilst

Alexander wa living, but the moment they received

intelligence of his death, they openly declared their

intentions. Ther anned 20.000 foot, all warlike and

experienced solJiers, with 300U horse; and having

placed Fhilo at their head, they prepared for their

departure, without taking counsel, or receiving order*

from any but themselves, as if they had been subject
to no authority, and no longer acknowledged any
uperior.
Ferdiccas, who foresaw the consequences of such

n enterprize,
at a time when everv thing was in mo-

tion, and when the troops, as well as Uieir officers,

breathed nothing but independence, sent Pillion to

oppose them.
The merit of this officer was acknowledged by all;

nd he willingly charged himself with thi commis-

sion, in expectation of gaining over those Greeks, and

of procuring himself some considerable establishment

in Upper Asia by their means. Perdiccas, being ac-

quainted with his design, gave a very surprising order

to the Macedonians whom he sent with that general,
which was to exterminate the revolters entirely. Pi-

thon, on his arrival, brought over, bv nionev. 3000

Greeks, who turned their backs in the battle, and
were the occasion of his obtaining a complete victory.
The vanquished troops surrendered, but made the

preservation of their lives and liberties the condition

of their submitting to the conqueror. This was ex-

actly agreeable to Pithon's design, but he was no

loniri r "master of its execution. The Macedonians

thinking it incumbent on them to accomplish the

Orders of Perdiccas. inhumanly slaughtered all the

Greeks, without the least reganl to the terms they bad

granted them. Pithon bemg thus defeated fn his

Tlews, returned with his Macedonians to Perdiccas.

This expedition was soon succeeded by the Grecian
war.* The news of Alexander's death being brought
vo Athens had excited gnat rumours, and occasioned

joy that was almost universal. The people, who
Lad long sustained with reluctance the yoke which the

Macedonians had imposed on Greece, made liberty
the subject of all their discourse: they breathed no-

thing but war, and abandoned themselves to the extra-

vagant emotions of a senseless and excessive joy.
Phocion, who was a person ofwisdom and moderation,
and doubted the truth of the intelligence they had re-

ceived, endeavoured to calm the turbulency of their

Binds, and to check these impetuous sallies, which
rendered them incapable of counsel and sedate reflec-

tion. As the generality of the orators, notwithstand-

ing all his remonstrances, exclaimed that the news
was true, and that Alexander was certainly dead,

Phocion rose up, and expressed himself in tliU man-
ner: " If he be really

dead .to-day, he will likewise b

so to-morrow and the next day, so that we shall have
time enough to deliberate in a calm manner, and with

a greater securitv."

Leosthenes, who was the first that published this

account at Athens, was continually haranguing the

people with excessive arrogance and"
Tanity. Phocion,

who was tired with his speeches, said to him, " Young
man, your discourse resembles the

cypress,
which is

tall and spreading, but bears no fruit." He gave
great offence, by opposing the inclinations of the peo-

ple in so strenuous a manner, and Hyperides rising

up, asked him this question:
" Wh'en would you

advise the Athenians to make war?" "As soon."

replied Phocion, ** as I se the young men brmly re-

solved to observe a strict discipline; the rich disposed
to contribute, according to their abilities, to the ex-

pense of a war; and when the orators no longer rob

the public."
All the remonstrances of Phocion were ineffectual:

a war was resolred upon, and a deputation agreed to

be sent'to all the states of Greece, to engage thur
accession to the league. This is the war in which all

the Greeks, except the Thebans, united to maintain

the liberty of their country, under the conduct of

Leosthenes, against Antipater; and it was called the

Lamian war, from the name of a city where the latter

was defeated in the first battle!,

Demosthenes,' who was then in exile at Megara.
but who amidst his misfortunes always retained an

ardent real for the interest of his country and the de-

fence of the common liberty, joined himself with the

Athenian ambassadors sent into Peloponnesus, and

having seconded their remonstrances in a wonderful

manner by the force of his eloquence, he engaged
Sicyon, Arjos, Corinth, and the other cities of Pelo-

ponnesus, to accede to the league.
The Athenians, struck with admiration at a zeal so

noble and generous, immediately passed a decree to

recall him from banishment. A galley with three

ranks of oars was despatched to him at .gina; and,
when ne entered the port of Piraeus, all the magistrate*
and priests advanced out of the city, and all the citi-

zens crowded to meet that illustrious exile, and re-

ceived him with the utmost demonstrations ofaffection

and joy, blended at the same time with an air cf sor-

row and repentance, for the injury they had done him.

Demosthenes was ser.sibly affected with the extraor-

dinary honours that were rendered him; and whiUt
he re'turned as it were in triumph to his country,
amidst the acclamations of the people, he lifted up
his hands towards heaven to thank the gods for so

illustrious a protection, and congratulated himself on

beholding a day more glorious to him, than that had

proved to Alcibiades. on which he returned from his

exile. For his fellow-citizens received him from the

pure effect of desire and good will; whereas the re-

ception of Alcibiades was not entirely voluntary,
some compulsion being put upon their inclinations.

The generality of those who were far advanced in

years,
4 were extremely apprehensive of the event of a

war, which had been undertaken with too much preci-

pitation, and without examining into the consequence*
with all the attention and sedateness that an enter-

prize of so much importance required. They were
sensible also, that there was no necessity for declaring
themselves so openly against the Macedonians, whose
veteran troops were very formidable ; and the example
of Thebes, which was destroyed by the same temerity
of conduct, added to their consternation. But the

orators, who derived their advantages from the dig-

traction of the public affairs, and to whom, accord ing
to the observation of Philip, war was peace, and peace
war, would not allow the people time to deliberate

maturely on the affairs proposed to their considera-

tion, but drew them into their sentiments by a falla-

cious eloquence, which presented then with nothing
but scenes of future conquest and triumphs.
Demosthenes and Phocion. who wanted neither

real nor prudence, were of different sentiments on thU

. I sriii . Wl, 592. Plut. in Ph,c. p. 751, 73

Plut. in Uemutth p. KjR Juitin. I. liii. t. 5.

Diod. 1. xviii. p, 54 590.
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Deration, which was no extraorcinary circumstance

with respect to them. It is not my province to deter-

mine which of them had reason on his side: but, in

iuch a perplexing conjuncture as this, there is nothing

surprising in a contrariety of opinions, though the

result of good intentions on both sides. Phocion's

scneme was, perhaps, the most prudent, and that of

Demosthenes the most glorious.
Be that as it may, a considerable army was raised,

and a very numerous fleet fitted out. All the citizens

who were under the age of forty, and capable of bear-

ing arms, were drawn out. Of the ten tribes that

composed the republic, three were left for the defence

of Attica, the rest marched out with the other allies

under the command of Leosthenes.

Antipater was far from being indolent during these

ransac lions in Greece, ofwhich he had been apprized,
and he had sent to Leonatus in Phrygia, and to Cra-
terus in Cilicia, to urge them to come to his assistance ;

but before the arrival of the expected succours, he
inarched at the head of only 13,000 Macedonians and
600 horse; the frequent recruits which he had sent

Alexander, having left him no more troops in all the

country.
It is surprising that Antipater should attempt to

give battle to the united forces of all Greece with such
a handful of men

;
but he undoubtedly imagined, that

the Greeks were no longer actuated by their ancient

zeal and ardour for liberty,
and that they ceased to

consider it as such an inestimable advantage, as ought
to inspire them with a resolution to venture their lives

and fortunes for its preservation. He flattered him-
self that they had begun to familiarize themselves with

subjection: and indeed this was the disposition of the

Greeks at that time; in whom appeared no longer the

descendants of those who had so gallantly sustained

all the efforts of the East, and fought against a million

of men for the preservation of their freedom.

Antipater advanced towards Thessaly, and was fol-

lowed by his fleet, which cruised along the sea-coasts.

It consisted of 1 10 trirem es, or galleys of three
bench-

es of oars. The Thessalians declared at first in his

favour; but having afterwards changed their senti-

ments, they joined the Athenians, and supplied them
with a strong body of horse.

As the army of the Athenians and their allies was
much more numerous than that of the Macedonians,
Antipater could not support the charge, and was de-
feated in the first battle. As he durst not hazard a

second, and was in no condition to make a safe re-

treat into Macedonia, he shut himself up in Lamia, a
small city in Thessaly, in order to wait for succours
that were to be transmitted to him from Asia, and
he fortified himself in that place, which was soon be-

sieged by the Athenians.
The assault was carried on with great bravery

against the town, and the resistance was equally vigo-
rous. Leosthenes, after several attempts, despairing
to carry it by force, changed the siege into a blockade,
in order to conquer the place by famine. He sur-

rounded it with a wall of circumvallation, and a very
deep ditch, and by these means cut off all supplies
of provision. The city soon became sensible of the

growing scarcity, and the besieged began to be seri-

ously disposed to surrender; when Leosthenes, in a

sally they made upon him, received a considerable

wound, which rendered it necessary for him to be car-

ried to his tent. Upon which the command of the

army was consigned to Antiphilus, who was equally
esteemed by the troops for his valour and ability.

Leonatus,! in the mean time, was
A. M. 3682. marching to the assistance of the

Ant. J. C. 322. Macedonians besieged in Lamia;
and was commissioned, as well as

Antigonus, by an agreement made between the gene-
rals, to establish Eumenes in Cappadocia by force of

arms; but they took other measures, in consequence
of some private views. Leonatus, who reposed an
entire confidence in Eumenes, declared to him at part-
ing, that the engagement to assist Antipater was a
mem pretext, and that his real intention was to ad-
vance into Greece, in order to make himself master

> F'ut iu KumcD p. 584.

of Macedonia. He, at the same time, showed him
letters from Cleopatra, the sister of Alexander, who
invited him to come to Pella, and promised to espouse
him. Leonatus being arrived within a little distance
of Lamia, marched directly against the enemy, with
20,000 foot and 2500 horse. Prosperity had introdu-
ced disorder into the Grecian army; several parties
of soldiers dniw off, and retired ip.to their own country
on various pretexts, which greatly diminished the
number ofthe troops, who were now reduced to 22,000
foot. The cavalry amounted to 3500, two thousand
of whom wete Thessalians; a7id as they constituted
the main strength of the army, so all hopes of success
were founded in them; and accordingly, when the
battle was

fought, this body of horse had the g eatest
share in the victory that was obtained. The> were
commanded by Menon. Leonatus, covered with

wounds, lost his life in the field of battle, and was
conveyed into the camp by his troops. The Mace-
aonian phalanx greatly dreaded the shock of the ca-

valry, and had therefore retreated to eminences,
whither the Thessalians could not pursue them. The
Greeks having carried off their dead, erected a tro-

phy, and retired.

The whole conversation at Athens turned upon the

glorious exploits of Leosthenes,* who survived his

honours but a short time. A universal joy spread
through the city; festivals were celebrated, and sacri-

fices offered without intermission, to testify their gra-
titude to the gods for all the advantages they had ob-
tained The enemies of Phocion, thinking to mortify
him in the most sensible manner, and reduce him to
an incapacity ofjustifying his constant opposition to
that war, asked him, if he would not have rejoiced to
have performed so many glorious actions? " Undoubt-

edly I would," replied Phocion; "but I would not
at the same time have

neglected to o flier the advice
I gave."

3 He did not think that a iudgment ought
to be formed of any particular counsel from mere suc-

cess, but rather from the nature and solidity of the
counsel itself; and he did not retract his sentiments,
because those of an opposite nature had been success-

ful, which only proved the latter more fortunate, but
not more judicious. And as these agreeable advices
came thick upon each other, Phocion, who was

appre-
hensive of the sequel, cried out,

" When shall we
cease to conquer'?

"

Antipater was obliged to surrender by capitulation,
but history has not transmitted to us the conditions of
the treaty. The event only makes it evident, that
Leosthenes compelled him to surrender at discretion,
and he himself died a few days after of the wounds
he had received at the siege. Antipater having quit-
ted Lamia the day after the battle, for he seems to
have been favourably treated, joined the remains of
the army of Leonatus, and took upon him the com-
mand of those

troops.
He was extremely cautious of

hazarding a second battle, and kept with his troops,
like ajudicious and experienced general.on eminences
inaccessible to the enemy's cavalry. Antiphilus, the

general of the Greeks, remained with his troops in

Thessaly, and contented himself with observing the
motions of Antipater.

Clitus, who commanded the Macedonian fleet, ob-

tained, much about the same time, two victories near
the islands of Echinades, over Eetion the admiral of
the Athenian navy.

Craterus/* who had long been expected, arrived at

last in Thessaly, and halted at the river Peneus. He
resigned the command to Antipater, and was conten-
ted to serve under him. The troops he had brought
thither amounted, in conjunction with those of Leo-
natus, to above 40.000 foot, 3000 archers or slingers,
and 5000 horse. The army of the allies wns much
inferior in number, and consisted of no more than

25,000 foot and 3500 horse. Military discipline had
been much neglected among them, after the victories

they had obtained. A considerable battle was fought

Pint, in Phon. p. 752.

Nun damnuvit quod rectS vidernt, qui, quod aliiM cunsulerat, bene cesserat : Idir.ius hue eiulimai
illud etiain gnpientiu*. /'/. Max. lib. iii. cap. 8.
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Bear Cranon ID which the Greeks were defeated;

they, however, lost but few troops, and even that

disadvantage was occasioned by the licentious con-

duct of the soldiers, and the small authority of the

chiefs, who were incapable of enforcing obedience to

their commands.

Antiphilus and Menon, the two generals of the

Grecian armv, assembled a council the next day, to

deliberate, whether they should wait the return of

those troops who had retired into their own country,
or propose terms of accommodation to the enemy.
The council declared in favour of the latter; upon
ivhich deputies were immediately despatched to the

enemy's camp in the name of all the allies. Antipa-
ter replied, tliat he would enter into a separate treaty
with each of the cities, persuading himself that he
should facilitate the accomplishment of his designs

by this proceeding; and he was not deceived in his

pinion. His answer broke off the negotiation; and
the moment he presented himself before the cities of

the allies, they disbanded their troops, and surren-

dered up their liberties in the most pusillanimous
manner, each city being solely attentive to its sepa-
rate advantage.

This circumstance is a sufficient confirmation of

what I have formerly observed with relation to the

present disposition of the people of Greece. They
were no longer animated with the noble zeal of those

ancient assertors of liberty, who devoted their whole
attention to the good of the public and the glory of
the nation; who considered the danger of their neigh-
bours and allies as their own, and marched with the

utmost expedition to their assistance upon the first

signal of their distress. Whereas now, when a for-

midable enemy appeared at the gates of Athens, all

the republics of Greece had neither activity nor vi-

gour; Peloponnesus continued without motion, and

Sparta was as little heard of as if she had never ex-
isted ; unhappy effects of the mutual jealousy which
those people had conceived against each other, and
of their disregard to the common liberty, in conse-

quence of a fatal lethargy into which they were sunk
amidst the greatest dangers! These are symptoms
which prognosticate ana prepare the way for ap-
proaching decline and ruin.

Antipater improved this desertion to his own advan-

tage,) and marched immediately to Athens, which
saw herself abandoned by all her allies, and conse-

quently in no condition to defend herself against a

powerful and victorious enemy. Before he entered
the city, Demosthenes, and all those of his party, who
may be considered as the last true Greeks, and the
defenders of expiring liberty, retired from that place ;

aud the people, in order to transfer from themselves
to those great men the reproach resulting from their

declaration of war against Antipater, and likewise to

obtain his good graces, condemned them to die bv a

decree which Demades prepared. The reader Las
not forgot, that these are the same people who had

lately recalled Demosthenes by a decree so much for

his honour, and had received him in triumph.
The same Demades procured a second decrea for

ending ambassadors to Antipater, who was then at

Thebes, and that they should be invested with full

powers to negotiate a treaty of peace with him. Pho-
cion himself was at their head; and the conqueror
declared, that he expected the Athenians should en-

tin-ly submit the terms to his regulation, in the man-
Be' as he himself had acted, when he was besieged
in the city of Lamia, and had conformed to the ca-

pitulation imposed upon him by Leosthenes their

general.
Phocion returned to acquaint the Athenians with

tnis answer, and they were compelled to acquiesce in

the conditions, however rigid thev might appear,
he then came back to Thebes with the rest of the
ambassadors, with whom Xenoc rates had been asso-
ciated, in hopes that the appearance alone of so cele-
brated a philosopher would inspire Antipater with

respeo*., and induce him to pay homage to his virtue.
BU-. su-ely they must have been little acquainted with
the >>rt of man, and particularly with the violent

Plat, in Phoc. p 753, 754

and inhuman disposition of Antipater, to be capable
of Haltering themselves, that an enemy, with whom
they had been engaged in an open war, would re-

nounce his advantage through any inducement of

respect for the virtue of a single man, or in conse-

quence of a harangue uttered ny a philosopher who
had declared against him. Antipater would not even
condescend to cast his eyes upon him; and when he
was preparing to enter upon the conference, for he
was commissioned to be the speaker on this occasion,
he interrupted him in a verr sV.rupt manner; and per-

ceiving that he continued nis discourse, commanded
him to be silent. But he did not treat Phocion in the

same manner; for after he had attended to his dis-

course, he replied,
" That he was disposed fo contract

a friendship and alliance with the Athenians on the

following conditions: Thev should deliver up Demos
thenes and Hyperides to him; the government should
be restored to its ancient

plan, by which all employ-
ments in the state were to be conferred upon the rich;
that they should receive a garrison in the port of Mu-
nychia; that they should defray all the expenses of
the war, and also pay a large sum, the amount of

which should be settled." Thus according to Diodo-

rus, none but those whose yearly income exceeded
2000 drachmas were to be admitted into any share of
the government for the future, or to have any right
to vote. Antipater intended to make himself absolute

master of Athens by this regulation, being very sen-

sible that the rich men, who enjoyed public employ-
ments, and had large revenues, would become his

dependants much more effectually than a poor and

despicable populace, who had nothing to lose, and
who would be only guided by their own caprice.

All the ambassadors but Xenocrates were wrl
contented with these conditions, which they thought
were very moderate, considering: their present situa-

tion ; -but that
philosopher iudged otherwise. "They

are very moderate for slaves," said he, "but ex-

tremely severe for freemen."
The Athenians therefore were compe ?*a ;c receive

into Munvchia a Macedonian garrison, commanded
by Meuyllus, a man of probity, and one of Phocion'i

particular friends. The troops took possession of
the place during the festival of the Great Mysteries
and the very day on which it was usual to carry the

god lacchus in procession from the city to Eleusis.

This was a melancholy conjuncture for the Atheni-

ans, and affected them with the most sensible afflic-

tion. "Alas!" said they, when they compared the

past times with those they then saw,
" the god*

amidst our greatest adversities, would formerly mani-
fest themselves in our favour during this sacred cere-

monial, by mystic visions and audible voices to the

great astonishment of our enemies, who were terrified

by them. But now, when we are even celebrating
the same solemnities, they cast an unpitying eye on
the greatest calamities that can happen to Greece,
thev behold the most sacred of all days in the year,
and that which is most agreeable to us, polluted and

distinguished by the most dreadful of calamities,
which will even transmit its name to this sacred sea-

son through all succeeding generations."
The garrison, commanded by Menyllus, did not

offer the l?ast injury to ar.y of the inhabitants; but
there were more than 12,000 of them excluded from

employments in the state, by one of the stipulation*
in the treaty, in consequence of their poverty. Some
of these unfortunate persons continued in Athens,
and lingered out a wretched life, amidst the contemp
and insults they had justly drawn upon themselves;
for the generality of them were seditious and merce-

nary in their dispositions, had neither virtue nor jus-
tice, but flattered themselves with a false idea of

liberty, which they were incapable of using aright,
and had no knowledge of either its bounds, duties or
end. The other poor citizens departed from the city,
in order to avoid that opprobrious condition, and re-

tired into Thrace, where Antijjater assigned them a
citv and lands for their habitation.

Demetrius Phalereus t was obliged to have recourse
to (light, and retired to I^icanor; in whom C

* Alhen. 1. xii. p. 54i
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fl.-r, tnp son of Antipater, rrposed
much confidence,

an r
l nv.idc him governor of Munychia after the death

of hi* father, as will appear immediately. This De-
mrtritis ha<1 been not only the disciple, but the inti-

mate friend of the celebrated Theophrastus; and,
under the conduct of so learned a master, had per-
fected his natural genius for eloquence, and rendered

himself expert in philosophy, politics, and history.
He was in great esteem at'Atnens, 1 and began to

enter upon the administration of affairs, when Har-

palus arrived there, after he had declared against
Alexander. He was obliged to quit that city at the

time of which we are now speaking, and wag soon
after condemned there, though absent, under a vain

pretext of
irreligion.

The whole weight of Antipater's displeasure fell

chiefly upon Demosthenes,* Hyperides, and some
other Athenians, who had been their adherents; and
when he WB_ informed that they had eluded his ven-

geance by flight, he despatched a body of men with
orders tosein: them, and placed one Archias at their

head, who had formerly played in tragedies. This
man having found at Agina the orator Hyperides,
Aristonicus, ->f Marathon, and Himereus the brother
of Demetrius Phalereus, who had all three taken

sanctuary in the temple of Aiax; he dragged them
from their asylum, and sent them to Antipater, who
was then at Cleonae, where he condemned them
to die. Soiiie authors have even declared, that he
caused the tongue of Hyperides to be cut out.

The same Archias having received intelligence,
that Demosthenes, who had retired into the island of

Calauria, was become a supplicant in the temple of

Neptune, he sailed thither in a small vessel, and land-

ed with some Thracian soldiers: after which he spa-
red no paiiw to persuade Demosthenes to accompany
him to Antipater, assuring him, that he should re-

ceive no injury. Demosthenes was too well acquain-
ted with mankind to rely on bis promise; and was
seMible that those venal souls, who have hired them-
selves into the service of iniquity, those infamous
ministers in the execution of orders equally cruel and

unjust, have as little regard to sincerity and truth as

their masters. To prevent therefore nis falling into

the hands of a tyrant, who would have satiated his

fury upon him, he swallowed
poison,

which he al-

ways carried about him, and which soon produced its

effect. When he found his strength declining, he
advanced a few steps, by the aid of some domestics
who

supported him, and fell down dead at the foot

of the altar.

The Athenians, soon after tlm event, erected a sta-

tue of brass to his memory, as a testimonial of their

gratitude and esteem, and made a decree, that the

eldest branch of his family should be brought up in

the Prytaneum, at the public expense, from genera-
tion to generation: and at the foot of the statue they
engraved this inscription, which was couched in two

elegiac verses: " Demosthenes, if thy power had been

equal to thy wisdom, the Macedonian Mars would
never have triumphed over Greece." What regard
u to be entertained for the judgment of a people,
who are capable of being hurried into such opposite
extremes, and who one day passed sentence of death
on a citizen, and loaded him with honours and ap-
plause the next?
What I have already said of Demosthenes, on se-

veral occasions, makes it unnecessary to enlarge upon
his character in this place. He was not only a great
orator, but an accomplished statesman. His views
were noble and exalted; his zeal for the honour and
interest of his country was superior to every tempta-
tion; he firmly retained an irreconcilable aversion to

all nxasures which had any resemblance to tyranny;
and his love for liberty was such as may be imagined
in a republican, as implacable an enemy to all servi-

tude and
dependency

as ever lived. A wonderful

sagacity of mind enabled him to penetrate into future

events, and presented them to his view with as much
perspicuity, though remote, as if they had been actu-

ally present He seemed as much acquainted with
all the decigns of Philip, as if he had been admitted

Laeru in Demetr. Plut. la Democih. p. 839, SCO.

into a
participation

of his councils; 'ind if the A the.

nians had followed his advice, that prince would not
have attained that height of power which proved
destructive to Greece, as Demosthenes had frequently
foretold.

He was prriccfly acquainted with the disposition
of Philip,

3 ai-A was very far from praising him. like

the general!./ of orators. Two colleagues, vith

whom he hail been issociated in nn embassy to that

freat
prince, were continually praising the king of

Incedonia at their return, ami saying, that he was a

very eloquent and handsome prince, and a most ex-

traordinary drinter. "What strange commenda-
tions are these !" replied Demosthenes. " The first it

the accomplishment of a rhetorician; the second o**
woman; and the third of a sponge; but none of them
the qualification of a king."
With relation to eloquence, nothing can be added

to what Quintilian has observed, in the parallel he
has drawn between Demosthenes and Cicero. After

having shown that the great and essential qualities
of an orator are common to them both, he marks out
the particular difference observable between them
with respect to style and elocution. "The one,"*
says he, "is more precise, the other more luxuriant.

The one crowds all his forces into a smaller com-

pass when he attacks his adversary, the other chooses
a larger field for the assault. The one always en-

deavours in a manner to transfix him with the viva-

city of his style, the other frequently overwhelm*
him with the weight of his discourse. .Nothing can be
retrenched from the one, and nothing can be added
to the other. In Demosthenes we discover more la-

bour and study, in Cicero more nature and sj* nias."

I have elsewhere observed another mark of diffe-

rence between these two great orators,* which I beg
leave to insert in this place. That which characte-

rizes Demosthenes more than any other circumstance,
and in which he has never been imitated, is such an
absolute oblivion of himself, and so scrupulous and
constant a solicitude to suppress all ostentation of

wit; in a word, such a perpetual care to confine the
attention of the auditor to the cause, and not to the

orator, that he never suffers any one turn of though!
or expression to escape him, which has no other view
than merely to please and shine. This reserve and
moderation in so fine a genius as Demosthenes, and
in matters so susceptible of grace and elegance, addi

perfection to his merit, and renders him superior to

all praises.
Cicero Was sensible of all the estimation due to thf

eloquence of Demosthenes, and experienced all iti

force and beauty. But as he was persuaded, thtl at

orator, when he is engaged in any points that ire .10*

strictly essential, ough' to form his stvle by Oi'. ta*U
of his'audience: and did not believe that '.IP geniui
of his times was consistent with such h igid ex-

actness; he therefore, judged it necess>.n tn accom-
modate himself in some measure to t^.e '_a r

.< and de-

licacy of his auditors, who required D ore grace and

elegance in an oration. For which r.ason, though h

never lost sight of any important po'iit in the muse ha

pleaded, he yet paid some attentior to what might cap-
tivate and please the ear. He even thought that this

was conducive to promote the interest of his client;
and he was not mistaken, as to please is one of the

most certain means of persuading: but at the same
time he laboured for his own reputation, and never

forgot hi HIM- If.

The death of Demosthenes and Hvperides rinsed
the Athenians to regret the reign of p-htlip ar.-J Alex-

ander, and recalled to their remembrance the nagna-
nimity, genero-ity, and cl< inency, which those two

princes retained, even amidst the emotions of their

displeasure; and how inclinable they had always been
to pardon offences, and treat their er.t-r.-.'f i w'tth hu-

manity. Whereas Antipater, under the rjask of a

Flut. in Demoeth. p. 853.

In elix|ueit<lc cm uli<]iia (liri-riin. Deniinr il!e, hk
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In the discourse on the eloquence of the bar.
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prirate man. In a shbl\v cloak, with all the
appear-

,

nuce of a plak and frugal life, and without alh-ctiiig ]

any title to authority, discovered himself to be ari-id

and impeiMMM ma-ur.

Antipater was, however, prevailed upon by the pray-
ers of Phocion, to recall several persons from banish-

ment, notwithstanding all the severity of his disposi-

tion; and there is reason to believe, that Deim-.tnus

was one of this numbei. At least, it is certain that

he had a considerable share in the administration of

the republic from that time. As for those whose re-

call to Athens Phocion was unable to obtain, he pro-
cured for them more commodious situation-, that

were not so remote as their former settlements; and
took his measures so effectually, that they were not ba-

nished, according to the first sentence, beyond the Ce-
raunian mountains and the promontory of Taenarus;
or lived sequestered from the pleasures of Greece,

but obtained a settlement in Peloponnesus. Who
e*n help admiring

1

, on the one hand, the amiable and

generous disposition of Phocion, who em cloyed hi*

credit with Antipater, in order to procure for the un-

fortunate some alleviation of their calamities; and,
on the other hand, a kind of humanity in a prince, who
wis not very desirous ofdistinguishing himself by that

quality, but was sensible, however, that it would be
extrtmely rigid

in him, to add new mortifications to

<he inconveniences of banishment.

Antipater in other respects exercised his govern-
ment with great justice and moderation over those

who continued in Athens; he bestowed the principal

posts and employments on such persons as he imagin-
ed were the most virtuous and honest men: and con-
tented himself with removing from all authority, such
as he thought were most likely to excite troubles. He
wa< M nsible, that this people could nt ither support a

state of absolute servitude, nor of entire liberty; for

which reason he thought it necessary to take from the

one, whatever was too rigid; and from the other, all

that WH- i UN --ive and licentious.

The conqueror after so glorious a campaign, set out

for Macedonia, to celebrate the. nuptials of his daugh-
ter Phila with Craterus, and the solemnity wa* per-
formed with all imaginable grandeur. Phila >vas one
of the most accomplished princesses of her age, and
her beauty wa> the least

part
of he' merit. The lu<tr(

of her rharnis was heightened by the sweetness a;>d

modesty that beamed uix>n her countenance, and by an
air of complacency, and a natural

disposition to obfige,
which won the hearts of all who beheld her. These

rnpii'iiig qualities were rendered still more amiable

by the brightness of a superior genius, and aprudence
uncommon in her sex, which made her capable of the

greatest affairs. It is even Jaid. that young as she
then was, her father Antipater, who was one of the

most able politicians of his age, never engaged in any
affair of importance without consulting Her. This
princess m ver made use of the influence she had over
her two husbands (for after the death of Craterus she

espoused Demetrius the son of Antigonus,) but to

procure some favour for the officers, their daughters,
or si-ters. If they were poor, she furnished thnm with

portions for their marriage: and if they were so un-

happy as to be calumniated, she herself was very
active in their ju-iitication. So generous a liberality

gave her an absolute power ainonf the troops. All
cabals were dissolved by her presence, and all revolts

gave way and wereappeased by her engaging conduct.

SECTIO.N III. PROCESSION AT THE FUNERAL OF
ALEXANDER. HIS BODY IS CUNVEYEI TO ALEXAN-
DRIA. EU.MENES IS PUT INTO POSSESSION OF CAP-
P.\I>:C1A, BY PERDICCAS. PTolJC.M Y, CRATERUS,
ANTIPATER. AM) ANTIGONUS, FORM A CONFEDE-
RACY AGAINST EACH OF THEM. THE DEATH OF
CRATERUS. UNFORTUNATE EXPEDITION OF PER-
DICCAS INTO EGYPT. HE IS SLAIN THERE.

MUCH about this time ' the fune-
A. M. 3683. ral obsequies of Alexander were

Ant. J. C. 321. performed.* A ridwus having been

deputed by all the governors and

i Piod. I. iTiii. p. 608 filO.

I could have wished it hid been in my power to have
tplained several paitage* of thu description ia mure
VOL. II. 3

grandees of the kingdom to take upon himself the car*

of that solemnity, had employed two years in prepa-

ring every thing'that could possibly render it the nusl

pompous and
splendid

funeral that had ever btt-w

seen. When all things were ready for the celebra-

tion of this mournful but superb .eremonial, order*

were given for the. procession tc/ begin. This wa

preceded by a great number of pioneers and other

workmen, whose office was to make all the way?
practicable through which the procession we* to jia.

As soon as these were levelled, that magnilicent
chariot, the invention and design of which raised as

much admiration as the immense riches that glittered
all over it, set out from Babylon. The body of the

chariot rested upon two axletrees, that were inserted

into four wheels, made alter the Persian nianm r; the

naves and spokes of which were covered with gold,
and the felloes plated over with iron. The extremi-

ties of the axletrees were made of gold, representing
the iini/iles of lions biting a dart. The chariot had
four poles, to each of which were harnessed four sets

of mules, each set consisting of four of those animals;
so that this chariot was drawn by sixty-lour mules.

The strongest of those creatures, ancf the largest,
were chosen on this occasion. They were adorned
with crowns of gold, and collars enriched with pre-
cious stones and golden bells.

On this chariot was erected a pavilion of e* tire

gold, twelve feet wide and eighteen in length, tup-

ported by columns of the Ionic order* embellished
with the feaves of acanthus. The inside was adorred
with jewels, disposed in the forms of shells. The
circumference was beautified with a fringe of golden
network : the threads that composed the texture wer
an inch in thickness, and to those were ttfeteued largw
bells, whose sound was heard to a great distance.

The external decorations consisted of four groups
in basso relievo.

The first represented Alexander seated in a m: iary
chariot, with a splendid sceptre in his hand, and sur-

rounded on one side with a troop of Macedonians at

arms; and on the other, with an equal number of Per-

sians armed in their own manner. These were pre-
cedtd by the king's equerries.

In the second were seen elephants completely har-

nessed, with a band of Indians seated on the fore-

par',
of their bodies ; and on their hinder another baud

of .Macedonians, armed as in the day of battle.

The third exhibited to the view several squadrons
of horse arranged in

military army.
The fourth represented ships preparing for a battle.

At the entrance into the pavilion were golden lions,

that seemed to guard the passage.
The four corners were adorned with statues of

massy gold, representing victories, with trophies of
arms in their hands.

Under the pavilion was placed a throne of gold of

a square form, adorned with the heads of annuals, 8

whose necks were encompassed with circlets of gold
a foot and a half in breadth; to these were hung
crowns, that glittered with the liveliest colours, such

as were carried in procession at the celebration of

sacred solemnities.

At the foot of the throne was placed the coffin of

Alexander, formed of beaten gold, and half filled

with aromatic spices and perfumes, as well to exhale

an agreeable odour, as for the preservation of the

corpse. A pall of purple, brocaded with gold, co-
vered the coffin.

Between this and the throne, the arms of that mo-
narch were disposed in the manner he wore them
when living.
The outside of the pavilion was likewise covered

with purple, flowered with gold. The top cnc'ed in

a very large crown of the same metal, which seemed
to be a composition of olive-branches. The beams
of the sun which darted on this diadem, in coiij unc-

tion with the motion of the chariot, caused it lo emit
a kind of rays like those of lightning.

clear and intelligible manner than I hare done: but that

was not posoiblc fur me to effect, though I had recourse U
peraoni of greater capacity than myself.

The Greek word T, > ix*. :, 'imports a kind of bwrt
from whoce chin a beard banjs clown ike that of joU.
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ft may easily be imagined, that in so Ions a proces-
lion, the motion of a chariot, laden like this, would
be liable to great inconveniences. In order, there-

fore, thai the pavilion, with all its appendages, might,
when the chariot moved in any uneven ways, con-

stantly continue in the same situation, notwithstand-

ing trie inequality of the ground, and the shocks that

would frequently be unavoidable, a cylinder was
raised from the middle of each axletree, to support
the pavilion; by which expedient the whole machine
was preserved steady.
The c-hariot was followed by the royal guards, all

in arms and magnificently arrayed.
The multitude of spectators' in this solemnity is

hardly credible; but they were drawn together as

well by their veneration for the memory of Alexander,
as by the magnificence of this funeral pomp, which
had never been equalled in the world.
There was a current prediction, that the place

where Alexander should oe interred would be ren-

dered the most happy and flourishing part
of the

whole earth. The governors contested with each
other for the disposal of a body that was to be at-

tended with such a glorious prerogative. The affec-

tion Perdiccas entertained for his country, made him
desirous that the corpse should be conve'yed to JEgx
in Macedonia, where the remains of its kings were

usually deposited. Other places were likewise pro-

posed, but the preference was given to Egypt. Pto-

lemy, who had such extraordinary and recent obliga-
tions to the king of Macedonia, was determined to

signalize his gratitude on this occasion. He accord-

ingly set out, with a numerous guard of his best

troops, in order to meet the procession, and advan-
ced as far as Syria. When he had joined the atten-

dants on the funeral, he prevented them from inter-

ring the corpse in the temple of Jupiter Ammon, as

they had proposed. It was therefore deposited first

in the city 01 Memphis, and from thence was con-

veyed to Alexandria. Ptolemy raised a magnificent
temple to the memory of this monarch, and rendered
him all the honours which were usually paid to demi-

gods and heroes by Pagan antiquity.
Freinshemius,' in his supplement to Livy, relates,

after Leo,2 the African, that the tomb of Alexander
the Great was still to be seen in his time, and that it

was reverenced by the Mahomedans as the monu-
ment not only of an illustrious king, but of a great

prophet.
In the partition of the several governments of Alex-

ander's empire,
3
Cappadocia and Paphlagonia, which

bordered on the Pontic Sea, were allotted to Eumenes
;

and it was expressly stipulated by the treaty, that

Leonatus and Antigonus should march with a great
body of troops to establish Eumenes in the govern-
ment of those dominions, and dispossess king Ariara-
thes of the sovereignty. This general resolution of

sending troops and experienced commanders into the

several provinces of the empire, was formed with

great judgment; and the intention of it was, that all

those conquered territories should continue under
the dominion of the Macedonians, and that the inha-

bitants, being no longer governed by their own sove-

reigns, should have no future inclination to recover
their ronner liberty, nor be in a condition to set each
other the example of throwing off the new yoke of
the Greeks.
But neither Leonatus nor Antigonus were very so-

licitous to execute this article of the treaty; and, as

they were entirely attentive to their own particular
interest and aggrond iunent , they took other measures.
Eumenes seeing himself thus abandoned by those who
ought to have established him in his government,
set out with all his equipage, which consisted of 300
hone and 200 of his domestics well armed ; with all

his riches, which amounted to about 5000 talents

of gold; and retired to Perdiccas, who gave him a

favourable reception. As he was much esteemed

by that commander, he was admitted into a
par-

ticipation of all his councils. Eumtnes was indeed

Lib. rmiii.
Thii c-ihor lived in the fifteenth centry.
Plut. in fcuraen. p. 384 Oiod. I. ivm. p. X

a man of great firmness and resolution, and the mot*
able of all the captains of Alexander.
Within a short time after this event he was con-

ducted into Cappadocia by a great army which Per-
diccas thought fit to command in person. Ariaratlies
had made the necessary preparations for a vigorous
defence, and had raised 30,000 foot and a great body
of horse; but he was defeated and taken prisoner by
Perdiccas, who destroyed his whole family, and in-

vested Eumenes with the government of his domi-
nions. He intended, by this instance of severity, to
intimidate the people, and extinguish all seditions^
a mode of conduct very judicious, and absolutely
necessary in the conjunction of a new government,
when the state is in a general ferment, and till things
are usually disposed for commotions. Perdiccas,
after this transaction, advanced with his troop* to
chastise Isaura and Laranda, cities of Pisidia, which
had massacred their governors, and revolted from
the Macedonians. The last of these cities was des-

troyed in a very surprising manner; for the inhabi-

tants
finding themselves in no condition to defend it,

and despairing of any quarter from the conqueror,
shut themselves up in their houses, with their wives,
children, and

parents,
and all their gold and silver;

set fire to their several habitations, and, after they
had fought with the furv of lions, threw themselves
into the flames. The city was abandoned to plun-
der; and the soldiers, after they had extinguished
the fire, found a very great booty, for the place wat
filled with riches.

Perdiccas,* after this expedition, marched intoCili-

cia, where he passed the winter. During his resi-

dence in that country, he formed a resolution to di-

vorce Jficaea, the daughter of Antipater, whom he had

espoused at a time when he thought that marriage
subservient to his interest. But when the regency
of the empire had given him a superior credit, and
caused him to conceive more exalted hopes, hit

thoughts took a different turn, and he was desirous
of espousing Cleopatra, the sister of Alexander th

Great. She had been married to Alexander king of

Epirus; and, having lost her husband in the wars of

Italy, she had continued in a state of widowhood and
was then at Sardis in Lydia. Perdiccas despatc hed
Eumenes thither, to make proposals of marriage tc

that princess, and endeavour to render him agreeabl*
to her. This alljance with a lady who was the sisUi
of Alexander by the same father and mother, and ex

ceedingly beloved 1-y the Macedonians, opened him a

way to the
empire through the favour of that people,

which he might naturally expect from his marriage
with Cleopatra.

Antigonus penetrated into his design, and evi-

dently foresaw that his own destruction was to be the

foundation of the intended success. He, therefore,

passed into Greece with the greatest expedition, in

order to find Antipater and Craterus, who were then

engaged in a war with the .Sicilians, and disclosed

to them the whole plan th^t Perdiccas had formed.

Upon this intelligence they immediately came to an
accommodation with the .tolians, and advanced
towards the Hellespont, to observe the motions of the

new enemy; and in order to strengthen their own
party, they engaged Ptolemy, governor of Egypt, in

their interest.

Craterus, one of the greatest of Alexander's cap-
tains, had the

largest
share of the affection and esteem

of the Macedonians. Alexander, a little before bis

death, had ordered him to conduct ir.to Macedonia
the 10,000 veteran troops he intended to send thit^r
on account of their age, wounds, or other infirmities,

which rendered them incapable of the service. The
king had likewise conferred upon him at the same
time the government of Macedonia in the room of

Antipater, whom he recalled to Babylon. Greece,
Macedonia, and Epirus, having been consigned to

Craterus and Antipater after the death of Alexander,

they governed them in concert, and Craterus always
conducted himself like a good and faithful asso-

ciate; especially in the operations of this war, in

which they were unavoidably engaged by the dis

covery of the designs Perdiccas was forming
Dvod. p. 006008.
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Perdiccp* sent Euraenes bad to his provinces not

ly to regutate the state of a fairs in that country,
D..t more particularly to ke^p a watchful ere on tfie

ro ition* of Neoptolemus his next neighbour, who was

gc vernor of Armenia; and whose conduct was sus-

ptrted by Perdiccas, not without sufficient reason, as

trill be evident in the sequel.
This Neoptolemus was a man remarkable for his

It'ipid pridc,i and the insupportable arrogance he had
contracted, from the vain hopes with which he fed his

imagination. Eumenes endeavouied to retain him
ID his duty by reason and gentle measures; and when
he saw that the troops of the. Macedonian phalanx,
who wi:re commanded by Neoptolemus, were grown
very insolent and audacious, he made it his care to

assemble a body of horse 'strong enough to oppose
their designs, and keep them within the bounds of

respect and obedience. With this view he granted
all .si.irts of immunities and exemptions from imposts,
to those of the inhabitants who were in a condition
to appear on horseback. He likewise purchased a

great number of horses, and bestowed them on those
of his court in whom he confided the most; and in-

flamed their courage by the honours and rewards he
conferred upon them. He disciplined and habitua-

ted them to labour and
fatigue by reviews, exercises,

and continual movements. Every body was surprised
to see him assemble, in so short a time, :i body of
6000 horse, capable of good service in the fit-Id.

Perdiccas, having caused all his

A. M. 3683. troops to file off the next spring to-

Ant. J. C. 321. wards Cappadocia, held a council
with his friends on the operations

of the intended war. The subject of their delibera-

tions was, whether they should march first into Ma-
cedonia against Antipater and Craterus, or into Egypt
against Ptolemy. The majority of voices declared in

favour of the last; and it was concluded, at the same
time, that Eumenes, with part of the army, should

guard the Asiatic provinces against Antipater and

Craterus; and, in order to engage him more effec-

tually to espouse the common cause, Perdiccas added
the provinces cf Caria, Lvcia, and Phrygia, to his

government. He likewise declared him generalissimo
o :

al! the troops in Cappadocia and Armenia, and
ordered all the governors to obey him. Perdiccas
after this advanced towards Egypt through Damascus
and Palestine. He also took the two minor kings
with him in this expedition, in order to cover his

designs with the royal authority.
Eumenes spared no pains to have a good army on

foot,* in order to oppose Antipater and Craterus,
fc-ho had already passed the Hellespont, and were

marching against" him. They left nothing unattemp-
ied to disengage him from the party he had espou-
sed, nd promised him the addition of new provinces
to thoe he already possessed: but he was too steady
to be -haken by those offers,

3 in breach of his engage-
ment* ti Perdiccas. They succeeded better with
Alcelis and Neoptolemus; for they engaged the

former, though the brother of Perdiccas, to observe
a neutrality, and the other declared in their favour.

Eumenes attacked and defeated the latter at a nar-

row pass, and even took all his baggage. This vic-

tory was owing to his cavalry, whom he had formed
with so much care. Neoptolemus escaped with 300

horse, and joined Antipater and Craterus; but the

rest of his troops went over to Eumenes.

Antipa.rr entered Cilicia with an intention to ad-

vance into Egypt, in order to assist Ptolemy, if his

affairs should require his aid; and he detached Cra-
terus and Neoptolemus with the rest of his army
against Eumenes, who was then in Cappadocia. A
great battle was fought there, the success of which
is entirely to be ascribed to the wise and vigilant

precaution of Eununts, which Plutarch justly con-
siders as the masterpiece of a great commander. The

reputation of Craterus was very great, and the gene-

Plut. in Eumen. p. 58i
Plui. id Eumen. p. 585 587. Diod. I. xviii. p. 610

13.

Quern (Perdiccam) etsi intirmum videoat, qood unu
MBiiibui reviitere eogebatur, amirum non ilfseruit, neque
UlU qyim fidei fuit cupidiur. Cor. .Yep. in Eum. c. iii.

rality of the Macedonians were desirous af having
him for their leader after the death of Alexander,

remembering that his affection for them, and hit

di -ire to support their interest, had caused him to
incur the displeasure of that piince. Neoptolemus
had flattered him, that as soon is he should appeal
in the field, all the Macedonians of the opposite party
would list themselves under his banners: and Eu
menes himself was very apprehensive of that event.

But in order to avoid this misfortune, which would
have occasioned his inevitable ruin, he caused the

avenues and narrow passes to be so carefully guarded,
that his army were entirely ignorant of the cnenij
airain-t whom he was leading them, as he had caused
a report to be spread, that it was only Neoptolemus,
who was preparing to attack him a second time.
In the dispositions he made for the battle, he was
careful not to oppose any Macedonian against Cra-

terus; and issued an order, with very severe penalties,
that no herald from the enemy should be received
on any account whatever.
The first charge was very violent; the lances were

soon shivered on both sides, and the two armies at-

tacked sword in hand. Craterus did not behave un-
worthy of his master Alexander on this last day of his

life, for he killed several of the enemy with his own
hand, and frequently bore down all" who opposed
him; till, at la?t, a Thracian wounded him in the

side, when he fell from his horse. All the enemy's
cavalry rode over him without knowing who he was,
and did not discover him till he was breathing his

last.

As to the other wing, Neoptolemus and Eumenes,
who

personally hated each other, having met in the

battle, and their horses
charging

with a violent shock,

they seized each other; and their horses springing
from under them, they both fell on the earth, where

they struggled like two implacable wrestlers, and

fought for a considerable time with the utmost fury
and rage, till at last Neoptolemus received a mortal

wound, and immediately expired.
Eumenes then remounted his horse, and pushed

on to his left wing, where he believed the enemy's
troops still continued unbroken. There, when he
was informed that Craterus was killed, he spurred
his horse to the place where he lay, and found him

expiring. When he beheld this melancholy spec-
tacle, he could not refuse his tears to the death of an
ancient friend whom he had always esteemed

; and
he caused the last honours to be paid him with all

possible magnificence. He likewise ordered hisbones
to be conveyed to Macedonia, in order to be given
to his wife and children. Eumenes gained this se-

cond victory ten days after the first.

In the mean time Perdiccas had advanced into

Egypt,* and began the war with Piolenir, though with

very different success. Ptolemy, from the time he
was constituted governor of that country, had con-
ducted himself with so much justice and humanity,
that he entirely gained the hearts of all the Egyptians.
An infinite number of people, charmed with the

lenity of so wise an administration, came thither from
Greece and other parts to enter into his service.

This additional advantage rendered him extremely
powerful ; and even the army of Perdiccas had so

much esteem for Ptolemy, that they marched with
reluctance against him, and

great
numbers of then

deserted daily to his troops. All these circumstances
were fatal to the views of Perdiccas, and he lost his

life in that country. Having unfortunately taken a
resolution to make his army pass an arm af the Nile,
which formed an island near Memphis, in passing he
lost 2000 men, half of whom were drowned, nnd the

remainder devoured by crocodiles. The Macedo-
nians wt-re exasperated to such a degree of fury, when
they saw themselves exposed to such unnecessary
dangers, that they mutinied against him; in con-

sequence of which he was abandoned by 100 of hi

principal officers, of whom Pithon was the most con

siderable, and was assassinated in his tent with most
of his intimate friends.

Diod. 1. xviii. p. 013018 Pin*, w femaeo. p. 5C?
Cor. Nep. c. v.
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Two ciav! after this event, the army received intel-

ii:rc nee of'tlie victory obtaineil by Eumenes: an'l had

tiii- account come two clays sooner, it would c rtainly

have prevented the mutiny, and consequently the re-

Tnliition that soon succeeded it, which proved so fa-

vciirable to Ptolemy and Antipater, and all their ad-

hc n ;it>.

SKOTIOX IV. THE REGFJS'CY IS TRANSFERRED TO
A.NTIPATER. EUME.NES BESIEGED BY ANTKio.NCS

IN -NORA. JERUSALEM BESIEGED AND TAKEN BY

ITOLEMY. DE.MADES PUT TO DEATH BY CASSAN-

DER. ANTIPATER ON IIJS DEATH-BED NO.MIVATKS

POI.YSPERCHOK FOR HIS SUCCESSOR TO THE RE-

GENCY. THE LATTER RECALLS OI.Y.MPIAS. A.N-

TIGOXUS KiXOMES VERY POWERFUL,

PTOLEMY passed the Nile the day after the death

of Perdiccas.1 aud entered the Macedonian camp:
where he justified his own conduct so effectually,

that all the troops declared in his favour. \Yhen
the death of Craterus was known, he so ably took

advantage of their affliction and resentment, that he

induced them to pass a decree, whereby Eumenes,
and fifty other persons of the same party, were de-

clared enemies to the Macedonian state, and this

decree authorized Antipater and Antigonus to carry
on a war against them. Although this prince per-
ceived the troops had a general inclination to oiler

him the regency, which was become vacant by the

death of Perdiccas, he had the precaution to decline

that office, because he was very sensible that the

royal pupils had a title without a reality; that they
would never be capable of sustaining the weight of

that vast empire, nor be in a condition to reunite,

under their authority, so many governments accus-

tomed to independency; that there was an inevitable

tendency to dismember the whole, as well from the

inclinations and interest of the officers, as the situa-

tion of affairs; that all his acquisitions in the interim

would redound to the advantage of his pupils; that

while he appeared to possess the first rank, he should
in reality enjoy nothing fixed and solid, or that could

any way be considered as his own property; that,

upoi th'e expiration of the regency, he should be left

without any government or real establishment, and
that he should neither be master of an anny to sup-

port him, nor of any retreat for his preservation:
whereas all his colleagues would enjoy the richest

provinces in perfect tranquillity, and he be the only
one who had not derived any advantages from the

common conquests. These considerations induced
him to prefer the post he already eujoyed, to the new
title that was o tit red him, as the former was less

hazardous, and rendered him less obnoxious to envy:
he therefor* caused the choice to fall on Pithon aud
Aridaeus.

The first of these persons had commanded with
distinction in all the wars of Alexander, and had em-
braced the party of Perdiccas, till he was a witness

of his
imprudent

conduct in passing the Nile, which
induced him to quit his service, and go over to Pto-

leniv.

With respect to Aridaeus, history has taken no no-
tice of him before the death of Alexander, when the

funeral solemnities of that prince were committed
to his care; and we have already seen in what man-
ner he acquitted himself of that melancholy but

honourable commission, after he had employed two

years in the preparations for it.

The honour of this guardianship did not long con-
tinue with them. Eurydice, the consort of king Ari-

daeu, whom we shall distinguish for the future by
the nnme of Philip, being fond of interfering in all

affairs, and being supported in her pretensions by
the Macedonians ; the two regents were so dissatisfied

with their employment, that they voluntarily resigned
it, after they bad conducted th'e army back to Tri-

paradis in Syria; and it was then conferred upon
Antipater.
As soon as he was invested with his authority, he

made a new partition of the provinces of the empire,
in which he excluded all those who had espoused
the interest of Perdiccas and Eumenes, and re-esta-

> Diod. 1. xviii. p. 616619.

bli-hed every person of the othe party, who n*6

been dkipMKMed. In this new division of the em-

pin , Si U-ucus, who had great authority from the

command of tile cavalry, as we have already intima-

ted, ha:l the government of Babylon, and became
ai'u-rward- the most power ul ot' all the successor!

of Alexander. 1'ithon had the gov< rnment of Media,
but Atropates, who at that time enjoyed the govern-
ment of that province, supported him-tJt" in one par^
of the country, and assumed the regal dignity, with

out acknowledging the authority of the Macedonian*
and this tract of Media was afterwards called Medil

Atropatena. Antipater, alter this regulation of af

fairs, sent Antigonus against Eumenes, and then re

turned into Macedonia; but left his son Ca-samle1

behind him, in quality of general of the cavalry, wit!

orders to be near the person of Autigonus, that hi

might the. better be informed of his designs..

Jaddus,* the high-priest of the

Jews, died this year, and was sue- A. M. 3683

ceeded by his son Onias, whose Ant. J. C. 321.

pontificate continued tor the space
of twej-.tv-oiie years. I make this remark, brcauv
the history of the Jews will, in the sequel of thi

work, be very much intermixed with that of A'exan
der's successors.

Antigonus appeared early in the

field against Eumenes ;3 and a bat- A. M. 3694

tie was fought at Orcynium in Cap- Ant. J. C. 320

padocia, v,1ier*in Eumenes was de-

feated, and lost i>000 men by the treachery of
Apol-

lonides, one of the
principal

officers of his cavalry ;

who was corrupted bv Antigonus,
and marched over

to the enemy in the ifii'isl of the battle. The traitor

was soon punished for h'u perfidy,
4 for Eumenes took

him, and caused him to be hanged upon the spot.
A conjuncture which happened soon after this de-

feat,6 would have enabled Eumenes to seize the bag-

gage of Antigonus and all his riches, with a great
number of prisoners; and his little troop already cast

an eager eye on so considerable a booty. But whe-

ther his apprehensions that so rich a prey would ener-

vate the courage of his soldiers, who were then con-

strained to wander from place to place; or whether

his regard for Antigonus, with whom he had formerly
contracted a particular friendship, prevented

him
from improving this opportunity; it is certain, that

he sent privately a letter to that commander, to in-

form him of the danger that threatened him; aud

when he afterwards made a feint to attack the bag

gage, it was all removed to a place of better security

Eumenes, after his overthrow, was obliged, for his

preservation, to employ most of his time in changing
the place of his retreat; and he was highly admired

for the tranquillity and steadiness of mind he dis-

covered in the wandering life to which he was redu-

ced; for, as Plutarch observes, adversity alone can

place greatness of soul in its full light, and render

the real merit of men conspicuous;
whereas prospe-

rity frequently casts a veil of false grandeur over

real meanness and imperfections. Eumenes, having
at last disbanded most of his remaining troops,

shut

himself up with 500 men, who were determined to

share his fate, in the castle'of Nora, a place of ex-

traordinary strength on the frontiers of Cappadocil
and Lycaonia, where he sustained a siege ol twelv*

months.
He was soon sensible that nothing incommoded hit

garrison so much as the small space they j>.

being shut up in little close houses, and on a tract of

ground whose whole circuit did not exceed 200 fa

thorns; where they conld neither walk nor perform
the least exercise, and where their horses, having
scarce any room for motion, became sluggish ana

incapable of service. To remedy this inconvenience

he had recourse to the following expedient He con

verted the largest house in the place, the extent of

which did not exceed twenty-one feet, into a kind of

hall for exercise. This he consigned to the men, and
ordered them to walk in it very gently at first; thej
were afterwards to quicken their pace by degrees

Jowph. Antiq. I. xi. e. 8. Dkx . 1. xviii. |
. Gil), 631.

Plut. in Eumen. p. 588590.
Cor. Nep. in Kuiu. c. 5.
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ind at ast were to exert the most vigorous motions.

The horses h suspended, one after another, in strong
1

tlinjrs, which were disposed under tht ir brtasts, and
from thence, inserted into rings fastened to the roof

of the stable ; after which he caused them ta be

raised into the air by the aid of pulleys, in such a

manner, that only their hinder feet rested on the

ground, whilst the hoofs of their fore feet could hard-

ly touch it. In this condition the grooms l;i>in-d

them severely with tluir whip?, which made the

horses bound to such a degree, and struggle so vio-

lently to set their fore feet on the ground, that their

bodies were all covered with sweat and foam. After

this exercise, which was finely calculated to strength-
en and keep them in wind, and likewise to render
(heir limbs supple and pliant; lht\r barley was given
lo them very clean, and winnowed from a"ll the chart",

that they might eat it the sooner, and with h -s diffi-

culty. The abilities of a good general extend to

every thing about him, and are seen in the minutest

particulars.
The siege, or more properly the

A. M, 3685. blockade of Nora, did not prevent
Ant. J. C. 319. Antigonus from undertaking a new

expedition into Pisidia, against Al-
ceta? and Attalus; the last of whom was taken priso-
ner in a battle, and the other slain by treachery ill

the place to which he had retired.

During these transactions in Asia, Ptolemy,
1

seeing
of what importance Syria, Phoenicia, and Judea were,
as well for covering Egypt, as for making proper dis-

positions from that quarter for the invasion of Cy-
prus, which he had then in view, determined to mate
himself master of those provinces, which were go-
verned by Laomedon. With this intention he sent

Nicanor into Syria with a body of land forces, while
he himself set out with a fleet to attack the coasts.

Nicanor defeated Laomedon, and took him prisoner;
in consequence of which he soon conquered the in-

land country. Ptolemy had the same advantages on
the coasts, oy which means he became absolute mas-
ter of those provinces. The princes in alliance with
aim wire alarmed at the rapidity of these conquests;
but Antipater was at too great a distance, being then
in Macedonia; and Aiitigonus was too much employ-
ed against r.un:t ncs, to oppose these great accessions

to the power of Ptolemy, who gave them no little

jealousy.
After the defeat of Laomedon,2 the Jew? were the

only people who made any resistance. They were

duly sensible of the obligation they were under by
the oath they had taken to their governor, and were
determined "to continue faithful to him. Ptolemy
advanced into Judea, and formed the siege of Jeru-

salem. The citv was so strong by its advantageous
situation, in conjunction with the works of art, that

it would have sustained a long siege, had it not been
for the religious fear the Jews entertained of viola-

ting
the law, if they should defend themsi Ives on the

aboath. Ptolemy was not long unacquainted with
this particular; and in order to improve the great

advantage it gave him, he chose that day for the

general assault; and as no individual among the Jews
would presume to defend himself, the city was taken
without any difficulty.

Ptolemy at first tieated Jerusalem and Judea with

giat severity, for he carried above 100,000 of the
inhalitants captives into Egypt; but when he after-

wards considered the st<adim ss with which they had

pi r-i-ud in the fidelity they had sworn to their go-
yernors, on this and a variety of other occasions, he
was convinced that this quality rendered them more
worthy of his confidence; and he accordingly chose
30,000 of the most distingnuhfld among tht in, who
were most capable of serving him, and appointed
them to guard the most important places in his do-
minions.

Much about this time Antipater ft-11 sick in Mace-
donia.' The Athenians were greatly dissatisfied with
the garrison he had left in thtir city, and had fre-

quently pressed Phocion to go to tfie court of that

prince, and solicit him to recall ihose troops; but he

always declined that commission, either through
despair of not succeeding, or else because he wa
conscious that the fear of this garrison was the best

expedient for keeping them within the bounds of
their duly. Demades, who was not so difficult to be

prevailed upon, undertook the commission with plea-
sure, and immediately set out with his on for Miice-
donia. But his arrival in that country could not

have happened at a more fatal conjuncture for him-
self. Antipater, as I have already intimated, wa*
seized with a severe illness; and his son Cassander,
who was absolute master of all affairs, had lately in-

tercepted a letter which Demades had written to

Antigonus in Asia, pressing him to come as soon as

possible,
and make himself master of Greece and

Macedonia, " which," as lie expressed himself,
" were

held together only by a thread, and even an old and
rotten thread," ridiculing Antipater by those expres-
sions. As soon as Cassander saw them appear at

court, he caused them both to be arrested and he
himself seizing the son first, stabbed him before the

face of his father, and at so little distance from him,
that he was covtred with his blood. After which he

reproached him with his perfidy and ingratitude, and
when he had loaded him with insults, he killed him
al.-o with his own hands, on the dead body of his son.

It is impossible not to detest so barbarous a proceed-
ing; but we are not much disposed to pity such a
wretch as Demades, who had dictated the decree by
which Demosthenes and Hyperides were condemned
to die.

The indisposition of Antipater proved fatal to him,
and his last attention was employed in filling up the

two great stations which he enjoyed. His sou Cas-
sander was very desirous of them, and expected to

have them conferred upon him; notwithstanding
which, Antipater bestowed the regency of the king-
dom, and the government of Macedonia, on Polys-

perchon, the oldest of all the surviving captains
of

Alexander, and thought it sufficient to associate Cas
sandiT with him in those employments.

1 am at a loss to determine, whether any instance

of human conduct was ever greater, or more to be

admired, than this which I have now related in few

words; nothing certainly is more uncommon, and
history affords us few instances of the same nature

It was necessary to appoint a governor over Macedo-
nia, and a regent of the empire. Antipater, who
km w the impor.ance of those stations, was persua-
ded that his own glory and reputation, and, what
was still more prevalent with him, the interest of the

state, and the preservation of the Macedonian mo-

narchy, required him to nominate a man of authority,
and one respected for his age, experience, and past
services. He. had a son, who was not void of merit;
how rare and difficult therefore, but, at the same
time, how amiable and glorious, was it to select, on
such an occasion, no man but the most deserving, and
best qualified to serve the public effectually; to stitle

the voice of nature, turn a deaf ear to all her remon-

strances, and not suffer the judgment to be seduced
bv the impressions of pateinal affection; in a word,
to continue so much master of one's discernment, as

to render
justice

to the im rit of a atranger, and open*
ly prefer it to that of a son, and sacrifice all the mte
rest of one's own family to the public welfare! His-

tory has transmitted to us an expression of the Ern-

prror Cialba, which will do honour to his memory
throughout all ages. "Augustus,''

4 said he, "chose
a Mi<-<t ssor out of his own family; and I one from
the whole empire."

(\i--ander was extremely enraged at the, gros*
affront, which, as he pretended, had been offerednim

by this choice, and thought in that respect like the

generality of nu n, who are apt to look upon offices af

hereditary, who consider the state as of no conse-

quence in comparison with tlumselves; never examin-

ing what are the duties required by the posts they
aspire to, or whether they have competent abilities to

discharge them, but considering only whether those

i Diod. 1. xviii. p. 621, 622. Joseph. Antii]. I. lii. c. 1.

Diod. 1. zviii. p. 6^5, Wi. Plut. in fhoc. p. 755.

* Augustus in domo ucce*sorem qwetivit : ego in rapvV
lica. Tacit. Hist. 1. i. c. 15.
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poets would be conducive to their fortune. Caps;

der. not being able to digest his father's preferring
itransrer before him, endeavoured to form a party

Biii<it tne new regent He secured to himself ell

the strong places he could in his government, as well

ID Greece as in Macedonia, and proposed nothing
less than to divest Polysperchon of the whole.

For this purpose he endeavoured to engage Ptole-

my and Ant'gonus on his side;l and they readily es-

poused it with the same views, from the same mo-

tives. It was equally their interest to destroy this

new regent, as well as the regency itself, which al-

wavs kept them in apprehensions, and reminded them

of "their state of dependency. They likewise ima-

tlv
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Cassan-

PU PJ . -
uncertainty, in consequence of which they were per-

petuallv
in fear of being divested of tneir power.

Both tne one and the other believed it would be easy
for them to succeed in their designs, if the Macedo-
nians were once engaged at home in a civil war.

The death of Antipater had rendered Antigonus
the most powerful ot all the captains of Alexander.

His authority was absolute in all the provinces
of

Asia Minor, with the title of generalissimo, and an

army of 70,000 men and thirty elephants, which no

power in the empire was, at that time, capable of re-

listing. It cannot, therefore, be thought surprising,
s superiority should inspire him with the de-

listing-.

that thi
, ,

sign of engrossing the whole monarchy, and, in or-

der to succeed in that attempt, he began with making
a reformation in all the governments of the provinces
within his jurisdiction, displacing all those persons
whom he suspected, and

substituting
his creatures

in their room. In the conduct of this scheme, he

removed Aridaeus from the government of Lesser

Phrygia, and the Hellespont, and Clitus from that of

Lyd'ia.

Polysperchon I neglected nothing, on his part, that

was necessary' to strengthen his interest; and thought
it advisable to recall Oiympias, w ho had retired into

Epirus under the regency of Antipater, with the offer

of sharing his authority with her. This princess des-

patched a courier to Eumenes, to consult him on the

proposals she had received ; and he advised her to

wait some time, in order to see what turn affairs

would take: adding, that if she determined to return

to Macedonia, he would recommend it to her in par-

ticular, to forget all the injuries she thought she had
received: that it would also be her interest to govern
with moderation, and to make others sensible of her

authority by benefactions, and not by severity. As
to all other particulars, he promised an inviolable

attachment to herself and the royal family. Oiym-
pias did not conform to these judicious counsels in

any respect, but set out as soon as possible for Mace-
donia; where, upon her arrival, she consulted nothing
but her passions, and her insatiable desire of domin-
ion and revenge.

Polysperchon, who had many enemies upon his

hands, endeavoured to secure Greece, of which he

foresaw Cassander would attempt to make himself

master. He also took measures with relation to

other parts of the empire, as will appear by the se-

quel.
In order to engage the Greeks in his interest,3 he

issued a decree, by which he recalled the exiles, anc

reinstated all the cities in their ancient privileges
He acquainted the Athenians in particular by lt-tt-r

that the king had re-established their democracy aiu

ancient form of government, by which the Athe'nians

were admitted without distinction into public offices

This was a strain of policy calculated to ensnare Pho-

cion; for Polysperchon intending to make hiuisi ll

master of Athens, as was evident in a short time, de-

spaired of succeeding in that design, unless he coulc

find some exoedient to procure the banishment ol

Vhocion, who had favoured and introduced oligarchy
under Antipater; and he had, therefore, no doub

t Diod. 1. xviii. p. 630.
* Ibid. p. fcJC * 634. Cor. Nep. in E>i
UuxL L xriii. p 031. 633.

hat he would be immediattly banished, as soon as

hose, who had been excluded" from the government,
hould be reinstated in their ancient rigl>*s.

ECTION V. THE ATHENIANS CONDEMN PHPCIOJf

TO DIE. CASSANDER MAKES HIMSELF MASTER
OF ATHENS, WHERE HE ESTABLISHES PEMETRIL'8

PHALEREUS IN THE GOVERNMENT OF THAT KE-

PUF.IJC. HIS PRUDENT ADMINISTRATION. EU-

MENES QUITS NORA. VARIOUS EXPEDITIONS OT
ANTIGONUS, SEI.EUCUS, PTOLEMY, AND OTHEB
GENERALS AGAINST HIM. OLYMPIAS CAUSES ARI-

DiUS TO BE SLAIN, AND IS MURDERED IN HER
TURN BY THE ORDERS OF CASSANDER. THE WA
BETWEEN HIM AND POLYSPERCHON. THE RI>

ESTABL1SHMENT OF THEBES. EUMENES IS BE-

TRAYED BY HIS OWN TROOPS, DELIVERED UP TO
ANTIGONUS, AND PUT TO DEATH.

CASSANDER,4 before the death of Antipater was
mown at Athens, had sent IVicanor thither, to suc-

ceed Menyllus in the government of the fortress of

Munychia, soon after which he had made himself

master of the Piraeus. Phocion, who placed too

much confidence in the probity and fidelity of IS'ica-

nor, had contracted a strict intimacy, and conversed

requently with him, which caused the people to sus-

ject him more than ever.

In this conjuncture, Alexander, the son of Poly-

sperchon, arrived with a great body of troops, under

aretext of succouring; the
city against jVicanor, but

n reality to seize it himself, if possible, by taking ad-

vantage of the divisions which then reigned within

it. A tumultuous assembly was convened, in which

Phocion was d : vested of his employment; while

Demetrius Phalereus, with several other citizens, who
were apprehensive of the same fate, immediately re

tired from the city. Pbocion, who had the grief to

see himself accused of treason, took sanctuary with

Polysperchon, who sent him back to be tried by the

jeople. An assembly was immediately convoked,

.Tom which neither slaves, foreigners, nor any in

famous persons whatever, were excluded, although
this proceeding was contrary to all the established

rules. Phocion and the otfier prisoners were pre-
sented to the people. Most persons

of any merit in

the assembly, cast down their eyes to the earth at

this spectacle, and covering their heads, wept abun-

dantly. One among them having the courage to

move, that the slaves and foreigners might be order-

ed to withdraw, was immediately opposed by the

populace, who cried out that they ought rather to

stone those advocates for oligarchy, and enemies of

the people. Phocion frequently attempted to plead
his own cause, and vindicate his conduct, but was

always interrupted. It was customary at Atheiu,

for the person accused to declare, before sentence

passed against him, what punishment he ought to

suffer. Phocion answered aloud, that he condemned
himself to die, but desired the assembly to spare th

rest. Upon this, the suffrages were demanded, and

they were unanimously sentenced to suffer death

previous to which they were conveyed to the dun

geon. Demetrius Phalereus, and some others, thougb
absent, were included in the same condemnation

The companions of Phocion were so aflected by th*

sorrow ol their relations and friends, who came U-

embrace them in the streets, with the melancholy
tender of the la-t fart-well, that they proceeded OB

their way, lamenting their unhappy
fate in a flood

of tears: but Phocion still retained the same air and

countenance as he had formerly shown when h

quitted the assembly to take upon him the command
of armies, and when the Athenians attended him in

crowds to his own house with the voice of praise*

and acclamations.

One of the populace, more insolent than the rest

advanced up to him, and spat in his face. Phocioc

only turned to the magistrates, and said,
" \\ i'. no

bodv hinder this man from acting so unworthily .''

When he arrived at the prison, one ot his triends

havino- a=ked him if he had
any message to send U

his son J
" Yes, certainly," replied he,

"
it is to de

sire that he would never" rem< niber the injustice o

Diod. I. tYiii. p. 638-642.
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the Athenians." When he had uttered these words,
he took the.hem ock, and died.

Or. that day was also a public procession; and as

it passed before the
prison,

tome of the persons who

composed it took their crowns from their heads:

others turned their eyes to the gates of the prison,
and burst iiuo tears; and all who had any remains
of humanity and religion, and whose souls were not

entirely depraved and blinded by rage or envy,

acknowledged it to be an instance of unnatural bar-

barity, as wt-11 as a great impiety, with regard to the

city, not to have abstained, on such a solemn day,
from the infliction of death on a citizen so universally
esteemed, and whose admirable virtues had procured
bun the appellation of The Good.l
To punish the greatest virtues as the most flagi-

tious crimes,* and to repay the best of services with
the most inhuman treatment, is an offence worthy of
condemnation in all places, but especially in Athens,
where ingratitude was punishable by the law. The

regulations of her sage legislator still subsisted at

that time, but they were wrested to the condemna-
tion of her citizens, and only became an evidence,
how much that people were degenerated in their

manners.
The enemies of Phocion, not satisfied with the pu-

nishment they had caused him to suffer, and fancy-

ing that something more was still wanting to com-

plete their triumph, obtained an order from the peo-

ple, that his body should be carried out of the terri-

tory of Attica, and that none of the Athenians should
furnish fire to honour his funeral pile: these last offi-

ces were, therefore, rendered to him in the terri-

tories of Megara. A lady of the country, who acci-

dentally assisted at his funeral with her servants,
caused a cenotaph, or vacant tomb, to be erected to

his memory on the same spot; over which she made
the customary libations; and collecting into her robe
the bones of that great man, which she had carefully

gathered up, she conveyed them into her house by
night, and buried them under her hearth, with these

expressions:
" Dear and sacred hearth, I here con-

fide to thee, and deposit in thy bosom, these nre-

tious remains of a worthy man. Preserve them
with fidelity, in order to restore them hereafter to

Ihe monument of his ancestors, when the Athenians
lhall become wiser than they are at present."

Though it may possibly be thought, that a variety
f irregular, tumultuous, unjust, and cruel sentences,
denounced in Athens against virtuous citizens at diffe-

rent times, might have prepared us for this last; it

rill, however, be always thought surprising, that a

nrhole people, of whom one naturally conceives a no-

ble idea, after such a series of great actions, should
be capable of such a strange perversity. But it ought
to be remembered, that the dregs of a vile populace,
entirely void of honour, probity, and morals, pre-
dominated at that time at Athens. And there is suffi-

cient foundation for the sentiments of Plato and 1 lu-

larch, who declare, that the people, when they are

either destitute of guides, or no longer listen to their

admonition*; and when they have thrown off the
reins by which they once were checked, and are en-

tirely abandoned to their impetuosity and caprice;

ought to be considered as a blind, furious, intrac-

table, and blood-thirstv monster, ready to launch in

a moment into the most fatal and opposite extremes,
and infinitely more formidable than the most inhu-
man tyrants. What can be expected from such a

tribunal ? When people resolve to be guided by no-

fning but mere passion; to have no regard to deco-

rum, and to run headlong into an open violation of
all laws; the best, the justest, and most innocent of

mankind, will sink under an implacable and pre-

vailing cabal. This Socrates experienced almost a

Of) integritalem vit Bonuiptt appellatui. Car. JSftp.

Quid obest quin puhlica dementia sit exisiimanda,
luramu contnsu maximaa viriuirs ijunsi gravissima de-

Jicta |iunire, benefiriaque injuriia rependere ? Quod cum
obiijue, turn precinufi Alhenis intoU-rabile videri dvbri,
in qua urbe adveru in^raio* acliu cunMituta esi Qiian-
tarn ergo rcpreliensiom-m merunlur, qui rum equittima
jura toil iiiiquisnima habitant ingciiin, moribui xuia, ijuain

Mfibut uli malueiiut 1 V'al. Mai. 1. v. c, 3.

hundred years before Phocion perislied oy the sain*

fate.

This last was one of the greatest men that Greece
ever produced, in whose person every kind of merit
was united. He had been educated in the school of
Plato and Xenocrates, and formed his manners upor
the most perfect plan of Pagan virtue, to which hit

conduct was always conformable.
It would be difficult for any person to carry disin-

terestedness higher than this extraordinary man;
which appeared from the extreme poverty in which
he died, after the man}' great offices he had filled.

How many opportunities of acquiring riches has a

general always at the head of armies, who acts against
rich and opulent enemies; sometimes in countries

abounding with all things, and which seem to invite

the plunderer! But Phocion would have thought it

infamous, had he returned from his campaigns laden
with any acquisition, but the glory of his exalted ac-

tions, and the grateful benedictions of the people he
had spared.
This excellent person, amidst all the severity which

rendered him in some measure intractable, when the
interests of the republic were concerned, had so
much natural softness and humanity, that his enemies
themselves always found him disposed to assist them.
It might even have been said, that he was a composi-
tion of two natures, whose qualities were entirely

opposite to each other in appearance. When he
acted as a public man, he armed himself with forti-

tude, and steadiness, and zeal; he could sometimes
assume even the air of a rigid indignation, and
was inflexible in supporting discipline in its utmost
strictness. If, on the other hand, he appeared in a

private capacity, his conduct was a perpetual displaj
of mildness and affability, condescension and pa*
tience, and was graced with all the virtues that can
render the commerce of life agreeable. It was no
inconsiderable merit, and especially in a military man,
to be capable of uniting two such different characters
in such a manner, that as the severity which was neces-

sary for the preservation of good order, was never
seen to degenerate into the rigour that creates aver-

sion, so the gentleness and complacency of his dis-

position never sunk into that softness and indiffe-

rence which occasions contempt.
He has been greatly applauded for reforming the

modern custom of his country, which made war and

politics two different professions; and also for resto-

ring the manner of governing which Pericles and
Anstides adopted, by uniting each of those talents
in himself.

As he was persuaded that eloquence was essential

to a state-man, especially in a republican government,
he applied himself to the attainment of it with great
assiduity and success. His was concise, solid, full

of force and sense, always keeping close to the point
in question. He thought it beneath a statesman to
use a poignant and satiric style, and his only answer
to those who employed such language against him,
was silence and patience. An orator having once

interrupted him with many injurious expressions,*
he suffered him to continue in that strain as long as
he pleased, and then resumed his own discourse with
as much coolness as if he had heard nothing.

It was highly glorious for Phocion, that he wa
forty- rive times elected general by

a people to whose

caprice he was so little inclinable to accommodate
his conduct; and it is remarkable that these election*

always happened when he was absent, without anv

previous solicitations on his part. His wife was suffi-

ciently sensible how much this redounded to his

glory; and one day when an Ionian lady of consider-
able rank, who lodged in her house, showed hei with
an air of ostentation and pleasure, her ornaments of

gold, with a variety of jewels and bracelets, she an-

swered her with a modest tone,
" For my part, I have

no ornament but Phocion, who for these twenty
years lias always been elected general of the Athe-
nians."

His regular and frugal life contributed not a littU

to the vigorous and healthy old age he enjoyed.

Plot, de jer. rep, p. 810.
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When Be was in his eightieth year, he commanded
the forces, and sustained all the fatigues of war, with

he vivacity of a young officer.

One of file great principles in the politics of Pho-
<ion wa, that peace oug'ht always to be the aim of

every wis< government, and with this view he was a

constant opposer of all wars that were either impru-
dent or unnecessary. He was even apprehensive of

those that were most just and
expedient;

because he

was sensible, that every war weakened and impover-
rshed a state, even amidst a series of the

greatest
victories, and that whatever the advantage might be

at the commencement of it, there was never any cer-

tainty of terminating it, without experiencing the

most tragical vicissitudes of fortune.

The interest of the public never gave way with
him to any domestic views; he constantly refused to

solicit, or ict in favour of his son-in-law, Charicles,
who was summoned before the republic, to account
for the sums he had received from Harpalus; and he
then addressed himself to him with this admirable

expression
"

I have made you my son-in-law, but

only for what is honest and honourable." It must
indeed be acknowledged, that men of this character
seem very unaccommodating and insupportable in

the common transactions of life: they 'are always
starting difficulties,! when any affair is proposed to

them
;
and never perform any good offices with en-

tire ease and grace. They must always deliberate,
whether what is requested of them be just or not.

Their friends and relations have as little influence

over them as utter strangers ;
and they always oppose,

either their conscience, or some
particular

duties to

ncient friendship, affinity, or the interest of their

families. To this height of delicacy did Phocion

carry the Pagan probity.
One may justly apply to him what Tacitus said of

a celebrated Roman, I mean Helvidius Priscus.8 Pho-

cion, who had as solid a genius as that person, ap-

plied himself at first to philosophy, not to cover his

indolence with the pompous title of a sage, but to

qualify himself for entering upon the conduct of af-

fairs with more vigour and resolution against all un-

expected accidents. He concurred in opinion with
those who acknowledge no other good or evil than
virtue and vice, and who rank all externals, as for-

tune, power, nobility, in the class of indifferent things.
He was a firm friend, a tender husband, a good sena-

tor, a worthy citizen, and discharged all the offices

of civil life with equal integrity. He preserved a

steadiness of mind in prosperity that resembled stiff-

ness and severity, and despised death as much as

riches.

These are part of the great qualities of Phocion,
who merited a happier end; and they were placed in

their most amiable light by his death. The con-

stancy of mind, the mildness of disposition, and the

forgetfulness of wrongs, conspicuous in his conduct
on that occasion, are above all his other praises, and

infinitely enhance their lustre, especially as we shall

see nothing comparable to him from Henceforth in

the Grecian history,
His infatuated and ungrateful country was not sen-

sible of their unworthy proceeding till some time
after his death. The Athenians then erected a statue

of brass to his memory, and honourably interred his

bones at the public expense. His accusers also suf-

fered a punishment suitable to their desert; but did
not his judges themselves deserve to be treated with

greater severity? They punished their own crime in

others, and thought themselves acquitted by erecting

> flier prima lex in amicitia ganciatur, ut ncque rngemua
rei turncx, nee faciamus roL'ati. Turpia mini excusatio

est, ut miniine cccipienda, cum in ceieris pcccatis turn si

qui* contra rt.upublicam se arnici causa fecisse fateatur.

Cie. de Jimicit. n. 40.

Illinium illustre altioribun studiis juvmis admodum
dcdit, non ut nomine magnified segue otium valeret, xed

qud lirniinr advcrfu* forluila rempublicam capesseret.
Doctore* KII|>I< mi<c srrutu* et. qui sola liona quae honcsla,
mala tamum qua? lurpia, poicntiarn, nobiliiatem, cseteraquo
extra animuin, Deque bonis neque niulis aiinumoruiii
I'ivi*. senator, maritun, amicuii, cunr.ti* vita: officiis aequa-
hilibus' upiiin contemptor, rccti pervicax, constans advemus
roetui Tacit. Hist. 1. iv. c. 5.

a brazen statue. They were even ready to relapse
into the same

injustice against others who were eqiif.l-

ly innocent, whom they condemned during their

lives, and had never the equity to acquit till after

their death.

Cassander was careful to take advantnge of the
disorder that reigned in Athens,3 and filtered the
Piraeeus with a fleet of thirty-five vessel*, which h
had received from Antigonus. The Athenians, when
they beheld themselves destitute of all succours,

unanimously resolved to send deputies to Cassander.
in order to know the conditions on which they might
obtain a peace; and it was mutually agreed that the
Athenians should continue masters of the city, with
its territories, and likewise of the revenues and ships
But it was stipulated that the citadel should remain
in the power of Cassander, till he had ended the war
with the kings. And as to what related to the affairs

of the republic, it was agreed that those whose in-

come amounted to ten minae, or a thousand drachmae,
should have a share in the government, which was a
less sum by half than that which was the qualification
for public employments, when Antipater made him-
self master of Athens. In a word, the inhabitant*

permitted Cassander to choose what citizen he pleas-
ed to govern the republic; and Demetrius Phalereus
was elected to that dignity about the close of the
third year of the 115th Olympiad. The ten years'

government, therefore, which Diodorus and Diogenes
have assigned Demetrius, is to be computed from the

beginning of the following year.

He governed the republic in peace: constantly
treated his fellow-citizens with mildness and human-

ity; and historians acknowledge that the government
was never better regulated than under Cassander.
This rjrince seemed inclinable to tyranny; but the

Athenians were not sensible of its effects. A'nd though
Demetrius, whom he had constituted chief of the re-

public, was invested with a kind of sovereign pow
er; yet instead of abolishing the democracy, he may
rather be said to have re-established it. He acted
in such a manner, that the people scarce perceived
that he was master. As he united in his person the

politician and the man of letters; his soft and per-
suasive eloquence demonstrated the truth of an ex-

pression he frequently used, that discourse had as

much power in a government as arqis in war. His
abilities in political affairs were equally conspicuous;*
for he drew forth speculative philosophy t'roin th*
shade and inactivity of the schools, exhibited her if

full light, and knew how to familiarize her precepts
with the most tumultuous affairs. It would have been

difficult, therefore, to have found a person capable
of excelling like him at the same time, in the art of

government, and in the study of the science-..

He acquired, during these ten years of his govern-
ment, that reputation which has caused him to be
considered as one of the greatest men Athens has

produced. He augmented the revenues of the re-

public,
and adorned the city with noble structures;

he was likewise industrious to <limini.-h luxury, and
all expen-es calculated only for ostentation. For
which reason he disapproved of those that were laid

out on theatres,6 porticoes, and new temples, and

openly censured Pericles, for having bestowed such
a prodigious sum of money on the magnificent por-
ticoes of the temple of Pallas, called Prajiylua.
But in oil public (Vasts which had been consecrated

by antiquity, or when the people were inclinable to

be expensive in the celebration ofany sar.n d sclemni*

ties, he permitted them to use their riches as they
pleased.

liiod. I. xviii. p. (;)-.'.

Mirabiliter doclrinam ex umhraculis eruditorum otto

quc, non modn in golem atque pulvercm, xi-il in ipsum dit

critnen aciemque prniuxii. Ctui ulrnque re excellent u*

et doctrina 1 studiu, et P'genda civhatc prinrcps i--set, qui
facile

1

pra-ter hune invcniri potest ? Cie. I. iw. de Leg. n. 15

Theatra, port ir.ui, nova tcmpla, vcneune'ilM repiviiemli

propter l'om|ifium ;
tv.A docliRninii im;fobm)t ut Phulcrcufl

Uemetriux qui 1't-ricleni, prmci|K>m Grsuciip. vitunurabat

quod lantam pcruniam in prceriura ilia Prop)la>a conjecerit.
Cie. I. ii. de Olfic. n. I

* I'lut. in jiratctpl. reip. ger. p. 818.
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The expense was excessive at the death of great
irsons,' and their sepulchres were as sumptuous and

* .agnificent as those of the Romans in the age of
Cicero. Demetrius made a law to abolish this abuse,
which had passed into a custom, and inflicted penal-
ties on those who disobeyed it. He also ordered the

ceremonials of funerals to be performed by niiilit,

and none were permitted to place any other orna-
nien" on tombs, than a column three cubits hiirh, or
* pi*

> tablet, mensam; and appointed a particular
magistrate to enforce the observation of this law.

He likewise made laws for the regulation of man-
ners,* and commanded young persons to testily re-

pect
to their parents at home; and in the city to

tno'e w' ora they met in their way, and to themselves
when Ihty were alone.

The poor citizens were likewise the objects of his

tt*ntlon.s There were at that time in Athens some
of Is'.t itscendants of Aristides, that Athenian gene-
ral, who, after he had possessed the greatest olrires

in ilic state, and governed the affairs of the treasury
for a verv considerable time, died so poor, that the

public was obliged to defray the charges of his fune-

ral. Demetrius took care of those descendants who
were poor, and assigned them a daily sum for their

subsistence.

Such, says JE\\an,4 was the government of Deme-
trius Phalereus, till the

spirit
of envy, so natural to

the Athenians, obliged him to quit the city, in the

manner we shall soon relate.

The advantageous testimonials rendered him by
ancient authors of the greatest repute, not only with

respect to his extraordinary talents and ability in

the art of government, but likewise to his virtue,

nnd the wisdom of his conduct, furnish a full refuta-

tion of all that has been advanced by Athenasus, on
Ihe authority of the historian Duris, with relation to

the irresrularitv of his deportment; and strengthens
the conjecture of Mr. Bonamy, who supposes that

Duri<, or Athenajus, has imputed that to Deimtrius

Phalereus, which related only to Demetrius Poliorce-

tes, the son of Antigonns, to whom /Elian ascribes

the very particulars which Athenians had citied from
Duris. The reader may have recourse to the disser-

tation of Mr. Bonamy,5 which has been very useful

to me in the course of this work.

During the 115th Olympiad,
6 Demetrius Phalereus

eati-i-d the inhabitant's of Attica to be numbered,
and they amounted to 21,000 citizens,

7 10,000 stran-

gers
8 aiid -10.000 9 domestics.")

We now return to Polysperchon.
11 When he had

received intelligence that Cassander had made him-
self master of Athens, he immediately hastened to be-

iiege him in that city ; but as the siege took up a great

length of time, he left part of his troops before the

place, an:l advanced with the rest into Peloponnesus,
to force the city of Megalopolis to surrender. The
inhabitants made a long and vigorous defence, which

compelled Polysperchon to employ his attention and
forces on those quarters to which he was called by
more pressing necessities. He despatched Clitus to

the Htllespont, with orders to prevent the enemy's
troops from passing out o: Asia into Europe. Nii'a-

norstt sail, at the same time, from the
port

of Athens,
'n or in- to attack him, but was hinist It" defeated near

Byzantium. Antigonus having advanced in a very
iea"iiuble juncture, made himself amends fur this

loss, beat Clitus, and took all his fleet, except the

vt-,-. ! wijjch Clitus was aboard, which escaped with

great difficulty.

Antigoivis was most embarrassed in his endeavours
to re;! uce h'limenes, 12 whose valour, wisdom, and
reat ability in the art of war. were more formidable

i ('u~. de \*-a. 1. ii. n. 6366.
Dios. Laert. Plut. in tit. ArUt. p. 535.

,F.lian. I. iii. c. 17.

Tom. viii. de Memoires de 1'Aradem. de Belief

Lettres. A then. I. TI p. 272.
1 'A:,, ai'tvf JITC.':V;.
The word* in the original are ,"f > Jf, Ti--a f i*oTa,

forty myriads, which are equal to 400.000. which i an ei-
lent mistake ; and it undoubtedly ought to be read rirrs>

<;, four myriads, which amount lo 40.000.
it :.iT;. ti Diod. 1. xviii. p. 543646.
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to him than all the rest, though he had besieged and
blocked him up for twelve months in the castle of
.Nora. He therefore made a second attempt to en-

gage him in his interest, for he had taken measures
to that effect before he formed that siege. He accor-

din<rl v coiir-igned this commission to Jerom of Crdia
his countryman, and a famous historian of that time,K
who was authorized by him to make overtures of ac-

commodation to his adversary. Eumenes conducted
this negotiation with so much dexterity and address
that he extricated himself from the siege at the v.rr

juncture wherein he was reduced to the last extre-

mities, and without entering into any particular en-

n'ageiiK nts with Antigonus. For tHe latter having
iu-erted in the oath which Eumenes was to swear in

consequence of this accommodation, that he would
consider all those as his friends and enemies, who
should prove such to Antigonus: Kumenes changed
that article, and swore that he would

regard all those
as his friends and enemies, who should be such to

Olympias and the kings, as well as to Antigonus.
He consented that the Macedonians who assisted at

the suge, should determine which of these two forms
was best; and as they were guided by their affection

for the royal family, they declared, without the least

hesitation, for the "form drawn up by Eumenes; upon
which he swore to it, and the siege was immediately
raised.

When Antigonus was informed of the manner in

which this ariair was concluded, he ww so dissatis-

fied with it, that he refused to ratify the treaty, and

gave orders for the siege to be instantly renewed.
These orders, however, came too late, for as soon as
Eumenes saw the enemy's forces were withdrawn
from before the place, he quitted it without delay,
with the remains of his troops, which amounted to

500 men, and retired to Cappadocia, where he iinme-

diately assembled 2000 of his veteran soldiers, ai,d

made all the necessary preparations for sustaining Ine

war, which he foresaw would soou be revived against
him.

The revolt of Antigonus from the kings having oc-
casioned a great alarm, Polysperchon the regent des-

patched to Eumenes, in the name
pt'

tlie !

commission by which he was constituted captain-
general of Asia Minor; orders were likewise M -nt to

Teutames and Antigenes, colonels of the Argyraspi
des, to join, and serve under him, against Antigonus.
The necessary orders were also transmitted to those

who had the care of the king's treasures, to pay him
500 talents, for the re-establishment of his own affairs,

and likewise to furnish him with all the sums that

would be necessary to defray the expenses of the

war. All these were accompanied with letters from

Olympias to the same purport.
Eumenes was very sensible that

the accumulation of* all these hon- A. M. 3668.

ours on the head of a foreigner,
1* Ant. J. C. 318.

would infallibly excite a violent

envy against him, and render him odious to the

Macedonians: but as he was incapable of acting to

any ffect without them, and since the good ofthe
service itself made it necessary for him to employ all

his efforts to gain them, he began with refusing the

sums which were granted him for his own use, de-

claring that he had no occasion for them, because he
was not intent on any particular advantage of his

own, nor on any enterprise of that tendency. He
uas studious to treat every person about him, the

ortirers, and even the soldiers, with an obliging cm-
litv, in order to extinguish, as much as possible, or
at least to weaken, by an engaging conduct, the jea-

l.jusy to which his condition, as a foreigner, afforded
a plausible pretext, though he endeavoured not to

draw it upon himself by any conduct of his own.
But an impediment, still more invincible in pppear-

ance, threw him under a restraint, and created hiru

very cruel anxiety. Antigenes and Teutames. w ho
commanded the Argyraspi;le, thought it dishon >ura-

He compiled the history of lhoe who divided ih* do-

minions of Alexander among themselve*, and it likewiM

comprehended the history <>l tlu-ir suroesaori.

Diod. I. xviii. p. tBSk C3i, & Gti3 Plut in Eunren. ft

591-593. Cor. Nep. c. rii.
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hie to I heir naiion to submit to a foreigner, and re-

fused to attend him in council. On the other hand,
he could not, without derogating from the preroga-
tives of his

post, comply with them in that point, and

consult to Ins own degradation. An ingenious fiction

disengaged Ij'in from this perplexity;
and he had re-

course to the aids of religion, or rather superstition,
which has always a powerful influence over the minds
of men, and seldom fails to take effect. He assured

them, "That Alexander, arrayed in his royal robes,

had appeared to him in his slumber, and shown him
a magnificent tent, in which a throne was erected,
and that the monarch declared to him, that while

they held their councils in that tent, to deliberate on
their affairs, he himself would be always present,
seated on that throne; from whence he would issue

his orders to his captains, and that he would con-

duct them in the execution of all their designs and

enterprises, provided they would always address

themselves to him." This discourse was sufficent,

and the minds of all who heard it were wrought
upon by the profound respect they entertained for the

memory of that prince: in consequence of which they
immediately ordered a splendid tent to be erected,
and a throne placed in it, which was to be called

the throne of Alexander; and on it were to be laid

his diadem and crown, with his sceptre and arms;
that all the chiefs should resort thither every morning
to offer sacrifices; that their consultations should be
held near the throne, and that all orders should be

received in the name of the king, as if he were stili

living, and taking care of his kingdom. Eumenes
calmed the dispute by this expedient,

which met
with unanimous approbation. Ao one raised himself
above the others; but each competitor continued in

the eiroyment of his privileges, till new events deci-
j j iV r . . o '

ded them in a more positive manner.
As Eumenes was sufficiently supplied

with money,!
he soon raised a very considerable body of troops,
and had an army of 20,000 men in the spring. These
forces, with Eumenes at their head, were sufficient to

spread
terror among his enemies. Ptolemy sailed to

the coasts of Cilica, and employed all sorts of expe-
dients to corrupt the Argyraspides. Antigonus, on
his part, made the same attempts by the emissaries

he had in his camp; but neither the one nor the other
could then succeed; so much had Eumenes gained
upon the minds of his soldiers, and so great was the

confidence they reposed in him.
He advanced, with these troops, thus favourably

disposed, into Syria and Phoenicia, to recover those

provinces which Ptolemy had seized with the
great-

est injustice. The maritime force of Phognicia, in

conjunction with the fleet, which the regent had

already procured, would have rendered them abso-
lute masters by sea, and they might likewise have
been capable of transmitting all necessary succours
to each other. Could Eumenes have succeeded in

this design, it would have been a decisive blow; but
the fleet of Polysperchon having been entirely des-

troyed by the misconduct of Clitus, who commanded
it, that misfortune rendered his project ineffectual.

Antigonus, who had defeated him, marched by land,

immediately after that victory, against Eumenes,
with an army much more numerous than his own.
Eui:>enes made a prudent retreat through Ccele-syria,

passed t!>e Euphrates, and took up his winter-quar-
ters at Carrh&, in Mesopotamia.
During his continuance in those parts,* he sent to

Pithou, governor of Media, and to Seleucus, gover-
nor of Babylon, to press them to join him with their
forces against Antigonus, and caused the orders of
the kings to be shown them, by which they were en-

joined to comply with his demand. They an.-wered,
that they were ready to assist those monarchs; but

that, as to himself, they would have no transactions
with a man who had been declared a public enemy
by the Macedonians. This was only a

pretext, and
they were actuated by a much more prevalent motive.
It they had acknowledged the authority of Eumenes,
and had obeyed him by advancing to him, and sub-

> Diod. I. xviii. p. G36&&
Diod. 1. xix. p 660, 661

jecting their troops to his command, they must also

nave acknowledged the sovereign power of the re-

gent, as well as of those who were masters of the

royal pupils, and made use of their name, to render
their own power more, extensive. Pillion and Seleu-

cus, must, therefore, by inevitable consequence, have
owned that they held their governments only from
those kings, and might be divested of them at theii

pleasure by the first order which might be issued to

that effect; and this would have destroyed a. I theii

ambitious pretences with a siugle stroke.

Most of the officers of Alexander, who had shared
the governments of the empire among themseVea
after his death, were solicitous to secure to them-
selves the supreme power in their several provinces
for which reason they had chosen a person of a mean

capacity,
and an infant, on whom they conferred the

title of sovereign, in order to have sufficient time to

establish their usurpations under so weak a govern-
ment. But all these measures would have be'en dis-

concerted, if they had allowed Eumenes an ascendant
over them, with such an air of superiority as subjec-
ted them to his orders. He issued them, indeed, ia

the name of the kings; but this was a circumstance

they were desirous of evading, and this it was that

created him so many enemies and obstructions.

They were also
apprehensive

of the merit and supe-
rior genius of Eumenes, who was capable of the

greatest and most difficult enterprises. It is certain,

that of all the captains of Alexander, he had the

greatest share of wisdom and bravery, and was alsu

the most steady in his resolutions, and the most faith

ful in his engagements; for he never violated thow
which he had made with any of those commander*.

though they did not observe the same fidelity with

respect to him.
Eumenes marched in the direction of Babylonia

the following spring, and was in danger of losing his

army by a stratagem of Seleucus. The troops were

encamped in a plain near the Euphrates; and Seleu-

cus, by cutting the banks of that river, laid all the

neighbouring country under water. Eumenes, how-
ever, was so expeditious as to gain an eminence with
his troops, and found means, the next day, to drain
off the inundation so effectually, that he pursued his

march almost without sustaining any loss.

Seleucus was then reduced to the necessity of

making a truce with him,3 and of granting him a

peaceable passage through the territories of his pro-
vince, in order to arrive at Susa, where he disposed
his troops into quarters of refreshment while he soli-

cited all the governors of the provinces in Upper
Asia for succours. He had before notified to them,
the order of the kings; and those whom ne had charg-
ed with that commission, found them ull assemble!!,
at the close of a war they had undertaken in concert

against Pithon the governor of Media. This Pithon

having pursued the very same measures ill the Upper
Asia, which Antigonus had formed in the Lower, had
caused Philotas to be put to death, and made himself
master of his government. He would likewise have

attempted to treat the rest in the same manner, if

they had not opposed him by this confederacy, which
the common interest had formed against him. 1 eu-

cestes, governor of the province of Persia, had the
command in chief conferred upon him, and defeated

Pithon, drove him out of Media, and
obliged him to

go to Babylon to implore the protection of Seleucus.
All the confederates were still in the cam)) after llm

victory, when the deputies from Eumenes arrived
and they immediately marched from Susa to join
him; not that they were really devoted to the royal

party, but because they were more apprehensive than
ever of being subjected to the victorious Antigonu*.
who was then at the head of a powerful army, and
either divested of their employments all such gover-
nors as he suspected, or reduced them to tin- ,-tate

of mere officers, liable to be removed and punished
at his pleasure.

They joined Eumenes, therefore, with all theii

forces, which composed an army of above 25,000
men. With this reinforcement he saw himself no!

Diod. 1. xix p 6C2 604. Plut. in umen
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tnly in a condition to oppose Antigonus, who was
then advancing to him, but even much superior in

the number ol his troops. The season was too far

advanced when Antigonus arrived at the banks of

the Tigris, and was obliged to take

A. M. 3687. winter-quarters in .Mesopotamia;
Ant. J. C. 317. where, with Seleucus and Pithon,

who were then of his party, he
concerted measures for the operations of the next

Campaign.
During these transactions, 1 Macedonia was the

scene of a great revolution. Olympian, the mother
of Alexander the Great, whom Polysperchon had re-

called, had made herself mistress of affair*, and caus-

ed Ari;l;L'us, or Philip, who had enjoyed the title of

king for
six^years

ana four months, to be put to death.

Eurydice his consort shared the same fate; for Olym-
pias sent her a dagger, a cord, and a bowl of poison,
and only allowed ner the liberty of choosing her
death. She accordingly gave the preference to the

cord, and then strangled herself, after she had utter-

ed a thousand imprecations against her enemy and
murderess. .Nicanor, the brother of Cassander, and
a hundred of the principal friends of this latter, like-

wise suffered death.

These repeated barbarities did not long remain un-

punished. Olympian had retired to Pydna with the

young king Afexander, and his mother Roxana, with

Thessalonica, the sister of Alexander the Great, and

Deidamia, the daughter of jEacides, king of Epirus,
ajid sister of Pyrrnus. Cassander did not lose any-

time, but besieged them by sea and land. .acides

prepared to assist the princesses, and was already

upon his march; but the greatest part of his forces,

who were averse to that expedition, revolted from the

king, and condemned him to banishment when they
returned to Epirus. They likewise massacred all his

friends; and Pyrrhus the son of ^acids, who was
then but an infant, would have suffered the same fate,

if a set of faithful domestics had not happily with-

drawn him from their rage. Epirus then declared in

favour of Cassander, who sent Lyciscus thither to

take upon him the government in his name. Olym-
pias had then no resource but in Polysperchon alone,
who was then in Pherrhoebia, a small* province on the
confines of ;tolia, and was preparing to succour her;
but Cassander sent Callas, one of his generals, against
him, who corrupted the greatest part of his troops,
and obliged him to retire into IS'axia, a city of Per-

rhcebia, where he be>ies;ed him. Olympias, who had

supported all the miseries of famine with an invinci-

ble courage, having now lost all hopes of relief, was

compelled to surrender at discretion.

Cassander, in order to destroy her in a manner
that might give the least offence, prompted the rela-

tions of the principal officers, whom Olympias hud
caused to be slain during her regency, to accuse her
in the assembly of the Macedonians", and to sue for

vengeance for the cruellies she had committed.
The request of all these persons was granted ;

and
when they had all been heard, she was condemned
to die, though absent, and no one interposed his

good offices in her defence. After sentence of death
Had thus passed, Cassander proposed to her, by some
friends, to retire to Athens, promising to accommo-
date her with a galley to convey her thither, when-
tver she should be so disposed. His intention was
to destroy her in the passage by sea, and to publish
through all Macedonia that the gods, am'uUt their

displeasure at her horrible cruelties, had abandoned
her to the mercy of the waves; for he was apprehen-
ire of a retaliation froiii the Macedonians, and was,
therefore, desirous of casting upon Providence all

the odious circumstances of his own perfidy.

Olympias, whether she had been advertised of Cas-
ander's design, or whether she was actuated by sen-

timents of grandeur, so natural to persons of her

rank, imagined her presence alone would calm the

tonn, and answered with an imperious air, that she
was not a woman who would have recourse to flight,
and insisted on pleading her own cause in the public
Meiubly ; adding, this was the least favour that could

Diod I. xiz. n. 639 000.

be granted a queen, or rather that it was art act of

justice, which could not be refused to persons of the

lowest rank. Cassander had no inclination to con-

sent to this demand, having reason to be apprehen-
sive that the remembrance of Philip and Alexander,
for whom the Macedonians retained the utmost vene-

ration, would create a sudden change in their rejoin-

tions; he, therefore sent 200 soldiers, entirely devo-
ted to his will, with orders to destroy her; but reso-

lute as they were, they were incapable of
supporting

the air of majesty which appeared in the eyes and

aspect of that princess; and retired without execu-

ting their commission. It became necessary, there-

fore, to employ in this murder, the relations of thos

whom she had caused to suffer death; and t'm y were

transported at the opportunity of gratifying their own
vengeance, and at the same time making their court

to Cassander. Thus perished the famous Olympias,
the daughter, the sister, the wife, and mother of

kings, who really merited so tragical a period of her

days, in consequence of all her crimes and cruelties;
but whom it is impossible to see perish in this man-
ner, without detesting the wickedness of a prince
who deprived her of fife in so unworthy a manner.
Cassander already beheld an assure'd passage to

the Macedonian throne opened to his ambition ,
2 but

he thought it incumbent on him to have recourse to

other measures, in order to secure himself against the

vicissitudes of time, the inconstancy of the Macedo-
nians, and the jealousy of his competitors. Thessa-

lonica, the sister of Alexander the Great, being quali-
fied by her illustrious birth, and authority in Mace-
donia, to conciliate to him the friendship o'f the gran-
dees and people of that kingdom, he hoped, by es-

pousing her, to attach them in a peculiar manner to

himself, in consequence of the esteem and respect he
should testify for the royal family.
There was still one obstacle more to be surmoun-

ted, without which Cassander would have always
been deemed an usurper and a tyrant. The young
prince Alexandei , the son of Alexander the Great, by
Roxana, was still living, and had been acknowledged
king, and the lawful heir to the throne. It became

necessary, therefore, to remove this prince and his

mother out of the way. Cassander,3 emboldened by
the success of his former crime, was determined to

commit a second, from whence he expected to deriva

all the fruits of his hopes. Prudence, however, made
it necessary for him to sound the disposition of the

Macedonians, with respect to the death of Olympias;
for if they showed themselves insensible of the loss

of that princess, he might be certain that the death
of the young king and his mother would affect them
as little. He, therefore, judged it expedient to pro-
ceed with caution, and advanced by moderate

steps,
to the execution of his scheme. He began with

causing Alexander and Roxana to be conducted to

the castle of Amphipolis, by a strong escort, com-
manded by Glaucias, an officer entirely devoted to

his interest. When they arrived at that fortress,

they were divested of all regal honours, and treated

rather like private persons, whom important motives
of state made it necessary to secure.

He intended, by his next step, to make it evident
that he claimed the sovereign power in Macedonia,
With this view, and in order to render the memory
of Olympias still more odious, he gave orders for

performing with great magnificence the funeral obse-

uuirs of king Philip, or Arickeus, and queen Kury-
dics his wife, who had been murdered by the direc-

tions of Olympias. He commanded such mourning
to be used as was customary in solemnities of that

nature, and caused the bodie's to be deposited in the

tombs appropriated to the sepulture ol the Macec'j-
nian kings; affecting by these exteriors ol" dissembled
sorrow to manifest his zeal for the royal family, at

the same time that he was meditating the destruction
of the young king.

Polysperchon, in consequence of the information
he received of the death of Olympias, and the wea-

Diod. I. xix. p. 695697.
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tun-* which Casander was adopting: in order to raise

himself to the throne of Macedonia, had sheltered

himself in Naxia, a citv of Perrhoebia, where he had

sustained a siege, and from win nee he retreated with

a very inconsiderable body of troops to pass into

Thess'alv. in order to join "some forces of .tacides;
after which he advanced into ^Etolia, where he was

greatly respected. Cassander followed him closely,
and inarched lii? army into Bceotia, where the ancient

inhabitants of Thebes were seen wandering from

place to place, without any fixed habitation or re-

treat. He was touched with the calamitous condi-

tion of that city, which was once so powerful, and
had been razed" to its very foundations by the com-
mand of Alexander. After a period of twenty years,
he endeavoured to reinstate it in its primitive splen-

dour; the Athenians offered to rebuild part of the

walls at their own expense, and several towns and
cities of Magna Gra-cia, Italy, Sicily, and Greece

Proper, bestowed considerable gums on that occa-

sion by voluntary contributions. By which means,
Thebes, in a short space of time, recovered its an-

cient opulence, and became even richer than ever, by
the care and magnificence of Cassander, who was

justly considered as the father and restorer of that

citv.

Cassander, after he had given proper orders for the

re-establishment of Thebes, advanced into Pelopon-
nesus, against Alexander, the son of Polyspercnon,
and marched directly to Argos, which surrendered
without resistance; upon which all the cities of the

Messenians, except Ithome, followed that example.
Alexander, terrified at the rapidity of his conquests,
endeavoured to check them by a battle; but Cassan-

der, who was much inferior to him in troops, was

unwilling to hazard a battle, and thought it more
advisable to retire into Macedonia, after he had left

good garrisons in the places he had taken.

As ne knew the merit of Alexander,! he endea-
voured to disengage him from the party of Antigo-
nus, and attach nim to his own, by offering him the

government of all Peloponnesus, with the command
of the troops stationed in that country. An offer so

advantageous was accepted by Alexander without

Sicyon
destroy him. This conspiracy, however, did not

produce the effects expected from it; for Cratesi-

polis, the wife of Alexander, whose heart was a com-

position of grandeur and fortitude, instead of mani-

festing any consternation at the sight of this fatal

accident, as she wag beloved by the soldiers and ho-

noured by the officers, whom sne had always obliged
and served, assumed the command of the troops, re-

pressed the insolence of the Sicyonians and defeated

them in a battle; after which she caused thirty of the

most mutinous among them to be hung up; appeased
all the troubles which had been excited by the sedi-

tious in the city, re-entered it in a victorious manner,
and governed it with a wisdom that acquired her the

admiration of all those who heard her conduct men-
tioned.

Whilst Cassander was employ-
A. M. 3688. ing all his efforts to establish hiiii-

Ant J. C. 316. self on the throne of Macedonia,

Antigonus was concerting measures
to rid himself of a dangerous enemy: and having
taken the field the en.-umg spring, lie advanced to

Babylon, where he augmented his army with the

troops he received from Pithon and Seleucus, and
then parsed the Tigris to attack Eumenes, who had

neglected nothing on his part to give him a warm
reception. He was much

superior
to Antigonus in

the number of his troops, ana yet more in the abili-

ties of a great commander; though the other was far

from being defective in those qualifications: for, next
(o F.umer^s, he was undoubtedly the best general and
ablest stateman of his time.
One disadvantage on the side of Eumenes was,8

that his army being composed of different bodies of

Diort. I. xix. p. 705708.
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troops, which the governors of provinces had suj

plied, t ach of these governors pn tended to the com
mand in chief. Kiimenes not being a Macedonian
but a Thracian by birth, every one of them thought
himself, for that reason, his superior. We may add
to this, that the pomp, splendour, and magnificence,
affected bv tin in, seemed to leave an infinite distance

between him and them, who assumed the air of real

Satrapaa. They imagined in consequence of a mis-
taken and ill-timed ambition,3 but very customary
with great men, that to give sumptuous repasts, and
add to them whatever may heighten pleasure and

gratify the senses, were part of the duties of a soldier

of rank; and estimating their own merit by the large-
ness of their revenues anil expenses, they tlattered

themselves that they had acquired, by their means,
an extraordinary credit, and a great authority over
the troops, and that the army had all the consitlera

ticMi and esteem for them imaginable.
A circumstance happened which

ought to have undeceived llitm. A. M. 3689.
As the soldiers were marching in Ant. J. C. 315.

quest of the em my, Eumenes, who
was seized with a dangerous indisposition, was car-

ried in a litter, at a considerable distance from the

army, to be more remote from the noise, and thai
he might enjoy the refreshment of slumber, of which
he haa long been dt prived. When they had advan-
ced some way, and began to perceive the enemy lip-

pear on the rising grounds, they halted on a stuidt n,

and began to call for Eumenes. At the same time

they cast their bucklers on the ground, and declared
to their officers that they would not proceed on their

inarch till Eumenes came to command them. He
accordingly came with all expedition, hasting the
slaves who carried him, and opening the curtains on
each side of his litter: he then stretched out his hands
to the soldiers, and made them a declaration of his

joy and gratitude. When the troops beheld him,

they immediately saluted him in the Macedonian

language, resumed their bucklers, clashed upon them
witB their pikes, and broke forth into loud exclama
tions/of victory and defiance to their enemies, as it

they feared nothing, so they had but their general a
their head.
When Antigonus received intelligence that Eume

nes was ill,* and caused himself to be carried in a
litter to the rear of the army, he advanced, in

hope_s
that his distemper would deliver his enemies into his

hands; but when he came near enough to take a view
of them, and beheld their cheerful aspects, the dis-

position of their army, and particularly tlie litter,

which was carried from rank to rank, he burst into a
loud vein of laughter in his usual manner, and ad-

dressing himself to one ofhis officers " Take notice,
1 '

said he,
" of yonder litter; it is that which has drawn

up those troops against us, and is now preparing to

attack us." And then, without losing a moment's
time, he caused a retreat to be sounded, and returned
to his camp.

Plutarch remarks, that the Macedonians made it

very evident, on this occasion, that they judged all

the" other >:itr:t)>:t> exceedingly
well quafified to gir

splendid
entertuinme nts, and arrange great feasts, but

that they esteemed EUIIIE nes alone capable of com-

manding an army with gr. at ability. This is a sclid

and sensible re flection, and affords room fora variety
of applications; and

points out the false taste for

glory, and the injudiciousness of those otlir, r and

commanders, who ire only studious to cn-tingui.-ih
themselves in the army b"v magnificent < nu rtaiu-

ments, and place their principal merit in surpassing
others in luxury, and frequently in ruining tin mse l\e.

without thanks, by those ridiculous < xpi MM s. 1 say
without thanks, because nobuHy thinks liim-t If obli-

ged to them for their profusion, and they are always
the worst servants of the state.

The two armies having separated witiiout enga-
gin<r,

5
1 ncamped at the distance ofthree furlongs from

each other, with a river and several gullies between

* Non riccrant qui ambilione Ntnlida luxuriusoo appara-
tus cunviviorum et irrilamenta libidinum ut instrument*
belli tnrrrurrntur. Tacit.
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them: and ns they sutnined great inconveniences,
because thw whole countrr was eaten up, Antigonus
sent ambassadors to the Satraps and MtCedcuUMM of

the army of Eumenes, t > prt vail upon them to quit
that lit nVr.il a nil join him, making them, at the same

time, th* most magnificent prosBISM to induce their

compliance. The Macedonians rejected his pro-

posals, and dismissed the ambassadors with severe

menaces, in case they should presume to make any
uch offers for the future. Eiimeiu -s, alter having com-
mended them for tlnir fidelity, related to then: this

very ancient fabls: "A lion entertaining a passion for

a young virgin, demanded her one day in marriage
of her father, whose answer was that he esteemed
this alliance a great honour to him, and was ready
tc prestnt his daughter to him; but that his large
Kails a.'id snarp teeth made him apprehensive fest he

should employ them a little too rudely upon her, it

the It ;tst difference should arise between them with

relation to their household allairs. The lion, who
was passional' ly fond of the maid, immediately
suffered his claws to be pared off, and his teeth

to be drawn out. After which the father caught

up a strong cudgel, and soon drove away his prof-
fered son-in-law. This," continued Eunienes, "is

the aim of Antigonus. He amuses you with mighty

Eromises,

in order to make tkUBMU master of your
jrces; but when he has accomplished that design,

he will soon make you sensible of his teeth and
claws."

A few days after this event,' some deserters from
the army of* Antigonus having acquainted Eunienes

that that general was preparing to decamp the next

night, about the hour of nine or ten in the evening,
Eunienes at first suspected that his intention was to

advance into the province of Gabene, which was a

fertile country, capable of subsisting numerous ar-

mies, and very commodious and secure for the troops,

by reason of the rivers and gullies with which it wa
intersected, and therefore he resolved to prevent his

execution of that design. With this view he
pre-

vailed, by sums of money, upon some foreign soldiers,

to go like deserters into the camp of Antigonus, and

acquaint him that Eunienes intended to attack him
< iHght-fall. In the mean time he caused the bag-

P;IL;I tu be i-onveved away, and ordered the troops to

take some refreshment, and then march. Antigonus,
UJMHI this false intelligence, caused his troops to con-
tinue under arms, while Eunienes in the mean time
advanced on his way. Antigonus was soon informed

by his scouts that Eumtnes had decamped, and

finding that he had been overreached by his enemy,
he still

persisted
in his first intention; and having

ordered his troops to strike their tents, he proceeded
with so much expedition, that his march resembled
a pursuit. But when he saw that it was impossible
to advance with his whole army up to Eunienes, who
had the start of him, at least six hours, in his march,
he left his infantry under the command of Pithon,
and proceeded with the cavalry, on a full gallop,
and came up by break of day with the rear-guard of
the enemy, wh'o were descending a hill. He then
halted upon the top, and Eumeues, who discovered
this body of cavalry, imagined it to be the whole
army; u|x>n which he discontinued his march, and
formed his troops in order of battle. By these means

Antigonus played
off a retaliation upon Eunienes,

and amused liim in his turn; for he prevented the
continuance of his march, and gave his own infantry
sufficient time to come up.
The two armies weje then drawn up:* that of Eu-

menes consisted of35,000 foot, with above 6000 horse,
and 114 elephants. That of Antigonus was com-

posed of 28.000 foot, 8500 horte, and sixty-five ele-

phants. The battle was fought with great obstinacy
till the night was far advanced, for the moon was
then in the full, but the slaughter was not very con-
sult rable on either side. Autigonus lost 3700 of his

infantry, and fifty-four of his horse, and above 4000
of his men were wounded. Eunienes lost 540 of his

Infantry, and a very inconsiderable number of his

cavalry, and had above 900 wounded. The victory

Died 1. xix. p. GTS, 673. Died. I. xix. p. G7J 678.

was really on his side ; tat as his troop*, notwithstand-

ing all his entreaties, would not return to the field

of battle to carry off the dead bodies, which among
the ancients was an evidence of victory, it was in

consequence attributed to Antigonus, whose army

appeared again in the field, and buried the dead*.

Lumenes sent a herald the next day to desire leave

to inter his slain. This was granted hini,an:l he ren-

dered them funeral honours with all possible magni-
ficence.

A very singular dispute arose at the performance
of this ceremony.3 The men happened to find among
the slain the bodv of an Indian officer, who had

brought his two wives with him, one of whom he had
but lately married. The law of the country, which
is saiii to be still subsisting, would not allow a wife
to survive her husband; and if she refused to be
burnt with him on the funeral pile, her character wai
for ever branded w ith infamy, and she was obliged
to continue in a state of widowhood the remain-
der of her days. She was even condemned to a kind
of excommunication, as she was rendered incapable
of assisting at any sacrifice, or other religious cere-

mony. This law, however, mentioned only one wife ;

but in the present instance there were two; each of
whom insisted on being preferred to the other. The
eldest pleaded her superiority of years, to which the

youngest replied, that the law excluded her rival,

because she was then pregnant; and the contest was

accordingly determined in that manner. The first

of them retired with a very dejected air, her eyes
bathed in tears, and tearing her hair and garments,
as if she had sustained some great calamity. The
other, on the contrary, with a mien ofjoy and tri-

umph, amidst a numerous retinue of her relations

and friends, and arrayed in her richest ornaments,
as on the day of her nuptials, advanced with a solemn

pace, where the funeral ceremonies were to be per-
formed. SLs there distributed all her jewels among
her friend* and relations; and, having taken her last

farewell, she placed herself on the funeral pile, by
the assistance of her own brother, and expired amidst
the praises and acclamations of most of jlie specta-
tors; but some of them, according to the historian,

disapproved of this strange custom, as barbarous and
inhuman. The action of this woman was undoubt-

edly a real murder, and might justly be considered
as a violation of the most express law of nature,
which prohibits all attempts on a

person's own. life;

and commands us not to dispose of it in compliance
with the dictates of caprice, nor forget that it is*

trust, which ought to be resigned to none but that

Being from whom we receive it. Such a sacrifice ia

to far from deserving to be enumerated among the in-

stances of respect and fondness due to a husband, that

it rather treats him as an unrelenting and bloody idol,

by the immolation of such precious victims.

During the course of this campaign,* the war was
maintained with obstinacy on both sides, and Persia

and Media were the theatre of its operations. The
armies traversed those two great provinces by march-
es and countermarches, and each party had recourse

to all the art and stratagems that the greatest capa-
city, in conjunction with a long series of experience
in the profession of war, could supply. Eunienes,

though he had a mutinous and untractable army to

govern, obtained however several advantages over

his enemies in this campaign; and when his troop*

grew impatient for winter quarters, he had still the

dexterity to secure the best in all the province of Ga-
bene, and obliged Antigonus to seek his to the north in

Media, where he was incapable of arriving, till after

a inarch of twenty-five days.
The

troops
of Eunienes were so ungovernable,'

that he could not prevail upon them to post them-
selves near enough to each other, to be assembled in

haste on any emergency. They absolutely insisted

on very distant quarters, which took in the whole
extent of the province, under pretence of being more
commodiously stationed, and of having every thing
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in giater abundance. In a word, they were disper-
sed at surh a distance from each other, that it requi-
red several days for reassembling: them in a body.

Antigonus, who was informed of this circumstance,

marched from a very remote quarter, in the depth of

winter, in hopes to surprise these different bodies so

dispersed.
Kumenes, however, was not a man that would suf-

fer himself to be surprised in such a manner, but had

had the precaution to despatch, to various parts, spies
mounted on dromedaries, the swiftest of all animals,

to gain timely intelligence of the enemy's motions;
and he had posted them so judiciously, that he re-

ceived information of their march, before Antigonus
could arrive at any of his quarters; this furnished

him with an expedient to save his army by a strata-

gem, when all the other generals looked upon it as

lost. He posted the troops who were nearest to him
on the mountains that rose toward the quarter from
whence the enemies were advancing, and ordered

them, the following night, to kindle as many fires as

might cause it to be imagined all the army were en-

camped in that situation. Antigonus was soon in-

formed, by his advanced guard, that those fires were
seen at a great distance, upon which he concluded
that Eumenes was there encamped with all his forces,

and in a condition to receive him. In order, there-

fore, not to expose his men, who were fatigued by
long marches, to an engagement with fresh troops,
he caused them to halt, that they might have time to

recover themselves a little; by which means Eume-
nes had all the opportunity that was necessary for

assembling his forces, before the enemy could ad-

vance upon him. Antigonus, finding his scheme de-

feated, and extremely mortified at being thus over-

reached, determined to come to an engagement.
The troops of Eumenes being all assembled about

him, were struck with admiration at his extraordi-

nary prudence and ability, and resolved that he should
exercise the sole command. Antigenes and Teu-
temes, the two captains who led the Argyraspides,
were so exceedingly mortified at a distinction so

glorious for Eumenes, that they formed a resolution

to destroy him, and drew most of the Satrapa? and

principal officers into their conspiracy. Envy is a

malady that seldom admits of a cure, and is generally
heightened by the remedies administered to it. All
the precautions of prudence, moderation, and con-

descension, which Eumenes employed, were inca-

pable of mollifying the hearts ofthose barbarians, and

extinguishing their jealousy, and he must have re-

nounced his merit and virtue, which alone occasioned

it, to have been capable of appeasing them. He fre-

quently lamented to himself his unhappiness in being
fated to live, not with men, as his expression was,
but with savage beasts. Several conspiracies had

already been lormed against him, and he daily beheld
himself exposed to the same danger. In order to
frustrate their effects, if possible, he had borrowed,
on various pretexts of pressing necessity, many con-
siderable sums of those who appeared most inveterate

against him, that he, at least, might restrain them by
the consideration of their own interest, and an appre-
hension of losing the sums they had lent him, should
he happen to perish.

His enemies, however, being now determined to

destroy him, held a council, in order to deliberate on
the time, place, and means of accomplishing their in-

tentions. They all agreed to protract his fall, till

lifter the decision of the impending battle, and then
to destroy him immediately afterwards. Eudamus,
who commanded the elephants, went immediately,
with Phsedimus, to acquaint Eumenes with this reso-

lution, not from any affection to his person, but only
from their apprehensions of losing the money he had
oorrowed of them. Eumenes returned them his

thanks, and highly applauded their affection and
fidelity.

V\ hen he returned to his tent, he immediately
made his will, and then burnt all his papers, with the
letters that had been written to him, because he was
unwilling that those who had favoured him with

any secret intelligence should be exposed to any
cciwation or calumny after ha death. When he

had thus disposed of his affairs, and found himself

alone, he deliberated on the conduct he ought to

pursue. A thousand contrary thoughts agitated hi*

mind. Coukl it possibly be prudent m him to repose
any confidence in those officers and generals who
had sworn his destruction'? Might he not lawfully
arm against them the real and affection of the sol-

diers, who were inviolably devoted to him? On the
other hand, would it not be his best expedient, to

pass through Media and Armenia, and retire to Cap-
padocia, the place of his residence, where he might
hope for a sure asylum from danger? Or, in order
to avenge himself on those traitors, would it not be
better for him to abapdon them in the crisis of the

battle, and resign the victory to his enemies'.' For
in a situation so desperate as his own, what thoughts
will not rise up in the mind of a man reduced to the
last extremity by a set of perfidious traitors! This
last thought, however, infused a horror into his soul;
and as he was determined to discharge his duty to

his latest breath, and to combat, to the close ot his

life, for the prince who had armed him in his cause,
he resigned his destiny, says Plutarch, to the will of
the gods, and thought only of preparing his troops
for the battle.

He had 36,700 foot, and above 6000 horse, with
114 elephants. The army of Antigonus was com-

posed of 22,000 foot, 9000 "horse, with a body of Me-
dian cavalry, and sixty-five elephants. This gene-
ral posted nis cavalry on the two wings, his infantry
he disposed in the centre, and formed his elephants
into a first line, which extended along the front of
the army, and he filled up the intervals between the

elephants with light-armed troops.
He gave the

command of the left wing to Pithon; that of the

right he assigned to his son Demetrius, and here he
himself was to act in person, at the head of a body of
chosen troops. Eumenes drew up his army almost
in the same manner; his best troops he disposed into

the left wing, and placed himself in their front, in

order to oppose Antigonus, and gave the command
of the right to Philip.

Before the arnies began to charge, he exhorted
the Greeks and Barbarians to perform their duty
well; for as to his phalanx, and the Argyraspides,
they so little needed any animating expressions, that

they were the first to encourage him with assurances,
that the enemy shot-Id not wait a moment for them.
They were the oldest

troops, who had served under

Philip and Alexander, and were all veteran cham-

pions, whom victory had crowned in a hundred com-
bats; they had hitherto been reputed invincible, and
had never been foiled in any action; for which rea-

son they advanced to the troops of Antigonus. and

charged* them fiercely with this exclamation: "Vil-
lains! you now fight with your fathers !

"
They then

broke in upon the infantry with irresistible fury; no!

one of the battalions could sustain the shock*, and
most of them were cut to pieces.
The event was different with respect to the cavalry,

for as the engagement between them began on a

sandy soil, the motion of the men and horses raised
such a thick cloud of dust, as made them incapabU
of seeing to the distance of three paces. Antig-onus,
befriended by this darkness, detached from his caval-

ry a body of troops superior to that of the enemy, and
carried off all their baggage, without their perceiving
it, and at the same time broke in upon their horse

Peucestes, who commanded them, and till then had

given a thousand proofs of true bravery, fell back,
and drew all the rest after him. Eumenes employed
all his efforts to rally them, but in vain; the contusion

was universal in that quarter, as the advantage had
been complete in the other. The capture of th

baggage was of more importance
to Antigonus, than

the victory could be to Lumenes; for the soldiers ot

this latter^ finding, at their return, all their baggag*
carried off, with their wKes and children, instead ol

employing their swords against the enemy, in ordei
to recover them which would have been very prac-
ticable at that ti<ne, and was what Eumenes had pro-
mised to accomplish, turned all their fury against
their own general.

Having chosen their time they fell upon him
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forced his sword out of nis hand, and bound his hands

behind him 'with his own belt. In this condition

they led him through the Macedonian phalanx, then

drawn up in lines under arms, in order to deliver

him up to Antigonus, who had promised to restore

them all their baggage on that condition. " Kill me,
O soldiers," said Eumenes, as he passed by them,
u Kill me yourselves, I conjure you in the name of

all the goods', for though 1 perish by the command
of Antigonus, my death will, however, be as much
vour act as if I had fallen by your swords. If you
are unwilling' to do me that office with your own
hands permit me, at least, to discharge it by one of

mine. That shall render me the service which you
refuse me. On this condition I absolve you from all

the severities you hare reason to apprehend from the

rengeance of the gods, for the crime you are prepa-
ring to perpetrate on me."

Upon this they hastened him along to prevent the

repetition of such pathetic addresses, which might
awaken the affection of the troops for their general.
Most of the soldiers of Antigonus went out to meet

him, and scarce a single man was left in his camp.
When that illustrious prisoner arrived there, Antigo-
nus had not the courage to see him, because his pre-
sence alone would have reproached him in the high-
eit degree. As those who guarded him asked Anti-

gonus in what manner he would have him kept:
" As you would an elephant,

"
replied he,

" or a

lion;'^ which are two animals most to be dreaded.

But within a few days he was touched with compas-
sion, and ordered him to be eased of the weightiest
of his chains; he likewise appointed one of his own
domestics to serve him, and permitted

his friends to

nee him, and pass whole days in his company. They
were also allowed to furnish him with all necessary
refreshments.

Antiironus deliberated with himself for some time,

in what manner he should treat his prisoner. They
had been intimate friends, when they served under

Alexander, and the remembrance of that amity re-

kindled some tender sentiments in his favour, and
combated for awhile against his interest. His son

Demetrius also solicited strongly in his favour; pas-
iionati ly desiring, through mere generosity, that the

life of so great a man might be saved. But Antigo-
nus, who was well acquainted with his inflexible

fidelity for the family of Alexander, and knew what
a dangerous enemy he had in him, and how capable
he was of disconcerting all his measures, should he

escape from his hands, was too much afraid of him
to grant him his life, and therefore ordered him to

be destroyed in prison.
Such was the end of the most accomplished man

of his age, in every particular,
and the worthiest to

succeed Alexander the Great. He had not, indeed,
the fortune of that monarch, but he, perhaps, was
not his inferior in merit. He was truly brave, with-

out temerity; and prudent, without weakness. His
descent was but mean, though he was not ashamed
of it; and he gradually rose to the highest stations,
and might even have aspired to a throne, if he had
either had more ambition or less probity. At a time
when intrigues and cabals, inspired by a motive
most capable of affecting the human heart, I mean
the thirst of empire, knew neither sincerity nor fide-

lity, nor had any respect to the ties of blood or the

rights of friendship, but trampled on the most sacred

laws, Eunienes always retained an inviolable fidelity
and attachment to the royal family, which no hopes
or fears, no vicissitude of fortune, nor any e'le-

vation, had power to shake. . This very character
of probity rendered him insupportable to his col-

leagues ; for it frequently happens, 1 that virtue creates

enmities and aversions, because it seems to reproach
those who think in a different manner, and places
their defects in too near a view.
He possessed all the military virtue? in a supreme

degree; complete skill in the art of war, valour,

foresight, firmness, a wonderful fertility of invention

> Industrie innocent ifeque quasi malin artibus iufensi

ctiam gloria ae virtus infcnsos babet, ut nimis ex propinquo
divtiM argueni. Tacit

"or stratajrero* and resources in the most unexi^ecteo

angers, and most desperate conjunctures: but 1

jlace far above these that character of probity, and
;hose sentiments of honour, which prevailed in him,
and which do not always accompany the other shi

ning qualities I have mentioned.
A merit so illustrious and universal, and at the

same time so modest, which ought to have excited

;he esteem and admiration of the other commanders,
only gave them offence, and inflamed their envy; a

Jefect too frequently visible in person of hijrh rank.

These satrapae, full of themselves, saw with jealousy
and indignation, that an officer of no birth, but much
letter qualified, and more brave and experienced
than themselves, had ascended by degrees to the

most exslted stations, which they imagined due only
to those who were dignified with

great names, and de-

scended from ancient and illustrious families: as if

true nobility did not consist in merit and virtue.2

Antigonus and the whole army celebrated the fune-

ral obsequies of Eunienes with great magnificence,
and willingly paid him the utmost honours; his death

tiavin<r extinguished all their envy and fear. They
deposited his bones and ashes in an urn of silver,

and sent it to his wife and children in Cappadocia,
a poor compensation for a desolate widow and her

helpless orphans!
SECTION VI. SELEUCUS. PTOLEMY, LYSIMACHUS,
AND CASSA.NDER, FORM a CONFEDERACY AGAINST
ANTIGONUS. HE DEPRIVES PTOI-EMV OF SYRIA
AND PHOENICIA, AND MAKES HIMSELF MASTER OF
TYRE, AFTER A LONG SIEGE. DEMETRIUS, THE
SON OF ANTIGONUS, BEGINS TO DISTINGUISH HIM-
SELF IN ASIA MLNOR. HE LOSES A FIRST BATTLE,
AND GAINS A SECOND. SELEUCUS TAKES BABY-
LON. A TREATY OF PEACE BETWEEN THE PRIN-
CES IS IMMEDIATELY BROKEN. CASSANDER CAUS-
ES THE YOUNG KING ALEXANDER. AND HIS MOTH-
ER ROXANA, TO BE PUT TO DEATH. HERCULES,
ANOTHER SON OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT, 18

L1KKWISE SLALN, WITH HIS MOTHER BARSIDA, UT
POLYSPERCHON. ANTIGONUS CAUSES CLEOPATRA,
THE SISTER OF THE SAME ALEXANDER, TO BE
PUT TO DEATH. THE REVOLT OF OPHELLAS IN
LIBYA.

ANTIGONUS,8 looking upon him-
self as master of the empire of A. M. 3689.

Asia for the future, made a new re- Ant. J. C. 315.

gulation in the eastern provinces,
for his better security. He discarded all the govern-
ors he suspected, and advanced to their places those

persons in whom he thought he might confide. He
even destroyed several who had rendered them-
selves formidable to him by their too great merit.

Pithon, governor of Media, and Antigenes, general
of the Argyraspides, were among these latter. Se
leucus, governor of Babylon, was likewfse minuted
down in his list of proscriptions, but he found means
to escape the danger, and threw himself under the

protection of Ptolemy in Egypt. As for the Argyras-

pides,
who had betrayed Eumenes, he sent them

into Arachosia, the remotest province in the empire;
and ordered Svburtius, who governed there, to take

such measures as might destroy them all, and that

not one of them might ever return to Greece. Th
just horror he conceived at the infamous manner in

which they betrayed their general, contributed not
a little to this resolution, though he enjoyed the
fruit of their treason without the least scruple of

remorse; but a motive, still more prevalent, deter-

mined him chiefly to this proceeding. These soldien
were mutinous, untractable, licentious, and averse to

all obedience; their example, therefore, was capable
of corrupting the other troops, and even ofdestroying
him, by a new instance of treachery : he therefore was
resolved to exterminate them without hesitation.

Seleucus knew how to represent
the formidable power of Antigonus A. M. 3690
so effectually to Ptolemy ,< that he Ant. J. C. 314

engaged him in a league with Ly-

Xobilitas sola est atque unica rirtui. Jw.
Diod. 1. xix. p. 689 fiih>, i 697, 698.

tbiii. p. 6'J8 700.
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imnchiis and CasMm.er, whom he had also convin-

ceil, \n ihc information whirh he had sent them, of the

danger llicv had reason to apprehend from the power
of tnat prince. Antigonus was very sensible that

Sileuctis would not fail to solicit them into measures

aga'mt hi' inU-rt-l, for which reason he sent an em-

bassy to each of the three, to renew the good intelli-

gence between them. by new assurances of his friend-

ship. {Jut what confidence could be reposed in such

assurances from a perfidious man. who had lately

destroyed so many governors, from no inducement
but the ambition of reigning alone at the expense of

II his colleagues.' The answers therefore which he

received, made him sufficiently sensible, that it was

incumbent on him to prepare for war: upon which he

quitted the Hast, and advanced to Cilicia with very
considerable trasures which he had drawn from

Babylon and Susa. He there raised new le^es, re-

gulated several attain in the provinces of Asia Minor,
and then marched into Syria and 1'hctnieia.

His design was to dispossess I'tolemy of those two

provinces,
1 and make himself master of their mari-

time forces, which was absolutely necessary for him
in the war he was preparing to undertake against
the confederates. For unless he could be ma-ter at

gea, and have at least the ports, and ves-els of the

Phoenicians at his disposal, he could never i xpeci

any success against them. He, however, arrived too

late to surprise the ships; for 1'tolemv had already
sent to Hgypt all that could be found in Phienicia,

and it was'even with difficulty that Anligonus made
himself master of the ports; for Tyre, Joppa, and

Gaza, opposed him with all their forces. The two
last, indeed, were soon taken, but a considerable

length of time was necessary for the reduction of

Tyre,
However, as he was already master of all the other

ports of Syria and Phoenicia, he immediately gave
orders for building vessels; ami a vast number of

trees were cut down, for that purpose, on mount Li-

banus, which was covered with cedar and cypress
trees of extraordinary beauty and height, and they
were conveyed to the different ports where the ships
were to be built, in which work he employed several

thousand men. At length, with these ships, and
others that joined him from Cyprus. Rhodes, and
tonic, other cities with which he had contracted an

alliance, he formed a considerable licet, and rendered
himself master of the sea.

Hi.s ardour for this work was redoubled by an af-

front he had received from Seleucu*, who with 1UO

hip* that I'tolemy had sent him, sailed up to Tyre,
in sight of all the forces of Anligonus. with an inten-

tion to brave him whilst he was engaged in the siege
of that city. And in reality this insult had greatly

discouraged his troops, and given his allies such an

impression of his weakness as was very injurious to

him. In order, therefore, to prevent the! etfect of

those disadvantageous opinions, he sent for the prin-

cipal allies, and assured them he would have such a

fleet at ea that summer, as should be superior to the

naval forces of all his enemies, and he was punctual
to his promise before the expiration of the year.

But when he perceived, that

A. M. 3691. while he was thus employed in

Ant. J. C. 313. Phoenicia, Cassander gained uix>n

him in Asia Minor, he marched
thither with part of his troop*, and left the rest with
hi* son Demetrius, who was*hen but twenlv-two
years of age, to defend Syria and Phoenicia again. t

Ptolemy. This Demetrius will be much celebrated
in the sequel of this history, and I shall soon point
out his particular character.

Tyre was then reduced to the last extremities;* the
fleet" of Antigonus cut off all communication of

pro-
vision*, and the city was soon obliged to capitulate.
The garrison which Ptolemy had there, obtained per-
mission to inarch out with all their effects, and the
inhabitants were promised the enjoyment of theirs
without molestation. Andronicus, who comman-led
at the siege, was transported with gaining a place of
iuch importance on any condition whatever; espe-

Ciui I. xU. p. TOO- -70a Diod. 1. vi. p. '03.

cially after a siege which had harassed his trxjpj M
exceedingly fur fifteen months.

Kinetee.il years onlv had elapsed since Alexander
had destroved this city, in such a manner a.* made it

natural to believe it would require whole ages to re-

establish it: and yet in so short a time it became ca-

pable of sustaining this new sieijv, which lasted more
than as long again as that of Alexander. This cir-

cumstance discovers the great resources derived from
commerce; for this was the only expedient by which
Tyre rose out of its ruins, and recovered most of its

former splendour. This citv was then the centre of
all the the traffic of the East and West.

Demetrius,3 who now began to be known, and wil
in the sequel be surnamed Poliorcetes,4 which signi
ties Inker rf cities, was the son of Antigonus. He
was finely made, and of uncommon beautv. Sweet-
ness, blended with gravity, was visible, in his aspect,*
and he had an air of serenity, intermixed with .some-

thing which carried awe
alonjc

with it. Vivacity of

youth in him was tempered with a majestic mien, and
an air truly royal and heroic. The same mixture
was likewise observable in his manners, which were

equally qualified to charm and astonish, \\hen he
had no affairs to transact, his intercourse with hit

friends was enchanting. .Nothing could equal th-

sumptuousness of his feasts, his luxury, and his wholt
manner of living; and it may be justly said, that In

was the most magnificent, the most voluptuous, and
the most delicate, of all princes. On the other hand,
however alluring all these soft pleasures might appear
to him, when he had any enterprise to undertake, he
was the most active and vigilant of mankind; nothing
but his patience and assiduity in fatigue were equal
to his vivacity and courage. Such is the character
of the young prince who now begins to appear upoB
the stage of action.

Plutarch remarks in him, as a peculiarity which

distinguished him from the other princes of his time,
his profound respect for his parents, which neither

Mowed from affectation nor ceremony, but was sin

cere and real, and the growth of the heart it-tlf.

Antigonus, on his part, had a tenderness and affection

for his son that was truly paternal, and extended even
to familiarity, though without any diminution of .he

authority of" the sovereign and the father; and this

created a union and confidence between them eulire-

ly free from all fear and suspicion. Hutarch r lales

an instance of it. One day, when Antigonns w;is en-

gaged in giving audience to some ambassadors, De-
metrius, returning from the chase, advanced into the

great hall, where he saluted his father with a kiss,

and then seated himself at his side, with his darts in

his hand. Antigonus had just given the ambassador*
their answer, and was dismissing them, but he called

them back, and said aloud, "\ou may likewi-e in-

form your masters of the manner in which my son
ami 1 live together;" intimating thereby, that he wa*
not afraid to let his son approach him with arms,'
and that this good understanding that subsisted be-

tween him and his son, constituted the greatest

strength of his dominions, at the same time that it

atlected him with the most sensible pleasure. But
to return to our subject.

Anligonus having passed into Asia Minor,7 soon

stopped the
progress of Cassaiuler's arms, and pres-

sed him so vigorously, that he obliged him to coin*
to an accommodation, on very disgraceful terms; in

consequence of which the treaty was hardly conclu-
ded before he repented of his accession t'o it, and
broke it by demanding succours of Ptolemy and Se-

leucus, and renewing the war. The violation of
trt;ttie was considered as nothing, by the generality
of those princes whose history 1 am now writing

Plut. in Demct. p. &Q, MX).
The wnrd is derived from 5rA.fxir, to bci<>ge a city,

whoso ruol u xo*.t(, a city, and i(*>s, a fence, a rampart,
bulwark.

Tc yip vto x*t" **> 3i(0{, x*J ci&ao xi' Jfrnxfa)
XXI TUViJtf Xf JT : TjC tl*f XXI iTXJUbl vrjU//il|TOf t( JIIXlj Tif

imfxvfix x*i ixT.Ktx.* n/iv^TlK.
Neither the Greeks nor Romans ever wore arm* but in

war. or when they hunted.
' Diod. Uzu. p. 71U.
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These unworthy expedients, which are justly thought
disnonourable In private persons, appeared to them
as so many circumstances essential to their glory.
They applauded themselves for their perfidious mea-

sures, as if they had been instances of their abilities

in government'; and were never sensible that such

proceeding's would teach their troops to be wanting
in their fidelity to them, and leave themselves desti-

tute of any pretext of complaint against their own
subjects, who, by revolting from their authority, only
trod in the same paths which they themselves had

already marked out. By such contagious examples,
whole age is soon corrupted, and learns to re-

nounce, without a blush, all sentiments of honour
and probity, because that which is once become com-

mon, no longer appears shameful.

The renewal ot this war detained Antigonus in

those parts linger than he intended, and afforded

Ptolemy an opportunity of obtaining a considerable

advantage over him in another quarter.
He first sailed with his lleet to the isle of Cyprus,

1

and reduced the greatest part ot it to his obedience.

Nicocles, king of Paphos,
one of the cities of that

island, submitted to him like the rest, but made a se-

cret alliance with Antigonus a year or two after.

Ptolemy received intelligence of this proceeding;
aud, in order to prevent

the other princes from imi-

tating his example, he ordered some of his officers in

C} prus to destroy him; but they being unwilling to

execute that commission themselves, earnestly en-

treated Nicocles to prevent it by a voluntary death.

The unhappy prince consented to the proposal, and,

seeing hjfuaell utterly destitute of defence, became
bis own executioner. But though Ptolemy had com-
manded those officers to treat the queen Axithea, and
the other princesses whom they found in the palace
jf Nicocles, with the respect due to their rank, yet

they could not prevent them from following the ex-

ample of the unfortunate king. The queen, after she

had slain her daughters with her own hands, and ex-

horted the other princesses not to survive the calam-

ity by which their unhappy brother IV11, plunged her

dagger into her own bosom. The death of these

princesses was succeeded by that of their husbands,
^ho, before they slew themselves, set fire to the four

:>>rners of the palace. Such was the dreadful and

bloody scene which was acted at Cyprus.
Ptolemy, after having made himself master of that

island, made a descent into Syria, and i'roni thence

proceeded to Cilicia, where he acquired great spoils
and took a large number of prisoners, whom he car-

ried with him into Egypt. Seleucus imparted to

him, at his return, a project for re-

A M. 3692. gaining Syria and Phoenicia, and
Ant. J. C. 312. the execution of it was agreed to

be undertaken. Ptolemy accor-

dingly marched thither in person, with a fine army,
after he had happily suppressed a revolt which had
been kindled among the Cyreneans, and found De-
metrius at Gaza, who opposed his entrance into that

place. This occasioned a sharp engagement, in

which Ptolemy was at last victorious. Demetrius
had 5000 of his men killed, aud 8000 more made

prisoners: he likewise lost his tents, his treasure, and
all his equipage, and was obliged to retreat as far as

Azotus, and from thence to
Tripoli,

a city of Phni-
cia, on the frontiers of Upper Syria, and"^ to abandon
a'.l Phoenicia, Palestine, and Coele-syria, to Ptolemy.

Before his departure from Azotus, lie desired leave

to bury the dead, which Ptolemy not only granted,
but also sent him back all his equipage, tents, furni-

ture, friends, and domestics, without any ransom,
with a message, "That they ought not to make war

against each other for riches, but for glory;" and it

was impossible fora Pagan to think better. May we
not likewise gay. that he utttred his real sentiments!

Demetrius, touched with so obliging ai instance of

generosity, immediately begged of the gods not to

leave him long indebted to Ptolemy for so great a

kindness, but to furnish him with an opportunity of

making him n similar return.

Ptolemy sent the rest of the prisoners into Egypt,

You. I'.-

> Diod. I. xx. p. 701.
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to serve him in his fleet, and then pursue / hi* con-

quest-. All the coasts of Phoenicia submitted to him

except the citv of'l'vre: upon which he sent a secret

K .a^-e to Andromcus, tlie governor of that place,
url one of the bravest officers of Antigonus, anil the

most attached tr> the service of his master, to induce
him to abandon the city with a {food grace, and not

oblige him to seize it in form. Andronicus, who de-

pended on the Tynan's fidelity to Antig-onus, return-

ed a haughty, and" even an insulting and contemptuous
an-v.erto I'tolemy ;

but he was deceived in his ex-

pectations,
for the garrison and inhabitant* compelled

him to surrender. He then imagined himself inevi-

tably lo?.t, and that nothing could make a conqueror
forget the insolence with which he had treated him;
but he was again deceived. The king of Egypt, in-

stead 01" making any reprisals upon an officer who
ad insulted him with so much indignity, made it a
ind of duty to engage him in his service bv the re-

gard he professed for him when he was introduced
to salute him.

Demetrius wag not
discouraged

with the loss ot

the battle, as a young prince w,ho had been so unfor-

tunate in his enterprise might naturally have been ;

but he employed all his attention in raising fresh

troops
and making new preparations, with all the

iteadiness aud resolution of a consummate general
labituated to the art of war, and to the inconstancy
nd vicissitudes of arms; in a word, he fortified the

cities, and was continually exercising
his soldiers.

Antigonus received intelligence of the loss of that

battle without any visible emotion, and he coldly
said, "Ptolemy has defeated boys, but he shall soon
have men to deal with;" and as he was unwilling to

abate the courage and ardour of his son, he complied
with his request of making a second trial ot hi*

strength against Ptolemy.
A short time after this event,*

Cilles, Ptolemy's lieutenant, arri- A. M. 3693.

ved with a numerous army, fully Ant. J. C. 311.

persuaded that he should drive De-
metrius out of Syria; for he had entertained a very

contemptible opinion of him from his defeat; but

Demetrius, who had known how to derive advanta-

ges from his misfortune, and was now become more

circmmpe.ct and attentive, fell upon him when he

least expected it, and made himself master of his

camp and all his baggage, took 7000 of his men pri-
soners, even seized him with his own hands, and car-

ried off a great booty. The glory and riches Deme-
trius had acquired by this victory, affected him less

than the pleasure of being in a condition to acquit
himself ot his debt towards his enemy, and return

the obligation he had received from him. He would
not, however, act in this manner by his own author-

ity., but wrote an account of the whole affair to hit

father, who permitted him to act as he should judge

C
roper. Upon which he immediately sent back Cil-

s, with all his friends, laden with magnificent pre-
sents, and with them all the baggage he had taken.

There is certainly something very noble in thus vie-

ing in generosity with an enemy; and it was a dispo-
sition still more estimable, especially in a young and
victorious prince, to make it a point of glory to de-

pend entirely upon his father, and to take no mea-
sures in such a conjuncture without consulting him.

Seleucus.3 alter the, victory obtained over Dense
trius at Gaza, had obtained 1000 foot and 300 horse

from Ptolemy, and proceeded with this small escort

to the East, with an intention to re-enter Babylon.
When he arrived at Carrhse, in Mesopotamia, h

made the Macedonian garrison join his troops, par*ly
by consent and partly by compulsion. As soon as

his approach to Babylon was known, his ancient sub-

jects came in great numbers to range themselves

under his ensigns; for the moderation of his go\ em-
inent had rendered him greatly beloved in that pro-
vince, whilst the severity of Antigonus was univ^,-

sally detested. The people
were charmed at hi* re-

turn, and the hopes of his re-establishment. When
he arrived at Babylon he found the gates open, and
was received with the general acclamations of the

t Diod. I. xix. p. 729. Ibid. p. 7%-m
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people. Those who favoured the party of Antigonus
retired into the castle; but as Seleucus was master

of the ."> and the affections of the people, he soon

marl*, nunself master ol" that fortress, and there found

his children, friends, and domes-tics, whom Antigonus
had detained prisoners in that place ever since the

retreat of Seleucus into Egypt.
It was immediately judjged necessary to raise a

rood army to defend "these acquisitions; and he was

hardly reinstated in Babylon before JN'icanor, the

governor of Media under Autigonus, was upon his

march to dislodge him. Seleucus having received

intt iliicence of this, passed the Tigris, in order to

meet Kim, and he had the good fortune to surprise
him in a disadvantageous post, where he assaulted

his camp by night, and entirely defeated his army.
.Nicanor was compelled to fly, "with a small number
of his friends, and to cross the deserts before he

could arrive at the place where Antigonus then was.

All the troop, who nad escaped from the defeat.de-
clared for Seleucus, either through dissatisfaction to

serve under Antigonus, or else from apprehensions
of the, conqueror. Seleucus was now master of a

fine army, which he employed in the conquest of

Media and Susiana, with the other adjacent provin-
ces, by which means he rendered himself very pow-
erful. The lenity of his government, his justice,

equity,
and humanity to all his subjects, contributed

principally to the establishment of his power; and he
was then sensible how advantageous it is for a prince
*o treat his people in that manner, and to possess
their affections. H had arrived in his own territo-

ries with a handful of men, but the love of his peo-

ple was equivalent to an army; and he not only as-

sembled a vast body of them about him in a short

time, but they were likewise rendered invincible by
their affection fc*- him.

With this entry into Babylon
A. M. 3693. commences the famous era ot the

Ant. J. C. 311. Seleucidae, received by all the peo-
ple of the East, as well Pagans as

Jews, Christians, and Mahommedans. The Jews call

it the Era of Contracts, because when they were

subjected to the government of the Syro-Macedonian
kings, they were obliged to insert it into the dates of
their contracts and other civil writings. The Arabi-
ans style it the Era of the Double-horned, bv which,

according to some authors, they denote Seleucus,
whom sculptors usually represented with two horns
of an ox on his head, because this prince was so

strong, that he could seize that animal by the horns,
and

stop
him short in his full career. The two books

of the Maccabees call it the Era of the Greeks, and
ase it in their dates; with this difference, however,
that the first of these books represents it as beginning
in the

spring,
the other in the autumn of the

year. The thirty-one years of

Seleucus, begin at this period.

*he thirty-one years of the reign ascribed to

Antigonus was at Cehenae in Phrygia,
1 when he

received intelligence of the victory obtained by his

son Demetrius over the troops of Ptolemy; ana im-

mediately advanced to Syria, in order to secure all

the advantages that were presented to him by that

event. He crossed mount Taurus, and
joined

his

ion, whom he tenderly embraced at the hrst inter-

view, shedding at the same time tears of joy. Pto-

lemy, being sensible that he was not strong enough
to

oppose
the united forces of the father and son,

resolved to demolish the fortifications of Aco.Joppa,
Samaria, and Gaza; after which he retired into Egypt,
with the greatest part of the riches of the country,
and a numerous train of the inhabitants. In th'is

wanner was all Phoenicia, Judea, and Coele-syria,

subjected
a second time to the power of Antigonus.

The inhabitants of these provinces who were car-
ried off by Ptolemy.

1 followed him more outof incli-

nation than by constraint: and the moderation and

humanity with which he always treated those who
submitted to his government, had gained their hearts
o

effectually,
that they were more desirous of living

under him in a foreign country, than of continuing

in their own
subject

to Antigonus, from whom they
had no expectations of so gentle a treatment They
were likewise strengthened in ihis resolution by the

advantageous proposals of Ptolemy; for, as he thea
intended to make Alexandria the "capital of Egypt,
he was very desirous of drawing inhabitant* thither,
and for this purpose he offered them extraordinary
privileges and immuni.ies. He, therefore, settled ia

that city most of those who followed him on thif

occasion, among whom was a numerous body of
Jews. Alexander had formerly placed many of that

nation there; but Ptolemy, in his return from one of
his first expeditions, planted a much greater number
in that city than Alexander himsdf, and they the r

found a fine country and a powerful protect!' n.

The rumour of these advantages being propagated
through all Judea, rendered many more desirous of

establishing themselves at Alexandria; and they ac

complished their design upon this occasion. Alex-
ander had granted the Jews who settled there under
his government, the same

privileges
as were enjoyed

by the Macedonians: and Ptolemy pursued
the same

conduct with respect to this new colony. In a word,
he settled such a number of them there, that the

quarter inhabited by the Jews almost formed an en-
tire city of itself. A large body of Samaritans also

established themselves there, on the same footing
with the Jews, and increased exceedingly in numbers.

Antigonus,
3 after he had repossessed himself of

Syria and Judea, sent Athenaeus, one of his generals,
against the ZVabatluean Arabs, a nation of robbers,
who had made several inroads into the country he
had newly conquered, and had lately carried off a

very large booty. Their capital city was Petra, so

called by the GVeeks, because it was situated on a

high rock, in the middle of a desert country. Athe-
nseus made himself master of the place, anu likewise

of the spoils deposited in it; but the Arabs attacked
him by surprise

in his retreat, and defeated the great-
est part of his troops; they likewise killed him on the

spot, regained all the booty, and carried it back to

Petra, from whence they wrote a
jetter

to Antigonus,
who was then in Syria, complaining of the injustice
with which they had been treated by Athenaeus. An-

tigonus pretended at first to diapprove his proceed-
ings; but as soon as he had assembled his troops, h

gave the command of them to his son Demetrius
with orders to chastise the insolence of those robbers?
but as this prince found it impracticable '.o force

them in their retreat, or retake Petra, he contented
himself with making the best treaty he could with
this people, and then marched back with his troop*

Antigonus,* upon the intelligence
he received from Kicanor of the A. M. 3693
success of Seleucus in the East, Ant. J. C. 311.

sent his son Demetrius thither at

the head of an army, to drive him out of Babylon,
and dispossess him of that province, while he himself
advanced to the coasts of Asia Minor, to oppose th

operations of the confederate princes, whose powej
daily increased. He likewise ordered his son tf

ioinhim, after he had executed his commission in th

East. Demetrius, in conformity to his father's direc-

tions, assembled an army at Damascus, and marched
to Babvlon; and as Seleucus was then in Media, ho
entered the

city
without any opposition. Patroclus,

who had been intrusted with the government of that

city by Seleucus, finding himself not strong enough
to resist Demetrius, retired with his troops into the

marshes, where the rivers, canal*, anil fens, that

covered him, made the approach impracticable.
He

had the
precaution,

when be left Babylon, to cause

the inhabitants also to retire from thence, who all

took refuge, some on the other side of the Tigris,
others in the deserts, and the rest in places of

security.
Demetrius caused the castles to be attacked, of

which there were two in Babylon, very large, and

strengthened with good garrisons, on the two opposite
banks of the Euphrates. One of these he took, and

placed in it a garrison of 7000 men. The other su

> Diod. 1. xix. (.. 729.

jntcph. Amiq. I. xii c. l.et contra, Appion. I. i. It it.

* Died. I. xix. 730333.
Diod. p. 735, 730. 1'iut. ia Demo* p 80L
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tuned the iie<ce till Antigonns ordered his son to

join him. 'The prince, therefore, left Archelaus,
one of the principal officers of the army, with HKX)

Dorse, ana 5000 foot to continue the siege, and march-
ed with the rest of the troops into Asia Minor to rein-

force his father.

Before his departure, he caused Babylon to be

plundered; but this action proved to be detrimental

to his father's affairs, and attached the inhabitants

more than ever to Seleucus; even those who, till

then, had espoused the interest of Antigonus never

imagined that the city would be treated in that man-

ner, if he ever intended to return thither, and looked

upon this pillage as an act of desertion, and a formal

declaration of nis having entirely abandoned them:
this induced them to turn their thoughts to an ac-

commodation with Seleucus, and they accordingly
went over to his party; by which means Stleucus,

upon his return, which immediately followed the

departure of Demetrius, had no difficulty in driving
put the few troops that Demei.rius had left in the

city, and he retook the castle which they possessed.
When this event was accomplished, he established

his authority in such a solid manner, that nothing
was capable of shaking it. This therefore is the

epocha to which the Babylonians refer the founda-
tion of his kingdom, though all the other nations of
Asia place it six months sooner, and in the preceding
year.

Demetrius, upon his arrival in Asia Minor, I obli-

ged Ptolemy to rai-e the siege of Halicarnassus; and
this event was succeeded by a treaty of peace be-

tween the confederate princes and Antigonus; by
which it was stipulated, that Cassander should have
the management of the Macedonian affairs, till Alex-

ander, the son of Roxana, was of age to reign. Lysi-
machus was to have Thrace; Ptolemy, Egypt and
the frontiers of Libya, with Arabia; and all Asia was
allotted to Antigonus. All the cities of Greece were
likewise to enjoy their liberty; but this accommoda-
tion was of

:njoy tl

no Iong duration: and indeed it is SUr-
ra

prising that princes, so well acquainted with each

other, and sensible that the sacrea solemnity of oaths
was only employed for their mutual delusion, should

txpect any success from an expedient that had been

practised so frequently in rain, and was then so much
disregarded. This treaty was hardly concluded, be-

fore each party complained that it was infringed,
and hostilities were renewed. The true reason was
the extraordinary power of Antigonus which daily
increased, and became so formidable to the other

three, that they were incapable of enjoying any
satisfaction till fh".v had reduced him.

It was mamfest that they were only solicitous for

their own interest, and had* no regard for the family
of Alexander. The Macedonians began to be impa-
tient: aid declared aloud, that it was time for them
to cfuse the young Alexander to appear upon the

stage of action, as he was then fourteen years of age,
and to bring him out of prison, in order to make him

acquainted with public business. Cassander, who
foresaw in this proceeding the destruction of his own
measures, caused the young king, and his mother
Roxana, to be secretly put to death in the castle of

Amphipolis, where he had confined them for some

year*.

Polysperchon,* who governed in

A. M. 3694. Peloponnesus, took this opportu-
Ant. J. C. 310. nity to declare openly against the

conduct ofCassander, and made the

people sensible of the enormous wickedness of this

action, with a view of rendering him odious to the

Macedonians, and entirely supplanting
him in their

affections. As he had then thoughts of re-entering
Macedonia, from whence he had been driven by
Cassander, he affected an air of great zeal for the

nouse of Alexander; and in order to render it appa-
rent, he caused Hercules, another son of Alexander,

07 Barsina, the widow of Memnon, and who was
tnen about seventeen years of age, to be brought
from Pergamus, upon which he himself advanced

with an army, and proposed to the Macedonians to

place him upon the throne. Cassander \v is terrified

at this proceeding, and represented to him, at an in-

terview between them, that he was preparing to
raise himself a master; but that it would lie more
for his interest to remove Hercules out of the way-
and secure the sovereignty cf Greece to himself,

offering, at the same time, h s own assistance for

that purpose. This discourse jasily prevailed upon
him to sacrifice the young pr. nee to Cassander, as
he was now persuaded that he should derive great ad-

vantages
from his death. Hercules,

therefore, and his mother, suffered A. M. 3695.
the same fate from him the next Ant. J. C. 309.

year, as Roxana and her son had
before from Cassander; and each of these wretches
sacrificed, in his turn, an heir of the crown, in order
to share it between themselves.
As there was now no prince of Alexander's house

left, each of them retained his government with the

authority of a sovereign, and were persuaded that

they had effectually secured their acquisitions, by the
murder of those princes, who alone had a lawful
title to them, congratulating themselves for having
extinguished in their own minds all remains of re-

spect for the memory of Alexander, their master and
benefactor, which till then had held their hands.

Who, without horror, could behold an action so per-
fidious, and, at the same time, so shameful and base!
But such was the insensibility of them both, that they
were equally forward to felicitate themselves on the
success of an impious confederacy, which ended in

the effusion of their master's blood. The blackest
of all crimes never cost the ambitious any remorse,

provided they conduce to their ends.

Ptolemy having commenced the war anew,* took
several cities from Antigonus in Cilicia and other

parts;
but Demetrius soon regained what his father

had lost in Cilicia: and the other generals of Anti-

gonus had the same success against those of Ptolemy,
who did not command this expedition in person. Cy-
prus was now the only territory where Ptolemy pre-
served his conquests; for when he had caused ISico-

cles, king of Paphos, to suffer death, he entirely
crushed the party of Antigonus in that island.

In order to obtain some compen-
sation for what he had lost in Cili- A. M. 3696.

cia,4 he invaded Pamphylia, Lycia, Ant J. C. 308.
and some other provinces of Asia

Minor, where he took several places from Antigonus.
He then sailed into the Agean sea,5 and made

himself master of the isle of Audros; after which he
took Sicyon, Corinth, and some other cities.

During his continuance in those parts, he formed
an intimate correspondence with Cleopatra, the sister

of Alexander. She had espoused Alexander, king of

Epirus, at whose nuptials Philip had been assassi-

nated, and after the death of her consort, who was
slain in the wars of Italy, had continued in a state of

widowhood, and for several years had resided at

Sardis in Lydia. As Antigonus, who was master of
that city, did not treat her with due attention and

respect, Ptolemy artfully took advantage of her dis-

content, to gain her over to his interest. With this

intention he invited her to an interview, in hopes of

deriving, from her presence, some advantages against

Antigonus. The princess had already set out, but
the governor of Sardis caused her to be stopped and

immediately brought back, and shortly after, by the
command of Antigonus, caused her to be secretly

destroyed. Antigonus, soon after this event, came
to Sardis, where he ordered all the women who had
been instrumental in her murder to be proceeded
against
We may here behold with admiration, how heavily

the arm of the Almighty fell upon the race of Alex-

ander, and with what severity he pursued the small
remains of his family, and all those who had the mis-

fortune to be any way related to that famous con-

queror, whose favour was ardently courted by all

the world a few years before. A fatal curse con-

i Diod. 1. six. p. 739. Plat, in Dcmet. p. 892.

Diod I. zz. p. 760, 761, i 766, 767

* Diod. 1. xx. p. 760.

Ibid. 774, 775.

Ibid. p. 706.
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HISTORY OF

themselves more effectually with the conqueror. But
whatever their motives might be, they first condemn-
ed him to suffer death for contumacy; and as they
were incapable of executing their resentment upon
his person, because he had retired from their city,

they threw down the numerous statues they had rais-

ed in honour of Demetrius Phalereus; who, when he

had received intelligence of their proceedings,
" At

least," said he,
"

it will not be in their power to de-

stroy that virtue in me by which those statues were
deserved."
What estimation is to be made of those honours

vhich, at one time, are bestowed with so much pro-
fusion, and as suddenly revoked at another; honours
that had been denied to virtue, and prostituted to vi-

cious princes, with a constant disposition to divest

them of those favours upon the first impressions of

discontent, and degrade them from their divinity
with as much precipitation as they conferred it upon
them! What weakness and stupidity do those dis-

cover, who are either touched with strong impres-
sions of joy when they receive such honours, or ap-

pear dejected when they happen to lose them!
The Athenians still proceeded to greater extrem-

ities. Demetrius Phalereus was accused of having
acted contrary to their laws in many instances during
his administration, and they omitted no endeavours
to render him odious. It was necessary for them to

have recourse to this injustice and calumny, infamous
as such proceedings were in their own nature, to

escape, if possible, the just reproach of having con-
demned that merit and virtue which had been uni-

versally known and experienced. The statues, while

they subsisted, were so mary public testimonials,

continually declaring in favour of the innocence of

Demetrius, and against the injustice of the Athenians.
Their own evidence then turned against them, and
that they could not invalidate. The reputation of
Demetrius was not obliterated by the destruction of
his statues; and therefore it was absolutely necessary
that he should appear criminal, that the Athenians

might be able to represent themselves as innocent
and just; and they imagined that a solemn and
authentic condemnation would supply the defect of

proofs, and the regularity of forms. They did not
even spare his friends; and all those who had main-
tained a strict intimacj with him were exposed to

danger. Menander, that celebrated poet, from whom
Terence has transcribed the greatest part of his

comedies, was on the point of being prosecuted, for

no other reason than his having contracted a friend-

ship with Demetrius.
There is reason to believe that Demetrius, after he

had passed some time at Thebes, retired for refuge to

Cassander, who was sensible of his merit, and testi-

fied a particular esteeni for him, and that he contin-
ued under his protection as long as that prince lived.

But, after the death of Cassander, as he had reason
to be

apprehensive
of the worst that could befall him

from trie brutality of his son Antipater, who had
caused his own mother to be destroyed, he retired

into Egypt, to Ptolemy Soter, who had rendered
himself illustrious by his liberalities to men of letters,
and whose court was then the asylum of all persons
in distress.

His reception at that court was as favourable as

possible; and the king, according to .'Elian, gave him
the office of superintending the observation of the
laws of the state. I He held the first rank among the
friends of that prince; lived in affluence, and was in

condition to transmit presents to his friends at

Athens. These were undoubtedly some of those real

friends, of whom Demetrius himself declared, that

they never came to him in his prosperity till he first

had" sent for them, but that they always visited him
in his adversity without waiting for any invitation.

During his exile he composed several treat!-* s on

government, the duties of civil life, and other subjects
of the like nature. This employment was a kind of
tustenance to his mind,2 and cherished in it those

t /E'unn. 1. iii. c. 17. Plut. do exit. p. 601.

Mul'a preclsra in illo calunutoso exilio scripgit, uon

sentiments of humanity with which h was so taret>

replenished. How grateful a consolation and res-

source is this, either in solitude or a state of e\ile, to

a man solicitous of improving his he urs of leisure to

the advantage of himself and the public!
The reader, when he considers the surprising num-

ber of statues erected in honour of out- man, will un-

doubtedly have noticed the striking difference be-
tween the glorious ages of Athens and that we are
now describing. A very judicious author has a fine

remark upon this occasion.3 All the recompense,
says he, which the Athenians formerly grantea Mil-
tiades for preserving the state, was the pr'mlege of

being represented in a picture as the principal figure,
and at tne head of nine other generals, animating
the troops for the battle; but the same

people, beiiig
afterwards softened and corrupted by the flattery of
their orators, decreed /above 300 statues to Deme-
trius Phalereus. Honours thus prodigally lavished,
are no proofs of real merit, but the effects of servile

adulation; and Demetrius Phalereus was culpable to
a considerable degree in not opposing them to the
utmost of his power, if he really was in a condition
to prevent their taking place. The conduct of Cato
was much more prudent,* in declining several marks
of distinction which the people were desirous of

granting him; and when he was asked one day, why
no statues had been erected to him, when Rome was
crowded with so many others,

" I had much rather,"
said he,

"
people should inquire why I have none,

than why I have any."
True honour and distinction, says Plutarch, in

the place I last cited, consist in the sincere esteeni

and affection of the people, founded on real merit
and effectual services. These are sentiments which
are so far from being extinguished by death, that

they gain strength and are perpetuated from age to

age: whereas a profusion of honours lavished through
flattery or fear, upon bad princes and tyrants, are
never known to survive them, and frequently die

away before them. The same Demetrius Poliorcetes,
whom we have lately seen consulted and adored as

an oracle and a god, will soon have the mortification

to behold the Athenians shutting their gates against
him, for no other reason than the change of his

fortune.

Demetrius,5 while he continued at Athens espoused
Eurydice, the widow of Ophelias. He had already
several wives, and among the rest Phila, the daughter
of Antipater, whom his father compelled him to

marry against his inclinations, citing to him a versa

out of Kuripides, which he changed into a parody
by the alteration of one word: "Wherever tortune

is, a person ought to marry, even against his inclina-

tion. 6 Ancient as this maxim is, it has never grown
obselete hitherto, but retains its full force, how con-

trary soever it be to the sentiments of nature. Deme-
trius was severely censured at Athens for infamous
excesses.

In a short time after this marriage,
7 his father or-

dered him to quit Greece, and sent him, with a strong
fleet and a numerous army, to conquer the isle of

Cyprus from Ptolemy. Before he undertook thi

expedition, he sent ambassadors to the Rhodians, to

invite them to an alliance with him against Ptolemy
but this attempt proved ineffectual, and they con

stantly insisted on the liberty of persevering in th

neutrality thty had embraced. Demetrius being sen

sible that the intelligence Ptolemy maintaiied il

Rhodes had defeated his design, advanced to ''ypru
where he made a descent, and marched to S'.iamii

the capital of that island. Menelaus, the brother of

Ptolemy, who had shut himself up there w'r.h most
of his troops, marched out to give him battle, bul

ad usum aliquom suum. quo erat urbatua ;
sed animi rultM

ill.- erat ei quasi qui'lum humunilatis cibus. Cic. de Fittit

bort et mat. I. v. n. 54.

l^.ir. \i-|i in .Milnai). c. vi.

Plut. in prten. reip. per p. 820.

Plut. in Demetr. p. &J4.
'
OlT-.'J TC <*$5, **f * Y" r yA"lT''. It WJ JlJ

T{J, a man mu*t serve.
i Diod. I. xx p. 783789. Plut. in Dem. p. HOS. 8M

Juttin. 1. xv. c. -.'.



ALEXANDER'S SUCCESSORS.

was defeating and compelled to re-enter the place
after he had lost 1000 of his men, who were slain

upon the spot, and 3000 more who were taken pris-
oners.

Menelaus not doubting but the prince, elated with

this success, would undertake the siege of Salamis,
made al the necessary preparations, on his part, for

a vigorous defence; ana while he was employing all

his attention for that purpose,
he sent couriers post

to Ptolemy, to carry him the news of his defeat, and
the siege with which he was threatened; they were
also to solicit him to hasten the succours he de-

manded, and, if possible, to lead them in person.
Demetrius, after he had obtained an exact account

of the situation of the place, as also of its strength
and that of the garrison, was sensible that he had not

a sufficient number of battering-rams and other mili-

tary machines to reduce it; and therefore sent to

Syria for a great number of expert workmen, with

an infinite quantity of iron and wood, in order to

make all the necessary preparations for assaulting a

city of that importance; and he then first built the

famous engine called Helepolis, of which I shall

soon give au exact description.
When all the necessary dispositions were made,

Demetrius carried on his approaches to the city, and

began to batter the walls with his engines; and as

they were judiciously worked, they had all the effect

that could be expected. The besiegers, after various

attacks, opened several large breaches in the walls,

by which means the besieged were rendered inca-

pable of sustaining the assault much longer, unless

they could resolve upon some bold attempt to pre-
vent the assault which Demetrius intended to make
the next day. During the night, which had suspen-
ded the hostilities on both sides, the inhabitants of

Salaniis piled a vast quantity of dry wood on their

walls, with an intermixture of other combustible ma-
terials, and about midnight threw them all down at

the foot of the
Helepolis, battering-rams, and other

engines, and then kindled them with long flaming

pales. The fire immediately seized them with so

much violence, that they were all in 'James in a very
short time. The enemies ran from all quarters to

extinguish the fire; but this cost them a considerable
time to effect, and most of the machines were greatly

damaged. Demetrius, however, was not discouraged
at this disaster.

Ptolemy, upon the intelligence he received of his

brother's ill success in the action against Demetrius,
had caused a powerful fleet to be fitted out with all

expedition, and advanced with the utmost expedi-
tion to his assistance. The battle, for which both

parties prepared, after some ineffectual overtures of

accommodation, created great expectations of the

event, not only in the generals who were then upon
the spot, but in all the absent princes and comman-
ders. The result appeared to be uncertain; but it

was very apparent that it would eventually give one
of the contending parties an entire superiority over
the rest. Ptolemy, who arrived with a fleet of 150

tail, had ordered Menelaus, who was then at Salaniis,
to come up with the sixty vessels under his com-
mand, in order to charge the rear-guard of Deme-
trius, and throw them into disorder, amidst the heat
of the battle. But Demetrius had had the precau-
tion to leave ten of his ships to oppose those sixty of

Menelaus; for this small number was sufficient to

guard the entrance into the port, which was very
narrow, and prevent Menelaus from coming out.

When this preliminary to the engagement was set-

tled, Demetrius drew out his land force*, and exten-
ded them along the points of land which projected
into the sea, that he might be in a condition, in case

hny misfortune happened, to assist those who would
be obliged to save themselves by swimming; after

which he sailed into the open sea with 180 galleys,
lind charged the lleet of Ptolemy with so much im-

petuosity, that he broke the line of battle. Ptolemy,
finding his defeat inevitable, had immediately re-

course to flight with eight galleys, which were all

that escaped; for of the other vessels which com-

posed his fleet, some were either shattered or sunk
n the battle, and the others, to the number of seventy.

were taken, with their whole complements. All th

rest of Ptolemy's train and baggage, his domestics,
friends, and wives, provision, arms, monev, and ma-
chines of war, on board the .store-ships which lav at

anchor, were seized by Demetrius, who caused them
to be carried to his camp.
Menelaus no longer made any opposition after this

battle at sea, but surrendered himself to Demetrius,
with the citv, and all his ships and land forces, which
consisted ot 1200 horse and 12,000 foot.

Demetrius enhanced the glory of this victory by his

humanity and generous conduct after it. He caused
the slain to be interred in a magnificent manner, and

generously restored liberty to Menelaus and Lentis-

cus, one the brother and the other the son of Pto-

lemy, who were found among the prisoners: he also

sent them back to him, with their friends and domes-
tics, and all their baggage, without any ransom; that

he might once more return the civilities he had for-

merly experienced from Ptolemy, on a like occasion,
after the battle of Gaza. With so much more gen-
erosity, disinterestedness, and politeness,

did enemies
make war against each other in those

days,
than we

now find between friends in the ordinary intercourse
of life.' He likewise selected out of the spoils 1200

complete suits of armour, and gave them to the Athe-
nians ; the rest of the prisoners, whose number amount-
ed to 17,000 men, without including the sailors ta-

ken with the fleet, were incorporated by him into his

troops; by which means he greatly reinforced his

army.
Antigonus, who continued in Syria, waited with

the utmost anxiety and impatience for an account of
a battle, by the event of which the fate of himself
and his son was to be decided. When the courier

brought him intelligence, that Demetrius had obtain-

ed a complete victory, his joy rose in proportion;
and all the people, at the same instant, proclaimed
Antigonus and Demetrius kings. Antigonus imme-

diately transmitted to his son the diadem which had

glittered on his own brows, and gave him the title

of king in the letter he wrote to him. The Egyp-
tians, when they were informed of this proceeding,
proclaimed Ptolemy king also, that they might not

seem to be dejected at their defeat, or be thought to

entertain the (ess esteem and affection for their prince.

Lysimachus and Seleucus soon followed their ex-

ample,
the one in Thrace, and the other in Babylon

and the provinces ofthe East; and assumed the title of

king, in their several dominions, after they had fur so

many years usurped all the authority, without pre-

suming to take the title upon them, till now, which
was about eighteen years after the death of Alex-
ander. Cassander alone, though he was treated as a

king by the others when
they

either spoke or wrote
to him, continued to write his letters in his usual

manner, and without affixing any addition to his name.
Plutarch observes, that this new title not only oc-

casioned these princes to augment their train and

pompous appearance, but also caused them to assume
airs of pride and arrogance, and

inspired
them with

such haughty impressions as they had never man-
ifested till then; as if this appellation had suddenly
exalted them into a species of beings different fr.m
the rest of mankind.

Seleucus had greatly increased

his power in the oriental provin- A. M. 3699.

ces,2 during the transactions we Ant. J. C. 305.

have been describing; for after he
had killed Nicanor, whom Antigonus had sent against
him, in a battle, he not only established himself in

the possession of Media, Assyria, and Babylon, but
reduced Persia, Bactriana, Hyrcania, and all the pro-
vinces on this side the Indus, which had formerly
been conquered by Alexander.

Antigonus,
3 on his side, to improve the victory his

son had obtained in Cyprus, assembled an army of

100,000 men in Syria, 'with an intention to invade

Egypt. He flattered himself that conquest would

i Tanto honest tune bella gerebantnr, quam nunc ami
citie ruluntiir. Justin.

Appian. in Syr. p. 122. 123. Justin. 1. ir. e. 4.

Diod. I. xx.
]f.

804 SU6. Plut. in Demetr. p. 896, 897
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readily r'tend his arms, anJ that he should divest

Ptolrmv of that kingdom, with as much ease as he
had taken Cyprus from him. Whilst he was conduct-

ing this great army by land, Demetrius followed him
with his fleet, v/hich coasted along the shore to Gaza,
where the father and son concerted the measures
each of them were to pursue. The

pilots
advised

thf m to wait till the setting of the Pleiades, and de-

le, their df parture only <oi '<ght days, because the

sea was then very tempestuous; but the impatience
of Aiiti^oinis to surprise I'tolemv, before his prepa-
rations weracomplettd, caused him to disregard that

salutary advice. Demetrius was ordered to make a
descent in one of the mouths of the Nile, whilst An-

tigonus was to endeavour to open a passage by land,
into the heart of the country; but neither the one
nor the other succeeded in his expedition. The fleet

of Demetrius sustained great damage by violent

storms; and Ptolemy had taken such effectual pre-
cautions to secure the mouths of the Nile, as render-
ed it impracticable to Demetrius to land his troops.

Antigonus, on the other hand, after enduring many
hardships in crossing the deserts that lie between
Palestine and Egypt, had much greater difficulties

still to surmount, and found it impossible to pass the
first arm of the Nile in his march; such judicious
orders had been given by Ptolemy, and so advanta-

geously were his troops posted at all the passes and
avenues; but what was still more distressing to Anti-
tenus than all the rest, his soldiers daily deserted
from him in great numbers.

Ptolemy had sent out boats on several parts of the
river where the enemies resorted for water, and caus-
ed it to be

proclaimed
on his part, from those vessels,

tli.it every deserter from their
troops

should receive
from him two minae, and every officer a talent. So
considerable a recompense soon allured great num-
bers to receive it, especially the mercenaries in the

pay of Antigonus; nor were they prevailed upon by
money alone, as their inclinations to serve Ptolemy
were much stronger than their motives to continue
under Antigonus, whom they considered as an old

man, difficult to be pleased, imperious, morose, and
severe; whereas Ptolemy rendered himself amiable,
by his gentle disposition and engaging behaviour to

all who approached him.

Antigonus, after he had hovered to no effect on the

frontiers of Egypt, and even till his provisions began
to fail him, becoming sensible of his inability to en-
ter Egypt, and finding that his army decreased every
day by sickness and desertion, and that it was impos-
sible tor him to subsist his remaining troops any
longer in that country, was obliged to return into

Syria, in a very shameful manner, after having lost

in this unfortunate expedition a great number of his

land forces, and many of his
ships.

Ptolemy, having offered a sacrifice to the gods, m
gratitude for the protection they had granted him,
sent to acciuaint Lysimachus, Cassander, and Seleu-

cus, with tie happy event of that campaign, and to
renew the alliance between them, against the com-
mon enemy. This was the last attack he had to sus-

tain for the crown 01 Egypt, and it greatly contribu-
ted to fix it upon his head, in consequence of the

prudent measures he pursued. Ptolemy, the astrono-

mer, therefore, fixes the commencement of his rt-i^n
at this

jperiod,
and afterwards points out the several

Tears of its duration, in his chronological canon. He
begins the epocha on the seventh of November, nine-
teen years after the death of Alexander the Great.

SECTION VIII. DEMETRIUS FORMS THE SIEGE OF
RHODES, WHICH HE RAISES A YEAR AFTER, HY CON-
CLUDIAG A TREATY MUCH TO THE HONOUR OF THE
CITY. HEI.EPOI.IS, A FAMOUS MACHINE. THE CO-

LOSSUS OF RHODES. PROTCGENES, A CELEliRATED
PAINTER, SPARED DURING THE SIEGE.

ArmcoNUS was not less than
A. M. 3700. fourscore years of age at that

AnL J. C. 304. time, 1 and as he had then contrac-

ted a gross habit of body, and con-

Diod. I. . p 80a 815, et 817825. Plut. in. Demetr.

sequently was but little qualified fcr the activity of

military life, he made use of his son's services, who
from the experience he had already acquired, and
the success which attended him, transacted the most

important affairs with great ability. The father, for

this reason, was not offended at his expensive luxury
and intemperance; for Demetrius, during peace,
abandoned himself to the greatest excesses of all

kinds, without the least regard to decorum. In
times of war, indeed, he acted a very different part;
he was then a quite different man, "vigilant, active,
laborious, and invincible by fatigues. Whether he

indulged in pleasure, or applied to serious affairs, he

entirely devoted himself to the one or the other; and
for the time he engaged in either was incapable of
moderation. He had an inventive genius; and an

inquisitive turn of mind, actuated by a love lor the
sciences. He never employed his natural industry,
in frivolous and insignificant amusements, like many
other kings, some of whom, as Plutarch observes,
valued themselves for their expertness in playing on
instruments, others in painting, and some in theii

dexterity in the turner's art, with a hundred other

qualities of private men, but not one of a prince.
His application to the mechanic arts had something
great and truely royal in it; his galleys, with fifteen

benches of oars, were the admiration of his enemies,
who beheld them sailing along their coasts; and his

engines called helepolis, were a surprising spectacle
to those whom he besieged. They were exceedingly
useful to him in the war with Rhodes, with the con-
duct of which his father had charged him at the time
we are now speaking of.

Among the islands called Sporades, Rhodes held
the first rank, as well for the fertility of its soil, as

the safety of its ports and roads, which, on that

account, were resorted to by great numbers of tra-

ding ships from all parts. It then formed a small, but

very powerful state, whose friendship was courted

by all princes, and which was studious, en its owm
part, to keep upon good terms with them all, by
observing an exact

neutrality,
and carefully declining

any declaration in favour ot one against another, in

the wars that arose in those times. As the inhab-
itants were limited to a little island, all their powei
flowed from their riches, and their riches from theii

commerce, which it was their main interest to pre-
serve as free as possible with ihe Mediterranean states,

which all contributed to its prosperity. The Rho-
dians, by persisting in so prudent a conduct, had ren-

dered their city very flourishing; and as they enjoy-
ed continual peace, they became extremely opulent.
Notwithstanding the seeming neutrality they main-

tained, their inclination, as well as interest, pecu-
liarly attached them to Ptolemy, because the prin-

cipal and most advantageous branches of their com-
merce (lowed from Egypt, When Antigonus, there-

fore, demanded succours of them iu his war with

Cyprus, they entreated him not to compel them to

declare against Ptolemy, their ancient friend and
allv; but this answer, prudent and wtll concerted as

it reallv was, drew upon them the displeasure of

Antigonus, which he expressed in the severest men-
aces; and, when he returned from his expedition to

Egypt, he sent his son Demetrius with a fleet and
armv, to chastise their insolent temerity, as he term*
ed it, and ikewise to reduce them to his obedience.
The Rhc Hans, who foresaw the impending storm

had sent ti all the prinres their allies, and to Pto-

lemy, in pa .icular, to implore their assistance; and
caused it to be represented to the latter, that their

attachment i his interest had drawn upon them th

danger to wh ch they were then exposed.
The preparations on each side were immense. De-

metrius arrived before Rhodes with a very numerous

fleet, for he had 200 ships of war of different <liinn-

ions; and more than 170
transports,

which carried

about 40,000 men, without including the cavalry, and
the succours he received from

pirates.
He had like-

wise near 1000 small vessels laden with provision*,
and all other necessary accommodations for an army
The expectation of the vast booty tu be acquired b
the capture of so rich a city as Rhodes, had allured

at numbers of sol Jiers to juiu Demetrius iu th*-
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expedition. This prince, who had the most fertile

and M vent re genius that ever was, for attacking

plares, and forming machines of war, had brought
with him an infinite number of the latter. He was
sensible that he had to deal with a brave people, and
very able commanders, who had acquired great ex-

perience
in maritime affairs; and that the besieged

had above 800 military machines almost as formidable
ms his own.

Demetrius, upon his arrival at the island, lan<lH in

order to take a view of the most commodious situa-

tion for assaulting the place. He likewise sent out

parties to lay the country waste on all sides, and, at

the same time, caused another body of his troops to

cut down the trees, and demolish the houses in the

parts adjacent to Rhodes, and then employed them
as materials to fortify his camp with a triple palisade.
The Rhodians, on their part, prepared fora vigor-

ous defence. AH persons of merit, and reputation
for military affairs in the countries in alliance with
the Rho'lians, threw themselves into the

city,
as much

for the honour of serving a republic, equally celt bra-

ted for its gratitude and the courage of its citizens,

as to manifest their own valour and abilities in the

defence of that place, against one of the greatest
captains, and the most expert in the conduct of sieges,
that antiquity ever produced.
They began with dismissing from the city all such

persons as were useless ; and the number of those who
remained, and were capable of bearing arms, amount-
ed to 6000 citizens, and 1000 strangers. Liberty, and
the right of deniiens, were premised xo such slaves

as should distinguish themsehes by their bravery,
end the public engaged to pay the masters the full

price for each of them. It was likewise publicly
declared, that the citizens would bestow an honour-
able interment on those who should lose their lives

in any engagement, and would also provide for the

iubsistence of their parents, wives, and children, and

portion the daughters in marriage; and that when
the sons should be of an age capable of bearing arms,

they should be presented with a complete suit of

tumour, on the public theatre, at the great solemnity
of the Hacchanalia.

This decree kindled an incredible ardour in all

rank* of men. The rich came in crowds with money
to defray the expense of the siege, and the soldiers'

pay.'
The workmen redoubled their industry in ma-

king arms that were excellent, as welliforthe promp-
titude of execution, as the beauty of the work. Some
were employed in making catapultas and balistas:

others formed different machines equally necessary;
a third class repaired the breaches of the walls; while
several others

supplied them with stone. In a word,

every thing was in motion throughout the city, each

striving with emulation to distinguish himsf If on that

occasion; so that a zeal so ardent and universal was
never known before.

The besieged first sent out three good sailers against
a small fleet of sutlers and merchants, who were

bringing a supply of provisions to the enemy: they
sunk a great number of their vessels, burnt several,
and carried into the city such of the prisoners as

were in a condition to pay their ransom. The Rho-
dians gained a considerable sum of money by this

expedition; for it was mutually agreed, that 100
drachmas (about five and twenty pounds) should be

paid for every person that was a freeman, and half

that sum for a slave.

The siege of Rhodes has been represented as the

Jttterpfacc of Demetrius, and the greatest instance

of the fertility of his genius in resources and inven-
tions. He began the attack from the sea, in order to

make him si !:'jna-tcr of the port, and the towers which
defended the entrance.

In order to accomplish this design, he caused two
tortoises > to be erected on two flat-bottomed vessels

joined together, to facilitate his approach to the

places he intended to batter. One of these was

stronger and more solid than the other, in order to

cover the men from those enormous masses which

TLetn were pent-houce* of wood, nonittucted so a* to

hel".-r the so.diers
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the besieged discharged from the towers and walls,

by means of the catapultas planted upon them; the
other was of a lighter structure, and designed to

shelter the soldiers from flights of darts and arrows.
Two towers of four stories were erected at the -aine

time, which exceeded in height the towers that de-
fended the entrance into the port, and the^e were
intended to be used in battering the latter with vol-

leys of stones and darts. Each of these towi r- was

placed upon two ships strongly bound together.
Demetrius, besides, caused a kind of floating barri-

cado to be erected in front of these tortoises and
towers on a lon^ beam of timber, four feet thick,

through which stakes, armed at the end with large
spikes of iron, were driven. These stakes were dis-

posed horizontally, with their spikes projecting for-

ward, in order to prevent the vessels of the port
from shattering the work with their beaks.
He likewise selected put of his fleet the largest

>n the side of which he erected a rampart of

planks with little windows easy to be opened. Ho
there placed the best Cretan archers and sliimi rs in

all his army, and furnished them with an infinite

number of Bows, small balistas or cross-bows, slings
and catapultas, with other engines for shooting; in

order to gall the workmen of the city employed in

rai-ing and repairing the walls of the port.
The Rhodians, seeing the besiegers turn all their

efforts against that quarter, were no less industrious
to defend it; in order to accomplish that design, they
raised two machines upon an adjoining eminence, ind
formed three others, which they placed on large snips
of burden, at the mouth of the little haven. A body
of archers and slingers was likewise posted on each
of these situations, with a prodigious quantity of

stones, darts, and arrows of all kinds. The same
orders were also given with respect to the ships of
burden in the great port.
When Demetrius advanced with his ships and all

his armament, to begin the attack on the ports, such
a violent tempest arose as rendered it impossible for

him to accomplish any of his operations that day;
but the sea growing calm about night, he took the

advantage of the darkness, and advanced, without

being perceived by the enemy, to the great harbour:
he made himself master of a neighbouring eminence,
about 500

paces
from the wall, and posted there 400

soldiers, wno fortified themselves immediately with

strong palisades.
The next morning1

, Demetrius caused his batteries

to advance with the sound of trumpets, and the
shouts of his whole army: and they at first produced
all the effect he proposed from them. A great num-
ber of the besieged were slain in this attack, and
several breaches were opened in the mole which
covered the port: but they were not very advanta-

geous to the besiegers, who were always repulsed by
the Rhodians; and after a loss nearly equal on both

sides, Denif-trius was obliged to retire from the port
with his ships and machines, to be out of the reach
of the enemy's arrows.

The besieged, who had learned to their cost what

advantage might be taken of the darkness of the

night, caused several fire-ships to sail out of the port
during the darkness, in order to burn the tortoises

and wooden towers which the enemy had erected;
but as unfortunately they were not able to force the

floating barricade which sheltered them, they were

obliged to return into the port. The Rhodia'ns lost

some of their fire-ships in this expedition, but the
mariners saved themsH ."es by swimming.
The next day, the pnnce ordered a general attack

to be made against the port and the walls of the

place, with the sound of trumpets and shouts of his

whole army, thinking by those means to spread terror

among the besieged : but they were so far from being
intimidated, that they sustafned the attack with in-

credible vigour, and discovered the same intrepidity
for the space of eight days that it continued; and
actions of astonishing bravery were performed on
both sides during that long interval.

Demetrius, taking advantage of the eminence which
his troops had seized, gave orders for erecting upon
it a battery of several engines, which discharged

D 2
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great stones of 150 pounds in weight, against the

walls and towers, the latter of which tottered with

the repeated shocks, and several breaches were soon

made in the walls. The besiegers advanced with

great fury to seize the mole which defended the en-

trance into the port; but as this post was of the

utmost importance to the Rhodians, they spared no

pains to repulse the besiegers, who had already made
a considerable progress. This they at last effected, by
a shower of stones and arrows, which they discharged

upon their enemies with so much rapidity, and for

such a length of time, tha_t they were obliged to re-

tire in confusion, after losing a great number of thtir

men.
The ardour of the besiegers was not diminished

by this repulse, and they rather appeared more an-

imated than ever against the Rhodians. They began
the scalade by land and sea at the same time, and

employed the besieged so effectually, that they scarce

knew to what quarter to run for the defence of the

place. The attack was carried on with the utmost

fury on all sides, and the besieged defended them-
selves with the greatest intrepidity. Great numbers
were thrown from the ladders to the earth, and mis-

erably bruised ; several even of the principal officers,

got to the top of the wall, where they were covered
with wounds, and taken prisoners by the enemy;
so that Demetrius, notwithstanding all his valour,

thought it necessary to retreat, in order to repair
his engines, which were almost entirely destroyed
by so many attacks, as well as the vessels that car-

ried them.
After the prince had retreated from Rhodes, imme-

diate care was taken to bury the dead ; the beaks also

of the ships, with the other spoils that had been taken
from the enemy, were carried to the temple, and the

workmen were indefatigable in repairing the breaches
of the walls.

Demetrius, having employed seven days in re-

fitting his ships, and repairing his engines, set sail

again, with a fleet as formidable as the former, and

steered, with a fair wind, djrectly for the
port,

which
he was most anxious to gain, as he conceived it im-

Eracticable
to reduce the place till he had first made

imself master of that. Upon his arrival, he caused
a vast quantity of lighted torches, flaming straw, and
arrows to be discharged, in order to set fire to the

vessels that were riding there, while his engines bat-

tered the mole without intermission. The besieged,
who expected attacks of this nature, exerted them-
selves with so much vigour and activity, that they
toon extinguished the names which had seized the
vessels in the port.
At the same time they caused three of their

largest
ships to sail out of the port, under the command of

Exacestes, one of their bravest officers, with orders
to attack the enemy, and exert the utmost efforts to

reach the vessels that carried the tortoises and wood-
en towers, and to charge them in such a manner
with the beaks of their*, as might either sink them,
or render them

entirely useless. These orders were
executed with

surprising expedition and address;
and the three galleys, alter they had shattered and
broken through the floating barricado already men-
tioned, drove their beaks with so much violence into

the sides of the enemy's barks, on which the ma-
chines were erected, that the water was immediately
een to flow into them through several openings. Two
of them were already sunk, but the third was towed

ilong by the
galleys, and joined the main fleet; and

dangerous as it was to attack them in that situation,
the Rhodians, through a blind and precipitate ardour,
ventured to attempt it. But as tne inequality was
too great to admit them to come off with success, Ex-
acestes, with the officer who commanded under him,
end some others, after having fought with all the bra-

very imaginable, were taken with the galley in which

they were; the other two regained the port, after

*utainin" many dangers, and most of the men also
arrived there by swimming.

Unfortunate as this last attack had proved to De-
metrius, he was determined to undertake another;
and in order to succeed in that

design,
he ordered a

machine of a new invention I: be built, of thrice the

height and breadth ofthose he had lately lost. When
this was completed, he caused it to be placed neaj
the port which he was resolved to force; but at the
instant they were preparing to work it, a dreadful

tempest arose at sea, and sunk it to the bottom, with
the vessels on which it had been raised.

The besieged, who were careful to improve all op-
portunities, employed the time afforded them by the
continuance of the tempest, in regaining the eminence
near the port, which the enemy had carried in the first

assault, and where they afterwards fortified them-
selves. The Rhodians attacked it, and were repulsed
several times; but the forces of Demetrius who de-
fended it, perceiving fresh

troops continually pour-
ing upon them, and that it was in vain for them to

expect any relief, were obliged, at last, to surrender
themselves prisoners, to the number of 400 men.

This series of fortunate events was succeeded by
the arrival of 500 men from Cnossus, a city of Ciete,
to the assistance of the Rhodians, and also of 500
more whom Ptolemy sent from Egypt, most of them

being Rhodians, wno had listed themselves among
the troops of that prince.

Demetrius being extremely mortified to see all his

batteries on the side of the harbour rendered ineffec-

tual, resolved to employ them by land, in order to

carry the place by assault, or reduce it to the neces-

sity of capitulating. He, therefore, prepared mate-
rials of every kind, and formed a machine called

helepolis, which was larger than any that had ever
been invented before. The basis on which it stood
was square, and each of its sides was seventy-five
feet wide. The machine itself was an assemblage of

large square beams, riveted together with iron, and
the whole mass rested upon eight wheels that were
made proportionable to tne weight of the superstruc-
ture. The felloes of these wheels were three feet

thick, and strengthened with large iron plates.
In order to facilitate and vary the movements of

the helepolis, care had been taken to place casters '

under it, by which the machine was made movable

any way.
From each of the four angles a large column of

wood was carried up to the height of about 150 feet,

inclining towards each other. The machine was

composed of nine stories, whose dimensions gra-
dually lessened in the ascent. The first story was

supported by forty-three beams, and the last by no
more than nine.

Three sides of the machine were plated over with

iron, to prevent its being damaged by the fires that

were launched from the city.
In the front of each story were little windows,

whose form and dimensions corresponded with the
nature of the arrows that were to be shot from the

machine. Over each window was a kind of curtain

made with leather, stuffed with wool: this was lei

down by a machine for that purpose, and the inten-

tion of it was to break the force of whatever should
be discharged by the enemy against it.

Each story had two large staircases, one for the
ascent of the men, and the other for their descent.

This machine was moved forward by 3400 of the

strongest and most vigorous men in the whole army,
but the art with which it was built greatly facilitated

the motion.
Demetrius also gave directions for building a great

number of other machines, of different niHgnitude*,
and for various uses; he also employed his seamen in

levelling the ground over which the machines were
to move, which was 100 fathoms in length. The
number of artizans and others employed on these

works, amounted to near 30,000 men, bytwhich imam
they were finished with incredible expedition.

i Monsieur Rollin inform! ua, in a note, that he wai

obliged to retain the Greek term (dntittrepta) for want of
u proper French word to render it by ;

but as the English

language is not so defective 'in that particular, the truns-

Intor has expressed the Greek by the word caster, wtiich,

an well as the original word, signifies a whi'el placed under
a piece of work, in such n manner as to rentier it converti-

ble on all sides, like those little wheels afiixcd uiitlor the

feet of lifds, by which they move with i:ue to any part ut

the room
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The- Rhodians were not indolent during these for-

midable preparation*, but employed their time in

raising a counter-wall, on the track of ground where
Deint trius intended to batter the walls of the city
with the helepolis; and, in order to accomplish this

work, they demolished the wall which surrounded
the theatre, as also several neighbouring houses, and
even some temples, having solemnly promised the

gods to build more magnificent structures for the

celebration of their worship after the siege should
be raised.

When they knew that the enemy had quitted the

sa, they sent out nine of their best ships of war, di-

vided into three squadrons, the command of which

they gave to three of their bravest sea-officers, who
returned with a verv rich booty, some galleys, and
several smaller vessels, which they had taken, as also

a great number of prisoners. They had likewise

seized a galley richly laden, in which were large

quantities of tapestry, with other furniture, and a

variety of rich robes, intended by Phila as a present
to her husband Demetrius, and accompanied with
letters which she herself had written to him. The
Rhodians sent the whole, and even the letters, to

Ptolemy, which exceedingly exasperated Demetrius.
ID this proceeding, says Plutarch, they did not im-
itate the polite conduct of the Athenians, who having
once seized some of the couriers of Philip, with whom
the v were then at war, opened all the packets but
those of Olympias, which they gent to Philip sealed

as they were. There are some rules of decency and
honour which ought to be inviolably observed even
with enemies.
While the ships of the republic were employed in

taking the prizes already mentioned, a great commo-
tion happened at Rhod"es, respecting the statues of

Antigonus and Demetrius, which had been erected

in honour of them, and till then had been held in

the utmost veneration. Some of the principal citi-

cens were solicitous, in a public assembly, for an or-

der to destroy the statues of those princes who then
harassed them with such a cruel war; but the peo-
ple, who were more discreet and moderate on this

occasion than their chiefs, would not suffer that pro-

posal to be executed. So wise and equitable a con-
duct, exclusively of all events, did the Rhodians no
imall honour; but in case their city should be taken,
it could not fail to inspire the conqueror with im-

pressions in their favour.

Demetrius, having tried several mines without suc-

cess, from their being all discovered, and rendered
ineffectual by the vigilant conduct and activity of

Ihe besieged, gave orders and made the necessary

dispositions for a general assault; in order to which
the helepolis was moved to a situation from whence
Ihe city might be battered with the best effect. Each

Story of this formidable engine was furnished with

catapultas and balistas proportioned in their size to

the dimensions of the place It was likewise sup-

ported and fortified on two of its sides, by four small

machines called tortoises, each which had a covered

Cilery,
to secure those who should either enter the

lepolis, or issue out of it, to execute different or-

ders. On the two other sides was a battering-ram
of a prodigious size, consisting of a piece of timber
thirty fathoms in length, armed with iron terminating
in a point, and as strong as the beak of a galley.
These engines were mounted on wheels, and were
driven forward to batter the walls during the attack

wi'.h incredible force by near 1000 men.
Wt in every thing was ready, Demetrius ordered

th~' trumpets to sound, and the general assault to be

g'ren on all sides, both by sea and land? In the heat

of ths attack, t.nd when the walls were already shaken

by the batter:ng-rams. ambassadors arrived from the

Cnidians, and earnestly solicited Demetrius to sus-

pend the assault, g:ving him hopes, at the same time,
that they should prevail upon the besieged to submit
to an honourable capitulation. A supenion of arms
was accordingly granted: but the Rhodians refusing
to capitulate on the conditions proposed to them, the

attack was renewed with so much fury, nnd all the

machines co-operated so effectually , that a Icrge tcwer
built with square stones, and the wall thai !3ar.kcl it,

were battered down. The besieged fought lik* JOBS
in the breach, and repulsed their enemies.

ID this conjuncture, the vessels which Ptolemy had
freighted with 300,000 measures of corn, and different

kinds of pulse for the Rhodians, arrived very seakou-

ably in the port, notwithstanding all the efforts of
the enemy's ships which cruised in the neighbour-
hood to intercept them. A few days after this re-

lief, two other small fleets sailed into the port; one
of which was sent by Cassandcr, with 100,000 bush-
els of barley; the other came from Lysimachui, with
400,000 bushels of wheat, and as much barley. This
seasonable and abundant supply, which was received
when the city began to be in want of provisions, in-

spired the besieged with new courage; and they re-
solved not to surrender till the last extremity.
While they were animated in this manner, they at-

tempted to fire the enemy's machines, and with this

view, ordered a nun>erous body of soldiers to march
out of the

city
towards midnight with torches, and

all kinds of kindled wood. Tfiese troops advanced
to the batteries, and set them on fire, and at the same
time innumerable arrows were shot from the wall,
to support the detachment against those who should
endeavour to extinguish the flames. The besiegers
lost great numbers of their men on this occasion, be-
cause they were incapable, amidst the obscurity of
the night, either to see or avoid the volleys of arrows

discharged upon them. Several plates of iron hap-

pening to fall from the helepolis during the conflagra-
tion, the Rhodians advanced with impetuosity, in

order to set it on fire: but as the troops within

quenched it with water as fast as the flames were
kindled, they could not effect their design. How-
ever, Demetrius being apprehensive that all his ma-
chines would be consumed, caused them to be re-

moved with all possible expedition.
Demetrius, being curious to know what number of

machines the besieged had employed in casting ar-

rows, caused all those, which nad been shot from
the place in the attack that night, to be gathered up;
and when these were counted, and a proper compu-
tation made, he found that the inhabitants must have
more than 800 engines, of different dimensions, fcr

discharging fires, and about 1500 for arrows. The
prince was struck with consternation at this number,
as he did not imagine the city could have made such
formidable preparations. He caused his dead to be
interred, gave directions for curing those who were
wounded, and was as expeditious as possible in re-

pairing the machines which had been dismounted
and rendered useless.

The besieged, in order to take advantage of the
relaxation they enjoyed by the removal of the ma-
chines, were industrious to fortify themselves against
the new assault, for which their enemies were then

preparing. To this purpose they began with open-
ing a large and deep ditch behind the breach, to ob-
struct the passage of the enemy into the city ; after

which they raised a substantial wall, in the form of

crescent, along the ditch; which would cos'. he ene-

mies a new attack.

As their attention was devoted, at the same time,
to every other emergency, they detached a squadron
of the best sailing snips in th'eir port, which took a

jreat number of vessels laden with provision and
ammunition for Demetrius, and brought them into

the port. These were soon followed by a numerous
leet of small vessels freighted with corn and other

necessaries, sent them by Ptolemy, with 1500 men,
commanded by Antigonus of Macedonia.

Demetrius, having repaired his machines, caused
them all to advance near the city, when asecc-.d em

sy arrived at the camp from the Athenians, and
some other states of Greece, on the same subject at

the former, but with as little success. The king,
whose imagination was fruitful of expedien * for suc-

ceeding in his projects, detached 1500 of his besl

troops, under the command of Alcimusam! Maiicius.
with orders to enter the breach at midnight, and
'orce the intrenchments behind it. They were then
-o possess themselves of the parts adjacent to the

theatre, where they would be in a condition to main-
tain their ground, If they could but once make them-
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w \vft masters of it. In order to facilitate the exe-

rutia'i of so important and dangerous an expedition,
and amuse the enemy with false attacks, he at the

same time caused all the trumpets t.> soun.t a charge,
aud the city to be attacked on all sules both by sea

and land, that the besieged finding sufficient employ-
ment in all piirt*, the loOO men might have an oppor-
tunity of forcing the iotrenchnrcnti which covered

the breach, and afterwards of seizing all the advan-

tageous posts about the theatre. This feint had all

the success the prince expected from it. Tho troop*

having shouted from all quarters, as it they were ad-

vancing to a general assault, the detachment com-
manded by Alcimus entered the breach, and made
such a vigorous attack upon those who defended the

ditch, and the crescent which covered it, that after

they had killed a great number of their enemies, and

put the rest into confusion, they seized the posts ad-

jacent to the theatre, where they maintained them-
selves.

The alarm was very preat in the city, and all the

chiefs who commanded^ there desratcned orders to

their officers and soldiers forbidding them to quit
their posts, or make the least movement whateier.
After which they placed themselves at the head of a

chosen body of their own troops, and of those \\ ho
were newly arrived from Egypt, and with them pour-
ed upon the detachment which had advanced as far

as the theatre; but the obscurity of the night ren-

dered it impracticable to dislodge them from the

posts they had seized, and the day up sooner appear-
ed, than a universal cry of the besiegers was heard
from all quarters, by wh'ich they endeavoured to ani-

mate those who ha'd entered the place, and inspire
them with a resolution to maintain their ground,
where they might soon expect succours. This terri-

ble cry drew floods of tears and dismal groans from
the populace, women, and children, who continued
in the city, and concluded themselves inevitably lost

The battle, however, continued with great vigour
near die theatre, and the Macedonians defended their

post with an intrepidity that astonished their enemies,
till at lat the Rhodians prevailing by their numbers,
and perpetual supplies of fresh troops, the detach-

ment, after having seen Alcimus and Mancius slain

on the spot, were obliged to submit to superior force,
and abandon a post it w as no longer possible to main-
tain. Great numbers of them fell on the spot, aud
the rest were taken prisoners.
The ardour of Demetrius was rather augmented

than abated by this check, and he was making the

necessary dispositions for a new assault, when he re-

ceived letters from his father
Antig^nus, by which he

wa< directed to take all possible measures for the

conclusion of a peace with the Rhodians. He then
wanted some plausible pretext for discontinuing the

siege, and chance supplied him with it. At that very
instant deputies from JEtolia arrived at his camp to

solicit him anew to grant a peace to the Rhodians, to

which they found him not to averse as before.

It' what Vegetius relates of the
helepolis

be true,i
and indeed Vitruvius seems to confirm it with a small

variation of circumstances, it might possibly be ano-
ther motive that contributed not a little to dispose
Demetrius to a peace. That prince was preparing to

Advance his helepolis against the city, when a Rho-
dian engineer contrived an expedient to render it

entirely u-i U --; In- opened a mine under the walls

of the city, and continued it to the way over which
the tower was to pass the ensuing day in order to

approach the walls. The besiegers not suspecting
any stratagem of that nature moved on the tower to

the place undermined; which being incapable of sup-

porting so enormous a load, sunk in under the ma-
chine, which buried itself so deep in the earth, that

it was impossible
to draw it out again. This was one

inconvenience to which the-e formidable engines
were obnoxious; and the two authors whom I nave
cited declare, that this accident determined Deme-
trius to raise the siege; and it is, at lei-t. \ e ry proba-
ble that it contributed not a little to his taking that

resolution.

Veget. de re milil. c. 4

The Rhodians, on their part, were as de^^us tf
an accommodation as himself, provided it could be
effected upon reasonable terms. Ptolemy, in promis-
ing them fresh succours, much more con-iii >able
than the former, had earnestly exhorted them not to

Ijse a favourable occasion, i'f it should offer itseJt
He-ides which, they were sensible of the extreme
necessity they were under of putting sn end to '.he

-it-2v, which could not but prove fatal to them al last

This consideration induced them to listen with plea-
sure to the proposals made them, and the treaty war
concluded soon after upon the following terni5:'Tha<
the republic of Rhodes, and all it- citizi n-. should
retain the enjoyment of their rights, privil. g-.s, ruid

liberty, withuut being subjected to any power what
soever. The alliance they had always had with An
tigonus, was to be confirmed and renewed, with aq

obligation to take up arms for him in any war in

which he should be engaged, provided it was not

against Ptolemy. The city was also to deliver 100

hostages, to be chosen by Demetrius, for the effectual

performance of the articles stipulated between them.
When these hostages were given, the army decamped
from before Rhodes, after having besieged it a \var.

Demetrius,* who was then reconciled with ihe fcho-

dians, was desirous, before his departure, to give
them a proof of that disposition; and accordingly
presented them with all the machines of war he had

employed in that siege. These were afterwards sold
for 300 talents (about 300,000 crowns,) which they
employed, with an additional sum of their own, in

making the famous Colossus, which was reputed one
of the seven wonders of the world. It was a statue

of the sun, of so stupendous a size, that ships in full

sail j'a-sed between its legs: the height of it was

seventy cubit-, or 105 feet, and few men could clasp
his thumb with their arms. It was the work of Cha-
res of Lindus, and employed him for the space of
twelve years. Sixty-six years after its erec'ion, it

was thrown down by an earthquake; of which we
shall speak in the sequel of this history.
The Rhodians, to testify their gratitude to Ptolemy

for the assistance he had given tliem in so dangerous
a conjuncture, consecrated a grove to that prince, af-

ter they had consulted the oracle of Jupiter Aiumon,
to give the action an air of solemnity ; and, to honour
him the more, erected a magnificent edifice within it.

They built a sumptuous portico, aud continued it

along each side of the square which encompassed the

grove, and contained a space o? 400 fathoms. This

portico was called the Ptolemaeon; and, out of flat-

tery, no less customary in those days than it was im-

pious, divine honours were rendered to him in that

place: and in order to perpetuate their deliverer in

this war by another method, they gave him the
ap-

pellation of Soter, which
signifies

a saviour, and a
used by the historians to distinguish him from the

other Ptolemies, who were hi* successors on the
throne of Egypt.

I was unwilling to interrupt the series of events
that occurred at this siege, and, therefore, reserved
for this place one that greatly redounds to the honour
of Demetrius. It relate? to his taste for the arts, and
the esteem he entertained for those who were dis-

tinguished by peculiar merit in them; a circumstance
not a little conducive to the glory of a prince.
Rhodes was at that time the residence of a cele-

brated painter, named Protogenes, who was a native

of Caunus, a city of Caria, which was then subject to

the Rhodians. "The apartment where he painted was
in the suburbs, without the city, when Demetrius first

besieged it; but neither the p'resence of the enemies
who Uien surrounded him, nor the noise of arms that

perpetually rung in his ears, could induce him to
quit

his habitation, or discontinue his work. The king
was surprised at his conduct; and he one day a.-ktd

him hi- reasons for such a proceeding.
"

It is." re-

plied he, "because I am sensible you have declared

war against the Rhodians, and not again.st the scien-

ces." .Nor was he deceived in that opinion, for De-
metr-is actually showed himself their protector. He
plow', d a guard round his house, that the artist might

* Plin. 1. xxiiv e 7
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eajpv tranquillity, or, at leat, be secure from clanger,
amidst the niniult and ravages of war. He frequently
went to see him work, and could never sufficiently
admire, his application, and his surprising excellency
in his art.

The masterpiece of this painter was the Iali/sns,an
hi-tnriral picture, of a fabulous hero of that name,
whom the Rhodians acknowledged as their founder. 1

Prolog, nes had employed seven years in finishing
this piece; and when Apelles first saw it, he wa-

transported
with so much admiration, that his speech

failed In :n for some time; and wlien he ut laM began
to recover from his a-tonishment, he cried out," Pro-

digious work indeed! Admiral)le performance! It

bus not, however, the graces I give mv works, and
which has raised their reputation to tile skies." If

we may credit Pliny, Protogenes, during the whole
time he was working on this picture, condemned hini-

telf to a very rigid and abstemious hi'. ,2 that the

delicacy of his taste and imagination might not be

affected by his diet. This picture was carried to

Rome, and consecrated in the temple of Peace, where
it remained in the time of Pliny ;

but it was destroyed
at last by fire.

The same Pliny pretends that Rhodes was saved

by this picture, because as it hung in the only quar-
ter hv which it was possible for Demetrius to take

the city, he rather chose to abandon his conquest,
3

than expose so precious a monument of art to the

danger of being consumed in the (lames. This, in-

deed, would have been carrying his taste and value

for painting into a surprising extreme; but we have

already seen the true reasons which obliged Deme-
trius to raise the siege.
One of the figures in this

picture
was a dog,* that

was admired In all the good judges, and had cost the

painter great pains, without liis being able to express
his idea to his own satisfaction, though he was suffi-

ciently pleased with all the rest of the work. He
endeavoured to represent the dog panting, and with
his mouth foaming as after a long chase; and em-

ployed all the skill he was capable of exerting on
this part of his subject, without being able to content
hiir.-t If. Art, in his opinion, was more visible than

It ought to have been; a mere resemblance would not

suffice, and almost nothing but reality itself would

satisfy him. He was desirous that the foam should
not seem painted, but actually flowing out of the

mouth of the dog. He frequently retouched it, and
suffered a degree of torture from his anxiety to ex-

press those simple traces of nature, of which he had
formed the ideas in his mind. All his attempts were
however ineffectual, till at last, in a violent emotion
of rage and despair, he darted at the picture the

sponge with which he used to wipe out his colours,
and chance accomplished that which art had not

been able to effect.

This painter is censured for being too difficult to

be pleased, and for retouching his pictures too fre-

quently. It is certain that, though Apt lies almost

regarded him as his master,* and allowed him a num-

i He was the son of Ochimua, whose parent* were the

Bun auH Khoda, from whom the city and i.-luml derived
thir name.

* Me supported himself on boiled lupines, a kind of pulse,
which -in isti. il hie hunger and thirst at the same time.

* Faro-mem piriurte fugit oocnsio victori*!.
* Ent in ca runi. mirtj factus ut quern pariter oasus et

r* pinxerint. Non judicabat se exprimere in eo npumain
anln laiuif posnf, cum in reliqui Omni parte (quod ditficilli

Blum erat) sibi ipsi patisfecisxet. Displirebal auirm an

ipta., ore iniimi potornt, et videbutur nimia, ac longius A
veritate dincedere. spumaque ilia pingi non ex ore nnsci,

nxio animi cruciatu, cum in pictura veriun esse, non

verisimile, vellet. A beterserat fiepius mutaverati|ue peni
cilliim, nulln modo sibi approbana. Posiremd iratus arti

qudil inlellizeretur. spongiam earn impegit inviso loco

tabule. et illu reposuil iililati* culores, qualiter rura op-
la hat : fccitque in pictura fortuna naturam. Plin. 1. xxxv.

cap. JO.

* Et aliam gloriam usurpavit Apellen, cum Protogenis
tf\t immensi laboris ac cure supra modum anxie mirare
tur. Dixit enim omnia sibi cum illo paria cue, aut illi

malinra, sed uno se pneotare, qudd inanum ille de tabula
nciiriret tollere : memorabili prsrcepto, nocere sttpe nimiani

diligent iara. Plin. ibid.

ber of excellent qualities, yet he condemned in him
the defect of not being

able to quit the pen< il nd
finish his works; a defect highly pernicious in elo-

quence as well as painting.
" \Ve ought," savs Cice-

ro,6
" to know how far we should go: ami Apelles

justly censured some painters for not knowing when
to have done."

SF.CTIO.X IX. THE EXPEDITION OF SEI.EUCUS INTO
IM)[ \. DEMETRIUS COMJ'ELS CASSANDER TO RAISE
THE SIEGE OF ATHENS. THE EXCESSIVE HONOURS
PAID HIM IN THAT CITY. A LEAGUE BETWEEN
PTOI.EMY, SEI.EUCUS, CASSANDER, AND LVSIMA-
CHUS, AGAINST ANTIGUNUS AMI DEMETRIUS. THE
BATTLE OF IPSUS, A CITY OK PHKYGIA, WHEREIN
ANTIGONUS IS SLAIN, AND DEMETRIUS PUT TO
FIJGHT.

THE farther we advance into the history of Alex-
ander's successors, the. more easily may we discover
the spirit by which they were constantly actuated

hitherto, and by which thev will still appear to be
influenced. They at first concealed their n l dispo-
sitions, by nominating children, or persons ot weak

capacities, to the regal dignity, in order to di~gui.se
their own ambitious views. But as soon as all the

family of Alexander was de.stroyed, they threw ot)

the mask, and discovered themselves in their proper
colours, and such as, in reality, they had alv\avi> been.

Tliev were all equally solicitous to support themselves
in their several governments; to become entirely in-

dependent; to assume an absolute sovereignty ; and

enlarge the limits of their provinces and kingdoms,
at the expense of those other governors who were
weaker or less successful than themselves. For this

purpose they employed the force of their arms, and
entered into alliances, which they were always ready
to violate when they could derive more advantages
from others; and they renewed them with the same

facility from the sane motives. They considered
the vast conquests of Alexander as an inheritance

destitute of a master, which prudence obliged them
to secure for themselves, in as

large portions
a pos-

sible, without any apprehensions ol being reproached
as

usurpers,
for the acquisition pf countries gained

by the victories of the Macedonians, but not the pro-

perty of any particular person. This was the great
mo.ive of all the enterprises in which they engaged.

Seleucus, as we formerly observ-

ed, was master of all the countries A. M. 3701.
between the Euphrates and the In- Ant. J. C. 303

dus, and was desirous of acquiring
those that lav beyond the latter of those rivers. In

order, therelore, to improve the favourable opportu-
nity which now offered, when he himself was in al

liance with Ptolemy, Cassander, and Lysimachus,
and when the forces of Antigonus were divided, and
Demetrius was employed in the siege of Rhodes, and
in awing the republics of Greece; and while Ariti-

gonus himself was only intent upon becoming master
of Syria and Phoenicia, and attacking Ptolemy even
in Egypt itself, he thought it incumbent on him to

take advantage of this diversion, which weakened
the only enemy he had to fear; for carrying his arms

again-t" the people of India, who were included in

his lot by the general partition,
and whom he hoped

it would be very practicable for him to subdue it he
made a sudden irruption into that country, when it

was altogether unexpected by king Sandrocotto.
This person was an Indian of very mean extraction,

who, under the specious pretext of delivering his

country from the tyranny of foreigners, had raised

an army, and augmented it so well by degrees, that

he found means to drive the Macedonians out of all

the provinces of India which Alexander had con-

quered, and to establish himself in them, while the

successors of that monarch were engaged in mutual
war- with each other. Seleucus passed the Indus in

order to regain those provinces; but when he found
that Sandrocotta had rendered himself absolute mas-
ter of all India, and had likewise an army ol 600,000

In omnibus rebus viilendum est quatenui In quo A pel-
let pictures quoque eo< percare dicebal, qui Dun fcntirenl

quid enet saiii. Oral. n. 73.
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men, with a prodigious number of elephants, he did

not judge it prudent to attack so potent a prince;
hut 'entered into a treaty with him, by which he

agreed to renounce all his pretensions to that coun-

try, provided Sandrocotta would furnish him with

500 elephants; upon which terms a peace was con-

cluded. This was the final result of Alexander's

Indian conquests! this the fruit of so much blood

shed to gratify the frantic ambition of one prince!
Seleucus shortly after led his troops into the West
against Antigonus, as I shall soon observe. The ab-

solute necessity he was under of engaging in this

war, was one of his strongest inducements for con-

cluding so sudden a peace with the Indian prince.
The Athenians at the same time called in Deme-

trius to assist them against Cassander, 1 who was be-

ieging their city. He accordingly set sail with 330

galleys, and a great body of foot; and not only drove
Cassander out of Attica, but pursued him as far as

Thermopylae, where he defeated him, and made him-
self master of Heraclea, which surrendered volunta-

rily. He also admitted into his service 6000 Macedo-
nians, who came over to his side.

When he returned to Athens, the inhabitants of

that city, though they had already lavished upon him
all the honours they were able to invent, had re-

course to new flatteries that outdid the former. They
lodged him in the back part of the temple of Mi-
nerva, called the Parthenon ;-but even this place, which
had so much sanctity ascribed to it by the people,
and was the mansion of a virgin goddess, he did not

scruple to profane by the most infamous debauch-
eries. His courtezans were there treated with more
honour than the goddess herself, and were the only
divinities he adored. He even caused altars to be
erected to them by the Athenians, 2 whom he called

abject wretches for their mean compliance, and crea-

tures born only for slavery; so much was even this

prince shocked at such despicable adulation, as Taci-
tus observed with respect to Tiberius. 3

Democles, surnamed the Fair, and of a very tender

age, threw himself, in order to elude the violence of

Demetrius, into a vessel of boiling water prepared
for a bath, and there lost his life, choosing-

rather to

die than violate his modesty. The Athenians, to ap-

pease the resentment of Demetrius, who was ex-

tremely offended at a decree they had published with
relation to him, issued a new one, importing, "That
it was ordered and adjuded by the people of Athens,
that whatever Demetrius might think fit to command,
should be considered as sacred with regard to the

gods, and just with regard to men." Is it possible
to believe, that flattery and servitude could be car-

ried to such an excess of baseness, extravagance, and

irreligion?
Demetrius, after these proceedings, entered Pelo-

ponnesus, and took from Ptolemy, who had rendered
himself powerful in that country, the cities of Sicyon,
Corinth, and several others where he had garrisons.
And as he happened to be at Argos, at the grand
festival in honour of Juno, he was desirous of cele-

Orating it, by proposing prizes, and presiding in per-
son among the Greeks. In order to solemnize it

more effectually, he espoused, on that day, Deidamia,
the daughter of ./Eacides, king of the Molossians,
and sister of Pyrrhus.
The states of Greece beiug assembled in the Isth-

mus,* and curiosity having drawn a vast number of

jjeople from all parts, Demetrius was proclaimed ge-
neral of all the Greeks, as Philip ano Alexander had
been before him; to whom he thought himself abun-

dantly superior; so much was he intoxicated with
the success of his arms, and the extravagant flattery
lavished upon him.
When he was about to depart from Peloponnesus

for Athens, he wrote to the inhabitants of tha' city

Diod. 1 xx. p. 825888. Plul. in Dcmetr. p. 899.
Alhen. I. vi. p. 253.

Mcmoriie proditur, Tiherium, quoties curia ejfrederetur,
Grircis vi-rl.'in in hunc mod um eloqui soliium : O homina ad
lervitutem paratos I Scilicet etiam ilium, qui libertatem
nublicam nollet, tarn projects servientium patientie tecde-

Ut. Tacit. Annat. I. iii. c. 65.
Plut. in Dcmetr. p. 900.

that he intended, upon his arrival among them ta

be initiated in the greater and lesser mysteries at tha
same time. This had never been permitted before;
for it was necessary to observe certain intervals; it

being lawful to celebrate Ijie lesser mysteries onfy in

the month of March, 6 and the greater in that of
October. In order, the'/efore, to obviate this incon-

venience, and satisfy so religious a
prince,

it was or-

dered, that the then present month of May should
be deemr'i the month of March, and afterwards that
of October; and Demetrius, by this rare invention,
was duly initiated, without infringing the customs
and ceremonials prescribed by the law.
Hut of all the abuses committed at Athens, that

which most afflicted and mortified the inhabitants,
was an order issued by Demetrius, for immediatelr

furnishing the sum of 250 talents; and when thfs

money had been collected without the least delay 01

abatement, the prince, the moment he saw it amassed

together, ordered it to be given to Lamia, and the
other courtezans in her company, for washes and

paint.
The Athenians were more offended at the

indignity than the loss, and resented the application
of that sum much more than their contribution of
the sum itself.

Lamia, as if this terrible expense had not been suf-

ficient, being desirous to regale Demetrius at a feast,
extorted money from several of the richest Athenians

by her own private authority. The entertainment
cost immense sums, and gave birth to a very inge-
nious pleasantry of a comic poet, who said, that
Lamia was a true helepolis. We have already shown
that the helepolis was a machine invented by Deme-
trius for attacking and taking towns.
Cassander finding himself vigor-

ously pressed by Demetrius, 6 and A. M. 3702.
not being able to obtain a peace Ant. J. C. 302.
without submitting entirely to the
discretion of Antigonus, agreed with Lysimachus to

send ambassadors to Seleucus and Ptolemy, to repre-
sent to them the situation to which they were re-

duced. The conduct of Antigonus made it evident
that he had no less in view than to dispossess all the
other successors of Alexander, and usurp the whole

empire to himself; and that it was time to form 8

strict alliance with each other to humble this exorbi
tant power. They were likewise offended, and Lysim-
achus in particular, at the contemptible manner in

which Demetrius permitted people to treat the other

kings in their conversation at his table, appropria-
ting the regal title to himself and his father; whereas

Ptolem}', according to his flatterers, was no more
than the captain of a ship, Seleucus a commander of

elephants, and Lysimachus a treasurer. A confeder-

acy was therefore formed by these four kings, and
Seleucus hastened into Assyria, to make preparations
for this new war.
The first operations of it were commenced at the

Hellespont; Cassander and Lysimachus having iudg-
ed it expedient that the former should continue in

Europe, to defend it against Demetrius, and that the

latter, with as many troops as could be drawn out of
their two kingdoms, without leaving them too desti-

tute of forces, should invade the provinces of Anti-

gonus, in Asia. Lysimachus consequently passed the

Hellespont with a fine army, and, either by treatj
or force, reduced Phrygia, Lydia, Lycaonia, and mott
of the territories between the Propontis and the river

Maeander.

Antigonus was then at Antigonia, which he had

lately built in Upper Syria, and where he was em-

ployed in celebrating the solemn games h,ehad there

established. This news, with that of several other

revolts, transmitted to him at the same time, caused
him immediately to quit his games. He accordingly
dismissed the assembly upon the spot, and made pre-
parations fer advancing against the ci.eniy. When
all his troops were drawn together ne marched with
the utmost expedition over mount Taurus, and en-

There are various opinions with relation to the month*
in which thee mysteries were celebrated.

Diod. I. xx. p. 830836. Plut. in Demetr p. 899. JM
tin. I. xv. c. 4.
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teretl Cilicia, whe.- he took out of the public trea-

iury of Quinda, a city in that province, as much
money as he wanted, and then augmented his troops
to the number he thought necessary. After which
he advanced dirertlv towards the enemy, and retook

everai places which had revolted in his march.

Lysimarhus thought proper to be upon the defen-

sive, till the arrival of the succours which were upon
their march to join him from Seleucus and Ptolemy.
The remaining part of the year, therefore, elapsed
without any action, and each party retired into win-

ter-quarters.
Seleucus, at the beginning of the

A. M. 3703. next year, formed his army at Ba-

Ant. J. C. 301. by Ion, and marched into Cappa-
docia, to act against Antigonus.

This latter sent immediately for Demetrius, who left

Greece with great expedition, marched to Ephesus,
and retook that city, with several others that had de-

clared for Lysimaclius upon his arrival in Asia.

Ptolemy improved the opportunity in Syria, of the

bsence of Antigonus, and recovered all Phoenicia,

Judaea, and Coele-Syria, except the cities of Tyre
and Sidon, where Antigonus had left good garrisons.
He, indeed, formed the siege of Sidon; but whilst

his troops were employed in battering the. walls, he

received intelligence that Antigonus had defeated

Seleucus and Lysimachus, and was advancing to re-

lieve the place. Upon this false
report

-he made a

truce for five months with the Sidomans, raised the

siege, and returned to Egypt.
Here ends what remains of the history of Diodorus

Siculus, in a period of the greatest importance, and
on the very point of a battle, by which the fate of

Alexander's successors is to be decided.
The confederate army,' commanded by Seleucus

and Lysimachus, and the troops of Antigonus and

Demetrius, arrived in Phrygia almost at the same
time, but did not long confront each other without

coming to blows. Antigonus had about 60,000 foot,

10,000 horse, and seventy-five elephants. The ene-

my's forces consisted of 64,000 foot, 10,500 horse,
400 elephants, with 120 chariots armed with scythes.

Plut. in Demet. p. 903.

The battle was fought near Ipsus, a city of Phrr

gia.
As soon as the signal was given, Demetr.us, at the

head of his best cavalry, fell upon Antiochus, the son
of Seleucus, and behaved with so much bravery, lhat

he broke the enemy's ranks, and put them to (light;
but a rash and inconsiderate thirst of glory, against,
which generals can never be too much on their

guard, and which has been fatal to many, prompted
Demetrius to pursue the fugitives with too much ar-

dour, and without any consideration for the rest of
the army; by which means he lost the victory he

might easily "have secured, had he improved his first

advantage aright. For when he returned from the

pursuit,
ne found it impracticable for him to reioin

his infantry, the enemy's elephants having fillea up
all the intermediate space. When Seleucus saw the

infantry of Antigonus separated from their rivalry,
he did not actually attack them, but only made a feint

as if he were going to fall upon them, sometimes OP
one side and sometimes on another, in order to in-

timidate and afford them sufficient time to quit the

army of Antigonus, and come over to his own; and
this was at last the expedient on which they resolved.

The greatest part of the infantry detached them-
selves from the rest, and surrendered voluntarily to

Seleucus, and the other were all put to flight. At
the same instant a large body of the army of Seleu-

cus drew off by his order, and made a furious attack

upon Antigonus, who sustained their :?:ris for some
time, but being at last overwhelmed with darts, and

having received many wounds, he fell dead on the

earth, having defended himself valiantly to his last

gasp. Demetrius seeing his father dead, rallied all

the troops he was able to draw
together, and retired

to Ephesus with 5000 foot and 4000 horse; which
were all that remained of more than 70,000 men,
whom his father and himself commanded at the be-

ginning of the engagement. The great Pyrrhus,*
young as he then was, was inseparable from Deme-
trius, overthrew all that opposed him, and gave an

essay, in this first action, of what might be expected
one day from his valour and bravery.

Plut. in Pyrrh. p. 384.

THE HISTORY

ALEXANDER'S SUCCESSORS,

BOOK XVII.

CHAPTER I.

SECTION I. THE FOUR VICTORIOUS PRINCES DI-

VIDE THE EMPIRE OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT IN-

TO AS MANY KINGDOMS. SELEUCUS BUILDS SEVE-
RAL CITIES. ATHENS SHUTS HER GATES AGAINST
DEMETRIUS. HE RK.CONCII.ES HIMSELF WITH SE-

LEUCUS, AND AFTERWARDS WITH PTOLEMY. THE
DEATH OF CASSANDER. THE FIRST EXPLOITS OF
PYRRHUS. ATHENS TAKEN BVDEMETRnjS. HE LO-

SES ALMOST AT THE SAME TIME ALL HE POSSESSED.

AFTER the battle of Ipsu,' the four confederate

princes divided the dominions of Antigonus among

> Plot, in Detnetr. p. 002. Appian. in Syr. p. 122, 123.

Po yb 1. XT. p. 572.

themselves, and added them to those which the_
already possessed. The empire of Alexander wai
thus divided into four kingdoms. Ptolemy had

Egypt, Libya, Arabia, Coele-Syria, and Palestine:

Cassander had Macedonia and Greece: Lysimaclius.
Thrace, Bithynia, and some other provinces beyond
the Hellespont, and the Bosphorus; and Seleucus all

the rest of Asia, to the other side of the Euphrates,
and as far as the river Indus. The dominions of
this last prince are usually called the kingdom of

Syria, because Seleucus, who afterwards built Anti-
och in that province, made it the chief seat of hii

residence, in which his successors, who from hii

name were called Seleucidae, followed his example.
This kingdom, however, not only included Syria, out
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those vast and fertile provinces of Upper Asia, which
constituted tiif Persian empire. The reign of twenty
years, which I have assigned to Seleucus JNicator,

commences at this period, because he was not ac-

knowledged as king till after the battle of lusus; and

if we add to these the twelve during which he had

already exercised the regal authority without the

title, they will make out the reign of thirty-one years
assigned him by Usher.
These four kings are the four horns of the he-goat

in the prophecy of Daniel, 1 which came up in the

place
of tlie first horn that was broken. The first

jiorn was Alexander king of Greece, who destroyed
the empire of the Medes and Persians, designated by
the ram with two horns; and the other four horns,
awe those four kings who rose upafter him, and divi-

ded his empire among them, but they were not of his

posterity.

They are likewise shadowed out by the four heads
of the

leopard,
which form part of another vision

shown to the same prophet.
2

These prophecies of Daniel were exactly accpm-
plwhed by this last partition of Alexander's empire;
other divisions had, indeed, been made before this,

but they were only of provinces which were con-

signed to governors, under the brother and son of

Alexander, and none but the last was a partition into

kingdoms. Those
prophecies, therefore, are to be

understood of this atone, for they evidently represent
these four successors of Alexander, as four kings,
"four stood up for it." But not one of Alexander's
successors obtained the regal dignitv. till about three

years before this last division of the empire. And
even then this dignity was precarious, as being as-

sumed by each of the several parties, merely by his

own authority, and not acknowledged by any of the

rest. Whereas, after the battle of Ipsus, the treaty
made between the four confederates, when they had
defeated their adversary, and divested him of his

dominions, assigned each of them their dominions,
under the appellation of so many kingdoms, and au-

thorized a;id acknowledged them as Kings and sov-

ereigns independent of any superior power. These
four kings are Ptolemy, Seleucus, Cassander, and

Lysimacnus.
We can never sufficiently admire, in this and the

other places, wherein the completion of the pro-

{ihecies

of Daniel will be pointed out, the
strong

ight with which the prophet penetrates the thick

gloom of futurity, at a time when there was not the

least appearance of all he foretells. With how much
certainty and exactness, even amidst the variety of
these revolutions, and this chaos of singular events,
does he determine each particular circumstance, and
fix the number of the several successors! How ex-

pressly has he pointed out the nation, which was to

be the Grecian; described the countries they were
to

possess:
measured the duration of their empires,

and the extent of their power, inferior to that of

Alexander; in a word, with what lively colours has

he drawn the characters of those princes, and sptci-

i And as I was considering, behold, an he goat came
from the West on the face of the whole earth, and touched
not the ground ; and ihe goat had a notable horn between
bin eyed. And he came to the ram that had two hums,
which I had seen standing before the river, and ran unto
him in the fury of bin power. And I saw him come close

unto the ram, and he was moved with choler against him,
and smote the ram, and brake his two horns, and there

was no power in the ram to stand before him, hut he cant

him down to the ground, and stamped upon him : and
there was none that could deliver the ram out of his hand.
Tin Ti-lort- the he-goat waxed very great, und when he was
HiiniiL'. the great horn was broken: and from it came up
four notable horns, towards the four winds of heaven.
Dan. viii. 5 H. God aftencards erpiaint to his prophet,
what hckadsecn: The ram which tliou sawcst having two
horns are the kinpi of Media and Persia, and the rou!>h

goat ii the king of Greciu, and the great horn that is be-

twi-en hie eyes, is the first king. Now that being broken,
when-lip four stood up for it, four kingdoms shall stand up
out of the nation, but not in his power. Ibid. v. 20 22.

After this, I beheld, and lo, another like a leopard,
which had upon the back of it four wings of a fowl, the
bran Inid also four heads' and dominion was given to it.

Dan. vii. 0.

fied their alliances, treaties, treachery, marriage*,
and success ! Can any one possibly ascribe to chance
or human foresight, so many circumstantial predic
lions, which at the time of their being denounced
were so remote from probability; and not evidently
discover in them the character", and as it were, the.

seal, of the Divinity, to whom all ages are present in

one view, and who alone determines at his will the

fate 01 all the kingdoms and empires of the world'
But it .- now time to resume the thread of our his-

tory.
Onias,3 the first of that name, and high-priest of

the Jews, died about this time, and was succeeded

by his son Simon, who lor the sanctity of his life,

and the equity of his actions, was surnamed the Jutt
He enjoyed the pontificate for the space of nine

years.
Seleucus,* after the defeat of

Antigonus, made himself master A. M. 3704.
of Lpner Syria, where he built Ant. J. C. 300.

Antioch on the Orontes, and gave
it that name, either from his father or his son, for

they were both called Antiochus. This city, where
the Syrian kings afterwards resided, was, for a lung
time, the capital of the East, and still preserved that

privilege
under the Roman emperors. Antigc nun

had lately built a
city

at a small distance from this,

and called it Antigoma; but Seleucus caused it t;> be

entirely demolished, and employed the materials 'in

the construction of his own city, to which he after-

wards transplanted the inhabitants of the former.

Among several other cities built by St 1< \icus in

this country,
6 there were three more remarkable than

the rest: the first was called Seleucia, from his owr
name; the second, Apamea, from the name of his

consort, who was the daughter of Artabazus the Per-

sian; the third was LaocFicea, so denominated from
his mother. Apamea and Seleucia were situated on
the same river on which Antioch was built, an;! Luo-
dicea was on the same side towards the south. He
allowed the Jews the same privileges

and immuni-
ties, in each of these new cities, as were enjoyed bj
the Greeks and Macedonians, and especially at Anti-

och in Syria, where that people settled in such num-
bers, that they possessed as considerable a part of
that city as their other countrymen enjoyed at Alex-
andria.

Demetrius had withdrawn himself to Ephesus,
after the battle of Ipsus, and from thence embarked
for Greece, his only resource being the ali'ection of
the Athenians, with whom he had left his tlt-j-t, mo-

ney,
and wife, Deidamia. But he was strangely sur-

prised and offended, when he was met on his way by
ambassadors from the Athenians, who came to ac-

quaint him that he could not be admitted into their

city, because the people had by a decree, prohibited
the reception of any of the kings; they also informed

him, that his consort Deidamia had been conducted
to Megara, with all the honours and attendance due
to her rank. Demetrius was then sensible of the

"alue of honours and homage extorted by ft ar, and
which did not proceed from the heart. The posture
of his affairs not permitting him to punish the perfidy
of that

people, he contented himself with intimating
his complaints to them in a moderate manner, andp
emanded his galleys, among which was thiit prodi-

gious galley of sixteen benches of oars. As soon at

he had received them, he sailed towards the Cherso-

nesus; and having committed some devastations in

the territories of Lysimachus, he enriched his army
with the spoils, and by that expedient prevented the

desertion of his troops, who now began to recover

their vigour, and rendered themselves formidable.

Lysimachus, king of Thrace, in order to strengthen
himself in his dominions, entered into a particular

treaty with Ptolemy, and strengthened the alliance

between them, by espousing one of his daughter*,
named Arisnoe; he had before this procured another,
named Lysaudra, to be married to his son Agatho-
cles.

* Joseph. Antiq. I. xii. e. 2.

4 Strab. I. xvi. p. 749, 750 Appian. in Syr. p. 121. Ju
tin. 1. v. c. 4. Strab. I. xvi. p. 750.
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This alliance between Lysima-
A. M. 37H5. chus an. I Ptolemy gave umbrage

Ant. J. C. 299. to Srltucus who tin -re upon enter-

ed into a treaty with Dt inetriu-,1

and e-noused Stratonice, the daughter of that prince,

hy Pin'la the sister ot" Cassander. The beauty of

Stratonice had induced Seleucus to demand her in

marriage; and as the affairs of Demetrius were at

that time in a very bad condition, so honourable an
alliance with so powerful a prince was exceedingly
agreeable to him. In consequence of which he im-

mediately conducted his daughter with all his fleet

intc Syria from Greece, where he was still in posses-
sion of some places. During his passage he made a

descent on Cilicia, which then belonged to Plistar-

chus the brother of Cassander, to whom it had been

assigned by the four kings who divided the domin-
ions of Alexander the Great after the death of Anti-

gomis. Plistarcfant went to complain of this proceed-
ing to Selt-ucus, and to reproach him for contract-

ing an alliance with the common enemv, without the
consi-nt of the other kin^*, which he considered as

an infraction of the treaty. Demetrius receiving in-

telligence of this journey, advanced directly to the
cit\ 'if Quinda. where the treasures of the province,
amounting to 1200 talent*,2 were deposited. These
he, carried oil" with all expedition to his fleet, and
tlu n ~t t sail f,>r Svria, where he found Stleucus, and

gave him the princess Stratonice in marriage. De-
metrius, after some days passed iu rejoicings for the

nuptials, and in entertainments given on each side,

returned to Cilicia, and made himself master of the

whole province. He then sent his wife Phila to Cas-
san.lt r, in order to excuse this proceeding. These

kings imitated the princes of the Fast, with whom Ft

It customary to have several wives at the same time.

During these transactions, Deidamia, another of
his w.\-s who had taken a journey to meet him in

Grrt cr, ;u d had pas-ed some time with him in that

cour.iry was seized with an indisposition that ended
her davs. Demetrius having re-

A M. 3706. concile'd hi ins. If with Ptolemy, by-

Ant. J. C. 298. the mediation of Seleucus, espous-
ed Ptolemais, the daughter of Pto-

len.y, by which means his all'airs began to assume a

L'etter aspect: for he had all the island of Cyprus,
and the two rich and powerful

cities of Tyre and
Sidon in Phoenicia, besides his new conquests in Cili-

cia, and some other cities in Asia.

It was vrrv imprudent in Seleucus to permit go

dMgeitMU an enemv to establish himself at so small

a distance from him, and to usurp from one of his

allie a province so near his own dominions as Cilicia.

All thi< shows that these princes had no established

rules and principles of conduct, and were even igno-
rant of the true interests of their ambition. For as

to sincerity, equity, and gratitude, they had long
since renounced them all, and only reigned for the

unhappiness of their people, as the author of the first

book of Maccabec-s has observed.*
The

a;
'icus were however open at last,

and in order to prevent his having a neighbour of
such abilities on each side of his dominions, lie re-

quired Demetrius to surrender Cilicia to him fora

very considerable sum of money; but that prince, not

being disposed to comply with" such a proposal, Se-
leucus in-i-ted upon his returning him the cities of

Tyre and Siilon, that were dependencies on Syria,
Ot' which he was king. Demetrius, enraged at this

demand, replied very abruptly, that though he should
lose several other battles as fatal to him as that of

Ip*us, he could never resolve to purchase the friend-

ship of Seleucus at so high a
price.

At the same
time he sailed to those two cities, reinforced their

garrisons, and furnished them with all things neces-

sary for a vigorous defence.; by which means the in-

tention of Seleucus to take them from him was ren-

dered ineffectual at that time. This proceeding of

Seleucus, though sufficiently conformable to the rules

of political interest, had such an odious aspect, with

i Plut. in Dt-metr. p. 903.

Twelve hundred thousand crowns.

Chap. i. ver. 9.
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reference to the maxims of honour, that it shocked
all mankind, and was universally condemned: for, as

his dominions were of such a vast extent a* to include
all the countries between India and the Mediterra-
nean, how insatiable was that rigour and avidity
which would not permit him to leave his father-in-

law the peaceable enjoyment of the shattered re-

mains of his fortune!

Cassander died about this time,
of a dropsy, after having governed A. M. 3707.
Macedonia for the space of nine- Ant. J. C. 297.

teen years, from the death of his

father Antipater, and six or seven from the last par-
tition. He left three sons by Thessalonica, one of
the siU-rs of Alexander the Great. Philip, who suc-
ceeded him, dying soon after, left his crown to be
contested by hfs two brothers.

Pyrrhus,* the famous king of Epirus, had espoused
Antigone, a relation of Ptolemy, in Egypt This

younsj prince was the son of Jacides. -whom the

Molossians, in a rebellion, had expelled from the

throne; and it was with great difficulty that Pyrrhus
himself, then an infant at the breast, was pr-
from the fury of the rebels, who pursued him with
intent to destroy him. After various adventures, he
was conducted to the court of king Glaucias in

Illy.
-

ria, where he was taken into the protection of that

prince. Cassander, the mortal enemy of Jiacides,
solicited the king to deliver the young prince into

his hands, and offered him 200 tafents on that occa-
sion: Glaucias, however, was struck with horror at

such a proposal; and when the infant had attained
the twelfth year of his age, he conducted him in

person to Epirus with a powerful army, and reinsta-

ted him in his dominions; by which me;ms the Mo-
lo--ians were compelled to submit to force. Justin
tells us, that their hatred being softened into com-

passion, they themselves recalled him, and assigned
him guardians to govern the kingdom till he should
be of age himself; but there seems to be no great
probability in his account.

When lie had attained his seventeenth year, he

began to think himself
sufficiently established on the

throne: and set out from his capital city for Illvria,

in order to be present at the nuptials of one ot* the

sons of Glaucias, with whom he had been brought
up. The Molossians, taking advantage of his ab-

sence, revolted a second time, drove all his friends

out of the .kingdom, seized all his treasures, and con-
ferred the crown on IVeoptolemus, his great uncle.

Pyrrhus being thus divested of his dominions, and

finding hiiu-i ll destitute of all succours, retired to

his brother-in-law, Demetrius, the son of Antigonus,
who had espoused his sister Deidamia.
This young prince distinguished himself among

the bravest in the battle that was fought on the plains

ol'Ipsus, and would not forsake Demetrius even after

he was defeated. He also preserved for him those
Grecian cities which that prince had confided to him;
and when a treaty of peace was concluded between

Ptolemy and Demetrius, by the mediation of St-leu-

cus, Pyrrhus went into Egypt as a hostage for his

brother-in-law.

During his continuance at the court of Ptolemy.
he gave sufficient proofs of his strength, address, and

extraordinary patience, in hunting, martial exercises,
and all other labours. Observing, that of all the

wives of Ptolemy, Berenice had the greatest ascen-
dant over him, and that she surpassed the others in

wit and prudence, as wtll as beauty, he attached
him-) If to her in particular; for as he was already
an able politician, he neglected no opportunity of

making his court to those on whom his fortune de-

pended, and of ingratiating himself with such per-
sons as were capable of being useful to him. His
noble and engaging demeanour procured him such a

share in Ptolemy's esteem, that he gave him Anti-

gone, the daughter of Berenice his favourite consort,
in preference to several young princes who demand
ed her in marriage. This lady was the daughter of

Berenice, by Philip her first husband, who was a

Macedonian nobleman, little known with respect to

Pluu in Pjrrrb. p. 3SJ-38S.
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any other particular. When Pyrrhns had espoused

Antigone, the queen had so much influence over her

consort, as to induce him to grant his son-in-law a fleet,

with a supply of money, which enabled him to re-

possess hiinelf of his dominions. Here began the

fortune of an exiled prince, who was afterwards es-

teemed the greatest general of his age; and it must

he acknowledged, that every instance of his early
conduct denoted extraordinary merit, and raised

great expectations of his future glory.
Athens. 1 as we have already ob-

A. M. 3708. served, had revolted from Deme-
Ant. J. C. 296. trius, and shnt her gates against

him. But when that prince thought
ne had sufficiently provided for the security of his

territories in Asiajhe marched against that rebellious

and ungrateful city, with a resolution to punish hc-r

as she deserved. The first year was employed in the

reduction of the Messenians, and the conquest of

some other cities who had quitted his
party;

and he
returned the next season to Athens, which he closely
blocked up, and reduced to the last extremity, by

cutting off all communication of
A. M. 3709

provisions.
A fleet of 150sail,sent

Ant. J. C. 295. by king Ptolemy to succour the

Athenians, and which appeared on
the coasts of /Egina, afforded them but a transient

joy; for when this naval force saw a strong fleet ar-

rive from Peloponnesus to the assistance of Deme-
trius, besides a great number of other vessels from

Cyprus, and that the whole amounted to 300, they

weighed anchor, and fled.

Although the Athenians had issued a decree, by
which they made it capital for any person even to

mention a peace with Demetrius, the extreme neces-

sity
to which they were reduced by want of pro-

visions, obliged them to open their gates to him.

When he entered the city, he commanded the inha-

bitants to assemble in the theatre, which he sur-

rounded with armed troops, and posted his guards
on each side of the stage where the dramatic pieces
were performed ;

and then descending from the up-

per part of the theatre, in the manner usual with the

actors, he showed himself to that multitude, who
seemed rather dead that alive, and waited for the

event in inexpressible terror, expecting it would

prove the sentence for thtir destruction. But he

dissipated their apprehensions by the first expres-
sions he uttered ; for he did not raise his voice like a

man affected with the emotions of rage, nor deliver

himself in any passionate or insulting language; but
softened the tone of his voice, and only addressed
himself to them in gentle complaints and amicable

expostulations. He pardoned their offence, and re-

stored them to his favour; presenting them, at the

same time, with 100,000 measures of corn, and rein-

stating such magistrates as were most agreeable to

them. The joy of this people may be easily con-
ceived from the terrors with which they were before

affected; and how glorious must such a prince be,
who could always support so brilliant, so admirable
a character!

When he had regulated the state of affairs in Athens,
he determined to reduce the Lacedsemonian Ar-

chidamus, their king, advanced as far as Mantinea to

meet him : but Demetrius defeated him in a great bat-

tle, and obliged him to have recourse to flight; after

which he advanced into Laconia.and fought another
battle in the

very sight of Sparta. He was again
victorious; 500 of His enemies were made prisoners,
and 200 killed upon the spot, so that he was already
considered as master of the city, which had never
been taken before.

But at this important moment he received two pie-
ces of intelligence, which compelled him to direct his

attention to a quite different quarter. The first wa,
that Lysimachus had lately divested him of all his

territories in Asia; and the other, that Ptolemy had
made a descent on Cyprus, and conquered nil the

island, except Salami*, where the mother of Deme-
trius, with his wife and children, had retired; and
that the king of Egypt carried on the siege of that

Plut. in Demetr i. 904, '-'05

city with great vigour. Demetrius left all to fly to

their assistance, but was soon informed that the place
had surrendered. Ptolemv had the utnoio-ily to

give the mother, wife, and" children, ol" hi* enemy,
their liberty without any ransom: and to dismiss them
with all their attendants and effects. He even made
them magnificent presents at their departure, which
he accompanied with all imaginable marks of honour.
The loss of Cyprus was soon succeeded by that of

Tyre and Sidon; and Seleucns dispossessed him of

Cilicia on another side. Thus, in a very *hort tim,
In- sfiw himself divested of all his dominions, without

any resource or hopes for the future.

SECTION II. DISPUTE BETWEEN THE TWO COHt
OF CASSANDER FOR THE CROWN OF MACEDONIA.
DEMETRIUS, BONG INVITED TO THE ASSISTANCE
OF ALEXANDER, FINDS MEANS TO DESTROY HIM,
AND IS PROCLAIMED KING BY THE MACEDONIANS*,
HE MAKES GREAT PREPARATIONS FOR THE CON-

QUEST OF ASIA. A POWERFUL CONFEDERACY U
FORMED AGAINST HIM. PYRRHUS AND LYSIMA-
CHUS DEPRIVE HIM OF MACEDONIA, AND DIVIDE
IT BETWEEN THEMSELVES. PYRRHUS IS SOON
OBLIGED TO QUIT THOSE TERRITORIES. SAD END
OF DEMETRIUS, WHO DIES IN PRISON.

No prince was ever obnoxious to greater vicissi-

tudes of fortune, nor ever experienced more suilden

changes, than Demetrius. He exposed himself to

these events by his imprudence, amusing himseh with
inconsiderable conquests, while he abandoned his

provinces to the first invader. His greatest successes
were immediately followed by his being dispossessed
of all his dominions, and almost reduced to despair,
when suddenly an unexpected resource offered itself

from a quarti-r from whence he had not the least

room to expect it.

In the quarrel between the two
sons of Cassander for the crown,* A. M. 3710.

Thessalonica, their mother, favour- Ant. J. C. 294.

ed Alexander, who was the young-
est; which so enraged Antipater, the eldest son, that
he killed her with his own hands, though she con-

jured him by the breasts which had nourished him,
to spare her life. Alexander, in order to avenge
this unnatural barbarity, solicited the assistance of

Pyrrhus and Demetrius, the former of whom was im

Epirus, and the latter in Peloponnesus. Pyrrhus ir-

rived the first, and made himself master of several

cities in Macedonia, part of which he retained as a

compensation for the aid he had given Alexander;
and he returned to his own dominions, alter he had
reconciled the two brothers. Demetrius came up at

the same instant, upon which Alexander advanced
to meet him; and testified, at the interview between

them, all imaginable gratitude and friendship; but

represented to him, at the same time, that the stat

of his affairs was changed, and that he no longer had

any need of his assistance. Demetrius was displeased
with this compliment, whil-t Alexander, who dread-
ed the greatness of his power, was apprehensive of

subjecting himself to a master, should ne admit him
into his dominions. They, however, conversed to

gether with an external air of friendship, and enter-

tained each other with reciprocal least-; lill at last,

Demetrius, upon some intelligence, fither true of

fictitious, that Alexander intended to destroy him,

prevented the execution of that design, and killed him.
This murder armed the Macedonians against him at

first; but when he had acquainted them with all the

particulars that influenced his conduct, the aversio*

they entertained for Antipater, the infamous murder-
er of his own mother, induced them to declare for

Demetrius, and they accordingly proclaimed him king
of Macedonia. Demetrius possessed this crown for

the space of seven years, and Antipater fled into

Thrace, where he did" not long survive the lossoi hit

kingdom.
One of the branches of the royal family of Philip

king of Macedonia, became entirely extinct by tn

death of Thessalonica and her two sons; as the othei

Plut. in Demetr. p. 905. in Pyrrh. p. 386. .uitin. .
xvi. c. 1.
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branch from Alexander the Great had been before

by the death of the young Alexander and Hercules,
hit two sons. Thus these two princes, who by their

unjust wars had spread desolation through so many
provinces, and destroyed such a number of royal
famiPes. experienced, by a just decree of Providence,
the same calamities in their own families, as they
had occasioned to others. Philip and Alexander,
with their wives, and all their descendants, perished

by violent deaths.

Much about this time Seleucns
A. M. 3711. built the citv of Seleucia,' on the

Ant. J. C. 293. banks of the Tigris, at the distance

of forty miles from Babylon. It

became very populous in a short time, and Pliny
tells us it was inhabited by 600,000 persons. The
dykes of the Euphrates being broken down, spread
uch an inundation over the country, and the branch
of that .'iver, which passed through Babylon, was
sunk so low by this evacuation, as to be rendered

unnaviguble, bv which means that city became so

incommodious, that as soon as Seleucia was built, all

its inhabitants withdrew thither. This circumstance

prepared the way for the accomplishment of that

celebrated prophecy of Isaiah, who, at a time when
this city was in the most flourishing condition, had

foretold, that it should one day become entirely de-

sert and uninhabited.* I have observed elsewhere

by what manner and degrees this prediction was fully

accomplished.
Simon, surnamed the Just, the

A. M. 3712. high-priest of the Jews, died at the

Ant. J. C. 292. close of the ninth year of his ponti-
ficate,* and left a young son, named

Onias. As he was of too tender an age to take upon
uimself tl>e exercise of that dignity, it was consigned
lo Elearar the brother of Simon, who discharged the

dilutions of it for the space of fifteen years.
I here pass over some events of

A. M. 3716. small importance,
4 and proceed to

Ant. J. C. 288. Demetrius, who, believing his pow-
er sufficiently established in Greece

and Macedonia, began to make great preparations
for regaining the empire of his father in Asia. With
this view he raised an army of above 100,000 men,
and fitted out a fleet of 500 'sail. So great an arma-
ment had never been seen since the time of Alex-
ander the Great. Demetrius animated the workmen

by his presence and instructions, visited them in per-
son, directed them how to act, and even assisted

them in their labours. The num'ier of his galleys, and
Jieir extraordinary dimensions, created a universal

astonishment; for no ships of sixteen, or even fifteen

benches of oars, had ever been seen till then
;
and it

was not till many years after this period that Pto-

.emy Philopator built one of forty benches,5 but then
t was only for pomp and ostentation, whereas those
which Demetrius built were extremely useful in bal

tie, and more admirable for their lightness and agi-

lity than thtir size and magnificence.
Ptolemy, Lysimachus, and Seleu-

A. M. 3717. cus, receiving intelligence of these

Ant. J. C. 287. formidable
preparations of Deme-

trius, immediately caught the alarm,
and in order to frustrate their effect, renewed their

alliance, in which they likewise engaged Pyrrhus,
king of Epirus; in consequence of which, when Lv-
timachus began to invade Macedonia on one side,

Pyrrhus did the same on the other. Demetrius, who
was then making preparations in Greece for his in-

tended expedition into Asia, advanced with all speed
to defend his own dominions; but before he was
able to arrive there, Pyrrhus had taken Benea, one

> Strali. I. xvi. p. 738 t 743. Plin. 1. vi. c. 20.

Vol. i. p. l:U, Ice. At the taking of Babylon by Cyrui.
Juxepli. Antiq. I. xii. c. 2.

Plot, in Demetr. p. 909, et in Pyrrh. p. 386. Jutiii. I.

xvi. c. 2.

This galley was 2f>0 c-ubiti (about 420 feet) in length,
nd twenty-eight cubits (seventy-two feet) from the keel

to the lop of the poop. It carried 400 aailnrs, besides 4000

rowers, and near 3000 soldiers, who were disposed in the

pace* between the rowers, and on the lower deck. Pint. in

tke Lije of Dtnttrita.

of the most considerable cities in Macedonia, where
be found the wives, children, and effects, of a great
number of soldiers belonging to Demetrius. This
news caused so great a tumult in the army of that

prince, that a considerable part of his troops ab-
solutely refused to follow him, and declared with an
air of mutiny and sedition, that they would return to

defend their families and effects. In a word, things
were carried to such an extremity, that Demetrius,

perceiving he no longer had any influence over them,
fled to Greece in the disguise of a common soldier
and his troops went over to Pyrrhus, whom they pro
claimed king of Macedonia.
The different characters of these two princes great-

ly contributed to this sudden revolution. Deme-
trius, who considered vain pomp and superb magni-
ficence as true grandeur, rendered himself contemp-
tible to the Macedonians, in the very circumstance

by which he thought to obtain their esteem. He
ambitiously encircled his head with a double diadem,
like a theatrical monarch, and wore purple robes,
enriched with a profusion of gold. The ornaments
of his feet were altogether extraordinary: and he
had long employed artists to make him a mantle, on
which the system of the world, with all the stars visi-

ble in the firmament, were to be embroidered in gold.
The change of his fortune prevented the finishing of
this work, and no future king would presume to

wear it.

But that which rendered him still more odious,
was his being so difficult of access. He was either

so imperious and disdainful, as not to allow those

who had any affairs to transact with him the liberty

of speech; or else he treated them with so much
rudeness, as obliged them to quit his presence with

disgust. One day, when he came out of his palace,
and walked through the streets with a mien of more

affability than it was usual for him to assume, some

persons were encouraged to present a few petitions
to him. He received them with a gracious air, and

pkiced them in one of the folds of his robe; but as

he was passing over a bridge on the river Axius * he
threw all those petitions into the stream. A prince
must certainly know very little of mankind, not to

be sensible that such a contemptuous behaviour is

sufficient to disgust his subjects. On this occasion,
an action of the great Philip

was recollected, which
has been related among the events of his reign.
That prince had several times refused audience to a

poor woman, under pretence that he wanted leisure

to hear her. " Be no longer king then," replied she

with some emotion; and Philip, from thenceforth,
made it a maxim with himself to grant his subjects

long and frequent audiences. For, as Plutarch ob-

serves on that occasion, THE MOST INDISPENSABLE
DUTY OF A KING, IS TO EXERT HIMSELF IN THK
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE. 7

The Macedonians had formed a very different idea

of Pyrrhus. They had heard it
reported,

and were
sensible by their own experience, that he was natu-

rally affable, and that he was always mild and acces-

sible; they were convinced of his prouiptiude to re-

compense the services rendered him, and that b

was slow to anger and severity. Some young officers,

over their liquor, had vented several offensive plea-
santries against him. The particulars ot their con-
versation were related to Pyrrhus himself, who or-

dered them to be brought into his presence, and then
asked them, if they had expressed themselves in the

manner he had heard. "
\es, my lord," replied one

of the company, "and we should have added a T'*at

deal more, if we had had more wine." Pyrrhus
could not forbear laughing at this facetious and

sprightly turn, and dismissed them from his presence
without farther notice.

The Macedonians thought him much superior to

Demetrius, even in military merit. He had beaten
them on several occasions, but their admiration of
his bravery was greater than their resentment fof

their defeat. It was a common expression with them.

A river of Upper Macedonia.
1 Ovfitr yf {,tm( T$ criXr irfsrj.cr, i; T >(
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thai other princes imitated Alexander in nothing but

their purple robes, the number of their guards, the

alli-i tution of inclining their heads like his, and their

irnpi ri )us manner of speaking; but that Pyrrhus was
the only one who represented that monarch in his

great and laudal)le qualities. Pyrrhus himself was
not altogether free from vanity, with respect to the

resemblance of his own features to those of Alex-

ander; 1 but a good matron of Larissa, in whose
house he once lodged, had undeceived him in that

particular, by an answer, perhaps, not at all agreeable
to him. The Macedonians, however, thought they
discovered in him the aspect of that prince; with all

the fire of his eyes, and the vivacity, promptitude,
and impetuosity, with which he charged his enemies,
and bore down all who presumed to oppose him : but

with respect to the military art, and ability in draw-

ing up an army in battle, and knowing how to take

advantage of circumstances, they thought none com-

parable to Pyrrhus.
It cannot, therefore, be thought surprising, that

the Macedonians, who entertained prepossessions so

favourable to the one and so disadvantageous to the

other, should .easily quit the party of Demetrius to

espouse that of Pyrrhus: and one may see by this in-

stance, and a thousand others, of what importance it

is for princes to attach their people to their interests

by the gentle tics of affection and gratitude; by treat-

ing them with mildness and affability; and by enter-

taining a real love for them, which is the only meuns
of acquiring their love, which constitutes their most
olid glory, their most essential obligation, and at the

tame time their greatest security.
As Lvsimachus happened to arrive immediately af-

ter Pyrrhus had been declared king of Macedonia,2

he pretended that he had contributed as much as

that prince to the flight of Demetrius, and that he

consequently ought to have a share in that kingdom.
Pyrrhus, who, in this conjuncture, was not entirely
certain of the fidelity of the Macedonians, readily
acquiesced in the pretensions of Lysimachus, and the

Cities and provinces were accordingly shared between
them: but this agreement was so far from uniting
them with each other, that it was rather the constant
source of animosities and divisions- for, as Plutarch

observes, when neither seas nor mountains, nor un-

inhabitable deserts, could suffice as barriers to the

avarice and ambition of these princes; and when
their desires were not to be bounded by those limits

which separate Europe from Asia, how could they
possibly continue in a state of tranquillity, and re-

irain from the injustice of invading domains which

lay so near and so commodious to them'.' This was
not to be expected; and a perpetual war between
them became inevitable, from the malignant seeds of

envy and usurpation that had taken root in their

minds. The names of peace and war were considered

by them as two species of coin, to which they them-
selves had given currency, merely for their own inte-

rest, and without the least regard to justice. Still,

continues the same author, they act more laudably,
when they engage in an open war, than when they use

the sacred names of justice, friendship, and peace, for

what, in reality, is no more than a truce, or transient

uspension of their unjust views.

The whole history of Alexander's successors justi
fies these reflections of Plutarch. Never were more
treaties and alliances made, and never were they vio-

lated with less disguise and more impunity. Would
to God that those complaints were never applicable
to any princes or times but those we are treating of
at present!

> A lei of flaltereri had really persuaded Pyrrhus, that
he resembled Alexander in the features of his luce. With
thiii belief he sent for the pictures of Philip, Perdiccan,
Alexander Cassander, and Rome other princes, and then
desired a woman of Larimw, wilh whom he then lodged,
to tell him which of those princes he most resembled. She
refused to answer him for a considerable time, till at last
*ic pressed her very earnestly to satisfy his curiosity ; upon
which she replied, that she thought him very like Batra-
chion, who was a noted cook in that city. Lucia n. advert.
Mct. p. 552, 553.

Pint, in Pyrrh. p. 389, 390.

Pyrrhus finding the Macedonians more tractabl*

and submissive, when he led them to war. than when
he permitted them to

enjoy
a state of repose; and

being himst-lf not much addicted to tranquillity, nor

capable of satisfaction in the calm of a long peace,
was daily forming new enterprises, without much re-

gard to sparing either his subjects or allies. Lvsim-
achus took advantage of the army's disaffection to

Pyrrhus, and inflamed them still more by his emis-

saries, who artfully insinuated that they had acted
most shamefully in choosing a stranger for their mas-

ter, whom interest, and not affection, had attached
to Macedonia. These reproaches drew in the great-
est part of the soldiers; upon which Pyrrhus, who
feared the consequences of this alienation, retired

with the Epirots and the troops of his allies and lost

Macedonia in the same manner he had gained it.

He greatly complained of the inconstancy of thi

people, and their disaffection to his person; but, as

Plutarch again observes, kings have no reason to

blame other persons for sometimes changing theii

party according to their interest, as in acting so tiny

only imitate their own example, and practise the

lessons of infidelity and treason, which they have
learned from the whole of their own conduct, which

upon all occasions demonstrates an utter disregard
for justice, veracity, and sincerity, in the observance
of engagements.
As to Demetrius,3 when he found himself deserted

by his troops, he had retired to the city of Cassan-
dria 4 where his consort Phila resided: this lady was
so afflicted at the calamitous state in which she be-
held her husband, and was so terrified at the mis
fortunes to which she herself was exposed by the
declension of his affairs, that she had recourse to a

draught of poison, by which she ended a life that

was become more insupportable to her than death
itself.

Demetrius, thinking to gather up some remains of
his shattered fortune, returned to Greece, where seve-

ral cities still continued devoted to him; and when
he had disposed his affairs in the best order he wai
able, he left the government of those places to hit

son Antigonus; and assembling all the troops he
could raise in that country, which amounted to be-

tween ten and eleven thousand men, he embarked
for Asia, with a resolution to make a desperate at-

tempt to retrieve his good fortune. Eurydice, the
sister of his late wife Phila, received him at Miletus,
where she lived with the princess Ptolemais, her

daughter by Ptolemy, whose marriage with Ihnie-

trius had been agreed upon by the mediation of Seleu-

cus. Eurydice accordingly presented the princess
to him, and this alliance gave birth to Demetrius,
who afterwards reigned in Cyrene.

Demetrius,6 immediately after the celebration of
nis

nuptials,
entered Caria and Lydia, where he took

several places from Lysimacluu, and considerably
augmented his forces; and at length made himself

master of Sard is; but, as soon as Agathocles, the son
of I.ysiiimchus, appeared at the head of an army, he
abandoned all his conquests, and marched into the
East. His design in taking this route was to surprise
Armenia and Media; but Agathocles, who followed
him close, cut off his provisions and forage so effec-

tually, that a sickness spread through his army, and
weakened it extremely; and when he at last made
an attempt to march over mount Taurus, with the

small remains of his troops, he found all the passes

guard eil by the enemies, which obliged him to fall

back to Tarsus in Cilicia.

From thence he represented to Seleucus, to whom
that city belonged, the melancholy situation of his

affairs, and entreated him, in a very moving manner,
to afford him the necessary subsistence for himself

and the remainder of his troops. Seleucus was touch-
ed with compassion at first, and despatched orders
to his lieutenants, to furnish him with all he should
want. But when remonstrances were afterward*
made to him upon the valour and abilities of Deme-

Plut. in. Demetr. p !>IO, 5)11.

4 A city on the frontiers of Thrace, and in Upper Mac*
donia. Plut. in Dcmetr. p. 91* "15.
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trius. his genius for resource an'l stratagem, and his

intrepidity in the execution of his designs, whenever
the least opportunity for acting presented It-elf; he

thought it impossible to reinstate a prince of that

character, without exposing himself to danger. For
wh'Ch reason, instead of continuing to support him,
ht resolved upon his destruction, and immediately

pla.
ed himself at the head of a numerous army, with

11 intention to attack him. Demetrius, who Had re-

cehed intelligence of these measures, posted his

tr.xip-i in those parts of mount Taurus where he ima-

pim d it would be very difficult to force them, and
ient to Sel'-ucus a second time, to implore his per-
niU*inn to pass into the East, in order to establish

LiniM If in -mile country belonging to the barbarians,
where he might end his days in tranquillity: but if

he should not be inclined to grant him that favour,
he <ntrtated him to allow him to take up his printer-

quarter* in hi* dominions; and begged that prince
nut to expose him, by driving him from thence, to

famine, and the rigours of the season, as that would
be delivering him up defenceless to the discretion of

his enemies.

Seleucus was so prejudiced against the design which
Demetrius had formed against the Ea<t, that this pro-
posal only tended to increase his distrust; and he

consented" to nothing more than his taking up his

quarters in Cataonia, a province adjacent to Cappa-
c'ocia, during the two severe-t month* ot the winter;
after which he was immediately to evacuate that

country. Seleucus, during: this negotiation, had pla-
ced

strong guards at all the passes
from Cilicia into

Syria, which obliged Demetrius to have recourse to

arms in order to disengage himself. He according-

ly made such a vigorous attack on the troops who

guarded the
passes in the mountains, that he dislodged

them from thence, and opened himself a passage in

Svria, which he immediately entered.

His own courage, and the hopes of his soldiers, re-

viving from this success, he took all possible mea-
lures for making a last effort for the re-establish-

ment of hi* affairs: but he had the misfortune to be

suddenly seized with a severe distemper, which dis-

concerted all his measures.
During^

A. M. 3718. the forty days that he continued
Ant. J. C. 286. sick, most of'his soldier* deserted;

and when he at last recovered his

health, so a to be capable of action, he found him-
self reduced to the desperate necessity of attempt-
ing to surprise Seleucus in his camp by night, with

the handful of men who still continue'd in his ser-

vice. A deserter gave Seleucus intelligence of this

design time enough to prevent its effect; and the

desertion of Demetrius's troops increased upon this

disappointment. He then endeavoured, as his last

resource, to regain the mountains, and join his fleet;

but he found the passes so well guarded, that he was

obliged to conceal himself in the woods; from whence
be wa soon dislodged by hunger, and compelled to

surrender himself to Seleucus, who caused him to

be conducted under a strong guard to the Cher-
som-Mi* of Svria near Laodicia, where he was detain-

ed a prisoner. He, however, was allowed the liberty
of a park for hunting, and all the conveniences of
life in abundance.
When Antigonus received intelligence of his fa-

ther's captivity, he was affected with the utmost sor-

row; and wrote to all the kings, and even to Si K n-

cus himself, to obtain his release, offering, at the

lame time, his own person as a hostage for him, ind

consenting to part with all his remaining dominions,
as the price of his liberty. Several cities, and a great
number of princes, joined their solicitations in fa-

yourof the captive prince; but Lysimachus offered a

large sum of money to Seleucus, provided he would
cause his prisoner to be put to death. Selt iicus wa-
ctruck with horror at so barbarous and inhuman a

proposal: and in order to grant a favour solicited

from so many different quarters, he seemed only to

wait the arrival of his son Antigonus, and Stratonice,
that Demetrius might owe the obligation of hi.- lib-

erty to them.

_
In. the meantime that unhappy prince supported

his misfortunes with patience and" magnanimity; and

I
became at last so habituated to them, that they no
1 jnger seemed to affect him. He exercised himself
in racing, walking, and hunting; and might hava
been infinitely more happy, had lie made a true estl

mate of his condition, than whilst hurried over landi
and seas by the frenzy of ambition. For what other
fruit do these pretended heroes, who are called con-

querors, derive from all their labours and wars, and
from all the dangers to which they expose themselves,
than that of tormenting themselves, while they ren-
der others miserable; and constantly turning their
backs on tranquillity and happiness," which, if they
may be believed, are the sole ends of all their mo-
tions? But Demetrius was gradually seized with

melancholy; and no longer amused himself with hi*

former exercises: he grew corpulent, and entirely
abandoned himself to drinking and gaming at dice,
to which he devoted whole days, undoubtedly endea-

vouring by these methods to banish the melancholy
thoughts of his condition. When he had continued
in his captivity for the space of three years, he was
seized with a severe distemper, occasioned bv hi* in-

activity, and intemperance in eating and drinking,
and died at the age of fifty-four years. His oon An-
tigonus, to whom the urn which enclosed his ashes
was transmitted, celebrated his funeral with great
magnificence. We shall see, in the sequel of the

pn -ent history, that ;his Antigonus, who was surna-
med Gonatas, continued peaceable possessor of the

kingdom of Macedonia; and the race of this prince
enjoyed the crown for several generations, in a direct
line from father to son, till the reign of Perseus, who
was the last of that family, and was divested of Ma-
cedonia by the Romans.

SECTION III. PTOLEMY SOTER RESIGNS HIS KING-
DOM TO HIS SON PTOLEMY PHILADELPHIA'S. TH*
TOWER OK PHAROS BUILT. THE IMAGE OF SERA-
PIS CONVEYED TO AI.EXANDRIA. THE CELEBRATED
LIBRARY FOUNDED IN THAT CITY, WITH AX ACA-
DEMY OF LEARNED MEN. DEMETRIUS PHALEREUS
PRESIDES OVER BOTH. DEATH OF PTOLEMY SOTER.

PTOLEMY SOTER, ' the son of La-

gus, after a reign of twenty years A. M. 3719.
iu Egypt, with the title of king, Ant. J. C. 285.
and of near thirty-nine from the

death of Alexander, was desirous of transmitting the
throne to Ptolemy Philadelphus,

2 one of his sons by
Berenice. He had likewise several children by hu
other wives, and among them Ptolemy, surnamed
Ceraunus, or The Thunderer; who being the son of
Eurvdice, the daughter of Antipater, and the eldest
of the male issue, considered the crown as his right,
after the death of his father. But Berenice, who
came into Egypt, merely to accompany Eurydice, at
the time ot her espousals with Ptolemy, had so
charmed that prince with her beauty, that he mar-
ried her; and so great was her ascendant over him,
that she caused him to prefer her son to all his issue

bv the other queens. In order, therefore, to prevent
all disputes and wars that might ensue after his death,
which he was sensible could not be very remote, ua
he WH* then fourscore years of age; he resolved to

have him crowned in his own lifetime, intending, at
the same time, to resign all his dominions to him;
declaring, that to create a king was more glorious
than to be so one's self. The coronation of Phila-

delphus was celebrated with the most splendid festi

val that had ever been seen: but I reserve the de

cription of it to the end of this section.

Ptolemy Ceraunus quitted the court, and retirtd

to Lysimachus, whose sr>" Agathocles had espoused
Lysandra, the sister of Ceraunus, both by father and
mother; and, after the death of Agathocles, he rerno

ved to the court of Seleucvis, who received him with
a generosity entirely uncommon, for which he after-

wards repaid him with the blackest ingratitude, as

will appear in the sequel of this history.

i Justin. 1. ivi.

The word signifies a later qf Ait brethren ; but Pluleuijr
received thii surname, agreeably to a figure of speech cal'od

aiitiphrafii, tx-rauie lie charged two nf his brother* with
I'ormmz desipnn ai'ainst his hie, and then caiued them to te

destroyed. Puunan. I. i. p. IvJ.

2
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In the first year of the reign of Ptolemy Philadel-

phia".
1 which was also the tiist year of the 124th

Olympiad, the famous watch-tower in the isle of Pha-

ros was completed. It was usually called the tower

of Pharos, and has been reputed one of the seven

wonders of the world. It was a large square struc-

ture built of white marble, on the top of which a fire

was constantly kept burning, in order to guide ships
in their course. It cost 800 talents, which, estimated

bv the Athenian money, are equal to 200.000/., but

amount to almost double that sum if computed by
the coin of Alexandria. The architect of the edifice

was Sostratus of Cnidus, who, to perpetuate the

whole honour of it to himself, had recourse to the

artifice I have mentioned before.2 Pharos was origi-

nally a real island, at the distance of seven furlongs
from the continent; but wa afterwards joined to it

by a causeway like that of Tyre.
Much about this time the image

A. M. 3720. of the god Serapis was brought
Ant. J. C. 284. from Pontus to Alexandria.* Pto-

lemy had been induced by a dream
to demand it, by an embassy, of the king of Sinope,
a city of Pontus, where it was kept. It was, how-
ever,' refused him for the space of two years, till at

last the inhabitants of Sinope suffered such extremi-

ties from a famine, that they consented to resign this

god to Ptolemy for a supply of corn, which he trans-

mitted to them ; and the statue was then conveyed to

Alexandria, and placed in one of the suburbs, called

Rhacotis, where it was adored by the name of Sera-

pis ; and a famous temple, called the Seranion, was
afterwards erected for it in that place. This struc-

ture, according to Ammianus Marcellinus,4 surpassed,
in beauty ana magnificence, all the temples in the

world, except the Capitol at Rome. This tempi*
had also a library, which became famous in all suc-

ceeding ages, for the number and value of the books
it contained.

Ptolemy Soter bad been careful to improve him-
self in polite literature,* as was evident by his com-

piling the life of Alexander, which was greatly es-

teemed by the ancients, but is now entirely lost. In

order to encourage the cultivation of the sciences,
which he much admired, he founded an academy at

Alexandria, called the Musxum, where a society of
learned men devoted themselves to philosophic stu-

dies, and the improvement of all other sciences, al-

most in the same manner as those of London and
Paris. For this purpose, he began by giving them
a library, which was prodigiously increased by his

successors.

His son Philadelphus left 100,000 volumes in it at

the time of his death,6 and the succeeding princes of

that race enlarged it still more, till at last it consisted

of 700,000 volumes.
This library' was formed by the following method.7

All the Greek and other books that were brought
into Egypt were seized, and sent to the Musaeum,
where they were transcribed by persons employed
for that purpose. The copies were then delivered

to the proprietors, and the originals were deposited
in the library. Ptolemy Euergetes, for instance, bor-

rowed the works of Sophocles, Euripides, and js-

chylus, of the Athenians, and only returned them
the copies, which he caused to be transcribed in as

beautiful a manner as possible; and he likewise pre-
sented them with fifteen talents (equal to 15,000

crowns) for the originals which he kept.
As the Musaeum was at first in that quarter of the

citv which was called Bnichion, and near the royal

palace, the library was founded in the same
place,

and it soon drew vast numbers thither; but when it

was so much augmented, as to contain 400,000 vol-

ume*, they began to deposit the additional books in

i'lio. I xxivi. r. Ji Slrah. L xii.
p. 7'Jl Suid. in

.

See vol. i. in the history of mgnt,
Til-it, lii-ii. I. iv. c. 63 & ,-4. Mat. <1* I*id. et Oir. p.

KJ. CI.MU Alex, in prntrcpt. p. 31.

Amm. MarcelL I. xxii. c. 16.

Aman in pru-f. I'lut. in Alrx. p. <i01. Quint. Curt. I.

fc. . 8. Strab. I. xvii. p. 7J3. 1'iut. in Moral, p. 1005.
t Euxb. in Cnron. ' Galen.

the Serapion. This last libt y was a supplement U
the former, for which reason it received the appella-
tion of its Daughter, and in process of time had in it

300,000 volumes.
In Cesar's war with the inhabitants of Alexandria,*

a fire, occasioned by those hostilities, consumed the

library of Bruchion. with it* 400.UOO volumes. Sen-
eca seems to me to be out of humour,' whan, speak-
ing of the conflagration, he bestows his censure*,
both on the library itself, and the eulogium made oa
it by Livy, who styles it an illustrious monument of
the opulence of the Egyptian kings, and of their ju
dicious attention to the improvement of the sciences.

Seneca, instead of allowing it to be such, would have
it considered only as a work resulting from the pride
and vanity of those monarch?, who had amassed such
a number of books, not for their own use, but merely-
for pomp and ostentation. This reflection, however,
seems to discover very little sagacity; for is it not
evident beyond contradiction, that none but kings
are capable of founding these magnificent libraries,
which became a necessary treasure to the learned,
and do infinite honour to those slates in which they
are established 1

The library of Serapion did not sustain any dam-

age, and it was undoubtedly there, that Cleopatra
deposited those 200,000 volumes from that of Perga-
mus, which were presented to her by Antony. This

addition, with other enlargements that were made
from time to time, rendered the new library of Alex-
andria more numerous and considerable than the
first: and though it was ransacked more than once,

during the troubles and revolutions which happened
in the Roman empire, it always retrieved its losses
and recovered its number of volumes. In this con-
dition it subsisted for many ages, displaying its trea-

sures to the learned and curious, till the seventh cen-

tury, when it suffered the same fate with its parent,
ana was burnt by the Saracens when they took that

city in the year of our Lord 642. The manner bjr

which this misfortune happened is too singular to be

passed over in silence.

John,' surnamed the Grammarian, a farceurs fcl-

lower of Aristotle, happened to be at Alexandria
when the citv was taken ; and as he was much es-

teemed by Amrou Ebn-al As, the general of the

Saracen troops, he entreated that commander to be-

stow upon him the Alexandrian library. Amrou re-

plied, that it was not in his power to grant such a

request; but that he would write to the Khulif, or

emperor of the Saracens, for his orders on that head,
without which he could not presume to dispose of
the library. He accordingly wrote to Omar, the
then K ha lif, whose answer was, that if those books
contained the same doctrine with the Koran, they
could not be of any use, because the Koran was suf-

ficient in itself, and comprehended all necessary
truths; but if they contained any particulars contrary
to that book, they ought to be destroyed. In conse-

quence of this answer, they were all condemned to

the (lames, without any farther examination; and, for

that purpose, were distributed among the public
baths; where, for the space of six months, they were
used for fuel instead of wood. We may from hence
form a just idea of the prodigious number of books
contained in that library; and thus was this inestima-

ble treasure of learning destroyed.
The Musi-um of Bruchion was not burnt with the

library which was attached to it. Strabo "
acquaint!

us, in this description of it, that it was a very large
structure near the palace, and fronting the port; and
that it was surrounded with a portico, in which the

I Pint, in Cssar. p. 732. in Anton, p 943. Amm. Mar-
cell. 1 xxii c. Hi. Dion. Cass. 1. xlii. p. 2i>->.

Qundringenta millia librnruin Alexandria! areerunt,

pulcherhmum regie opulentia monuinenlum. Aliualaudm
vt-rii. nil-lit l.iviun, qui elegantia.- rcgum curavque i<:u ,'ium

ill opus ait fuis.se. Nun I'u it elc^uniia illuil, am cvra, ged

stuiliosa luxuria: im& ne itudiooa quiilem. quoniam i>n in

luiliuni. seil in gnertaciilum romparavornnl. Puirtur ita

que liliniruin quantum git, niliil in appatvum. Senet. 4
tranquil axtm. c. ix.

i* Abul t'aragim, in hilt. Dynast. IX.
II Slrau. I. xvii. p. TJ3.
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philosopher* walked. He adds, that the member*
of tliis society were governed by a president, whose
station was so honourable and important, that in the

time of the Ptolemies, he was always chosen by the

king himself, and afterwards by the Roman emperor;
and that they had a hall where the whole society ate

at the expense of the public, by whom they were

supported in a very plentiful manner.
Alexandria was undoubtedly indebted to this Mu-

taeum for the advantage she long enjoyed of being
the greatest school in all that part of the world, and
of having trained uj

1 a vast number of men who ex-

celled in literature. It is from thence, in particular,
that the C!:urch has received some of its most illus-

trious doctors: as Clemens Alexandrinus, Ananoiiius,

Origea, Anatoli us, Athanasius, and many others; for

11 these studied in that seminary.
Demetrius Phalereus was probably the first presi-

dent of this seat of learning; it is certain indeed that

he had the su|>erintendeucy of the library. Plutarch 1

informs us, that it was he who proposed lo Ptolemy
the establishment of a library of such authors as

treated of civil polity and government, assuring him,
that these would always supply him with such coun-
sels as none of his friends would presume to offer

him. In fact, this is almost the only expedient for

introducing truth to princes, and showing them, un-
der borrowed names, their duties as well as their

defects. When the king had relished this excellent

advice, and measures were taken to procure all such
books as were requisite in his first view, it ma}' easily
be imagined that Demetrius carried the affair to a

much greater length, and prevailed upon the king to

collect all sorts of other books for the library we
have mentioned. Who could better assist that

prince in the accomplishment of so noble and mag-
nificent a plan than Dometrius Phalereus, who was
himself a learned man of the first rank, as well as a

yerv able politician?
We have formerly seen what inducement* brought

Demetrius to the court of this prince.l He was re-

ceived with open arms by Ptolemy Soter, who heap-
ed a profusion of honours upon him, and made him
his confidant. He consulted him, in preference to

all his other counsellors, in the most important af-

fairs, and particularly those which
A. M. 3719. related to the succession to the

Ant. J. C. 285. crown. This prince, two years
before his death, had formed a re-

solution to abdicate his crown in favour of one of
his children. Demetrius endeavoured to dissuade
him from that design, by representing to him, that

he must no longer expect to enjoy any authority, if

he. divested himself ot his dignity in such a manner,
and that it would be dangerous to create himself a
ma-ter. But when he found him absolutely deter-

mined on this abdication, he advised him to regulate
his choice by the order prescribed by nature, which
was generally followed by all nations: in consequence
of which it would be incumbent on him to prefer his

eldest son by Eurydice, his first wife. But the in-

fluence of Berenice prevailed over this equitable and

prudent advice, which, in a short time, proved fatal

to its author.

Towards the close of this year
A. M. 3721. died Ptolemy Soter, king of Egypt.

Ant. J. C. 283. in the eighty-fourth year of his

age, and two years after his resig-
nation of the empire to his son. He was the most
able and worthy man of all his race, and left behind
him such examples of prudence, justice, and clem-

ency, as very few of his successors were industrious
to imitate. During the space of near

forty years, in

which he governed Egypt after the death of Alex-

ander, he raised it to sucti a height cf grandeur and

power, as rendered it superior to the other king-
doms. He retained upon the throne the same fond-
ness for simplicity of manners, and the same aver-

sion for ostentatious pomp, as he discovered when
he first ascended it. He was accessible to his sub-

jects even to a degree of familiarity. He frequently

> Plut in Apophlh. p. ISO.

1'luL iu Deraetr p. 8U2. Diog Laeit in Demi* Fbai.

ate with them at their own houses; aud, when he gave
any entertainment himself, he thought it no disgrace
to borrow plate from the rich, because he had but

very little of his own, and no more than was neces-

sary for his common use. And when some persona
represented to him that the regal dignity seemed t>

require an air of greater opulence,
8 his answer was,

" That the true grandeur of a king consisted in en-

riching others, not in being rich himself.
"

SECTION IV. THE MAGNIFICENT SOLEMNITY AT
THE INAUGURATION OF PTOI.EMY PHILADELPHIA,
KING OF EGYPT.

PTOLEMY PHII-ADKLPHUS, after his father had ab-
dicated the crown in his favour, entertained the peo-
ple, when he ascended the throne, with the most

splendid festival mentioned in ancient history. Athe-
n. en- has left us a long description of it, transcribed

from Callixent s, the Rhodian, who compiled a his-

tory of Alexandria, and Montfaucon relates it in his

Antiquities. I shall insert the particulars of it in

this place, because they are well calculated to give
us an idea of the riches and opulence of Egypt* I

may add too, that as ancient authors speak very often

of sacred pomp, processions, and solemn festivals, in

honour of their gods, I thought it incumbent on me
to give some idea of them tor once, by describing
one of the most celebrated solemnities that was ever
known. Plutarch, who is perpetually mentioning
triumphs among the Romans, has the approbation of
nis readers for his particular description

of that of
Paulus .Kiniiiiij, which was one of the most magni-
ficent. But if the account I shall now give should

appear unseasonable, or too prolix, it may be passed
over, without interrupting the series of this history;
for I declare beforehand, that the relation will f>e

something tedious.

This pompous solemnity continued a whole day,*
and was conducted through the whole extent of the

city of Alexandria. It was divided into several parts,
and formed a variety of separate processions. Be-
side those of the king's father and mother, the gods
had, each of them, a distinct cavalcade, the decora-
tions of which were descriptive of their history.

Atliena-us has related only the particulars of that

of Bacchus, by which a judgment may be formed of
the magnificence of the rest.

The procession began with a troop of Sileni, some
habited in purple, others in robes of a deep red: their

einploynient was to keep offthe crowd, and make way.
Aext to the Sileni came a band of Satyrs, com-

posed of twenty, in two ranks, each carrying a gilded
lamp.
These were succeeded by Victories, with golden

wings, carrying vases, in which perfume* were burn-

ing, nine feet in height, partly gilt, and partly adorn-

ed with the leaves of ivy. Their habits were em-
broidered with the figures of animals, and every part
of them glittered with gold.

After these came a double altar, nine feet in height,
and covered with a luxuriant foliage of ivy, inter*

mixed with ornaments of gold. It was also beauti-

fied with a golden crown, composed of vine leaves,
and adorned on all sides with certain white fillets.

A hundred and twenty youths advanced next,
clothed in purple vests; each of them bearing a gol-
den vase of incense, myrrh, and saffron.

They were followed by forty Satyrs, wearing
crowns of gold which represented the leaves of ivy;
and in the right hand of each was another crown of

the same metal, adorned with vine leaves. Their
habits were diversified with a variety of colours.

In the rear of these inarched two Sileni, arrayed
in purple mantles, and white drawers; one of them
wore a kind of hat, and carried a golden caduceusia
his hand ; the other had a trumpet. Between these

two wa a man, six feet in height, masked and habi-

ted like a tragedian. He also carried a golden cor-

nucopia, and was distinguished by the appellation
of The Year.

This
person preceded

a very beautiful woman, as

tall a himself, dressed in a magnificent manner, and

Plut. in Apopfa. p. 11. Atbeo. 1. p 197903
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glittering all over with gold. She held, in one hand,
a crown composed of the leaves of the peach-tree,
arid in the other a branch of palm. She was called

I'enteteris. 1

The next in the procession were the Genii of the

four season?, wearing' characteristic ornaments, and

supporting two golden vases of odours, adorned with

ivy leaves. In the midst of them was a square altar

of" gold.
A band of Satyrs then appeared, wearing golden

crowns, fashioned like the leaves of ivy, and arrayed
in red habits. Some bore vessels filled with wine,
others carried drinking cups.

Immediately after these came Philiscus, the poet
and priest of Bacchus, attended by comedians, musi-

cians, dancers, and other persons of that class.

Two tripods were carried next, as prizes for the

victors at the athletic combats and exercises. One
of these

tripods, being thirteen feet and a half in

height, was intended for the youths; the other, which
was eighteen feet high, was designed for the men.
A car of an extraordinary size followed these. It

hadfour wheels,2 was twenty-one feet in length, and
twelve in breadth, and was drawn by 180 men. In
this car was a figure representing Bacchus, fifteen

feet in height, in the attitude of performing libations

with a large cup of gold. He was arrayed in a robe
of brocaded purple, which flowed down to his feet.

Over this was a transparent vest of a saffron colour,
and above that a large purple mantle embroidered
with gold. Before him was a great vessel of gold,
formed in the Lacedaemonian fashion, and contain-

ing fifteen measures, called metretes.3 This was ac-

companied with a golden tripod, on which were pla-
ced a golden vase of odours, with two cups of the

game metal, full of cinnamon and saffron. Bacchus
was seated under the shade of ivy and vine leaves,
intermixed with the foliage of fruit trees; and from
these

hung^ several crowns, fillets, and thyrsi, with

timbrels, ribands, and a variety of satiric, comic, and

tragic masks. In the same car were th<> ^.csts and

priestesses of that deity, with the other ministers,
and interpreters of mysteries, dancers of all classes,

and women bearing vans.4

These were followed by the Bacchantes, who
marched with their hair dishevelled, and wore crowns

composed, some of serpents, others of branches of
the yew, the vine, or the ivy. Some of these wo-
men canved knives in their hands, others grasped
serpents.

After these advanced another car, twelve feet in

breadth, and drawn by sixty men. In this was the
statue of Kvssa, or Nysa,

5
sitting, twelve feet high,

and clothed with a yellow vest embroidered with

gold, over which was another Laconic habit. The
statin: rose by the aid of some machines, without be-

ing touched "by any person, and after it had poured
milk out of a golden cup, it resumed its former seat.

Its left hand neld a thyrsus adorned with ribands:

and it wore a golden crown, on which were represent-
ed leaves of ivy, with clusters of grapes, composed
of various gems. It was covered with a deep shade,
formed by mended foliage, and a gilded lamp hung
at each corner of the car.

j After this came another car, thirty-six feet in length,
and twenty-four in breadth, drawn by 300 men. On
this was placed a wine-press, also thirty-six feet long,
and twenty-two and a half broad ; this was full of the

produce of the vintage. Six Satyrs trod the grapes,
to the sound of the llute.and sung such airs as corres-

ponded with the action in which they were employ-
ed. Silenus was the chief of the band, and streams

Thin word signifies the space of five year*, because, at

the expiration of every fourth year, the feaxl of Bucchus
wag celebrated at the beginning of the next, which was the

fifth.

* All the rare uf which mention will be made in the se-

quel of thin relation, had also four winds.
This word in fre^upnlly used in the present description ;

it is the name of a Greek measure, which currefponds most
with the Roman amphora, but was somewhat larger It

contained nine gallons.
* MyHlica vannus laechi. Virg.
* She ii thought to tave been the nurse of Bacchus

of wine flowed from the chariot, thrcnghout the

whole procession.
Another car of the same magnitude wa drawn bf

600 men. This carried a vat of a prodigious siie

made of leopards' skins sewed together. Tht v< -si'l

contained 3000 measures, and shed a constant effusion
of wine during the procession.

This car was followed by 120 crowned Satyrs and
Sileni, carrying pots, flagons, and large cups, all ol

gold.
This

troop
was immediately succeeded by a silver

vat, containing 600 metretes, placed on a car drawn
by the same number of men. The vessel was adorn-
ed with chased work, and the rim, together with the
two handles and the base, were embellished with the

figures of animals. The middle part of it was encom-

passed with & golden crown adorned with jewels
Next appeared two silver bowls, eighteen feet in

diameter, and nine in height. The upper part of
their circumference was adorned with studs, and the

bottom with several animals, three of which were a
foot and a half high, and many more of a lesser size.

These were followed by ten great vats, and sixteen
other vessels, the largest of which contained thirty
metretes, and the least five: there were likewise ten

cauldrons, twenty-four vases with two handles, dis-

posed on five salvers; two silver wine-presses, on
which were placed twenty-four goblets; a table of

mas>y silver, eighteen feet in length, and thirty more
of six feet; four tripods, one of which was of mas&j
silver, and had a circumference of twenty-tour feet;
the other three that were smaller, were adorned with

precious stones in the middle.
Then came eighty Delphic tripods, all of silver,

something less than the preceding. They were like-

wise accompanied with twenty-six ewers, sixteen

flagons, and 160 other vessels, the largest of which
contained six metretes, and the smallest two. All
these vessels were of silver.

After these came the golden vessels; four of which,
called Laconic, were crowned with vine leaves: ther

were likewise two Corinthian vases, whose rims and
middle circumference were embellished with th

figures of animals; these contained eight melretelt
a wine-press, on which ten goblets were placed: tw
other vases, each of which contained five rnetretet,

and two more that held a couple of measures: twenty-
two vessels for preserving liquors cool, the largest
of which contained thirty metretes, and the least one:
four golden tripods of an extraordinary size: a kind
of golden basket, intended as a repository for vessels

of the same metal; this was enriched with jewels,
and was fifteen feet in length; it was likewise divi-

ded into six partitions, one above another, adorned,
with various figures of animals, above three feet in

height: two goblets, and two glass bowls with golden
ornaments: two salvers of gold, four cubits in diame
ter, and three others of less dimensions: Un ewers,
an altar four feut and a half high; and twenty-five
dishes.

After this rich equipage, marched 1600 youths, ha-

bited in white vests, and crowned, some of them with

ivy, others with branches of the pine. Two hundred
and fifty of this band carried golJen vases, and 400
of them vases of silver. Three hundred more car-

ried silver vessels, made to keep liquors cool.

After this appeared another troop bearing larg

rVmking vessels, twenty of which were of gold, fi.tj

of silver, and 300 diversified with various colours.

There were likewise several tables, six feet iv

length, and supporting a variety of remarkable : b>

Jects. On one was represented the bed of Semele,
on which were disposed several vests, some of goldea
brocade, others adorned with precious stones.

\\t- must not omit a car thirty-three feet in length
and twentv-one in breadth, drawn by 500 men. It

this was tlie r<-presentation of a "deep cavern, shroud-

ed with ivy and vine leaves; from which several

pigeons, ring-doves, and turtles, issued out and flew

about. Little bands were fastened to their feet, tha

they might be caught oy the people around them.
Two fountains, likewise, one of milk and the other

of wine, flowed out of the cavern. All the nymph*
who fttood round it wore cro\ns of gold Mercury
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wa al^o seen, with a golden caduceus in his hand,
and clothed in a splendid manner.
The expedition of Bacchus into the Indies was ex-

hibited in another cat where the god was represent-
ed by a -statue, eighteen feet in height, and mounted

upon an elephant. He was arrayed in purple, and
wore a golden crown, intermixed with twining ivy

an;) vim leaves. A long thyrsus of gold was in his

hand, an 1 his sandals were of the same metal. On
the ntck of the elephant was seated a Satyr aboye
seven feet high, with a crown of gold on his head,
formed in imitation of pine branches, and blowing a

kind of trumpet made of a goat's horn. The trap-

pings of the elephant were of gold, and his neck was
adorned with a crown of that metal shaped like the

foliage of ivy.

This car was followed by 500 young virgins, adorn-
ed with purple vests and golden rones. A hundred
and twenty of them, w ho commanded the rest, wore
crowns of gold that seemed to be composed of the

branches ot pine.
Next to these came 120 Satyrs, armed at all points,

some in silver, and others in copper, arms.
To these succeeded five troops of Sileni, and Satyrs

with crowns on their heads, mounted on asses, some
of whom were entirely harnessed with gold, the rest

with silver.

After this troop appeared a long train of chariots,
twenty-four of which were drawn by elephants; sixty

by he-goats; twelve by lions; six by nrygct, a species
of goats; fifteen by buffaloes; four by wild asses;

eight by ostriches; and seven by stags. In these

chariots were little youths habited like charioteers,
and wearing hats with broad brims. They were ac-

companied by others of a less stature, armed with
little bucklers, and with long thyrsi, and clothed in

mantles embroidered with gold. The boys who per-
formed the office of charioteers, were crowned with
branches of

pine,
and the lesser youths with ivy.

On each side of these were three cars drawn by
camels, and followed by others drawn by mules. In
these cars were several tents, resembling those of
the baibarians, with Indian women, and those of
other nations, habited like slaves. Some of these

camels carried 300 pounds' weight of incense; others
200 of saffron, cinnamon, iris, and other odoriferous

ipices.
At a iittle distance from these marched a band of

^Ethiopians, armed with pikes. One body of these

carried 600 elephants' teeth ; another, 2000 branches
of ebony; a third, sixty cups of gold and silver, with
a large quantity of gofd dust.

Alter these came two hunters carrying gilded
darts, and marching at (he head of 2400 dogs of the

Indian, Hyrcanian, and Molossian breed, besides a

variety of other species.

They were succeeded by 150 men supporting trees,
to which were fastened several species of birds and
deer. Cages were also carried, in which were par-
'ots, peacocks, turkey-hens, pheasants, and a great
number of .Ethiopian birds. After these

appeared
130 sheep of that country ; 300 of the Arabian breed ;

twenty of the island of Eubusa; twenty-six white
Indian oxen, eight of the .Ethiopian species; also a

large white bear; fourteen leopards; sixteen pan-
ihcrs; luiir lynxes; three small bears; a camelopard,

1

and an .Ethiopian rhinoceros.

Bacchus advanced next, seated in a car, and wear-

ing a golden crown embellished with ivy leaves. He
was lepresented as taking sanctuary at the altar of

Rliea, from the persecution of Juno. Priapus was

placed mar him, with a crown of gold formed like

the leaves of ivy. The statue of Juno was crowned
with a golden diadem; and lh..-e of Alexander and
Ptolemy wore crowns of fine gold, representing ivy

leaves. The image of Virtue was placed near that

of Ptolemy, and on hei head was a crown of gold
wade in imitation of olive branches. Another s-ta-

tue, representing the citv of Corinth, was also near

Ptolemy, with a golden diadem on its head. At a

little dutance from each of t!ie*e was a great vase

This animal, whether real or fabulous, is mentioned by
Horace : Dicermm conftina genui pantkcra camclo,
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filled with golden cups, with a large bowl cf fh

same metal, which contained five metretts.

This car was followed by several women richly

arrayed, and bearing the names of the In man, and
other Greek cities in Asia; with the islands which
had formerly been conquered by the Persians. All
this train wore crowns of gold.

In another car was a golden thyrsus, 135 feet in

length, and a silver lance ninety feet long.
In this part of the procession were a variety of

wild beasts and horses, and twenty-four lions of a

prodigious size; and also a great number of cars, in

which were not only the statues of kings, but those
ul' M veral deities.

After these came a chorus of 600 men, among
whom were 300 who played on gilded harps, ana
wore golden crowns. At a small distance from this

band marched 2000 bulls, all of the same colour, and
adorned with golden frontlets, in the middle of
which rose a crown of the same metal. They were
also adorned with a collar, and an a?gis* hung on
the breast of each. All these trappings were of

gold.
The procession of Jupiter, and a great number of

other deities, advanced next, and after all the rest,
that of Alexander, whose statue of n:assy gold was

placed in a car drawn by elephants; on one side of
this statue stood Victor)', and on the other Minerva.
The procession was graced with several thrones of

gold and ivory, on one of which was a large diadem
of gold, and on another a horn of the same metal.
A third supported a crown; and a fourth a horn of
solid gold. On the throne of Ptolemy Soter, the
father of the reigning prince, xvas a golden croxrn,
which weighed 10,000 pieces of gold.

8

In this procession were likewise 300 golden vases,
in which perfumes were to be burnt; fifty gilded
altars, encompassed with golden crowns. Four
torches of gold, fifteen feet in height, were fastened
to one of these altars-. There were likewise twelve

gilded hearts, one of which wa* eighteen feet in cir-

cumference, and sixty in height; and another was

only twenty-two feet and a half high. Nine Delphic
tripods of gold appeared next, six feet in height; and
there were six others, nine feet high. The largest
of all was forty-five feet high; on which were placed
several animals in gold, seven feet and a hall high,
and its upper part was encompassed with a golden
crown, formed of a foliage of vine, leaves.

Alter these were seen several gilded palms twelve
feet in length, together with a caducetis, gilt also,

sixty-six feet long; a gilded thunderbolt, in length

sixty feet; a gilded temple, sixty feet in circumfe-

rence; a double horn, twelve feet long; a vast number
of gilded animals, several of which were eighteen
feet in height To these were added several deer of
a stupendous size, and a set of eagles thirty feet high.
Three thousand two hundred crowns of gold were

lik- \vi-e carried in this procession; together with a

consecrated crown, of 120 feet, most probably, in cir-

cumference: it was likewise adorned with a profusion
of gems, and surrounded the entrance into the tem-

ple of Berenice. There was also another golden
;egis. Several large crowns of gold were also sup-

ported by young virgins richly habited. One of
these crown's was three feet in height, and twenty-
four in circumference.

In this procession were also carried a golden cul

ras, eighteen feet in height; and another of silver,
twenty-seven feet high, on which latter was the rep-
resentation of two thunderbolts of gold, eighteen
fcit in length: an oaken crown embellished with jew-
el*; twenty golden bucklers; sixty-four com plete.suits
of golden armour; two boots of the same metal, 'four
feet and a half in length: twelve golden ba-in*: a

great number of flagons; ten large vases of perfumes
for the baths: twelve ewers; fifty dishes, and a large
number of tables; all these were of gold. There

A kind of buckler winch covered the breast, on lh

middle of which wan emhoesed the Gorgon'f head
The Attic Slater, usually called -/.tt,Ti<*;, was equal to

ten livres of French money ; the value therefore of this tin-

gle crown amounted to 100,000 Preach livres, winch ir

about 5000/. iterlinj.
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were likewise five tables covered with golden goblets;
and a horn of solid gold, forty-five feet in length.
All those golden vessels and other ornaments were
in ;i -eparate procession from that of Bacchus, which
has been already described.
There were likewise 400 chariots laden with ves-

sels, and other works of silver; twenty others filled

with golden vessels, and 800 more appropriated to

the carriage of aromatic spices.
The troops that guarded this procession were com-

posed of 57,600 foot, and 23,200 horse, all dressed
and armed in a magnificent manner.

During the games and public combats, which con-

tinued for some days after this pompous solemnity,

Ptolemy Soter presented the victors with twenty
crowns of gold, and they received twenty-three from
his consort Berenice. It appeared, by the registers
of the palace, that these last crowns were valued at

2230 talents, and fifty min, about 334.400/. sterling:
from whence some judgment may be formed of the
immense sums to which all the gold and silver em-

ployed in this splendid ceremonial amounted.
Such was the pageant (shall I call it religious, or

rather theatrical and comic
7)

exhibited by Ptolemy
Philadelphus at his coronation. If Fabricius, the

famous Roman, whom I have formerly mentioned, so

remarkable for his contempt of gold and silver, had
been a spectator of it, I am persuaded that he would
not have been able to endure the sight of the proces-
sion till it closed, and have no doubt that he would
have thought and spoken like the emperor Vespasian,
upon an occasion which had some resemblance to

tins. He and his son Titus made a triumphant entry
into Rome, after the capture of Jerusalem; but find-

ing himself fatigued with the excessive length of that

pompous procession, he could not conceal his dis-

Eleasure,

and declared that he was justly punished,
y that tedious ceremony, for his weakness in desi-

ring a triumph at his advanced age.'
In this festival given by Ptolemy Philadelphus, no

part of it seems to have been conducted with any
elegance, or to have had the least air of taste and

genius. An amazing profusion of gold and silver

was lavished, which makes me recollect a passage in

Sallust the beauty and force of which I have the
mortification not to be able to render in our language.
Catiline wishes to represent the immoderate luxury
of the Romans his contemporaries, who lavished im-
mense sums in the purchase of pictures, statues,

wrought plate, and superb buildings.
"
They draw

out (says he) and torment their gold and silver by all

imaginable methods." (I must entreat the reader's
excuse for this literal translation,) "and yet this ex-
cess of

prodigality is incapable of exhausting and

overcoming their riches," Omnibus modispecuniam
trahunt, vexant;* tamen summa lulridine divitias
tua* vincere neqnennt. In such profusion as this

did the whole merit of Philadelphus consist on this

occasion.

In fact, what is there truly great or admirable in

this vain ostentation of riches, and this waste of such
immense treasure in a bottomless abyss, after they
had cost the

people
so much fatigue and labour, and

perhaps had been amassed by a long series of violent

exactions? The spoils of whole provinces and cities

were sacrificed to the curiosity of a single day, and

displayed to public view only to raise the frivolous
admiration of a stupid populace, without conducing
to the least real advantage or utility. Nothing ever

argued a more profound ignorance of the true use of

Adro niliil ornamenlorum extrinsecus cupidd appetivit,
ut triumph! die fatigatui tarditate et t:dio pomps, nun n-

ticuiTit ineriici ge plecti, i)ui triumphum tarn iueptu KCIH-X

eonrupiiisct. Sueton. in Vtsyas. c. xii.

* These metaphorical terms trahunt, rr.rant, vincere nr-

qv.ev.nl, may imuibly he derived from the combat of the
AthleUB, wherein, after one of them his thrown hid adver-

lary. and imagine* himself victorious, he drags him along
the arena, in night of the ("pcctatom, i \\isu, shakes, and
torments him, without being ahle to extort a coiifrssicui I'rmii

him of liii defeat. In tliii contest, therefore, wherein the
Roman author represents luxury and riches ay CII^IIL'I (!, ;ill

the profusion of the former i> uicupablu of exhausting and
fercuming her wealth.

riches and solid glory, and of whatever else hai anj
ju*t pretcntions to the esteem of mankind.
But what can we say, when we behold a sacred

procession, and a solemnity of religion converted
into a public school of intemperance and licentious-

ness, calculated only to excite the most shameful

passions in the spectators, and induce an utter de-

pravity of manners; by presenting to their view ail

the instruments of excess and debauch, with the

most powerful allurements to indulge them, and that
under the pretext of paying adoration to the gods!
What divinities must those i>e, that would nutter, and
even exact, so scandalous a pomp in their worship.

SECTION V. THE FIRST TRANSACTIONS OF THI
REIGN OF PTOLEMY PHILADELPHUS. THE DEATH
OF DEMETRIUS PHALEREUS. SELEUCUS RESIGNS
HIS QUEEN AND PART OF HIS EMPIRE TO HIS SON
ANTKICHU8. THE WAR BETWEEN SELEUCUS AND
LYSIMACHUS; THE LATTER OF WHOM IS SLAIN LN
A BATTLE. SELEUCUS IS ASSASSINATED BY PTO-
LEMY CERAUNUS, ON WHOM HE HAD CONFERRED
A MULTITUDE OF OBLIGATIONS. THE TWO SONS
OF ARSINOE ARE MURDERED BY THEIR UNCLE CE-

RAUNUS, WHO ALSO BANISHES THAT PRINCESS.
CERAUNUS IS SOON PUNISHED FOR THOSE CRIME)
BY THE IRRUPTION OF THE GAULS, KY WHOM HE
IS SLAIN IN A BATTLE. THE ATTEMPT OF THAT
PEOPLE AGAINST THE TEMPLE OF DELPHI. ANTI-
GONUS ESTABLISHES HIMSELF IN MACEDONIA.

PTOLEMY PHILADELPHUS,' after

the death of his father, became sole A. M. 3721.
master of all his dominions, which Ant. J. C. 283.
were composed of Egypt, and many
provinces dependent on it, that is to say, Phoenicia,

Coele-Syria, Arabia, Libya, ./Ethiopia, the island of

Cyprus, Pamphvlia, Cificia, Lycia, Caria, and the
isles called the Cyclades.
During the life of Ptolemy Soter, Philadelphus

had concealed his resentment
against

Demetrius Pha-

lereus, for the advice he had given his father, when
he was deliberating on the choice of a successor.
But as soon as he saw himself sole master, he caused
that philosopher to be seized, and sent with a strong
guard to a remote fortress, where he ordered him to

be confined, till he should determine in what manner
to treat him. The bite of an aspic put a period to

the life of that great man, who merited a better fate.*

The testimonies in his favour, which are adduced

by Cicero, Strabo, Plutarch, Diodorus Siculus, and

many others, leave no room to doubt of the probitv
and wisdom of his government; we therefore shall

consider only what has been observed with respect
to his eloquence.
The characteristics of his writings, as Cicero ob-

serves in several places,
5 were sweetness, elegance,

beauty, grace, and ornament, so that it was easy to

distinguish in them the disciple of Theophrastus.
He excelled in that species of eloquence, which M
called the temperate and florid. His style, in other

respects gentle and calm, was adorned und ennobled
with bold and shining metaphors, that enlivened the

subject of his discourse, though otherwise not en-

riched in any great degree with noble sentiments,
and those beauties that constitute the great and the
sublime. He was rather to be considered as a wrest-

ler, formed in the shade and tranquillity, for public
games and spectacles, than as a soldier inured to

arms by exercise, and quitting his te.nt to attack aa

Theoorit. Idyll, xvii.

Diog. Laert. in Demetr. Cic. in oral, pro Rabir. PoM
n. 23.

Demetrius Phulerpus in hoc numero h.iberi potct: dii

putator suhtilis, orator purum vehement, dulcis lamen, ut

Tbeophrasli dixcipulum possis agnoKrere. (.itfic. I. i n. 3.

Demetrius Phaiereud, erudite-ilium illr ijiudem. cd nun
lain arinis inptilutux, quam |>ala-sira. It'iqui* ilrlrriuhut

mngis AthenieiiKOH. <|uain inflamniahiit. I'rcci'inrrat enim
in Kolem et pulvrrem, non ut militari lulu rnarulu. s< d ul

Theophriikti, dorlissimi homini.*. umbrarulis Sim v in vi

deri maluit, quam gnivis ; tied suavitale, ra i|un |K rl'uncler^t

uniinoN, non rpia |'r I'rinj.'i'rri : et laniiiiM ut mrm'iriam con-
cinnilutis suff, non (qnemadmodum de I'erirlc s< ri,imi K-
polis) cum dt-lectatione aeuleos etiam ulini|UKret in animii
eurum i quibus essel auditus. De elar. oral. n. 37 &. 3d.
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n r. His discourse had, indeed, the faculty of

uK ting hi* hearers with something soft and tender,
bt it wanted energy to inspire that force and ardour
that inflame the mind, and only left in it at most an

agreeable remembrance of some transient sweetness
and grace*, nut unlike that which we retain alter

hearing the most harmonious concerts.

It iiiii-t be confessed, this species of eloquence has

its merit:, when confined within just bounds; but as

it M vi rv difficult and unusual to preserve this due
moderation, and to suppress the sallies of a fertile

and lively imagination, not always guided by the

judgment; this kind of eloquence is apt, therefore,
to degenerate, and to become, even from it- very
beauties, a pernicious delicacy, which at length viti-

ates and depraves the taste. This was the effect, ac-

cording to Cicero and Quintilian, who were good
judges in this point, of the florid and studied graces

peculiar to the style of Demetrius. Athens, till his

time, 1 had been accustomed to a noble and majestic

eloquence, whose characteristic was a natural beauty
without paint and glitter. Demetrius was the first

that impaired this manly and solid eloquence, to

which he substituted a soft and languishing species,
if I may use the expression, that abated the vigour
of the mind, and at length rendered false taste pre-
dominant.

After the death of Ptolemy, two of Alexander's

captains still survived, Lysiniachus and Seleucus,
who till then, had always been united by interest and

friendship, and were engaged to each other by trea-

ties and confederations: as they were now advancing
to the period of their days (for each of them had
exceeded fourscore years of age,") one would have

thought they should have been desirous of ending
their lives in the union which had so long subsisted

between them: instead of which, they thought only
of making war against, and destroying each other.

Their quarrel arose on the following occasion.

Lysimachus, alter the marriage ot his son Agatho-
cles with Lvsandra.one of the daughters of Ptolemy,
espoused another himself, whose name was Arsinoe,
and had several children by her. The different in-

terests of these two sisters led them into all sorts of

intrigues,* to form a powerful partv in their favour,

upon the death of Lysimachus. What are ambitious
vsivesand mothers uc'.capable of attempting! Their

opposition was not the mere effect of personal inter-

est, but was chiefly fomented bv the disputes of their

mothers. Lysandra was the cfaughter of Eurydice,
and Arsinoe of Berenice. The arrival of Ptolemy
Ceraunus the brother of Philadelphia, at his court,

made Arsinoe apprehensive that his interest would

strengthen too much the party of Lysandra, who was
his sister by the same mother; and that they would

accomplish the destruction of herself, and her own
children at the death of Lysiniachus. This calamity
she was determined to prevent, by sacrificing Aga-
thocles to her supicions; and she succeeded in her

design, by representing him to her husband, as one
who had formed a conspiracy against his life and

crown, bv which she so much incensed him against
his own son, th,at he caused him to be imprisoned
and put to death. Lysandra and her children, with
her brother Ceraunus, and Alexander, another son
of Lysiniachus, took sanctuary in the court of Seleu-

cus, and prevailed upon him to declare war against

Lysimachus. Several of Lysimachti-'s principal offi-

cers, and even those who had been most devoted to his

interest, were struck with so much horror at tie

murder of his son, that they entirely abandoned him,
and retired to the court of Seleucus, where they

strengthened the remonstrances of Lysandra by their

own complaints. Seleucus was easily induced to

undertake this war, for which he was already suffi-

ciently disposed by views of interest.

> Hr. ctai efludit hanr ropiam ; el, lit opinio men fcrt,

ucctu ille et sanjuis incurruptu* ufque ail hanc naiem ora-

loruin fiiit in qua naturalii ineiwl, non luraiui. mu.r Hie

(Phal'-rem) primus infltxii oratiooem, et earn molleni leie-

MQique redc'iiiit. Dt ctar. Oral. n. 3t> :tf.

* Justin I ivii. c. 1. Ap| win in Synac. Pau*an. in At
tic. y. 18

Before he
engaged

in this enter-

prist ,* he resigneu his queen Stra- A. M. 3721
tonice to his son Autiochus, for a Ant. J. C. 28%
reason I shall soon relate, and con-

signed to him, at the same time, a considerable part
of his empire, reserving to himself no other terri-

tories than the provinces between the Euphrates and
the sea.

Antiochus was seized with a lingering distemper,
of which the physicians were incapable of discover-

ing the cause; tor which reason his condition wa

thought entirely desperate. It is easy to conceive
the grief and anxiety of a father who beheld himself
on the

point ol losing his son in the flower of his age
whom he had intended for his successor in his vast

dominions, and in whom all the happiness of his lite

consisted. Erasistratus, the most attentive and most
skilful of nil the physicians, having carefully con-
sidered every symptom with which the indisposition
of the young prince

was attended, believed at last

that he had discovered its true cause, aud that it

proceeded from love; in which conjecture he was
not deceived. It was, however, over difficult to

discover the object of this passion, which was the
more violent from the secresy in which it remained.
The physician, therefore, to assure himself fully of
what he surmised, passed whole days in the apart-
ment of his patient, ami when he saw any lady enter,
he carefully observed the countenance of the

prince,
and never discovered the least emotion in him, ex-

cept when Stratonice came into the chamber, either

alone, or with the king her consort; at which times

the young prince was, as Plutarch observes, always
affected with the symptoms described by Sappho, as

so many indications of a violent passion: such, for

instance, as a suppression of voice; burning blushes;
dimness of sight; cold sweat; a sensible inequality
and disorder of pulse; with a variety of the like symp-
toms. When the physician was afterwards alone

with his patient, he managed his inquiries with so

much dexterity, as at last drew the secret from him.

Antiochus confessed bis passion for queen Strato-

nice his mother-in-law, and declared that he had in

vain employed all his efforts to vanquish it: he add-

ed, that he had a thousand times had recourse to

every consideration that could be represented
to his

thoughts in such a conjuncture: particularly the res-

pect due from him to a father and sovereign, by
whom he was tenderly beloved ; the shame of indulg-

ing a passion altogether unjustifiable, and contrary
to all the ruits of decency and honour; the folly of

harbouring a desire he ought never to be desirous

of gratifying; but that his reason, in its present state

of distraction, entirely engrossed by one ooject, would
hearken to nothing. And he concluded with decla-

ring, that to
punish himself, for desires involuntary

in one sense, out criminal in every other, he had re-

solved to pine to death, by discontinuing all care of

his health, and abstaining*from every kind of food.

The physician gained a very considerable point,

by penetrating into the source of his patient's dis-

order; but the application of the proper remedy was
much more difficult to be accomplished; and hovr

could a proposal of this nature be made to a parent
aud king? When next Seleucus inquired after his

son's health, Erasistratus replied, that his distemper
was incurable, because it arose from a secret passion
which could never be gratified, as the lady he loved

was not to be obtained. The father, surprised and
afflicted at this answer, desired to know w hy the lady
was not to be obtained? " Because she is my wife,"

replied the physician,
" and I ai.i uot disport d to

yield her up to the embraces of another."
' And

will you not part w ith her, then," replied the king,
"to preserve the life of a son I so tenderly love?

Is this the friendship you profess
for me?" "Let

me entreat you, my lord,"said Erasistratus," to ima-

gine yourself for one moment in my place; would

you resign your Stratonice to his arms! If you,
therefore, who are a father, would not consent tu

such a sacrifice for the welfare of a son so dear to

Plut. in Desnetr. p. 900, 907. Appian. in Syr. p. IM
ICa.
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you, how can you expect another should do it?"
' Would to God," exclaimed Seleucus,

" that the

cure of my son depended only on my acquiescence,
1 would resign both Stratontce and my empire to

him with all my soul." "Your majesty, then," re-

plied
the physician, has the remedy in your own

hands; for it is Stratonice whom he loves." The
father did not hesitate a moment after this declara-

tion, and easily obtained the consent of his consort:

and his son a'nd that princess were crowned king
and queen ofUpper Asia. Julian the apostate reJates,

1

in a fragment of his writings still extant, that Antio-

chus would not espouse Stratonice till after the death

of his father.

Whatever traces of reserve, moderation, and even

modestv, appear in the conduct of this young prince,
his example shows us the misfortune of suffering an

unlawful passion, capable of discomposing all the

happiness and tranquillity of life, to gain the least

entrance into the heart.

Seleucus being now eased of his inquietude,
2

thought of nothing but marching against Lysimachus.
He therefore put nimself at the head of a fine army,
and advanced into Asia Minor. All the country
submitted to him as far as Sardis, which he besieged
and took ; by which means he became master of all

the treasures of Lysimachus.
The latter having passed the Hel-

A. M. 3723. lespoot'n order to check the pro-
Ant. J. C. 281. gress of Seleucus, gave him battle

in Phrygia,
3 but was defeated and

lain; in consequence of which Seleucus made him-
self master of all his dominions. His greatest plea-
sure on this occasion resulted from his being the only
survivor of all the captains of Alexander,* and, by
the event of this battle, victorious over conquerors
themselves, for that was the expression he thought
fit to use, and this advantage was considered by him
as the effect of a peculiar providence in his favour.

The last victory was undoubtedly the best justifica-
tion of the title of Nicator, or the conqueror, which
he had already assumed, and which is usually given
him bv the historians, in order to distinguish him
from the other princes of the name of Seleucus who
reigned after him in

Syria.
6

His triumph on this occasion was
A. M. 3724. of no long continuance; for when

Aut. J. C. 280. he went, seven mouths after his

victory, to take possession of Ma-
cedonia, where he proposed to pass the remainder of

his days in the bosom of his native country, he was

basely assassinated by Ceraunus, on whom he had
conferred innumerable honours and obligations; for

he had received him into his court, when ne fled from
his own country, and had treated him suitably to his

rank. He had also carried that prince with him in

this expedition; intending, when it should be com-

pleted, to employ the same forces for his establish-

ment on the throne of his father in Egypt. But this

wretch, insensible of all the favours he had received,
had the villany to conspire against his benefactor,
nnd assassinate him.

In Misopog.
Ju<tin. I. xvii. r.. 1, 2. Appian. in Syr. p. 128. Mem-

nonis Excerpt 11 apud I'hot. c. ix. 1'ausan. in Attic., p. 18.

Oros. :W:. Polytean. 4 'J.

Porphyry is the only author who has pointed out the

real pl.nv where ihii Imtlle wan fought, and which Euse-

bin*, hv an evident mistake, culls KcfuiJ<ov, instead of

Kvf*vi*<tr, the field of Cyrus; mentioned by Strata, 1. xiii.

p. 6-K>.

l.a'tus efi victoria Selencui, et quod mujux ea victoria

putabat, s'llum le de cohort e Alexandri remansiese, vie-

torem<|ue victorum exiilinge, nnn humunum euxe opus, sed

divinum munus, pluriahatur : iginarum prorgus, noil imilto
udnt fragilitatig humaiiae so ipsum exemplum luturum.
Ju.itin. I xvii. c. 2.

[Out of thirty-six generals left by Alexander, Sel*ucus
and l.i.irnai hu were the only two now left alive. Ilciore

thi-i fa'tal battle Lysimachus had seen the death of fifteen

of' hi* children, and, a> if he had been the last clone of his

houxu in be pulled down. Seleucuv, without the HtnalleM op-
poimioii. neized all bin dominionn. In consrquencr of iliis

victory, Seleuc.ua styled himself the conqueror uf conquer-n At the ejioch of this engagement, Ly-umac.huii was
eventvl >ur years of age and Seiuucus seventy-seven.]

He had reigned twenty years, from the battle uf

Ipsus, when the title of king was secured lo him;
and

thirty-one,
if the commencement of his reign be

fixed twelve years after the death of Alexander, whe
he became master of Asia; from which time tht era
of the Seleucidre commences.
A late dissertation of Monsieur de la Nauze give*

him a reign of more than fifty years,
6 bv adding \ > it

the nineteen years of his son Antiochus Soter. The
author pretends, that Seleucus IS'icator did not en-

tirely divest himself of the government, but began
with making a partition of his dominions; and that
he afterwards re-united them, even in the lifetime of
his son. He has produced probable reasons in favour
of his opinion; but as I never engage in contests of
this nature, I shall confine mysell to the chronology
of Usher, which has been my usual guide, and which

assigns, with Father Petau and Monsieur Vaillant,

thirty-one years to the reign of Seleucus Nicator.
This prince had extraordinary qualities; and with-

out mentioning his military accomplishments, it may
be justly said, that he distinguished himself among
the other kings, by his great love of justice, a bene-
volence and clemency that endeared him to the peo
pie, and a peculiar regard to religion. He had like-

wise a taste for polite literature, and made it a cir-

cumstance of pleasure and glory to himself, to send
back to the Athenians the library which Xerxes had
carried away, and which he found in Persia. He
also accompanied that present with the statues of
Harmodius and Aristogiton, whom the Athenians
honoured as their deliverers.

The friends of Lysimachus, with those who had
served under that prince, at first considered Cerau-
nus as the avenger of his death, and acknowledged
him for their king; but his conduct soon caused them
to change their sentiments.
He did not expect to possess the dominions of

Lysimachus in peace,
7 while his sister Arsinoe and

the children she had by Lysimachus were living; for

which reason he determined to rid himself at once
of them and the apprehensions they gave him. The
greatest crimes cost the ambitious no remorse. Cerau-
nus feigned a passion for his sister, and demanded
her hand in marriage; and as these incestuous mar-

riages were frequent and allowed in Egypt, Arsinoe,
who was well acquainted with the natural disposi-
tion of her brother, protracted, as much as possible,
the conclusion of that afl'air, the consequences of
which she feared would be fatal to herself and chil-

dren. But the more she delayed and concealed her

repugnance under plausible pretexts,
the more warm-

ly he pressed her to gratify his passion: and in order
to remove all suspicion, he repaired to that tempi*
which the Macedonians held in the greatest venera-

tion, and there, in the presence of one of her con-

fidential friends, whom sne had sent to him, he called

the tutelar gods of the country to witness, embracing
their statues at the same time, and protesting, with
the most dreadful oaths and imprecations, that his

views, with respect to the marriage he solicited, were

perfectly pure and innocent.

Arsinoe placed but little confidence in these pro-
mises, though they were uttered before the altars,

and had been ratified with the awful seal of religion;
but she was apprehensive, at the same time that

persisting in an obstinate refusal would be h'i\ to

her children, for whose welfare she was more solici-

tous than for her own. She, tht refore, consented at

Ihst; and the nuptials were celebrated with the great-
est magnificence, and with all the indications of the

most unallected ji>\
and tenderness. Ceraunus placed

the diadem on the head of his sister, and declared

her queen, in the presence of the whole army. Arsi-

noe felt a real joy, when she beheld herself so glo

riously re-established in the privileges of which she

had been divested by- the death of Lysimachus, her

fn>t husband; and she invited her new spouse to re

side with her in her own city of Cassandria, to which
she first repaired Herself, in order to make the neces-

sary preparations for his arrival. The temples, on

Tom. VII. des Mem. de 1'Academie des Inscrip.
Belles Lcllri-i. ' Justin. I. xxiv. c. 2 1
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.hat occasion, with all the public squaies and private
house-, were magnificently adorned; aiu! nothing
was to be seen but altars an I victims ready for sacri-

fice. The two sons of Arsinoe, LvMinachu*. who was
then sixteen years of age, an! Philip, ivho wa thir-

teen, both princes of admirable beautv and majestic
mu n, advanced to meet the king, with crowns on
their heads, it being a day of so much solemnity and

joy. Ceraunus threw his arms around their necks,
and embraced them with as much tenderness as could
well be expressed by the fondest of fathers.

The comic part ended here and was presently suc-

ceeded by a bloody tragedy. As soon as he entered

the city, ne seized the citadel, and ordered the two
3 .-ethers to be murdered. Those unfortunate princes
ded for refuse to the queen, who clasped them in her

rtns, and vainly endeavoured, by covering them with

her body, to save them from the daggers ol their mur-
derers, who killed them in the bosom of their moth-
er. Instead of being allowed the sad consolation of

rendering the last offices to her children, she was
first dragged out of the city, with her robes all rent,

and her liair dishevelled, and then banished into

Samothrace, with only two female servants to attend

her, mournfully considering her surviving the princes
her sons, "as the completion of all her calamities.

Providence would not suffer such
A. M. 3725. crimes to go long unpunished,' but

Ant J. C. 279. called forth a distant people to be
the ministers of its vengeance.

The Gauls, finding their own country too popu-
lous, sent out a prodigious number of people to seek

a new settlement in some other land. This swarm
of foreigners came from the extremity of the ocean,
and after proceeding along the Danube, arrived at

the outlet of the Save, and then divided themselves
into three bodies. The first, commanded by Bren-
nus and Acichorius, entered Pannonia, now known
bv the name of Hungary: the second marched into

Thrace, under Cerethrius; and Belgius led the third

into Illyrium and Macedonia.
All the nations near whose territories this people

approached, were struck with so much terror, that

instead of waiting till they were subdued, they des-

patched ambassadors to the Gauls, and thought them-
selves exceedingly happy in purchasing a peace with

money. Ptolemy Ceraunus,z 1\ingof Macedonia, was
the onlv prince who was undismayed at the tidings
of this 'formidable irruption; and running headlong
of himself on the punishment the divine vengeance
was preparing to inflict upon him for the murders
he had

perpetrated,
he advanced to meet the Gauls

with a small body of undisciplined troops,
as if it had

been as easy for him to fight 1 titles as it was to com-
mit crimes. He had even th imprudence to refuse

a supply of 20,000 men, wh ch the Dardanians, a

neighbouring people to Macedonia, offered him; and
answered with an insulting air, that Macedonia would
be much to be

pitied, if, after it had conquered all

the East by itself alone, it could need the aid of the
Dardanians to defend its frontiers; to which he ad-

ded, with a haughty tone of triumph, that he would
face the enemy with the children of those who, under
the ensigns of" Alexander, had subdued the universe.

He expressed himself in the same imperious strain

to the Gauls, who first offered him peace by a depu-
tation, in case he would purchase it; but,' conceiv-

ing this offer the result of fear, he replied, that he
would never enter into any treaty of peace with them,
unless they would deliver up some of the principal

persons of their nation to him as hostages; and that

they must likewise send him their arms, before he
would place any confidence in their promises. This,
answer was received with

contempt by the Gauls; and
we may from hence observe the methods usually

employed by the Deity, in chastising the pride and

Justin. 1. xxiv. et xxv. Pausan. 1. x. p. 643 &45.
Metnn. Exc. apud Phulium. Ecluge Diod. Sic. I. xiii.

Caliini. hymn, in Delum. el ncbol. ad eundem. Suiilat in

T*>.XT*t.
Sola* rex Macedoniie Ptolemeui adventum Gallorum

intrepidus audivit, hi]ue cum pour is et incompositis, quasi
bella non difficiliu* quamicelera palrarenlur, parricidiorum
fiiriu ag'laliii, occurriL Jtutin

injustice of princes: he first deprives them of reason
and counsel, and then abandons them to their vain

imaginations.
A few days after this event, a battle was fought

wherein the Macedonians were entirely defeated ami
cut to pieces: Ptolemy, covered with wounds, VYH

taken prisoner bv the Gauls; who, after they had cut
off his head, fixed it on a lance, and showed it to the

enemy in derision. A very inconsiderable number
of Macedonians saved themselves by flight, but all

the rest were eithi r slain or made prisoners. The
Gauls dispersed themselves, after this victory, in or
der to pillage the adjacent country ; upon which Si is-

thenes, one of the principal persons among the Ma-
cedonians, collected some tew

troops,
and taking

advantage of the disorder in which tliey then were,

destroyed a great number of their men, and obliged
the rest to quit the country.
Brennus then dtnaoea into Macedonia with his

troops; but this leader is not to be confounded with
that other Brtunus who took the city of Rome, about
a century before. Upon the intelligence he had re-

ceived of the ni-jt succe>- of Belirin*, and the gr:at
booty he had acquired, he envied him the spoils of
so rich a countrv, and immediately formed a re-

solution to have a part. When he received the nws
of that general's defeat, it only served as a new mo-
tive to hasten his march; his impatience to revenge
his countrymen uniting with his desire to enrich him-
self. Authors have not informed us what became of

Belgius and his troops; but in all probability he waj
killed in the second engagement, after which the re-

mains of his army were incorporated into that of
Brennus. Hqwever that may be, Brennus and Aci-

chorius quitted Pannonia, with an army of 150,000
foot and 15,000 horse, and entered Illyrium, in order
to pass into Macedonia and Greece.

During a sedition which happened in their march,
a body of 20,000 men drew on from the main army,
and marched, under Leonor and Lutarius, whom
they chose for their commanders, into Thrace, w^erc

they joined those whom Cerethrius had already led

into that country; after which they made themselves
masters of Byzantium, and the western coasts of the

Propontis, and then laid the adjacent country under
contribution.

Tliis desertion did not prevent
Brennus and Acichorius from con- A. M. 3726

tinuing their march; and they drew, Ant. J. C. 278.

either from Illvriumor their coun-
trvmen the Gauls, such numerous reinforcements, as

increased their army to 152,000 foot, and 61,200
horse. The hopes of booty, and some advantageous
settlement, caused a vast number of soldiers to join
in this expedition, and with this army they marched

directly to Macedonia, where they overpowered Sos-

thenes with their multitudes, and ravaged all the

country. It will soon appear by the sequel, that An-

tigonus reigned in Macedonia after the death of

Sosthenes. %

The Gauls next advanced to the straits of Ther-

mopylae, with an intention to enter Greece; but were

stopped for some time by the troops who had been

posted there, to defend that important pass: till at

last thev discovered the circuitous path which the

army of Xerxes had formerly taken in their passage
over these mountains; and the Greeks, to avoid be-

ing surrounded by the troops detached against them

by the Gauls for that purpose, were obliged to retire

and leave them a free
passage.

Brennus advanced with the main body of the army
towards Delphi, in order to pillage the immense riches

of the temple of Apollo, and ordered Acichorius to

follow him with the troops
under his command; say.

ing, at the same time, with an air of raillery, "that
the gods ought in reason to impart some of their

riches to men, who had more occasion for them than

themselves, and employed them in a better manner."
Authors have here taken an opportunity to relate

very astonishing and marvellous events:8 lor they tell

us, "that when Brennus approached the temple of

Delphi, the skies were blackened with a dreadful

Justin. 1. xxiv. e. 6 8. Pausan. U x. p. 654054
r
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lempen, and that gr^at numbers of hi= men were
destroyed bv hail and thun.itr. To which they add,
that thi* storm was attended by an earthquake, that

rent the mountains, and threw'down vast fragments
of the rocks, which crushed the Gauls by hundreds
at a time; and that the remaining troops were seized

with such a panic the ensuing night,! as caused them
to mistake their own men for the enemies, in con-

sequence of which they destroyed on another in

such a manner, that before the day grew light enough
for them to distinguish each other, above half of the

army perished by that means.

The Greeks, whom the danger of a temple so re-

vered among: them, had drawn from all parts to pre-
serve it from being plundered, were animated by an

event in which heaven itself seemed to declare in

heir favour, and charged the Gauls with so much

impetuosity, that though Acichorius had joined Bren-

nus, they were unable to sustain the shock, and were

slaughtered in vast numbers. Though Brennus had
received many wounds in several parts of his body,

yet none of them were mortal: but when he saw that

all was lost, and that the grand design he had formed
ended onlr in the destruction of his army, he was
seized with such despair, as made him resolve not to

survive his losses. He accordingly sent for all the

officer* that could be assembled, amidst the confusion

which reigned among them, and advised them to

kill all the wounded men, and make the best retreat

in their power. After this he drank as much wine
as he could, plunged his dagger into his bosom, and

expired upon the spot.
Acichorius took the command in chief upon him-

telf, and endeavoured to regain the straits ofThenno-

pylas, in order to march out of Greece, and conduct
tne sad remains of the army into their own country.
But as he was obliged to pass through a large extent
of the enemy's territories, and to hazard a battle every
tirae he wanted provisions for his troops ; and as these

were reduced to the necessity of almost always lying
in the ground, though it was then the winter season;
in a word, as they were constantly harassed from

every quarter, by the inhabitants of the countries

through which they marched, they were all destroy-
ed, either by famine, cold, distempers, or the sword ;

and of all that prodigious number of men who en-

gaged
in this expedition, not one escaped with life.

Some fabulousexaggerations may possibly be blend-
ed with the other circumstances of this event; and

chiefly with relation to the sudden tempest that arose

when the Gauls approached Delphi, ana the immense
masses of rock miraculously detached from the moun-
tains to crush the sacrilegious troops. Perhaps the
whole might be no more than a thick flight of arrows
shot by the enemies, who might likewise roll down
upon the Gauls huge stones from the tops of the

mountains. Such events are entirely natural and

customary in attacks like this, which the priests,
whose interests it was to magnify the power of their

god, might represent
as a prodigy, and as a miracu-

lous interposition ; and which the credulity ofthe peo-
ple, who are always fond of the marvellous, would

readily have credited, without a scrupulous examina-
tion into the truth of the account.
On the other hand, we hare no sufficient reason to

disbelieve auy thing which history relates of this

event. The enterprise of Brennus was undoubtedly
a sacrilegious impiety, and

injurious to religion, as

well as to the Deity himself; for he spoke and acted
in the manner already represented, not from any con-
viction that those gods were the mere

offspring of
fable (for he did not think better on that

subject
than

the Greeks themselves,) but from an absolute con-

tempt of a divinity in general. The idea of a God is

impressed on the hearts of all men, and they have,

through all ages and in all countries, believed it to
be their duty to render certain honours to him. The
Pagans were deceived in their

application
of this

principle, but all acknowledged tne necessity of it.

The Deity, therefore, in mere goodness to mankind,

> The ancient! thought these kind* of terror were infu-
ed into the mind by the God Pan. Other reaioof are like-

wise uiignetf for that name.

mar have caused his vengeance to be displayed froii

time to time against those, even among the heathen*
who testified an open contempt of a Supreme Beimj
in order to preserve the traces and principles of reli

gion in their minds, by some extraordinary indica
lions of his anger, till it pleased him to afford them
clearer lights by the ministration of the Mediator, at

the appointed time, to whom was reserved the in-

struction of mankind in that pure worship which th

only true God required from them. We likewise
see that the Divine Being, in order to

|
reserve aione

men a due respect for his providence, and a belief
of hi?

peculiar
attention to all their actions, has bee

careful, from time to time, to punish perjnrie* and
other heinous offences in a singular manner tvtn

among the Pagans themselves, riv which means the
belief of that capital article, the n"rst tie which con-
nects man with God, was maintained amidst all the
darkness of Paganism, and the

profligacy
of manners

which then prevailed. But it is now ti rnc to return
to the Gauls.
Leonor and Lutarius,2 who had formed a separata

body, and had established themselves an the Propon-
tis, advanced to the Hellespont, and surprised Lvsim-
achia, after which they made themselves masters of
all theThracian Chersonesus; but a difference arising
between the two chiefs, thev separated from each
other. Lutarius continued his march along the Hel-

lespont, and Leonor returned tr Byzantium with the

greatest part of the army.
The latter having afterwards passed the Bosphorus,

and the other the Hellespont, they met again in Asia
where a reconciliation being effected between them,

they rejoined their forces, and entered into the ser-

vice of Kicomedes king of Bithynia. This prince,
after he had reduced his brother Zypetes by their

assistance, and regained the possession of all his fa-

ther's dominions, assigned to them, for their settle-

ment, that part of Asia Minor which took from them
the denomination of Gallo-Graecia, or Galatia. Th
canonical Epistle of St. Paul to the Galatian .vas

written to the descendants of this people ;
and St.

Jerom, about 600 years after the time of which w
are now speaking, declared, that they continued to

speak in the same language he had heard at Treves.
The remainder of those who continued iu Thrace

engaged afterwards in the war with Antigonus Gona-
tas, who reigned in Macedonia, and most of them
were then destroyed. Those few who escaped, either

passed into Asia, and rejoined their counti-r^n in

Galatia, or dispersed themselves into other Vegio'ja,
where no farther mention is made of them. In this

manner ended that terrible inundation of barbarians

which had threatened Macedonia and all Greece with
entire destruction.

After the death of Sosthenes,*
who had defeated the Gauls, and A. M. 3728.

reigned for some time in Macedo- Ant. J. C. 276.

nia, Antiochus, the son of Seleu-
cus Nicator, and Antigonus Gonatas, the son of D-
metrius Poliorcetes, formed pretensions to that crown
which their fathers had enjoyed, one after the other.

Antigonus, who after the fatal expedition of his fa-

thereinto Asia, had reigned ten years in Greece

finding the state of his affairs more favourable tha

those of his competitor, was the first who ascended
the throne, but each of them raised great armies
and contracted powerful alliances, the one to sup-

port himself in bis new conquests, and the other t

dispossess him. Nicomedes, king of Bithynia, har-

ing espoused the party of Antigonus on this occa-

sion, Antiochus, when he was preparing to enter

Macedonia, was unwilling to leave so powerful an

enemy in his rear. Instead, therefore, of passing
the Hellespont, he suddenly poured his troops into

Bithynia, which then became the theatre of the war.

The forces were <t first so equal, that neither party
would presume to tttack the other, and continued

for some time in thai state of inaction; during which
a treaty was concerted, in consequence of which

Antigonus espoused Phila, the daughter of Strato-

nice and Seleucus, and Antiochus resigned to him

Lir. 1. xxxviii. n. 16. Memnon apud Phot, f 18.
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his pretensions to the throne of Macedonia. In this

manner he remained in peaceable possession of it,

and transmitted it to his posterity, who enjoyed it

for several generations, to the time of Per-eu-, t! t

last of this race, who was defeated by Paulus Kini-

lius, and divested of his dominions, which the Ro-
mans, a few years after, formed into a province of
the empire.

Antiochus, having- thus disenga-
A. M. 3729. ged himself from this war, march-

Ant. J. C. 275. ed against the Gauls, who, after

settling in the land granted them

by Nicomedes, were continually making incursions

on all sides, by which
they extremely incommoded

their neighbours. Antiochus defeated them with

great slaughter, and delivered the country from their

oppression. This action acquired him the title of

Soter, which signifies a deliverer.

SECTION VI. PTOLEMY PHILADELPHUS CAUSES
THE BOOKS OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURE, PRESERVED
BY THE JEWS WITH THE UTMOST CARE, TO BE
TRANSLATED INTO THE GREEK LANGUAGE, AS AN
ORNAMENT TO HIS LIBRARY. THIS IS CALLED THE
VERSION OF THE 6EPTUAGINT.

THE tumult of the wars, which a

A. M. 3727. diversity of interests had kindled

\nt. J. C. 277. among the successor* of Alexander

throughout the whole extent of
their territories, did not prevent Ptolemy Philadel-

phus from devoting his utmost attention to the noble

library which he had founded in Alexandria, wherein
he deposited the most valuable and curious books he
was capable of collecting from all parts of the world.

This prince being informed, that the Jews possessed
a work which contained the laws of Moses and th

history of that people, formed the design of having
it translated out of the Hebrew language into the

Greek, in order to enrich his library with that per-
formance. To accomplish this design it became ne-

cessary for him to address himself to the high-priest
of the Jewish nation; but the affair happened to be
Attended with great difficulty. There was at that

lime a
Tery

considerable number of Jews in Egypt,
who had been reduced to a state of slavery by Pto-

lemy Soter, during the invasions of Judaea in his

time; and it was represented to the king, that there

would be no probability of obtaining from that peo-

ple
either a copy, or a faithful translation of their

law, while he suffered such a number of their coun-

trymen to continue in their present servitude. Pto-
U my, who always acted with the utmost generosity,
and was extremely solicitous to enlarge his library,
did not hesitate a moment, but issued a decree for

restoring all the Jewish slaves in his dominions to

their liberty; with orders to his treasurer to pay
twenty drachmas ' a head to their masters for their

ransom. The sum expended on this occasion amoun-
ted to 400 talents;* whence it

appears,
that 120,000

Jews recovered their freedom. The king then gave
orders for discharging the children born in slavery,
with their mothers; and the sum employed for that

purpose amounted to above half the former.

These advantageous preliminaries gave Ptolemy
hopes that he should easily obtain his request from
the high-priest, whose name was Eleazar. He had
sent ambassadors to that pontiff, with a very obliging
letter on his part, accompanied with magnificent pre-
sents. The ambassadors were received at Jerusalem
with all imaginable honours, and the king's request
was granted with the greatest joy. Upon which they
returned to Alexandria with an authentic copy of

the Mosaic law, written in letters of gold, given
them by the

high-priest himself, with six elders of
each tribe, that is to say, seventy-two in the whole;
and they were authorized to translate that copy into

the Greek language.
The king was desirous of seeing these deputies,

and proposed to each of them a different question, in

order to malce a trial of their capacity. He was sa-

tisfied with their answers, in which great wisdom

appeared, and loaded them with presents, and other

About 10* About 60,0<W.

marks of his friendship. The elders were then con
ducted to the isle of Pharos, and lodged in a house

prepared for their reception, where they were plen-

tifully supplied
with all necessary accommodation*.

They applied themselves to their work without losing
time, and in seventy-two days completed the volume
which is commonly called the Septuagint Version.1

The whole was afterwards read and approved in the

presence of the king, who particularly admired the
wisdom of the laws of Moses, and dismissed the

seventy-two deputies with extremely magnificent
presents; part of which were for themselves, others
for the high-priest, and the remainder for the temple.
Ex]>enses of this nature, though very considerable,
never ruin a state, and do a prince great honour.
The author from whom these facts are extracted

is Arist<eas, who represents himself as one of the offi-

cers of the guard to Ptolemy Philadelphia. He add*
a number of other circumstances, which I have omit-

ted, because they seem more improbable than those
I have inserted! It is pretended that the writers,
whether Jews, as Aristobulus, Philo, and Josephus;
or Christians, as Justin, Irenaeus, Clement of Alex-
andria, Hilary, Austin, and some others, who hare

employed their pens on the subject of the septuagint
version, have founded all their relations on the mere
veracity of Aristaeus, when the work that bears hi

name is thought to be a spurious piece. Some of
these authors have added circumstances which are

generally disbelieved, because they have too much
of the marvellous in them. Philo declares,* that

though their translations were made in separate apart-
nii ni-, vet not the least difference either in the sense,
or in the mode of expression which they used, was
to be found, but that, on the contrary, they every
where coincided even to a single word ; from whence
he concludes, that these persons were not mere trans-

lators, but men inspired by the spirit of God, who
guided them on that occasion, and dictated the
whole to them, even to the minutest word. Justin,

and, after him, the other fathers already mentioned,
suppose that each of the seventy-two interpreters

performed
his version in a separate cell, without the

least correspondence with each other, and yet that
all their translations were perfectly conformable to

each other in every particular.
I have frequently declared my resolution not to

enter into any historical disquisitions of this nature,
which require much time and learning; and would,
therefore, call off my attention too long from my
principal object. The reader may consult the learn-

ed Prideaux, who has treated th'is subject at large.
All that can be depended upon, and which no one
has thought fit to contest, is, that a translation of the
sacred books from the Hebrew into the Greek wag
made in Egypt in the time of the Ptolemies; that we
have this translation still extant, and that it is the
same that was used in the time of our blessed Sa-

viour, as most of the passages in the original Greek,
cited by the sacred writers in the New Testament
from the Old, are to be found, word for word, in this

version. It still subsists, and continues to be used in

the Oriental churches; as it also was
by

those of the

primitive ages, among whom it passed lor a canonical
translation.

This version, therefore, which rendered the scrip-
tures of the Old Testament intelligible to a vast num-
ber of people, became one of the most considerable
fruits of the Grecian conquests; and was evidently
comprehended in the design which God had in view
when he delivered up all the East to the Greeks, and

supported them in those regions, notwithstanding
their divisions and jealousies, their wars, and tlie fre-

quent revolutions that happened among them. In
this manner did God prepare the way for the preach-
ing of the Gospel, which was then approaching, and
facilitate the union of so many nation* of different

languages and manners into one society, and the same

worship and doctrines, by the instrumentality of on*

It if called the Beptaag int for the uk* of the rov*4
number 70, bat the sacred books were triuuuied by sereniy-
two persons.

Philo de vita Moiii. 1. ii. p. 653
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language, the finest, most copious, and most correct

that was ever spoken in the world, and which became
common to all the countries that were conquered by
Alexander

SECTION VII. THE VARIOUS EXPEDITIONS OF
PYRRHt'S: FIRST, INTO ITALY; WHERE HE FIGHTS
TWO BATTLES WITH THE ROMANS. THE CHARAC-
TER AM) ClINDUCT OF CINEAS. SECONDLY, INTO

SICILY; ANDTHEN INTO ITALY AGAIN. HIS THIRD
ENGAGEMENT WITH THE ROMANS, WHEREIN HE IS

DEFEATED. HIS EXPEDITION INTO MACEDONIA,
OF WHICH HE MAKES HIMSELF MASTER FOR SOME
TIME, AFTER HAVING OVERTHROWN ANTIGONUS.
MIS EXPEDITION INTO PELOPONNESUS. HE FOR.MS

THE SIEGE OF SPARTA, BUT WITHOUT SUCCESS.

IS SLAIN AT THAT OF ARGOS. THE DEPUTATION
FROM PHILADELPHIA TO THE ROMANS, AND FROM
THE ROMANS TO PHILADELPHUS.

PYRRHUS, 1 when he returned into Epirus, after he
had entirely abandoned Macedonia, might hare pas-
sed his days in tranquillity among his subjects, and

enjoyed the sweets of peace, by governing his people
agreeably to the rules of justice. But a disposition
so active and impetuous as his own, in conjunction
with a restless and ardent ambition, was incapable of

being at rest itself, or suffering others to be so. This

indisposition of mind was, in reality, a real disease,
a raging fever, which knew no intermission. In a

word, he grew insupportable
to himself, and was con-

tinually flying from himself in pursuit of foreign ob-

jects, and in following from country to country, a

felicity no where to be found. He therefore seized,
with joy, the first opportunity that offered for plung-
ing himself into new engagements.

The inhabitants of Tarentum
A. M. 3724. were then at war with the Romans,

Ant. J. C. 280. and their own country not furnish-

ing them with generals of sufficient

abilities to oppose such formidable enemies, they
turned their eyes towards Epirus, and despatched
ambassadors thither, not only from themselves, but
from all the Greeks in Italy, with magnificent pre-
sents for Pyrrhus. They had orders to tell him, that

they only wanted a leader of experience and reputa-
tion ; that they had a competent number of good
troops, and by only assembling the forces of the Lu-

cauians, Messapians, Samnites, and Tarentines, were
in a condition to bring an army of 20,000 horse and
350,000 foot into the field. The joy with which

Pyrrhus received a
proposal

so agreeable to his dis-

position, and so conformable to his character, may be

easily imagined. The Epirots, by his example, con-
ceived a warm desire and violent passion fur this

war.
A Thessalian, named Chit-as, was then at the court

of Pyrrhus. He was a man of great judgment, and

having been the disciple of Demosthenes, was distin-

guished from all the orators of that time, not only for

coming the nearest to the force and eloquence of that

great master, but for having been most successful in

deriving, from so excellent a school, the solid princi-

ples and truest maxims of sound policy. This per-
son was much attached to Pyrrhus, who had employ-
ed him on embassies to several cities with whom he
had negotiations to transact. Cineas, through the
whole course of these employments, Confirmed, by
his conduct, the truth of this expression of Eurip-
ides, "that the eloquence of an enemy is no less

powerful than his sword;" and Pyrrhus accordingly
declared, that he had gained more cities by the elo-

quence of Cineas, than ne himself had conquered by
tne force of arms. For this reason he entertained
the greatest esteem for him, conferred many honours

upon him, and employed him in the most important
ill'airs. A man of this character is always an inesti-

mable treasure, and would constitute the happiness
of a prince and his people, were his counsels atten-
ded to.

Ciiiran, perceiving that Pvrrhus was preparing to

pass into Italy, and finding trim one day disengaged

Plut. in. Pyrrh. p. 390-W. Puan. I. i. p. 21, 22.
JMUII. I. xriii. c. 1, 2.

from business, and in a temper not to be olfendeil

with innocent liberties, entered into a free conxvr.sa-

tion with that prince.
" Your majesty ii:tt n:!c." >:.u'.

he, "to march against the Romans; should the gods
vouchsafe to render you victorious, what advantage
shall you derive from your conquest?" "Were the

Romans once subdued," replied Pyrrhus, "all Italj
would then be ours." "

Supposing ourselves master*
of that country," continued Cineas, " how should we

proceed
next 7" Pyrrhus, who did not yet perceiv*

his drift, continued, "Sicily will then present itselt

to us, and you know the importance of that island."

"But will our expeditions," added Cineas, "end
with the conquest of Sicily.'"

"
A"o, certainly," re-

plied Pyrrhus, with emotion; "should we stop sho 1"*

in so glorious a career? If the gods are pleased to

crown us with success, these would be only preludes
to more glorious enterprises. Carthage', with all

Africa, Macedonia, my ancient domain, every pro-
vince in Greece, shall be part of our future con-

quests."
" And when we have conquered all we can,

how shall we dispose of ourselves i" "
Dispose of

ourselves! We will live at our ease. We will pass
whole days in feasts and agreeable conversation, and
think of nothing but enjoying ourselves." " Ah! my
lord," interrupted Ciueas, "and what prevents us

now from living at our ease, making entertainments,

celebrating festivals, and enjoying ourselves to the

utmost? Why should we go so far in search of a

happiness already in our power, and pay so dear for

what we may now enjoy without the least trouble?"
This discourse of Cineas affected Pyrrhus, but did

not reform him. He could make no reasonable ob-

jection to what he had heard : but his natural ardour,
more predominant, more durable, urged him on in

pnrsuit of a phantom of glory, that was always pre-
senting a delusive and glittering outside to his view,
and would nut permit him to enjoy the least repose,
either by night or by day.
Monsieur Paschal has considered the reflection of

Cineas, in the 26th chapter of his Thoughts; whereia
he has explained, in an admirable manner, the origil
of all the tumultuous employments of mankind, and
of all which the world calls diversion or pastime.
" The soul," says that great man, " discovers nothing
in herself that can furnish her with contentment.
Whatever she beholds there afflicts her when she
considers it sedately. This obliges her to have re-

course to external employments, that she may lose in

them the remembrance of her real state. In this

oblivion consists her joy; and, to render her misera-

ble, no more is wanting than to oblige her to enter

into, and converse with herself."

He then proceeds to justify the truth of this reflec-

tion by a variety of examples;
after which he adds

the following remarks: " When Cineas told Pyrrhus,
who proposed to live at ease when he had conquered
a large part of the world, that it would be better for

him to hasten his intended happiness, by enjoying
that repose which was then in nis power, without

going in quest of it through such a number of fa-

tigues; he gave him advice that was attended with

many dilliculties, and which seemed almost as irra-

tional as the design of that ambitious youth. Each
of them supposed, that man was capable i( being
satisfied with himself and his

present enjoyments
without filling up the void in his heart with imagi-

nary hopes, which is certainly false. Pyrrhus could
not be happy, either before or after he had conquer-
ed the world; and perhaps the life of ease recom-
mended to him by his minister would have proved
less satisfactory to him, than the hurry of all the

wars and expeditions which he meditated."

It is certain, however, that neither the philosopher
nor the conqueror were capable of knowing thus

thoroughly the heart of man. Pyrrhus, therefore,

immediately despatched Cineas to the Tarentiuet

with a detachment of 3000 foot; soon after which a

lanre number of flat-bottomed vessels, galleys, and
alfsorts of transport-ships, arriving from Tarentum,
he embarked on board them twenty elephants, 3000

horse, 20,000 heavy-armed foot, 2,000 archers, and
500 slingers.

All being ready, he set sail; but as soon as be nad
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dranred into the
open sea, a violent tempest arose

Ironi the north, and drove him out of his course. The
vesM I in which he was. yielded at first to the furv of
the storm, but the exertions of the pilot and mariners
wer< employed so effectually, that he at last gained
the coast of" Italy, after a voyage of infinite fatigue
and danger. The other ship- were incapable of

holding the same course. At last a strong gale sprung
up from the land, and the waves beat so violently

against the head of the king's ship, that they expect-
ed it to founder immediately. Pyrrhusdid notnesi-
tate a moment in this extremity, but threw himself

Into the sea, and was immediately followed by his

friend" and guards, who vied with each other to save

him at the hazard of their own lives; but the night,
which happened to be extremely dark, and the im-

petuous bursting of the waves upon the coast, from
whence they were repelled with a loud roar, made
it very difficult for them to assist him, till at last the

king, "after he had struggled with the winds and
waves for a considerable part of the night, was cast

the next morning on the shore, the wind being then

considerably abated. The long fatigue he had sus-

tained, weakened him to such a degree, that nothing
but his courage, always great and invincible, pre-
vented him from sinking under it.

In the mean time the Messapians, on whose coast

the waves had cast him, hastened to him with the

utmost speed, to tender him all the assistance in

their power. They also went to meet some of his

ships that had escaped the storm; but the cavalry

they found on board were very inconsiderable in

number, and the infantry amounted to no more than

2000 men, with two efephants. Pyrrhus, after he

had drawn them up in a body, led them directly to

Tan ntum.

Cineas, as soon as he received intelligence of his

approach, advanced to him with his troops. Pvrrhus,
when he arrived at Tarentum, was extremely sur-

prised to find the inhabitants solely engaged in plea-
ures, in which it was their usual custom to indulge,
without the least moderation or intermission. And
they nr>w took it for granted, that whilst Pvrrhus

fought for them, they might quietly continue in their

-ulelv .employed in bathing, using ex-

quisite perfumes, "feasting, and recreations. Pvrrhus
was unwilling to lay them under any constraint, till

be had received intelligence that his ships were safe,

and till the greatest part of his army had joined
him. He treated them like one determined to be
their master. He began with shutting up all the

public gardens and places of exercise, where the in-

habitants usually entertained themselves with news,
and regulated all the management of the war as they
walked together. He also suspended their feasts

and public shows, and was altogether as severe upon
the aemhlies of newsmongers. In a word, he com-

pelled them to take arms, and behaved at all musters
and reviews with inexorable severity to those who
had failed in their duty. In consequence of which,
several who had never been accustomed to so rigor-
ous a discipline, withdrew from the city: thinking it

an in-tipportahle servitude, to be debarred from the

full enjoyment of their effeminate plea-ures.

Pyrrht'*, about this time, received information that

Levinus the consul was advancing against him with
a powerful army, and that he was then in Lucania,
where he burn and destroyed all the country around
him. Though the allies of Pyrrhus had not \.t-t n;

him any succours, nevertheless as he thought" it very
dishonourable to permit the enemy to approach near-

er him. and commit their ravages in his sight, he

took the field with the few troops he had. But be-

fore he engaged in any hostilities, he despatched a

herald to demand of the Romans, whether they would
consent, before the commencement of the war, to an
amicable accommodation of the differences between
them and the Greeks.of Italy, by referring the whole
affair to his judgment and decision? To which Levi-

BUS the consul made this reply,
" That the Romans

either took Pyrrhus for an arbiter, nor feared him
M an enemy.

Pyrrhus, upon receiving this answer advanced with
bit troops, and encamped in a p'aia between the

Vot I1.-9

cities of Pandosia and Heraclea; and when he nearn

that the Romans were very near him, and were en-

camped on the other side of the river Siris, he
mounted his horse, and approached the bank, to take

a view of thtir situation. When he saw the appear-
ance of their troops, their advanced guards, the fin*

order which was tverv where maintained, and the

judicious disposition of" their camp, he was astonish-

ed at what he saw; and addressing himself to one of
his friends, who was then near him "Megacles,"
said he,

" the array of these barbarians is by no
means barbarous: we shall see whether other circum-
stance* will correspond with this appearance."

1 And
already under apprehension for the success of the

future, he resolved to await the arrival of the allies:

thinking it sufficient, at that time, to post a body of

troops on the bank of the river, to oppose the Ro-
mans, if they should attempt to Pa**; out this pre-
caution was then too late, for the Roman iufantry had

;brded the stream, and the cavalry pased it

where they found it practicable. The advanced troops
of Pyrrhus, therefore, not finding themselves suffi-

ciently strong, and fearing to be surrounded by their

enemies, were obliged to join the main army with

great precipitation; so that Pyrrhus, who had arrived
there a few moments before, with the rest ot his

troops, had not time to dispute the passage with the

enemy.
n as he saw a great number of Roman buck

lers
glittering on this side of the river, and their ca

valry advancing towards him in fine order, he closed
his ranks, and began the attack. The lustre and
beauty of his arms, which were very magnificent,

distinguished him in a particular manner; and his

actions made it evident, that the reputation he had

acquired did not exceed his merit. For while he en-

gaged in the battle, without sparing his own person,
and bore down all before him, he did not lose sight
of the duties of general; and amidst the greatest

dangers was perfectly cool, despatched his commands
with as much tranquillity as if he had been in his

palace; and sprung from place to place, to reinstate

what was amiss, and sustain those who suffered most

During the heat of the engagement, one of the Ita-

lian horse, with a lance in his hand, singled out

Pyrrhus from all the rest of his troops, and followed
him with the utmost ardour wherever he went, direct-

ing all his own motions by those of the king. And
having at last found a favourable opportunity, he

aimed a furious stroke st him, but wounded onfy his

horse. At the same time Leonatus of Macedon kill-

ed the Italian's horse. Both horses being down,
Pyrrhus was immediately surrounded by a troop of
his friends, who carried him off, and killed the Ita-

lian, who fought with great bravery.
This adventure taught Pyrrhus to use more pre-

caution than he bad
practised before, and obliged

him to be more careful of himself; which is an indis-

pensable duty in a general, on whose welfare that ol

a whole army depends. When he beheld his caval-

ry give wav, he ordered his infantry to advance, and
immediatefv drew it up. Then giving his mantle
and arms to Megacles, one of his friends, he put ot

those of the latter, and vigorously charged the Ro-
man-, who received him with great intrepidity. The
battle was ob-tinat.lv disputed on both sides and
the victory long continued doubtful. Authors sar
that each army gave way seven times, and as oftca

returned to the charge.
Pyrrhus, by changing his arms, took a proper me-

thod for the preservation of his life; though, in the

event, it almost proved fatal to him, and was on the

point of wresting the victory out of his hands. Th
enemies threw themselves in throngs about M sa-

cles, whom they took to be the king; and he was at

last wounded by a horseman, who hurled him to the

ground, after he had torn off his helmet and mantle,
which he carried full speed to Levinus the ion-u!;
and as he showed them to him, cried out aloud, that

he had slain Pyrrhus. These
spoils being borne in

triumph through all the ranks, failed the whole Ro-

* The Greek* eoniidered all odier nation* at barbtmM
and treated them accordingly.

r t
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man aimy with inexpressible joy. All the field re-

tounded with acclamations of victory, while the

Grecian tioops were struck with consternation and

dismay.
Pyrrhus, who perceived the terrible effect of this

mistake, flew bareheaded through all the lines, hold-

ing out at the same time his hand to the soldiers,

and makinghimself known to them by his voice and

gestures. The battle was then renewed, and the ele-

phants were chiefly instrumental in deciding the vic-

tory. For when Pyrrhus saw the Romans broken by
those animals, and that the horses, instead of ap-

proaching them, were so terrified that they ran away
with their riders, he immediately led up the Thes-
galian cavalry against them, while they were in con-

fusion, and put them to flight, after having made a

great slaughter of them.

Dionysius of Halicarnassus writes, that near 15,000
Romans were killed in this battle, and that Pyrrhus
lost 13,000 of his men. But other historians make
the loss less on both sides.

Pyrrhus immediately made himself master of the

enemy's camp, which they had abandoned, brought
over several cities from their alliance, ravaged all

the country around him, and advanced within fifteen

leagues of Rome.
The Lucanians and Samnites having joined him

after the battle, he severely reproached them for

their delay. But his air andaspect made it evident,
that he was exceedingly delighted at bottom, that
his

troops,
in conjunction with the Tarentines alone,

had defeated so well disciplined and numerous an

army of the Romans, without the assistance of his

allies.

The Romans, however, were not dejected at the

great loss they had sustained
;
and instead of recall-

ing Levinus, were solely intent on preparations for a

second battle. This greatness of soul, which mani-
fested so much steadiness and intrepidity, surprised
and even terrified Pyrrhus. He, therefore, thought
it prudent to despatch a second embassy, in order to

sound their dispositions, and to see if they would not
incline to some expedient for an amicable accom-

modation; and in the mean time returned to Taren-
tum. Cineas, therefore, being sent to Rome, had
several conferences with the

principal citizens, and
sent presents in the name of the king to them and
their wives: but not one would receive them. They
all replied, and even their wives, that when Rome
should have made a public treaty with the king, it

would be time enough to express his satisfaction

with regard to them.
When Cineas was introduced to the senate, he ac-

quainted them with the proposals of his master, who
offered to deliver up his prisoners to the Romans
without any ransom, and to aid them in the conquest
of all Italy; requiring, at the same time, no other re-

turn but their friendship, and a sufficient
security for

the Tarentines. Several of the senators seemed in-

clinable to a peace: and this was no unreasonable dis-

position. They had lately been defeated in a great
battle, and were on the point of hazarding another of
much more importance. They had likewise every
thing to dread; the forces of Pyrrhus having been

considerably augmented by the junction of several of
the states of Italy his allies.

The Roman courage, in this conjuncture, seemed
to stand in need of the animated spirit of the cele-

brated Appius Claudius, an illustrious senator, whose
great age and toss of

sight
had obliged him to con-

fine himself to his family, and retire from public
affairs. When he understood, by the confused re-

port which was then dispersed through the
city,

that
the senators were disposed to accept the offers of

Pyrrhus, he caused himself to be carried into the

assembly, which kept a profound silence the moment
he appeared. There the venerable old man, whose
leal for the honour of his country seemed to have in-

spired him with all his ancient vigour, made it evi-

dent, by reasons equally solid and affecting, that they
were on the point of destroying, by an infamous

treaty, all the glorl which Rome had hitherto ac-

quired.
"
Where, said he, with the warmth of a

noble indignation, "where is the spirit th?t suggest-

ed the bold language you once utterer! and whos
accents rung through all the world, whvn you de-

clared, that if the great Alexander hini'tlf had in-

vaded Italy, when we were young, and our futlu-ra

in the vigour of their age, he neTer would have t;:iu-
ed the reputation of being invincible, but would have
added new lustre to the glory of Romi , either by
his flight or death! Is it possible, the-, that you
now tremble at the mere name of a Pj rrhus, who
has passed his days in cringing to one oi ihe guard*
of that very Alexander, and who now vv-ndei> like

a wretched adventurer, from country to country to
avoid the enemies he has at home; and i ho has th
insolence to promise you the conquest ol Italy, with
those very troops who have not been ab! t to secure
to him a small tract of Macedonia!" He added
many other things of the same nature, which re-

kindled the Roman bravery, and dispell :d the ap-
prehensions of the senators; who unani uously re-

turned this answer to Cineas :
" That Pyrr lus should

first retire from Italy; after which, if he lould find

himself disposed for peace, he might set d an em-

bassy to solicit it: but that, as long as he :ontinued
in arms in their country, the Romans we ild main-
tain the war against him with all their fore , though
he should even vanquish ten thousand suf h leaders
as Levinus."

It is said, that Cineas, during his conti ^uance at

Rome in order to negotiate a
peace, took very me-

thod, as might be expected from a man <

"

wisdom
and address, to inform himself of the ma ners and
customs of the Romans; to scrutinize theii public as
well as private conduct; to study the forn and con-
stitution of their government; and to obtai > as exact
an account as possible of the forces and re 'enues of
tbc

republic,
When he returned to Tar. ntum, he

gave the king a faithful relation of all the d scoverien

he had made in his conferences with the principal
men of Rome, and told him, among other pi rticulars,
" That the senate seemed to him an assc mbly of

kings." A just and noble idea of that aug ist body!
And with respect to the numerous inhabit ints who
filled the streets and all parts of the country, I e added,
" I greatly fear we are fighting with a hydVa

'

C'ine-

as, indeed, had some reason for this remarl , for the
consul Levinus had at that time an army in the field

twice as numerous as the first, and there w 'e left in

Rome an infinite number of nit >, capable o bearing
arms, and forming many armies as powerfi 1 as that

which had been newly levied.

The return of Cineas to Tarentum was imi ediutely
succeeded by the arrival of ambassadors sei i to Pyr-
rhus from the Romans, among whom was 1 ibricius,

who, as Cineas informed the king, was highl esteem
ed at Rome as a very virtuous man, and om well ex

perienced in military affairs, but-that his fo tune wa*

extremely low. Pyrrhus received them wi h extra-

ordinary marks of distinction, and treated t *m with
all possible honours. The ambassadors, at tl eir audi-

ence, said every thing suitable to the prei ;nt con-

juncture; and as they imagined he might I e elated

by the victory he had obtained over thei troops,

they represented to him the vicissitudes an 1 incon-

stancy of fortune, which no prudence of m .n could
foresee f that the greatest overthrows in i he field

were incapable of depressing the Roman f >rtitude,

and consequently it could never be alarme 1 at any
little disadvantage; that the

examples
of to many

enemies as they had defeated, should teach Pvrrhua
to reflect on the enterprise he was forming; that \us

would find, at all events, enemies prepared to receive

him, and in a capacity to defend themselves. They
concluded their remonstrances with leaving it to his

choice, either to receive a ransom for their soldiers

who were then his prisoners of war, or to exchange
them for such of his troops as the Romans had taken

from him.

Pyrrhus,
1 after a consultation with his friends, an

swered the ambassadors to this effect: " Romans, it

is with an ill grace you demand the prisoners I have

taken from you, to employ them against me, after

your refusal of the peace I proposed. If you have

i Dion Halicarn. Excerpt. Legal, p. 744 748
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nly n view your own real interest and mine, it is

not j.eccssary to have recourse to such evasions. Be
it your care to end, by an amicable trratv, the war

you are maintaining; against me and my allies, and I

promise to restore you all my prisoners, as well vour
citizen* as your confederates, without the ransom

you offer me. If you reject this condition, it it in

vain for you to
imagine

that Pynhus will ever be

prevailed upon to release so great a number of sol-

diers."

When he had returned this answer to the ambassa-

dors, he took Fabricius aside, and addressed him in

the following manner: " As for you, Fabricius, I am
sensible of your merit. I am likewise informed that

you are an excellent general, and
perfectly qualified

for the command of an army; that justice and tempe-
rance are united in your character, and that you pass
I: i a person of consummate virtue. But I am like-

wise acquainted with your poverty; and must con-

fess, that fortune, in this particular alone, has treated

foa wilh injustice, by misplacing you in the class of

indigent senators. In order, therefore, to supply
that sole deficiency, I am ready to give you as much
old and silver as will raise you above the richest

citizen of Rome; being fullv persuaded, that no ex-

pense can be more honourable to a prince than that

which is employed in the relief of great men, who
are compelled by their poverty to lead a life un-

worthv of their virtue; and that this is the noblest

purpose to which a king can possibly devote his trea-

sures.' At the same time, I must desire you to be-

lieve, that I have no intention to exact anv unjust or

dishonourable service from you as a return of grati-
tude. I expect nothing from you but what is per-

fectly consistent with your honour, and what will

dd to your authority and importance in your own
country. Let me, therefore, conjure you to assist

me with your influence in the Roman senate, which
has hitherto assumed an air of too much inflexibility
with relation to the treaty I proposed, and has never
consulted the rules of moderation in any respect.
Make them sensible, I entreat vou, that I have given
my solemn word to assist the Tarentines and other
Greeks who are settled in this part of Italy; and I

cannot in honour abandon them, especially as I am
now a; the head of a powerful army that has already
gained me a battle. I must, however, acquaint you,
that I am called, by some pressing affairs, to my own
dominions; and this is the circumstance which makes
me more earnestly wish for peace. As to any other

particulars, if niv quality as a king causes me to be

suspected by the senate, because a number of other

princes have openly violated the faith of treaties and

alliances, without the least hesitation; become my
surety vourself on this occasion; assist me with your
counsels in all my proceedings, and command my
armies under me. I want a virtuous man and a faith-

ful friend; and you as much need a prince, whose
liberalities may enable you to be more useful, and to

do more good to mankind. Let us, therefore, con-
sent to render mutual assistance to each other, in all

the future events of our lives.
'

Pyrrhus, having expressed himself in this manner,
Fabricius, after a few moments' silence, replied to

him in these terms: "
It is needless for me to make

any mention of the
exjierieace I may possibly have

in the conduct of public or private affairs, since you
have been informed of that from others. With re-

pect also to niv poverty, you seem to be so well ac-

quainted with it, that it would be unnecessary for

Die to assure you I have no money to turn to advan-

tage, nor any slaves from whom I derive the least

revenue: that my whole fortune consists in a house
of no considerable appearance; and in a little spot
of groun;! that furnishes me with my support. But
if vou believe my poverty renders my condition in-

ferior to that of every other Roman, and that, while
I am discharging the duties of an honest man, I am
the less considered because I happen not to be of
the number of the rich; permit

me to acquaint you,
that the idea you conceive of me, is not just, and
that whether any other may have inspired you with
that opinion, or whether you only suppose so your-
self, you are deceived. Though I do not possess

riches, I never did imagine my indigence a prejn-
dice to me, whether I consider myself as a public ot

private person. Did my necessitous circumstances
ever induce my country to exclude me from thos

glorious employments, that are the noble objects of
the emulation of great souls? I am invested witn
the highest dignities, and see myself placed at the

head of the. most illustrious embassies. I assist also

at the most august ceremonies, and even the most
sacred functions of divine worship are confided to

my care. Whenever the most important affairs are
the subject of deliberation, I hold my rank in coun-

cils, and offer my opinion with as much freedom as

another. I am upon an equal footing with the rich-

est and most powerful persons in the republic; and
if any circumstance causes me to complain, it is mj
receiving

too much honour and applause from my
fellow-citizens. The employments I discharge cost

me nothing of my own, no more than any other Ro-
man. Rome never reduces her citizens to a ruinous

condition, by raising them to the magistracy. She

gives all necessary supplies to those whom she em-

ploys in public stations, and bestows them with libe-

rality and magnificence. Rome, in this particular,
differs from any other cities, where the public is

extremely poor, and private persons immensely rich.

We are all in a state of affluence as long as the re-

public is so, because we consider her treasures as

our own. As the rich and the poor are equally
admitted to her employments, according as shejudges
them worthy of confidence, she places all her citi-

zens upon an equality, and knows no distinction be-

tween them but that of merit and virtue. As to my
own private affairs, I am so far from repining at my
fortune, that I think I am the happiest of men when
I compare myself with the rich, and find a certain

satisfaction, and even pride, in that fortune. My
little field, poor and unfertile as it is, supplies me
with whatever 1 want, when I am careful to cultivate

it as I ought, and to lay up the fruits it produces.
What can I want more? Every kind of food is

agreeable to my palate, when seasoned by hunger:
I drink with delight when I thirst, and I enjoy all

the sweetness of sleep when fatigued with toil. 1

content myself with a habit that covers me from the

rigours of winter; and of all the various kinds of fur-

niture necessary for the same uses, the meanest is,

in my opinion, the most commodious. I should be

unreasonable, and unjust, were I to complain of for-

tune, whilst she supplies me. with all that nature

requires. As to superfluities, I confess she has not

furnished me with any; but then sjie has not inspired
me with the least desire to enjoy them. Why should
I then complain? It is true, the want of this abun-
dance renders me incapable of relieving the necessi-

tous, which is the only advantage the rich may be
envied for enjoying. "But when I impart to the re-

public, and my friends, some portion of the little I

possess, and render my fellow-citizens all the ser-

vices I am capable of performing; in a word, when
I discharge all the duties incumbent on me, to the

best ot my ability, wherein can my conscience con-
demn me'? If riches had ever been the least part
of my ambition, I have so long been employed in

the administration of the
republic,

that I have had
a thousand opportunities of amassing great sunn
and even by irreproachable methods. Could any
man desire one more favourable than that which oc-

curred to me a few years ago? The consular dig-

nity was conferred upon me, and I was sent against
the Samnites, the Brutii, and the Lucanians, at the
head of a numerous armv. We ravaged a large tract

of land, and defeated the enemy in several battles

we took many flourishing and o'pulent cities by as-

sault; I enriched the whole army with their spoils;
I returned every citizen the money which he had
contributed to the expense of the war; and after I

had received the honours of a triumph, I still brought
400 talents into the public treasury. After

having
neglected so considerable a booty, of which I had
full power to appropriate any part to myself- after

having despised such immense riches so justly ac-

quired, and sacrificed the spoils of the enemy to the
love of glory, in imitation of Valerius I'ubli- ola. and
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many other great men, whose disinterested generos-

ty of mind has raised the glory of Rome to so illus-

trious a height; would it now become me to accept
of the gold and silver vou offer me'.' What idea

would the world entertain of me? And what an ex-

ample should I set to my fellow citizens? How could

I bear their reproaches? how even thtir looks, at

my return? Those awful magistrates, or censors,
who are appointed to inspect our discipline and man-
ners with a vigilant eye, would they not compel me
to be accountable before all the world, for the pre-
sents you solicit me to accept? You shall keep then,
if you please, your riches to yourself, and I my pov-
erty and my reputation."

I take it for granted, that the historian furnished

Pyrrhus and Fabricius with these speeches, but he
has only pa'nted their sentiments, especially those

of the fatter, in strong colours. For such was the

character of the Romans in those glorious ages of

the republic. Fabricius ' was really persuaded, that

there was more glory and grandeur in being able to

despise all the gold of a king, than there was in

reigning
over an empire.

Pyrrhus being desirous the next day to surprise
the Roman ambassador,^ who had never seen an ele-

phant, ordered the captain of those animals to arm
the largest of them, and lead him to the place where
he would be in conversation with Fabricius; the offi-

cer was then to place him behind a hanging of tapes-

try, that he might be ready to make his appearance at

a certain signal. This was accordingly executed ;

and the sign being given, the tapestry was drawn
aside, and presented to view the enormous animal,
who stretched out his trunk over the head of Fabri-

cius, and shook the apartment with a most terrible

cry. Fabricius, instead of discovering the least sur

prise or consternation, turned very calmly to Pyr-
rhus, anil said to him with a smile", "Neither you'-

gold yesterday, nor your elephant to-day, can move
me. "

Whilst they were sitting at table in the evening,
the conversation turned upon a

variety of subjects;
and after some conference on the affairs of Greuce,
and the several philosophers of note, Cineas in -.re-

duced the doctrines of Epicurus, and related the

particular opinions of his disciples, with reference
to the gods, and the government cf the vrorld: de-

claring, that they represented pleasure as the end
and sovereign good of man, and declined all digni-
ties and employments, as destructive to haopinejs.
To this he added, that they never ascribed to the

Divinity either love, or hatred, or wrath; but main-

tained, that he was entirely regardless cf mankii".;
.

;

and that they consigned him to a life of tranquillity,
in which he passed all ages void of occupation, and

plunged in an endless variety of delights and plea-
sures. The soft and

voluptuous lives of the Taren-
tines might probably occasion this discourse. Whilst
Cineas was going on with this subject, Fabricius, to

whom such a doctrine was altogether new, cried out
s loud as he was able,

" Great Hercules, may Pyr-
ihus and the Samnites follow this doctrine, as long
as tney snail make war with the Romans."
Who of us moderns, were we to judge of the man-

Brs of the ancients by those which prevail in our

age, would expect to hear the conversation between

great warriors, at table, turn, not only on political

systems, but points of erudition; for at that time,

philosophical inquiries were considered as the prin-

cipal part of learning? Are not such discourses as

these, seasoned with, improving rellections, and en-
livened with sprightly replies, equal at least to those

conversations, which frequently continue from the

beginning to the end of the entertainment, and are

passed without much expense of genius, in exclama-

tions, worthy of Epicureans, on the delicacy of the

provisions, and the admirable flavour of the wines
nd .other liquors?
Pyrrhus, struck with admiration at the greatness

f soul which he discovered in the Roman ambassa-

'
Pafcyiciui 1'yrrhi regit aurum repulil, majusque regno

direvii rpgiag opei poise contemnere Senec t'.piit. 129.
Plu-. in tyrrh. p 535 3t7

dor, and charmed with his manners anu nis

became more impatient than ever to contract an alli-

ance with his city. He therefore took him apart,
and conjured him a second time, t:> mediate an ac-
commodation between the two states, and consent
to reside at his court, where he should hold the first

rank among all his friends and captains.
" I would

not advise you to persist in that request," replied
Fabricius, whispering in his ear, and smiling; "and
you seem to be but little acquainted with your own
interest; for if those who now honour and admire

you, should once happen to know me, perhaps they
might be more desirous of having me lor their king
than yoursi-lf."
The prince, instead of being offended at this reply,

esteemed him the more for making it; and would in-

trust the prisoners to none but him, that he might be
certain they would be sent back to him, after they
had embraced their relations and friends, and cele-

brated the Saturnalia, in case the senate should con
tinue averse to a peace. They were accordingly sen<

to him at the expiration of the festival, the senate

having ordered every prisoner to return to Pyrrhus,
upon pain of death.

The command of the army being conferred on Fa-
bricius the following year, an unknown person cam
into his camp, with a letter from the king's physi-
cian, who ottered to take Pyrrhus off by poison, it

the Romans would promise him a recompense pro
portionable to the great service he should rendei

them, by putting an end to so destructive a war with-
out any danger to themselves. Fabricius, who always
retained the same probity and justice,

3 even in time
of war, which furnishes so many pretexts for depart-
ing from them ; and who knew there were some rights,
.vhich ought to be preserved inviolable even with

j

ensmies themselves, was struck with a just horror at

I such a proposal: and as he would not suffer the king
[
to conquer him with gold, he thought it would be
infamous in himself to conquer the king by poison.
Aft-_>r some conference, therefore, with his colleague
Emilius, he wrote a letter to Pyrrhus, to caution him

against that black treachery. His letter was con-
ceived in these terms:

CA'US FABRICIUS AND QUINTUS EMIIJUS, CONSULS!
TO KING PYRRHUS, HEALTH.

'

' You seem to form a wrong judgment both of
? frienus and enemies; and this will be your own opin-
I inn, v/hen you have read the letter which has been
"vri'.ten to us. For you will then be sensible, that

.you are
carrying on a war against people of vi>iu

j
a.ad honour, at the same time that you repose ccinfi-

I t'snce in traitors and the worst of men. The inlor-

mation we now send you, results more froiv our

affection for ourselves than for you; for we were un-

willing that your death should give the world occa-
sion to defame us, and to imagine that we had re-

course to treachery, through despair of terminating
this war happily by our valour."

Pyrrhus having received this letter, and ascertain

ed the truth of the information it contained, caused
his physician to be punished, and sent back all his

prisoners to the consul without ransom, as a lestimo-

nial of his gratitude to Fabricius and the Romans.
He likewise again deputed Cineas to attempt to nego-
tiate a peace; but the Romans, who would not accept
either a favour from their enemy, or a recompense
for not committing the most execrable piece of in-

justice, though they did not refuse to accept the

prisoners, yet returned an equal number of Taren-
tines and Samnites, as an equivalent; but as to the

treaty of pacification, they would not permit Cineai

to mention it, till Pyrrhus had returned to Epirus io

the same fleet that landed him and his troops in

Italy. But as his affairs made a second battle neces

Ejusdem animi full, auro non vinci, veneno non vinoere.

Admirali gumux ingentem virum, quern non regis, non cun-

Ira regem prumiRsa flexisrent ; boni exempli tenacem
; quo*

difficillimum cgt, in hello innocentem ; qui aliquod ease era-

ili'rci etiam in hofle net'as ; qui in summa paupertate qua*
ibi decus fecerat, non aliter refugit divitias quain vcnenun,

Senic. Kfist. 120.
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larv, he assembled his army, and attacked the Ro-
man- near the city of Asculum.
The troops fought with great obstinacy on both

tides, and the victory continued doubtful till the

close of the battle. Pyrrhus, at the beginning of the

action, having been driven into places where cavalry
could not act, and against a river very difficult, as

well in regard to its banks as to marshes on the sides

of it, was tre^Jed verr rudtlv by the enemy, and
lost a great number of" his men. But having at last

disengaged himself from that disadvantageous situa-

tion, and regained the plain, where he could make
use of his elephants, he advanced against the Ro-
mans with the greatest impetuosity,

his ranks being
11 in good order and well closed; and as he met

with a vigorous resistance, the slaughter became very

great, and he himself was wounded. He, however.

Drought forward his elephants so iudiciouslv, that

they broke through the Roman infantry in several

quarters, notwithstanding which thev still maintain-
ed their ground. The two armies fired with im-

placable rage, exerted the utmost efforts that bravery
could inspire, and did not cease fighting till night

parted them. The loss wa almo-l equal on both

sides, and amounted to 15.000 :i:en in the whole.

The Romans were the first who retreated, and gain-
ed their camp, which was near the field of battle.

The advantage therefore seemed to remain with Pyr-
rhus, who continued longest in the field; but when
one of his officers came to congratulate him on his

victory,
' if we gain such another," replied he,

" we
are inevitably ruined." And as he had reallv lost his

best troops and bravest officer*, he was very sensible

of his inability to bring another army into the field

against the Romans, who-e verv defeat in- pi
red them

with new vigour and ardour to continue the war.i

Whilst he was revolving these melancholy thoughts
in his iniiRi.Z and had the mortification to see him-
self in a manner destitute of all resource, and in-

capable of recurring to any honourable expedient to

disengage himself Irom an enterprise which he had
too inconsiderate! v undertaken, a dawn of hope and

good fortune inspired him with
A. M. 3726. new resolution. A deputation was

Ant. J. C. 278. sent to him, at that critical junc-
ture, from Sicilv. with a commis-

sion to deliver Syracuse, Agrigentum, and the city
of the Leontines, into his possession; and to implore
the assistance of his arms to drive the Carthaginians
from their island, and deliver them from tht ir tv-

rants. Several couriers from Greece also arrived at

his camp at the same time, to inform him that Ce-
raunus had been killed in a battle with the Gauls, in

Macedonia, and that this kingdom seemed to invite

him to ascend the throne.

Pyrrhus then found himself in a new perplexity.
A moment before he was destitute of all hope, and
now it liowed so fast upon him, that he wa< :it a los*

to determine which offer he ought to prefer. But
after a long deliberation, and when he had maturely

weighed the reasons that offered themselves on both
sides, he resolved for Sicily, which would open him
a passage into Africa, and conduct him to a more

ample harvest of glorv. In consequence o! this re-

solution, he immediately despatched Cin-^as to treat

with the cities, and to give them assurances of his

speedy arrival; he then embarked for Sicily, after

he had ii/t a strong garrison ir. Tsrentum, notwith-

standing the repugnance of the inhabitants, who had
the modification to see themselves abandoned by
Pyrrhus, and reduced at the game tinne to a state of

slavery bv his troops.
When "he arrived in Sicily, he immediately became

ma-t< r of Syracuse, which was delivered up to him
bv Sostratus^ who then governed that city, and by
Therion, who commanded in the citadel. He also

received from them money out of the public trea-

tury, and about 200 ships, which facilitated his con-

> Per damns, per opdcs, ab ipco
Ducit ope animumque ferro. Hbr*t.

Plut in Pyrrh. p. 3115. 3.Ki. Paugan. I. i. p. *-.. Jutin.
zviii. c. - i I xviii. c. '.i.

* He u> called Sosistratu, by Diunysius of llalica/nass>u

quest of all Sicily. His insinuating and a_Table be-

haviour at his first arrival, gained him the hearts of
all the people: and as he had then an arniv of 30,004
foot and 2,500 horse, with a fleet of 200 sail, he dis

the Carthaginians of their settlements ID

tliat island, and obliged them to evacuate the citj
of F.ryx, which was the strongest of all their places
there, and the best furnished with people for it* de-
fence: he also defeated, in a great battle, the inhabi-

tants of Messina, who were called J\Iamertines,4
whose frequent eruptions infested all Sicily, and he

entirely demolished all their fortresses.

Tht rapid progress of his anus terrified the Car-

thagininns, who were now diverted of all their ac-

quisitions in Sicilv, except the single city of Lilybse-
um; and they sent to purchase peace and his friend-

ship with money and ships. But as he aspired to

much greater things, he answered them, that the

only method to obtain what they desired, would be
to abandon Sicily, and consent to let the Libyan sea
be the boundarv between them and the Greets. He
now thought of nothing but great projects for him-
self and his family. He intended to bestow Sicily
on his son Helenus, as a kingdom to which he had a

right by birth, this prince being his son by the

daughter of Agathocles; and he proposed to give his

son Alexander the kingdom of Italy, which he look-
ed upon as a certian conquest.
A continued series of prosperity, and the numerous

forces under his command, had raised his hopes so

high at that time, that he thought of nothing but ac-

complishing the great views that had drawn him into

Sicilv; the first and principal of which was the con-

quest of Africa. He had a sufficient number of ves-

sels for that great expedition, but wanted mariners:
in order, therefore, to obtain them, he obliged th

cities to furnish him with men, and severally punish
ed those who neglected to obey his orders.

In consequence of these
proceedings,

his powe.
was soon changed into an insolent and tyrannic*
swav, which first drew upon him the hatred of th*

familv and friends of Agathocles, whom he deprived
of alf the wealth they had received from that prince,
and bestowed it upon his own creatures. In the

contempt of the customs of that country, s he also

conferred the first dignities, and the government of

cities, on his guards and centurions, whom he con-
tinued in the magistracy as long as he thought pro-
per, and without any regard to the time prescribed
by the laws. And so to all judicial proceedings,
with respect to private property, and other affairs

of that nature, he either decided them by his own
arbitrary sentence, or left them to the determination
of his courtiers, whose sole views were to enrich
themselves by sordid gain, and live in all manner of

luxury, profusion nnd debauchery.
A conduct so oppressive and different from that

bv which he at first had so well succeeded could

not fail to alienate the affections of the people frorn

him; and when he became sensible that he was uni-

verr.allv hated, and that the Sicilians, exasperated
at his odious government, were solicitous to shake

off the yoke, he placed in most of the cities such gar-
risons as he knew were at his devotion, under pre
text that the Carthaginians were preparing toinvad*
him. He also seized the most illustrious citizens of
each city, and caused them to be put to death, after

he had charged them with treasonable conspiracies
a<rain*t him. Of this number was Thenon, the com-
mander of the citadel; and all the important services

he had rendered the king of Epirus, did not suffice

to exempt him from so cruel a policy; though it was
allowed that he had contributed more than any other

person to reduce Sicily under Pyrrhus. He also in-

tended to have Sostratus seized, but as he had some

suspicion of whr-.l was designed against him, he found
means to quit the city. A prince hazards all things

The ward signifies martial, because they were a very
warlike people. They tuL-inally ramtr frnm Italy, and hav-

ing made thenwlves masters of Messina, ml t which they
had been received, they retained iheir owi nam then
though that of the citv was not changed.

Dionyi. Halic. in Excerpt p. 641.
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when he loses the affection of his people, which is

the strongest tie that unites them to their sovereign.
This barbarous and unjust treatment of the two prin-

cipal citizens of Syracuse, who had conduced most
to the progress of his power in that island, rendered
him entirely odious and insupportable to the Sici-

lians. Such was the character of Pyrrhus: the vigour
and impetuosity of his conduct in the enterprises he

andertook.i facilitated his conquest of kingdoms and

provinces, but he wanted the art of preserving them.

The aversion which the cities conceived against him
was so great,

that some of them entered into a

league with the Carthaginians, and others with the

Mamertines, in order to destroy him.

At this juncture, when he beheld nothing but new
insurrections and revolts kindling all around, he re-

ceived letters from the Samni'es and Tarentines,
which informed hiui that they had been dispossessed
of all their lands, and were then shut up in their

cities, where it would be impossible for them to sus-

tain the war, unless he would hasten to their assis-

tance. These letters arrived at a proper time for

affording him an honourable pretext for his depar-
ture, and

preventing
it from appearing a flight from

Sicily, as if he despaired of succeeding any longer
in that island.

As he was embarking at Syracuse^ the Carthagi-
nians attacked him in a such a manner, as obliged him
to fight, in the very port, against those barbarians,
where he lost several of his ships. This, however, did

not prevent him from sailing to Italy with those that

remained; but upon his arrival there he found a great

body of Maniertines, who had passed over thither

oefore him, to the number of near 10,000 men, and

greatly incommoded his march, by frequently ha-

rassing his troops and making repeated attacks upon
his rear guard.

Li vy 3 and Dionysius of Halicarnassus tell us one
circumstance not very much to the honour of Pyr-
rhus's memory. At Locris was a celebrated temple,
consecrated to Proserpine,

and held in the greatest
veneration by all the inhabitants of that country, as

well as by strangers, and no one had ever presumed
to violate it, though it was certain that immense trea-

sures were deposited within it. Pyrrhus, who then
wanted money extremely, was not so scrupulous, but
carried off all the riches of the goddess, and lodged
them in his

ships.
The next day, if the story m&y be

credited, his fleet was shattered by a violent tem-

pest, and all the vessels that were laden with these

rich and sacred spoils, were cast upon the coast of

Locris. This proud prince, says Livy, being con-

vinced, by this cruel disaster, that the gods were not

imaginary beings, caused all the treasures to he re-

placed in the temple with the utmost devotion. The
goddess, however, was not appeased by this involun-

tary restitution; and the author who relates this event,

represents this impious sacrilege as the cause of all

the future calamities which happened to Pyrrhus,
and particularly of the unfortunate death which put
an end to his enterprises.

Pyrrhus, after he had suffered by
A. M. 3730. this tempest, arrived at Tarentum

Ant. J. C. 274. with 20,000 foot and 3000 horse;
and when he had reinforced them

with the best troops he could find in that city, he ad-

vanced, by long marches, against the Romans who
were encamped in the country of the Samnites.
These people retained a secret resentment against

Pyrrhus, tor deserting them when he undertook his

expedition into Sicily; for which reason he was join-
ed by very few of their

troops. This, however, did

not prevent him from dividing his army into two
bodies: one of which he sent into Lucania.to oppose
the consul who was there at that time, and to render
him incapable of assisting his colleague; the other he
led himself against Manius Curius, the other consul.

> Ut ad devincenda regna invirtus habebatur, ita (Jevirtii

ke<juism|ue celeriler run-hat; tanid meliu* sluil.-bat ac-

quiri iv iui|N-riii quant retinere. ./u.itiu. I. xxv. c 4.

Plut. in Pyrrh. p. 3U9. Pausan. I. i. p. -J-J. Justin. 1.

it c 3.

i.iv.1. xxix n. 18. Dionyi. Hulicarn. in Excerpt, p. 542.

who had intrenched himsel'" ir. a very advantageom

post
near the city of Bene\entum, w'here he waited

for the succours that were advancing to him from
Lucania.

Pyrrhus hastened to attack this last, before the
other had joined him; and with this view he selected
his best troops, with such of the elephants as were
strongest, and of the most service in the field; after
which he began his march about the close of tlia

evening, in order to surprise the consul in his camp.
The enemy, however, discovered him the next morn
ing a he was descending the mountains, and Manius

having marched out of his intrt ichrnents with a bodj
of troops, fell upon the first he met. These he soon

put into confusion, and obliged them to bavt re-

course to flight, which spread a unive sai terror

among the rest, great numbers of whom were slain,
and even some ot the elephants taken.

This success emboldened Manius to draw all his

troops out of their intrenchments, in order to combat
in the open plain. One of his wings had the advan-

tage, at the beginning of the battle, and pushed the

enemies with great vigour; but the other was over-

thrown by the elephants, and driven back to their

camp. In this emergency, he sent for the troops he
had left behind him, to guard the intrencbments,
and who were all fresh and under arms. These for-

ces advanced in the critical moment and with their

pikes and darts compelled the elephants to turn their

backs, and fall upon their own battalions; which
created such confusion and disorder, that the Ro-
mans at last obtained a complete victory, which, in

some sense, was of no less value to them than the con-

quest of all nations. For the intrepidity they dis-

covered in this engagement, and the gallant actions

they performed in all the battles they fought with
such an enemy as Pyrrhus, increased their reputa-
tion, as well as their fortitude and confidence in their

own bravery, and caused them to be considered as

invincible. This victory over Pyrrhus rendered them

indisputable masters of all Italy between the two
seas; and this acquisition was soon succeeded by the
wars with Carthage, in which, having at last sub-
dued that potent rival, they no longer beheld any
power capable of opposing them.

In this manner did Pyrrhus find himself fallen from
all the high hopes he had conceived, with relation to

lialy and Sicily, after he had consumed six whole

years 111 those wars, and entirely ruined his own af-

fairs. It must be acknowledged, however, that he

preserved an invincible fortitude of mind, amidst all

these disgraces; and his experience in military af-

fairs, with his valour and intrepidity,
caused him

always to pass for the first of all the kings and gene-
rals of his time. But whatever he acquired by his

great exploits,
he soon lost by his viin hopes: for

his impatience to pursue what he had not yet attain-

ed, rendered him incapable of preserving and secur-

ing what was already in his possession. This dis-

position of his made Antigonus compare hrn to a

man who had lucky throws on the dice, but played
his men very ill.

He at length returned to Epirus.4 with 8000 f.iol

and 500 horse; but as his revenues were not sufficient

for the subsistence of these troops, he was industri-

ous to find out some new war for their support; and

having received a reinforcement of some Gauls who
joined him, he threw himself into Macedonia, where

Antigonus, the son of Demetrius, then reigned. Hit
intention was only to ravage the countiy, and carry
off a great booty; but when he had once made him-
self master of several cities without any difficulty,
and had also seduced 2000 of Antigonus's soldicn
over to his party, he indulged the most exalted hope*
marched against Antigonus himself; attack id him in

the defiles, and put his whole army into disorder. A
large body of other Gauls, who formed th<; rear-

guard ot" Antigonus, courageously sustained his etlorts

for some time, and the encounter became very wanu
but i:i.)>t of them were at lust cut to pieces, and
those who commanded the elephants, being surroun

Plut. in Pyrrb. p. 400. Faugan. .. i. :. 23. Jui
xxr. c. 3.
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ded nv his troops, surrendered themselves prisoners,
and delivered up the elephants. The Macedonian

phalanx was all that now remained; but the troops
who composed this corps were struck with terror and
confusion at the defeat of their rear-guard. Pyrrhus

perceiving that they seemed to refuse fighting him,
stretched out his hand to the commanders and other

officers, calling them each by their name, and by this

expedient drew over to himself all the infantry of

Antigoaus, who was obliged to have recourse to

flight, in order to preserve some of the maritime pla-
ces in their obedience to him.

Pyrrhus was exceedingly animated by this victory,
as may be judged by the following inscription on th"e

spoils which he consecrated to the Itonian Minerva. 1

" Pvrrhus, king of the Molossians, consecrates to the

Itonian Minerva, these bucklers of the fierce Gauls,
after he had defeated the whole army of Antigonus.
Let no one be surprised at this event. The descen-
dants of jEacus are still as they originally were, per-
fiictlv brave and valiant."

Pvrrhus, after this victory, made himself master
of all the cities of Macedonia, and having taken pos-
session of .Egse,* he treated the inhabitants with

great severity, and garrisoned the city with part of
IMS Gauls, a people the most insatiable and rapacious
after uioner of any. The moment they took posses-
sion of the citv, they began with plundering the

tombs of the Macedonian kings, whose remains were

dtp j.-ited there, carried off all their riches enclosed
in those monuments, and with sacrilegious insolence

scattered the ashes of those princes in the air. Pyr-
rhus lightly passed over this infamous action, either

because the important affairs he then had upon his

hands engaged his whole attention; or that his pres-

sing occasion for the service of these barbarians, ren-

dered him unwilling to alienate their affection from
him, by too strict an inquiry into this proceeding,
which would make it necessary for him to punish the

delinquents; and so criminal a connivance lowered
him very much in the esteem of the Macedonians.

Though his atfairs were not e-ta-

A. M. 3732. blished on so secure a foundation
Ant. J. C. 272. as to give him just reasons to be

void ot apprehension, he conceived
new hopes, and engaged in new enterprises.* Cle-

onymus the Spartan came to solicit him to march his

army against Lacedxmonia, and Pvrrhus lent a wil-

ling ear to that proposal. This Cleonymus was of

the royal race. Cleomeues, his father, who was king
of Sparta, had two sons, Acrotatus and Cleonymus.
The former, rbo was the eldest, died before hit fa-

ther, and left a son named Areus. After the death
of Cleomeues, a dispute, with relation to the sover-

eignty, arose between Areus and Cleonvmus; and as

this latter seemed to be a man of a violent and des-

potic disposition, the contest was decided in favour
of Areus. Cleonymus, when he was far advanced in

years, espoused a very beautiful woman, whose name
was Chelidonis, the daughter of Leotychidas. This

young lady conceived a violent passion for Acrotatus,
the son of king Areus, who was very amiable, finely

shaped, and in the flower of his youth. This cir-

cumstance rendered her marriage not only a very
melancholy, but dishonourable affair to her husband

CJ.eouymiis, who was equally transported with love
nd jealousy; for his disgrace was public, and every

Spartur was acquainted with the contempt which his

wife entertained for him. Animated, therefore, with
a burning impatience to avenge iiim-elf at once on
h.s nartial citizens and his faitliless wife, he prevailed
on I'yrrhus to march against Sparta, with an army
of 25,000 foot, 2000 horse, and twenty-four elephants.

Tin -t- great preparations lr war made it immedi-
ately evident, that P\ rrhus was more intent to con-

quer Peloponnesus for himself, than to make Cleony-

> Minerva was called Itonia. from Itonui, the tun of Am-
phiciyon, and slie had two temples dedicated to her under
this name; one in Thensaly, near I.uri-ma, which wai the

came with that in the passage before us : the other was in

Ikpotia, near Cnronva.
A city of Macedonia, on the river Haliacmon.
I'lut. "in Pyrrh. p. 400 403. Puan. 1. i. p. 23. 24. it I.

ili. p. llic!. Justin. 1. xxv. c. 4.

mus master of Sparta. This, indeed, he strongly
disavowed in all nis discourse; for when the Lace-

daemonians sent ambassadors to him, during his resi-

dence at Megalopolis, he assured them that no hos-

tilities were intended by him against Sparta, and
that he only came to restore liberty to those cuirt

which Antitouus possessed in that country. He eveB
declared to him that he designed to send his young-
est children to Sparta, if they would permit him so

to do, that they might be educated in the manner*
and discipline of that city, and have the advantage
above all other kings and princes, of being trained

up in so excellent a school.

With these flattering promises he amused all such
as presented themselves to him in his march; but
those persons must be very thoughtless

and impru-
dent who place any confidence in the language of

politicians, with whom artifice and deceit pass for

wisdom, and sincerity for weakness and want ofjudg
ment. Pyrrhus had no sooner advanced into the ter-

ritories of Sparta, than he began to ravage and plun-
der a'l the country around him.

He arrived, in the evening, before Lacediemon,
Cleonymus desired him to attack the city without a

moment's delay, that they might take advantage of
the confusion of the inhabitants, who had no suspi-
cion of a siege, and of the absence of king Areus,
who was gone to Crete to assist the Gortynians.
The helots and friends of Cleonymus were so confi-

dent of success, that they were then actually prepa-
ring his house for his reception, firmly persuaded he
would sup there that very night with Pyrrhus. But
this prince, who looked upon the conquest of the

city as inevitable, deferred the assault till the next

morning. That delay saved Sparta, and showed that

there are favourable and decisive moments which'
must be seized immediately, and which, once neglec-
ted, never return.

When night came, the Lacedaemonians deliberated

on the expediency of sending their wives to Crete,
but were opposed'by them in that point: one among
them, in particular, whose name was Archidamia.
rushed into the senate with a drawn sword, and after

she had uttered her complaints, in the name of the

rest, demanded of the men who were there assem-

bled,
" What could be their inducement to entertain

so bad an
opinion of them, as to imagine they could

consent to live after the destruction of Sparta."
The same council gave direction for opening a

trench parallel to the enemy's camp, in order to op-
pose their approaches to the city, by placing troops

along that work; but as the absence of their king,
and the

surprise
with which they were then seized,

prevented them from raising a sufficient number of
men to form s. front equal to that of the enemy, and

engage them in the open field, they resolved to shut
themselves up as securely as possible, by adding to

each extremity of the ditch another k;rm of intrench-

uient, formed "by a barricade of carriages sunk in the

earth up to the axle-trees of the wheels, that by be-

ing thus firmly fixed they might check the impetu-
osity of the elephants, and prevent the cavalry from

assaulting them in Hank.
While the men were employed in this work, their

wives and daughters came to join them, and after

they had exhorted those who were appointed for the

encounter to take some repose, while the night las-

ted, they proceeded to measure the length of the

trench, a-.n! took the third part of it for their own
share in tne work, which they completed before day.
The trench was nine feet in breadth, six in depth,
and 900 in length.
When day appeared, and the enemies began to be

in motion, those women presented anus to all the

young men, and ax they were retiring from the trench
they had made, they exhorted them to behave in a

gallant manner; entrtating them, at the same time, to

cun-iiler how glorious it would be for them to con-

quer in the sight of their country, or to breathe their

last in the arms of their mothers and wives, after

they had proved themselves worthy of Sparta by
thtir valour. As for Chelidonis, sne withdrew to

hrr chamber, and prepared a cord, which she inten-

ded should be the fatal instrument of her death, to
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prevent
her from falling into the hands of her hus-

band, if the city should happen to be taken.

Pvrrhus, in the meantime, advanced at the head

of hi infantry, to attack the Spartans in front, who
waited for him on the other side of the trench, with

their bucklers closely joined together. The trench

was not only very difficult to be passed, but the sol-

diers of Pyrrhus could not even approach the edge
of it, nor maintain a good footing, because the earth,
which had been newly thrown up, easily gave way
under them. When his sou Ptolemy saw this incon-

venience, he drew out 2000 Gauls, with a select band
of Chaonians, and filed off

along
the trench to the

place, where the carriages were disposed, in order to

open a passage; but these were ranged so thick, and
sunk to such a depth in the earth, as rendered his

design impracticable. The Gauls endeavoured to

surmount this difficulty by disengaging the wheels,
in order to draw the carriages into the adjoining
rirer.

The young Acrotatus was the first who saw the

danger, and immediately hurried through the city
with 300 soldiers. Having taken a large compass, he

poured upon the rear of Ptolemy's troops, without

being discovered in his approach, because he advan-
ced through hollow ways. Upon this sudden attack,
as their ranks were broken, and their troops thrown
into disorder, they crowded and pressed upon each

other, and most of them rolled into the ditch, and
fell around the chariots. In a word, after a long en-

counter, which cost them a vast quantity of blood,

they were repulsed, and obliged to have recourse to

flight. The old men, and most of the women, stood

on the other side of the trench, and beheld with ad-

^miration the undaunted bravery of Acrotatus. As
for him, covered with blood, and exulting in his vic-

tory, he returned to his post amidst the universal

applause
of the Spartan women, who extolled his

vaiour, and envied, at the same time, thr glory and

happiness of Chelidonis: an evident proof that the

Spartan ladies were not extremely delicate on the

subject of conjugal chastity.
The battle was still hotter along the edge of the

ditch, where Pyrrhus commanded, and which was
defended by the Lacedaemonian infantry: the Spar-
tans fought with erreat

intrepidity,
and several among

them distinguished themselves very much: particu-

larly Phyllius, who after having opposed the enemy
for a considerable time, and Killed, with his own
hand, all those who attempted to force a passage
where he fought; finding himself, at last, faint with
the many wounds he had received, and the large
quantity of blood he had lost, called to one of the
officers who commanded at the post, and after hav-

ing resigned his place to him, he retired a few paces,
and fell down dead amidst his countrymen, that the

enemies might not be masters of his body.
Night obliged both parties to discontinue the en-

gagement; but the next morning it was renewed by
break of day. The Lacediemonians defended them-
selves with new efforts of ardour and bravery, and
the women would not forsake them, but were always
at hand to furnish arms and refreshments to such as

wanted them, and also to assist in carrying off the
wounded. The Macedonians were indefatigable in

their endeavours to fill up the ditch with vast quan-
tities of wood, and other materials, which they threw

upon the arms and dead bodies; and the Lacedtcmo-
nians redoubled their efforts to prevent their effecting
that design.
But all on a sudden, Pyrrhus, who had forced him-

self a passage
at the place where the chariots had

been disposed,
was seen pushing forwards full speed

to the city. Those who defended this post uttered
loud cries, which were answered by dismal shriek?

from the women, who ran from place to place in the

utmost consternation. Pyrrhus still advanced, and
bore down all who opposed him. He was now with-
in a small distance of the city, when a shaft from a

Cretan bow pierced his horse, and made him so furi-

ous, that he ran with his master into the very midst
of the enemies, and fell dead with him to the ground.
Whilst his friends crowded about hm to extricate
Dim from th danger he was in, the varlans advan-

ced in great numbers, and with thrir arr ns repul
sed the Macedonians beyond their trench.

Pyrrhus then caused a general retreat to be sound
ed, in expectation that the Lacedemonians, who hart

lost a great number of men, and were mcst of hem
wounded, would be inclined to surreinler the city,
which was then reduced to the last extremity, and
seemed incapable of sustaining a new attack. But
at the very instant when every thing seemed despe-
rate, one of the generals of Antigonus arrived from
Corinth, with a very considerable body of foreign
troops; which had scarce entered the city before king
Areus appeared with 2000 foot, which he had brought
from Crete.

These two reinforcements, which the Lacedemo-
nians received the same day, did but animate PyrrSul
the more, and add new ardour to his ambition. H
was sensible that it would be more glorious for him
to take the city in spite of its new defenders, and iu

the very sight of its king; but, after he had made
some attempts, and was convinced that he should

gain nothing but wounds he desisted from his enter-

prise, and began to ravage the country, with an in-

tention to pass
the winter there; but he was diverted

from his design by a new ray of hope, which soo
drew him off to another quarter.

Aristeas and Aristippus.i two of
the principal citizens of Argos, had A. M. 3733.
excited a great sedition in that city. Ant. J. C. 271.
The latter of these was desirous of

supporting himself by the favour and protection of

Antigonus; and Aristeas, in order to frustrate his

design, immediately invited Pyrrhus to espouse his

party. The king of Epirus, always fond of new pur-
suits, considered his victories as so many steps to

freater
advantages; and thought his defeats furnished

im with indispensable reasons for entering upon *
new war, to repair his losses. Neither good nor ill

success, therefore, could inspire him with a disp^M-
tion for tranquillity; for which reason he had no
sooner given audience to the courier of Aristeas,
than he began his march to Argos. King; Areu
formed several ambuscades to destroy him by ilia

way, and having possessed himself of the most diffi-

cult
passes,

cut to pieces the Gauls and Molossians
who tormed his rear-guard. Ptolemy, who had been
detached by Pyrrhus, his father, to succour that guard,
was killed in the engagement, upon which his troops
disbanded and fled. The Lacedaemonian cavalry,
commanded by Evalcus, an officer of great, reputa-
tion, pursued them with so much ardour, that he in-

sensibly advanced to a great distance from his infan-

try, who were incapable of keeping up with him.

Pyrrhus being informed of his son's death, which
affected him with the kneenest sorrow, immediately
led up the Molossian cavalry against the pursuers;
and throwing himself among their thickest

troop*,
made such a slaughter of the Lacedemonians, as in

a moment covered him with blood. He was always
intrepid and terrible in battles; but on this occasion,
when grief and revenge gave a new edge to liis cou-

rage, he even surpassed himself, and effaced the lus-

tre of his conduct in all former battles, by the supe
rior valour and

intrepidity
which he now displayed

He continually sought Evalcus in the throng, s.ndl

having at last singled him out, he spurred his horse

aijain-t him, and struck him through with hi.- javelin,
after having been in great danger himself. He then

sprung from hi* horse, and made a terrible slaughter
of the Lacedaemonians, whom he overthrew in heaps

upon the dead body of Evalcus. This loss of th

bravest officers and troops ot Sparta, proceeded alto-

gether from the temerity of those who, alter they had

gained a complete victory, suffered it to be, wrested

out of their hands, by pursuing those that lied with

a blind and imprudent eagerness.

Pyrrhus having thus celebrated as it were the fune-

ral solemnities of Ptolemy by this great battle, and

mitigated his affliction in "some measure by satiating
his rage and vengeance in the blood of those who
had slain his son, continued his march to Argos; and

Plot, in Pyrrh. 403-406. Ptuan. I. i. p. 24. Juilw,
1. zxv. c. 5.
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npoi. his arrival there, was informed that Antigonus
possessed the heights upon the borders of the plain.
He formed his camp near the city of Nauplia, and
sent a herald the next morning to Antigonus, with an
offer to decide their quarrel by a single combat; but

Antigonus contented himself with replying, "That
if Pyrrhus was grown weary of life, there were abun-
dance of methods for putting an end to it."

The inhabitants of Argos despatched ambassadors
at the same time to both these

princes, to entreat them
to withdraw their troops, and not reduce their city
into subjection to either of them, but allow it to con-
tinue in a state of friendship with both. Antigonus
readily consented to this proposal, and sent his son

U a hostage to the Argives. Pyrrhus also promised
to retire; but as he offered no security for the per-
formance of his word, they began to suspect his sin-

cerity, and indeed with sufficient reason.

As soon as night appeared he advanced to the walls,
and having found a gate left open by Aristeas, he
had time to pour his Gauls into the city, and to seize

it without being perceived. But wfien he would
have introduced nis elephants, he found the gate too

low; which obliged him to cause the towers to be

taken down from their backs, and to be replaced,
when those animals had entered the city. All this

could not be effected, amidst the darkness, without
much trouble, noise, and confusion, and without a

considerable loss of time, which caused them to be
discovered. The Argives, when they beheld the

enemy in the city, fled to the citadel, and to those

places that were best calculated for their defence,
and sent a deputation to Antigonus to urge him to

advance with speed to their assistance. He accor-

dingly marched that moment, and caused his son,
with the other officers, to enter the city at the head
of his best troops.

In this very juncture of time, king Areus also ar-

rived at Argos, with 1000 Cretans, and as many Spar-
tans as had made most haste. These troops, when
they had all joined each other, charged the Gauls
with the utmost fury, and put them into disorder.

Pjrrhus hastened to sustain them, but in the tumult
and confusion which were occasioned by the dark-
ness of the night, it was impossible for him to make
himsf If either heard or obeyed. When day appeared
he was not a little surprised to see the citadel filled

with enemies; and as he then imagined all was lost,

he thought of nothing but a timely retreat. But as

he had some apprehension with respect to the city

gates, which were much too narrow, he sent orders
to his son Helenus, whom he had left without, with
thf ereatest part of the army, to demolish part of
the wall, that his troops might have a free passage
out of the city. The person to whom Pyrrhus gave
this order in great haste, having misunderstood his

meaning, delivered a quite contrary message, in con-

sequence of which Helenus immediately drew out
his b< st infantry, with all the elephants he had left,

and thin advanced into the city to assist his father,
who was preparing to retire the moment the other
entered the place.

Pyrrhus, as long a* the place afforded him a suffi-

cient extent of ground, appeared with a resolute

mien, and frequently faced about and repulsed those
who pursued him; but when he found himself enga-
ged in the narrow street which led to the gate, the

confusion, which already was verv great, became
infinitely increased by the arrival of the troops whom
his son brought to his assistance. He frequently
called aloud to them to withdraw, in order to clear
the street, but in vain, for as it was impossible for

his voice to be heard, they si|| continued to ad-
vance. And to complete the calamity in which they
were involved, one of the largest elephants sunk
down across the middle of the gate, and filled up the

whole extent in such a manner, that they could
neither advance nor retire. The confusion occa-

sioned by this accident became then inexpressible.

Pyrrhus observing the disorder of his men, who
broke forward, and were driven back like the waves
of the sea, took off the

glittering
crest which distin-

guished his helmet, and caused him to be known,
ud then, confiding in the goodness of his horse, he
Voi. II 10

sprung into the throng of the enemies who
[
tir^uto

him; and while he was fighting with an nir of despe-
ration, one of the adverse party advanced up to liuu,

and pierced his cuirass with a javelin. Tht uouno
however was neither great nor dangerous, and Pvr-

rhus immediately turned upon the man from whom
he received it, and who happened to be only a pri-
vate soldier, the son of a poor woman of Argos. The
mother beheld the combat from the top of a house,
as did a'Uo the rest of the women.
The moment she saw her son engaged with Pvr-

rhus, she almost lost her senses, and was chilled with
horror at the danger to which she beheld him ex-

posed. Amidst the impressions of her agony, she

caught up with both hands a large tile, and threw it

down upon Pyrrhus. The mass fell directly upon
his head, and his helmet being too weak to ward off

the blow, his eyes were immediately covered with

darkness, his hands dropped the reins, and he sunk
down from his horse without being then observed.
But he was soon discovered by a soldier, who put
an end to his life by cutting off'his head.
The noise of this accident was immediately spread

in all parts. Alcyoneus, the son of Aiitigonus, took
the head from the soldier, and rode away with it ful

speed to his father, at whose feet he threw it; but
met with a very ill reception for having acted in a
manner so unbecoming his rank. Antigonus, recol-

lecting the fate of his grandfather Antigonus, and
that of Demetrius his father, could not refrain from
tears at so mournful a spectacle, and caused magni
Scent honours to be rendered to the remains of Pyr-
rhus. After having made himself master of his camp
and army, he treated his son Helenus, and the rest
of his friends, with great generosity, and sent them
back to Epirus.
One cannot refuse the title of a great captain to

Pyrrhus, as he was so particularly esteemed by the
Roman ambassadors; and especially if we consider
the glorious testimony given in his favour by a per-
son the most worthy* of belief, with ncctira to the
merit of a warrior, and the best qualified to form a

competent judgment on that head. Livy reports,
1

from an historian whom he cites, without, however,

Cretending
to vouch for its authenticity, that Hanni-

al, when he was asked by Scipio, whom he thought
to be the most able and consummate general, placed
Alexander in the first rank, Pyrrhus iu the second,
and himself only in the third.

The same general also characterized Pyrrhuy, by
adding,

" That he was the first who taught the art

of encamping; that no one was more skilful in choos-

ing his posts, and drawing up his troops; that he had
a peculiar art of conciliating affection, and attaching
people to his interest; and this to such a degree, that
the people of Italy were more desirous of having him
for their master, though a stranger, than to be go-
verned by the Romans themselves, who for so man/
years had held the first rank in that country."

Pvrrhus might possibly be master of all these great
qualities; but I cannot comprehend why Hannibal
should represent him as the first who taught the art

of encamping. Were not several Grecian kings and

generals masters of this art before him 7 The Ro-

mans, indeed, learned it from him, and Hannibal's
evidence must extend no farther. However, these

extraordinary qualities alone are not sufficient to

constitute a great commander; he even did not dis-

lav them on several occasions. He was defeatrd

y the Romans near Asculum, merely from having
ciiost 11 his ground ill. He failed in his attempt on

Sparta, by deferring the attack for a few hours.
He lost

Sicily, by not conciliating the people; and
was himself killed at Argos, for venturing too rasn.y
into an enemy's city, We might also enumerate

variety of other errors committed by him, wi'.h re

ference even to military affairs.

Is it not entirely inconsistent with the rank anJ

duty of a great general, and especially of a king, to

be always exposing his person, without the least pre-
caution, like a private soldier; to charge in the fore-

most ranks like a common adventurer; to bi more vaia

> Liv. I. xxxv. n. 14.

G
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of a personal action, which only sliows strength and

intrepidity, than of that wise and attentive conduct,

so essential to a general vigilant for the safety of all,

and who never confounds his own merit and func-

tions with those of a private soldier'.' We may even

observe the same defects to have been very apparent
in the kings and generals of this age, who undoubted-

ly were led into it by the false lustre of Alexander's

successful temerity.

May it not also be said, that Pyrrhus was deficient

in not observing any rule in his military enterprises,
and in plunging blindly into wars, without reflection,

without cause, through natural constitution, passion,

Labit, and mere incapacity to continue in a state of

tranquillitv, or pass
anv part of his time to his satis-

faction, unless he was
tilting

with all the world
1

?

The reader will, I hope, forgive my making use of

that expression, since a character of this nature seems,
;n my opinion, very much to resemble that of the

heroes and knights errant of romances.

But no fault is more obvious in Pyrrhus's cha-

racter, nor must have shocked my readers more, than

his forming his enterprises without the least thought,
and abandoning himself, without examination, to the

least appearances of success ; frequently changing his

views, on such slight grounds, as discover no con-

sistency of design, and even little judgment; in a

word, beginning every thing, and ending nothing.
His whole life was a continued series of uncertainty
and variation; and while he suffered his restless and

impetuous ambition to hurry him, at different times,
into Sicily, Italy, Macedonia, and Greece, he wa* no
where so little as in

Epirus,
the land of his nativity

and his hereditary dominions. Let us then allow him
the title of a great captain, if valour and

intrepidity
alone are sufficient to deserve it; for in these quali-
ties no man was ever his superior.

When we be-

hold him in his battles, we think ourselves spectators
of the vivacity, intrepidity, and martial ardour, of

ng them, his liap

piness in making them happy, and his glory in pro-

curing them peace and security.
The reputation of the Romans

A. M, 3730. beginning now to spread through
Ant. J. C. 274 foreign nations, by the war they

had maintained for six years against

Pyrrhus, whom at length they compelled to retire

from Italy, and return ignominiously to Epirus: Pto-

lemy Philalephus sent ambassadors to desire their

friendship;! and the Romans were charmed to find

it solicited by so great a king.
AD embassy was also sent from

A. M. 3731. Rome to Egypt the following year,*
Ant. J. C. 273. in return to the civilities ol Pto-

lemy. The ambassadors were Q.
Fabius Gurges, Cn. Fabius Pictor, with IVumerius,
nis brother, and Q. Ogulnius. The disinterestedness

which they displayed, sufficiently indicated the great-
ness of their souls. Ptolemy gave them a splendid
entertainment, and took that opportunity to present
each of them with a crown of gold ; which

they
re-

ceived, because they were unwilling to disoblige
him by declining the honour he intended them; but

they went the next morning and placed them on the

head of the king's statues erected in the public squares

ofthecity. The king having likewise tendered them

very considerable presents, at their audience of leave,

they received them as they before accepted of the

crowns; bu f before they went to the senate, to give
an account of their embassy, after their arrival at

Rome, they deposited all these presents in the public
treasury, and made it evident, by so noble a conduct,
that persons of honour ought, when they serve the

public,* to propose no other advantage to themselves,
than the credit of acquitting themselves well ol" tht-ir

duty. The republic, nowever, would not sutler itself

> Liv. Epiit I. iv. Eutrop. 1. ii.

* Ibid. Vnl. Max. 1. iv. c. 3. Dion, in Excerpt.
!)' pulilino ncilicel iiiinisirrin nihil r.uitjuum prefer luu-

4era hMie uilniinistruti ofncii accede re deliere judicantuH
rW Mai.

to be exceeden in generosity of sentiments Th
senate and people came to 8 resolution that the an)

bassadors, in consideration of the services tht v had
rendered the .state, should receive a 5111:1 of money
equivalent to that they had depo.sitnl in the publ'.i

treasury. This, indeed, was an amialiU route -t be
tween generosity and glory; and one is at a loss to

know, to which of the antagonists to ascribe the vic-

tory. Where shall we now find men who devote
themselves in such a manner to the public good,
without any interested expectations of a return: and
who enter upon employments in the state, without
the least view of enriching themselves.' But let m
add too, where shall we find states and princes, who
know how to esteem and recompense merit in ihii

manner? We may observe here, says an historian,*
three fine models set before us, in the noble liberal-

ity of Ptolemy, the disinterested spirit of the am-
bassadors, and. the grateful equity of the Romans.

SECTION VIII. ATHENS BESIEGED AND TAKEN
BY ANTIGONUS. THE JUST PUNISHMENT INFIJC-
TED ON SOTADES, A SATIRIC POET. THE REVOLT
OK MAGAS FROM PHILADELPHUS. THE DEATH OF
PHILET^RUS, FOUNDER OF THE KINGDOM OF PER-
GAMUS. THE DEATH OF ANTIOCHUS SCTER. HS
IS SUCCEEDED BY HIS SON ANTIOCHUS, SURNAMED
THEOS. THE WISE MEASURES TAKEN BT PTO-
LEMY FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF COMMERCE. APT

ACCOMMODATION EFFECTED BETWEEN MAGAS AND
PHILADELPHUS. THE DEATH OF THE FARMER,
THE WAR BETWEEN ANTIOCHUS AND PTOLEMY.
THE REVOLT OF THE EAST AGAINST ANTIOCHUS.
PEACE RESTORED BETWEEN THE TWO KINGS. THF
DEATH OF PTOLE.MY PHILADELPHUS.

THE Greeks, after they had been subjected by the

Macedonians, and rendered dependent on their au-

thority, seem, by losing their liberty, to have also

lost that courage and greatness of soul, by which

they had been till then so eminently distinguished
from other people. They appear entirely changed,
and to have lost all similitude to their ancient cha-
racter. Sparta, that was once so bold and

ii.iper'lpus,
and in a manner possessed of the sovereignty of all

Greece, patiently bowed down her neck, at last, be-

neath a foreign yoke; and we shall soon behold her

subjected to domestic tyrants, who will treat her with
the utmost cruelty. We shall see Athens, once so

jealous of her liberty, and so formidable to the most

powerful kings, running headlong into slavery, and,
as she changes her masters, successively paying them
the homage of the basest and most abject adulation.

Each of these cities will, from time to time, make
some efforts to reinstate themselves in their ancient

liberties, but all feeble, and without success.

Antigouus Gouatas,5 king of Ma-
cedonia, became very powerful,

A. M. 3736.

some years alter the death of Pyr- Ant. J. C. 268.

rhus, and thereby formidable to

the states of Greece: the Lacedicmonians, therefore
entered into a league with the Athenians against him
and engaged Ptolemy Philadelphus to accede to it

Antigonus, in order* to frustrate the confederacy
which these two states had formed against him, and
to

prevent the consequences that might result from
it, immediately began hostilities with the siege of

Athens; but Ptolemy soon sent a lleet thither, under
the command of 1'atroclus, one of his generals; while

Art-iis king of Lacechemon, put himself at the head
of an army, to succour that city by land. 1'atroclus,
as soon as he arrived before the place, advised Areuit"

to attack the enemy, and promised to make a descent,
at the same time, in order to assault them in the rear.

This counsel was very judicious, and could not have
failed of success had it been carried into execution
but Areus, who wanted provisions for his troop*

thought it more advisable to return to Sparta. The
fleet, therefore, being incapable of acting alune., sail-

ed back to Egypt, without doing any thing. This )i

the usual inconvenience to which troops of different

* Valerius Mnximui.
Justin. 1. zxvi. c. 2. Tainan, in Laeon. p. 168, t U

Attic, p. 1.
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nations are exposed, when
they

are commanded by
Chiefs- who have neither any subordination nor good
intelligence between th ;:m. Athens, thus abandoned

by her allies, became a prey to Antigonus, who put
garrioi in it.

Patroclus happened,! in his re-

A. M. 3737. turn, to
stop

at Caunus, a maritime
Ant. J. C. 267. city of Caria, where he met with

Sotades, a poet universally
decried

for the unbounded licentiousness both of his verses

and his manners. His satiric poetry never spared
either his best friends, or the most worthy persons;
and even the sacred characters of kings were not

exempted from his malignity. When he was at the

Court of Lysimachus, he aflected to blacken the re-

putation of Ptolemy by atrocious calumnies; and
when he was entertained by the latter, he traduced

Lysimachus in the same manner. He had composed
a virulent sa.ire against Ptolemy, wherein he inserted

many cutting retfections on his marriage with Arsi-

noe, his own sister; and he had fled from Alexandria
to save himself from the resentment of that prince.
Patroclus thought it his duty to make an example of
a wretch who hud affronted his master in such an
insolent manner. He accordingly caused a weight
of lead to be fastened to his body, and then ordered
him to be thrown into the sea. The generality of

poets who profess satire, are a dangerous and detes-

table race of men, who have renounced all probity
and sense of shame, and whose quill, dipped in the

bitterest gall, respects neither rank nor virtue.

The affairs of Ptolemy were
A. M. 3739. greatly perplexed by a revolt ex-

Ant. J. C. 265. cited in Egypt,* by a prince from
whom he never suspected having

any thing of that nature to fear. Magas, governor
of Cyrenaica, and Libya, having get up the standard

of rebellion against Ptolemy his master and benefac-

tor, caused himself to be proclaimed king of those

provinces. Ptolemy and he were brothers by the

tame mother; for the latter was the son of Berenice
and Philip, a Macedonian officer, who was her hus-

band before she was espoused by Ptolemy Soter.

Her solicitations, therefore, obtained for him this

government when she was advanced to the honours
of a crown, upon the death of Ophelias, as 1 have

formerly observed. Magas had so well established

himself in his government by long possession, and

by his marriage with Apame, the daughter of Anti-

ochus Soter, king of Syria, that he endeavoured to

render himself independent; and as ambition knows
no bounds, his pretensions rose still higher. He was
not contented with wresting from his brother the two

provinces he governed, but formed a resolution to

dethrone him. With this view he advanced into

Egypt, at the head of a great army, and, in his march
towards Alexandria, made himself master of Parae-

tonium, a
city

of Marmarica.
The intelligence he received of the revolt of the

Marmarida; in Libya, prevented him from proceed-
ing any farther in this expedition; and he immedi-

ately returned to regulate the disorders in his pro-
vinces. Ptolemy, who had marched an army to the

frontiers, had now a favourable opportunity of" attack-

ing him in his retreat, and entirely defeating his

troops;
but a new danger called him likewise to

another quarter. He detected a conspiracy which
bad been formed against him, by 4000 Gauls, whom
be had taken into his pay, and who intended no less

than to drive him out of Egypt, and seize it for them-
elves. In order, therefore, to frustrate their design,
ne found himself obliged to return to Egypt, where
ne drew the conspirators into an island in the iSilt ,

and shut them up so effectually tin re, that they all

perished by famine, except those who chose rather
to destroy one another, than languish out their lives

in that miserable manner.

Magas, as soon as he had calmed
A. M. 3740. the troubles which occasioned his

Ant. J. C. 264. return, renewed his designs on

Egypt, and, in order to succeed

Athen. I. xiv p. 620, <J1.

Puusan. in Att. p. 12, 13

more effectually, engaged his father-in-law, Anti-

ochus Soter, to enter into his plan. It was then re-

solved, that Antiochus should attack Ptolemy on one

side, while Magas invaded him on the other; but Pto-

lemy, who had secret intelligence of this treaty,
an-

ticipated Antiochus in his design, and gave him so

much employment in all his maritime provinces, by

repeated descents, and the devastations made by thr

traops he sent intq those parts, that this prince was

obliged to continue in his own dominions, to concert

measures for their defence; and Magas, who had re-

lied upon a diversion to be made in his favour by
Autiochus, thought it not advisable to enter upon any
action, when he perceived his ally had not made the

effort on which he depended.
Philetaerus,3 who founded the

kingdom of Pergamus, died the A. M. 3741.

following yar, at the age of four- Ant. J. C. 263.

score. He was a eunuch, and had
been originally a servant of Docimus, an officer in

the army of Antigouus; who having quitted that

prince to enter into the service of Lysimachus, was
followed by Philetwrus. Lysimachus, finding him a

person of great capacity, made him his treasurer,
and intrusted him with the government of the city

of Pergamus, in which his treasures were deposited.
He served Lysimachus very faithfully in this post for

several years; but his attachment to the interests of

Agathocles, the eldest son of Lysimachus, who wa
destroyed by the intrigues of Arsinoe the younger,
daughter of Ptolemy Soter, as I have formerly rela-

ted ; and the affliction he testified at the tragical
death of that prince, caused him to be suspected by
the young queen; and she accordingly took measures
to destroy him. Philetaerus, who was sensible of her

intentions, resolved upon a revolt, and succeeded ii>

his design, by the protection of Seleucus ; after which
he supported himself in the possession of the city
and treasures of Lysimachus; being favoured in hi*

views by the troubles which arose upon the death of

that prince, and that of Seleucus, which happeneo
seven months after. He conducted her affairs with
so much art and capacity, amidst all the divisions of
the successors of those two princes, that he preserved
the city, with all the country around it, for the

space
of twenty years, and formed it into a state, which
subsisted for several generations in his family, and
became one of the most potent states of Asia. He
had two brothers, Eumenes and Attains, the former
of whom, who was the eldest, had a son named also

Eumenes, who succeeded his uncle, and reigned
twenty-two years.

In this year began the first Punic war, which con-

tinued for the space of twenty-four years, between
the Romans and the Carthaginians.
Nicomedes,4 king of Bitnynia,5

having built a city near the place A. M. 3742.

where Astacus, which Lysimachus Ant. J. C. 262.

had destroyed, formerly stood, cal-

* Strata. I. xiii. p. 6-23, IhM. Pausan. in Att. p. 13 & IS.

Pausan. Eliac. 1. i. p. 310. Euseb. in Cliruii. Trebel'..

Pollio in Gallien. Ammian. Marcell. 1. zii. c 9. Menin. o
xxi. Strab. I. xii. p ti-'-l.

l"!ii hi nia was anciently denominated Mysia, Mygdonia,
and lit-urycia, as well as Bilhynia. It enjoyed itsown king*
for more than '^00 years, when the last of tliem left it as a

legacy to the Roman*. Ft was then re-conquered by Mith-
ridalcs, king of Pontus ; reduced to its former subjection by
l.uruilus and Cotta ; and, after the defeat of Doniilms Cal-

vinus. u^ain roiM|uered by Pharnaces, son of Mithridatei,
who kept it till hi* overthrow at Zela by LVsar ; and from
thnl time it remained a Roman province, and WHS included

by Constantino in the diocese of Pnnius, when In- made a

new division of the empire, Under Vali-iiiiinan, Bithynia
win divided into two provinces, of which Nice and .Vjrome-
dia were the respective capitals, and so continued till it bo-

c-dine subject to the Turkish princes of the house of Seljook,
from whom it was recovered in the 1-th ceiuury. but finally
lost to the Greek empire in the reign of the younger Andro-
nicus. It is now included in the great province ot Anatolia,
or Anadolia, and governed by a Pasha of three tails, who
resides at Nicomcdia.

Bithynia is a romantii and beautiful country, intersected
with lofty mountains and fertile valleys, abounding in fin*

forots, and well watered 6y the two large streams of ih

Sangarius and Parthenius, with their uumberles* tributar?
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<f.d it Nicomedia, from his own name. Great men-
tion is mad* of it in the history of the Lower Em-

pire, because several of the Roman emperors resi-

ded there.

Antiochus Soter was desirous to improve the death

of Philetaerus to his own advantage, and take that

opportunity to seize his dominions; but Eumenes, his

nephew and successor, raised a fine army for his de-

fence, and obtained such a complete victory over him
near Sardis, as not only

secured him the possession
of what he already enjoyed, but enabled him to en-

large his dominions considerably.
Antiochus 1 returned to Antioch

A. M. 3743. after this defeat, where he ordered *

Ant J. C. 261. one of his sons to be put to death
for raising a commotion in his ab-

sence, and caused the other, whose name was the

game as his own, to be proclaimed king; shortly af-

ter which he died, and left him all his dominions.
This youn"- prince was his son by Stratonice, the

daughter of Demetrius, who, from his mother-in-law,
became his consort, in the manner I have before
mentioned.

Antiochus the son,3 when he
A. M. 3744. came to the crown, was espoused

Ant. J. C. 260. to Laodice, his sister, by the fa-

ther's side. He afterwards assumed
the surname of Theos, which signifies God, and dis-

tinguishes him, at (his day, from the other kings of
Svria who were called by the name of Antiochus.
The Milesians were the first who conferred it upon
him to testify their

gratitude for delivering tnem
from the tyranny of Timarchus, governor of Caria
under Ptolemy Philadelphus, who was not only mas-
ter of Egypt, but of Cuele-syria, and Palestine, with
the provinces of Cilicia, Pamphylia, Lycia, and Ca-
ria in Asia Minor. Timarchus revolted from his

sovereign, and chose Miletus for the seat of his resi-

dence. The Milesians, in order to free themselves
from this tyrant, had recourse to Antiochus, who
defeated and killed him. In acknowledgment for

which they rendered him divine honours, and even
conferred upon him the title of God. With such

impious flattery was it usual to treat the reigning
princes of those ages!* The Lemnians had likewise
bestowed the same title on his father and grandfather,
and did not scruple to erect temples to their honour;
and the

people of Smyrna were altogether as obse-

quious to his mother Stratonice.

Berosus,5 the famous historian of Babylon, flou-

rished in the beginning of this prince's reign, and
dedicated his history to him. Pliny informs us, that
it contained the astronomical observations of 480
vears. When the Macedonians were masters of Ba-
bvlon, Berosus made himself acquainted with their

language, and went first to Cos, which had been ren-
dered famous as the

birth-place of Hippocrates, and
there established a school, in which he taught astro-

nomy and astrology. From Cos he proceeded to

Athens, where, notwithstanding the futility of his

art, he acquired so much reputation by his astrologi-
ral predictions, that the citizens erected a statue to

him. with a tongue of gold,* in the Gymnasium,
where the youths performed all their exercises. Jo-

sephtts ami Euebioi have transmitted to us some
excellent fragments of this history, that illustrate

several
p;t.-iii;i

- in the Old Testament, and without
which it would be impossible to trace any exact suc-

cession of the kings of Babylon.
Ptolemy being solicitous to en-

A. M. 3745. rich his kingdom, conceived an ex-
AuL J. C. 259. pedient to draw into it all the ma-

ilrrami. The former mill flwi. a* in the tiay or Strabo,
between flowi'n meadows and smiling slopet, in general
1UU vardi wide, very deep and rapid.

' 'I'm::, in I'rulugo. I. xxvi.
M. de la Nauze affirms, that there ii an error in this

bridrrrmm of Troi'us I'omffiu*. The reader may consult
torn. VII ol the Mrroo rs of the Academy of Inscriptions.

PulyiEii Strata;; iii. r.. 50. lAppUn. in Syriac. p.
130. Jus'in. ! xxvi.. c. 1.

Athen. I vi. p. 255.
Tut inn. m Orat. con. Grec. p. 471. Plin. I. vii. r. 56.

Vitrv a. 7. Plm. I. vii c. 37.

ritime commerce of the East; which, t II lr>n,
had been in the possession of the Tyrimis, ivbo
transacted it by sea, as far as F.lath: and "from tlienc*

by land to Rhinocorura, and from this last place by
sea again, to the city of Tyre. Elath aiW Rhino
corura were two sea-ports : 'the first on the eastern
shore of the Red Sea, and the second at the extrem.

ity of the Mediterranean, between Egypt and Pales-

tine, and near the mouths of the river'of Esrypt.

Ptolemy,' in order to draw this commerce 'intc his

own kingdom, thought it necessarv to foun.1 a city
on the western shore of the Red Sea, from whence
the ships were to set out. He accordingly built it

almost on the frontiers of Ethiopia, and gave it th
name of his mother Berenice; but the port not being
very commodious, that of Myos-Hornos was prefer-
red as being very near, and much better; and all the
commodities of Arabia, India, Persia, and Ethiopia
were landed here. From thence thev were conveved
on camels to Coptus, where they were again shipped,
and brought down the Kile to Alexandria, which
transmitted them to all the West, in exchange for it*

nif rchandise, which was afterwards exported to the
East. But as the passage from Coptus to the Red
Sea lay across the deserts, where no water could be

procured, and which had neither cities nor houses to

lodge the caravans; Ptolemy, in order to remedv this

inconvenience, caused a canal to be opened along the

great road, and to communicate with the Kile that

supplied it with water. On the edge of this canal
houses were erected, at proper distances, for the re

ception of passengers, and to supply all necessary
accommodations for them and their beasts of burden

Useful as all these labours were, Ptolemy did not
think them sufficient; for, as he intended to engross
all the traffic between the East and West into his

dominions, he thought his plan would be imperfect,
unless he could protect what he had facilitated in

other respects. With this view, he caused two tleets

to be fitted out, one for the Red Sea, and the other
for the .Mediterranean. This last was extremely fine^
and some of the vessels which composed it much ex-
ceeded the common fize. Two of them, in particu-
lar, had thirty benches of oars; one twenty; four
rowed with fourteen; twowifh twelve; fourteen with

eleven; thirty with nine; thirty-seven with seven;
five with six, and seventeen with five. The number
of the whole amounted to 112 vessels. He had as

many more, with four and three benches of oars, be-
side a

prodigious
number of small vessels. With

this formidable fleet he not only protected his com-
merce from all insults; but kept ' subjection, as

long as he lived, most of the maritime provinces of
AMU Minor, as Cilicia, for instance, with Pamphylia,
Lycia, and Caria, as far as the Cyclades.
Magas, king of Cyrene and Li-

bya, growing very "aged and in- A. M. 3746.

firm, caused overtures of accom- Ant. J. C. 258.

modation to be tendered to his bro-

ther Ptolemy, with the proposal of a marriage be-
tween Berenice, his only daughter, and the eldest
son of the king of Egypt, and a promise to give her
all his dominions for tier dowry. The negotiation
succeeded, and a peace was concluded on those terms.

Magas,9 however, died before
the execution of the treaty, having A. M. 3747.
continued in the government ot Ant. J. C. 257

Libya,
anil C\ renaica, for tlie space

of
fifty

\ears. Towards the close of his days h
abandoned himself to pleasure, and particularly to

excess at his table, which greatly impaired his health.

His widow Apame, whom Ju;>tin calls Arsinoe, re-

solved, after his death, to break ort her daughter's
marriage with the son of Ptolemy, as it had been
concluded without her consent. With this view,
she employed persons in Macedonia to invite Deme-
trius, the uncle of king Antigonus Gonalts to conns

to her court, assuring him, at the same time, that

her daughter and crown should be his. Demetrius
arrived there in a short time; but as soon as A panicirnvecl there in a snort tune; out as sooi

' Strab. xvii. p P15 Plin. 1. vi. c. 23.

Tlipooril. Idyll, *vii. Athen. I. v. p. 20.1.

Athen. I. xii. p. 550 Justin. I. xxvi. e. 3.
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beheld him, she contracted a violent passion for him,
and resolved to espouse him herself. From that

moment he neglected the daughter to attach hnn-tll

to the mother; and as he imagined that her favour

raised him above all things, lie began to treat the

young princess, as well as the ministers and officer^

of the armv, in such an insolent and imperious man-

ner, thai they funned a re-solution to destroy him.
Berei.ici herself conducted the conspirators to the

door of her mother's apartment, where they stabbed

him in his bed, though Apame employed all her

efforts to save him, ana eveo covered h'liu with her

own boiiy. Berenice, after this, went to Egypt,
where her v.iirriage with Ptolemy was consummated,
and Apame was sent to her brother Antiochus Theos,
ir Syria.

This princess had the art to ex-

A. M. 3748. asperate her brother so effectually
Ant. J. C. 256. against Ptolemy, 1 that she at las't

spirited him up to a war, which
continued for a long space of time, and was produc-
tive of fatal consequences to Antiochus, as will be
evident iu the sequel.

Ptolemy did not place himself at

A. M. 3749. the head of his army,* his declin-

Ant. J. C. 255. ing state of health not permitting
him to exoose himself to the fa-

tigues of a campaign and the inconveniences of a

camp; for which reason he left the war to the conduct
of his generals. Antiochus, who was then in the flower

of his age, took the field at the head of all the forces

of Babylon and the East, with a resolution to carry-
on the war with the utmost

rigour. History has not

preserved the particulars of what passed in that cam-

paign, or perhaps the advantages obtained on either

side were not very considerable, and the event not

worthy of much notice.

Ptolemy did not forget to im-
A. M. 3750. prove his library ,3 notwithstanding

Ant. J. C. 254. the war, and continually enriched
it with new books. He was ex-

ceedingly curious in pictures and designs by great
masters. Aratus, the famous Sicyonian, was one of
those who collected for him in Greece; and he had
the good fortune to gratify the taste of that prince
for those works of art to such a degree, that Pto-

lemy entertained a friendship for him, and presented
him with twenty-five talents, which he expended in

the relief of the necessitous Sicyonians, and ihe re-

demption of such of them as were detained in capti-

vity.
While Antiochus was employed

A. M. 3754. in his war with Egypt, a great
Ant J. C. 250. insurrection was fomented in the

East, and his distance at that time
rendered him incapable of taking the necessarv

steps
to check it with sufficient expedition. The "revolt,

therefore, daily gathered strength, till it at last be-
came incapable of remedy. These troubles gave
birth to the Parthian empire.
The cause of these commotions proceeded from

Agathocles.4 governor of the Parthian dominions for

Aotiochus. This officer attempted to offer violence
to a youth of the country, whose name was Tiridates ;

upon which Arsaces, tfie brother of the boy, a per-
son of low extraction but of great courage'and ho-

nour, assembled some of his friends, in order to de-
liver his brother from the brutality intended him.

They accordingly fell upon the governor, killed him
on the spot, and then fled for safety with several

persons whom they had drawn together for their de-
fence against the pursuit to which such a bold pro-
ceeding would inevitably expose them. Their party-

grew so numerous, by the
negligence of Antiochus,

that Arsares soon found himself strong enough to

drive the Macedonians out of that province, and as-

sume the government himself. The Macedonians had

always continued masters of it, from the death of

> Hieron. in Daniel.
3trli. 1. zvii. p. 789. Hieron. in Daniel.
Plat, in Arat. p. 1031.

Arrian. in Panh. apud. Phot. Cod 58. Syncell. p. 984.
. xii. c. 4. Btrab. 1. xi.

ji.
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Alexander; first under Eumenes, then under AntU
gonuj, next under SeleucusAicator, and lastly under
Antiochus.
Much about the same time.s Theodotusalso revolt-

ed in Bactriana, and from a governor, became king
of that province; he subjected the thousand cities it

contained, while Antiochus was amusing hiimelf with
the Egyptian war: and strengthened himself so eflec

tually in his new acquisitions, that it became impos-
sible to reduce him afterwards. This example was
followed by all the other nations in those parts,
each of whom threw on" the yoke at the ;ame time;
by which means Antiochus lost all the eastern pro-
vinces of his empire beyond the Tigris. ThN > vent

happened, according
to Justin, wTien L. Manlius

Vulso, and M Atilius Rt-gnlu, were consuls at

Rome: that is to say, the fourteenth year of the first

Punic war.
The troubles and revolts in the

East made Antiochus at last de~i- A. M. 3755.
rous to disengage himself from the Ant J. C. 249.

war with PluKmv.7 A treaty of

peace was accordingly concluded between them; and
the conditions of it were, that Antiochus should di-

vorce Laodlce, and espouse Berenice, the daughter
of Ptolemy; that he should also disinherit hi i--ne

by the first marriage, and secure the crown to his

children by the second. Antiochus, after the rati-

fication of the treaty, repudiated Laodice, though the
was his sister by the father's side, and had brought
him two sons: Ptolemy then embarked at Pelusiuro,
and conducted his daughter to Seleucia, a maritime

city, near the mouth of the Orontes, a river of S>ria,

Antiochus came thither to receive his bride, and the

nuptials were solemnized with great magnificence.

Ptolemy had a tender affection for his daughter, and

gave orders to have regular supplies
of water from

the IS'ile transmitted to her; believing it better for

her health than any other water whatever, and there

fore he was desirous she should drink none but that.

When marriages are contracted from no other mo-
tives than political views, and are founded on such

unjust conditions, they are generally attended with
calamitous and fatal events.

These particulars of the marriage of Antiochus
with the daughter of Ptolemy had been foretold by
the prophet Daniel. I shall here repeat the begin-

ning of this prophecy, which has already been ex-

plained elsewhere, th'at the reader may at once be-

hold and admire the prediction of the greatest events

in our history, and their literal accomplishment at

the appointed time.
"

I will now show thee the truth." These words
were spoken to Daniel, on the part of God, by the

man clothed in linen. " Behold, there shall stand

u;> yet three
kings

in Persia;" namely, Cyrus, who
was then upon the throne; his son Cambyses; and

Darius, the son of Hystaspes.
" And the fourth shall

be far richer than "they all: And by his strength

through his riches be "shall stir up all against the

realm of Greece." The monarch here meant was

Xerxes, who invaded Greece with a very formidable

armv.
"And a mighty king shall stand up, that shall

rule with great dominion, and do according to his

will." In this part of the prophecy we may easily
trace Alexander the Great.

" And when he shall stand up.'O h'u kingdom shall

be broken (by his death,} and shall be divided to

wards the four winds of heaven; and not to his pos
teritv, nor according to his dominion which he ruled

for his kingdom shall be plucked up, even lor others

beside those:
"
namely, beside the ioui greater prin-

ces. \Ve have already seen the vat empire of Alex
ander parcelled out into four great kingdoms; " with

Justin. & Sirab. ibid.

In the Fasti he it called C. Atiliui.
i Hieron. in Dan. xi. Fol yen. first. I. viii. a. 50. Athen.

1. ii. p. 45.

Dan. xi. 2. \> r. 3. Ver. 4.

" Turn Maximum in terris Maeedonam rtgnum nomen

que, imle morte Alexandrj, distnctum in mulla fsna, d

ad M quitque opei rapiunt lacerames viribut. Liv. . siv

n. 9
9
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out including those foreign princes who founded
other kingdoms in Cappadocia, Armenia, Bitliynia,
Heraclea, and on the Bosphorus. All this was pre-

This prophet then proceeds
to the treaty of peace.

and the marriage we nave already mentioned.
" The king of the South shall be strong,! and one

of his princes; and he shall be strong above him, and
have dominion; his dominion shall be a great domi-
nion. And in the end of years they shall

join
them-

selves together; for the king's daughter of the South
shall come to the king or the North to make an

agreement: but he shall not retain the power of the

arm, neither shall he stand, nor his arm: but she shall

be given up, and they that brought her, and he that be-

gat her, and he that strengthened her in these times."

It will be necessary to observe, that Daniel, in this

passage, and throughout all the remaining part of
the chapter before us, confines himself to the kings
of Egypt and Syria, because they were the only prin-
ces who engaged in wars asrainst the people o? GOD.
"The king of the South shall be strong."* This

fcf
nf if the South was Ptolemy, the son of Lagus,

kingof Egypt; and the king of the .YortA was Seleu-

cusTVicator, king of Syria. And, indeed, such was
their exact situation with respect to Judaea, which
has Syria to the north, and Egypt to the south.

According to Daniel, the king of Egypt, who first

reigned in tnat country after the death of Alexander,
was Ptolemy Soter, whom he calls the king of the

South, and declares that he shall be strong. The
exactness of this character is fully justified by what
we have seen in his history: for he was master of

Egypt, Libya, Cyrcnaica, Arabia, Palestine, Ccele-

Svria, and most of the maritime provinces of Asia

Minor; with the island of Cyprus: as also of several

isles in the Jigean sea, which is now called the Ar-

chipelago, and even some cities of Greece, as Sicyon
and Corinth.

The prophet,* after this, mentions another of the
four successors to this empire, whom he calls Princes
or Governor*. This was Seleucus Nicator, the king
of the North; of whom he declares, that he "should
be more powerful than the king of the South, and
his dominion more extensive;

"
for this is the import

of the prophet's expression,
" he shall be strong above

him, and nave dominion." It is easy to prove, that

his territories were of greater extent than those of
the king of Egypt; for he was master of all the East,
from mount Taurus to the river Indus; and also of
several provinces in Asia Minor, between mount Tau-
rus and the jEgean sea; to which he added Thrace
and Macedonia, a little before his death.

Daniel then informs us,
" of the coming of the

daughter of the king of the South, to the king of the

North, and mentions the treaty of peace which was
concluded on this occasion between the two kings." 4

This evidently points out the marriage of Berenice,
the daughter of Ptolemy king of Egypt, with Antio-
chus Theos, king of Syria, and the peace concluded
between them in consideration of this alliance; every
circumstance of which exactly happened according
to the prediction before us. The sequel of this his-

tory will show us the fatal events of this marriage,
which was also foretold by the prophet.

In the remaining part of the chapter he relates

the most remarkable events of future times, under
these two races of kings, to the death of Antiochus

Kpiphanes, the great persecutor of the Jewish nation.
I shall be careful, as these events occur in the series

of this history, to apply the prophecy of Daniel to

them, that the reader mav observe the exact accom-

plishment of each prediction.
In the meantime, I cannot but recognize in this

place, with admiration, the divine origin of the Scrip-
tures, which relate in so particular and circumstan-
tial a manner, a variety of singular and

extraordinary
facts, above 300 years before they were transacted.
What an immense chain of events extends from the

prophecy to tiie time of its accomplishment; by the

breaking of anv single link, the whole would be dis-

concerted ! With respect to the marriage alone,

Dtn. li. 5. C, Ver. 5. Ver. 5. Ver. 0.

what hand, but that of the Almighty, could hare con-
ducted so many different views, intrigues, and pas-
sions, to the same point? What knowledge but hi*

coulii, with so much certainty, have foreseen such a
number of distinct circumstances, subject not only
to the freedom of will, but even to the irregular im-

pressions of caprice'/ And what man but must adore
that sovereign power which God exercises, in a secret
but certain manner, over kings and princes, who*e
very crimes he renders subservient to the execution
of Vis sacred will and the accomplishment of hit

eternal decrees; in which all events, both general
and particular, have their appointed time and place
fixed beyond the possibility of failing, even those
which depend the most on the choice and liberty of
mankind!
As Ptolemy was curious,* to an

uncommon degree, in the statues, A. M. 3756.

designs, and pictures of excellent Ant. J. C. 248,

masters, as w 11 as in books; he

saw, during the time he continued in Syria, a statue

of Diana, in one of the temples, with which he was

highly pleased. Antigonus made him a present of

it, at "his request, and he carried it into Egypt. Some
time after his return, Arsinoe was seized with an

indisposition, and dreamed that Diana appeared to

her, and acquainted her, that Ptolemy was the occa-

sion of her illness, by his having taken her statue

out of the temple where it was consecrated to her
divinity. Upon this the statue was sent back, as

soon as possible, to Syria, in order to be
replaced in

the proper temple. It was also accompanied with
rich presents to the goddess, and a variety of sacri-

fices were offered up to
appease

her displeasure; but

they were not succeeded by any favourable effect.

The queen's distemper was so far from abating, that

she died in a short time, and left Ptolemy inconso-
lable at her loss; and more so, because he imputed
her death to his own indiscretion, in having removed
the statue of Diana out of the temple.
This taste for statues, pictures, and other rare

curiosities of art, may be very commendable in a

prince, and other great men, when indulged to a
certain degree; but when a person abandons himself
to it

entirely,
it degenerates into a dangerous temp-

tation, and frequently prompts him to notorious in-

justice and violence. This is evident by what Cicero
relates of Verres, who practised a kind of piracy in

Sicily, where he was praetor, by stripping private
houses, and even the temples, of all their nne-t and
most valuable curiosities. But though a person should

have no recourse to such heinous methods, it i> till

very shocking and offensive, says Cicero, to say to a

person of distinction, worth, and fortune,
" Sell me

this picture, or that statue," 6 since it is in effect de-

claring,
"You are unworthy to have such an admirable

piece in your possession, which suits only a person of

my rank and taste." I mention nothing of the enor-

mous expenses into which a man is drawn by this pas-
sion ; for these exquisite pieces have no price but what
the desire of possessing them sets upon them, and
that we know has no bounds."

Though Arsinoe was older than Ptolemy, and too
far advanced in years to have any children when h

espoused her, he however retained a constant and
tender passion for her to the last, and rendered all

imaginable honours to her memory after her death,

He gave her name to several cities, which he caused
to be built, and performed a number of other re-

markable things, to testify how well he loved her.

Nothing could be more extraordinary than the de-

sign he formed of erecting a temple to "her,8 at Alex

andria, with a dome rising above it, the coucav

part of which was to be lined with adamant, in ordei

Lilian. Oral. zi.

Buperbum eat et non ferendom, diccre prstorem in pro
vinciS homini honesto, lociipleti, plendido: Vende mihi y

*a ccelata. Hoc est enira dicere : Non est dignu* tu, qui Ii4

bean quae tarn bene facta funt. Meae dignitaiia Ula sant

Cic. Oral, de signis. n. 45.

Etenim. qui modus cut cupiditatis. idem est <r-?timatl

nia. Difficile est enim finem tacerc pretio, niii libidini dx
ris. Cie. Orat. de signis. n. 14.

Plin. 1 xxxiv. c. 14.
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to keep an irrn statue of the queen suspended in the

air. This design was the invention of Dinocrates,
a famous architect in those times; and the moment
he proposed it to Ptolemy, that prince pave orders
for beginning the work wfthout delay. The experi-
ment however, remained imperfect, for want of
sufficient time; for Ptolemy and the architect dying
within a very short time after this resolution, the

oroject was
entirely

discontinued. It has long been

taid, and even believed, that the body of Mahomet
was suspended in this manner, in an iron r.offin, by
a loadstone fixed in the vaulted roof of the cham-
ber where his corpse was deposited after his death;
but this is a mere vulgar error, without the least

foundation.

Ptolemy Philadelphus survived

A. M. 3757. his beloved Arsinoe hut a short

Ant. J. C. 247. tirne.i He was naturally of a ten-

der constitution, and the luxurious
m*nner of life he led contributed to the decay of his

health. The infirmities of old age, and his affliction

for the loss of a consort whom he loved to adora-

tion, brought upon him a languishing disorder, which
elided his days in the sixty-third year of his age,
and the thirty-eighth of his reign. He left two sons

and a daughter,* whom he had by his first wife Arsi-

noe, the daughter of Lysimachus, a different person
from the last mentioned queen of that name. His
eldest son Ptolemy Euergetes, succeeded him in the

throne; the second bore the name of Lysimachus,
his grandfather by the mother's side, and was put to

death by his brother for engaging in a rebellion

against him. The name of the daughter was Beren-

ice, whose marriage with Autiochus Theos, king of

Syria, has already been related.

SECTION IX. CHARACTER AND QUALITIES OF
PTOLEMY PHILADELTHUS.

Ptolemy Philadelphus had certainly great and ex-
cellent qualities; and yet we cannot propose him as

a perfect model of a good kin<, because those quali-
ties were counterpoised by delects altogether as con-
siderable. He dishonoured the early part of his

reign, by his resentment against a man of uncom-
mon merit, I mean Demetrius Phalereus, because he
had given some advice to his father, contrary to the
interest of Philadelphus, but entirely conformable
to equity and natural right. His immense riches
goon drew after them a train of luxury and effemi-

nate pleasures, the usual concomitants of such high
fortunes, which contributed not a little to enervate
his mind. He was not very industrious in cultiva-

ting the military virtues; but we must acknowledge
at the same time, that a remissness of this nature is

not always a misfortune to a people.
He, however, made an ample compensation for

this neglect, by his love of the arts and sciences, and
his generosity to learned men. The fame of his libe-

ralities invited several illustrious poets to his court,

particularly Callimachus, Lycophron, and Theocri-
tus; the last of whom gives him a very high char-
acter in some of his Idyllia. We have 'already seen
his extraordinary taste for books; and that he spared
no expense in the augmentation and embellishment
of the library founded by his father, from whence
both those princes have derived as much glory as
could have redounded to them from the greatest
conquests. As Philadelphus had abundance of wit,
art! his happy natural disposition had been carefully
Ldltiva'ed oy able masters, he always retained a pecu-
liar taste for the sciences, but in such a manner as

suited the dignity of a prince; since he never suffer-

ed them to engross his whole attention, but regulated
bis propensity to those grateful amusements by pru-
dence and moderation. In order to perpetuate this

taste in his dominions, he erected public schools and
academies at Alexandria, where they long flourished
in great reputation. He loved to converse with men
of learning, and as the greatest masters in every kind
of science were emulous to obtain his favour, he ex-
tracted from each of them (if I may use that expres-
sion) the flower and quintessence of the sciences in

Athen. 1 xii. p. 540. > Cinon. Ptolem. Antron.

which they excelled This is the inestimable advan

tage which princes and great men possess: and happj
are thev when they know how to use the opportu-
nity of acquiring, in agreeable conversations a thou-

sand things, not only curious, but useful and impor-
tant, with respect to government.

This intercourse of Philadelphus with learned men,
and his care to give due honour to the arU, may be

considered as the source ol those measures he pur-
sued, through the course of his long reign, to make
commerce flourish in his dominions; in which at-

tempt no prince ever succeeded more effectually than
himself. The greatest expenses, in this particular,
could never discourage him from persisting in what
he proposed to accomplish. We have already ob-

served, that he built whole cities in order to protect
and facilitate his intended traffic; that he opened a

very long canal through deserts destitute of water,
and maintained a very numerous and complete navy
in each of the two seas, merely for the defence of
his merchants. His principal point in view was to

secure to strangers all imaginable safety, convenience,
and freedom, in his ports, without fettering trade in

any degree, or endeavouring to turn it from its pro-
per channel, in order to make it subservient to hit

own particular interest; as he was persuaded, that

commerce was like some springs, that soon cease to

flow, when diverted from tneir natural course.

These were views worthy a great prince, and a
consummate politician, and their lasting effects were

infinitely beneficial to his kingdom. They have even
continued to our days, strengthened by the prin-

ciples of the first establishment, after a duration of
above 2000 years; opening a perpetual (low of new
riches, and new commodities of every kind, into all

nations; drawing continually from them a return of

voluntary contributions; uniting the East and West
by the mutual supply of their respective wants; and

establishing on this basis a commerce that has con-

stantly supported itself from age to age without in-

terruption. Those great conquerors and celebrated

heroes, whose merit nas been so highly extolled, not
to mention tile ravages and desolation they have
occasioned to mankind, have scarce left behind them

any traces of the conquests and acquisitions they
have made for aggrandizing their empires; oral least

those traces have not been durable, and the revolu-

tions to which the most potent states are obnoxious,
divest them of their conquests in a short time, and
transfer them to others. On the contrary, the com-
merce of Egypt, established thus by Philadelphus,
instead of being shaken by time, has rather increased

through a long succession of ages, and become daily
more useful and indispensable to all nations. So
that, when we trace it up to its source, we shall be
sensible that this prince ought to be considered not

only as the benefactor of Egypt, but of all mankind
in general to the latest posterity.
What we have already observed, in the history ol

Philadelphus, with respect to the inclination of th

neighbouring people to transplant themselves in

crowds into Egypt, preferring a residence in a lureign
land to the natural affection of mankind for their

native soil, is another glorious panegyric on this

prince; as the most essential duty of kings, and the

most grateful pleasure they can possibly enjoy, amidst
the splendours of a throne, is to gain the love of

mankind, and to make their government desirable.

Ptolemy was sensible, as an able politician, that the

only sure expedient for extending his dominions
without any act of violence, was to multiply hi.- sub-

jects and attach them to his government, by their

interest and inclination; to cause the land to be cul*

tivated in a better manner; to make arts and manu-
factures flourish; and to augment, by a thousand

judicious measures, the power of a prince and his

kingdom, whose real strength consists in the multi-
tude of his subjects.

CHAPTER II.

SECTION I. ANTIOCHUS THEOS IS POISONKI BT
HIS QUEEN LAODICE, WHO CAUSES SELEUCUS CAL-
LI.MCUS TO BE DECLARED KI>G. SHE ALSO DEI
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TROYS BERENICE AND HER SON. PTOLEMY EUER-
GETES AVENGES HEB DEATH, BY THAT OF LA-

ODICE. AND SEIZES PART OF ASIA. ANTIOCHUS
HIERAX, AJND SELEUCUS HIS BROTHER, UMTJE
AGAINST PTOLEMY. THE DEATH OF ANT1GONUS
GONATAS, KING OF MACEDONIA. HE IS SUC-

CEEDED BY HIS SON DEMETRIUS. THE WAR BE-

TWEEN THE TWO BROTHERS. ANTIOCHUS AND
SELEUCUS. THE DEATH OF EUMENES, KING OF
PERGAMUS. ATTALUS SUCCEEDS HIM. THE ES-

TABIJSHMENT OF THE PARTHIAN EMPIRE BY AR-
SACES. ANTIOCHUS IS SLAIN BY ROBBERS. SE-

LEUCUS IS TAKEN PRISONER BY THE PARTHIANS.
CREDIT OF JOSEPH THE NEPHEW OF ONIAS, WITH
PTOLEMY. THE DEATH OF DEMETRIUS, KING OF
MACEDONIA. ANTIOCHUS SEIZES THE THRONE OF
THAT PRINCE. THE DEATH OF SELEUCUS.

As soon as Antiochus Theos had received intelli-

gence of the. denth of Ptolemy Phi-

A. M. 3758. fadelphus.i his father-in-law, he di-

Ant. J. C. 246. vorced Berenice, and recalled La-

odice and her children. Laodice,
who knew the variable disposition and inconstancy
of Antiochus, and was apprehensive that the same

levity of mind would induce him to return to Beren-
ice again, resolved to improve the present oppor-
tunity to secure the crown for her son. Her own
children were disinherited by the treaty made with

Ptolemy; by which it was also stipulated, that the

issue Berenice might have by Antiochus should suc-

ceed to the throne, and she then had a son. Laodice,
therefore, caused Antiochus to be poisoned, and when
she saw that he was dead, she placed in his bed a

person named Artemon, who very much resembled
him both in his features and the tone of his voice, to

act the part she had occasion for. He acquitted
himself with great dexterity; taking great care, in

the few visits that were paid him, to recommend his

dear Laodice and her children to the lords and peo-

ple. In his name were issued orders, by which his

eldest son Seleucus Callinicus was appointed his suc-

cessor. His death was then declared, upon which
Seleucus peaceably ascended the throne, and enjoy-
ed it for the space, of twenty years. It appears by
the sequel, that his brother Antiochus, surnamed
Hierax, had the government of the provinces of Asia

Minor, where he commanded a very considerable

body of troops.
Laodice, not believing herself safe as long as Beren-

ice and her son lived, concerted measures with Se-
leucus to destroy them also; but Berenice being
informed of their design, escaped with her son to

Daphne, where she shut herself up in the asylum built

by Seleucus JVicator. But being at last betrayed by
the perfidy of those who besieged her there by the

order of Laodice, first her son and then herself, with
all the Egyptians who had accompanied her to that

retreat, were murdered in the blackest and most in-

human manner.
This event was an exact accomplishment of what

the prophet Daniel had foretold with relation to this

marriage. "The king's daughter of the South shall

come to the king of the North to make, an agree-
ment:* but he shall not retain the power of the arm,
neither shall he stand, nor his arm; but she shall be

given up, and they that brought her, and he that

begat her, and he that strengthened her in those
times." I am not surprised that Porphyry, who was
a professed enemy to Christianity, should

represent
those prophecies of Daniel as predictions made aftr-r

the several events to which they refer; for could

they possibly be clearer if he had even been a spec-
tator of the acts he foretoldl

What probability was there that Egypt and Syria,

which, in the time of Daniel constituted part of the

Babylonian empire, as tributary provinces, should
eacn of them be governed by kings who originally
prung from Greece? Yet the prophet saw them
established in those dominions above 300 years be-

i Hi.-niii. in Daniel. Plin. I. vii. c. 12. Val. Max. I. ix.
14. S.liii. c. 1. Justin. I. xxvii. c. J.

Dan. xi.

fore. He beheld these two kings in a state of *ai
and saw them afterwards reconciled by a treaty of

peace ratified bv a marriage. He also observed
that it was the ting of Egypt, and not the king of

Syria, who cemented the union between them bv th

gift of his daughter. He saw her conducted 'from

Egypt to Syria, in a pompous and magnificent man-
ner; but was sensible that this event would be suc-
ceeded by a strange catastrophe. In a word, he dis-

covered that the issue of this princess, notwithstand-

ing all the express precautions in the treaty for se-

curing their succession to the crown, in exclusion of
the children by a former marriage, were so far front

ascending the throne, that they were entirely exter

minuted; and that the new queen herself was deli-

vered up to her rival, who caused her to be destroy
ed, with all the officers who conducted her out of

Egypt into Syria, and who, till then, had been her

strength and support.
' Great God ! how worthy are

thy oracles to be believed and reverenced.' 'J'esli

monia tua credibilia f<icln sunt nimis.
While Berenice was besieged and blocked up in

Daphne, the cities of Asia Minor, which had received

intelligence of her treatment, were touched with

compassion at her misfortune: in consequence of
which they formed a confederacy, and sent a body
of troops to Antioch for her relief. Her brother

Ptolemy Euergetes was also as expeditious as possi
ble to advance thither with a formidable army; but
the unhappy Berenice and her children were dead
before any of these auxiliary troops could arrive.

When they therefore saw that all their endeavours
to save the queen and her children were rendered

ineffectual, they immediately determined to revenge
her death in a remarkable manner. The troops of
Asia joined those of Egypt, and Ptolemy, who com-
manded them, was as successful as he could desire in

the satisfaction of his just resentment. The criminal

proceeding of Laodice, and of the king her son, who
had made himself an accomplice in her barbarity,
soon alienated the affection of the people

from them;
and Ptolemy not only caused Luodice to sutler death,
but made himself master of all Syria and Cilicia;
after which he passed the Euphrates, and conquered
all the country as far as Babylon and the Tigris; and
if the progress of his arms had not been interrupted

by a sedition which obliged him to return to Egypt,
he would certainly have subdued all the provinces
of the Syrian empire. He, however, left Antiochus,
one of his generals, to govern the provinces he had

gained on this side of mount Taurus; and Xanthip-

pus
was intrusted with those that lay beyond it; Pto-

lemy then marched back to Egypt, laden with the

spoils he had acquired by his conquests.
This prince carried off 40,000 talents of silver,*

with a prodigious quantity of gold and silver vessels,

and 2,500 statues, part of which were those Egyptian
idols that Cambyses, after his conquest of that king-
dom, had sent into Persia. Ptolemy gainec. the

hearts of his subjects by replacing those idols in

their ancient temples, when he returned from this

expedition; for the Egyptians, who were more devo-
ted to their superstitious idolatry than all the rest of

mankind, thought they could not sufficiently express
their veneration and gratitude to a king, who had
restored tht ir gods to them in such a manner. Pto-

lemy derived from this action the title of Euergetes,
which signifies n benefactor, & title infinitely preft ru-

ble to all appellations which conquerors have assu-

med from a false, idea of glory. An epithet of this

nature is the true characteristic of kings, whose solid

greatness consists in the inclination and ability to

improve the welfare of their subjects; and it were to

be wished, that Ptolemy had merited this title by
actions more worthy of it.

All this was also accomplished exactly as the pro

phet Daniel had foretold, and we need only cite the

text, to prove what we advance.* " But out of

branch of her root (intimating the king of the South
who was Ptolemy Euergetes, the son of Ptolemj
Philadelphus) shall one stand un in his estate, who
shall come with an army, and shall enter into the for-

About ix million! iterling. Dan. xi. 79.
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tress of the kin? of the North (Selencus Callinicus),
mod shall deal against them, and shall prevail. And
shall also cany captives into Egypt their gods, with
their princes, and with their precious vessels of sil-

ver, and of gold, and he shall continue more years
than tl.e king of the North. So the king of the

South shall come into his kingdom (that is the king-
dom of Sc leucus), and shall return into his own land ;"

namely, into Egypt.
\Vhen Ptolemy Euergetes set out on this expedi-

tlDn.i his queen Berenice, who tenderly loved him,

being apprehensive of the dangers to which he would
be expost d in the war, made a vow to consecrate her

hair, if he should return in safety. This was most

probably a sacrifice of the ornament she most esteem-

ed; and when she at last saw him return with so

much glory, the accomplishment of her promise was
her immediate care; in order to which she caused
her hair to be cut off, and then dedicated it to the

rods in the temple which Ptolemy Philadelphus had
founded in honour of his beloved Arsinoe on Zephv-
rion, a promontory in Cyprus, under the name of tfie

Zepliyrian Venus. This consecrated hair being lost

soon alter by some unknown accident, Ptolemy was

extremely offended with the priests for their negli-

gence: upon wic non of Samos, an artful cour-

tier, and :i'-o a mathematician, being then at Alexan

dria, took upon him to affirm, that the locks of the

queen's hair had been conveyed to heaven; and he

pointed out seven stars near the lion's tail, which till

thrn had never been part of any constellation; de-

claring it the same time, that those were the hair

of Berenice. Several other astronomers, either to

make their court as well as Conon, or that they might
not draw upon themselves the displeasure of Ptol<-mv,

gave those stars the same name, which is still used to

his day. Callimachus, who had been at the court
of Philadelphus, composed a short poem on the hair

of Berenice, which Catullus afterwards translated

into Latin, which version is come down to us.

Ptolemy,* in his return from this expedition, pas-
ted through Jerusalem, where he ottered a great
number of sacrifices to the God of Israel, in order
to render homage to him, for the victories he had
obtained over the king of Syria; by which action he

evidently discovered nig preference of the true God
to all the idols of Egypt. Perhaps the prophecies
of Daniel were shown to that prince, and he might
conclude, from what they contained, that all his con-

quests and successes were, owing to that God who had
caused them to be foretold so exactly by his prophets.

Seleucus had been detained for

A. M. 3759. some time in his kingdm,3 by the
Ant. J. C. 245. apprehension of domestic troubles;

but when he received intelligence
that Ptolemy was returning to Egypt, he set sail with
a considerable fleet to reduce the revolted cities.

His enterprise was, however, ineffectual; for, as soon
a he advanced into the open sea, his whole navy
was destroyed by a violent tempest; as if heaven it-

self, says Justin,* had made the winds and waves the
ministers of his vengeance on this parricide. Seleu-

cus, and some of his attendants, were almost the

only persons who were saved, and it was with great
difficulty that they escaped naked from the general
wreck. But thi> dreadful stroke, which seemed in-

tended to overw helm him, contributed, on the con-

trary, to tlie re-establishment of his affairs. The
cities of Asia which had revolted, through the hor-
ror they conceived against him, after the murder of
Berenice arid her children, no sooner received intel-

ligence of the great loss he had now sustained, than

they imagined him sufficiently punished; and as their

hatred was then changed into compassion, they all

declared for him anew.
This unexpected change having

A. M. 3760. reinstated him in the greatest part
Ant. J. C. 244. of his dominions, he was industri-

< Hrpini Foot. Aitron. 1. ii. Nonnui in Hint. Synag.
Catullus de coma Brren.

* Joseph, contra Appion. 1. ii.

* Justin. 1. xxvii. c. 2.
4 Velut (hi* i(wi narricidium vindicantibm
VOL. II. 11

ous to raise another army to recover the rest. This

ert'ort, however, proved as unsuccessful as the fortm r;

his army was defeated bv the forces of Ptolemy, who
cut oil "the greatest part ol his troops. He lied to

Antioch, with as small a number of men as had been
left him when he escaped

from the shipwreck at sea-

as if, says a certain historian, he had recovered his

former power only to lose it a second time with, the

greater mortification, by a fatal vicissitude of for-

tune.6

After this second blow, the cities of Smyrna and

Magnesia, in Asia Minor, were induced by mere
affection for Seleucus, to form a confederacy in hi*

favour, by which they mutually stipulated to support
him with all th<" ; r forces. They were greatly attach-

ed to his family, from whom they probably had re-

ceived many extraordinary favours: they had ever
rendered divine honours to his father, Antiochus

Theos, and also to Stratonice, the mother of this lat-

ter. Callinicus retained a grateful remembrance of

the regard these cities had testified for his interest,

and afterwards granted them several advantageous
privileges. They caused the treaty we have men-
tioned to be engraven on a large column of marble,
which still subsists, and is now in the area before the

theatre at Oxford. This column was brought out of

A-ia, by Thomas Earl of Arundel, at the beginning
of the "reign of Charles the First, and, with several

other antique marbles, presented to the university of

Oxford by his grandson, Henry Duke of Norfolk, in

the reign of Charles the Second. All the learned

world ought to think themselves indebted to noble-

men who are emulous to adorn and enrich universi-

ties in such a generous manner; and 1 wish that in

this respect the same zeal had '>*tn testified for that

of Paris, the mother of all the rest, and whose anti-

quity and reputation, in conjunction with the abili

ties of her professors, and her attachment to the sa-

cred persons of kings, have rendered her worthy of

being favoured in a peculiar manner by princes and

great men. The establishment of a library in this

illustrious seminary would be an imr-ortal honour to

the person who should lay the foundation of such a
work.

Seleucus, in the extremities to which he was redu-

ced, had made application to his brother Antiochus,
whom he promised to invest with the sovereignty of
the provinces of Asia Minor that were contiguous to

Syria, provided he would join him with his troops,
and act in concert with him. The young prince was
then at the head of an army in those provinces; and

though he was but fourteen years of age,6 yet, as he
had all the ambition and malignity of mind that ap-

pear in men of an advanced age, he immediately ac-

cepted the offers made him, and advanced in quest
of his brother, not with any intention to secure to

him the enjoyment of his dominions, but to seize

then) for himself. His avidity was so great, and he
was always so ready to seize for himself whatever
came in his way, without the least regard to

justice,
that he acquired the surname of Hierax.T which sig-

nifies a bird that pounces on all he finds, and thinks

every thing good upon which he lays his talons.

When Ptolemy received intelli-

gence that A ntiochus was preparing A. M. 376L
to act in concert with Seleucus Ant. J. C. 243.

against him, he reconciled himself
with the latter, and concluded a truce with him for

ten years, that he might not have both the*e princes
for his enemies at the same time.

Antigonus Gonatas died much
about this period, at the age of A. M. 3762.

eighty or eighty-three years; after Ant. J. C. 24i
he had reigned thirty-tour years in

Quan ad ludihriuro tantum fortune nalui CMCt, n*

prupter aliud ope* regni recepiuet, quam ut amiuereu
Justin.

Antiochui. cum esset annoi quatuorderim natu, supra
Btaiem regni avidui, oci:aeiunem non lam pio ammo, quam
oflvreuatur, arripuit ; ted, laironin more, lot urn fratri

urij*;ra
ru pious, puer sceleratam virilemque umii audaciam. Unit*
Hierax cst cognominatu* : quia, non homini* sul accipUru
rilo, in alien i erioiendii viiaon KCUrctu- ,'nstit*

' A kit*
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Macedonia, and forty-four in Greece. He wa u'*

eeeded by his son Demetrius, who reigned ten years
and made himself master of Cyrenaica and all Libya
Demetrius first married the sister of Antiochus Hie
rax ;' but Olyrnpias, the daughter of Pyrrhus king ol

Epirus, engaged him after the death of her husbanc

Alexander, who was likewise her brother, to espouse
her daughter Phthia. The first wife, being unable
to support this injurious proceeding, retired to her
brother Antiochus, and earnestly pressed him to de-
clare war against her faithless husband: but his atten

tion was then taken up with other views and employ
ments.

In fact, Antiochus still continued his military pre-

parations, as if he designed to assist his brother, in

pursuance of the treaty between them; but his rea
intention was to dethrone him,* and he concealed the
virulent disposition of an enemy under the name of
brother. Seleucus penetrated his scheme, and im-

mediately passed mount Taurus, in order to check
his progress. Antiochus founded his pretext on the

promise which had been made him of the sovereignty
of the provinces of Asia Minor.3 as a compensation
for assisting his brother against Ptolemy; but Seleu-

CMS, who then saw himself disengaged from that war
without the aid of his brother, did not conceive him-
self obliged to perform that promise. Antiochus

resolving to
persist

in his pretensions, and Seleucus

refusing to allow them, it became necessary to decide
the difference by arms. A battle was accordingly
fought near Ancyra, in Galatia, wherein Seleucus
was defeated, and escaped with the utmost difficulty
from the enemy. Antiochus was also exposed to

great dangers, notwithstanding his victory. The
troops to whose valour he was chiefly indebted for

it, were a body of Gauls whom he hwt taken into his

pay, most probably some of those who had settled in

Galatia. These traitors, upon a confused report that
Seleucus had been killed in the action, had formed
a resolution to destroy Antiochus, persuading them-
selves that they should be absolute masters of Asia,
after the death of those two princes. Antiochus,
therefore, was obliged, for his own preservation, to

distribute all the money of the army among them.

Eumenes,4 prince of Pergamus, being desirous of

taking advantage of this conjuncture, advanced with
all his forces against Antiochus and the Gauls, in full

expectation to ruin them both, in consequence of
their division. The imminent danger to which Anti-
ochus was then exposed, obliged him to make a new
treaty with the Gauls, wherein he stipulated to re-

nounce the title of their master, which he had before

assumed, for that of their ally: and he also entered
into a league offensive and defensive with that peo-
ple. This treaty, however, did not prevent Eumenes
from attacking them; and as he came upon them in
such a sudden and unexpected manner as did not al-

low them any time to recover after their fatigues, or
to furnish themselves with new recruits, he obtained
a victory over them, which cost him but little, and
laid all Asia Minor open to him.

Eumenes,* after this fortunate event, abandoned
himself to intemperance and excess at his table, and
died after a reign of twenty years. As he left no
children, he was succeeded by Attalus, bis cousin-

ferman, who was the son of Attains, his father's

younger brother. This prince wag
A. M. 3763. wise and valiant, and perfectly qual-

Ant. J. C. 241. ified to preserve the conquests that

he inherited. He entirely reduced
the Gauls, and then established himself so effectually
in his dominions, that he took upon himself the title

of king; for though his predecessors had enjoyed all

the power, they had never hitherto ventured" to as-

sume the title of sovereigns. Attalus, therefore, was
the first of his house who took it upon him, and trans-
mitted it, with his dominions, to his posterity, who
enjoyed it to the third generation.

> Polyb. .'ili. ii. p i:tl. JUKI. I. xxviii. c. 1.

Pro auxiliu bcllum, pro fratre hoalera, impluratuf exbi-
it.

Jin. I. xxrii. c. 2. Ibid. c. 3.

Atben. 1. z. p. 445. Strab. 1. xiii. p. 634. Vlr. Ex-
cept, ex Poljb.

Whilst Eumenus, and, after him, Attalus, were
seizing the provinces of the Syrian empire in the

West, Theodotus and Arsaces were following their

example in the East. The latter hearing that Seleu-
cus had been slain in the battle of Ancyra.S turned
his arms against Hyrcania, and annexed it to Par.
thia, which he had already dismembered from the

empire. He then erected'these two provinn s into
a kingdom, which in the process of time, became
very formidable to the empire of the Romans. Thee-
dotus dying soon after, Arsaces made a league otft n-
sive and defensive with his son, who bore the same
name, and succeeded his father in Bactria; and ther

mutually supported themselves in their dcmit/ionf

by this union. The two brothers, notwithstanding
these transactions, continued the war against eaca
other, with the most implacable warmth, not con-

sidering that while they contended with each other
for the empire which their fathers had left them, the
whole would be gradually wrested from them by
their common enemies.
The treasure and forces of Antiochus being ex-

hausted by the several overthrows and losses, he had
sustained, he was obliged to wander from one re-

treat to another, with the shattered remains of his

party, till he was at last entirely driven out of .Meso-

potamia. Finding, therefore, that there was no place
in all the empire of Syria, where
he could possibly continue in safe- A. M. 3774.

ty,
he retired for refuge to Ariara- Ant. J. C '230.

thes, king of Cappadocia, whose

daughter he had espoused. Ariarathes, notwithstand-

ing this alliance, was soon weary of entertaining a
son-in-law who became a burden to him; tor which
reason he determined to destroy him. Antiochus,
being informed of his design, avoided the danger by
a speedy retreat into Egypt; where he rather chose
to deliver himself up to Ptolemy, the

professed eo-

emy of his house, than to trust a brother whom he
had so highly offended. He, however, had reason
to repent of this proceeding, for immediately after

his arrival in Egypt, Ptolemy caused him to be sew-
ed and

imprisoned
under a strcng

guard, and detained him several A. M. S"/7i.

rears in that confinement, till at Ant. J. C. 226.
ast he found menns to escape by
the assistance of a courtezan; but as he was quitting
that kingdom be had the misfortune to be assassi-

nated by a band of robbers.

Ptolemy, in the mean time, de-
voted the sweets of peace to the A. M. 3765
cultivation of the sciences in his Ant. J. C. 239

dominions, and the enlargement of
his father's library at Alexandria with all sorts of
books: but as a proper collection could not well be
made without an able librarian, to whose care it

would be likewise necessary' to consign then), Euer-

^etes.T upon the death of Zenodotus, who had held
that office from the time of Ptolemy Soter, the grand-
father of that prince, sent to Athens for Lratos*

thenes, the Cyrenean, who was then in great reputa-
tion, and had been educated by Callimachus, a na-

tive of the same country. He 8 was a man of uni-

versal learning; but none of his works have been
transmitted to us, except his catalogue of the king!
of Thebes in Egypt, with the years of their respec-
tive reigns, from Menes or iMisraim, who first peo-
pled Egypt after the deluge, to the Trojan war.
This catalogue contains a succession of thirty-right

iings, and is still to be seen in Syucellus.
When Seleucus saw himself ex-

:ricated from the troubles his bro- A. M "J768

ther had occasioned, his first cares Ant. J. C. 236.

were employed in the re-establish-

nent of order and tranquillity at home; and whre
ic had accomplished this he turned his thoughts to

he reduction of the provinces of the East which
had revolted from him. This last attempt, however
>vas not attended with success; for Arsaces had been

llowed too much time to strengthen himself in 1m

Justin. 1. xli. c. 4.

' Said, in voc. Zn"ff.
Ibid, in voc. 'Airxx<ie 'TrJri|.
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nrarpation. Seleucus, therefore, after many ineffec

ttial endeavours to recover those territories, was

obliged to discontinue his
enterprise in a dishonoura-

ble manner. He, perhaps, might have succeeded
better in time, if new commotions, which had been
excited in his dominions during his absence, had not

compelled him to make a speedy return, in order to

inppress them. This furnished" Arsaces with a new-

opportunity of establishing his pov.-er so effectually,
that all future efforts were incapable of shaking it.

Seleucus,! however, made a new
A. M. 3774. attempt, as soon as his affairs would

Ant. J. C. 230. admit; but this second expedition
proved more unfortunate than the

lit- for he was not only defeated, but taken prison-
ei by Arsaces, in a great battle. The Parthians

Celebrated, for many succeeding years, the anniver-

sary of this victory, which th;v considered as the
first day of their liberty, though in reality it was
the first of their slavery; for the world never pro-
duced greater tyrants than those Parthian kings to

whom they were subjected. The Macedonian yoke,
if they had continued to submit to it, would "have
been much more supportable than their oppressive
government. Arsaces now began to assume the title

of king, and firmly established this empire of the

East, which, in process of time, counterpoised the
Roman power, and became a barrier which all the
armies of that people were incapable of forcing. All
the kings who succeeded Arsuces made it an indis-

pensable law, and counted it an honour, to be called by
his name; in the same manner as the kings of Egypt
retained that of Ptolemy, as long as the race of rto-

letuy Soter governed that kingdom. Arsaces raised
himself to a throne, from the lowest condition of

life, and became as memorable among the Parthians,
as Cyrus had been among the Persians, or Alexan-
der among the Macedonians, or Romulus among the
Romans.* This verifies that passage in holy Scrip-
ture, which declares,* "that the Most High ruleth
in the kingdom of men, and giveth it to whomsoever
he will, and setteth up over it the basest of men."

Onia?, the high-priest of the
A. M. 3771. Jews, had neglected to send to Pto-

Ant. J. C. 233. lenij the usual tribute of twenty
talents, which his predecessors had

always paid to the kings of Egypt, as a testimonial
of the homage they rendered to that crown. The
king sent Athenion, one of his courtiers, to Jerusa-

lem, to demand the payment of the arrears, which
then amounted to a great sum; and to threaten the

Jews, in case of refusal, with a body of troops, who
should be commissioned to expel them from their

country, and divide it among themselves. The alarm
was very great at Jerusalem on this occasion, and it

was thought necessarv to send a deputation to the

king, in the person of" Joseph, the nephew of Onias,
who. though in the prime of his youth, was univer-

sally esteemed for his prudence, probity, and justice.
Athenion, during his continuance at Jerusalem, had
conceived a great regard for his character, and as
he set out for Egypt before him, he promised to ren-
der him all the good offices in his power with the

king. Joseph followed him in a short time, and on
his way met with several of the most considerable

persons of Coele-syria and Palestine, who were also

going to Egypt, with an intention to offer terms for

Farming the great revenues of those provinces. As
the equipage of Joseph was far from being so magni-
ficent as theirs, they treated him with little respect,
and considered him as a person of no great capacity.
Joseph concealed his dissatisfaction at their beha-

viour, but drew from the conversation that passed
between them, all the information he could desire,
with relation to the affair that brought them to court,
without seeming to have any particular view in the

curiosity which he expressed.
When they arrived at Alexandria, they were in-

formed that the king had taken a progress to Mem-
phis, and Joseph was the only person among them
who set out to wait upon that monarch, without los-

ing a moment's time. He had the good fortune to

meet him as he was returning from Memphis, with
the queen and Athenion in his chariot. The king, wlio

had been highly prepossessed in his favour by Athe-

nion, was extremely delighted to see him, and invi-

ted him into his chariot. Joseph, to excuse his uncle,

represented the infirmities of his great age, and the

natural tardiness of his
disposition,

in such an f n-

gaging manner, as satisfied Ptolemy, and created in

him an extraordinary esteem for the advocate who
had so effectually pleaded the cause of that

pontiff.
He ordered him an apartment in the royal palace of

Alexandria, and allowed him a place at his table.

When the appointed day came for purchasing, by
auction, the privilege of farming the revenues of the

provinces, the companions of Joseph in his journey to

Egypt, offered no more than 8000 talents for the pro-
vinces of Cosle-syria, Phoenicia, Judea, and Samaria.

Joseph, who had discovered, in the conversation that

passed between them in his presence, that this pur-
chase was worth double the sum they offered, re-

proached them for depreciating the king's revenues
in that manner, and offered twice as much as they
had done. Ptolemy was well satisfied to see his re-

venues so considerably increased; but being appre-
hensive that the person who proffered so large a

sum, would be in no condition to pay it, he asked Jo-

seph what security he would give him for the per-
formance of his agreement? The Jewish deputy
calmly replied, that he had such

persons
to offer for

his security on that occasion, as He was certain his

majesty could have no objections to. Upon being
ordered to mention them, he named the king and
queen themselves; and added, that they would be
his securities to each other. The king could not
avoid smiling at this little pleasantry, which put him
into so good a humour, that he allowed him to farm
the revenues without any other security than his

verbal promise for pavment. Joseph acted in that
station for the space of" ten years, to the mutual satis-

faction of the court and provinces. His rich com-
petitors, who had fanned those revenues before, re-

turned home in the utmost confusion, and had rea-

son to be sensible, that a magnificent equipage is a
very inconsiderable indication of merit.

King Demetrius died
, about this

time, in Macedonia, and left a son, A. M. 3772.
named Philip, in an early state ofmi- Ant. J. C. 232.

nprity; for which reason his guar-
dianship was consigned to Antigonns, who, having es-

poused the mother of his pupil, ascended the throne,
and reigned for the space of twelve years. He was

magnificent in promises,
but extremely frugal in

performance, which occasioned his being surnamed
Doton.6

Five or six years after this pe-
riod.T Seleucus Callinicus, who for A. M. 3778
some time had continued in a state Ant. J. C. 226.

of captivity in Parthia, died in that

country by a fall from his horse. Arsaces had always
treated, him as a king during his confinement. His
wife was Laodice, the sister of Andromachus, one of
his generals, and he had two sons and a daughter by
that inarriage. He espoused his daughter to Mithn-
dates, king of Pontus, and consigned Phrygia to her
for her dowry. His sons were Seleucus and Anti-

ochus, the former of whom, surnamed Cerauuus. suc-

ceeded him in the throne.

We are now arrived at the period wherein the re-

public
of the Achwans begins to appear with lustre

in history, and is in a condition to sustain wars,

particularly against that of the Lacedaemonians. It

will, therefore, be necessary for me to
represent the

present state of those two republics; ana 1 shall be-
n with that of the Actueans.

i Juxtin. I. xli.c. 4 t 5.

Arsaces, queoito tireul coiwtitutuqoc regno, non minus
eniorabilis Pirthia ffiiit] quim Pernin Cyrus, Mutedonibui

Alexander, Roman if Ronxlun. Jtattn.
Dan. i 17 J jtepb. Aoliq. 1 xii. c. 3 & 4.

Justin. I. xxviii. e. 3. Dexipp. Porphr. Euceb.
This name ignines in the Greek language, Out teitt

tcili give, that i* 10 say, a perton who promuei to (ive, btt
never give what he promises.

Julio. I. rii. c. 3. Athen. p. 153.
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SECTION 1 1. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE RE-
Pl.IiLJC OF THE ACH^fiANS. ARATUS DELIVERS
SI'.YON FROM TYRANNY. THE CHARACTER OF
THAT YOUNG GRECIAN. HE IS ENABLED, BY THE
LIBERALITIES OF PTOLEMY EUERGETES, TO CHECK
A SEDITION READY TO BREAK OUT IN SICYON.
TAKES CORINTH FROM ANTIGONUS, KING OF MACE-
DONIA. PREVAILS ON THE CITIES OF MEGARA,
TRA/ENE, EPIDAURUS, AND MEGAI.APOLJS, TO AC-
CEDE TO THE ACHJEAN LEAGUE; BUT IS NOT SUC-
CESSFUL WITH RESPECT TO ARGoS.

THE republic of the Achaeans was not considera-
ble at first, either for the number of its troops,

1 the

immensity of its riches, or the extent of its
territory,

but derived its power from the great reputation it

acquired for the virtues of probity, justice, love of

liberty; and this reputation was very ancient. The
Crotonians and Sybarites adopted the laws and cus-
toms of 'the Ach;eans, for the re-establishment of

good
order in their cities. The Lacedaemonians and

Thebans had such an esteem for their virtue, that

they chose them, after the celebrated battle of Leuc-
tra, as umpires of the differences which subsisted be-
tween them.
The government of this republic was democratical,

that ;s to say, in the hands of the
people.

It
pre-

served its liberty to the times of
Philip

and Alex-

ander; but under those princes, and in the reigns of
those who succeeded them, it was either in subjec-
tion to the Macedonian*, who had made themselves
masters of Greece, or else was oppressed by cruel

t/rants.
It was composed of twelve cities, 2 in Pelopon-

nesus, but all
together

not equal to a single one of
considerable rank. This republic did not signalize
herself immediately by any thing great

and remar-

kable, because, amongst all her citizens, she pro-
duced none of any distinguished merit. The sequel
will discover the extraordinary change which a sin-

fle

man was capable of introducing among them by
is great qualities. After the death of Alexander,

this little state was involved in all the calmities inse-

parable
from discord. The spirit of patriotism no

longer prevailed among them, and each city was

solely attentive to its particular interest. Their state

had lost its former solidity, because they changed
their master as often as Macedonia became subject
to new sovereigns. They first submitted to Deme-
trius; after which to Cassander; and last of all to

Antigonus Gonatas, who left them in subjection to

tyrants of his own establishing, that they might not
withdraw themselves from his authority.

Towards the beginning of the
A. M. 3724. cxxivth Olympiad, about the time

Ant. J. C. 280. of the death of Ptolemy Soter, the
father of Philadelphus.and the ex-

pedition of Pyrrhus into Italy, the republic of the
Ach<eans resumed their former customs, and renew-
ed their ancient concord. The inhabitants of Patrje
and Dyme laid the foundations of this happy change.
The tyrants were expelled from the cities, which
then united as in former times, and constituted no
naorr than one body of a republic: all affairs were
decided by a public council: the registers were com-
mitted to a commen secretary; the assembly had
two presidents, who were nominated by the cities

in their respective turns; but it was soon thought
advisable to reduce them to one.
The good order which reigned in this little re-

public, where freedom and equality, with a love of

justice and the public good, were the fundamental

principles of their government, drew into their com-
munity several neighbouring cities, who received
their laws, and associated themselves into their privi-

leges. Sicyon was one of the first that acceded in

thjs manner, by means of Aratus, one of its citizens,

whom, in the sequel, we shall see acting a very great
part, and becoming very illustrious.

Polyb. ,. ii. p. 115130
Thews

tw?JT cities were Patr*. Dyme, Pliarz, Tritea,
Leo-ilium, ^Ejiri, Pellena, yEjium, Bura, CVaunia, Olenu,
nd Ulice

Sicyon,
1 which had long groaned under the yoke

of her tyrants, had lately attempted u> snane it off,

by placing Clinias, one of her first and bravest citi-

zens, at her head
;
and the government already began

to flourish and assume a better form, when Abanti-
das, in order to seize the tvrannv into nis own hands
found means to get rid of Clim'as. Some of his re
lations and friends he expelled fron the city; and
took off other-- by death: he also searched for Aratus
the son of Clinias, who was then but seven years of"

age, in order to destroy him; but the infant
escaped,

with some other persons, amid the disoder '.hat failed

the house when his father was killed; and ts he wa*
wandering about the city, in the utmost consterna-
tion and distress, he accidentally entered unsern into
a house which belonged to the tyrant's sister.* Thii

lady was naturally generous, and as she also believed
that this destitute infant had taken refuge under her
roof by the impulse of some deity, she carefully
concealed him; and when night came caused him to
be secretly conveyed to Argos.

Aratus, being thus preserved from so, imminent a

danger, conceived in his soul from henceforth an im-

placable aversion to tyrants, which always increased
with his age. He was educated with the utmost care

by some hospitable friends of his father at Argos.
The new tyranny of Sicyon had

passed through
several hands in a short time, when Aratus. who be-

gan to arrive at a state of manhood, was solicitous to

deliver his country entirely from oppression. He
was greatly respected, as well for his birth as his

courage, which was accompanied with a gravity su-

perior to his age, and a strong and clear understand-

ing. These qualities, which were well known at

that time, caused the exiles from Sicyon to cast their

eyes upon him in a peculiar manner, and to consider
him as their chief resource, and a person destined to

be their future deliverer; in which conjecture they
were not deceived.

A ratus, who was then in the twen-
tieth year of his age, formed a con- A. M. 3752-

federacy against JNIicodes, who was Ant. J. C. 252

tyrant at that time; and though the

spies, whom the latter sent to Argos, kept a vigilant

eye on his conduct, he concealed his design so well,
he pursued his measures with so much prudence
and secrecy, that he scaled the walls of Sicyon, and
entered the city by night. The tyrant was fortunate

enough to secure himself a retreat through subter-

ranean passages;
and when the people assembled in

a tumultuous manner, without knowing what had
been transacted, a herald cried with a loud voice,
that "Aratus, the son of Clinias, invited the citizens

to resume their liberty." Upon which the crowd

immediately Hocked to the palace of the tyrant, and
burned it to ashes in a few moments; but not a sin-

gle man was killed or wounded on either side; the

good genius of Aratus not suffering an action of this

nature to be polluted with the blood of his citizens;
in which circumstance he made his joy and triumph
consist. He then recalled all those who had been

banished, who were no fewer than 500.

Sicyon then began to enjoy some repose, but Ara-
tus was not fully relieved from inquietude and

per-
plexity. With respect to the situation of affairs with-

out, he was sensible that Antigonus cast a jealous
eye on the city, and had meditated expedients for

making himself master of it, from the time of its

having recovered its liberty. He bfheld the seeds

of sedition and discord sown within, by those who
had been banished, and was extremely apprehensive
of their effect. He imagined, therefore, that the

safest and most prudent conduct in this delicate junc-
ture, would be to unite Sicyon in the Achaean league,
in which he easily succeeded: and this was one of

the greatest services he was capable of rendering
his country.
The power of the Achaeans was indeed but iucon

siderable; for, as 1 have already observed, they wer

only masters of three very small cities. Their coun-

try was neither good nor rich, and they inhabited

coast which had neither ports nor any other inui

t Plat, in Arato. f. 10371031.
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ttmc stations of security. But with all this medio-

crity and soeming weakness, they of all people made
it most evident, that the forces of the Greeks could
be always invincible when under good order and

discipline, and with a prudent and experienced gene-
ral at the head of them. Thus did those Achaeans

(who were so inconsiderable in comparison of the

ancient power of Greece.) by constantly adhering
to good counsels, and continuing strictly

united

together, without blasting the merit of their fellow-

cilizens with the malignant breath o r
envy; not only

maintain their liberties, amidst so many potent cities,

nd such a number of tyrants, but restored freedom
and safety to most of the Grecian states.

Aratus, after he had engaged his city in the Achaean

league, entered himself among the cavalry, and was
not a little esteemed by the generals, for the promp-
titude and vivacity wh'ich he discovered in the ex-

ecution of their orders: for though he had infinitely

contributed to the power and credit of the league,

by strengthening it with his own reputation ana all

the forces of his country, he yet appeared as submis-
sive as the meanest soldier to the general of the

Achaeans, notwithstanding the obscurity of the city
S-om whence that officer was selected for such an

employment. This is certainly an excellent example
for young princes and noblemen, when they serve

in armies, which will teach them to foget thefr birth,
on those occasions, and to demand respect only from
their exact submission to the orders of their com-
manders.
The conduct and character of Aratus were thecon-

ttant subject of admiration. I He was naturally polite
and obliging: his sentiments were great and noble;
and he entirely devoted himself to the good of the

state, without any interested views. He was an im-

placable enemy to tyrants, and regulated his friend-

ship and enmity by the public utility. He was

qualified, in many particulars, to appear at the head
of affairs; his expressions were always proper; his

thoughts just; and even his silence judicious. He
conducted himself wih a complacency of temper, in

all differences that arose iJ any deliberations of mo-
ment, and had no superior in the happy art of con-

Iracting friendships and alliances. He had a wonder-
ful facility in forming enterprises against an enemy;
in masking his designs with impenetrable secrecy,
Hnd in executing them happily by his patience and

intrepidity. It must, however, be acknowledged,
that this celebrated Aratus did not seem to be the

same man at the head of an army; nothing could then
be discovered in him but dilatorintss, irresolution,
and timidity; whilst everv prospect of danger was

insupportable to him. Not that he really wanted

courage and boldness, but these qualities seemed to

be benumbed by the greatness of the execution, and
he was only timorous on certain occasions and at

intervals. It was from this disposition .of his, that
all Peloponnesus was filled with the trophies of his

conqueror, and the monuments of his own defeats,

[n this manner, says Polybius, has nature compound-
ed different and contrary qualities together, not only
in the bodies of men, hut even in their minds; and
hence it is that we are to account for the surprising
diversity we frequently perceive in the same persons.
On some occasions they appear lively, heroic, and
undaunted; and at others, all their vigour, vivacity,
and resolution entirely abandon them.

I have already observed ,2 that
A. M. 3753. those citizens who had been banish-

Ant. J. C 251. ed, gave Aratus great perplexity.
His disquiet was occasioned by their

claim to tne land and houses which they po^essed
before their exile; the greatest part of "which had
been consigned to other persons, who afterwards
told them, and disappeared upon the

expulsion of
the tyrant. It was reasonable that these exiles should
be reinstated in their former possessions after their

recall from banishment, and they made
application

to that effect with all imaginable importunity. On
the other band, the greatest part of what they claimed

Plut. in Aral. p. 1031. Polyfc
Plut. in Artt.p 1231- 123d

IT p 277, 278.

had been alienated to fair purchasers, who cons

quenlly expected to be reimbursed, before they de
liver*.d up such houses and lands to the claimants.

The pretensions and complaints on this occasion were

vigorously urged on both sides, and Sicyon was in

the utmost danger of being ruined by a civil war
which seemed inevitable. Never was any affair mor*

perplexing than this. Aratus was incapable of recon

cjling the two parties, whose demands were equally

equitable, and it was impossible to satisfy them both
at the same time, without expending very considera-
ble sums, which he was in no condition to furnish.

In this emergency, he could think of no resource but
the goodness and liberality of Ptolemy, kingof Egypt
which he himself had experienced on the following
occasion.

That prince was extremely curious in portraits and
other paintings: Aratus, therefore, who was an ex-

cellent judge of such performances, collected all the

works of the greatest masters which he could
pos-

sibly procure, especially those of Pamphilus and Nle-

lanthus, and sent them to the king. Sicyon was still

in great reputation for the arts, and painting in par-
ticular; the true taste of which was preserved there

in all its ancient purity. It is even said, that Apt lies.

who was then admired by all the world, had been at

Sicyon, where he frequented the schools of these two

painters, to whom he gave a talent (equal to 1000

crowns,) not so much to acquire perfection in the
art from them, as in order to obtain a share in their

great reputation. When Aratus had reinstated his

city in its former liberties, he destroyed all the pic-
tures of the tyrants; but >hen he came to that of

Aristratus, who reigned in the time of Philip, and
whom the painter had represented in the attitude of

standing ;;-. triumphant chariot, he hesitated a long
time whether he should deface it or not; for all the

capital scholars of Melanthus had contributed to the

completion of that piece, and it had even been touch-
ed by the pencil of Apelles. This work was so in-

imitable in its kind, that Aratus could not avoid be-

ing affected with its beauties; but his aversion for

tyrants prevailed over his admiration of the picture,
and he accordingly ordered it to be destroyed.
The fine taste of Aratus for painting had recom-

mended him to the good graces of Ptolemy; and he,

therefore, thought he might take the liberty to im-

plore the generosity of that prince, in the melan-

choly situation to which he was then reduced. With
this view he embarked for Egypt; but was exposed
to many dangers and disappointments, before he
could arrive in that kingdom. He had a long audi-

ence of Ptolemy, who esteemed him the better the
more he knew him; and presented him with 150
talents for the benefit of his city. Aratus carried

away forty
talents when he set out for Peloponnesut,

and the king remitted him the remainder in separate
pavments.

His fortunate return occasioned universal joy in

Sicyon, and he was invested with full power to decide
the pretensions of the exiles, and regulate the parti-
tions to be made in their favour. But as a wise poli-
tician, who is not anxious to engross the decision of
all affairs to himself, and is not afraid of diminishing
his teputation bv admitting others to share it with

him, he finuh refused the honours designed him,
and nominated for his coadjutors fifteen < itizens of
the greatest repute, in conjunction with whom he at

last restored harmony and peace among the inhabi-

tants, and refunded to the several
purchasers

all the
sums they had expended for the lands and houses
they had actually bought. It has always been ob-

served, that glory pursues those who are industrious

to decline it. Aratus, therefore, who thought him-
self in need of good counsels to assist him in tlj

determination ot this important affair (and person*
of the greatest merit always entertain the same diffi

dence of themselves,) ha'd all the honour of thin

affair. His conduct was infinitely applauded ; statue*

were erected to him, and the people, b/ public
iu-crintions, declared him the father of the peopl*
and the deliverer of his country. These are quali-
ties that infinitely transcend those of the most cele-

brated conquerors.
H
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A success so illustrious gave Antigonus jealousy,
and even fear; in consequence of which, at a public
entertainment, he artfully enhanced the merit and ca-

pacitv of this young man by extraordinary praises,

possib.y with an intention either to gain him over to

his own interest, or to render him an object of suspi-

cion to Ptolemy. He insinuated, in terms sufficient-

ly intelligible, that Aratus, having discovered by his

own experience,
the vanity of the Egyptian pride,

intended to attach himself to his service; and that he,

therefore, was resolved* to employ him in his affairs;

be concluded this train of artifice with entreating ail

the ioris of his couri, who were then present, to re-

gard him in future as their friend. Tn'e particulars
of tiiis discourse were soon repeated to Ptolemy, who
was not a little surprised and afflicted when he heard

them: and he complained to Aratus of this injurious

charge: but the latter easily justified himself to that

monarch.
Aratus having been elected general of the Achaeans,

for the first time ravaged Locris. and all the terri-

tory of Calydon.and advanced with a body of 10,000
men to succour the Boeotians; but was so unfortunate

fts not to arrive among them till after the battle of

Chaeronea.i in which they were defeated by the jEto-

lians.

Eight years after this transac-

A. M. 3760. tion, he was elected general of the

Ant. J. C. 244. Achaeans a second time, and ren-

dered great service to all Greece,

by an action which Plutarch considers as equal to

any of the most illustrious enterprises of the Grecian
leaders.

The jsthmus of Corinth, which separates the two

leas, unites the continent of Greece with that of Pelo-

Eonnesus;
the citadel also of Corinth, distinguished

y the name of Acro-Corinthus, is situated on a high
mountain, exactly in the middle of those two conti-

nents, which are there divided from each other by a

very narrow neck of land ; by which means this for-

tress, when furnished with a good garrison, cuts off

all communication by land and sea, from the inner

part of the isthmus, and renders the person who

possesses it, with a good body of troops, absolute

master of all Greece. Philip called this citadel the

shackles of Greece, and as such it was an object of

desire and jealousy to all the neighbouring states,

and especially to kings and princes, who consequently
were desirous of seizing it for their own use.

Antigonus, after having for a long time, and with

extreme anxiety, sought an opportunity to render
bimself master of this place, was so fortunate as to

carry it by surprise, and made no scruple to congra-
tulate himself as much on this unexpected success,
as on a real triumph. Aratus, on the other hand,
entertained hopes of wresting this fortress from him,
in his turn; ana while all his thoughts were employed
to that effect, an accidental circumstance furnished

bin, with an opportunity of accomplishing his design.

Erginus, an inhabitant of Corinth, had taken a

journey to Sicyon, in order to transact some affairs

n that city; and had there contracted an intimate

acquaintance with a banker, who was a particular
friend of Aratus. As the citadel of Corinth happen-
ed to be the subject of one of their conversations,

Erginus told his friend, that as he often went to visit

kis brother Dioclcs, who was a soldier of the garri-
son, he had observed on the steeoest side, a small

winding path hewn in the rock, which led to a part
of the wall of the citadel which was very low. The
banker was

very
attentive to this account, and, with

a smile, desired his friend to tell him, whether he
and his brother would be disposed to gain a large
sum of money, and make their fortunes? Erginus
immediately comprehended the bent of this question,
and promised to sound his brother Diodes on that

head. Some few days after this conversation he re-

turned to the banker, and engaged to conduct Aratus
to that part of the mountain where the height of the
wall did not exceed fifteen feet, adding at the same

I Philip, above forty year* before this event, had obtained
m celebrated victory over the Athenians and Thubuun, near
U MOM place.

time, that himself and his brother would assis: him
in executing the rest of his enterprise. Aratus pro-
mised, on his part, to give them sixty talents, it" the
affair should happen to succeed; but as it became
requisite to deposite that sum in the hands of the

banker, for the security ot the two brothers, and as

Aratus was neither master of so many talents, nor
had any inclination to borrow them, for fear of rais-

ing suspicion by that proceeding, and letting his de-

sign get wind, he
pledged

all his gold and silver

plate, with his wife s jewel:, to the banker, as a se

curity for the promised sum.
Aratus had so great a soul, says Plutarch, and such

an ardour for great actions, that when he considered
with himself, how universally Epaminondas and I'ho-

cion had been reputed the most worthy ond just men
in all Greece, for refusing the presents that had been
offered to them; and preferring virtue to all the rich-

es in the world, he was anxious to surpass them, and
to refine upon their generosity and disinterested spi-
rit. And indeed there is a wide difference between
the mere refusal of presents, and the sacrifice of a

person's whole fortune for the service of the public.
Aratus parted with all his fortune, and that too with-
out its being known, for an enterprise, wherein he
alone was exposed to all the danger. Where is the

man, cries Plutarch, amidst the enthusiasm into which
this amiable action had wrought him, who can possi-

bly be
incapable of admiring so uncommon and sur-

prising an instance of magnanimity! Who, even at

this time, can forbear to interest himself in this great

exploit, and to combat in imagination by the side of
so great a man, who paid so dearly for so extraordi-

nary
a danger, and pledged the most valuable part

of his fortune, only to procure an opportunity ot ad-

vancing into the midst of his enemies in the dead of

night, when he knew he should be compelled to fight
for his own life, without any other security than th

hopes of performing a noble action.

it may justly be remarked on this occasion, that
the taste for glory, disinterestedness, and the public
good, were perpetuated among the Greeks, by tb*
remembrance of those great men who had distin-

guished themselves in past ages by such glorious sea-
timents.

This is the great advantage which attends history
written like that of the Greeks, and the principal
benefit to be derived from it.

The preparations for the enterprise were thwarted

by a variety of obstructions, any one of which seem-
ed sufficient to have rendered it ineffectual ; but when
all these were at last surmounted, Aratus ordered his

troops to pass the night under arms. He then selec-

ted 400 men, most ot whom were unacquainted with
the design he intended to execute: they were all fur-

nished with scaling-ladders, and he led them directly
to the gates of the city by the walls of Juno's tem-

ple. The sky was then unclouded, and the moon
shone extremely bright, which filled the adventurer*
with just apprehensions of being discovered. But in

a little time a dark fog arose very fortunately from
the sea, and shed a thick gloom over all the adjacent
parts of the city. All the troops then seated them-
selves on the ground, to take off their shoes, ns well

to lessen the noise, as to facilitate their ascent by the

scaling-ladders, from which they should not then 04
so liable to slip. In the mean time, Erginus, with
seven resolute young men, habited like tiavellera,

passed through the gate without being p rceived,
and killed the sentinel and guards who were there

upon duty. The ladders were then fixed on (he wall,

and Aratus ascended with 100 of his boldest troops,

giving orders to the rest to follow him as fast us they
were able; and having drawn up his ladders, he de-

scended into the city, and marched at the head of

his 100 men, towards the citadel, with the utmost joy,
as having already succeeded by passing undiscovered.

As they were proceeding in their march, they s\
H small guard of four men, with lights in their hands,

by whom they were not perceived, because the dark-

ness of the night shrouded them from their view.

Aratus and his men shrunk back against some wallt

and ruins that were near, where they disposed tiieui

selves into au ambuscade, from whence they started
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as the four men were passing by, and killed three of
their number. The fourth, who received a deep
wound on his head, fled from the place, and cried

out as loud as he was able, that the enemies were en-

tered the city. The trumpets in a moment sounded
the ahum, and all the inhabitants crowded together
at the noise. The streets were already filled with

people, who flocked from all quarters, and blazing
with innumerable lights which were immediately set

p in every part of the city, and also on the ramparts
of the castle, whilst every place resounded with con-
fused and undistinguishable cries.

Aratus still continued his progress, notwithstand-

ing the alarm, and endeavoured to climb the steep
rocks: he made way, however, at first, very slowly,
and with great labour, because he had missed the

path that led to the wall through numberless wind-

ings, which it was almost impracticable to trace out.

While he was thus perplexed, the clouds dispersed,
as if a miracle had interposed in his favour: the moon
then appeared in its former brightness, and discover-

ed all the intricacies of the path, till he arrived on
the spot of ground at the foot of the wall, which had
been formerly described to him. The skies were
then happily covered with clouds again, and the

moon was once more immersed in darkness.

The 300 soldiers whom Aratus had left without,
near the temple of Juno, having entered the city,
which was then filled with confusion and tumult, and
also illuminated with a prodigious number of lights;
and not being able to find the path which Aratus had

taken, drew up into a close body, under a bending
rock which shaded them at the bottom of the preci-

pice, where they waited in the utmost anxiety and
di-tr< ^s. Aratus was then

skirmishing on the ram-

parts of the citadel, and the noise of the combatants

might easily be heard below; but as the sound was

repeated by the echoes of the neighbouring moun-
tains, it was impossible to distinguish the place from
whence it proceeded. Those soldiers, therefore, not

knowing which way to bend their course, Archelaus,
who commanded the troops of king Antigonus, hav-

ing drawn out a considerable number of troops,
mounted the ascent with loud shouts, and a great
blast of trumpets, with an intention to assault Aratus
in his rear, and in hi.* march passed by those 300 men
without perceiving them; but when he advanced a
little beyond them, they started from the place of
their concealment, as if they had been planted ex-

pres-ly in ambusoade, and fell upon him with great
resolution, killing all who first came in their way.
TK- rest of the

troops,
and even Archelaus himself,

wire then seized with such a consternation, that they
fled from their enemies, who continued to attack
them in their retreat, till they had all dispersed them-
selves in the city.
This defeat was immediately succeeded by the ar-

rival of Erginus, who had been sent bv those that
were fighting on the walls of the citadef, to acquaint
them that Aratus was engaged with the enemies, who
made a very vigorous defer e, and waj in great need
of immediate assistance. The troops that moment
desired him to be their conductor; and as they moun-
ted the rocks, they proclaimed their approach by
oud cries, to animate their friends, and redouble
their ardour. The beams of the moon, which was
then in the full, played upon their armour, and, in

conjunction with the length of the way bv which

they ascended, made them appear more numerous,
while the midnight silence rendered the echoes much
more strong and audible; by which means their
shouts seemed those of a niucfi greater body of men
than they really were. When they at last had joined
their companions, they charged their enemies with a

rigour that soon dispersed them, upon which they
posted themselves on the wall, and became absolute
masters of the citadel by break of day; so that the
sun's first rays saw them victorious. The rest of
their troops ai rived t the same time from Sicyon;
and the Corinthians, after they had willingly thrown

open the rity gates to receive them, assisted them in

snaking the troops of Antigonus prisoners of war.

Aralus, when he had effectually secured his victo-

ry descended from the citadel into the theatre which

was then crowded with a vast concourse of people,
drawn thither by their curiosity to see him, and to

hear him speak." After he had posted his Acha-anj
on tach side of the avenues of the theatre, he advan-
ced from the bottom of the stage completely armed,
with a countenance completely changed by hi* want
of rest and the long fatigue he had sustained. The
bold and manly joy with which this extraordinary
success had inspired him, was obscured by the lan-

guor his extreme weakness and decay of spirits had
occasioned. The moment he appeared in the theatre,
all the people were emulous to testify their profound
respect and gratitude, by repeated applauses and
acclamations. Aratus, in the mean time, shifted hit

lance from his left to his right hand; and then lean-

ing his body and one knee a little against it, he con-
tinued for some time in that posture.
When the whole theatre was at last silent, he ex-

erted all the vigour he had left, and acquainted them,
in a long discourse, with the particulars of (he Achae-
an league, exhorted them to accede to it, and at

the same time delivered to them the keys of their

city, which, till then, had never been in their power
from the time of Philip. As to the captains of Anti-

gonus, he restored Archelaus, whom he had taken

prisoner, to his liberty;
but caused Theophrastus to

suffer death, for refusing to quit the city.
Aratus made himself master of the temple of Juno,

and of the port of Lechaeum, where he seized twen-

ty-five of the king's ships. He also took 500 war
horses, and 400 Syrians, whom he afterwards sold.

The Actueans kept the citadel, in which they placed
a garrison of 400 men.
An action so bold and successful as this could not

fail to be productive of very fortunate events. The
inhabitants of Megara quitted the party of Antigonus
and joined Aratus. Their example was soon follow-

ed by the people of Trcezene aad Epidaurus, who
acceded to the Achaean league.

Aratus also brought Ptolemy, king of Egypt, into

the confederacy, by assigning the superintendence
of the war to him, and electing him generalissimo of

their troops by land and sea. This event gained him
so much credit and reputation among the Achaean*,
that as the nomination of the same man to the post
of captain-general for a succession of years was ex-

pressly prohibited by the laws, Aratus was, however,
electe'd every other year, and he, either by his coun-
sels or personal conduct, enjoyed that command
without any discontinuation: for it was evident to all

mankind, that neither riches nor the friendship of

kings, no, nor even the particular advantages of Si-

cyon, his native place, nor any other consideration

whatever, had the least preference in his mind, to the

welfare and aggrandizement of the Acheeans. He
was persuaded, that all weak cities resemble those

parts of the body which thrive and exist only by
their mutual union, and infallibly perish when once

they are separated ; as the sustenance by which thej
subsist is discontinued from that moment. In like

manner cities soon sink into ruin, when the social

bands which connect them are once dissolved; bat

they are always seen to flourish, and improve in pow-
er and prosperity, when they become parts of a larga
body, and are associated by a unity of interest. A
common precaution then reigns through the whole,
and is the happy source of life, from whence a;l the

vigour that supports them is derived.

All the views of Aratus.i and all his enterprises,
while he continued in his employment, tended en-

tirely to the expulsion of the Macedonians out of

Peloponnesus, and the abolition of all kinds of tyran-

ny; the re-establishment of the cities in their ancient

liberty, and the exercise of the laws. These w?:
the only motives which prompted him to oppose 3ne

enterprises of Antigonus Gonatas, during the life of
that prince.
He also pursued the same con-

duct with respect to Demetrius,* A. M. 3762.

who succeeded Antigonus, and Ant. J. C. 242

reigned for the space o7 ten years.

Polyb. 1. ii. p. 130.

Ibid. p. 91101. Appian. d belli* III jr. p. WO.
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The Stolians had at first joined Antigonus Gonatas,
with ail intention to destroy the Achaean league; but

embroiled themselves with" Demetrius his successor,
who declared war against them.

A. M. 3770. The Achaean?, forgetting on this

Ant. J. C. 234. occasion the ill treatment they had
received from that people, march-

ed to their assistance, by which means a strict union

was re-established between them, which became very

advantageous to all the neighbouring cities.

Illvria was then governed by
A. M. 3772. several petty kings, who subsisted

Ant. J. C. 232. chietly by rapine, and exercised a

sort of piracy against all the neigh-

bouring countries. Agron, the son of Pleurates,

Scerdiledes, Demetrius of Pharus, so called from a

city of Illyria, subject to him, were the petty princes
who infested all the neighbouring parts;

and attacked

Corcyra, and the Acarnanians in

A. M. 3776. particular. Teuta reigned after

Ant. J. C. 228. the death of her husband Agron,
who had ended his days by intem-

perance, and left a young son, named Pinreus. These

people, harassed in the manner I have mentioned,
had recourse to the /Etolians and Achaean*, who
readily undertook their defence; though their good
services were repaid only with ingratitude. The

people of Corcyra made an alliance with the Illyri-

ans, soon after this event, and received Demetrius of

Pharus, with his garrison, into their city.
The Romans were so offended at

A. M. 3778. the piracies with which this peo-
Ant. J. C. 226. pie infested their citizens and mer-

chants, that they sent an embassy
to Teuta, to complain of those injurious proceedings.
That princess caused one of the ambassadors to be

slain, and the other to be thrown into prison, which

provoked the Romans to declare war against her, to

revenge so outrageous an insult. The two consuls,
I,. Posthumius Albinus, and Cn. FulviusCentumalus,
et out with a commission to invade Illyria by land

and sea. The people of Corcyra, in concert with
Demetrius of Pharus, delivered up to the consul Ful-

vius the garrison they had received into their city;
and the Romans, after they had reinstated Corcyra in

its former liberties, advanced into Illyria, ana con-

quered great part of the country ; and consigned
several cities to Demetrius, as a compensation for his

treacherous conduct in their favour.

Teuta, reduced to the utmost ex-

A. M. 3779. tremity, implored peace of the Ro-
Ant. J. C. 225. mans, and obtained it, on her en-

gagement to pay a yearly tribute,

and deliver up all Illyria, except a few places which
she was permitted to enjoy; but the most beneficial

article for the Greeks was, her being restrained from

sailing beyond the city of Lissus with more than two
small vessels, and even those were not to carry any
arms. The other petty kings, who seemed to have
been dependent on Teuta, were comprehended in

this treaty, though it expressly mentioned none but

that princess.
The Romans then caused themselves to be respect-

ed in Greece In a solemn embassy, and this was the

first time that their power was known in that country.

They sent ambassadors to the .tolians and Aclue-

ans, to communicate to them the treaty they had

lately concluded with the lllyrians. Others were
also despatched to Corinth and Athens; and the Co-
rinthians then declared for the first time, by a public
decree, that the Romans should be admitted to cele-

brate the Isthmian games, with the same privileges
a the Greeks. The freedom of the city was also

granted them at Athens, and they were permitted to

be initiated into the great mysteries.
Aratus, after the death of Demetrius, who reigned

only ten years, found the dispositions of the people
very favourable to his designs. Several tyrants, whom
vhat prince had supported with all his credit, and to

whom he paid large pensions, having lost their gup-

port by his death, made a voluntary resignation of
the authority they had usurped over their citizens;
others of them, either intimidated by the menaces of

Aratus, or prevailed upon by his promises, followed

their example, and he procured several consiuerabl*

advantages for them all, that they might have no

temptation to repent of their conduct.

Aratus,! who beheld with regret the subjection of
the people of Argos to the tyrant Aristomachus, un-
dertook their deliverance; and made it a pointof ho-
nour to restore liberty to that city, as a recompense
for the education he had received' there ; and he had
also considered the accession of so potent a citv tc

the Achivan league, as highly advantageous to'the
common cause; but his measures to this tilt ex were
rendered unsuccessful at that time. Aristomachus
was soon after slain by his domestics; and before
there could be any opportunity to regulate affairs,

Aristippus, a tyrant more detestable than his pre-
decessor, seized the supreme power into his own
hands, and had the dexterity to maintain hiaiself in
that

usurpation,
even with the consent of the Argives.

But looking upon Aratus as a mortal enemy, during
whose life ne imagined his own would always be in

danger, he resolved to destroy him bv the assistance

of king Antigonus Doson, who agreed to be the

minister of his vengeance. He had already prepared
assassins in all parts, who only waited for an oppor-
tunity of executing their bloody commission. JVo

prince or commander can erer have a more effectual

guard, than the firm and sincere affection of those

they govern; for, when once the nobility ard people
have been accustomed not to fear their pr-uce, but
to fear for him, innumerable eyes and ears are atten-

tive to all that passes. This Aratus was so happy as

to experience in the present conjuncture.
Plutarch, on this occasion, draws a fine contrast

between the troubles and anxieties of Aristippus,
and the peace and

tranquillity
of Aratus. 'I hat

tyrant, says he, who maintained such a body of troop*
tor the security of his person, and who had shed the
blood of all those of whom he entertained any dread,
was incapable of enjoying a moment's repose, either

by night or day. Lvery circumstance alarmed him;
his soul was the seat of terror and anxiety, that knew
no intermission; and he even trembled at his own
shadow. A dreadful guard continually watched round
his house with drawn swords; and as his life was

perpetually in their power, he feared them more than
all the rest of mankind. He never permitted them
to enter his palace, but ordered them to be stationed

in the
porticoes

which surrounded it. He drove

away all his domestics the moment he had supped;
after which he shut the gate of his court with his

own hands, and then retired with his concubine into

an upper apartment, which he entered by a trap-
door. When this was let down, he placed his bed

upon it, and slept, as we may suppose a man to sleep
in his condition, whose soul is a

perpetual prey to

trouble, terror, and apprehension. The mother of

his concubine removed, each night, the ladder by
which he ascended into his chamber, and replaced
it in its former situation the next morning. Aratus,
on the other hand, who had acquired perpetual power,
not by force of arms, but merely by Ins virtue, and
the e'ffect of the laws, appeared in public with a

plain robe and a mind void of fear: and whereas,

among all those who
possess fortresses, and maintain

guards, with the additional precaution of arms, gates,
and traps, as so manv ramparts for their safety, few

escape a violent death; Aratus, on the contrary, who
always showed himself an implacable enemy to

t nulls, left behind him a
posterity which subsists,

says Plutarch, to this day, and is still honoured and

respected by all the world.*

Aratus attacked the tyrant with open force, bu4

acted with very little prudence or resolution in tl^

first engagement, when even one of the wings of hit

army had defeated the enemy; for he caused a re

treat to be sounded very unseasonably, and resigned
the victory to the foe, which drew upon liim a num-
ber of severe reproaches. He however made ameiidt

for his fault in a second batlU . \vlnr.-in Aristipput

i Plut. in Arut. p. 1():W 1041.

Polycrates, to whum I'lutarch ariMrensi-u the life ol Arm
tun, was one of his descendants, and liud two suns, by W!KH
the race was (till cuminucil. itfitr having already *ub

350 year* alter the iluuih, of Aratui
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uo above 1500 of his men lost their lives. Aratus,

though he had obtained so signal a victory, and with-

out losing one man, was however unable to make
himself master of the city of Argos, or restore liberty
to the inhabitants; as Agias, and the young Aristom-

achus, had thrown themselves with" a body of the

king's troops into the place.
He succeeded better with respect to the rity of

Megalopolis, where Lysiades had usurped the su-

preme power. This person had none of the violent

and inhuman characteristics of tvrants, and had sei-

led the sovereignty from no other inducement than

a false idsaof the happiness and glory which he ima-

gined insepai ible (torn supreme power; but he re-

tlgned the ty anny, either through fear, or a convic-

tion of his error, upon the remonstrances of Aratus,
and caused his citv to accede to the Achaean league.
That league was affected to such a degree by so

generous an action, that they immediately chose him
for their general ; and as he at first was emulous of

urpa-sing Aratus, he engaged in several enterprises
which seemed unnecessary at that

juncture,
and

among the rest, declared war against trie Lacedaemo-
nians. Aratus employed his utmost influence to op-

pose him in those measure*, but his endeavours were

misinterpreted as the effects of envy. Lysiades was
elected general a second lime, and then a third, and
each of them commanded alternately. But when he

was observed to act in opposition to his rival on all

occasions, and, without the least regard to decency,
was continually repeating his injurious treatment of
a virtue so solfd and sincere as that of Aratus; it be-

came evident that the zeal he affected was no more
than a plausible outside, which concealed a dan-

gerous ambition; and they deprived him of the com-
mand.
As the Lacedaemonians will, for the future, have a

considerable share in the wars sustained by the Achae-

ans, it seems necessary to give a brief account of the

condition of that people in this place.

SECTIOiX III. AGIS KING OF SPARTA ATTEMPTS
TO REFORM THE STATE, AND ENDEAVOURS TO RE-
VIVE THE ANCIENT INSTITUTIONS OF LYCURGUS,
IN WHICH HE PARTLY SUCCEEDS; BUT FINDS AN
ENTIRE CHANGE IN SPARTA. AT HIS RETURN FROM
A CAMPAIGN IN WHICH HE HAD JOINED ARATUS
AGAINST THE JETOIJANS. HE IS AT LAST CON-
DEMNED TO DIE, AND EXECUTED ACCORDINGLY.

WHEN the love of wealth had crept into the cilv

of Sparta,! and had afterwards introduced luxury,
avarice, indolence, effeminacy, profusion, and all those

pleasures which are generally the inseparable attend-
ants of riches: and when these had broken down all

the strong barriers which the wisdom of Lj-curgus
had formed with the view of

excluding
them for

ever; Sparta beheld herself fallen from ner ancient

flory
and power, and was reduced to an abject and

umblc state, which continued to the reign of Agis
and Leonidas, of whom we are now to treat.

Agis, the son of Eudamidas, was of the house of
the Eurytionidse, and the sixth descendant from Age-
silatis, who made an expedition into Asia. Leoni-
das, the son of Cleonvmus, was of the familv of the

Ajida
1
, and the eighth prince that reigned in"

Sparta,
after Pausanias, who defeated Mardomus in the battle

of Pht:ea.

I have already related the dispute that arose in

Pparta between Cleonvmus and Areus,2 in regard to

tie sovereignty, which was obtained bv the latter;
ml he afterwards caused Pyrrhus to raise the siege
of Lacedaemon. He was succeeded by his son Acro-
tatus, who reigned seven or ei^ht years, and left a

young son named Areus, from lii- grandfather. This

prince
was under the tuition of Leonidas, but died

in a short time; upon which Leonidas rose from the

regency to the throne.

Plut. in Agid. p. 7fl6 801.

Joscphuc relates, that Areus kin? of Lac<>demon tent

letters to Onias the high-priest of tlie Jews, in which he

cknow lodged an affinity between that people and the Lace-

dinonians. The origin of this affinity is not easily to be

distinguished, nor is it less difficult to reconcile the lime of

Areus with that of Onias.
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Though all the Spartans had bten drpra^ed and

perverted by the general corruption into which the

government was fallen, this depravity and remote-
ness from the ancient manners of th'at people wa
most conspicuous in the condict of Leonidas; who
had resided for several years in the palaces of the

satrapsp, and had for many years made his court to

Seleucus; he had even espoused a wife in Asia, con-

trarv to the laws of his country, and had afterwards

emploved his utmost endeavours to introduce all the

pomp and pride of princes into a free country, and a

government founded on moderation and justice.

Agis was the reverse of this character. He wa
then in the twentieth year of his age, and though he
had been educated amidst riches,3 and the luxury
of a house remarkable for being equally voluptuous
and haughty, he, from the first, renounced all those

insnaring pleasures; and instead of testifying the
least regard for the splendid vanities of dress, he
made it his glory to appear in a plain habit, and to
re-establish the public meals, baths and all the an-

cient discipline of Sparta. He even declared openly,
"That he should not value being king, if it were not
for the hopes of reviving the ancient laws and disci-

pline of
Sparta."

These noble sentiments were a
demonstration that Agis had formed a true notion
of regal power; the most essential dutv and true

glory of which are derived from the establishment
of good order in all the branches of a state, by giving
due force to customs established by wise laws.

This discipline began to be disregarded the mo-
ment Sparta had ruined the Athenian government,
and began to abound in gold. The same partition
however, of lands, which had been made by Lycur-
gus, and the number of hereditary possessions esta-

blished by him, having been preserved through all

successions of descent, and each father transmitting
his part in the same manner as he had received it

himself; this order and equality, which had been

preserved without interruption, suspended in some
measure the ill effects of those other abuses which
then prevailed. But as soon as this prudent institu-

tion began to be struck at, bv a law which permitted
every man to dispose of his house and patrimony, in

his own lifetime, or bequeath them by will to whom
he pleased after his death; this new law effectually

sapped the best foundation of the Spartan polity.

Epitades, one of the Ephori, introduced this law to

avenge himself on one of his sons, whose conduct
had

displeased him.

It is indeed surprising, that a whole state should
so easily be induced to change such an ancient and
fundamental custom as this, merely to gratify the re

sentment of one man. The pretext for this change
was undoubtedly the augmentation of paternal au-

thority in their several families; since it was not then

possessed of any motives that could ensure filial re-

spect; the children of that community having no-

thing to hope or fear, as they received all alike the

fortune they could expect, 'immediately from the

state, and with an absolute independency on their

parents. This domestic inconvenience, in which

every father thought himself concerned, and which
seemed to regard good order in all families, created

strong impressions in those who had the greatest
share in the administration, and rendered them inca-

pable of considering the much greater inconvenien-
ces which would inevitably result from this change
and whose pernicious effects were soon felt by tM
state. 4
This proceeding is sufficient to convince us how

dangerous it is to change the ancient laws.s on the

basis of which a state, or community, has long sub-

sisted ; and what precautions ought to be taken against
bad impressions which may arise through particular
inconveniences, from which the wisest institutions

cannot be exempted : how much prudence, penetra-

* Plutarch inform* <t that his mother Agesistrata, and
his grandmother Archidamia, possessed more gold and ilsl
than all the other Lacedemonians together.

Adud nihil nioium ex antique probabile eet ; vctnribx
nisi I\UK usus evidentcr tirguit, star malunt. Lrr. 1 HXIT
n. 54.
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ticn into future events, and experience, are necessary
to those who take upon them to balance and compare
the advantages and delects of ancient customs, with

any new regulations which are proposed to be substi-

tuted in their stead. .

It may be justly affirmed, that the ruin of Sparta
was occasioned by this new law, which authorized

the alienation of Hereditary estates. The great men
were daily enlarging their fortunes, by dispossessing
the heirs of the estates which belonged to them; in

consequence of which, all patrimonial possessions
were soon engrossed by a very inconsiderable num-
ber of persons; poverty prevailed through the whole

city, and sunk the people into a mean and disgrace-
ful indolence of mind; by extinguishing that ardour
for virtue and glory, which, till then, had rendered the

Spartajs superior to all the other states of Greece,
und by infusing into the hearts of the people an iiu-

pi^able envy and aversion for those who had un-

justly divested them of all their possessions.
The number of native Spartans in that city was

reduced to about 700; and not many more than 100

of these had preserved their family estates. All the

rest were a populace overwhelmed by poverty, des-

titute of revenues, and excluded from a participation
in honours and dignities: these acted with reluctance

and indifference in wars against a foreign enemy, be-

cause they were sensible the rich would be the only

gainers by their victories; in a word, they were con-

stantly waiting for an opportunity to change the pre-
sent situation of affairs, and withdraw themselves

from the oppressions they sustained.

Such was the state of Sparta
A. M. 3756. when Agis entertained the design

Ant J. C. 248. of redressing the flagrant abuses

which then prevailed; at the same
time that Aratus was employing his endeavours for

the deliverance of his country. The enterprise was

noble, but extremely hazardous. He observed, con-

trary to his expectation, that all the young men were

disposed to enter into his views, while the generality
of those in years, in whose minds corruption had
taken the deepest root, trembled at the very name of

Lycurgus and reformation. He began by concilia-

ting his uncle Agesilaus, a man of great eloquence
and reputation, but strongly possessed with th'e love

of riches; which was the very circumstance that ren-

dered him the more favourable to the designs of Agis.
He was ready to fink under a load of debts, and ho-

ped to discharge them without any expense to him-

self, by changing the form of government.
Agis then endeavoured, by his means, to bring

over his own mother, who was the sister of Agesi-
laus. Her power was very great in the city, by the

large party of friends, and the vast number of her
slaves and debtors; and her credit gave her an ex-

traordinary influence in the most important affairs.

When Agis had opened his design to her, she was
struck with consternation on the first glance, and

employed all the arguments she could invent to dis-

suade him from it; but when Agesilaus joined his

own reflections with those of the king, and had made
his sister comprehend the advantages that would ac-

crue to Sparta from the execution of such a
design,

and represented to her the glory which her family
would for ever derive from it, this lady, as well as

those of her sex with whom she was most intimate,

being then animated by the noble ambition of the

young prince, immediately changed their sentiments,
and were so struck with the beauty of the project,
that they themselves pressed Agis to enter upon the

execution of it as soon as possible. They likewise
tent to all their friends, and exhorted them to concur
with him in that affair.

Application was also made by them to the other
ladies of the city, as they were very sensible that the

Lacedemonians had always expressed the greatest
deference to their wives, whom they allowed to ex-
ercise more authority, in all transactions of state,
than they themselves assumed in their private and
domestic affairs. Most of the riches of Sparta were
at that time in the hands of the women, and this

proved a
great obstruction to the designs of Agis.

They unanimously opposed hi* scheme, rightly fore-

seeing, that the plain manner of life io was cndea
vouriug to re-establish, and on which so niar.y com
mendations were bestowed, would not only be de-
structive to all their luxurious pleasures, but divest
them of all the honours and power they derived
from their riches.

Amidst the consternation which this proposal gav*
them, they addressed themselves to Leonidas and

conjured him, as his age gave him an ascendant over

Agis, to employ his whole authority in dissuading
his colleague from the accomplishment of his pian.
Leonidas was very inclinable to

support
the rich, but

as he dreaded the indignation of the people, who
were desirous of this change, he could not presume
to oppose Agis in an open manner, but contented
himself by crossing his designs by indirect measures.
He had a private conference with the magistrates,
wherein he took the liberty to calumniate Agis, as

person who was offering to the poor the property of
the rich, with a partition of lands, and a general
abolition of debts, as a compensation to them for the

tyranny he was preparing to usurp; in consequence
of which proceedings, instead of forming citizens for

Sparta, he was only raising a body of guards for the

security of his own person.
Agis, in the mean time, having succeeded so far as

to cause Lysander, who concurred with him in his

views, to be elected one of the Ephori, brought into
the council a decree which he himself had drawn up,
the principal articles of which were these: 1. All

debtors were to be discharged from their debts. 2.

All the lands which extended from the valley of Pel-

lene to mount Taygetus, and the promontory of Ma-
lea, and likewise to Selasia, should be parcelled out
into 4,500 lots. 3. The lands which lay beyond those
limits should be divided into 15,000 lots. 4. The lat-

ter portions were to be distributed to those inhabi-

tants of the adjacent part?, who were in a condition
to bear arms. 5. Those lands, which lay within the
limits already mentioned, should be reserved for the

Spartans, whose due number, which was then con-

siderably diminished, should be recruited out of such
of the neighbouring people and strangers, as had re-

ceived a liberal education, and were then in the (low-

er of their age, and not disqualified for that class by
any bodily defect. 6. All these should, at the time's

of repast, be disposed into fifteen halls, distinguished
by the name of Phidilia; the least of which should
contain 200, and the largest 400: and* lastly, they
were all to observe the same manner of life and dis-

cipline
as their ancestors.

This decree being opposed by the senators whose
sentiments differed from those of Agis, Lysander
caused the people to be assembled, and in the strong-
est terms exhorted the citizens to consent to it. He
was seconded by Mandroclides, a young Spartan
whose heart glowed with zeal for the public welfare;
and he represented to the people, with all the energy
he could possibly express, every

motive that could
most affect them: the respect they owed to the me-

mory of their illustrious legislator Lycurgus; the

oath their ancestors had taken, in the names of them-
selves and all their posterity, to

preserve
those sa-

cred institutions in the most inviolable manner; the

glory and honour Sparta had enjoyed, during the

time she strictly adhered to them; and the infamous

degeneracy into which she had sunk, ever since they
had been disregarded by her: he then set forth the

miserable condition of the Spartan.-, those ancient

masters of Greece, those triumphant conquerors of

A-ia, those mighty sovereigns by sea and land, who
once had made the Great King 1 tremble on his

throne, but were now divested of their prcpeity,
their lands, and houses, by the insatiable avance of
their own citizens, who had reduced them to the low-

est extremes of poverty and shameful indigence ; and,
what might be considered as the completion of all

their calamities, had exposed them to the insult and

contempt of those to whom it was their right to
pre-

scribe laws. He then concluded, with ei.trealing
them not to be so far influenced by their obsequious-
ness to a handful of men, who even trampled there

Thii wa the usual appellation of the Fenian monaicb*
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ruler then tert lue so many despicable slaves, as to

behold, with eyes of indifference, the dignity of their

city entirely degraded and lost, but to recall to their

remembrance those ancient oracles, which had more
than once declared, that the love of riches would

prove fatal to Sparta, and occasion iu total ruin.

King Agis then advanced into the middle of the

assembly, and declared, after a concise discourse,

(for he thought his example would have more effica-

cy than any words he could utter,) that he was deter-

mined to deliver up, into the common stock, all his

effects and estate, which were very considerable, con-

listing of large tracts of arable and pasture lands,
besides 600 talents in specie;! and that his mother
and grandmother, together with the rest of his rela-

tions and friends, who were the richest persons ii

Sparta, would do the same.
The magnanimity of their young prince astonished

11 the people, who, at ttie same time, were transpor-
ted with joy that they at last were so happy as to

behold a king worthy of Sparta. Leonidas then

dropped the mask, and opposed him to the utmost of
his power for as he knew it would otherwise be ne-

cessary for him to make the same offer they had
beard from Agis, so he was sensible, that his citizens

would not think themselves under the same obliga-
tions to him as they were to his colleague, but that
when every one should have equally contributed his

whole fortune to the common stock, he alone would

engross all the honour of that action, who bad first

set the example. He therefore demanded aloud of

Agis, whether he did not think that Lycurgus was a

just and able man, and one who had zealously con-
sulted the welfare of his country? Agis having re-

plied, that he had always considered him as such;
Where do you find then," retorted Leonidas,

" that

Lycurgus ever ordaineii an abolition of debts, or

gave the freedom of Sparta to strangers? Since, on
the contrary, it was his firm persuasion, that the city
would never be safe till all strangers were expelled
from its walls." Agis answered, " That he was not

surprised that such a person as Leonidas, who had
been brought up in foreign countries, and had mar-
ried into the family of a Persian grandee, should be
so little acquainted with Lycurgus, as not to know
that he had swept away all actual and possible debts,

by banishing gold and silver from the city: that, with

respect to strangers, his precautions were intended

against none but those who could not accommodate
themselves to the manners and discipline he had esta-

blished : that these were the only persons he expelled
from the city, not by any hostilities against their

per-
4ons, but from the mere apprehension, that their
method of life, and corruption of manners, might
insensibly- inspire the Spartans with the love of lux-

ury and effeminacy, and au immoderate passion for

riches."

He then produced several examples of poets and

philosophers, particularly Terpander, Thales, and

rherecydes, who, although foreigners, had been high-
ly esteemed and honoured at Sparta, because they
taught the same maxims as Lycurgus had established.

This discourse won all the common people over
to the party of Agis, but the rich men ranged them-
selves under Leonidas, and entreated him not to
abandon them: they likewise addressed thein-t Ivt s

to the senators, who had the principal power in this

affair, as they alone were qualified to examine all

proposals, before they could be received and con-
firmed by the people; and their solicitations were so

effectual, that those who had opposed the decree of

Agis, carried their point by one voice: upon which

Lyfcauder, who still continued in his employment,
immediately determined to proceed against Leonidas,
in virtue of au ancient law, by which "each defen-
dant from Hercules was prohibited from espousing
any foreig: woman; and which made it dtath for

any Spartar to settle among strangers." Sufficient

proofs of delinquency in these particulars were pro-
duced against Leonidas, ^nd Cleombrotus was pre-
railed upon, at the same time, to assist in the pro-

E.jual to &0.000 crowns.

secution, and demand the crown, as being hi nisei:

of the royal race, and the son-in-law of Leonidas.
Leonidas was so confounded at this proceeding

and so apprehensive of the event, that he took sanc-

tuary in the temple of Minerva, called Chalciacot,

upon whirli the wife of Cleombrotus, quitting her

husband, became a supplicant with her father. Leou-
idas was summoned to appear; but as he refused to

comply, he was divested of his royally, and it vias

then transferred to his son-in-law Cleombrotus

Lysander quitted his employment about this peri-

od, the usual time for holding it being then expired.
The new Ephori took this opportunity to commence
a prosecution against him and Mandroclides, for

having voted for the abolition of debts, and a new
distribution of lands, contrary to the laws. Lysander
and Mandroclides, finding themselves in danger of

being condemned, persuaded the two kings, that if

they would only be united with each other, thej
would have no cause to be disquieted by any de-
crees of the Ephori, who were privileged indeed to

decide between them when they were divided in their

sentiments, but had no right to interpose in their

affairs, when they concurred in the same opinions.
The two kings taking advantage of this expedient,

entered the assembly, where they compelled the

Ephori to quit their seats, amd substituted others in

their stead, one of whom was Agesilaus. They then
caused a band of young men to arm themselves, and

gave orders for releasing the prisoners; iu a word,

they rendered themselves very formidable to their

enemies, who now expected to be
put

to the sword
but not one person was killed on this occasion; and
when Agis even knew that Agesilaus intended to

cause Leonidas to be assassinated on his retreat to

Tegea, he ordered him safely to be conducted thither

by a sufficient guard.
When the affair was on the point of being abso-

lutely concluded without any opposition, so great was
the terror which then prevailed, it was suddenly ob-
structed by a single man. Agesilaus had one of the

largest and best estates in the whole country, and at

the same time was deeply involved in debt: but as

he was incapable of paying his creditors, and had
no inclination to incorporate his estate into the com-
mon property, he represented to Agis, that the change
would be too great and violent, and even too dan-

gerous, should they attempt to carry their two points
at the same time; namely, the abolition of debts, and
the distribution of lands: whereas, if they began with

conciliating the landed proprietors, by the annihi-

lation of debts, they would afterwards more quietly
and readily consent to the partition of lands. This

specious reasoning misled Agis, and even LysauJcr
himself was won over to this expedient by the arti-

fices of Agesilaus; in consequence of which all con-
tracts ami obligations were taken from the several

creditors, and carried into the public square, where
they were piled into a large heap, and burned to

ashes. As soon as the flames mounted into the air,

the rich men and bankers, who had lent their money,
returned home extremely dejected,

and Agesiluus
cried with an insulting air.

" That he had never seen

so fine and clear a fire before."

The people immediately after this transaction, de-

manded a distribution of the lands, and each of the

kings gave orders for its accomplishment; but Age
silaus still continued to start fresh difficulties, and
found out a variety of new pretexts, to prevent the

execution of that affair; by which means he gained
time, till Agis was obliged to take the fit Id at the

liead of an army. For the Acha?ans, who were iu

alliance with the Lacedaemonians, bad sent to demand
tlitir assistance against the .Etolians, who threatened
an irruption through the territories of the Megare
ans into 1'eloponnesus.

Aratus, who wa then general of the Achaeans, had

already assembled his troops to oppose the enemy,
and had also written to the Ephori, who, upon re-

ceipt
of his letters, immediately sent Agi* to their

a-sistuice. This prince set out with all possible ex-

pedition, and the soldiers testified an incredible joy
at their marching under his command. The gene-

rality of them were young men in very low circum-
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nances of life, who now saw themselves discharged
from all their debts, and free, and also in expectation
of sharing the lands at their return from this expedi-
tion; for which reasons they testified the utmost af-

fection for Agis. The cities were charmed to see

these troops pass through Peloponnesus, without

committing the least disorder: and so quietly, that

the sound of their march was hardly to be distin-

guished. The Greeks were entirely surprised, and
made the following reflection: " What admirable dis-

cipline and order must formerly have been observed

by the armies of Lacedaemon, when they were com-
manded by Agesilaus, Lysauder, or the ancient Leon-

idas; since they even now display so much awe and

respect for their general, though younger than any
soldier in his camp!''

Agis joined Aratus near Corinth, at the very time

when he was deliberating in a council of war, whether
he should hazard a battle, and in what manner he
should dispose his troops. Agis declared for a bat-

tle, and thought it not advisable to allow the enemies
a passage into Peloponnesus; but added at the same

time, that he intended to act as Aratus should judge
proper, as he was the older officer of the two, and

general of the Achoeans; whereas he himself was

only general of the auxiliary troops, and was not

come thither to exercise any command over the

league, but only to engage the enemy in conjunction
with them for whose assistance he had been sent.

The officers of Aratus, instead of treating him with
as much deference as Agis had expressed, took the

liberty to reproach him in sharp terms, for his dis-

inclination to a battle; ascribing that to timidity,
which in reality was the effect of prudence. But
the vain fear of false infamy did not make him aban-
don his prudent schemes for the public good. He
justified his conduct by the memoirs he writ on that

occasion; wherein he observes, that as the husband-
men had already carried in their harvest, and gather-
ed in all the fruits of the season, he judged it more
advisable to let the enemy advance into the country,
than io hazard an unnecessary battle at that junc-
ture, whda the welfare of the whole league lay at

stake. When he had determined not to enter upou
an action, he dismissed his allies, after he had be-

stowed the greatest commendations upon them; and

Agis, who was astonished at his conduct, set out for

Sparta with his troops.
The .Etolians entered Peloponnesus without any

obstruction, 1 and in their march seized the city of

Pellene, where their
troops,

who were intent on no-

thing but plunder, immediately dispersed themselves

up and down, without the least order, and began to

contend with each other for the spoils. Aratus, in-

formed of these proceedings, would not suffer so fa-

vourable an opportunity to escape him. He was no

longer the same man, and, without losing a moment's

time, or waiting till all his troops had joined him, he
advanced with those he then had against the enemy,
who were become weak even by their victory, at-

ta( ked them in the very place they had so lately
taken, and forced them to abandon it, with the loss

of 700 men. This action did him great honour, and

changed the injurious reproaches which had been
uttered against him, and which he had patiently suf-

fered, into the highest applauses and panegyric.
Several states and princes having now entered into

confederacy against the Ach<ea.ns, Aratus endea-
voured to contract a friendship and alliance with the

jEtolians, in which he easily succeeded
;
and not only

a peace was concluded between them, but he also ef-

fectually negotiated an offensive and defensive league
between the two nations of .Ktoha and Achaea.

Agis,2 when he arrived at Sparta,
A. M. 3760. found a great change in the state

Ant. J C. 244 of affairs. Agesilaus, who was one
of the Ephon, being no longer re-

strained by fear as formerly, and entirely intent upon
the gratification of his avarice, committed the great-
est violence and injustice. When he found himself

universally detested, he raised and maintained a body

i Mm. in A rat. p. 1041.

Plut. in Agid. p, Stt 804,

of troops, who served him as a guard when he wen
to the senate; and he caused a report to be spread,
that he intended to continue in his office the suc-

ceeding year. His enemies, in order to elude the
calamities with which they were threatened, caused
Leonidas to be sent for in the most publ c mannef
from Tegrea, and replaced him upon the throne, to th

general satisfaction of the people, who were greatly
irritated to see themselves abused in the hopes they
had entertained of the

partition of the lands, which
had never been carried into execution.

Agesilaus saved himself by the assistance of hi*

son, who was universally beloved; and the two kings
took sanctuary: Agis in the temple of Minerva ceil-

ed Chalcioecos, and Cleombrotus in that of .Neptune,
As Leonidas seemed to be most exasperated against
the latter, he left Agis, and advanced at the head of
a band of soldiers into the temple where Cleombro-
tus had fled for refuge. He then reproached him
with great warmth for assuming the regal power in

violation of the ties of affinity between them, and
for expelling them from his own country in so igno-
minious a manner. Cleombrotus, who had nothing
to answer to these reproaches, continued seated in a

profound silence, and with an aspect that sufficiently
testified his confusion. His wife Chelonis stood near,
with her two children at her feet. She had been

equally unfortunate as a wife and daughter, but was

equally faithful in each of these capacities, and had
always adhered to the unfortunate. She had accom-

panied her father Leonidas during his exile, and now
returned to her husband, whom she tenderly em-

braced, and at the same time became a supplicant for

him to her father.

All those who were then present melted into tears

at so moving a sight, and were struck with admira-
tion at the virtue and tenderness of Chelonis, and
the amiable force of conjugal love. This unfortunate

princess pointing to her mourning habit and dis-

hevelled tresses,
" Believe me, O my father," said

she,
" this habit of wo which I now wear, this dejec-

tion which appears in my countenance, and this af

diction into which you see me sunk, are not the ef-

fects of that compassion I entertain for Cleomorotus:
but the remains of my grief

for the calamities you
have sustained in your flight from Sparta. On what,
alas! shall I now resolve? While you reign for the fu-

ture in Sparta, and triumph over the enemies who op-

posed you, shall I continue to live in the desolate state

to which you now see me reduced'.' Or is it my duty
to array myself in robes of royalty and magnificence.
when I behold the husband I received from you in

the flower of my youlh, on the point of perishing by
your hands" Should he be unable to disarm your
resentment, and move your soul to compassion, by
the tears of his wife and children, permit me to as-

sure you, that he will be punished with more sever-

ity for his imprudence, than was even intended by
vour.-elf, when he shall gee a wife who is so dear to

nina expiring at his feet; for you are not to think,

that in my present condition I will ever consent to

survive him. What appearance shall I make among
the Spartan ladies, after my inability to inspire mj
husband with compassion for my father, and to soften

my father into pity for my husband ? What indeed
shall I appear to them, but a daughter and a wife,

always afflicted and contemned by her nearest rela-

tions"!
"

Chelonis, at the conclusion of these mourn-
ful

expressions,
reclined her cheek on the head of

Cleombrotus, while with her eves that spoke their

sorrow in their tears, she cast a languid look on those

who were present.
Leonidas, after a few moments' discourse with hii

friends, ordered Cleombroti|S to rise, and inimet' ate-

ly quit Sparta; but earnestly importuned his daugh-
ter to continue there, and not forsake a father, who

gave her such a peculiar proof of tenderness, as to

spare, at her request, the life of her husband. His

solicitations were, however, ineffectual, and the mo-
ment Cleombrotus rose from his seat, she phiced one

of her children in his arms, and
clasped

the other in

her owr
-, and, when she had offered up her prayers

to the goddess, and kissed her altar, she became

voluntary exile with her husband. How extre.uie.ljr
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affecting
was this spectacle! and how worthy the

admiration of all ages is such a model of conjugal
love! If the heart of Cleonibrotus, says Plutarch,
had not been entirely depraved by vain glory, and a

boundless ambition to reign, he would have been

sensible, that even banishment itself, with so virtuous

a companion, was a felicity preferable to the condi-

tion of a sovereign.
When Leonidas had expelled Cleonibrotus from

Sparta, and substituted new Ephori instead of the

former, whom he had deposed, he bent all his endea-
vours to insnare Agis; and began with persuading
him to quit the asylum to which he had retired, and
to reign in conjunction with himself. In order to

which he assured him, that his citizens had pardoned
all past proceedings, because they were sensible that

his youth and inexperience, with his predominant
passion for glory, had laid him open to the insinua-

tions of Agesilaus. But as Agis suspected the sin-

cerity of those expressions, and persisted in his re-

solution to continue in the temple, Leonidas no longer

attempted to deceive him with plausible pretences.

Amphares, Demochares, and Arcesilaus, who had

frequently visited the young prince, continued their

assiduities to him, and sometimes conducted him
fiom the temple to the baths, and from thence con-

veyed him in
safety

to the temple; for each of them
was his intimate friend.

This fidelity, however, was of no long continuance.

Amphares had lately borrowed of Agesistrata, the

mother of Agis, several rich suits of tapestrv, ami a

magnificent set of silver plate. The hope of retain-

ing those costly ornaments tempted him to betray
the king, with his mother and grandmother. It was
even said, that he was much more inclinable, than

either of his two companions, to listen to the sugges-
tions of Leonidas: and that no one was so industrious

as himself to spirit up the Ephori (of whose number
he was one) against Agis. As this prince went some-
times from the temple to the bath, they resolved to

take that opportunity to surprise him; and when he

was one day returning from thence, they advanced

up to him, and after they had embraced him with an

air of affection, they attended him in his wav, and en-

tertained him with their usual familiarity ofconversa-
tion. At the end of one of the streets tnrough which

they passed, was a turning which led to the prison;
ana as soon as they arrived at that corner, Amphares
seized Agis with an air of authority, and cried,

"
Agis,

I must conduct you to the Ephori, to whom you are

to be accountable for your behaviour." At the same
instant Demochares, who was tall and strong, threw
his mantle round his neck, and dragged him along,
while the other pushed him forward, as they had

previously agreed ; and as no person came to assist

him, because there was nobody in the street at that

time, they accomplished their design, and threw him
into prison.

Leonidas arrived at the same time with a great
number of foreign soldiers, and surrounded the pri-

son; the Ephon likewise came thither, and when

they had sent for such of the senators as concurred
with their opinion, they proceeded to examine Agis,
as if he had been formally arraigned, and ordered
him to justify himself, with respect to his intended
innovations in the republic. One of the Ephori, pre-

lending to have discovered an expedient for dis-

engaging him from this criminal affair, asked him,
whether Lysander and Agesilaus had not compelled
him to have recourse to those measures: to which

Agis replied, that he had not acted inconsequence
ofani compulsion; but that his admiration of Lycur-
Sfus, and a sincere desire to imitate his conduct, were
his only motives for attempting to restore the city to

the same condition in which that legislator had left

it. The same officer then demanding of him, whether
he did not repent of that proceeding'.' The young
prim e answered. with an air of steadiness,

' That he
never should repent of so virtuous, so noble, and
o glorious an undertaking, though death itself were

presented to his view in all its terrors." His pre-
tended judges then condemned him to die, and im-

mediately commanded the public officers to carry
aim to that part of the prison, where those on whom

the sentence of condemnation had passed were usual

ly strangled.
When Demochares saw that the officers of justicn

did not dare to lav their hands on Agis, and that

even the foreign soldiers turned their eyes from such
a spectacle of horror, and refused to be accessary to

so inhuman an execution, he loaded them with threats

and reproaches, and with his own hands dragged
Agis to the dungeon. The people, who by this timt
were informed of the manner in which he had been

seized, crowded to the gates of the prison, and be-

gan to be very tumultuous. The whole street was

already illuminated with innumerable, tapers; and the
mother and grandmother of Agis ran from place to

place, filling the air with their cries, and entreating
the people that the king of Sparta might at hast
have the privilege to defend himself, ana be judged
by his own citizens. The zeal of the people did but
animate the murderers to hasten the execution of

Agis. lest he should be released by force that very
night, if the people should have sufficient time allow-
ed them for assembling together.
As the executioners were loading him to the place

where they intended to strangle him, he beheld tears

flowing- from the eyes of one them, who was touched
with his misfortune; upon which he turned to him,
and said,

'

Weep not for me, my friend
; for, as I am

cut oft in this manner, contrary to all laws and jus-
tice, I am much happier, and" more to be envied,
than those who have condemned me." When he
had said these words, he offered his neck to the fatal

cord without the least reluctance.

As Amphares came from the
prison,

at the close

of this tragic scene, the first oVvrt he beheld was
the disconsolate mother of Agis,' who threw herself

at his feet: he raised her from the earth, and assured

her that Agis had nothing to fear; entreating her at

the same time to enter the prison and see her son.

She then desired him to permit her a<red mother to

attend her in that mournful visit. " Your request,"
said he, "is reasonable;

" and he immediately con-
ducted them into the prison, but ordered the door to

be shut the moment they entered it. He then com-
manded the executioner to seize Archidamia, the

grandmother of Agis, who had lived to a venerable

old age among her citizens, with as much dignity
and reputation as any lady of her time. When the

executioner had performed his fatal office, the inhu-

man Amphares ordered the mother of Agis to enter

the dungeon. This unhappy princess, the moment
she came into that dismal place, beheld her son

lying dead on the ground, and, at a little distance

from him, her dead mother, with the fatal cord still

about her neck. She assisted the executioners in

untying it, after which she laid the corpse by her

son, as decently as she could, and covered it with a

cloth. When this pious office was completed, she

cast herself upon the bodv of Agis, and after she had

tenderly kissed his cold
lips,

" O my son," said she,
" the excess of thy humanity and sweet disposition,
and thy too great circumspection and lenity, have

undone thee, and been fatal to us as well as thee!"

Amphares, who from the door had beheld an:

heard all that passed, entered that moment, and ad-

dressing himself with a savage air to the mother of

Agis,
" Since you knew," said he,

" and approved
the designs ofyour son, you shall share in his punish-
ment." Agesfstrata arose at those words, and run-

ning to the fatal cord,
"
May this," cried she,

" at

least be useful to Sparta !

"

When the report of these executions was disneisd

through the city, and the inhabitants beheld the

bodies brought out of the prison; the indignation
occasioned by this barbarity was universal, and every
one declared, that from the time the Dorians had
first established themselves in Peloponnesus, so atro-

cious and horrible an action had never been com-
mitted. It must indeed be acknowledged, that all

the blackest crimes in nature were here united, find

under circumstances which infinitely aggravated their

atrocity; and we may even add too, that the murder
of the Iting included and surpassed them all: so bar-

barous an execution, in opposition to thai lespert
with which nature inspires the most savage people
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for the most sacred
person

of their sovereign, is such

a blemish on a nation, as all succeeding ages can

never obliterate.

Agis having been destroyed in this manner.i Leon-
idas \vas not expeditious "enough

in seizing his bro-

ther Archidamus, who saved himself by flight; but

he secured Agiatis, the consort of that unhappy king,
whom he carried off from her own house, with the

young child she had bv him, and then compelled her

to espouse his son Cleomenes, who was not mar-

riageable at that time: but Leonidas determined that

the vticlow of Agis should not be disposed of to any
other person, as she inherited a large estate from her

father Gylippus, and likewise excelled all the Gre-
P.an ladies in beauty as well as wisdom and virtue.

She endeavoured to avoid this marriage by all the

means in her power, but to no effect. And when she

at last was obliged to consent to her nuptials with

Cleomenes, she always retained a mortal aversion to

Leonidas: but behaved with the utmost complacency
and kindness to her young spouse, who, from the

first day of his marriage, conceived a most sincere

and passionate esteem and affection for her. which
never abated; and even sympathized with her in the

tenderness she preserved for Agis, and the regard
she expressed for his memory, and that too in such
a degree, that he would frequently listen to her with
the greatest attention, while she related to him ttie

great designs he had formed for the regulation of
the government.

SECTION IV. CLEOMENES ASCENDS THE THRONE
OF SPARTA, AND ENGAGES IN A WAR AGAINST
THE ACH.EANS, OVER WHOM HE OBTAINS SEVERAL
ADVANTAGES. HE REFORMS THE GOVERNMENT
OF SPARTA, AND RE-ESTABUSHES THE ANCIENT
DISCIPLINE. ACQUIRES NEW ADVANTAGES OVER
ARAXU8 AND THE ACHJEANS. ARATUS APPLIES
FOR SUCCOUR TO ANT1GONUS, KING OF MACE-
DONIA, BY WHOSE AID THE ACHAEAN'S OBTAIN RE-
PEATED VICTORIES, AND TAKE SEVERAL PLACES
FROM THE ENEMY.

CLEOMENES had a noble soul,2 and an ardent pas-
sion for glory, joined with the same inclination for

temperance and simplicity of manners as Agis had

always expressed; but he" had not that
prince's

ex-
cessive sweetness of disposition, nor the timidity and

precaution which accompanied it. Nature, on the

contrary, had infused into him a vigour and vivacity
of mind, which ardently prompted him to whatever

appeared great and noble. Nothing seemed to him
so glorious as to reign over his citizens with their
own good will and consent; but, at the same time he
did not think it inconsistent with the glory of a wise

administration,to employ some violence in reducing to

compliance with a measure of public utility an incon-
siderable number of obstinate and unjust persons,
who opposed it merely from a view of private in-

terest.

He was far from being satisfied with the state of
affairs which then prevailed in Sparta. All the citi-

zens had Ions been softened by indolence and a

voluptuous lite; and the king himself, who was fond
of tranquillity, had entirely neglected public affairs.

No person whatever had testified any regard for the

public good, every individual being solely intent

upon his private interest, and the aggrandizement of
his

family
at the public expense. Instead of any

care in disciplining the young people, and forming
them to temperance, patience and the equality of

freedom, it was even dangerous to mention any thing
(if that nature, as Agis himself had perished by at-

tempting to introduce it among them.
It is also said, that C'.eomenes, who was still very

young, had hoard some
philosophical lectures at the

time when Spherus, who came trom the banks of the

Boristhenes, settled in Lacedaemon, and applied
himself in a very successful manner to the instruc-
tion of youth. This person was one of the principal
disciples of Zcno, the Citian. 3 The Stoic philoso-
phy, which he then professed, was exceeding proper

to infuse courage and noble sentiments into the! mind
but. at the same time, was capable of dangerous ef-

fects in a disposition naturally warm and impetuous:
and, on the other hand, might" be rendered very bene-
ficial by being grafted on a mild and moderate char-
acter.

After the death of Leonidas, who
did not long survive the condemna- A. M. 3762
tion and murder of Agis, his son Ant. J. C. 2-12

Cleomenes succeeded nim in the

throne; and though he was then very young, it gar
him pain to consider that he had only the empty titl

of king, while the whole authority w'as engrossed by
the Ephori, who shamefully abused their power. Hi
from that time grew solicitous to change the form of

government; and as he was sensible that few persons
were disposed to concur with him in his views, he

imagined the accomplishment of it would be facili-

tated by a war, and therefore endeavoured to em-
broil his city with the Acha?ans, who, very fortunate-

ly for his purpose, had given Sparta some occasion
of complaint against them.

Aratus from the very beginning of his administra-

tion, had been industrious to negotiate a league be-
tween all the states of Peloponnesus, through a per-
suasion, that if he succeeded in that attempt, they
would have nothing to fear for the future from a

foreign enemy; and this was the only point to which
all his measures tended. All the other states, except
the Lacedaemonians, the people of Elis, and those of

Arcadia, who had espoused the party of the Lacedae

monians, had acceded to this league. Aratus, soot
after the death of Leonidas, began to harass the Ar
cadians, in order to make an experiment of the Spar
tan courage, and at the same time to make it evident
that he despised Cleomenes, as a young man without
the least experience.
When the Ephcri received intelligence of this act

of hostility, they caused their troops to take the field

under the command of Cleomenes; they indeed were
not numerous, but confidence in the general bv \vhorn

they were commanded, inspired them with alf imagi-
nable ardour for the war. The Achseans marched

=jr>inst then: rviih 20,000 foot and 1000 horse, under
the command of Aristomachus. Cleomenes came up
with them near Pallantium, a city of Arcadia, and
offered them battle; but Aratus was so intimidated

by this bold measure, that he prevailed upon th

general not to hazard an engagement, and then made
a retreat; which drew upon him very severe re-

proaches from his own troops, and sharp raillery from
the enemy, whose numbers did not amount to 5000
men in tJie whole. The courage of Cleomenes was
so much raised by this retreat, that he assumed a
loftier air amongst his citizens, and reminded them
of an expression used by one of their ancient kings,
who said*, "That the Lacedaemonians never inquired
after the number of their enemies, but where they
were." He afterwards defeated the Achaeans in a
second encounter; but Aratus, taking the advantage
even of his defeat, like an experienced general, turn-

ed his arms immediately against Mantmea, and be-

fore the enemy could have any suspicion of his de-

sign, made hiniself master of that city, and put a gar-
rison into it.

Cleomenes, after his return to
Sparta, began to

think seriously on the execution of his grand design,
and had influence enough to cause Archidamus, the

brother of Agis, to be recalled from Messene. At
that prince was descended from the other royal house
of Sparta, he had an incontestable right to the crown
and Cleomenes was persuaded, that the authority of
the Ephori would receive a much greater diminu-

tion, when the throne of Sparta should be filled by
its two kings, whose union would enable them to

counterbalance their power. But, unhappily for his

purpose, the same persons who had been guilty of

the death of Agis, found means to assassinate hu
brother ArchidamuM
Cleomenes, soon after this event, gained a new ad-

vantage over the Achaeans, in an action near Megalo-

Plat, in Cleom. p. H05. Ibid. p. 805811.
S caJled fron Citium, a city of Cjrpru*

Polybius declare*, that Cleomenei himself caused him
to be awwiinated. I. T p. 383 and i. v.ii. p 311.
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pohs. whrrem Lysiadeswns slain, in consequence of

engaging too far in the pursuit of the Lacedsemonians,
whanaJbeen repuUed when the encounter first be-

gan. This victory was very honourable to the young
kin?, and increased his

reputation to a great degree.
He had imparted his design to a small number of

select and faithful friends, who served him in a very
seasonable manner. When he returned to Sparta,
he concerted his march so as to enter the city when
the Ephori were at supper; at which time, a set of

persons who had been chosen for that action, entered

the hall with their drawn swords, and killed four of

these magistrates,! with ten of those who had taken

arms for their defence. Agesilaus, who had been

left for dead on the spot, found means to save him-

self; after which no other person whatever sustained

ny violence; and, indeed, what bad been already
committed was sufficient.

The next day, Cleomenes caused the names of four-

score citizens, whom he intended to banish, to be

fixed up in
places

of public resort. He also removed
from the hall of audience all the seats of the Ephori
except one, where he himself was to sit when ad-

ministering justice; and alter he had convoked an

assembly of the px>ple, he explained to them his

reasons 'for the conduct he had pursued; represent-

ing to them, in what an enormous manner the Ephori
had abused their power, by suppressing all lawful

authority, and not only banishing their kings, but

even causing them to be destroyed without the least

form of justice, and menacing those who were de-

sirous of* again beholding Sparta happy in the most
excellent and divine form of government. He then

added, that the conduct he pursued rendered it suffi-

ciently evident, that, instead of consulting his own

particular interest, his whole endeavours were em-

ployed to promote that of the citizens, by reviving

among them the discipline and equality which the wise

Lycurgus had formerly established, and from whence

Sparta had derived all her glory and reputation.
When he had expressed himself in this manner, he

was the lir^t to consign his whole estate to the com-
mon stock, and was seconded in that action by Me-

gistones, his father-in-law, who was very rich. The
rest of his friends, and at length all the other citizens
then complied with this example, and the lands were
distributed agreeably to the intended plan. He even

assigned a portion to each of those who had been

banished, and promised to recall them as soon as

affairs could be settled in a state of tranquillity.
He then filled up the proper number of citizens with

persons of the best character in all the adjacent parts,
and raised -4(100 foot, whom be taught to use lances

instead of javelins, and to wear bucklers with strong
handles, and not with leather straps buckled on, as

had before beeu the custom.
His next cares were devoted to the education of

children; in order to which he endeavoured to re-

establish the Laconic discipline, wherein the philo-

sopher Spherus very much assisted him. The ex-
ercises and public meals soon resumed their ancient

order and gravity; most of the citizens voluntarily

embracing this wise, noble, and regular method of

life, to which the rest, whose number was very incon-

siderable, were soon
obliged to conform. I'D order

tlsc to soften the name of monarch, and to avoid ex-

asperating the citizens, he
appointed his brother Eu-

C.ldas king with him; which is the first instance of
the administration of the Spartan government by two

kings of the same house at one time.

Cleomenes, believing that Aratusand the Achaeans
were persuaded he would not presume to quit Sparta,
amidst the dissatisfaction occasioned by the innova-

tions which ht had introduced into the government,
thought nothing could be more honourable and advan-

tageous to him, than to let his enemies see how much
ne was esteemed by his troops and beloved by his

citizens, and what confidence he entertained, that

the new changes had not alienated the minds of the

people from him. He first advanced into the terri-

tories of Megalopolis; where his troops committed

great devastations, and gained a very considerable

booty. To these ravages he added in-ults. causing

public games or shows to be exhibited tor the space
of a whole day, in the

sight
of the enemy; not that

he had any real satisfaction in such a conduct, but
onlv intended to convince thfin, by tins contemp-
tuous bravado, how assured he was of bein^ vir.

torious over them.

Though it was very customary, in those times, to

see troops of comedians and dancers in the train o r

other armies, his camp was perfectly free from all

such dissolute attendants. The youths of his army
pa-sed the greatest part of their time in exercising
themselves, and the old men were industrious to form
and instruct them. Their very relaxations from those

employments were devoted to instructive and fami-

liar conversations, seasoned with fine and delicate

railleries, which were always modest, and never ren-

dered offensive by injurious reflections. In a word,
they were entirely conformable to the laws by which
the wise legislator of Sparta had been careful to re-

gulate conversations.

Cleomenes himself appeared like the master who
thus formed the citizens, not so much by his dis-

course as by his example, affording, in the simple and

frugal life which he led, and which had nothing in it

superior to that of the meanest of his subjects, an

artt-cting model of wisdom and abstinence, which
facilitated beyond expression his accomplishment of
the great things which he performed in Greece. Fof
those whose affairs carried them to the courts of
other kings, did not admire their riches and magni-
ficence so much as they detested their imperious
pride, and the haughtiness with which they treated

those who approached them. On the contrary, no
such offensive manners were ever experienced in th

court of Cleomenes. He appeared
in a very plain

habit, without guards, and almost without officers:

the audiences he gave were as long as the people
who applied to him could desire: he gave all manner
of persons a very agreeable reception, without treat-

ing any body with an air of austerity. This affable

and engaging behaviour gained him the universal

love and veneration of his people, in which the true

grandeur and merit of a king undoubtedly consists.

His table was extremely simple and frugal, and

truly Laconic. JNo music was ever introduced there,
nor did any one desire it, as his conversation well

supplied its place; and it is certain that those who
are capable of discoursing well, may pass their time

very agreeably without hearing songs. Cleomenes
nev'er failed to enliven those repasts, either by pro-

posing curious and important questions, or relating
some useful and agreeable piece of history ; seasoning
the whole with a delicate vein of wit and gayety. He
thought it neither an argument of a prince's merit

nor glory to attach men to his interest by the attrac-

tions of riches and splendid tables; whereas the abil-

ity
of gaining their hearts by the amiable power of

d[-cour:-e, and the charms of an intercourse in which
frankness and sincerity always prevailed, was con-

sidered by him as a truly royal quality.
This affable and engaging dispo-

sition of Cleomenes secured him A. M. 3776.

the affection of all the troops, and Ant. J. C. 228.

inspired them with such an ardour

for his service, as seemed to have rendered them in*

vincible. He took several places from the Achaean*,
the territories of their allies, and advanced

aliii(i>t as far as Fberie, with intention either to giv
them battle, or discredit Aratus as a pusillanimous
leader, who had lied from his enemy, and abandoned
all their champaign country to be plundered. The
Arhirans having taken the 'field with all their troops,
and encamped in the territories of Dynue, Cleome-
nes followed them thither, and harassed them per-

petually with so much intrepidity, as at last compel-
led the'm to come to a battle, wherein be obtained

a complete victory; for he put their army to flight,

killed abundance'of men, and took a great number
of prisoners.
The Achaeans were extremely dejected at these

severe losses.i and began to be apprehensive of th*

< Thu magistracy wa composed of five Ephori. Pint, in Cleom. p. Sll. Mem. Aral. 1044.
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greatest calamities from Sparta, especially if she

-hmil'l happen to be supported by the jfctolians, ac-

cording to the rumour which then prevailed. Ara-

tus, wno had usually been elected general every
other year, refused that commission when he was
chosen" agnin, and Timoxenes was substituted in his

stead. The Achaeans severely censured the conduct
of Aratus on this occasion, and with great justice, as

he, who was considered by them as their pilot, had
now abandoned the helm of his vessel amidst a

threatening tempest, wherein it would have been

proper and glorious for him to have seized it into his

own hands, even by force, if it had not been offered

to him, in imitation of several great examples related

in history, and thus to have been solely solicitous to

save the state at the expense of his own life. If he
had even despaired of retrieving the affairs of the

Achaeans, he ought rather to have submitted to Cle-

omenes, who was a Grecian by birth, and king of

Sparta, than to call in the assistance of foreigners,
and make them masters of Peloponnesus, as he will

soon appear to have done: jealousy, however, extin-

guishes all prudent reflections, and is a malady not

to be cured by reason alone.

The Achaeans being reduced to

A. M. 3777. the last extremities, especially af-

Ant J. C. 227. ter the loss of this battle, sent am-
bassadors to Cleomenes to negoti-

ate a peace. The king seemed at first determined to

impose very rigid terms upon them; but afterwards

despatched an embassy on his part, and only deman-
ded to be appointed general of the Acha-an league,

promising on that condition to accommodate all dif-

ferences between them, and restore the prisoners and

places he had taken from them. The Achaeans, who
were very inclinable to accept of peace on those

terms, desired Cleonenes to be present at Lerna,
where they were to hold a general assembly, in order
to conclude the treaty. The king set out accordingly
for that place, but an unexpected accident which

happened to him prevented the interview; and Ara-
tus endeavoured to improve it in such a manner as

to hinder the negotiation from being renewed. He
imagined, that as he had possessed the chief author-

ity in the Achaean league for the space of thirty-three

years, it would be very disgraceful to him if a young
man were suffered, as it were, to graft himself upon
him and divest him of all his glory and power, by
supplanting him in a command which he had acqui-
red, augmented, and retained for so many years.
These considerations induced him to use all his ef-

forts to dissuade the Achaeans from accepting the

conditions proposed to them by Cleomenes: but as

he had the mortification to find that the Achaeans
would not coincide with him in opinion, because

they dreaded the bravery and uncommon success of

Cleomenes, and likewise thought that the intentions

of the Lacedaemonians to restore Peloponnesus to its

ancient state were very just and reasonable, he had
recourse to an expedient which would not have be-

come any Grecian, and was extremely dishonourable
in a man of his rank and character. This was to call

in the assistance of Antigonus king of Macedonia,
and by inevitable consequence make him master of
Greece.

He had not forgotten that Antigonus had great
(Muse to be dissatisfied with him:l but he was sensi-

ble that princes may be properly said to have neither

friends nor enemies, and that they form their senti-

ments of things by the standard oftheirown interest.

He, however, would not openly enter into a nego-
tiation of this nature, nor propose it as for himself;
because he knew that, if it should happen to prove
unsuccessful, he must inevitably incur all the odium;
and besides, it would be making a plain declaration
to the Achaeans, that if he had not absolutely <!<-

apairet of retrieving their affairs, he would not have
advised them to have recourse to their

professed
enemy. He, therefore, concealed his real views, like

an artful and experienced politician, and proceeded
by indirect and secret methods. As the city of Me-
galopolis was nearest in situation to Sparta, it lay

i Polyb. I. ii. p. 133140

most exposed to the Incursions of the enemy and
the inhabitants began to be tired of the war," as the

Achaeans were so far from being in a condition to

support them, that they were unable to defend them-
selves. Nicophanes and Cercides, two citizens nt

Megalopolis, whom Aratus had brought over to hia

scheme, made a proposal in the council of that city
for demanding permission of the Ach;eans, to im-

plore
the assistance of Antigonus. This motion was

immediately assented to, and the Achneans granted
them the permission they desired. These twr, citi-

zens were then deputed to be the messengers u make
that proposal to the king, and Aratus had beer care-

ful to furnish them with sufficient instructions before-

hand. When they received audience of Antigonus
they lightly touched upon the particulars which re

lated to their city, and then strongly insisted, in con-

formity to their instructions, on the imminent clan-

ger to which the king himself would be exposed,
should the. alliance which was then talked of between
the Altolians and Cleomenes take effect. They then

represented to h'mi, that if the united forces ot these

two states should have those advantages over the
Achasans which they expected to obtain, the tower-

ing ambition of Cleomenes would never be satisfied

with the mere conquest of Peloponnesus, as it wa|
evident that he aspired at the empire of all Greece,
which it would be impossible for him to seize, with-
out entirely destroying the authority of the Mace-
donians. To these remonstrances they added, that

if the .Ktulian-; should not happen to join Cleomenes,
the Achaeans would be capable of supporting them-
selves with their own forces, and would have no
cause to trouble the king with their importunities for

his assistance; but if, on the other hand, fortune

should prove adverse to them, and permit the con-

federacy between those two states to take effect, thej
must then entreat him not to be an unconcerned spec-
tator of the ruin of Peloponnesus, which might even
be attended with fatal consequences to himself.

They also took care to insinuate to the king, that

Aratus would enter into all his measures, and give
him in due time sufficient security for his own fidel-

ity a:ul good intentions.

Antigonus highly approved all these representa-
tions, and seized with pleasure the opportunity that

was now offered him, of engaging in the affairs of
Greece. This had always been the policy of th

successors of Alexander, who, by declaring them-
selves kings, had converted the frame of their re-

spective governments into a monarchy. They were
sensible that they were deeply interested in opposing
all such states as had any inclination to retain their

liberty and the form of popular government; and
wherever they found themselves in no condition to

crush this inclination entirely, they attempted to

weaken it at least, and to render the people incapa-
ble of forming any considerable enterprises, by sow-

ing the seeds of division between republics
and free

states, and engaging them in wars against each other,
in order to render themselves necessary to them, and

prevent their shaking off' the Macedonian yoke bj
uniting their forces. Polybius.S speaking of one of
these princes, declares, in express terms, that he paid

large pensions to several tyrants in Greece, who were

professed enemies to liberty .3

It cannot, therefore, be thought surprising, that

Antigonus should so readily comply witii the solici-

tations and demands of the Megalupolitans. He
wrote them an obliging

1

letter, wherein he promised
to assist them, provided the Achaeans woum consent
to that proceeding. The inhabitants of Megalopolif
were

transported at the happy result of their negoti-
ation, and immediately despatched

the same deputies
to the general assembly of the Achaeans, in order to

inform the people of the good intentions of Antigo-
nus, and to press them to send forihem immediately
and to put their interests into his hands.

Aratus did not fail to cor.gratulate himself in pri
vate on the masterly rfioke by which he had iue-

Lib. ii. p. 131.
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reeded in his intrigue, and to find Antigonus not

possessed with any impressions
to his prejudice, as

ne nad reason to apprehend. He wished, indeed, to

have had no occasion for his assistance; and though
necrisitv obliged him to have recourse to that prince,
he was unwilling to have those measures imputed to

him, but wished them to seem to have been concer-

ted by the Achaean*, without any interference on his

part.
When the deputies from Megalopolis were intro-

duced into the assembly, they read the letter of An-

ligonu-, and related all the particulars of the obliging

reception he had given tin in: with the affection and
esteem he had expressed for th Ach<eaus, and the

advantageous offers he made them. They concluded
with desiring, iu the name of their city, that the

Achasans would invite Antigonus to be present as

toon as possible in their assembly; and every one
teemed to approve of that motion. Aratus then rose

up,
and alter he had represented the good will of the

king in the strongest light, and commended the sen-

timents that prevailed in the assembly, he intimated

to them, that there was no necessity for precipitating
measures; that it should be a point of honour witli

the republic to endeavour to maintain and terminate

her wars by her own forces; and that if any calami-

tous acci lent should render her incapable of doing
so, it would then be time enough to have recourse to

her friends. This advice was generally approved;
and it was concluded that the Achiean.- should em-

ploy only their own forces in supporting the present
war.

The events of it were,, however,
A. M. 3778. very unfavourable to them;) for

Ant. J. C. 226. Cleomenes made himself master
of several cities of Peloponnesus,*

of which Argos was the most considerable, and at

last seized Corinth, but not the

A. M. 3779. citadel. The Achicans had then
Ant. J. C. '225. no longer time for deliberation;

Autigonus was called into their

.usistance, and they came to a resolution to deliver

>p the citadel of Corinth to him, without which he
would never have engaged in that expedition; for he
named a place of strength, and there was none
which suited him so effectually as that, as well on
iccount of its advantageous .situation between two
was, as its fortification-, which rendered it almost

impregnable. Aratus sent his son to Antigonus
Huong the other hostages. That prince advanced

*>y long marches, with an army of 20,000 foot and
1400 horse. Aratus set out by sea, with the princi-
pal officers of the league, to meet Antigonus at the

i:ity of Pegye, unknown to the enemy; and when that

prince was informed of his arrival in person, he ad-

vanced to him, and rendered him all the honours due
a general of distinguished rank and merit.

Cleomenes, in-tead of attempting to defend the

passage of the isthmus, thought it more advisable to

throw up trenches and raise strong walls to fortify
the passes of the Onian mountains3 and to harass the

enemy by frequent attacks, rather than hazard a bat-

tle against such well-disciplined and warlike troops.
Thi conduct of the king of Sparta reduced Antigo-
nus to great extremities; for he had not provided
hinist If with any considerable quantity of provisions,
and found it not very practicable to force the passes
defended by Cleomenes: the only expedient, there-

fore, to which Antigonus could have recourse in this

perplexity, was to advance to the promontory of

Henea, and from thence to transport nis armv by sea

to Sicyon, which would require a considerable space
of time, as well as great preparations, which could
ot caij;- h* made.

While Antigonus was embarras-
A. M. 3780. sell iu this manner, some friends

Ant. J. C. 224. of Aratus arrived at bis camp, one

night, by sea, and informed him,

Plot, in Clfiom. p. 814. 815. Plut. in Arat. p. 1047.

Capl^e, PrIkMie, Plieneuii, Phliui, Cleone, Epidaurun,
Hermione, Tro?zen.

Thfse were a ride of mountains which extended from
the rocki of Scimn, in the road to Atticu, u far a* BoMtia,
nd mount CitliH.-run. St-4. 1. viii
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that the people of Argos had revolted against Cle-
OIIH lies, ami were then besieging the citadel. Aratuf

ha\inn- received 1500 men from Antigonus, set out by
tea and arrived at Epidaurus.

Cleomenes, receiving intelligence of these proceeu-
ings about nine or ten in the evening, immediately
despatched Megistones with 2000 men, to succour hit

party at Argos as soon as possible; after which he

industriously watched the motions of Antigonus; and
to animate the Corinthians, assured them that the
disorders which had lately happened at Argos, were
no more than a slight commotion excited by a few
mutinous persons, which would be easilv suppressed.
In thi-, however, he was deceived; for Megistone*
having been slain in a skirmish, as soon as he entered

Argos, the Lacedaemonian garrison was reduced to

the last extremity, and had sent several couriers to
demand immediate assistance from the Spartan army.
Cleomenes

being then apprehensive that the enemies,
it" they should happen to make themselves masters
of Argos, would shut up all the passes against him;
by which means they would be in a condition to ra-

vage all Laconia with impunity, and even to form the

siege of Sparta, which would then be without de-

fence; he, therefore, thought it advisable to decamp,
and marched with all his armv from Corinth.

Antigonus, immediately alter this retreat of the

Lacedaemonians, entered Corinth, and placed in it a

strong garrison. Cleomenes, in the mean time, arri-

ved at Argos, before the revolters had any suspicion
of his approach, and at first succeeded so far. as to

scale several parts of the town, where he forced some
of the enemies' troops to save themselves by flight;
but Aratus having entered the city on one side, and

king Antigonus appearing with all his troops on the

other, Cleomenes retired to Mantinea.
While he was on his march, he received at Tegem,

in the evening, some news by messengers from Lac-
d.i-mon, which affected him as much as all his former
misfortunes. They acquainted him with the death
of his consort

Agiatis,
from whom he had never been

able to absent himself a whole campaign, even when
his expeditions were most successful; and such was
his tenderness and esteem for her, that it had alwavs
been customary for him to make frequent return* to

Sparta, to enjoy the pleasure of her company. The
next morning he renewed his march by break of day,
and arrived early at Sparta, where after he had de-
voted some moments in pouring out his sorrows to

his mother and children in his own house, he resu-

med the management of public affairs.

Much about the same time, Ptolemy, who had pro-
mised to assist him in the war, sent to him to demand
his mother and children as hostages. It was a long
time before Cleomenes could venture to acquaint his

parent with the king of Egypt's demand; and though
he frequently went to visit her, with an intention to

explain himself to her, he never had resolution

enough to enter upon the subject. His mother ob-

serving his embarrassment, began to entertain some

suspicion of the cause; for mothers have generally a

great share of penetration, with reference to their

children. She inquired of those who were most
intimate with him, whether her son did not desire

something from her, which he could not prevail upon
himself to communicate to her.' And when Cleome-
nes had at last the resolution to open the affair to her,
" How, my son," said she with a smile, "is this the
secret you wanted courage to disclose to me? Why,
in the name of heaven, did you not immediately
cause me to be put on board some vessel, and sent

without a moment's delay, to any part of the world,
where my person may be useful to Sparta, before old

age consumes and destroys it in languor and inac-

tion ?"

Wher the preparations for her voyage were com-

pleted, Cratesiclea (for so the mother of Cleomenen
was called) took her son apart, a few moments be-

fore she entered the vessel, and led him alone into

the temple of .Neptune. There she held him a great
while clasped in her arms; and after she had teiulerlj
kissed him. with her face bathed in tears, she recom
mended the liberty and honour of his country to hi

care. When she aw him weep in the eiceu of bjt

I
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knguish at that melancholy parting;; "King of Lace-

dfemon," said she,
" let us dry our tears, that no jier-

on, when you quit the temple, may see us weep, or

do any thing unworthy of Sparta. For this is in our

power; events are in the hands of God." When she

had expressed herself to this effect she composed
her countenance, led her infant grandson to the ship,
and commanded the pilot to sail that moment from
Ihe port.
As soon as she arrived in Egypt, she was informed

that Ptolemy, having received an embassy from Anti-

genus was satisfied with the proposals made by that

prince; and she had likewise intelligence that her

son Cleomenes was solicited by the Achseans to con-
clude a treaty between them and Sparta, but that he
durst not put an end to the war without the consent
of PtoleniVt because he was apprehensive for his

mother, who was then in the power of that king.
When she was apprised of these circumstances, she

sent express orders to her son, to transact, without
the least fear or hesitation, whatever he imagined
would prove beneficial and glorious to Sparta, and
not to suffer himself to be disconcerted by his ap-

prehensions of the treatment an old woman and a

child might sustain from Ptolemy. Such were the

sentiments which even the women of Sparta thought
it their glory to cherish.

Antigonus,! in the mean time,
A. M. 3781. having made himself master of Te-

Ant. J. C. 223. gea, Mantinea, Orchomenus, and
several other cities; Cleomenes,

who was then reduced to the necessity of defending
Laconia, permitted all the Helots who were capable
of paying five minre (about ten pounds sterling) to

purchase their freedom. From this contribution he
raised 500 talents (about 125.000/. sterling,) and arm-
ed 2000 of these Helots after the Macedonian man-
ner, in order to oppose them to the Leucaspides of

Antigonus; he then formed an enterprise, which cer-

tainly no one could have expected from him. The
city "of Megalopolis was very considerable at that

time, and even not inferior to Sparta in power and
extent. Cleomenes concerted measures for

surpris-
ing this

city,
and to take it without any opposition;

and as Antigonus had sent most of his troops into

winter-quarters in Macedonia, while he himself con-
tinued at Egium, to assist in the assembly of Ihe

Achfeans, the king of Sparta justly supposed that the

gjarrison
of the city could not be very strong at that

time, nor much upon their guard, as not being ap-

prehensive of any insult from an enemy so weak as

himself; and, consequently, that if he proceeded with

expedition in his design, Antigonus, who was then

at the distance of three days' march from the place,
would be incapable of affording it any assistance.

The event succeeded according to the plan he had

projected ; for he arrived at the city by night, scaled

the walls, and made himself master of the place with-
out any opposition. Most of the inhabitants retired

to Messene, with their wives and children, before
their enemies had any thoughts of pursuing them;
and Antigonus waa not informed of this accident, till

it was too late to retrieve it.

Cleomenes, out of a generosity of mind which has

few examples in history, sent a herald to Messene to

acquaint the. people of Megalopolis, that he would
restore them their city, provided they would re-

nounce the Achaean league, and enter into a friend-

ship and confederacy with Sparta; but advantageous
as this offer seemed, they could not prevail on them-
selves to accept it, but rather chose to be deprived
of their estates, as well as of the monuments of their

ancestors and the temples of their gods; in a word,
to see themselves divested of all that was most dear
and valuable to them ; than to violate the faith they
had sworn to their allies. The famous Philopoemen,
whom we shall frequently

have occasion to mention
in the sequel of this history, and who was then at

Messene, contributed not a little to this generous
resolution. Who could ever expect to discover so
much greatness of soul, and such noble sentiments, in

>
I'ulyt). 1. ii p 149. Plul in Cleom. p. 815817. Id. in

Ami. p. 1048.

the very dregs of Greece: for by that name the tim*
of which we now treat may justly he described, when
we compare them with the glorious ages of (ireere
united and triumphant, when even the lustre of its

victories was surpassed by the splendour of its virtues

This refusal of the Megalopolitans highly enraged
Cleomenes, who, till the moment he received theit

answer, had not only spared the city, but had even
been careful to prevent the soldiers from committing
the least disorder; but his anger was then inflamed
to such a degree, that he abandoned the place to

pillage, and sent all the statues and pictures to Sparta.
He also demolished the greatest part of the walls,
with the strongest quarters in the place, and then
marched his troops back to Sparta. The desolation
of the city extremely afflicted the Achwans, who con-
sidered tneir inability to assist such faithful allies, a*

a crime for which they ought to reproach themstlves
This people was soon sensible, that by imploring

the aid of Antigonus, they had subjected themselves
to an imperious master, who made their liberties the

price of his aid. He compelled them to pass a decree,
which prohibited them from writing to any king, or

sending an embassy, without his permission; and he

obliged them to furnish provisions and pay for the

garrison he had put into the citadel of Corinth

which, in reality, was making them pay for their own
chains, for this citadel was the very place which

kept them in subjection. They abandoned themselves
to slavery in so abject a manner, as even to offer

sacrifices and libations, and exhibit
public games, in

honour ofAntigonus. Even Aratus himself was treat-

ed with equal disrespect. Antigonus set up in A.-goi
all the statues of those tyrants which Aratus had
thrown down, and destroyed all those which had
been erected in honour of the persons who surprised
the citadel of Corinth, except one, which was that

of Aratus himself; and all the entreaties of this gene-
ral could not prevail upon the king to desist from
such a proceeding. The sight of these transactions

gave him the utmost anxiety ; but he was no longer
master, and suffered a just punishment for subjecting
himself and his country to a foreign yoke. After

Antigonus had taken the city of Mantinea, and mot
inhumanly murdered a great number of the citizens,

and sold 'the rest into captivity, he abandoned the

place to the Argives, in order to its being repeopled
by them, and even charged Aratus with that com-
mission, who had the meanness to call this new in-

habited city
1 by the name of him who had shown

himself its most "cruel enemy: a sad, and, at the same
time a salutary example, which shows that when once
a person has consented to stoop to a state ot -n-vi-

tude, he sees himself daily compelled
to descend

lower, without knowing where or how to stop.

Aratus, by having himself contributed to load his

republic with shackles, was guilty
of an unpartionable

crime, the enormity of which no great quality, nor

any shining action", can ever extenuate. He acted
thus merely through jealousy of his rival Cleomenet,
whose glory, and the superiority that young prince
had obtained over him by the success of his arms,
were insupportable to him. What, says Plutarch,
did Cleomenes demand of the Achteans, as the sole

preliminary to the peace he offered them, but merely
their election of him as their general? And eve

that was with a view to the welfare of their cities,

and to secure to them the enjoyment of their liber-

ties, as a testimony of his gratitude for so signal an

honour, and so glorious
a title. If, therefore, con-

tinues Plutarch, it had been absolutely necessary for

them to have chosen either Cleomenes or Antigonus,
or, in other words, a Greek or a Barbarian, lor the

Macedonians were considered as such; in a word, if

they were obliged to have a ma>ter, would not the

meanest citizen of Sparta have been preferable to th

greatest of the Macedonians; at least, in the opinion
of those who had any regard to the honour and re-

putation of Greece! Jealousy, however, extinguish-
ed all those sentiments in the mind of Aratus; M
difficult is it to behold, superior merit with an eve ot

satisfaction and tranquillity.

Antigen!*
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Araln?, therefore, that he might not seem to sub-

mit to Cleomenes, nor consent that a king of Sparta
descended from Hercules, and a king who had lately

re-established the ancient discipline of that city,

should add to his other titles that of captain-general
of the Achasans, called in a stranger, to whom he had

formerly professed himself a mortal enemy; inconse-

quence "of which he filled Peloponnesus with those

verv Macedonians whom he had made it his glory to

expel from thence in his youth. He even threw him-

self at their feet; and all Achaia, by his example,
fell prostrate before them, as an indication of their

promptitude to accomplish the commands of their

imperious master. In a word, from a man accus-

tomed to liberty, he became an abject and servile

flatterer; he had the baseness to offer sacrifices to An-

tigonus to appear himself at the head of a proces-
iion crowned with chaplets of flowers, joining at the

tame time in hymns to the honour of that prince, and

tendering by these low adulations that homage to a

mortal man, which none but the Divinity can claim;

to a man who then carried death in his bosom, ind

was ready to sink into putrefaction: for he at that

time was" reduced to the last extremity by a slow

consumption. Aratus was, however, a man of great
merit in other respects, and had shown himself to be

an extraordinary person, and well worthy of Greece.

In him, savs Plutarch, we see a deplorable instance

of human frailty; which amidst the lustre of so many
rare and excellent qualities, cannot form the model
of virtue exempt from all blame.

We have already observed,! that Antigonus had

sent his troops into winter-quarters in Macedonia.

Cleomenes, at the return of spring, formed an enter-

prise, which, in the opinion of the vulgar, was the

result of temerity and folly; but, according to Poly-
bius, a competent judge in affairs of that nature, it

was concerted with all imaginable prudence and sa-

gacity. As he was sensible that the Macedonians
were'disnersed in their quarters, and that Antigonus

]>assed the winter season with his friends at Argos,
without any other guard than an inconsiderable num-
ber of foreign troops; he made an irruption into the

territories of Argos in order to lav them waste. He
conceived at the same time, that either Antigonus
would be so much affected with the apprehensions of

ignominy as to hazard a battle, when ne would cer-

tainly be defeated ; or that, on the other hand, if he

should decline fighting, he would Jose all his reputa-
tion with the Achaeans, while the Spartans, on the

contraiy, would be rendered more daring and in-

trepid. The event succeeded according to bis ex-

pectations; for as the whole country was ruined by
the devastations of his troops, the people of Argos,
in their rage and impatience, assembled in a tumul-
tuous manner at the palace gate, and with a murmur-

ing tone pressed the king either to give their enemies

battle, or resign the command of his troops to those

who were less timorous than himself. But Anti-

gonus, who had so much of the prudence and pre-
tence of mind essential to a great general, as to be
sensible that the dishonourable part of one in his

station did not consist in hearing himself reproached,
but in exposing him#elf rashly and without reason,
and in quitting certainties for chance, refused to

take the field, and persisted
iu his resolution not to

fight. Cleomenes therefore led up his troops to the

walls of Argos, and when he had laid the open coun-

try waste, marched his army back to Sparta.
This expedition redounded very much to his ho-

nour, and obliged eren his enemies to confess that

he was an excellent general, and a person of the

highest merit and capacity in the conduct of the

most arduous affairs. In a word, they could never
sufficiently admire his manner of opposing the forces

of a single city to the whole power of the Mace-
donians, united" with that of all Peloppnneaus, not-

withstanding the immense supplies which bad been
fiunished by the king; and especially when the^y

con-
sidered that he had not only preserved Lacoma free

from al! insults, but had e'ven penetrated into the

territories of his enemies, where he ravaged the coun-

Plut. in Cleom. p. 816, 817. Polyb. 1. ii. p. 149.

try. and made himself master of several great cities.

This they were persuaded could not be the effect of

any ordinary abilities in the art of war, nor of any
common magnanimity. A misfortune, however, un-

happily prevented him from reinstating Sparta in

her ancient power, as will be evident in the sequel.

SECTION V.-rTHE CELEBRATED BATTLE OF SELA-

81A, WHEREIN ANTIGONUS DEFEATS CLEOMENES,
WHO RETIRES INTO EGYPT. ANTIGONUS MAKES
HIMSELF MASTER OF SPARTA, AND TREATS THAT
CITY WITH GREAT HUMANITY. THE DEATH OF
THAT PRINCE, WHO IS SUCCEEDED BY PHILIP THK
SON OF DEMETRIUS. THE DEATH OF PTOLEMlT
EUERGETES, TO WHOSE THRONE PTOLEMY PH1LO-
PATOR SUCCEEDS. A GREAT EARTHQUAKE AT
RHODES. THE NOBLE GENEROSITY OK THOSE PRIN-
CES AND CITIES WHO CONTRIBUTED TO THE RE-
PARATION' OF THE LOSSES WHICH THE RHCJDIAN8
HAD SUSTAINED BY THAT CALAMITY. THE FATE
OF THE FAAIOUS COLOSSUS.

THE Macedonians! and Achaeans

having quitted their quarters on A. M. 3781
the approach of summer, Antigonus Ant. J. C. 223

pul himself at the head of them,
ana advanced into Laconia. His army was composed
of 28,000 foot and 1200 horse; but that of Cleomenes
did not amount to more than 20,000 men. As the
latter of these two princes expected an irruption from
the enemy, he had fortified all the passes, by post-

ing detachments of his troops in them, and by throw-

ing up intrenchments, and cutting down trees, after

which he formed his camp at Selasia? He imagined,
and with good reason, that the enemies would endea-
vour to force a passage into the country through this

avenue, in whicn he was not deceived. This defile

was formed by two mountains, one of which had the
name of Eva, ar.d the other that of Olympus. Th
river Oeneus ran between them, on the banks of
which was the road to Sparta. Cleomenes, having
thrown up a strong intrenchment at the foot of these

mountains, posted his brother Euclidas on the emi-
nence of Eva, at the head of the allies, and planted
himself on Olympus with the Lacedaemonians, and a

party of the foreign troops, placing, at the same time,

along each bank of the river, a detachment of the

cavalry and foreign auxiliaries.

Antigonus, when he arrived there, saw all the pas-
ses fortified, and was sensible by the manner in which
Cleomenes had posted his troops, that he had neglec-
ted no precaution either for defending himself or

attacking his enemies, and that he had formed his

camp into such an advantageous disposition, as ren-
dered all approaches to it extremely difficult. All
this abated his ardour for a battle, and caused him
to encamp at a small distance, where he had an op-
portunity of covering his troops with a rivulet. He
continued there for several days, in order to view the
situation of the different posts and sound the dispo-
sition of the nations who composed the enemy's army.
Sometimes he seemed to be forming designs, which

kept the enemy iu suspense how to act. They how-
ever were always upon their guard, and their situa-

tion secured them from insults in any quartet. At
last, both sides resolved upon a decisive battle.

It is not easy to comprehend why Cleomenes, who
was posted so advantageously, and whose truopj
were inferior to those of the enemy by one-third
while they were secure of a free communication in
their rear with

Sparta, from whence they might be

supplied with provisions, should resolve, without the
least apparent necessity, to hazard a battle, the eveiU
of which was to decide the fate of Laceda-mon.

Polybius indeed seems to intimate the cause of this

proceeding, when he observes, that Ptolemy caused
Cleomenes to be acquainted, that he no longer would
supply him with money, and exhorted him at the
same time to come to an accommodation with Anti-

gonus. As Cleomenes therefore was incapable of

defraying the expense of this war, and was not only
in arrear with his foreign troops to the amount of

Polyh. I. ii. p. 120154. Plut. la Cleom. p 813, 81*
Ibid, in I'hilop. o. 35a
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v!ry consideiable sum, but found it extremely diffi-

cult to maintain his Spartan forces, we may conse-

quently suppose that this situation of his ahVirs was
his inducement to venture a battle.

When the signals werr. given on each side, Anti-

gonus detached a body of troops, consisting of Ma-
cedonian and lllvrian battalions, alternately disposed,

against those of the enemy posted on mount Eva.

His second line consisted of Acarnanians and Cre-

tans, and in the rear of these, 2000 Achaeans were
drawn up as a body of reserve. He drew up his ca-

valry along the bank of the river, in order to oppose
those of the enemy, and caused them to be supported
by 1000 of the Achaean foot, and the same number
of Megalopolitans. He then placed himself at the

head of the Macedonians and the light armed foreign

t/t>ops, and advanced to mount Olvmpus to attack

Cleomenes. The foreigners were d'isposed into the

first line, and marched immediately before the Mace-
donian phalanx, which was divided into two bodies,
the one in the rear of the other, because the ground
would not admit their forming a larger front.

The action began at mount Eva, when the light-
armed troops, who had been posted with an intention

to cover and support the cavalry of Cleomenes, ob-

serving that the rear of the Achaean cohorts was un-

covered, immediately wheeled about and attacked
them. Those who endeavoured to gain the summit of
the mountain, found themselves vigorously pressed
by the enemy, and in great danger, being threatened
iu front by Euclidas, who was 011 the heights, at the

same time that they were charged in their rear by
the foreign troops, who assaulted them with the ut-

most impetuosity. Philopcemen and his citizens were

posted among the cavalry of Anligonus, who were

supported by the Ilh rians, and had orders not to

move from that post till a particular signal should be

given. Philopcemen observing that it would not be
difficult to fall upon this light infantry of Euclidas,
and rout them entirely, and that this was the critical

moment for the charge, immediately communicated
his opinion to such of the king's officers as commm-
de<l the cavalry. They, however, would not so much
as hear him, merely because he had never comman-
ded, and was then very young: and even treated

what he said as absurd. Philopoemen was not diver-

ted from his purpose by this rebut)', but at the head
of his own citizens, whom he prevailed upon to fol-

low him, he attacked and repulsed that body of in-

fantry with great slaughter.
The Macedonians and Illyrians being disengaged

by this operation from what before had retarded
their motions, boldly marched up the hill to their

enemies. Euclidas was then to engage with a pha-
lanx, whose whole force consisted in the strict union
of its parts, the closeness of its ranks, the steady and

equal force of its numerous and pointed spears, and
the uniform impetuosity of that heavy body, which

by its weight overthrew and bore down all before it.

In order to prevent this inconvenience, an able

officer would have marched down the mountain, with

such of his troops as were lightest armed and most
active, to have met the phalanx. He would have at-

tacked them as soon as they began to ascend, and
would then have harrassed them on every side. The
inequalities of the mountain, with the difficulty of

ascending it entirely uncovered, would have enabled
him to have opened a passage through this body of

men, and to have interrupted their march, by putting
their ranks into confusion, and breaking their order
of battle; he would also ha\c fallen back by degrees,
in order to regain the summit of the mountain as the

enemy advanced upon him, and after he had deprived
thfcin of the only advantage they could expect from
the quality _f their arms, and the disposition of their

troops, he* might have improved the advantage of his

post in such a manner as to have easily put them to

flight.

Euclidas, instead of acting in this manner, contin-
ued on the top of the mountain, nattering himself
that victory would infallibly attend his arms. He
imagined, in all probability, that the higher he per-
mitted the enemy to advance, the easier it would be
f,r him to precipitate their troops down the steep

declivity; but, as he had not reserved for his own
forces a sufficient extent of ground for any retreat
that miirht happen to be necessary for avoiding the
formidable charge of the

phalanx,
whi< h advanced

upon him in good order, his troops were crowded
together in such a manner, as obliged him to fiubt on
the summit of the mountain, where thev coul.l not

long sustain the weight of the Illyrian arms, and the
order of battle into which that infantry formed
themselves on the eminence; and as his men could
neither retreat nor change their ground, they were
soon defeated by their enemies.

During this action, the cavalry of each armv had
also engaged. That of the Ach*ans behaved them-
selves with great bravery, and Philopoemen in parti-
cular; because they were sensible that the liberties

of their republic would be decided bv this battle

Philopoemen, in the heat of the action, had his horse
killed under him, and while he fought on foot, he
had both his thighs pierced through with a javelin;
the wound, however, was not mortal, nor attended
with any ill consequences.
The two kings began the engagement on mount

Olympus, with their light-armed troops and foreign
soldiers, of whom each of them had about 5000. As
the action took place in the sight of each sovereign
and his armv, the troops vied with each other in sig-

nalizing themselves, as well in parties as when the
battle became general. Man to man, and rank to

rank, all fought with the utmost vigour and obstina-

cy. Cleomenes, when he saw his orother defeated,
and his cavalry beginning to give ground in the plain,
was apprehensive that the enemy would pour upon
him from all quarters: and therefore thought it advi-

sable to level all the entrenchments around his camp,
and cause his whole army to inarch out in front.

The trumpets having sounded a signal for the light-
armed troops to retreat from the space between the

two camps, each phalanx advanced with loud shouts,

shifting their lances at the same time, ana began the

charge. The action was very hot. One while the
Macedonians fell back before the valour of the Spar-
tans; and these, in their turn, were unable to sustain

the weight of the .Macedonian phalanx; till at last

the troops of Antigonus advancing with their lances

lowered and closed, charged the Laced;emonian
with all the impetuosity of a phalanx that had dou-
bled its ranks, and drove them from their entrench-

ments. The defeat then became general ; the Lace-
daemonians fell in great numbers, and those who sur-

vived Bed from the field of battle in the greatest dis-

order. Cleomenes, with only a few horse, retreated

to Sparta. Plutarch assures us, that most of the fo-

reign troops perished in this battle, and that no more
than 200 Lacedaemonians escaped out of 600U.

It may justly be said, that Antigonus owed his suc-

cess in some measure, to the prudence and bravery
of the

young^ Philopo?men. His boldness and resolu-

tion in*attackiu<r the light infantry of the enemy with
his own troop alone, contributed to the overthrow of
the wing commanded by Euclidas, and that drew on
the general defeat. This action, undertaken by a

private captain of horse not only without orders, but

in opposition to the superior' officers, and even con-

trary to the command of the general, seems to be a

transgression of military discipline; but it ought to

be remembered, that the welfare of an army is a cir-

cumstance superior to all other considerations. Had
the general been present, he himself woi'ld hav

given directions for that movement, and the delay
even of a single moment might occasion the impos-

sibility of its success. It is evident that Antigonus

judged of the action in this manner; for when the

battle was over, he assumed an air of seeming dis-

pleasure, and demanded of Alexander, who comman-
ded his cavalry, what his reason could be for begin,

ning the attack before the signal, contrary to the or-

ders he had issued .' Alexander then reph ing, that it

was not himself, but a young officer of Megalopolis
who had transgressed his commands in that manner
" That young man," said Antigonus,

" in seizing the

opportunity, behaved like a general, but you the

general like a young man."

Sparta on this disaster, showed that ancicuiateadi
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neii and
intrepidity,

which seemed to have something
of a savage air, and had distinguished her citizens 01:

all occasions. JN'o wife xvai seen to mourn for the

loss of her husband. The old men celebrated the

ileuth of their children; and the children congratu-
lated their fathers who had fallen in battle. Every
one deplored the fate which had prevented them
from sacrificing their lives to the liberty of their

country. They opened their hospitable doors to

those who returned covered with wounds from the

army ; they attended them with peculiar care, and

e;.g-i rly supplied them with all the accommodations

they needed. No trouble or confusion was seen

through the whole city, and every individual lamen-
ted more the public calamity, than any particular
loss of their own.
Cleomenes, upon his arrival at Sparta, advised his

citizens to receive Antigonus; assuring them, at the
ame lime, that whatever might be his own condition,
he would always promote the welfare of his country,
with the utmost pleasure, whenever it should happen
to be in his power. He then retired into his own
house, but would neither drink, though very thirsty,
nor sit down, though extremely fatigued: but, armed
as he was, he leaned against a column, with his head
reclined on his arm; and after he had deliberated
with himself for some time on the different measures
which he might adopt, he suddenly quitted the

hou>e, and went with his friends to the port of Gy-
thium, where he embarked in a vessel he had prepa-
red for that purpose, and sailed for Egvpt.
A SiMirtan, having made a lively representation to

him ot the melancholy consequences that might at-

tend his purposed voyage to Egypt, and the indignity
a king of Sparta would sustain by crouching in a

servile manner to a foreign prince, took that oppor-
tunity to exhort him in the strongest manner, to pre-
vent those just reproaches by a voluntary and glori-
ous death, and to justify himself, by that action, to

those who had sacrificed their lives in the fields of
Selasia for the liberty of Sparta.

" You are decei-

ved," cried Cleomenes, "if you imagine there is any
bravery in confronting death, merely through the

apprehension of false shame, or the desire of empty
applause; say rather, that such an action is mean and

[
^.1 Jiimojs. The death we may be induced to

COT Mislead of being the retreat from an action,

ougiii to be an action itself.l since nothing' can be
more dishonourable than either to live or die, mere-

ly for one's self. For my part, 1 shall endeavour to

be useful to my country, to my latest breath; and
whenever this hope happens to (ail us, it will be easy
for us to have recourse to death, if such should be
then our inclination."

Cleomenes had scarce set sail,2

A. M. 3781. before Antijjonus arrived at Spar-
Ant. J. C. 223. ta, and made himself master of the

city. He seemed to treat the inha-
bitants more like a friend than a conqueror; and de-
clared to them, that he had not engaged in a war

against the Spartans, but against Cleomenes, whose
flight had satisfied and disarmed his resentment. He
added, that it would be glorious to his memory, to

have it said by posterity, that Sparta had been pre-
served by the prince who alone had the good fortune
to take it. V\ hat he called preserving that citv, was
the abolishing all that the zeal of Cleomenes had ac-

complished, tor the re-establishment of the ancient
laws of Lycurgus, though that conduct was the real

cause of its rum. Sparta lost all that was valuable
to her, by the overthrow and involuntary retreat of
Cleomenes. One fatal battle obscured that happy
daw t of power and glory, and for ever deprived him
of tne hopes of reinstating his city in her ancient

splendour and original authority, which were inca-

pable of subsisting after the abolition of those an-
cient taws and customs on which they had been foun-

The ancients maintained it at a principle, that the

death of persons employed in the administration of a stat

ought neither to be useless with respect to the public, nor in-

active ; hut a natural coi)equence of their ministry, and one
/ their most important actions. Pint, in Lycurg p. 57.
* Plut. in Cleom. p. 619. Pol; 'i. I. ii. p. loi Justin. L

xviii. c. 4.

ded. Corruption then re*umel her former fours*
and dailv gathered strength, till Sparta sunk to her
last decfension, in a very short space of time. It

may therefore be justly said, that the bold views and

enterprises
of Cleomenes were the last struggles of iu

expiring liberty.

Antigonus le'ft Sparta three days after he had en-

tered it; and his departure was occasioned by the

intelligence he had received, that a war had broken
out in Macedonia, where the barbarians committed
dreadful ravages. If this news had arrived three

days sooner, Cleomenes might have been saved.

Antigonus was already afflicted with a severe indis-

position which at last ended in a deep consumption
and a continual defluxion of humours, that carried

him off two or three years after. He, however,
would not suffer himself to be dejected by his ill

state of health, and had even spirit enough to engage
in new battles in his own kingdom. It is said, that

after he had been victorious over the Illyrians, he
was so transported with joy, that he frequently re-

peated these
expressions,

" O the glorious happy
day!" and that he uttered this exclamation with so

much exertion, that he burst a vein, and lost a large

quantity of blood; this symptom was succeeded by a
violent fever, which ended his days. Some time be-

fore his death, he settled the succession to his do-
minions in favour of Philip, the son of Demetrius,
who was then fourteen years of age; or it may be
rather said, that he returned him the sceptre, which
had only been deposited in his hand.

Cleomenes, in the mean time, arrived at Alexan-

dria, where he met with a very cold reception from
the king, when he was first introduced into his pre-
sence. But after he had given that monarch proofs
of his admirable sense, and shown in his common
conversation the generous freedom, openness, and

simplicity of the Spartan manners, tempered with a

graceful politeness, in which there was nothing mean,
and even a noble pride that became his birth and

dignity, Ptolemy was then sensible of his merit, and
esteemed him infinitely above all those courtiers who
were only solicitous to

please
him by abject flatteries.

He was even struck with confusion and remorse for

having neglected so great a man, and for having
abandoned him to Antigonus, who had raised his own

reputation, and enlarged his power
to an infinite degree, by his vie- A. M. 3782.

torv over that prince. The king Ant. J. C. 222.

of Egypt then endeavoured to com-
fort and relieve Cleomenes, by treating him with

every mark of honour, and giving him repeated as-

surances that he would send him into Greece with a
fleet and a

supply of money, and would re-establish

him on the throne. He also assigned him a yearly

pension of twenty-four talents (about 50001. sterling!
with which he "supported himself and his friends,

with the utmost frugality, reserving all the remainder
)f that allowance for the relief ofthose who retired

nto Egypt from Greece. Ptole-

my, however, died before he could A. M. 3783,

accomplish his promise to Cleom- Ant. J. C. 221.

enes. This prince had reigned

twenty-five years, and was the last of that race in

whom any true virtue and moderation was conspi-

cuous; for the generality of his successors were mon-
sters of debauchery and wickedness.* The prince
whose character we are now describing, had made it

tiis principal
care to extend his dominions to the

south,* from the time of his concluding the peace
with Syria. Accordingly he had extended it the

whole length of the Reel Sea, as well
along^

the Ara-

bian, a the .Ethiopian coasts, and even to the straits,*

which form a communication with the southern ocean.

He was succeeded on the throne of Egypt by his son

Ptolemy, surnamed Philopator.
Some time before this,6 Rhodes

suffered very considerable damages A. M. 3782.

from a grea't earthquake: the walls Ant. J. C. 222.

of the city, with the arsenals, and
the docks' in the harbour where the ships were laid

Sirah. I. xvii. p. 796.
> Straits of Babelmandcl.

I 2

Monum. Adulit.

Polyb I. v. p. 42S. 431.
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np, were reduced to a very ruinous condition; and

the famous Cdossus, which was esteemed one of the

wonders of the world was thrown down and en-

tirely destroyed. It is natural to think, that this

earthquake spared neither private houses, nor public
structures, nor even the temples of the gods. The
loss sustained by it amounted to immense sums; and
the Rhodians, reduced to the utmost distress, sent

deputations to all the neighbouring princes, to im-

plore relief. An emulation worthy of praise, and
not to be paralleled in history, prevailed in favour

ofthat deplorable city ; and Hiero and Gelon in Sicily,
and Ptolemy in Egypt, signalized themselves in a

peculiar manner on tnat occasion. The two former
of these princes contributed above one hundred ta-

lents, and erected two statues in the public square;
one of which represented the people of Rhodes, and
the other that of Syracuse; the former was crowned

by the latter, to testify, as Polybius observes, that

the Svracusans thought the opportunity of relieving
the Khodiaus a favour and obligation conferred upon
themselves. Ptolemy, besides his other expenses,
which amounted to a very considerable sum, supplied
that people with 300 talents, a million bushels ot corn,
and materials sufficient for building ten galleys of
fives benches of oars, and as many more of three

benches, besides an infinite quantity of timber for

other buildings; all which donations were accom-

panied with 3000 talents for erecting the Colossus
anew. Antigonus, Seleucus, Prusias, Mithridates,
and all the princes as well as cities, signalized their

liberality on this occasion. Even private persons
were desirous of sharing in this glorious act of hu-

manity; and historians have recorded that a lady

whose name was Chryseis.l and who truly merited
that appellation, furnished from her own substance
100,000 bushels of corn. Let the princes of these

times, says Polybius, who imagine they have done

gloriously in giving 4 or 5000 crowns, only considei
how inferior their generosity is to that we iiuve now
described. Rhodes, in consequence of these libe-

ralities, was re-established in a few years,- in a mort
opulent and splendid state than she had ever ex

perienced before, if we only except the Colossus.
This Colossus was a brazen statue of prodigioui

size, as I have already observed. Some authorsliave
affirmed, that the money arising from the contribu-
tions already mentioned amounted to five times aa
much as the loss which the Rhodians had sustained.
This

people,*
instead of employing the sums they ha<?

received in replacing that statue according to the in

tention of the donors, pretended that the oracle of

Delphi had forbidden it, and given them a command
to preserve that money for other purposes, by which

they enriched themselves. The Colossus lay ne

glected on the ground for the space of 875 years: at

the expiration of which (that is to say, in the 653d

year of our Lord) Moawyas,3 the sixth caliph or em-

peror of the Saracens, made himself master ofRhodes,
and sold this statue to a Jewish merchant, who load-

ed 900 camels with the metal; which computed by
eight quintals for each load, after a deduction of the
diminution which the statue had sustained by rust

and very probably by theft, amounted to more than

806,000?. or 7200 quintals.

> Chryseia rignifie* golden. * Strub. 1. xiv. p. 6.52.

Zonar. sub regno C'onstantis Imperat. and Cedreaua.
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BOOK XVIII

CHAPTER I.

SECTION I. PTOLEMY PHILOPATOR REIGNS IN

EGYPT. THE SHORT REIGN OF SELEUCUS CERAU-
NUS. HE IS SUCCEEDED BY HIS BROTHER ANTI-

GONUS, SURNAMED THE GREAT. ACH^IUS'S FI-

DELITY TO HIM. HERMIAS, HIS CHIEF MINISTER,
FIRST REMOVES EPIGENES, THE ABLEST OF ALL
HIS GENERALS, AND AFTERWARDS PUTS HIM TO
DEATH. ANTIOCHUS SUBDUES THE REBELS IN

THE EAST. HE RIDS HIMSELF OF HERMIAS. HE
ATTEMPTS TO RECOVER CCKLE-SYRIA FROM PTO-
LEMY PHILOPATOR, AND POSSESSES HIMSELF OF
THE STRONGEST CITIES IN IT. AFTER A SHORT
TRUCE, A WAR BREAKS OUT AGAIN IN SYRIA.
BATTIJS OF RAPHIA, IN WHICH ANTIOCHUS IS EN-
TIRELY DEFEATED. THE ANGER AND REVENGE
OF PHILOPATOR AGAINST THE JEWS FOR REFU-
SING TO LET HIM ENTER THE SANCTUARY. AN-
TIOCHUS CONCLUDES A PEACE WITH PTOLEMY.

, HE TURNS HIS ARMS AGAINST ACHJEUS, WHO HAD
REBELLED. HE AT LAST SEIXES HIM TREACHER-
OUSLY, AN D PUTS HIM TO DEATH.

I OBSERVED in the preceding
book.i that Ptolemy Philopator had A. M. 3759.

succeeded Ptolemy Euergetes, his Ant. J. C. 226

father, in Egypt. On the other

side, Seleucus Callinicus was dead in Parthia. He
had left two sons, Seleucus and Antiochus; and the

first, who was the elder, succeeded to his falher'g

throne, and assumed the surname of Ceraunus, or the

Thunderer, a title very little suited to his character;
for he was a very weak prince both in body and mind,
and never did any actions that corresponded with
the idea suggested by that name. His reign was

short, and his
authority but ill established, either in

the army or the provinces. What prevented his

losing it entirely was, that Achaeus, his cousin, son
t" Andromachus, his mother's brother, a man of cou-

rage and abilities, assumed the managnient of his af-

fairs, which his father's ill conduct had reduced to a

very low ebb. As for Andromachus, he was ti:ken

by Ptolemy in a war with Callinicus, and kept pr

i
l'..ly

I. 1. iv. p. 3t5. k \. v. p. 336. Hierori. in UtnH.
Appian. in Syrian, p. 131. Juitin. 1. xxix. e I
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oner in Alexandria, during all his reign and part of
the following.

Attalui rfing of Pergamus having
A. M. 3780. seized upon all Asia Minor, from

Ant. J. C. 224. mount Taurus as far as the Helles-

pont, Seleucus marched agVm-t him,
nd left Herraias the Carian regent of Syria. Achaeus

accompanied him in that expedition, and did him all

the good services which the low state of his affairs

would admit.
As there was no money to pay

A. M. 3781. the forces, and the king was des-

Ant J. C. 223. pised by the soldiers for his weak-
ness, Kicanor and Apaturius, two

f the chief officers, formed a conspiracy against him

during his absence in Fhrygia, and poisoned him.

However, Acheus revenged that horrid action, In-

putting to death the two ringleaders, and all who
bad engaged in their plot. He acted afterwards
with so much prudence and resolution with regard
to the armv, that he kept the soldiers in their obe-

dience; and prevented Attalus from taking advan-

tage of this accident, which, but for for his excellent

conduct, would have lost the Syrian empire all it

itill
possessed

on that side.

Seleucus dying without children, the army offered

the crown to Achseus, and several of the provinces
did the same. However he had the generosity to

refuse it at that time, though he afterwards thought
himself obliged to act in a different manner. In the

present conjuncture, he had not only refused the

crown, but preserved it carefully for the lawful heir,

Antiochus, brother of the deceased king, who was
but in his fifteenth year. Seleucus, at bis setting out

for Asia Minor, had sent him into Babylonia,! to be

educated, where he was when his brother died. He
was now brought from thence to Antioch, where he
ascended the throne, and enjoyed it thirty-six years.
For his illustrious actions he has been surnamed the

Great. Achaeus, to secure the succession in bis fa-

vour, sent a detachment of the army to him in Syria,
with Epigenes, one of the late king's most experien-
ced

generals. The rest of the forces hi kept for the

ervice of the state, in that part of the country where
he himself was.

As soon as Antiochus was pos-
A. M. 3782. gessed of the crown,* he sent Molo

Ant, J. C. 222. and Alexander, two brothers, into

the East, the former as governor
of Media, and the latter of Persia. Achaeus was ap-
pointed to preside over the provinces of Asia Minor.

Epigenes had the command of the troops which were

kept about the king's person ; and Hermias the Carian
was declared his prime minister, as he had been under
his brother. Achaeus soon recovered all the terri-

tories which Attalus had taken from the empire of

Syria, and forced him to confine himself within his

kingdom of Pergamus. Alexander and Molo, despi-
sing the king's youth, were no sooner fixed in their

government*, than they refused to acknowledge him;
and each declared himself sovereign in the province
over which he had beenappointed lieutenant. Her-
mias, by his ill treatment of them, had very much
contributed to their revolt

This minister was of a cruel
disposition.

The most
inconsiderable faults were by him considered as

crimes, and punished with the utmost rigour. He
was a man of very little genius, but haughty, full of

nimself, tenacious of his own opinion, and would
have thought it a dishonour to have either asked or
followed another man's advice. He could not bear
that any person should share with him in credit and

authority. Merit of every kind was suspected by,
or rather was odious to him. But the chief object
of liis hatred was Epi;renes, who had the reputation

pt being one of the ablest general* of his time, and
in whom the troops reposed an entire confidence.
It was this

reputation
which gave the prime minister

umbrage; at d it was not in his power to conceal the
ill will he bcre him

> Tn tV/leucia. which it in that province, and the capital
of (lie East, instead of Babylon, which was no longer in be-

me or at leagi was uniul timed.
* t'oKb. I. v. p. 386.

News being broughtof Molo's re-

volt,* AntiocKus assembled his coun- A. M. 3783

cil, in order to consider what was Ant. J. C. 221

to be done in the present posture
ot affairs; and whether it would be advisable for him
to march in person against that rebel, or turn to-

wards Coele-syria, to check the enterprises of Ptole-

my. Epigenes was the first who spoke, and declared

that they nad no time to lose: that it was absolutely

necessary the king should go in person into the East,
in order" to take advantage of the most favourable

conjunctures and opportunties for acting agaiii.-t the

rebels; that when he should be on the spot, either

Molo would not dare to attempt any thing in sight
of his

prince,
and of an army; or in case he should

persist in his design, the people, struck with the pre-
sence of their sovereign, in the return of their zeal

and affection for him, would not fail to deliver him

up; but that the most important point of all was, not

to give him time to
fortify

himself. Hermias could
not forbear interrupting h'mi; and cried, in an angry
and self-sufficient tone of voice, Ihat to advise the

king to march in person against Molo, with so incon-

siderable a body of force, would be to deliver him

up to the rebels. The real motive of his speaking in

this manner was, his being afraid of sharing in the

dangers of that expedition. Ptolemy was to him a
much less formidable enemy. There was little to be
feared from invading a prince entirely devoted to

trivial pleasures. The advice of Hermias prevailed;
the command of part of the troops was given to

Xenon and Theodotus, with orders to carry on the

war against Molo; and the king himself marched
with the rest of the army towards Ccele-syria.

Being come to Seleucia near Zeugma, he there

found Laodice, daughter of Mithridates king of POD*

tus, who was brought thither to espouse him. He
made some stay there to solemnize his nuptials, the

joy of which was soon interrupted by the news brought
from the East, \ iz. that his generals, unable to make
head against Molo and Alexander, who had united

their forces, had been forced to retire, and leave

them masters of the field of battle. Antiochus then
saw the error he had committed, in not following

Epigenes's advice ; and thereupon was for laying aside

the enterprise against Coele-syria, in order to march
with all his troops to suppress that revolt. But Her-
mias persisted as obstinately as ever in his first opin-
ion. He fancied he spoke wonders, in declaring, in

an emphatic, sententious manner, " That it became

kings to march in person against kings, and to send
their lieutenants against rebels." Antiochus was to
weak as to acquiesce in Hermias 's opinion.

It is scarce possible to conceive how useless expe-
rience of every kind is to an indolent prince, who
lives without reflection. This artful, insinuating
and (iectitiul minister, who knew how to adapt him-
self to all the desires and inclinations of his master,
inventive and industrious' in finding out new method*
to please and amuse, had had the cunning to make
himself necessary, by easing his prince of the weight
of the public business; so that Antiochus imagined
he could not do without him. And though he per-
ceived several things in his conduct and council*

which save him disgust,
he would not give himself

the trouble to examine strictly into them; nor had
resolution enough to resume the authority he had in

a manner abandoned to him. So that acquiescing
again in his opinion on this occasion, (not from con-
viction but weakness and indolence,) he contented
himself with

sending
a general and a body of troop*

into the East; and nimself resumed the expedition
of Cuele-syria.
The generaU he sent on that occasion wsa XenatM

the Arhitan, in whose commission it wa ordered
that the two former generals should resign to him
the command of their forces, and serve uader him.
He had never commanded in chief before, and Li*

only merit was, his being the prime minister'* friend

and creature. Raised to an employment to which
his vanity and presumption could never have im-
boldened him to aspire, ne behaved with haughtiuet*

Pol/b. L T. p. 3S&-395.
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to the other officers, and with boldness and temerity
to the enemy. The success was such as might be

expected from so ill a choice. In passing the Tigris
he fell into an ambuscade, into which the enemy
drew him bv stratagem, an'l himself and all his army
were cut to"

pieces.
This victory opened to the re-

bels the province of Babylonia and all Mesopotamia,
of which they, by this means, possessed themselves

without any opposition.
Antiochus, in the mean time, had advanced into

Cnele-syria, as far as the valley lying between the two

ridges of the mountains Libanus and Antilibanus.

He found the passes of these mountains so strongly
fortified, and so well defended by Theodotus the

jCtolian, to whom Ptolemy had confided the govern-
ment of this province, that he was obliged to march
back, finding it not possible for him to advance far-

ther. There is no doubt but the news of the defeat

of his troops in the East hastened also his retreat.

He assembled his council, and again debated on the

rebellion. Epigenes, after saying, in a modest tone,
that it would have been most advisable to have march-
ed at first against them, to prevent their having time
to fortify themselves as they had done, added, that

the same reason ought to make them more expedi-
tious now, and devote their whole care and study to

a war, which, if neglected, might terminate in the

rnin of the empire. Hermias, who thought himself
affronted by this discourse, began to exclaim against
Epigenes in the most opprobrious terms on this oc-

casion. He conjured the king not to lay aside the

enterprise of Cle-syria, affirming that he could not
abandon it, without evincing a levity and inconstancy
entirely unbecoming* prince ofhis wisdom and know-

ledge. The whole council hung down their heads

through shame; and Antiochus himself was much
dissatisfied. It was unanimously resolved to march
with the utmost speed against the rebels: and Her-

mias, finding that all resistance would be in vain,

grew immediately quite another man. He came over
with great zeal to the general opinion, and seemed
more ardent than any body for hastening its execu-
*ion. Accordingly the troops set out towards Apa-
mea, where the rendezvous was fixed.

They had scarce set out, when a sedition arose in

the army on account of the soldiers' arrears. This
unlucky accident threw the king into the utmost con-

sternation and anxiety; and indeed the danger was
imminent. Hermias, seeing the king in such per-
plexity, comforted him, and promised to pay imme-

diately the whole arrears due lo the army: but at the

same time earnestly besought Antiochus not to take

Epigenes with him in this expedition, because, after

the noise their quarrels had made, it would no longer
be possible for them to act in concert in the opera-
tions of the war, as the good of the service might re-

quire. His view in this was, to begin by lessening
Antiochus's esteem and affection for Epigenes by
absence, well knowing that princes soon forget the

virtues and services of a man removed from their

sight.
This proposal perplexed

the king very much, who
was perfectly sensible how necessary the presence of
H general of* Epigenes's experience and ability was
in so important an expedition. But,! as Hermia* had
industriously contrived to besiege, and in a manner

gain possession of him by all manner of methods,
such as

suggesting to him pretended plans of econo-

my, watching his every action, and bribing his affec-

tion by obsequiousness and adulation, that unhappy
prince was no longer his own master. The king
therefore consented, though with the utmost reluc-

tance, to what he required ; and Epigenes was accor-

dingly ordered to retire to Apamea. This event

urpiied and terrified all the courtiers, who were

apprehensive of the same fate: but the soldiers hav-

ing received all their arrears, were very easy; and

thought themselves highly obliged to the prime mi-

nister, by whose means they had been paid. Having

. .
,

?*.*!,
xai $!(**,;*>;, ;xt ti{ 'Ef^IISU XX9ill'x,- :ux

uTt xuf i{. Cirtttmrentus et praiocciipatui vronomiii,
It emtoiiiis, et ob*r<juu.i, Hermice maliguitatt, tui non irat
ifminus. This ii literal truncation.

in this manner made himself master of the nobles b?
fear, and of the army by their

pa}', he marched witL
the

king.
As Lpigenes's disgrace extended only to his re-

moval, it was far from satiating his vengeance; and
as it did not calm his uneasiness with regard to the
future, he was apprehensive that he might obtain
leave to return; to prevent which he employed eflec-
tual means. Alexis, governor of the citade'l of Apa-
mea, was entirely at his devotion; and, indeed, how
few would be otherwise with regard to an all-power-
ful minister, the sole dispenser of his master's fa-

vours! Hermias orders this man to despatch Epi-
genes, and prescribes him the manner. In conse-

quence of this, Alexis bribes one of Epigenes's do-
mestics; and, by gilts and promises, engages him to
slide a letter he gave him among his master's papers.
This letter seemed to have been written and subscri-
bed by Molo, one of the chiefs of the rebel*, who
thanked Epigenes for having formed a conspiracy
against the king, and communicated to him the me-
thods by which he might safely put it in execution.
Some days after Alexis went to him, and asked
whether he had not received a letter from Molol
Epigenes, surprised at this question, expressed his

astonishment, and at the same time the highest in-

dignation. The other replied, that be was ordered
lo inspect his

papers. Accordingly, a search being
made, the forged letter was found; and Epigenes.
without being called to a trial, or otherwise exam-
ined, was put to death. The king, at the bare ?i^hl
of the letter, imagined that the charge had been fully

proved against him. However, the courtiers thought
otherwise; but fear kept them all tongue-tied and
dumb. How unhappy, and how much to be pitied,
are princes!

Although the season was now very far advanced,
Antiochus passed the Euphrates, assembled all hi*

forces; and that he might be nearer at hand to open
the campaign very early the next spring, he in the
mean time sent them into winter-quarters in the neigh-
bourhood.

Upon the return of the spring he
marched them towards the Tigris, A. M. 3784.

passed that river, forced Molo to Ant. J. C. 220.
come to an engagement, and gain-
ed so complete a victory over him, that the tebel

seeing all lost, in despair laid violent hands on hint-

self. His brother Alexander was at that time in Per-

sia, where Keolas, another of their brothers, who
escaped out of this battle, brought him the mourn-
ful news. Finding their affairs desperate, they first

killed their mother, afterwards their wives and chil-

dren, and at last despatched themselves, to prevent
their falling into the hands of the conqueror. Such
was the end of this rebellion, which proved the ruin
of all who engaged in it: a just reward for all those
who dare to take up arms against thfir sovereign.

After this victory, the remains of the vanquished
army submitted to the king, who only reprimanded
them in very severe terms, and afterwards pardone'l
them. He then sent them into Media, under the
command of those to whose care he had committed
the government of that province; and returning from
thence to Seleucia on the Tigris, he spent some time
there in giving the orders necessary for re-establish-

ing his authority in the provinces which had tevol-

led, and for settling all thing!) on their former foun-

dation.

This being done by persons whom he appointed
for that purpose, he marched against the Atiopatians,
who inhabited the country situated to the west of

Media, and which is now called Georgia. Their

king, Artabazanes by name, was a decrepit old man,
who was so greatly terrified at Antiochus's approe' h
at the head of a victorious army, that he sent and
made his submission, and concluded a peace on such

conditions as Antiochus thought proper to prescribe.
News came at this time,! that

the queen was delivered of a son, A M. 3785.

which proved a subject of joy to Ant J. C. 21S>.

the court as wtl as the army. Her-

Polyb. 1. T. p. 399401
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mias, from that moment, revolved in his mind how he

might despatch Antiochus; in hopes that, after his

death, lie should certainly be appointed guardian of
the young- prince; and that, in his name, he might
reign, with unlimited power. His pride and inso-

lence had made him odious to all men. The people
groaned under a government, which the avarice and
rru lly of the prime mmi-trr had rendered insup-
portable. Their complaint* did not reach the throne,
the avenues to which were all closed against them.
No one dared to inform the king of the oppression
under which his people groaned. It was well known
that he dreaded inspecting the truth; and that he
abandoned to Hermias's cruelty all who dartd to

(peak gainst him. Till now he had been an utter

stranger to the injustice and violence which Hermias
exercised under his name. At last, however, he be-

gan to open his eyes; but was himself afrard of his

mister, on whom he had made himself dependent,
ard who had assumed an absolute authority over
him, ov taking advantage of the indolence of this

prini e's disposition, who, at first, was well pleased
with transferring the burden of public affairs from
himself to Herniias.

Apollophanes, his physician, in whom the king re-

posed great confidence, and who, bv his employment,
bad free access to him, took a proper time to repre-
sent the general discontent of his subjects, and the

danger to which himself was exposed, by the ill con-
duct of his prime minister. He therefore warned
Antiochus to take care of himself, lest the same fate

should attend him ms his brother had experienced in

Phryiria: who fell a victim to the ambition of those
on Mh.pin he most relied; that it was plain Hermias
was hatching some ill design; and that to prevent it

Hot a moment was to be lost. These were real ser-

vices, which an officer who is attached to the person
of his kinsr, and who has a sincere affection for him,

may and ought to perform. Such is the use he ought
to make of the free access which his sovereign vouch-
safes, and the confidence with which he honours
him.

Antiochus was surrounded bv courtiers whom he
had loaded with his favours, of whom not one had
the courage to hazard his fortune by telling him the
truth. It has been

very justlv said, that one of the

^reati-t l)l.->ings which God can bestow on kings,
is to deliver them from the tongues of flatterers, and
the silence of good nitn.

The king, as has been already observed, had begun
to entertain some

suspicions
of his chief minister,

but had not revealed his thoughts to any person, not

knowing whom to trust. He was extremely well

pleased that his physician had given him this advice;
and concerted measures with him to rid himself of a
minUter so universally detested, and so dangerous.

Accordingly he removed to some small distance from
the army, upon pretence of being indisposed, and
carried Hermias with him to bear him company;
here taking him to walk in a solitary place,

where
none of his creatures could come to" his assistance,
he caused him to be assassinated. His death caused
a uimer-al joy throughout the whole empire. This

haughty and cruel man had governed, on all occa-
sions, with great cruelty and violence; and whoever
dared to oppose either his opinion; or designs, were
sure to fall a victim to his resentment. Accordingly,
he was universally hated; and this hatred displayed
itsdi" more strongly in Apamea than in any other

place: lor the instant the news was brought of his

death, all the citizens rose with the utmost fury, and
ironed his wife and children.

Antiochus.i having so happily re-established his

affairs in the East, and raised i.i the government of
ral provinces persons of merit, in whom he

could rejxise the greatest confidence, marched back
his army into Syria, and put it into winter-quarters.
He 6]K-nt the remainder of the year in Antioch, in

holding frequent councils with his ministers, on the

operations of the ensuing campaign.
Thi prince had two other very dangerous enter-

prises still to put in execution, for re-establishing

entirely the safety and glory of the empire of Syria
one was against I't.lt my, to recover Cu'le-sviih; and
the other against Aclueus, who had lately usurped
the sovereignty of Asia Minor.
Ptolemy Eu'ergetes having seized upon all Ctele-

syria, in the beginning of SeTeucus Callinicus's reign,
as was before relate^, the king of Egypt a- -till

possessed of a great part of that province, and Anti-
ochus was not a little incommoded by such a neigh-
bour.

With respect to Achaeus, we have already seen in

what manner he refused the crown which was offered
him after the death of Seleucus Ceraunus; and had

placed it on the head of Antiochus the lawful men-
arch, who, to reward his fidelity and services had

appointed him governor of all the provinces of Asis>

Minor. By his valour and good conduct he had re-

covered them all from Attalus, king of Pergamus,
who had seized upon those countries, and fortified

himself strongly in them. Such a series of success
drew upon him the envy of the nobles. A report
was spread at the court of Antiochus that he inten-

ded to usurp the crown; and with that view held a
secret correspondence with Ptolemy. Whether these

suspicions were well grounded or not, he thought it

advisable to prevent the evil designs of his enemies;
and, therefore, taking the crown which he had refu-

sed before, he caused himself to be declared king.
He soon became one of the ^lost powerful mo-

narchs of Asia, and every state' solicited very ear-

nestly his alliance. This was evident in a war'which
then broke out between the Rhodians and the Hyzan
tines,! on occasion of a tribute which the latter had

imposed on all the ships that passed through the

straits; a tribute which was very grievous to the

Rhodians, because of the great trade they carried on
in the Black Sea. Achanis, at the earnest solicita-

tions of the inhabitants of Byzantium, had promised
to assist them; and this report threw the Rhodians
into the utmost consternation, as well as Prusias king
of Bithynia, whom they had engaged on their side.

In the extreme perplexity they were under, they
thought of an expedient to disengage Achaeus from
the Byzantines, and to bring him over to their mte-
re^. Andromachus, his father, brother to Laodice,
whom Seleucus had married, was at that time priso-
ner in Alexandria. The Rhodians sent a deputation
to Ptolemv, requesting that he might be set at liberty.
The king, who was

very glad to
oblige Ach;eus, as it

was in his power to furnuh him with considerable
succours against Antiochus, with whom he was en-

gaged in war, readily granted the Rhodians their re-

quest, and put Andromacbus into their hands. This
was a very agreeable present to Achaeus, and made
the Byzantines lose all hopes. They thereupon con-
sented to reinstate things upon their former footing-,
and to take off the new tribute which had occasioned
the war. Thus a

peace
was concluded between the

two states, and Achseus had all the honour of it.

It was against that prince and

Ptolemy that Antiochus was resol- A. M. 3785.

veil to turn his arms.* These were Ant. J. C. 219.

the two dangerous wars he had to

sustain; and the subject
of the deliberations of his

council was, which of them he should undertake first.

After weighing all things maturely, it was resolved

to march first against Ptolemy, before they attacked
Achreus. whom they then only menaced in the strong-
est terms: and accordingly all the forces were order-
ed to a-semble in Apamea, in order to be employed
against Cuele-syria.

In a council that was held before the army set out

Ajwllopbanes, the king's physician, represented to

him. that it would be a great oversight should they
march into

Ccule-syria,
and leave behind them Seleu-

cia in the hands of the enemy, and so near the capi-
tal of the empire. His opinion brought over the

whole council, by the evident strength of the reasons

which supported it: for this city stands on the same
ri\er as Anlioch.and it is but fi\e leagues lielow, neai

the mouth of it. When Ptolemy Euergetes under-
took the invasion already mentioned, to avenge tL
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death of liis sister Berenice, he seized that city, and

put
a strong Egyptian garrison into it, which had

kept possession of that important place full twenty-
even years. Among many inconveniences to which

it subjected the inhabitants of Antioch, one was, its

cutting off entirely their communication with the

sea, and ruining all their trade; for Seleucia being
situated near the mouth of the Orontes, was the har-

bour of Antioch, which suffered grievously by that

means. All these reasons being clearly and strongly

urged by Apollophanes, determined the king and
council to follow his plan, and to open the campaign
with the siege of Seleucia. Accordingly the whole

army marched thither, invested it, toot it by storm,
and drove the Egyptians out of it.

This being done, Antiochus marched with dili-

gence into Cuele-syria, where Theodotus the .Ku>li:in,

governor of that province under Ptolemy, promised
to put him in possession of the whole country. We
have seen how vigorously he had repulsed him the

year before; nevertheless, the court of Egypt had
not been satisfied with his services on that occasion.

Those who governed the king, hail expected greater

things from his valour; and were persuaded, that it

was in his power to have done something more. Ac-

cordingly he was sent for to Alexandria, to give an
account of his conduct; and was threatened with no
less than losing his head. It is true that, after his

reasons had been heard, he was acquitted, and sent

back to his government. However, he could not

forgive the insult which had been offered to him by
the unjust accusation, and was so exasperated at the

affront, that he resolved to revenge it.

The luxury and effeminacy of the whole court, to

which he had been an eye-witness, heightened still

more his indignation and resentment. He could not

bear the idea of being dependent on the caprice of

so base and contemptible
a set of people. And, in-

deed, it would be impossible for fancy to conceive
more abominable excesses than those in which Phi-

lopator plunged himself during his whole reign; and
the court imitated but too exactly the example he set

them. It was thought that he had poisoned his fa-

ther, whence he was, by an antivhrasis, ironically
surnametl Philopator.l He publicly caused Berenice
his mother, and Magas his only brother, to be put to

death. After he had got rid of all those who could

either give him good counsel or excite his jealousy,
he abandoned himself to the most infamous pleasures ;

and was solely intent on gratifying his luxury, bru-

tality, and the most shameful passions. His prime
mimster was Sosibius, a man every way qualified for

the service of such a master as Philopator; and one
whose sole view was to support himself in power by
any means whatsoever. The reader will naturally

imagine, that, in such a court, the power of women
had no bounds.
Theodotus could not bear to be dependent on such

people, and therefore resolved to find a sovereign
more worthy of his services. Accordingly, he was
no sooner returned to his government, than he seized

upon the cities of Tyre and Ptolemais, declared for

king Antiochus, and immediately despatched the

courier above mentioned to invite him thither.

.Nicolaus, one of Ptoleii'y's generals, though he
was of the same country with Theodotus, would not

however desert Ptolemy, but preserved his fidelity
to that prince. The instant therefore that Theodu-
tus hail taken Ptolemais, he besieged him in it, pot*
sessed himself of the passes of mount Libanus to stop
Antiochus, who was advancing to the aid of Theodo-
tus, and defended them to the last extremity. How-
ever, he was at length forced to abandon them, by
which means Antiochus took possession of Tyre and

Ptolemais, whose gates were opened to him by Theo-
dotus.

In these two cities were the magazines which Pto-

lemy had laid up for the use of his army,.with a Meet

of forty sail. He gave the command of these ships
to Diognetus, his admiral, who was ordered to sail to

I'clusimn. whither the king intended to march by
lanci, with the view of invading Egypt on that side:

Ttiu word tiynifiK* luver of liis father.

however, being informed that thh wa* the season IK
which the inhabitants used to lay the country under
water, by opening the dikes of the Kile, and conse-

quently, that it would be impossible for him to ad-
vance into Egypt at thai time, he abandoned thai

project, and employed the whole force of his arms to
reduce the rest of Cuele-syria. He seized upon some
fortresses, and others submitted to him; and at last

he possessed himself of Damascus,? 3 the capital of
that province, after having deceived Dinon the go-
vernor of it by a stratagem.

Polyaen. I. iv. e. 15.

[ Tliorc is no city at this day, perhaps, which ran claim
an antiquity equal to that of Damascus, or which, afLef

having survived so many revolutions, and been subjected t

so many political vicissitudes, still remains a great, p;>|iu

lous, and wealthy city, its antiquity extends to nigh forty
centuries at least, being as ancient iis the days of the re

nowned Abraham, who was at once the friend of God, the
father of the faithful, the remote ancestor of the Messiah,
and the progenitor of the Hebrews, Edomites, and Bedouin
Arabs. The beauty of its situation, the feitility and extent
of its plains, the purity and salubrity of its streams, the
famed Pharpar and Ah.-ina, together with the lofty and
<iinw-cl;id peaks of the hoary Ant ililiunus, which bound the

plain to the west, have ever contributed to render it a place
of desirable habitation, even under the iron yoke of a go-
vernment the most destructive of happiness and improve,
ment of any that have cursed the human race. The best

description of this city and environs, as well as of the Pa-
shalic of Damascus, is to be found in the Travels of Lewis
Burkharde, who has exhausted the subject in the second
volume of his travels.

Damascus lien between two principal streams, which ac-

tually corres(>ond to the Abana and Pharpar namely, the

Barrady, and the river of Hasbeia both coming from the

Antilibaruis, the former from the north-west, the latiei from
the youth-west

; but which of these is the Abana is im|K>ssi-
ble to determine. The south-west stream rises at the foot
of. the range that separates it from the source of the Jor-

dan, and the Barrady from that which shuts up the vallej
of Heliopoli?, or Baluec, on the east, separating it from the

plain of Damascus. These twin streams are increased by
many others in their passage to the c.:ty. Instead of two
si reams the Abana and Pharpur Ptolemy has only onu
noted in his Table of Syria, as the river of Damascus, the

Chrysorrhcas, or Golden river, and probably the same with
the Barrady, or north-west river. After passing through
Damascus, the Barrady follows a north-east course, and falU
into a salt lake, called Bahr-el-Margi, or Lake of the Mea-
dows, as also the other. So well is the city supplied with
water, that almost every house has a fountain manv of
them constructed of marble, and containing fish. The
streams are turned off through every street to water the

gardens and orchards.
Damascus itself, exclusive of its extensive suburbs, is not

above three miles in circuit, surrounded by a double wall,
with round towers at intervals, in a very decayed state-

apparently built on the site of the ancient Saracenic forti-

fications. Formerly, there was a ditch, at present almost

completely filled up with rubbish, and the menu ill-built

walls afford but small protection to the city. Tin; castle a
in the south-west angle of the city ; is a good building, of a

square form each jide being i!00 yards long, and flanked by
twelve square towers, placed at the angles, and at intervals

in the sides. The height of its walls exceeds eighty feet ;

they are admirably well built most probably by the Sara-
cen Khalifs, and are in excellent preservation.
The city has nine gates, and is divided into twenty-three

districts, each under its own magistrate. One of ihesc, cal-

led Hrili-al Sharkie, or the Gale of the East, is also culled

the Gate of St. Paul ; not because he entered the city there,
but because a Christian church, in honour of the apostle,
was erected there; and because the street called Straight,
in the Acts of the Apostles, and where Judas dwell, in

whose house the astonished and nrwly created apostle lixlg

>d, and where Ananias was directed to find him, commen-
ces here.

The house* of Damascus are principally built of mud and
wooden rafters, and sometimes of small sun-dried bucks
and very rarely the lower parts are of stone; so tint when
a violent rain falls, the city looks like a quagmire. But

though their external ap|>earance is mean, yet intirniilly,
the houses are large and commodious; unit contain, among
the higher classes, a great display of wealth and maroffl

cence the furniture in many rising in value from .5,<XHI/. to

iJ5,0(K)/. ele/ling consisting nf large divuns and iml'us of the

richest silk, embroidered wilh pearl; Persian r.nrpets, mir-

rors, &.C. In the interior there is generally a lar;;e square
court, beautified with orange and lemon trees: marble foun-

tains, and divans floored wilh marble, richly gilded, &nd
furnished with cushions mid ciir|W>ts.

The principal mosque was once u large Christian church
dedicated to St. John the Baptist, built in the early ages of
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The last action of this
campaign

was the siege of

Dora, a maritime city, in the neighbourhood of mount
Canuel. This place, which was strongly situated,
had been so well fortified by IS'icoIaus, that it was

impo-i-ible for Arrtiochu* to take it. He therefore
was forced to agree to a four month's truce, proposed
to hici in the name of Ptolemy; and this served as an
honourable pretence for marching hack his army to

Seleucia on the Orontes, where he put it into winter-

quarters. Antiochus appointed Theodotus the
..Etp-

lian governor of all the places he had conquered in

this country.

During the interval of this truce a treaty was ne-

gotiated between the two crowns, 1 in which, how-
ever, the onlv view of both

parties
was to gain time.

Ptolemy had" occasion for it, in order to make the

accessary preparations for carrying on the war: and
Antiochus for reducing Achaeus. The latter was not
satisfied with Asia Minor, of which he was already
master; but had no less in view than to dethrone
Antiochus. and to dispossess him of all his dominions.
To check his ambitious views, it was necessary for

Antiochus not to be employed on the frontiers, or

engage in remote conquest?.
In this treaty, the main point was to know to whom

Cuele-syria, Phoenicia, Samaria, and Juda?a, had been

given, in the partition of Alexander the Great's em-

pire, between Ptolemy, Seleucus, Cassander, and Ly-
imachus, alter the death of Antigonus, in the bat-

tle of Ipsus. Ptolemy laid claim to them by virtue

of their having been assigned by this treaty to Pto-

lemy Soter, his great-grandfather. On the other

tide, Antiochus pretended that they bad been given
to Seleucus Aicator; and therefore that they were
his right, he being heir and successor of that king in

the empire of Syria. Another difficulty embarrassed
the commissioners, Ptolemy would have Ach;eus in-

cluded in the treaty, which Antiochus opposed abso-

lutely, alleging that it was a shameful and infamous

thing, for a king like Ptolemy to espouse the party
jf rebels, and countenance revolt.

During these contests, in which
A. M. 3786. neither side would jield to the

Ant J. C. 218. other, the time of the truce elapsed;
and nothing being concluded, it

Polyb. 1. v. p. 400415.
Christianity. Christians are not permitted even to enter

the outer court, though it 'is a thoroughfare to the inhabi-

tants ; who, however, from tespect, when passing through
ii. always carry their dipper* in their hand*. This solemn
rite of iliscali-ealion in used through the East, both among
Jews and Mahommedans. when entering their temples,

motques. and oratories. The gate of this mosque is cover-

ed with plates of bras*, and the whole court is surrounded

by a vaulted colonnade, supported by small pillars of varie-

gated granite, surmounted by Corinthian capitals. Inter-

nally, the mos'i'je U extremely sjiacious, and is reckoned hy
Arabian writers among the wonder* of the world. It is 300

paces long, CO broad, and paved with various coloured mar-

bles. Most of the mosques were originally Christian church-
M. There is one, however, towards the south, different from
the rest ; built in the style of those at Constantinople ; hav-

ing two minaret* : the court in front is surrounded by a co-

lonnade, the roof of which consists of several cupolas, co-

vered with sheet lead, as well as the grand dome of the

mosque.
In the middle of the city if a mosque, which has a mina-

ret covered with green tiles. Several remains of Grecian
architecture are still to be found in the city. Numerous
charitable establishments exist there, especially an hospital
for pilgrims, built by sultan Soliman, who took Rhodes. It

it a vast quadrangle, lined with a colonnade, and entirely
roofed, in small Homes, covered with lead, and has nume-
rous chambers fur receiving pilgrims of all religion*, who
re maintained for thr>e days there at the sultan's expense.

It has also a large chamber for poor students, and a stable

for the pilerim*' horses. The mo>que belonging to it is

grand. The entrance is supported by lour Urge columns of

red granite. It is- con-res! with a cupola, and has two mina-

ret*. A handsome garden lies adjacent. The kitchen on
tne side of the hospital opposite the mosque it suited to the

grandeur of the establishment.
Damascus has numerous bazaars, larger than those of

Aleppo. Some of them are covered and well built. The
largest bazaar u that of Sinnanic, built by Sinsn Pa<ha.
onsistin" of eighteen arches, with shops on each tide. The
hops are well furnished with every commodity for sale.

Each trade, or art, has its peculiar quarter : the boot and

tipper makers, BJ well as those engaged in saddlery, occupy

became necessary to have recouise again to armv
Nicolaus the .Etoliaii had given so many proofs of
valour and fidelity in the last campaign, that Ptole-

my gave him the command in chief of his army, and

charged him with every thing relating to the service

of the kin, in those provinces which were the occa-
sion of the war. Perigenes, the admiral, put to sea
with the fleet, in order to act against the enemy on
that side. ISicolaus appointed Gaza for the rendez-
vous of all his forces, whither all the necessary pro-
visions had been sent from Egvpt. From th<-nre he
marched to mount Libanus, where he seized all the

passes between that chain of mountains and the sea,

by which Antiochus was necessarily obliged to pass:

firmly resolved to wait for him there, and to flop his

inarch, by the superiority which the advantageous
posts he occupied gave him.

ID the mean time Antiochus was not inactive, but
made every preparation both by sea and land for a

vigorous invasion. He gave the command of his fleet

to Diognetus, his admiral, and put himself at the
head ot his land forces. The fleets on both sides

kept along the coast, and followed the army ; so that
the naval as well as the land forces met at the passes
which Tsicolaus had seized. Whilst Antiochus at-

tacked iVicolaus by land, the fleets also came to an

engagement; so that the battle began both by sea
and land at the same time. At sea neither party had
the superiority; but on land Antiochus had the ad-

vantage, and forced Nicolaus to retire to Sidon, after

losing 4000 of his soldiers, who were either killed or
taken prisoners. Perigenes followed him thither with
the Egyptian fleet, and Antiochus pursued them to

that city both by sea and land, with the design of

besieging them in it. He found, however, that this

conquest would be attended with too many difficul-

ties, because of the great number of troop in the

city, where they had a great number of provisions,
and other necessaries; and he was not willing to

besiege it in form. He therefore sent his fleet to

Tyre, and marched into Galilee. After having made
himself master of it by the taking of several cities,

he passed the river Jordan, entered Gilead, and pos-
sessed himself of all that part of the country, which

a large division. There are also silk bazaars, and a larga

display of rich articles of commerce. In the city are seve-

ral manufactures uf soap, glass, lamps, satins, coiums, large
round tents, a manufacture of cutlery ; and on the river are

many water-mills and tan-yards.
Damascus was long celebrated for its iteel manufactures,

Tamerlane, on his conquest of By ria, conveyed all these into

Persia. Since that time they have been litile memorable;
and yet we are told, that, in the 17th century, above 20,000
artisans were solely employed in making sword blades, worth
fifteen French crowns a piece : and that the water of the

Burrady was excellent for tempering bard metal. These
sabres were, formerly, of the highest reputation in Europe
and the East. They seem to have been constructed by a
method now lost, of alternate layers of iron and steel, two
or three lines thick. They never broke, though bent in the

most violent manner, and yet retained the utmost power of

'dge ; to that common iron, or even steel, would divide un-

der their force.

The population of Damascus has been estimated, by the

la'e Mr. Brown, at upwards of 200,000 souls, in the year
1707, and was then on the increase. While Turkish mis-

government has diminished the agricultural population, it

has increased that of the towns. In the territory of Alep-

po, where a century since were above 300 villages, there

now remain no more than ten or twelve.

Damascus is graced twice a year with the grand proce*-
ku of the pilgrims going to. and r.torting from Mecca,
under the protection of the Pasha. Mr. Brown witnessed

the return in 17H7, while at Damascus, and seems to have
been delighted with the spectacle. The street was lined for

several miles (for such is its length'' with innumerable spec-
tators, curious to view the m.i.'r.iricent display. The ex

pease of this caravan, from Damascus to the
city

of the

prophet, cost the Sultan, annually, 30U.OUO/ sterling, and
the Pnsha GO.OOO/. sterling. Of the number of Christians

of various sects at Damascus, no estimate can be given.
There are three convents of Catholics. The Damascenes
were formerly much averse to maritime commerce, and it it

nly of late ihat they adventured to send goods by sea to

Constantinople. Damascus lies 300 British miles south-

south-west of Aleppo, in direct distance, and nearly the

same distance from Antakia. I'Antioch.) 100 miles east of

Tyre. 40 mile* south-east of Balbec, anil is in 33* 37* nc-tfc

latitude, and 30 271 eat longitude, of Greenwick.J
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was formerly the inheritance of the tribes of Reuben
and Gad and half the tribe of Manasseh.
The season was now too far advanced to prolong

the campaign, for which reason he returned back by
the river Jjrdan, left the government of Samaria to

Hippolothus and Kereas, who had deserted Plole-

in\'s service, and come over to him; and he gave
them 5000 men to keep it in iubjection. He march-
ed the rest of the forces back to Ptolemais, where he

put them into winter-quarters.
The campaign was again opened

A. M. 3787. in spring.
1 Ptolemy caused 70,-

Ant. J. C. 217. 000 foot, 5000 horse, and seventy-
three elephants, to advance towards

Pelusium. He placed himself at the head of these

forces, and marched them through the deserts which
divide Egypt from Palestine, and encamped at Ra-

phia, between Rhinocorura and Gaza, at the latter of
which cities the two armies met. That of Autiochus
was something more numerous than the other. His
forces consisted of 72.000 foot, 6000 horse, and 102

elephants. He first encamped within ten furlongs,!
and soon after within five, of the enemy. All the

time they lay
so near one another there were perpe-

tually skirmishes between the parties who went to

fetch fresh water or to forage, as well as between
individuals who wished to distinguish themselves.

Theodotus the -Etolmn, who had served many years
under the Egyptians, entered their camp, favoured

by the darkness of the night, accompanied only by
two persons. He was taken for an Egyptian; so that

he advanced as far as Ptolemy's tent, with a design
to kill him, and by that bold action to put an end to

the war; but the king happening not to be in his

tent, he killed his first physician, having mistaken
him for Ptolemy. He also wounded two other per-
sons; and during the alarm and noise which this at-

tempt occasioned, he escaped to his camp.
At last the two kings, resolving to decide their

quarrel, drew up their armies in battle-array. They
rode from one body to another, at the head of their

lines, to animate their troops. Arsinoe-, the sister

and wife of Ptoiemy, was not content with exhorting
the soldiers to behave manfully before the bat;ie,but
did not leave her husband even during the heat of
the engagement. The issue of it was, that Antio-

chus, at the head of his right wing, defeated the ene-

my's left. But whilst hurried on by an inconsiderate

ardour, he engaged too warmly in the pursuit; Pto-

lemy, who had been as successful in the other wing,
charged Autiochus's centre in dank, which was then
uncovered ; and broke it before it was possible for

that prince to come to its relief. An old officer, who
saw which way the dust flew, concluded that the

centre was defeated, and accordingly made Anti-
ochus observe it. But though he faced about that

in-taut, he came too late to amend his fault; and
found the rest of his army broken and put to (light.
He himself was now obliged to provide for his re-

treat, and retired to Raphia, and afterwards to Gaza,
with the loss of 10,000 men killed, and 4,000 taken

prisoners. Finding it would now be impossible for

him to maintain himself in that country against Pto-

lemy, he abandoned all his conquests, and retreated

to Antioch with the remains of his army. This bat-

tle of Haphia was fought at the same time with that
in which Hannibal defeated Klaminins the consul on
the banks of the lake Thrasymenus in Etruria.

After Antiochus's retreat, all Ciele-syria and Pales-

line submitted with great cheerfulness to Ptolemy.
Having been long subject to the Egyptians, they were
more attached to them than to Amiochus. The con-

queror's court was soon crowded with ambassadors
from all the cities (and from Juda?a among the rest)
to make their submission, and to offer him presents;
and all met with a gracious reception.

Ptolemy was desirous of making a progress through
the conquered province*,* and among other cities,
he visited Jerusalem. He saw the temple there ,4 mid

Poljb. I. v.p. 421 428.
Half a French

league.
Maccab. I. iii. c. 1.

* The third book ol Maccabees, whence thi* story i ex-

ractcd, ii not admitted bj the church among the canonical

even offered sacrifices to the God of Israel; making
at the same time oblations, and bestowing considera-
ble gifts. However, not being satisfied uith viewing
it from the outward court, beyond which no Gentil*
was allowed to go, he was desirous to enter the

sanctuary, and even as far as the Holy of Holies; to
which no one was allowed access but the high-priest
and that but once every year, on the great day of ex-

piation. The report of'this being soon spread, oc-
casioned a great tumult. The high-prirt informed
him of the holiness of the place; and the express law
of God, by which be was forbidden to enter it. The
prii -t- and Levites drew together in a body to oppose
his rash design, which, the people also conjured him
to lay aside. And now all

places echoed with lamen-
tations, occasioned by the idea of the profanation to

which their temple would be exposed; and it) all

places the people were lifting up their hands to im-

plore Heaven not to suffer it. However, all this op-

position,
instead of prevailing with the king, only

inflamed his curiosity the more. He forced his way
as far as the second court; but as he was preparing
to enter the temple itself, God struck him with a
sudden terror, which threw him into such prodigious
disorder, that he was carried off half dead. After
this he left the city, highly exasperated against the
Jewish nation, on account of the accident which had
befallen him, and loudly threatened it with his ven-

geance. He accordingly kept his word; and the

lullowing year raised a cruel persecution, especially
against the Jews of Alexandria, whom he endeavour-
ed to reduce by force to worship false deities.

The instant that Antiochus, after the battle of

Raphia.5 arrived in Antioch, he sent an embassy to

Ptolemy, to sue for peace. The circumstance which

prompted hitji to this was, his suspecting the
fidelity

of his people; for he could not but perceive that his

credit and authority were very much lessened since

his last defeat. Besides, it was high time for him to
turn his arms towards Achaeus, and check the pro-
gress he made, which increased daily. To obviate
the danger which threatened him on that side, he con-
cluded that it would be most expedient for him to
make a peace upon any terms with Ptolemy, to avoid

being^ opposed by two such powerful enemies, who,

invading him on both sides, would certainly over-

power him at last. He therefore invested his ambas-
sadors with full power to give up to Ptolemy all those

provinces which were the subject of their contest

t. e. Cosle-syria and Palestine. Coele-syria included
that part of Syria which lies between the mountains
Libauus and Antilibauus; and Palestine all the coun-

try which anciently was the inheritance of the chil-

dren of Israel; ana the coast of these two provinces
was what the Greeks called Phcenicia. Antiochus
consented to resign up all this country to the king of

Egypt, to purchase a peace at this juncture; choosing
rather to give up this part of his dominions,than hazard
the lo?ing them all. A truce was therefore agreed

upon for twelve months; and before the expiration
ot that time, a peace was concluded on these terms.

Ptolemy, who might have taken advantage of this

victory, and have conquered all Syria, was desirous
of putting an end to the war, that he might have an

opportunity of devoting himself entirely to his plea-
sures. His subjects, knowing his want of spirit aud
effeminacy, could not conceive how it had bctn pos-
sible for Kim to have been so successful; and at the

same time they were displeased at his having con-
cluded a peace, by which he had tied up his hands.
The discontent they conceived on this account \vae

the chief source of tne subsequent disordets in Egypt,
which at last rose to an open rebellion: so that Pto-

lemy, by endeavouring to avoid a foreign war, drew
one upon himself in the centre of his own domin-
ions.

book of Scripture, any more than the fourth. They ars

prior, with regard to the order of time, to the two tirnt.

Dr. Priduaux. s|x>aking of the third book, *ay., lliat the

ground-work of the siory a true, though the author hat
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incident*.
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Antiochus.i after having conclu-
A. M. 3788. dec! a peace \vith Ptolemy, devo-

Ant. J. C. 216. ted his whole attention to'the war

against Achapus, and made all the

E
reparations necessary for taking the field. At last

e passed mount Taurus, and entered Asia Minor
with an intention to subdue it. Here he concluded
a treaty with Attalus king of Pergamus, by virtue of
which they united their forces against their common
enemv. They attacked him with so much vigour,
that he abandoned the open country to them, and
ihut h-msfclf up in Sardis, tc which Antiochus layinjf

siege, Achxus htld it out above a year. He often

made sallies, and a great many battles were fought
under the walls of the city. At last, by a stratagem
of Ligoras, one of Antiochus's commanders, Sardis
was taken; Achaeus retired into the citadel, where
he defended himself till he was delivered up by two
traitorous Cretans. This fact is worthy of notice,
and confirms the truth of the proverb, which said

that the Cretans were liars and knaves*

Ptolemy Philopator had made a treaty with Achae-

us,3 and was very sorry for his being so closely block-

ed
up

in the castle of Sard is; and therefore com-
manded Sosibius to relieve him at any rate what-
loever. There was then in Ptolemy's court a very
cunning Cretan, Bolis by name, who had lived a con-

siderable time et Sardis.
'

Sosibius consulted this

man, and asked whether he could not think of some
method for Achaeus's escape. The Cretan desired

time to consider of it; and returning to Sosibius,
offered to undertake it, and explained to him the

manner in which he intended to
proceed.

He told

him that he had an intimate friend, who was also his

near relation, Cambylus by name, a
captain

in the

Cretan troops in Antiochus's service; that he com-
manded at that time in a fort behind the castle of

Sardis, and that he would prevail with him to let

Achaeus escape that way. His project beins; appro-
ved, he was sent with the utmost speed to Sarcis to

put it in execution, and ten talents* were given him
to defray his expenses, and a much more considera-
ble snm promised him in case he succeeded. After

his arrival, he communicates the affair to Cambylus,
when those two miscreants agree (for their greater
advantage) to go and reveal their design to Anti-

ochus. They offered that prince, as they themselves
had determined, to play their parts so well, that in-

itead of procuring Achaeus's escape, they would bring
him to him, upon condition of receiving a considera-
ble reward, to be divided between them, as well as

the ten talents which Bolis had already received.

Antiochus was overjoyed at this

A. M. 3789. proposal, and promised them a re-

Ant. J. C. 215. ward that sufficed to engage them
to do him that important service.

Upon this Bolis, by Cambylus's assistance, easily got
admission into the castle," where the credentials he

produced from Sosibius, and some other of Achaeus's

friends, gained him the entire confidence of that ill-

fated prince. Accordingly he trusted himself to those
two wretches, who, the "instant he was out of the

castle, seized and delivered him to Antiochus. This

king caused him to be immediately beheaded, and

thereby put an end to that war of Asia; for the

moment those who still sustained the siege heard of

Achaeus's death, they surrendered ; and a little after,
all the other places in the provinces of Asia did the
tame.

Rebels very seldom come to a good end ; and though
the perfidy of these traitors stnkes us with horror,
and raises our indignation, we are not inclined to

pity
the unhappy fate of Achaeus, who had made

himself deserving of it by his infidelity to his sove-

reign.
It was about this time that the discontent of the

C^yotians against Philopator began to break out.*

t Polyb. . T. p. 444.
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According to Polybius.it occas'oned a civil war; but

neither himself nor any other author gives us the

particulars of it.

AVe al.o read in Livy,6 that the

Romans some time alter sent de- A. M. 3794
uties to Ptolemy and Cleopatra Ant. J. C. 210
doubtles^ the same quern who be-

fore was ciilled Arsinoe) to renew their ancient friend

ship and alliance with Esrypt. These arried as

present
to the king, a robe and purple tunic, with an

ivory chair; 7 and to the queen an embroidered robe
and a purple scarf. Such kind of presents show the

happy simplicity which in those ages prevailed among
the Romans.

I'hilopator? had at the same time

by Ar>inoe,9his wife and sister, a A. M. 3795.

son called Ptolemy Epiphanes. who Ant. J. C. 209.

succeeded him at live years of age.

Philopator.io from th'e time ofthe

signal victory which he had obtain- A. M. 3797
ed over Antiochus at Raphia, had Ant. J. C. 207.

abandoned himself to pleasures and
excesses of every kind. Agathoclea his concubine,

Agathocles, the brother ot that woman, and their

mother, governed him entirely. He spent all his

time in gaming, drinking, and the most infamous

irregularities. His nights were passed in debauches,
and his days in feasts and dissolute revels. Forget-
ting entirely the duties and character of a king, in-

stead of applying himself to the affairs of state, he
valued himself upon presiding

in concerts, and his

skill in
playing upon instruments. The women dis-

posed ot every thing." They conferred all employ-
ments and governments; and no one had less author-

ity
in the Kingdom than the

prince
himself. Sosi-

bius, an old artful minister, who had been in office

during three reigns, was at the helm, and his great

experience had made him very capable of the admin-

istration; not indeed entirely in the manner he de-

sired, but as the favourites would permit him to act;
and he was so wicked as to pay blind obedience to

the most unjust commands of a corrupt prince and
his unworthy minions.

Arsinoe.U the king's sister and wife, bird no power
or authority at court; the favourites and the

prime
minister did not show her the least respect. She, on
her side, was not patient enough to suffer every thing
without murmuring; and they at last grew weary
of her continual complaints. The king, and those

who governed him, commanded Sosibius to rid them
of her. He obeyed, and employed for that purpose
one Philammon, who, without doubt, did not want

experience in such cruel and barbarous assassinations.

This last action, added to so many more of the

most
flagrant nature, displeased the people so much,

that Sosibius was obliged, before the king's decth,
to quit his employment. He was succeeded by Tie-

ppleuius,
a young* man of quality, who had signalised

himself in the army by his valour and conduct. He
had all the voices in a grand council held for the

purpose of choosing a prime minister. Sosibius re-

signed to him the king s seal, which was the badge
of his office. Tlepolemus formed the several func-

tions of it, and governed all the affairs of the king-
dom, during the king's life. But though this was
not long, he discovered but too plainly that he had
not all the qualifications necessary for duly support-

ing so great an employment, tie had neither the

experience, ability, nor application
of his predeces-

sor. As he had the administration of all the finances,

LIT, I. xivii. c. 4,
' 'J'hn was allowed in Rome to none but the highest offl-

eeri in the itaio.

Justin. I. xxx. e. 4.

Jusiin calls her Eurydice. In caie he if not minaicen,
this queen had ihree names, Arsinoe, Cleopatra, and Euryd-
ice. But Cleopatra wan a name common to the queens of

Esypt, ai that of Ptolemy was to the king*.
Jutun. 1. xxx. c. 1 t 2. Polyb. in Excerpt. Valet. L

xv. xvi.
" Tribunatug, praefecturas, et dncatui mulierei ordinft-

bant ; nee <|uiquam in regno uo rninui, quim ipta rex po>
terat ftufin.

Liv I. xxvii. c, 4. _
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and disposed of all honours and dignities of the state,

and all payments passed through his hands, every
bod v, as is usual, was assiduous in making their court

to him. He was extremely liberal; but then his

bounty was bestowed without choice or discernment,

ano almost solely on those who shared in his parties
of pleasure. The extravagant flatteries of those who
were for ever crowding about his person, made him

fancy his talents superior to those of all other men.

He assumed haughty airs, abandoned himself to lux-

ury and profusion, and at last grew insupportable
to every one.

The wars of the East have made me suspend the

relation of the affairs that happened in Greece during
their continuance: we now return to them.

ECTION II. THE JETOLIANS DECLARE AGAINST
THE ACH.EANS. BATTLE OF CAPHY.S LOST BY
ARATUS. THE ACHJEANS HAVE RECOURSE TO PHI-

UP, WHO UNDERTAKES THEIR DEFENCE. TROU-
BLES BREAK OUT IN LACEDJiMONIA. THE UN-
HAPPY DEATH OF CLEOMENES IN EGYPT. TWO
KINGS ARE ELECTED IN LACEDJEMONIA. THAT
REPUBLIC JOINS WITH THE JLTOUANS.

THE jEtolians,
1
particularly in the time we are now

speaking of, were becoming a very powerful people in

Greece. Originally their territories extended from
the river Achelaus, to the strait of the gulf of Corinth,
and to the country of the Locrians, surnamed Ozolae.

But, in process of time, they had possessed them-
selves of several cities in Acarnania, Thessaly, and
other neighbouring countries. Thej' led much the

same life upon land as pirates do at sea, that is, they
were perpetually engaged in plunder and rapine.

Wholly bent on lucre, they did not consider any
gain as infamous or unlawful : and were entire stran-

gers to the iaws of peace or war. They were very
much inured to toils, and intrepid in battle. They
signalized themselves particularly in the war against
the Gauls, who made an

irruption
into Greece; and

howed themselves zealous defenders of the public

liberty against the Macedonians. The increase of

their powe4 had made them haughty and insolent.

That haughtiness appeared in the answer they gave
the Romans, when they sent ambassadors to order
them not to infest Acarnania. They expressed,

if

we may believe Trogus Pompeius, or Justin his
epit-

omizer',2 the highest contempt for Rome, which they
said was in its origin a shameful spectacle of thieves

and robbers, founded and built by a fratricide, and

formerly by an assemblage of women ravished from
the arms of their parents. They added, that the

./Etoiians had always distinguished themselves in

Greece, as much by their valour as their virtue and

descent; that neither Philip nor Alexander had been
formidable to them; and at a time when the latter

made the whole earth tremble, they had not been
afraid to reject his edicts and injunctions. That
therefore the Romans would do well to beware of

provoking the .Etoiians against them ;
a people whose

arms had extirpated the Gauls, and despised the

Macedonians. The reader may, from this speech,
form a judgment of the .Etoiians, of whom much
might be said in the sequel.
From the time that Cleomenes of Sparta had lost

his kingdom,* and Antigonus, by his victory at Sela-

sia, had in some measure restored the peace of Greece,
the inhabitants of Peloponnesus, who were tired by
the fir-t wars, and imagined that affairs would always
continue on the same Toot, had laid their arms aside,
and totally neglected military discipline. ThejEto-
lians meditated taking advantage of this indolence.
Peace wa insupportable to them, as it obliged them
to subsist at their own expense, accustomed as they
were to support themselves wholly by rapine. Anti-

ronus had kept them in awe, and prevented them
from

infesting
their neighbours; but, after his death,

despising Philip because of his youth, they marched
into Peloponnesus sword in hand, and laid waste the

> Strab. I. i. p. 450. Polyb. p. 331 t 746. Piusan. 1

f. p. 650.

Juitin. I. xxvii. c. 2

Polyb. 1. i. p. 272- 293. Pint, in Mat. p Ift40.

territories of the Mesenians. Araiui, exasperated
at this perfidy and insolence, and eeing that Timox-
enes, at that time

captain-general of the Aclueaus,
endeavoured to gain lime, because his year was neai

expiring;
as he was nominated to succeed him the

following year, he took upon himself the command
five days before the due time, in order to march the
sooner to the aid of the Messe-
ninns. Accordingly, having assem- A. M. 3783
bled the Acheans, whose vigour Ant. J. C. 221
and

strength had suffered by re-

pose and inactivity, he was defeated near Caphyae,
in a great battle fought thtre.

Aratus was charged with being the cause of this

defeat, and not without some foundation. He endea-
voured to prove that the loss of the battle imputed
to him was not his fault. He declared, that, how-
ever this might be, if he had been wanting in any of
the duties ot an able commander, he asked pardon;
and entreated that his actions might be examined
with less rigour than indulgence. His humility on
this occasion changed the minds of the whole assem-

bly, whose fury now turned against his accusers; and

nothing was afterwards undertaken but by his advice.

However, the remembrance of his defeat had ex-

ceedingly damped his courage; so that he behaved
as a wise citizen rather than as an able warrior, and

though the yEtolians often gave foim opportunities to

distress them, he took no advantage of them, but
suffered that people to lay waste the whole country
almost with impunity.
The Achaeans were therefore forced to apply to

Macedonia again, and 4o call in king Philip to their

assistance, in hopes that the affection he bore Aratus,
and the confidence he had in him, would incline that

monarch to favour them. And indeed Autigonus, at

his last moments, had, above all things, entreated

Philip to keep well with Aratus, and to follow his

counsel, in treating with the Achaeans. Some time

before, he had sent him into Peloponnesus, to form
himself under his eye and by his counsels. Aratus

gave him the best reception in his power; toeated
him with the distinction due to his rank; and en
deavoured to instil into him such principles and sen-

timents, as might enable him to govern with wisdom
the great kingdom to which he was heir. Accord-

ingly that young prince returned into Macedonia
with the highest sentiments of esteem for Aratus,
and the most favourable disposition with regard to

the welfare of Greece.
But the courtiers, whose interest it was to remove

a person of Aratus's known probity, in order to have
the sole ascendant over their young prince, made
that monarch suspect

his conduct; and prevailed so

far, as to make him declare openly against Aratus.

Nevertheless, finding soon after that he had been im-

posed upon, he punished the informers with great

severity; the sole means to banish for ever from

princes that calumny, which impunity, and sometimes

money, raise up and arm against persons of the most
consummate virtue. Philip afterwards reposed the
same confidence in Aratus as he had formerly done,
and resolved to be guided by his counsels only ; which
was manifest on several occasions, and particularly
in the affair of Lacedaemonia. That unhappy t'ly was

perpetually .torn by sedition,* in one of which coeo/
the Ephon and a great many other citizens were kill-

ed, because they had declared forking Philip. \Vnem
that prince arrived from Macedonia, he gave audi-

ence to the ambassadors of Sparta at Tegasa, whither
he had sent for them. In the council he held there,
several were of opinion, that he should treat that

city as Alexander had treated Thebes. But the king

rejected that proposal with horror, and contented
himself with punishing the principal

authors of the

insurrection. Such an instance ot moderation and
wisdom in a king who was but seventeen years of

age, was greatly admired; and every one was per-
suaded, that it 'was owing to the good counsels of
Aratus. However, he did not always make the same
use of them.

Being arrived at Corinth.S complaints were mad*

* Polyb. p. 292294. > Ibid. 1. ir. o 204299.
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to him by many cities agai ist the .Etolians; and ac-

cordiiijflv war was unanimously declared against
them. This was called the war of the allies, which

began much about the same time that Hannibal was

meditating the siege of Saguntum. This decree was
sent to all the cities, and ratified in the general as-

sembly of the Achaeans. The jEtolians, on the other

side, prepared for war, and selected Scopas their

general, the principal contriver of the broils they
had raised and the havoc '.hey had made. Philip
now marched back his forces into Macedonia; and
whilst they were in winter-quarters, was verv dili-

gent in making the necessary military preparations.
He endeavoured to strengthen himself by the aid of
his allies, few'of whom answered his views; colour-

ing their delays with false and specious pretences.
He also sent to king Ptolemy, to entreat him not to

aid the yEtolians either with men or money.
Cleomenes was at that time in

A. M. 3784. Egypt;i but as a horrid licentious-

Ant. J. C. 220. ness prevailed in that court, and
the king regarded nothing but plea-

wires and excesses of every kind, Cleomenes led a

tcry melancholy life there. Nevertheless Ptolemy,
in the beginning of his reign, had made use of Cleom-
enes; for, as he was afraid of his brother Magas, who,
on his mother's account, had great authority and

power over the soldiery, he contracted a stricter

amity with Cleomenes, and admitted him into his

most secret councils, in which means for getting rid

of his brother were devised. Cleomenes was the only
person who opposed the scheme; declaring that a

king cannot have any ministers more zealous for his

service, or more obliged to eid him in sustaining the

weighty burden of government, than his brothers.
This advice

prevailed for that time; but Ptolemy's
fears and suspicions soon returning, he imagined there
would be no way to get rid of them, but by taking
away the life of him that occasioned them. After
this he thought himself secure;* fondly concluding,
that he had no enemies to fear, either at home or
abroad: because Antigonus and Seleucus, at their

death, had left no other successors but Philip end
Antiochus, both of whom he despised on account of
their tender age. In this security he devoted him-
self to all sorts of pleasures, wmch were never inter-

rupted by cares or business of any kind. Neither
his courtiers, nor those who had employments in the

state, dared to approach him; and he would scarce

deign to bestow the least attention on what passed
in the neighbouring kingdoms. That, however, was
what employed the attention of his predecessors, even
more than the affairs of their own dominions. Being

possessed
of Coele-syria and Cyprus, they awed the

kings of Syria both by sea and land. As the most
considerable cities, the posts and harbours which lie

along the coast from Pamphylia to the Hellespont,
and the

places in the neighbourhood of Lysimachia,
were subject to them; from thence they liad an eve
on the princes of Asia, and even on the island*.

How would it have been possible for anv one to move
in Thrace and Macedonia, whilst they 'had the com-
mand of Ene, or Maronea, and of cities that lay at a
still greater distance? With so extensive a domi-
nion, and so many strong places, which served them
as barriers, their own kingdom was secure. They
therefore had always great reason to keep a watch-
ful eye over what was transacting without doors.

Ptolemy, on the contrary, disdained to give himself
that trouble; wine and women being his only plea-
sure and employment.
With such dispositions, th reader will easily sup-

pose that he could have no great esteem for Cleome-
nes. The instant the latter had news of Antigonus's
ueath,that the Achaeans were engaged in a great war
with the jEtolians, that the Lacedaemonians were
united with the latter against the Achaeans and Ma-
cedonians, and that all things seemed to recall him
to his native country, he solicited earnestly to leave

Alexandria. He therefore implored the king to fa-

vour him with troops and warlike stores sufficient for

Plut. in Cleom. p. 820823.
Polyb. I v. p. 3dO 365
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his return. Finding' he could not obtain his rsqueot
he desired that he at least might be suffered to de-

part with his family, and be allowed to embrace the

favourable opportunity for repossess! n'f himself of
his kingdom. But Ptolemy was too much engaged
by his pleasures to lend an ear to Cleomenes's en-

tr< alies.

Sosibius, who at that time had great authority in

the kingdom, assembled his friends; and in this coun-
cil a resolution was formed, not to furnish Cleome-
nes either with a fleet or provisions. They believed
such an expense would be useless; for, from the death
of Antigonus, all foreign affairs had seemed to them
of no importance. Besides, this council were appre-
hensive, that as Antigonus was dead, and as them
was none to oppose Cleomenes, that prince, after

having made an expeditious conquest of Greece,
would bt-come a very formidable enemy to Egypt;
what increased their fears was, his having thoroughly
studied the state of the kingdom, his knowing its

strong and weak side, his holding the king in the
utmost contempt, and seeing a great many parts of
the kingdom separated and at a great distance, which
an enemy might have a thousand opportunities of in-

vading. For these reasons, it was not thought pro-
per to grant Cleomenes the fleet and other succours
which he desired. On the other side, to give so bold
and enterprising a> prince leave to depart, after hav-

ing refused him in so contemptuous a manner, would
be making an enemv of him, who would certainly
one time or other, remember the affront which had
been put upon him. Sosibius was therefore of opin-
ion, that it was not even sate to allow him his liberty
in Alexandria. A word which Cleomenes had let

drop, came then into his mind. In a council, where

Magas was the subject of the debate, the prime mi-
nister had signified his fears lest this prince should
raise an insurrection by means of the foreign soldiers,
"

1 answer for them," says Cleomenes. speaking c/
those of Peloponnesus: "and you may depend, that

upon the first signal I give, they will take up arms in

your favour." i'his made Sosibius hesitate no long-
er: on a fictitious accusation, which he corroborated

by a letter he himself had forged in that unhappy
prince's name, he prevailed with the king to seize nil

person, and to imprison him in a secure place, where
he might maintain him always in the manner he had
hitherto done, with the liberty of seeing his friends

but not of going abroad.
This treatment threw Cleomenes into the deepest

affliction and melancholy. As he did not perceive
any end of his calamities, he formed a resolution, in

concert with those friends who used to visit him,
which despair only could suggest; and this was, to

repel the injustice of Ptolemy by force of arms; to

stir up his subjects against him; to die a death worthy
of Sparta; and not to wait, as stalled victims, till it

was thought proper to sacrifice them.
His friends having found means to get him out of

the prison, they all ran in a body, with drawn swords,
into all the streets, exhorting and calling upon the

populace to recover their liberty; but not a man join-
ed them. They killed the governor of the city, and
some other noblemen who came to oppose them

; and
afterwards ran to the citadel with the intention to

force the gates,
and set all the prisoners at liberty;

but they found them shut and strongly barricadoed.

Cleomenes, now lost to all hopes, ran up and down
the city, during which not a soul either followed of

opposed him; but all fled through fear. When they
therefore, saw that it would be impossible for them
to succeed in their enterprise, they terminated it in

a tragical and bloody manner, by running upon each

other's swords, to avoid the intamy of punishment.
Thus died Cleomeues, after having reigned sixteen

years over Sparta. The king caused his body to be

hanged on a cross, and ordered his mother, children,
and all the women who attended them, to be put to

death. When that unhappy princess was brought to

the place of execution, the only favour she asked

was, that she might die before her children. Bnt

they began, with (hem; a torment more grievous to a

mother than death itself; after which, she presented
her neck \ the executioner, saying only theise wordu
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Ah ! my dear children, to- what a place did you
come 1"

The design of Agis and Clepnienes to reform

Sparta, and revive its ancient discipline, was certain-

.v vi rv laudable in itself: and both had reason to

think, that in a state wholly infected and corrupted
as that of Sparta then was, to pretend to reform abu-

ses one after another, and remedy disorders by de-

grees, uras only cutting oft' the heads of a hydra; and
therefore that it would be absolutely necessary to

itrike at the root of the evil. However, I cannot say
whether Pluto's maxim should not be adopted here,
viz. that nothing shoul-d be attempted in a free state,

but what the citizens may be
prevailed

on to admit

by gentle means; and that violence should never be

employed.
i Are there not some desperate diseases

n which medicines would only accelerate death?
And have not some disorders gained so great an as-

cendant in a state,2 that to attempt a reformation at

such a time would only discover the in)potency of

the magistrates and laws? But, a circumstance which
admits of no excuse in Cleomenes, is, his having

against all the laws of reason and justice, murdered
the Ephori, in order to gain success to his enterprise;
a conduct absolutely tyrannical, unworthy of a Spar-
tan, and more unworthy of a king; and which at the

same time seemed to give a sanction to those tyrants,
who afterwards inflicted such evils on Lacechemonia.

And, indeed, Cleomenes himself has been called a

tyrant by some historians, and with him they have

begun the series of the tyrants of Sparta.3

During the three years that Cleomenes had left

Sparta, the citizens had not thought of nominating
lings, from the hopes they entertained that he would
return again; and had always preserved the highest
esteem and veneration for him. But, as soon as news
was brought of his death, they proceeded to the elec-

tion of kings. They first nominated Agesipolis, a

child, descended from one of the royal families, and

appointed his uncle Cleomenes his governor. After-

wards they chose Lycurgus. none of whose ancestors

had reigned, but who had bribed the Ephori, by giv-

ing each of them a talent,} which was putting the

crown to sale at a very low price. They soon had
reason to repent their choice, which was in direct

opposition to all laws, and till then had never an ex-

ample. The factious party, which openly opposed
Philip, and committed the most enormous violences

in the city, had presided in this election; and imme-

diately after, they caused Sparta to declare in favour
of the .Kalians.

SECTION III. VARIOUS EXPEDITIONS OF PHILIP
AGAINST THE ENEMIES OF THE ACHJCAISS. APEL-
LES, HIS PRIME MINISTER, ABUSES HIS CONFIDENCE
IN AN EXTRAORDINARY MANNER. PHII.IP MAKES
AN INROAD INTO .STOLIA. THrfRMJE TAKEN WITH-
OUT OPPOSITION. EXCESSES OF PHILIP'S SOLDIERS
IN THAT CITJf. PRUDENT RETREAT OF THAT
PRINCE. TUMULTS IN THE CAMP. PUNISHMENT
OF THOSE WHO HAD OCCASIONED THEM. INROAD
OF PHILIP INTO LACONIA. THE CONSPIRATORS
FORM NEW CABALS. PUNISHMENT INFLICTED ON
THEM. A PEACE IS PROPOSED BETWEEN PHILIP
AND THE ACH*ANS ON ONE SIDE, AND THE MTU-
LIANSON THE OTHER, WHICH AT LAST IS CONCLU-
DED.

WE have already related,6 that

A. M. 3785. Philip kin"; of Maredon, being cal-

Ant. J. C. 219. led in by the Achaean: to their aid,
had come to Corinth, where their

general assembly was held, and that there war had
been unanimously declared against the .Ktolian*.

The king returned afterwards to Macedonia, to

> Jubet Plato, quern ego autorem vehemcntur sequor.
Tuiituin contender*.' in rrpublira, quantum probure rmlius
tuii POMJR: vim net) ue puremi neq>ie palrieafferre oporlere,
Cic. I. i. Epitt. 1). md fTamil.

Decebat omittere |>oliu* pr;i:valida et adulta vitia, qunm
uc adwi|ui. ul palain Keret cjuibus flagitiia impare* essemu*.

Tacit. Jtnual I. in. c. 53.
1 1'ixi mortem Clcomenif, qui primui tyrannui Laced*,

none fiiit. /,it>. |. xxxiv. n. 26.

Polyb. I iv. p. :t04. A thouiind crown*.
Polyb. I. iv. p.2U4 306. _

make the necessary preparations for carrying on ttie

war.

Philip brought over Scerdiledes to the alliance
with the Achaans. He was, as has been observed,

petty king of Illyria. The jEtolians, whose ally he
was, had broken their engagements with him by re-

fusing to give him a certain share of the spoils'they
had gained at the taking of Cynethium, according to
the articles agreed upon between them. Philip em-
braced with joy this opportunity of revenging him-
self for their peifidy.
Demetrius of Pharos joined also with Philip.7 W

have already seen that the Romans, in whose favour
he had declared at first, had bestowed on him seve-
ral of the cities they had conquered in Illyria. A
the chief revenue of those petty princes had consis-
ted hitherto in the plunder they got from their neigh-
bours; when the Romans were removed, he could not
forbear pillaging the cities and territories

subject to
them. Besides, Demetrius, as weU as Scerdiledes,
had sailed, on the same design, beyond the

city of

Issus; which was a direct infraction of the chief ar-

ticle of the treaty concluded with queen Teuta. For
these reasons the Romans declared war against De-
metrius. j-Emilius the consul attacked him with

great vigour, dispossessed him of his strongest for-

tresses, and besitged him in Pharos, from whence he

escaped with the utmost difficulty. The city surren-
dered to the Romans. Demetrius.8 being dispossess-
ed of all his dominions, fled to Philip, who received
him with open arms. This offended the Romans
very much, who thereupon sent ambassadors to him,

demanding Demetrius to be delivered up. However,
Philip, who meditated at that time the design which
broke out soon after, paid no regard to their demand,
and Demetrius spent the remainder of his days with
that monarch. He was a valiant and bold man, but
at the same time rash and inconsiderate in his enter-

prises; and his courage was entirely void of prudence
and judgment.
The Achieans, being on the

point of engaging in

a considerable war, sent to their allies. The Acar-
nanians joined them very cheerfully, though tbef
incurred great clanger, as they lay nearest the JEto-

lians, and consequently were most exposed to the
inroads of that pe.ople. Polybius praises their fidel-

ity exceedingly.
The people of Epirus did not show so much good

will, and seemed desirous of continuing neuter: ne-

vertheless, they engaged in the war a. little after.

Deputies were also sent to king Ptolemy, to desire

him not to assist the jtolians either with troops or

money.
The Messenians, for whose sake that war had been

first begun, no way answered the hopes which had
been naturally entertained, of their employing their

whole force to carry it on.

The Lacediemomans had declared at first for the

Arlia-an-; but the contrary faction caused the decree
to be reversed, and they joined the /Etoliaus. It was
on this occasion, as I have said before, that Agesipo-
lis and Lycurgus were elected kings of Sparta.

Aratus the younger, son of the great Aratus. was
at that time supreme magistrate ot the Aclueans, a*

was Scopas of the .litnliau-..

Philip inarched from Macedonia with 15,000 fool

and 800 horse.9 Having crossed Thessaly, he arri-

ved in Epirus. Had he marched directly against th

.Ktulian-, In- would have come upon them unawares
and have defeated them: but, at the request of the

Epirots, he laid siege to Ambracia, which employed
him

forty days, and gave the enemy time to make

preparations, and wait his coming up. They did

more. Scopas, at the head of a body of /Etoliaus,

advanced into Macedonia, made dreadful havoc, and
returned in a very short time laden with spoils: th'u

action did him prodigious honour, and greatly ani-

mated his forces. However, this did not hinder Phi-

lip from entering jEtolia, and seizing on a great num-
ber of important fortresses. He would have entire'/

conquered it, had not the news he received, that the

i Polyb. I. iii. p. 171 114 Lib. ir. p 285-305-330.
Lit I. Mii. n. 33. Pblyi . I. . p. 31J5 33tt
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Dmnlanians 1 intended to make an inroad into his

Kingdom, obliged him to return thither. At his de-

parture he promised the ambassadors of the Ach<ean
to return soon to their assistance. His sudden arri-

val disconcerted the Dardanians, and put a stop to

their enterprise. He then returned to Thessalv,
with an intention to pass the rest of the summer in

I0IUM.
Ill the mean time,* Dorimachus, whom the jEtoli-

an had just before nominated their general, entered

Epirus, laid waste all the open country, and did not

spare even the temple of Dodona.

Philip, though it wag now the depth of winter, had
eft Larissa, and arrived at Corinth, without any one's

having had the least notice of his march. He there

ordered the elder A ratus to attend him, anil by a

letter to his son, who commanded the forces this

year.gave him orders whitherto march them. Caph-
jie was to be the rendezvous. Euripida-, who knew

nothing of Philip's arrival, was then marching a de-
tachment of above 2000 natives of Elis, to lay waste
the territory of Sicyon. They fell into the hands of

Philip, and all except 100 were cither killed or taken
prisoners.

*lie king, having joined Aratus the younger with
is forces at the rendezvous appointed, marched to-

wards Psophis,J in order to besiege it. This wa- a

very daring attempt; for the city was thought almost

impregnable, as well from its natural situation, as

from the fortifications which had h en added to it.

As it was the depth of winter, the inhabitant- wen-
under no apprehension that any one would, or even

could, attack them: Philip, however, did it with suc-

cess; for, first tiie city, and afterwards the citadel,

surrendered, after making some resistance. As they
were very far from expecting to be besieged, the

want of arimunition and provisions very much facili-

tated the taking of that city. Philip gave it very

generously to the Achaeans, to whom it was a most

important post, assuring them that there was nothing
he desired more than to oblige them; and to give
them the. strongest proofs of his zeal and affection

for their interest. A prince who always acts in this

nanuer is truly great, and does honour to the royal
iienity.
From thence, after possessing himself of some other

ritie-. which he also gave to his allies, he marched
o Klis, in order to lay it waste. This territory wa*

cry rich and populous, and the inhabitants of the

-ountry were in a nourishing condition. Formerly
w-'s territory had been deemed sacred, on account
t' the Olympic games solemnized there every four

yJs; and all the nations of Greece had agreed not
to "nfest it, or carry their arms into it. But the
El <ns had themselves been the occasion of their

losi g that privilege, because, like other states, they
had engaged in the wars of Greece. Here Philip
got*- very considerable booty, with which he enrich-
ed li \ troops, after which he retired to Olympia.

Ar :>ng the several courtiers of king Philip,* Apel-
les h Id the chief rank, and had a considerable in-

fluenc i on the mind of his sovereign, whose governor
he ha-" been: but, as too frequently happens on these
occasi 'ns, he very much abused his power, which he

empio ed wholly in oppressingindividuals and states.

He ha
'

taken it into his head to reduce the Achxans
to the ame condition as that in which Thessaly w.i

at thai time; that Is, to subject them absolutely to the
comin. nds ol the ministers of Macedonia, by leaving
them i/nly the name and a vain shadow of liberty ;

and to accustom them to the yoke, he caused them
to suffer every kind of injurious treatment. Aratus

complained of this to Philip, who was highly exaspe-
rated on that account; and accordingly assured him,
he would give such orders, that nothing of that kind
should happen for the future. Accordingly, he en-

joined Apelles never to lay any commands on the

Achirans, but in concert with their general. This
Wai behaving with an indolent tenderness towards a

There were a people bordering on Macedonia, to the
erih of that kingdom.

Polvli. I. iv. p. 10336.
A city of Ar-adia. Polyb. 1. ir. p. 333, 339.
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minister who had so shamefully abused his- master'*

confidence, and had therefore deserved to be entire-

ly disgraced. The Achaeans, overjoyed at the fa\our

which Philip showed the.m, and at the orders he had

given for their peace and security, were continually

bestowing the highest encomiums on that
prince, and

extolling" hi* excellent qualities. And, indeed, he

p.
i*-. i-ed those which can endear a king to his peo-

ple; such as a lively genius,
a happy memory, easy

elocution, and an unallected grace in all his actions;
a beautiful aspect, heightened by a noble and ma-

jestic air, which struck the beholders with awe and

re<|-rt: a sweetness of temper, affability, and a de-
sire to please; and to finish the picture, a valour, an

intrepidity,
and an experience in war, which far ex-

ceeded his years; so that one can hardly conceive
the strange alteration that afterwards appeared in

hi- morali. and behaviour.

Philip having possessed himself of Aliphern,5 which
was a post of great strength, the greatest part of the

people of that country, astonishedat the rapidity of
hi- conquest-, and weary of the .ttolian tyranny, sub-

mitted to his arms. Thus be soon made himv'f
ma-ter of all Triphylia.
At this time,6 Chilo, the Lacedaemonian, pretend-

ing that he had a better right to the crown than
L\cur_cns, on whose head they had placed it, resolved
to dispossess him of it, and to set it on his own.

Having engaged in his party about 200 citizens, he
entered the city in a forcible manner, killed the

Ephori, who were at table together, and marched

directly toward* Lycurgus's house, intending to kill

him: but hearing the tumult, he had made his escape.
Chilo then went into the great square of the city,

exhorted the citizens to recover their liberty; making
them, at the same time, the greatest promises. See-

ing, however, that he could make no impression on
them, and that he had failed in his attempt, he sen-

tenced himself to banishment, and retired to Achaia.
It is surprising to see Sparta, formerly so jealous of
its liberty, and mistress of all Greece till the battle

of Leuctra, now filled with tumults and insurrections,
and ignominiously subjected to a kind of tyrants,
whose very name formerly she could not endure.
Such were the effects of their having violated Lycur-
gus's laws; and especially of their introducing gold
and silver into Sparta, which drew after them, by
insensible degrees, the lust of power, avarice, pride,
luxury, effeminacy, immorality, and all those vice*

which are generally inseparable from riches.

Philip.7 being arrived at Argos, spent the rest of
tin M inter there. Apelles had not yet laid aside the

design he meditated of enslaving the Acha^ans. But
Aratus, for whom the king had a

very particular re-

gard, and in whom he reposed the highest confidence,
was an invincible obstacle to his project. He there-

fore resolved, if possible, to get rid of him; and for

this purpose he sent privately for all those who were
his secret enemies, and used his utmost endeavours
to gain them the prince's favour. After this, in all

his conversations with him, he hinted that so long as

Aratus should enjov any authority in the republic of

the Achaeans, he (Philip) would nave no power; and
would be as much subject to their laws and usr^e*
as the meanest of their citizens: whereas, were he to

raise to the chief administration of affairs some per-
son who might be entirely dependent on him, he
then might act as sovereign, and govern others, ii>-

stead ol being himself governed. The new friemlt

enforced these reflections, and refined on the argu-
ments of Apelles. This idea of despotic power pita-
sed the young king; and indeed it is the strongest
temptation that can he laid in the way of princes.

Accordingly he we t for that purpose to .i'-gium,
where the assembly of the states was held for the
election of a new general; and

prevailed
so far by

his promises and menaces, that he got Philoxenuj,
whose election Aratus had supported and gained,
excluded ; and obliged them to make choice of Epe-
ratus, who was his direct enemy. Implicitly devoted
to the will of his prime minister, be did not perceiv*

Polyb. I. ir. p. :O9 343.
' Ibid. 1. IT. f. 344-349.

Ibid. p. 343, 344.
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that he degraded htms;lf in the most ignominious
manner; nothing being more disgusting to free as-

semblies, such as those of Greece, than the least at-

tempt to violate the freedom of elections.

A pers-on was thus chosen entirely unworthy of the

post, as i cominonlv the case in all forced elections.

Eperatus, having neither merit nor experience, was
universally despised. As Aratus intermeddled no

longer in public affairs, nothing was well done, and
all things were hastening to their ruin. Philip, on
whom the blame fell, became sensible that very per-
nicious counsels had been given him. Upon this, he

again had recourse to Aratus, and reinstated him en-

lirely in his friendship and confidence: and perceiv-

ing that after this step his affairs flourished visibly,
and that his reputation and power increased daily,
he would not make use of any counsel but that of

Aratus, as of the only man to whom he owed all his

grandeur and glory. Who would not imagine, after

inch evident and repeated proofs on one side of Ara-
tus's innocence, and on the other of Apelles's black

malice, that Philip would have been undeceived for

ever; and have been fully sensible which of the two
had the most sincere zeal for hi service? The se-

quel, however, will show, that jealousy never dies

but with the object that excited it: and that princes
seldom overcome prejudices that are grateful to their

authority.
A new proof of this soon appeared. As the inha-

bitants of Elis refused the advantageous conditions

which Philip offered them by one Amphidamus, Apel-
les hinted to him, that so unreasonable a refusal was

owing to the ill services which Aratus did him clan-

destinely, though outwardly he pretended to have
his interest very much at neart: that he alone had

kept Amphidamus from enforcing, as he ought to

have done; and as he had engaged to do, to the in-

habitants of Elis, the offers which the king made
them: and on this foundation be invented a long
story, and named several witnesses of its truth. The

king, however, was so just as to insist upon his prime
minister's repeating these accusations in presence
of the man whom ne charged with them: and this

Apelles did not scruple to do, and that with such an
air of assurance, or rather impudence, as might have
disconcerted the most virtuous man. He even added,
that the king would lay this affair before the council

of the Achaeans, and leave to them the decision of it.

This was what he wanted; firmlv persuaded, that by
the influence he had there, he should not fail to get
him condemned. Aratus, in making his defence, be-

gan by beseeching the king, not lightly to give credit

to the several things laid to his charge; that it was a

justice which a king, more than any other man,
owed to a person accused, to command a strict in-

quiry to be made into the several articles of the ac-

cusation, and till then to suspend his judgment. In

consequence of this, he required, that Apelles should
b obliged to produce his witnesses; him, especially,
from whom he pretended to have heard the several

particulars laid to his charge ;
and that they should

omit none of the methods used and prescribed in

establishing a fact before it was laid before the public
council. The king thought Aratus's demand very

just and reasonable, and promised it should be com-

plied with. However, the time passed on, and Apel-
Ie? did not prepare to give in his proofs ; how, indeed,
would it have been possible for him to do that? An
unforeseen accident brought Amphidamus, by a kind
of chance, to the city of Dyniae, whither Philip was
come to settle some affairs. Aratus snatched the op-
portunity; and begged the king himself to take cog-
nizance of this matter. He complied with Aratus's

request, and found that there was not the least ground
for the charge. Accordingly Aratus was pronounced
innocent, but no punishment was inflicted on the ca-

lumniator.

This impunity imboldened him the more; so that
he continued his secret intrigues, in order to remove
those who gave him the least umbrage. Besides

Apelles, there were four other persons who divided
the chief offices of the crown among them, and at the
me tuneenjoyed the king's confidence. Antigonus

bad appointed them by his will, and assigned each

of them his employment. His principal view in thu
choice was, to prevent those cabals and intrigue*
which are almost unavoidable during the minority
of an infant prince. Two of these noblemen, Lcoa-
tius and Megaleas, were entirely devoted

toApellei,
but as to the other two, Taurion and Alexander, h
had not the same ascendant over them. Tauriot

presided over the affairs of Peloponnesus, and Alex-
ander had the command of the

guard;-. Now tb

prime minister wanted to give their employments t

noblemen on whom he could entirely rely", and who
would be as much devoted to his view* a'* he co-ald

wish them. However, he endeavoured to under-
mine their credit by other methods than those ha
had employed against Aratus; for, says Polvbius
courtiers have the art of moulding themselves into aB

shapes, and employ sometimes praise and sometime*
slander to gain their ends. Whenever Taurion was
mentioned Apelles would applaud his merit, his cou-

rage, his experience ; and speak of him as a man worthy
of the king's more intimate confidence: he did this

in the view of detaining him at court, and procuring
the government of Peloponnesus (a place of

great
importance, and which required the

presence ot the

person
invested with it) for one ot his creatures.

Whenever Alexander was the subject of the dis-

course, he lost no opportunity of representing him
in the most odious colours to the king, and even en-
deavoured to render his fidelity suspected, in order
to remove him from court, that his post might b

given to some person who would be dependent en-

tirely on him. Polvbius will show hereafter, what
was the result of all these secret machinations. He
only hints in this place, that Apelles wasat last taken
in fiis own snare, and met with the treatment he wa
preparing for others. But we shall first see him com-
mit the blacktst and most abominable injustice to-

wards Aratus, ind even direct his criminal design*
against the king himself.

I before observed, 1 that Philip having discovered
that he had been more than one* imposed upon, had
restored Aratus to his favour and confidence. Sup-
ported by his credit and counsels, he went to tn

assembly of the Achaeans, which had been appointed
on his account to meet at Sicyon. On the report h
made of the state of his exchequer, and of the urgent
need in which he stood of money to maintain hi*

forces, a resolution H&S passed to furnish him with

fifty talents^ the instant his troops should set out

upon their march; with three months' pay for hi*

soldiers, and 10,000 meiisures of wheat: and that

afterwards, as long as h< should carry on the war in

person in Peloponnesus, they should furnish him with
seventeen talents 3 a month.
When the troops returned from

their winter-quarters, and were as- A. M. 3786.

sembled, the king debated in coun- Ant. J. C. 218
cil on the operations of the ensuing

campaign. It was resolved to act by sea, because

they thereby should infallibly divide the enemy'*
forces, from" the uncertainty they must be under,
with regard to the side on which they should be at-

tacked. Philip was to make war on the inhabitant*

of /Etolia, Lacedaemonia, and Elis:

Whilst the king, who was now returned to Corinth,
was training his Macedonians in the several exerciM*
of the sea-service, Apelles. who found his influence

lessened, and was exasperated to see the counsels of
Aratus followed, and not his own, took secret mea-
sures to defeat all the king's designs. His view \va

to make himself necessary to his sovereign; and to

force him, by the ill posture of his affairs, to throw
himself into the arms of a minister, who was best ac-

quainted with, and then actually in the administra-

tion of them. How villanous was this! Apelles pre-
vailed with Leontius and Megaleas, his two confi-

dants, to behave with negligence in the employment*
with which they should be intrusted. As for him-

self, he went to Chalcis, upon pretence of having
some affairs to transact; and there, as his orders wer

punctually obeyed by every one, he stopped the con-

> Polyb. I. . p. 359, 300 Fifty thourind erowo*
Seventeen ihonMixi crowns.
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oys of money which were sent to the king; and
thereby reduced him to such necessity, that he was
forced to pawn his plate to subsist himself and his

household.

Philip having put to sea, arrived the second day at

Patrae; and from thence having landed at Cephale-
nia,i he laid siege to Paleis, a city which, from its

situation, would be of great advantage to him, as a

place of arms; and as enabling him to infest the ter-

ritories of his enemies. He caused his military en-

gines to be advanced, and mines to be run. One of
the ways of making breaches was, to dig out the
sarth under the very foundation of the walls. When
they were got to it, they propped and supported the

wal'U with great wooden beams, to which the miners
afterwards set fire, and then retired; when presently

great part of the wall would fall down. As the Ma-
cedonians had worked with incredible ardour, they

very soon made a breach more than thirty fathoms
wide. Leontius was commanded to mount this breach
with his troops. Had he exerted himself ever so

little, the city would certainly have been taken; but

he attacked the enemy very faintly, so that he was

repulsed, lost a great number of his men, and Philip
was obliged to raise the siege.
The moment he began it, the enemy had sent Ly-

curgus with some troops into Messema, and Dorima-
chus with half of the army into Thessaly, to oblige

Philip, by this double diversion, to lay aside his en-

terprise. Deputies had arrived soon after from the

Acarnanian? and Messenians. Philip, having raised

the siege, assembled his council, to debate on which
tide he should t'-ru his arms. The Messenians re-

presented, that in one day the forces might march
from Cephaleuia into their country, and at once over-

power Lycurgus, who did not expect to be so sud-

denly attacked. Leontius enforced this advice very
strongly. His secret reason was, that as it would be

impossible for Philip to return, as the winds would
be directly contrary at that time, he therefore would
be forced to stay there, by which means the cam-

paign would be spent and nothing done. The Acar-
nanians on the contrary, urged him to march directly
into iEtolia, which was then unprovided with troops:

declaring that the whole country might be laid waste
without the least resistance; and that Dorimachus
would be prevented from making an irruption into

Macedonia. Aratus did not fail to declare in favour

of the latter opinion; and the king, who from the

time of the cowardly attack at Paleis, had begun to

suspect Leontius, acquiesced in the advice of Aratus.

Having provided for the urgent necessities of the

Messenians, he went from Cephalenia, arrived the

second day at Leucadia, from thence entered the

gulf of Ambracia, and came a little before day-break
to Limnnea. Immediately he commanded the sol-

diers to take some refreshment, to rid themselves of

the greatest part of their baggage, and be ready for

marching. In the afternoon, Philip, having left the

baggage under a strong guard, set out from Limnaea;
and after a march of about sixty furlongs, he halted,
to give his army some time for refreshment and rest.

He then marched all night, and arrived at day-break
at the river Achelous, intending to fall suddenly and

unexpectedly upon Thermae. Leontius advised the

king to halt for some time, giving for his reason, that

as the soldiers had been fatigued with the length of
their march, it would be proper for them to take

breath; but, in reality, to give the JEtolians time to

prepare
for their defence. Aratus, on the contrary,

knowing that opportunity is swift-winged, and that

Leontius's advice was manifestly traitorous, conjured
Philip to seize the favourable moment, and set out on
his march that instant.

The king, who was already offended at Leontius,
and began to suspect him, sets out immediately, cros-

ses the Achelous, and marches directly to Thermae,

through a very rugged and almost impervious road

cut between very steep rocks. This was the capital

city of the country, in which the jEtoljans every year
held their fairs and solemn assemblies, as well for

the worship of the gods, as for the election of magis

> An island in the Ionian sea.

trates. As this city was thought impregnable, be-

cause of the advantage of its situation, ami that no

enemy had ever dared to approach it; the /F.tolians

used to leave their richest effects and all their wealth

there, imagining they were very safe. But how
~;reat was their surprise, when, at the close of the

lay. they saw Philip enter it with his army!
After having taken immense spoils in the night, the

Macedonians pitched their camp. The next morn-

ing it was resolved that the most valuable effects

should be carried away; and having piled up the rest

of the booty at the head of the camp, they set fire to

it. They did the same with regard to the arms which

hung on the galleries of the temple; the best v.erc

laid by for service, and the remainder, amounting to

upwards of 15,000, were burned to ashes. Hitherto

every thing which had been transacted was just, and

agreeable to the laws of war.
But the Macedonians did not stop here. Trans-

ported
with fury at the remembrance of the wild

navoc which the jEtolians had made in Dium and
Dodona, they set fire to the galleries of the temple,
tore down all the offerings which hung on them,

among which were sonic of exceeding beauty and

prodigious value. Not satisfied with burning the

roofs, they razed the temple. The statues, of which
there were at least 2000, were thrown down. A great
number of them were broken to pieces; and those

only spared which were known, by their form or In-

scriptions, to represent gods. They wrote the follow-

ing verse on the walls:

Remember Dium: Dium fends you this.

The horror with which the sacrileges committed
by the vEtolian* at Dium had inspired Philip and his

allies, without doubt convinced them that they might
revenge it by the commission of the like crimes; and
that they were then making just reprisals. However,

says Polybius, the reader will allow me to think

otherwise. To support his
opinion,

he cites three

great examples, taken from tne very family of the

prince whose conduct he here censures. Antigonus,
after having defeated Cleomenes, king of the Lace-

daemonians, and possessed himself of Sparta, so far

from extending his rage to the temples and sacred

things, did not even make those he had conquered
feel the effects of it; on the contrary, he restored to

them the form of government which they had recei-

ved from their ancestors, and treated them with the

highest testimonies of kindness and
friendship.

Phi-

lip, to whom the
royal family owed all its splendour

and who defeated tne Athenians at Chaeronea, made
them sensible of his power and victory by no other

marks than his beneficence; restoring their prisoners
without ransom; himself taking care of the dead,

ordering Antipater to convey their bodies to Athens,
and giving clothes to such of the prisoners as-were

most in want of them. And lastly, Alexander the

Great, in the height
of his

fury against Thebes,
which he razed to the ground, so far from being for-

getful of the veneration due to the gods, took care

not to suffer his soldiers (even through imprudence)
to do the least injury to the temples and other sacred

places: and, what is still more worthy our admira-

tion, in his war with the Per>ians, who had plunder-
ed and burned most of the temples in Greece, Alex-

ander spared and reverenced all places dedicated ta

the worship of the gods.
It were to be wished, continues Polybius, that Phi-

lip,
mindful of the examples his ancestors set him,

had strove to show that he had succeeded rather to

their moderation and magnanimity, than to their

empire and power. The Taws of war, indeed, fre-

quentlv oblige a conqueror to demolish towns arvi

citadels; to fill up harbours, to capture men and

ships, to carry off the fruits of the earth, and things
of a like nature, in order to lessen the strength of

the enemy and increase his own: but to destroy what
neither can do him any prejudice, nor will contri-

bute to the defeat of the enemy; to burn temples, ta

break statues, and similar ornaments of a city, in

pieces; certainly nothing but the wildest and most,

extravagant fury can be capable of such violenra.

It is not merely to ruin and destroy those who hare
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done us injii/y,
that we ought lo declare war, incase

we desire lo be thought just and equitable; but only
to oblige such people

to acknowledge and make
amends for their faults. The true end of war is not

to involve in the same ruin the innocent and the

guilty,
but rather to save both. These are the sen-

timents of a soldier and a heathen.

Though Philip, on this occasion, showed no great

regard for religion, he acted like an excellent cap-
tain. His view in putting to sea, was to go and sur-

prise the city of 1 henna;, taking advantage of the

absence of part of the .Klolian forces. To conceal

his design, he took so large a compass, as left the

enemy in doubt with regard to the place he intended

to attack; and prevented their seizin"; some passes
of the mountains and defiles-in which he might have
been stopped short. Some rivers were to be passed :

It was necessary for him to make the utmost haste,
and turn short upon jEtolia by a swift countermarch.
This Philip does without listening to the advice of
traitors. To Tighten hisarmy, he leaves his baggage.
He goes through /the defiles without meeting the

least obstacle, and enters Thermic, as if he had drop-

ped from the skies; so well had he concealed and
hastened his inarch, of which the enemy do not seem
to have had the least suspicion.
His retreat was full as extraordinary. To secure

it he had seized upon several important posts; expect-

ing that at his coming down, his rear guard particu-

larly would be attacked. It was accordingly charged
at two different times; however, the prudent precau-
tions he had taken entirely baffled all the efforts of
the enemy.
An enterprise so well concerted, so secretly carried

on, and executed with so much wisdom and des-

patch, surpasses the abilities of so young a prince as

Philip; and seems to characterize a veteran warrior,

long exercised in all the arts and stratagems of war.

We can scarce doubt (and Polybius seems to insin-

uate it evidently enough) that Aratus, as he had
been the first contriver of so noble a project, was
also the soul, as it were, and chief agent in it after-

wards. I have already observed, that his talents lay
more in conducting a warlike stratagem, in forming
extraordinary enterprises, and giving success to them

by his bold counsels, than in executing them himself.

How happy is it fora young prince to possess a gene-
ral of this character; prudent, able, versed by long
experience, and habituated to all the parts of the art

of war; to be able to appreciate the worth of these

qualities; lo be
perfectly sensible of their high value;

to be docile to his advice, though frequently contrary
to his own taste and opinion; and to let himself be

guided by such wise counsels! After the happy suc-

cess of an action, the person whose advice directed it

vanishes, and all the glory of it reflected upon the

monarch. Plutarch,! who enforces what I have now
said, thinks it equally glorious to Philip for suffering
himself to be guided by such good counsels, and to

Aratus for having ability to suggest them.
When Philip, who had marched back the .fame

way he came, was arrived at Limna-a, finding him-
self in

repose
and security', he offered sacrifices to

the gods, by way of thanksgiving for the success they
had given to his arms; and made a splendid banquet
for his officers, who were as strongly affected as him-
self with the glory he had acquired. Leontius and

Megaleas were the only persons who heartily repined
at the good fortune of their sovereign. Lvery one
toon perceived that they did not share with the rest

of the company in the joy which go successful an ex-

pedition must naturally create. During tfee whole
entertainment, they vented their animosity against
Aratus in the most insulting and most shocking rail-

leries. But words were not all; for at their rising
from the banquet, heated with lh<- fumes of wine and
fired with anger, they threw stones at him all the

way till he was got into his tent. The whole army
was in an uproar; and the noise reaching the king,
he caused an exact inquiry to be made into the affair;
laid a fine of twenty talents 2 on Megaleas, and threw

> Plut. in Arat. p. 1049.

Twenty thousand crowns.

him into prison. Leontius hearing of what had hap
pened. ran with a crowd of soldiers to the king's tent,
persuaded that the young prince would be frighten-
ed at seeing so great a body of men, and for that
reason be prompted to change his resolution. Being
come into the king's presence, "Who has been so

bold," says he, "as to lay hands on Megaleas and
throw him into prison'.'" I

" answered the king
in a lofty tone. This terrified Leontius: so that
after venting a deep sigh, he left the king's tent in a

rage. Some days after he gave security lor the fin*

laid on Megaleas, who was then set at liberty.

During Philip's expedition against ./Etolia.s Lycur-
gus, the Spartan king, had engaged in an enterprii
against the Messenians, but it proved abortive. Do-
rimachus, who had led a considerable body of .flito-

lians into Thessaly, with an intention to lav wa^te
the country, and to oblige Philip to raise th"e siege
of Paleis, in order to go and succour his allies, found

troops there ready prepared to give him a warm re-

ception. He did not venture to attack them. The
news of Philip's inroad into jEtolia, forced him to

hasten thither to defend his own country. But though
he made the utmost expedition, he arrived too late;
tht Macedonians having already quitted it.

Philip marched his army with almost incredible

diligence. Having left Leucadia with his lleet, and

being arrived at Corinth, he laid up his ships in the
harbour of Lechajum, landed his troops, began his

march, and, passing through Argos, arrived on the
twelfth day at Tegea, which he had fixed for the

rendezvous of his allies. The Spartans having heard
from public report what had passed at Thermte, were

truly alarmed when they saw that young victor in

their territories, where he was not expected so sud-

denly. Some actions took place between the two
armies, in which Philip had always the advantage;
but I shall omit the particular, to avoid prolixity.

Philip displayed, on all occasions, a bravery ami

prudence far above his years; and this expedition
did him no less honour than that of jEtolia. After

laying waste the whole country, and taking abun-
dance of spoils, he returned by the way of Argos to

Corinth.
Here he found ambassadors from Rhodes and Chios,

who came to offer him their mediation, and to incline

both parties to peace. The king dissembling his real

intentions, told them that he had always wished, and
did still wish, to be at peace with the /Etolians; and
therefore charged them, at their going away, to dis-

pose them to it. He afterwards landed at Lechaeuru,
in order to go from thence to Phocis, where he in-

tended to engage in some more important enterprise.
The factions formed by Leontius, Megaleas, and

Ptolemy, who also was one of Philip's principal offi-

cers, having employed all the clandestine methods

possible to remove and destroy all those who either

opposed or were suspected by them; and seeing with

grief, that those secret practices had not been as suc-

cessful as they had flattered themselves, resolved to

make themselves formidable even to their sovereign,

by employing the authority they had over their forces,

to draw off their affections from him, and to attach

them to their own interest. The greatest part of the

army had staid in Corinth; and they imagined, that

the absence of the king gave them a favourable op-

portunity for executing their designs. They repre-
sented to the light-armed troops, and to the guards,
that for the sake of the public welfare they exposed
themselves to the greatest trials and dangers of war;
that nevertheless justice had not been done them,
nor the ancient law relating to the distribution of

plunder been observed with regard to them. The

young men fired by these seditious discourses, divide

themselves into bands, plunder the houses of th

principal courtiers, and carry their fury to that ex-

cess, as to force the gates
of the king's palace, auj

break to pieces the tiles which covered it. Imme

diately a great tumult broke out in the city, of which

Philip having notice, he left Lechseumin great haste

He then assembles the Macedonians in the theatre

where, in a speech intermixed with gentleness an/

Polyb 1. T. p. 3W 373.
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erity, lie makes them sensible of their fault. In

the trouble and confusion which reigned at that time,
tome declared that it would be necessary to seize

and punish the promoters of this insurrection; and
other?, thai it ivould be more prudent to appease
them by gentle methods,and forget

all that was past.
The kin was still young; so that his authority was

not entirely confirmed in the minds of the people and
oldierv. Those who were

against him enjoyed the

highest jwsts in the kingdom; nad governedit during
bis minority; had filled alt employments with their

Creatures; had acquired a kind of unlimited power
over all orders of the state; had the command of the

forces, and during a long time had employed the

most insinuating arts to gain their affection, and had
divided the whole administration among themselves.

In so delicate a conjuncture, he did not think it ad-

risable to come to an open rupture, lest he should
inflame the minds of the people, by employing chas-

tisement- at an unseasonable time. For this reaun
be stilled his resentment, pretending to be very well

satisfied; and having exhorted his forces to union
nd peace, he went back to Lechaeum. But after

this in-tirrection, it was not easy for him to execute
in Fhocis the schemes he had

projected.
Leontius having now lost all hopes, after so many

fruitless attempts, had recourse to Apelles. He sent

courier upon courier to give him notice of the dan-

ger
he was in, and to urge hig presence immediately.

That minister, during his stay in Chalcis, had dis-

Cosed
of al! things in the most desp >tic manner, and

y that means was universally odious. According
to him, the king, being still vounsr, had no manner
of power, but obeyed implicitly the dictates of his

(Apellt-s's) will. He arrogated to himself the man-

agement of all affairs, as having full power to act in

every thing as he should think fit. The magistrates
of .Nfacedonia and Thessaly, and the officers who en-

joyed any employment, made their reports to him
alone. In all the cities of Greece, scarce the least

mention was made of the king: for whether any re-

solutions were to be taken, affairs to be regulated,
judgments passed, honours to be bestowed, or fa-

fours to be granted, Apelles engrossed and transact-

ed all things.
I 'lilip had long before been apprized of this con-

due of Apelles, which gave him very great uneasi-

ness. Aratus was frequently urgent with him to

exert himself on this occasion, and endeavoured to

make him throw off his irresolution and servitude:
but the king concealed his thoughts, and did not
discover his resolutions to any body. Apelles, not

knowing how the king was disposed towards him,
but persuaded, on the contrary, that the instant he

appeared before his sovereign he would not fail of

taking his opinion in all things, hastened from Chal-
cis to the support of Leontius.
When he arrived in Corinth, Leontius, Ptolemy,

end Megaleas. who commanded the flower of the

troops, engaged all the young men to go and meet
him. Apelles, thus received with pomp and splen-
dour, and attended by a large body ot officers and
soldiers, advances directly to the king's palace, which
he was going to enter as usual. However, the offi-

cer who attended at the gate (having been instructed

before) stopped him short, and told him that his ma-

jesty was busy. Astonished at so uncommon a re-

Septiop,
which he nowise expected, he deliberated for

some time how he ought to behave, and at \a-t with-
drew in the utmost confusion. A'othing is so tran-
sient and frail as a borrowed power,' not

supported
by foundations or strength of its own. The shining
train he had caused to follow him vanished in an

instant; and he arrived at his own house followed

only by his domestics: a lively image, says I'olybiiis.

of what happens in the courts of kings; and of the
ate which the most oowerful courtiers ought to

dread. A few days suffice to show their most exalt-

ed state and fall. Like counters, which one moment
%re of the highest, and the next of the most incon-

> Viliil rerum mortalium tarn inntabile ac fluium est,

t,n4ai fa ma putentie non eua vi nixa?. Tacit. jjniiaJ. 1.

tut. c. 19.

siderable value, at the will of him who reckons with
them: as princes please to extend or withdraw their

favours, to-day they enjoy the greatest credit, and
the next are reduced to the extremities of misery
and universal disgrace. Megaleas, sensible of the

storm be himself might expect, now the prime mi-
nister was disgraced, thought of nothing but how he

might best secure himself oy flight, ana accordingly
withdrew to Thebes, leaving Leontius bound for

twenty talents, which he had engaged to see his ac-

complice pay.
The king, whether he was unwilling to drive Apel-

les to despair; or whether he did not think his power
sufficiently established to exert it in an extraordinary

manner; or from some remains of esteem and grati-
tude for his guardian and governor; still continued

occasionally to converse with him, and left him some
other honours of that kind ; but he excluded him from
the council, and from the number of those he used to
invite to supper with him. On his arrival at Sicyon,
the magistrates offered him a house; but he

prefer-
red that of Aratus, whom he never quitted, and spent
whole days in his

company.
As for Apelles, he or-

dered him to retire to Corinth.

Having removed Leontius from his command of
the guards, which were ordered to march elsewhere,

upon pretence of their being employed upon some

urgent occasion, he caused him to be thrown into

prison; the pretended reason of which was, to oblige
him to pay the twenty talents for' which he had en-

gaged for Megaleas; but in reality to secure his per-
son and to sound the disposition of' the troops. Leon-
tius sent word of this to the infantry over which he
had commanded, who that moment sent a petition to

the king, importing, that if Leontius were charged
with some new crime for which he deserved to be

imprisoned, they insisted that nothing might be de-

creed against him but in their presence; that if he
refused them that favour, they should look upon
this refusal as a contempt, and a signal insult, (such
was the liberty the Macedonians had the privilege
of using with their king;) but that in case Leontius
was imprisoned only for the twenty talents, they
offered to pay that sum among them. This testi-

mony of their affection did but inflame the king's

anger, and hasten the death of Leontius.

During this interval, there arrived from tolia,

ambassadors from Rhodes and Chios, after having
prevailed with the yEtolians to consent to a

thirty
days' truce. They assured the king, that the .toh-
answere inclined to a peace. Philip accepted of the

truce, and wrote to the allies, desiring them to send
their plenipotentiaries to Patne, to negotiate a peace
with the jttolians. He himself set out immediately
for that place from Ltclueum, and arrived after two
days' sail.

He then received letters, directed by Megaleas
from Phocis to the jEtolians, in which that traitor

exhorted the ^Etolians not to entertain the least fear,

but to continue the war; that
Philip

was in the

utmost distress for want of ammunition and pro-
visions; to which he added expressions highly in-

jurious to the king. Philip, upon reading these let-

ters, judging Apelles the chief author of them, seized

both him and his son; at the same time he sent to

Thebes, with orders for Megaleas to be proceeded
against there; however, he did not stay for his tria.,

but laid violent hands on himself. A little after

Apelles and his son were also put to death.

I do not know whether history can furnish us with
a more remarkable example of the ascendant which
a favourite may gain over the mind of a young sove

reign, in order to satiate with impunity* his avarice
and ambition. Apelles had been Philip's guardian
and as such intrusted with the care of his education

cy
of

He had been at the head of the council of recenc
established by the late king. This double IKle

guardian ana governor had, on one side, inspired
the young prince (as might naturally be expected)
with sentiments of regard, esteem, respect, and con-
fidence for Apelles; and, on the other, had made
Apelles assume an air of authority and command
over his pupil, which he never laid aside. Philip
did not want genius,judgment, or penetration. When
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he wa arrived to more mature years, he preceived
into what hands he had fallen, but at the same time

hut his eyes to all his master's faults. He had dis-

covered, more than once, the mean jealousy which

Apelles entertained of conspicuous merit of every
kind ;

and his declared hatred of all such of the king's

subjects
as were most capable of

serving
him. Proofs

of his extortion and oppression
were daily renewed,

and the repeated complaints against them rendered

the government odious and insupportable. However,
all this made no impression, or but a very slight one,
on the mind of the young king, over which the prime
minister had gained such an influence, that he even

tood in fear of him. The reader has seen how ex-

tremely difficult it was for the king to break this

charm.
In the mean time,1 the jEtolians wished earnestly

that the peace might be concluded; and were quite

weary of a war, in which all their expectations had
been frustrated. They had flattered themselves, that

they had to do with a young unexperienced king,
ana accordingly believed that they might amuse him
as a child; but Philip, on the contrary, had proved
to them, that in wisdom and resolution he was a man,
and that they had behaved like children in all their

enterprises. But having heard of the insurrection

of the troops, and the conspiracy of Apelles and Le-

ontius, they postponed the day on which they were
to meet at Patne, in hopes that some sedition would
break out at court, to perplex and embroil the king's
affairs. Philip, who wished for nothing more ar-

dently than to break off the conferences upon the

peace, joyfully seized the opportunity with which
the enemies themselves furnished him

;
and engaged

the allies, who were come to the rendezvous, to con-
tinue the war. He then set sail on his return to

Corinth. He gave the Macedonians leave to go by
the way of Thessaly, to take up their winter quarters
in their own country; then coasting Attica along the

Euripus, he went from Cenchnea to Demetrias,*
where he found Ptolemy, the only conspirator that

survived: and caused sentence of death to be passed
upon him in an assembly of Macedonians.

All these incidents happened at the time that Han-
nibal was encamped on the banks of the river Po
in Italy; and Antiochus, after having subdued the

greatest part of Coele-syria, had sent his troops into

winter quarters. It was then also that Lycurgus,
king of Lacednemonia, fled to ./Etolia, in order to se-

cure himself from the anger of the Kphori, who, on
a false report that this king designed to embroil the

state, had assembled in the night, and invested his

bouse, in order to seize his person. But Lycurgus,
having some notion of this, fled with his whole

family.
However, he was recalled a little after, as soon as it

was known that the suspicions raised against him
were all groundless. It being now winter, Philip
returned to Macedonia.

Eperatus was by this time universally despised by
the Achseans; nobody obeyed his orders; and the

country being open and defenceless, dreadful havoc
was made in it. The cities being abandoned, and

receiving no succours, were reduced to the last ex-

tremity, and consequently could scarce furnish their

quota. The auxiliary troops, the payment of whose
arrears was put off from day to day, served as they
were paid, and great numbers of them deserted.
All this was owing to the incapacity of the general;
and the reader has seen in what manner he was elect-

ed. Happily for the Achaeans, the time of his com-
mand was almost expired. He quitted it in the be-

ginning of the spring; and the elder Aratus was

appointed to succeed him.

Philip.3 in his journey to Macedonia, had taken
Bvlazora, the greatest city in Peonia, and the most

advantageously situated for making incursions from
Dardania into Macedonia; so that having possessed
himself of it, he had very little to fear from the Dar-
llanians.

After taking that city, he marched again towards

Polyb. I. T. p. 376, 377.
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Greece. He judged it would be

proper to lay siege to Thebes of A. M. 3781

Phthiotis, from whence the jEto- Ant. J. C. 217
lians used to make continual in-

roads, and at the same time commit great waste in

the territories of Denietrias, Pharsalus, and tvei
Larissa. The attack was carried on with great bra-

very, and the defence was equally vigorous- but at

last, the besieged, fearing they should be taken by
storm, surrendered the city. By this conquest Phi-

lip secured Magnesia and Thessaly, and carried off
a great booty from the .Etolians.

Here ambassadors came again to him from Chios,
Rhodes, and Byzantium, and also from Ptolemy, to

propose the concluding of a peace. Philip made the
same answer as before, that it was what he very
much desired; and that they had only to inquire of
the /Etolians, whether they also were inclined to it.

Philip, in reality, was not very desirous of peace, but
he did not care to declare himself.

He afterwards set out with his favourites, for the
JVemaean games at Argos. Whilst he was viewing
one of the combats, a courier arrived from Mace-
donia, with advice that the Romans had lost a great
battle in Tuscany, near the lake Thrasymenus, and
that Hannibal was master of the open country. The
king showed this letter to none but Demetrias of

Pharos, giving him strict charge not to speak of it.

The latter took this opportunity to represent to him,
that he ought to disengage himself as soon as pos-
sible from the jEtolian war, in order to invade Illy ria,

and afterwards cross into Italy. He added, that

Greece, already subjected in all
respects,

would obey
him no less afterwards; that the Acnaeaus had joined
voluntarily, and with the utmost cheerfulness, in his

cause; that the /Etolians, quite depressed and dis-

couraged by their ill success in the present war,
would not fail to follow their example; that if he
was desirous of making himself master of the world,
a noble ambition, which suited no prince better that

himself, he must begin by conquering Italy; that
after the defeat of the Romans, the news of which he
had then received, the time was come for executing
so noble a project, and that he ought not to delay
moment. Such counsel could not but charm a king
in the (lower of his youth, successful in his exploit*,
bold, enterprising,

and who besides was sprung from
a family which had always flattered itself with th

hopes of universal empire.
rfevertheless, as he was master of his temper, and

governed his thoughts in such a manner a* to dis-

cover only such of them as suited bis interest, (a very
rare and valuable quality in so young a prince,) he
did not express too great an inclination for peace,
though he now earnestly desired it. He therefore

only caused the allied 'states to be told to send their

plenipotentiaries to Naupactum, in order to nego-
tiate a peace: and at the earnest desire of the .lEto-

lians, he soon arrived in the neighbourhood of that

city, at the head of his troops. All parties were so

weary of the war, that there was no occasion for long
conferences. The first article which the king caused
to be proposed to the Etolians, by the ambassadors
of the con federate powers, was, that every one should
continue in possession of his conquests: and to this

they assented. The rest of the articles were soon

agreed upon; so that the treaty was ratified, and all

retired to their respective countries. This peace
concluded by Philip and the Aclueans with the ./Eto-

lians; the battle lost by the Romans near the !ak*

Thrasymenus; and the defeat of Antiochus luarRa
phia; all these events happened in the third year
the 140th Olympiad.

In the first separate conference
held in the presence of the king A. M.
and the ambassadors of the confe- Ant. J. C.
derate powers, Agelas of .Naupac-
tum, who was one of them, enforced his

opini
arguments that deserve a place here, and which
bius has thought worthy of being related at le

in his history. He said that it were to be wi
tliiit the (irt-tks would never make war upon one

other; that it would be a great blessing from

gods, if, breathing only the ame sentiments, tk
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thonld all in a manner join hand in hand, and unite

their whol* force, to secure them from the insults

of the Barbarians. But if this was not possible, that

t least, in the present juncture, they ought to unite

together, and watch over the preservation of all

Greece: that, to be sensible of the necessity of such
a union, they need but turn their eyes to tfie formi-

dable armies of the two powerful states actually en-

gaged in war: that it was evident to every one, who
Was ever so little versed in the maxims of policy,
that the conquerors, whether Carthaginians or Ro-

mans, would not confine themselves to the empire of
Italv and Sicilv; but would doubtless e

e
empi

xtena their

projects much farther: that all the Greeks in general,
inn especially Philip, ought to keep a strict eye on
ie dangers with which they were threatened: that

this prince would have nothing to fear, if, instead of

attempting to ruin the Greeks, and to give the enemy
an easier opportunity of defeating them, as he had
hitherto done, he would labour as much for their

welfare as his own, and exert himself as vigorously
in the defence of all Greece, a* if it was his own king-
dom: that by this means he would acquire the love

and affection of the Greeks, who on their part would
be inviolably attached to him in all his enterprises;
and, by their fidelity to him, disconcert all the

pro-
jects which foreigners might form against his king-
dom: that if, instead of barely acting upon the de-

fensive, he were desirous of taking the field, and ex-

ecuting some great enterprise; he need but turn his

anus towards the west, and keep an eye on the

events of the war in Italy: that, provided he would

only put himself into a condition for seizing success-

fully the first opportunity that should prest-nt itself,

every thing seemed to smooth the way for universal

empire: that, in case he had any difference with the

Greeks, he should leave the decision of it to an-

other season : that he ought especially to be careful to

preserve to himself the liberty of making war or

peace with them, whenever he might think proper:
that in case he should suffer the storm which was

gathering in the west to burst upon Greece, it was

very much to be feared, that it would then be no
1-ntcer in their power to take up arms, to treat of

peace, nor to determine their affairs in a manner
agreeable to themselves, or as they might judge most

expedient.

Nothing can be more judicious than this speech,
which is a clear prediction of what was to happen
afterwards to Greece, of which the Romans will soon
render themselves absolute masters. This is the first

time that the affairs of Italy and Africa influence
those of Greece, and direct their motions. After

this, neither Philip nor the other powers of Greece

regulated their conduct, when they were to make
peace or war, by the state of their respective coun-
tries, but directed all their views and attention to-

wards Italy. The Asiatics, and the inhabitants of
the islands, did the same soon after. All those who,
from that time, had reasons to be dissatisfied with
the conduct of Philip or Attalus, no longer address-
ed Antiochus or Ptolemy for protection: they no

longer turned their eyes to the south or east, but
fixed them upon the west. Sometimes ambassadors
were sent to the Carthaginians, and other times to
the Romans. Some also came to Philip, at different

intervals, from the Romans, who, knowing the enter-

prising genius of that prince, were afraid he should
eomr and add to the confusion and perplexity of
their affairs: which is what the sequd of this history
will now show us.

SECTION IV. PHILIP COM.UDES A TREATY WITH
HANNIBAL. THS ROMANS GAIN A CONSIDERABLE
VICTORY OVER HIM AT Al'oI.l.oMA. HE CHANGES
MISCONDUCT. HIS BREACH OK FAITH AND IRRE-
GULARITIES. HE CAUSES ARATUS TO BE POISON-
ED. THE JETOUAKS CONCLUDE AN ALLIANCE
WITH THE ROMANS. ATTALUS, KING OF PERGA-
RILS, AND THE LACED.tMO.MANS, ACCEDE To IT.

MACHANIDAS USURPS A TYRANNICAL POWER AT
6PARTA. VARIOUS EXPEDITIONS OF PHILIP AND
Bt LPITIUS THE ROMAN PR.tToR, IN ONE OF WHICH
HllLOPxl,.MEN SIGNALIZES HIMSELF.

THE war between the Carthaginians and the Ro
mans.i who were the two greatest powers at that

time, drew the attention of all the kings and nations
of the earth. Philip, king of Mace

gs an
don. imagined

that he was particularly interested, as his dominions
were separated from Italy only by the Adriatic sea,
now called the Gulf of Venice. When he heard,

by the rumours which were spread, that Hannibal
had marched over the Alps, ne was indeed very
well pleased to see the Romans and Carthaginians at

war; but, as the event was doubtful, he did not yet

perceive clearly which of those powers it would be
his interest to

join.
But after Han-

nibal had gained three victories A. M. 3733.

successively, all his doubts were Ant. J. C. 218
removed, and he hesitated no long-
er. He sent ambassadors to that general, but un-

happily they fell into the hands of the Romans. Thej
were carried to Valerius Levinus the prastor, who
was then encamped near Luceria. The principal of
the ambassadors, Xenophanes by name, without be-

ing in the least disconcerted, answered with a reso-
lute tone of voice, that he had been despatched br

Philip to conclude fa alliance and friendship with
the Romans; and that he had orders to execute with
the consuls, as well as with the senate and people of
Rome. Levinus, overjoyed to find, at a time when
the defection of their ancient allies had become so

general, so powerful a monarch desirous of making
an alliance with the Romans, treated the ambassa-
dors with all possible respect, and gave them an
escort for their safety. Being arrived at Campania
they escaped, and fled to Hannibal's

camp,
wher

they concluded a treaty, the purport of which was
as follows: "That king Philip

should cross into Italy
with a fleet of 200 sail, and lav waste the sea-coast;
and should assist the Carthaginians with his forces

both by sea and land: that the latter, at the conclu-
sion ot the war, should

possess
all Italy and Rome;

and that Hannibal should have all the spoils: that

after the conquest of Italy, they should cross into

Greece, and there make war against any power the

king should nominate; and that both the cities of
the continent, and the islands lying towards Mace-
donia, should be enjoyed by Philip, and annexed to

his dominions." Hannibal, on the other side, sent

ambassadors to Philip for his ratification of this treaty;
and they set out with those of Macedonia. I ob-

served elsewhere, that in this treaty, the whole 'of

which is preserved by Polybius,* express mention is

made of a great number of deities of the two nations,
as

present
at this treaty, and witnesses to the oaths

with which the ceremony was attended. Polybius
omits a great number of particulars, which, accord-

ing to Livy, were stipulated by this treaty.
The ambassadors, who set out together, were un-

happily discovered and intercepted by the Romans.

Xenophanes's lie would not do him the same service

as before. The Carthaginians were known by their

air, their dress, and still more by their language.
Upon them were found letters from Hannibal to Phi-

lip, and a copy of the treaty. The ambassadors
were carried to Rome. In the the condition in

which the affairs of the Romans (attacked so vigor-

ously by Hannibal) then were, the discovery of a
new enemy, so powerful as

Philip,
must necessarily

alarm them prodigiously. But it is on such occa-
sion* that the Roman grandeur was chiefly conspi-
cuous. For, without expressing the least perplexity
or discouragement, they took a 'I the measures neces-

sary for carrying on this new war. Philip, informed
of what had befallen his ambassadors, sent a second

embas-y to Hannibal, which was more successful

than the former, and brought back the
treaty. But

these disappointments prevented their forming any
enterprise that year, and still kept matters in suspense.

Philip was now wholly employed on his great de-

sign of carrying xhe war into Italy .3 Demetrius of
Pharos being with him, was continually urging him*
to that enterprise; not so much out of zeal for th

> I.iv. I. xxiii. n. 33, 34, and 38.

Pnlvh. I. vii. 502 507.

Ibid. 1. T. p. 439, and 445 M7
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interest of that prince, as out of hatred to the Ro-

man-, who had dispossessed him of his territories,

which he thought it would be impossible for him to

recover by any other means. It was by his counsel

that he had co'ncluded a peace with most of his ene-

mies, in order that he might devote his whole care

and attention to this war, the thoughts of which

haunted him day and night; so that even in his

dreams he spoke of nothing but of war and battles

with the Romans; and frequently would start from

his sleep, in the highest agitation of mind, and cover-

ed with sweat. This prince, who was still young,
was naturally lively and ardent in all his enterprises.
1*ne success of his arms, the hopes Demetrius gave
him, and the remembrance of the greal actions of his

predecessors, kindled an ardour in him, which in-

creased daily.

During the winter season.i he thought of fitting
out a fleet; not with the view of venturing a battle

with the Romans, for this he was not in a condition

to do; but to transport his forces into Italy with the

greater expedition, and by that means surprise the

enemy when they should least. expect it. Accord-

ingly he made the Illyrians build 100 or 120 vessels

for him; and after having exercised his Macedonians
for some time in naval discipline, he put to sea. He
first seized upon the city of Oricum, situated on the

western coast of Epirus. Valerius, commander of
the fleet that lay before Brundusium, having advice
of it, weighed anchor immediately with all the ships
in readiness forsailing; retook, the next day, Oricum,
in which Philip had left but a slender garrison, and
ent a

large reinforcement to the aid of Apollonia,
to which Philip had laid siege. Nevius, an able and

experienced officer, who commanded this reinforce-

ment, having landed his troops at the mouth of the

river Aous, upon which Apollonia stands, marched

through a by-way; and entered the city in the night,

unperceived by the enemy. The Macedonians, im-

agining they were very secure, because the sea lay
between them and the'enemy, had neglected all the

precautions which the rules of war
prescribe,

and
the exactness of military discipline requires. Kevius,

being informed of this, marched siler.tly out of the

city in the night, and arrived in the camp, where he
found all the soldiers

asleep.
And now the cries of

those who were first attacked awakening the rest,

they all endeavoured to save themselves by flight.
The king himself, who was but half awake and al-

most naked, found it very difficult for him to escape
to his ships. The soldiers crowded after him, and
3000 of them were either killed or taken prisoners.
Valerius, who stayed at Oricum, the instant he heard
this news, had sent his fleet towards the mouth of the

river, to shut up Philip. This prince finding it im-

possible for him to advance forward, after setting
fire to his

ships,
returned by land to Macedonia;

carrying with him the sorrow ful remains of his troops,
who seemed more like

prisoners disarmed and plun-
dered, than the bodv of an armv.
For some time, Pnilip,* who till then had been ad-

mired for many of those qualities which formed the

great prince, had begun to change his conduct and

character; and this change was ascribed to the evil

counsels of those about him, who, to please him,
were perpetually lavishing their encomiums on him,

fomenting all his passion;, and suggesting to him,
that the grandeur of a king consisted in reigning
with unlimited power, and in making his subjects

pay a blind implicit ibedience to his will. Instead
of the gentleness, m jderation, and wisdom, he till

then had
displayed,

he treated cities and states not

only with pride and haughtiness, but with cruelty
and injustice; and having no longer, as former! \, his

fame in view, he abandoned himself entirely to riot

and excesses of every kind; the too commo'n effects

of flattery, whose subtle poison generally corrupts
the best "princes, and sooner or later destroys the

freat hopes which had been entertained of them.
One would have imagined that the defeat before

Apollonia, in covering him with shame, would have

Liv I. xxiv. n. 40.

PJuu in Aral. p. 10491053. Polyb. I. iiL p.518, 519.

abated his pride, and softened his temper. But th>

only soured it; and one would have concluded, thai

this prince was resolved to revenge on his subject*
and allies the affront he had received from his ene-
mies.

Bein<r arrived in Peloponnesus, a little after hU
defeat, he used every effort to overreach and surprise
the Messenians. But his artifices being discovered
he pulled off the mask, and laid waste the whole

country. Aratus, who was a man of the greatest
honour and

probity,
was exceedingly shocked at so

flagrant an injustice, and made loud complaint*
against it. He had before begun to retire insep-ibly
from court; but now he thought it high time to break

entirely with a prince, who no longer valued hi

people, and kept no terms even with himself: for he
was not ignorant of his connection with his daugh-
ter-in-law (m subject of the greatest grief to him)
which, however, he hud not once hinted to his son;
from the consideration, that it would not be of ser-

vice to him to inform him of his ignominy, as it was
not in his power to revenge it.

As it was impossible but that this rupture must
make some noise, Philip, whom the greatest crimes
now cost nothing, resolved to rid himself of a trouble-
some censor, whose very absence reproached him
with all his irregularities. Aratus's great reputa-
tion, and the respect paid to his virtue, would not
suffer Philip to employ open force and violence; and
therefore he charged Taurion, one of his confidants,
to despatch him secretly during his absence. Hit
horrid command was obeyed; for Taurion having
insinuated himself into Aratus's familiarity and friend-

ship, invited him several times to dinner, and at on
of these entertainments poisoned him; not with a

violent and immediate poison, but with one of those
which lights up a slow fire in the body consjmes it

by insensible degrees, and is the more dacgeroua,
as it gives less notice.

Aratus knew very well the cause of his illness;
but as complaints would not be of any service to him,
he bore it patiently, without once murmuring, a*

common and natural disease. One day only, happen*
ing to spit blood before a friend who was in the room
with him, and seeing that his friend was surprised.
he said,

"
Behold, my dear Cephalon, the fruits of

royal friendship." He died in this manner at jEgium,
being then captain-general for the seventeenth time.

The Achseans desired to have him buried in the

place where he died, and were preparing such

magnificent mausoleum to his memory as might be
suited to the glory of his life, and worthy of his

freat
services. But the Sicyonians obtained that

ono\.r for their city, where Aratus was born; and

changing their mourning to festivity, crowned with

chaplets of flowers, and clothed in white robes, they
went and fetched the corpse from jEriun, ami car-

ried it in pomp to Sicyoit, dancing before it, and

singing hymns and odes in nonour of the deceased.

They made choice of the highest part of the city,
where they buried him as the. founder and preserver
of it, which place was afterwards called Jlratium.
In Plutarch's time, that i.*, about 300 years aftei, two
solemn sacrifices were offered him annually: the first

on the day that he freed the city from the yoke of

tyranny, which sacrifice was called Soterin; and the

other on his birth-day. During the sacrifice, choir*
ofmusic sung odes to the lyre ; and the chief chorister,
at the head of the young men and children, walked in

procession round the altar. The senate, crowned
with chaplets of flowers, and a great part of the

inhabitants, followed this procession.
It must be owned that Aratus was one of the

greatest men of his time, and may be considered, in

some measure, ai the founder of the A< h;>an republic-
it \\;t> he at least vrho brought it to tin- form and

splendour it preserved so long afterwards, and bj
which it became one of the- n:->*t powerful states of

Greece. However, he committed H considerable

error, in calling in to the assistance of that common,
wealth the kings of Macedonia, who nia-le themselves

m;i-t.Ts and tyrants of it; and this,s we Save bet -re

observed, was an effect of his jealousy of Cln i

king of Sparta.
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But he wns fully punished for it, by the manner in

which Philip treated him. Aratus h'is son met with
still more deplorable fate: for that prince being be-

come completely wicked, says Plutarch, and who
fleeted to add outrage to cruelty, got rid of him,

not by mortal poisons, but by those which destroy
reason, and craze the brain: air.l by that means made
him commit such abominable actions, as would have
reflected eternal infamy on him, had they been done

voluntarily, mud when he was in his senses: in- .mm-h
that, though he was at that time very young, and in

the bloom of life, his death was considered, not as a
misfortune with regard to himself, but as the remedy
and period of his miseries.

About this time Philip engaged in nn expedition
gainst the Illyrians, which was attended with suc-

Cess.i He had lour desired to possess
himself of

Littsus; but believed it would be impossible for him
ever to take the castle, which was so happily situated

and so stronzly fortified that it was thought impreg-
nable. Finding that force would not prevail, he
had recourse to stratagem. The city was separated
from the castle by a little valley; in that he observed
a
spot

covered w'tth trees, and very fit to conceal an
ambuscade. Here, during the night, he posted the

flower of his troops. The next day he assaulted an-

other part of the city. The inhabitants, who were

very numerous, defended themselves with great bra-

rery; and, for some time, the success was equal on
both sides. At last they made a furious sally aiul

charged the besiegers with great vigour. The gar-
rison of the castle, seeing Philip retire, imagined
that his defeat was certain; and being desirous of

sharing in the plunder, most of them came out, and

joined the inhabitants. In the mean time, the sol-

diers who lay in ambuscade attacked the catle, and
^.carried it without great resistance. And now, the

signal agreed upon being made, the fugitives faced

about and pursued the inhabitants as far as the city,
which surrendered a few days after.

M. Valerius Levinus,* as praetor,
A. M. 3793. had been allotted Greece and Ma-

Ant J. C. 211. cedonia for his province. He was

very sensible that, in order to lessen

the forces of Philip, it would be absolutely necessary
to detach some of his allies (of whom the .Etolians

were the most powerful) from his interest. He there-

fore began by sounding, in private conferences, the

disposition ol the chief men amon the people; and
after having brought them over to nis views, he went
to the general assembly. There, after expatiating
on the nourishing state of the Romans, and proving
it by their taking of Syracuse in

Sicily
and Capua in

Italy, he extolled the great generosity with which
the Romans behaved towards their allies, and their

constant fidelity. He added, that the jEtolians might
expect to meet with so much the better treatment
from the Romans, as they "would be the first people
in that part of the world "who would have concluded
an alliance with them: that Philip and the Mace-
donians were dangerous neighbours, whose power
would, in all probability, be of the most fatal conse-

quence to them: that the Romans had already hum-
bled their pride, and would oblige them, not only to

restore such fortresses as they had takna from the
iEtolians but even give them cause to fenr for their

own territories: that with
regard to the Acarnanian-,

who hud broke with the ..Etolians, the Romans would
force them to return to their alliance, on the same
cordi'.ions which had been prescribed to them when
tin . w.^re admitted into it; or, in case of their re-

fusal, would make them submit to the jEtolians by
force of arms.

Sccpas, who was at that time rhief magistrate of
the ..Etolian state; and Doiimachus, who, of all

the citizens, had the greatest credit and authority;

strongly enforced the arguments and promises of the

pnetor.and laid still greater stress upon the grandeur
and power of the Romans, because they w< re not

obliged to speak as modestly on those topics as

Valerius Levinus, and the people would be more in-

clined to believe them than a foreigner, who spoke
for the interests of his country. The circumstance
which affected them most was, the hopes of their

p >--i---ing themselves of Acarnania. Accordingly,
the

treaty was conclued between the Romans and
the .Etolians. The people of Elis, of Lacedsmonia,
Attalus king of Pergamus, Pleuratus king of Thrace,
and SccrdiTedes of Illyria, were left at liberty to

accede to this treaty on the same conditions, if (bey-

thought proper. The conditions were, "That the
.Etoliaus should declare war as soon as no ihle

against Philip: that the Romans should furnish them,
at lea-t, with twenty-five galleys of five benches of

oars; that such cities as should be taken from JEto-

lia, as far as the island of Corcyra.S should be pos-
sessed by the JEtolians, and all the spoil* and cap-
tives by the Romans: that the Romans should aid
the ,EtoIians in making themselves master* of Acar-
nania: that the tolians should not be allour 1 to
conclude a peace with Philip, but upon condition
tliat he should be

obliged
to withdraw his troops out

of the territories of the Romans, and those of her
allies; nor the Romans with Philip, but on the same
terms. Immediately hostilities commenced. Philip
was dispossessed of some cities, after which Levinus
retired to Corcyra; fully persuaded that the king
had so much business, and so many enemies, upon
his hands, that he would have no time to think of

Italy or Hannibal.

. Philip was now in winter quarters at Pella, when
advice was brought him of the treaty of the jEto-
lians. To be the sooner able to march out against
them, he endeavoured to settle the affairs of Mace
donia, and to secure it from any invasions of it*

neighbours. Scopas, on the other side made pre-
parations for carrying on the war against the Acar-
nanians, who, though they saw it would be absolute*

ly impossible for them to oppose, at oar. and the
same time, two such powerful states as tho .lEt^i/ans

and Romans, yet took up arms out of despair, rather
than from prudential motives, and resolved to sell

their lives a* dear as possible. Accordinglv, having
sent into Epirus, which lay very near them, their

wives, children, and the old men who were upwards
of sixty; all those who remained, from the age of
fifteen to threescore, engaged themselves by oath
never to return except victorious'; denounced the
most dreadful imprecations against such among them
as -hould break thtir oath; and only desired the

Epirots to bury, in the same grave, all who should
fall in the battle, with the following inscription over
them: HERE LIE THE ACARISAMA.-SS, WHO DIED
FIGHTING FOR THEIR COU.VTRY, AGAINST THE VIO-

LENCE AND INJUSTICE OF THE JETOLIANS. Full ol

courage, they set out directly, and advanced to meet
the enemy to the very frontiers of their country.
Such resolution terrified the ..Etolians, who had re-

ceived advice that Philip was already upon his march
to aid his allies. Upon this they returned home, and

Philip did the same.
In the very beginning of the spring, Levinus be-

sieged Anticyra,* which surrendered a little after.

He gave this city to the ./Etolians, keeping only the

plunder for himself. Here news was brought him,
that he had been nominated consul in his absence,
and that P. Sulpitius was coming to succeed him
as pr.rtor.

In the treaty concluded between the Romans and
Etolians.s several other powers had been invited

to accede to it; and we find that Attains, Pleuratus,
and Scerdiledes, accepted of the invitation. The
.Etulians exhorted the Spartans to imitate those prin-
ces. Chlenas, their deputy , represented in the strong-
est terms to the Lacedaemonians all the evils which
the Macedonians had brought upon them; the design
they had always harboured, and still entertained, of

en-laving all Greece; particularly the sacrilegious

impiety of Philip, in plundering a temple in the city
of rhermre; and his horrid treachery and cruelty to

the \!e enians. He added, that he had no rca. >o

to be under any apprehensions from the Ach.eiujs,

Polyb. I. riii. p. 510-531.
Liv. 1. xxvi. n. 24 2t>.
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who. after all (lie losses they had sustained in the

last campaign, would think it a great happiness to be

able to defend their own country; that with respect
to Philip, when he should find the jEtolians invade

him bv land, and the Romans and Attains by sea, he

would not think of carrying his arms into Greece.

He concluded with
desiring

the Lacedaemonians to

persist in their alliance with .Etolia, or at least to

stand neuter.

Lyciscus, the
representative

of the Acarnan'-ins,

spoke next, and declared immediately in favour of the

Macedonians. He expatiated on the service which

Philip, and afterwards Alexander the Great, had done

Greece, by invading and ruining the Persians, its

most ancient and most cruel enemies. He put the

Lacedaemonians in mind of the gentleness and clem-

ency with which Antigonus had treated them, when
he took Sparta. He insisted upon the ignominy as

well as danger of suffering barbarians, for so he call-

ed the Romans, to enter Greece. He said, that it

was worthy of the Spartan wisdom, to foresee from
far the storm already gathering in the West; and
which would certainly break, first upon Macedonian,
and afterwards upon all Greece, which it would in-

volve in ruin. "From what motive did your an-

cestors," continned he,
" throw into a well the man

who came in Xerxes's name, to invite them to sub-

mit themselves to, and join with, that monarch'?
Wherefore did Leonidas your king, with his 300

Spartans, brave and defy death'.' Was it not merely
to defend the common liberties of Greece'/ And
now you are advised to give them up to other bar-

barians, who, the more moderate they appear, are so

much the more dangerous. Let the ^Etolians," says
he, "if they please, dishonour themselves by so

shameful a prevarication: this, indeed, would be na-

tural for them to do, as they are utter strangers to

glvTy, and affected with nothing but sordid views of
interest. But as to you, O Spartans, who are born
defenders of the liberty and honour of Greece, you
will sustain that glorious title to the end."
The fragment of Polybius, where these two speech-

es are reported, goes no farther, and does not inform
us what was the result of them. However, the

sequel of the history shows, that Sparta joined with
the yKtolians, and entered into the general treaty.
It was at that time divided into two factions, whose

intrigues and disputes, being carried to the utmost

height, occasioned great disturbances in the city.
One. faction was zealous for Philip, and the other de-

clared openly against him : the latter prevailed. We
find it was headed by Machanidas, who, taking ad-

vantage of the feuds which infested the common-
wealth, seized upon the government, and made him-
self tyrant of his

county.
P. Sulpitius and king Attalus be-

A. M. 3796. ing arrived with their fleet to suc-

Ant. J. C. 208. cour the yKtolians.i the latter were
flushed with the most sanguine

hopes, and the opposite party filled with terror; es-

pecially as Machanidas, the tyrant of Sparta, was

already invading the territories of the Achaeans,
whose near neighbour he was. Immediately the lat-

ter people and their allies sent a
deputation

to king
Philip, and solicited him to come into Greece, to

defend and
support

them. Philip lost no time. The
jEtolians, under Pyrrhias, who that year had been

appointed their general in conjunction with king
Attains, advanced to meet him as far as Lamia!*

Pyrrhias had been joined by the troops which Attalus
and Sulpitiug had sent him.

Philip
defeated him

twice; and the ./Etolians were forced to shut them-
selves up in Lamia. As to Philip, he retired to

Phalara* with his army.
During his stay there, ambassadors came from Pto-

lemy king of
Egypt,

from the Rhodians, the Athe-
nians, and the inhabitants of Chios; all with instruc-

tions to use their utmost endeavours for re-establish-

ing a lasting peace between
Philip

and the /Ltolians.

It was not so much out of good will towards the

Liv. I. xxvi. n. 2933. Polyb. I. i. p 6J3.
A city of Thuualy in Phthiotii.
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latter, as from ta uneasiness they were under

seeing Philip engage so strenuously in the affairs of

Greece, which might render him more powerful than
suited their interests. For his conquests over th*

jEtolians, and their confederates, paved the way tor

his making himself master of all Greece, to which
his predecessors had always aspired, and even gave
him access to those cities (out of Egypt) which Pto-

lemy possessed. Philip, however, suspended the de-
bates on the peace, till the next assembly of the

Achaeans; and in the mean time granted the ./Eto-

lians a truce for thirty days. When he came to the

assembly, the jEtolians made such very unreasonable

proposals, as took away all hopes of an accommoda-
tion.* Philip, offended that the vanquished should
take upon them to prescribe laws to him, declared,
that in coming to the assembly he had not depended
in any manner on the justice and sincerity of the

./Etolians, but that he was very glad to convince his

allies, that he himself was sincerely desirous of peace,
and that the ^Etolians were the only people who op-
posed it. He set out from thence, after having left

4000 troops to defend the Achceans; and went to

Argos, where the Nemaean games were going to be
exhibited, the splendour of which he was desirous
of augmenting by his presence.
While he was busy in solemnizing these games,

Sulpitius having set out from Naupactum, and land-
ed between Sicyon and Corinth, laid waste all the

open country. Philip upon this news left the games,
inarched with speed against the enemy, and meeting
them laden with spoils, put. them to (fight, and pur-
sued them to their ships. Being returned to the

games, he was received with universal applause; and

particularly, because he had laid down his diadem
and robes of state, and mixed indiscriminately with
the rest of the spectators; a very pleasing as well as

soothing sight to the inhabitants of free cities. But
as his unaffected and popular behaviour had gained
him the love of all, so his enormous excesses soon
made him odious. It was now his custom to go at

night into
people's

houses in a plebeian dress, and
there practise every kind of licentiousness. It wai
not safe for fathers and husbands to

oppose
him on

these occasions, in which they would nave tndau-

gered their lives.

Some days after the solemnization of the games,
Philip, with the Achaeans, whose captain-general was

Cycliadus, having crossed the river of Larissa, ad-

vances as far as the city of Elis,.which had received
an .Ml ilian garrison. The first day he laid waste
the neighbouring-lands; afterwards he drew near the

city in battle-array, and caused some bodies of horse

to advance to the gates, to induce the ./Etolians to

make a sally. Accordingly they came out; but Phi-

lip
was greatly surprised to find some Roman sol-

diers among them. Sulpitius having left JNaupactum
with fifteen galleys, and landed 4000 men, had enter-

ed the city of Eli's in the night. The fight was very
bloody.* Demophantus, general of the cavalry of

Elis, seeing Philopoemen, who commanded that of
the Achaeans, advanced out of the ranks, and spurred
towards him with great impetuosity. The latter

waited for him with the utmost resolution; and pre-

venting his blow, laid him dead, with a thrust of nil

pike, at his horse's feet. Demophantus being thu*

(alien, his cavalry fled. I mentioned I'liilopuemen
before, and shall have occasion to speak more par-

ticularly of him hereafter. On the other side the

infantry of Elis had fought with advantage. And
now the king, perceiving that his troops btf;a!i to

give way, spurred his horse into the nmi.t of tin Un-

man foot. His horse being wounded with a jav. Im,
threw him. It was then the battle grrw furious,

both sides making extraordinary efforts; the Romans
to take Philip prisoner, and the Macedonians to sii\e

him. The king signalized his courage on this oc-

ra-ion, having been obliged to fight a long time on

foot, in the midst of the cavalry; and a great slaugh-
ter was made in this engagement. At last, being
carried off' by his soldiers, and remounted on another

horse, he retired. The king encamped ab:t fi

Plut. in Philop. p. 300.
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miles from that place; and the next day, having at-

tacked a castle, lu which a great number of peasants,
wi'.h all their liocks, were retired, he took 4000 pri-
soi er. and 20,000 head of cattle of all sorts: an ad-

vantage which might console him for the affront he
had lately received at Elis.

That in-ta, it, advice was brought him, that the bar-

barians had made an incursion into Macedonia; upon
which he immediately set out to defend his country,
having left with the allies a detachment from his

armv of 2,500 men. Sulpitius retired with his fleet

to ..tgina, where he joined king Attalus, and passed
the winter. Some time alter the Ach;eans gave the

tolians and the people of Elis battle near Messene,
in which they had the advantage.

SECTION V. EDUCATION AND GREAT QUALITIES
OF PHILOPCKME.V.

-.i of whom large mention will be
made hereafter, was of Megalopolis, a city of Arcadia,
in Peloponnesus. He had received an excellent

education through the care of Cassander of Man-
tinea, who, after his father's death, out of gratitude
for the important services be had received from him,
undertook to be guardian and governor to his son

Philopcemen.
When he was past the year* of childhood, he was

put under the care of Lcdemus and Demophanes,
citizens of Megalopolis, who bad been scholars to

Arcesilaus, founder of the New Academy. The scope
of philosophy in those days was, to prompt mankind
to serve their country; and, by its precepts, to enable

them to govern republics, and transact the greatest
affairs of state. This was the inestimable advantage
Ihe two philosophers in question procured Philo-

yoemen, and thereby rendered him the common
blessing of Greece. And, indeed, as it is said that

mothers love those children best which they bring
forth when advanced in years, Greece, as having

fiven
birth to Philopoamen in her old age, and after

aving produced so many illustrious personages, had
a singular affection for him, and took a pleasure in

enlarging his power, in proportion as his fame in-

creased. He was called Ihe lust of the Greeks, as

Brutus was afterwards called the last nf the Romans;
undoubtedly to imply, that Greece, after Philopue-
nien, had produced no great man worthy of her an-

cient glory.
Having formed himself upon the model of Epami-

noiidas, he copied admirably his prudence in deba-

ting and resolving upon affairs; his activity and bold-

ness in executing; and his perfect disinterestedness:

but as to his gentleness, patience, and moderation,
with regard to the feuds and divisions which usually
break out in a state, these he could never imitate.

A certain spirit of contention, which resulted natu-

rally from his headstrong and fiery temper, had qua-
lified him better for the military than political vir-

tues.

And, indeed, from his infancy, the only class of

tv:ople he loved was soldiers; and he took a dt light

only in such exercises as were ntce.-arv to qualify
him for the profession of arms; such as fighting in

armour, riding, and throwing the javelin. And as he

seemed, by his muscles and stature, to be verv well

made for wrestling, and some particular friends ad-

vised him to apply himself to it, he asked them
whether this exercise of the athletic contributed to

the making a man the better soldier? His friends

Could not help answering, that the life of the athlete.
who were obliged to observe a fixed and regular re-

gimen ; to cat a certain load, and that always at stated

Lours: and to devote a certain number of hours to

leep, in order to preserve their robustness, in which
the greatest part of their merit consisted ; that this

way of life, 1 sav, differed entirely from that of sol-

diers, who frequently are obliged to submit to hunger
nd thirst, cold and heat, an i have not always lixeJ

hours either for eating or sleeping. From thence-

forth he conceived the highest contempt for the ath-

letic exercises: looking upon them as of no service

to the public, and considering them, from that in-

i PluU in Philop. p. 356-36L

stant, as unworthy a man of an* elevation of soul,

happiness of talents, or love for his country.
The moment he quitted his governors and masters,

he entered among the
troops

which the
city

of Mega-
lopolis sent to make incursions into Lacouia, in ordet
to plunder and bring off from thence, cattle and slaves

And in all these inroads, he was ever the first that

marched out, and the last who came in.

During the intervals in which there were no troops
in the field, he used to employ his leisure in hunting,
to make himself robust and nimble; or else used to

spend his hours in cultivating the ground, having a
fine estate three miles from the city, whither he used
to retire very frequently after dinner or supper. At

night he would throw himself on a bed of straw, like

one of his slaves, and thus pass the night. The next

morning by day-break, he used to go with his vine-

dressers, and work in the vineyard, or follow the

plough with his peasants. After this, it was his cus-

tom to return to the city, and employ himself in

public affairs with his friends and the magistrates.
Whatever he got in war, he expended either iu

h<ir?t and arms, or employed in ransoming those of
his fellow-citizens who had been taken prisoners.
He endeavoured to increase his estate, by improving
his lands, which of all profits is the most lawful; and
was not satisfied with barely visiting it now and then,
and merely for diversion; but devoted his whole care
to it; persuaded that nothing is more worthy of a
man ot probity and honour, than to improve his own
fortune, provided he does not injure that of his neigh-
bour.

I must entreat my readers, in order that they may
form a right judgment of what I have here said of

Philopcemen, to convey themselves in imagination
back to the ages I am speaking of, and to call to
mind with what industry all well-governed nations,
as the Hebrews, Persians, Greeks, and Romans, ap-

plied
themselves to the tilling of land and manual

labour, and the high esteem in which such exercises
weretiad in those ages. It is universally known
that the Romans, after having gained signal victories,
and alighted from the triumphal car crowned with
laurels and glory, returned immediately to the.r

farms, whence they had been elected to command
armies; and went to guide the plough and oxen, with
the same hands which had just before vanquished
and defeated their enemies. According to our cus-
toms and way of thinking, the exercises above men-
tioned are very low and contemptible; but it is our
misfortune that they should bethought so. Luxury,
by corrupting our manners, has vitiated our judg-
ments. It makes us consider as great and valuable,
what really in itself deserves nothing but contempt;
and it affixes, on the contrary, an idea of contempt
and meanness, to things of solid beauty and real

greatness.

I'hilopoemen was very fond of the conversations of

philosophers, and read their works with the greatest
satisfaction; however, he did not read them all with-
out distinction, but such only as could contribute to

his improvement in virtue. Of all the great ideas in

Homer, he sought and retained such only as exalt

the courage, and excite to great exploits; and that

poet abounds with ideas of this kind, no writer hav

ing ever painted valour in such strong and livelj
colours. But the other works in which Philopcemen
delighted most, were those of Evangelus, called the

Tactics, that is, tiie art of drawing up troops in

battle-array; and the histories of Alexander the
Great: for it was his opinion, that words should al-

ways have reference to actions, and theory to prac-
tice; and he had verv little regard for those books
that are written merelv \^> ,-ati-i\ a vain curiosity, or
lurnish a rapid and transient amusement.

After he had read the precepts and rules of the

Tactic?, he did not value the seeming demonstrations
of them in plans drawn upon paper, but used to make
the application on the spot, in the field: for in his

marches, he used to observe exactly the position of
the hills and valleys; all the irregularities of the

ground; the several different forms and figures which
battalions and sqmdrWMa'a obliged to take by rivu-

lets, ditches, and defiles, m their wav, which obliga
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them to rlcse or extend themselves: and after having
reflected seriously on these particulars, he would dis-

course on them with those in his company.
He was in his thirtieth year when Cleomenes, king

of Sparta, attacked Megalopolis. We have seen

what courage and greatness of soul he
displayed

on

that occasion. He signalized himself no less, some
months after, in the battle of Selasia, where Anti-

gonus gained a famous victory over the same Cle-

omenes The king of Macedon, charmed with such

exalted merit, to which he himself had been witness,

made him very advantageous otters to attach him to

his service. However, so great was his love for his

country, that he refused them; not to mention that

he had naturally an aversion to a court life, which
not only requires great subjection in the man who
devotes himself to it, but deprives him of his liberty.

However, as he did not choose to pass his life in in-

dolence and inaction, he went into Crete, which was

engaged in war, to improve himself in the military
art. Crete served him as an excellent school; so

that he made a great progress, and acquired a per-
fect knowledge in that science. He there found
men of a very warlike disposition, expert in combats
of every kind, extremely temperate, and inured to

most severe discipline.
After having served for some time in the troops of

that island, he returned among the Acha;ans with so

much renown, that immediately upon his arrival he

was appointed general of the horse. The first thing
he did was to inquire into the state of his forces,

among whom he did not find the least order or dis-

cipline. But he could neither dissemble nor suffer

such reniissness. He himself therefore went from

city to
city, exhorting particularly all the young

men, inspiring
them with sentiments of honour, ani-

mating them with promises of reward, and sometimes

employing severity and punishment when he found
them rebellious and ungovernable. He exercised and
reviewed them often; or made them engage in tour-

nanif-nts, or similar sports, in places where the great-
est number of

spectators
was likely to be found.

By this practice lie soon made all his soldiers so ro-

bust, expert, and courageous, and at the same time
to ready and nimble, that the several evolutions and
movements, to the right, to the left, or from the front

to the rear, either or all the squadrons together, or of
each trooper singly, were performed with so much
skill and ease, that a spectator would almost have con-

cluded, that this cavalry was only one individual body,
moving spontaneously, at the impression of one and
the same will.

In the battle fought near the city of Elis, the last

we mentioned, and in which he commanded the

horse, he gained great honour; and it was said uni-

versally, that he was not inferior to ony of the pri-
vate soldiers, with regard to the strength and ardour
of his attacks; nor showed less wisdom and prudence
than the oldest and most experienced generals; and
that therefore he was equally capable either of fight-

ing or commanding.
Aratus, indeed, was the first who raised the Achsc-an

league to the exalted pitch of glory and power which
it attained. Before his time they were despised and
weak, because they were divided, and every city

among them was studious of nothing but its peculiar
interest. But Aratus made them formidable, bv uni-

ting and allying tin in together; and his design was,
to form cue body and one power of all Peloponnesus,
which, by this union, would have became invincible.

The success of his
enterprises was not owing so

irurli to his courage and intrepidity, as to his pru-
dence, address, affability, and gentleness of demea-
nour; and what indeed was considered as a defect in

his politics, to the friendship he contracted with

foreign princes, which at length subjected his state

to them. But the instant Philopoeim-n assumed the
reins of government, as he was a great captain, and
had come oft' victorious in all his first battles, he
roused the courage of the Achseans; and finding they
were able to make head alone against their em mi< s,

he obliged them to shake off the yoke of foreign
powers.
He made a great number of improvements in th*

discipline of the Achaean troops, and changed the
manner of drawing up their forces, and their anus,
which had a great many defects. He obliged them
to use large and strong shield?; gave them stout

lances; armed them with helmets, breast-plates, and

greaves; and thereby accustomed them to hght vigor-

ously and gain ground, instead of hovering and fly-

ing about like light-armed troops, who rather skir-

mish than fight in line of battle.

He afterwards endeavoured to effect another 'un

provement, which was much more difficult as wt-ll ai
more important in one sense; and this was to ( urb
and restrain their luxury, and excessive profusion
and expense. I say, to restrain; for he imagined that
it would not be possible for him completely to era*
dicate their violent fondness tor dress and o'rnament.
He began by substituting a different object in their

place, by inspiring them with the love for another
kind of magnificence, viz. to distinguish themselves

by their horses, their arms, and other accoutrements
of w&r. This ardour had an effect even on their wo-
men, who now spent their whole time in working
for their husbands or children. The only things now
seen in their hands were helmets, which they adorn-
ed with plumes of feathers tinged with the brightest
dies; coats of mail for horsemen, and jackets for the

soldiers; all which they embroidered. The bare

sight of these things inflamed their courage, breathed
into them a

strong
desire to defy the greatest dan-

gers, and a kind of impatience to
fly in quest of glory.

Fxpense in all other things which attract the eye .>ays

Plutarch,) infallibly induces luxury; and inspires all

those who take a pleasure in gazing upon it with a

secret effeminacy and indolence; the senses, enchan-
ted and dazzled by these deceitful charms, conspiring
to seduce the mind itself, and to enervate it by theii

soft insinuations. But, on the contrary, that magni-
ficence, whose object is arms, animates arf4 exalt*

courage.

Philopoemen is not the only great man who had
this way of thinking. Plutarch observes,! that Bru-

tus, who had accustomed his officers to shun wha*
was superfluous on every other occasion, was persua
ded that the richness and splendour of the armoui
and weapons which soldiers have always in theii

hands, or on their bodies, exalt the courage of thos
men who are naturally brave and ambitious; and en-

gage such as are of a covetous temper to exert them,
selves the more in fight, in order to defend their

arms, which
they look upon as a precious and ho-

nourable possession. The same author tells us, that

the circumstance which gained Sertorius the affec-

tion of the Spaniards, was his bestowing on them,
with a very liberal hand, gold and silver to adorn
their helmets and enrich -their shields. This was al-

so the opinion of Ca;sar,2 who always gave his sol-

diers arms that glittered with gold and silver; and
this he did not only for pomp and splendour, but
that they might act with greater courage in battle,

through fear of losing arms of so great value.

However, I must not omit observing, that generals
no less renowned than those we have mentioned, dif-

fered in opinion from them. IMithridates, taught by
ills misfortunes of how little advantage splendour !

to an army, would not allow among his soldiers such
arms as were gilded and enriched with precioui
stones; and began to consider them as the riches of
the. conqueror, and not the strength of those who
wore them.3 Papirius, the famous dictator, who, by

defeating the SamniUs, so
signally avenged (he af-

front which the Romans had received at the Fuicae

Caudinse, said to his troops,4 that it was proper for

soldier to appear with a rough and stern aspect; that

i Flu I. in Brut. p. 1001.
* lluli.-lini lam culios militt *. ot argento ot nuro politif

rmis ornnret, simul et ad speciem, et qufi tenarinres eurum
i prelio ensoul rm-tu dnmni. Sutton. t Jul. Ctesar. c. 67

Plul. in Lurullo, p. 4'.Mi.
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01 lUiuenM of gold and silver ill became him; am
Uiat steel and bravery ought to form his glory am
pride. And indeed. added he, gold and silver are

rather
spoils

than anus. These ornament' dazzle the

eye belore the battle, but make a most hideous ap-

pearance m me midst of blood and slaughter. The
soldier's ornament is his valour; the r:-tl is always
the consequence of victory. A rich enemy falls a

prey to the conqueror, how poor soever he may be.

It is \vt-ll known, that Alexander the Great entertaiu-

d the same idea of the richness and magnificence
of the arms of tlie Persians.i

In this opposition ol opinions, it does not become
me to decide which of those great men had the most

just way of thinking. But we cannot but admire
the skill and address of PhilopuMin-n, who, seeing;

luxury prevalent and established in his couutrv, did

lot think it advisable to attempt to banish it entirelv;

but contented himself with directing it to an object
more laudable in itself, and more worthy of brave
men.

After Philopoemen had accustomed the young men
to make their splendour consist in that of their arms,
he himself exercised and formed them verv carefully
in all the parts of military discipline. On the other

side, the youths were very attentive to the instruc-

tions he gave them concerning military evolutions,
and there arose a kind of emulation among them,
which should execute them with the greui
and promptitude. They were wonderfully pleased
with the manner of drawing up in order of battle,
which he taught them; because they conceived, that
where the ranks were so very close, they would be
the more difficult to break; and their arms, though
much more ponderous than before, became much
more easy and light in the wearing, because they
took great delight in carrying them, on account of
their splendour and beautv ; and for this reason they

panted
to

try them, and to see them imbrued in the
blood of their enemies.

It must be confessed that Philopoemen, in what

light soever we view him, is a great captain, and a

ooble pattern for the imitation of all who embrace a

military life. I cannot too strongly exhort young
officers and noblemen to study diligently so perfect

model, and to imitate him in all those thing* in

which he can be imitated by them. Our young no-
blenun are full of courage, sentiments of honour,
love of their country, and zeal for their

prince:
the

war which has broken out so suddenly in Europe,
and to which they H.y

with incredible" ardour, is a

convincing poof o? this, and still more their beha-
viour in Italy and on the Rhine. They have fire,

vivacity, genius, and do not want talents, and quali-
ties capable of raising them to the highest pinnacle
of greatness; but then they sometimes want a manly
and vigorous education, which alone can form great
men in any profession. Our manners

being unhap-
pily turned, through a taste which prevails almost

universally, towards effeminacy, pleasures,
and lux-

ury: the admiration of things trifling in themselves,
and a fondness for false splendour, enervate our cou-

rage in our most tender years, and blunt the edge
of that valour of ancient Caul, which was once natu-
ral to us.

Were the youth among our nobility educated like

Philopo?men, so far, I mean, as is consitent with our
ianntr; were they to imbibe in their early years an

inclination for studies of a solid kind, for sound phi-
losophy, history, and polity; were they to propose as

models for their imitation, the many illustrious gene-
ra which the last age produced; were they to put
themselves under the tuition of those who are now
the ornament and glory of our nation; and would

they once dulv consider, that true greatness does

, ,

nd glory to perfect themselves in the art of war, to

study it in all iu branches, and acquire the true

> Aciem b>stium auropurpura^ue fulcentem intucri juhe-
bat, pnrdam nun r-i.a eestantem. Irent. et imbcllibui

fcminis aurura riri eripercuU Q. Curt. 1. iii. c. 10.

scope and design of it, without omitting any of the
means which conduce to their perfection in'it; how
illustrious a set of officers, command) rs, and heroes,

would France produce! One single man inspired
the breast of the Achieans with this ardour and emu-
lation. How much were it to be wished (and why
should we not hope it?) that some one of our princes,
great in all things, in valour as will as birth, would
revive in our armies this taste of the ancients for

simplicity, frugality, and generosity; and direct the
ta-te of the French nation to things truly beautiful,

solid, and just! All conquests would be infinitely
short of such a glory.

SECTION VI. VARIOUS EXPEDITIONS or PHILIP
.AM) SUUITIOUS. A DIGRESSION OP POLYBIOI
UPON SIGNALS MADE BY FIRE.

WE have already said, that Sul-

pitius the proconsul, and king At- A. M. 3797.

talus, had continued in winterquar- Ant. J. C. 207.
ters at ^Egina.4 As soon as spring
appeared they quitted them, and sailed to Lemnos
with their fleets, which together amounted to sixty

Klleys.
Philip,

on the other side, having appointed
ris^a, a city in Thessaly, as the rendezvous of hi*

army, advanced towards Demetrias, that he might
be able to oppose the enemy either by sea or land,
whither the ambassadors of the allies came from all

parts to implore his aid iu the imminent danger to

which they were exposed. Philip gave them a fa-

vourable reception; and promised to furnish them
with such succours as the present juncture and the

necessity of their affairs might require. He kept
his promise, and gent bodies of soldiers into different

places, to secure them from the attacks of the enemy.
He repaired to Scotussa, &nd made his troops march
thither from. Larissa, which lies very near it; and
then returned to Deuietrias. And in order to enable
himself to give seasonable succour to such of bis

allies as should be attacked, he fixed signals in I'ho-

cis, Euboea, and in the little island Peparethos; and
placed, in that part where he lay, on Tisieum, a very
oftv mountain of Thessaly, men to observe them,
that he might have speedy notice of the enemy's
mnrch, and of the places he might design to attack.

I shall explain the nature of these signals hereafter.

The proconsul ami king Attalus advanced toward*

Euboea, and laid siege to Oreum, one of its chief

cities. It was defended by two castles strongly for-

tified, and was able to hold out a long time; but

Plator, who commanded it for Philip, surrendered
it treacherously to the besiegers. He had purposely
made the signals too late, that Philip might not have
an opportunity

of succouring- it. But the same did
not happen with respect to Chalcis, which Sulpitiu*

besieged immediately after the taking of Oreum.
The signals were made very seasonably there; and
the commander, deaf and inaccessible to the offers

of the proconsul, prepared for a stout defence. Sul-

pitius perceived that he had made an imprudent

ittempt,
and was so wise as to desist immediately

from it. The city was strongly fortified in itstlf;

and besides, situated on the Luripus, that famous

strait,3 in which the sea does not ebb and flow seven

limes every day, at fixed and sated hours, as (says

Livy) is commonly reported, but irregularly, whifst

the "waves roll on all sides with so much impetuosity
that they seem like torrents rushing down from the

mountains; so that ships can never ride there io

safety.

Attalus besieged Opus,
a city situated not far from

the sea-side, among the Locriaus, in Achaia. Philip
advanced with incredible diligence to its aid, having
marched upwards of sixty miles in one day. The

Polyb. 1. 1. p. 61* 614. Liv. I. ixviii. n. 5 .

Hiiid alia infesliur clawi matio ett. Nam et renti as

utriunque terrr prsnltis montibui rubiti ar ]>ror?lloni *e

dejiciunt, et fretum ipsom Euripi, lion "f>lirt die, icut

Tama Cert, temporihut ttatis reciprocal ; ed temere, in mo-

dum venti nunc hue nunc illur Term mari. elul monte pr*-

cipiti derolutuji torrent rapitur. Ita nee noete net; die,

quiet navib\i dator. Li?-

So Liy hat it; whir.h i certainly a prudigiow say's
march for an army. U
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city had been just taken before he arrived at it; and

he might have surprised Attalus, who was employed
in plundering the

place,
had not the latter, the in-

stant he heard of nis approach, retired with great

precipitation. However, Philip pursued him to the

sea-side.

Attalus having retired to Oreum, and received ad-

nce there that Prussias king of Bithvnia had entered

his territories, returned towards Asia, and Sulpitius
to the island of ^Egina. Philip, after having taken

some small cities, and frustrated the
project

of Ma-
chanidas, the Spartan tyrant, who designed to attack

the people of Elis, who were employed in preparing
for the solemnization of the Olympic games, repair-
ed to the assembly of the Achajans, which was held

at jEgium, where he expected to find the Carthagi-
nian lleet, and to join it with his own; but advicf-

beiii" brought that the ships of the Romans and king
Attalus had sailed away, that fleet had done the same.

Philip was truely grieved to fiud,i that though he

employed the utmost diligence, he always came too

late to put his
projects

in execution; fortune, he

would say, taking a pleasure in bereaving him ofevery

opportunity, and in frustrating all his incursions and

expeditious. However, he concealed his uneasiness

from the assembly, and spoke with an air of confi-

dence and resolution. Having called the gods and
men to witness, that he had never neglected any op-

portunity of marching out, on all occasions, in quest
of the enemy; he added, that he did not know which
side used the greatest despatch: whether himself in

flying to the aid of his allies, or his enemies in avoid-

ing him by flight; that this was a tacit confession

that they thought themselves inferior to him in

strength: nevertheless, that he hoped soon to gain so

complete a victory over them, as would evidently
demonstrate his superiority. This speech greatly

encouraged the allies. After having given the neces-

sary orders, and made some expeditions of no great

importance, he returned to Macedonia, to carry on
the war against the Dardaniaus.

Digression of Polybius on signals made by Jire.

The subject which Polybius here treats is curious

enough in itself; and besides, it is so closely connect-
ed with the history I am now relating,

as to excuse

my introducing a digression, that will not be of a

great length, and which the reader may pass over,
if he finds it tedious. I shall repeat it almost lite-

rally as 1 find it in Polybius. Livy, in his account
of the particulars above related, and which he has

copied almost word for word from Polybius,* men-
tions these signals made by fire; but then he only
hints at them, because, as they were not invented by
the Romans, this was consequently a subject which
did not relate so immediately to the history he was

writing. But this use of signals, which is a part of

the art of war, belongs properly to the history of the

Greeks; and shows to how great a perfection they
had carried all the branches of that noble art, the ju-
dicious reflections they had formed upon everything
connected with it, and the astonishing progress they
had made with respect to the construction of ma-
chines of war, different kinds of armour, and mili-

tary signals.
As the method of making signals by fire.s says

Polybius, though of great use in war, has hitherto
not been treated with any accuracy, I believe it will

be proper not to pass over them superficially, but to

dwell a little upon that head, in order to give my
readers a more perfect idea of it.

It is a truth universally acknowledged, that oppor-
tunity is of great advantage in all things, but espe-

> Philippus mcrebat et angebatur, cum ad omnia ipee

ruptim iuet, nulli tamen se rei in lempore occurris*e : et

rapieotem omnia ex oculit elususe cclentaiem imam furtu-

nam. Lie. \. xxviii. n. 8.

PhilinpuK, vt ad omnes hontium motim poi*et occur-

rere, in Pbocidem atque EuhcMm, et Peparethum mittit,

qui loca alia eligerent, unde editi igncs apparerent : ipse in

Tioeo [moiu est in altitudinem in?entem cucuminis editi]
ipeciilam pusuit, ut ignibus procul sublalis, signum, obi
uid mulircntur hostel, momenlo lemporii acciperet. Liv. 1.

iiYiii. n. 5.

Folyb. 1. 1 p. 614618.

cially in war. Now, among the several things which
have been invented to enable men to seize it, nothing
can be more conducive to that end than signal? made
by fire. Whether transactions have happened but a
little before or are then actually taking place, they
may, by this method, be very easily made known, at

places distant three or four days' journey from where
they happened, and sometimes at a stilf greater dis-

tance; and by this means the necessary aids may be
obtained in tmre.

Formerly this method of giving notice was of very
little advantage, because of its too great simplicity
For, in order to make use of it, it was necessary that
certain signals should be agreed upon; and as event!
are infinitely various, it was impossible to communi-
cate the greatest part of them by this method. Al
for intance, not to

depart
iroin the present history

it was very easy to make known, that a fleet was ar-

rived at Oreum, at Peparethos, or atChalcis; because
the parties whom it concerned had foreseen this

event, and accordingly had agreed upon such signals
as might denote it. But an unexpected insurrection,
treason, a horrid murder committed in a city, and
such like accidents, as happen but too often, and
which cannot be foreseen, this kind of events, which

require immediate consideration and a speedy re-

medy, cannot be signified by a beacon. For it is

not possible to agree upon a signal for such e\tnU
as it is impossible to foresee.

.Eiu-as,4 who wrote a treatise on the duties of a

general, endeavoured to complete what was wanting
on this occasion; but he was far from succeeding so
well as could have been wished, or as he himself nad

proposed, of which the reader may now judge.
Those, says he, who would give signals to one

another upon affairs of importance, must first prepare
two eartften vessels, exactly equal in breadth and

depth: and they need be but four feet and a half deep,
and a foot and a half wide. They then must take

pieces of cork, proportioned to the mouth of these

vessels, but not quite so wide, [that they may sink

with ease to the bottom of these vessels.] They r.eSl

fix, in the middle of this cork, a stick, vvhich niust',4

of equal size in both these vessels. This stick Jiu*
be divided into portions, of three inches ea'.ii, .<}

distinctly marked, in order that such even'j or gena
rally happen in war mav be written on ib' ji. 7"<M

example, in one of these intervals the fr'lor inr wordj

may be written: A BODY OF HoRsr ATA *"<Aic,HEJ.

INTO THE COUNTRY. On another. I p ,DY OF iy

FANTRY HEAVILY ARMED ARE A 'iKT ED HITHEa
On a third: INFANTRY LIGHTS .RJ:ED. On i

fourth: A BODY OF CAVALRY A?'O IN'/AJSTRY. Of
another: SHIPS. Then, PKOViSKf.'S, and so on tilt

all the events, which are foreseer its probable to hap-

pen in the war that is carrying en, are written down
in these intervals.

This being done, each of the to vessels must have
a little tube or cock of equal bigness, to let out the

water in equal proportion.
Then the two vessels

must be filled with water; the pieces of cork, with

their sticks thrust through them, must be laid upon
them, and the cocks must be opened. Now it is plain,
that as these vessels are equal, the corks will sink,
and the sticks descend lower in the vessels, in pro-

portion as they empty themselves. But to be more
certain of this exactness, it will be proper to make
the experiment first, and to examine whether all

things correspond and agree together, by a uniform
execution on both sides.

When this is well ascertained, the two vessels must
be carried to the two places where the signals

are to

be made and observed: water is poured in, and the

corks and sticks are put in the vessels. According
as any of the events which are written on the sticks

shall happen, a torch, or other light, is raised, which

.(Eneaj was contemporary with Arulr.Ue. He wrote

treatise on the art of war. Cineus, on f Pyrrhus' coun-

sellor*, made an abridgment of it. Pyi/hus also wrote c*

the same subject. JEltan Tuct. cap. I. Cicero mention*

the two last in. one of his epistles, .'mmmum me ducem
Ultra, tun rrddidtru.nl. Plane ntscitlim le tarn peritum
esse ret militaris. Pyr^hi It. libros et Cinea video IcciitaMt

Lib. ix. pi. 25. ad. Papir. Ptelum.
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must be held aloft, till such time as another is raised

by the party to whom it is directed. [This first

signal is only to ascertain that both parties are ready
and attentive.] Then the torrh must betaken away,
and the cocks set running. When the interval, that

is, that part of the stick where the event of which
notice is to be given is written, shall be fallen to a

level with the mouth of the vessels, then the man
who gives the signal lifts up his torch; and on the

Other side the correspondent signal-maker imme-

diately stops the cock of his vessel, and looks at what
s written on that part of the stick which touches
the mouth of the vessel, on which occasion, if every
th:nt has been executed exactly and equally on both
side* both will read the same thing.

Although this method differs from that which was

practised in early ages, in which men agreed only

upon a single signal which was to denote the event
the olher party desired to be informed of, and which
had been agreed upon, it nevertheless was too vague
and indeterminate. For it is impossible to foresee

all the accidents that may happen in a war; and even

though they could be foreseen, there would be no

possibility of writing them all on a piece of stick.

Besides, when any unexpected accident should hap-
pen, how could notice be given of it according to

this method'.' Add to this, that the inscription on
the stick is nowise exact and circumstantial. It does
not tell how many horse and foot are come, what

part of the country they are in, how many ships are

arrived, nor the quantity of provisions. For before
these several particulars could be written on the

stick, they must have been foreseen, which was al-

together impossible, though these are points of the

highest importance; and now can succours be sent,
when it is not known how many enemies are to be

opposed, uor in what part of the country they are?
How can a party either confde in or doubt' their

own strength? In a word, how will they know
what to do, when they are not told how many ships,
or what quantity of provisions, are come from the

enemy.
The last method was invented bv Cleoxenus, while

others ascribe it to Democlitus; however, we have

brought it to perfection, says Polybius, who continues
the sole speaker upon this head. This fixes every
circumstance, and enables us to give notice of what-
soever happens. The only thing required, is great
care and exactness. This method is as follows:
The twenty-four letters of Ae alphabet must be

taken and divided into five parts; and these must be
fixed on a board, from top to bottom, in their natural
order in fne columns; five letters in each column,
the last excepted, which will have but four.

The alphabet being disposed in this manner, the
man who is to make the signal must begin by
showing two torches or lights; and these he must
hold aloft till the other party has also shown two

lights. This first signal is only to show that both
sides are ready, after which the lights must be re-

moved.
The next point is, to make the other party read, in

this alphabet, the information we want to acquaint
thrill with. The person who gives the signal, shall

hold up torches to his left, in order to denote to the

correspondent party, from which of the columns he
must take letters, to write them down in proportion
8 they shall be pointed out to him; so that if it is the

first Column, he only holds up one torch; if the se-

cond, he shows two, and so on, and always to the

left. He must do the same to the right hand, to

point out to the person who receives the signal,
which letter in the column he must observe and write

down. This both parties must agree upon between
them.
These several preliminaries being arranged, and

each of them taken his post, the man who gives the

signal
must have a geometrical instrument with two

tubes, in order that he may know by one of them the

right, and by the other the left of tiim who is to an-

^we.r. The board must be set up near to this instru-

ment; and tcthe right and left a solid most be raised

ten feet broad, and about the height of a man; in or-

der that the torches, which shall be lifted up over it,

may spread a strong, clear light; ;nid thil whea

they are to be lowered, they may be entirely hid be
hind it.

All things being thus disposed on each side, I will

suppose, for instance, that advice is to be given that

A hundred Cretans, or Kretans.are gone over to Iht

enemy. First, it will be necessary to choose such
words as will express what is here said in the fewest

letters possible, as Cietans, or Kretans,* a hundred
have deserted, which expresses the very same idea in

much fewer letters. The following is the manner in

which this information will be given.
The first letter is a K, which is in the second

column. Two torches must therefore be lifted to

the left, to inform the person who receives the signal,
that he must look into the second column. Five
torches are then to be lifted up to the right, to denote
that the letter sought for is the fifth of the second

column, that is a K.
Afterwards four torches must be held up to the

left, to point out the P,2 which is in the fourth column:
then two to the right, to denote that this letter is the

second of the fourth column. The same must be oh
served with respect to the rest of the letters.

By this method, every event that comes to pas*

may be communicated in a fixed and determinate
manner.
The reason why two sets of lights are used, is be-

cause every letter must be pointed out twice; the
first time, to denote the column to which it belongs;
and the second, to show its place in order iu the

column pointed out. If the persons employed on
these occasions observe the rules here laid down,
they will give exact notice; but it must be practised
a long time before they will be able to be very quick
and exact in the operation.

This is what is proposed by Polybius, who, it is

well known, was a great soldier and politician, and
for this reason his hints ought to be valued. They
might be improved, and put in practice on a great

many occasions. These signals were employed in a

mountainous country.
A pamphlet was lent me, printed

in 1702, and en-

titleci, The art of making signals both by tea and
land. The pamphlet was dedicated to the king, by
the Sieur Marcel, commissioner of the navy at Aries.

This author affirms, that he communicated several

times, at the distance of two leagues (in as short a

space of time as a man could write down and form

exactly the letters contained in the advice he com-

municated,) an unexpected piece of news that took

up a page in writing.
I cannot say what this new invention was, noi

what success it met with; but in my opinion such

discoveries as these ought not to be neglected. In

all ages and nations, men have been very desirous of

finding out and employing methods for receiving or

communicating news with speed, and of these, sig-
nals by fire are one of the

principal.
In the fabulous times,* when the fifty daughters of

Danaus murdered all their husbands in one night

Hypermnestra excepted, who had spared Lynceus.it
is "related that when they escaped by flight, and had

each arrived at a place of safety, they informed one

another of it by signals made by fire; and that this

circumstance gave rise to the festival of torches

established in Argos.
Agamemnon, at his setting oat for the Trojan e.

pedition, had promised Clytemnestra, that the very

day the city should be taken, he would give notice of

the victory by fires kindled for that purpose. He
kept his word, as appears from the tragedy of JA-
clnlus, which take* its name from that prince; n

which the sentinel, appointed to watch for this
sig-

nal, declares he had spent many tedious nights ID

that uncomfortable post.
We also find,* in the Commentaries 6f Julius CK-

sar, that he himself used the same method.

> The word* are disposed in this manner in the Greek.
* This is the capital letter R in the Greek tongue,

Pauian. l.ii. p. 130.
* Celeritcr ut ante Cnar impe rare rat, ignibui signif-

cationc fucli ex proximis cactelli* <"6 ecncuriuni *n CM.
Bell. Gall. I ii.
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Caesar gives us an account of another method in

use amongst the Gaul*. Whenever any extraor-

dinary event happened in their country, or they stood

in need of immediate succour, they gave notice (o

cue another by repeated shouts, which were catched
from place to place; so that the massacre of the

Romans in Orleans at sunrise, was known by eight
or nine o'clock in the evening in Auvergne, forty

leagues from the other
city.

VVe are told of a much shorter method.! It is pre-
tended that the king of Persia, when he carried the

war into Greece, had posted a kind of sentinels at

roper distances, who communicated to one another,
v their voices, such news as it was necessary to

transmit to a great distance; and that advice could
be communicated from Athens to Susa (upwards of
150 leagues,) in forty-eight hours.

It is also related that a Sidonian proposed to Alex-
ander the Great, an infallible method for establish-

ing a speedy and safe communication between all the
Jountries subject to him. He required but five days
for giving notice, through so great a distance as that

between his hereditary kingdom, and his most remote

conquest in India: but the king, looking upon this

offer as a mere chimera, rejected it with contempt:
however, he soon repented it, and very justly ; for the

experiment might have been made With littfe trouble
to himself.

Pliny relates another method,3 which is not alto-

gether improbable. Decimua Brutus defended the

city of Modeaa, besieged by Antony, who kept him

closely blocked up, and prevented his sending the

least adyice to the consuls, by drawing lines round
the city, and laying nets.in the river. However, Bru-
tus employed pigeons, to whose feet he fastened let-

ters, w hich arrived in safety wherever he thought pro-
per to send them. Of what use", says, Pliny,*

were

Antony's intrenchments and sentinels to him? Of
what service were all the nets he

spread,
when the

new courier took his route though the air?

Travellers relate, that to carry advice from Alex-
andria to Aleppo, when ships arrive in that harbour,

they make use of pigeons, who have young ones at

Aleppo. Letters, containing the advices to be com-
municated, are fastened to the pigeons' necks, or feet;
this being done, the pigeons take wing, soar to a great
height, and fly to Aieppo, where the letters are taken
from them. The same method is used in many other

places.

Description of the instrument employed in tig^nali
made by Jire.

M. Chevalier, mathematical professor in the royal
college, a fellow-member with me, and my particular
friend, has been so good as to delineate, at my re-

quest, the figure
5 ot the instrument, mentioned by

Polybius, and to add the following explication of it.

In this manner I conceive to have been constructed
the instruments described by Polybins, for commu-
nicating advices at a great distance, by signals made
by fire.

AB is a beam about four or five feet long, five or
six inches broad, and two or three inches thick. At
the extremities of it are, well dove-tailed and fixed

exactly perpendicular in the middle, two cross pieces
of wood, CD, EF, of equal breadth and thickness
with the beam, and three or four feet long. The
ides of these cross pieces of timber must be exactly

parallel, and their upper superficies very smooth. In
the middle of the surface of each of these pieces, a

right line must be drawn parallel to their sides; and

consequently these lines will be parallel to one an-
other. At an inch and a half or two inches distance
from these lines, and exactly in the middle of the

leng'th of each cross piece, there must be driven in

very strongly, and exactly perpendicular, an iron or
lua-s <:rew,,(2,) whose upper part, which must be

< Coel. Rhudig. I. xviii. c. 3.
' Vigpnere, in his remarks on the seventh book of C5-

iar's war in Gaul, relate* this without oiling directly the
author. i Plin. I. vii. c. 37.

4 Quid vallum, et vigil oh.*iilio, atque etiam retia krone
irtrxta prufurre Antonio, per cesium euntu numio.

Omitted

cylindrical, and five or six lines in diameter,* shal

project seven or eight lines above the superficies o
these cross pieces.
On these pieces must be

placed
two hollow tuhei

or cylindersGH, IK, through which the observations
are made. These tubes must l. exactly cy linuric;*

and formed of some hard, solid i. .-al, in order thai

they may not shrink or warp. Tho must be a too*

longer than the cross piece on which '.hey are fixed
and thereby will extend six inches beyend it at each
end. These two tubes must be fixed ou two plates
of the same metal, in the middle of win-se length
shall be a small convexity (3) of about an in. h round
In the middle of this part (3) must be a hole r.iartlr

round, about half an inch in diameter; so that api'ly

ing the plates on which these tubes are fixed, upon
the cross

pieces
of wood CD, EF, this hole must be

exactly filled by the projecting and cylindrical pr.rt
of the screw (2) which was fixed in it, and in >uch a
nianuer as to prevent its play. The head of tin >rrt \v

may extend some lines beyond the superr:t* ot' the

plates, and in such a manner as that those tuoes mar
turn with their plates about these screws, in order to
direct them on the boards or screens P, Q, behind
which the signals by fire are made, according to the
different distances of the places where the Mgnals
shall be made.
The tubes must be blackened within, in order that

when the eye is applied to one of their ends, it may
not receive any reflected rays. There must also be

placed towards the end, on the side of the observer,
a perforated ring, the aperture of which must be about
three or four lines; and at the other end must be

placed two threads, the one vertical, and the other

horizontal, crossing one another in die axis of the
tube.

In the middle of the beam AB must be made a
round hole, two inches in diameter, in which must
be fixed the foot LMAOP, which supports the whole
machine, and round which it turns as on its axis*

This machine may be called a rule and
sights, though

it differs from that which is applied to circumferen-

tors, theodolites, and even geometrical squares, whiiia
are used to draw maps, take plans and surveys, &c.
but it has the same use, which is to direct the sight.
The person who makes the signal, and he who re-

ceives it, must each have a similar instrument: other-

wise, the man who receives the signal could not dis-

tinguish whether the signals are made to the right or
left of him who makes them, winch is an t>.- niial

circumstance according to the method proposed bj
Polybius.
The two boards or screens, PQ, which are to de

note the right and left hand of the man who gives the

signals, or to display or hide the fires, according to

the circumstances of the observation, ought to be

greater or less, and nearer or farther distant from
one another, according as the distance between the

places where the signals must be given and received

is greater or less.

In my descriptipn of the preceding machine, all I

have endeavoured is, to explain the manner how Po-

lybius's
idea might be put in execution, in making

signals by fire; but I do not pretend to say, that it is

of use for giving signals at a considerable distance;
for it is certain that riow large sover this machine be,

signals made by 2, 3, 4, and 5 torches will not be
seen at 5, 6, or more leagues distance, as he supposes.
To make them visible at a greater distance, su;h

torches must not be made use of, as can be lifted up
and down with the hand, but large wide-spreading
fires of whole loads of straw or wood; and, conse-

quently, boards or screens of a prodigious size must
be employed, to hide or eclipse them.

Telescopes were not known in Polybius's time;
they were not discovered or improved till the last

century. Those instruments would have made the

signals in question visible at a much greater distance

than bare tubes could have done: but I stil! doubt
whether they could be employed for the purpose
mentioned by Polybius, at a greater distance than

two or three leagues. However, I am of opinion.

Twelfth part of an inch.
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umt s city besieged might communicate its wants to

an army sent to succour it, or give notice how long
it could hold out a siege, in order that proper mea-
sures might be taken; and that, on the other side,

the army sent to its aid might communicate its de-

sign* to the city besieged, especially by the assistance

of U Scopes.

SECTION" VII. PHILOP(EMEN GAINS A FAMOUS
VICTOR* NEAR MANTINEA, OVER MACHANIDAS,
TYRANT OF SPARTA. THE HIGH ESTEEM IN WHICH
THAT GENERAL IS HEJJ). NA|.1> SUCCEEDS MA-
CHAMDAS. SOME INSTANCES OF HIS AVARICE AND
CRUELTY. A GENERAL PEACE CONCLUDED BE-
TWKEN PHILIP AND THE ROMANS, IN WHICH THE
ALLIES ON BOTH SIDES ARE INCLUDED.

THE Romans, wholly employed
A. M. 3798. in the war with Hannibal, wh'ich

Ant. J. C. 206. they resolved to terminate, inter-

meddled very little with that of

the Greeks, and did not molest them during the two

following vears.

In the first,! Philopcemen was appointed captain-

general of the Ach;cans. As soon as he was invested

with this employment, which was the highest in the

state, he assembled his allies before betook the field,

aiul exhorted them to second his leal with courage
and warmth, and support with honour both their

fame and his. He insisted strongly on the care they

ought to take, not of the beauty End magnificence of
their dress, which became women only, and those too

oHittle merit; but of the good condition and splen-
dour of their arms, an object worthy of men, intent

upon their own glorv and the good of their country.
His speech was received with universal

applause,
insomuch that at the breaking up of the assembly, all

those who were magnificently dressed were pointed
at; so great an influence have the words of an illus-

trious person, not only in dissuading men from vice,
but in inclining them to virtue; especially when his

actions correspond with his words, for then it is scarce

possible to resist his exhortations. This was the

character of Philopoemen. Plain in his dress, and

frugal in his diet, he took very little care of his body.
In conversation he suffered patiently the ill temper of

others, even when thev used contemptuous expres-
sions: and for himself, he was particularly careful

never to give the least offence lo any one. it was lii-

study/, during his life, to speak nothing but the truth:

and indeed, the slightest expressions of his were heard
with respect, and immediately believed. . And he was
not obliged to employ a great many words to per-
suade, his conduct being a model of what every body-
else ought to do.

The assembly being dismissed, all returned to their

respective cities, in the highest admiration of Philo-

poemen, w hose words as well as actions had charmed
them; and fully persuaded, that as long as he should

preside at the head of affairs, the slate would never
sutler any loss. He immediatelv visited the several

cities, and gave the necessary orders in them. He
assembled the people in every place, acquainted them
with every thing that was iuct-;iry to be done, and
raised troops. After spending near eight months in

making the various preparations for the war, he took
the field.

Machanidas,1 tyrant of Laceda?monia, was watch-

ing a*, the head of a powerful army, for an opportu-
nity to subject all Pelopcr.ne*sus. The moment
advice was brought of his arrival in the territories of

Mantinea, Philopoemen prepared to give him battle.

The tyrant ot Sparta set cut upon his march at

day-break, at the heH0 of the heavy-armed infantry,
and posted to the right and left on the same line, but

a little more advanced, the light infantry composed
of foreigners; and behind them chariots laden with

catapultie,S and darts to sustain them. It appears by
the sequel, that before him lay

a ditch, that ran along

part of the plain, beyond which his troop extended
at each end.

i Polyb. I. li. p. 629 31.

Pulyb. I. xi. p. 631637. Pint, in Philop. p. 361.

Engines tu discharge dart* or itooei, &c.
Vni If 17VOL. II. 17

At the same time PhilojKemen marched his army
in three bodies out of the city. The first, consisting
of the Achaean horse, was posted to the right. The
second, Composed of heavy-armed foot, was in the

centre, and advanced to the ditch. The third, com-

posed of lllyrians, cuirassiers, foreigners, light-armed

troops, and some Tarentine horse,4 were oa the left

with Philopoemen at their head.

The time for beginning the battle approaching, and
the enemy in view, that general, flying up and down
the ranks of the infantry', encouraged his men in few
but energetic words. Most of them were even not

heard ; for he was so dear to his soldiers, and they

reposed such confidence in him, that they were suffi-

ciently inclined of themselves to fight with incredi-

ble ardour. In a kind of transport they animated
their general, and

pressed
him to lead them on to

battle. All he endeavoured to make them under-
stand was, that the time was come in which their

enemies would be reduced to an ignominious cap-
tivity, and themselves restored to a glorious and im-
mortal liberty.
Machanidas marched his infantry in a kind of co-

lumn, as if he intended to begin the battle by charg-
ing the right wing: but when he was advanced to a

proper distance, he on a sudden made his infantry
wheel about, in order that it might extend to his

right, and form a front equal to the left of the Achae-
ans: and to cover it, he caused all the chariots laden
with catapultae to advance forward. Philopceiuen

plainly saw that his design was to break his infantry,

by overwhelming it with darts and stones: however,
he did not give him time for it, but caused the

Tarentine horse to begin the battle with great vigour,
on a spot where thev had room enough to engage in.

Machanidas was forced to do the same, and to lead

on his Tarentines. The first charge was very furious.

The light-armed soldiers advancing a little alter to

sustain them, in a moment the foreign troops were

universally engaged on both sides: and, as in this

attack they fought man toknan, the battle was a long
time doubtful. At last the foreigners in the tyrant's

army had the advantage; their numbers and dex-

terity, acquired by experience, giving them the su-

periority. The lllyrians and cuirassiers, who sus-

tained the foreign soldiers in Philopoemen's armj
could not withstand so furious a charge. They wert

entirely broke, and fled with the utmost precipita-
tion towards the city of Mantinea, about a mile from
the field of battle.

Philopuemen seemed now lost to all hopes. On
this occasion, says Polybius, appeared

the truth of

maxim, which cannot reasonably be contested, That
the events of war are

generally
successful or unfor-

tunate, only in proportion to the skill or ignorance
of the generals who command. Philopoemen, so fai

from desponding at the ill success of the first charge,
or losing his presence of mind, was solely intent upon
taking advantage of the errors which the enemj
might commit. Accordingly they were guilty of a

great one, which indeed is but too frequent on these

occasions, and for that reason cannot be too strongly

guarded against. Machanidas, after the left wing
was routed, instead of improving that advantage, by
charging in front that instant with his infantry the

centre of that of \h enemies, and taking it at the

same time in flank with his victorious wing, and

thereby terminating the whole aiiair, suffers himself,
like a young man, to be hurried away by the fire and

impetuosity of his soldiers, and pursues without or-

der or discipline, those who were th ing; as if, after

having given war, fear alone would not have carried

them to the gates of the city.

Philopoemen, who upon this defeat had retired to

his infantry in the centre, takes the first cohorts,

commands them to wheel to the left, and at their

head marches and seizes the post which Machanidas
had abandoned. By this movement he divided the

centre of the enemy's infantry from his right wing.
He then commanded these cohorts to stay in the

post they had just seized, till farther orders; and at

The Tarentine horemen bad each two horses

XZZT. n, 28.
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fce same time directed Polybius.i the Megalopolitan
to rally all the Illyrians, cuirassiers, and foreigners,
who without quitting the ranks, and flying, as the

rest had done, had drawn off to avoid the fury of the

conqueror; and, with these forces, to post himself on
the flank of the infantry in his centre, to check the

enemy in their return from the pursuit.
But now the Lacedaemonian infantry, elate with

the first success of their right wing, without waiting
for the signal, adrance with their pikes lowered to-

wards the Achaeans as far as the brink of the ditch.

When they came up to it, whether that from 'being
to near the enemy, they were shamed not to go on,
or that they did not value the ditch, because it was

dry and had no hedge; and besides, being no longer
able to retire, because the advanced ranks were push-
ed forward by those in the rear, they rushed into the

ditch at once. This was the decisive point of time
which

Philopcemen
had long awaited, and thereupon

he orders the charge to be sounded. His troops,
levelling their pikes, fell with dreadful shouts on the

Lacedaemonians. The latter, who at their descend-

ing into the ditch, had broken their ranks, no sooner
taw the enemy above them, than they immediately
fled; nevertheless, great numbers of them were left

in the ditch, having been killed either by the Achae-
ans or their own soldiers.

To complete the glory of this action, it now re-

mained to prevent the tyrant from escaping the con-

queror. This was Philopoemen's only object. Ma-
chanidas, on his return, perceived that his army fled:

and being sensible of his error, he endeavoured, but
in vain, to force his way through the Achaeans. His

troops perceiving that the enemy were masters of the

bridge which lay over the ditch, were quite dispirit-
ed, and endeavoured to save themselves as well as

they could. Machanidas himself, finding it impos-
sible to pass the bridge, hurried along the side of
the ditch, in order to find a place where he might
pass it. Philopoenien knew him by his purple mantle
and the trappings of his hfirse: so that, after giving
Uie necessary orders to his officers, he passed the

ditch, in order to stop the
tyrant.

The latter hav-

ing found a part of the ditch which might easily
be crossed, claps spurs to his horse, which springs
forward in order to leap over. That very instant

Philopoemen hurled his javelin at him, which laid

him dead in the ditch. The tyrant's head being
truck oil, and carried from rank to rank, gave new

courage to the victorious Achaeans. They pursued
the fugitives, with incredible ardour, as far as Tegaea,
entered the city with them, and being now masters
of the field, the very next day they encamped on the

banks of the Eurotas.

The Achaeans did not lose many men in this battle,
but the Lacedaemonians lost not less than 4000, with-
out including the prisoners, who were still more
numerous. The baggage and arms were also taken

by the Achaeans.

The conquerors, struck with admiration at the con-
duct of their general, to whom the victory WHS en-

tirely owing, erected a brazen statue to him in the

game attitude in which he had killed the tyrant;
which statue they afterwards placed in the temple of

Apollo at Delphi.
Polybius justly observes, that this signal victory

must not be ascribed either to chance, or a concur-
rence of circumstances, but entirely to the abilities

of the general, who hud foreseen and made every
necessary disposition for this great event. And, in-

deed, from the beginning (it is Polybius who still

speaks, and continues his reflections) Philopoemen
had covered himself with the ditch: not to avoid

coming to battle, as some have imagined, but be-

cause, like a judicious man and a great soldier, he
had reflected, that should Machamdas

attempt
to

take his army pass the ditch, before he had ex-
amined it, his troops would certainly be cut to pieces,

The iate [French] translator of Polybiui mistakes this

officer for our historian, and here introduces him speaking;
which is otherwise in the original. Polybius the historian
wu not burn at that time. It is true indeed that this per-
on had the same name and wai a native of the same city,
nich mtltei the error tne more excusable.

and entirely defeated; or if, being stopped by th

ditch, he should change his resolution, and breal
his order of battle through fear, that he would l>

thought the most unskilful of generals, in abandon-

ing victory to the enemy, without daring to come to

a battle, and in
carrying oft' no other marks of hit

enterprise, than the ignominy of having renounced
it. Polybius also highly applauds the presence of
mind and resolution of

Philopoemen, in not despond-
ing or losing courage when his left wing was routed
but in having made that very defeat an occasion of

his gaining a glorious victory.
It appears to me that these small battles, wher

there are not many combatants on either side, and in

which, for that reason, one may follow, as it were,
with the eye, the several steps of the commanding
officers, observe the several orders they give, the pre-
cautions they take, and the errors they commit, may
be of great service to those who are one day to com-
mand armies; and this is one of the chief advantage*
resulting from the study of history.

It is related that, in the assembly
of the Nemaean games, which were A. M. 3799.
solemnized this year after this fa- Ant. J. C. 205.

mous battle of Mantinea, Philopoe-
men being elected general of the Achaeans a second

time, and having then no employment for his forces,

upon account of the festival, caused his phalanx, verj
splendidly clothed, to pass in review before all the

Greeks, and made them perform their usual ex

ercises, to show with what dexterity, strength, ano

agility, they performed the several military move-

ments, without ever breaking or disordering theii

ranks. He afterwards went into the theatre, in which
the musicians were disputing for the

prize
in theii

art, accompanied by those youths in their coats o

arms, all of a graceful stature, and in the flower Oi

their age; all filled with the highest veneration foi

their general, and fired at the same time with a mar-
tial intrepidity; sentiments with which their glorioui
battles and success, under this illustrious general,
had inspired them.
The very instant that this flourishing troop of

youths entered with Philopoenien, Py lades the musi

cian, who was singing to his lyre the Persians of

Timotheus,2 happened accidentally to repeat the fol-

lowing verse:

The wreath of liberty to me you owe.

The grandeur of the poetry being finely expressed
by the singer, who had an exquisite voice, struck th

whole assembly. At the same time all the Greeks
cast their eyes upon Philopoemen, and clapping their

hands and raising shouts of joy, they
called to mind

the glorious ages of triumphant Greece; soothing
themselves with the pleasing hopes, that they should
revive those ancient times, and their pristine glory,
so greatly did a general like Philopoemen increase

their confidence, and inflame their courage.
And indeed, says Plutarch, as we find young colts

are always fond of those they are used to, and that

in case any other person attempts to mount them,

they are restive, and prance about with their new
rider; the same disposition appeared in the Achaean

league. The instant they were to embark in a nevr

war, and a battle was to be fought, if any other gene-
ral was appointed, immediately the deputies of the

confederate powers would be discouraged, and turn
their eyes in quest of Philopoemen ;

and the moment
he appeared, the whole league revived and were

ready for action; so strongly
were they persuaded

of his great valour and abilities; well knowing that

he was the only general whos* presence the enemy
dreaded, and whose name alone made the enemy
tremble.

Can there, humanly speaking, be more pleasing,
more affecting, or more solid glory for a general or a

prince, than to see himself esteemed, beloved, and

revered, by the army and by nations, in the manner

Philopoemen was? Is it possible for any man to b

* This was a dithyrambin poet, who lived about the 95th

Olympiad, i. e. 3D8 years before Christ. One of hit

was untitled the Pcriimni.
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to void of taste and sound sense, as to prefer, or even

compare, to the honour which the exalted qualities
at Pnilopoemen acquired him, the pretended glorv
which so many persons of quality imagined the\-

derived from their tquipages, buildings, furniture,
and the ridiculous expeuse of their tables? Philo-

pcemen affected magnificence more than they do;
but then he placed it in what it really conti-^: the

clothing his troops splendidly; providing them good
hordes and shining arms: supplying, with a generous
hand, all their wants both public and private; distri-

buting money seasonably to encourage the officers,

and even the private men: in acting thus, Philopoe-
men, though dressed in a very plain habit, was look-
ed upon as the greatest and mot>t magnificent general
of his time.

Sparta did not recover its ancient liberty by the

death of Machanidas, the only consequence of which
was, its changing one oppressor for another. The
tyrant had been extirpated, but not the tyranny.
That unhappy city, formerly so jealous of its'liberty
and independence, and now abandoned to slavery,
seemed by its indolence studious of nothing but to

make it-t If new chains, or to support its old ones.

Machanidas was succeeded by Nabis, a still greater
tyrant than the former, yet the Spartans did not show
tne least spirit, or make the least effort to shake off

the yoke of slavery.
Jsabis, 1 in the beginning of his government, was

not desirous to undertake any foreign expedition ; but

employed his whole endeavours in laying the solid

foundation of a lasting and cruel tyranny. For that

purpose he made it his particular care to destroy all

the remaining Spartans in that
republic.

He banish-
ed from it all such as were distinguished for their

quality and wealth, and gave their estates and wives
to the chief men of his partv. We shall speak of
these persons hereafter under the name of the Exilet.
He had taken into his pay a great number of foreign-
ers, all plunderers ami asassms, and capable of per-
petrating the blackest crimes for gain. This kind of

people, who had been banished their country for their

crimes, Hocked round the tyrant, who lived in the
midst of them as their protector and king; employ-
ing them as his attendants and guards, to strengthen
Lis tyranny, and confirm his power. He was not
atished with banishing the citizens; he acted in such
manner that they could not find any secure asylum,

even in foreign countries; some were butchered in

their journey by his emissaries, and he recalled others
from banishment with no other view but to murder
them.

Besides these barbarities, he invented a machine
which may be called an infernal one, representing a
woman magnificently dressed, and exactly resembling
his wife, livery time that he sent for any person to
extort money from him, he would first converse with
him in the kindest and most gentle terms, on the dan-

ger with which the whole country, and Sparta in par-
ticular, was menaced by the Achseans; the number
of foreigners he was obliged to keep in pay for the

security of the state; the great gums he expended
for the worship of the gods, and for the good of the

public. In case the person spoken to was wrought
upon by his words, he proceeded no farther, this be-

ing all he wanted : but., if he was refractory, and re-

fused to give him money, he would say, "Probably
the talent of persuasion is not twine; but I hope that

Apega will be able to persuade you." Apega was
the name of his wife. He no sooner uttered these
words than his machine appeared. Xabis, taking
her by the hand, raised her Irom her chair, and lea

her to the person. The hands, the anus, and breast
of this machine were stuck with sharp iron points,
concealed under the clothes. The pretended Apega
embraced the unhappy wretch, folded him in her

arms; and laying hers round his waist, clasped him
to her bosom, whilst he uttered the most lamentable
cries. The machine was made to perform these seve-

ral motions by secret springs. In this manner did
the tyrant put many to death, from whom he could
not otherwise extort the sums he demanded.

Would one believe that a man could be capable of

contriving, in cold blood, such a machine, merely to

torture his fellow-creatures, and to feed his eyes and
tars with the cruel pleasure of seeing theii agonies
and hearing their groans? It is astonishing that in

such a city as Sparta, where tyranny was had in the

utmost de'testation; where men thought it glorious to

confront death; where religion and the laws, so fat

from restraining men as among us, seemed to arm
them against all who were enemies to liberty, it it

astonishing, I say, that so horrid a monster should be
suffered to live one day.

I have already observed, that the

Romans, employed in a more im- A. M. 3800.

portant war, had intermeddled very Ant. J. C. 204.

little with the affairs of Greece.*
The vEtolians, finding themselves neglected by that

powerful people, who were their only refuge, made
a peace with Philip. Scarce was the treaty con-

cluded, when P. Sempronius the proconsul
arrived

with 10,000 foot, 1000 horse, and thirty-five ships of

war. He was very much offended at them for making
this peace without having first obtained the consent

of the Romans, contrary to the
express

words of the

treaty of alliance. The Epirots also, tired with the

length of the war, sent deputies (with the proconsul's

leave) to Philip, who now was returned to Mace-
donia, to exhort him to agree to a general peace;

hinting to him, that they were almost sure, if he con-

senteil to have an interview with Sempronius, they
would easily agree upon the conditions. The king
was greatly pleased with these overtures, and went
to Epirus. As both parties were desirous of peace;

Philip, that he might have leisure to settle the affairs

of his kingdom; and the Romans, that they might be
able to carry on the war against Carthage with great-
er vigour; a treaty was soon concluded. The king
caused Prusias king of Bithynia, the Achaean?, Boeo-

tians, Thessalians, Acarnamans, and Epirots, to be
included in it; and the Romans included the people
of Ilium, king Attalus, Pleuratus, ]S'abis the Spartan

tyrant, successor to IVIachanidas, the people of Elis,

the Mt --< nians, and the Athenians. In this manner
the war of the allies was terminated by a peace which
was of no long continuance.

SECTION VIII. THE GLORIOUS EXPEDITIONS OF
ANTIOCHUS INTO MEDIA, PARTHIA, HYRCANLA,
AND AS FAR AS INDIA. AT HIS RETURN TO AN-
T1CCH, HE RECEIVES ADVICE OF PTOLEMY PHI-

LOPATOR'S DEATH.

THE history of the wars in Greece obliged us to

interrupt the relation of the transactions in Asia, and
therefore we now return to them.

Antiochus,3 after the death of

Achasus, having employed some A. M. 3792.

time in settling his affairs in Asia Ant J. C. 212.

Minor, marched towards the East,
to reduce those provinces which had revolted from
the empire of Syria. He began with Media, of which
the Parthians had just before dispossessed him. Ar-

saces, son to him who founded that empire, was their

king. He had taken advantage of the troubles in

which the wars of Antiochus with Ptolemy and Achas

us had involved him, and had conquered Media.
This country, says Polybius, is the most powerful

kingdom in all Asia, as well for its extent, as for the

number and strength of the men, and the great quan-
tity of horses it produces. Media furnishes all Asm
wh those beasts; and its pastures are so good, thai

the neighbouring monarchs send their studs thither.

Ecbatana is its capital city. The edifices of this city

suqiass in richness and magnificence all others in the

world, and the king's palace is 700 fathoms round.

Though all the wood-work was of cedar and cypress,
yet not the least piece of timber was visible; the

joint-, the beams, the ceilings, and columns which
sustained the porticoes and piazzas, being covered
with silver or gold plates. All the tiles were of silver.

The greatest part of these rich materials had been
carried off by the Macedonians under Alexander th

Great, and the rest plundered by Antigonus and

Pwhb '
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Seleucus .Nicator. Nevertneless, when Antiochus
entered this kingdom, the temple of jEna was still

surrounded with gilded columns, and the soldiers

found in it a great number of silver tiles, a few golden
bricks, and a great many of silver. All this was con-

verted into specie, and stamped with Antiochus's

image: the whole amounting to 4000 talents, or about

600,000/ sterling.
Arsaces expected that Antiochus would advance as

far as this temple; but he never imagined that he
would venture to cross, with his numerous army, a

country so barren as that which lies near it; and espe
cially as no water can be found in those parts, none

appearing on the surface of he earth. There are in-

deed rivulets and springs under ground ;
but no one,

except those that know the country, can find them.
On this subject, a true story is related by the inhabi-

tant of the country, that the Persians, when they
conquered Asia, gave to those who should raise water
in places

where none had been before, the profits

arising irom such places to the fifth generation in-

clusively. The inhabitants, animated by these pro-
mises, spared neither labour nor expense to convey
water under ground from mount Taurus, whence a

great quantity flows, as far as these deserts; insomuch
that at this time, says Polybius, those who make use

of these waters, do not know from what springs
the

subterraneous rivulets flow that supply
them with it.

It were to be wished that Polybius, who generally
in diffusive enough, had been more circumstantial

here, and had explained to us in what manner these

subterraneous canals (for such were the wells here

spoken of) were constructed, and the methods em-

Eloyed
by Arsaces to stop them. From the account

e gives of the prodigious labour employed, and the

vast sums expended to complete this work, we are

led to suppose that water had been conveyed into

every part of this vast desert, by stone aqueducts
built underground, with openings at proper distances,
which Polybius calls wells.

When Arsaces saw that Anti-

A. M. 3793. ochus was crossing the deserts, in

Ant. J. C. 211. spite of the difficulties which he im-

agined would impede his march,
he gave orders for stopping up the wells. But An-

tiochus, having foreseen this, sent a detachment of

horse, which posted itself near these wells, and beat

the party that came to stop them. The army passed
the deserts, -entered Media, drove Arsaces out of it,

and recovered all that province. Antiochus stayed
there the rest of the year in order to regulate the

affairs of the province, and to make the preparations
necessary for carrying on the war.

'1 he year following, he entered

A. M. 3794. very early into Parthia, where he
Ant. J. C. 210. was as successful as he had been

the year before in Media; Arsaces
was forced to retire into Hyrcania, where he ima-

gined that by securing some passes ot the mountains
which separate it from Parthia, it would be impos-
sible for the Syrian army to disturb him.

However, he was mistaken: for

A. M. 3795. as soon as the season would permit,
Ant. J. C. 209. Antiochus took the field; and after

incredible difficulties, attacked all

those posts at the same time with his whole army,
which he divided into as many bodies as there were
attacks to be made, and soon forced them all. He
afterwards reassembled them in the

plains,
and march-

ed to besiege Seringis, which was the capital of Hyr-
cania. Having besieged it for some time, he at last

made a great breach, and took the city by storm,

upon which the inhabitants surrendered at discretion.

In th/5 i"ean tim* Arsaces wf>s very busy 1 As he

retired, he reassembled troops, which at last formed
an army of 120,000 foot and 20,000 horse. He then
took the field against the enemy, and checked their

progress with the utmost bravery. His resistance

protracted the war, which seemed almost at an end.
After many engagements, Antiochus perceiving he

gained no advantage, judged that it would be ex-

tremely difficult to reduce so valiant an enemy, and

1. xli. e. 5

drive him entirely out of the provinces, where by
length of time he had so strongly established himselL
For this reason he began to listen to the overture*
which were made him for terminating so tedious
war.

At last a treaty was concluded,
in which it was stipulated that Ar- A. M. 3796.
saces should continue in possession Ant. J. C. 208.
of Parthia and Hyrcania, upon con-
dition that he should assist Antiochus in recovering
the rest of the revolted provinces.

Antiochus, after this peace, turn-
ed his arms against Euthydeiuus, A. M. 3797

king of Bactria. We have already Ant. J. C. 207.
shown in what manner Theodotus
had disunited Bactria from the empire of Syria, and
left it to his son of the same name with himself.
This son had been defeated and dispossessed by
Euthydemus, a brave and prudent man, who main-
tained for a long time a war against Antiochus. The
latter used his utmost endeavours to recover Bac-

tiia;2 but they all were rendered ineffectual by the
valour and vigilance of Euthydemus. During the

course of this war, Autiochus displayed his braver/-
in the most extraordinary manner. In one of these

battles his horse was killed under him, and he him-
self received a wound in the mouth, which, however,
was not dangerous, being attended with only the

loss of some of his teeth.

At last he grew' weary of a war in which he plainly

perceived that it would be impossible for him to de-
throne this prince. He therefore gave ami it nee to

Euthydemus's ambassadors, who represented to him,
that the war he was carrying on against their sove-

reign was not just: that he had never been his sub-

ject, and consequently that he ought not to avenge
himself on their king, because others had rebelled

against him ; that Bactria had thrown off the yoke
oi the Syrian empire under other monarchs long be-

fore him; that he possessed this kingdom by right
of conquest over the descendants of those chiefs of

the rebellion, and preserved it as the reward of m

just victory. They also insinuated to him that the

Scythians, observing both parties had weakened them-
selves by this war, were preparing to invade Bactria.

with great fury; and that should they persist
ob-

stinately in disputing for it, those barbarians might
very possibly dispossess both ot it.

This reflection made an impression A. M. 3798.

on Antiochus, who by this time was Ant. J. C. 20&

grown quite weary of so unprofita-
ble and tedious a war; and tor this reason he granted
them such conditions as ended in peace. To confirm
and ratit'v it, Euthydemus sent his son to Antiochus.

He gave him a gracious reception; and judging, by
his agreeable mien, his conversation, and the air of

majesty conspicuous in his whole person, that he waj

worthy of a throne, he promised him one of his

daughters in marriage, Hiid granted his father th

title of king. The other articles of the treaty were

put into writing, and the alliance was confirmed

by the usual oaths.

Having received all Euthydemus's elephants, which
was one of the articles of the peace, he passed mount
Caucasus, and entered India, and then renewed nil

alliance with the king of that country. He also re

ceived
elephants

from him, which, with those Euthr
drums had given him, amounted to 150. He march
ed from thence into Arachpsia,

afterwards into Dran

giana, thence into Carmania, establishing his author

ity and good order in all those provinces.
He passed the winter in the lat-

ter country. From thence he re- A. M. 3799
turned by Persia, Babylonia, and Ant. J. C. 20i

Mesopotamia, and at fast arrived

at Antioch, alter having spent seven years in thi

expedition. The vigour
of his enterprises, and ?h

prudence with which he had conducted the whole

war, acquired him the character of a wise and valiant

prince, and made him formidable to Europe as well

as Asia.

* I'oljb 1. z. p. WO, 621, tt. 1 si. p. 651, 658.
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A lictle after bis arrival at An-
A. M. 3800. tioch, advice was brought him ol

Ant. J. C. 204. the death of Ptolemy Philopjtor.
That prince, by his intemperance

ad excesses, had quite ruined his* constitution, which
vi naturally strong and vigorous. He died, as ge-

nerally happens to those who abandop therafelresj

to pleasure, before he had run half his course. H
was little more than twenty years old when he as-

cended the throne, and reigned but seventeen yean.
He was succeeded by Ptolemy Epiphanes hit so*
then five years old.

SEQUEL OF THE HISTORY

ALEXANDE R'S SUCCESSORS

BOOK XIX.

CHAPTER I

SECTION I. PTOLEMY EPIPHANES SUCCEEDS PHI-
LOPATOR HIS FATHER IN THE KINGDOM OF EGYPT.
ANTK.CHUS AND PHIIJP ENTER INTO AN ALLIANCE
TO INVADE HIS DOMINIONS. THE ROMANS BECOME
GUARDIANS OF THE YOUNG KING. ANTIOCHUS
SUBDUES PALESTINE AND CO.LE-SYRIA. THE WAR
OF PHILIP AGAINST THE ATHENIANS. ATTALUS,
AND THE RHOD1ANS. HE BESIEGES ABYDOS. THE
VNHAPPY KATE OF THAT CITY. THE ROMANS
DECI ARE WAR AGAINST PHILIP. SULPIT1US THE
CONSUL IS SENT INTO MACEDONIA.

1 RELATED i n the preced i ng book
A. M. 3800. how Ptolemy Philopator.i worn out

Ant. J. C. 204. with riots and excesses, had closed
his life, after having reigned seven-

te*n years. As the only persons present when that

monarch expired were Agathocles, his sister, and
their creatures, they concealed his death as long as

possible
from the public, in order that they might

have time to carry off all the monev, jewels, and
other valuable effects in the palace. 1'bey also form-
ed a plan to maintain themselves in the same author-

ity they had enjoyed under the late king, bv usurp-
ing the n

g_ency during the minority of his son, naim d

Ptolemy Kpipnanes, who was then" but five years old.

They imagined this might easily be done, if thev
could liut take off Tlepolemus, who had succeeded
Sosibius in the ministry; and accordingly they con-
certed measures to despatch him.

At last they informed the public of the king's
death. Immediately a great council of the Mace-
donians! was assembled, in which Agathocles, and

Agathoclea his sister, were present. Agathocles,
afu-r shedding abundance of tears, begins, bv im-

ploring their protection for the young king, whom
lie held in his arms. He tells th'em, that his royal
father, in his expiring moments, had committed him
to the care of Agathoclea, whom he pointed out to

them; and had recommended him to the fidelity of
the Macedonians: that for this reason he was come
to implore their assistance against Tlepolemii-, who,
as he was well informed, had meditated a design of

usurping the crown. He added, that he had brought
witnesses expressly to prove his treason, and at the

same time offered to produce them. He imagined

i Juitin. L. nx. c. 2, Folyb. L iv. p. 712 7;H).

Polrbius givei this name to the Alexandrians who were
descended from the Macedonians, and the poslurily uf the

found-rs of Alexandria, or uf those to whom the same pri-

vileges had been granted.

that by this weak artifice 1 fepolemus would be im-

mediately despatched, and that in consequence ho

might easily obtain the regency; but the artifice wu
too gross, and the people immediately swore the de-
struction of Agathocles, his sister, and all their crea-
tures. This last attempt recalling to their remem-
brance their other crimes, all the inhabitants of Alex-
andria rose against them. The young king was taken
out of their hands, and seated on the throne in the

Hippodrome. After which Agathocles, his sister,

ana CEnanthe his mother, were brought before the

king, and all three put to death, as by his order. The

populace exposed their dead bodies to all the indig-
nities possible; dragging them through the streets,
and tearing them to pieces. All their relations and
creatures met with the same treatment, and not one
of them was spared; the usual and just end of those

unworthy- favourites, who abuse the confidence of
their sovereign to oppress the people; but which doe*)

not effect the reformation of those who resemble
them.

Philammon, the assassin, who had been hired to

murder Arsinoe, being returned from Cy rene to Alex-
andria two or three days before this tumult broke

out, the ladies of honour of that unfortunate queen
had immediate notice of it, and taking this oppor-
tunity, which the distractions of the city gave them,

they resolved to revenge their mistress's death. Ac-

cordingly they broke open the door of the house
where he was, and killed him with clubs and
stones.

The care of the king's person, till otherwise pro-
vided for, was given to Sosibius, son to him who had

governed during the last three reigns. History doe
not inform us whether the father was still alive; but
it is certain that he li\ed to a great age, as he had

passed above threescore years in the administration.

So minister was ever more cunning or more corrupt
than this Sosibius.' He made no scruple of commit-

ting the blackest crimes, provided they conduced to

his ends. Polybius imputes to him the murder of

Lysimachus, son of Ptolemy, and of ArsJnoe, daugh-
ter of that Lysimachus; ol Magas, son of Ptolemy,
and of Berenice, daughter of Magas; of Berenice,
mother of Ptolemy Philupator; of Cleomenes, king
of Sparta; and lasllv, of Arsinoe. daughter of Beren-
ice. It is surprising that, notwithstanding

the in-

humanity and cruelty of his administration he-hould
have supported himself so long in it, and at lustcoioe
to a peaceable end.

*
Poljrb. in Excerpt p. M.
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Antiochus king of Syria,
1 and

A M. 3801. Philip king of Macedonia, during
Ant. J. 'J. 203. the reign of Ptolemy Fhilopator,

had discovered the strongest ie.nl

tor the interest of that monarch, and were ready to

assist him on all occasions. Yet, no sooner \vas he

dead, leaving behind him an infant, whom the laws
of humanity and justice enjoined them not to disturb

in the possession
of his father's kingdom, than they

immediately join in a criminal alliance, and excite

each other to take off the lawful heir, and divide his

dominions between them. Philip was to have Caria,

Libya, Cyrenaica, and Egypt; and Antiochus all the

rest. VV ith this view, the latter entered Ccele-syria
and Palestine; and, in less than two campaigns, made
an entire conquest of those two provinces, with all

their cities and dependencies. Their guilt, says

Polybius, would not have been quite so glaring, had

they, like tyrants, endeavoured to gloss over their

crimes with some specious pretence; but so far from

doing this, their injustice and cruelty were so bare-

faced, that to them was applied what is generally
said of fishes, that the larger ones, though of the

same species, prey on the lesser. One would be

tempted, continues the same author, at seeing the

most sacred laws of society so openly violated, to

accuse Providence of being indifferent and insensible

to the most horrid crimes; but it fully justified his

conduct, by punishing those two kings according to

their deserts; and made such an example of them, as

ought in all succeeding ages to deter others from

following their conduct. For, whilst they are medi-

tating to dispossess a weak and helpless infant of his

kingdom, by piecemeal. Providence raised up the

Romans against them, who entirely subverted the

kingdoms of Philip and Antiochus, and reduced their

successors to almost as great calamities as those with
which they intended to crush the infant king.

During that time,' Philip was engaged in a war
against the Rhodians, over whom he gained an in-

considerable advantage, in a naval engagement near
the island of Lade, opposite

to the city of Miletus.

The next year he attacked Atta-

A. M. 3802. lus.S and advanced as far asPerga-
Ant. J. C. 202. rnus, the capital of his kingdom.

But all his efforts in assaulting that

city being to no purpose, he turned his rage and fury

against the gods; and not satisfied with burning their

temples, he demolished their statues, broke to pieces
their altars, and even pulled up the stones from the

foundations, that not the least footsteps of them might
remain.
He was not more successful against the Rhodians.

Having already fought them with but indifferent suc-

cess, he ventured a second battle off the island of
Chios. Attains had united his fleet to that of the

Rhodians, and Philip
was defeated with considerable

loss. There were killed, in his army, 3000 Macedo-
nians, and 6000 allies; and 2000 Macedonians and

confederates, with 700 Egyptians, were taken prison-
ers. The Rhodians lost but sixty men, and Attalus
threescore and ten.

Philip ascribed all the glory of this engagement to

himself, and that for two reasons; the first was, that

having repulsed Attalus to the shore, he had taken
that prince's ship; and the second, that having cast

anchor near the promontory of Argennum, he had
taken his station even among the wrecks of his ene-
mies. But though he assumed the best air he could,
he was sensible of his great loss, and could neither
conceal it from others nor himself. This prince had
never lost so great a number of men either by sea or
land in one day. He was highly afflicted upon it,

and was forced 'to abate much of hi.- former vivacity.
Nevertheless,* the ill success of

A. M. 3803. this battle did not make Philip de-
Ant. J. C. 201. spond. The character of that prince

was to be unshaken in his resolu-

> tions, and not to be dejecteu by disappointment*,
but to overcome difficulties by inflexible constant y
and perseverance; and accordingly he continued the
war with fresh bravery. I am not certain whither
we may not date, about this time, the cruelties which

Philip exercised over the Cianians; a barbarity with
which he is often reproached, the particulars ot which
have unhappily been lost. Cios, whose inhhoitantt
are called Cianians, was a small city t Bithynia,
The governor of it had been raised to that post by
the AUolians, who at that time were in alliance with

Philip. We find that he besieged it at the request
of his son-in-law Prusias, king of Bithynia, who pre-
tended to have received some insult from it. Th
city was in all probability taken by storm. A great
number of the inhabitants suffered the most cruel

torments; the rest were reduced to a state of cap-
tivity, which to them was worse than death; and the

city was razed to the very foundations. This bar-

barity alienated the jEtoliajis from him, and particu-

larly the Rhodians, who .were allies and friends to

the 'inhabitants of Cios. Polybius seems to ascribe

its destruction to the imprudence of the Cianians

themselves, who used to bestow all posts and prefer-
ments on their most worthless citizens, and to follow

so blindly their pernicious opinions in every thing,
as even to persecute those who ventured to oppose
them. He adds, that a people, who act in this man-

ner, plunge voluntarily into the greatest calamities;
and that it is surprising they do not correct them-
selves in this respect by the experience of all ages;
which shows, that the ruin ot the most powerful
states is solely owing to the ill choice they make of

those to whom they confide cither the command of
their armies, or the administration of their political
affairs.

Philip marched afterwards to Thrace and the Cher-

sonesus, where several cities surrendered voluntarily.

However, Abydos shut her gates against him, and
even refused to hear the deputies he had sent, so that

he was forced to besiege it. This city is in Asia, and
stands on the narrowest part of the Hellespont, now
called the Dardanelles, and opposite to the city of

Sestus in Europe. The distance between these two
cities was about two miles. The reader will suppose
that Abydos must be a city of great importance, as it

commanded the straits, and made those who were

possessed of it masters of the communication between
the Euxine sea and the Archipelago.
Nothing of what is generally practised, in the as-

saulting and defending of cities, was omitted in this

siege. No place was ever defended w ith greater ob-

stinacy, which might be said at length, on the side

of the besieged, to have risen to fury and brutality.

Confiding in their own strength, they repulsed with
the greatest vigour the first approaches of the Mace-
donians. On the side next the sea, the machines of
war no sooner came forward, than they immediately
were either dismounted by the balista:, or consumed

by fire. Even the ships, on which they were mount-

ed, were in danger; and it was with the utmost diffi-

culty that the besiegers saved them. On the land

side, the Abydenians also defended themselves for

some time with great courage, and did not despair
even of defeating the enemy. But finding that the

outward wall was sapped, and that the Macedonian*
were carrying their mines under the inward one,
which hacl been raised to supply the place ot the

other, they sent deputies to Philip, offering to sur-

render their
city upon the follow ing conditions: that

such forces, as had been sent thf-ni bv the Rhodians
and king Attalus, should return to their respective

sovereigns under his safe conduct; and that all fre

citizens should retire whithersoever th-v pleased, with
the clothes they then had on. Philip answering,
that the Abydenians had only to choose, whether
thev would surrender at discretion, or continue to

defend themselves valiantly, the deputies retired.

This report being made, the besieged, in transjiurU
of despair, assemble together, and consider what was
to be done. They came to this resolution: first, that

the slaves should be made free, to animate them to

defend the city with the utmost vigour; secondly
that all the wo'meu should be shut up iu the tempi*
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*''O u a &-i> \h the children, with their nurses, in

Ai
0'-}

i n.\s 1 1 that they then should bring into the

gi -at sq> ue ah the gold and silver in the city, and

carry dl the it ". of the valuable effects into the Qua-
drireme of the Rhidians,! and the Trireme of the

Cyziceniuns. Thl.% resolution having passed unani-

mously, anolhei fesfuubly was called, in which they
chose fifty of the witejt and mo%t ancient of the citi-

zens, but who at the same time had vigour enough
left to execute whit n.ight be determined; and they
were made to take i\i tath in presence of all the in-

habitants, that the us, ant they saw the enemy mas-
ter of the inward uth. they would kill the women
and children, set fire Vo the two galleys laden with
their effects, and throw into the sea all their gold
and silver which th.iy had heaped together: then

ending for their prieits. *hey took an oath either to

conquer or die, sword in hand; and after having sacri-

ficed the victims, they obliged the priests and pries-
tesses to pronounce, bei'ore the altar, the greatest
curses on those who sbouid break their oath.

This being done, they left off countermining, and

lesolved.the instant thew.il) should fall, to
fly

to the

breach, and fight to the Utl Accordingly, the in-

ward wall tumbling, the bevk-ged, true to the oath

they had taken, fought in ihi breach with such un-

paralleled bravery, that thcurh PhiMp had perpe-
tually sustained with fresh soldiers those vho had
mounted to the assault, yet whon ni^ht s^p^reted the

combatants, he was still doubtful \mh repaid to the

success of the siege. Such Abycetiais as aaiched
first to the breach, over the heap) cf .'ho slain, fou ^ht
with fury; and not only made use of thttk'svvortba.id

javelins, but, after their arms were biokei. to
{.ie-'.er,

or forced out of their hands, they rushed Ji*ao.loig

upon the Macedonians, knocked down lo.ne, au4
broke the sarissa or long spears of others, ai d with

the pieces struck their faces, and such pait? of their

bodies as were uncovered, till they made thcu> en-

tirely despair of the event.

W hen night had put an end to the slaughter, the

oreach was quite covered with the dead bodies of th*

Abydenians; and those who had escaped were so

overwhelmed with fatigue, and had received so many
wounds, that they could scare support themselves.

Things being brought to this dreadful extremity,
two of (he principal citizens, unable to bring them-

selves lo execute the dreadful resolution that had
been taken, and which at that time displayed itself

to thrir imaginations in all its horror, agreed, that

their wives and children, they should sendto save the

to Philip, by day-break, all their
priests

and pries-

tesses, ctoth'ed in their pontifical habits, to implore
his mercy, and open the gates to him.

Accordingly, next morning, the city, as had been

agreed, was surrendered to Philip:
while the greatest

part of the Abydenians who survived vented millions

of imprecations against their fellow-citizens, and espe-

cially against the priests and priestesses, for deliver-

ing up to the enemy those whom they themselves
had devoted to death with the most dreadful oaths.

Philip marched into the city, and seized, without the

least
opposition,

all the rich effects which the Aby-
denians had heaped together in one place. But now
he was greatly terrified with the spectacle he saw.

Among these ill-fated citizens, whom despair had
made furious and distracted, some were smothering
their wives and children, and others stabbing them
with their own hands; some were running to strangle
them, others were plunging them into wells, whiUt
Others again were precipitating them from the tops
of houses; in a word, death appeared in all its variety
of horrors. Philip, pierced with grief, and seized

with horror at this spectacle, stopped
the soldiers,

who were eager for plunder, and published a declara-

tion, importing, that he would allow three days to

11 who were resolved to lay violent hands on them-

selves. He was in hopes, that during this interval,

thev would change their determination; but their

resolution was fixed. They thought it would be de-

generating from those who had lost their lives in

Huadrirenifs were galleys with four benches of oars,

and Triruuir* (hone with three.

fighting for their country should they survive them.
The individuals of every family killed one another,
and none escaped this murderous expedition, but
those whose hands were tied, or were otherwise kept
from destroying themselves.

A little before the city surren-

dered, an ambassador from the Ro- A. M. 3803.
mans to Philip arrived. This em- Ant. J. C. 201.

bassy was sent on various accounts,
all which it will be proper to explain. The fame
and glory of this people had just before been spread
through all parts of the world, by the victory which

Scipio gained over Hannibal in Africa; an event
that so gloriously (with regard to the Romans) ter-

minated the second Punic war. The court of Egy pt,l

being in so much danger from the union that had
been formed between Philip and Antiochus against
their infant king, had had recourse to the Romans
for protection, and offered them the guardianship of
the king, and the regency of his dominions during
his minority; declaring, that the late monarch at his

death had recommended them thus to act. It was
the interest of the Romans not to suffer the power
of Philip and Antiochus to increase by the addition
of so many rich provinces, of which the empire of

Egypt at that time consisted. It was not dithcult to

foresee, that they would soon be engaged in war with
those two princes, with one of whom they already
had had some differences, which threatened much

greater. For these reasons they had not hesitated in

accepting the guardianship; and in consequence had

appointed three deputies, who were ordered to ac-

quaint the two kings with their resolution, and to

enjoin them not to infest the dominions of their

royal pupil, for that otherwise they should be forced
to declare war against them. Every reader will per-
ceive, that the declaring so generously in favour of
an oppressed infant monarch, was making a just and
noble use of their power.
At the same time there arrived in Rome ambassa-

dors from the Rhodians and from king Attalus, to

conijilaii also of the enterprises of the two kings;
rn>l to inform the Romans, that Philip, either in per-
son or by his deputies, was soliciting several cities of
Atia to take up arms, and was certainly meditating
some great design. This was a fresh motive for has-

tening the departure of the three ambassadors.

Being arrived at Rhodes, and hearing of the siege
of Abydos, they sent to Philip the youngest of their

colleagues, named ^Emilius, wno, as has been observ-

ed, arrived at Abydos, at the very time that the citj
was upon the

point
of being surrendered. /Lmilius

acquainted Philip, that he was ordered, in the name
of the senate, to exhort him not to make war upou
any of the states of Greece, nor to invade any part
of Ptolemy's dominions; but to refer to a just arbi-

tration the claims which he had upon Attalus and
the Rhodians. That, provided

he acquiesced with
these remonstrances, he would continue in peace;
but that if he refused, the Romans would proclaim
war

against
him. Philip endeavoured to show, that the

Rhodians had occasioned the rupture.
"
But," says

.Einilius, interrupting him, "did the Athenians and

Abydenians attack you first .'

"
Philip,

3 who had not

In t n used to hear truth, was offended at the boldness

of such an answer addressed to a king;
" Your age,"

says he to the ambassador, "your beauty, (for Poljr
bius informs us that this ambaador had really a fine

person,) and especially the Roman name exalt your
pride to a prodigious degree. For uiy part, 1 wish

your republic may observe punctually the treaties it

has coocluded with me; but, in case 1 should be in-

vaded by it, I hope to show, that the empire of Ma-
cedonia does not yield to Rome either in valour or

reputation." The deputy withdrew from Abydos

* Justin. 1. xxx. c. 2 4. 3, &. I. xxxi. c. I. Valer. Max. 1.

vi. c. 6. l.iv. I. xxxi. n. 1. 2, t If.
* lusucto i-fra audire, ferucior oratio nca eft quam yum

habenda apud regent emit. A'.\u*, inyuit. et forma, et uper
omnia Kumamim nomen te lerocioriMii tarn. KU auteni
iirimi'iiii vrliin vos tii'ilcruin memores rervare mecum pucrm.
Si hello l;icL's*Tiii, mini qooque in ammo fit facere, ut rog-
num Macedonum nomi-nijuti haud mum* quam Euinanum
iKibile bello sentialU. Lie. I. xxxi. n. 18.
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with tliis answer, and Philip having taken that city,
left a strong garrison in it, and returned to Mace-
donia.

jEinilii's seems to have gone into Egypt, whilst the

two other ambassadors went very probably
to Antio-

rhus. .iEmilius, being arrived at Alexandria, assumed
the guardianship of Ptolemy, in the name of the Ro-

man-, pursuant to the instructions he had received

from the senate at his setting out; and settled eve y
thing to as much advantage as the state of affairs in

Egypt would then admit. He appointed Aristo-

menes, the Acarnanian, to superintend the education
and person of the young monarch, and made him

prime minister. This Aristomenes had grown old

in the court of Egypt, and acted with the utmost

prudence and fidelity in the employment conferred

upon him.
In the mean time the forces of Philip

1 laid Attica

waste, the pretence of which invasion was as follows:

Two young men of Acarnania being in Athens, at

the time when the great mysteries were solemnizing
there, had entered with the crowd into the temple
ofCeres, not knowing that it was forbidden. Though
their fault proceeded entirely from ignorance, they
were immediately massacred, as guilty of impiety and

sacrilege. The Acarnanians, justly exasperated at so

cruel a treatment, had recourse to Philip, who gladly
embraced this opportunity, and gave them a body of

forces, with which they entered Attica, ravaged the

whole country, and returned home laden with spoils.
The Athenians 2 carried their complaints against

this enterprise to Rome, and were joined on that oc-

casion by the ambassadors of the Rhodians and king
Attalus. The Romans only sought for an opportuni-
ty to break with king Philip, at whom they were very
much offended. He had infringed the conditions of
the treaty of peace, concluded with him three years
before, in not ceasing to infest the allies who were
included in it. He had just before sent troops and

money to Hannibal in Africa; and a report was

spread, that he was at that time very busy in Asia.

This made the Romans uneasy, who called to mind
the trouble which Pyrrhus had brought upon them,
with only a handful of Epirots,

a people very much
inferior to the Macedonians. Thus, having ended
the war against Carthage, they imagined it advisable
to prevent the

enterprises
of this new enemy, who

might become formidable, in case they should give
him time to increase his strength. The senate, after

making such an answer that pleased all the ambassa-

dors, ordered M. Valerius I-evinus, the propraetor, to

advance towards Macedonia with a fleet, in order to

examine matters nearer at hand, and be in a condi-
tion to give immediate aid to the allies.

In the mean time the Roman senates deliberated

seriously on what was to be done in the present junc-
ture. At the very time it assembled to consider that

important affair, a second embassy arrived from the

Athenians, which brought advice that Philip was

upon the point of invading Attica in person ; and that

in case
they

were not immediately succoured he
would infallibly make himself master of Athens.

They also received letters from Levinus the proprae-
tor, and from Aurelius his lieutenant, by which they
were informed, that they had the strongest reasons
to believe that Philip had some design against them

;

and that the danger being imminent, they had no
time to lose.

Upon this news,4 the Romans re-

A. M. 3804. solved to proclaim war against Phi-
Ant. J. C. 200. lip. Accordingly, P. Sulpitius the

consul, to whom Macedonia had
fallen by lot, put to sea with an army, and soon ar-

rived there. Here he was soon informed that Athens
was besieged, and implored his assistance. He de-
tached a squadron of twenty galleys, commanded by
Claudius Cento, who set sail that instant. Philip had
not laid siege to Athens in person, but deputed one of
his lieutenants for that purpose; having himself taken
the fit III against Altalus and the Rhodians.

LIT. :. ii. n. 14.

Ibid. n. 5.

* Ibid, n 13
Ibid, n 14.

SECTION II. EXPEDITIONS OF THE COJVSTJT. SUt
FITIUS IN MACEDONIA. THE fTOLIANS WAIT FOJ
THE EVENT, IN ORDER TO DECLARE THEMSELVES
PHILIP LOSES A BATTLE. VILLA'S SUCCEEDS SUL-
PITIUS. NO CONSIDERABLE TRANSACTION HAP-
PENS DURING HIS GOVERNMENT. FLAMININUi
SUCCEEDS HIM. ANTICCHUS RECOVERS CO-LK-
SYRIA, OF WHICH HE HAD BEEN DISPOSSESSED B
ARISTOMENES, THE PRIME MINISTER OK EGYPT
VARIOUS EXPEDITIONS OF THE CONSUL INTO PHO-
CIS. THE ACHJLANS, AFTER LONG DEBATES, DE-
CLARE FOR THE ROMANS.

CLAUDIUS CEJSTO,* whom the
consul had sent to succour Athens, A. M. 3804

having entered the Piraeus with Ant. J. C. 200
his galleys, revived the drooping
courage of the inhabitants. He was not satisfied

uith placing the city and the country round it in a
state of security; but as he had been informed that
the garrison of Chalcis did not observe the least or-
der or discipline, as considering themselves remote
from danger, he sailed out with his fleet, arrived
near the city before day, and finding the sentinels

asleep, entered it without molestation; set lire tc the

public magazines, which were full of corn &nd to
the arsenal, that was well provided with machines
of war; cut the whole garrison to pieces; and after

carrying on board his ships the immense booty he
had amassed, he returned to the Pirajeus.

Philip, who was then at Demetrias, the instant h
heard of the disaster which had befallen that confe-
derate city, flew thither, in hopes of surprising the
Romans. However, they were gone; so tliat he
seemed to have come for no other purpose, but to
view the mournful spectacle presented by that city,
still burning and half ruined. He would certainly
have treated Athens in the same manner, if one of
the couriers, called Heuierodromi,6 who perceived
the

king's troops from the eminence where he was

posted, had not carried the news ot" it immediately
to Athens, where the inhabitants were all asleep.

Philip arrived a few hours after, but before day-break.
Perceiving that his stratagem hat! not taken etlect,
he resolved to attack the city. The Athenians had
drawn up their soldiers in order of battle without
the walls, at the gate Dipylos; Philip, marching at

the head of his army, attacked them with vigour,
and having killed several of them with his own hand,

repulsed them back into the city, whither he did not
think it advisable to pursue them. But he wreaked
his vengeance on the country seats, on the places
for the public exercises, as the Lyceum, and espe-
cially on such temples as stood without the city; set-

ting fire to every thing, and ruining whatever came
in his wav, not sparing either the tombs or the most
sacred places.
He marched from hence with a view of surprising

Eleusis, where his project also proved abortive. He
then proceeded towards Corinth, when hearing that

the Achaeans held their assembly at Argos, he went
thither.

They were deliberating how to act in regard to

.Nabis, the tyrant of Sparta, who had succeeded Ma-
chanidas.and infested the whole countn \\itli hi- in-

ursions. Philip oflered to undertake alone the man-

agement of that war, and his proposal :i- received

with universal joy. However, he added a condition
which abated it very much: that they should furnish

him with as many troops as were necessary for garri-

soning Oreum, Chalcis, and Corinth; that he might
not leave the places behind without defence, whilst
he was fighting for them. They perceived that hi*

design was to draw out of Peloponnesus all the Achse-

an youth, in order to make himself ma.-tt-r of it, and

dig-age it in the war against the Roman*. Cycliadu*,
who presided in the assembly, eluded the proposal,

by observing, that it was not allowed by their laws,
to debate on anv subject but that for i\ hirh the as-

lembly had been summoned. They therefore broke

Li. 1. xxii. n. 22 26.
< They were so called for lunninf a grcai number vt

mile* in one dj.
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p after having resolved upon the war against Nabis;
am! the .iops of Philip were again defeated.
He made a second attempt upon Athens, which

succeeded no better than the former, except that he

completed the demolition of such
temples, statues,

tnd valuable works, as remained in that country.
After this

expedition,
he retired into Boeotia.

The consul. 1 who was encamped between Apollo-
aia and Dyrrnchium, sent to Macedonia a consider-
tble detachment, under the command of Apustius,
*is lieutenant, who laid waste the open country, and
took several small citie*. Philip, who was returned
into Macedonia, carried on im military preparations
with prodigious vigour.
The great object which both parties had in view,

was to engage the .Sicilians on their side. They were
now going to hold their general assembly, to which

Philip, the Romans, and Athenians, sent their ambas-
sadors: he who was deputed bv Philip spoke first.

All he required was, that the ^Etolians should observe

strictly the conditions of the peace which they had
concluded three years before with Philip; having
then experienced now useless their alliance with the

Romans was to them. He instanced several cities,
of which that people had possessed themselves, upon
pretence of succouring them, as Syracuse, Tarentum,
Capua; the last city especially, which was no longer
Capua, but the grave of the Campanians, and the

skeleton, as it were, of a city, having neither senate,

inhabitants, or magistrates; having been more bar-

barously used by those who had left it to be inhabited
in this condition, than if they had entirely destro\ed
it. "If foreigners," says h"e, "who ditfer from us

more by their language, their manners, and their laws,
than by the wide distance of land and sea which se-

parate us from them, should dispossess us of this

country, it would be ridiculous in us to expect more
humane treatment from them than their neighbours
have met with. Among us, who are of the same

country, whether .tolians, Acarnanip.ns, or Mace-
donians, and who speak the same language, slight

di.-putes may arise of Ifttle or no consequence or

duration; but with foreigners, with barbarians, we,
as Greeks, are, and shall lor ever be, at war. In this

same assembly three years since you concluded a

pact with Philip; the same causes still subsist; and
we hope that you will act in the same manner."
The Athenian ambassadors, by the consent of the

Romans, spoke next. They began by displaying, in

an affecting manner, the impious and sacrilegious
fury which Philip had exercised on the most sacred
monuments of Attica, on the most august temples,
and the most venerated tombs; as if he had declared

war, not only against men, and the living, but against
the manes of the dead and the majesty of the gods.
That yEtolia and all Greece must expect the same
treatment, if Philip should have the like occasion.

They concluded with conjuring the jEtolians to take

compassion on Athens, and to undertake, under the

auspices of the gods, and of the Romans, whose power
that of the god? alone could equal, so just a war as

that proposed to them.
The Roman ambassador, after having refuted very

circumstantially the reproaches of the Macedonian,
with respect to the treatment which Rome had made
the conquered cities suffer; and adduced as an ex-

ample to the contrary, the instance ofCarthage, which
out just before had been allowed a peace, and was
restored to its liberty ; declared, that the only circum-
ttMice the Romans had to fear was, that the too great
mildness and lenity which they exercised towards
those they conquered, would prompt other nations

to take up arms against them. l>ecaue the vanquish-
ed might depend on the Roman clemency. He re-

presented in a short, but strong and pathetic
the criminal actions of Philip, the murders ccMiuniUed

by him on his own family and his friends; nis infa-

mous debaucheries, which were still more detested

than his cruelty; all facts more immediately known
to the persons whom he then addressed, as they were
*earer neighbours to Macedonia. "But to confine

my speech to what relates directly to you," says the
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ambassador, addressing himself to the jtol.ans, " we
engaged in the war against Philip, with no other

view than to defend you; and vou have conclu-
ded a separate peace with him. Possibly you maj
observe in vour own justification, that seeing us em-

ployed in the war against the Carthaginians, and be*

ing awed by fear, you were obliged to submit to

whatever conditions the victor was pleased to pre-
scribe; whilst we, on the other side, employed in

affairs of greater importance, neglected a war which

you had renounced. However, having now put an
end (thanks to the gods) to the Carthaginian war,
we are going to turn the whole force of our arms

against Macedonia. This gives you an opportunity
of returning to our friendship and alliance, miles*

you should choose to perish ingloriously with Philip,
rather than conquer with the Romans.
Damocritus, the .tolian praetor, plainly perceived

that this speech would gain all the voices* It is said,
that he had been bribed by Philip. Without seem-

ing inclined to either side, be represented the affair

as too important to be determined immediately, and

required time fora more mature deliberation. Bv (hit

artifice he eluded the effect which the assembly would
otherwise have had; and boasted his having done a
\ i \ "< nlial service to the republic, which now, he
said, might wait the event before it took up arms,
and then declare for the strongest army.

In the imaii time, 2
Philip was preparing for a

rigorous war both by sea and land ; but the consul
had already begun it. He had entered Macedonia,
aud advanced towards the Dassaretae. Philip also

took the field. Neither party knew which way the

enemy had marched ; but each sent out a detachment

upon the discovery, and the two parties met. Ai
both consisted entirely of chosen troops, a bloody
skirmish ensued, and tl'e victor)

1 was doubtful. Forty
Macedonian troopers, and thirty-five of the Romans,
were killed on the spot.
The king, persuaded that the care he should tale

to bury those who had lost their lives in this skirmish,
would contribute very much to gain him the affection

of his soldiers, and e'xcite them to behave gallantly
in his service, caused their dead bodies to be brought
into the camp, in order that the whole army might
be eye witnesses of the honours paid to their memory.
I\othing3 is less to be relied upon than the senti-

ments and dispositions of the vulgar. The spectacle,
which Philip imagined would animate the soldiers,
had quite a contrary effect, and damped their courage.
Hitherto he had engaged in a war with none but

Greeks and lllyrians, who employed scarce any other

weapons than arrows, javelins, and lances; and for

that reason the wounds they made were not so deep.
But when they saw the bodies of their comrades
covered with deep and wide gashes, made by the

Spanish sabres, whole arms cut off, shoulders lopped

away, and heads separated from the bodies, they were
terrified at the sight, and plainly perceived against
what kinil of enemy they were to act.

The king himself, who had never yet seen the Ro-
mans engaged in a regular battle, was terrified at the

sight. Being informed by some deserters of the place
where the enemy had halted, he took guides and
marched thither with his army, consisting of 20,000
foot and 4000 horse; and posted himself at a little

above 200 paces from their camp, near the city c(

Athacus, on an eminence which he fortified with good
ditches and strong intrenchments. Surveying from
the top of the hill the order and disposition of the

Roman camp, he cried out, That what he saw wat
not the camp of barbarians.4

The consul and the king were quiet for the first

two days, each waiting till the other should make
some movement. On the third day, Sulpitius came
out of his camp, and drew up his troops in order of
battle. Philip, being afraid of coming to a general
battle, detached against the enemy a body consUtin*

Liv. I. xxxi. n. 3339.
Nihil mm inccnum nee tarn inestimabile est qui*

animi multitudinit. Ciuod proinptiore* ad mibeundam oro-

nera dimiratmncin videbutur faciorum. id int-iuin pigri

liamque incuuit. Lie.

The *ame word* are ascribed to Pyrrhui
M2
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of about 1500 men, the one half horse and the other

toot; against whom the Romans opposed an equa
number, who had the advantage and put the other

to (light. They avoided, with no less prudence,
an

ambuscade, which the king had laid for them. These
two advantages, the one gained by open force and the

other by stratagem, inflamed the courage of the Ro-
man soldiers. The consul marched them back into

the camp, and after allowing them a day's repose,
he

led them out and offered the king battle, which he

did not think proper to accept, and lay close in his

camp, in spite of all the insults and reproaches of

Sulpitius, who charged him with meanness of spirit
and cowardice.
As foraging, where two armies lay so near one

another, would be very dangerous, the consul drew
off to about eight miles' distance, and advanced to-

wards a village, called Octolophos, where the foragers

dispersed themselves all over the neighbouring coun-

try in separate platoons. The
kinjj

at first lay close

in his intrenchments, as if afraid ot venturing out: in

order that the enemy, growing bolder on that account,

might for that reason be less vigilant. This happened
directly as Philip had foreseen. When he saw great
numbers of them spread over the plains, he quitted
his camp on a sudden with all his horse, whom the

Cretans followed as fast as it was possible for infantry
to march, and rode full speed to post himself between
the Roman camp and the foragers.
There, dividing his forces, he detached part ofthem

against the foragers; ordering them to cut to pieces
all who should come in their way, whilst he himself
seized all the passes by which they could return. And
now nothing was seen on all sides but blood and

slaughter; during which the Romans did not know
what was doing out of their camp, because such as

fled were intercepted by the king's forces; and those

who guarded the passes killed a much greater num-
ber than the others detached in pursuit of the enemy.
At last the melancholy news of the slaughter ar-

rived in the Roman camp; upon which the consul

ordered the cavalry to march out and succour their

comrades wherever
they could; as for himself, he

made the legions quit the camp, and marched them
in a hollow square against the enemy. The troopers,

being dispersed up and down, lost their way at first,

being deceived by the shouts and cries which echoed
from different places. Many of these parties fell in

with the enemy, and skirmishes were fought in differ-

ent places at the same time. The warmest engage-
ment was where the king himself commanded, and

which, by the great number of the horse and foot that

composed it, formed almost an army: not to mention
that these troops, being prodigiously animated by the

presence of the king, and the Cretans, fighting in a

compact body, and with the utmost vigour, against
enemies dispersed and in disorder, killed great num-
bers of them. It is certain that, had they not pursued
the Romans so vigorously, this day might have deci-

ded, not only the present battle, but perhaps
the suc-

cess of the whole war. But, by abandoning them-
selves to a rash and inconsiderate ardour, they fell

into the midst of the Roman cohorts, who had ad-

vanced with their officers. And now the soldie.rs

who fled perceiving the Roman ensigns, faced about,
and pushed their horses against the enemy, who were
all in disorder. In an instant the face of the battle

was quite changed; those who pursued before, now
flying in their turn, many were killed in close fight,
and many lost their lives in flying; and numbers fell,

not by the sword alone, as several plunging into mo-
rasses were swallowed up, with their horses, in the

mire. The king himself was in very great danger;
for having been thrown by his horse, which had re-

ceived a severe wound, multitudes were going to at-

tack him, had not a troope.r leaped that moment from
his luir-c, and mounted him on it; but the man him-
self, being unable to keep pace with the troopers who
fled, was killed by the enemy. Philip, after having
taken a long compass round the fens, came at last to

the camp, where he had been given over for lost.

We have already teen on many occasions, and it

cannot be too strongly inculcated on those of the

military profession, in order to their avoiding the like

error, that battles are often lost by th too great ar
dour of the officers, who, solelv intent upon pursuing
the enemy, forget and ncglect'what passes in the rest
of the army, and suffer themselves to be deprived,
through an imprudent desire of glory, of a victory
which they had in their hands, and which they mighl
have secured.

Philip had not lost a great number of men in this

action, but he dreaded coming to a second
;
and was

afraid lest the conqueror should advance to attack him

suddenly. He therefore despatched a herald to the

consul, to desire a suspension of arms in order toburjr
the dead. The consul, who was at dinner, sent word
that he should have an answer on the morrow. Upon
this, Philip,

to conceal his march from the Romans
having left a great number of fires in his cnmp, set

out, without noise, the instant it was dark; and uav-

ing got a whole
night's

march before the consul, and

part
of the

following day, he thereby put it out of
his power to pursue him.

Sulpitius began his march the next
day,i

not know-

ing which way the king had taken. Philip had flat-

tered himself with the hopes of
intercepting

him at

some passes, the entrance of which he fortified with
ditches, intrenchments, and great works of stones and
trees; but the patience of the Romans wsa superior
to all these difficulties. The consul, alter laying waste
the country, and seizing upon several fortresses of

importance, marched his army back to Apollonia,
from whence he had set out in the beginning of the

campaign.
The /Ktolians, who only waited the event in order

to choose their side, no longer hesitated to declare

for the Romans, and the Athamanians followed their

example. Both nations made some incursions into

Macedonia, but with ill success, Philip having defeat-

ed them on several occasions. He also defeated the

Dardanians, who had entered his country during his

absence; and with these small advantages consoled
hiiuself for his ill success against the Romans.

In this campaign the Roman fleet joined that of

Attalus,8 and came into the Piraeeus, to the great jojr
of the Athenians. The hatred they bore to Philip,
which fear had forced them to dissemble for a long
time, now broke out immoderately, at the sight of so

powerful a succour. In a free city like that of Athens,!
where eloquence was all powerful, the orators had

gained so great an ascendant over the minds of the

people, that they made them form whatever resolu-

tions they pleased.
Here the people, at their request,

ordained that all the statues and images of Philip and
his ancestors should be destroved; that the festivals,

sacrifices, and priests, established in honour of them,
should be abolished: that every place where any mon-
ument had been set up, or inscription engraved re-

lating to them, should be declared impure and pro-
fane: that the priests, every time they offered up

prayers to the gods for the Athenians, their allies,

their armies, and fleets, should also denounce impre-
cations and curses of every kind against Philip, his

children, and kingdom, his forces both by sea and

land; in a word, against the Macedonians in general,
and all that belonged to them. To this decree was
added, that whatever might be afterwards proposed,
which tended in any manner to dishonour and bring
an odium on Philip, would be grateful to the people
and that whosoever should dare to say or do any
thing in favour of Philip, or against the decrees in

question, might be killed on the spot, without any

formality. The last clause was, that whatever had
been enacted against the Pisistratidae, should likewise

be enacted against Philip. In this manner the Athe-

nians made war against Philip by their decrees ami

ordinances,* which at that time were tlieir onlf

strength. Carrying all things to extremes, they now
;i\i-h<-d encomium*, honours, and homage of everjf

<ind on Attalus and the Romans.

i Liv. 1 xxxi. n. 3943. Ibid. n. 44-^17.

Nee unquam ibi desiint \\ngum prompt* ad plt-lit-m >n-

citaiidum ; (|Uixl penus, ciim in omnibuB liberii riv,i:iti|ju,

turn prirripur Atiirnis, ubi uratiu plurimum jmllrt, iavur*

multnudinis Hlilur. Liv.

Ailienienses ouiilcm lileris verbiique, quibus aolii v-
ent, bellum udvernu* Philippum geri'bant. Liv
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The fleet, at its leaving Piraeeus, attacked and took
ieveral fortresses and small islands; after which At-
talus and the Romans separated and went into winter

quarters.
In Rome, the year following,

A. M. 3805. new consuls being chosen, Vilhus
Ant. J. C. 199. had Macedonia for his province.

Philip, whilst he made prepara-
tions for carrying on the ensuing campaign, was ex-

ceedingly anxious with regard to the success of the
war he* had undertaken. Besides his having to deal

with powerful and formidable enemies, he was afraid

that the hope of protection from the Romans would
draw off many of his allies from him; and that the

Macedonians, uneasy at, and dissatisfied with, his

government, would rebel against him.
To obviate these dangers, he gave up some cities

to the Ach;rans, thinking to attach them the more

trongly to his interest by this unexpected generosity;
and at the san:e time he sent ambassadors into Achaia,
to make the allies take the oath which was to be re-

newed every year. But could he possibly look upon
this ceremony as a strong tie, and one capable of

keeping the confederates in their duty; when he him-
lelf professed an open violation of all oaths, and did
not make the least scruple to forfeit his promise, nor
show the least veneration for the Supreme Being, re-

ligion, and all that mankind consider as most sacred?
As to the Macedonians,! he endeavoured to recover

their love and affection, by sacrificing Heraclides, one
of his ministers and confidants, whom the people hated
and detested on account of his rapine and grievous

oppressions; all which had made the government
odious to them. He was of very mean extraction,
and born in Tarentum, where he had exercised the

meanest and most contemptible offices, and had been
banished from thence, for attempting to deliver up
the city to the Romans. He had flea to Philip, who,

finding him a man of sense, of a lively genius, a dar-

ing spirit, and at the same time so insatiably ambi-
tious as not to scruple at the commission of the blackest

crimes, had attached him to himself in a particular
manner, and trusted him with all his secrets; a fit in-

strument for a prince, who had neither probity nor
honour. Heraclides, says Polybius, was born with
all those qualities which constitute the consummate
villain. From his most tender years he had prosti-
tuted himself in the most infamous manner. Haughty
and terrible to all his inferiors, he behaved with the

meanest and most grovelling adulation towards his

superiors. He was in such great credit and author-

ity with Philip, that, according to the same author,
be almost ruined a powerful kingdom, by the uni-

versal discontent which his injustice and oppression
occasioned. At last the king caused him to be seized
and thrown into prison, which occasioned a universal

joy amongst the people. As we have only a lew

fragments of Polybius on this subject, history does
not inform us what became of Heraclides, nor wheth-
er he came to the end his crimes deserved.

IS'othing considerable was tram-acted during this

campaign any more than the foregoing, because the
consuls did not enter Macedonia till very late; and
the rest of the time was spent in slight 'skirmishes,
either to force certain passes, or to carrv oft convovs.S

T. Quintius Flamininus4 having
A. M. 3806. been nominated consul, and Mace-

Ant. J. C. 198. donia falling to him by lot. he did
not follow the example of his pre-

decessors but set out from Rome at the opening of
the spring, with Lucius his brother, who, by leave

of the senate, was to command the fleet.

At the beginning of this year, Antiochus attacked
Attalus very vigorously both by sea and land. The
ambassadors of the latter king came to Rome, and in-

formed the senate ol the great danger to which their

overeign was exposed. They entreated the Romans
In Attalus's name, either to undertake his defence

with the forces of the republic, or to permit king At-

talus to recall his troops. The senate made answer,

> I.iv. I. xxxi. n. 4, & I. xxxii. n. 3.

* Polib. I. xiii. p. B7-J. l>T:t. Liv. 1. xxxii. n.9 15.

Plutarch rails him Flaminiut, but it ii an error, these

Ming two different families.

that as nothing coald be more just and reasonable
than Attalus's demand, he therefore was at full liberty
to recall his forces; that the Romans never intended
to incommode their allies in any manner; but that

they would employ all their influence with Anti-

ochos, to dissuade him from molesting Attalus. Ac-

cordingly, the Romans sent ambassadors to the for-

mer, who remonstrated to him, that Attalus had lent

them his troops as well as ships, which they now em-

ployed against Philip their common enemy: that they
should think it an obligation, if he would cot invade
that prince; that it was fitting that such kings as were
confederates and friends to the Romans should be at

peace with each other. These remonstrances being
made to Antiochus, he immediately drew off his force*

from the territories of king Attalus.

The instant he had, at the request of the Romans,
laid aside his designs against that prince, he marched
in person into Ceele-syria, to recover those cities of
which Aristomedes had dispossessed him. The Ro-
mans had intrusted this general with the administra-
tion of Egypt. The first thing he had endeavoured
was, to defend himself against the invasion of the two
confederate kings, and lor this purpose be raised the
best troops he could. He sent Sco-

pas into jEtolia with large sums of A. M. 3804.

money ,5 to levy as many troops as Ant. J. C. 200,

possible; the jE'tolians being at that

time looked upon as the best soldiers. This Scopas
had formerly enjoyed the highest posts in his own
country ,6 and was thought to be one of the bravest
and most experienced generals of his time. When
the time of continuing in his employment expired, he
had flattered himsell with the hopes of being con-
tinued in it, but was disappointed. This gave him

disgust, so that he left Atolia, and engaged in the

service of the king of Egypt. Scopas had such good
success in his levies, that he brought 6000 soldiers from

^Etolia; a good reinforcement for the Egyptian army.
The administration of Alexan-

dria/? seeing Antiochus employed A. M. 3805.

in Asia Minor in the war which Ant. J. C. 199.

had broken out between him and
Attalus king of Pergamus, sent Scopas into Palestine

and Ccele-syria, to endeavour to recover these pro-
vinces. He carried on the war there so successfully,
that he recovered several cities, retook Judra, threw
a garrison into the citadel of Jerusalem, and , upon
the approach of winter, returned to Alexandria;
whither he brought 'besides the glory of his victories)

exceeding rich
spo

Is taken in the conquered coun-
tries. \\e find, by the sequel, that the great success

of this campaign as owing principally to Antiochus's

being absent, and to the little resistance which had
therefore been made.
He no sooner arrived there in

person, 8 than the face of things A. M. 3806.

changed immediately, and victory Ant J. C. 198.

diclared in his favour. Scopas,
who was returned with an army, was defeated at

Paneas, near the source of the river Jordan, in a
battle wherein a great slaughter was made of hi*

troops. He was forced to fly to Sidon, where he
shut himself up with the 10,000 men be had left.

Antiochus besieged him in it, and reduced him to

such extremities, that being in absolute want of pro-
visions, he was forced to surrender the city, and
cunttnt himself with having his life spared. How-
ever, the government of Alexandria bad employed
its utmost efforts to relieve him in Sidon, and three

of the best gereralsat the head of the choicest trocpa
of the state had been sent to raise the siege. But
Antiochus made such judicious arrangement.*, that

all thtir eflbrts were defeated, and Scopas was obli-

ged to accept of the ignominious conditions above
mentioned; after which he returned to Alexandria,
naked and disarmed.

Antiochus went from thence to Gaza,9 where he

t Liv. I. xxxi. n. 43 Excerpt. Polyb. p. 60.

Hieron. n. c. xi. Dan. Jow ph. Antic). I. xii. c. 3.

Liv. 1. xxxii. n. r. Excerpt, ex Polyb. p. 77. fee.

la*eph. Antiq. 1. xii c. 3.

Excerpt, ex Pulyb. p 67, & Exc. Leg. 72. LIT k
xxxiii. a. 19
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met with so strong a resistance a? exasperated him;
nil accordingly, having taken the city, he abandon-

ed the plunder of it to his soldiers. This being done,

he secured the passes through which the troops were

to come that might be sent from Egypt; and return-

ing back, subjected all Palestine and Coele-syria.

The instant that the Jews.l wlio at that time had

reason to be displeased with the Egyptians, knew that

Antiochus was advancing towards tneir country, they
came very zealously" to meet him, and delivered up
the keys of all their cities; and when he came to Je-

rusalem, the priests
and elders came out in pomp to

meet him, paid him all kinds of honour, and assisted

him in driving out of the castle the soldiers which

Scopas had left in it. In return for these services,

Antiochus granted them a great many privileges; and

enacted, by a particular decree, that no stranger
should be allowed access to the inner part of the

temple; a prohibition which seemed visibly to have

been made on account of Philopator's attempt, who
would have forced his way thithtr.

Antiochus,* in his eastern expeditions, had receiv-

ed so many services from the Jews of Babylonia and

Mesopotamia, and depended so much on their fideli-

ty, that when a sedition broke out in Phrygia and

Lydia, he gent 2000 Jewish families to quell it and

keep the country in peace, and granted them a vari-

ety of extraordinary favours. From these Jews,

transplanted at this time, descended man}' of those

who were dispersed or scattered ahroadfl whom we
hall afterwards find so numerous, especially in the

gospel times.

Antiochus, having thus subjected al! Coele-syria and

Palestine, resolved, if possible, to make the like con-

quests in Asia Minor. The great object he had in

view was, to raise the empire of Syria to its pristine

glory, by reuniting to it all that his predecessors had
ever possessed, and particularly Seleucus Nicator, its

founder. As it would be necessary ,< for succeeding
in his design, to prevent the Egyptians from mo-

lesting him in his new conquests, at a time that he
should be at a distance from his kingdom, he sent

Eucles the Rhodian to Alexandria, to offer his daugh-
ter Cleopatra in marriage to king Ptolemy; but on
this condition, that they should not celebrate their

nuptials till they should be a little older; and that

then, on the very day of their marriage, he would

give up those provinces to Egypt as his daughter's
dowry. This proposal being accepted, the treaty
was concluded and ratified; and the Egyptians rely-

ing on his promises, suffered him to carry on his con-

quests without molestation.

I now resume the affairs of Ma-
A. M. 3806. cedonia. I observed that Quintius

Ant. J. C. 198. Flamininus (by either of which
names I shall call him hereafter)

had set out from Rome as soon as he had been ap-
pointed consul, and had carried with him Lucius his

brother to command the fleet. Being arrived in Epi-
rus, he found Villius encamped in

presence of Philip's

army, who, for a
long time, had kept the passes and

defiles along the banks of the Apsus, a river of the

country of the Taulantians, between Epirus and Illy-
ria. Having upon himself the command of the for-

ces, the first thing he did was to consider and exam-
ine the situation of the country. As this pass seemed

impracticable to any army, because there was but
one narrow steep path in it, cut in the rock, and that
the enemy were masters of the eminences; he there-
fore was advised to take a latge compass, as this

would bring him to a wide smooth road. But, be-
tides that he must have employed too much time in

this circuitous march, he was afraid to move too far

from the sea, from whence he had all his provisions.
For this reason, he resolved to go over the moun-
tains, and to force the passes, whatever might be the

consequence.

Ibid.> Joicph. Anliq. I. xii. c. 3. Ibid.
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Philip havn.f in vain made proposals of peace, Ik

an interview between him and the consul, in whick.

they could not agree upon terms, was obliged to have
recourse again to arms. Accordingly, several slight
skirmishes were fought in a

pretty large plain; th

Macedonians coming down in platoons from then
mountains to attack the enemy, and afterwards re-

treating by steep craggy ways. The Romans, hurried

on by the fury of the battle, pursuing them to thos

places, were greatly annoyed , the Macedonians hav-

ing planted on all these rocks catapults and balistoe

overwhelmed them with stones and arrows. Great
numbers were wounded on both sides, and night se-

parated the combatants.
Matters being in this state, some shepherds, who

fed their sheep in these mountains, came and told

Flamininus, that they knew a by-way, which was not

guarded ; and promised to guide him to the top of th

mountains, in three days at farthest. They brought
with them, as their guarantee, Charop?, a person of
the greatest distinction among the Epirots, who se-

cretly favoured the Remans. Flamininus having
such a voucher, sends a general with 4000 fo'jt and
300 horse. These shepherds, whom the Romvns had
chained together for fear of a surprise, led the de-
tachment. During these three days, the consul con-
tented himself with only a few slight skirmishes to

amuse the enemy. But on the fourth, at day-break,
he caused his whole army to stand to their arms; and

having perceived on the mountains a greet smoke,
which was the signal agreed upon between them, he
marches directly against the enemy, perpet lally ex-

posed to the darts of the Macedonians, and still fight-

ing hand to hand against those who guarded the pass-
es. The Romans redouble their efforts, and repulse
the enemy with great vigour into the most craggy
ways; making great shouts, in order that they might
be. heard by their comrades on the mountain. Ihe
latter answered from the heights, with a most dread-
ful noise; and at the same time fall upon the Mace-
donians, who, seeing themselves attacked both in front

and rear, are struck with a panic, and fly with the ut-

most speed. However, not abcve 2000 cf them were
killed, the paths being so craggy and steep, that il

was impossible to pursue them far. The victors plun-
dered their camp, and seized their tents and slaves.

Philip had marched at first towards Thessaly; but

being afraid that the enemy would follow and attach

him again there, he turned off towards Macedonia
and halted at Tempe, that he might be the better able

to succour such cities as should be besieged.
The consul marched by Epirus, but did not laj

waste the country, although he knew that all the per
sons of the greatest distinction in it, Charops except
ed, had opposed the Romans. However, as they sub
milled with great cheerfulness, he had a greater re-

gard to their present disposition, than to their past
fault; a conduct that won him entirely the hearts of
the Epirots, and conciliated their affection. From
thence he marched into Thessaly. The vKtolian? and
Athamanians had already taken several cities in that

country; and he made himself master of the most
considerable of them. Atrax, a city he

besieged,
de-

tained him a long time, and made so stoul a defence
that he at last was forced to leave it.

In the meantime, the Roman fleet,* reinforced by
those of Attalua and the Rhodians, was also active.

They took two of the chief cities of Euboea, Eretria,
and Carystus, garrisoned by Macedonians, aftei

which, the three fleets advanced towards Cenchrea,

port of Corinth.

The consul having marched into Pliocis, most of
the cities surrendered voluntarily. Elatia was the

only city
that shut her gates against hiir. ; ca that ha

was obliged to besiege it in (orm. Whilst he wai

carrying on this siege, he meditated an important de-

sign; and this was, to induce the Achiea is to aban-
don Philip, and join the Romans. The three united
fleets were upon the point ot lay ing siege to Corinth

;

however, before he began '.t, ne thought proper to

offer the Ach;eans to ii>*ik, Corinth enter again into

their league and to de''r'.r it up to them, provide!
1

Lir. 1. vx^ii. n. 16 25.
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they would declare for the Romans. Ambassadors
4tn\ in the consul's name by Lucias, his brother, and
In the name of Attalus, the Rhodians, and the Athe-

nians, carried this message. The Achaeans gave them
audience in Sicyon.
The Achaeans were very much at a loss in regard

to the resolution it was necessary to take. The pow-
er of the Lacedaemonians, their iierpetual enemies,

kept them in awe; and, on the other side, they were
in still greater dread of the Romans. They h'ad re-

ceived, from time immemorial, and very lately, great
favours from the Macedonians; but Philip \va< sus-

pected, on account of his perfidy and cruelty; and

they were afraid of being enslaved by him, when the

war should be terminated. Such was the disposition
of the Achaeans. The Roman ambassador spoke fir>t,

and afterwards those of Attalus, the Rhodians, and

Philip; the Athenians were appointed to speak la?t,

in order that they might refute what Philip's ambas-
sadors should advance. They spoke with greater
virulence against the king, because no people had
been so cruelly treated bv nim ; and they gave a long
detail of his injustice and cruelty in regard to them.
These speeches took up the whole day, so that the

Assembly was put off till the morrow.
All the members being met, the herald, as was the

custom, gave notice, in the name of the magistrates.
.hat all those who intended to speak might begin.
But no one rose up; and all, gazing upon one anoth-

er, continued in a deep silence. Upon this Aristie-

?us, chief magistrate of the Achaeans, in order that

the assembly might not break up without doing busi-

ness, spoke as follows: "What then is become of that

warmth and vigour with which you used to dispute,
at your tables, and in your conversations, about Phi-

lip and the Romans; which generally rose to so great
a height, that you were ready to cut one another's

throats? And now, in an assembly summoned for no
other purpose, after hearing the speeches and argu-
ments on both sides, you are mute! Surely, if the

love of your country cannot loose your tongues,

ought not the party zeal which has biassed each of

you in private, either for or against Philip and the

Romans, to oblige you to speak; especially as there

is none of you but knows that it will be too late, after

the resolution should be once taken?"
These reproaches, though so judicious and reason-

able, and made by the principal magistrate, could not

prevail with any of the members to give his opinion;
nor even occasion the least murmur, the least noise

in this assembly, though so very numerous, and com-

posed of the representatives of so many states. Ev-

ery body continued dumb and motionless.

Arist.enus then spoke again to this effect: " Chiefs
of the Achaeans; I perceive plainly that you want

courage more than counsel, since not one among you
dares to speak his sentiments, with regard to the

common interest, at the risk of danger to himself.

Was I a private man, I
possibly might act as you do ;

but being the chief magistrate of the Achaeans, it is

my opinion, either that the ambassadors should not
have been allowed a seat in our assembly, or that

they should not be dismissed without some answer.

Now, how will it be possible for me to make any,
unless you authorize me by a decree'.' But, since not
ore among you is willing, or dares to speak his

thoughts, let us suppose for a moment, that the speech-
es of the ambassadors which we heard yesterday, are

to many counsels they give, not for their own inter-

est, but purely for ours; and let us weigh them ma-

turely. The Romans, the Rhodians, and Attalus, de-

sire our friendship and alliance; and they request us

to assist them in their war against Philip.
On the

other side, the latter puts us in mind of the
treaty

w.'iich we cjr.cluded wlib him, and Dialed anr" r .tf-

fied by an oath: one moment be requires us to join
with him, and the next he insists upon our observing
a strict neutrality. Is no one among you surprised to

hear those who are not yet our allies, dema\id more
than he who has long been one? Doubtless.it is not

either modesty in Philip, nor temerity in the Romans,
which prompts them to act ana speak as they do.

This difference in their sentiments, arise? from the

disparitj of their strength and situation. My mean-

ing is; we see nothing here belonging to Philip, but

his ambassador; whereas the Roman fleet now lies al

anchor near Cenchrea, laden with the spoils of Eu-

bo?a; and the consul and his legions, who are but at

a little ciitani-e from the ileet, lay waste Phocis and
Locris with impunity. You are surprised that Cle-

omedon, Philip's ambassador, should have advised

you, in so fearful and reserved a manner, to take
up

arms in favour of the king against the Romans. It,

in consequence of the treaty in question, and of the

oath on which he lavs such stress, we should require

Philip to defend us against Nabis, the Lacedaemoni-

ans, and the Romans; he would not have any answer
to make, much less would he be able to give us anj
real succour. This we experienced last year, when,

notwithstanding the express words of our alliance,

and the mighty promises he made us, he suffered IVa-

bis and the Lacedaemonians to ravage our lands with-

out any opposition. In my opinion, Cleomedon seem-
ed evidently to contradict himself in every part

of
his speech. He spoke with contempt of the war

against the Romans, pretending it would have the

same success as that which they had already made
with Philip. Why then does he implore our suc-

cour at a distance, and by .111 ambassador, instead of

coming and defending us in person (we who are his

ancient allies) asrain>t Aabis and the Romans? Why
did he suffer Eretria and Carystus to be taken?

Why has he abandoned so many cities of The s -aly,
and every part

of Phocis and Locris ? Why does he
sutler Elatia to be besieged at this instant.' Was it

superior strength; was it fear, or his own will, that

made him abandon the defiles of Epirus, and give up
to the enemy those insuperable barriers, to go and
conceal himself in the most remote part of the king-
dom? If he has voluntarily abandoned so many al-

lies to th; mercy of the enemy, ought he to keep them
from

providing
for their own safety .' If he was ac-

tuated by fear, he ought to forgive the same weak-
ness in us. If he has been forced to it, do you, Cle-

omedon, believe, that it is possible for us, Achaeans,
to make head against the Roman arms, to which the

Macedonians have been obliged to submit? Ko com-

parison can be made between the past and the present
war. The Romans, at that time employed in affairs

of greater importance, gave their allies little or no
aid. Now, that they have put an end to the Punic

war, which they sustained sixteen years in the very-
heart of Italy, they do not send succours to the jEto-

lians, but they themselves, at the head of their armies,
invade Philip both by sea and land. Quintius, the

third consul whom they have sent against him, hav-

ing found him in a post which seemed inaccessible,
did nevertheless force him from it, plundered his

camp, pursued him to Thessaly, and took, almost in

his sight, the strongest fortresses belonging to his

allies. I will take it for granted, that whatever the

Athenian ambassador has advanced concerning the

cruelty, the avarice, and the excesses, of Philip, is

not trite; that the crimes which he committed in At-

tica do not anv way affect us, any more than those he

perpetrated in many other places against the gods,
rele>tial and infernal; that we even ought to bury
in everlasting oblivion the injuries we ourselves have

suffered from him. In a word, let us suppose that we
are not treating with Philip, but with Antigonus, a

mild and just prince, and from whom we all have recei-

ved the greatest services; would he make a demand
like that which has been insisted on to-day , so evident-

ly adverse to our safety and preservation? In ca.se

iS'abisand his Lacedaemonians should come and invade
us by land, and the Roman fleet by sea, will it be

possible for the king to support us against such for-

midable enemies, or shall we be able to defend our-

selv^j' Past tr_r -actions r.v.jt out to j: what we
must expect hereafter. The medium which is pro-

posed, of our standingjieuter, will infallibly render
us a prey to the conqueror, who will not fa'il to attack
us as cunning politicians,

who waited for the event,
before we would declare ourselves. Believe what I

say, when I assure you there is no medium. We
must either have the Romans for our friends or for

our enemies; and they are come to us with a strong
fleet, to offer us their 'friendship and their aid. To
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it-fuse so advantageous an offer, and slight so favour

mlile an occasion, which will never return, would be

the highest folly, and show, that we run voluntarily
on our o\vn destruction."

This speech was followed bv a great noise and

murmuring throughout the whole assembly, some ap-
plauding it with joy, and others opposing it with vi-

olence. The magistrates, called Dtmiiirgi, were no
less divided among themselves. Of these, who were
ten in number, five declared that each of them would
deliberate upon the affair in his assembly, and before

his people; the other five protested against it, upon
pretence that the laws forbade both the magistrate to

propose and the assembly to pas any decree contra-

ry to the alliance concluded with Philip. This day
was entirely spent in quarrels and tumultuous cries.

There remained but one day more, as the laws ap-
pointed the assembly to end "at that time. The de-
bates grew so hot, with regard to what was to be
concluded iu It, that fathers could scarce forbear

striking their sons. Memnon of Pellene was one of
the five magistrates who refused to refer the debate.
His father, whose name was Rhisiases, entreated and

conjured him a long time, to let the Ach.tans provide
for their own safety; and not expose them by his ob-

stinacy, to inevitable ruin. Finding his
prayers

could
not avail, he swore that he would kill turn with his

own hands, if he did not come into his opinion, con-

sidering him not as his son, but the enemy of his

country. These terrible menaces made such an im-

pression on Memnon, that he at last suffered himself
to yield to paternal authority.
The next day, the majority'in the assembly desiring

to have the affair debated, and the people discovering

plainly- enough their own sentiments, the Dymeans,
Megalopolitans, and some of the Argives, withdrew
from the assembly before the decree passed ; and no
one took offence at this, because they had particular
obligations to Philip, who had even very lately done
them considerable services. Gratitude is a virtue

common to all ages and nations, and ingratitude is

abhorred every where. All the other states, when
the votes were to be taken, confirmed immediately,
by a decree, the alliance with Attalus and the Rho-
dians; and suspended the entire conclusion of that
with the Romans, till ambassadors should be sent to

Rome, to obtain the ratification from the people,
without which nothing could be concluded.

In the meantime, three ambassadors were sent to

Quintius; and the whole army of the Achaeans march*
ed to Corinth, which Lucius, the consul's brother,
had already besieged, having before taken Cenchrea.

They at first earned on the attack but very faintly,
from the hopes that a quarrel would soon arise be-
tween the garrison and the inhabitants. However,
finding the city was quiet, the machines of war were
made to approach on all sides, and various assaults
were made, which the besieged sustained with great
vigour, and always repulsed the Romans. There was
in Corinth a great number of Italian deserters, who,
in case the city was taken, expected no quarter from
the Romans, and therefore fought in despair. Phi-

locles, one of Philip's captains, having thrown a fresh

reinforcement into the city, and the Romans
despair-

ing to force it, Lucius at last acquiesced in the advice
of Attalus, and accordingly the siege was raised.

The Achaeans being sent awav, Attalus and the Ro-
mans returned on board the fleet. The former sail-

ed to the Pira-eus, and the latter to Corryra.
Whilst the fleets besieged Corinth, T. Quintius the

consul wag employed in the siege of Elatia, where he
wa* more successful; for, after the besieged had made
stout and vigorous resistance, he took the city, and

afterwards the citadel.

At the same time such of the inhabitants of Argos
as had declared for Philip, found means to deliver

op? their city to Philocles, one of his generals. Thus,
notwithstanding- the alliance which the Achaeans had
just before concluded with the Roman,Philip still pos-
sessed two of their strongest cities, Corinth and Argos.

I

SECTION III. FLAMIXLNUS IS CONTINUED IN THE
COMMAND AS PROCONSUL. HE HAS A FRUITLESS
INTERVIEW WITH PHILIP ABOUT CONCLUDING A

PEACE. THE ITOLIANS, AND XABTS, TTRANT OF
SPARTA, DECLARE FOR THE ROMANS. SICKMM
AND DEATH OF ATTALUS. FLA.MININUS DEFEAT!
PHILIP I.N A BATTLE NEAR SCOTUSSA AM) CYNOS-
CEPHALE IN THESSALY. A PEACE CONCLUDED
WITH PHILIP, WHICH PUTS AN END TO THE MACE-
DONIAN WAR. THE EXTRAORDLNARY JOY OF TH
GREEKS AT THE ISTHMIAN GAMES, WHEN PROCLA-
MATION IS MADE THAT THEY ARE RESTORED TO
THEIR A-NCIENT LIBERTY BY THE ROMANS.

NEW consuls were appointed at

Rome: I but a* the slow progress A. M. 3807.

which had been made in the affairs Ant. J. C. 197.

of Macedonia was justly ascribed
to the frequent changing of those who were charged
with them, Flaminiuas was continued in his command,
and recruits were sent him.
The season being already advanced,* Quintius had

taken
up

his winter quarters in Phocis and Locris,
when Philip sent a herald to him, to desire an inter-

view. Quintius complied very readily, because he
did not yet know what had been reso'lved upon at

Rome with regard to himself; and a conference would

give him the liberty either to continue the war, in

case he should be continued in the command, or to

dispose matters so as to bring about a peace, if a suc-

cessor were appointed him. The time and place be-

ing agreed upon, both parties met. Philip was at-

tended by several Macedonian noblemen, and Cycli-
adus, one of the chiefs of the Achaeans, whom that

people had banished a little before. The Roman
general was accompanied by Amynander, king of

Athamania, and by deputies from all the allies. Af-
ter some disputes with regard to the ceremonial,
Quintius made his proposals, and every one of the
allies their demands. Philip answered them; and as

he began to inveigh against the .Etolians, Pheneas,
their magistrate, interrupted him in these words:
" We are not met here merely about words; our bu
siness is. either to conquer sword in hand, or to sub-
mit to the most powerful." "A blind man may see

that," replied Philip, ridiculing Pheneas, whose sight
was bad. Philip was very fond of jests.s and could
not refrain from them, even in treating on the most
serious affairs; a behaviour very unbecoming in

prince.
This first interview

being spent in altercation, they
met again the next day. Philip came very late to the

place of meeting, which it is believed he did
pur-

posely, in order that the tol : ns and Achaeans might
not have time sufficient for answering him. He had
a private conference with Quintius, who, having ac-

quainted the confederates with his proposals, not one

approved them; and they were upon the point of

breaking off the conference, when Philip desired that

the decision might be suspended till the next day;
promising that he himself would comply, in case it

were not in his power to bring them into his opin-
ion. At their next meeting, he earnestly entreated

Quintius and the allies not to oppose a peace ;
and he

now merely requested time for sending ambassadors
to Rome, promising, either to agree to a peace on the
conditions which he himself should prescribe, or ac-

cept of such as the senate might require. They
could not refuse no reasonable a demand; and ac-

cordingly a truce was agreed upon, but on condition
;hat his troops should immediately leave Phocis and
Locris. After this, the several parties sent ambassa-
dors to Rome.

Being-
arrived there, those of the allies were heard

5rst. They inveighed heavily against Philip upon
several accounts; but they endeavoured particularly
;o prove, by the situation of the places, tnat in case
ic should continue possessed of Demetrias in The*-

saly,
Chalcis in Euboea, and Corinth in Achaia (cities

which he himselfjustly, though insolently, called the
shackles of Greece,) it would be impossible for that

> Liv. 1. xixii. n. 27 and 28.
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ia quidem riiu unit lemperana. Liv.
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country to enjoy its liberty. The king's ambassadors

were afterwards called in. As they began a prolix

harangue, they were interrupted and asked at once,
whether they would give up the three cities in ques-
tion or not? Having answered, that no orders or in-

structions had been given them on that head, they
were sent back without being gratified in a single
demand. It was left to the option of Quintius, either

to conclude a peace, or carry on the war. By this he

perceived that the Senate would not be dissatisfied at

the latter; and he himself was much better pleased
to put an end to the war by a victory, than by a trea-

ty of peace. He therefore would not agree to an in-

terview with Philip; and sent to acquaint him, that

hereafter he would never agree to any proposals he

might offer with regard to peace, if he did not engage
by way of preliminary entirely to quit Greece.

Philip now seriously engaged in making the ne-

cessary preparations for war.i As it would be diffi-

cult for him to preserve the cities of Acliaia, on ac-

count of (heir great distance from his hereditary do-

minions, he thought it expedient to deliver up Argos
to Nabis, tyrant of Sparta, but only as a trust, which
he was to surrender back to him, in case he should
be victorious in this war; but, if things should fall

out otherwise, he then was to
possess

it as his own.
The tyrant accepting the conditions, was brought in

the night into the city. Immediately the houses and

possessions of such of the principal men as had lied

were plundered: and those who stayed behind were
robbed of all their gold and silver, and taxed in very

heavy sums. Those who gave their money readily
and cheerfully were not molested farther; but such
as were either suspected of concealing their riches,

or discovering only part of them, were cruelly whip-
ped with rods like so many slaves, and treated with

the utmost indignity. At length Nabis having sum-
moned the assembly, the first decree he enacted was
for abolishing of debts; and the second for dividing
the lands equally among the

citizeps.
This is the

double bait generally hung out to win the affections

of the common people, and exasperate them against
the rich.

The tyrant soon forgot from whom and on what
condition he held the city. He sent ambassadors to

Quintius and to Attalus, to acquaint them that he
was master of Argos; and to invite them to an inter-

view, in which he hoped that they would agree, with-

out difficulty, to the conditions of a treaty which he

was desirous of concluding with them. H"is proposal
was accepted ; in consequence of which the proconsul
and the kino; had an interview with him near Argos;
a step which seemed very unbecoming the dignity of
either. In this meeting the Romans insisted that

Nabis should furnish them with troops, and discon-

tinue the war with the Achwans. The tyrant agreed
to the first article, but would consent only to four

months' truce with the Achieans. The treaty was
concluded on those conditions. This alliance with
luch a tyrant as Nabis, so infamous for his injustice
and cruelty, reflects dishonour on the Romans; but
in war, soldiers think themselves allowed to take all

advantages, at" the expense even of honour and

equity.
Nabis, after putting a strong garrison into Argos,

had plundered all the men and deprived them ol all

their riches: a little after he sent his wife thither, to

use the ladies in the same manner. Accordingly, she
tent for the women of the greatest distinction, either

separately or in company; when, partly by civility,
and partly by threats, she extorted from them at dif-

ferent times, not only all their gold, but also their

richest clothes, their most valuable furniture, and all

their precious stones and jewels.
When the spring was come,* (for the incidents I

have here related happened in the winter,) Quintius
and Attalus resolved, it possible, to secure the alliance

of the Boeotians, who till then had been uncertain

and wavering. In this view they went, with some
ambassadors of the confederates, to Thebes, which
was the capital of the country, and the place where

LIT. I. rxxii. n. 3840. Plut. in Flamin. p.
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the common assembly met. The/ wf rt secretly fa-

voured and supported by Antiphilus the chief magis-
trate. The Boeotians thought at first that they had
come without forces and unguarded ; but were great

ly surprised when they saw Quintius followed by
con-iderable detachment of troops, whence they im-

mediately-judged that things would be carried on in

an arbitrary manner in the assembly. It was sum-
moned to meet on the morrow. However, they con-

cealed their grief and surprise;
and indeed it would

have been of no use, ana even dangerous, to hav
discovered them.

Attains spoke first, and expatiated on the service!

which his ancestors and himself had done to all

Greece, and the republic of the Boeotians in particu-
lar. Beinjj hurried away by his zeal for the Romans,
and speaking with greater vehemence than suited his

age, he fell down in the midst of his speech, and
seemed half dead; so that they were forced to carry
him out of the assembly, which interrupted their de-

liberations for some time. Aristienu*, captain gene-
ral of the Achieans, spoke next : and after him, Quin-
tius, who said but little; and laid greater stress on
the fidelity of the Romans, than on their power or

arms. Afterwards the votes were taken, when an
alliance with tlie Romans was unanimously resolved

upon; no one daring to oppose or speak against it.

As Attalus's disorder did not seem dangerous
Quintius left him at Thebes, and returned to Elatia

highly satisfied with the double alliance he had con-
cluded with the Achasans and Boeotians, which en-

tirely secured him behind, and gave him an opportu-
nity of employing his whole attention and efforts ou
the side of Macedonia.
As soon as Attalus had recovered a little strength,

he was carried to Pergamus.3 where he died soon

after, aged threescore and twelve years, of which he
had reigned fifty-four. Polybius observes that Atta-

lus did not imitate most men, to whom great riches

are generally the occasion of plunging into vices and

irregularities of every kind. His generous and mag-
nificent use of riches, directed and tempered by pru-
dence, gave him an opportunity

of enlarging his do-

minions, and of adorning himself with the title of

king. He imagined he was rich, only that he might
do good to others; and thought that he put out his

money at a high and very lawful interest, in expend-
ing it in acts of bounty and in purchasing friends.

He governed his subjects with the strictest justice,
and always observed inviolable fidelity towards his

allies. He was a generous friend, a tender husband
an affectionate father; and perfectly discharged all

the duties of a king, and of a
private

man. He left

four sons, Eumenes, Attalus, Philetaerus, and Athe-

naeus, of whom we shall have occasion to speak in the

sequel.
The armies on both sides had set out upon their

march,* in order to terminate the war by a battle.

The forces were pretty equal on both sides, and each
consisted of about 25 or 26,000 men. Quintius ad-

vanced into Thessaly, where he was informed the

enemy were also arrived; but being unable to dis-

cover exactly the place where they were encamped,
he commanded his soldiers to cut stakes, in order to

make use of them upon occasion.

Here Polvbius, and Livy, who frequently copies
him, show the different manner in which the Greeks
and Romans used the stakes with which they fortified

their camp. Among the former, the best stakes were
those round whose trunk a great number of branches
were spread, which made them so much the heavier;
besides, as the arms of the Grecian soldiers were so

ponderous that they could scarce support them, they
consequently could not easily carry stakes at the

same time. Now the Romans did not leave above
three, at the most four, branches to each stake they
cut, and all of them on the same side. In this man-
ner the soldier was able to carry two or three of them,
when tied together, especially as he was not incom-
moded with his arms; his buckler being thrown over

Lir. 1. xxxiv. n. 21. Polyh. in Exctrpt. p. 101, 102.
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hi* shoulders and baring only two or three javelins
in his hand.

Besides, the latter kind of stakes do much greater
iervice. Those of the Greeks might very easily be

pulled up. As this stake, whose trunk was large, was

tingle and detached from the rest; and besides, as

the branches of it were strong and many in number,
two or three soldiers could easily pull it out, and by
that means open a way to the camp; not to mention

that all the stakes near it must necessarily have been

loosened, because their branches were too short to in-

terweave one with the other. But it was not so with

the stakes cut by the Romans; their branches being
so closely interwoven, that it was scarce possible to

discover" the stake to which they belonged. Nor
could any man null up those stakes by thrusting his

hand into the branches, as they were so closely ir.-

twined, that no vacant place was left; besides wliich,

all the ends of them were
sharp-pointed.

Est even

supposing any hold could have been laid on them, yet
the stake could not easily be torn up, for two reasons

;

first, because it was driven so deep in the ground, that

there was no moving it; and secondly, because the

branches were so closely interwoven, that it was im-

possible to pull up one without forcing away several

others at the same time. Though two or three men

put
their whole strength to them, it was yet impossi-

ble for them to force the stakes away. And yet, even

if by shaking and moving them about, they at last

were forced out of their places, still the opening made
in that manner was almost

imperceptible.
Thus these

kind of stakes were preferable, on three accounts, to

those of the Greeks; they were to be had every
where, could be carried with ease, and were a strong

lisade to a camp, which could not easily be broken

rough.
These sort of digressions, made by so great a mas-

ter as Polybius, which relate to the usages and prac-
tices of war, commonly please persons of the military

profession, to whom they may furnish useful hints;

and, in my opinion, I ought to neglect nothing that

may in any respect conduce to the public utility.
After the general had taken the precautions above

mentioned, he marched out at the head of all his for-

ces. After some slight skirmishes, in which the jto-
lian cavalry signalized themselves and were always
victorious, the two armies halted near Scotussa. Ex-

ceeding heavy rains, attended with thunder, having
fallen the night before, the next day was so cloudy
and dark, that a man could scarce see two spaces be-

fore him. Philip then detached a body of troops,
with orders to seize upon the summit of the hills

called Cynoscephale, which separated his camp from
that of the Romans. Quintius also detached ten

squadrons of horse, and about 1000 light-armed
troops, to reconnoitre the enemy; and at the same
time directed them, in the strongest terms, to beware
of ambuscades, as the weather was so very gloo-

my. This detachment met that of the Macedonians
which had seized the eminences. At first both parties
were a little surprised at meeting, and afterwards

began to skirmish. Each party sent advice to their

general of what was going forward. The Romans,
being severely handled, despatched a courier to their

camp to desire a reinforcement. Quintius immedi-

ately sent Archedamus and Eupolemus, both .Kinli-

ans, and with them two tribunes, each of whom com-
manded 1000 men, with 500 horse, which joining the

former, soon changed the face of the engagement.
The Macedonians behaved valiantly enough; but be-

ing oppressed with the weight of their arms, they fled

to the hills, and from thence sent to the king for

succour.

Philip, who had detached a party of his soldiers

for fora6e '.>'-g informed of the danger his first troops
were in, and (he sky beginning to clear up, despatch-
ed Heraclides, who commanded the Thessalian cav-

alry, Leo, who commanded that of Macedonia, and

Atnenagoras, under whom were all the hired sol-

diers. those of Thrace excepted. When this rein-

forcement joined the first detachment, the courage
of the Macedonians revived, they returned to the

charge, and drove the Romans from the hills. They
even would have gained a complete victory, had it

not been for the resistance made by the jEti lian car

air}-, who fought with astonishing courage and iiitre-

pid'ity. This was the best of all the Grecian cavalry
and was particularly famous for skirmishes an'l sin-

gle combats. These so well sustained the impetuous
charge of the Macedonians, that had it not been for

their bravery, the Romans would have been repulsed
into the valley. At some distance from the enemy
they took breath a little, and afterwards returned to

the'fijht.
Couriers came every moment to inform Philip, that

the Romans were terrified and fled, and that the time
was come for defeating them entirely. Philip was
not pleased either with the place or the weather, but
could not withstand the repeated shouts and entreaties
of his soldiers, who besought him to If ad them on to

battle; and accordingly, he marched them O'jt of his

entrenchments. The proconsul did the same, and
drew up his soldiers in order of battle.

The leaders on each side, in this instant which
was going to determine their fate, animated their

troops by all the most affecting motives. Philip re-

presented to his soldiers, the Persians, Bactiiana,
Indians, in a word, all Asia and the whole East, sub-
dued by their victorious arms; adding, that they
ought now to behave with the greater courasje, as

they now were to fight, not for sovereignty, but for

liberty, which, to valiant minds, is more dear and
valuable than the empire of the universe. The pro-
consul put his soldiers in mind of the victories they
had so lately gained; on one side, Sicilv and Car-

thage; on the other, Italy and Spain, subJued by the

Romans; and to say all in a word, Hannibal, the great
Hannibal, certainly equal, if not superior to Alexan-

der, driven out o'f Italy by their triumphant arms:

and, which ought to rouse their courage the more,
this very Philip, whom they now were going to en-

gage, defeated by them more than once, and obliged
to fly

before them.
Fired 1 by these speeches, the soldiers, who, on one

side, called themselves victors of the East; and on
the other, conquerors of the West; the former elated

with the glorious achievements of their ancestors, and
the latter proud of the trophies and the victorie*

they had so lately gained, prepared on each side for

battle. Flamininus, having commanded the right

wing not to move from its post, placed the elephants
in the front of this wing; and, marching with a

haughty and intrepid air, led on the left wing against
the enemy in person. And now the skirmishers, see

ing themselves supported by the legions, return to

the charge, and begin the attack.

Philip, with his light-armed troops, and the right

wing of his phalanx, hastened towards the mountains;

commanding JVicanor to march the rest of the army
immediately after him. When he approached the

Roman camp, and found his light armed troops en-

gaged, he was exceedingly pleased at the sight.
However, not long after, seeing them give way, and
in exceeding want of support, he was obliged to sus-

tain them, and engage in a general battle, though the

greatest part of his phalanx was still upon their march
towards the hills where he then was. In the mean
time he receives such of his troops as had been re-

pulsed ; posts them, whether horse or foot, on his

right wing; and commands the light armed soldier*

and the phalanx to double their files, and to close

their ranks on the right.
This being done, as the Romans were near, he

commands the phalanx to march towards them \\i\h

their pikes presented, and the light-armed to extend

beyond them on the right and left. Quintius had

also, at the same time, received into his intervals

those who had begun the fight, and now charged the

Macedonians. The onset being begun, each side

sent up the most dreadful cries. Philip's rju-ht wing
had visibly all the advantage; for as he charged with

impetuosity from the heights with his phalanx on the

Hii arihortationibus utrinque roncitati milites, prtelie

concurrunt, alteri Orieiitis. ilieri Occident!* imperiu glori-
ani'-K ferentesqup in bellum, alii majorum nimrum antiquan
et obtfoletum gloriam, alii virentcm recenubua experiment!*
virtutiH flurcm. Justin,
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Romans, the latter could not sustain the shook of

troops so well closed and covered with their shit Ids,

and whose front presented nn impenetrable hedge of

pikes. The Romans were obliged to give way.
Bui it was different with regard to Philip's left

win\ which was but just arrived. As its ranks were
broken and separated by the hillocks and uneven

ground, Quintius flew to his right wing, and charged
vigorously the left wing of the Macedonians: persua-
ded, that if he could but break it, and put it in disor-

der, it would draw after it the other wing, although
victorious. The event answered his expectations.
As this wing, on account of the uneavenness and rug-

gedness of the ground, could not keep in the form of
a phalanx, nor double its ranks to give it depth, in

which the whole strength of the body consists, it was

entirely defeated.

On this occasion a tribune, who had not above
twentv companies under him, made a movement that

contributed very much to the victory. Observing
that Philip, who was at a great distance from the rest

of the army, was charging the left wing of the Ro-
mans with vigour, he leaves the right where he was,
(it not being in want of support,) and consulting only
his own reason, and the present disposition ot the ar-

mies, he marches towards the phalanx of the enemy's
right wing, and charges them in the rear with all

his troops. The phalanx, on account of the prodi-

gious length of the pikes, and the closeness of its

ranks, cannot face about to the rear, nor fight man to

man. The tribune breaks into it, killing all before

him as he advanced; and the Macedonians, not being
able to defend themselves, throw down their arms
and fly. What increased the slaughter was, that the

Romans who had given way, having rallied, were re-

turm (1 to attack the phalanx in front at the same time.

Philip, judging at first of the rest of the battle

from the advantage he had obtained in his wing, as-

sured himself of a complete victory. But when he
aw his soldiers throw down their arms, and the Ro-
mans pouring upon them behind, he drew off with a

body of troops to some distance from the field of bat-

tle, and from thence took a survey of the whole en-

gagement: when perceiving that the Romans, who
pursued the left wing, extended almost to the sum-
mit of the mountains, he got together all the Thra-
cians and Macedonians he could assemble, and en-

deavoured to save himself by flight.
After the battle, in every part of which victory had

declared for the Romans, Philip retired to Tempe,
where he halted to wait for those who had escaped
the defeat. He had been so prudent as to send orders
to Larissa. to burn all his

papers,
that the Romans

might not have an opportunity of distressing any of
his friends. The Romans pursued for some time
those who fled. The jEtolian* were accused of

having occasioned Philip's escape, for they amused
themselves in plundering his camp, whilst the Romans
were employed in pursuing the enemy; so that when
they returned, they found scarcely any thing in it.

They reproached them at first on that account, and
afterwards auarrelled outright, each side loading the
other with the grossest invectives. On the morrow,
after having got together the prisoners and the rest

of the spoils, they marched towards Larissa. The
Romans lost about 700 men in this battle, and the

Macedonians 13,000, whereof 8000 died in the field,

and 5000 were taken prisoners. Thus ended the bat-

tle of Cvnoscephale.
The toiiuu had certainly signalized themselves

in this battle, and contributed very much to the vic-

tory : but they were so vain, or rather insolent, as to

ascribe the success of it entirely to themselves; de-

claring, without reserve or modesty, that they were
far better soldiers than the Romans; and spread this

repoit throughout all Greece. Quintius, who was

already offended at them, for their greedy impatience
in seizing the plunder without waiting for the Ro-
mans, wa still more enraged at them for their inso-

lent reports in regard to their superior valour. From
that time he behaved with great coldness towards

them, and never informed them of any thing relating
to public affairs, affecting to humble their pride on
U occasion*.
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These reports seem to have made too strong an

impre-'ioii on Quinlius, who did not act with due

prudence and caution towards allies so useful to the

Romans; tor by thus alienating their affections, he

paved the wav, at adistance, for that open detection,

to which the resentment of the UotimM afterwards
carried them. But had he dissembled w ise ly ; had he
shut his eyes and ears to many things, and apptared
sometimes ignorant of what the jEtolians might say
or do improperly, he might perhaps have remedied

every thing.
Some day s after the battle, Philip sent ambassadors

to Flamininu*, who was at Larissa, upon preUnceof
desiring a truce for burjing their dead ; but in reality
to obtain an interview with him. The prccoiuul
agreed to both requests, and was so polite as to bid

the messenger tell the king," that he desired him not
to despond." The ./Etolians were highly offended at

this message. As these people were not well ac-

quainted with the character of the Romans, and judg-
ed of their disposition from their own, they imagined
that Flamininus would not have appear* d favourable
to Philip, if the latter had not corrupted him with

bribes; and thev were not ashamed to spread such
re ports among the allies.

The Roman general set out, with the confederates
for the appointed place of meeting, which was at the
entrance of Tempe. He assembled them b< fore the

king arrived, to inquire what they thought of the con-
ditions of peace. Amvnander, king of AthiMiiania,
who spoke in the name of the rest, said that Mich a

treaty ought to be concluded as might enable Greece
to preserve peace and liberty even in the absence of
the Romans.
Alexander the ./Etolian spoke next, and said, that

if the proconsul imagined that in concluding a peace
with Philip, he should procure a solid peace for the

Romans, or lasting liberty for the Greek*, he wa*

greatly mistaken,, that the" only way to put an end to

the Macedonian war, would be to drive Philip out of
his kingdom; and that this might be verv easily effec-

ted, provided he would take the advantage of the pre-
sent occasion. After corroborating what he had ad-
vanced with several reasons he sat down.

Quintius, addressing himself to Alexander; " You
do not know," savs he,

" either the character of the

Romans, my views, or the interest of Greece. It is

not usual with the Romans, after they have engaged
in war with a king, or other power, to ruin him en-

tirely; and of this Hannibal and the Carthaginians
are a manifest proof. As to m\self, I nexer intended
to make an irreconcilable war against Philip; but
have always been inclined to grant him a peace. htn-

ever he should yield to the conditions that should be

prescribed him. You yourselves, ./Etolians, in the

assemblies which were field for that purpose, never

once mentioned depriving Philip of his kingdoai.
Should victory inspire us with such a design? How
shameful are such sentiments! \Vhen an enemy at-

tacks us in the field, it is our business to repel hint

with bravery and haughtiness;
but when he is fallen

it is the duty of the victor to show moderation, gen-
tleness, and humanity. With regard to the Greeks,
it is their interest, 1 confess, that the kingdom of Ma-
cedonia should be less powerful than formerly; but

it no less concerns their welfare, that it should not

be entire U destroyed. That kingdom serves them
as a barrier again-t the Thracians and the Gauls.l

who. were they not checked by it, would certainly

pour down upon Greece, as they have frequently douo
before."

Flamininus concluded with
declaring, that his opin-

ion and that of the council, was, that if Philip would

promise to observe faithfully all the conditions which
the allies had formerly prescribed, that then a peace
should be granted him, after having consulted the

senate about it; and that the ./Etolians might adopt
whatever resolution thev pleased on this occasion.

Pha?neas, praetor of the ./Etolians, having represented
in very strong terms, that Philip, if he should esi ap
the present danger, would ooii form new project*.

> A great number of Gauli hud eetlltd in the couniriN
adjoining to Thrarc.
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nd light up a fresh war;
" I shall take care of that,"

replied the proconsul; "and shall take effectual

methods to put it out of his power to undertake any-

thin? against us.''

The next day Philip arrived at the
place appointed

for the conference; and three days after, the council

being met again, he came into it, and spoke with so

much prudence and wisdom, as softened the whole

assembly. He declared that he would accept, and

execute, whatever conditions the Romans and the

allies should prescribe; and that with regard to every

thing else, he would rely entirely on the discretion

of the senate. Upon these words the whole council

were silent. Only Phaeneas the /Ktnlian started some

difficulties, which were altogether improper, and for

that reason entirely disregarded.
But what prompted Flamininus to urge the con-

clusion of the peace was, his having advice, that An-
tiochus, at the head of an army, was marching out
of Syria, in order to make an irruption into Europe.
He apprehended that Philip might think of putting
his cities into a condition of defence, and thereby
might gain time. Besides, he was sensible that should
another consul come in his stead, all the honour of
that war would be ascribed to him. These reasons

prevailed with him to grant the king a four month's

truce; whereupon he received 400 talents ' from him,
took Demetrius his son, and some of his friends, as

hostages, and gave him permission to send to Rome
to receive such farther conditions from the senate,
as they should prescribe. Matters being thus ad-

justed, the parties separated, after having mutually
promised, that in case a peace should not be con-

cluded, Flamhiinus should return Philip the talents

and the hostages. This being done, the several par-
ties concerned sent deputations to Rome; some to

solicit peace, and others to throw obstacles in its

wav.
Whilst these measures were concerting to bring

about a general peace,* some expeditions, of little

importance, were undertaken in several places. An-
drosthenes, who commanded under the King, at Co-
rinth, had a considerable body of troops, consisting
of above 6000 men: he was defeated in a battle by
Nicostratus, praetor of the Achaeans, who came upon
him unawares, and attacked him at a time when his

troops were dispersed up and down the plains, and

plundering the country. The Acarnanians were di-

vided in their sentiments, some being for Philip,
and others for the Romans. The latter had laid siege
to Leucas. News being brought of the victory gain-
ed at Cynoscephale, the whole country submitted to

the conquerors. At the same time the Rhodians
took Perea, a small country in Caria, which, as they
pretended, belonged to them, and had been unjustly
taken from them by the Macedonians. Philip, on
the other side, repulsed the Dardanians, who had
made an inroad into his kingdom, in order to take

advantage of the ill state of his affairs. After this

expedition, the king retired to Thessalonica.
At Rome,* the time for the elec-

A. M. 3808. tion of consuls being come, L. Fu-
Ant. J. C. 196. rius Purpureo ana M. Claudius

Marcellus were chosen. At the

tame time letters arrived from Quintius, containing
the particulars of his victory over Philip. They were
first read before the senate, and afterwards to the

people; and public prayers, during five days, were
ordered, to thank the gods for the protection they
had granted the Romans in the war against Philip.
Some days after, the ambassadors arrived to treat

of the intended peace witt the king of Macedonia.
The affair was debated in the senate. Each of the
ambassadors made long seeches, according to their

respective views and interests; but, at last, the ma-

jority were for peace. The same affair being brought
before the people, Marcellus, who

passionately de-
ired to command the armies in Greece, used his

tmost endeavours to break the treaty, but all to

Four hundred thousand French crowni.
l.iv. I. xxxiii. n. 1419.
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no purpose; for the people \pproved of Flaniininus'i

proposal, and ratified the conditions. The s< natt
then appointed ten of the most illustrious citizens to

go into Greece, in order to settle, in conjunction
with Flamininus, the affairs of that country, and
secure its liberties. In the same assembly, the
Ach&ans desired to be received as allies of the peo-
ple of Rome; but that affair meeting with some dif-

ficulties, it was referred to the ten commissioners.
A sedition had broken out in Boeotia, between ("he

partisans of
Philip and those of the Romans, which

rose to a great height. Nevertheless, it was not it-

tended with any ill consequences, the proconsul har-

ingsoou appeased it.

The ten commissioners,* who had set out from
Rome to settle the affairs of Greece, arrived soon in

that country. The chief conditions of the treaty of

peace, which they settled in concert with rlamini-

nus, were as follow: That all the other 3 cities of

Greece, both in Asia and Europe, should be free,
and be governed by their own laws: that Philip, be-
fore the celebration of the Isthmian games, should
evacuate those in which he then had garrisons: that

he should restore to the Romans all the prisoners
and deserters, and deliver up to them all the ships
that had decks, five feluccas excepted, and the gal-

ley having sixteen benches of rowers: that he should

pay 1000 talents; 6 one half immediately, and the
other half in ten years, fifty every year, by way of
tribute. Among the hostages required of him, was
Demetrius his son, who accordingly was sent to

Rome.
In this manner Flamininus ended the Macedonian

war, to the great satisfaction of the Greeks, and very
happily for Rome. For, not to mention Hannibal,
who, though vanquished, might still have an oppor-
tunity of finding the Romans considerable employ-
ment; Antiochus seeing his power considerably in-

creased by his glorious exploits, which had acquired
him the surname of Great, was at that time medita-

ting to carry his arms into Europe. If, therefore,

Flamininus, by his great prudence, had not foreseen
what would come to pass, and had not speedily con
eluded this peace; had the war against Antiochus
been Joined, in the midst of Greece, with the war

carrying on against Philip; and had the two greatest
and most powerful kings then in the world, (uniting
their views and interests) made head against Rome
at the same time; it is certain the Romans would
have been engaged in as many battles, and in a*

great dangers, as those they had been obliged to sus-

tain in the war against Hannibal.
As soon as this treaty of peace was known, all

Greece, /Ktolia excepted, received the news of it

with universal joy. The inhabitant* of the latter

country seemed dissatisfied, and inveighed privately
against it among the confederates, affirming, that it

was nothing but empty words; that the Greeks were
amused with the name of liberty; with which spe-
cious term the Romans covered their interested views:
that they indeed suffered the cities in Asia to enjoy
their freedom; but that they seemed to reserve to

themselves those of Europe, as Oreum, Eretria.Chal-
cis, Demetrias, and Corinth. That therefore Greece,

strictly speaking, was not freed from its chains; and,
at most, had onTy charged its sovereign.
These complaints made the proconsul so much the

more uneasy, as they were not altogether without
foundation. The commissioners, pursuant to the in-

structions they had received from Rome, advised

Flamininus to restore all the Greeks to their liberty 5

but to keep possession of the cities of Corinth, Chal.

cis, and Demetrias, which were the keys of Greece;
and to put strong garrisons into them, to prevent
their being seized by Antiochus. He obtained, in

the council, to have Corinth set at liberty; but it

was resolved there, that a strong garrison should b

Polyb. Excerpt. Legal, p. 7!t5 eUO. Liv. 1. xxxiii. a
3035. Plul. in Flam, p. 374 37G.

This word other, it put here in opposition to nch of lb

Grecian citiet as were subject to Philip, part ul" which on-

ly were restored to their liberties, because the Roman*
thought il necessary to garrison C'halcis, Demetrius, and
Corinth. Ahuut I'JU.UUW.
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put
into the citadel, as well as in the two cities of

Chalcis and Demctrias; and this for a time only, till

tliev should be entirely rid of their fears with regard
lo Antiochus.

It was now the time in which the Isthmian games
*ere to be solemnized ; and the expectation of what
K&S there to be transacted, had drawn thither an in-

:redible multitude of
people,

and persons of the high-
est rank. The conditions of the treaty of peace,
which were not yet entirely made public, formed
the topic of all conversations, and various opinions
vere entertained concerning them; but very few
could be persuaded, that the Romans would eva-
cuate all the cities they had taken. All Greece was
in this uncertainty, when, the multitude being as-

sembled in the stadium to see the games, a herald
comes forward, and publishes with a loud voice:

"The senate and people of Rome, and Titus Quin-
lius the general, having overcome

Philip
and the

Macedonians, set at liberty from all garrisons, and
taxes, and imposts, the Corinthians, the Locrians, the

Phorians, the Euboeans, the Phtihot Acha?ans, the

Magnesians, the Thessalians, and the Perrhwbians;
declare them free, and ordain that they shall be go-
verned by their respective laws and usages."

At these words,i which many heard but imper-
fectly, because of the noise that interrupted them,
all the spectators were filled with excess of joy.
They gazed upon and questioned one another with
astonishment, and could not believe either their eyes
or ears; so like a dream was what they then saw and
heard. It was thought necessary for the herald to

repeat the proclamation, which was now listened to

with the most profound silence, so that not a single
word of the decree was lost. And now fully assured

of their happiness, they abandoned themselves again
to the highest transports of

joy, and broke into such
loud ana repeated acclamations, that the sea re-

sounded with them at a great distance: and some
ravens, which happened to fly that instant over the

assembly, fell down in the stadium; so true it is, that

of all the blessings of this life, none are so dear to

mankind as liberty! The games and sports were
hun-ied over, without any attention being paid to

them; for so great was the general joy upon this

occasion, that it extinguished all other sentiments.
The games being ended, all the people ran in

crowds to the Roman general; and every one being
eager to see his deliverer, to salute him, to kiss his

hand and throw crowns and festoons of flowers over
him; he would have run the hazard of being pressed
to death by the crowd, had not the vigour of his

years (for he was not above thirty-three years old,)
and the joy which so glorious a day gave him. sus-

tained ami enabled him to undergo the fatigue of it.

And indeed I would ask, whether an}' mortal ever

experienced a more happy or a more glorious day
than this was for Flamininus and the Roman people'.'
What are all the triumphs of the world in com-

parison with what we have seen on this occasion?
Should we heap together all the trophies, all the

victories, all the conquests of Alexander and the

greatest captains, how little would they appear, when
opposed to this single action of goodness, humanity,
and justice? It is a great misfortune to princes, that

they are not so sensible as they ought to be to so re-

fined a
joy,

to so
affecting

anc) exquisite a glory, as

that which arises from doing good to mankind.
*

The remembrance of to delightful a day, and of

> Audiia vore praronii, tnajoR eaudium fuit, quam quod
oniveraum homines caperenl. Vix satin credere te quiojue
uduse : alii ali<* intupri. mirabumli vHut sumnii vanum

i|>eciem : quod ad qurmquc pertinrret, luarum aurium nV.ri

minimum credentu*, proximos interrocabant. Kevix-aius

preen itrrum prnnunciare eadem. Turn ab rerlo jam
gaudio lantu* rum clamore plausus est orluv tnliesque

rt'iKMit'js, at facili appareret, nihil omnium hmmrum mul-
titudini prstius, quam libcrlatem. erae. Ludicrum deinde

ita raptim peraclum cst, ut nullius ner animi nee oculi

pectaculo inlenli esxent. Aded unum gaudium pra-orru-

paverat omnium aliarum Hiisum voluplatum. LAV. 1. xxxiii.

D. 71
* Nee prisons omnium mod8 eflusa Ictitiaeit; led per

Bultuidie< gratif et cogitationibus et rermonibus revocaia.

the valuable blessings then bestowen, was contin-

ually renewed, and for a long time formed the only

subject of conversation at all times and in all places.

Every one cried in the highest transports of admira-

tion, and a kind of enthusiasm, "Tnat there was a

people in the world, who at their own expense and
the hazard of their lives, engaged in a war for the

liberty of other nations; and that, not for their

neighbours, or people situated on the same continent,
but who crossed seas, and sailed to distant climes,
to destroy and extirpate unjust power from the earth,
and to establish universal law, equity, and justice.
That by a single word, and the voice of a "herald,
liberty had been restored to all the cities of Greece
and Asia. That a great soul only could have formed
such a design; but that to execute it was the effect

at once of the highest good fortune, and the most
consummate virtue."

They called to mind all the great battles.s which
Greece had fought for the sake of Liberty. "After

sustaining so many wars," said they,
" never was its

valour crowned with so blessed a reward, as when

strangers came and took up arms in its defence. It wai

then, that almost without shedding a drop of blood,
or losing scarce one man, it acquired the greatest
and noblest of all

prizes
for which mankind can con-

tend. Valour ana prudence are rare at all times;
but of all virtues, justice is most rare. Agesilaus,
Lvsander, Nicias, and Alcibiades, had great abilities

for carrying on war, and gaining battles both by sea

and land; but then it was for themselves and their

country, not for strangers and foreigners, they fought.
That h'eight of glorv was reserved for the rtomatis."

Such were the reflections the Greeks made on the

present state of affairs; and the effects soon answered
the glorious proclamation made at the 1-thiuian

games; for the commissioners separated, to go and

put their decree in execution in all the cities.

Flamininus, being returned from Argos, was ap-

pointed president of the IVemean games. He dis-

charged perfectly w-ell all the duties of that employ-
ment, and used his utmost endeavours to add to the

pomp and magnificence of the festival; and he also

published by a herald at these games, as he had done
at the others, the liberty of Greece.
As he visited the seve'ral cities, he established good

regulations in them, reformed the administration of

justice, restored amity and concord between the citi-

zen*, by appeasing quarrels and seditions, and re-

calling the exilts; infinitely more pleased with be-

ing able by the means of persuasion to reconcile the

Greeks one to another, and to re-establish unity

amongst them, than he had been in conquering the

Macedonians; so that even liberty seemed the least

of the blessings they had received from him. And,
indeed, of what service would liberty have been to

the Greeks, had not justice and concord been restored

among them? What an example is here for gover-
nor* of provinces! How happy are the people under

magistrates of this character!

It is related that Xenocrates the philosopher, having
been delivered at Athens, by Lycurgus the orator,
out of the hands of the tax-gatherers, who were drag-
ging him to prison, io. order to make him pay a sum
which foreigners were obliged by law to pay into

the public treasury, and meeting soon after the sons

of his deliverer, he said to them, "I repay with

usury the kindness your father did me: for 1 am the
cause that all mankind praise him." But the grati-
tude which the Greeks showed Flamininus and the

Romans, did not terminate merely in causing them
to be praised, but JfO infinitely contributed to the

augmentation of their power, by inducing all nation*
to confide in them, and rely on the faith of their

engagements. For they not only received such gene-

Esse aliquam in terrec gentem. quc tuft impensa, sun la-

bore ac periculo, bella geral pro hbertate aliorum ; nee hoc
tiniiinns, aut propinquK vicinitatis homimbuc. aut lerri*

continenti junrti* pra-siat: maria trajiciat, ne quod tuto
orbe terrarum injuitum imnerium nit, et ubique jus, IMS. leg

potent iima lint. L"4 voce prrcooin liberalag omnei
Grspciaf atque A*ic arbei. Hoc *pe concipere, nudacM
animi fuiuo : ad effectum eddurere, virtuti et foriuo*
injentis. Lie. n. 33. Plut. io Flamin.
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ralsas the Romans sent them, but requested earnestly
that the}' might be sent; they called them in, and

put themst-hes into their hands with joy. And not

only Million* and cities, but princes and kings, who
hai! complaint* to ofli r against the injustice ol neigh-
bouring powers, had recourse to them, and put thein-

M Ivcs in a niiinner under their safeguard ; so that, in

9 -hort time, from an effect of the Divine protection
(to use Tliitarch's expression,) 1 the whole earth sub-

mitted to their empire.
Cornelius, one of the. commissioners, who had dis-

jirr-e'l
themselves up and down, came to the assembly

of the Greeks which was held at Thermal a city of
ti:lia. He there made a long speech,

to exhort the

jEtolians to continue firmly attached to the party for

whom they had declared; and never to infringe the
alliance they had made with the Romans. Some of

the principal jEtolians complained, but with modesty,
that the Romans, since the victory they had obtained,
did not show so much favouras before to their nation.

Others reproached him, but in harsh and injurious
terms, that had it not been for the jtolians, the Ro-
mans not only would never have conquered Philip,
but would never have been able to set foot in Greece.
Cornelius, to prevent all disputes and contests, which
are always of pernicious consequence, was so prudent
as only to refer them to the senate, assuring them
that afl possible justice would be done them. Ac-

cordingly they came to that resolution; and thus
ended the war against Philip.

SECTION IV. COMPLAINTS BEING MADE AND
SUSPICIONS ARISING CONCERNING ANTIOCHUS, THE
ROMANS SEND AN EMBASSY TO HIM, WHICH HAS
NO OTHER EFFECT, THAN TO D1S1H SE IH.TH PAR-
TIES FOR AN OPEN RUPTURE. A CONSPIRACY IS

FORMED BY SCOPAS THE ATOLIAN AGAINST PTO-
LEMY. HE AND HIS ACCOMPLICES ARE PUT TO
DEATH. HANNIBAL RETIRES TO ANTIOCHUS.
WAR OF FLAMININUS AGAINST NABIS, WHOM HE
BESIEGES IN SPARTA: HE OBLIGES HIM TO SUE
FOR PEACE, AND GRANTS IT HIM. HE ENTERS
ROME IN TRIUMPH.

THE war in Macedonia had ended very seasonably
for the Romans, who otherwise would have had upon
their hands at the same time two powerful enemies,

Philip and Antiochus: for it was evident, that the
Romans would soon be obliged to proclaim war
against the king of Syria, who enlarged his conquests
daily, and undoubtedly was preparing to cross over
into Europe.

After having left himself nothing
A. M. 3808. to fear on the side of Ccele-syria

Ant. J. C 196. and Palestine.3 by the alliance he
had concluded with the king of

Egypt, and possessed himself of several cities of Asia

Minor, and among them that of Ephesus, he took the
most proper measures for the success of his designs;
and the reinstating himself in the possession ot all

those kingdoms which he pretended had formerly
belonged to bis ancestors.

Smyrna, Layinsafus, and the other Grecian cities of
Asia which enjuved their liberty at that time, seeing

plainly tha. he intended to bring them under subjec-
tion, resolved to defend themselves. But being of
themselves unable to resist so powerful an enemv,
they had recourse to the Romans for protection, which
was readily granted. The Romans saw plainly that
it was their interest to check the progress of Antio-
chus towards the West, and how fatal the conse-

quence would be, should they suffer him to extend
his

power by settling on the coast of Asia, according
to the plan he had laid down. They were therefore

very glad of the opportunity those" free cities gave
them, of opposing it; and immediately sent an em-
bassy to him

According to Livy, it waat Thermopylae It in doubt-
ed whether he him justly translated Polybiu* in iliis place,
iri T^V T& fe>if,uixn -uvoio. Thii is naid of an asaem-
ly of Giuliani in the cily of Therm*, which in of .(Eto-

ha.
Li. I. nxiii. n. 3841. Polyb. 1. xvil. p. 769, 770.

Appian. de belli. Syr. p. 80-88.

Before the ambassadors had time to reach Antlo

chus, he had already sent off detachment! from hii

army, which had formed the sieges of Smyrna and

Lampsacus. That prince had passed the Hellespont
in perM->n xvith the rest of it, and possessed himself
of all the Thracian Chersonesus. Finding the city
of Lysimachia* all in ruins (the Thracians having
demolishi-d it a few years before) he began to rebuild

it, with the design of founding a kingdom there for

Seleucus his second son; to bring all the country
round it under his dominion, and to make this city
the ca| ital of the new kingdom.

At the very time that he was revolving' all these

new projects, the Roman ambassadors nrrivi (i in

Thrace. They came up with him at Sehmbria, a

city of that country, end were attended b\ < n;

deputies from the Grecian cities in Asia. In the

first Conferences, the whole time was passed in mu-
tual civilities, which appeared sincere; but whtn
they proceeded to business, the face of affairs was
soon changed. L. Cornelius, who spoke on this

occassion, required Antiochus to restore to Ptolemy
the several cities in A-ia which he had taken from

him; to evacuate all those w:hich had been posi d

by Philip; it not being just that he should reap the

fruits of the war, which the Romans had can-it d on

against that prince; and not to molest such of the

Grecian cities of Asia as enjoyed their liberty. He
added, that the Romans were greatly surprised at

Antiochus, for crossing into Europe with two such
numerous armies, and so powerful a fleet; and for

rebuilding Lysimachia, an undertaking which could
have no other view but to invade them.
To all this Antiochus answered that Ptolemy should

have full satisfaction, when his marriage, which was

already concluded, should be solemnized : that with

regard to such Grecian cities as desired to retain their

liberties, it was from him and not from the Ro'nans

they were to receive it. With respect to Lysima-
chia, he declared, that he rebuilt it with the design
of making it the residence of Seleucus his son; that

Thrace, and the Chersonesus, which was part of it,

belonged to him: that thev had been conquered from

Lysimachus by Seleucus Kicator, one of his ances-

tors; and that he came thither as into his own patri-

mony. As to Asia, and the cities he had taken there

from Philip, he knew not what right the Romans
could have to them; and therefore ne desired them
to interfere no farther in the affairs of Asia than he
did with those of Italy.
The Romans desiring that the ambassadors of

Smyrna and Lampsacus might be called in, they ac-

cordingly were admitted. They spoke with so much
freedom, as incensed Antiochus to that degree, that

he cried in a passion, that the Romans had BO busi-

ness to judge of those affairs. Upon this the assum-

bly broke up in great disorder; none of the parties
received satisfaction, and every thing seemed to tend
to an open rupture.

During these negotiations, a report was spread that

Ptolemy Epiphanes was dead. Antiochus immedi-

ately thought himself master of Egypt, and accord-

ingly went on board his fleet, in order to go and take

possession of it. He left his son Seleucus at Lysi-
machia, with the army, to complete the projects he
had formed with regard to those parts. He firsl

landed at Ephesus, where he caused all his ships in

that port to join his fleet, in order to sail as soon at

possible for Egypt. On his arrival at Patara in

Lvcia, certain advice was brought, that the report
which was spread concerning Ptolemy's death was
false. He then changed his course, and made for

the island of Cyprus, in order to seize it; but a storm
that arose sunk many of his ships, destroyed a great
number of his men, and frustrated all his measures.
He thought himself very happy in having an

oppor-
tunity ot entering the harbour of Seleucia with the

remnant of his fleet, which he there refitted, and
went and wintered at Antioch, without making any
new attempt that year.
The foundation of the rumour which was spread

ThM city stood on the inlhmui or neck of the peni
ula.
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f Ptolemy's death, 1 was from a conspiracy having
been realfy formed against his life. This plot was
contrived by Scopas. Thai general seeing himself
it the head of all the foreign troops, the greatest

part of which were ,EtoIian< a* well a* himself, iuia-

rined that with so formidable a body of Hell-discip-
lined veteran forces, it would be easy for him to

usurp the crown during the king's minority. Hi-

p!in as already formed: and had he not let silp the

opportunity, by waiting the time in consulting and

debating with his friends, instead of acting, he would

certainly have succeeded. ArUtome nes, the
prime

niini-tt r, being apprised of the conspiracy, laid Sco-

pes
under an arrest; alter which he was examined

before the council, found guilty, and executed, with

all hi- accomplices. This plot made the government
confide no longer in the jEtolians, who till then had
been in great esteem for their fidelity; mo-t of them
were removed from their employments, and sent into

their own country. After Scopas's death, immense
treasures were found in his coffers, which he had

ama"t-d, by plundering the province? over which he
commanded. As Scopas, during the course of his

victories in Palestine, had subjected Jtidtea and Je-

rusalem to the Kgyptian empire, the greatest part of
his treasures arose, no doubt, from thence. The
transition from avarice to

perfidy
and treason is often

very short; and the fidelity of that general, who
discovers a passion for riches, cannot be safely re-

lied on.

One of Scopas's principal accomplices was Dichae-

archus, who had formerly been admiral to Philip,

king of Macedonia. A very strange action is related

ol this man. That prince having commanded him to

fell upon the islands called Cyclades, in open violation

of the most solemn treaties, before he came out of the

harbour he set up two altars, one to Injustice and the

other to Impiety, and offered sacrifices on both, to

insult, as one would imagine, at the same time both

gods and men. As this wretch had so greatly dis-

tinguished himself by his crimes, Aristomenes clistin-

fuished
him also from the rest of the conspirators in

is execution. He despatched all the others by poi-
on, but as for Dichasarchus, he caused him to die in

exqui-itr torments.

The contrivers of the conspiracy being put to death,
and all their measures entirely defeated, the king was
declared of age, though he had not vet quite attained

the years appointed by the laws, and was set upon
the throne with great pomp and solemnity. He there-

by took the government upon himself, and accord-

ingly began to transact business. As lone a Aiisto-

:<s in administration under him, all things
went well: but when the king conceived disgust for

that faithful and able minister, and not long after put
him to death, (to rid himself of a man whose virtue

was offensive to him,) the remainder of his reign a-

one continued series of disorder and conlu-ion. His

subjects laboured now under as many evils, and even

greater, than in his father's reign, when vice was most

triumphant.
When the ten commissioners,*

A. M. 3809. who were sent to settle the affairs

Ant. J. C. 195. of Philip, were returned to Rome,
and made their report, they told

their senate, that they must expect and prepare fora
new war, which would be still more dangerous than
that they had just before terminated: that Antiochus
had crowed into Europe with a strong army, and a

considerable fleet: that upon a false report which had
been spread concerning Ptoleniy's death, he had set

out, in order to possess himself* of Egypt, and that

otherwise he would have made Gree-ce the seat of
the war: that the ^Etolians, a people naturally restless

and turbulent, and ill-affected to Rome, would cer-

tainly rise on that occasion: that Greece fostered in

its own bosom a tyrant
vNabis) more avaricious and

cruel than any of his predecessors, who was medita-

ting how to enslave it; and that thus having been re-

stored in vain to its liberty by the Roman-, it would

only change its sovereign, a'nd would fall under a

Pol)b. l.xvii. p. 771-773.
LIT. 1. xxxiii. n. 44 4?, Justin. 1. xxxi. c. 2.

more grievous captivity than before, especially if

Nabis should continue" in possession of the city, of

Argos.
r'liiiiiininu* was commanded to have an rye OB

Nabic. and they were particularly vigilant over ait

Antiochus'* steps. He had just before left Antioch,
in the beginning of the spring, in order to go to Epl>
esus; and had scarce left it, when Hannibal arrived

there, and claimed his protection. That general had
lived unmolested in Carthage, during six years from

the conclusion of peace with the Romans: but he was

*>cted of holding a secret correspondence
with Antiochus, and of forming with him the design
of earning the war into Italy. His enemies sent ad-

vice of this secretly to the Romans, who immediately

deputed an embassy to Carthage, to inform them-t Ives

more particularly as to the fact; with orders, in case

the proof should be manifest, to require the Cartha-

ginians to deliver up Hannibal to them. But that

general had too much penetration and foresight,* and
had been too long accustomed to prepare for >t<um,
even in the greatest calms, not to suspect their de-

sign; o that before they had an opportunity to exe-

cu'.e their commission, fie withdrew privately, got to

the coast, and went on board a ship which always
lay ready by his order against such an occasion. He
escaped to Tyre, and went from thence to Antioch,
where he expected to find Antiochus, but was obliged
to follow him to Ephesus.
He arrived there exactly at the time that the prince

was in suspense whether he should engage in a war
with the Romans. The arrival of Hannibal gave him

great satisfaction. He did not doubt, but with the

counsel nnd assistance of a man who had so often de-

feated the Romans, and who had thereby justly ac-

quired the reputation of being the greatest general
of the age, he should be able to complete all nis de-

signs. He now thought of nothing but victories and

conquests: accordingly war was resolved, and all that

year and the following were employed in making the

necessary preparations. .Nevertheless, during that

time, embassies were sent on both sides, upon pre-
text of an accommodation; but, in reality, to gain
time, and see what the enemy were doing.
With regard to Greece,4 all the states except the

.Etolians, whose secret discontent I noticed before,

enjoyed the sweets of liberty and peace, and in that

condition admired no less the temperance, justice,
and moderation, of the Roman victor, than they had
before admired his courage and intrepidity in the

field. Such was the state of things, when 4}uintius

received a decree from Rome, by which he was per-
mitted to declare war against IS'abis. Upon .this, he

convenes the confederates at Corinth, and after ac-

quainting them with the cause of their meeting,
"You perceive," says he, "that the subject of the

present deliberation" solely regards you. Our busi-

ness is to determine, whether Argos, an ancient and
most illustrious city, situated in the midst of Greece,
shall enjoy its liberty

in common with the rest of the

cities, or whether it'shall continue subject to the ty-

rant of Sparta, who has seized it. This affair con-

cerns the Romans no otherwise, than as the slavery
of a -n\<i\e city hinders their glory in having deliver-

ed all Greece from being full and complete. Con-
sider therefore- what is to be done, and your resolu-

tions shall determine my conduct."

No doubt could be entertained as to the sentiments

of the assembly: the tolians alone could not forbear

showing their resentment against the Romans, which
they carried so high, as to charge them with a breach

of faith iu keeping possession of Chalcis and Deme-
trias, at a time that they boasted their having restored

liberty to the whole of Greece. They inveighed no
less against the rest of the allies, who, in their turn

di -in-d to be secured from the rapine of the <tolians.

who. were Greeks only in name, but real enemies in

their hearts. The dfspute growing warm, Quintius

obliged them to debate only on the subject before

I fled rei Annibalem nun diu U'uit, virum ad prucpt*
rienile ravend:n|ue perirula peritum ; nee minn* in weak-
ilu adver*a. ijuain in adversi* ecuud cogilmten. JtatUL.

I. iv. 1. xxxiv. n. 2^ 4:1.
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them; upon which it was unanimously resolved, that

war should be declared against Nabis, tyrant of

Sparta, in rase he should refuse to restore Argos to

its former liberty; and every one promised to send

a speed v succour; which was faithfully performed.
Aristaeniis, general of the Achaean?, joined Quintius
near Cleona;, with 10,000 foot and 1000 horse.

Philip, on his part, sent loOO men, and the Thes-

salians 400 horse. Quintius's brother arrived also

with a fleet of forty galleys, to which the Rhodians
and king Euiuenes joined theirs. A great number
of Lacedaemonian exiles came to the Roman camp,
in hopes of having an

opportunity
of returning to

their native country. They had Agesipolis at their

head, to whom the kingdom of Sparta justly belonged.
When but an infant, he had been expelled by Lycur-
gus, the tyrant,

after the death of Cleomenes.
The allies designed at first to besiege Argos, but

Quintius thought it more advisable to march directly

against the tyrant. He had greatly strengthened the

fortifications of Sparta; and had sent for -1000 chosen
soldiers from Crete, whom he had joined to the other

thousand he had already among his forces. He had

3000 other foreign troops in his service; and, besides

these, 10,000 natives of the country, exclusively of

the Helots.

At the same time he also concerted measures to

secure himself from domestic commotions. Having
caused the people to come unarmed to the assembly,
and having posted his guards armed round them;
after some little preamble, he declared, that as the

present juncture of affairs obliged him to take some

precautions for his own safety, he therefore was deter-

mined to imprison a certain number of citizens, whom
be had just cause to suspect; and that the instant the

enemy should be repulsed, (whom, he said, he had
no reason to fear, provided things were quiet at

home,') he would release those prisoners. He then
named about eighty youths of the principal families;

and throwing them into a secure prison, ordered all

their throats to be cut the night following. He also

put
to death in the villages a great number of the

Helots, who were suspected of a design to desert to

the enemy. Having by this barbarity spread
universal

terror, he prepared for a vigorous defence; firmly
resolved not to quit the city during the ferment it was
in, nor hazard a battle against troops much superior
in number to his own.

Quintius having advanced to the Eurotas, which
runs almost under the walls of the city, whilst he was

forming his camp, Nabis detached his foreign troops
against him. As the Romans did not expect such a

ally,
because they had not been opposed at all upon

their march, they were at first put into some disorder,
but soon recovering themselves, they repulsed the

enemy to the walls of the city. On the morrow.
Quintius leading his troops in order of battle, near
the river on the other side of the

city,
when the rear-

guard had passed, Nabis caused his foreign troops
to attack it. The Romans instantly faced about, and
the charge was very violent on both sides; but, at

last the foreigners were broken and put to flight.
Great numbers of them were killed ; for the Achaeans,
who were well acquainted with the country, pursued
them every where, and gave them no quarter. Quin-
tius encamped near Amyclae, and after ravaging all

the beautiful plains that lay round that city, he re-

moved his camp towards the Eurotas ; and from thence
laid waste the valleys, at the foot of Mount Tay-
getus, and the lands lying near the sea.

At the same time, the proconsul's brother, w\\~>

commanded the Roman fleet, laid siege to Gythium,
at that time a strong and very important city. Tlit

fleet of Eumenesand the Rhodians came up vt-rv sea-

sonably; for the besieged defended thfinlvr with

great courage. However, after making a long and
vigorous resistance, they surrendered.
The tyrant was alarmed at the taking of this city:

and therefore sent a herald to Quintius, to demand
an interview, which was granted. Besides several
other arguments in his own favour on which Nabis
laid fret stress, he insisted strongly on the late al-

liance which the Romans, and Quintius himself, had
concluded with him in the war against Philip: an

alliance on which he ought to relv the nv/ ~e. as the
Romans professed themselves faithful and revisions
observers of treaties, which they boasted their never

having violated: that no change had taken place on
his part since the treaty: that he was then what he
had always been; and had never given the Roman*
any new occasion for complaints or reproaches.
These arguments were very just; and, to say the

truth, Quintius had no solid reasons to oppose to

them. Accordingly, in bis answer, he only expatia-
ted in random complaints, and reproached him with
his avarice, cruelty, and tyranny. But was he less

covetous, cruel, and tyrannical) at the time of the

treaty? Nothing was concluded in this first inter-

view.

The next day, Nabis agreed to abandon the city
of Argos, since the Romans required it; as also, to

give them up their prisoners and deserters. H*
desired Quintius, in case he had any other demands
to put them into writing, in order that he might deli-

berate upon them with his friends: to which Quin-
tius consented. The Roman general also held a
council with his allies. Most ot them were of opin-
ion, that they should continue the war against Nabis
which could only terminate gloriously, either by ex-

tirpating the tyrant, or at least his tyranny; for that

otherwise nobody could be assured that the liberty
of Greece was restored : that the Romans could not
make any kind of treaty with Nabis, without acknow-

ledging him in a solemn manner, and giving a sanc-

tion to his usurpation. Quintius was for concluding
a peace, because he was afraid that the Sparvans were

capable of sustaining a long siege, during which the

war with Antiochus might break out on a sudden, and
he not be in a condition to act with his forces against
him. These were his pretended motives for desiring
an accommodation; but the true reason was, his be-

ing apprehensive that a new consul would be appoint-
ed to succeed him in Greece, and by that means de-

prive him of the glory of having terminated this

war: a motive which commonly influenced the reso-

lutions of the Roman generals, more than the good
of the public.

Finding that none of his reasons could make the

least impression on the allies, he pretended to accede
to their

opinion,
and by that artifice brought them all

over to his own. " Let us besiegt Sparta," says he,
" since you think it proper, and t xo.t ourselves to the

utmost for the success of our en'.f.rprise. As you are

sensible tnat sieges are often p? ^traded to a greater

length than is generally desirr j, let us resolve to take

up our winter quarters here. ;. nee it must be so; this

is a resolution worthy of you' courage. I have a suf-

ficient number of troops foi carrying on this siege,
but the more numerous th< (

-

are, the greater supply
of provisions and convoys will be necessary. The
winter that is coming on exhibits nothing to us but a

naked, ruined country, frc n which we can have no

forage. You see the grefct extent of this city, and

consequently the great number of catapulUe, batter-

ing rams, and other machines of all kinds, that will

be wanting. \Viite each of you to your cities, in

order that they may furnish you speedilv.in an abun-
dant manner, with all things necessary. \Ve are

obliged in honour to carry on this siege vigorously:
and it would be shameful for us, after having bcgua
it, to be reduced to abandon our enterprise." Every-
one then making his own reflections, perceived a

great many difficulties which he had not foreseen,

and was fully sensible that the proposals they were
to make to their cities would meet with a very ill

reception, when private persons would find them-
selves obliged to contribute, out of their own pur-
ses, to the expense of the war. Changing therefore

immediately theiropinion, they gave the Roman gene-
ral full

liberty
to act as he should think proper, for

the good of his republic, and the interest of tlie allies.

Upon which Quintius, admitting none into his

council but the principal officers of the army, agreed,
in concert with thtm, on the conditions of peace to

be offered the tyrant. The chief were: that, within
ten davs, Nabis should evacuate Argos, and fc!l (he

rest ot the cities of A rgoli. garrisoned by his troops:
that he should restore to the maritime cities all the
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(alleys he had taken from them: and that he himself
(hould keep only two feluccas, with sixteen oars each:
that he should surrender up to the citit-s in alliance

with the Romans all their prisoners, deserters, and
laves: that he should also restore to the Lacedaemo-
nian exiles such of their wives and children as were

willing to follow them, without, however, forcing
them to do so: that he should give five hostages, to

be chosen by the Roman general, of which his son
thould be one that he should pay down 100 talents

of silver,! and afterwards
fifty talents, annually, dur-

ing eight years. A truce was granted for six months,
that all parties might have time to send ambassadors to

Rome, in order that the treaty might be ratified there.

The tyrant was not satisfied with any of these arti-

cles: but he was surprised, and thought himself hap-
py, that no mention had been made of recalling the

exiles. When the particulars of this treaty were
known in the city, it raised a general sedition, from
the necessity to which it reduced private persons,

of

restoring many things they were not willing to be

deprived of. Thus, no farther mention was made of

peace, and the war began again.
Quintius was now resolved to carry on the siege

with great vigour, and began by examining very
attentively the situation and condition of the cily.

Sparta had been a long time without walls; disdain-

ing every other kind of fortification than the bravery
of its citizens. Walls had been built in Sparta only
lince the tyrants governed it; and those alone in

places which lay open, and were easy of access: all

the other parts were defended only by their natural

situation, and by bodies of troops posted in them.
As Quintius's army was very numerous (consisting
of above 50,000 men, because he had sent for all the

land as well as naval forces,) he resolved to make it

extend quite round the city, and to attack it at the

same time on all sides, in order to strike the inhabi-

tants with terror, and render them incapable of know-

ing on which side to turn themselves. Accordingly,
the city being attacked on all sides at the game in-

stant, and the danger being every where equal, the

tyrant did know how to act, what orders to give, or
to which quarter to send succours, and was quite
distracted.

The Lacedaemonians sustained for some time the
attacks of the besiegers, as long as they fought in

defiles and narrow places. Their darts and javelins
did little execution, because, as they pressed on one
another, they could not stand firm on their feet, and
had not their arms at liberty to discharge them with
itrr ngth. The Romans drawing near the city, found
themselves on a sudden overwhelmed with stones
and tiles, thrown at them from the housetops. How-
ever, laying their shields over their heads, they came
forward in the form of the testudo, or tortoise, by
which they were entirely covered from the darts and
tiles: when the Romans advanced into the broader
streets the Lacedaemonians being no longer able to

sustain their efforts, nor make head against them,
fled and withdrew to the most craggy and rugged
eminences. Nabis, imagining the city was taken,
was greatly perplexed

how to make his escape. But
one of his chief commanders saved the city, by set-

ting fire to such edifices as were near the wall. The
houses were soon in flames: the fire spread on all

sides; and the smoke alone was capable of stopping
the enemy. Such as were without the city, and at-

tacked the wall, were forced to move to a distance
from it; and those who were got into the city, iVar-

ing that the spreading of the (lames would cut off

their communication, retired to their troops. Quin-
lius then caused a retreat to be sounded

; and, after

having almost taken the city, was obliged to march
"

his
troops

back into tharamp.
The three following duvshe took advantage of the

terror with which he had filled the inhabitants, some-
times by making new attacks, and at othe- times by

stopping upditierent places
with works; in order that

the besieged might nave no opportunity to escape,
but be lost to all hopes. Aabis, seeing things des-

perate, deputed Pythagoras to Quintius to treat of

i A hundred thouiand crowns.

an accommodation. The Roman general refused at

first to lit sir him, and commanded him to leave the

camp. But the petitioner, throwing himselfat hi fett,

alii r inunv t-ntrt aties at last obtained a truce upon
the -nine conditions as had been prescribed before.

Accordingly the money was paid, and the hostage*
(!< livt red to Quintius.
While these things were doing, the Argives, who

from the repeated accounts they had one after an-

other, imagined that Lacedaemon was taken, restored

themselves to liberty, by driving out their garrison.
Quintius, after granting Nabis a peace, and taking
leave of Eumenes, the Rhodians, and his brother,

(who returned to their respective fleets,) repaired
to Argos, whose inhabitants he found in incredible

transports of joy. TheNem'aean games, which could
not be celebrated at the usual time because of the .

war, had been put off till the arrival of the Roman
general and his army. He performed all the hon-
ours of them, and distributed the prizes; or rather,
he himself was the show. The Argives. especially,
could not take off their eyes from a man, who had
undertaken that war merely on their account, had
freed .Hit in from a cruel and ignominious slavery,
and restored them to their ancient liberty.
The Achieans were greatly pleased to see the city

of Argos again united to their league, and restored

to all its privileges:
but Sparta being still enslaved

and a tyrant suffered in the midst of Greece, gave an
alloy to their joy, and rendered it less perfect.

W'ith regard to the jEtolians, it may be affirmed

that the peace granted to .Nabis was their triumph.
From the time of that shameful and inglorious treaty,

(for so they called it,) they exclaimed in all placet

against the Romans. They observed, that in the war

against Philip, the Romans had not laid down their

arms, till after they had forced that prince to evacu-

ate all the cities of Greece: that here, on the contrary,
the usurper was maintained in the

peaceable posses-
sion of Sparta; whilst the lawful king, (meaning

Agesipolis) who had served under the proconsul, and
so many illustrious citizens of Sparta, were condemn-
ed to pass the remainder of their days in banishment:
in a word, that the Romans had made themselves the

tyrant's guards and protectors. The ./Etolians, in

these complaints, confined their views solely to the

advantages of liberty: but in great affairs, men should

have an eye to all things, should content themselves

with what they can execute with success, and not at-

tempt a thousand schemes at once Such were the

motives of Quintius, as he himself will show here-

after.

Quintius returned from Argos to Elatia, from
whence he had set out to carry on the war with Sparta.
He spent the whole winter in administering justice
to the people, in reconciling cities and private fami-

lies, in regulating the government, and establishing
order in all places; things which, properly speaking,
are the real fruits of peace, the most glorious employ-
ment of a conqueror, and a certain proof of a war's

being undertaken on
just

and reasonable motives.

The ambassadors of IVabis being arrived at Rome,
demanded and obtained a ratification of the treaty.

In the beginning of the spring,

Quintius wciit to Corinth, where he A. M. 3810.

had convened a general assembly of Ant. J. C. 194.

the deputies of all the cities. There
he represented to them the joy and ardour with which
the Romans had complied with the entreaties of the

Greeks when they implored their succour; and had
made an alliance with them, which he hoped neither

side would have occasion to repent. He gave an ac-

count, in few words, of the actions and enterprises
of the Roman generals his predecessors; and men-
tioned his own with a modesty of expression that

heightened their merit. He was heard with univer-

sal applause, except when he began to speak of

Nabis; on which occasion, the assembly, by a modest
murmur, discovered their grief and surprise, that the

deliverer of Greece should have left, in so renowned
a city as Sparta, a tyrant not only insupportable to

his own country, but formidable to all the rest of the

cities.

Quintius, who was not ignorant of the disposition
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of people's minds with regard to him, thought proper
to give an account of his conduct in a few words.

He contested, that no accommodation ought to have

been made with the tyrant, could this have been
done without hazarding the entire destructioli of

Sparta. But as there was reason to fear, that this

considerable city would be involved in the same ruin

i-ith Xabis, he therefore had thought it more pru
dent to let the tyrant live, weakened and incapable
f doing harm, as he now was, than perhaps to run

:he hazard, should they employ too violent remedies,
of destroying the city, and tnat by the very endea-

vours employed to delivtr it.

He added to what he had said of past transactions,
that he was preparing to set out for Italv, and to

carrv with him the whole armv thither: tliat before

ten days were elapsed, they should hear that the gar-
risons of Demetrias and Chalcis were withdrawn, and
that he would before their eyes surrender to the

Achfeans the citadel of Corinth : that this would show,
whether the Romans or jEtolians were most worthy
of belief: whether the latter had the lea-t foundation
for the report they spread universally, that nothing
coulti be of more dangerous consequence to a people,
than to trust the Romans with their liberties; and
that they only shifted the yoke, in accepting that

republic for their master, instead of the Macedonians.
He concluded with saving, that it was well known
the /Etolians were not over prudent and discreet

either in their words or actions.

He hinted to the other cities, that they ought to

judge o; their friends, not from words but actions;
to be cautious whom they trusted, and against whom
it was proper for them to guard. He exhorted them
to use their liberty with moderation; that with this

wise precaution, it was of the highest advantage to

private persons as well as to cities; but that wuhout
moderation, it became a burden to others, and even

pernicious to those who abused it; that the chief
men in cities, the different orders that compose them,
and the citizens themselves in general, should en-
deavour to preserve a perfect harmony; that se long
as they should be united, neither kings or tyrants
would be able to distress them; that discord and se-

dition opened a door to dangers and evils of everj-
kind, because the party which finds itself weakest
within, seeks for support without; and chooses rather
to call in a fareign power to its aid., than submit to
.ts fellow-citizens. He concluded his speech with

conjuring them in the mildest and most gentle terms,
to preserve and maintain by their prudent conduct,
ite liberty vhich they owed to foreign arms; and to
bake the Romans sensible, that in restoring them to

tneir freedom, they had not afforded their protection
and beneficence to persons unworthy of it.

This counsel was received as the advice of a father

to his children. Whilst he spoke in this manner, the
whole assembly wept for joy, and Qumtius himself
could not refrain from tears. A gentle murmur ex-

pressed the sentiments of all that were present.

They gazed upon one another with admiration; and
everv one exhorted his neighbour to receive, with

gratitude and respect, the words of the Roman ge-
neral, as so many oracles, and imprint the remem-
brance of them deeply on their hearts.

Alter this, Quintius causing silence to be made,
desired that they would inquire strictly after such
Roman citizens as might still remain in slavery in

Greece, and send them to him in Thessalv in two
months; adding that it would ill become them to

leave those in captivity to whom they were indebted
for their freedom. All the people replied with the

highest applauses, and thanked Quintius in particu-
lar, for hinting to them so just and indispensable a
dutv. The number of these slaves was very consi-

derable. They were taken by Hannibal in the Punic
war; but the Romans refusing to redeem them, they
had been sold. It cost the Achaenns alone 100 talents,
that is 100,000 crowns, to reimburse the masters the

price they had payed for the slaves, at the rate of about
12/ 10*. a head"; I consequently the number here
amounted to 1200. The reader may form a judg-

Fire hundred denarii.

ment, in proportion, of all the rest of Greece. Be-
fore the assembly broke

up,
the garrison was sees

marching down from the citadel, and afttrwards out
of the city. Quintius followed it soon after, and with-
drew in the midst of the acclamations of th people,
who called him their saviour and d*li>errr, and im-

plored
heaven to bestow all possible blessings upon

him.
He withdrew in the same manner the garrison*

from Chalcis and Demetrias, and was received in

those cities with the like acclamations. From thence
he went into Thessaly, where he found every thing
in need of reformation, so general was the disorder
and confusion.

At last he embarked for Italy, and upon his arrival
at Rome entered it in triumph.

"

The ceremony lasted
three days, during which he exhibited to the"peopl
(amidst the other pomp) the precious spoils he had
taken in the wars against Philip and Nabis. Deme-
trius, son of the former, and Armenes, of the latter,
were among the hostages, and graced the victor'*

triumph. But the noblest ornament of it was the
Roman citizens, delivered from slavery, who followed
the victor's car, with their heads shaved as a mark
of the liberty to which they had been restored.

SECTION V. UNIVERSAL PREPARATIONS VOR THM
WAR BETWEEN ANTICCHUS AN1> THE ROMANS.
MUTUAL EMBASSIES AND INTERVIEWS UN BOT
SIDES, WHICH COME TO NOTHING. THE R(;MA>8
SEND TROOPS AGAINST NAB1S, WHO HAD INFRING-
ED THE TREATY. PHILOPQ MEN GAINS A VICTORY
OVER HIM. THE .ffTOIJANS IMPLORE THE ASSIS-

TANCE OF ANTICCHCS. NABIS IS KILLED. ANT1O-
CHUS GOES AT LAST TO GREECE.

ANTiocHUSand the Romans were

preparing for war.2 Ambassadors A. M. 3811
were arrived at Rome, in the name Ant. J. C. 193.

of all the Greeks, from a great part
of Asia Minor, and from several kings. They were

favourably received by the senate; but as the allairs

of king Antiochus required a long examination, it

was referred to Quintius and the commissioners who
had been in Asia. The debates were carried on with

great warnrth on both sides. The ambassadors of
the king were surprised, as their sovereign had sent

them merely to conclude an alliance and friendship
with the Romans, that the latter should pretend to

prescribe laws to him as to a conquered monarch; and
nominate those cities which he might keep, and such
as he was to abandon. Quintius in concert with liis

colleagues, after a great many .speeches and replies,
declare to the king's ambassadors, that the Romans
persisted in the resolution they had taken to deliver

the Grecian cities of Asia, as they had done those of

Europe; and that the an bassadors might see whether
Antioohus would approve of that condition. They
answered, that they could not enter into any engage-
ment that tended to lessen the dominions of their

overeign. On the morrow, all the rest of the am-
bassadors were again introduced into the senate.

Quintius reported what had been spoken and trans-

acted in the conference, and entreated each of them
n particular, to inform their respective c:' ; es, that

the Romans were determined to defend their liber-

ties against Antiochus, with the same ardour and

courage as they had done against Philip. Antio-
chus's ambassadors conjured the senate not to form

any rash resolution in an atlair of so much importance;
to allow the king time to reflect on matters; an I to

weigh and consider things maturely on their tide,

before they passed n decree, in which the tranquil-

lity of the whole world would be involved. 1 hej
did not vet come to a decision, but d puled to the

king Sulpitius, Villius,i>n'i -Elius, the. same ambassa
lors who Lad already conferred with hijj at Lvw-
machia.

Scarce wen- they gone, vlin ambassaoors from

"arthage arrived at Ronie.anJ cq itii'ttd the senate

that Antiochu*. it the iiesti^i.it v c(' K^rti.brl, v/a

certainly preparing to make wai a^ams*. ,'ir i'<jiui*.

I.U. I xtx.r. D. 57- -W
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1 have i/bswrred before, that Hannibal had fled for

-f~u!re to this prince, and had arrived at his court at

the verv instant the kin;r was deliberating whether
tie should embark in this war. The presence and
counsels of such a general contributed verv much to

determine him to it. His opinion at that time, (and
he always persisted in it,'; was. that he ought to carry
his arms into Italy: that by this imans the enemy's
ronntrv would furnish thtm with troops and provi-
sion*: that otherwise, no prince nor people could be

superior to the Romans, and that Italy could never

be conquered but in Italy. He demanded but 100

galkys, 10,000 foot, and'lOOO horse. He declared

that with this fleet he would first go into Africa,

whore he hoped to be able to persuade the Cartha-
rinians to join him: but that, should he not succeed,
he would sail directlv for Italy, and there find effec-

tual means to distress the Romans: that it was neces-

sary that the king should go over into Europe with

Jie rest of the forces, and halt in some part of Greece,
and not go immediatdy into Italy, though he should

always s<tm upon the point of doing it.

The kinjc highly approving this project at first,

Hannibal sent a Tyrian, in whom he could confide,
to Carthage, to sound the citiitns: for he did not

dare to venture letter-, lest they should be intercep-
ted : not to mention that business is transacted much
better by word of rnouth than by writing. But the

Tvrian was discovered, and escaped with great dif-

ficulty. The Carthaginian senate sent immediate
advice of this to the Romans, who apprehended be-

ing en-raged at the same time in a war with Antio-
chus and the Carthaginians.

No people,! at this time, hated
A. M. 3812. the Romans more than the to-

Ant. J. C. 192. lians. Thoas, their general, was
for ever incensing them; represent-

ing, in the most aggravating terms, the contempt the

Romans had for them since their last victory, though
it was chiefly owing^

to them. His remonstrances
had tlie intended enrct: and Damocritus was sent

ambassador to IS'abis, IVicander to Philip, and Dicae-

archus, Thoas's brother, to Antiochus, charged with

particular instructions in regard to each of those

princes.
The first represented to the tyrant of Sparta, that

the Romans had entirely enervated his power, by

dispossessing him of his maritime towns, as they fur-

nished him with galleys, soldiers, and sailors: that,

confined within his own walls, he had the mortifica-

tion to see ihe Acha-ans reign over Peloponnesus:
that he would never have so favourable an oppor-
tunity for recovering his ancient power as that which
then presented itself: that the Romans had no armv
in Greece: that he might easily seize upon Gythium,
which was situated very commodiously for him: and
that the Romans w uld not think it w-orth while to

send their legions again into Greece, on account of
the capture of a city of so little consequence.

JVicauder employed still stronger motives to rouse

Philip, who had been thrown down from a much su-

perior height of greatness, and deprived of abun-

dantly more than the tyrant. Besides which he en-

larged on the ancient "glory of the kings of Mace-
donia, -nd the conquest of "the whole world by their

arms; that the proposal he made him would not ex-

pose him to any danger: that he did not desire him
to declare war, till Antiochus should have passed
into Greece with his army; and that if he, (Pmlip,)
unaUtrd by Antiochus, had, with only his own
forie:-, sustained so long a war against the Romans
and the .Etolians united, how would it be possible
for the Romans to resist him, when he should have
both Antiochus and the jEtolians as allies? He did

not forget to mention Hannibhl, the sworn enemy to

the Romans, of whose generals more had been de-

feated by him than were living at that time.

Dica>a"rchus employed other arguments with Antio-

thus. He observed" particularly, that in the war
RSTHMI-I Philip, the Romans had taken the

s|x>)ls,
but

tfiat the whole honour of the victory had been due
to the .Etolians; that they alone had opened them an
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entrance into Greece, and had enabled them to over-

come the fmmv. by aiding thun with their troops
He gave a long de'tail of the number of horse and
foot with which they would furnish him; and the

strong towns and sea-ports possessed by them. He
did not scruple to affirm, though without foundation,
that Philip and Kabis were determined to unite with
him against the Romans.
These are the steps the JEtnlians took, to raise up

enemies against Rome on every side. However, the

two kings did not comply with them at that time;
and did not take their resolution lili afterwards.

\Vith regard to JSabis, he sent immediately to all

the maritime towns, to excite the inhabitants of them
to a rebellion. He bribed many of the principal
citizens, and secretly despatched those who were

inflexibly determined to adhere to the party of the

Romans. Quintius, at his leaving Greece, had or-

dered the Achaeans to be very vigilant
in defending

the maritime cities. They immediately sent deputies
to the tyrant to put him in mind of the treaty he had
concluded with the Romans; and to exhort him not

to infringe a peace which he had so earnestly soli-

cited. At the same time they sent troops to the re

lief of Gythium, which the tyrant had already be

sieged; and ambassadors to Rome, to inform the

senate and peopJe of what was doing.
Antiochus did not yet declare himself openly ,2 bul

took secret measures for promoting the great design
he meditated. He thought it advisable to strengthen
himself by good alliances with his neighbours. la
this view,"he went to Raphia, a frontier city of Pales-

tine towards Egypt. He there gave his daughter
Cleopatra in marriage to Ptolemy Epiphanes; and

resigned to that prince, as her dowry, the provinces
of Coele-syria and Palestine, but upon condition, as

had been before stipulated, that he should himself
receive half the revenues.

At his return to Antioch, he gave another daughter
Antiochia by name, in marriage to Ariarathtt king
of Cappadocia. He would have been very glad to

have bestowed the third on Eumenes king of Perga-
mus; but that prince refused her, contrary to the ad-

vice of his three brothers, who belined that an al-

liance with so great a monarch would be a great

support to their house. However, Eumenes soon
convinced them, by the reasons he gave, that he had
examined that atlair more deliberately than they.
He represented, that should he marry Antiochus's

daughter, he would be under a neces; ty of espousing
hi interest against the Romans, with whom he plainly
saw this monarch would soon be at variance: that

should the Romans get the better (as it wag highly

probable they would,) be should be involved in the

same ruin with the vanquished king, which would

infallibly prove his destruction: that, on the other

side, should Antiochus have the advantage in this

war, the only benefit that he (Eumenes) could reap
bv it, would be, that having the honour to be his

son-in-law, he should be one of the first to become
his slave. For they might be assured that should
Antiochus get the better of the Romans in this war,
he would subject all Asia, and oblige all princes to

do him homage: that they should have much better

terms from the Romans: and therefore he was re-

sol\ed to continue attached to their interests. The
event showed that Eumenes was not mistaken.

After these marriages, Antiochus went with great
diligence into Asia Minor, and arrived at Ephesus
in the depth of winter. He set out from thence again
in the beginning of the spring to punish the I'isi-

dians, who were inclined to revolt; after having sen*

his son into Syria, for the security of the province*
in the East.

I have said above, that the Romans had deputed
Sulpitius. .tlius, and Villitis, on an embassy to Anli-
ochus. They had been ordered to go first to the
court of Eumenes, and accordingly they went U> I r

gamus, the capital of his kingdom. That prince told

them, that he desired nothing so much as that wat
should be declared agt>.:.st Antiochus. In times ot

Pnl\b. I. iii. p. 167. Liv. I. x;xv. n. l.'l 20. AppiM
in Syria'c. p. t8 92 Jonepb. Antiq. i. iii. c. 3.
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the having so powerful a king in his neighbour-
lood gave him very just alarm. In case of a war,
he did not doubt but Antiochus would experience
the same fate, as Philip, and thereby either be entirely
ruined, or, should the Romans grant him a peace,
Eumenes assured himself that part of his spoils and
fortresses would be given him, which would enable

him to defend himself, without any foreign aid,

against his attacks: that, after all, should things take

a different turn, he had rather run the worst naiard

in concert with the Romans, than to be exposed, by
breaking with them, to submit either voluntarily, or

through force, to Antiochus.

Sulpitius being left sick in Pergamus, Villius, who
had received advice that Antiochus was engaged in

the war of Pisidia, went to Ephesus, where ne found
Hannibal. He had several conferences with him, in

which he endeavoured, but in vain, to persuade him,
that he had no reason to be under any apprehensions
from the Romans. He had better success in the de-

sign he proposed, by treating Hannibal with great

courtesy, and making him frequent visits; which was,

by such conduct, to render him suspected to the king;
which accordingly happened, as we shall soon see.

Livy, on the authority of some historians, relates

that Scipio was on this embassy, and that it was at

this time that Hannibal made him the celebrated
answer I have related elsewhere.i when speaking of
the most illustrious generals, he gave the first place
to Alexander, the second to Pyrrhus, and the third

\ to himself. Some authors look upon this embassy of
Sri pi

-i as improbable, and the answer of Hannibal to

be more so.

Villius went from Ephesus to Apamea, whither
Antiochus repaired, after having ended the war

against the Pisidians. In their interview they spoke
on much the same

topics
as those on which the king's

ambassadors had debated with Quintius in Rome.
Their conferences broke off, on that prince's re-

ceiving advice of the death of Antiochus, his eldest

son. He returned to Ephesus to lament his loss.

But notwithstanding these specious appearances of

affliction, it was generally believed that his show of

grief was merely political; and that he himself had
sacrificed him to his ambition. He was a young
l>rince of the greatest hopes, and had already given
uch shining proofs of wisdom, goodness, and other

royal virtues, as had secured to him the love and es-

teem of all who knew him. It was pretended that the
old king, growing jealous of him had sent him from

Ephesus into Syria, under the pretext of having an eye
to the security of the provinces of the East; and that
he had caused some eunuchs to poison him there, to

rid himself of his fears. A king, and at the same
time a father, ought not to be suspected of so horrid

a crime, without the strongest and most evident

proofs.
Villius, that he might not be importunate at a time

of mourning and sorrow, was returned to Pergamus,
where he found Sulpitius perfectly recovered. The
king sent for them soon after. They had a confer-

ence with his minister, which ended in complaints
on both sides; after which* they returned to Rome,
without having concluded any thing.
The instant they were gone, Antiochus held a

great council on the present affairs; in which every
one exclaimed against the Romans, knowing that to

be the best method of making their court to the king.

They aggravated the haughtiness of their demands,
and said it was strange, that they should attempt to

prescribe laws to the greatest monarch of Asia, as if

they were treating with a conquered Nabis. Alex-
ander of Acarnania, who had great influence with the

king, as if the matter in deliberation were, not whe-
ther they should make war, but how and in what
manner they should carry it on, assured the king,
that he would be infallibly victorious, in case he
.lioul'l cross into Europe, and settle in some part of
Greece: that the /Etolians, who were in the centre
sf it. would be the first to declare against the Ro-
mans; thai at the two exti unities of this country,
Nabis, on one side, to recover what he hnd lost, would

> Vol. I. Hiitory of the Carthaginian*.

raise all Peloponnesus against them; and that on tin

other, Philip, who was still more disgusted, would
not fail at the first signal of war to take up arms also-

that they had no time to lose: and that the decisive

point was, to seize upon the most advantageous posts
and to make sure of allies. He added, that Hannibal

ought to be sent immediately to Carthage, to per-

plex and employ the Romans.
Hannibal, whom his conferences with Villius had

rendered suspected to the
king, was not summoned

to this council. He had perceived on several other
occasions, that the king's friendship for him was very
much cooled, and that he no longer reposed the same
confidence in him. However, he had a private con-
ference with him, in which he unbosomed .Vmiself

without the least disguise. Speaking of his infant

years, in which he had sworn on the altar to be the

eternal enemy of the Ronihnx " It is this oath," says

he,
"

it is this hatred, that prompted me to keep the

sword drawn during thirty-six y*-ars; it was the- same

animosity that occasioned my be<ng banished from

my country in a time of peace, f>nd forced me to

seek an asylum in your dominions. If you defeat

my hopes, guided by the same hatred, which can
never expire but with my life, I will flv to every part
of the world where there are soldiers and arms, to

raise up enemies against the Romans. I hate them,
and am hated by them. As long as you shall re-

solve to make war against them, you may conside'
Hannibal as the first of your friends; but if there are

any motives which incline you to peace, take COUP
set of others, not of me." Antiochus, struck wilb.

these words, seemed to restore him his cou'idence

and friendship.
The ambassadors being returned to Rome, :

t ap-

peared evident from their report, that a war with

Antiochus was inevitable, but they did not think ; t

yet time to proclaim it against him. They did not

act so cautiously with regard to Nabis, who had been
the first to violate the

treaty,
and was then artu?lly

besieging Gythium, and laying waste the territorial

of the Achseans. Acilius, the
praetor,

was sent with
a fleet into Greece, to protect tne allies.

Philopoemen was general of the
Acha?ans that year.2 He was not A. M. 381,
inferior to any captain with

respect
Ant. J. C. 19t

to land service, but had no skill in

naval affairs. Notwithstanding this, he took upon
himself the command of the Achaean fleet.3 flattering
himself that he should be as successful by sea as he
had been by land: but he learned, to his cost, not to

depend so much upon his own judgment, and found
how greatly useful experience is on all occasions;
for Nabis, who had fitted out some vessels with expe-
dition, defeated Philopcemen, and he narrowly esca-

ped being taken prisoner. This disaster however did
not discourage him, but only made him more pru-
dent and circumspect for the future. Such is the use

judicious men ought to make of their errors, which,

by that means, are frequently more advantageous to

them than the greatest successes. Nabis triumphed
now, but Philopoemen trusted to make his joy of short

duration. Accordingly, a few days after, having sur-

prised him when he least expected him, he set fire

to his camp, and made a great slaughter of his troops.
In the mean time Gythium surrendered, which very
much augmented the pride and haughtiness of the

tyrant.

Philopoemen saw plainly that it was necessary to

come to a battle. In this lay his chief talent, and no
eneral equalled him in drawing up an army, in ma-

ing choice of fit posts, in taking all advantages, and

profiting by all the errors of an enemy. On this oc-

Liv. I. xxxv. n. 2530. Plut. in Philop. p. :>3, 3t>4.

* The great prince of Conde thought and spoke much
more wisely. In a conversation u|>on a sea-fight, tho prince
said, he should be very glad to see one, purely for his own
instruction. A gen-officer who was present, replied, "Sir,
were your highness in a sea-fight, there in no admiral hut
would be proud of obeying your orders." "My orders!"

interrupted the prince,
"

I should not presume even to

give my advice ;
hut should stand quietly on the deck, and

observe all the motions and operations of the battle, for nay
own instruction.''
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easion, fired by jealousy, and animated with revenge
against IS'abis, he employed all bis ability in the art

ol war. The battle was fought not far from Sparta.
In the first attack, the auxiliary forces of Nabis, which
formed his greatest strength, broke the Achaeans,
tbn-w them into disorder, and forced them to give

way. It was by Philopuemen's order that they fled,

to draw the enemy into ambuscades he bad laid for

them. Accordingly they fell headlong into them;
and whilst they were shouting as victorious, those

who tied faced about, and the Acha?ans charged them
on a sudden from their ambuscades, and made a great

slaughter. As the country was full of thickets, and
very difficult for the cavalry to act in, from the rivu-

lets and morasses with which it was intersected, the

ft neral would not suffer his troops to abandon them-
selves to their ardour, in pursuing the enemy; but

causing a retreat to be sounded, he encamped on that

very spot, though long before it was dark. As he
was fully persuaded, that as soon as it should be

night, the enemy would return from their flight, and
retire towards the city in small parties, he posted
ambuscades on all the passes round, on the rivulets

and hills, who killed or took great numbers of them;
so that IS'abis hardly saved a fourth of his army.
Philopoemen, having blocked him

up
in Sparta, rava

ged Laconia for a mouth; and after having considera-

ant, he

home, laden with spoils and glory.

jly weakened the forces of the tyrant, be returned

This victory did Philopoemen great honour, be-

cause it was manifestly owing solely to his prudence
and ability. A circumstance is related of him, which
is perhaps peculiar to him; and which young officers

should propose to themselves as a modef. Whenever
he was upon a march, whether in times of peace or

war, and came to any difficult pass, he halted, and
asked himself (in case he were alone,) or else inquired
of those who were with him, in what manner it would
be necessary to act, in case the enemy should come
suddenly upon them; if he charged them in fro.it,

flank, or rear; if he came on in order of battle; or in

less order, as when an army is on its march ; w hat

post would it be proper for him to take? In what

places to dispose of his baggage, and how many troops
would be necessary to guard it? Whether it would
be convenient for him to march forward, or to return
back the way he came? Where to pitch his camp?
Of what extent it ought to be? By what method he
could best secure his forage, and provide water?
What route he should take the next day, after he*

should decamp, and in what order it were best to

march? He had accustomed himself so early, and
exercised himself so much, in all these parts ol mili-

tary knowledge, that nothing was new to him ; and he
never was disconcerted by any unforeseen accident,
but resolved and acted immediately as if he had fore-

teen every thing that happened. These things form
the great captain; but the

onl^y
method to be such, is

to love one's profession, to think it an honour to suc-

ceed in it, to study it seriously, and to despise the
common topics of discourse of the indolent and insig-
niricant part of an army, who have neither elevation
of mind, nor views of honour and glory.

During this expedition of the Acna?ans against Na-
bis,' the jEtoliaiis had sent ambassadors to Antio-

chus, to exhort him to cross into Greece. They not

only promised to join him with all their forces, and to

ct in concert with him, but also assured him, that he

might depend upon Philip king of Macedon, on Na-
b.s king of Lacediemouia, anil on several other Gre-
cian powers, who hated the Romans in their hearts,

and only awaited his arrival to declare against ilum.

Thoas, the first of the ambassadors, expatiated upon
all these advantages in the strongest and most pom-
pous terms. He observed to him, that the Romans,

by drawing their nrmy out of Gretce, had left it in a

defenceless condition; that this would be the finest

opportunity for him to possess himself of it; that all

the Greeks wou d receive him with open arms; and
that the instant he came among them, he would be

master of the country. This tlatt-ring description
of ihe state of the Grecian affairs made so deep an

i. I. xuv n 3134.

impression on him, that he could scarce give himself
time to deliberate in what manner it would be most

proper for him to act.

The Romans, on the other side, who were not

ignorant of the measures taken hy the ./Etolians to

disengage their allies from th-ir interest, and increaM!

their enemies on all sides, had sent ambassadors into

Greece, among whom was Quintius. At his arrival

be found all the nations very well disposed with re-

gard to the Romans, except the Magnesians, who had
been alienated from them, by the report which was

spread of their intending to restore to Philip bis son,

who had been given to them as a hostage; and to

deliver up to that monarch the city of Dcmetrias,
which belonged to the Magnesians. It was nt ci s-

sary to undeceive them, but in so dexterous a manner
as not to disgust Philip, whom it was much more
their interest to oblige. This Quintius effected with

great address. The author of these false reports was

Eurylochus, at that time chief magistrate. As he let

drop some harsh and injurious expressions against the

Romans, which gave Quintius an opportunity of se-

verely reproaching the Magnesians with their ingra-
titude; Zeno, one of the oldest amonjr them, directed

himself to Quintius and the rest of the ambassadors,
with tears conjured them not to impute to a whole

people the rancour of one man, who, he said, ought
alone to be answerable for it: that the Magnesiaos
were obliged to Quintius and the Romans, not only-
fur their liberty, but for whatever else is most dear
and valuable among men: that as for themselves,

they would sooner part w ith their lives than renounce
the friendship of the Romans, and forget the obliga-
tions they owed to them. The whole assembly ap-
plauded this speech, and Eurylochus, perceiving

plainly
that there was no longer any safety for him

in the city, took refuge among the yttolians.

Thoas, the chief man of that people, was returned
from Autiochus's court, from whence he had brought
Menippus, whom the king had sent as his ambassa-
dor to the .Etolians. Before the general assembly
was convened, these two had endeavoured, in con-

cert, to prepare and prepossess the people, by exag-
gerating the king's forces by sea and land; his nume-
rous bodies of horse and foot; the elephants he had

.caused to be brought from India; and above all

(which was the strongest motive with regard to the

populace) the immense treasures which the king
would bring with him, sufficient to buy even the Ro-
mans themselves.

Quintius had regular notice sent him of whatever
was said or done in .tolia. Though he looked upon
all things as lost on that side, yet, that he might have

nothing to reproach himself with, and to lay the

blame still more on the side of the JEtolians, he

thought proper to depute to their assembly some am-
bassadors from the confederates, to put them in mind
of their alliance with the Romans, and to be readj
to reply freely to whatever Antiochus's ambassador

might advance. He gave this commission to the

Athenians; the
dignity

of their city, and their former
alliance with the .ttulians. making them more proper
to execute it than any other people,
Thoas' opened the assembly, by announcing that

an ambassador was arrived from Antiochus. Being
introduced, he began with saying, that it would have
been happy for the Greeks, as well as Asiatics, had
Antiochus concerned himself sooner in tlu ir affairs,

and before Philip had been reductd; that then evenr

people would have preserved their rights, and all

would not have been subjected to the Roman power.
" But still," says he,

" If you execute the designs
you have formed, Antiochus may, by the assistance

of the gods and your aid, restore the affairs of Greece
to their ancient splendour, how desperate soever their

condition may be."

The Athenians, who were next admitted to au-

dience, contented themselves (without saying a word
of the king) with putting the Atolians in mind of the

alliance they had concluded with the Romans, and
the sen ice Quintius had done to all Greece; con

juring tli in not to form any rasn resolution in an
Hlfairof so much importance as that in question: that

bold resolutions, adopted with heat and viracitjr
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might have a pleasing prospe:t at first, but that the

difficulty of putting them in execution appeared after-

wards, and that they were very rarely successful:

that tiie Roman ambassadors, among whom was

Quintius, were not far off: that as thing's were still

undtcided.it would show more wisdom to weigh and

examine deliberately, in peaceable interviews, their

several claims and pretensions,
than to involve preci-

pitately Europe and Asia in a war, of which the con-

sequences could not but be deplorable.
The populace, who are ever greedy of novelty,

were entirely for Antiochus, and were even against

admitting the Romans into the assembly; so that the

oldest and wisest among them were forced to employ
all their influence, before they could prevail to have

them called in. Accordingly Quintius came thither

not so much from any hopes he entertained of being
able to make the least impression on minds so preju-
diced, as to prove to all mankind, that the Italians
were the sole cause of the war which was going to

break out; and that the Romans would be forced to

engage iu it against their will, and merely through
necessity. He began, by recalling to their memories
the time in which the ./Etolians had concluded an
alliance with the Romans; he made a transient men-
tion of the many points in which they had infringed
it; and after saying very little with regard to the

cities which were the pretext of their quarrel, he

only observed, that if they imagined themselves ag-

grieved, it would appear much more reasonable to

make their remonstrances to the senate, who were

always ready to hear their complaints, than out of
mere wantonness to kindle a war between the Romans
and Antiochus, which would disturb the peace of the

universe, and infallibly terminate in the ruin of those
who promoted it.

The event proved the truth of his representations,
which however were disregarded at that time. Thoas,
and those of his faction, were heard with great at-

tention; and obtained without delay, and even in the

presence of the Romans, that a decree should be

made, to invite Antiochus to come and deliver Greece,
and be the arbiter of the differences between the
JEtolians and Romans. Quintius desiring a copy of
this decree, Damocritus (then in office) was so in-

considerate as to answer in the most insolent tone,
that he had business of much greater consequence up-
on his hands at that time; but that he himself would
soon carry this decree into Italy, and encamp on the
banks of the Tiber: so violent and furious a spirit
had seized all the /Ktolians, and even their principal
magistrates. Quintius and the rest of the ambassa-
dors returned to Corinth.
The /Ktolians, i in a private council, formed in one

day three very astonishing resolutions; to seize, by a
treacherous stratagem, Demetrias, Chalcis, and La-
n (l.i inoii; and three of the principal citizens were

charged with the execution of these three expeditions.
Diodes set out for Demetrias, where, being assisted

by the faction of Eurylochus, who was an exile, but

appeared then at the head of the forces which Dio-
des had brought, he made himself master of the city.

lini 'rin.il- was not so successful in Chalcis, which
lie had imagined he should be able to seize by the

help uf an exile: for the magistrates, who were

strongly attached to the Romans, having received
advice of the attempt that was meditating against their

ci'y, put it ina gcod posture of defence, and secured
it against all attacks. Thus Thoas, failing iu his de-

sign, returned back in the utmost confusion.
The enterprise against Sparta was much more deli-

cate, and of greater importance. Ao access could be
had to it, but under the musk of friendship. JSabis

nad long solicited the aid of the Altolians. Alex-
amenes was therefore ordered to march 1000 foot

thither. To these were, added thirty young men, the

flower of the cavalry, who were strictly enjoined by
the magistrates to execute punctually their leader s

orders, of what nature soever they might be. The
tyrant received Alexamenes with great joy. Both
used to march out their troops every day, and exercise
lueni in the plain on the side of the Eurotas. One

Liv 1 xxxv n. 34 39

day Alexamenes, having given (he woid to his hoop-
ers, attacks JValiis, whom he had purposely drawn
into a solitary place, and throws him from his horse,

Immediately all the troopers fall on, and cover him
with woqnds. Alexamenes, without losing time, re-

turns to the city to seize on Tv'abis's palace. Had he
convened the assembly that instant and made a speech
suitable to the occasion, his business would have
been done, and Sparta had declared for the ./Eto-

lians: but he spent the remainder of the day. and th

whole night, in searching alter the tyrant's treasures,
and his troops, by his example, began to plunder
the city. The Spartans taking up arms, make a great
slaughter of the ./Etolians dispersed in quest of booty,
and march directly to the palace, where they kill

Alexamenes, whom they found witli little or no guard,
and solely intent upon securing hi-* rich

spoils.
Such

was the result of tin: enterprise against Sparta.

Philopcemen,* general of the Aclia?ans, no sooner
heard of JVabis's death, than he marched a considera-
ble body of troops towards Sparta, where he found
all things in the utmost disorder. He assembled the

principal citizens, made a speech to them, as Ah x-

amenes ought to have done, and prevailed so far be-

tween arguments and compulsion, that he engaged
that city to join in the Achaaan league.
This success greatly increased the reputation of

Philopuemen with those states; his having brought
over to the league a city of so great power and autho-

rity as Sparta, being justly esteemed a service of no
small importance. By this means he also gained the

friendship and confidence of the worthiest men in La-

ceda?monia, who hoped he would prove their guaran-
tee, and the defender of their liberty. For tins rea-

son, after the palace and furniture of Kabis had been

sold, they resolved, by a public decree, to make him
a present of the moneys arising from that sale, amount-

ing to 120 talents; 3 and sent him a deputation to de-

sire his acceptance of them.
On this occasion, says Plutarch, it i * very evi-

dent, that the virtue of this great persoi age was of
the purest and most perfect kind

;
and that he not

only appeared a good and virtuous man, but was

really such : for not one of the Spartans would under-

take the commission of offering him that present.
Struck with veneration and fear, they all excused

themselves; and therefore it was at last resolved to

send Timolaus, who had formerly been his guest.
When he arrived at Megalopolis, he lodged at the

house of Philopcemen, who gave him the kindest re-

ception. Here he had an opportunity of considering
the gravity of his whole conduct, the greatness of
his sentiments, the frugality of his life, and the reg-

ularity of his manners, that rendered him invincible

and incorruptible by money. Timolaus was so aston-

ished at all he saw, that he did not dare so much as

to mention to Philopoemen the present he was come
to offer him; so that, giving some other pretence to

his journey, he returned as he came. Timolaus was
sent again, but WHS not more successful than before.

At last, going a third time, he ventured (but with

great reluctance) to acquaint 1 hilopoemen with the

good will of the Spartans.
PhilopoMiien heard him with great tranquillity ;

but
the instant he had clone speaking, he went to Sparta;
where, after expressing the highest gratitude to the

Spartans, he advised them not to lay out tin ir money
in bribing tad corrupting such ol their friends a- were
men of probity, because

they might always enjoy the

benefit of their virtue and wisdom without expense to

themselves; but to keep their gold to purchase and

corrupt the wicked, and those who, in councils, per-

plexed and divided the city by their seditious dis-

courses; in order that, being paid for their silence,

they might not occasion so many .distractions in the

government.
" For it is much more advisable," added

he,
" to

stop
an enemy's mouth, than that of a friend."

Such was the disinterestedness of Philopuemen. Let

the reader compare these great and noble sentiments

with the bast ness of those grovelling wretches whose
whole study is to heap up riches.

* I'lut in Phillip. |>. .14:4, :

: 5.

* A hundred and twenty tlmu'und crown*.
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Thoas had repaired to the court of Antiochus.i and

oy the mighty promises he made that prince, by all

tie told him concerning the present state of Greece,
and especially of the resolutions which had been
taken in the general assembly of the jEtolians, he en-

gaged him to set out immediately for that country.
He went with such

precipitation,
tiiat he did not give

himself time to concert the necessary measures for so

important a war, nor carry with him a sufficient num-
ber of troops. He left btfiind him Lampsacus, Troas,
IK! Smyrna, three powerful cities, which he ought to

have reduced before he declared war; but Antiochus,
without wailing for the

troops
that were marching in

join
him from S\ ria and the tast, brought only 10,000

foot a:id 500 horse. These troops would hardly have

uificed, had he been to possess him-elt onlv of a

Baked and defenciless country, without having so

formidable an enemy as the Romans to oppose.
He arrived fir-t at Demetrias; and from thence,

aftrr receiving the decree which had been sent by
(he ftolians and their ambassador, he went to Lamia,
where their assembly was held. He was received

therewith the highe-t demonstrations of joy. He
began with apologizing for his being come with much
ttu.r

troops than they expected; insinuating that

his expedition was a proof of the zeal he had tor

thtir interest, since, at the first signal they gave him,
he was come, notwithstanding the inclemency of the

season, and without waiting till all things were ready;
but that their expectations should soon be an-u n <i :

that as soon as the season for navigation should arrive,

they should see all Greece filled with anus, men, and
horses, and all the sea-coasts covered with galleys:
that he would spare neither expense, pains, nor dan-

ger, for the deliverance of Greece, and to acquire for

the yEtolians the first rank in it: that, with his nume-
rous armies, there would arrive from Asia convovs
of every kind: that all he desired of them was, only
to provide his troops with whatever might be neces-

sary for their present subsistence. Having ended his

peech, he withdrew.
The most judicious in the assembly saw plainly

that Antiochus, instead of an effectual and present
uccour. as he had promised, gave them little more
than hopes and promises. They could liave wished
that they had chosen him only as an arbiter and me-
diator between them and the* Romans, and not leader

of the war. However, Thoas h:iving gained a ma-

jority, caused Antiochus to be nominated generalis-
simo. Thirty of their principal men were appointed
for his council whenever he should think proper to

deliberate with them.

SECTION VI. ANTIOCHUS ENDEAVOURS TO BRING
OVER THE ACH.CANS TO HIS INTEREST, BUT IN

VAIN. HE POSSESSES HIMSELF OF CHALCIS AND
ALL EUB<EA. THE ROMANS PROCLAIM WAR
AGAINST HIM, AND SEND MANIUS AUIJUS THE
CONSUL INTO GREECE. ANTIOCHUS MAKES AN
ILL USE OF HANNIBAL S COUNSEL. HE IS DEFEAT-
ED NEAR THERMOPYLAE. THE JETOLIANS SUBMIT
TO THE ROMANS.

THE first subject on which the

A. M. 3813. king and the Atolians deliberated
Ant. J. C. 191. was, 2 with what enterprise they

should begin. It was thought ad-
visable to make a second attempt on Chalets; and

thereupon the troops set out tor that city without
loss of time. When they were near it, the king per-
oiitted the principal .iloliaus to have a conference
with such citizens of Chalcis as were come out of it

on their arrival. The .Etoliaus urged them in the

strongest terms to conclude an alliance with Antio-

chus, but without breaking their treaty with the Ro-
mans. They declared, that this prince was come
into Greece, not to make it the seat of war, but actu-

ally to deliver it, and not merely in words as the Ro-
mans had done: that nothing could be of greater ad-

vantage to the cities of Greece, than to live in amity
with both those powers, because that the one would

> LIT. 1. xxxv. n. 4345.
Liv 1 UIT n 4ti-ol AppUn. in Sjrie. p. 93, 93.

always defend them against the other, and that by
thet means thty would hold both in respect: that

they would do well to consider, in case they should

not agree to the proposal now made them, the great

danger to which they would expose themselves, a

the aid" they might ex'pect from the Romans was at a

great distance, uhereas the king was present and at

their gates.
Miction, one of the principal citizens of Chalci.,

replied, that he could not guess what people it was
that Antiochus came to deliver, and for whose salte

he had left his kingdom, and was come into Greece:
that he knew of no city garrisoned by Roman sol-

diers, nor that paid the hast tribute to the Romans,
or complained of being oppressed by them: that as

for the inhabitants of Chalcis, they had no occasion

for a deliverer, as they were free; nor of a defender,
as they enjoyed the sweets of peace, under the pro-
tection, and with the amity, of the Romans: that they
did not refuse the amity, either of the king or of the

jEtolians; but that, if they would show them-t Ives

friends, the first thing: they were desired to do was,
to leave their island ; that they were fully determined,
neither to admit them into their city, nor to make
anv alliance with them, but in concert with the Ro-
mans.
When this answer was reported to the king, as he

had brought but few troops, and was not able to force

the city, he resolved to return to Demetrias. So im-

prudent
and ill-concerted a first step did him no

honour, and was no good omen with regard to the

future.

They now addressed themselves to another quarter,
and endeavoured to bring over the Achjtans and
Athamaiiian*. The former gave audience to the am-
bassadors of Antiochus and those of the jEtolians,

at .ge, where their assembly was held, in presence
of Quintius the Roman general.

Antiochus's ambassador spoke first. He was
vain man (as those generally are who live in the

courts and at the expense of princes;3) and fancying
himself a great orator, he spoke with an imposing and

emphatical tone of voice. He told them, that an in-

numerable body of cavalry was passing the Helles-

pont into Europe, consisting partly of cuirassiers, and

partly of bowmen, who even when they were Hying
on horseback, turned about, and discharged their

arrows with the surest aim. To this cavalry, which,

according to him, was able by itself to overwhelm
the united forces of Europe, he added a more nume-
rous infantry; the Daha?, the Medes, the Elynueans,
the Cadusia'ns, and many other terrible unknown
nations. With regard to* the fleet, he affirmed that

it would be so large, that no harbourof Greece could

contain it; the right wing was to be composed of

Tyrians and Sidonians; the left of A radians and the

Sidetes of Pamphylia; nations who were allowed

universally to be tHe best and most experienced ma-
riners in the world: that it would be to no purpose
to enumerate the immense sums which Antiochus
was bringing; with him, every one knowing that the

kingdoms ot Asia had always abounded in gold: that

they were to judge, in proportion, of the rest ol the

military preparations: that consequently the Romuns
would not now have to do with a Philip ora Hannibal;
the latter being onlv a citizen of Carthage, and the

former confined within the narrow limits of Mace-

donia; but with a prince who was sovereign of all

A-ia and part of Europe; that nevertheless, though
he was come from the most remote parts ol the Ka-l,

purely to restore the liberty of Greece, he cid not

require any article from the Acmvans. that should
interfere with the fiiielity they might imagine they
owed the Romans, their iir-t friends and alin -: that

he did not desire them to unite their arms with his

against that people, but only to stand neuter, and not

declare for either party.
Archidamus, the vhtolian ambassador, spoke to the

same elieci: adding, that the safest and wisest course
the Achaeans could take, would be, to remain mere

spectators of the war, and to wait in peace for the

Is, ut pli-ri'jue quo* opei regie ilunt, vn-iiloquui,

terr*]ue inani *unuu verborem eoaplevcrat. Ln.
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event without sharing in it, or incurring any hazard.

Th-n growing warmer as he went on, he threw out

invectives ana reproaches against
the Romans in ge-

neral, and against Quintins in
particular.

He called

them an ungrateful people, who had forgotten that

they owed to the bravery of the jEtolians not only
the" victory they had gained over Philip, but their

general's life, ami the safety of their army. For what,
continued he, did Quintius do in this battle, worthy
a great captain? He declared, that he himself had
Observed him during the engagement wholly employ-
ed in consulting the auspices, in sacrificing victims,
and offering up vows, like an augur, or a priest,
whilst himself was exposing his person and life to the

enemy's darts, for his defence and preservation.
To this Quintius answered, that it was plain which

party Archidamus had studied to please by this

speech; that knowing the Achseans were perfectly

acquainted with the disposition and character of the

JEtulians, whose courage consisted solely in words,
not in actions, he had not endeavoured to conciliate

their esteem, but had studied to ingratiate himself
with the king's ambassadors, and, by their means,
with the kinghimself: that if the world had not known
till now, what it was that had formed the alliance

between Antiochus and the jEtolians, the speeches
made by the ambassadors showed it visibly enough,
that on both sides, nothing but boasting and false-

hood had been employed: that by vaunting of troops
which they did not oossess, they'seduced and puffed

up the vanity of each other by false
promises

and
vain hopes; the jEtolians asserting boldly on one side

(as you have just now heard) that they had defeated

Philip, and preserved the Romans; a'nd that all the
cities of Greece were ready to declare for .-Ktolia:

and the king, on the other side, affirming, that he
was going to bring into the field innumerable bodies
of horse and foot, and to cover the sea with his fleet.
"
This," says he,

"
puts

me in mind of an entertain-
ment given me in Chalcis, by a friend of mine, a very
worthy man, who treats his guests in the best man-
ner. Surprised at the prodigious quantity and variety
of dishes that were served up, we asked him how it

was possible for him, in the month of June, to get
together so great a quantity of game. My friend,
who was not vain-glorious like these people, only fell

a laughing, and owned sincerely, that what we took
for game was nothing but swine's flesh, seasoned
several ways, and cooked up with different sauces.
The same thing may be said of the king's troop which
have been so highly extolled, and whose number has
been vainly multiplied in mighty names. For these

lJah:c, Medes. Cadusians and Elymaeans, are all but
one nation, and a nation of slaves rather than of sol-

diers. Why may not I, Achaeans, represent to you
all the movements and expeditions of this great king,
who one moment hurries to the assembly of the JEto-

lians, there to beg for provisions and money; and the
next goes in person to the very gates of Chalcis, from
which he is obliged to retire with ignominy. Antio-
chus has very injudiciously given credit to the JElo-

.ians, and they, with as little judgment, have believed
Antiochus. This ought to teach you not to suffer

yourselves to be imposed upon, but to rely upon the

good faith of the Romans, which you have so often

experienced. I am surprised they can venture to
tell you. that it will be safest for you to stand neuter,
and to remain only spectators of the war. That would,
indeed, be a sure method; I mean, to become the

prey of the victor."

The Achseans were neither long nor divided in

their deliberations, and the result was, that they
should declare war against Antiochus and the JElo-
lians. Immediately, at the request of Quintius, they
sent 500 men to tne aid of Chalcis, and the like

number to Athens.
Antiochus received no greater satisfaction from the

Boeotians, who answered, that they would deliberate

upon what was to be done, when that prince should
come into Boeotia.

In the mean time, Antiochus made a new attempt,
nd advanced to Chalcis with a much greater body

ot troops than before. And now the faction against
tl>t Romans prevailed, and the city opened its gates

to him. The rest of the cities soon following their

example, he made himself master of all Euboea. He
fancied he had made a great acquisition, in having
reduced so considerable an Island in his first com-

paign. But can that be called a conquest, where
there are no enemies to make opposition?
But terrible ones were making

preparations against that
prince.

1 A. M. 3813
The Romans, alter consulting the Ant. J. C. 191.

will of the gods by omens and aus-

pices, proclaimed war against Antiochus and hi
adherents. Processions were appointed during two
days, to implore the aid and protection of thr gcds.
They made a vow to solemnize the great games iot
ten days, in case they should be successful in the war,
and to" make offerings in all the temples of the gods.
What a reproach should so religious, though blind
a paganism, reflect on Christian generals, who should
be ashamed of piety and religion!
At the same time they omitted no human means to

their success. The senators and inferior magistrates
were forbidden to remove to any distance from Rome,
from which they could not return the same day; and
five senators were not allowed to be absent from it at

the same time. The love of their country took place
of every thing. Acilius the consul, to whom Greece
had faflen by lot, ordered his troops to assemble at

Brundusium on the 15th of May; and set out from
Rome himself some days before.

About the same time ambassadors from Ptolemy,
Philip, the Carthaginians, and Masinissa, arrived

there, to offer the Romans money, corn, men, and

ships. The senate said, that the
people of Rome

thanked them, but would
accept

ot nothing except
the corn, and that

upon
condition of paying for it.

They only desired
Philip

to assist the consul.

In the mean time Antiochus, after having solicited

many cities, cither by his envoys or in person, to

enter into an alliance with him, went to Demetrias,
and there held a council of war with the chief com-
manders of his army, on the operations of the cam-

paign that was going to open. Hannibal, who was
now restored to favour, was present at it, and his

opinion was first asked. He began, by insisting on
the pin-amount necessity of using the utmost endea-
vours to engage Philipin Antiochus's interest; whicn,
he said, was so important a step, that if it succeeded,

they might assure themselves of the success of the

war. "And indeed," says he, "as Philip alone sus-

tained so long the whole weight of the Roman power,
what may not be expected from a war in which the

two greatest kings of Europe and Asia will unite

their forces; especially as the Romans will have those

against them in it, who gave them the superiority
before; I mean the ALtolians and Athamanians, to

whom alone, as is well known, they were indebted
for victory. Now, who can doubt but Philip may
easily be brought over from the Roman interest, if

what Thoas has so often repeated to the king, in or-

der to induce him to cross into Greece, be true, that

this prince, highly incensed to see himself reduced
to a shameful servitude under the name of peace
waits only an

opportunity
to declare himself? And

could he ever nope one more favourable than that

which now offers itself?
"

If Philip should refuse to

join Antiochus, Hannibal advised him to send his

son Seleucus, at the head of the army he had in

Thrac, to lay waste the frontiers of Macedonia, and

by that means to render Philip incapable of assisting
the Romans.
He insisted on a still more important point, and as-

serted, as he had always done, that it would be im-

possible
to reduce the Romans, except in

Italy;
which

had been his reason for always advising Antiochus to

begin the war there: that sfnce another course had
been taken, and the king was at that time in Greece
it was his opinion, in the present state of affairs, that

the king ought to send immediately for all his troops
out of Asia; and not rely on the jEtolians, or his

othernlliesof Greece, who possibly might fail him on
a sudden: that the instant those forces should arrive,
it would be proper to march towards those coasts of

> Liv. 1. xxxvi. n. 115. Appian. in Syriac, p. 9396.
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Greece which are opposite to Italy, and order his

fleet to set sail thither also; that he should employ
half of it to alarm and ravage the coast of Italv ; and

keep the other half in some neighbouring harbour, in

order to seem upon the point of crossing into Italy;
and actually to keep himself in readiness to do so,

in case a favourable opportunity should present itself.

By this means, said he, the Romans will be kept at

home from the necessity of defending their own
coast: and, at the same time, it will be the best me-
thod lor carrying the war into Italv, the only place
(in his opinion) where the Romans could be con-

quered. "These," concluded Hannibal, "are my
thoughts, and if I am not no well qualified for pre-

siding in another war, I ought at least to have learned,

by my good and ill successes, how to act in the field

gainst the Romans. My zeal and fidelity may be de-

pended upon. As to the rest, 1 beseech the gods to pros-

per all your undertakings, whatsoever they may be."

The council could not but approve at that time of
what Hannibal had said, and indeed it was the only

good advice that could be given Antiochus in the

present posture of his affairs. However, he complied
only with the article which related to the

troops
of

Asia; and immediately sent orders to Polyxenides,
his admiral, to bring them over into Greece. With

regard to all the rest of Hannibal's plan, his courtiers

and flatterers diverted him from putting it in execu-

tion, by assuring him that he could not fail of being
victorious; that should he follow Hannibal's plan, all

the honour would be ascribed to Hannibal, because
he had formed it: that the king ought to have all the

glory of the war, and for that reason it was necessary
for him to draw up another plan, without regarding
that of the Carthaginian. In this manner are the best

counsels frustrated, and the most powerful empires
ruined.

The king, having joined the troops of the allies to

his own, made himself master of several cities of

Thessaly ;
he was however obliged to raise the siege

of Larissa, Bebius, the Roman praetor, having sent it

A speedy aid, after which he retired to Demetrias.
From thence he went to Chalcis, where he fell dis-

tractedly in love with the daughter of the person at

whose house he lodged. Though he was upwards of

fifty, he was so
passionately

fond of that girl, who
was not twenty, that he resolved to marry her. For-

getting the two great enterprises he had formed, the

war against the Romans and the deliverance of

Greece, he spent the rest of the winter in feasts and
diversions on the occasion of his nuptials. This taste

for pleasure soon communicated itself from the king
to the whole court, and occasioned a universal neglect
of military discipline.
He did not wake out of the lethargy into which this

effeminate life had thrown him, till news was brought,
that Acilius the consul was advancing towards him
in Thessaly with the utmost diligence. Immediately
the king set out; and finding at the place appointed
for the rendezvous but a very small number of the con-
federate troops, whose officers told him, that it was

impossible for them, though they had used their

utmost endeavours, to bring more forces into the

field; he then found, but too late, how much he had
been imposed upon by the splendid promises of Tho-
as; and the truth of Hannibal's words, that it would
not be safe for him to rely on the troops of such al-

lies. All he could do at 'that time was, to seize the

pass o< Thermopylae, and to send to the /Etolians for

a reinforcement. Either the inclemency of the wea-

ther, or contrary winds, had
prevented

the arrival of
the Asiatic forces, which Polyxenides was bringing,
and the king had only those troops which he had

brought the year before, which scarce exceeded

10,000 men.
Antiochus imagined he had provided sufficiently

for his security against the Romans, 1 who were ad-

vancing against him, by having seized the pass of

Thermopylae, and strengthening the natural fortifica-

tions of that place with intrenchments and walls.

The consul came forward, determined to attack him.

' Liv. I. xxxv. n. 1621. Plat, in Catoa. p. 341, 344.

Appian in Syr. p. 96 98.

Most of his officers and soldiers had been employed
in the war against Philip. These he animated, by
putting them in mind of the famous victor)' they had

gained over that king, who was a much braver prince
and infinitely more practised in military affairs, than
Antiochus; who, being newly married, and enervated

by pleasures and revelling, vainly fancied that war
was to be carried on in the fame manner a< nuptials
are solemnized. Acilius had despatched Calo. who
acted under him as lieutenant, with a large detach-

ment, in quest of some by-path that led to the hill

above the enemy. Cato, after inexpressible fatigues,
went over the mountains through the same path where
Xerxes and Brennus afterwards opened themselves
a passage; when falling suddenly on some soldiers,
whom he met there, he soon put them to flight. Im-

mediately he orders the trumpets to sound, and ad-
vances at the head of his detachment sword in hand,
and with great shouts. A body of 600 ^Ctolians, who
guarded some of the eminences, seeing him come
down the mountains, take to flight, and retire to-

wards their army, where they spread universal terror.

At the same instant the consul attacks Antiochus's
intrenchments with all his troops, and forces them.
The king, having his teeth shattered by a stone, was
in such excessive pain, that he was forced to leave

the field. After his retreat, no part of his army dared
to stand their ground, and wait the coming up of the

Romans. The rout now became general ID a place
where there were scarcely any outlets to escape
through; for on one side they were stopped by deep
fens, and on the other by craggy rocks; so that there
was no getting off either on the right or left. The
soldiers, however, crowding and pushing forward,
to avoid the enemy's swords, threw one another into

the morasses and down the precipices, in which man-
ner a grer.ter number of them perished.

After the battle was over, the consul embraced Cato
a long time in his nrnis, who was still hot and out of

breath; and cried out aloud, in the transports of his

joy. that neither himself nor the Romans could ever
reward his services as they deserved. Cato, \vho was
now lieutenant-general under Acilius, had been con-

sul, and had commanded the armies in Spain: but he
did not think that the accepting of a subaltern em-

ployment for the service of his country, was any dis-

grace to him; and this was a frequent practice among
the Romans. In the mean time the victorious army
continued the pursuit, and cut to pieces all Antio-
chus's forces, 500 escepted, with whom he escaped
to Chalcis.

Acilius sent Cato to Rome, with the news of this

victory, and related in his letters how greatly his

lieutenant had contributed to it. It \a noble in a

general to do justice in this manner to the merit of an-

other, and not to suffer so mean a passion as jealousy
to harbour in his heart. The arrival of Cato at Rome
filled the citizens with a joy so much the greater, as

they had been very apprehensive of the success of
the war against so powerful and renowned a prince.
Orders were thereupon given for public prayers and
sacrifices to be offered up to the gods, by way of

thanksgiving, for three days together.
The reader has doubtless often observed, with ad-

miration, how careful the heathens were to begin and
end all their wars with solemn acts of religion ; endea-

vouring in the first place, by vows and sacrifices, to

acquire the favour of those whom they honoured as

gods, and afterwards returning them public and
solemn thanks for the success of their arms. Thi
was a double testimony which they paid to an im-

portant and capital truth, the tradition which (of

equal antiquity with the world) has been preserved
by all nntions; that there is a Supreme Being and a

P'rovidence, which presides over all human events.

This laudable custom is observed regularly among
us, and it is only among Christians, in strictness ot

speech, that it may be called a religious custom. I

only wish that one practice were added to it, which

certainly corresponds with the intention of our supe-
riors, os well ecclesiastical as political, I mean, that

C
ravers were offered up at the same time for those
rave officers and soldiers who have shed their blood

in the defence of their country.
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The victory gained over Aitiochus was followed

!>v the surrender of all thi cities and fortresses which
tfmt prince had taken, and especially of Cbakis and

all Kuboea. The consul,' after his victor)-, discovered

such a moderation on all occasions, as reflected a

greater honour on him than the victory itself.

Though the yEtolians,* by their injurious and inso-

lent conduct, had rendered themselves unworthy of

the least regard, Acilius, however, endeavoured to

bring them over by gentle methods. He represented,
that experience ought to teach them, how little they
could depend on Antiochus; that it was not yet too

late for them to have recourse to the clemency of the

Romans; that, to give an unexceptionable proof of

the sincerity of their repentance, they must surrender
to him Heraclea, their capital city. These remon-
strances being all to no purpose, he saw plainly that

he should be obliged to employ force, and accord-

ingly he besieged that place with all his troops,
lleraclra was a very strong city, of great extent, and
able to make a long and vigorous defence. The con-

sul having employed the balista, catapult;?, and all

the other engines of war, attacked the city in four

places at the same time. The besieged defended
themselves with inexpressible courage, or rather fury.

They immediately repaired such parts of the wall as

were beaten down. In their frequent sallies, they
charged with a violence it was scarce possible to

support, for they fought in the highest despair. They
burned in an instant the greatest part of the machines

employed against them. The attack was continued
in this manner for four-and-tweuty days, without the

least intermission either by day or night.
It was

plain,
as the garrison did not consist of near

so many torces as the Roman army, it must necessa-

rily be greatly weakened by such violent and con-

tinued exertions. And now the consul formed a new

plan. He discontinued the attack at twelve every
night, and did not renew it till about nine the next

morning. The .Etoliaus, not doubting that this pro-
ceeded from the excessive fatigue of the besiegers,
and persuaded that they were as much exhausted as

themselves, took advantage of the repose allowed

them, and retired at the same time with the Romans.
They continued this practice for some time; but the

consul having drawn off his troops at midnight, a.*

usual, at three in the morning assaulted the city in

three places only; placing at the fourth a bocly of

troops, who were commanded not to move till a signal
ihould be given. Such yEtolians as were asleep,

being very drowsy and heavy from fatigue, were
waked with the utmost difficulty; and those who
were awake ran up and down at random wherever
the noise called them. At day-break, the signal be-

ing given by the consul, the assault was made on
that part of the city which had not yet been attacked,
and from whence the besieged, on that account, had

drawn off their people. The city was taken in an

instant, and the JEtolians fled with the utmost preci-

pitntion into the citadel. The general suffered the

city to 'le plundered, not so much from a spirit of

hatred and revenge, as to reward the soldiers, who,
till now, had not been allowed to plunder any of the

cities they had taken. As the citadel was in want of

provisions, it rould not hold out long; and accor-

dingly, at the first assault, the garrison surrendered.

Among th: prisoners was Damocritus, a person of the

greatest distinction among the yEtolians, who in the

beginning of the war, had answered Quintius,
" That

he would bring to him in Italy the decree by which
be had just before called in Antiochus."

At the same time Philip was besieging Lamia,3

which was but seven miles from Heraclea. It did

not hold out long after the latter was taken.

Some days before the surrender of Heraclea, the

tolinns had deputed ambassadors, with Thoas at

(heir head, to Antiochus. The king promised them
a speedy succour, gave them immediately a consi-

derable -urn of mom y, and kept Thoas who stayed

< I.iv I. xxxv . n. 2226.
* Multo inci'Mia |xwt viclorium, qnam ipci victoria,

teudiiliilior. Lie.
> B<>ili ti!ina and Heraclea were in Plilhiolis.

very willingly with him, to hasten the execution ol

hispromises.
The jEtolians,4 who were exceedingly discouraged

by the taking of Heraclea. considered now they might
best put an end to a war, which had already been
attended with very unhappy effects, and might have
been much worse. But the populace not approving
the conditions of peace wn:cb were prescribed, the

negotiation come to nothing.
In the mean time, the consul laid siege toIVaupao

tus, in which the .tolians had shut themselves ui

with all their forces. The siege had already beer
carried on two months, when Quintius, who duriny
this time had been employed in Greece, in variou*

concerns, came thither and joined the consul. The
destruction of that city would involve almost the
whole nation in the same fate. The usage which
Quintius had met with from the ;Etoll an?, had given
him the greatest reason to be dissatisfied with them.

However, he was moved with compassion, when he
saw them on the brink of destruction; and therefore
he advanced so near the walls, as to be known by
the besieged. The city was reduced to the last ex-
tremities. A rumour being spread that Quintius was

approaching, immediately the citizens ran from all

quarters to the walls. Those unfortunate people,

stretching
forth their hands towards Quintius, and

calling him by his name, all burst into tears, and im-

plored his assistance with the most mournful cries.

Quintius, moved with their condition even to shed-

ding of tears, expressed by his gestures that he could
do nothing for them, and returned to the consul. In
their conversation he represented, that as he had
overcome Antiochus, it was but lost time to continue
the siege of those two cities, and that the year of his

command was near expiring. Acilius agreed with

him; but being ashamed to raise the siege, he left

Quintius at liberty to act as he pleased. The latter

advancing near the walls a second time, the mourn-
ful cries were again heard, and the citizens besought
him to take compassion on them. Quintius, by a sign
with his hand, bid them send deputies to him

;
wli^n

immediately Phaeneasand the principal citizens came
out, and threw themselves at his fee.t. Seeing them
in that humble posture; "Your calamity," says, he
" banishes from mv mind all thoughts of resentment'

and revenge. You now find that all things have nap-

pened as I foretold you they would; and you have
not the consolation of being able to say, that none
of these misfortunes were owing to yourselves. But
destined as I am, by Providence, to preserve Greece,

your ingratitude shall not cancel my inclination to

do good. Depute therefore some persons to the con-

sul, and beg a truce for as much time as may sullire

for sending ambassadors to Rome, in order to make
your submissions to the senate. I will be your me
diator and advocate with the consul." Th<\ fol-

lowed Quintius's advice in every thing. The consul

granted them a truce, broke up the siege, and march-

ed back his army to Phocis.

King Philip sent ambassadors to Rome, to congra-
tulate the Romans on the happy success of this cam-

paign,
and to offer presents and sacrifices to the gods

in tn Capitol. They were received there with the

highest marks of distinction, and the Romans gave

up to them Demetrius, the son of Philip, who had

been a hostage in their city. Thus encfed the wii

which the Romans carried on against Antiochus in

Greece.

SECTION VII. POLYXENIDES, ADMIRAL OF AN-

TNICHUS'S Fl.EET, IS DEFEATED BY LIV1US. I.. S( I-

PIO, THE NEW CONSUL, IS APPOINTED TO CARRT
ON THE WAR AGAINST ANTIOCHUS. SC1PIO AHU-
CANL'S, HIS BROTHER, SERVES UNDER HIM. THE
RHODIANS DEFEAT HANNIBAL I> A SEA-FIGHT
THE CONSUL MARCHES AGAINST A.VTIOCHUS, AND
CROSSES INTO ASIA. HE GAINS A SIGNAL VICTURT
OVER HIM NEAR MAG.NKSIA. THE KING OBTAIN*

A PEACE; AND GIVES UP, KY A TREATY, ALL ASLA

ON THIS SIDE MOUNT TAURUS. DISPUTE EETWfcEH

Lir. I. xxxvi. n. 27. 35.
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rTVMENES AND THE RHODIANS, IN PRESENCE OE
THE ROMAN SENATE. RELATING TO THE GRECIAN
CITIES OF ASIA

WHILST the affairs I have just
A. M. 3813. related were passing in (Jr. ( . t .:

Ant. J. C. 191. Antiochus lived easy and un> {

isti<r-

bed in Ephesus, relying on the as-

urance of his flatterers and courtiers, that he had
no reason to be under any apprehensions from the

Romans, who (they declared) did not intend to cross

into Asia. Hannibal was the only person capable of

rousing him from this lethargy. He told the king

plainlv, that instead of entertaining vain hopes, and

suffering bin. self to be lulled asleep by irrational

and improbable discourse, he might be assured, that

he would soon be forced to
fight

the Romans botti

by sf a anil land, in Asia, and tor Asia; and that he
must resolve, either to renounce the empire of it, or

to defend it sword in hand, against enemies, who
aspired at no less than the conquest of the whole
world.
The king then became sensible of the great dan-

ger he was in, and immediately sent orders to hasten

the march of the troops from the East which were
not yet arrived. He also fitted out a fleet, embark-
ed, and sailed to the Chersonesus. He there forti-

fied Lysimarhia, Sestos, Abydos, and other cities in

that neighbourhood, to prevent the Romans from

crossing into Asia by the Hellespont; and this being
done, he returned to Ephesus.
Here it was resolved, in a great council, to venture
naval engagement. Polvxenides, admiral of the

fleet, was ordered to go in search of C. Livius, who
commanded that of the Romans, which was just be-
fore arrived in the .'Egean sea, and to attack it. They
met near mount Corychus in Ionia. The battle was

fought with gnat bravery on both sides; but at last

Poly \enides was beaten, and obliged to flv. Ten of
his ships were sunk, thirteen taken, and he escaped
with the rest to Ephesus. The Romans sailed into

the harbour of Cane, in ..tolls, drew their ships
ashore, ami fortified with a strong intrencbment and

rampart the place where they laid them up for the

whole winter.

Antiochus^ at the time this happened, was in

Magnesia, assembling his land forces. News being
brought that his fleet was defeated, he marched to-

wards the coast, and resolved to equip another so

powerful, as might be able to preserve the empire of
those seas. For this purpose, he refitted such ships
at had been brought off, reinforced them with new-

ones, and sent Hannibal into Syria, to fetch those of

Syria and Phoenicia. He also gave part of the army
to Seleucus his son, whom he sent into olis, to

watch the Roman fleet, and awe all the country round,
and marched in person with the rest into winter quar-
ter* in Phrygia.

During these transactions^ the jEtolian ambassa-
dors arrived at Rome, where they pressed to be ad-
mitted to an audience, because the truce was near

expiring. Quiutius, who was returned from Greece,

employed all his influence in their favour. But he
found the senate very much exasperated against the

tolians. They were considered, not as common
enemies, but as a people so very uncivilized and un-
social that it would be to no purpose to conclude an
alliance with them. After several days' debate, in

which they were neither allowed nor refused peace,
two proposals were made to them, and left to their

option; these were, either to submit entirely to the

will of the senate, or to pav 1000 talents,4 and to

acknowledge all those for their friends or enemies,
who were such to the Romans. As the jEtolians de-
tired to know particularly how far they were to sub-

mit to the will of the senate, no express answer was
made to them. They therefore withdraw, without

obtaining any thing, and were ordered to leave Rome
that very day, and Italy in a fortnight.

Liv. I. xxxvi. n.41 45. Appian. in Syriac. p. 99, 100.
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The next yearMhe Romans gave
the command of the land armies A. M. 3814.

w Inch Ariliiis had before, to L Cor- Ant. J. C. 190.

nelius Scipio, the new consul, un-

der whom Soipio Africanus, his brother, had offered

to serve as lit uti n;uit. The senate and people of

Rome were \n-\ desirous of trying, whether of the

two, Scipio or Hannibal, the conqueror or the con-

quered, would be of the greater service to the army
in which he should fight. The command of t

which Livius had before, was given to L. imilim
Regillus. x

The consul being arrived in ^tolia, did not trifle

awa\ his time in besieging one town after another,
hut, wholly attentive to Tiis principal view, afu r grant-

ing the /Ltoliaus a six mouths' truce, in oro< r that

tht v might have full time for sending a second em-
!i:i>v to Home, In rt solved to march Ins army through
TlnVsitly, M;ic*donia, and Thrace, and from thence

\n cTu over into Asia. However, he
thought

it

advisable previously to inform himself how Philip

might stand affected. This prince gave the army
such a reception as might be expected from tin most
faithful and most zealous ally. At its arrival, as well

as departure, he furnished it with all necessary re-

freshments and supplies, with a truly loyal munifi-

cence. In the entertainments which Fie made for the

roiisul,6 his brother, and the chief officers of the Ro-

mans, he discovered an easy, graceful air; and such
a politi ness as was \tfy pleasing to Scipio AfricUM
For this great man, who excelled in evtry thing,
was not an enemy to a certain elegance of manners
and noble generosity, provided they did not degene-
rate into luxury.
The praise which Livy gives Scipio in this place,

is also very honourable to Philip. He had at that

time for his guests the most illustrious personages in

the world, a Roman consul, and at the same time

general of the armies of that republic; and what
was still more, Scipio Africanus, that consuls bro-

ther. Profusion is usual, and in some imasure par-
donable, on these occasions; and vet nothing ol that

kind appeared in the
reception

Winch 1 hilip gave to

his guests. He regaled them in such a manner as

became a great prince;
and with a magnificence that

suited their dignity and his own, which, however, at

the same time, was far from discovering the least

pomp or ostentation, and was much heightened br
his engaging dtmeanour, and by the care he took to

set belore his guests with taste and decorum what-

ever might be most agreeable to. them. Milla in to

dexteritas el humanilus visa. These personal quali-
ties, in the opinion of Scipio, did Philip greater ho-

nour, and gave his guests a more advantageous idea

of him, than the most sumptuous profusion could

have done. This excellent taste on both sides, so

uncommon in princes and great men, is a fine model

forjiersons
of their high runk.

The consul and his brother, in return for the no-

ble and generous reception which Philip had given
the army, remitted him in the name of the Roman

people, who had invested them with full powers for

that purpose, the remainder of the sum he was to pay
them.

Philip seemed to make it his duty, as well as plea-

sure, to accompany the Roman army: and to sup] ly

it with IK cessarit-s of < vt ry kind, not only in Aiace-

donia but as far as Thrace. His experience how
much the Roman forces were superior to 1.

and his inability to shake off the voke of obedi.nce

and submission, always grating to kings, obliged him
to cultivate the good opinion of a people on whom
his future fate depended ; and it was wise in him to

do that with a good grace, which he would other-

wise in some measure have been obliged to do. Fur in

rtality it was scarce possible for him not to retain a

verv strong resentment against the Romans, on ac-

count of the condition to which they had reduced

LIT. I. ixxvii. n 1 7. Appian. in Syriac. p 9'.' &. IOUL

.Multa in eo d riexleritai el humanilat vim, quip run.
mendatnlia apud Africanum erant ; virum, ticul ad cotter*

e/jreium, iia A romuaic, quK nine luiuna euct. nun aver-
mm. Lie.
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him: for kings are never able to accustom themselves
to depend on and submit to others.

In the mean time the Roman fleet advanced to-

wards Thrace, i to favour the passage of the consul's

troops into Asia. Polvxenides, Antioc.hus's admiral,
who was a Rhodian exile, by a stratagem, defeated

Pausistratu*, who commanded the Rhodian fleet,

which had been sent to the assistance of the Romans.
He attacked him by surprise in the harbour of Sa-

mos, and burned or sunk nine-and -twenty of his

ships; and Pausistratus himself lost his life in this

engagement. The Rhodians, so far from being dis-

couraged by thi/ great loss, meditated only how to

revenge it. Accordingly, with incredible diligence,

they titled out a more powerful fleet than the former.

It joined that of ,Emilius, and both fleets sailed to-

ward Elea, to aid Eumenes, whom Seleucus was

besieging in his capital. This succour arrived very
seasonably, Eumenes being just on the point of be-

ing reduced by the enemy. Diophanes the Achtean,
who had formed himself under trie famous

Philopo;-
men, obliged the enemy to raise the siege. He had
entered the city with 1000 foot and 100 horse. At
the head of his own troops only, and in sight of the

inhabitants, who did not dare to follow him, he per-
formed actions of such extraordinary braverv, as

obliged Seleucus at length to raise the siege, and" quit
the country.
The Rhodian fleet being afterwards detached in

quest of Hannibal,! who was bringing to the king
that of Syria and Phoenicia, the Rhodians singly
fought him on the coast of Pamphylia. By the good-
ness of their ships, and the dexterity of their seamen,
they defeated that great captain, drove him into the

port of Megiste, nesr Patara; and there, blocked him

up so close, that it \va impossible for him to act, or
be of any service to tb king.
The news of this defeat came to Antiochus, much

about the time that advice was brought, that the Ro-
man consul was advancing by hasty marches into

Macedonia, and was preparing to pass the Helles-

pont and enter Asia. Antiochus*then saw the immi-
nent danger he was in, and made haste to take all

possible methods for preventing it.

He sent ambassadors to Prusias.3 king of Bithynia,
to inform him of the design which the Romans had
of entering Asia. They were ordered to display in

the strongest terms the fatal consequences of that

enterprise: that they were coming with a design
to destroy all the kingly governments in the world,
and leave no other empire than that of the Romans:
that after having subdued

Philip and Kabis, they
were now

preparing
to attack him: that should he

have the ill-fortune to be overcome, the conflagra-
tion spreading, would soon reach Bithynia: that as

to Eumenes, no aid could be expected from him, as

he had voluntarily submitted himself, and put on the
chains of the Romans with his own hands.
These motives had made a great impression on

Prusias, but the letters which he had received at the
same time from Scipio the consul and his brother,
contributed very much to remove his fears and sus-

picions. The latter represented to him that it was
the constant practice of the Romans, to bestow the

greatest honours on such kings as sought their alli-

ance; and he mentioned several examples of that

kind, in which he himself had been concerned. He
said that in Spain, several princes, who, before they
were favoured with the protection of the Romans,
had n ade a very inconsiderable figure, were since

becou e great kings: that Masinissa had not only
been testored to his kingdom, but that the dominions
of Syphax had been added to it, whereby he was be-

come one of the most powerful potentates of the

universe: that Philip and Nabis, though vanquished
by Quintius, had nevertheless been suflered to sit

peaceably on their thrones: that in the preceding
year the tribute which Philip had agreed to pay was

i Liv. 1. xxxvii. n. 911, fc n. 1822. Appian. in Syr.
p. 101103.

Liv. I. xxxvii. n. 23,24. Appian. in Syr. p. 100. Cor.
N' !'. in llannib. c. vni.

> Liv. I. xxxvii. n. 25 30. Appian. in Syr. p. 101104.
1'olyb in Excerpt. Legal, e. xxii.

remitted, and his son, who was a hostage in Rome
sent back to him; that as to ISabis, he would have

I

been on the throne at that time, had he not lost his
life by the treachery of the jEtolians.
The arrival of Livius, who had commanded the

fleet, and whom the Roman* had sent as their ambas-
sador to Prusias, fully determined him. He made it

clear to him, which party might naturally be expec-
ted to be victorious: and how much safer it would
be for him to rely on the friendship of the Romans,
than on that of Antiorhus.
The king being disappointed of thi- hopes he had

entertained of bringing over Prusias to his interest
now meditated only how he might best oppose th

passage of the Romans into Asia, and prevent its be

ing made the seat of war. He imagined that the
most effectual way to do this, would be, to recovei
the empire of the seas, of which he had been almost

dispossessed by the loss of the two battles related

above; that then he might employ his fleets against
whom, and in what manner he pleased: and that it

would be
impossible for the enemy to transport an

army into Asia by the Hellespont, or by an}- oth-
er way, when his fleets should be wholly employed
to prevent it. Antiochus therefore resolved to haz-

ard a second battle, and for that purpose went to

Ephesus, where his fleet lay. He there reviewed it,

put it in the best condition he was able, furnished it

abundantly with all things necessary to another en-

gagement, and sent it once more, under the command
of Polyxenides, in quesv of the enemy, with orders
to fight them. What determined his resolution was,
his having received advice that a great part

of the

Rhodian fleet continued near Patara; and that king
Eumenes had sailed with his whole fleet to the Cher-
sonesus to join the consul.

Polyxenides came up with jEmilius and the Ro
mans near Myonnesus, a maritime city of Ionia, and
attacked their fleet with as little success as before,

^milius obtained a complete victory, and obliged
him to retire to Ephesus, after having sunk or burnt

twenty-nine of his ships, and taken thirteen.

Antiochus was so struck with the news of this de-

feat^ that he seemed entirely disconcerted; and, M
if he had been on a sudden deprived of his sense*,
he took such measures as were evidently contrary to

his interest. In his consternation, he sent orders for

withdrawing his forces out of Lysimachia, and the

other cities of the Hellespont, to prevent their fall-

ing into the hands of the enemy, who were marching
towards those parts, with a design of crossing into

Asia: whereas, the only means that remained to hin-

der this, would have been to leave those troops in the

places where they were. For Lysimachia, being
very strongly fortified, might have held out a long

siege, perhaps till the winter was very far advanceo!,
which would have greatly incommoded the enemy,
by the want of provisions and forage; and during
that interval, he might have taken measures for an
accommodation with the Romans.
He had not only committed a great error in draw-

ing his forces out of those places at a time when

they were most necessary in them, but did it in so

precipitate a manner, that his troops left all the am-
munition and provisions (of both of which he had
laid up very considerable quantities) behind them in

those cities. By this means, when the Romans en-

tered them, they found ammunition and provisions in

such great plenty, that they seemed to have been

prepared expressfy for the use of their army; and at

the same time, the passage of the Hellespont was so

open, that they carried over their army without the

least opposition, at that very part where the enemy
might have disputed it with them to the greatest ad-

vantage.
We have here an evident instance of what is so o

ten mentioned in the Scriptures, that when God is de-

termined to punish and destroy a kingdom, he de-

prives either the king, his commanders, or ministers,
ol counsel, prudence, and courage. With this he

makes the prophet Isaiah threaten his people.
"
For,

LIT. 1. xxxvii. n. 31. Appian. in Syr. p. 104.
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behold, the Lord, the Lord of Hosts, doth take awav
froni Jerusalem, and from Judah, the stay and stuff.

The mighty man, and the man of war, the judge, HIK)

the prophet, and the prudent, and the ancient. The
captain of fifty, and the honourable man, and the

counsellor, and the cunning artificer, and the elo-

quent orator." But a very remarkable circumstance

ts, that the Pagan historian says here expressly, and

repeats it twice, that " God took away the "king's

judgment,! and overthrew his reason: a punishment,"
<ays he,

" that always happens, when men are upon
the point of falling into some great calamity." The
expression is very strong; "God overthrew the king's
reason." He took from him, that is he refused him,
sound tense, prudence, and jue'gment: he banished
from his mind every salutary thought: he confused

him, and made him even averse to all the good coun-
sel that could be given him. This is what David

besought God to do with regard to Ahitophel,* Ab-
lalom's minister: "O Lord, I pray thee, turn the

counsel of Ahitophel into foolishness." The word
in the Latin version is very strong, infalva: the im-

port of which is, how prudent soever his counsels

may be, make them appear foolish and stupid to Ab-
salom; and they accordingly did appear so. "And
Absalom and all the men of Israel said. The counsel
of Huhai, the Archite, is better than the counsel of

Ahitophel: for the Lord had appointed to defeat the

Eood
counsel of Ahitophel, to the intent that the

ord might bring evil upon Absalom."
The Romans,) being come into Asia, halted some

time at Troy, which they considered as the cradle
whence they had sprung, and as their primitive coun-

try, from whence jtneas had set out to settle in Italy.

The consul offered up sacrifices to Minerva, who

presided over the citadel. Both parties were over-

joyed, much after the same manner as fathers and
children, who meet after a long separation. The
inhabitants of this city seeing their posterity con-

querors of the West and of Africa, and laying claim
to Asia, as a kingdom that had been possessed by
their ancestors, imagined they saw Troy rise out of
its ashes in greater splendour than ever. On the
other side, the Romans were infinitely delighted to

see themselves in the ancient abode of their fore-

fathers, who had given birth to Rome; and to con-

template the temples and statues of the deities which

they had in common with that rit\ .4

When advice was brought to Antiochus that the

Romans had passed the Hellespont,
5 he began to think

himself undone. He would now have been very glad
to deliver himself from a war in which he had enga-
ged rashly, and without examining seriously all its

consequences. This made him resolve to send an

embassy to the Romans, to propose conditions of

peace. A religious ceremony had retarded the march
of their armv, it having halted for several days that
were festivals at Rome, in which the sacred shield>
called Jlncilia were carried in solemn procession
with great pomp. Scipio Africanus, who was one
of the Salii. or priests of Mars, whose office was to

keep these shields, had nt crossed the sea yet; for

being one of the Salii, he could not leave the place
where the festival was solemniiing, so that the army

rie'T* BTVXIfUTMr. ix-4} .>VITI cv pi* OTI T& Si*.
->.ow ;;vX; v-re 9it0X/af.

"
Infatua, queso. Domine, concilium Ahitnphel. Domi-

ni aulrm nutu di^sipatum eel concilium Ahilophel, ( indu-
ceret Domintit super jibgalom ma/urn," 2 Rep. xv Ml, et
xii. 14. "O Lord. I pray (bee, lurn the counsel of Ahilo-

phel in u> foolishness," -J fsim. liv. 31. " For the Lord had
appointed to defeat I lie good counsel of Ahilophel, to tke in-
tent tkat tke Lord might trrinp nil upon -f./o," Cktf.
Iii. 14. ' Justin. I. mi. c. 8.

[ The Romans had no preat reason to be proud of their

trinity to the inhabitant* of Ilium, if what Demetrius of
Scepsis rays be true that, being then very younp, he hap-
pened to make a vi*it to ttjp supposed cite of ancient Troy,
while Scipio was there, and adds, that the inhabitant* of
Ilium were at that time so wretchedly poor, that they had
not even tile* to cover their houses, which were filled with
fihh and nastinesn

J
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was obliged to wait for him. What a pity it vrat,

that persons of so much religion were no better illumi-

nated, and did not direct their worship to more pro-

per objects! This delay gave the king some hopes;
lor he* had imagined that the Romans, immediately
upon their arrival in Asia, would have attacked him
on a sudden. Besides, the character he had heard
of Scipio Africanus, of his greatness of soul, his gen-
erosity and clemency to those he had conquered
both in Spain and Africa, gave him hopes that this

great man, now satiated with glorv, would not be
averse to an accommodation; especially

as he had a

present to make him, which could not but be infinite-

ly agreeable. This was his own son, a child, who
had been taken at sea, as he was going in a boat
from Chalcis to Oreum, according to Livy.
H raclides, of ByEantium, who was the spokesman

in this embassy, opened his speech with saving, that

the very circumstance which had frustrated all the

rest of the negotiations for peace between his master
and the Romans, now made him hope for suc< -- m
the present; because all the difficulties which had
hitherto prevented their taking effect, were entirely
removed: that the king, to put a stop to the com-

plaints of his still keeping possession of any city
in Europe, had abandoned Lysimachia: that as to

Smyrna, Lampsacus, and Alexandria in the Troad.
he was ready to give them up to the Romans, and any
other citv belonging to their allies which they should

demand of him: that he would consent to pay to the

Romans half the expenses of this war. He con-

cluded with exhorting them to call to mind the un-

certainty and vicissitude of human affairs, and not

lay too' great a stress on their present prosperity:
that they ought to rest satisfied with making Europe,
whose extent was >o immense, the boundaries of

their empire: that if they were ambitious of joining
some part of Asia to it, the king would acquiesce
with their desire, provided that the limits of it were

clearly settled.

The ambassador imagined that these proposals,
which seemed so advantageous, could not be rejected ;

but the Romans judged differently. With regard to

the expenses of the war, as the king had very unjustly
been tne occasion of it, they were of opinion that he

ought to defray the whole: they were not satisfied

with his withdrawing the garrisons he had in Ionia

and jEtolia; but pretended to restore liberty to all

Asia, in the same manner as they had done to Greece,
which could not be effected unless the king aban-

doned all Asia on this side mount Taurus.

Heraclides, not being able to obtain any thing in

the public audience, endeavoured, pursuant to his in-

structions, to conciliate in private Scipio Africanus.

He began by assuring him, that the king would restore

him his son'without ransom. Afterwards, being very
little acquainted with Scipio's greatness of soul, and
the character of the Romans, he

promised
him a large

sum of money, and assured him that he might entirely

dispose of all things in the king's power if he could

mediate a peace for him. To these overtures, Scipio
made the following answer: "

I am not surprised to

find vou ignorant both of my character and that of the

Romans, as you are unacquainted even with the con-

dition of the prince who sent you hither. If, as you
assert, the uncertainty of the fate of arms should

prompt us to grant you peace upon easier terms, jour
sovereign ought to have kept possession of Lysima-
chia, in order to have shut us out of the Chersonesus;
or else he ought to have met us in the Hellespont to

have disputed our passage into Asia. But, by aban-

doning them to us, he put the yoke on his own neck;
so that all he now has to do, is to submit to whatever
conditions we shall think fit to prescribe. Among
the several offers he makes me, I cannot but be

strongly affected with that which relates to the giving
iue back my son; I hope the rest will never have the

power to te'mpt me. As a private man I can, promise
to preserve eternally the deepest sense of gratitude,
for so precious a gift as he offers me in my son; but
as a

public one, he must expect nothing from me.

Go, therefore, and tell him, in my name, that the

best counsel I can give him, is to lay down his arms,
and not reject any articles of peace which may b
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him: for kings are never able to accustom themselves
to depend on and submit to others.

In the mean time the Roman fleet advanced to-

wards Thrace, i to favour the passage of the consul's

troops into Asia. Polvxenides, Antiochus's admiral,
who u-as a Rhodian exile, by a stratagem, defeated

Pausistratu*, who commanded the Rhodian fleet,

which had been sent to the assistance of the Romans.
He attacked him by surprise in the harbour of Sa-

moa, and burned or sunk nine-and-twenty of his

ships; and Pausistratus himself lost his life in this

engagement. The Rhodians, so far from being dis-

couraged by thi/ great loss, meditated only how to

revenge it. Accordingly, with incredible diligence,
they ntted out a more powerful fleet than the former.

It joined that of jEmilius, and both fleets sailed to-

ward Elea, to aid Eumenes, whom Seleucus was

besieging in his capital. This succour arrived very
seasonably, Eumenes being just on the point of be-

ing reduced by the enemy. Diophanes
the Achajan,

who had formed himself under the famous
Philopce-

men, obliged the enemy to raise the siege. He had
entered the city with 1000 foot and 100 horse. At
the head of his own troops only, and in sight of the

inhabitants, who did not dare to follow him, he per-
formed actions of such extraordinary bravery, as

obliged Seleucus at length to raise the siege, and quit
the country.
The Rhodian fleet being afterwards detached in

quest of Hannibal,! who was bringing to the king
that of Syria and Phoenicia, the Rhodians singly
fought him on the coast of Pamphylia. By the good-
ness of their ships, and the dexterity of their seamen,

they defeated that great captain, drove him into the

port of Megiste, nesr Patara; and there blocked him

up s<> close, that it wan impossible for him to act, or
be of any service to the king.
The news of this defeat came to Antiochus, much

about the time that advice was brought, that the Ro-
man consul was advancing by hasty marches into

Macedonia, and was preparing to pass the Helles-

pont and enter Asia. Antiochus<then saw the immi-
nent danger he was in, and made haste to take all

possible methods for preventing it.

He sent ambassadors to Prusias.S king of Bithynia,
to inform him of the design which the Romans had
of entering Asia. They were ordered to display in

the strongest terms the fatal consequences of that

enterprise: that they were coming with a design
to destroy all the

kingly governments in the world,
and leave no other empire than that of the Romans:
that after having subdued

Philip
and JVabis, they

were now
preparing

to attack him: that should he
have the ill-fortune to be overcome, the conflagra-
tion spreading, would soon reach Bithynia: that as

to Eumenes, no aid could be expected from him, as

he had voluntarily submitted himself, and put on the
chains of the Romans with his own hands.
These motives had made a great impression on

Prusias, but the letters which he had received at the

name time from Scipio the consul and his brother,
contributed very much to remove his fears and sus-

picions. The latter represented to him that it was
the constant practice of the Romans, to bestow the

greatest honours on such kings as sought their alli-

ance; and he mentioned several examples of that

kind, in which he himself had been concerned. He
gaid that in Spain, several princes, who, before they
were favoured with the protection of the Romans,
had n ade a very inconsiderable figure, were since
becon e great kings: that Masinissa had not only
been lestored to his kingdom, but that the dominions
of Syphaz had been added to it, whereby he was be-

come one of the most powerful potentates of the

universe: that Philip and JVabis, though vanquished
by Quintius, had nerertheless been suffered to sit

peaceably on their thrones: that in the preceding
year the tribute which Philip had agreed to pay was

t Liv. I. xixrii. n. 9 11, tc. n. 18 32. Appian. in Syr.
p. 101103.

> Liv. I. xxxvii. n. 23, 14. Appian. in Syr. p. 100. Cor.
\'-|>. in llannib. c. viii.

Liv. I. xxxvii. n. 2530. Appian. in Svr. p. 101104.
1'iilyb in Kxnerpt. Legal, c. xxii.

remitted, and his son, who was a hostage in Home
sent back to him; that as to ISabis, he would have
been on the throne at that time, had he not lost his
life by the treachery of the jEtolians.
The arrival of Livius, who had commanded the

fleet, and whom the Romans had sent as their ambas-
sador to Prusias, fully determined him. He made it

clear to him, which party might naturally be expec-
ted to be victorious: and how much safer it would
be for him to rely on the friendship of the Romans,
than on that of Antiorhus.
The king being disappointed of the

hopes he hact

entertained of bringing over Prusias to his interest
now meditated only how he might best oppose th

passage of the Romans into Asia, and prevent its be

ing made the seat of war. He imagined that the
Bost effectual way to do this, would be, to recover
the empire of the seas, of which he had been almost

dispossessed by the loss of the two battles related

above; that then he might employ his fleets against
whom, and in what manner he pleased: and that it

would be
impossible for the enemy to transport an

army into Asia by the Hellespont, or by any oth-
er way, when his fleets should be wholly employed
to prevent it. Antiochus therefore resolved to haz-

ard a second battle, and for that purpose went to

Ephesus, where his fleet lay. He there reviewed it,

put it in the best condition he was able, furnished it

abundantly with all things necessary to another en-

gagement, and sent it once more, under the command
of Polyxenides, in quesx of the enemy, with orders
to fight them. What determined his resolution was,
his having received advice that a great part of the

Rhodion fleet continued near Patara; and that king
Eumenes had sailed with his whole fleet to the Cher-
sonesus to join the consul.

Polyxenides came up with jEmilius and the Ro
mans near Myonnesus, a maritime city of Ionia, and
attacked their fleet with as little success as before.

jEmilius obtained a complete victory, and obliged
him to retire to Ephesus, after having sunk or burnt

twenty-nine of his ships, and taken thirteen.

Antiochus was so struck with the news of this de-

feat,4 that he seemed entirely disconcerted; and, ai

if he had been on a sudden deprived of his senses,
he took such measures as were evidently contrary to

his interest. In his consternation, he sent orders for

withdrawing his forces out of Lysimachia, and the

other cities of the Hellespont, to prevent their fall-

ing into the hands of the enemy, who were marching
towards those parts, with a design of crossing into

Asia: whereas, the only means that remained to hin-

der this, would have been to leave those troops in the

places where they were. For Lysimacliia, being
very strongly fortified, might have held out a long

siege, perhaps till the winter was very far advanced,
which would have greatly incommoded the enemy,
by the want of provisions and forage; and during
that interval, he might have taken measures for an
accommodation with the Romans.
He had not only committed a great error in draw-

ing his forces out of those places at a time when
they were most necessary in them, but did it in so

precipitate a manner, that his troops left all the am-
munition and provisions (of both of which he had
laid up very considerable quantities) behind them in

those cities. By this means, when the Romans en-

tered them, they found ammunition and provisions in

such great plenty, that they seemed to have been

prepared expressly for the use of their army; and at

the same time, the passage of the Hellespont was so

open, that they carried over their army without the

least opposition, at that very part where the enemy
might have disputed it with them to the greatest ad-

vantage.
We have here an evident instance of what is so of-

ten mentioned in the Scriptures, that when God is de-

termined to punish and destroy a kingdom, he de-

prives either the king, his commanders, or ministers,
ol counsel, prudence, and courage. With this he

makes the prophet Isaiah threaten his people.
"
For,

Liv. I. xxxvii. n. 31. Appian. in Syr. p. 104.

\'t Bh iii 13.
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behold, the Lord, the Lord of Hosts, doth take away
from Jerusalem, and from Judah, the stay and staff.

The mighty man, and the man of war, the judge, mid
the prophet, and the prudent, and the ancient. The
captain of fifty, and the honourable man, and the

counsellor, and the cunning- artificer, and the elo-

quent orator." But a very remarkable circumstance

rs, that the Pagan historian says here expressly, and

repeats it twice, that " God took away the king's

judgment,! and overthrew his reason: a punishment,"
*ays he,

" that always happens, when men are upon
the point of falling into some great calamity." The
expression is very strong; "God overthrew the king's
reason." He took from him, that is he refused him,
sound sense, prudence, and judgment: he banished
from his mind every salutary thought: he confused

him, and made him even averse to all the good coun-
sel that could be given him. This is what David

besought God to do with regard to Ahitophel,* Ab-
salom's minister: "O Lord, I pray thee, turn the
counsel of Ahitophel into foolishness." The word
in the Latin version is very strong, itifnltia: the im-

port of which is, how prudent soever his counsels

may be, make them appear foolish and stupid to Ab-
salom; and they accordingly did appear so. "And
Absalom and all the men of Israel said. The counsel
of Hushai, the Archite, is better than the counsel of

Ahitophel: for the Lord had appointed to defeat the
rood counsel of Ahitophel, to the intent that the
Lord might bring evil upon Absalom."
The Romans,* being come into Asia, halted some

time at Troy, which they considered as the cradle
whence they had sprung, and as their primitive coun-

try, from whence Aneas had set out to settle in Italy.
The consul offered up sacrifices to Minerva, \vho

presided over the citadel. Both parties were over-

joyed, much after the same manner as fathers and

children, who meet after a long separation. The
inhabitants of this city seeing their posterity con-

querors of the West and of Alrica, and laying claim
to Asia, as a kingdom that hail been possessed by
their ancestors, imagined they saw Troy rise out of
its ashes in greater splendour than ever. On the
other side, the Romans were infinitely delighted to

iee themselves in the ancient abode of their fore-

fathers, who had given birth to Rome; and to con-

template the temples and statues of the deities which
they had in common with that city.*

U'hen advice was brought to Antiochus that the

Romans had passed the Hellespont,
5 he began to think

himself undone. He would now have been very glad
to deliver himself from a war in which he had enga-
ged rashly, and without examining seriously all its

consequences. This made him resolve to send an
embassy to the Romans, to propose conditions of

peace. A religious ceremony had retarded the march
of their armv, it having halted for several days that
were festivals at Rome, in which the sacred shields
called Ancilia were carried in solemn procession
with great pomp. Scipio Africanus, who was one
of the SaJii, or priests of Mars, whose office was to

keep these shields, had nut crossed the sea yet; for

being one of the Salii, he could not leave th'e place
where the festival was solemnizing, so that the army
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"
Infatua, queso. Domine, concilium Ahitnphel. Domi-

ni auicm nutu dixeipatum esl consilium Ahitophel, tit indu-
eeret Dominut svptr Absalom ma/um." 2 Reg. v :u, et
xvii. 14. "O Lord, I pray '.liee. lurn the counsel of Ahito-
phrl into foolishness," 'I Sam. xiv. 31. "For the Lord had
appointed to defeat the good counsel of Ahitophel, la tke in-
tent that tke Lard night bring nil upon Absalom," Cktf.
xvii. 14. i Justin. 1. xxxi. c. 8.

[ The Roman* had no preat reason to be proud of their

iranity to the inhabitant! of Ilium, if what Demetrius of
Sot-jwis sayt be true that, being then very young, he hap-
pened to make a visit to th^e supposed file of ancient Troy,
while Scipio was there, and adds, that the inhabitant* of
Ilium were at that time so wretchedly poor, that thev had
not even tile* to cover their houses, which were filled with
flth and Hastiness.]

Liv. I. xxxxii. o 33 4.V Polyb. in Excerpt. Legal, r.

ixiii. Juitin. I. ixi. c. 7, 8. Appian. iu Syr. p. 105 110.

was obliged to wait for him. What a pity it wat,
that persons of so much religion were no better illumi-

nated, and did not direct their worship to more pro-

per objfcts! This delay gave the king some hopes;
for he had imagined tfiat th<- Romans, immediately

upon their arrival in Asia, would have attacked him
on a sudden. Besides, the character he had heard
of Scipio Africanus, of his greatness of soul, his gen-
erosity and clemency to those he had conquered
both in Spain and Africa, gave him hopes that this

great man, now satiated with glory, would not be
averse to an accommodation; especially as he had a

present to make him, which could not but be infinite-

ly agreeable. This was his own son, a child, who
had been taken at sea, as he was going in a boat
from Chalcis to Oreum, according to Livy.

Heraclides, of Byzantium, who was the spokesman
in this embassy, opened his speech with saving, that

the very circumstance which had frustrated all the

rest of the negotiations for peace between his master
and the Romans, now made him hope for success in

the present; because all the difficulties which had
hitherto prevented their taking effect, were entirely
removed : that the king, to put a stop to the com-

plaints
of his still keeping possession of any city

in Europe, had abandoned Lysimachia: that as to

Smyrna, Lampsacus, and Alexandria in the Troad.
he was ready to give them up to the Romans, and any
other city belonging to their allies which they should

demand of him: that he would consent to pay to the

Romans half the expenses of this war. He con-

cluded with exhorting them to call to mind the un-

certainty and vicissitude of human affairs, and not

lay too great a stress on their present prosperity:
that they ought to rest satisfied with making Europe,
whose extent was to immense, the boundaries of
their empire: that if they were ambitious of joining
some part of Asia to it, the king would acquiesce
with their desire, provided that the limits of it were

clearly settled.

The ambassador imagined that these proposals,
which seemed so advantageous, could not be rejected ;

but the Romans judged differently. With regard to

the expenses of the war, as the king had very unjustly
been the occasion of it, they were of opinion that he

ought to defray the whole: they were not satisfied

with his withdrawing the. garrisons he had in Ionia

and jEtolia; but pretended to restore liberty to all

Asia, in the same manner as they had done to Greece,
which could not be effected unless the king aban-

doned all Asia on this side mount Taurus.

Heraclides, not being able to obtain any thing in

the public audience, endeavoured, pursuant to his in-

structions, to conciliate in private Scipio Africanus.

He began by assuring him, that the king would restore

him his son without ransom. Afterwards, being very
little acquainted with Scipio's greatness of soul, and
the character of the Romans, he

promised
him a large

sum of money, and assured him that he might entirely

dispose of all things in the king's power if he could

mediate a peace
for him. To these overtures, Scipio

made the following answer: "
I am not surprised to

find you ignorant both of my character and that of the

Romans, as you are unacquainted even with the con-

dition of the prince who sent you hither. If, as you
assert, the uncertainty of the fate of arms should

prompt us to grant you peace upon easier terms, \ our

sovereign ought to have kept possession of Lysima-
chia, in order to have shut us out of the Chersonesus;
or else he ought to have met us in the Hellespont to

have disputed our passage into Asia. But, k>y aban-

doning them to us, he put the yoke on his own neck;
so that all he now has to do, is to submit to whatever
conditions we shall think fit to prescribe. Among
the several offer* he makes me, I cannot but be

strongly affected with that which relates to the giving
me back mv son; I hope the rest will never have the

power to te'mpt me. As a private man I can,promise
to preserve eternally the deepest sense of gratitude,
for so precious a gift as he oners me in my son; but
as a

public one, he must expect nothing from me.

Go, therefore, and tell him, in my name, that the

best counsel I can give him, is to lay down his arms,
and not reject anv articles of peace which may L*
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therefore dejnand that Hannibal be delivered
up

to

them, as also Thoas the jEtolian, who was the chief

agent in fomenting this war." All these conditions

were accepted.
L. Cotta was sent to Rome with the ambassadors

of Antiochus, to acquaint the senate with the partic-
ulars of this negotiation, and to obtain the ratifica-

tion of it. Eumenes set out at the same time for

Rome, whither the ambassadors of the cities of Asia

went also. Soon after the 500 talents were paid the

consul at Ephesus, hostages were given for the re-

mainder of the payment, and to secure the other

articles of the treaty. Antiochus, one of the king's
ons, was included among the hostages. He after-

wards ascended the throne, and was surnamed Epi-
phanes. The instant Hannibal and Thoas received

advice that a treaty was negotiating, concluding that

they should be the victims, they provided for their

own safety by retiring before it was concluded.
The yEtofians had before sent ambassadors to

Rome, to solicit an accommodation. To succeed the

better, they had the assurance to spread a report in

Rome, by a knavish artifice unworthy the character

they bore, that the two Scipios had been seized and
carried off at an interview, and that Antiochus had
defeated their army. Afterwards, as if this report
had been true, (and they impudently declared that it

was so,) they assumed a haughty tone in the senate,
and seemed to demand a peace rather than sue for it.

This showed they were not acquainted with the ge-
nius and character of the Romans, who had reason
to be offended with them on other accounts. They
therefore were commanded to leave Rome that very
day, and Italy in a fortnight. The Romans received
letters from the consul soon after, by which it ap-

peared that this report was entirely groundless.
The Romans 1 had just before

A. M. 3815. raised M. Fulvius JVobifiorand Cn.
Ant. J. C. 189. Manlius Vulso to the consulate.

In the division of the provinces,
/Etnlia fell by lot to Fulvius, and Asia to Manlius.
The arrival of Cotta at Rome, who brought the

particulars of the victory and treaty of peace, filled

the whole city with joy. Prayers and sacrifices

were appointed, by way of thanksgiving, for three

days.
After this religious solemnity was over, the senate

immediately gave audience, first to Eumenes, and af-

terwards to the ambassadors. At this audience, one
of the most important affairs that had ever been

brought before the senate, and which concerned all

the Grecian cities of Asia, was to be considered. It

is well known how precious and dear liberty in gene-
ral is to all men. But the Greeks in particular were

inexpressibly jealous of theirs. They considered it

as an inheritance, which had devolved to them from
their ancestors; and as a peculiar privilege that dis-

tinguished them from all other nations. And, indeed,
the least attention to the Grecian history will show
that liberty was the great motive and principle of all

their enterprises and wars; and in a manner the soul

of their laws, customs, and whole frame of govern-
ment. Philip, and Alexander his son, gave the first

blow to it, and their successors had exceedingly
abridged, and almost extirpated it. The Roman's
had a little before restored it to all the cities of

Greece, after the victory they had gained over Phi-

lip king of Macedonia. The cities of Asia, after

the deleat of Antiochus, were in hopes of the same

indulgence. The Rhodians had sent ambassadors to

Rome, principally to solicit that favour for ths
Greeks of Asia; and it was the peculiar interest of

king Eumenes tj oppose it. This was the subject on
which the sen ite were now to debate, the decision
of which held all Europe and Asia in suspense.
Eumenes being first admitted to audience, opened

his speech with a short compliment to the senate, for

the glorious protection they had granted him, in

freeing himself and his brother, wnen besieged in

Pergamus (the capital of his kingdom) by Antiochus,
and in securing his dominions against the iinju-t en-

I.iv. I. xxxvii. n. 4750. Ibid. n. 5259. Pol) b. in

Excerpt Legal, c. MT. Appian. Syr. p. 116.

terprises of that prince. He afterwards cong.atul
ted the Romans on the happy success of their arn-

both by sea and land : and on the famous victor/

they had lately gained, by whirh they had driven
Antiochus out of Europe, as- well as of all Asia situ-

ated on this side of mount Taurus. He added, that
as to himtt-lf and the service he had endeavoured to
do the Romans, he chose rather to have those things
related by iheir generals than bv himself. The mo
destv of his behaviour was universally applauded,
but he was desired to specifv the particulars in which
>he senate and people of Rome could oblige him,
and what he had to ask of them; assuring him that
he might rely on their good inclinations towards
him. He replied, that if the choice of a recompense
was proposed to him by others, and he were permit-
ted to consult the senate, he then would be so free

as to ask that venerable body, what answer it would
be proper for him to make, in order that he might
not insist upon immoderate and unreasonable de-

mands; but that, as it was from the senate that he

expected whatsoever he could hope for, he thought
it most advisable to depend entirely on their genero-
sity. He was again desired to explain himself clear-

ly, and without ambiguity. In this mutual contest
between politeness and respect, Eumenes, not being
able to prevail upon himself to be outdone, quilted
the assembly. The senate still persisted in their first

resolution. And the reason they gave for it was, that
the king knew what it best fuited his interest to ask.

He therefore was again introduced, and obliged to

explain himself.

He then made the following speech: "I should
have still continued silent, did I not know that the

Rhodian ambassadors, whom you will soon admit to

audience, will make such demands as are directly

contrary to my interest. They will plead, in your
presence, the cause of all the Grecian cities of Asia,
and pretend that they ought to be declared free.

Now, can it be doubted that their intention in this

is, to deprive me, not only of those cities, which
will be set free, but even of such as were anciently
tributaries to me; and that their view is, by so sig-
nal a service, to subject them effectually to them-

selves, under the specious title of confederate cities!

They will not fail to expatiate on their own disinte-

restedness; and to say, that they do not speak for

themselves, but merely for your glory and reputa-
tion. You therefore will certainly not suffer your-
selves to be imposed upon by such discourse; and
are far from designing, either to discover an affected

inequality towards your allies, by humbling some
and raising others in an immoderate degree; nor to

allow better conditions to those who bore arms

against you, than to such as have always been your
'friends and -allies. With regard to my particular

pretensions, and mv personal interest, these I can

easily give up; but as to your kindness, and the marki
of friendship with which you have been pleased to

honour me, I must confess that I cannot, without

pain, see others triumph over me in that particular.
This is the most precious part

of the inheritance I

received from my father, who was the first potentate
in all Greece and Asia that had the advantage of

concluding an alliance, and of joining in friendship
with you; and who cultivated it with an inviolable

constancy and fidelity to his latest breath. He was
far from

confining himself in those points to mere

protestations of kindness and good will. In all the

wars you made in Greece, whether by sea or land,
he constantly followed your standard".', and aided

you with all his forces, with such a zeal as none of

your allies can tma-t. It may even be said, that his

attachment to your interest, in the last and stronijt'.-t

proof he gave of his full litv, was the cause of his

death: for the fire and vigour with which he exhor-
ted the Boeotians to engage in an alliance with yon,
occasioned the fatal accident that brought him to his

end in a few davs. I have always thought it my glo-

ry and dntv to tread in his steps. It had not, indeed,
been possible for me to exceed him in zee! and at-

tachment lor your service: but then the posture ol

affairs, and the war against Antiochus, have Ii'Mii: )'!
with more opportunities than m\ father h%d, c*
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ing jou proofs of this. That prince, so powerful
Europe as well as Asia, offered me his daughter in

marriage: he engaged himself to recover all those

cities which had revolted from me: he promised to

enlarge my dominions considerably, upon condition
that I should join with him against you. I will not
assume any honour to myself from not accepting of-

fers which tended to alienate me from your friend-

ship; and, indeed, how would it have been possible
for me to do this? I will only take notice of what I

thought myself bound to do in vour favour, as one
who was your ancient friend and ally. I assisted

your generals both by sea and land, and with a far

greater number of troops, as well as a much larger

quantity of
provisions, than any of vour allies. I

was present in all your engagements, and these were

many; and have spared myself no toils nor dangers.
I suffered the hardships of a siege (the most grie-
vous calamity of war,) and was blocked up in Per-

gamus, exposed every moment to the loss of my
crown and life. Having disengaged myself from
this siege, whilst Antiochus on one side, and Seleu-
cus his son on the other, were still encamped in my
dominions; neglecting entirely mv own interest, I

tailed with my whole fleet to the Hellespont, to meet

Scipio your consul, purposely to assist him in passing
it. I never quitted the consul from the time of his

arrival in Asia: not a soldier in your camp has exer-
ed himself more than my brother and mvself. No ex-

pedition, no battle of cavalry, has taken place without
me. In the last engagement, \ defended the post which
the consul assigned me. I will not ask wheher in this

particulai any of your allies deserved to be compared
with me. One thing I will be so confident as to assert,
that I iiiriv put myself in |>arallel with any of those

kingsorstates.on whom vou have bestowed the highett
marks of your favour. Masinissa had been your enemy
before he became vour ally. He did not come over
to you with powerful aids, and at a time, when he en-

Joyed the full possession of his kingdom: but an ex-

\le, driven from his kingdom; plundered of all his

possessions, and deprived of all his forces, he fled to

your camp, with a squadron of horse, in order to

seek an asylum and a refuge in his misfortunes. Ne-
vertheless, because he has since served you faithful-

ly against Syphax and the Carthaginians, you have
not only restored him to the throne of his ancestors,

but, by bestowing on him great part of Syphax's
kingdom, you have made him one of the most pow-
erful monarch? of Africa. What, therefore, may we
not expect from your liberality, we, who have ever
been your allies, and never your enemies? My fa-

ther, my brothers, and mvsdf, have, on all occasions,
drawn our swords in your cause, both by sea and
land ; not only in Asia, but at a great distance from
our native country, in Peloponnesus, Boeotia, and
Altolia, during the wars against Philip, Antiochus,
and the .tolians. Perhaps some one may a?k, what
then are your pretensions? Since you force me to

explain myself, they are as follows: If, in repulsing
Antiochus beyond mount Taurus, your intention was
to seize upon that country, in order to unite it to

your empire, I could not w'ish for better neighbours,
none being more able to secure my dominions. But
if you a.re resolved to resign it, and to recall your
armies from thence, I dare presume to say, that none
vi your allies deserve to derive advantage from your
t --.quests better than myself. Yet (some niay ob-

ser.e) it is great and glorious to deliver cities from

slavery, and to restore them their liberty. I grant
it, provided they had never exercised hostilities

gainst you. But if they have been warmly attached
to Antiochus's interest, will it not be much more
worthy of your wisdom and justice, to bestow your
favours on allies, who have served you faithfully, than
on enemies who have used their endeavours to des-

troy you?"
The senate were exceedingly pleased with the

king's harangue; and showed evidently, that they
were determined to do erery thing for him in their

power
The Rhodians were afterwards admitted to au-

dience. The person who spoke in their name, alter

retracing the origin of their amity with the Romans,

and the services thry had done them, first in the war
against Philip, and afterwards in that against Antio-

chus: "
Nothing," says he, directing himself to the

senators,
"
grieves us so much at this time, as to find

ourselves obliged to engage in a dispute with Eume-
nes, that prince for whom, of all princes, both our

republic and ourselves have the most faithful and
cordial respect. The circumstance which divides

and separates us on this occasion, does not proceed
from a difference of inclinations, but of conditions.
We are free, and Eumenes is a king. It is natural

that we, being a free people, should
plead

for the

liberty of others; and that kings should endeavour
to make all things pay homage to their sovereign
sway. However this "be, the circumstance which

perplexes us on this occasion, is not so much the
affair in itself, which seems to be of such a :iati'~

that you cannot be very much divided in opinion
about it, as the regain and deference whirh we
ought to show to so aogust a prince as Eumenes. If

there were no other way of acknowledging the im-

portant services of a king, your confederate and

ally, but in subjecting free cities to his power, you
then might be doubtful from the fear you might be

under, either of not discovering gratitude enough
towards a

prince who is your friend, or of renounc-

ing your principles, and the glory you have acquired
in the war against Philip, by restoring all the Gre-
cian cities to their liberty. But fortune has

put you
in such a condition, as not to fear either of these in-

conveniences. The immortal gods be praised, the

victory you have so lately gained, by which you ac-

quire no less riches than glory, enables you to acquit

yourselves easily of what you call a debt. Lycaonia,
the two Phrygian, and Pisidia, the Chersonesus, and
the country contiguous to it, are all in your hands.

One of these provinces is alone capable of enlarging
considerably the dominions of Eumenes; but all of
them together, will equal him to the most powerful
kings. You therefore may, at one and tne same
time, recompense very te.vely your allies, and not

depart from the maxims whirh form the glory of

your empire. The same motive prompted you to

march against Philip and Antiochus. As the cause
is the same, the like issue is expected; not only be-

cause you yourselves have already set the example,
but because your honour requires it. Others engage
in war, merely to dispossess their neighbours of some
country, some city, fortress, or sea-port; but you, O
Romans, never draw the sword from such motives :

when you fight, it is for glory; and it is this circum-
stance which inspires all nations with a reverence
and awe for your name and empire, almost equal to

that which is pair
1

the gods. Your business is to

preserve that glory. You have undertaken to rescue
from the bondage of kings, and to restore to its an-

cient liberty, a nation famous for its antiquity; and
still more renowned for its glorious actions, and its

exquisite taste for the polite arts and sciences. It is

the whole nation whom you have taken under your
protection, and you have promised it them to the end
of time. The cities, situated in Greece its* If, are

not more Grecian than' the colonies they settled in

Asia. A change of country has not wrought any
alteration in our origin or manners. We, as Grecian
cities in Asia, have endeavoured to rival our ances-

tors and founders in virtue and knowledge. Many
persons in this assembly have seen the cities of
Greece and those of Asia: the only difference is.that

we are situated at a farther distance from Rome. If

a difference in climate could change the nature and

disposition of men, the inhabitants of Marseilles, sur-

rounded as they are with ignorant and barbarous

nations, should necessarily have long since degenera
ted; and yet we are informed that you haxe as great
a regard for them, at if they lived in the centre of
Greece. And, indeed, they have retained, not onl>
the sound of the language, the dress, and the whole
exterior of the Greeks, out have also preserved still

more their manners, laws, and genius, and all the.se

pure and uncorrupted by their intercourse with the

neighbouring nations. Mount Taurus is now the

boundary of your empire. Every country on this

side of if ought not to appear remote for you. Whet
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ever you .lave carried your arms, convey thither also

the genius and form of your government. Let the

Barbarians, who are accustomed to slavery, continue
under the empire of kings, since it is grateful to them.
The Greek?, in the mediocrity of their present con-

dition, think it glorious to imitate your exalted sen-

timents. Born and nurtured in liberty, they know

you will not deem it a crime in them to be jealous
of it, as vou yourselves are so. Formerly, their own

strength was sufficient to secure empire to them; but

now they implore the gods that it may be enjoyed
forever by those people with whom they have placed
it All they desire is, that you will be pleased to

protect, by the power of your arms, their liberties,

as they are now no longer able to defend them

by their own. But, says somebody, some of those

Cities have favoured Antiochus. Had not the oth-

ers favoured Philip also; and the Tarent'mes Pvrr-

hus? To cite but one people, Carthage, your enemy
as well as rival, enjoys its liberties and laws. Con-

sider, Fathers, the engagements which this example
lays you under. Will you concede to Eumenes's
ambition (I beg his pardon for the expression) what
you refused to your own just indignation ? Asforus
Rhodians, in this, as well as in all the wars which

you have carried on in our countries, we have en-

deavoured to behave as good and faithful allies; and

you are to judge whether we have really been such.

Wow that we enjoy peace, we are so free as to give

you advice which must necessarily tend to your glo-

ry. If you follow it, it will demonstrate to the uni-

verse, tfiat however nobly you obtain victories, you
yet know how to make a nobler use of them."

It was impossible to forbear applauding this speech,
and it was thought worthy of the Roman grandeur.
The senate found itself on this occasion divided and

opposed by different sentiments and duties, of whose

importance and justice they were sensible, but which
at the same time, it was difficult to reconcile on this

occasion. On one side, gratitude for the services of
a king, who had adhered to them with inviolable

zeal and fidelity, made a strong impression on their

minds: on the other, they earnestly wished to have
it thought that the sole view of their undertaking
this war was to restore the Grecian cities to their li-

berty. It must be confessed, that the motives on
both sides were exceedingly strong. The restoring
of every part of Greece to its liberties and laws alter

Philip's defeat, had acquired the Romans a reputa-
tion infinitely superior to all other triumphs. But
then it would be dangerous to displease

so powerful
a prince as Eumenes; and it was the interest of the

Romans to bring over other kings to their side by the

attractive charms of advantage. However, the wis-

dom of the senate knew how to reconcile these dif-

ferent duties.

Antiochus's ambassadors were brought in after

those of Rhodes, and all they requested of the senate

was, to confirm the peace which L. Sripio had gran-
ted them. They complied with their desire, and

accordingly, some days after, it was also ratified in

the assembly of the people.
The ambassadors of the Asiatic cities were like-

wise heard, and the answer made to them was, that

the senate would despatch, pursuant to their usual

custom, ten commissioners to inquire into and settle

the affairs of Asia. It was told them in general,
that Lycaonia, the two Phrygias,

and Mysia, should
thenceforward be subject to king Eumenes. T the

Rhodians were allotted Lycia, and that part of Curia
which lies nearest to Rhodes, and part of Pisidia.

In both these distributions, such cities were. exc< pt-
ed as enjoyed their freedom before the battle fought
gainst Antiochus. It was enacted that the rest of
the cities of Asia, which had paid tribute to Attalus,
thould also pay it to Eumenes; and that such as had
been tributaries to Antiochus, should be free and ex-

empt from contributions of every kind.

Lumenes and the Rhodians seemed very well sa-

tisfied with this prudent regulation. The latter re-

jue-ted as a favour, that the inhabitants ol Soli, a

rity of Cilicia. descended originally, as well as them-
elves, from the people of Argos, might be restored
U. their liberty. The senate, after consulting Antio-

chus's ambassadors on that head, informed the Rho-
dians of the violent

opposition
which those ambassa-

dors had made to their request; because Soli, as sit

iinted beyond mount Taurus, was not included in the
treaty. However, that if they imagined the honour
of Rnodes was concerned in this demand, they would
again attempt to overcome their reluctance. The
Rhodians returning the most hearty thanks once
more to the Romans, for the great favours they
vouchsafed them, answered, that it was far from
their intention to interrupt the peace in any manner,
and retired highly satisfied.

The Romans decreed a triumph to /Emilius Regil-
his, who had gained a victory at sea over the admi-
ral of Antiochus's Heet; and still more justly to L.

Scipio, who had conquered the king in person. He
assumed the surname of Asiaticus, that his titles

might not be inferior to those of his brother, upon
whom that of Africanus had been conferred.
Thus ended the war against Antiochus, which wag

not of long duration, cost the Romans but little

blood, and yet contributed very much to the aggran-
dizing of their empire. But, at the same time, this

victory contributed also, in another manner, to the
decay and ruin of that very empire, by introducing
into Koine, by the wealth it brought into it, a taste

and love for luxury and effeminate pleasures; for it

is from this victory over Antiochus, and the conquest
of Asia, that Pliny dates the depravity and corrup-
tion of manners in the Republic of Rome,i and the
fatal changes which took place there. Asia,* van-

quished by the Roman arms, in its turn vanquished
Rome by its vices. Foreign wealth extinguished in

that city a love for the ancient poverty and
simplici-

ty in which its strength and honour had consisted.

Luxury,! which in a manner entered Rome in tri-

umph with the superb spoils of Asia, brought with
her in her train irregularities and crimes of every
kind,.made greater havoc in the cities than the migh-
tiest armies could have done, and in that manuei

conquered the globe.

Reflections on the conduct of the Romans with re-

gr<i to the Grecian states, and the kings both of
- Europe and Asia.

The reader begins to discover, in the events before

related, one of the principal characteristics of the

Romans, which will soon determine the fate of all

the states of Greece, and produce an almost general

change in the universe, I mean a spirit of sovereign-

ty and dominion. This characteristic does not dis-

play itself at first in its full extent; it reveals itself

only by degrees; and it is only by insensible progres-
sions, which at the same time are rapid enough, that

it is carried at last to its greatest height.
It must be confessed, that this people, on certain

occasions, show such a moderation and disinterest-

edness, as (judging of them only by their outside)
exceed every- this-.g we meet with ,i. history, and to

which it seems inconsistent to refuse praise. Was
tiir;v ever a more delightful or more glorious day
than that in which the Romans, after having carried
on a long and dangerous war; after crossing seal,
and exhausting their treasures, caused a herald to

proclaim, in a general assembly, that the Romar. peo-

ple restored all the cities to their liberty ; and desired

to reap no other fruit from their victory, than the

noble pleasure of doing good to nations, the bare re-

membrance ol whose ancient glory sufficed to endear
them to the Romans'.' The description ol what pass-
ed on that immortal day can hardly be read withoiX

tears, and without biug affected with a kind of en-

thusiasm of esteem and admiration.
Had this deliverance of the Grecian states proceed

i Plin. 1. xiii. c. 3.

Arnns vicit, viliia viclus ral. Stneca dt Jiltz.
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Iniiiln, el turpi iVe^ermil secula luxu

Dim he niullc.t

Nullum rniiM-n nln-si fasinuBiguc libiriini, ex quo
PaujnTlag Ruinunu |'rii
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JUL-CII. lib. u. Sat. ri
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d m-ely from a pr.nciple of generosity, void of all

interested motives; had the whole tenor of the con-
duct of the Romans never belied such exalted senti-

ments, nothing could possibly have been more au-

rust, or more capable of doing honour to a nation.

But, if we penetrate ever so little beyond this glaring
outside, we soon perceive, that this specious modera-
tion of the Romans was entirely founded upon a pro-
found policy: wise indeed, and prudent, according
to the ordinary rule* of government, but at the same
time very remote from that noble disinterestedness,
which has been so highly extolled on the present oc-

casion. It may be affirmed, that the Grecians then
abandoned themselves to a stupid joy; fondlv ima-

5'ming
that they were really free, because the Romans

eclared them so.

Greece, in the times I am now speaking of, was
divided between two powers; 1 mean the Grecian

republics and Macedonia; and they were always en-

gaged in war; the former to preserve the remains of

their ancient liberty; and the latter to complete their

subjection. The Romans, being perfectly well ac-

quainted with this slate of Greece, wire sensible,

that they needed not be under any apprehensions
from those little republics, which were grown weak

through length ot years, intestine feuds, mutual jeal-
ousies, and the wars they had been forced tosu|j|>ort

gainst foreign powers. But .Macedonia, which was

possessed of well-disciplined troops, inured to all the

toils of wars, which had continually in view the glory
of its former monarch?; which had former! v extenJ-

ed its conquests to the extremities of the globe;
which still harboured an ardent though chimerical

desire of attaining universal empire; and which had a

kind of natural alliance with the kings of Egvpt and

Syria, sprung from the same origin, and milted by
the common interests of monarchy; Macedonia, I

sav, gave just alarms to Rome, which, from the time

of the ruin of Carthage, had no obstacles to her am-
bitious designs, but those powerful kingdoms that

chared the rest of the world between them, and espe-
cially Macedonia, as it lav nearer to Italy than the

rest.'

To balance, therefore, the power of Macedon, and
to dispossess Philip

of the aid which he flattered him-
lelf he should receive from the Greeks, which, indeed,
had they united all their forces with his, in order to

oppose this common enemy, would perhaps have made
him invincible with regard to the Romans: in this

view, I .-ay, this latter people declared loudly in fa-

vour of those republics; made it their glory to take

them under their protection, and that with no other

design, in outward appearance, than to defend them

against their oppressors; and, farther to attach them

oy a -till stronger tie, they hung out to the-m a

specious
bait (as a reward for their fidelity,) I mean

liberty, of which all the republics in question were in-

expressibly jealous; and which the .Macedonian mon-
arch* had perpetually disputed with them.

The bait was arllullv prepared, and swallowed ve-

ry greedily by the generality of the Greek*, whose
views penetrated no farther. But the most judicious
and most clear-sighted among them discovered the

danger that lay concealed beneath triis charming bait ;

and accordingly they exhorted the people from time to

time in their public assemblies, to beware of this cloud

that was gathering in the West; and which, chang-
ing on a sudden into a dreadful tempest, would break

like thunder over their heads, to their utter des-

truction.

Aotning could be more gentle and equitable than

t'-.e conduct of the Romans in the beginning. They
acted with the utmost moderuti.Hi towards such states

and nations as addressed th< in i.ir protection; they
succoured them against thtir enemies; took the ut-

most pains in terminating their differences, and in

suppressing all cimniotiKiis which arose amongst
them; and did not demand the least recompense from

their allies forall these services. By this means their

authority gained strength daily, and prepared the

nations tor entire subjection.
And indeed, under pretence of offering them their

rood offices, of entering into their interests, and of
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reconciling them, they rendered themsel\c the so

vereign arbiters of those whom they had restored U
liberty, and whom they now considered, in some
measure, as their freedmen. They used to depute
commissioners to them, to inquire into their com-

plaints, to weigh and examine the reasons on both

sides, and to decide their quarrels; but when the ar-

ticl. s were of such a nature, that there was no possi-

bility of reconciling them on the spot, they invited

them to send their deputies to Rome. Afterwards,
tht v used, with plenary authority, to summon those

who refused to come to an agreement; obliged them
to plead their cause before the senate, and even to

appear in |>erson there. From arbiters and media-
tors being become supreme judges, they soon assumed
x magisterial tone, looked upon their decrees as irre-

vocable decisions, were greatly offended when the

most implicit obedience was not paid to them, and

gave the name of rebellion to a second resistance:

thus there arose, in the Roman senate, a tribunal

which judged all nations and kings, from which there

was no appeal. This tribunal, at the end of every
war, determined the rewards and punishments due to

all parties. They dispossessed the vanquished nations

of part of their territories in order to bestow them on
their allies, by which they did two things, from which
thev reaped a double advantage; for they thereby en

ga^ed in the interest of Rome, such kings as were no
ways formidable to them, and from whom they had

something to hope; and weakened others, whose

friendship the Romans could not expect, and whose
arms they had reason to dread.
We sh'all hear one of the chief magistrates in the

republic of the Achseans inveigh strongly in a public
assembly against this unjust usurpation, and ak by
what title the Romans are empowered to assume so

haughty an ascendant over them; whether their re-

public was not as free and independent as that c f

Rome; by what right the latter pretended to forf*

the Achaeans to account for their conduct; whether

they would be pleased, should the Achieans, in their

turn, officiously pretend to inquire into their affairs;

and whether IMttert ought not to be on the tame foot-

ing, on both sides? All these reflection* were very
reasonable, just, and unanswerable; and the Romans
had no advantage in the question but lotce.

They acted in the same manner, and their politics
were the same, with regard to their treatment of

kings. They first won over to their interest such

among them as were the weakest, and consequently
the least formidable; they gave them the title of al-

lies, whereby their persons
were rendered in some

measure sacred and inviolable; and which was a kind
of safeguard against other kings more powerful than
themselves: they increased their revenues, and en-

larged their territories, to let them see what they

might expect from their protection. It was this

which raised the kingdom of Pergamus to so exalted
a pitch of grandeur.

In the sequel the Romans invaded, upon different

pretences, thuse great potentates who divided Europe
and Asia. And how haughtily did they treat them,
even before they had conquered! A powerful king
confined within a narrow circle by a private man of

Rome, was obliged to make his answer before he quit-
ted it: how imperious was this! But then, how did

they treat vanquished kings? They command them
to deliver up their children, and the heirs to their

crown, as hostages and pledges of their fidelity and

good behaviour; obliged them to lay down their arms;
turbid them to declare war, or conclude any alliance,
without first obtaining their leave; banish them to

the other side of the mountains; and leave them, in

strictness ot speech, only n empty title, and a vain
shadow of royalty, divested of all its rights and

advantages.
We cannot doubt, but that providence had decreed

tu the Romans the sovereignty of the world, and the

Scriptures bad prophesied their future grandeur: but
tlie\ were strangers to those divine oracles; and be-

sides, the bare prediction of their conquests was no

justification ol their conduct. Although it be difficult

to affirm, and still more so to prove, that this people
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had, frjm their first rise, formed a plan, in order to

conquer and subject all nations; it cannot be denied

but that, if we examine their whole conduct atten-

tively, it will appear that they acted as if they had a

foreknowledge of this; and that a kind of instinct had

determined them to conform to it in all things.
But be this as it will, we see, by the event, in

what this so much boasted lenity and moderation of

the Romans terminated. Enemies to the liberty of

all nations; having the utmost contempt for kings
and monarchy; looking upon the whole universe as

their prey, they grasped, with insatiable ambition, the

conquest of the whole world ; they seized indiscrim-

inately all provinces and kingdoms, and extended
their empire over all nations; in a word, they pre-
scribed no other liu: its to their vast projects, than

those which deserts and seas made it impossible to

pass.

SECTION VIII. FULVIUS THE CONSUL SUBDUES
THE .STOLIANS. THE SPARTANS ARE CRUELLY
TREATED BY THEIR EXILES. MANUUS, THE OTH-
ER CONSUL, CONQUERS THE ASIATIC GAULS. AN-
TIOCHUS, IN ORDER TO PAY TliS TRIBUTE DUE TO
THE ROMANS, PLUNDERS A TEMPLE IN ELYMIAS.
THAT MONARCH IS KILLED. EXPLICATION OF
DANIEL'S PROPHECY CONCERNING ANTIOCHUS.

DURING the expedition of the Ro-
A. M. 3815. mans in Asia, some commotions had

Ant. J. C. 189. happened in Greece. Amynander,
by the aid of the /Etolians, had re-es-

tablished himself in his kingdom of Athamania, after

having driven out of his cities the Macedonian gar-
risons that held them for king Philip. He deputed
some ambassadors to the senate of Rome; and others

into Asia to the two Scipios, who were then at Ephe-
sus>, after their signal victory over Antiochus, to ex-

cuse his having employed the arms of the JEtolians

against Philip, and also to make his complaints
against that prince.
The /Etolians had likewise undertaken some en-

terprises against Philip, in which they had met with

tolerable success: but when they heard of Antioch-
us's defeat, and found that the ambassadors they had
sent to Rome were returning from thence, without

being able to obtain any of their demands, and that

Fulvius the con.su! was actually marching against
them, they were seized with real alarms. Finding
it would be impossible for them to resist the Romans
by force of arms, they again had recourse to entreat-

ies; and in order to render them more effectual,

they engaged the Athenians and Rhodians to join
their ambassadors to those whom they were going to

send to Rome, in order to sue for peace.
The consul being arrived in Greece, had, in con-

junction with the Epirots, laid siege to Ambracia, in

which the /Etolians had a strong garrison, who made
a vigorous defence. However, beingat last persuaded
that it would be impossible for them to hold out long
against the Roman arms, they sent new ambassadors
to the consul, investing them with full powers to con-

clude a treaty on any conditions. Those, which were

proposed to them appearing exceeding severe, the

ambassadors, notwithstanding their full power, desi-

red that leave might be granted them to consult the

assembly once more: but the members of it were dis-

pleased "with tin m for it, and therefore sent them back,
with orders to terminate the affair. During this in-

terval the Athenian and Rhodinn ambassadors, whom
the senate had sent back to the consul, were arrived,
and Amynander had also come to him. The latter

having great influence in the city of Ambracia,
where he had spent many years during his banish-

ment, prevailed with the inhabitants to surrender
themselves at last to the consul. A peace was also

granted to the yElolians. The chiefconditions of the

treaty were as follows: that they should first deliver

up their arms and horses to the Romans; should

nay them 1000 talents of silver, (about 150.000/.)
naif to be paid down directly; should restore to

> LIT. 1. xxxviii. n. 1 11. Polyb. in Excerpt. Lee. c.

both the Romans and their allies all the deserters and

prisoners; should look upon as their enemies and
friends all those who were such to the Romans; and

lastly, should give up forty hostages, to be chosen bv
the consul. Their ambassadors bring arrurd at

Rome, to procure the ratiticatiou ol the treat}' there,
found the people highly exasperated again?! the

jEtolians, as well on account of their |st Conduct, ai
the complaints made against them by Philip in the
letters which he had written on that subject. At
last, however, the senate were moved bv their en-

treaties, and those of the ambassadors of Athens and
Rhodes who accompanied them, and therefore tbejr
ratified the treaty conformably to the conditions
which the consul had prescribed. The /Ktulians
were permitted to pay in gold the sum imposed oa
them, in such a manner, as that every piece of gold
should be estimated at the value often pieces of sil-

ver of the same weight, which shows the proportion
between gold and silver at that time.

Fulvius the consul, 2 after he had terminated the
war with the iEtolians, crossed into the island of Ce-

phalenia, in order to subdue it. All the cities, at
the first summons, surrendered readily. The inhab-
itants of Same only, alter submitting to the conquer-
or, were sorry for what

they
had done, and accord-

ingly shut their gates against the Romans, which

obliged them to besiege it in fonii. Same made a

very vigorous defence, insomuch that it was four
months before the consul could take it.

From thence he went to Peloponnesus, whither
he was called by the people of\gium and Sparta,
to decide the differences which interrupted their

tranquillity.
The general assembly of the Acha-ans had from

time immemorial been held at j;ium; but Pliilopoe-
men, who was then in office, resolved to change that

custom, and to cause the assembly to be held succes-

sively in all the cities which formed the Achaean

league; and that very year he summoned it to Argos.
The consul would not oppose this motion; and

though his inclination led him to favour the inhabi-

tants of jEgiuin, because he thought their cause the

most just; yet, seeing that the other party would

certainly prevail, he withdrew from the assembly
without declaring his opinion.
But the affair relating to Sparta was still more intri-

cate,* and, at the same time, of greater importance.
Those who had been banished from that city by
IN'abis the tvrant, had fortified themselves in towns
and castles along the coast, and from thence infested

the Spartans. The latter had attacked, in the night,
one of those towns, called Las, and carried it, but
were soon after driven out of it. This enterprise
alarmed the exiles, and obligtd them to have re-

course to the Achaeans. Philopoemen, who at that

time was in office, secretly favoured the exiles; and
endeavoured on all occasions to lessen the influence

and authority of Sparta. On his motion, a decree was
enacted, the purport of which was, that Quintiusand
the Romans, having put the towns and castles of the

sea-coast of Laconia under the protection of the

Achaeans, and having forbidden the Lacedaemonians
access to it; and the latter having, however, attacked
the town called Las, and killed some of the inhabi-

tants; the Achaean assembly demanded that the con-
trivers of that enterprise should be delivered up to

them; and that otherwise they should be declared

violators of the treaty. Ambassadors were deputed
to give them notice of this decree. A demand made
in so haughty a tone exceedingly exasperated the

Lacedaemonians. They immediatily put to death

tliirty of those who had held a corres|>iniYnce with

Philopoemen and the exiles; dissolved their alliance

with the Achaeans, and sent ambnssadors to Fulvius

the consul, who was then in Cephalenia, in order to

put Sparta under the protection of the Romans, and to

entreat him to come and take possession ol it. When
the Achaeans received advice of what hail bttn trans-

acted in Sparta, they unanimously declared war

against that city, which began by some slight incur-

Li. 1. x*iii. u. 2830. Ih. n. MO 34,
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lions both by sea and land, the season being too far

advanced for undertaking any thing considerable.

The consul being arrived in Peloponnesus, heard
lioth parties in a public assembly. The debates were

exceedingly warm, and the altercation carried to a

great height on both sides. Without coming to any
immediate determination, he commanded them to lay
down tiieir anus, and to send their respective ambas-
sadors to Rome: and accordingly they repaired

thith-

er immt diatt ly, and were admitted to audience. The
Achaean league was greatly respected at Rome; but,

at the same time, the Romans were unwilling to dis-

gust the Lacedaemonians entirely. The senate there-

fore returned an obscure anu ambiguous answer,

(which has not come down to us), whereby the Achae-

an? might flatter themselves, that they were allowed

fill power to infest Sparta; and the Spartans, that

uch power was very much limited and restrained.

The Achaeans extended it as they thought proper.

Philopoemen had been continued in his employment of

first magistrate. He marched the army to a small

distance from Sparta without loss of time; and again
demanded to have those persons surrendered to him,
who had concerted the enterprise against the town oi

Las; declaring that they should not be condemned
nor punished till after being heard. Upon this prom-
ise, those who had been

expressly
nominated, set out,

accompanied by several of the most illustrious citi-

zt us who looked upon their cause as their own, or

rather as that of the public. Being arrived at the

camp of the. Achneans, they were greatly surprised to

see the exiles at the head of the artny. The latter,

advancing out of the camp, came to meet them with

an insulting air, and began to overwhelm them with

reproaches and invectives: after this the quarrel

growing warmer, they fell upon them with great vio-

lence, and treated them very ignominiously. In yain

did the Spartans implore both gods and men, and
claim the right of nations; the rabble of the Achae-

ans, animated by the seditious cries of the exiles,

joined with them', notwithstanding the protection due
to ambassadors, and in spite of the prohibition of the

supreme magistrate. Seventeen were immediately-
stoned to death, and seventy-three rescued by the

magistrate out of the hands of those furious wrttch-

es. It was not that he intended to pardon them;
but he would not have it said, that they had been put
iO death without being heard. The next day they
were brought before that enraged multitude, who,
almost without so much as hearing them, condemned
and executed them all.

The reader will naturally suppose that so unjust
and cruel a treatment threw the Spartans into the

deepest affliction, and filled them with alarms. The
Achaeans imposed the same conditions on them, as

they would have done on a citv that had been ta-

ken by storm. They gave orders that the walls should
be demolished; that all such mercenaries as the tv-

ranU had kept in their service should leave Laconia;
that the slaves whom those tyrants had set at liberty

(and there were a great number of them) should also

be obliged to depart the country in a certain limited

time, upon pain of being seized by the Achaeans, and
sold or carried whithersoever they thought proper;
that the laws and institutions of iJycurgus should be

annulled; and, in tine, that the Spartans should be
associated in the Achaean league, with whom they
tbculd thenceforth form but one body, and follow

th<- same customs and usages.
The Lacedaemonians were not much afflicted at

the demolition of their walls, with which they began
the execution of the orders prescribed them, and in-

deed it was no great misfortune to them. Sparta had

long subsisted without any other walls or defence
than the bravery of its citizens. I Pausanius informs

Fuerat quondam sine muro S|iarta. Tyranni nuner
loci* paieniihus planis<|ue nlijecerant mnrum : alliora li>ca

it clirtiriiiora a-tilu stationibus Hrmatorum pro munimenlo

object!* tulnnnnlur. Lie. I xxxviii. n. :V>.

Sjwrtani urtx-m, quam leniper Hrini* nun tnuri* defemle-

Tint, lum contra rrsponsa faturum et veierem majnrum
floriam, armitf clir!ii. murorum prse>niio includunt. Tan-
Urn eos degcneruvirae a majonbus, ut cum mullis ceculis

us * that the walls of Sparta were begun tc he built

in the time of the inroads of Demetrius,3 and after-

wards of Phvrrus; but they had been completed bj
Nabis. Livy relates also, that the tyrants, for their

own security, had fortified with walls all such parts
of the city as were most open and accessible. The
demolitio'n of these walls, therefore, was not a sub-

ject of much grief to the inhabitants of Sparta. But
it was with

inexpressible regret they saw the exiles,

who bad caused its destruction, returning into it, and
who might justly be considered as its most cruel

enemies.
Sparta,

enervated by this last blow, lost all

its pristine vigour, and was for many years dependent
on, and subjected to, the Achaeans. The most fatal

circumstance with regard to Sparta was,4the abolition

of the laws of Lycurgus, which had continued in forc

700 years, and had been the source of all its grandeur
and glory.
This cruel treatment of so renowned a city as Spar-

ta does Philopoemen no honour; but, on the contrary,
seems to be a great blot in his reputation. Plutarch,
who justly ranks him among the greatest captains of

Greece, Joes but just glance at this action, and says

only a word or two of it. It must, indeed, be con-

fessed, that the cause of the exiles was favourable in

itself. They had
Agesipolis

at their head, to whom the

kingdom of
Sparta rightfully belonged ; and they had

been all expelled their country by the tyrants: but
so open a violation of the law of nations (to which

Philopoemen gave at least occasion, if he did not
consent to it) cannot be excused in any manner.

It appears.5 from a fragment of Polybius, that the

Lacedaemonians made complaints at Rr>me against

Philopoemen, as having by this action, equally unjust
and cruel, defied the power of the republic of Rome,
and insulted its majesty. It was a long time before

they could obtain leave to be heard.

At last, Lepidus the consul wrote a A. M. 3817.

letter to the Achaean confederacy, to Ant. J. C. 187.

complain of the treatment which" the

Lacedaemonians had met with. Philopoemen and the

Achaeans sent an ambassador, .Nicoderuus of Ellis, to

Rome, to justify their conduct.
In the same campaign,* and almost at the same

time that Fulvius the consul terminated the war with
the .f.inlians Manlius, the other consul, terminated
that with the Gauls. I have taken notice elswhere of

the inroads these nations had made into different

countries of Europe and Asia, under Brennus. The
Gauls in question had settled in that part of Asia
Minor called, from their name, Gallo-Graecia, or Ga-
latia, and formed three bodies, three different stater

-,

the Tolistobogi, the Trocmi, and Tectosages. They
had made themselves formidable to all the nations

round, and spread terrors and alarms on all sidr*

The pretence for declaring war against them was,
their having aided Antiochus with troops. Immedi-

ately after L. Scipio had resigned the command of
his army to Manlius, the latter set out from Ephesus,
and marched against the Gauls. If Eumenes had
not been at Rome, he would have been of great ser-

vice to him in his march; however, his brother Atta-

ins supplied his place, and was the consul's guide.
The Gauls had acquired great reputation in every

part of this countrv, which they had subdued by the

power of their arms, ami had not met with the least

opposition. Manlius judged that it would be neces-

sary to harangue his forces on this occasion, before

they engaged the enemy.
"

I am no ways surprised,"
-n\- lit, "that the Gauls should have made their

name formidable, and spread terror in the minds of
nations so soft ami effeminate a- the Asiatics. Their
tall trtture, their fair flowing hair, which descends to

murua urbi civiam fuerit, tune civet nlvn* te fore no
exist imaver int. nisi intramuros laterent. Juttin. l.xiv. c. 5.

* In Achaic. p. 412.
* Justin iiifuriiig u. that Sparta wan fortified with walli

at the lime that Cassandi-r meditated the invasion of
Gre*>rf.

Nulla rei tantu erat dam no. quam discipline Lycarji,
cui IT sept inento* anno* aeruererant, tublata. Lit

>
I'ulyh. in Lx>at. c. xxxvii.

* I. iv. 1. xxxviii. n. M 'f!. Polyb. in Excerp: I.rnt
2D-35.
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their wai*t: tlir-ij enormous bucklers, their long
words; add to this, their songs, their cries, an'.i

how lings at the first onset; the dreadful clashing of

their amis and shields; all this may, indeed, be dread-

ful to men not accustomed to them ; but not to you, O
Romans, whose victorious arms have so often triumph-
ed over that nation. Besides, experience has taught
you, that after the GauUhave spent their first fire, an

obstinate resistance blunts the edge of their courage,
as well as their bodily strength; and that then, quite

incapable of supporting the neat of the sun, fatigue,

dust, and thirst, theirarms fall from their hands, and

they sink down quite tired and exhausted. Do not

imagine these to be the ancient Gauls, inured to fa-

tigues and dangers. The luxurious plenty of the

country they have invaded, the soft temperature of

the air they breathe, the effeminacy and luxury of

the people among whom they dwell, have entirely en-

ervated them. They are now no more than Phry-

gians in Gallic armour; and the only circumstance I

Fear is, that you will not reap much honour by the

defeat of enemies so unworthy of disputing victory
with Romans."

It was a general opinion with regard to the ancient

Gauls, that a sure way to conquer them was to let

them exhaust their first fire, which was quickly dead-
ened bv opposition; and that when once this edge of

their vivacity ivas blunted, they had lost all strength
and vigour;

and their bodies were even incapable of

sustaining the slightest fatigues long, or of withstand-

ing the sunbeams, when they darted with ever so

little violence: that, as they were more than men in

the beginning of an action, they were less than wo-
men at the conclusion of it. Ga'los primo impelu
ferocrs esse, qitot suslinere satis sit Gallorum qtti-

dern etiarn corpora intolerantissima laboris nlque
as Ias Jinere; primaque eonim prcelia pint <j)i<\m vi-

rornm, pottrema minus qnamfeminarnm ewe.i
Those who were not acquainted with the genius

and character ofthe modern French, entertained very
near the same idea of them. However, the late trans-

actions in Italy, and especially on the Rhine, must
have undeceived them. However prepossessed I may
be in favour of the Greeks and Romans, I question
whether they ever discovered greater patience, res-

olution, and bravery, than the French displayed at the

siege of Philipsburg. I do not speak merely of the

generals and officers, courage being natural to and in

a manner inherent in them; but even the common
soldiers showed such an ardour, intrepidity, and

greatness of soul, as amazed the generals. The sight
of a hostile army, formidable by its numbers, and
still more so by the fame and abilities of the prince
who commanded it, served only to animate them the

more. During the whole course of this long and la-

borious siege, in which they suffered so much by the

fire of the besieged and the heat of the sun, by the

violence of the rains and inundations of the Rhine;
they never once breathed the least murmur or com-

plaint. They were seen wading through great floods,
where they were up to the shoulders in water, carry-

ing their clothes and arms over their head, and after-

wards marching, quite uncovered, on the outside of

the trenches full of water, exposed to the whole fire

of the enemy; and then advaix ing with intrepidity
to the front of the attack, demanding with the loudest

ihouts, that the enemy should not be allowed capitula-
tion of any kind; and appearing to dread no other
circumstance than their being denied the opportunity
of signalizing their courage and zeal still more, by
tot-minx the city. What I now relate is universal-

ly known. The mo't noble sentiments of honour,

bravery, and intrepidity, must necessarily have taken

.ieep root in the minds of our countrymen; otherwise

they could not have burst forth at once so gloriously
in a first campaign, after having been in a manner

asleep during a twenty years' peace.
The testimony which Lewis XV. thought it incum-

bent on him to give them, is so glorious to the nation,
and even reflects so bright a lustre on ihe king him-
elf, that I nm persuaded none of my readers will be

t Liv. 1. x. n. 36.

displeased to find it inserted hr.e entire. If tlv di-

gression is not allowable in a history like this, me-
thinks it is pardonable, and even laudable, in a triM

Frenchman, fired with zeal for his king and country

The KING'S Letter to the Marshal D'AsFKLDT.
" COUSIN,

"I am fully sensible of the important sf rvice you
have done me in taking Philipsburg. Nothing less

than your courage and resolution could have sur-

mounted the obstacles to that enterprise, occasioned

by the inundations of the Rhine. \ ou have had the

satisfaction to see your example inspire the ofliceri

and soldiers with the same sentiments. I caused an
account to be sent me daily, of all the transactions of

that sige; and always observed, that the ardour and

patience of my troops increased in proportion to the

difficulties that arose, either from the swelling of the

floods, the presence of the enemy, or the fire of the

place. Every kind of success may be expected from
so valiant a nation: and I enjoin you to inform the

general officers and others, and even the whole army,
that I am highly satisfied with them. You need not

doubt my having the same sentiments with regard ti

you; to assure you of which is the sole motive of this

letter; and, Cousin, I beseech the Almighty to have

you in his holy keeping."
Versailles, July 23, 1734.

I now return to the history After Manlius had
ended the speech repeated above, the army discovered

by their shouts how impatiently they desired to be
led against the enemy; and accordingly the consul

entered their territories. The Gauls had not once

suspected that the Romans would invade them, as

their country lay so remote from them, and therefore

were not prepared to oppose them. But notwithstand-

ing this, they made a
long^

and vigorous resistance.

They luid in wait for Manlius in defiles; disputed the

passes with him; shut themselves up in their strong-
est fortresses, and retired to such eminences as they

thought inaccessible. However, the consul, so far

from being discouraged, followed, and forced them
wherever he came. He attacked them separately,
stormed their cities, and defeated them in several en-

gagements. I shall not descend to particulars, which
were of little importance, and consequently would

only tire the reader. The Gauls were obliged at last

to submit, and to confine themselves within the limit*

prescribed them.

By this victory, the Romans delivered the whole

country from the perpetual terrors it was under from,

those barbarians, who hitherto had done nothing but

harass and plunder their neighbours. Tranquillity
was so fully restored in this quarter, that the empire
of the Romans was established there, from the river

Halys to mount Taurus: and the kings of Syria were
for everexcluded from all Asia Minor. We are told'

that Aiiti'H'hn-3 said, on this occasion, that he was

highly obliged to the Romans, for having freed him
from the cares and troubles which the government o e

so vast an extent of country must necessarily hay

brought upon him.
Fulv is,4 one of the consuls, re-

turned to Roiue, in order to preside A. M. 3816.
in the assen.'ily. 'I he consulate was Ant. J. C.I 88.

given to M.Valerius Mes>ala and C.
Livius SaMnator. The instant the assembly broke

up, Ftilvius returned tn his own province. Himself
and Manlius his colleague were continued in the

command of the armies for a year, in quality of pro-
con-iil-.

Manlius had repaired to Ephesun, to settle, with
the ten commissioners who had been appointed by
the senate, the most important

articles of their com-
mission. The treaty ot peace with Antiochus wa
confirmed, as also that which Manlius had concluded

Cic. Oral. pro. Dcjot. n. ?6. Val. Mnx. 1. iv. c. 1.

Aii'iin-iiiis nih^'iiuK dirtirs Mt minus. Bt'iiijnfi sibi |

|K>pul(i ll'imnnoetsc I'm: I I'm i|iiflH niir.i* rmignt procuration*

liberal!!*, mo<liri* t- :"ii irrini'ii: uteretur. Cic.

Liv. I. xxxviii. n. 3o
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he Gauls. Ariarathes, king of Cappadocia, had
bffen sentenced to pay the Roman; 600 talents

',600,000 crowns,) lor having assisted Antiochus :

however, half this sum WHS abated at the request of

Enruenes, who was to marry his daughter. Mnnlius
made a present to Eumenes of all the elephants whirh
Antiochus, according to the treaty, had delivered up
to the Romans. He repassed into Europe with his

forces alter having admitted the deputies oi'tlie seve-

ral cities to audience, and settled the chief difficulties

among them.
Antiochus I was verf much puzzled

A. M. 3817. how to raise the sum he was to pay
Ant. J. C. 187. the Romans. He made a progress

through the provinces of the east, in

trdtrtc levy the tribute which they owed him; and
left the regency of Syria, during his absence, to Se-
'eiic'us his son, whom lie had declared his presumptive
heir. Being arrived in the province of Elymais, he
was informed that there was a very considerable trea-

sure in the temple ofJupiter Belus. This was a strong
temptation to a prince who had little regard for re-

ligion, and was in extreme want of money. Accor-

dingly, upon a false pretence that the inhabitants of

that province had rebelled against him, he entered
the temple in the dead of night, and carried offall the

riches which had been kept there very religiously du-

ring a long series of years. However, the people, ex-

asperated by this sacrilege, rebelled against him,
and murdered him with all his followers. Aurelius
Victor* says that he was killed by some of his own
officers, whom he had beaten one day when he wns
heated with liquor.

This prince was highly worthy of praise, for his

humanity, clemency, and liberality. A decree, which
we are told he enacted, whereby "he gave his subjects

permission,
and even commanded them, not to obey

his ordinances, in case they should be found to inter-

fere with the laws, shows that he had a high regard
for justice. Till the age of fifty he had behaved on
all occasions with such bravery, prudence,

and appli-
cation, as had given success to all his enterprises, and

acquired him the title of the Great. But from that

time his wisdom, as well as application, had de-
clined very much, and his affairs in proportion. His
conduct in the war against the Romans; the little

advantage be reaped by, or rather his contempt for,

the wise counsels of Hannibal ; the ignominious
peace he was obliged to accept; these circumstances
sullied the glory of his former successes; and his

death, occasioned by a wicked and sacrilegious en-

terprise, threw an indelible blot upon his name and

memory.
The prophecies of the eleventh chapter of Daniel,

from the 10th to the 19th verse, relate to the actions

of this prince, and were fully accomplished." But his sons (of the king of the North) shall be
stirred up, and shall assemble a multidude of great
forces: and one (Antiochus the Great) shall certainly
come, and overflow, ami pass through: then shall he
return, and be stirred up, even to hi fortress."*

This king of the !S*oith4 was Seleucus Callinicus,
who left behind him two sons, Seleucus Ceraumis
and Antiochus, afterwards surnamed the Great. The
forni'T jeigned but three years, and was succeeded bv
Antiochus his brother. The latter, after having paci-
fied the troubles of his kingdom, made war against

Ptolemy Philopator, king of the South, that is of

Egypt; dispossessed him of Ccele-syria, which was
delivered to him by Theodotus, governor of that

province; defeated I'tolemy's generals in the nar-

row passes near Berytus, and made himself master
of part of Phoenicia. Ptolemy then endeavoured to

amuse him by overtures of peace. The Hebrew is

lill more
expressive,

" He (meaning Antiochus)
ball come. He shall overflow

"
the enemy's country.

* He sliall pass" over mount Libanus. "He shall

halt." whilst overtures of p ace ure making to him.
" He shall advance with ardour as lar as the fortress-

' Diod. in Excerpt, p.

Dan. cup xi.

* De vint illust. cap. liv.

Ver. 10. Sue ver. 8.

ustin. I. xxxii.c.2. Hieron in

es," that is, to the frontiers of Egypt. Ptolemy's vic-

tory is clenily pointed out in the following verses.
" And the king of the South shall be moved with

choler, and shall come forth and tight with him, even
the king of the .North: and he shall set forth a great
multitude, but the multitude shall be given into hii

hand.' * Ptolemy Philopator was an indolent, effem-

inate prince. It was necessary to excite and drag
him, in a manner, out of his lethargy, in order to pre-
vail with him to take up arms and repulse the enemy,
who were preparing to march into his country; pro-
rocahtt. At last he put himself at the head ot his

troops; and bv the valour and good conduct of hit

generals obtained a signal victory over Antiochus at

Raphja.
"And when he hath taken away the multitude, his

heart shall be lifted up, and he shall cast down many
ten thousands; but he shall not be strengthened by
it. "6 Antiochus lost upwards of 10,000 foot and
300 horse, and 4000 of his men were taken prisoners.

Philopator, having marched after his victory toJeru-

-aleni, was so audacious a to attempt to enter the

sanctuary. " His In art shall be lilted op;" and be-

ing returned to his kingdom, he behaved with the

utmost pride toward the Jews, and treated them very
cruelly. He might have dispossessed Antiochus of
his dominions, had he taken a proper advantage of
his glorious victory; but he contented himself with

recovering Coele-syria and Phoenicia, and again

plunged into his former excesses; "but be shall not

be strengthened by it."
" For the king of the North shall return, and shall

set forth a multitude greater than the former, and
shall certainly come (after certain years) with a great

army and with much riches."7 Antiochus, after he
had ended the war beyond the Euphrates, raided a

great army in those provinces. Finding, fourteen

years after the conclusion ol the first war, that Ptolemy
Ep phanes, who was then but five or six years of age,
had succeeded Philopator his father, he united with

Philip, king of Macedon, in order to deprive the in-

fant king of his throne. Having defeated Scopes at

Panium, near the source ol the river Jordan, he sub-

jected the whole country which Philopator had con-

quered, by the victory he had gained at Raphia.
"And in those times there shall many stand up

against the king of the South.
"

This prophecy was
fulfilled by the league between the kings of Macedo-
nia and Syria against the infant monarch of Egypt;
by the conspiracy of Agathocles and Agathoclea for

the regency; and by that of Scopas, to dispossess
him of his crown and life.

"
Also, the robbers ot thy

people shall exalt themselves to establish the vision,
but they shall fall. ''9 Several apostate Jews, to in-

gratiate themselves with the king of Egypt, complied
with every thing he required of them, even inoppoi-
tion to the sacred ordinances of the law, by which
means they were in great favour with him; but their

influence was not long-lived; for when Antiochus re-

gained possession of Judea and Jerusalem, he either

extirpated or drove out of the country all the partisans
of Ptolemy. This subjection of the Jews to the so-

vereignty "of the kings of Syria, prepared
the way for

the accomplishment of the prophecy, which denoun-
ced the calamities that Antiochus Epiphanes, >on of

Antiochus the Great, was to bring upon this people;
which occasioneu a great number of them to " /all"

into apostacy.
" So the king of the North hall come, and cast up

a mount, and take the most fenced cities; and the
arms of the South shall not withstand, neither his

chosen people, neither shall there be any strength to

withstand.i But he that cometh against him, shall

do according to his own will, and none shall stand
before him: and he shall stand in the glorious land,
which by this hand shall be consumed.' H Antiochus,
after having defeated the Egyptian army at Panium,

besieged ami took, first, Sidon, then Gazx, and after-

wards all the cities of those province-, notwithstand

mg the opposition made by the chose n tn>ops which

Vrr. II. Ver. 12. * Ver. 13. Ver. 14.

The anffl Gabriel here -peaks to Itanlel.

Ver. 15. Vr. 16
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th> king of Egypt had sent against him. "He did

according to his own will." in Casle-syria and Pales-

tine, and nothing ivas nlilc to withstand him. Pursu-

ing his conquests in Palestine, he entered Judea,
"that glorious," or, according to the Hebrew, "that
desirable land." He there establisned his authority,
and strengthened it, by repulsing from the castle, of

Jerusalem the garrison whirh Scopas had thrown
into it. This garrison having defended itself so well,

that Antiochus was
obliged

to send for all his troops
in order to force it; and the siege continuing a Ions;

time; the country was ruined and " consumed" by
the stay the army was obliged to make in it.

" He shall also .set his face to enter with the

strength of his whole kingdom, and unrigb^ ones
with him; thus shall he do: and he shall give him
the daughter of women, corrupting her: but she shall

not stand on his side, neither be for him."i Anti-

ochus, seeing that the Romans undertook the defence
of young Ptolemy Epiphanes, thought it would best

suit his interest to lull the king asleep, by giving him
his daughter in marriage, in order to "corrupt her,"
and to excite her to betray her husband : but he was
not successful in his design: for as soon as she was
married to Ptolemy, she renounced her father's inte-

rests, and embraced those of her husband. It was on
this account that we see her 2 joined with him in the

embassy which wa sent from Egypt to Rome, to

congratulate the Romans on the victory which Aci-

lius had gained over her father at Thermopvlae." After this he shall turn his face unto the Isles, and
shall take manv: but a prince for his own behalf shall

cause the reproach ottered by him," Antiochus "to

cease; without his own reproach he shall cause it to

turn upon him." Antiochus, having put an end to

the war of Ccele-syria and Palestine, sent his two
sons at the head of the land army to Sardis, whilst

himself embarked on board the fleet, and sailed to the

jEgean sea, where he took several islands, and ex-

tended his empire exceedingly on that side. How-
ever, "the prince" of the people,

whom he had in-

sulted by making this invasion, that is, L. Scipio the

Roman consul, "caused the reproach to turn upon
him;'' by defeating him at mount Sipylus, and re-

pulsing him from every part of Asia Minor.
" Then he shall turn his face towards the fort of

his own land; but he shall stumble and fall, and not
be found."4 Antiochus, after his defeat, returned to

Antioch, the capital of his kingdom, and the strongest
fortress in it. He went soon after into the provinces
of the east, in order to levy money to pay the Ro-
mans; but, having plundered the temple of Elyiuais,
he there lost his life in a miserable manner.
Such is the

prophecy
of Daniel relating to Antio-

chus, which I nave explained, in most places, accord-

ing to the Hebrew text. I confess there may be
some doubtful and obscure terms whjch may be dif-

ficult to explain, and are variously interpreted by
commentators; but is it possible for the substance of

the prophecy to appear obscure and doubtful '? Can

any reasonable man, who makes use of his understand-

ing, ascribe such a prediction, either to mere chance,
or to the conjectures of human prudence and sagaci-

ty? Can any light, but that which proceeds from God
himself, penetrate, in this manner, into the darkness
of futurity, and point out the events of it in so exact
and circumstantial a manner? Not to mention what
is here said concerning Egypt, Seleucus Callinicus,

king of Syria, leaves two children behind him. The
eldest reigns but three years, and does not perform
any exploit worthy of being recorded; and, accord-

ingly, the prophet does not take any notice of him.
The youngest is Antiochus, surnamed the Great, from
his great actions; and, accordingly, the same prophet
gives an abstract of the principal circumstances of
his life, his most important enterprises, and even the

manner of his death. In it we see his expeditions
into Coele-syria and Phoenicia, several cities of which

Ver. 17.

Legati ab Ptnlemeo et Cleopatria, ropibui ^Egypti,
CTKtulantei quod Manius Aciliut consul Amiorhum regem
Crania- expuliinct venerunt. iir. 1. xxxvii. n. 3.

Ver. 18. Ver. 1'J.

are besieged and taken by that monarch ; his entrance
into Jerusalem, which is laid waste by the stay hit

troops' make in it; his conquest of a great manj
islands; the marriage of his daughter with tlie king
of Egypt, which does not answer the design 1)6

had in view; his overthrow by the Roman consul,
his retreat to Antioch; and, lastly, his unfortnnata
end. These are, in a manner, the'outlines of Antio-
chus's picture, which can be made to resemble none
but himself. Is it to be supposed that the prophet
drew these features without design and at random, in

the picture h has left us of him '.' The facts, which
denote the accomplishment of the prophecy, are all

"iveil nianv

delity cam
pectect. It appears to me, that we must renounce, not

nv centuriestold by heathen authors, who lh

after the prophet, and whose fidelity cannot be sus-

iected. It!

only religion, out reason, if we refuse to acknow-

ledge, in such prophecies as these, the intervention
of a Supreme Being, to whom all ages are present,
and who governs the world with absolute power.

SECTION IX. SELEUCUS PHILOPATOR SUCCEEDS
TO THE THRONE OF AISTIOCHUS HIS FATHER. THE
FIRST OCCURRENCES OF THE REIGN OF PTOLEMY
EPIPHANES IN EGYPT. VARIOUS EMBASSIES SENT
TO THE ACHJEAKS AND ROMANS. COMPLAINTS
MADE AGAINST PHILIP. COMMISSIONERS ARE SENT
FROM ROME TO INQUIRE INTO THOSE COMPLAINTS;
AND AT THE SAME TIME TO TAKE COGNIZANCE
OF THE ILL TREATMENT OF SPARTA BY THE
ACH.EANS. SEQUEL OF THAT AFFAIR.

ANTIOCHUS the Great dying.s Se-
leucus Philopator, his eldest son, A.M. 3817.
whom he had left in Antioch when he Ant. J. C. 187.

set out for the eastern provinces, suc-
ceeded him. But his reign was obscure and con-

temptible, occasioned by the misery to which the
Romans had reduced that crown; and the exorbitant
sum 6 (1000 talents annually) he was obliged to pay,
during the whole of his refgn, by virtue of the treaty
of peace concluded between the king his father and
that people.

Ptolemy Epiphanes at that time reigned in Egypt.1
Immediately, upon his accession to the throne, he had
sent an ambassador into Achaia, to renew the. alli-

ance which the king his father had formerly conclu-
ded with the Ach;eans. The latter accepted of this

office with joy; and acordingly sent as deputies to

the king, Lycortas, father of Polybius the historian,
and two other ambassadors. The alliance being re-

newed, Philopcemen, who was at that time in office,

inviting Ptolemy's ambassador to a banquet, the con-
versation turned upon that prince In the praise
which the ambassador bestowed upon him, he expa-
tiated very much on his dexterity in the chase, his

address in riding, and his vigour and activity in the
exercise of his arms ; and to give an example of what
he asserted, he declared, that this prince, when hun-

ting, had killed, on horseback, a wild bull with on*
stroke of his javelin.
The same year that Antiochus died, Cleopatra ht

daughter, queen of Egypt, had a son, who reigned
after Epiphanes his father, and was called Ptolemy
Philometor. The whole realm expressed great joy
upon the birth of this pr'mce.8 Ccele-syria and Palet-
tine distinguished themselves above all the provinces,
and the most considerable persons of those countriet
went to Alexandria upon that occasion with the most

splendid equipages. Josephus, of whom I have spo-
ken elsewhere, who was receiver-general of those

provinces, being too old to take such a journey, sent

his youngest son, Hyrcanus, in his stead, who was a

young man of abundance of wit, and very engaging
manners. The king and queen gave him a very fa-

vourable reception, and did him the honour of a place
at their table. At one of these entertainments, the

guests, who looked upon him with contempt, as a mere

youth, without capacity or experience, placed before
him the bones from which they had eaten the flesh.

A buffoon, who used to divert the king with his jestt,
said to him: "Do but behold, Sir, the quantity of

Appian in Syr. p. 110.
i Poly b. in Leg. c. 37.

About 150.UHM.
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mines before Hyrcanu?, and your majesty
mar judge

from thence in u hat manner his father gnaws your

Crovinces."

Those words made the king laugh; and
e asked Hyrcanus how he came to have so great a

number of bones before him. " Your majesty need
not wonder at that," replied he;

" for dogs fat both

flesh and bones, as you tee the rest of the persons at

your table have done," pointing to them;
" but men

are contented to eat the flesh, and leave the bones as

I have done." The mockers were mocked by that

retort, and continued mute and confused. When the

day for making the
presents arrived, as Hyrcanus

had given out that he had only five talents to present,
1

it was expected that he would be very ill received by
the king; and people diverted themselves with the

thoughts of it beforehand. The greatest presents
made by the rest did not exceed twenty talents.t

But Hyrcanus presented to the king 100 boys, well

haped and finely dressed, whom he had bought, each
of them bringing a talent as an

offering;
and to the

queen as many girls in magnificent habits, each with

a like present, for that princess. The whole court

was amazed at such uncommon and surprising magni-
ficence; and the kingand queen dismissed Hvrcanus
with the highest marks of their favour and esteem.

Ptolemy,' in the first year of his

A. M. 3820. reign, governed in so auspicious a

Ant. J. C. 184. manner, as gained him universal ap-

probation and applause;
because he

followed, in all things, the advice of Aristomenes,
who was another father to him; but, in process of

time, the flattery of courtiers (that deadly poison to

kings) prevailed over the wise counsels of that able

minister. The young prince shunned him, and began
to give in to all the vices and failings of his father.

Not being able to endure the liberty which Aristom-
enes frequently took of advising him to act more

worthy of" his h'igh station, he despatched him by poi-
son. Having thus got rid of a troublesome censor,
whose sight alone was importunate, from the tacit re-

proaches it seemed to make him, he abandoned him-
elf entirely to his vicious inclinations; plunged into

excesses and disorders of every kind; followed no
Other guides in the administration of affairs than his

unbridled passions; and treated his subjects with the

cruelty of a tyrant.
The Egyptians, unable at length to endure the op-

pressions and injustice to which they were daily ex-

posed, began to cabal together, and to form associa-

tions againt a king wfio oppressed them so grievous-

ly. Some persons of the highest quality having en-

gaged in this conspiracy, they had already formed

Designs for deposing him, and were upon the point
of putting them in execution.
To extricate himself from the difficulties in which

he was now involved,* he chose Polycrates for his

prime minister, a man of great bravery as well as

abilities, and who had the most consummate experi-
ence in affairs both of peace and war; for he had risen

to the command of the army under his father, and
had served in that quality in the battle of

Raphia,
on

which occasion he had contributed very much to the

victory. He was afterwards governor'of the island

of Cyprus: and happening to be in Alexandria when
Seopas's conspiracy was discovered, the expedients
be employed on that occasion conduced very much
to the preservation of the state.

Ptolemy, by the assistance of this

A. M. 3821. able minister, overcame the rebels.

Ant. J. C. 183. He obliged their chiefs, who were
the principal lords of the country,

to capitulate and submit on certain conditions. But,

having seized their persons, he violated his promise;
and after having' exercised various cruelties upon
them, put them all to death. This perfidious conduct

brought new troubles upon him, from which the abil-

ities of Polyciates again extricated him.
The Achaeau league, at the time we are now speak-

ng of, seems to have been very powerful, and in

great consideration. We have seen that Ptolemy, a

<lttle after his accession to the throne, had been very

i About 750/. * About MOW.
Diod. ia Eicerpt. p. 294. Polyb. in Excerpt, p. 113.

solicitous to renew the ancient alliance with them
This he was also very desirous of in the latter eml of

hi" r< 11:11; and accordingly offered that republic 6<M)tt

shields and 200 talents of trass. His otter was ac-

cepted, and, in consequence of it, Lycortas and two
other Acha-ans were deputed to him, to thank him
for the presents, and to renew the alliance; and these

returned soon after with Ptolemy's
ambassador, in order to ratify the A. M. 3818.

traiv. King Eumenes also sent an Ant. J. C. 1U6.

embassy for the same purpose,* and
offered" 120 talents (about 2 1,0001. sterling,) the inte-

rest of which was to be applied for the support of the

members of the public council. Others came like-

wise from Seleucus, who, in the name of their sove-

reign, oflererd ten ships of war completely equipped:
and, at the same time, desirei) to have the ancient al-

liance with that prince renewed. The ambassador
whom Philopcemen had sent to Rome to justify his

conduct, was returned from thence, and desired tc

give an account of his commission.
For these several reasons a great assembly was

held. The first man that entered it was jVicodemus
of Elea. He gave an account of what he had said in

the senate of Rome, with regard to the affair of

Sparta, and the answer which had been made him.

It was judged by the replies, that the senate, in re-

ality, were not pleased with the subversion of the

government of Sparta, with the demolition of the

walls of that city, nor with the massacre of the Spar-
tans; but at the same time, that they did not annul

any thing which had been enacted. And as no per-
son happened to speak for or against the answers of

the senate, no farther mention was made of it at that

time. But the name affair will be the subject of

much debate in the sequel.
The ambassadors of Eumenes were next admitted

to audience. After having renewed the alliance

which had been formerly made with Attalus, that

king's father, and proposed in Eumenes's name the

offer of 120 talents, they expatiated largely on tn*

great friendship and tender regard which ther

sovereign had always showed tor the Achaean*.

When they had ended, Apollonius of Sicyon, rose

up, and observed, that the present which the king of

Pergamus offered, considered in itself, was worthy
of the Achaeans; but if regard was had to the end
which Eumenes proposed to himself by it, and the

advantage he hoped to reap br his munificence, in

that case, the republic could not accept
of this pre-

sent without bringing upon itself everlasting infamy,
and being guilty of the greatest prevarications.

"
For,

in a word," continued he, "as the law forbids every
individual, whether of the people or of the magis-
trates, to receive any gift from a king upon any pre-
tence whatsoever, the crime would be much greater,
should the commonwealth, collectively, accept of
Eumenes's offers. That with regard to the infamy,
it was self-evident and

glaring; for," says Apollonius,
" what could reflect greater ignominy on a council,
than to receive, annually, from a king, money lor it*

subsistence: and to assemble, in orxltr to deliberate

on public affairs, only as so many of his pensioners,
and in a manner rising from his table, after having
swallowed the baits that concealed the hook? But
what dieadful consequences might not be expected
from such a custom, should it be established ? Aiter-

wards Prusias, excited by the example of Eumtnea,
would also be liberal of his benefactions, and after

him Seleucus: that, as the interest of kings differed

widely from those of republics, and as, in the latter,

their most important deliberations generally related

to their differences with crowned heads, one of these

two things would inevitably happen: either the

Acbxans would transact all things to the advantage
of those princes, and to the prejudice of their own
country; or else they must be guilty of the blackest

Polyb. in Legal, c. xli. p. 850 852.
<
Polybius by tliif expression would denote, that inch I

pension wti a' kind of bait that covered the hook ; that

if, the deoign which Eunvnes had of makin? ill lho*e wb
composed the council hi* dependant*. KTI-I"^
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ingratitude towards thfir benefactors." He conclu-

ded Ins speech with exhorting the Achaeans to refuse

the present which was offered : and added, "That
it was their duty to be displeased with Eumenes, for

attempting to bribe their fidelity by such an offer."

The whole assembly with shouts rejected unanimous-

ly the proposal of the kingof Pergamus, howeverdaz-

iling the oiler of so large a sum of money mi^lit be.

After this, Lycortas and the rest of the ambassa-

dors who had been sent to Ptolemy, were called in;

and the decree made by that prince for renewing the

alliance was read. Aristenes, who presided in the

assembly, having asked what treaty the king of Egypt
desired to renew (several having been concluded
with Ptolemy upon very different conditions,) and

nobody being able to answer that question, the de-

cision Dt" that affair was referred to another lime.

At last the ambassadors of Seleucus were admitted

to audience. The Achaeans renewed the alliance

which had been concluded with him: but it was not

judged expedient to accept, at that juncture, of the

ships he ottered.

Greece was far from enjoying a

A. M. 3319. calm at this time; and complaints
Ant. J. C. 185. were carried from all quarters to

Rome against Philip. The senate

thereupon nominated three commissioners, of whom
Q. Cecilius was the chief, to go and take cognizance
of those affairs upon the spot.

Philip still retained the strongest resentment

again.st the Romans,) with whom he believed he had

just reason to be dissatisfied on many accounts; but

particularly, because by the articles of peace, he had
not been allowed the liberty of taking vengeance on
such of his subjects as had abandoned him during the

war. The Romans, however, had endeavodred to

console him, by permitting him to invade Athamania,
and Amynandtr the

king of that country; by giving
up to him some cities of Thessaly, which the jtoli-
ans had seized; bv leaving him the possession of De-
metrias and all Magnesia; nnd bv not opposing him
in his attempts to make himself master of many cities

in Thrace; all which circumstances had somewhat

appeased his anger. He continually meditated, how-
ever, to take advantage of the repose which the

peace afforded'him, in order to prepare for war when-
ever a proper opportunity should present itself. But
the complaints that were made against him at Rome
having been listened to there, revived all his former

disgust*.
The three commissioners being arrived at Tempe

in Thessaly, an assembly was called there, to which
came on one side the ambassadors of the Thessalians,
of the Perrhoebians and Athamanians; and, on the

other, Philip king of Macedoii, a circumstance that

could not but greatly mortify the pride of so powerful
a prince. The ambassadors urged their various com-

plaints against Philip, with greater or less force, ac-

cording to their different characters and abilities.

Some, after excusing themselves for being obliged to

Clead
against him in favour of their liberty, entreated

:m to act in regard to them rather as a friend than
a master, and to imitate the Romans in that particu-
lar, who endeavoured to win over their allies rather

by friendship than fear. The rest of the ambassa-

dors, with less reserve and moderation, reproached
him to his face for his injustice, oppression, and usur-

pation; assuring the commissioners, that in case they
did not apply a speedy remedy, the triumphs they had
obtained over Philip, and their restoration of liberty to

the Grecians inhabiting the countries near Macedonia,
would all be rendered ineffectual: that this prince^
like a fiery courser, would never be kept in and re-

itrained without a very light rein and a sharp curb.

Philip, that he might assume the air of an accuser
rather than of one accused, inveighed heavily against
those who had harangued on this occasion, and par-
ticularly against the Thessalians. He said, that, like

ilaves,3 who being made free on a sudden, contrary

i I.iv. I xxxix. n. 2329.
Ui equum ilernarrm non parentnm, firenit asperioribus

u*i iirainluin e<;. Lie
Iniulcnler ct iiiuiioclire abuti Thcualm indulgcmia

to their expectations, break into the most
injurioui

exclamations against their masters and benefactors,
so they abused with the utmost insolence the indul-

gence of the Romans; being incapable, after enduring
a
lonj servitude, of making a prudent and moderate

use of the liberty which had been granted them. The
commissioners, after hearing the accusations and an-

swers, the circumstances of which I have thought
proper to omit, as little important, and making some

particular regulations, did not judge proper at that

time to pronounce definitively upon their respective
demands.
From thence they went to Thessalonica, to inquire

into the affairs relating to the cities of Thrace; and
the king, who was very much disgusted, followed
them thither. Eumenes's ambassadors said to the

commissioners, that if the Romans were resolved to

restore the cities of nu<> and Maronea to their liber-

ty, their sovereign was far from having a design to
op-

pose it; but that, if they did not concern themselves in

regard to the condition of the cities which had been

conquered from Antiochus; in that case, the service

which Eumenes and Attalus his father had done Rome
seemed to require that they should rather be given up
to their master than to Philip, who had no manner of

right to them, but had usurped them by open force:

that, besides, these cities had been given to Eumenes

by a decree of the ten commissioners whom the Ro-
mans had appointed to determine these differences,

_The Maroneans. who were afterwards heard, in-

veighed in the strongest terms against the
injustice

and oppression which Philip's garrison exercised in

their city.
Here

Philip
delivered himself in quite different

terms from wnat he had done before; and directing
himself personally to the Romans, declared, that he
had long perceived they were fully determined never
to do him justice on any occasion. He made a long
enumeration of the grievous injuries he pretended to

have received from them; the services ne had done
the Romans on different occasions; and laid great
stress on the zeal with which he had always adhered
to their interest, so far as to refuse 3000 talents,4 fifty

ships of war completely equipped, and a great num-
ber of cities, which Antiocim* offered him, upon con-
dition that he would conclude an alliance with him.

That, notwithstanding this, he had the mortification to

see Eumenes preferred on all occasions, with whom
he disdained to compare himself; and that the Ro-
mans, so far from enlarging his dominions, as he

thought his services merited, bail even dispossessed
him, as well of those cities to which he had a lawful

claim, as of such as they had bestowed upon him.
" You, O Romans," says he, concluding his speech,
"are to consider upon what terms you intend to have
me be with you. If you are determined to treat me
as an enemy, and to urge me to extremities, in that

case you need only use me as you have hitherto done;
but, if you still revere in my person the title and

quality of king, ally, and friend, spare me, I bestech

you, the shame of being treated any longer with so

much indignity."
The commissioners were moved with this speech

of the king. For this reason, they thought it incum-
bent on them to leave this affair in

suspense, by ma-

king no decisive answer; and accordingly they <'*-

creed, that if the cities in question had been g.'.en
to Eumenes, by the decree of the ten commissioners,
as he pretended they were, in that case it was not in

their power to reverse it; that if Philip had acquir-
ed them by right of conquest, it was but just that

he should be suffered to continue in possession of

them; (hat if neither of these things should be prov-
ed, then the cognizance of this affair should be lei*,

to the judgment of the senate ; and, in the mean time

the garrisons be drawn out of the cities, each part)

retaining his pretensions as belbrr.

This regulation, by which Philip was commanded,

pnptili Roman i ; velut ex diuiini sitinimis avicig meram
nauriPiitcs libertaiem. Iia, utrvurum im.do, preier spera

repmitS inaniimiiiMirurn, lirenliam vi*-is <'l Impure exprriri
et jiu-.taru .-. niwciaiioue el ounviciii domi noruin. Li*.

About 450,00u/. sterling.
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proTisioanHv, to withdraw his garrisons out of the

respective cities, far from
satisfying that prince, so en-

tirely discontented and enraged him, that the conse-
ruence would certainly have been an open war, if he
had hved long enougn to prepare for it.

The conuiiissioners,! at their leaving Macedonia,
went to Achaia. Aristeues, who was the chief mag-
istrate, assembled immediately all the chiefs of the

republic in Argos. Cecilius coming into thiscouncil,
after having applauded the zeal of the Achs>ans, and
the wisdom of their government on all other occasions,

added, that he could not forbear telling them, that

their injurious treatment of the Lacedaemonians had
been very much censured at Rome; and therefore,
he exhorted them to amend, as much as lay in their

power, what had been done imprudently against
them on that occasion. The silence of Aristenes who
did not reply a jungle word, showed that he was of

the same opinion with Cecilius, and that they acted

in concert. Diophanes of Megalopolis, a man better

killed in war than politics, and who hated Philopoe-
meii, without mentioning the affair of Sparta,

made
other complaints against him. Upon this Philopoe-
men, Lycortas, and Archon, began to speak with the

utmost vigour in defence of the republic. They
showed, that the whole transaction with respect to

Sparta had been conducted with prudence, and even
to the advantage of the Lacedaemonians: and that no
alteration could take place, without violating human
laws, as well as the reverence due to the gods.
When Cecilins quitted the assembly, the members
of it, moved with Philopcemen's discourse, came to a

resolution, that nothing should be changed in what
had been decreed, and that this answer should be

made the Roman ambassador.
When it was told Cecilius, he desired that the ge-

neral assembly of the country might be convened.
To this the magistrates replied, that he must produce
a letter from the senate of Rome, by which the Achse-

ans should be desired to meet. As Cecilius had no
iuch letter, they told him plainly that they would
not assemble; which exasperated him to such a de-

gree, that he left Achaia, and would not hear what
the magistrates had to say. It was believed that

this ambassador (and before him Marcus Fulvius)
would not have delivered themselves with so much
freedom, had they not been sure that Aristenes and Di-

ophanes were in their interest. And, indeed, they
were accused of having invited those Romans into

that country, purely out of hatred to Philopoemen:
and accordingly we're greatly suspected by the pop-
ulace.

Cecilius.2 at his return to Rome,
A. M. 3820. acquainted the senate with what-

Ant. J. C. 184. ever had been transacted by him
in Greece. After this, the ambas-

sadors of Macedonia and Peloponnesus were brought
in. Those of Philip and Eumenes were introduced

first, and then the exiles of ;Enus and Maronea ;
who

all repeated what they had before said in the pres-
ence of Cecilius in Thessalonica. The senate, after

hearing them, sent to Philip other ambassadors, of
whom Appius Claudius was the principal, to exam-
ine on the spot whether he was withdrawn (as he had

promised Cecilius) from the cities of Perrhoebia; to

command him, at the same time, to evacuate .Enus
and Maronea: and to draw off his troops from all

the castles, territories, and cities, which he possessed
on the sea-coast of Thrace.
They next admitted to audience Apollonidas, the

ambassador whom the Achaeans had sent to justify
their having refused to give an answer to Cecilius;
and to inform the senate of all that had been trans-

acted with regard to the Spartans, who on their side

bid deputed to Rome, Areus and Alcibiades, who
were both of the number of the first exiles, whom
Philopoemen and the Achfeans had restored to their

country. The circumstance which most exasperated
the Achsans was, to see that, notwithstanding

the

valuable and recent obligation conferred upon them,

folvh. in Leg. c. xli. p !?53, 854.
Ihid. r. xliu Liv. I. xxxix. n. 33.
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they had, however, taken upon themselves the odioui
cummin-ion of accusing those who had saved them so

unexpectedly and had procured them the happiness
of returning lo their houses and families. Apolloni-
das endtavoured to prove, that it would be impossi-
ble to settle the affairs of Sparta with greater pru-
dence than Hiilopuemen and the rest of the Aohaeanj
had done, and they likewise exculpated themselves
for having refused to call a general rsrembly. On
the other side, Areus and Alcibiados represented, in

the most affecting manner, tKe jUL'entable condition
to which Sparta was reduced; its wails demolished;
its citizens dragged into Achaia.S and reduced to

state of captivity; the sacred laws of Lycurgu-, \\hich

had made it subsist during so long a series of years,
and with so much glory, entirely abolished.
The senate, after weighing and comparing the rea-

sons on both sides, ordered the same ambassadors to

inquire into this affair as had been nominated to in-

spect those of Macedon; and desired the Achaean*
to convene their general assembly, whenever the Ro-
man ambassadors should require it: as the senate ad-
mitted them to audience in Rome as often as they
asked it.

When Philip was informed bv his ambassadors,4
who had been sent back to him from Rome, that he
nm-t absoltittly evacuate all the cities of Thrace; in

the highest degree of rage, to see his dominions con-
traclei! on every side, he vented his fury on the in-

habitants of Maronea. Onomastes, who was governor
of Thrace, employed Cassander, who was very well
known in the city, to execute the barbarous com-
mand of the prince. Accordingly, in the dead of

night, he led a body of Thracians into it, who fell

on the citizens, and cut a great number of them to

pieces. Philip having thus wreaked his vengeance
on those who were not of his faction, waited calmly
for the commissione- s, being firmly persuaded that
no one would dare to impeach him.
Some time after Appius arrives; who, upon being

informed of the barbarr.us treatment which the Ma-
roneans had met with, reproached the king ol Mace-
don, in the strongest terms, on that account. The
latter resolutely asserted, that 'he had not been in any
manner concerned in the massacre, but that it ua

wholly occasioned by an insurrection of the popu-
lace. " Some," says he,

"
declaring for Eumeces,

and others for me, a great quarrel arose, and they
butchered one another." He went so far as to chal-

lenge them to produce any person who pretended to

have any articles to lay to his charge. But who
would have dared to impeach him'.' His punishment
would have been immediate; and the R\t he might
have expected from the Romans was too far off.

"
It

is to no purpose," says Appius to him, " for >ou to

apologize for yourself; I know what tilings have been
done as well as the author of them." Thse words

gave Philip the greatest anxiety. _
However, matters

were not carried farther at this first interview.

But Appius, the next day, commanded him to tend

immediately Onomastes and Cassander to Rome, to

be examined by the senate on the affair in question,

declaring, that there was no other way Jtft for him
to clear himself. Philip, upon receiving this order

changed colour, wavered within himself, and hesita-

ted a long t'mie before he made answer. At last, h*
declared that he would send Cassander, whom the
commissioners suspected to be the contriver of the

massacre; but he was determined not to send Ono-
ma-u -, who (he declared) so far from having been in

Maronea at the time this bloody tragedy happened,
was not even in the neighbourhood of if. The- true
reason was, that Philip was afraid lest Onairastes. '.a

whom he renewed the utmost confidence, and had
never concealed any thing from him, should betrav
him to the senate. As for Cassander, the instant the
commi^ioners had left Macedc>n, he put him on board

By the decree of ihe Achearu U had bwn enacted, lhai

mrh lves as hart hecn adopted amon? the Ml*nofSparia.
ilioulil leave tlie cily and all Laconia ; 10 default of which.
the AehfPuni were fm|iwen-d lo seice and stll them a*

laves, which had accordingly been executed.

J'niyl). in L. gat. c. xlir. Liv. I ixiix 11. 34 3i
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ship; but, al the game time, sent some persons in

his company, who poisoned him in Epirus.
After the departure of the commissioners, \vho

were fully persuaded that Philip hau coitrived the

massacre ot Maronea, and was U|>on the
point of

breaking with the Romans; the king- of Macedon,
reflecting

1

in hi* own mind, and with his friends, that

the hatred he bore the Romans, and the strong de-

sire he had to wreak his vengeance on thai people,
must necessarily soon display itself, would have been

very glad to take up arms immediately, an>l declare

war against them; but, not being prepared, he con-
ceived an expedient to gain time. He resolved to

end his son Demetrius to Rome, whom, as having
been many rears a hostage, and having acquired great
esteem in that city, he judged very well qualified ei-

ther to defeiKt him against the accusations with which
he might be charged before the senate, or apologize
for each faults as he really had committed.
He accordingly made all the preparations necessa-

ry for this embassy, and nominated several friends to

attend the prince his son on that occasion.

He, at the same time, promised to succour the By-
runtines; not that he was sincerely desirous of de-

fending them, but because his barely advancing to aid

that people would strike terror into the petty princes
of Thrace, in the neighbourhood of the Propontis,
and would prevent their opposing the resolution he
had formed of engaging in a war against the Ro-
mans. And accordingly having defeated those petty

sovereigns in a battle, and taken their chief prisoner,
he hereby put it out of their power to annoy him,
and returned into Macedon.
The arrival of the Roman commissioners,' who

were commanded to go from Macedon into Achaia,
was expected in Peloponnesus. Lycortas, in order
that an answer might be ready for them, summoned
a council, in which the affair of the Lacedaemonians
was examined. He represented to the assembly,
what they had to fear from them

;
the Romans seem-

ing to favour their interest much more than that of
the Achaeans. He

expatiated chiefly on the ingrati-
tude of Areus and Alcibiades, who, though they owed
their return to the Aclirean-, had however been so
base as to undertake the embassy against them to the

senate, where they acted and spoke like professed
enemies; as if the Achaeans had driven them from
their country, whereas it was they who had restored
them to it. Upon this, great shouts were heard in

every part of the assembly, and the president was de-
tired to bring the affair into immediate deliberation.

Nothing prevailing but passion and a thirst of re-

enge, Areus and Alcibiades were condemned to die.

The Roman commissioners arrived a few days after,
and the council met at Clitor in Arcadia. This filled

the Ach;oans with the utmost terror; for seeing Areus
and Alcibiades, whom they had just before condemn-
ed to die, arrire with the commissioners, they natur-

ally supposed that the inquiry, which was going to be

made, would be no way favourable to them.

Appius then told them that the senate had been

deeply affected with the complaints of the Lacedae-

monians, and could not but disapprove of every thing
which had been done with

respect to them: the mur-
der of those who, on the promise which Philopcemen
bad made them, had come to plead their cause; the

demolition of the walls of Sparta; the abolition ofthe
laws and institutions of Lycurgus, which had spread
the fame of that city throughout the world, and made
it flourish for several ages.

Lycortas, both as president of the council, and a*

being of the same opinion with Philopoemen, the au-
thor of whatever had been transacted against Lace-

daemon, undertook to answer Appius. He showed,
first, that as the Lacednemonians had attacked the ex-

iles, contrary to the tenor of the. treaty, which ex-

pressly forbade them to make any attempt against the
maritime cities; those exiles, in the absence of the

Romans, could have recourse only to the Achiean

league, which could not be justly blamed for having
assisted them to the utmost of their power, in so ur-

> Li*. 1. mix. n. 3577.

gent a necessity. That with regard to the massacre
which Appius laid to theirchargf.it ought not to b

imputed to them, but to the exiles, who were then
headed by Areus and Alcibiades; and who. by their

own immediate impulse, and without being authorized

by the Achaeans, had fallen with the utmost fury and
violence on those whom they considered the authors
of their banishment, and ot all the rest of the cala-

mities they had suffered. " However," added Ly-
cortas, "it is pretended that we cannot but own that
we were the cause of the abolition of Lvcurgus't
laws, and the demolition of the walls of Sparta,
Tins, indeed, is a real fact; but then how can this

double objection be made to us at the same time?
The walls in question were not built by Lvf urgus,
but by tyrants, who erected them some few years
ago, not for the security of the city, but for their
own safety, and to enable themselves to abolish, \\itn

impunity, the discipline and regulations so happily
established by that wise legislator. Were it possible
for him to rise now from the grave, he would b

overjoyed to see those walls destroyed, and would

say that he now recognizes his native couatry and
ancient Sj>arta. You should not, citizens of Spar-
ta, have waited for Philopoemen or the Ach;rans; but

ought yourselves to have pulled down tho^e ualls
with your own hands, and destroyed even the slight-
est trace of tyranny. These were the ignominious
scars of your slavery: and, after having maintained

your liberties during aimott 800 years, and been in

former times the sovereigns of Greece, without the

support and assistance ofwalls; they, for these hun-
dred years, have become the instruments of your sla-

very, and, in a manner, your shackles anil tetters.

With respect to the ancient laws of Lycurgus, they
were suppressed by the tyrants; and we have only
substituted our own, by putting you upon a level

with us in all things.''

Addressing himself then to Appius,
" I cannot for-

bear owning," says he, "that the words I have hith-

erto spoken, are not such as should be used from
one ally to another, nor by a free nation, but slaver

who speak to their master. For, in fine, if the voir.

of the herald, who proclaimed us, in the first place
to be free, was not a vain and empty ceremony: if

the treaty concluded at that time be real and solid-,

if you are desirous of sincerely preserving an alli-

ance and friendship with us; on what can that infi-

nite disparity which you suppose to be between you
Romans and us Achaeans be grounded ? I do not in-

quire into the treatment which Capua met with,
after you had taken that citv: why then do you ex-
amine into our usage of the Laceda'monians, alter we
had conquered them? Some of tin m were killed:

and I will suppose that it was by us. But did not

you strike off the heads of several Campanian sena-

tors 1 We levelled the walls of Sparta with the

ground; but as for you, Romans, you not only dis-

possessed the Campanians of their walls, but of their

city and lands. To this I know you will reply, that

the equality expressed in the treaties between the

Romans and Achaeans is merely specious, and a bare
form of words; that we really have but a precarious
and transmitted liberty, but that the Romans are the

primary source of authority and empire. Of this,

Appius, I am but too sensible. However, since we
must submit to this, I entreat you at least, how wide
a difference soever you may set between yonnelrei
and us, not to put your enemies and our own upon a

level with us, who are your allies; especially
not to

show them better treatment than you do to us. The/
require us, by forswearing ourselves, to dissolve and
annul all we have enacted by oath, and to revoke

that, which by being written in our records, and ui-

graved on marble, in order to preserve the remem-
brance of it forever, is become a sacred monument
which it is not lawful for us to violate. VVe revert

you, O Romans; and, if you will have it so, we als4

"fear YOU: but then we think it glorious to have i

greater reverence and fear for the immortal gods."
The greatest part of the assembly applauded this

speech, mid all were unanimous in tiieir opinion, that

he had spoken like a true magistrate ; it was there-
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fore necessary for the Romans to art with vigour, or
rrolve to lose their authority. Appius, without de-

scending to particulars, advised them, whilst they
till enjoyed their freedom, and had not received

any ordeis, to make a merit with the Romans, of en-

acting of their own accord what might afterwards be

enjoined them. They were grieved at these words;
but were instructed bv them, not to persist obstinate-

ly in the refusal of WHnt should be demanded. All

they therefore desired was, that the Romans would
decree whatever they pleaded with regard to Sparta;
but ii'it oblige the Achwans to break their oath, by
annulling their decree themselves. As to the s<n-

tence that was just before passed against Areus and

Al'-ibiades, it was immediately rtpenled.
The Romans pronounced Judgment the year fol-

lowing.
1 The chief articles of the ordinance were,

that those persons who had been condemned by the

Acharans should be recalled and restored; that all

sentences relating to this affair should be repealed,
and that Sparta should continue a member of the

Achtean league. Pausanias adds an article not taken
notice of by Livv,* that the walls which had been
demolished'should be rebuilt. Q. Marcius was ap-

pointed commissary to settle the affairs of Macedon,
and those of Peloponnesus, where great feuds and
disturbances subsisted, especially between the Achae-
ans on one side, and the Messenians and Lacedae-
monians on the other. They all had sent ambassa-
dors to Rome;S but it does not appear that the sen-

ate was in any great haste to put an end to their dif-

ference*. Tfie answer they made to the Lacedaemo-
nians was. that the Romans were determined not to

trouble themselves any farther about their affairs.

The Acha?ans demanded aid of the Romans against
the Messenians, pursuant to the treaty; or at least,
not to suffer arms or provisions to be transported
out of Italy to the latter people. It was answered

them, that "when any cities broke their alliance with
the Acha?ans, the senate did not think itself obliged
to enter into those disputes; for that this would opeji
a door to ruptures ann divisions, and even, in some
measure, give a sanction to them.

In thee proceedings appears the artful and jeal-
ous policy of the Romans, which tended solely to

weaken Philip and the Achneans, of whose power they
were jealous; and who covered their ambitious de-

signs with the specious pretence of succouring the

weak and oppressed.

SECTION X. PHILOPCEMEN BESIEGES MESSENE.
HE IS TAKEN PRISONER, AM) PL'T TU DEATH BY
PHK MESSE.MANS. MKsSENE SURRENERED TO THE
ACHJEAKS. THE SPLE.NDID FUNERAL PROCESSION
OF PHII-UPiKMK.N, Wlli st ASHES ARE CARRIED TO
MEGALOPOLIS. SEQUEL OF THE AFFAIR RELATING
TOTHE SPARTAN EXILES. THE DEATH OF PTOLE-
MY EI'IPHANES, WHO IS SUCCEEDED BY PHILOME-
TOR HIS SON.

DINOTRATES the Messenian,4 who
A. M. 3821. had a particular enmity to Philopoe-

Ant. J. C. 183. men, had drawn off Messene from
the Achaean league; and was medi-

tating how he might best seize Tipon a considerable

post, called Corone. near that city. Philopoemen,
then seventy years of age, and generalissimo of the
Acha-ans for the eighth time, was then sick. How-
ever, the instant the news of this was brought him, hem out, notwithstanding his

indisposition,
made a

fbrceti march, and advanced towards Messene with a

body o. >crces, not very numerous, but consisting of
the flower of the Megnlopolitan youth. Dinocrates,
who had marched out against him, ivas soon put to

flight; but 500 troopers, who guarded the open coun-
try of Messene, happening to come up and reinforce

him, he faced about and routed Philopoemen. This

general, whose sole concern was to save the gallant

youths who had followed him in this expedition, per-
formed the most extraordinary acts of bravery; but

! happening to fall from his horse, and receiving a deep
wound in his head, he was taken prisoner by the ene-

my, who carried him to Mes^ene. Plutarch consideri

this ill fortune of Philopoemen as the punishment
for a rash and arrogant expression that had escaped
him upon his hearing a certain general applauded:
"
Ought that man," says he, "to be valued, who suf-

fers himself to be taken alive by the enemy, uhilst he

has arms to defend himself ?"

As soon as the news was brought to Messene, that

Philopoemen was taken prisoner, and on his wav to

that city, the Messenians were in such transport* of

joy that they all ran to the gates of the city; not l>e-

mg able to persuade themselves of the truth of what

they h ard till they saw him themselves, so grently im-

probable did such an event appear to them. To
s;itifV the violent curiosity of the inhabitants, many
of whom had not yet been able to get a ^ight of him,

they were forced to show the illustrious prisoner on
the theatre, where multitudes Hocked to see him.

When they beheld Philopoemen dragged along in

chains, most of the spectators were so much moved to

compassion that the tears trickled from tlieir eyes-
There even was heard a murmur among the people,
which resulted from humanity and a very laudable

gratitude: "That the Messenians ought to call to

mind the great services done by Philopoemen, and his

! having preserved the liberty of Achaia by the defeat

of Nabis the tyrant." But the magistrates did net

suffer him to be long exhibited in this manner, lest th i

pity of the people should be attended with ill conse-

quences. They therefore took him away on a sudden

and, after consulting together, caused him to be con-

veyed to a place called the treasury. This was a

ubterraneous dungeon, whither neither light nor air

i Liv. I. xxxviii. n. 4?. In Achaic. p. 414.

P.iljb. in Legal c. ii.

Lir.l.xxxix. n.48. Plut. in Philop. p. 366 368. Polyb.
u Legal, c. lii. liii.

entered from without
;
and which had no door to it,

but was shut with a huge stone that was rolled over
the entrance. In this dungeon they imprisoned

. Philopoemen, and posted a guard round every part
1 of it

As soon as it was night, and all the people were
withdrawn, Dinocrates caused the stone 'o be rolled

away, and the executioner to descend into the dun-

geon with a dose of poison to Philopoemen. command-

ing him not to stir till he had swallowed it. The mo-
ment the illustrious Megalcp-i'-nn perceived the

light, and saw the man advance towards him, with a

lamp in one hand and the bowl of poison in the other,
he rai?ed himself with the utmost difficulty, (for he
was very weak.) sat down, and then taking the

cup,
inquired of the executioner, whether he could tell

what was become of the young Megalopolitans his

followers, and particularly of Lycortas'? The execu-
tioner answering, that he heard that almost all of them
had saved themselves by flight; Philopoemen thanked
him by a nod, and looking kindly to him, " You bring
me," says he, "good news; and I find we are not

entirely unfortunate:" after which, without breathing
the least complaint, he swallowed the deadly dose,
and laid himself again on his cloak. The poison
was vtry speedy in its effects; for Philopoemen being

extremely weak and feeble, he expired in a mo-
ment.
When the news of his death was spread among the

Ach*ans, all their cities were inexpressibly afflicted

and dejected. Immediately all their young m< n ho
were of age to bear arms, and all their magistrate*,
came to Megalopolis. Here a grand council being
summoned, it was unanimously resolved not to delay
a moment taking vengeance for so horrid a deed ; and

accordingly, having elected on the spot Lycortas for

their general, they advanced with the utmost ury into

i. and filled every part of it with brood and

slaughter. The Messenian^, having now no reluge
left, and being unable to defend themselves by force

of arms, sent a deputation to the Achoeans, to desire

that an end might be put to the war, end to besr par-
don for their past faults. Lycortas, moved at their

I
entreaties, did not think it advisable to treat them as

their furious and insolent revolt seemed to deseive.

He told them, that there was no other way for them
to expect a peace than by delivering up the authors ol

the revolt, and of the death of Philopoemen; by su 1^-

uiitting all their affairs to l">e disposal of the Ach.
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ir.s, and receiving a garrison into their citadel.

These conditions were accepted, and executed imme-

diately. Du.ocrates, to prevent the ignominy i>t' dy-

ing by an executioner, laid violent hands on hiinse.li,

in which he was imitated by all those who had ad-

vised the putting of Philopcemen to death. Lycor-
tas caused those to be delivered up who had advised

the insulting ot" Philopceinen. These were undoubt-

edly t!ie persons who were stoned round his tomb, as

we shall soon see.

The funeral obsequies of Philoposmen were then
solemnized. After the body had been consumed by
the flames, his ashes collected, and deposited in an

urn, the train set out fur Megalopolis. This proces-
sion did not so much resemble a tuneral as a triumph,
or rather it was a mixture of both. First came the in-

fantry, their brows adorned with crowns, and all shed-

ding Hoods of tears. Then followed the Meeniaii

prisoners bound in chains: afterwards the general's
son, young Pol) biu*,: carrying the urn, adorned with

ribands and crowns, and accompanied by the noblest

and most illustrious Achaeans. The urn was followed

by all the cavalry, whose arms glittered magniricent-

ly, and whose horses were all richly caparisoned,
who closed the march, and did not seem too much

dejected at this mournful scene, nor too much elated

from their victory. All the inhabitants of the neigh-
bouring towns and villages Hocked to meet the pro-
cession, as if they came in honour ol a victory obtain-

ed. All possible honorus were done to Philoptemen
at his interment, and the Messenian captives were
stoned round his sepulchre. The cities in general,

by decrees enacted for that purpose, ordered the

greatest honours to be paid him, and erected many
statues to him with magnificent inscriptions.

Several years after,! at the time when Corinth was
burned and destroyed by Mummius the proconsul,
a false accuser (a Roman) as I observed elsewhere,
used his utmost endeavours to get them broken to

pieces; prosecuted him criminally, as if alive; charg-

ing him with having been an enemy to the Romans,
and of discovering a hatred for them on all occasions.

The cause was heard in council before Mummius.
The slanderer exhibited all his articles of impeach-
ment and poduced his proofs. They were answered

by Pol}hius, who refuted them with great solidity
and eloquence. It is a great pity so interesting a

piece
should have been lost. Neither Mummius nor

his council would permit the monuments of that

great man's glory to be destroyed, though he had

opposed, like a bulwark, the successes of the Romans;
for the Romans of that age, says Plutarch, made the

Just and proper discrimination between virtue and
interest: they distinguished the glorious and honour-
able from the profitable; and were persuaded, that

worthy persons ought to honour and revere the mem-
ory of men who signalized themselves by their virtue,

though they had been their enemies.

Livy tells us, that the Greek as well as Roman
writers observe, that three illustrious men, Philopce-
inen, Hannibal, and Scipio, happened to die in the

same year, or thereabouts; thus putting Philopoemen
in parallel, and, as it were, upon a level, w'th the

two most celebrated generals of the two most pow-
erful nations in the world. 1 believe I have already
given the reader a sufficient idea of his character, so

shall only repeat what I before observed, that Phi-

Idpiemen was called the last of the Greeks, as Bru-
tus was said to be the last of the Romans.
The Messenians, by their imprudent conduct, be-

ing reduced to the most deplorable condition, were,

by the goodness and generosity of Lycortas and the

Achaeans, restored to tiie league from which they had
withdrawn themselves. Several other cities, which,
from the example they set them, had also renounced
it, renewed their alliance with it. Such commonly
is the happy effect which a seasonable act of clemen-

cy produces; whereas a violent and excessive severi-

ty, that breathes nothing but blood and vengeance,

* Thig was Polybim tht historian, who might then be
about tuo-und-twcniy.
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often hurries people to despair; and o far mm pro
\ing a remedy t.. evils, only inllames and exasper-
ates them the more.
When news came to Rome that the Achyeans had

happily terminated their war with the Messenians,
the ambassadors were addressed in terms quite dif-

ferent I'rum those which had been used to them be-
fore. The senate told them, that they had been par-

ticularly careful not to suftVp eithei arms or provi-
sions to be carried front Italy to Me>.-<ene; an ansivei

which manitesllv discovers the insincentv ol the Ro
man*, and the little regard they had to good faith in

their transactions with jther nations. They seemed,
at first, desirous of giving the signal to all the citiei

engaged in the Achiean league, to take up arms;
and now, they endeavoured to Hatter the AchMHM
into an opinion, that they had sought all oppo/tum-
ties to serve them.

It is manifest on this occasion, that the Roman
senate consented to what had been transacted, be-

cause it was not in their power to oppose it; that

they wanted to make a merit of this with the Aciueans,
who possessed almost the whole force of Peloponne-
sus: that they were very cautious of giving the least

umbrage to this league, at a time when they could

place no dependence on Philip; when the jtlolians

were disgusted ; and when Antiochus, by joining with

that people, might engage in some enterprise which

might have been of ill consequence to the Romans.
I have related Hannibal's death in the history of

the Carthaginians.* After retiring from Antiochus's

court, he had Hed to Prusias, king of Bithynia, who
was then at war with Eumenes, king of Pergamus
Hannibal did that prince great service. Both -ides

were preparing for a naval engagement, on which
occasion Eumenes's fleet consisted of a much greater
number of ships than that of Prusias. But Hannibal

opposed stratagem to force. He had got together a

great number of venomous serpents, and had filled

several earthen vessels with them. The instant the

signal for battle was given, he commanded the otii

cers and sailors to fall upon F.umenes's galley only

(informing them at the same time of a sign by whicfc

they should distinguish it from the rest;) and to an-

noy the enemy no rtherwise. than by throwing i\\

earthen vessels into the rest of the galleys. At first

this was only laughed at; the. sailors not imagining
that these earthen vessels could be of the least ser-

vice: but when the serpents were seen gliding ovei

every part of the galleys, the soldiers and rowers
now studious only of preserving themselves from
those venomous creatures, did not once think of th

enemy. In the mean time, the royal galley was so

warmly attacked, that it was very near being taken;
and it was with the utmost difficulty that the king
made his escape. Prusias, by Hannibal's assistance,

gained several victories by land. This prince being
one day afraid to venture a battle, because the vic-

tims had not been propitious:
" What,"* says Han-

nibal, "do you r ly more upon the liver of a beast

than upon the advice and experience of Hannibal 7"

To prevent his falling into the hands of the Romans
who required Prusias to deliver him up, he took a

dose of poison, which brought him to his end.S

Liv. i. xxxix. n. 51. Cor. Nep. in Annib. c. x. xii.

JUKI in. 1. xxxii.c. 41.
* An til, inquit, vituline raruncutte. juani imperatori

veteri mavis cr< dere?Unius hoslirr jrciMiri longo experi-
iiienKi leslatem gloriam tiuam postpuni, quo auimo nun
iu\h. r*l. Mai. I. iii.c. 7.

[The obscure tillage of I.ihyssn was the place where
Hannibal diet). It ha- been general!) supjiosed to be the

modern Gliebne. or Ghebsa ; a small dirty town, i:liiefly in-

habited by Turks, ut some
dipttnce

from I he northern shore

of the Gulf of Nicomedia, and remarkable for a tumulus,
or mound, Huppmed to be the monument of that celebrated

commander. But H learned antiquary and classics! ; eogra-

pher, Colonel l^-ake, hus shown this to be a miituike. He

says, that Ghebsa, pronounced Ghivirah by both Turks and
Greeks, is more probably the Hucceasur of Dacibyza, the

word when written in Greek Kiii, being probably the

ancient A*x. .-.<>, with the loss of the firm syllable. Me
farther remarks thai the .'Hi or 39 Roman mile, placed in the

itinerary between Clmlr.edonia iind Libyjsa. will not agree
10 well with the distance from Scutari to Ghelaa, a* with
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I before observed,' that the Ro-
A. M. 3822. man?, among many other articles,

Ant. J. C. 182. had decreed, that Sparta should be
admitted into the Achaean league.

The am.jassadors being returned, and having reported
{he answer \vhich had been received from the senate,
L^ rortas assembled the

people at Sirvon, to deliberate

whether Sparta should be admitted into the Achaean

league To incline the populace to acquiesce in this

proposition, he represented tliat the Romans, to whose

OMponil that city had been abandoned, would no

longer be burdened with it; that they had declared
to the ambassadors that they were no wise concern-
ed in this affair; that the Spartans who were engag-
ed in the administration of public affairs were very
desirous of that union, which (he observed) could
not fail of being attended with great advantage to

the Achaean league, as the first exiles, who had be-

haved with great ingratitude and impiety towards
them, would not be included in it: but "would be
banished from the city, and other citizens substituted

in their room. Diophanes and some other persons
undertook to defend the cause of the exiles. How-
ever, notwithstanding their opposition, the council
decreed that Sparta should be admitted into the

league, and accordinglv it was so. With regard to

the first exiles, those only were pardoned, who could
not be convicted of engaging in any attempt against
the Achaean republic.
When the affair was ended, ambassadors were

*ent to Rome, in the name of all the parties concern-
ed. The senate, after giving audience to those sent

by Sparta and by the exiles, said nothing to the am-
bflMMMV, which tended to show that they were dis-

gusted at what had passed. With respect to those
who had been lately sent into banishment, the senate

promised to write to the Achaeans, to obtain leave for

them to return into their native country. Some days
after Bippus, the Achaean deputy, being arrived "in

Rome, was introduced into the'sensle; and there

gave an account of the manner in which the Messe-
nians had been restored to their furmer state: and
'the senators were not only satisfied with everv thing
he related to them, but treated him with ab'undant
marks of honour and amity.

The Lacedaemonian exiles* were
A. M. 3823. no sooner returned from Rome into

Ant. J. C. 181. Peloponnesus, than they delivered
to the Achaeans the letters which

the senate had tent by them, and bv which they were
desired to permit the exiles to settle again in their
native country. It was answered, that the purport
of those letters should be considered at the return of
the Achaean ambassadors from Rome. Bippus arri-
ved from thence a few days after, and declared that
the senate had written in favour of the exiles, not so
much out of affection for them, as to get rid of their

importunities. The Achaeans hearing this, thought
it requisite not to make any change in what had been
decreed.

that to Mnlsum ; which small villas* he Ukeg tororresjioiid
to the ancient Libyssa. This village of Malsum it three
hours south of GheOM, on the northern shore of the Gulf
of Ntcomedia

; where a long tongue of land, project in:; from
the opposite shore, affords a convenient ferry of two miles
cross, lo the Rouih side of the gulf. This ferry is called the

ferry of llie Dil.itr Tongue; and, (wing much frequented,
in well supplied with larye boats and constant attendance,
nd the persnni; employed in it are lodged in tents by the

water side. Plutarch also appears to confirm the supposi-
tion ; for. in mentioning Libyssa, he speaks of a sandy
place, which correspond* to the promontory of Dil, or the
Tunfuc. Therefore, if Gheviza he supposed a corruption,
not o/'l.ibyssa, as commonly Mieved, but of Dacihy/M ; and
if the distance of the modern )Ial*um correspond* to that
uf.'i.i Roman miles, stated in the itinerary, hrrween Chalce-
doniii (Scutari) and Libypsa; and to the remark of I'lulareh
above mentioned then Mulsum, and nol Ghelisa, represents
the ancient I.iliyssa.

In the Peutingerean Table* Lihysa in written Livista.
A tomb, however, has been lately discovered at Malta, with
thin plain inscription, "Hannibal, the Son of Hamilcar;"
and if it could he established that there was no other Han-
nibal, son of Hamilcar, than this celebrated commander, it

Would overturn the general opinion, or rather universal opin
ion, that Hannibal died by a voluntary death t Libyiia.J

Polyb. in Legal, c. liii. Ibid. c. liv

Hyperbates.S bavin" been elect-

ed general of the Achasans, again A. M. 3824
debated in the council, whether Ant. J. C. 18ft

any notice should be taken of the

letters which the senate had written, concerning the

re-establishment of the exiles who had been banish-

ed from Sparta. Lycortas was of opinion, that the

Achaeans ought to adhere to what had been decreed.
" When the Romans," says he,

" listen favourably tc

such complaints and entreaties of unfortunate per-
sons,as appear to them just and reasonable, they, in

this, act a verv becoming part. But when it i> rep-
resented to them, that among the favours which are

requested at their hands, some are not in their power
to bestow, and others would reflect dishonour, and
be very prejudicial to their allies, on these occasions

they do not use to persist obstinately in their opinions,
or exact from such allies an implicit obedience to

their commands. This is exactly our case at present.
Let us inform the Romans, that we cannot obey their

orders without infringing the sacred oaths we have

taken, without violating the laws on which our league
is founded; and then they will undoubtedly waive
their resolutions, and confess that it is with the great
est reason we refuse to obey their commands." HT
perbates and Callicrates were of a contrary opinior
1'hev were for having implicit obedience paid t

the Romans: and declared that all laws, oaths, and

treaties, ought to be sacrificed to their will. In this

contrariety of opinions, it was resolved that a dep-
utation should be sent to the senate, in order to

rep-
resent the reasons given by Lycortas in council.

Callicrates, Lysiades, and Aratus were the ambassa-

dors, to whom instructions were given in conformi-

ty to what had been deliberated.

When these ambassadors were arrived at Rome,
Callicrates, being introduced into the senate, acted

in direct opposition to his instructions. He not only
had the assurance to censure those who differed in

opinion from him, but took the liberty to tell the sen-

aje what they ought lo do. " If the Greeks," says he,

directing himself to the senators, "do not obey you;
if they pay no regard either to the letters or orders

which you send them, you must blame yourselves
alone for it. In all the" states of Greece, there are

now two parties; one of which asserts, that all your
orders ought to be obeyed, and that laws and treaties,

in a word, that all things should pay homage to your
will and pleasure; the other party pretends, that it

is
fitting

that laws, treaties, and oaths, ought to take

place of your will
;
and are forever exhortiug the peo-

ple to adhere inviolably to them. Of these two par-
ties the last suits best with the genius and character

of the Achaeans, and has the greatest influence over
the people. What is the consequence of this'.' That
those who comply with your measures are detested

by the common people, whilst such as
oppose your

decrees are honoured and applauded. Whereas, if

the senate would show favour to such as espouse their

interest cordially, the chief magistrates and officers

of all the republics would instantly declare for the

Romans; and the people, intimidated'by this, would
soon follow their example. But, whilst you show an
indifference on this head, you must expect that all

the chiefs will certainly oppose you, as the infallible

means of acquiring the love and respect of the peo-

ple. And accordingly we see, that many people,
whose only merit consists in their making die strong-
est opposition to your orders, and a pretended zeal

for the defence and preservation of the laws of their

country, have been raised to the most exalted employ-
ments In their states. In case you do not much care

whether the Greeks are, or are not, at your devotion,
then indeed your present conduct suits exactly your
sentiments. "But if you would have them execute

your orders, and receive your letters with respect,
reflect seriously on this matter: otherwise be as-

sured that they will, on all occasions, declare against

your commands. You may judge of the truth of this

from their present behaviour towards you. How long
is it since \ou commanded then), by your letters, to

recall the" Lacedaemonian exiles? "iVevertheless, s

Polyl). in Legal, c. Iviii.

Q
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far from recalling them, they have published a quite
contrary decree, and have bound themselves by oath
never to reinstate them. This ought to be a lesson

to you, and show how cautious you should be for the

future."

Callicrates, after making this speech, withdrew.
The exiles then came in, told their business in a few

words, but in such as were well adapted to move

rompassion, and then retired.

A speech so well calculated to favour the interest

of Rome as that of Callicrates, could not but be very
agreeable to the senate. Thus it was that the Greeks

began to throw themselves spontaneously into the

arms of slavery, prostituted of their own accord the

liberty of which their ancestors had been so jealous,
and paid a submission and homage to the Romans,
which they had always refused to the Great King of
Fi.sia. Some flatterers and ambitious traitors, re-

gardless of every thing but their own interest, sold

and sacrificed the independence and glory of Greece
for ever; discovered the weak side of republics with

regard to their internal constitution; pointed out the

methods by which they might be weakened, and at

last crushed; and furnished themselves the chains in

which they were to be bound.
In consequence of this speech, it was soon conclu-

ded, that it would be proper to increase the power
and credit of those who made it their business to de-

fend the authority of the Romans, and to humble such
as should presume to oppose it. Polybius observes,
that this was the first time that the fatal resolution

was taken, to humble and depress those who, in their

respective countries, had the most noble way of think-

ing; and, on the contrary, to heap riches and honours
on all such who, either right or wrong, should declare

in favour of the Romans; a resolution which soon
after increased the herd of flatterers in all the repub-
lics, and very much lessened the number of the true

friends of liberty. From this period the Romans
made it one of the constant maxims of their policy, to

oppress by all possible methods whoever ventured to

oppose their ambitious projects. This single maxim
may serve as a key to the latent principles and mo-
tives of the government of this republic, and show us

what idea we ought to entertain of the pretended
equity and moderation they sometimes display, but
which does not long support itself, and of which a

just judgment cannot be formed but by the conse-

quences.
To conclude, the senate, in order to get the exiles

restored to their country, did not think it sufficient to

.vrite to the Achreans alone, but to the jEtolians. Epi-
rots, Athenians, Boeotians, and Acarnanians, a? if they
intended to incense all Greece against the Aclue-
ans. And, in their answer to the ambassadors, they
did not make the least mention of any one but Calli-

crates, whose example, the senate observed, it would
be well for the magistrates of all other cities to fol-

low.

That deputy, after receiving this answer, returned
in triumph, without reflecting that he was the cause
of all the calamities which Greece, and particularly
Achaia, were upon the point of experiencing. For
hitherto, a sort of equality had been observed between
the Achieans and Roman*, which the latter thought
fit to permit, out of gratitude for the considerable ser-

vices the Ach;eans had done them; and for the inviola-

ble fidelity with which they had adhered to them in

the most
perilous junctures, as in the wars against

Philip and Anliochus. The members of this league
distinguished themselves at that time in a most con-

spicuous manner by their authority, their forces, th< ir

ital for liberty; and, above all, by the shining merit
and exalted reputation of their commanders. But
Callicrates's treason (for we may justly bestow that
name upon it) gave it a deadly wound. The Romans,
;iys I' .U bins, noble in their sentiments, and full of

humanity, are moved at the complaints of the wretch-
ed, and think it their duty to afford their aid to all

who lly to them for protection; and this it was that

inclined them to favour the cause of the Laceda-mo-
niiin exiles. But if any one, on whose fidelity they

may >afely depend, suggests to them the inconve-
niences they would bring upon themselves should they

rant certain favours, they generally retti n to a just
in tneiiway of thinking, and correct, so far as lies i

power, what the.v may have done amiss. Here, on
the contrary, Callicrates studies nothing but how he

may best work upon their passions by llattery. H
had been sent to Rome, to plead the cause of the

Achceans, and, by a criminal and unparalleled pre-
varication, he declares agpust his clients; and be-
comes the advocate of their enemies, by whom he had
suffered himself to b corrupted. At his return to

Achaia, he spread so artlulh the terror of the Roman
name, and intimidated the people to such a degree
that he got himself elected captain-general. He wa
no sooner invested with this command, than he res-

tored the exiles of Laceda?iuonia and Messene to
their country.

Polybius, on this occasion, praises exceedingly the

humanity of the Romans, the tenderness with which

they listen to the complaints of the unfortunate, and
the readiness to atone for such unjust actions as they
may have committed, when they are once made ac-

quainted with them. I know not whether the ap-
plauses he give." them will not admit of great e'jate-

nient. The reader must call to mind that he wrote
this in Rome, and under the eye of the Romans, after

Greece had been reduced to a state of slavery. We
are not to

expect
from an historian, in a state of sub-

mission and dependence, so much veracity as he very
possibly would have observed in a state of freedom,
and at a time when men were permitted to speak the
truth: and we must not blindly believe every circum-
stance of this kind advanced by him; facts have more
force, and speak in a clearer manner, than he does.

The Romans were not eager to commit injustice them-
selves, whenever they had an opportunity of employ-
ing foreign means for that purpose, which procured
them the same advantage, and served to conceal their

unjust policy.
Eumenes.i in the mean time, was

engaged in war against Pharnaces, A. M. 3822.

king of Pontus. 1 he latter took Si- Ant. J. C. 182.

nope, a very strong city of Pontus,
of which bis successors remained in possession ever
afterwards. Several cities made complaints against
this at Rome. Ariarathes, king of Cappadocia, who
was united in interest with Eumenes, sent also ambas-
sadors thither. The Romans several times employed
their mediation and authority to put

an end to their

differences; but Pharnaces was insincere on thes

occasions, and always broke his engagements. Con-

trary to the faith of treaties, he took the field, and was

opposed by the confederate kings. Several enter-

prises
ensued

;
and after some years had been spent

in this manner, a peace was concluded.
.Never were more embassies sent

than at the time we are now speak- A. M. 3824.

ing of. Ambassadors were seen in Ant. J. C. 180.

all places, either coming from the

provinces to Rome, or going from Rome to the pro-
vinces, or from the allies and nations to one another.
The Achaeans deputed^ in this quality (to Ptolemjr

Epiphanes, king of Egypt,) Lycoitas", Polybius his

son, and the young Aratus, to return that "monarch
thanks for the presents he had already bestowed on
their republic, and the new oflers he had made them.

However, these ambassadors did not leave Achaia,
because, wlit n lliey were preparing to set out, advic
Came that Ptolemy was dead.
This prince.3 after having over-

come the rebels within his kingdom, A. M. 3824.

as has been already mentioned, re- Ant. J. C. 180.

solved to attack Si leucus, king of

Syria. \Vhen he began to form the plan forcarrytng
on this war, one of his principal officers asked by
what methods he would raise money for the execution
of it. He replied that his friends were his tna-me.
The principal courtiers concluded from this answer,
that as he i onsidered their purses as the only fund he
had to carry on this war, they were upon the point of

being ruined b\ ii. To prevent therefore thai conse-

quence, which "had more weight with them than th

i Pohb. in Legal, c. 51 53 55 59.

Ibid. c. lui. * Hieror. in Dame..
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allegiance they twed (heir sovrreign, they caused him
*j be poisoned. This niojarch was thus despatched
in his twenty-ninth year, il'ter he had sitten twenty-
four years o'n the throne. Ptolemy Philometor, his

on, who was but six years of age, succeeded him, and

Cleopatra his mother was declared regent.

CHAPTER II.

SECTION I. COMPLAINTS MADE AT ROME AGAINST
PHILIP. DEMETRIUS, HIS SON, WHO WAS IN THAT
CITY, IS SENT HACK To HIS FATHER, ACCOMPANIED
BY SOME AMBASSADORS. A SECRET CONSPIRAl V t.K

PERSEUS AGAINST HIS IJROTHER DEMETRIUS WITH
REGARD TOTHE SUCCESSION TO THE THRONE. HE
ACCUSES HIM HEFuRE PHILIP. SPEECHES OF BOTH
THOSE PRINCES. PHILIP, UPON A NEW IMPEACH-
MENT, CAUSES DEVVTKIUS TO BE PUT TO DEATH ;

BUT AFTERWARDS DISCOVERS HIS INNOCENCE AND
PERSEUS'S GUILT. WHILST PHILIP IS MEDITATING
TO PUNISH THE LATTER, HE DIES, AND PERSEUS
SUCCEEDS HIM.

EVER since the spreading
1 of a

A. M. 3821. report among the states contiguous
Ant. J. C. 183. to Macedonia, 1 that such as w-nt to

Rome to complain against Philip
were heard there, and that many of them had found

their advantage in having so done; a great number of

cities, and even private persons, made their com-

plaints in that city, against a prince who was a very
troublesome neighbour to them all; with the hopes
either of having the injuries redressed which they

pretended to have received; or, at least, to console

themselves in some measure for them, by being al-

lowed the liberty to deplore them. King Eumeues,

among the rest, to whom, by order of the Roman
cocci:.*Moners and senate, the fortresses in Thrace,
were to be given up, sent ambassadors, at whose head
was Athenseus his brother, to inform the senate that

F'hilip did not withdraw his garrisons in Thrace, as

he had promised; and to complain of his sending
tuccour into Bithynia to Prusias, who was then at

war with Knmenes.

Demetrius, the son of Philip, king of Macedon,
was at that time in Rome, whither, as has been al-

ready mentioned, he had been sent by his father, in

order to watch over his interests in that city. It

was naturally his business to answer the several ac-

cusatious brought against his father: but the senate,

imagining that this would be a very difficult task

for so young a prince, who was not accustomed to

speak in public; to spare him that trouble, sent to

him to inquire, whether the king his father had not

given him some memorials; and contented themselves
with his reading them. Philip therein justified him-
self to the best of his power, with respect to most of
the articles which were exhibited against him; but
he especially showed how much he WHS displeased
at the decrees which the Roman commissioners had
enacted against him, and at the treatment he had
met with from them. The senate saw plainly what
all this tended to; and as the young prince en-

deavoured to apologize for certain particulars, and
with resjK-ct to others, assured them that every thing
hould be done agreeably to the will of the Romans,
the senate replied, that his father Philip could not

have done more wisely, nor what was more agree-
able to them, than in sending his son Demetrius to

make his excuses; that, at to past transactions, the

senate might dissemble, forget, and bear w ith a great

many things: that, as to the future, they relied on the

promise which Demetrius gave: that although he

was going to leave Rome, in order to return to

Macedon, he left there (as the hostage of his incli-

nations) his own good will and attachment for Rome,
which he might retain inviolably, without infringing
in any manner the duty he owed his father: that out

of regard to him, ambassadors shouU !> -cut to .Ma-

cedon. to rectifv. peaceaolv and without noise, u hat-

ever might have been hitherto amiss: and that. a to

the rest, the senate was well pleased to let Philip
know, that he was obliged to his sou Demetrius for

the tenderness with which the Romans b< haved
towards him. These marks of distinction which the

senate gave him with the view of exalting his credit

in his father's court, only animated envy against him,
and at length occasioned his destruction.

The return of Demetrius to Macedon.i and the ar-

rival of the ambassadors, produced different effects,

according to the various dispositions of men's minds.

The people, who extremely feared the consequences
of a rupture with the Romans, and the war that was

preparing, were highly pleased with Demetrius, from
the hopes that he would be the mediator and author
of a peace; not to mention that they considered hits

as the successor to the throne of Macedou, after ih

demise of his father. For though he was the young'T
son, he had one great advantage over his brother, aad
that was, his bring born of a mother who was Philip's
lawful wife; whereas Perseus was the son of a con-

cubine, and even reputed supposititious. Besides, it

was not doubted but that the Romans would place
Demetrius on his father's throne, Perseus not having
any credit with them. And these were- the commoD
reports.
On one side also, Perseus was greatly uneasy ; as h

feared, that the advantage of being anelder brother
would be but a very feeble title against a brother

superior to him in all other respects: and on the other,

Philip, imagining that it would not be in his power to

dispose
of the throne as he pleased, beheld with a

jealous eye, and dreaded, the too great influence of
his younger son. It was also a great mortification to

him to see rising, in his lifetime, and before his eyes,
a kind of second court in the concourse of Macedo-
nians who crowded about Demetrius. The young
prince himself did not take sufficient care to prevent
or soothe, the growing disaffection to his person. In-

stead of endeavouring to suppress envy by gentleness,

modesty, and complaisance, he only inflamed and

exasperated it, by a certain air of haughtiness which
he had brought with him from Rome, valuing him-
self upon the marks of disliiiciior. with which he had
been honoured in that city; and not scrupling to de-

clare that the senate had granted him many things
which they had before refused his father.

Philip's discontent was still more inflamed on the

arrival of the new ambassadors, to whom his son paid
'

his court more assiduously than to himself; and when
; he found he should be obliged to abandon Thrace, to

, withdraw his garrisons from that country, and to ex-

! ecute other
things,

either pursuant to the decrees of

j

the first commissioners, or to the fresh orders he had
received from Rome; orders and decrees with which
he complied very much against his will, and w ith the

highest secret resentment; but with which he was
forced to comply, to prevent his being involved in a
war for which he was not sufficiently prepared. To
remove all suspicion of his harbouring the least design
that way, he carried his arms into the very heart of

Thrace, against people with whom the Romans did

not concern themselves in any manner.

However,* his inclinations were not unknown at

Rome. Marcius, one of the commissioners, who had
'

communicated the orders of the senate to Philip,
I wrote to Rome to inform them, that all the king's
1

discourses, and the several steps he took, visibly
< threatened an approaching war. To make liim-t It

j

the more secure of the maritime cities, he forced all

i the inhabitants, with their families, to leave them;l
settled them in the most northern part of Macedoa;
and substituted in their places Thracians, and other
barbarous nations, on whom he believed he might
more securely de|>end. These changes occasioned a

general murmur in every part of Macedon; and all

the provinces echoed with the cries and complaints
of these poor unhappv people, who were forced away
in unknown countries. Nothing was heard on all

sides but imprecations and curses against the king
who was the author of these innovations.

> LUT. I. xxxix n. 40, 47
l.iv. I. x*xix. n. 53. I Ibid. I. xl. o J J
^Emalhia. called formerly Poeuoia.
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But Philip, so far from being
A. M. 5822. moved at their grief, grew niort

Ant. J. C. 182. cruel from it. Every thing seem
ed to aflbrd him rause for suspi-

cion, and gave him umbrage. He had put to death

ci'tat number of persons, upon suspicion
that they

favoured the Romans. He thought his own life could
not be safe, but by retaining their children in his

own power, and he imprisoned them under a strong
guard, in order to have them all destroyed one after

another. ^Nothing could be more hoi-rid in itself

than such a design; but the sad catastrophe of one of

the most powerful and most illustrious families in

Thessaly, made it still more execrable.
He had put to death, many years before, Herodi-

cus, one of the principal persons of the country, and,
come time alter, his two sons-in-law. Theoxena and

Archo, his two daughters, had continued widows,
each of them having a son, both very voung. The-
oxena, tvho was sought for in marriage by the richest

and most powerful noblemen in Thessafv, preferred
widowhood to the nuptial state; but Archo married
a nobleman of the ./Em an nation, called Poris, and

brought him several children, whom Archo, dying
early, left infants. Theoxena, that she might have an

opportunity of bringing up her sister's children un-
der her eye, married Poris; took the same care of
them as she did of her own son; and was as tender
to them as if she had been their mother. When
news was brought her of Philip's cruel edict, to con-
fine the children of those who had been put to death;

plainly foreseeing that they would be given up to the

brutaf fury of the king and his officers, she formed
a surprising resolution, declaring that she would im-
brue tier hands in the blood of all her children, rath-

er than suffer them to fall into the merciless power of

Philip. Poris, whose soul was struck with horror at

this design, told her, in order to divert her from it,

that he would send all their children to Athens, to

some friends on whose fidelity and humanity he could

salVly rely, and that he himself would convey them
thither. Accordingly, they all set out from Thessalo-

nica, in order to satf to the city of jEnea, to assist at

a solemn festival, which was solemnized annually in

honour of -Eneas their founder. Having spent the
whole day in festivity and rejoicing, about midnight,
when every botly else was asleep, they embarked on
board a galley which Poris had prepared for them,
as if intending to return toThessalonica.but in real-

ity,
to go to Euboea; when, unhappily,

a contrary
wind prevented them from advancing forwards in

spite of their utmost efforts, and drove them back
towards the coast. At daybreak, the king's officers,

who were posted togaard the port, having perceived
them, immediately sent off an armed sloop; com-

manding the captain of it, upon the severest penal-
ties, not to return without the galley. As it drew
nearer, Poris was seen every moment, either exhort-

ing the ship's company, in the strongest terms, to ex-

ert themselves to the utmost in order to get forward;
or lifting up his hands to heaven, and imploring the

assistance of the gods. In the mean time, Theoxena,
resuming her former resolution, and presenting to

her children the poison she had prepared, and the

daggers she had brought with her: " Death," says
he "alone can free you from your miseries; and
here is what will procure you that last sad refuge.
Sect re yourselves from the king's horrid cruelty by
the method you like best. Go, my dear children,
such of you as are more advanced in years, and take

these poignards; or, in case a slower kind of death

may be more grateful, take this poison." The enemy
ivere now nearly close to them, and the mother wa*

very urgent. They obeyed her commands, and all,

after having swallowed the deadly draughts, or plun-
ged the daggers in their bosoms, were thrown into

the tea. Iheoxena, after giving her husband a last

sad embrace, leaped into the sea with him. Philip's
officers then seized the galley, but did not find one

person alive in it.

The horror of this tragical event revived and in-
*
flamed, to a prodigious degree, the hatred again:!

Philip. He was publicly detested as a bloody u rant;
nd people vented, in all places, both against him and

his children, dreadful imprecatio is. which, says Liry
soon had their effect; the gods having abandoned hut
to a blind

fury,
which prompted him to wreak hit

vengeance against his own children.
Pi i>i us saw.i with infinite pain and affliction, that

the regard of the Macedonian* for his brother Dnne-
trius, and his credit and authority among the Romans,
increased daily. Having now no hopes left ot' being
able to ascend the throne but by criminal methods,
he made them his only refuge, lie began, hv sound-

ing the deposition ofthose who were in the'^reatest
favour with the king, and by addressing them in ob-
scure and ambiguous words. At first, some stinted
uot to enter into his views, and rejected his propo-
sals, from believingthat there was more to be hoped
from Demetrius. But afterwards, obstivinsr that the
hatred of Philip for the Romans increased sensibly,
which Perseus endeavoured daily to inflame, and
which Demetrius, on the contrary, opposed to the

utmost, they changed their opinion. Judging natu-

rally that tne latter, whose youth and inexperience
made him not sufficiently upon his guard against the
artifices of his brother, would at last fall a victim to

them; they thought it their interest to promote an
event which would happen without their participa-
tion, and to go over immediately to the strongest
party. They accordingly did so, and devoted them-
stives entirely to Perseus.

Having postponed the execution of their more re-

mote designs, they were of opinion, that for ihe pre-
sent it would be proper for them to employ their ut-

most efforts to exasperate the king against the Ro-
mans, and to inspire him with thoughts of war, to

which he was already very much inclined. At the
same time, to render Demetrius every day more sus-

pected, they industriously, on all occasions, made the
discourse turn in the king's presence upon the Ro-
mans; some expressing the utmost contempt fur their

laws and customs, others for their exploits; some for

the city of Rome, which according to them, was void
of ornaments and magnificent buildings; and others,
even for such of the Romans as were in highest sti

mation; making them all pass in this manner in a
kind of review. Demetrius, who did not perceiv*
the scope and tendency of all these discourses, never

failed, out of zeal for the Romans, and by way of
contradiction to his brother, to take fire on thesa

occasions. Hence, without considering the conse-

quences, he rendered himself suspected and odiout
to the king, and opened the way for the accusations

and calumnies preparing against him. Accordingly,
his father did not communicate to him any of the

designs, which he was continually meditating against
Rome, and unbosomed himself only to Perseus.

Some ambassadors whom he had sent to the Bas-

tarn.i', to desire aid from '^em, returned about the

time we are now speaking 01. They had brought
with then, several youths of quality, and even princes
of the blood, one of whom promised his sister in n.ar-

ribge to one of Philip's sons. This new alliance with
a powerful, nation very much exalted the king's cou-

rage. Perseus taking advantage ol this opportunity,
" Of what use," says lie,

" can all this be to u .' \S*e

have not so much' to hope from foreign aid, as to

dread from domestic foes. \Ve harbour in our bo-

soms, I will not say a traitor, but at leat a spy. Th
Romans, ever since he was a hostage among them,
have restored us his body ; but a* to his heart and in-

clinations, those he has left with them. Almost aj
the Macedonians fix already their eyes on him, and

are persuaded, that they shall never hate any king but

him whom the Romans shall please to set over them."

By such speeches, the c.lil king's disgust wa* perpetu-
ally kept up, who WHS alr< ady but too much alienated

from Demetrius.
About this time the army was reviewed, at a festi-

val solemnized every year with religious pomp, the

ceremonies whereof were a* follow: A bitch, says
Livv, is divided into two parti;* being cut long-win

Liv. 1 xl. n 516.> L.IV. I ii. n o in.
* We find in Scripture, the like ceremony, in which, ia

order for the concluding of a treaty, ihe two rnnirutiini

parties pan between tlie parts of the victim divided. Jtr
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through the middle of the bodv, after which half is

laid on each side ol the road. The troops under anus
are made to march between the two part* ol the victim

thus divided. At the head of this march, the shining-
aims of all the kings of Macedon are carried, tracing
them backwards to the most remote antiquity. The
king, with the princes hischildren.appearafterwards,
followed by all the royal household, and the compa-
nies ofguards. The march is closed bv the multitude
of the Macedonians. On the present occasion, the

two princes walked on each side of the king; Perseus

being thirty years of age, and Demetrius tiventv-rive:

the or.e in the vigour, the other in the flower of his

age; sons who might have formed their father's hap-
piness, had his mind been rightly disposed and rea-

sonable.

The custom was, after the sacri6ces which arcom-

paoied this ceremony were over, to exhibit a kind of

tournament, and to divide the army into two bodies,
who fought with no other arms tha'n foils and repre-
sented a battle. The two bodies of men were com-
manded by the two young princes. However, this

was n it a mere mock battle; all the men exerted
themselves with their blunted weapons, with as much
ardour as if they had been disputing for the throne.
Several were wounded on both sides; and nothing
but swords were wanting to make it a real battle.

The body roniinajuled by Demetrius had very much
the superiority. This advantage gave great umbrage
to IVr-eus His friend?, on the contrary, rejoiced at

it, judging that this would be a very favourable and
natural opportunity for him to form an accusation

Igaiiist his brother.
The two princes, on that day, gave a grand enter-

tainment to the soldiers of their respective parties.
Perseus whom his brother had invited to his ban-

quet, refused to come. The joy was verv great on
both sides, and the guests drank in proportion. Du-
ring the entertainment, much discourse passed about
the battle; and the guests intermixed their speeches
with jests and raillery (some of which were very

sharp) against those of the contrary party, without

paring even the leaders. Perseus fiad sent a spy to

observe all that should be said at his brother's ban-

quet; but four young persons, who came by accident
out of the hall, having discovered this spy, gave him

very rough treatment. Demetrius, who had not heard
of what had

happened,
said to the company: "Lit

us go and conclude our feast at my brother's, to

soften his pain (if he has any remaining) by an

agreeable surprise, which will show that we act

with frankness and sincerity; and do not harbour

any mulice against him." Immediately all cried that

they would go, those excepted who were afraid that

their ill treatment of the spy would be revenged.
But Demetrius forcing them thither also, they con-
cealed swords under their robes, in order to defend
themselves in case there should be occasion. When
duoord reigns in families, it is impossible for any-

thing to be kept secret in them. A man, running
hastily before, went to Perseus, and told him that

Demetrius was coming, and had four men well arm-
ed in his train. He might easily hare guessed the
cause of it, as he knew that they were the persons
who had ill treated the

spy. .Nevertheless, to make
this action still more criminal, Perseus orders the

doors to be locked; and then, from the window of
n upper apartment which looked into the street,

cries aloud to his servants not to open the door to

wretches who were come with arms in their hands to

*sas'iimtc them. Demetrius who was a little warm
with wine after having complained, in a loud and

angry tone of voice, at being Mused admittance, re-

turned back, and again sat u >u n to table, ttill igno-
rant of the Hilair relating to IVrseus's spy.
The next day, as soon as Perseus could get an op-

portunity to approach his lather, he entered his apart-
ment with a very dejected air, and continued some
time in his presence, but at a little distance, without

opening his mouth. Philip, being greatly surprised
at his silence, aked what could be the cause of the

Concern which appeared in hi* countenance .'

" It is,"

answers Perseus, "by the merest good fortune in the

world that you see me here alive. My brother now
VOL. II. 24

no longer lays secret snares for me: he tame in thr

night to my house, at the head of a body of armed
men, purposely to assassinate me. I had r.o other

way left to secure myself from his fury, but by shut-

ting my doors, and keeping the wall between him
and me." Perseus, perceiving by his father's coun-

tenance, that he was struck with astonishment and
dread: " If you will condescend," says he, to listen

a moment to me, you shall be fully acquainted with
the whole state of the affair." Philip answered, that

he would willingly hear him; and immediately or-

dered Demetrius to be sent for. At the same'time
he sent for Lysimachus and Onomastes, to ask their

advice on this occasion. These two men, who were
his intimate friends, were far advanced in years.
They l;ad not concerned themselves with the quarrel
of the two princes, and appeared very seldom at

court. Philip, whilst he waited for their comintr,
walked several times up and down his apartment
alone, revolving in his mind a variety of thoughts;
his son Perseus standing all the time at a distance.

When word was brought Philip that his two venera-

ble friends were come, he withdrew to an inner apart-
ment with them, and as many of his life-guards; and

permitted each of his sons to bring three persons, un-

armed, along with him; and having taken his seat, he

spoke to them as follows:
" Behold in me an unhappy father, forced to sit as

judge between my two sons, one the accuser, and the

'other the accused, of fratricide; reduced to the sad

necessity of finding in one of them, either a criminal

or a false accuser. For a long time, indeed, from
certain expressions which I have overheard, and from

your behaviour towards each other, (a behaviour no

way suiting brothers,) I have been afraid this storm
would break over my head. And yet 1 hoped, from
time to time, that "your discontents and disgusts
would soften, and your suspicions vanish away. I

recollected, that contending kings and princes, lav-

ing down their arms, had frequently contracted alli-

ances and friendships: and that private men had sup-

pressed their animosities. I flattered myself, that

you would one day remember the endearing name
of brethren, by which you are united; those happy
years of infancy which you spent

in simplicity and

union; in fine, the counsels of a father so often re-

petted; counsels which, alas! I am afraid have been

given to children deaf and indocile to my voice.

How many times, after setting before you examples
of discord between brothers, have I represented its

fatal consequences, by showing you that they had
thereby involved themselves in inevitable ruin; and
not only themselves, but their children, families, and

kingdoms'.' On the other side, I proposed good ex-

amples for your imitation: the strict union between
the two kings of Lacedaemonia, so advantageous du-

ring several centuries to themselves and their coun-

try; whereas division and
private

interest changed
the monarchic government into tyranny, and proved
the destruction of Sparta. By what other method,
than by fraternal concord, did the two brothers, Eu-
meiies and Attalus, from such weak beginnings as al-

most reflected dishonour on the regal dignity, rise to

a pitch of power equal to mine, to that of Antiochus,
and of all the kings we know? I even did not scruple
to cite examples from the Romans, of which I myself
had either been an eye-witness, or heard from others:

as the two brothers, Titus and Lucius Quinlius, who
were both engaged in war with me: the two Scipios,
Publius and Lucius, who defeated and subjected An-
tiochus: thtir father and their uncle, WHO, having
been inseparable during their lives were undivided
in death. Neither the crimes of the one, though at-

tended wit'n such fatal consequences; nor the virtues

of the other, though crowned with such happy suc-

i t --, have neen able to make you abhor division and

discord, or to inspire you with gentle and pacino
sentiments. Both of you. even in m\ life-time, have
turned your eyes and'guilty desires upon my throne.

You sufler me to live, just so long as that, surviving
one of you. I secure my crown to the other by my
death. The fond names of father and brother are

insupportable to both. Your souls are strangers to

tenderness and duty. A restless desire of reigning
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has banished all uthr r sentiments from your breasts,
and entirely engrosses you. But come, let me hear

what each of you have to say. Pollute the ears of

jour parent with your accusations, whether real or

feigned. Open your criminal mouths; mutually vent

your slanders, and afterwards arm your parricidal
hands one against the other. 1 am ready to hear all

you have to sav, firmly determined to shut my ears

eternally from "henceforth against the secret whispers
and accusations of brother against brother." Philip
having spoken thtse last words with great emotion
and an angry tone of voice, all who were present wept,
and continued a long time in a mournful silence.

At last, Perseus spoke as follows: " I perceive
plainly, that I ought to have opened my door in the

oead of night; to have admitted the assassins into my
house, and presented my throat to their murderous
swords, since guilt is not believed till it has been per-

petrated; and since I, who was so inhumanly attack-

ed, receive the same injurious reproaches as the ag-

gressor. People have but too much reason to say,
that you consider Demetrius alone as your true son;
whilst I am looked upon as a stranger, sprung from
a concubine, or even a supposititious child. For, did

your breast glow with the tenderness which a father

ought to have for his child, you would not think it

just to inveigh so bitterly against me, (for whose life

SD many snares have been laid,) but against him who
contrived them; and you would not think my life of
so little cooseauence, as to be %ntirely unmoved at'

the imminent danger I have escaped, and at that to

which I shall be exposed, should the guilt of my en-

emies be suffered to go unpunished. If I must die

without being suffered to complain, be it so; let me
be silent, ana be contented with beseeching the gods,
that the crime which was begun in my person, may
end in it, and not extend to you. But if I may be
allowed to do with regard to you on the present oc-

casion, what nature suggests to those who, seeing
themselves attacked unawares in a desert, implore
the assistance even of those whom they had never

teen; if when I see swords drawn against me, I may
be permitted to utter a plaintive and supplicating
voice; I conjure you by the tender name ct father,

(for which whether my brother or I have had the

greatest reverence, you yourself have long known,)
to listen to me at this time, as you would, if, awak-
ed suddenly from your sleep by the tumult of what

passed last night, chance had brought you, at the in-

stant of my danger, and in the midst of my com-

plaints; and you had found Demetrius at my door,
attended by persons in arms. What I should have
told you yesterday, in the greatest emotion and pet-
rified with fear, I say to you to-day."

Bn/ther, fora long time we have not lived to-

gether like persons desirous of sharing in parties of

pleasure. Your predominant wish is to reign; but

you find an invincible obstacle in my age, the law of

nations, the ancient customs of Macedonia; and a

still stronger circumstance, in my father's will and

pleasure. It will be impossible for you ever to force

these barriers, and to ascend the throne, but by im-

bruing your hands in my blood. To compass your
horrid ends, you leave nothing untried, and set every
engine at work. Hitherto, either my vigilance, or my
good fortune, has preserved me from your murderous
hands. Yesterday, at the review, and the ceremony
of the tournament which followed it, the battle, by
your contrivance, became almost bloody and fatal;

ar.d I escaped death only by suffering myself and mv
followers to be defeated." From this fight, which
was really a combat between enemies, you insidious-

ly
wanted (as if what had passed had been only the

diversion of brothers) to allure me to your feast.

Can you suppose (father) that I should have met with

unarmed guests then', since those very guests came
to my palace, completely armed, at so late an hour?
Can you imagine that 1 should have had nothing to

fear, m the gloom of night, from their swords, \vhen
in open day, and before your eyes, they had almost
billed me with their wooden weapons? What! you
who are my professed enemy ; you, who are conscious
that I have so much reason to complain of your con-

duct; you, I say, come to me in the night, at an un-

seasonable hour, and at the head of a con.pany a
armed young men! I did not think it safe tor me to

go to your entertainment; and should I receive yoo
in my house at a time when, hfated w:th the fume*
of wine, you came so well attended .' Had 1 iheu

opened my door, (father) you would be
preparing

to

solemnize my funeral at this very insiir.t in which

you vouchsafe to hear my complaints. 1 do not ad-
vance any thing dubious, nor speak barely from con-

jecture. For can Demetrius deny that he came to

my house attended by a band of young people, and
that some of them were armed? I only desire to

have those whom I shall name sent for. I believe

them capable of any thing; but yet they will not
have the assurance to deny this fact. Had I brought
them before you, after seizing them armed in my
house, you would be full}' convinced of their guilt:
and surely their own confession ought to be no lest

proof of it.

" You call down imprecations and curses upon im-

pious sons who aspire to your throne: this (my father)
vou have great reason to do; but then, vent not your
imprecations blindly, and at random. Distinguish
between the innocent and the guilt}'. Let him who
meditated to murder his brother, feel the anger of

the gods, the just avengers of paternal authority ; but
then let him, who by his brother's guilt was brought
to the brink of destruction, find a, secure asylum in

his father's tenderness and justice. For where els

can I expect to find one! I, to whom neither the

ceremony of the review, the solemnity of the tourna-

ment, my own house, the festival, nor the hours of

night
allotted by the gods to man for repose, could

afford the least security 1 If I go to the entertain-

ment to which my brother invites me, I am a dead

man; and it will be equally fatal to me, if I admit
him into my house when he comes thither at mid-

night. Snares are laid for me wherever I tread.

Death lies in ambush for me wherever 1 move;- to

what
place

then can I fly for security?
"

I have devoted myself only to the gods, and to

you, my father. I never made my court to the Ro-

mans, and cannot have recourse to them. They wisli

my ruin, because I am so much affected with their

injustice to you; because I aia tortured to the soul

and fired with indignation, to see you dispossessed
of so many cities and nations; and, lately, of the ma-
ritime coast of Thrace. They cannot llatter them-
selves with the hopes of making themselves matter*

of Macedonia as long as you or 1 are in being. They
are sensible, that, should I die by my brother's guilt,
or age bring you to the grave, or the due course of
nature be anticipated; then the king and kingdom
will be at their disposal.

" Had the Romans left vou some city or territory,
not in the kingdom of Macedon, I possibly might
have had some opportunity of retiring to it. But, it

may be said, I shall find it sufficiently powerful pro-
tection in the Macedonians. You yourself, father,
saw yesterday, with what animosity the soldiers at-

tacked me in the battle. What was wanting for mj
destruction but swords of steel? However, the arm*
they then wanted, my brother's guests assumed in the

night. Why should I mention a great part of the

principal persons of your court, who ground all their

dopes on the Roman's, and on him who is all-power-
ful with them? They are not ashamed to prefer him
not only to me, who am his elder brother, but I

might almost say it, to you, who are our king and
father. For they pretend that it is to him you are

obliged for the senate's remitting you some of those

things which they otherwise would have required: it

is he who now checks the Romans, and prevent- their

advancing in a hostile manner into your kingdom.
In fine, if they may be believed, your old age has no
other refuge but the protection

which your youn^
son procures you. On his side are the Romans, and

all the cities which have been dismembered from

your dominions, as well as such Macedonians whose

dependence, with regard to fortune, is placed wholly
on the Roman*. But with respect to myself, I look

upon it as glorious to have no other protector than

you, my father, and to place all iiy hope* in you
alone.
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" What do you judge
to be the aim and design of

the Iciteryou lately received from Quintal*, in which
he declares expressly, that you acted prudently for

your interest, in sending Demetrius to Rome: and
wherein he exhorts you to send him back thither, ac-

compnnied bv other ambassadors, and a greater train

of Macedonian noblemen.' Quintius is now every
thing with Demetrius. He has no other guide but

his councils, or rather his orders. Quite forgetting^
that vou are his father, he seems to have sub^ituted

him in your place. It is in the city of Rome, and in

his sight, that he formed the secret and clandestine

designs which will soon break out into action. It

is merc-lv to ensure their success, that Quintius or-

ders you to send along
with Demetrius a greater

number of the Macedonian nobility. They set out

from this country with the most sincere attachment
to your person and interest; but, won by the caresses

which are lavished upon them in that city, they return

from it corrupted and debauched by directly oppo-
site sentiments. Demetrius is all in r" -'^ them:

they already presume, in your lifetime, to give _.jj

the title ofltiug. If I am indignant at his conduct,
I have the grief to see not only others, but yourself,

my father, charge me with the design of aspiring to

your throne. Should this accusation be levelled at

us both, I am conscious of my own innocence, and it

cannot in anv iwanner affect me. For whom, in that

case, should I dispossess, to seize upon what would
be another's right: there is no one but my father

between me and the throne; and I beseech the gods
that he may long continue so. In case I should nap-

pen to survive him. (and this I would not wish any

longer than he shall think me worthy of it,) I shall

tucceed him in the kingdom, if it be his good pleas-
ure. He may be accused of aspiring to the throne,
and of qspiring in the most unjust and criminal man-

ner, who is impatient to break the order and over-

leap the bounds prescribed by age, by nature, by the

usages and customs of Macedonia, and by the law
of nations. My elder brother, says Demetrius to

himself, to whom the kingdom belongs both by the

right of seniority and my father's will, is an obsta-

cle to my ambitious views. I must dispatch him
I shall not be the first who has waded through a

brother's blood to the throne. My father in years,
nd without support, will be too much afraid tor his

iwn life to meditate revenge for his son's death.

The Romans will be pleased to see me on the throne;

they will approve my conduct, and be able to sup-

port
me. I own, my father, these projects may all

be defeated, but I am sure they are not without
foundation. In a word, I reduce all to this: it is in

your power to secure my life, by bringing to condign
punishment those who yesterday armed themselves
to as-assinate me

; but, should their villany take effect,

it will not be in your power to revenge uiy death."

As soon as Perseus had ended his speech, all the

company cast their eyes on Demetrius, to intimate

that it was incumbent on him to ansxver immediately.
But as he, quite oppressed with sorrow and over-

whelmed in tears, seemed unable to speak, a long
sile nee ensued. At last, being pressed to an answer,
he made his grief give way to necessity, and spoke
as follows:

"
Perseus, by accusing me in your presence, my

father, and by shedding fictitious tears to move you to

Compassion, has made you suspect mine, which, alas!

are but too sincere; and bv that means has deprived
me of all the advantages the accused generally have.

Although ever since my return from Rome he has

been day and night laying snares for me, in secret

cabals with his creatures; yet he now represents me
io you, not only as laying hidden ambuscades to des-

troy him, but attacking him by open violence and an

armed force. He endeavours to alarm you by the

pretended dangers which surround him, in hopes of

hastening by your means the death of his innocent

brother. He declares that he has no refuge.no asy-
lum left, with design to prevent my finding one in

your clemency and
justice.

In the solitary and

abandoned state to which I see m\ s It reduced, quite
friendless and unprotected, he strives to make me
dious, by reproaching me with possessing an influ-

ence, an interest with foreigners, which are rather

prejudice than a service to me.
"
Observe, I beseech vou, with what insidious art

he has blended and confounded the transactions of
last night with every other circumstance ol my life:

and this in a double view; iirt, to raise a suspicion
in you of my conduct in general from this last action,
the innocence of which will soon be evident; and

secondly, to support, by this idle story of a noctur-
nal attack, his equally idle accusation, of my har-

bouring criminal views, hopes, and pretensions. At
the same time he has endeavoured to show that this

accusation was not premeditated or prepared ; bat
that it was wholly the effect of the fear with which he
was seized, occasioned by last night's tumult. But,
Perseus, if I had attempted to betray my father and
his kingdom; had I engaged in conspiracies with the

Romans, and with the enemies of the state; you
ought not to have waited for the opportunity of the

fictitious story of last night's transactions, but should
have impeached me before this time of such treason.

If the charge of treason, when separated from the

other, was altogether improbable, and could serve no
other purpose but to prove how much you envy me,
and not to evince my guilt; you ought not to have
mentioned it now, but should have postponed that

charge to another time; and have examined now
this question only, whether you laid snares for me,
or I tor you. I nevertheless will endeavour, as far

as the confusion into which this sudden and unfore-
seen accusation has thrown me will permit, to sepa-
rate and distinguish what you have thrown together
indiscriminately; and to show whether you or my-
self ought in justice to be accused of laying a snare
for the other fast night.

" Perseus asserts, that I harboured a design to as-

sassinate him, in order that, by the death of my el-

der brother, to whom the crown appertains by the

right of nations, by the customs of Macedonia, and
even, as he pretends, by your determination, I, though
the younger sou, might succeed to the throne. To
what purpose, therefore, is that other part of his

speech, where he declares, that I have been particu-

larly studious to ingratiate myself with the Romans,
and flattered myself with the" hopes of being able to

ascend the throne by their assistance? For, if I

thought the Romans were powerful enough to be-

stow the kingdom of Macedon on whomsoever they
pleased, and if I relied so much on my influence anu

authority with them, why should I commit a fratricide

of no advantage to myself? What ! should I have af-

fected to surround my temples with a diadem, dyed
with my brother's blood, merely that I might become
odious and execrable, even to those with whom I had

acquired some influence, (if indeed I have any) by
a probity either real or dissembled? unless you can

suppose that Quintius, whose counsel I am accused
of

following, (he, I say, who lives in so delightful a
union with nis brother,) suggested to me the horrid

design of imbruing my hands in my brother's blood.

Perseus has summoned up all the advantages, by
which (as he would insinuate) I can promise myself
a superiority over him: such as the credit ot the Ro-

mans, the suffrages of the Macedonians, and the al-

most universal consent of gods and men; and yet he,

at the same time (as if I were inferior to him in all

respects) charges me with having recourse to an ex-

pedient which none but the blackest villains could

employ. Are you willing to have us judged upon
this principle and rule, that whichsoever of us two
was appreheiirive that the other would be juJged
more worthy of the diadem, shall be declared to

have formed a design of murdering his brother?
" But let us come to facts, and examine the order

and plan of the criminal enterprise with which I am
charged. Per?eu> pretends to have been attacked in

different manner", all which are, however, included
within the space of one day. I attempted, as he

a\s, to murder him in broad day-light, in the battle

which followed the sacred ceremony of the revitw.

I determined to poison him at an enter tainment to

which I had invited him. In fin*, I resolved to attack

him with open force in the dtad of night, attended bj
armed person* to a party of pleasure at hi* house.
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' You see, mv father, the season I had chosen to

r.oiiMiiit tiii* fratricide; a tournament, a banquet, a

partv of pleasure, and on how venerable and solemn
a (lav! a day on which the armv is reviewed, on
which the resplendent arms of afl the Macedonian
monarch* arc carried in front of the procession; on
which it passes between the two parts of the sacred

victim; and on which we have the honour to march
on each side of vou, at the head of tlie whole Macedo-
nian people.

What! though pi:rified bv this august
sacrifice from all faults I might before have com-
mitted; having before my eyes the sacred victim

through which we passed, was mv mind intent upon
fratricides, poisons, and daggers! Defiled in such a

manner by crimes of the most horrid nature, by what
ceremonies, by what victims, would it have been pos-
sible for me to purify myself?
"It is evident that my brother, hurried on by a

blind wish io calumniate and destrov me, in his en-

deavour to make every thing suspected, and a crime
in me, betrays and contradicts himself. For (brother)
bad I formed the design of poisoning you at my table,

what could be more ill-judged than to exa-perate
you, and put you upon your guard by an obstinate

battle in which I should have discovered that I had

designs of violence against you; and bv that means
have prevented your coming to an entertainment to

which I had invited you, and at which you according-
ly refused to be present .' But surely, "after such a re-

fusal, should I not have endeavoured to reconcile my-
self to you ; and, as I had resolved to take you off by
poison, ought I not to have sought another opportu-
nity for giving you the fatal draught? Could it be ex-

pected that I should abruptly fly
off on the very same

day to another scheme, and
attempt

to assassinate

you, upon pretence of going to your house on a
party

of pleasure .' Could I reasonably flatter myself with
the hopes, (taking it for granted that the fear of your
being murdered had made you refuse to come to my
entertainment,) that the same fear would not induce

you to refuse me admittance into your house?
"I presume, father, I may confess to you without

blushing, that in a day of festivity and rejoicing, hap-
pening to be in company with young people of my
own age, I drank more plentifully than usual. In-

quire, I beseech you, how we spent our time at the

feast yesterday, how full of mirth we were, how trans-

ported with thoughtless gayety, very much heighten-
ed by our, perhaps, too indiscreet joy for the victory
we h'ad gained in the tournament. It is the sad con-
dition of an unforeseen accusation: it is the danger
in which I now see myself involved, that have dis-

pelled but too easily the fumes of wine; otherwise a

calm assassin, my eyes had still been closed in slum-
bers. Had I formed a resolution to attack your
house with a view of murdering you, would it not
have been possible for me to abstain for one day
from immoderate drinking, and to keep my compan-
ions from the like excess?

"
But, that it may not be thought that I alone act

with frankness and simplicity, let us hear my brother,
who has no malice, and does not harbour the least

suspicion. All, says he, that I know, and the only
thing I have to complain of, is, that they came armed
to my house, upon pretence of engaging in a party of

pleasure. Should I ask \ou how you came to know
this, \oii will be forced to own, either that my house
was filled with

spie.s gent by you, or else that my at-

tendants had taken up arms in so open a manner that

erery oce new of it. What does mv brother do?
That lie may tot seem to have formerly watched all

my motions, nor at this time to ground his accusation

merely on suppositions; he beseeches you to inquire of
those whom he shall name, whether it be not true
that they came armed to his house; in order that (as
if this were a doubtful circumstance) after this inqui-

ry into an incident which they themselves own and
c.iuh ~s, they may be considered as legally convicted.
But is this the question? Why ilo not you desire an

inquiry to be made whether they took up arms to as-

lassinate you, and wither tin y did it with my know-

ledge. ai,d at mv request? For this is what you pre-
tend ; and not what they themselves own pubficlv, and
whioli i e ry manifest, that the} took up arms with

no other view than to defend themselves. Whetne
they had or had not reason to arm theuiselv, -. thai

they are to inform you. Do not blemi and confound

my cause ui;h thtirs, for they are quite distinct and

separate. Only tell us whether we intended to at-

tack you openly or by surprise. If openly, why did
we not all take uparms? Why were these onh arm-
ed who had insulted your spy? In case it was to

have been by surprise, in what manner would the
attack have been made? Would it have bten at the

end of the feast; and after I had left it with my com-

pany, would the four men in question have stayed

behind, to have fallen upon you when asleep? How
would it have been possiole tor them to conceal tlum-
selves in your house, since they were strangers in

mv service, and could not but be very much suspect-
ed", having been seen but a few hours before i :

in the quam 1 ? Again, supposing they had found an

opportunity to murder you, in what manner could
tliev have escaped? Could four men armed have been
able to make themselves masters of your house?

"
Leave, then, this nocturnal fiction, and come to

what really pains you,
and which you have so much

at heart, for what reason, (methinks I hear n:y
brother say',) for what reason (Demetrius) do the

people talk of making you king.' Why do some

persons think you more worthy than I of succeeding
our father? Why do you make my hopes doubtful

and uncertain, which, were it not for you, would have
been established on the most solid foundation? Such
are the reflections which Perseus revolves in his mind,

though he does not express himself in this manner.
It is this that makes him my enemy and my accuser:

it is this that fills the palace and every part cf the

kingdom with suspicions and accusations. If 1 ought
not now, father, so much as to hope for the sceptje,
nor perhaps ever think of

contesting it, as being
the younger, and because it is your will and pleasure
that I should yield to my elder brother; it does not

follow that I ought to make myself appear unworthy
of it, either to you (my father) or all the Macedo-
nians;! a circumstance which nothing bu f r~ " -^n*

duct could occasion. I can, indeed, through moder-

ation, resign it to whom it belongs; but I cannot pre-
vail with myself to renounce my virtue and good
note.
"You reproach me with the affection of the Ro-

mans, and impute that to me for a crime which ought
to b? my glory. I did not desire to be gent to Rome,
ueitl.er as a hostage at first, nor afterwards as am-

bassador; this, father, you yourself very well know.
When you ordered me to go thither, I obyed your
commands: and 1 believe my conduct there and be-

haviour were such, as cannot reflect the least dishon-

our either on yourself, your crown, or the Macedo-
nian nation. It is therefore yourself, father, who oc-

casioned the friendship I have contracted with the

Romans. So long as you shall be at peace with them,
so long our friendship will subsist: but at the first

signal for war. though I have been a hostage among
them, and exercised the functions of an ambassador
in such a manner as perhaps has not been disadvan-

tageous to my father; from that moment, I say, I

shall declare myself their enemy. I do not deire to

reap any benefit on the present occasion, from the

love which the Romans have for me; all 1 entreat is,

that it may not be of prejudice to me. It wa< nut

begun in war, nor is it designed to subsist in it.

A.S a hostage and an ambassador, peace was my only

object; let that be neither considered in me as a

crime m>r a merit.
" If 1 have violated, in any manner, the respect 1

owe to you, my father; if I nave formed any crimi-

nal enterprise against my brother, let me be punish-
ed as I deserve; but if I am immcent, tl.is 1 claim;
that as I cannot be convicted of the least guilt, I may
not fall a victim to ti\\\. This is not the first :::

that my brother has charged me with harbouring hor-

r'ul designs; but it is tlie first time he ha* attempted
to do it openly, though without the kast foundation,

Was my father exasperated E^<IU uie, it would be

i lnste<tclol"in/i/iiit*tJ,p'rt Wfiioi ds

tiki pater: vlu.-h <. to i ; . letter w>0 U HI e*.
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Toiu dul/, a; the elder, kindly to intercede for your
younger brother, to solicit his pardon, to entreat

that gome regard might be shown to his youth; and
that a fault which had been committed merely
through inadvertency, might be overlooked. My
ruin comes from tliat very quarter, whence I migh'l

naturally have expected my safety.
" Almost hrtlf a-leep, after the feast and partv of

pleasure, I am dragged here on a sudden, to answer
t charge of fratricide; and am forced to plead my
jwn cause, unassisted by advocates, and unsupported
Oy the advice or influence of a single person. Had
[ been to speak in favour of another, I should have
taken time to prepare and compose my discourse;
and vet, on such an occasion, my reputation only
won Kl have laid at stake, and I should have had

nothing to do but to display my wit and eloquence;
*t this instant, without knowing the cause for which
I am ordered to appear in this place, I hear an of-

fended lather commanding me to make my defence,
and a brother charging me with the most horrid

crimes. Perseus has had all the time he could de-

tire to prepare his accusation, whilst I did not o
much as know what the business was, till the very
instant the accusation was brought against me. In

this rapid momerit, ought I to be more attentive to

my accuser than studious of my own apology? Sur-

prised by a sudden and unforeseen accusation, I

could scarce comprehend what was laid to my charge,
so far from being able to know how to make my
defence. What hope could I have left, did I not

know that it is my father who is to judge! He may
show a greater affection for my brother, as the elder;
but he owes more compassion to me, as being the

party accused: I myself conjure you to preserve my
life for your own sake and mine; whereas Perseus

insists upon your sacrificing me to his safety. What
may you not naturally expect from him when you
shall once have invested him with your authority, as

he now demands the favour at no less a price than

my blood?"
Whilst Demetrius defended himself in this manner,

his words were interrupted by deep sighs, and groans
intermixed with tears. Philip, dismissing both of
them for a moment, advised with his friends; and
then ordering them to be called in

again,
he told

them: "
I will not pronounce sentence in this affair

from mere, words and an hour's discussion, but from
the inquiry I shall make into your conduct, from

your behaviour in small as well as great things, and
from your words as well as actions." This judg-
ment showed plainly enough, that although Deme-
trius had cleared himself with regard to the charge
of endeavouring to take away his brother's life, Phi-

lio, however, suspected him from the connexions
with the Romans. These were in a manner the first

seeds of the war that were sown in Philip's lifetime,
and which were to ripen under Perseus his successor.

The king,' some time alter, sent
A. M. 3823. Philocles and Appelles as his am-

int. J. C. 181. basadors to Rome; not so much
with the design of employing them

to any negotiation, as to gain information how the

inhabitants of that city stood affected with regard to

Demetrius; and to inquire secretly into what lie had
said there (particularly to Quintius,) respecting the

iicct --ion to the throne. Philip imagined that these

two men were not attached to any party; but they
were Ptrseus's adherents, and had engaged in his

conspiracy. Demetrius, who knew nothing of what
was transacting, (his brother's accusation excepted,)
had no hopes of ever being able to pacify his father;

especially when he found that his brother had so

ordered matters that he could not have the least ac-

cess to him. All he therefore endeavoured waj, to

keep a watchful guard over his words and actions, in

order to give no ground for suspicion and envy.
He avoided speaking of the Romans, or holding the

ieast correspondence with them, even by letter, know-

ing it was this that chie/ly incensed the Macedoni-
ans against him. He ought to have taken these

precautions sooner; but this young prince, who had

Li. 1. si. n. 20-24.

no experience, and was frank and sincere, and judg
ed of others from himself, imagined he had nothing
to fear from a court, with whose intrigues and arti

fices he ousht to have been better acquainted.

Philip, trom a vulgar opinion which prevailed in

Macedon, that from the top of mount H;emu- (he

Black Sea and the Adriatic, as well as the Danube
and the Alps, might be discovered, had the curiosity
to ascertain the truth of it himself; imagining that

this prospect might be of some service to the design
he meditated, ot making Italy the seat of war. He
only took Perseus with him, and sent Demetrius into

Macedonia; appointing Didas, governor of Pieonia,
and one of the king's chief officers, to escort him.
This man was a creature of Perseus, who had taught
him his lesson perfectly; and exhorted him, above
all things, to insinuate himself as artfully as possible
into the good graces of the young princt, in order to

discover all his secrets.

Didas executed his commission but too well. He
agreed to every thing that Demetrius said, lamented
his ill fate, seemed to detest the injustice and insin-

cerity of his enemies, who represented him, on all

occasion*, in the most odious light to his father; and
offered to serve him, to the utmost, in whatever lay
in his power. Demetrius at last resolved to tly to

the Romans. He fancied that heaven had opened
him a certain means (for it was necessary to pass

through Pieonia, of which Didas, as I observed above,
was governor,) and accordingly he revealed hi*

design to him. Didas, without loss of time, sent

advice of this to Perseus, and the latter to king
Philip; who, after having undergone inexpressible
fatigues in his journey up mount Haemus, was re-

turned from his expedition with no better informa-
tion than he carried with him. The monarch and
his attendants did not, however, refuse the vulgar
opinion; in all probability, that they might not ex-

pose so ridiculous a journey to the laughter of the

public; rather than because they had seen from one
and the same spot, rivers, seas, and mountains, at

so vast a distance from one another. Be this as it

may, the king was at that time employed in the siege
of a city called Petra, when the news I have mention-
ed was brought him. Herodotus, Demetrius's bosom-
friend, was seized, and strict orders were given to

keep a watchful eye over the prince.

Philip, at his return to Macedon, was seized with a

deep melancholy. This last attempt of Demetrius
went to his heart. He thought, however, that it

would be proper for him to wait the return of the

ambassadors whom he had sent to Rome, and who
had been taught their lesson before they left Mace-
don. They reported exactly whatever had been dic-

tated to them; and presented the king with a forged
letter, sealed with the counterfeit seal of T. Quintius.
in which he desired Philip,

" not to be offended at

his son Demetrius, for some unguarded expressions
which might have escaped him with respect to the

succession to the crown; assuring him that he would
not engage in any attempt contrary to the ties of

blood and nature." He concluded with observing,
"that he was very far from ever giving him such
counsel." This letter confirmed all that Perseus had
advanced against his brother. Herodotus was put to

the torture, and died on the rack, without charging
liis inii-trr with any thing.

Perseus again accused his brother before the king.
His having projected the design of flying to the Ro-
mans through Pwonia, and of bribing certain persons
to accompany him in his flight, was imputed to him
as a crime. But the circumstance which bore hard-
est

against him was, the forged letter of Quiutius.
His Inther nevertheless did not declare himself pub-
licly against him, resolving to make away with him

secretly; not out of regard to his son, but lest the

noise which the bringing him to execution would
make, should discover too visibly the designs

he pro-
jected against Rome. At his leaving Thessaloiiira

to go to Demttrias he commanded Dulas to despatch
the young prince. The latter having carried Deme-
trius with him into Pieonia, poisoned him at an enter
tainment that was made after a sacrifice. Demetrius
had no sooner drunk the deadly draught, than he
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found himself seize .1 with violent pains. He with-

drew to his apartment, complaining bitterly of his

father's cruelty, and ioudly charging nis brother with

<tie crime of fratricuie, and Diclas with his barbarous

treachery. His pan.s increasing, two of Didas's do-

mestics entered the room, threw blankets over his

head, and stifled him. Such was the end of this

young prince, who deserved a much better fate.

Almost two years were elapsed
A. M. 3825. before tho conspiracy of Perseus

Ant. J. C. 179. against his brother was discovered. I

In the mean time Philip, tortured

by grief and remorse, incessantly deplored
his son's

murder, and reproached himself with his cruelty.
His surviving son, who looked upon himself al reach-

as king, and to whom the courtiers b*gan to attach

themselves, from the expectation that he would soon
be their sovereign, gave him no less pain. It was in-

finitely shocking to him to see his old age despised;
tome waiting with the utmost impatience for his

death, and others even not waiting for it.

Among those who had access to him, Antigonus
held the first rank. He was nephew of another An-

tigonus,* who had been Philip's guardian; and under
that name, and in that quality, had reigned ten years.

This worthy man had always continued inviolably at-

tached, both from duty and affectiqn, to the person
of his prince, in the midst of the tumults and cabals

of the court. Perseus had never cared for him; but
this inviolable attachment to his father had made him
his professed enemy. Antigonus plainly perceived
the danger to which he would be exposed when that

prince should succeed to the crown. Finding that

Philip began to fluctuate in thought, and would from
time to time sigh and weep for his son Demetrius, he

thought it proper to take advantage of that dispo-
sition; and sometimes listening to his discourse on
that subject, at other times beginning it himself, and

regretting the
precipitate manner in which that affair

had been conducted, he entered into his sentiments
and complaints, and thereby gave them new force.

And as truth always leaves some footsteps by which
in may be discerned, he used his utmost endeavours
to trace out the secret intrigues of Perseus's conspi-
racy.

The persons who had had the greatest concern in

that aflair, and ofwhom the strongest suspicion might
with the greatest justice be entertained, were Appel-
les and Philocles, who had been sent ambassadors to

Rome, and had brought from thence, as in the name
of Quintius Flamininus, the letter which had proved
so fatal to the young prince. It was generally whis-

pered at court that this whole letter was forged : but
still this was only conjecture, and there was no proof
of it. Very luckily, Xychus, who had accompanied
Appelles and Philocles'in quality of secretary of the

embassy, happened upon some occasion to apply to

Antigonus. Immediately he put him under an arrest,
caused him to b8 carrie'd to the palace, and leaving
him under a strong guard, went to Philip. "I im-

agined," says he,
"
royal sir, from several things I

have heard you say, that nothing could give you
greater pleasure than to know exactly what idea you
ought to entertain of your two sons; and to ascer-
tain which of them it was that made an attempt on
the other's life. You now have in your power the
man who is best able to give you a perfect account
of that whole affair, and this is Xychus. He is now
in your palace, and you may command him to be sent
for."' Xychus bring immediately brought in, at first

denied every thing; but so very faintly, that it was
evident he would make a full discovery, upon being
ever so little intimidated. Accordingly, the instant
that the officer of justice appeared, he made a full

confession, revealed the whole intrigue of the ambas-
sadors, and the share he himself had in it. Imme-

diately Philocles, who happened to be in court at

that time, was seized; but Appelles, who was absent,

hearing that Xychus had made a full discovery, fled

to Kfaly. History does not inform us of the particu-
lar* which were extorted from Philocles. Some pre-
tend that alter having resolutely denied the charge

t LIT. I. xl. n 5457. He was f untamed Dosen.

at first, he was utterly confounded upon his being
confronted with Xyvhus. According to other histo

rians, he bore the torture with the utmost fortitude.

and asserted his innocence to the last gasp. All these

things only revived and augmented the sorrow ol

Philip; a father equally wretched, whether he turned
his reflections on his murdered son, or on him who

.

Perseus, being informed that his whole plot had
en discovered, knew too well his own power and

influence to believe it necessary to secure himself by
flight. The only precaution he took was, a resolution

to keep at a distance from court as long as his fathet

should live, in order to withdraw himself from his re-

sentment.

Philip did not entertain the hope of having it in

his power to seize. Perseus, and bring him to condign
punishment. The only thought he then entertained

was, to prevent his enjoying, with impunity, the fru'-ts

of his guilt. In this view ne sent for Antigonus, to

whose great care he owed the discovery of the con-

spiracy; and whom he judged very well qualified,
both on account of his personal merit, and of his uncle

Antigonus's recent fame and glory, to fill the Mace-
donian throne. " Reduced," says Philip,

" to the de-

plorable necessity of wishing that to be my fate, which
other fathers detest as the most dread'ful calamity
that can befall them (the being childless); I ani now
resolving to bequeath to you a kingdom, for which I

am indebted to the guardianship of your uncle; and
which he not only preserved by his fidelity, but en-

larged considerably by his valour. I know no man
worthy of the crown but yourself. And were there

none capable of wearing it with dignity, I had in-

finitely rather it should be lost for ever, than that

Perseus should have it as the reward of his inlamoui

perfidy. .Mi thinks I shall see Demetrius risen front

the sepulchre, and restored to his father, if I can sub-

stitute you in his place; you, who alone bewailed the

untimely death oftny dear son, and the unhappy cre-

dulity which proved his destruction."

After this he bestowed the highest honours on An-

tigonus, and took every opportunity of producing
him in the most advantageous light to the public.
Whilst Perseus resided in Thrace. Philip made a

progress through several cities of Macedon, and re-

commended Antigonus to all the noblemen of the

greatest distinction, with the utmost zeal and aflec-

tion; and, had fate allowed him a longer life, it was
not doubted but he would have put him in possession
of the thune. Having left Demetrias, he made a

considerable stay in Thessalonica, from whence he
went to Amphipolis, where he fell dangerously ill.

The physicians declared, that his sickness proceeded
more from his mind than his body. Grief kept him

continually awake; and he frequently imagined he

saw, in the dead of night, the ghost of the ill-fated

Demetrius, reproaching him with his death, and call-

ing down curses on his head. He expired, bewailing
one of his sons with a shower of tears, and venting

imprecations against the other. Antigonus might
have been raised to the throne, had the king's death
been immediately divulged. Calligenes the physi-
cian, who presided in all the consultations, did not

stay till the king had breathed his last; but the verjr
instant he saw that it was impossible for him to re-

cover, he despatched couriers to Perseus; it having
been agreed between them that he should

keep
some

in readiness for that purpose; and he concealed the

king's death from every body out of the palace, till

Perseus appeared, whose sudden arrival surprised
all people. He thtn took possession of the crown
which he had acquired by guilt.
He reigned eleren years; the last four of which

were employed in war against the Romans, for which
he had made preparations from the time of his acces-

sion to the throne. At last, Paulus jtmilius gained
a famous victory over him, which put an end to the

kingdom of Macedon. To prevent my being obliged
to divide and interrupt the series of Perseus's histo-

ry, which has scarce any connexion with that of the

other kings, I shall deter it to the following book,
where it shall be related at large, and without inter-

ruption.
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SECTIOX II. THK DEATH OF SELEUCUS PHTLOPA-
Tl'R, WHOSE REIGN WAS SHORT AND OBSCVRE. HE
IS SUCCEEDED BY HIS BROTHER ANTIOCHUS, SUR-
KAMED EPIPHANES. CAUSES OF THE WAR WHICH
AFTERWARDS BROKE OUT BETWEEN THE KINGS
OF EGYPT AND SYRIA. ANTK;CHUS GAINS A VIC-

TORT OVER PTOI-EM Y. THE CONQUEROR POSSESSES
HIMSELF OF EGYPT, AND TAKES THE KING PRISON-
ER. A REPORT PREVAILING OF A GENERAL RE-

VOLT, HE GOES INTO PALESTINE; BESIEGE- AM'
TAKES JERUSALEM, WHERE HE EXERCISES THE
MOST HORRID CRUELTIES. THE ALEXANDRIANS,
IN THE ROOM OF PHILOMETOR, WHO WAS ANT1O-
CHUS'S PRISONER, RAISE TO THE THRONE HIS
TOUNGER BROTHER PTOLEMY EUERGETES, SUR-
NA.MED ALSO PHYSCON. ANTIOCHUS RENEWS THE
WAR WITH EGYPT. THE TWO BROTHERS ARE
RECONCILED. HE MARCHES TOWARDS ALEXAN-
DRIA, IN ORDER TO LAY SIEGE TO IT. POP1LIUS,
ONE OF THE ROMAN AMBASSADORS, OBLIGES HIM
TO QUIT EGYPT AND NOT TO MOLEST THE TWO
BROTHERS.

SELEUCUS PHILOPATOR did not reign long in Asia,
nor did he perform any memorable action. Under
him happened tlie famous incident concerning Helio-

dorus, related in the second book of Maccabees. 1

The Holy city
of Jerusalem enjoyed at that time pro-

found tranquillity. The piety and resolution of Onias,
the high priest, caused the laws of God to be strictly

d there, and prompted even kings and idola-

trous princes to have the holy place in the highest
veneration. They honoured ft with rich gifts; and

kins Stleucus furnished, from his own private reve-

nues, all that was necessary for the solemnisation of
the sacrifices. Nevertheless, the perfidy of a Jew
called Simon, governor of the temple, raised on a
sudden great disorder in the city. This man, to re-

venge himself of the opposition which Onias the high
priet

made to his unjust enterprises, informed the

Lin_ that there were immense treasures in the temple,
which were not designed for the expenses of the sac-

rifices, and that he minht M ize upon them all. The

king, on this information, sent Heliodorus his first

mim-ter to Jerusalem, with orders to carry off all

those treasures.

Heliodorus, after having been received by the high-

priest with honours of every kind, told him the mo-
tive of hisjourney, and asked him whether the in-

formation that had been given to the king, with

regard to the treasure, was true. The high-priest
told him, that these treasures were only deposited
there as in trust, and were allotted to the maintenance
of widows and orphans; that he could not absolutely
dispose of them to the prejudice of those to whom
they belonged; and who imagined that they could
not secure them better, than by depositing them in

a temple, the holiness of which was revered through-
out the whole universe. This treasure consisted of
400 talents of silver (about SO.OOOi. sterling.) and
200 talents of gold (300.000J. sterling.) However,
the mini-ter sent from the prince, insisting on the
orders he had received from court, told him plainly
that this money, whatever might be the consequence,
must all be carried to the king.
The day appointed for the carrying it off being

come. Hefiodorus came to the temple, with the inten-

tion to execute his commission. Immediately the

whole city was seized with the utmost terror. The
priests, dressed in their sacerdotal vestments, fell

rostrate at the foot of the altar; beseeching the God
of heaven, who enacted the law with regard to de-

posits, to preserve tliose laid up in his temple. Great
numbers docked in crowds, and jointly besought the
Creator upon their knees, not to sutler so holy a

place to be profaned. The women and maidens,
covered with sackcloth, were seen lifting up their

hand* tc heaven. It was a spectacle truly worthy of

Compassion, to see such multitudes, anJ especially
tne high-priest, pierced with the deepest affliction,

kader the apprehension of so impious a sacrilege.

By this time, Heliodorus, with his guards, was

i I Mcc*b. iii

come to the gate of the treasury, and preparing to

break it open. But the Spirit ol the Almighty 2 now
revealed him-elf by the most sensible mark*: ih>o-

much that all those who had dared to ob< y Helio-

dorus, were struck down by a divine power, and seiz-

ed with a terror which bereaved them of all their

faculties. For iliere appeared to the::; a hore nrh

ly caparisoned, which rushing at once upon Helio-

dorus, struck him several times with his fort-feet.

The man who sat on this horse had a terrible aspect.
and bis arms seemed of gold. At the same time
there were seen two young men, whose beauty daz-

zled the eve, and who, standing on each side of

Heliodorus, scourged him incessantly, and in the

most violent manner. Heliodorus, falling to the

ground, was taken up, and put into his litter; and
this man, who a moment before had come into the

temple followed by a great train of guards, was for-

ced away from this holy place, and had no one to

succour him; and that, because the power of Gt;D
had displayed itself in the strongest manner. By
the same power he was cast to the ground speechless,
and without the least sign of life; whilst the temple,
which before resounded with nothing but lamenta-

tions, now echoed with the shouts of all the people,
who returned thanks to the Almighty, for

having
raised the glory of his holy temple by the effect of
his power.

But now, some of Heliodorn's friends besought
the

high-priest
to invoke GoD in his favour. Imme-

diately Onias offered a sacrifice for his health

Whilst he was praying, the two young men above
mentioned appeared to Heliodorus, and said to him:
"Return thanks to Onias the high-priest; for it is

for his sake that the Lord has granted you life.

After having been chastened of GOD, declare unto
the whole world his miraculous power." Having
spoken these words, they vanished.

Heliodorus offered up sacrifices and made solemn
vows to him who had restored him to life. He re-

turned thanks to Onias, and went his way; declaring
to everv one the wonderful works of the Almighty,
to which he himself had been an eye-witness. The

king asking him, whether he believed that another

person might be sent with safety to Jerusalem, he
answered ;

" In case you have an enemy or any trai-

torous wretch who has a design upon your crown,
send him thither; and you will see him return back
liaved with scourging, if indeed he return at all.

For he who inhabiteth the heavens is himself pres-
ent in that place: he is the guardian and protector
of it; and he strikes those mortally who go thither

to injure it."

The king was soon punished for this sacrilegious
act, bv the very man whom he had commanded to

plunder the temple. Antiochus the Great having,
after his defeat at Sipvlus concluded the ignomini-
ous peace with the Romans before-mentioned, had

given them, among other hostages, Antiorhus, one
of his sous, and the younger brother of Seleucus.

He had resided thirteen years in Rome.* Seleucus

his brother wanted him, "but for what reason is not

known; (perhaps to put him at the head of some

military expedition which he might judge him capa-
ble of executing;) and to obtain him, he sent Dtute-

trius his only son, who was but twelve years of age, to

Rome, as a hostage in Antiochus's

room. During the absence of the A. M. 3829.

two heirs to the crown, (one of Ant. J. C. 175.

whom was gone to Rome, and the

other not returned from it,) Heliodorus imagined he

might, with very little difficulty, seize upon it, by
taking off Seleucus; and accordingly he poisoned
him.

'

In this manner was fulfilled the prophecy of Daniel.
After speaking of the death of Antiochus the Great,
he adds,

" Then shall stand up in his estate a raier
of taxes in the glory of the kingdom :< but within 3

few days he shall be destroyed, neither in anger nor
in batt'le.''* These few words denote evidently the

Scd Spiritu* omnipotent!* Dei magnum fecit ** 3*t

tttionis evidenlium.

Appian. in Syr. p. 116. * Dan. xi. 90.

The Hebrew word may signify either day* or ytmrt.
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short and obscure reign of Seleucus, and the kind

of death he was to die. The Hebrew text points
him out still more clearly. "There shall rise up in

his place," of Antiochus, "a man who, as an extor-

tioner, a collector of taxes, shall cause to pass away,"
Mall destroy,

" the glory of the kingdom." And,
indeed, this was the sole employment of his reign.
He was obliged to furnish the Romans, by the arti-

cles of the peace concluded between them, 1000 tal-

ents annually :' and the twelve years of this tribute

end exactly with his life. He reigned but eleven

vears.

Antiochus,* afterwards surnamed Epiphanes, who
was returning from Rome into Syria, heard at Athens
of the death of his brother Seleucus. He was told

that the usurper had a very strong party, but that an-

other was forming in favour of Ptolemy, whose claim
was founded in right of his mother, the late king's
sister. Antiochus had recourse to Eumenes, king of

Pergamus, and to Attains his brother, who seated

him on the throne, after having expelled Heliodorus.

The prophet Daniel (from verse 21 of chapter xi.

iii the end of chapter \\\.) foretells every thing that

was to befall Antiochus Epiphanes, who was a cruel

persecutor of the Jews, and who is pointed out else-

where by the " little horn which was to issue out of

one of tne four large horns."3 I shall explain this

prophecy hereafter.

Here (chap. xi. verse 21,) the prophet describes his

accession to the throne. * And in his" Seleucus's,
"estate shall stand up a vile person, to whom they
shall not give the honour of the kingdom: but he
shall come in peaceably, and obtain the kingdom by
flatteries." Antiochus's conduct will show now vile

he was. It is said,
" that to him they shall not give

the honours of the kingdom." He did not obtain

the crown either by right of birth, as his brother Se-

leucus had left behind him a son who was his lawful

heir, or by the free choice of the people; Eumenes
and Attains having set it on his head. Being return-

ed from the west peaceably (or rather secretly) to

surprise his rival, he won the hearts of the people by
his artifices, and a specious appearance of clemency.He assumed the title of Epiphanes,

4 that is, illus-

trious, which title was never worse applied. The
whole series of his life will show, that he deserved
much more that of Epimanes, (mad or furious) which
some people gave him.
Some circumstances related of him, prove how

justly the epithet vile is bestowed upon him in Scrip-
ture. He used frequently to go out of his palace, ac-

companied only by two or three domestics, and ram-
ble

up
and down the streets of Antioch. He would

spend his time in talking with goldsmiths and en-

gravers in their shops, and in disputing with them
on the most minute particulars relating to the arts

they professed, and which he ridiculously boasted
he understood as well as they. He would very olten

stoop so low as to converse with the dregs of the

populace, and mix indiscriminately with them in the

places where they were assembled. On these occa-
sions he would sit and drink with foreigners of the

meanest condition in life. Whenever he heard of

pleasure between young people, he used to go (with-
out saying a word to anv person) and join in all their

wanton fooleries; would carouse and sing with them,
without observing the least moderation or decorum.
He sometimes would take it into his head to divest

himself of his royal habit, and put on a Roman robe;
and in that garb would go from street to street, as

he had seen the candidates at Rome do at an elec-
tion for magistrates. He aked the citizens to fa-

vour him with their votes, by giving his hand to one,
by embracing another, and sometimes would canvass
lor the office of aniiJe, and at other times for that of
tribune. Alter having got himself elected, he would
cull for the Curule chair,* and. seating himself in it,

would judge the petty suits relating to contracts of

onying or selling, ancl pronounce sentence with as

i Afc.ut 130.000/.

Ajjpiar,. in Syr. p. 116, 117. Hieron. in Dan.
IHII. viii '.i.

'

4 Alhen. I. v. p. 193.
Tim wan an ivory chair, which wa allowed in Rome

U> none but tho chief inanimate*.

much seriousness and gravity as if he decided affairs

of the utmost importance.
"

\Ve are likewise told
that he was very much given to drinking; that he

squandered away a great part of his revenues in ex
cess and debauch; and that, when intoxicated with

liquor, he would frequently scour up and down the

city, throwing away handi'uls of money among the

populace, and crying,
" Catch as cati'h ran." At

other times, he would leave his palace, (dressed in a
Roman robe, with a crown of roses on his head,)
and walk without attendants about the streets; or
which occasions, if any person offered to follow him,
he used to pelt them with stones, always carrying a

great quantity under his robe, for that purpose. He
often used to go and bathe himself in the public
baths with the common people, where he committed
such extravagancies, as made every body despise him.
After what has been said, (and I omit a great many
other particulars,) I submit to the reader's judgment,
whether Antiochus did not merit the title of mad-
man, rather than that of illustrious.

Scarce was Antiochus well seated
on the throne,6 when Jason, brother A. M. 3830.
of Onias the Jewish high-priest, hav- Ant.J. C. 174

ing formed a design to supplant his

brother, offered that prince, secretly, 360 talents

(about 90.000/. sterling,) besides 80 more (about 12,-

0001.) for another article, upon condition that he
should appoint him high-priest. He succeeded in

bis negotiation; and accordingly Onia, who was

universally revered for his strict piety and justice,
was deposed, and Jason established in his room.
The latter subverted entirelv the religion of his an-

cestors, and brought infinite calamities upon the Jew-
ish nation, as appears from the second book of trie

Maccabees and Josephus.
In Egypt,' from the death of Pto-

lemy Epiphanes, Cleopatra his wid- A. M. 3831.

ow, sister of Antiochus Epiphanes, Ant.J. C. 173.

had assumed the regency and the

guardianship of her young son; and had acquitted
herself with the greatest care and prudence. But
she dying that year, the regency fell to Lenseus, a
nobleman of great distinction in that country; and
Euheus the eunuch wag appointed to superintend
the king's education. These were no sooner in their

employments, than they sent a deputation to de-
mand Cffile-syria and Palestine of Antiochus Epiph-
anes; a demand that vrry soon after occasioned a
war between the two crowns. Cleopatra, who was
mother of one of these kings and sister to the other,
had prevented them as long as she lived from coining
to a rupture. But the new regents did not show so
much regard for Antiochus, nor scruple to demand
of him what they believed their sovereign's right.
It is certain that the Egyptian monarch* had always
possessed the sovereignty of these provinces from
the time of the first Ptolemy ,8 till Antiochus the
Great wrested them from Ptolemy Epiphanes and
left them to Seleucus his son, with no other right
than that of conquest. They had descended from
the latter to his brother Antiochus.
The Egyptians, to enforce their pretensions, de-

clared, that in the last division of the empire be-

tween the four successors of Alexander, who remain-
ed masters of every thing after the battle of Ip^is,
these provinces had been assigned to Ptolemy v.ten
that himself and his successors to the crown m' K-\ pt,

had
enjoyed

them from that time till the battle of i'a

neas, the gaining of which had enabled Antiochu*
the Great to

dispossess Egypt of those provinces:
that this prince had stipulated, when he gave \n

daughter to the king of Egypt, to restore to him at

the same time those provinces
as her dowry; and

that this was the principal article of the marriage
contract.

Antiochus denied both these facts: and pretended
that, on the contrary, in the general division which
had been made of Alexander's emnire, all Syria (in-

cluding Coale-syria and Palestine) dad been aigned
to Seleucus IVicator; and that consequently they

2 Matcah. e. iv.

Fulyb. in Ljut. e. Ixxii. Ixxxii.

Hierun. in Don
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j*longei to the prinre in possession of the kingdom
nt Syria. With regard to the marriage contract, by
rirtue of which the Egyptians demanded bark those

provinces, he asserted that it was an absolute chimera.
In fine, after having given their reasons on both sides

without coining to any conclusion, they found it ne-

ces-ary to deci le their pretensions by force of arms.

Ptolemy Philometor.l having entered big fifteenth

vear, was declared of age. Great preparations were
made in Alexandria for the solemnity of his corona-
tion, according to the Egyptian custom. Antiochus
tent Apollonius, one of the chief noblemen of his

court, with the character of ambassador, to be pres-
ent on that c'.casion, and to congratulate the young
king in his name. This, in outward appearance,
was to do honour to his nephew; but the real mo-
tive was, to discover, if possible, the designs of that

court w'tfh respect to the provinces of Curle-svria and

Palestine, as well as what measures were taking with

regard to them. The instant he heard, on the re-

turn of Apollonius, that all things were preparing for

war, he went by sea to Joppa, visited the frontiers

of the country, and put it into a condition of defend-

ing
itself against all the attacks of the Egyptians.

In his progress he passed through Jerusalem. Ja-

son and the whole city received him there with the

greatest pomp and magnificence. Notwithstanding
the honours paid him in Jerusalem, he afterwards

brought great calamities on that city and the whole
Jewish nation. From Jerusalem he went to Phoeni-

cia; and, alter having settled all things in every place

through which he passed, he returned to Antioch.
The same Apollonius who has been just mention-

ed^ had been sent by Antiochus to Rome, at the head
of an embassy. He made excuses to the senate lor

his master's having sent the tribute later than was stip-

ulated by the treaty. Besides the sum due, he made
a present to the people of several golden vases. He
demanded, in that prince'* name, that the alliance

and friendship which had been granted his father

should be renewed with him; and desired that the

Roman* would give him such orders as suited a king,
who valued himself on being their affectionate and
faithful ally. He added, that his sovereign could
never forget the great favours he had received from
the senate; from all the youths of Rome; and from

persons
of all ranks and conditions, during his abode

in that city, where he had been treated not merely
as a hostage, but a a monarch. The senate made an

obliging answer to these several particulars, and dis-

missed Apollonius with the highest marks of dis-

tinction, and laden with presents. It was well known,
from the Roman ambassadors who had been in Syria,
that he was very much esteemed by the king, and
bad the highest regard for the Romans.

Jason,* the vear following, sent his

A. M. 3832. brother Menelausto Antioch, to pay
Ant. J. ('. 172. the tribute to the king, and to nego-

tiate some affairs of importance. But
that perfidious wretch, in the audience to which he
was admitted, instead of confining himself to his

commission, supplanted his brother, and obtained his

office, by ottering 300 talents more than he did.
This new choice gave rise to tumults, disorders,
murders, and sacrilegious acts; but the death of Oni-
as, who was universally beloved and revered, crown-
ed the whole. Antiochus, hard-hearted as he was,
however, lamented his death, and brought the mur-
derer to condign punishment. I make only a tran-

sient mention of these facts, and omit the principal
circumstances of them, because they belong prop-
erly to the history of the Jews, which does not enter
into my plan, and of which I relate only such par-
ticulars at large as are too important to be entirely

omitted, or which cannot be abridged in such a man-
ner as to preserve their beauty.

Antiochus,* who from the return
A.M. 3833. of Apollonius from the Egyptian

Ant. J. C. 171. court had been preparing for the war
with which he saw himself threatened

2 Marcl>. ir. 21, 22. LIT. I. xlii. n. 6.

2 Mucmh. iv. 23, tc.
Liv. I. xln n. <i. Polyb. in Ifgut. c. Ixxi. lixii. Joitin.

I. izxiv. c. 2. Diod. Leg'nt. xiii. Hieron. in

VOL. II.- 25

hy Ptolemy on account of Cnele-syiia and Palestine,

finding himself in a condition tc Degin it. rosolved
M <t t wait for it in his own dom'iiiuiis, but to carry
his anus into the enemy's cour .ry. He imagined
that as Ptolemy was but sixteen, and was governed
entirely by weak ministers, he should be able to

bring him to what terms he pleased. He was per-
suaded that the Romans, under whose protection the

Egyptians had put themselves, had so much upon
their hands, that it would be impossible for them to

give the latter the least succour; and that the war

thiy were carrying on against Perseus, king of

Macedon, would not allow them leisure for it. In a

word, he thought the present juncture very favour-
able for him to decide his differences with the Egyp-
tians on account of those provinces.

In the mean time, to observe measures with the

Romans, he sent ambassadors to the senate to re-

prt-ent the right he had to the provinces of Coele-

syria and Palistine, of which he was actually posses-
sed, and the necessity he was under of f ngaging in

a war in order to support that right: immediately
alter which he put himself at the head of his army,
and marched towards the frontiers of Egypt. Ptole-
my's army came up \vith his near mount Casius and
Pelusium; and a battle was fought, in which Antio-
C!MI was victorious. He made so good a use of his

that he put the frontier in a condition to

serve as a barrier, and to check the utmost eflbrts

the Egyptians might make to recover those provinces.
This wa his first expedition inlo Egypt : alter which,
without engaging ID any other enterprise that yar,
he returned to Tyre, and placed his army in w inter

quarters in the neighbourhood of that city.

During his stay there,5 three per-
sons, deputed from the sanhedrim ol A. M. 3834.

Jerusalem, came to complain of Me- Ant. J. C 170.

nelaus, whom they proved in his pre-
sence to be gurfty of impiety and sacrilege. Th
king was going to condemn him; but at the rf-ie^t
of Ptolemy Macron, one of his ministers in the in-

terest of Menelaus, he cleared him, and put to death
the three deputies, as false witnesses: an action, says
the author ol the Maccabees, so very unjust,

" that be-

fore th Scythians they would have been judged in-

nocent.' 6 The Tyrians, touched with compassion at

their unhappy fate, gave them honourable interment.
This Ptolemy Macron.7 having formerly been go-

vernor of the island of Cyprus, under kins: Ptolemy
Philometor, had kept in his own hands, during the mi-

nority of that monarch, all the revenues of that coun-
try; and could never be prevailed on to deliver them

up to the ministers, though they made the warmest
remonstrances upon that head ; but had constantly re-

fused to
pay any attention to them, in consequence

of the: well-founded suspicions he entertained of their

fidelity. At the coronation of the king, he brought
the whole treasure to Alexandria, and deposited it

in the exchequer: a rare instance ol a noble disregard
of wealth, in a man who had the public finances at

his disposal ! So considerable a sum. and coming at

time when the government was in extreme want of

money, had done him great honour, and gained him

prodigious influence at court. But afterwards, ex-

asperated at some ill treatment he met with from the

ministers, or at his not having b.en rewarded as he
wished for so important a service, he rebelled against

Ptolemy, entered into Antiochus's service, and de-
livered up the island ofCyprus to him. That king re-

ceived him with infinite >ati-laction, toi k him into the

numberof his confidants, made him governor of Ccele-
svria and Palestine, and sent to Cyprus, in his room,
Crates, who had commanded in the castle at Jerusa-
lem under Sostratus. Frequent mention is made of
this Ptolemy Macron in the Books of the Maccabees.

Antiochus spent the whole winter in making freb

preparations fora second expedition into Egxpt: and
the instant the season would permit it, imaded that

country both by sea and land. PtoUmy had raised a

very considerable army, but it was unable to make
head against Antiochus; for that monarch gained

i 2 Mai-rub, iv. 44 SO. Ibid 47.

Polyb. in Exr^rpt Vatef. p. 126 2 Maccab. x. 12; viii

8; iv.29 and 1 Maecub. iii. 38.
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aeconu cattle on the frontiers, took the city of Pe-

lusinm, and inarched into the very heart of
Egypt.

In this last defeat of the Egyptians, it was in his

powt r not to have suffered a single man to escape;
but (he more completely to ruin his nephew, instead

of making use of the advantage he had gained, he
himst If rode up and down on all sides, and obliged
his soldiers to discontinue the slaughter. This clem-

ency gained him the hearts of the Egyptians; and
when he advanced into the country, all the inhabi-

tants came in crowds to pay their submission to him:
co that he soon took Memphis and all the rest of

Egypt, except Alexandria, which alone held out

gainst him. I

Philometor was either taken or else surrendered
himself to Antiochus, who set him at full liberty.
After this they had but one table; lived, seemingly,
in great friendship; and, for some time, Antiochus
affected to be extremely careful of the interests of

the young king his nephew, and to regulate his affairs

as his guardian. But when he had once possessed
himself of the country, under that pretext he seized

whatever he thought fit, plundered all places, and en-

riched himself, as well as his soldiers, with the spoils
of the Egyptians.

Philometor made a miserable figure all this time.

In the field, he had always kept as far as possible
from danger, and had not even shown himself to those

who fought for him. And after the battle, in how
abject a manner did he submit himself to Antiochus,

by whom he suffered himself to be dispossessed of so

fine a kingdom, without making any effort to preserve
it'.' This, however, was not so much owing to want
of courage and natural capacity, (for he afterwards

gave proofs of both,) as the effects of his soft and ef-

feminate education under Eulaeus his governor. That
eunuch, who also was his prime minister, had used

his utmost endeavours to plunge
him in luxury and

effeminacy, in order to make him incapable of public
business, and to make himself as necessary when the

young prince came of age as he had been during his

minority; and thereby retain all power in his own
hands.

Whilst Antiochus was in Egypt,* a false report of

his death spread throughout Palestine. Jason thought
this a proper opportunity to recover the employment
he had lost in that country, Accordingly, he march-
ed with a few more than 1000 men to Jerusalem ; and

there, by the assistance of his partisans in the city,
made himself master of it, drove out Menelaus, who
withdrew to the citadel, exercised every species of

cruelty upon his fellow-citizens, and put to death,
without mercy, all those who fell into his hands, and
whom he considered as his enemies.
When advice of this was brought Antiochus in

Egypt, he concluded that the Jews had made a ge-
neral insurrection, and therefore net forward imme-

diately to auell it. The circumstance which chiefly

exasperated him was, his being informed that the in-

habitants of Jerusalem had made great rejoicings,
when n false report had

prevailed
of his death. He

therefore besieged the city; took it by storm; and,

during the three days that it was abandoned to the

fury of the soldiers, he caused 80,000 men to be in-

humanly butchered. Forty thousand were also taken

Crisoners,

and the like number sold to the neighbour-

ly nations.

But not yet satisfied, this impious wretch entered

forcibly into the temple, as far as the sanctuary and
the most sacred places; even polluting, by his pres-
ence, the holy of holies, whither the traitor Men. laus

led him. Alter this, adding sacrilege to profanation,
he carried away the altar of incense, the table for the

thow-bread, the candlestick with seven branches, be-

longing to the sanctuary, (all these were of gold,)
with several other vases, utensils, and gifts of kings,
also of gold. He plundered the city, and returned

lo Antiocli laden with the spoils of Judea and Egypt.

i 3 Mar-rab. r. 1. 1 Macrab. L 1720. Hieron. in Dan.
Diod. in Exrcrpt. Valei. p. 311.

Jiintni. I. xxxiv. c. 2. HUM! in Excerpt. Valei. p. 310.
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which together amounted to immense sums.4 la
complete the calamity of the Jews, Antiacliu?, at hi

setting out, appointed, as governor over Judea,

Phrygian, Philip by name, a man of great cruelty
He nominated Andronicus.a man of the like barbar
ous disposition, governor of Samaria: and bestowed
on Menelaus, the most wicked of the three, the title

of high-priest, investing him with the authority an-
nexed to the office.

Such was the beginning of the calamities which had
been foretold at Jerusalem by strange phenomena in

the skies,* that had appeared there, some timo before

during forty days successively. These were men
some on horseback and others on foot, armed with

shields, lances, and swords, who, forming considerable

bodies, combated in the air, like two hostile armies.

The Alexandrians,6 seeing Philo-

metor in the hands of Antiochus, A. M. 3835
whom he suffered to govern his Ant. J. C. 169

kingdom at discretion, considered

him as lost to them, and therefore seated his young-
er brother upon the throne, which they first declared

void. On this occasion he had the name ol Ptolemy
Euergetes 11.7 given him, which was soon changed to

that of Cacergetes; the former signiu ing bentticent,
and the latter evil-doer. He attenvards was nick-

named Physcon.8 or tun-bellied, because his gluttony
had made him remarkably corpulent. Most histori-

ans mention him under the latter epithet.9 Cineas
and Cumanus were appointed his chief ministers, and
were ordered to use their utmost endeavours to re-

store, if possible, the affairs of the kingdom, now so

dilapidated, to their former flourishing condition.

Antiochus, who had ad vice of what was transacting,
took occasion thereupon to return a third time into

Egypt, under the specious pretence of restoring the

dethroned monarch; but, in reality, to make himself

absolute master of the kingdom. He defeated the

Alexandrians in a sea-fight near Pelusijm, marched
his forces into Egypt, and advanced directly towards
Alexandria in order to besiege it. The young king
consulted bis two ministers, who advised him u> sum
uion a grand council, composed of al the principal
officers of the army, and to deliberate with them OK

the measures proper to be taken in the present exigen

cy. After many debates, they came at last to thii

resolution; that, as their affairs were reduced to so

low an ebb, it would be absolutely necessary for them
to endeavour a reconciliation with Antiochus; ana
that the ambassadors of the several states of Greece
who were in Alexandria at that time, should be desir

ed to employ their mediation; to which they readily
consented.

Thty went by water up the river to Antiochus, with

the overtures of peace, accompanied by two of Ptole-

my's ambassadors, who had the same instructions.

He gave them a very gracious reception in his camp,
regaled them that day in a very magnificent manner,
and appointed the next day for them to make their

proposals. The Achieans spoke first, and afterwards

the rest in their turns. All were unanimous in their

accusation of Euheus; ascribing the calamities of the

war to his mat-administration, and to the minority of

Ptolemy Philometor. At the same time, they apolo-

gized in a very artful manner for the new king, and

employed all the powers of their rhetoric to move
Antiochus in his favour, in order to induce him to

treat with him; laying great stress on their affinity.

Antiochus, in the answer he gave, agreed t ntireN

with them, as to the cause and origin of the war: tool

occasion from thence to expatiate, on the right he had

to Ccele-syria and Palestine: alleged the reasons w
have related above; and produced ome documents,
which were judged so strong, that all the members of

this congress were convinced of the justice of bit

claim to those provinces. As to the conditions oi

We are told in the Maccabpei, Book II. ch. i. v. 21, that

he carried off from the temple alone leOO talenU, which ar

equivalent to about 270,0001. iterling.

2 Muccab. v. 24.
Porphyr. in Grec. Euieb Scalig.
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the peace, tie postponed them til', another opportuni-
ty ; giving them reason to hope that he would cause a

oleum treaty to be drawn up, as soon as two absent

pcr-on-, whom he named, should be with him; de-

claring, at the same time, that he would not take a

tingle step without them.

After this answer he decamped, came to Naucratis,
marched from thencr to Alexandria, and began to be-

siege it. In this extremity, I Ptolemy Euergetes and

Cleopatra his sister, who were in the city, sent am-
bassadors to Rome, representing the deplorable con-

dition to which they were reduced, and imploring the

aid of the Romans. The ambassadors apneere'l in

the audience to which they were admitted by the

senate, with all the marks of sorrow used at that time
n the greatest afflictions, and made a speech still

more affecting. They observed that the authority of

the Romans was so much revered by all nations and

kings; and that Antiochus particularly had received

o many obligations from them; that if they would

only declare by their ambassadors, that the senate

did not approve of his making war against kings in

alliance with Rome, they did not doubt but Antiochus
would immediately draw off tiis troops from Alexan-

dria, and return to Syria: that should the senate re-

fuse to afford them protection, Ptolemy and Cleo-

patra, being expelled from their kingdom, would be

immediately reduced to fly to Rome; and that it

would reflect a dishonour on the Romans, to have

neglected to aid the king and queen, at a time when
their affairs were so desperate.
The senate, moved wth their remonstrances, and

persuaded that it would not be for the interest of the

Romans to suffer Antiochns to attain to such a height
of power, and that he would be too formidable should

he unite the crown of Egypt to that of Syria, resolved

to send an embassy to Egypt to put an end to the war.

C. Popilius Lenas, C. Decimus, and C. Hostilius.

were appointed for this important negotiation. Their
instructions were, that they should first wait upon
Antiochus, and afterwards on Ptolemy; should order

them, in the name of the senate, to suspend all hostili-

ties, and put an end to the war; and that should
either of the parties refuse compliance, the Romans
would no longer consider them as their friend or ally.
As the danger was imminent, three days after the res-

olution had been taken in the senate, they get out
from Rome with the Egyptian ambassadors.
A little before their departure,* some ambassadors

from Rhodes arrived in Enypt, who came expressly
to terminate, if possible, the disputes between the

two crown*. They landed at Alexandria, and went
from thence to Antiochus's camp. They did all that

lay in their power to induce him to come to an ac-

commodation with the king of Egypt; strongly insist-

ing on the friendship with which'both crowns had so

long honoured them; and how nearly it conceri.ed
them to employ their good offices, in order to settle

a lasting peace
between them. As they expatiated

Considerably on these common-place topics, Antio-
chus interrupted them, and declared in few words,
that they had no occasion to make long harangues
on this subject; that the crown belonged to the elder
of the two brothers, with whom he had concluded a

peace and contracted a strict friendship; that, if he
were recalled and replaced upon the throne, the war
would be ended at once.

These indeed were his words, but his intentions

were, very different; his views being only to perplex
affairs fur the attainment of his own ends.* The re-

sistance he met with from Alexandria, the siege of
which he plainly .-aw he should be forced to raise,

obliged him to change his
plan,

and conclude, that it

would henceforward be his interest to keep up an

enmity and occasion a war between the two brothers,
which might weaken them to such a degree, that it

hould be in his power to overpower both whenever
lie pleased. In this view he raised the siege, march-
ed towards Memphis, and gave Philometor, in out-

ward appearance, possession of the whole kingdom,
Pelutium excepted, which he kept as a key for en-

Liv. I. jthr. n. 19. Polyb. Legal, xr.
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tering Egypt when he pleased, and the instant mat
ters shoufd be

ripe
for his purpose. Afttr having

made these dispositions, he returned to Antioch.

Philometor began at last to wake from the lethargy
into which his indolent effeminacy had plunged him,
and to be sensible of all the calamities these revolu-

tions had brought upon him. He had even natural

penetration enough to see through Antiochus's de-

sign; and tht king's keeping possession of Pelusium

opened his eyes. He saw plainly, that he kept this

key of Egypt with no other view than to re-enter it,

when his brother and himself should be reduced to

low, by the war which they carried on against each

other, as to be unable to make the least resistance.;
and that then, both would fall victims to his ambi-
tion. The instant, therefore, that Antiochus marched

away, he sent to inform his brother that he was wil

ling to come to an accommodation, which was accor-

dingly effected by the mediation of Cleopatra the'u

sister, on condition that the two brothers should reign

jointly. Philometor returned to Alexandria, and

Egypt was restored to its former tranquillity, to the

great joy of the inhabitants, particularly those of

Alexandria, who had suffered exceedingly during
the war.
Had Antiochus spoken from his heart, when he de-

clared that the sole design of his coming into Egypt
wras to restore Philometor to his throne, he would
have been pleased to hear that the two brothert

were reconciled. But he was far from entertaining
such thoughts; and I before observed, that he con-
cealed beneath those specious professions, an inten-

tion to crush the two brothers, after they should
have weakened each other by a war.
The brothers,4 convinced that Antiochus Kould

again invade them with great vigour, sent ambassa-
dors into Greece to desire some auxiliary force*

from the Achaeans. The assembly was held in Cor-
inth. The two kings requested only one thousand
foot under the command of Lycortas, and two hun-
dred horse, under Polybius. "They had also given
orders for raising 1000 "mercenary troops. Callicra-

tes, who presided in the assembly, opposed the re-

quest made by the ambassadors, under the pretence
that it would not be for the interest of the Acluean
confederates to concern themselves in any manner
with foreign affairs; but that they ought to preserve
their soldiers, to be in a condition to aid the Romans,
who, it was believed, would soon come to a batt.'e

with Perseus. Lycortas and Polybius then speaking,
observed, among other things, that Polybius having-
been the year before with Marcius, who commanded
the Roman army in Macedonia, to offer him the aid

which the Achaean league had decreed to send him;
the consul, when he thanked him, said, that as he
had got footing in Macedonia, he should not want
the aid of the allies; and therefore that the A cle-
ans could not have that pretext for abandoning the

kings of Egypt. Besides that, as the league was able

without the least inconvenience to levy 30 or 40,000

men, so small a number as was desired by (he Egyp-
tian princes would not lessen their strength: that

the Achaean confederates ought to embrace the op-

portunity they now had of aiding the two kings: that

:t would be the highest ingratitude in them to forgtt
the favours they had received from the Egyptian*:
and that their refusal on this occasion would be a
violation of the treaties and oaths on which the alli-

ance was founded. As the majority were for granting
1

the aid, Callicrates dismissed the ambassadors, upon
pretence that it was contrary to the laws, to debate
an affair of that nature in such an assembly.
Another therefore wai held, some time after, in

Sicyon; and as the members were upon the point of

taking the same resolution, Callicrates read a forged
letter from Q. Marcius, by which the Achaeans were
exhorted to employ their mediation for terminating
the war between the two Ptolemies and Antiochus;
and in consequence caused a decree to pass, whereby
the Achaean confederates agreed to send only an em-

bassy to those princes.

< Polyb. Legal, urau i
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TI.e instant that Antiochus heard
A. M.3836. of the reconciliation of the two bro-

Ant. J.C. 168. thers.l he resolved to employ his

whole force against them. Accord-

ingly he sent his fleet early into Cyprus, to preserve
the possession of that island : at the same time he
inarched at the head of a very powerful land army,
with the design to conquer Egypt openly, and not

pretend, as he had before done, to fight the. cause of
one of his nephews. Upon his arrival at Rhinoco-
rura, he found ambassadors from Philometor, who
told him, that their sovereign was very sensible that

he owed his restoration to Antiochus; that he con-

jured him not to destroy his own work by employ-
ing force and arms; but on the contrary to acquaint
him amicably with his pretensions. Antiochus, throw-

ing off the mask, no longer used the tender and af-

lectionate expressions of which he had till then been
o ostentatiously lavish, but declared himself at once
an enemy to both. He told the ambassadors, that

he insisted upon having the island of Cyprus, with
the city of Peluseum.and all the land along the arm
of the JVile on which it was situated, resigned to him
forever; assuring them, that he was determined to

conclude a peace upon no other conditions. He
also fixed a day for a final answer to his demand.
The time being elapsed, and the .satisfaction he

claimed not being made, he began hostilities; pene-
trated as far as Memphis, subjecting the whole, coun-

try through which he passed; and there received the

submission of almost all the rest of the kingdom.
He afterwards marched towards Alexandria, with

design to besiege that city, the possession of which
would have made him absolute master of all Egypt.
He would certainly have succeeded in his enterprise,
had he not been checked in his career by the Roman
embassy, which broke all the measures he had been
so long taking, in order to possess himself of Egypt.We befoue observed, that the ambassadors who
were nominated to go to Kgypt, had left Rome with
the utmost diligence. They landed at Alexandria,

just
at the time Antiochus was marching to besiege

it. The ambassadors came up with him at Eleusine.Z
which was not a mile from Alexandria. The king
seeing Popilius, with whom he had been intimately-

acquainted at Rome when he was a hostage in that

city, opened his arms to embrace him as his old friend.

The Roman, who did not consider himself on that

occasion as a private man, but as a servant of the

public, desired to know, before he answered his com-

pliment, whether he spoke to a friend or an enemy
of Rome. He then gave him the decree of the sen-

ate, bade him read it over, and return him an imme-
diate answer. Antiochus, after perusing it, said he
would examine the contents of it with his friends,
mud give his answer in a short time. Popilius, en-

raged at the king for talking of delays, drew, with
the wand he had in his hand, a circle round Antio-

chus, and then raising his voice;
" Answer," says he,

" the senate, before you stir out of that circle." The
king, quite confounded at so haughty an order, after

moment's reflection, replied that he would act ac-

cording to the desire of the senate. Popilius then
received his civilities; and behaved afterwards in

all respects as an old friend. How important was
the eflect of this blunt loftiness of sentiment and ex-

pression !> The Roman with a few words strikes ter-

ror into the king of Syria, and saves the king of

Egypt.
The circumstance which made the one so bold,

ami the other o submissive, was the news that ar-

rived just before of the great victory gained by the
Romans over Perseus, king of Macedonia. From
that instant every thing gave way before them; and
the Roman name grew formidable to all princes and
Mtions.

Antiochus having left Egypt at the time stipulated,
Pcpilius returned with his colleagues to Alexandria,

I.iv. I. xlv. n. 1113. Polyb. Legal, xcii.
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where he brought to a conclusion the treaty of iiniOM

between the two brothers, which had hitherto be>eil

but slightly sketched out. He then crossed into

Cyprus; sent home Atitiochus's tleet, which had

gained a victory over that of the Egyptians; restored

the whole island to the kings of Egypt, who had a

just claim to )t; and returned to Rome, in order to

acquaint the senate with the success of his embassy.
Ambassadors from Antiochus, the two Ptolemies,

and Cleopatra their sister, arrived there almost at

the same time. The former said, "That the peace
which the senate had been pleased to grant their

sovereign, appeared to him more glorious than th

most splendid conquests; and that he had obeyed
the commands of the Roman ambassadors, as strict-

Iv as if they had been sent from the gods." How
grovelling, and at the same time how impious, wat
all this! They afterwards congratulated the Ro-
mans on the victory they had gained over Per-cns

The rest of the ambassadors declared, in the lik<

extravagant strain, "That the two Ptolemies and

Cleopatra thought themselves bound in as great ob-

ligations to the senate and people of Rome, as tt

their parents, and even to the gods; having been de
livered by the protection which Rome had granted
them, from a very g'.ievous siege; and re-established

on the throne of their ancestors, of which they had
been almost entirely dispossessed." The senate an-

swered, "That Antiochus acted wisely in paying
obedience to the ambassadors: and that the people
and senate of Rome were pleased with him for it."

Methinks this is carrying the spirit of haughtiness as

high as possible. W ith regard to Ptolemy and Cle-

opatra, it was answered, " That the senate were very
much pleased with the opportunity of doing them
some service: and that they would endeavour to

make them sensible, that they ought to look upon
the friendship and protection of the Romans as the

most solid support of their kingdom." The praetor
was then ordered to make the ambassadors the usual

presents.

SECTION III. ANTIOCHUS, ENRAGED AT WHAT
HAD HAPPENED TO HIM IN EGYPT, WREAKS HIS

VENGEANCE ON THE JEWS. HE ENDEAVOURS TO
ABOLISH THE WORSHIP OF THE TRUE G(;I) IN JE-

RUSALEM. HE EXERCISES THE MUST IK Kit 1 11

CRUELTIES IN THAT CITY. THE GENEROUS RE-
SISTANCE MADE BY MATTATHIAS, WHO IN HIS EX-
PIRING MOMENTS, EXHCRTS HIS SONS TO FIGHT
IN DEFENCE OF THE LAW OF GOD. JUDAS MAC-
CABEUS GAINS SEVERAL VICTORIES OVER THE
GENERA IS AND ARMIES OF ANTIOCHUS. THAT
PRINCE, WHO HAD MARCHED INTO PERSIA, IN OR-
DER TO AMASS TREASURES THERE, ATTEMPTS TO
PLUNDER A RICH TKMPLE IN EI.YMA1S, BL'T IS

SHAMEFULLY REFULSKD. HEARING THAT HIS

ARMIES HAD BEEN DEFEATED IN JUDEA, HE SETS
OUT ON A SUDDEN TO EXTIRPATE ALL THE JEWS
IN HIS MARCH, HE IS STRUCK BY THE HAND O

HEAVEN, AND DIES IN THE GREATEST TORMEIX'TS,
AFTER HAVING REIGNED EI.EVEN YEARS.

ANTIOCHUS,* at his return from

Egypt, exasperated
to see forcibly A. M. 3836.

torn from him by the Romans a Ant. J.C. 168.

crown which he looked upon already
as his own, made the Jews, though they had not of
fended him in any manner, feel the whole weight of

his wrath. In his march through Palestine, he de
tached 22,000 men, the command of whom he gave
to Apollonius, with orders to destroy the city ol

Jerusalem.

Apollonius arrived there just two years after thi

city had been taken by Antiochus. At his first com-

ing, he did not behave in any manner as if he had re-

ceived such cruel orders, and waited till the first sab-

bath-day before he executed them. But then.steimf
all the people assembled peaceably in the synagogue*)
and engaged in paying their religious worship to

the Creator; he put in execution the barbarous com-
mission he had received, and setting all his troopi

1 Macrab. i. 3040, and 2 Macrab. v. 3427. Juwpk.
Antiq. I. zii. c.7.
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upon them, he commanded them to rut to pieces all

the men. and to se :ze all the women and children, in

ordtr that they might be exposed to sale. These
commands were obeyed with the utmost cruelty
and rigour. Not a single man was spared; a'i they
could find being cruelly butchered, insomuch that

the ti-eets streamed with blood. The city was after-

wards plundered : and fire get to several parts of it,

after all the riches that could be found had been car-

ried off. They demolished such parts of the houses
as were still standing; and, with the ruins, built a

strong fort on the top of one of the hills of the city

of David, opposite to the temple, which it command-
ed. Thty threw a strong garrison into it, to awe the

whole Jewish nation; they made it a place for arms,
furni-hed with good magazines, where they deposited
fell the spoils taken in the plunder of the. city.
From thenct the garrison fell on all who came to

vorship the trur GOD in the temple: and shed their

olood on every part of the sanctuary, which t!ey

polluted by all possible methods. A stop was put to

the morning and evening sacrifices; not one of the

servants of the true GOD daring to come and adore
him there.

A soon at Anliochus was returned to Antioch.l he

published
a decree, by which the several nations iu

nis dominions were commanded to lay aside their an-

cient religious ceremonies and their particular usa-

ges; anil to conform to the religion of the king, and
lo worship the same gods, and after the same man-
ner, as he did. This decree, though expressed in

general terms, was nevertheless aimed chiefly at the

Jews, whose religion, as well as their nation, he was

absolutely determined to extirpate.
In order that this edict might be

punctually
exe-

cuted, he sent commissioners into all the provinces
of his empire, who were commanded to see it put in

execution, and to instruct the people in all the cere-

monies and customs to which they were to conform.
The Gentiles obeyed with no great reluctance.

However little affected we might suppose them to be
with the chanse of their worship or gods, they how-
ever were not very well pleased with this innovation

in religious matters. No people seemed more eager
to comply with the orders of the court than the Sa-
Biv-itans. They presented a petition to the king, in

which they declared themselves not to be Jews;
and desired that their temple, built on mount Geri-

zim, which, till then, had not been dedicated to any
deity in particular,* might henceforward be dedica-
ted to the Grecian Jupiter, and be called after his

name. Autiochus received their petition very gra-

ciously; and ordered Nicanor, deputy-governor of
the province of Samaria, to dedicate their temple to

the Grecian Jupiter as they had desired, and not to

molest them in any manner.
But the Samaritans were not the only apostates

who forsook their GOD and their law in this trial.

Several J.ws also, either to escape the persecution,
to ingratiate themselves with the king or his officers,

or el-e from inclination or libertinism, did the same.
Frum these different motives many fell from Israel;*

and several of those who had once taken this wicked

step, joining themselves with the king's forces, be-

came (as is but too common) greater persecutors of
their unhappy brethren than the heathens themselves,

employed lo execute this barbarous commission.
The commissioner who was sent i:ito Judea and

Ss-.-uiria, to see the king's decree punctually obeyed,wu called Athenteus, a man advanced in years,'and

extremely well versed in all the ceremonies of the
Grecian idolatry, who, for that reason, was judged a

fit person to invite those nations to join in it. As
toon as he arrived in Jerusalem, he began by putting
a stop to the sacrifices which were offered up to the

Gr.D of Israel, and suppressing all the observances of
the Jewish law. They polluted the temple in such a

< 1 Maccab. i. 4164, and 2 Maccab. vi. 17. Joseph.
Antin I. xii. c. 7.

They expressed themselves in that manner, became the

nighty name of the God of Israel (Jckezak) waj never ut-

tered by the Jews.
1 Maccab. ri.21 24.

manner, that it was no longer fit for the service of

God; profaned the sabbaths and other festivals; for.

bid the circumcision of children; carried ofl and burnt

all the copies of the law wherever they could find

them; abolished all the ordinances of GOD in every

part of the country, and put to death whoever wat
found to have acted contrary to the decree of the

king. The Syrian soldiers, and the commissioner
who commanded over them, were the chief instru-

ments by which the Jews were converted to the re

ligion professed by the sovereign.
To establish it the sooner in every part of the na-

tion, altars and chapels filled with idoU were erected

in every city, and sacred groves were planted. Offi-

cers were appointed over these, who caused all the

people in general to offer sacrifices in them every
month, on the day of the month on which the king
was born, who made them eat swine's flesh, and other
unclean animals sacrificed there.

One of these officers,4 Appelles by name, came to

Modin, the residence of Mattathias, of the sacerdotal

race, a venerable man, and extremely zealous for the

law of GOD. He was son to John, and grandson to

Simon, from whose father Asmoneus the family was
called Asmoneans. With him were his five sons, all

brave men, and fired with as ardent a zeal for the law
of GOD as himself. These were Joannan, surnamed

Gaddis; Simon, surnamed Thasi; Judas, surnamed

Maccabeus; Eleazar, surnamed Abaron; and Jona-

than, stirnamed Apphus. On his arrival at Modin,
Appelles assembled the inhabitants, and explained to

them the purport of his commission. Directing him-
selfafterwards to Mattathias, he endeavoured to per-
suade him to conform to the king's orders, in hopes
that the conversion of so venerable a man would in-

duce all the rest of the inhabitants to follow his ex-

ample. He
promised that, incase of his compliance,

the king would rank him in the number of his friends,
and appoint him a member of his council; and that

himself and his sons should be raised, by the court,
to the greatest honours and preferments. Mnltathias

said, with a loud voice, so as to be heard by the whole
assembly, that though all the nations of the earth

should obey king Antiochus,* and all the people of
Israel should abandon the law of their forefathers,
and obey his ordinances, yet himself, his children,
and his brothers, would adhere lor ever inviolably
to the law of GOD.

After having made this declaration, seeing a Jew

going up to the altar which the heathens had raised,
to sacrifice there in obedience to the king's injunction;
fired with a zeal like that of Phineas, and tiansported
with a just and holy indignation,* he rushed upon th

apostate and killed* him: after this, being
assisted by

his sons, and some others who joined them, he also

killed the king's commissioner and all his followers.

Having in a manner stt up the standard, by this bold

action, he cried aloud in the
city:

" Whosoever? it

zealous of the law,! and maintaiueth the covenants,
let him follow me." Having now assembled his

whole family, and all who were truly zealous lor th

worship of GOD, he retired with them to the moun-
tains, whither they were soon followed by others; go

that all the deserts of Judea were filled, in a little

time, with people who fled from the
persecution.

At first, when the Jews were attacked on the s*b-

bath, for fear of violating the holiness of the day, they
did not dare to make the least defence, but suffered

themselves to be cut to pieces. However, they sooa
became sensible, that the law of the sabbath was
not binding on persons in the case, of such imminent
danger.

4 1 Maccab. ii. 130. Joseph. Antiq. 1. lii. e. 8.

E-ti umiiei gentec repi Anliocho obediunl. at difoedat

unu?i)uique aervilute legis (Kit rum euorum.et onnsentUt
miuiii-itH CJUK; ego, et filn nici, et fratre* mei, obediemus

Isgi patrum nostrurum.
God had commanded his people to slar thocr who should

persuade them to sacrifice to idol*. See Deut. xiii. 6 11.
i Omnik. qui zeluiu habet legii, tatuens lectamentvm,

exoat pout me.
1 M:ircah. ii. 27.

1 Maccnh. ii. 3141. 2 Macrab. vi. 11. Joseph. Antifc
L. xii. c. 8.
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Advice being brought lo Autio-

A. M. 3837. chus.i that his decrees were not so

Ant. J. C. 167. implicitly obeyed in Judea as in

all other nations, he went thither in

person, in order to see them put in execution. He
exercised the most horrid cruellies over all such Jews
as refused to abjure their religion; in order to force

the rest, by the dread of the like inhuman treatment,
to comply witl) what was required of them. At this

time happened the martyrdom of Eleazar,* and that

of the mother and her seven sons, commonly called

the .Maccabees. Although their history is universally
known, it appears to me so important, and relates so

nearly to Antiochus, whose reign I am now writing,
that I cannot prevail with myself to omit it. I shall

therefore repeat it in almost the very words of Scrip-
ture.

The extreme violence of the persecution occasioned

many Jews to fall away; but on the other side, seve-

ral continued inflexible, and chose to suffer death,
rather than pollute themselves by eating impure
meats. One of the most illustrious among these, was
Eleazar. He was a venerable old man, ninety years
of age, and a doctor of the law, whose life had been
one continued series of spotless innocence. He was
commanded to eat swine's flesh, and endeavours were
used to make him swallow it, by forcibly opening
bis mouth. But Eleazar, preferring

a glorious death

to a criminal life, went voluntarily to execution; and

persevering in his resolute patience, was determined
Dot to infringe the law to save his life.

-His friends who were
present,

moved with an un-

just compassion, took him aside, and earnestly be-

sought him to permit them to bring him such meats
as he was allowed to eat; in order that it might be

imagined that he had eaten of the meats of the sacri-

fice, pursuant to the king's command; and by that

means save his life. But Eleazar, considering only
what his great age, the noble and generous senti-

ments he was born with, and the life of purity and
innocence which he had led from his infancy, re-

quired of him, answered, pursuant to the ordinances

of the holy law of God, that he would rather die

than consent to what was desired of him. " It would
be shameful," says he to them, "for me, at this age,
to use such an artifice, which would occasion many
young men, upon the supposition that Eleazar, at

fourscore and ten years of age, had embraced the

principles of the heathens, to be imposed upon by
the deceit, which I should have employed to pre-
serve the short remains of a corruptible life; and

thereby I should dishonour my old age, and expose
it to the curses of all men. Besides, supposing I

should by that means for the present avoid the pun-
ishment of men, I could never flv from the hand of
the Almighty, neither in this world nor in that which
is to come. For this reason, ii" I lay down my life

courageously, I shall appear worthy of my old age,
and shall leave behind me, for the imitation of young
people, an example of constancy and resolution, by
suffering patiently an honourable death, for the sake

of our venerable and holy laws." Eleazar had no
sooner ended his speech, than he was dragged to ex-

ecution. The officers that attended him, and who
hitherto had behaved with some humanity towards

him, grew furious upon what he had said, which

they looked upon as the effect of pride. When the

torments had made him ready to breathe his last, he
Tented a deep sigh, and said: "O Lord! thou who
art possessed of the holy knowledge, thou seest that

I, who could have delivered mystlf from death, do

yet suffer cruel agonies in my body: but in my soul

find joy in my sufferings, because I fear thee."

Thus died this holy man, leaving by his death, not

only to the young men, but to his whole nation, a

glorious example of virtue and resolution.

At this time seven brothers, with their mother,
were seized; and king Antiochus would fore; them
to *at swine's flesh coutrarv to their law, by causing
their bodies to be scourged in a most inhuman man-
ner. But the eldest ol the brethren said to him:

> JiMRph. tie Macrab. c. iv. and
2 Mtccab. vi. and vii.

" What is it thou wouldst ask or learn of us? W
are ready to lay down our lives, rather than violate
the holy laws which God gave to our fortf.ithers."
The king being exasperated at these words, ordered
brazen pans and caldrons to be heated: and, when
they were red, he caused the tongue of that nuin -,vho
had spoken first, to be cut off"; had the skin torn
from his head, and the extremities of his hands and
feet cut off, before the eyes of his mother and hi*
brethren. After being mutilated in every part of
his body, he was brought to the fire, and fried in the

pan. Whilst these tortures were indicting upon him,
his brothers and their mother exhorted each other
to die courageously, saying,

" The Lord God will
have regard to truth: he wiH hare pity on us, and
comfort us, as Moses declares in his song."
The first dying in this manner, the second was

taken; and after the skin of his head, with the hail

were torn away, he was asked whether he would eat
of some meats which were presented to him, before
that all his limbs should be severed one after another
from his body. But he answered in the language of
his country,

" I will not." He was then tortured in

the same manner as his brother. Being ready to ex-

pire, he spoke thus to the king: "Wicked
prince!

you bereave us of this present life; but the king of
heaven and earth, if we die for the defence oF his

laws, will one day raise us up to everlasting life."

They now proceeded to the third. He was com-
manded to put forth his tongue, which he did imme-
diately; and afterwards stretching forth his hands

manfully, he bravely said :
"

1 received these limbs
from heaven, but now I despise them, since I am to
defend the laws of God; from the sure and steadfast

hope that he will one day restore them to me." The

king and all his followers were astonished at the in-

trepidity of this young man, who utterly disregard-
ed the severest tortures.

The fourth was tortured in the same manner, and

being ready to die he said to the king:
" It is for our

advantage to be killed by men, because we hope that

God, by raising us up again, will restore us to life;
but thy resurrection, O king, will not be unto life."

The fifth, whilst they were tormenting him, said to

Antiochus: "You now act according to your own
will and pleasure, because you are invested with ab-

solute power among men, though you are but a mortal
man. But do not imagine that God has forsaken
our natiou. Stay but a little, and you will see the

wondrous effects of his power; and in what manner
he will torment both yourself and your posterity."
The sixth came next, who, the moment before he

expired said :
" Do not deceive yourself; it is true, in-

deed, our sins have drawn upon us the exquisite tor-

tures which we now suffer; but do not flatteV your-
self with the hopes of impunity, after having pre
sumed to make war against God himself."

In the mean time their mother, supported by the

,'iopes that she had in God, beheld with incredible re-

solution all her seven sons die thus in one day. She

encouraged them by her discourse, full of for!itjd

and wisdom, and uniting a manly courage will) the

tenderness of a mother, she said to them: "
I know

not in what manner you were formed in ray womb,
for it was not I who inspired you with a soul and
with life, nor formed your members; but I am sura
that the Creator of the world, who fashioned man,
and who gave being^

to all things, will one day re-

store you to life by nis infinite mercy, in return for

your having; despised it here, out of the love you
bear to his Taws."
There still remained her youngest son. Antiochus

began to exhort him to compliance; assuring him,
with an oath, that he would raise him to rirhes and

power, and rank him in the number of his favourites,
if he would forsake the laws of his forefathers. But
the youth being insensible to nil these promises, th

king called his mother, and advised her to <'uunsel

the young man so as to save his life. This she prom,
ised; and going up to her son, and laughing at tl)

tyrant's cruelty, she said to him in her native Ian-

guage, "Son, have pity on me, who bore yon nl

month' in my womb; ivho for three years fed I

with milk from my breasts, and brought you up ~.
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jrour present nge. I conjure you, dear child, to look

upon heaven and earth, and every thing they con-

tain, and to consider that God formed them all of

things that were not, as well as man. Fear not that

cruel executioner; but show yourself worthy of your
brethren, by submitting cheerfully to death: in or-

der that, by the mercy of God, I may receive you,

together with your brothers, in the glory which
waits us

"

As she was speaking in this manner, the young
man cried aloud :

" What is it you expect from me'.' I

do not obey the king's command, but the law which
was given us by Moses. As to you, from whom all

the calamities with which the Hebrews are afflicted

flow, you shall not escajje the hand of the Almighty.
Our sufferings, indeed, are owing to our sins: but if

the Lord our God, to chasten and correct us, be for

a little time angry with us, he at last will be appeased
and be reconciled to his servants. But as for you,
the most wicked, the most impious of men, do not

flatter yourself with vain hopes. You shall not es-

cape the judgment of God, who is all-seting and

omnipotent. As to my brothers, they, after having
Buffered a moment the most cruel tortures, have en-

tered into the eternal covenant. In imitation of the

example they have set me, I freely give up my body
and life for the lawsof my forefathers; and I beseech.

God to extend his mercy soon to our nation; to force

you by plagues and tortures to confess that he is the

only God; and that his anger, which is justly fallen

on the Hebrews, may end by my death and that of

my brethren."

The king, now transported with fury, and unable

to bear these insults, caused tliii last youth to be tor-

tured more grievously than the rest. Thus he died

in the same holy manner as his brethren, and with a

full confidence in God. At last the mother also suf-

fered death.

Mattathias.i before he died, sent

A. M. 3838. for his five sons, and after exhorting
Ant. J. C. 166. them to fight valiantly for the law

of God against their
persecutors,

he

appointed Judas for their general, and Simon as pre-
sident of the council. He afterwards died, and was
interred at Modin, in the burying-place of his an-

cestors, much regretted and lamented by all the

faithful Israelites.

Antiochus,* finding that Paulus milius, after hav-

ing defeated Perseus and conquered Macedonia, had
solemnized games in the city of Amphipolis, situated

on the river Strymon, was desirous of doing the same
at Daphne near Antioch. He appointed the time for

them, sent to all places to invite spectators, and drew

together prodigious multitudes. The games were
celebratec1 with incredible pomp, cost immense sums,
and lasted several days. The part he there acted du-

ring the whole time, answered in every rspect to the

character given of him by Daniel,3 who calls him a

vile or contemptible person, as I have said elsewhere.
He there committed so many extravagant actions be-

fore that infinite multitude of people, assembled from
different parts of the earth, that he became the laugh-
ing stock of them all: and many of them were so

much disgusted, that, to prevent their being specta-
tors of a conduct so unworthy a prince, and so re-

pugnant to the rults of modesty and decorum, they
refused to go any more to the feasts to which he in-

vited them.
He had scarce ended the solemnitation of those

an;es,4 when Tiberius Gracchus arrived as ambassa-
or from the Romans, in order to have an eye on

Antiorhus's actions. That prince gave him so polite
nd

friendly a reception, that the ambassador not

only laid aside all suspicion
with regard to him, and

did not perceive that he retained any resentment for

what had happened ir Alexandria, but even blamed
those who had spread such reports of him. And
indeed Antiochus, besides other civilities, quitted
his palace to make room for Tiberius Gracchus and
bis train, and was even going to resign hi* crown

;

to him. The ambassador ought to have been pott-
i tician enough to suspect all these civilities: for it ii

certain that Antiochus was meditating, at that time,

how he might best revenge himself of the Roman*;
but he disguised his sentiments, in order to gain
time, and to be the better able to carry on his pre-

parations.
Whilst Antiochus was amusing himself with cele-

brating games at Daphne,* Judas was acting a very
different part in Judea. After having levied an srniy,
he fortified the cities, rebuilt the fortresses, threw

strong garrisons into them, and '

thereby awed the

whole country. Apollonius, who was governor of

Samaria under Antiochus, thought he should be able

to check his progress, and accordingly marched di-

rectly against him. However. Judas defeated him.

killed him, and made a great slaughter of his troops.
Seron, another commander, who had flattered him-

self with the hopes of revenging the affront his mas-

ter had received, met with the same fate as Apollo-
nius, and like him was also defeated and killed in

the battle.

When news was brought to Antiochug of this

double defeat, he was exasperated to fury. Imme-
diately he assembled all his troops, which formed a

mighty army, and determined to destroy the whole
Jewish nation, and to settle other people in the coun-

try. But when his troops were to be paid, he had
not sufficient sums in his coffers, having exhausted
them in the foolish expenses he had lately been at.

For want of money he was obliged to suspend th

vengeance he meditated against the Jewish nation,
and ail the

plans
he had formed for the immediate

execution of that design.
He had squandered immense gums on the games.*

Besides this, he had been extravagantly profuse in

every other respect, particularly in the presents he
bestowed on private persons and whole bodies of
men. He would often throw handsfull of money
among his attendants and others; sometimes season-

ably enough, but most frequently without sense or

reason. On these occasions he verified what the

prophet Daniel had foretold of him, that he should
"scatter among them the prey and spoil of riches;'"T

and the author of the Maccabees says,8 that he had
been exceedingly liberal, and had "abounded above
the kings that were before him." We are told by
Athenaeus.9 that the funds which enabled him to de-

fray so prodigious an expense were, first, the spoilt
he had taken in Egypt, contrary to the promise he
had made Philometor in his minority; secondly, the
sums he had raised among his friends, by wy of free

gifts; lastly, (which was the most considerable arti-

cle.) the plunder of a great number of temples
which he had sacrilegiously pillaged.

Besides the difficulties to which the want of mo-

ney reduced him.i others arose, according to Dan-
iel's prophecy,

" from the tidings" which came to

him " out of the east and out of the north." For,
northward, Artaxias, king of Armenia, had rebelled

against him; and Persia, which lay eastward, discon-
tinued the regular payment of the tribute. There.H
as in almost every other part of his dominions, all

things seemed in the utmost confusion, occasioned

by the new ordinance, by which the ancient customs
of so many of his subjects were abolished ; and those
of the Greeks, of w'hich he was ridiculously fond,
established in their stead. These commotions occa-
sioned great confusion with respect to the payments,
which till then had been very regular throughout
that vast and rich empire, and had always supplied
sums sufficient to defray the great expense it WM
necessary to incur.

To remedy these grievances,12 as well at a multi-
tude of others, he resolved to divide his forces into

I Maccah. ii. 4970. Joseph. Antiq. I. viii. c. 12.

t'olyb. apud Athen. 1. v. p. 193, Ice. Diod. in Excerpt.
Voles, p. JK1. Dan xi. 21.

Ti-lyb. Legal ci. civ. Diod. iu Excerpt. Vales, p. 322.

s 1 Maecab. iii. 126. 2 Macrab. viii. 57. Joseph.
Antiq. I. xii. c. 10. < Jixppli. Antiq. I xii. e 11.

Dan. xi. .'4. ] Macral.. iii. 30
Aihen. I. v. p. 195.

> Dun. xi. 44, and Hieron. in hunc locum.
1 Maccah. iii. 29.

1 Macoib. in. HI 60, and iv. 125. 2 Maew
8 >. Joseph. AnlHj. I. xii. c. 11. Appian. in Syr.
Hieruii. iu Dan *U 44.

icrab. riii
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two parls; lo give the command of one of his ar-

mies to Lvsias, descended from the blood-royal, in

order thnt he miirlit subdue the Jews; and to march
he other himst It into Armenia, and '"terwards into

Persia, to regulate affairs and restore order in those

provinces. He accordingly left to Lysias the govern-
ment of all the countries on this side of the Luphra-
les; and the care of his son's education, who was
then only seven years old, and who afterwards was
called jlnlioctins Enpator. After passing mount
Taurus, he entered Armenia, defeated Artaxias, anil

took him prisoner. He marched from thence into

Persia, where he supposed be should have no otht r

trouble than to receive the tribute of that rich pro-
vince, and those in its neighbourhood. He fondly
flattered himself that he should there find sums suf-

ficient to fill his coffers, and reinstate all his affairs

upon a good a footing as ever.

Whilst he was revolving all these projects, Lysias
was meditating how he might best put in execution
the orders he'had left him, especially those which
related to the Jews. The king hail commanded
him to extirpate them, so as not to leave one He-
brew in the country; which he intended to people
with other inhabitants, and to distribute the lands

among them by lot. He thought it necessarv for

him to make the more despatch in this expedition,
because advice was daily brought him that the arms
of Judas made prodigious progress, and* increased
in strength by taking all the fortresses which he ap-
proached.

Philip, whom Antiochus had left governor of Ju-

dea, seeing Judas's success, had sent expresses, with
advice of this, to Ptolemy Man-on, governor of Coe-

le-syria and Palestine, on which Judea depended;
and had pressed him, by letter, to employ such meas-
ures as might best support the interests of their com-
mon sovereign in this important juncture. Macron
had communicated his advices and letters to Lysias.
A resolution was therefore immediately taken, to

send an army, of which Ptolemy Macron was appoint-
ed generalissimo, into Judea. He appointed .Nica-

nor, his intimate friend, his lieutenant general; sent
him before, at the head of 20,000 men, with Gor-

gias, a veteran officer of consummate experience, to
assist him. Accordingly they entered the country,
and were soon followed by Ptolemy, with the r;st

of the forces intended for that expedition. The ar-

my, after their junction, came and encamped at Em-
maus, near Jerusalem. It consisted of 40,000 foot
and 7000 horse.

Thither also repaired an army of another kind.
It consisted of merchants who came to purchase the
slaves who, it was supposed, would certainly be ta-

ken in that war. Jficanor, who had flattered him-
self with the hopes of levying large sums of money
by this means, sufficient to pay the 2000 talents 1

which the king still owed the Romans, on account
of the ancient treaty of Sipylus, published a procla-
mation in the neighbouring countries, declaring that
all the prisoners taken in that war should be sold,
at the rate of ninety for a talent.* A resolution in-

deed had be*n take'n to cut to pieces all the men
grown; to reduce all the rest to a slate of captivity;
and 180,000 of the latter, at the price above mention-
ed, would have sold exactly for the sum in question.
The merchants, therefore, finding this would be a

>ery profitable article to them, (as it was a very low-

price,) Hocked thither in crowds, and brought con-
siderable sums with them. We are told that 1000,
all of them very considerable merchants, arrived in

the Syrian camp on this occasion, without including
their domestics, and the persons that would be want-
ed to look after the captives they intended to pur-
chase.

Judas and his brethren, perceiving the danger
with which they were threatened by the approach
of so powerful an army, which

they
knew had been

commanded to extirpate entirely the Jewish nation,
resolved to make a very vigorous defence; to fight
for themselves, their law, and their liberty; and ei-

ther to conquer or die sword in hand. According-

ly, they divided the 6000 men under their conn-iand
into four bodies of 1500 men each. Judas put nim-
selt at the head of the first, and gave the command
of the three others to his brethren. He afterwards
marched them to Maspha, there to fler together
their prayers to God, and to implore his assistance
in the extreme danger to which they were now ex-

posed. He made choice of this place, because, as
Jerusalem was in the hands ot their enemies, and the

sanctuary trodden down, they could not assemble in

it to solemnize that religious act; and Maspha seem-
ed the fittest place for that purpose, because God
was worshipped there before 3 the foundation of the

temple.
Here are now two armies

ready to engage : the
numbers on each side very unequal, and the dispo-
sition of their minds still more so. They agree,
however, in one

point;
that is, both are firmly per-

suaded they shall gain the victory; the one, because

they have a mighty army of well-disciplined troops,
commanded by brave and experienced generals; the

other, because they put their whole trust in the God
of armies.

After proclamation had been made according to
the lau ,4 that those who had built a house that year,
or married a wife, or planted a vine, or were atraid,
bad liberty to retire; Judas's 6000 men were reduced
to half that number. Nevertheless, this valiant cap-
tain of the people of God, resolutely determined
to fight the mighty host of the enemy with only this

handful of men, and to leave the issue to Providence,
advanced with his few forces, encamped very near
the enemy, and told his soldiers, alter having anima-
ted them by all the motives which the present con-

juncture supplied, that he intended to give the Sy-
rians battle on the morrow, and therefore that thej
must prepare for it.

But receiving advice that same evening, that Gor-

gias had been detached from the enemy's camp with

oOOO foot. and 1000 horse, all chosen troops, and that

he was marching by a by-way, through which the

apostate Jews led him, in order to come and surprise
his camp in the night; he was not satisfied with frus-

trating that design, but even made use of the very
stratagem which the enemy intended to employ
against him, and was successful in it; for raiding
his camp immediately, and carrying off all the bag-
gage, he marched and attacked the enemy's camp,
weakened by the best troops having been detached
from it; and spread such terror and confusion into

every part of it, that after 3000 Syrians had been cut

to pieces, the rest fled, and left him the whole plun-
der of their camp.
AsGorgias was still to be apprehended, at the head

of this formidable detachment, Judas, like a wise cap-
tain, kept his troops together, and would not sutler

them to stragle about after plunder, or in pursuit of
the enemy, till they should have deflated that body
also. He was successlul, without coming to a battle;
for Gorgias, after failing to meet with Judas in his

camp, and having sought for him in vain in the moun-
tains, whither he supposed he had retired, withdrew
at last into his camp, and finding it in flumes, and the

army routed and
put

to flight, it was impossible for

him to keep his soldiers in order; so that these threw
down their arms and fled also. Then Judas and th

men under his command pursued them vigorously, and
cut to pieces a greater number on this occasion than

they had before done in the camp. JSine thousand

Syrians were left dead in the field, and the greatest

part of those who escaped were either maimed or
wounded.

Alter this Judas marched bnck his soldiers, in or-

der to plunder the camp, where they met with in;-

mense booty; and great numbers of those who were
come as to a fair, to buy the capiive Jews, were .ht m-

selves taken prisoners and sold. The next day, l>ei:ig

the sabbaih, was kept in the most religious manner.
The Hebrews, on that occasion, gave themselves up
to a holv joy, and returned a solemn thanksgiving to

God for the great and signal deliverance he had

wrought in their favour.

> About 300,0001 uterling. A thousand erowni. Judges xx. 1. 1 Sam. vii. 5 Deui. xx. 5, Jte.
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VW have here a sensible image of the feeble oppo-
sition u liich an arm of flesh is able to make against
that of the Almighty, on whom alone the fate of bat-

tles depends. 1C is evident that Judas was fully sen-

sible of his own weakness. " How can we," say* lie

to the Almighty before the battle,
" stand before them,

unless thou thyself assistest usT' And it is as evi-

dent that he was no less firmly persuaded of the suc-

cess of his arms. " The victory," he had said before,

"docs not depend on the number of soldiers, but it

is from Heaven that all our strength comes." But

although Judas had so entire a confidence in God, he

employs all those expedients which the most experi-
euced and bravest general could use, in order to ob-

tain the victory. How excellent a
pattern

have we
h*r Izc generals! to

pray
with humility, because all

things depend on God; and to act with vigour, as if

11 things depended on man. We still possess (thanks
to the Almighty) generals who glory in entertaining
uch thoughts; and who, at the head" of great armies,

composed of as brave soldiers as ever were, as well a?

of officers and commanders of an almost unparalleled

courage and zeal, do not relv on all those human ad-

vantages, but solely on the protection of the God of

armies.

Judas, 1 encouraged by the important victory he had

gained, and reinforced by a great number of troops
whom this success brought to him, employed the ad-

vantage which this gave him to distress the rest of

his enemies. Knowing tuat Timotheus and Bacchi-

des, two of Antiochus's lieutenants, were raiding

troops to fight him, he marched against them, defeat-

ed them in a great battle, and killed upwards of 20,-

300 of their men.

Lysias hearing of the ill success

A. M. 3839. which Antiochus's arms had met with

Ant. J. C. 165. in Judea,J and the great losses he had
sustained in that countrv, was in great

astonishment and perplexity. However, knowing that

the king had a strong de-ire to extirpate that nation,
he made mighty preparations for a new expedition
against the Jews. Accordingly he levied an army of

60,000 foot and 5000 horse, all chosen troops, and

putting himself at their head, he marched into Judea,
firmlv resolved to lay waste the whole country, and

destroy all the inhabitants.

He encamped at Bethsura, a city standing to the

south of Jerusalem, towards the frontiers of Idumaea.

Judas advanced towards him at the head of 10,0(10

men; and fully persuaded that the Lord would assist

him, he engaged the enemv with this disproportionate
body of troops, killed 5000 of them, and put the rest

to flight. Lysias, dismayed at the surprising valour

of Judas's soldiers, who fought with intrepid courage,
determined to conquer or die. led back his defeated

army to Antioch; intending, nevertheless, to come
and attack them again the next year with a still more

powerful body of forces.

Judas,3 being left master of the ccuntrv bv the re-

treat of Lysias, took advantage of this interval of

rest, and marched to Jerusalem, where he recovered
the sanctuary from the heathens, purified and dedi-
cated it to the service of God. This solemn dedica-
tion continued for eight days, which were spent in

thanksgiving for the deliverance that God had vouch-
safed them ; and it was ordained that the anniversary
of it should be solemnized every year. The neigh-
bouring nations, jealous of the prosperity of the

Jews, made a league to destroy them, and resolved

to join Antiochus, in order to extirpate that people.
This prince was then in l'trsia.4

A.M. 3840. levying the tribute which had not
Ant. J.C. 164. been paid regularly. He was in-

formed that Kh innis was thought to

bound with riches; and especially, that in a temple
of that citv, which according to L"olybius was dedi-

cated to Diana, and to Venus according to Appian,

2 Maccali. viii. 30 33,

1 Maccali. iv. 26 35. Joseph. Antiq. 1. xii r. 1 1.

1 Mitcmh. iv. 35 C.l, and v. 1, 2. < Maccab. i. 1 f.

Jowpli. Antiq. I. xii. c. 11.

1 Maccab vi. 1 1(3. 2 Maccali. ix. 1 2it. Polyb. in

Exeetpt. Vales, p. H5. Aupian in Syr. p. 131.
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prodigious sums were laid up lie went thither with

a design to take the city, and plunder the temple, as

he had before done to Jerusalem: but his design

having been discovered, the country people and the

inhabitants of the citv took up arms to defend tht ir

temple, ant! gave him a shameful repulse. Antiochus,

enraged at this disgrace, withdrew to Kcbatnna.

To add to this affliction, news was there brought
him of the defeat of Nicanor and Timotheus in

Judea. In the violence of his rage he set out with
all possible expedition, in order to make that natiom

feel the dreadful effects of his wrath; venting nothing
but menaces on his march, and breathing only final

ruin and destruction. Advancing in this disposition
towards Babylonia, which was in his way, fresh ex-

presses came to him with advice of Lysias's defeat,

and also that the Jews had retaken the temple, thrown
down the altars and idols which he had set up in

them, and re-established their ancient worship. At
this news his fury increased. Immediately he com-
mands his coachman to drive with the utmost

sjjeed,
in order that he might sooner have an opportunity of

fully satiating his vengeance; threatening to make
Jerusalem the burving-place of the whole Jewish na-

tion, and not to leave one single inhabitant in it. He
had scarce uttered that blasphemous expression, when
he was struck by the hand of God. He was seized

with incredible pains in his bowels, and the most
excessive pangs of the colic. "Thus the murderer
and blasphemer," says the author of the Maccabees,
"
having suffered most grievously, as he treated other

men, so died he a miserable death.'

But still his pride was not abated by this first

shock; so far from it, that suffering himself to be
hurried away by the wild transports of his fury, and

breathing nothing but vengeance against the Jews, he

gave orders for proceeding with all possible speed in

the journey. But as his horses were running for-

wards impetuously, he fell from his chariot, and,

thereby bruised, in a grievous manner, every part of
his body; so that his attendants were forced to put
him into a litter, where he suffered inexpressible tor-

ments. Worms crawled from every part of him;
his flesh fell away piecemeal; and the stench was so

great, that it became intolerable to the whole army.
Being himself unable to bear it,

"
it is meet," 5 >nys

he,
" to be subject unto God ; and man, who is mor-

tal, should not think of himself as if he were a God."

Acknowledging that it was the hand of the God of
Israel which struck him, because of the calamities
he had brought upon Jerusalem, he

promises
to exert

the utmost liberality towards his chosen
people;

to

enrich with precious gifts the holy temple of Jeru-
salem which he had plundered; to furnish from his

revenues the sums necessary for defraying the ex-

pense of the sacrifices; to turn Jew himself; and to

travel into every part of the world in order to pub-
lish the power o'f the Almighty. He hoped he should
calm his wrath by these mighty promises, which the

violence of his present affliction, and the fear of fu-

ture torments, extorted from his mouth, but not from
his heart But, adds the author of the Maccabees,
" This wicked person vowed unto the Lord, who now
no more would have mercy upon him. "6 And in-

deed this murderer and blasphemer, (these are the

names which this writer substitutes in the place of

illustrious, which men had bestowed on that prince,)

being struck in a dreadful manner, and treated as he
treated others, finished an impious life by a miserable
death 7

Before he expired, he sent for Philip, who had
been brought up with him from his infancy, and was
his favourite; and bestowed on him the regency of

Syria during the minority of his son, then nine yean
of age. He put into his hands the diadem, the seal of

Maccab. ix. 12. Vor. 13.
1 Pnlyhiu* attest* the truth of this, and relates that An-

tiu'hus was troubled wilh a perpetual delirium; imagining
that spectre* stood continually, before him, reproaching him
with his crimes. This historian, who was unacquainted
with the Sorip'ures. assigns as the caone of thi* punish-
ment. I he sacrilegious at tempt formed by ihis prince a;ain*t
the temple of Diana in Elymais. Polyb. in Excerpt,
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(he empire, and all the other ensigns of royalty; ex-

horting him, especially,
to employ his utmost endea-

vours to give him such an education as would best

teach him the art of reigning, and of governing his

subjects with justice and moderation. Few princes

give such instructions to their children till they nre

uear their end: and that, after having set them a

quite different example during their whole lives.

Philip caused the king's body to be conveyed to An-
tioch. This prince had reigned eleven years.

SECTION TV. PROPHECIES OF DAMEL RELATING
TO ANTIOCHUS EPIPHANES.

As Aniiochus Epiphanes was a violent persecutor
of the people of God, who formed the Jewish church,
nd was at the same lime the type of the Antichrist,

who in after ages was to afflict the Christian church;
Daniel details much more fully his prophecy respect-

ing this prince, than those which relate to any other

of whom he makes mention. This prophecy con-

sists of two parts: one of which relates to his wars

in Egypt, and the other to the persecution carried

on by him against the Jews. We shall treat these

separately, and unite together the various places
where mention is made of them.

I. The wars ofAntiochits Epiphanes against Egypt,
foretold by Daniel the prophet.

" And in his,"i Seleucus Philopator's,
" estate shall

stand up a vile person, to whom they shall not give
the honour of the kingdom: but he shall come in

peaceably,
and obtain the kingdom by flatteries."

This verse, which points out the accession of Antio-

chus to the crown, has been already explained." And with the arms of a flood shall they,"i the

Syrians,
" be overflown before him," Antiochus Epi-

phanes,
" and shall be broken ; yea, also the prince

of the covenant." Heliodorus, the murderer of Se-

leucus and his adherents, as also those of the Egyp-
tian king, who had formed designs against Syria,
were defeated by the forces of Attalus and Eumenes,
and dispersed by the arrival of Antiochus, whose pre-
tence disconcerted all their pojects. By the prince
of the covenant, we may suppose to be meant, either

Heliodorus, the ringleader of the conspirators, who
bad killed Seleucus; or rather Ptolemy Epiphanes,
king of Eirypt, who lost his life by a conspiracy of

his own subjects, at the very time that he was medi-

tating a war against Syria. Thus Providence remo-
ved this powerful adversary, to make way for Autio-

chus, and raise him to the throne.

It appears that the prophet, in the following verses,

points out clearly enough the four different expedi-
tions of Antiochus into Egypt.

Anliochns'sjirst expedition into Egypt.
" And after the league made with him,"3 with Pto-

lemy Philometor his nephew, king of Egypt,
" he

shall work deceitfully; for he shall come up, and
shall become strong with a small people." Antio-

chus, though he was already determined on the war,
still a Mined a specious appearance of friendship
for the king of Egypt. He even sent Apollonius

to

Memphis, to b*
present

at the banquet given on oc-

casion of that prince's coronation, as a proof that it

was agreeable to him. Nevertheless, soon after, on

pretence of defending his nephew, he marched into

Egypt with a small army, in comparison with those

winch he levied afterwards. The battle was fought
near Pelusium. Antiochus was strong, that is, victo-

rious: and afterwards returned to Tyre. Such was
the end of his first expedition.

Antiochtts's second expedition into Egypt.
" He shall enter peaceably even upon tht fattest

places of the povince, (Egypt,)*
nnd he shall do that

which his lathers have not done, nor his faihers' fa-

thers: he shall scatter among them (his troops) the

prey
and spoil and riches: yea, and he shall forecast

bit devices against Ihe strong-holds, even fora time.
" And he* snaf. stir up his power and his courage

I Dan. xi. !!.

Ver. 84.

Ver. 22.

Ver. 25.

Ver. 23.

against the king of the South (of Egypt)
w .tn a g -V

aimy, and the king of the South shall be stirrs. JL.

to battle with a very great ard mighty army; but he
shall not stand, tor they shall forecast devices agaiiist
him.
" Yea,6 they that feed of the portion of his (the

king of Egypt's) meat shall destroy him, and his ar-

my shall overflow; and many shall fall down *lain."

In these three verses appear the principal charac
ters of Antiochus's second expedition into Egypt; hil

mighty armies, his rapid conquests,
the rich spoils he

carried from thence, and the dissimulation and trtach

ery he began to put in practice towards Ptolemy.
Antiochus, after employing the whole winter m

making preparations for a second expedition into

EgypC invaded it both by sea and land, the instant

the season would permit.
" Wherefore he entered

into
Egypt

with a great multitude,? with chariots,
and elephants, and horsemen, and a great navy.
And made war against Ptolemy, king of Egypt: but

Ptolemy was afraid of him, and fled; and many
were wounded to death. Thus they got the strong
tcities in the land of Egypt, and he took the spoils
thereof."

Daniel, some verses after, is more minute and cir-

cumstantial in his prophecy of this event.
" And 8 at the time of the end shall the king of the

South push at him, (Ptolemy is here meant;) and the

king of the North (Antiochus) shall come against
him like a whirlwind, with chariots and with horse-

men, and with many ships; and he shall enter into

the countries, and shall overflow and pass over.
" He shall enter also into the glorious land,9 and

many countries shall be overthrown: but he shall es-

cape out of his hand.
" He shall stretch forth his hand also upon the

countries.io and the land of Egypt shall not escape,
" But he shall have power over the treasures of

gold and silver," and over the precious things of

Egypt."
If we compare the relation given by the author of

the Maccabees with Daniel's prophecy, we hnu a per-
fect resemblance, except that the prophet is evB
more clear and particular than the historian.

Diodorus relates, i* that Antiochus, after this victc/jr,

conquered all Egypt, or at least the greatest part of
it: tor all the cities, Alexandria excepted, opened
their gates to the conqueror. He subdued Egypt
with an astonishing rapidity, nnd did that " which his

fathers had not done. 13 nor* his fathers' fathers."

Ptolemy either surrendered himself, or fell into the

hands of Antiochus, who at first treated him with

kindness; had but one table with him; seemed to be

greatly concerned for his welfare, and left him the

peaceable possession of his kingdom, reserving to

himself Pelusium, which was the key to it. For
Antiochus assumed this appearance of friendship
with no other view than in have the better opportur
nity of ruining him. "They that feed of the por-
tion of his meat shall destroy him.">4

Antiochus did not make a long stay in Egypt at

that time; the news which was brought of the gen-
eral revolt of the Jews obliging him to march against
them.

In the mean time, the inhabitants of Alexandria,
offended at Philometor for having concluded an alli-

ance with Antiochus, raised Euergetes his younger
brother, to the throne in his stead.

Antiochus, who had advice of what had passed in

Alexandria, took this opportunity to return into

Egypt, upon pretext of restoring the dethroned mon-
arch, but in reality to make himself absolute master

of tbe kingdom.

Antiocfois's third expedition into Egypt.
" And both these kings' hearts shall be to do mis-

chief;'* and they shall speak lies at one table; but it

shall not prosper: for yet the end shall be at the limn

appointed.

Pan. xi. 26.

\Vr.41
1 Marcab. i. 1820.

i Vrr. -I-.:

Dan. xl. 4d
tt Ver. 43..

> In Excerpt. Vales, p. 310. n Dan. XL 24
i Dan. xi. 26 Ver. 27.
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** Then shall he (Antiochus) return into hU land

irith great riches."

Antiochus's third expedition could scarce bf point-
ed out more clearly. That prince, hearing that the

Alexandrians had raised Euergetes to the throne,

returiud to Egvpt upon the specious pretence of re

iturinsr Philometor: Per honcstam iper.iem majons
Ptolenuti reducendiin regnum.i After having over-

tome the Alexandrians in a sea-fight at Pclusium, he

laid siege to Alexandria. But finding the inhabitants

made a strong opposition, he was contented with

fciaking himself again master of the rest of Egypt,
ID the name of his nephew, in whose behalf he pre-
tended to hare drawn the sword: Cut regnum quccri
tuis viribitt timulabat.* They were then at Memphis.,
t the same table, and behaved towards one another

with all the outward marks of a sincere friendship.
The uncle seemed to have his nephew's interest at

heart, and the nephew to repose the highest confi-

dence in his uncle; but all this was mere show and

outside, both dissembling their real sep'in"tr The
uncle endeavoured to crush his nephew; C'u rcgn^m
quari suis riribns timulabat,* ut max victorem ag-

frederetur; and the nephew, who saw through this

design, coltintatit (jus non ig-narvs, strove immedi-

ately to be reconciled to his brother. Thus did nei-

ther prosper in deceiving of the other: nothing was

yet determined, and Antiochus returned into Syria.

Antiochus'sfourth expedition into Egypt.
" And at the time appointed he shall return and

come towards the South.s but it shall not be as the

former, or as the latter.
" For the ships of Chittim shall come against him.

Therefore he shall be grieved and return, and have
indignation against the holy covenant."

Advice being brought Antiochus, that the two bro-

thers were reconciled, he threw oil" the mask, and
declared publicly, that he intended to conquer Egypt
for himself. And to support his pretensions,

" he

returned towards the South," that is, into Eerypt, but

was not so successful in this expedition as before. As
he was advancing forward to besiege Alexandria/?

Popilius and other Roman ambassadors, who were
on ooard a fleet composed of Macedonian or Greek

hips (for this the Hebrew word Chittim signifies,)
which they found at Delos, obliged him to lay down
bis arms, and leave Egypt. He obeyed; but " was

grieved and returned, and had indignation against
the holy covenant," and the city and temple of Je-

rusalem, as will be presently seen.

Had the prophet been eye-witness to this event,
would it have been possible for him to point it out
in a clearer and more exact manner?

II. Cruelpersecutions exercised by Antiochus against
the Jews, and foretold by the prophet Daniel.

I have mentioned and explained, in another place,
the account which Daniel the prophet gives of Alex-
ander the Great's reign, and those of his four succes-
sors.
" Behold a he-goat came from the West,* on the

face of the whole earth, and touched not the ground."
Is it possible to denote more plainly the rapidity of
Alexander's conquests? "The he-goat waxed very
rreat:9 and when he was strong, the great horn was
broken: and for it came up four notable ones towards
the four winds of heaven." These are Alexander's
four successors. " And out of one of them came
forth a little horn, 10 which waxed exceeding great to-

wards the' South, and towards ihe Ea*t, and towards
the pleasant land." This i Antiochus Epiphanes.
who gained several victories towards the South and
the East, and who strongly opposed the army of the

Lord an I the Jewish people, of whom God was the

itrength and the protector.
The prophet afterwards points out the war which

Ipiphanes proclaimed against the people of God, the

i riests of the Lord, his laws and his temple.

" And it waxed great, (the horn,)H even to the host

of heaven, and it cast down some of the host, and ot

the stars to the ground, and stamped upon them.

Yea,!* he magnified himself even to the prince of the

host, (to God;) and by him the daily sacrifice was

taken away, and the place of his sanctuary was cast

down. And a host was given him against '.he daily

sacrifice, by reason of transgression,l3 and it cast

down the truth to the ground, and it practised and

prospered."
Daniel gave still greater extent to the same pro-

phecy in his eleventh chapter.
" His heart shall be against the holy covenant.M

and he shall do exploits. He shall return, and have

indignation against the holy covenant."

During the siege of Alexandria,u a report had

prevailed that Antiochus was dead, and the Jewt
had been accused of

expressing great joy at it. He
thereupon marched to their

city,
stormed it, and ex-

ercised* all the barbarity that his fury could suggest
About 40,000 men were killed in the compass of

three days,'* and the same number sold as slaves.

Antiochus went into the temple, polluted it, and
carried off all the vessels, treasures and rich orna-

ments.
After Popilius had forced him to leave Egypt.n he

turned the fury with which he was inflamed upon
that occasion against the Jews. He sent Apollonius
into Judea, with orders to kill all the men capable
of bearing arms, and to sell the women and children.

Accordingly, Apollonius made dreadful havoc in

Jerusalem, set fire to the city, beat down the wall*,

and carried the women and children into captivity.
"He shall return, 18 and have intelligence with

them that forsake the holy covenant. And arms shall

stand on his part, and they shall pollute the sanctua-

y of strength, and shall take away the daily sacri-

jce, and they shall set up the. abomination that n*ak-

etb desolate. And such as do wickedly agajr* "he

covenant, shall he corrupt by flatteries.

Antiochus declared openly for all those who should

renounce the law. '9 Having published an ordinance,

by which all the Jews in general were commanded,
upon pain of death, to change their religion, he sent

some officers to Jerusalem, ordering them to pollute
the temple, and abolish the worship of the Most

High. They accordingly dedicated this temple to

Jupiter Olympius, and placed his statue in it. They
raised in every part of the city profane temples and

altars, where they forced the Jews to ofler sacrifices,

and eat of meats sacrificed to idols. Many, from the

dread of the torture, seemed to comply in all thing*
required of them; and even prompted others to imi-

tate their dissimulation in order to countenance their

base apostarv.
" And such as do wickedly against the covenant,*

shall he (Antiochus) corrupt by flatteries; but the

people that do know their God, shall be strong and
do exploits." This manifestly points at old Eleazar,
the seven Maccabees, and their mother, and a great
number of other Jews, who courageously opposed
the impious orders of the king.
" And they that understand among the people,*!

shall instruct many: yet they shall fall by the sword,
and by flame, by captivity, and by spoil, many days."
This relates chiefly to Mattathias and his sons.
" Now when they shall fall,Z2 they shall be holpen

with x little hrlp: but many shall cleave to them with
flatteries." Mattathias and Judas Maccabeus sup-

ported the distressed nation, and the almost univer-

sally abandoned religion, with so small a number of

forces, that we can consider the success which the

Almighty gave to their arms no otherwise than as

miracle. Their troops grew more numerous by de-

Dan jri. 28. Liv. 1. xliv. n. 19.
I Ibid. I. xlv. n 11. Hieron in Daniel
Lin I. xlv. n. 11 Dan. xi. ?!. Ver. 30.
Liv I. xlv B. 10. Dan.viii.S. Ver.8. >Ver.9.

" Dan. viii. 10. Ver. II. Ver. 12.

Chap. xi. ver. 28 30.
ti 1 Maorab. i. 21 24. 2 Maccab. r.5 21. Joseph. Lib.

de Mnrrnb. 4ce.
i We are told in the Maccabees, that it wa twiea ihu

number.
11 1 Mnrcub. i :) 34. 2 Maccab. v.24 26.
ii Da.i. xi. 30 -32.
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1 * Ver. 33. Ver. 34.
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00
rees, ai.d afterwards formed a very considerable

'And some of them of understanding- shall fa. I,
1

to try them, and to purge, and to make them white,
even to the time of the end, because it is yet for a

time appointed." The (offering! and death of those

who steadfastly refused to obey the king's decree, was
their glory and triumph.

" And the king shall do according to his will,2

and he shall exalt himself, and magnify himself above

every god, and shall speak marvellous things against
the God of gods, and shall prosper till the indignation

(of God) be accomplished: for that that is determin-
ed shall be done.
"Neither shall he regard the god of his fathers,3

nor the desire of women, nor regard any god: for he
shall magnify him.-< If above all."

Epiphanes ridiculed all religions. He plundered
the temples of Greece, and wanted to rob that of

Elymais. He exercised his impious fury chiefly

against Jerusalem and the Jews, and almost without

any resistance. The Almighty seemed to wink for a

time at all the abominations which were committed
in his temple, till his wrath against his people was
satisfied.

" But tidings out of the East,4 and out of the

North, shall trouble him: therefore he shall go forth

with great fury to destroy, and utterly make away
many."

Autiochus was troubled when news was brought
him, that the

provinces of the East, and Artaxias

king of Armenia towards the North, were in arms,
and going to throw ofl' his yoke.

Tacitus & tells us, that when Antiochus had formed
a resolution to force the Jews to change their religion,
and embrace that of the Greeks, the Parthians had
revolted from Antiochus. Before he set out for the

provinces on the other side of the Euphrates,6 he gave
Lysias, whom he appointed regent of the kingdom in

his absence, half his army; commanding him to ex-

tirpate all the Jews, and to settle other nations in their

country." He shall plant the tabernacles of his palace [in
A pad no]

7 between the seas in the glorious mountain

[of Zabi];8 yet he shall come to his end, and none
shall help him." The former part of this verse, which
is translated literally from the Hebrew, is very diffi-

cult to be explained, because of the two words A pad-
no and Zabi, which are not to be found in the an-
cient geography. The reader knows that I do not
take upon me to clear up these kind of difficulties.

Porphyry, whom we have no reason to suspect, im-

agined that this verse alluded to Antiochus's expedi-
tion beyond the Euphrates, and to his death, which

happened on that march. This is the opinion of the

greatest part of the interpreters, and therefore we
ought to be satisfied with it.

The prophet therefore declares, that Antiochus shall

pitch his camp near mount Zabi, (doubtless the same
with Taba,9 where, according to Polybius.'O he died,)
and that there " he shall come to his end," being
abandoned by God, and having none to "help him."
We have setn how he expired in the most cruel ago-
nies, and struck with an unavailing repentance, which
only increased his torments.

> Dan. xi. 35. Vcr. 30. i Ver. 37. Ver. 44.
Aniiiiclius dfimere u|><-mitionem et timrcs Grecorum

dare diiixus.f|uoniinus tcicrrinmm guntem in meliuBmuta-
ret, I'urtliMi-uni l>i-llii !>rolnbhus <-t: nam ed ternpeslate
Aruc<>8 dvfitcurat. Tacit. I. v. c. 8.

1 Macruli iii. 31 3D.
' N. B. The words between the crotchets in this verse are

ot in our Kn^lisli translation of the Bible.
Dun jri. 45.

Thlm, according to Polybius, wan in (Yrsiu; and in Pa-
eetari'tiii. according to (imniiis Curtius.

Polyb. in Exrcrpl. Vale*, p. 145.

Tlieodo-^t. Si. Ji-ron) ad several interpreters,
lake all tils', ll.e

(-.optic' l)ani< 1 speaks concerning
Antiurl'us F,iir.b j|> ,s in a double sense, as alluding to

Antichris*. It is certain that this piinct , who was

equally impious and creel, is one of the most sensiblet

as well as most expressive, types of that enemy of
Christ Je^us and our holy religion.

It is impossible for us, whilst we are reading this

prophecy,
not to be prodigiously struck when we see

the justness and accuracy with which the
prophet

tra-

ces the principal characteristics of a king, whose his-

tory is so much blended with that of the Jews: and
we

perceive evidently, that for this reason the Holy
Spirit, either entirely omitting, or taking onlv a tran-
sient notice of the actions of other muci) more lamoui

princes, dwells so long on those of Antiochus Epi-
phanes.
With what certainty does Daniel foretell a multi-

tude of events, so very remote, aiid'whtch depended
on so many arbitrary circumstar.ces! How nianiiestlj
did the

Spirit,
which presented futurity to his view,

show it him as present, and in as clear a light, as if

he had seen it with his bodily eyes! Do not the di-

vine authority of the Scriptures, atid by a necessary
consequence, the

certainty
of the Christian religion

become by such proofs, in a manner, palpable and
self-evident'.'

JSfo prophecy was ever fulfilled in so clear, so per-
fect, and so incontrovertible a manner as this, ror-

phyra 11 the professed enemy of the Christian religion,
as well as of the Holy Scriptures both of the Old and
New Testament, being infinitely perplexed at finding
so great a conformity between the events foretold by
Daniel and the relations given by the best historians,
did not pretend to deny this conformity, for that
would have been repugnant to plain sense, and deny-
ing the shining of the sun at noon-day. However,
he took another course, in order to undermine the

authority of the Scriptures. He himself laboured,

by citing all the historians extant at that time, and
which are since lost, to show, at great length, that

whatever is written in the eleventh chapter of Daniel,

happened exactly as foretold by that prophet: and
he inferred from this perfect uniformity, that so ex-
act a detail of so great a number of events, could
not possibly have been written by Daniel so many
years before they happened; and that this work must

certainly have been written by some person lm liv-

ed after Autiochus Epiphanes,and borrowed Daniel's

name.
In this contest between the Christians and Hea-

thens, the former would indisputably carry their

cause, could they be able to dimonstrate, by good

C
roofs, that Daniel's prophecies were really written

y him. IVow this they proved unanswerably, by
citing the testimony of a whole prople, I mean the

Jews; whose evidence could not be suspected nor

disallowed, as they were still greater enemies to the

Christian religion than the Heathens thtmstlves.

The reverence they had for the sacred writings, of
which Providence had appointed them the deposito-
ries and guardians, was carried to such a pitch, that

they would have thought him a criminal and sacrile-

gious wretch, who should have attempted only to

transpose a single word, or change one letter in

them. What idea, then, would they have entertain-

ed of that man who should pretend to introduce any
supposititious books among them'? Such are the

witnesses who attested the genuineness of Daniel's

prophecies. And were ever proofs so convincing, or

cause so victorious'.' Thy testimonies are very
sure, O Lord, for ever."i

' Porphyry was i leuriwu Wlhrii, V>"n t Tyre A. D.

23U, and wrote a very vuluai'v >u trMi?-e girn >ha I'luis-

linn
religion.

>* P;iiiu xciii. 5.
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BOOK XX
k twe'.ti ar\btr -k contains three articles. In the first, the

ht/>r/ 01 Frrseus, the last king of Macedonia, is related.

He rpicnr-'l -Inv-n years, and was dethroned in the year
of the world 3836. '1 he second article go8 on from the

defeat of Perseus to the ruin of Corinth, which WHS taken
uid burnt int he year ofthe world 3e3e, ami inch

inin; i P.I re than twenty-one years. The third article con-

tains the history of Syria and that of Kgypt, which are

generally joined" together. That of Syri i comprises al-

most one hundred" year*, from Aiiliochi** Eupalor, son

of Anliochns Kpiphanee, to Antiooht.s Asialicus, under
whom Syria became pan of the Roman empire : that ifl

to say, from the year of the wnrld 3*10 to 3939. The his-

tory of Ksrvpt iml uiles aiso 11X1 years, from the twentieth

year of Ptolemy Philometor, till ihe expulsion of Ptolemy
Auletes; lhat is, from the year of the woild 3645 to the

year 3946.

ARTICLE I.

This article contain* eleven yean, being the du-

ration nf the rtign of Perseus, the last king ofMa-
cedonia,from the year of the world 3826 to 3837.

SECTION I. PERSEUS PREPARES SECRETLY FOR A
WAR AGAINST THE ROMANS. HE ENDEAVOURS A
RECONCILIATION WITH THE ACHfA.NS IN VAIN.

HIS SECRET MEASURES NOT UNKNOWN AT ROME.
EUMENES ARRIVES THERE, AND INFORMS THE
SENATE OF THEM. PERSEUS ATTEMPTS TO RID
HIMSELF OF THAT PRINCE, FIRST BY ASSASSINA-

TION, AND AFTERWARDS BY POISON. THE ROMANS
BREAK WITH PERSEUS. DIFFERENT OPINIONS AND
DISPOS'TIONS OF THE KINGS AND STATES, IN RE-

GARD TO THE MACEDONIAN WAR. AFTER SEVE-

RAL EMBASSIES ON BOTH SIDES, THE WAR IS DE-
CLARED IN FORM.

THEdeathof Phi lip happened very
A. M. 3826. opportunely for suspending the war

Ant. J. C. 178. against the Romans,land giving them
time to prepare for it. That prince

had formed a strange design, and had already begun
to put it in execution; this was to bring a consider-

able body of troops, both horse and foot, from Eu-

ropean Sarmatia, which now forms part of Poland.

Certain Gauls had settled near the mouths of the

Borysthenes, now called the Nieper, and had taken
the name of Bastarnae. That people were neither

accustomed to till the earlh, to feed cattle, nor to

engage in commerce : they lived by war, and sold

their services to any people that would employ them.
After they had passed the Danube, Philip was to have
settled them upon the lands of the Dardanians, whom
lie had resolved utterly to exterminate; because,

being very near neighbours of Macedonia, they never
failed to take every favourable occasion for making
inroads into it. The Bastarnx were to leave their

wives and children in this new settlement, and to

march into Italy, in order to enrich themselves with

the booty they were in hopes of making there. What-
ever the success might be, Philip

conceived he should

find great advantages in it: if it should happen that

the Bastarnae were conquered by the Romans, he

ihouUi easily be consoled for their defeat in seeing
himself delivered from his dangerous neighbours, the

Dardanians, by their means; aud if their irruption
into Italy succeeded, whilst the Romans were em-

ployed
in repulsing these new enemies, he should

oave time to recover all he had lost in Greece. The

Liv. 1. xl. n 57, 58. Oro. 1. iv. c. 20.

Bastarnse were already upon their march, ami were

considerably advanced, when they received advice of

Philip's
death. This news, and several accident*

that befell thui), suspended
their first dtsign, and

they dispersed into different parts. Antigonus, whom
Philip intended for his successor, had been emploj-
ed against his will in negotiating this affair. At his

return, Perseus put him to death; and to secure him-
self the better on the throne, sent ambassadors to the

Romans, to demand that they would renew with him
the alliance they had made with his father, and that

the senate woufd acknowledge him king. His sole

intekt was io gain time.

Part of the Bastarnae had pursued
their march,2 and were actually at A. M. 3829.

war with the Dardanians. The'Ro- Ant. J.C. 175.

mans took umbrage at it. Perseus

excused himself by his ambassadors, and represented
that he had not suit for them, and had no share in

their enterprise. The senate, without making any
farther inquiry into the affair, contented themselves

with advising him to take care that he observed in-

violably the treaty made with the Romans. The Bas-

tarnae, alter having gained some advantages at first,

were at length reduced, the greatest part of them at

least, to return into their own country. It is said,

that having found the Danube frozen over, in endeav-

ouring to pass it, trie ice broke under them, and a

great number of them were swallowed up in the river.

It was known at Rome that Per-

seus had sent ambassadors to Car- A. M. 3830.

thage.'and that the senate had given Ant. J. C. 174
them audience in the night, in the

temple of .iEsculapius. It was thought proper to

send ambassadors into Macedonia to obsene the

conduct of that prince. He had lately reduced the
1

Dolopians,4 who refused to obey him, by force of

j

arms. After that expedition he advanced towards

Delphi, upon pretence of consulting the oracle; but

!
in reality, as it was believed, of having an opportunity
to make the tour of Greece, and negotiate alliances.

Thisjourney at first alarmed the whole country, and
occasioned so general a consternation, that even Eu-
menes did not think himself safe in Pergamus. But
Perseus, as soon as he had consulted the oracle, re-

i

turned into his own kingdom, passing through Phthi-

otis, Achaia, and Thessaly. without committing any
!
hostilities in his inarch. He afterwards sent either

! ambassadors or circular letters to all the slates

i through which he had passed, to demand that they
i wouKl forget .uch subjtcts ofdiscontent as they might
I

have had under the reign of his father, which ought
to be buried in his grave.

His
principal

attention was to reconcile himcelf
with the AcMMM. Their league, and the city of

Athens, had carried their hatred nnd resentment so

high against the Macedonians, as bv a decree to pro-
hibit all intercourse with them. This declared en-

j
mity gave the -lave*, w ho fled from Achaia, the oppor-

| tumty of retiring into Macedonia, where they found
an assured as\lum, and where they knew they should

j
not be followed or claimed after that general interdic-

tion. Perseus caused all the-e slaves to be seized, and
!

,

Freinshem. in LIT. Liv. I. xli. n 2729.
Dolopia was a region of ThetMly, upon Uie confines at

Epirus.
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lent them bark to the Achasans, with an obliging let-

Icr, in which he exhorted them to take effectual meth-

ods for preventingtheir slaves from makinghis domin-
ions their place of refuge any longer. This was ta-

citly demanding ihe re-establishment of their ancient

intercourse. Xenarchus, who was at that time in

office, and desirous of making his court to the king,
seconded his demand very strongly, and was support-
ed by those who were most solicitous for recovering
their slaves.

Callicrates, one of the principal persons of the as-

sembly, who was convinced that the safety of the

league consisted in the inviolable observance of the

treaty concluded with the Romans, represented, that

a reconciliation with Macedonia was a direct infrac-

tion of it, whilst that kingdom was making prepara-
tions to declare war against Rome as soon as possible.
He concluded, that it was necessary to leave

things
in their present condition, till time should ascertain

whether their fears were just or not. That if Mace-
donia continued in peace with Rome, it would be

time enough, when that appeared, to re-establish an

intercourse with them; without which, a reunion

would be precipitate and dangerous.
'

Acron, Xenarchus's brother, who spoke after Cal-

licrates, did his utmost to prove that such terrors

were without foundation; that the question did not

relate to the making of a new treaty and alliance

with Perseus, and much less to coming to a rupture
with the Romans, but solely to reverse a decree, for

which the injustice of Philip might have given room,
but which Perseus, who had no share in his father's

conduct, was undoubtedly far from deserving. That
that prince could not but be assured, that, in case of

a war against the Romans, the league would not fail

to declare for them. "
But," added he,

" whilst the

peace subsists, if animosities and dissensions are not

made to cease entirely, it is at least reasonable to

luspend them, and to let them sleep for a while."

Nothing was concluded in this assembly. As it

was taken amiss that the king had contented himself

with only sending them a letter, he afterwards sent

ambassadors to the assembly, which had been sum-
moned to Megalopolis. But those who apprehended
giving Rome offence, used such effectual means, that

they were refused audience.

The ambassadors sent by the sen-

A. M. 3831. ate into Macedonia,! reported, at

Ant. J.C. 173. their return, that they could not get
access to the king, upon pretence

that he was sometimes abroad, and sometimes indis-

posed ; two subterfuges equally false. That, for the

rest, it appeared plainly, that great preparations were

making for war, and that it was reasonable to expect
it would speedily break out. They gave an account
also of the state in which they found JEtolia; that

it was in great commotion from domestic divisions,

which the violence of two contending parties had
carried to the utmost excess; and that their authori-

ty had not been capable of uniting and appeasing the

persons at the head of them.
As Rome expected a war with Macedonia, prepa-

rations were made for it by the religious ceremonies,
which amongst the Romans always preceded declara-

tions of war; that is to say, by expiation of prodigies,
and various sacrifices offeree! to the gods.

Marcellus was one of the ambassadors whom the

senate had sent into Greece. After having appeased
to the utmost of his power the troubles of yEtolia, he

went into Peloponnesus, where he had caused the as-

sembly of the Achaeans to be summoned. He ex-

tremely applauded their zeal, in having constantly ad-

hered to the decree, which prohibited all intercourse

with the kings of Macedonia. This was an open de-

claration of what the Romans thought with regard to

Perseus.
'

That prince was incessantly soliciting the Grecian

cities, by frequent embassies and magnificent pro-
mises, far exceeding his power to perform. They
were sufficiently inclined in his favour, and far more
than in that of Eumenes, though the latter had ren-

dered great services to most of those cities
;
and those

who formed a part of his dominions wauld not hr
changed condition with such a* were

entirely free

There was, however, no comparison bttween the twi

princes in point of character and manners. Perseu*
was utterly infamous for his crimes and cruelties.

He was accused of having murdered his wife with
his own hands, after the death of his father; of har

Ing made way with
Appelles,

whose aid he had used
in destroying his brother; and of having committed

many other murders, both within and without hit

kingdom. On the contrary, E'imene had rendered
himself esteemed bv his tenderness for his brothers
and relations; by hfs justice in governing his sub

jects; and by his generous propensity to do good and
to serve others. Notwithstanding this difference of
character, they gave Perseus the preference; wheth-
er it was that the ancient grandeur of the Macedo-
nian kings inspired them with contempt for a state

whose origin was wholly recent, and whose birth they
had witnessed ; or that the Greeks had some change
in view; or because they were pleased with having
some support in him to hold the Romans in

respect.
Perseus was particularly attentive in cultivating the

amity of the Rhodians,2 and in separating them from
the side of Rome. It was from Rhodes that Laodice,
the daughter of Seleucus, went to share the Macedo
nian throne with Perseus, by marrying him. The
Rhodians had fitted him out as fine a fleet as could be

imagined. Perseus had furnished the materials, and

gave gold ribands to every soldier and seaman who
caine with Laodice. A sentence passed by Rome in

favour of the Lvcians against the people of Rhodes,
had extremely exasperated the latter. Perseus endea-
voured to take advantage of their resentment against
Rome to attach them to himself.

The Romans were not ignorant of
the measures taken by Perseus to A. M. 3832.

bring over the states of Greece into Ant. J.C. 172.

his views
;
3 Eumenes came expressly

to Rome to inform them at large of his proceedings.
He was received there with all possible marki of dis-

tinction. He declared that, besides his desire to pay
his homage to the gods and men, to whom he owed
an establishment which left him nothing to wish, h

had undertaken this voyage expressly
to advise th

senate in person to be upon their guard against the

enterprises of Perseus. That that prince had inher-

ited his father's hatred for the Romans as well as his

crown, and omitted no preparations for a war which
he believed in a manner fallen to him in right of suc-

cession. That the long peace Macedonia had enjoyed
supplied him with the means of raising numerous and
formidable troops; that he had a rich and powerful
kingdom; that he was himself in the flower of his

youth, full of ardour for military expeditions, to which
ne had been early inured in the sight and under the

conduct of his father, and in which he had since much
exercised himself, in different enterprises against his

neighbours. That he was highly considered by the

cities of Greece and Asia, though it was impossible to

say by what sort of merit he had acquired that influ-

ence, unless it were by his enmity for the Romans.
Thai he was upon as good terms with powerful kings.
That he had

espoused
the daughter of Seleucus, and

givt n his sister in marriage to rrusias. That he had
found means to engage the Boeotians in his interest,

a very warlike people, whom his father had never been
able to bring over; and that, but for the opposition
of a few persons well affected to the Romans, he cer-

tainly would have renewed the alliance with the

Achian confederates. That it was to Perseus the

jEtolians applied for aid in their domestic troubles,

and not to the Romans. That, supported by thes

powerful allies, he made such preparations for war

himself, as put him into a condition to dispense with

any foreign
aid. That he had 30,000 foot. 5000 horse,

and provisions for ten
years.

That, besides his im-

mense annual revenues from the mi nes, he had enough
tojjay 10,000 foreign troops for a like number ofyears,
without reckoning those of his own kingdom. That
he had laid up in nis arsenals a sufficient quantity of

arms to equip' three armies as great as that he had

LIT. '. xlii. n. 2, 5, 6. Polyb. Legal. Ix. Ui. Div. 1. xlii. n. 1114.
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dually on foot; and that, though Macedonia should
90 incapable of

supplying'
him with troops, Thract

'which was an iiiexhaustifjle nursery of soldiers) was
tt his devotion. Etiinenes added, that he advanced

nothing upon simple conjecture, but upon the certain

nowfadn of facts, founded upon the best informa-
tion.

" For the rest," said he, in concluding
1

,
"
having

lischarged the duty which my regard and gratitude
or the Roman people made indispensable, and de-
Svered my conscience, it only remains for me to

mplore all the gods and goddesses, that they would

ospire you with sentiments and measures con-i-ti nt

with (he glory of your empire, and the preservation
jf your friends and allies, whose safety depends upon
fours."
The senators were much affected with this dis-

course. Nothing that passed in the senate, except
that k'mg Eumenes had spoken, was known abroad,
or suffered to take air at first; so inviolably were
the deliberations of that august assembly kept secret.

The ambassadors from king Perseus nad audience
some days after. They found the senate

highly pre-

judiced against their master; and what furpaloi
(one of them) said in his speech, inflamed them still

more against him. It was, that Perseus desired to be
believed upon his own word, when he declared he had
neither done nor said any thing that argued an enemy.
That, as for the rest, if he discovered that they were

absolutely bent upon a rupture with him, he should
know how to defend himself with valour. That the

fortune and events of war are always hazardous and
uncertain.

The cities of Greece and Asia, anxious for the ef-

fect which these embassies might produce at Rome,
bad also sent deputies thither under different pretexts,

especially the Rhodians, who suspected that Eumenes
had joined them in his accusation against Perseus;
and they were not deceived. In an audience granted
them, they inveighed violently against Eumenes, re-

proaching him with having stirred up Lycia against
the Rhodians, and of having rendered himself more

insupportable to Asia than Antiochus himself. This
discourse was very agreeable to the Asiatic people,
who secretly favoured Perseus; but yen- much dis-

pleased the senate, and had no other effect than to

make them suspect the Rhodians, and hold Eumenes
in higher consideration, from this kind of conspiracy
which they saw formed againt him. He was dis-

missed in consequence with the highest honours and

great presents.

Harpalus having returned into Macedonia with the
utmost diligence, reported to Perseus.i that he had
left the Romans in a disposition not to defer long a

declaration of war against him. The king was not

displeased with his account, believing himself in a

condition, with the great preparations he had made,
to support it with success. He was more particularly

glad of a rupture with Erimenes, from whom he sus-

pected that Rome had b tn apprized of his most se-

cret measures; and began with declaring against him,
not by the way of arm* but by that of the most
criminal treachery. Her*, spatched Evandcr ofCrete,
the general of his auxi

i,.iry forces, with three Ma-
cedonians, who had alr-dy been employed by him

upon like occasions, to i>wainate that prince. Per-
seus knew that he w*/. preparing for a journey to

Delphi, and directed Itti assassins to Praxo, a woman
of condition, in whose, rouse he had lodged when he
was in that city. TKy lay in ambush in a defile, so

narrow that two men /ould not
pass

abreast. When
the king came then. Jie assassins, from the heights
where they had posv d themselves, rolled two great
tones down upon tin, one of which fell upon his

head, and laid him x-nseless upon the earth, and the

other wounded bin considerably in the shoulder;
after which the? p( ored a hail of lesser stones upon
him. All that * ere with him fled, except one who
stayed to assicv him. The assassins, believing the

king dead, t&tiiv off to the top of mount Parnassus.

His officer*, \ilir.n they returned, found him without

motioi, *\fl without life. When he came a little

. was carried to Corinth, and from thence

into the island of jEgina, where great care was taken
to cure his wounds, but with so much seciesy that

no one was admitted iiUo his chamber; which gave
reason to believe him dead. That report spread
even to Asia. Attalus gave credit to it too readily

for a good brother; and looking upon himself al-

ready as king, was preparing to espouse the widow.

Eum'enes, at their first interview, could not forbear

making him some gentle reproaches upon that head

though he had at first resolved to dissemble his sen-

timents of his brother's imprudence.
Perseus had attempted at the same time to poison

him by the mean* of Ranmiius, who had made a voy-

age into Macedonia. He was a rich citizen of Brun-

dusium, who received in his house all the Roman
generals, foreizn noblemen, and sven princes, who

passed through that city. The king put into his

hands a very subtle poison, for him to give to Eumenes
when he should come to his house. Rammius did

not dare to refuse this commission, however great his

horror for it, lest the king should make a triwl of the

draught upon himself; but he set out with a full reso-

lution not to execute it. Having been informed that

Valerius was at Chalcis, upon his return from his em-
bassy into Macedonia, he went to him, discovered the

whole, and attended him to Rome. Valerius alsarar-

ried Praxo thither along with him, at whose house the

assassins had lodged in Delphi. When the senate

had heard these two witnesses, after such black at-

tempts, they thought it unnecessary to deliberate

longer upon declaring war against a prince who made
use of assassinations and poison to rid himself of his

enemies, and proceeded to take due measures for the

success of so important an enterprise.
Two embassies which arrived at Rome about the

same time, gave the senate great pleasure. The first

came from Ariarathes king of Cappadocia, the fifth

of that name. He sent the son whom he intended
for his successor, to Rome, to be educated there,
from his earliest infancy, in the principles of the Ro-

mans, and to form himself in the great art of reigning,

by the conversation and study of their great men;
and he desired that the Roman people would take

him under their cart and tuition. The young prince
was received with all the marks of distinction that

could be shown him; and the senate caused a com-
modious house to be provided for him and his train

at the expense of the public. The other embassy
was from the Thracians, who desired to be admitted
into the alliance and amity of the Romans.
As soon as Eumenes * was entirely recovered, he

repaired to Pergamus, and applied himself in making
preparations for war with uncommon ardour, in-

flamed more than ever by the new crime of his

enemy. The senate sent ambassadors to compliment
him upon the extreme danger he had escaped ; and

despatched others at the same time to confirm the

kings, their allies, in their ancient amity with the

Roman
people.

They had sent also to Perseus to make their com-

plaints, and to demand satisfaction. These ambas-

sadors, seeing they could not have audience, though
many days had elapsed, set out in order to return to

Rome. The king caused them to be recalled. They
represented that by the treaty concluded with Philip
his father, and afterwards renewed with him, it was

expressly stipulated, that he should not carry the war
out of his own kingdom, nor attack the Roman people.

They then enumerated all his infractions of that trea-

ty, and demanded that restitution should be made to

the allies of all he had taken from them by force.

The king replied only with rage and reproaches,
taxing the Romans with their avarice and pride, and
the insupportable haughtiness with which they treat-

ed king", to whom they pretended to dictate laws as

to their slaves. Upon their demanding a positive
answer, be referred them to the next day, as he
intended to give it them in writing. The substance

of it was, that the treaty
concluded with his father

did not affect him: that "if he had accepted it, it was
not because he approved it, but because he could not
do otherwise, not being sufficiently established upon

> LIT. zlii. n. 15-19. Liv. 1. xlii. n. 2S-2T.
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Ine throne: that if the Romans were willing to enter

into a new treat}', and would propose reasonable

conditions, he should consider what it was necessary
for hint to do. The king, after having delivered this

writing, withdrew abruptly; and the ambassadors
declared that the Roman people renounced his al-

liance and amity. The k'mg returned in great wrath,
and told them in a menacing tone, that they were to

take care to quit his kingdom in three days. At
their return to Rome, they reported the result of

their embassy; and added, that they had observed,
in all the cities of Macedonia through which they

passed, that great preparations
were making for war.

The ambassadors that had been sent to the kings
in alliance with the Romans, reported that they found

Eumenes in Asia, Antiochus in Syria, and Ptolemy
in Egypt well inclined to the Roman people, and

ready to do every thing that should be desired of

them. The senate would not
g^rant

audience to the

ambassadors of Gentius king ot Illyria, who was ac-

cused of holding intelligence with Perr-eus; and de-

ferred hearing those from the Rhodians, who had also

rendered themselves suspected, till the new consuls

entered upon their office. However, not to lose time,
orders were given for fitting out a fleet of fifty galleys,
to sail as soon as possible for Macedonia, which was
executed without delay.

P. Licinius Crassus, and C. Cas-

A. M.3833. sius Longinus, were elected consuls,

Ant.J. C. 171. and Macedonia fell by lot to Li-

cinius.

Not only Rome and Italy, but all the kings and

cities, as well of Europe as Asia, had their eyes fixed

upon the two great powers on the point of entering
into a war.
'

Eumenes was animated by an ancient hatred against
Perseus, still more by the new crime, which had al-

most cost him his life in his journey to Delphi.
Prusias, rfing of Bithynia, had resolved to stand

neuter, and wait the event. He flattered himself

that the Romans would not insist upon his taking up
arms against his wife's brother; and hoped that, if

Perseus were victorious, that prince would easily ac-

quiesce in his neutrality at the request of his sister.

Ariarathes, king of Cappadocia, besides having pro-'
mised to aid the Romans, inviolably adhered, either

in war or peace, to the party which Eumenes espous-
ed, after having contracted"^ an aifinity with him, by
giving him his daughter in marriage.

Antiochus had formed a design to possess himself

of Egypt, relying upon the weakness of the king's

youth, and the indolence and cowardice of those who
had the care of his person and affairs. He imagined
that he had found a plausible pretext for making war

upon that prince, by disputing Ccele-syria with him;
and that the Romans, employed in the war with Ma-
cedonia, would not obstruct his ambitious designs.
He had, however, declared to the senate by his am-

bassadors, that they might dispose of all his forces,

and had repeated the same promise to the ambassa-
dors whom the Romans had sent to him.

Ptolemy, through his tender age, was incapable of

resolving for himself. His guardians were making
preparations for the war with Antiochus, in defence

of Ctele-syria, and promised to contribute every thing
in their power to aid the Romans in the Macedonian
war.

Masinissa supplied the Romans with corn, troops,
and elephants, and intended to send his son Misa-

genes to joiu them. His plan and political motives
were the effect of his desire to possess himself of the

Carthaginian territories. If the Romans conquered,
he. conceived it impossible to execute that project, be-

cause they would never suffer him to ruin the Cartha-

ginians entirely; in which case he should continue in

fm present condition. If, on the contrary, the Roman
power, which alone, out of policy, prevented him from

extending his conquests, and at that time supported
Carthage, should happen to be reduced, he expected,
.n con-equence, to make himself master of all Africa.

Gentius, king of Illyria, had only rendered himself
much Mi-.pec.trd by the Romans, without knowing,
however, which

party he should choose; and itseem-
ed. that if he had adhered to either, it would be rather

out of caprice and by chance, tnan from any fixed

plan or regular project.
As for Cotys of Thrace, king of the Odrystc, he had

declared openly for the Macedonians.
Such was the disposition of the kings with regard

to the Macedonian war. As for the states and fre

cities, the populace were universally inclined in favour
of Perseus and the Macedonians. The opinions of
the persons in authority amongst those states and
cities were divided into three classes. Some of them
abandoned themselves so abjectly to the Romans,
that by their blind devotion to them they lost all

credit and authority among their citizens; and of
these, few concerned themselves about the justice of
the Roman government; most of them having no
views but to their private interest, convinced that

their influence in their cities would prevail in pro-
portion to the services they should render the Ro-
mans. The second class was of those who gave
entirely in to the king's measures; some because
their debts and the bad state of their affairs made
them desire a change; othe.rs, because the pomp that

reigns in the courts of kings, upon which Perseus
valued himself, agreed best with their own pride
and vanity. A third class, which were the most

prudent and judicious, if it were absolutely necessa-

ry to take either part, would have preferred the Ro-
mans' to the king's; but had it been left to their

choice, they would have been best satisfied that

neither of tiie parties should become too powerful
by reducing the other; but, preserving a kind of

equality and balance, should always continue in

peace; because then one of them, by taking the
weaker states under its protection, whenever the
other should attempt to oppress them, would render
the condition of them all more happy and secure.
In this kind of indeterminate neutrality they saw
as from a place of safety, the battles and dangers of
those who had engagea either in one party or the
other.

The Romans, after having, according to their lau-

dable custom, discharged all the duties of religion
offered solemn prayers and sacrifices to the gods,
and made vows for the happy success of the enter-

prise for which they had been so long preparing,
declared war in form against Perseus, king of Ma-
cedonia, except he made immediate satisfaction in

regard to the several grievances already more than

once explained to him.
At the same time arrived ambassadors from him.

who said that the king their master was much amazed
at the ; r having made troops enter Macedonia, and
that he was ready to give the senate all the satisfac-

tion that could be required. As it was known that

Perseus sought only to gain time, they were answered,
that the consul Licinius would be soon in Macedonia,
with his army; and that if the king desired peace in

earnest, he might send his ambassadors to him, but
that he need not give himself the trouble of sending
any more into Italy, where they would not be recei-

ved : and for themselves, they were ordered to quit it

in twelve days.
The Romans omitted nothing that might contribute

to the success of their arms.l They despatched am-
bassadors on all sides to their allies, to animate and
confirm those who persisted to adhere to them, to de-
termine such as were fluctuating and uncertain, and
to intimidate those who appeared inclined to break
with them.
Whilst they were at Larissa, in Thrssaly, ambassa-

dors arrived there from Perseus, who had orders to

address themselves to Marcius, one of the Roman
ambassadors, to remind him of the ancient ties of

friendship his father had contracted with king Philip,
and to demand an interview between him and their

master. Marcius answered, that his father had ofte

spoken of king Philip's friendship and hospitality;
and appointed a place near the river Pencils for tin

interview. . They went thither some days after. The

king had a great train, and was surrounded with a

crowd of great lords and guards. The ambassador*
were no less attended; many of the citizens of L-

i Lir. I. xlii. n 37, 44. Polyb. Legit. Ixiii.
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rissa. and of the deputies from other stattj, who had

repaired thither, making it a duty to go with them,
well pleaded with that occasion of carrying home
what tl.- i should see and hear. They had

cun.isity to be present at an interview betwien H

great king and the ambassadors of the most powerful
people in the world.

Alter some difficulties which arose about the cere-

monial, and which were soon removed in favour of
the Romans, who had the precedency, they began to

confer. Their meeting was highly respectful on both
sidrs. They did not treat each other like enemies,
but rather as friends, bound by the sacred ties of

hospitality. Marcius, who spoke first, began by ex-

cusing himself for the unhappy necessity he was un-

der ol reproaching a prince for whom he had the

highest consideration. He afterwards expatiated up-
'

on all the causes of complaint the Roman people had
j

again-t him, and his various infractions of treaties
;

with them. He insisted very much on his attempt
upon Kinnenes, and concluded with professing, that

he should be very glad the king would supply him
with good reasons for his conduct, and thereby ena- !

ble him to plead his cause, and justify him before

the senate.

Perseus, after having touched lightly upon the affair

of Hunieiies. which he seemed astonished that any
one sliould presume to impute to him without any

proof, rather than to so many others of that prince's
enemies, entered into a Ion? detail, and replied, as

well a l:e was able, to the several heads of the accu-

sation against him. " Of this I am assured, "i said

3e, in concluding, "that my conscience does not re-

proach me with having committed any fault knowing-
ly, and with premeditated design, against the Ro- ;

mans; and if 1 have done any thing unwarily, ap-
prized as 1 now am, it is in my power to amend it.

1 have certainly done nothing to deserve the impla- j

cable enmity with which I am pursued, as if I had
been guilty of the blackest and most enormous
crime>, which were neither to be expiated nor for- i

given. It must be without foundation, that the clem-

ency and wisdom of the Roman people are univer-
|

ally extolled, if for such slight causes as scarce

merit complaint and remonstrance, they take up anus
and make war upon kings in alliance with them."
The result of this conference was, that Per>eus

should send new ambassadors to Rome, in order to

try all possible, means to prevent a rupture and open
war. This was a snare laid bv the artful rommissiun-
er for the king's inadvertency, in order to gain time.

He feigned at first great difficulties in complying with
the truce demanded by Perseus, for time to send his

ambassadors to Rome.'and seemed at last to accede
to it only out of consideration for the king. The
true reason was, because the Romans had not yet
either

troops or general in a condition to act; where-
as on the side of Perseus every thing was ready; and
if he had not been amused by the vain hope of a

peace,
he might have taken the advantage of a con-

juncture so favourable for himsell'.and so contrary to

bis enemies, to have entered upon action.

After this interview the Roman ambassadors ad-
ranced into Bieotia, where there had been great com-
motions; some declaring for Perseus, and others for

the Romans: but at length the latter party prevailed.
The Ththans, and the other people of Boeotia, by
their example, made an alliance with the Romans;
ech by their own deputies, and not by the consent
of the whole body of the nation according to ancient
custom. In this manner the Boeotians, from having
rashly engaged in the party of Perseus, after having
formed, through a long course of time, a republic
which on several occasions had preserved itself from
the greatest danger*, saw themselves separated and

governed bv as many councils as there were cities in

> Conwius mihi ura. niliil me tripntem d.'iiquitae ; et n
quid iVi -Tim nnprudenlia lapsus, currigi me el emendari
eastii'aiione bao posse. Nihil eerie iusanabile, nee quod
belln et arrais (KTsequendum ese r.'iistatis. rommisi : aut
frus'.ri r.lementie gravitatisque v*lras fama vuk-aia per

feme
1* r-f'., si lalilius de ruu<i*. qu;e vix querela et expoe-

tulatiune di:nx rnt, arma rapilis, et regibuf guciis beila

toferus. /tr.
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the province; all of whi'-h in the sequel rrinained in

dependent of each other; and formed no longer on
united league a* at fi^t. And this iv^s an effect of
the Roman policy, which divided tlirm, to make them
weak: well know ing that it was much easier to bring
them into their measures, and subject them by that

means, than if (hey were still all united togeth r

No other cities in IJoeotia, except Coron;ea and Hali>

artus, persi-ted in the alliance with Ptrs. u-.

From Lueotia the commissioners went into Pelo-

ponnesus. The assembly of the Arhcean league was
summoned to Argos. They demanded only 1000
mi n. t i garrison Clialcis, till the Roman army should
enter Greece: which troops were ordered thither im-

mediately. Marcius and Atilius, having terminated
the aflairs of Greece, returned to Rome in the begin-
ning of the winter.

About the same time Rome sent new commission-
ers into the luost considerable islands of Asia,* to

exhort them to send powerful aid into the field against
Perst us. The Rhodians signalized themselves upon
this occasion. Hegisilochus, who was at that tune

prytani-, [the principal magistrate was so called,) had

prepared the people, by representing to them that it

was necessary to efface by actions, and not bv words

only, the bad impressions with which Eumenes had
endeavoured to inspire the Romans in regard to their
fi lelitv. So that upon the arrival of the ambassadors,
they showed him a fleet of forty ships, entirely equip-
ped", and ready to sail upon the first orders. This

agreeable surprise was highly pleasing to the Romans,
who returned from thence exceedingly sati>Iied with
so conspicuous a zeal, which had even anticipated
their demands.

Perseus, in consequence of his interview with Mar- '

cius, sent ambassdors to Rome to treat there upon
what had been proposed in that conference.

He despatched other ambassadors with letters for

Rhodes and Byzantium, in which he explained what
had passed in the interview, and deduced at large the

reasons upon which his conduct was founded. He
exhorted the Rhodians in particular to remain quirt,
and wait as mere spectators till they saw what re-

solutions the Romans would take. "
If, contrar; to

the treaties subsisting between us, they attack me.

you will he," said he,
" the mediators between the two

nations. All tiie world is interested in their continu-

ing to live in peace, but it behooves none more thaa

you to endeavour to reconcile them. Defenders not

only of vour own, but of the liberty of all Greece,
the more zeal and ardour you have for so great a

good, the more ought vou to be upon your guard
against every one who should attempt to inspire you
with different sentiments. You cannot but know,
that the certain means to reduce Greece into slavery,!
is to make it dependent upon one people only, with-

out leaving it any other to have recourse to." The
ambassadors were received with great respect; but
were answered that, in case of war, the king was de-
sired not to rely upon the Rhodians. nor to demand
anv thing of tnem to the prejudice of the alliance

they had made with the Romans. The s*nif ambas-
sadors went also into Boeotia, where they had almost
as little reason to be satisfied ; only a few small cities

separating from the Thebans to embrace the king's

party .4

M'arcius and Atilins at their return to Rome re-

ported to the senate the success of their commission.
They dwelt particularly upon their address, in their

stratagem to deceive Perseus, by granting him a tr uce,
which prevented him from beginning the war imme-

diately with advantage, as he might have done, and

gave the Romans time to complete their preparations,
and to take the field. They did not forget their dex-

terity in dissolving the general assembly of the Boeo-

tians, to prevent their uniting; with Macedonia by
common consent.

Liv. I. xlii. n. AS 4J*. Poiyb. Legat. liiv. Ixviii.

1 Cum ca-lerorutn id interesae, turn prvcipui Knodio-

r'um, ijut plus inter a!ia civitates rltgnitate atqur upibtu
! exrellant : qua? nerva nique obnnxia fore, li nullni alid lit

quam ad Rumania n-f [ifciu*. Lit.

|
Coruna-a and lialiartui.
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The greatest part of the senate expressed much sa-

tisfaction in so wise a conduct, which argued profound

policy and uivvnnion dexterity in negotiation. But
the old senators, who had imbibed other principles,
and persevered in their ancient maxims, said, they
did not recognize the Roman character in such deal-

ing: that their ancestors, Belying more upon true va-

lour than stratagem, used to make war openly, and

not in disguise and under cover; that such unworthy
artifices should be abandoned to the Carthaginians
and Grecians, with whom it was reckoned more glo-
rious to deceive an enemy, than to conquer him with

open force; that indeed stratagem sometimes, in the

moment of action, seemed to succeed better than

valour; but that a victor}-, obtained vigorously in a

battle, where the force of the troops on each side was

closely tried, and which the enemy could not ascribe

either to chance or cunning, was of a much more last-

ing effect, because it left a strong conviction of the

victor's superior force and bravery, ',

Notwithstanding these remonstrances of the elder

senators, who could not relish these new maxims of

policy, that part of the senate which preferred the

useful to the honourable were much the majority upon
this occasion, and the conduct of the two comini-sion-

ers was approved. Marcius was sent again with some

galleys into Greece, to regulate affairs as he should

think most consistent with the service of the public;
and Atilius inte Thessaly, to take possession of La-

rissa, lest, upon the expiration of the truce, Perseus

should make himself master of that important place,
the capital of the country. Lentulus was also sent

to Thebes, to have an eye upon Bosotia.

Though the war with Perseus was resolved at Rome,
the senate gave audience to his ambassadors. They
repeated the game things which had been said in the

interview with Marctus, and endeavoureu to justify
their master, principally upon the attempt he was ac-

cused of having made on the person of Eumenes.

They were heard with little or no attention, and the

senate ordered them and all the Macedonians at

Rome to quit the city immediately, and Italy in thirty

days. The consul Licinius, who was to command in

Macedonia, had orders to march as soon possible
with his army. The prsetor Lucretius, who nad the

command of the fleet, set out with five-and-forty gal-

leys from Naples, and arrived in five days at
Cepha-

lonia, where he waited for the arrival of the land

forces.

SECTION II. THE CONSUL LIC1NTUS AND KING
PERSEUS TAKE THE FIELD. THEY BOTH ENCAMP
NEAR THE RIVER PENEUS, AT SOME DISTANCE
FROM EACH OTHER. ENGAGEMENT OF THE CA-

VALRY, IN WHICH PERSEUS HAS CONSIDERABLY
THE ADVANTAGE, AND MAKES AN ILL USE OF IT.

HE ENDEAVOURS TO MAKE A PEACE, BUT INEF-
FECTUALLY. THE ARMIES ON BOTH SIDES GO
INTO WINTER QUARTERS.

THE consul Licinius, after having
A. M. 3833. offered his vows to the gods in the

Ant J. C. 171. capitol, set out from Rome, covered
with a coat of arms, according to the

custom. The departure of the consuls, says Livy,'
was always attended with great solemnity and an in-

credible concourse of the people, especially upon an

important war, and against a powerful em my. Be-
sides the interest which every individual might have
in the glory of the consul, the citizens were induced
to throng about him, out of a curiosity to see the ge-
neral, to whose prudence and valour the fate of the

republic was confided. A thousand anxious thoughts

presented themselves at that time to their minds upon
the events of the war, which are alwavs precarious
and uncertain. They remembered the defeats which
had happened through the bad conduct and temerity,
and the victories for which they were indebted to

the wiidom and courage, of their generals.
" What

mortal," said they,
" can know the fate of a consul

at his departure: whether we shall see him with hi-

victorious army return in triumph to the capitol, from
whence he sets out, after having offered up his pray-

Liv. 1. Ixii. n. 4963.

ers to the gods; or whether the enemy may not re-

joice in his overthrow.'" The ancient glory of th

Macedonians; that of Philip, who had made himself
famous by his wars, and particularly by that against
the Romans, added very much to the reputation of

Perseus; and every body knew, that from the time
of his accession to the crown a war had been expt ct-

ed from him. Full of such thoughts, the citizens in

crowds conducted the consul out of the city. C. Clau-
dius and Q. Mutius, who had both been consuls, did
not think it below them to serve in his army in qual-
ity of military tribunes, (or as we may now -ay, as

colonels or brigadiers,) and went with him: as did
P. Lentulus and the two Manlii Acidini. The consul

repaired in their company to Brundusium, which was
the rendezvous of the army; and passing the sea with
all his troops, arrived at Nyinphacuin, in the country
of the Apollonian?.

Perseus, some days before, upon the report of his

ambassadors who had returned from Rome, and as-

sured him that there remained no hope of peace, held
a great council, in which opinions were different

Some thought it necessary for him either lo pay trib-

ute, if required, or give up part of his dominions, if

the Romans insisted upon it; in a word, to suffei

every thing that could be endured, for the sake of

peace, rather than expose his person and kingdom to

the danger of entire destruction. That if a part ol

his kingdom was left him, time and chance might
produce favourable conjunctures, to put him in a con
dition not only to recover all he had lost, but evei

to render him formidable to those who at preseni
made Macedonia tremble.
The greater number were of a quite different opi-

nion. They insisted, that by making cession of any

part,
he must determine to lose all his kingdom.

That it was nyther money nor lands that incited

the ambition of the Romans, but universal empire
That they knew the greatest kingdoms and most

powertul empires were subject to frequent revolu-

tions. That they had humbled, or rather ruined

Carthage, without taking possession of its territories

contenting themselves with keeping it in awe by th

neighbourhood of Masinissa. That they had drivei
Antiochus and his son beyond mount Taurus. That
there was no kingdom but Macedonia that was capa-
ble of giving umbrage lo, or making head against
the Romans. That prudence required Perseus, whilst

he was still master of it, seriously to consider with

himself, whether by making the Romans sometimes
one concession, and sometimes another,' he was re-

solved to see himself deprived of all power, expelled
from his dominions, and obliged to ask as a favour ot

the Romans, permission to retire and confine himself
in Samothracia, or some other island, there to pass
the rest of his days in contempt and nn-ery, with
the mortification of surviving his glory and empire;
or whether he would prefer to hazard all the clangers
of the war, armed as became a man of courage in

defence of his fortunes and dignity; and, in case of

being victorious, have the ft'lory of delivering the

universe from the Roman yoke. That it would b
no more a wonder to drive the Romans out of Greece,
than it bad been to drive Hannibal out of

Italy.
Be-

sides, was it consistent for Perseus, after having op-

posed his brother with all his efforts, when he atte-mpt-
ed to usurp his crown, to resign it inertly to stranger*
that endeavoured to wrest it out of his hands'; I hat,

in fine, all the world agreed, that there was r.othing
more inglorious than to give up empire without rt >ist-

ance, nor more laudable than to have used all possible
endeavours to preserve it.

This council was held at Pella, the ancient capita?
of Macedonia. "Since you think it so nece--ary t

'

said the king, "let us make war then, with the help
of the gods." He gave orders at the same time to

his generals to assemble all their troops at Citiuin,

whither he went soon after himself, with all the lords

of his court and his regiments of guards, after having
offtred a sacrifice of a hecatomb, or 100 oxen, to

Minerva Alcidema. He found the whole army as-

embled there. It amounted, including the foreign

troops, to 39,000 foot, of whom almost half composed
the phalanx, and 4000 horse. It was agreed, that
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flacethe army Alexander the Great led into Asia,
no king of Macedonia commanded one so numerous.

It wiij twenty-six years since Philip had made peace
with the Romans; and as during: all that time Mace-
donia had remained in tranquillity, and without anv
considerable war, there were in it great numbers o'(

youth capable of bearing arms, who had already be-

gun to exercise and form themselves in the 'wars
which Macedonia had supported against the Thra-
eians their

neighbours. Philip besides, and Persf us

alter hin.. had long formed the design of undertaking
a war with the Romans. Hence it was that at the

time we speak of every thing was ready for begin-
ning it.

Perseus, before he took the field, thought it neces-

lary to harangue his troops. He mounted his throne,
therf "ore. and from thence, having his two sons on
each side of him, spoke to them with great energy.
He began with a long recital of all the injuries the

Romans had committed with regard to Vis father,
which had induced him to resolve to take up arms

against thfm: but that a sudden death had prevented
him from putting that design in execution. He ad-

ded, that presently after the death of Philip, the Ro-
mans had sent ambassadors to him, and at the same
time had marched troops into Greece to take posses-
won of the strongest places; that afterwards, in order
to gain time, they had amused him during all the

winter with deceitful interviews and a pretended
truce, under the specious pretext of negotiating a

reconciliation. He compared the consul's army,
which was actually on its march, with that of tfie

Macedonians; which, in his opinion, was much su-

perior to the other, both in the number and valour
of their troops, as well as in ammunition and pro-
visions of war, collected with infinite care during a

great number of rears. " You have, therefore, Ma-
cedonians," said he, in concluding,

" only to display
the same courage which your ancestors showed,
when having triumphed overall Europe, they cross-

ed into Asia, and set no other bounds to their con-

quest-, than those of the universe. You are not now
to carry your arms to the extremities of the East,
but to defend yourselves in the possession of the

kingdom of Macedonia. When the Romans attack-

ed my father, they covered the unjust war with the

specious pretence of re-establishing the ancient lib-

erty of Greece; the present they undertake with-

out any disguise, to reduce and enslave Macedonia.
That haughty people cannot bear tliat the Roman
empire should nave anv king for its neighbour, nor
that any warlike nafion should have arms for their

defence. For you mav be assured, if you refuse to

make war, and will sub'uit to the orders of those in-

lulting masters, that you must resolve to deliver
up

your arms with your'king and his kingdom to them.
At these words the whole army, which had express-

ed only moderate applause for the rest of his dis-

course, raised cries of anger and indignation, exhort-
ing the king to entertain the best hopes, and de-

manding earnestly to be led against the enemy.
Perseus then gave audience to the ambassadors

from the cities of Macedonia, who came to offer him
money and provisions for the occasions of the army;
each according to their power. The king thanked
them in the kindest manner, but did not accept their

offers; giving for his reason, that the army was

abundantly provided with all things necessary. He
only demanded carriages to convey the battering-
rams, catapultae, and other military engines.
The two armies were now in motion. That of the

Macedonians, after some days' march, arrived at Sy-
turium, a city situated at the foot of mount (Eta : the

consul's was atGomphi in Thessaly. after having sur-

mounted the most incredible difficulties in ways and
defiles almost impassable. The Romans themselves

confessed, that had the enemy defended those passes,

they might easily have destroyed their whole army in

them. The consul advanced within three miles of

the country called Tripolis, and encamped upon the

banks of the river Peneus.
At the same time Eumenes arrived at Chalcis, with

his brothers Attains and Alheni'us: Philetserus, the

fourth, was left at Pergamus, for the defence of the

country. Eumenes and Attalus jooed the conu'
with 4000 foot and 1000 horse. They had 1 it Athe-
naeus with 2000 foot at Chalcis, to re'inl'on e the gar-
rison of that important place.

The allies ser.t also

othtr troops, though not in any Considerable number
and some galleys, Perseus, in the mean fmie, sent

out several detachments to ravage the neighbouring
country of Pherae, in hopes that if the consul should

quit his camp, and march to the aid of the < ities in his

alliance, that he might siiprlse and attack him to

advantage; but he was disappointed, and obliged to

content himself with distributing the booty In- had
made amongst his soldiers, which was very consider-

able, and consisted principally in cattle of all sorts.

The consul and king held each of them a council at

the same time, in order to resolve in what manner to

begin the war. The king, highly proud of having
b< ( n >i] lit red 10 ravage the territories of the Pheras-
ans without opposition, thought it advisable to go and
attack the Romans in their camp without loss ot time.
The Romans were very sensible, that their slowness
and delays would discredit them very much in the

opinion of their allies, and reproached themselves
with not having defended the people of Pherae.
Whilst they were consulting upon the measures it

was necessary to take, (Eumenes and Attalus present,)
a courier came in upon the spur, and informed them
that the enemy was very near with a numerous army.
The signal was immediately given for the soldiers to

stand to their arms, and 100 horse were detached,
with as many of the light-armed foot, to lake a view
of the enemy. Perseus, at ten in the morning, finding
himself no farther from the Roman camp lhan a short
half league, made his foot halt, and advanced with
his horse and light-armed soldiers. He had scarce
marched a quarter of a league, when he perceived a

body of the enemy, against which he sent a smal de-
tachment of horse, supported by some light-araeti
troops. As the two detachments were very near

equal in number, and neither side sent any fresh

troops to their aid, the skirmish ended without its

being possible to say which side was victorious.

Perseus marched back his troops to Sycnriuiu.
The next day, at the same hour, Perseus advanced

with all his
troops

to the same place. They were fol-

lowed by carts laden with water, for there was none
to be found within six leagues of the place; the way
was very dusty, and the troops might have been

obliged to fight immediately, fatigued as
they

were
with thirst, which would have incommoded them

exceedingly. The Romans keeping close in their

camp, and having withdrawn their advanced guards
within their intrenchments, the king's troops return-
ed to their camp. They did the same several days,
in hopes the Romans would not fail to detach their

cavalry to attack their rear-guard, and when they
had drawn them on far enough from their camp,
and the battle was begun, that they might face about.
As the king's horse and light-armed foot were very
much superior to those of the Romans, they assured
themselves of having no difficulty in defeating them.
This first design not succeeding, the king encamp-

ed nearer the enemy, within little more than two

leagues of them. At break of day, having drawn up
his i man try in the same place as he had done the
two preceding days, about 1000 paces from the en-

emy, he advanced at the head of his cavalry and

ligfi t-armed foot towards the camp of the Romans.
The sight of the dust, which flew nearer than usual,
and seemed to be raised by a greater number of

troops, gave them the alarm, and the first who
brought the news could scarcely persuade them that

the enemy was so near, because for several days be-

fore they had not appeared till ten in the moining,
and the sun at that time was just rising. But whin
it was confirmed by the cries of main, who ran in

crowds from the gates, there was no longer any room
to doubt it, and the camp was in very great confusion.
All the officers repaired with the utmost haste to the

general's tent, as the soldiers did each to his own.
The negligence of the consul, so ill informed in the

motions ot an enemy, whose nearness to him ought
to have kept him perpetually upon his guard, give*
us no great idea of his ability.
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Perseus had drawn np his troop* at IPS? than 500

parrs from the consul's intrenchments. Coty-. kin;.;-

of the Odrvsae in Thrace, commanded the left, with

the horse of his nation, the light-armed troops were
distributed in the intervals of the front rank. The
M, in- Ionian and Cretan horse formed the right wing.
At the extremity of each wing, the kind's horse and
those of the auxiliaries were posted. The kinir kept
the cc-ntre with the hor>e that always attended his

person; before whom were placed the slingers and

archers, about 400 in number.
The consul, having drawn up his foot in battle ar-

ray within his camp, detached only his cavalry and

light-armed troops,
who had orders to form a line

in the front of his intrenchments. The right wing,
which consisted of all the Italian horse, was coni-

manded by C. Licinius Crassus, the consul's brother;
the left, composed of the horse of the Grecian allies,

by M, Valerius Levinus; both intermingled with the

light irraed troops. Q. Mutius was posted in the
centre with a select body of horse; and 200 of the

Gaiili-h cavalry, and 300 of Eumenes'.* troops, were
drawn up in his front. Four hundred The-^ulian
horse were placed a little beyond the left wing, as a

body of reserve. King Eumenes and his brother At-

tain*, with their troops, were posted in the space be-

tween the intrenchments and the rear ranks.

This was only an engagement of cavalry, which in

number was almost equal on both sides, and might
amount to about 4000 on each, without including the

light-armed troops. The action began by the Clings
and missive weapons, whi<:h were ported in front;
but that was only the prelude. The Thracians, like

wild beasts long pent up, and thereby rendered more
furious, threw themselves first upon the right wing
of the Romans, who perfectly brave and intrepid as

they were, could not
support so rude and violent ;\

charge. The light-armed foot, whom the Thracians
had amongst them, beat down the lances of the en-

emy with their swords, sometimes cutting the legs of
the horses, and sometimes wounding them in their

flanks. Perseus, who attacked the centre of the en-

emy, soon put the Greeks into disorder; and as they
were vigorously pursued in their flight, the Thessalian

horse, which at a small distance from the left wing
formed a body of reserve, and in the bt ginning of
the action had been only spectators of the battle,

were of great service when that wing gave way.
For those horse retiring gently and in good order,
alter having joined the auxiliary troops of Eumenes,
gave a safe retreat between their ranks to those who
Bed and were dispersed; and when they saw the en-

emy wns not warm in their pursuit, were so bold a;

to advance to sustain and encourage their own party
As this body of horse marched in good order, and

always kept their ranks, the king's cavalry, who had
broke in tne pursuit, did not dare to wait their ap-

proach, nor to come to blows with them.

Hippias and Leonatas having learned the advan-

tage gained by the cavalry, that the king might not

lose so favourable an opportunity of completing the

glory of the day, by vigorously pushing the enemy,
and charging them in their intrenchments, brought
on the .Macedonian phalanx of their own accord, and
without orders. It appeared, indeed, that had the

king made the least effort, he might have rendered
his victory complete; and in the present ardour of
his troops, and terror into which they had thrown
the Romans the latter must have been entirely de-
feated. Whilst he was deliberating with himself
between hope and fear, upon what he should resolve,
Evander of Crete,i in whom he reposed great con-

fidence, upon seeing the phalanx advance, ran im-

mediately to Perseus, and earnestly begged of him
not to abandon himself to his present success, nor

engage rashly in a new action that was not necessary
unil wherein he hazarded every thing. He represent
ed to him, that if he continued quiet, and contented
himself with the present advantage, he would either
oiitam honourable conditions of peace, or, if he should
choose to continue the war, this first success wouk

Perspus made use of him in the intended assassination
cf Eumene*

nfallihly determine thoe, who till thrn had remained
leiiter, to declare, in his favour. The king wns al-

ready inclined to follow that opinion; wherefore,
laving praised the counsel and zral ot Evan 'er, he
can-fil the rt trt at t > be sounded for his horse, and
jrdrred his foot to return into the camp.
The Romans lost 2000 of their light-armed infantry

it least in this battle; aiui had 200 of their horse kill

ed, and as many taken prisoners. On the other sHe,
only twenty ot" their cavalry and forty foot s,,l i. r*

were left upon tlie fidd. The victors r< turned into
the camp with great joy, especially the Thraciani.
who, with songs of triumph, carried the luails of
ihose they had killed upon the ends of their pikes
it was to them that Perseus was

principally
in.lebt

ed for his victory. The Romans, on the contrary
in profound sorrow, kept a mournful silence, and
filled with terror, expected every moment that th

enemv would come and attack them in their camp.
Eumenes was of opinion, that it was proper to re

move the camp to the other side of the Peneus. in

order that the river might serve as an additional for-

tification for the troops, till they had recovered from
their panic. The consul was averse to taking that

step, which, a, an open profes-ion of fear, was highly
dishonourable to himself and his army; but, however,

being convinced by reason, and yielding to necessity,
he passed with his troops, under cover of the night,
and encamped on the other bank of the river.

Perseus advanced the next day to attack the enemy,
and to give them batlle; but it was then too late; he
found their camp abandoned. When he saw them
intrenched on the other side of the river, he perceiv-
ed the enormous error he had committed the day be-

fore, in not pursuing them immediately upon their

defeat; but he confessed it a still greater fault to

have continued quiet and inactive during the night.
For without putting the rest of his army in motion,
if he had only detached his light-armed troop*
against the enemy during tht-ir confusion and disor-

der in passing the river.he might, without difficulty,
have cut off at least part of theirarmy.
We see here, in a sensible example, to whatcauset

revolutions of states, and the fall of the greatest em-

pires,
owe their being. There is no reader but must

nave been surprised at seeing Perseus stop short in a

decisive moment, and let slip an almost certain occa-

sion of defeating his enemy; it requires no great

capacity nor penetration to discern so gross a fault

But how came it to pass, that Perseus, who wanted
neither judgment nor experience, should be so much
mistaken? A notion is suggested to him by a man he
confides in. It is weak, rash, and absurd. But God,
who rules the heart of man, and who wills the de-

struction of the kingdom of Macedonia, suffers no
other notion to prevail in the king's breast, and re-

moves every thought which might, and naturally

ought to have induced him to take quite different

measures. Nor is that sufficient. The first fault

might have bt en easily retrieved by a little vigilance

during the night. Go'd seems to have laid that prince
and his army in a profound sleep. Not one of his

officers has the least thought of observing the motions
of the enem\ in the night. Wr

e see nothing but what
is natural in all this: but the Holy Scripture teaches

us to think otherwise; and we may well apply to thii

event what was said of Saul's soldiers and officers:
" And no man saw it, nor knew it, neither awaked,
for they were all asleep, because a deep sleep Irorn

the Lord was fallen upon them," 1 Sam. xxvi. 12.

The Romans, indeed, having put the riverbetweei
them and the enemv, saw themselves no longer in

danger of being suddenly attacked and routed ;
bul

the check they had lately received, and the wound

they had given the glory of the Roman name, mad*
them feel the

sharpest
affliction. All who were pre-

sent in the council of war assembled by the consul,

laid the fault upon the jEtolians. It was said, that

they were the first who took the alarm and fled ; that

the rest of the Greeks had been drawn away by their

example, and that five of the chief of their nation wer
the fir>t who took to flight. TheThessalians, on the

contrary, were praised for their valour, and their lead

ers rewarded with sere-al marks of honour.
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The spoil? taket from the Roman* were not incon-

iidrrahle. They amounted to 1500 buckler-. 1000

cuirasses, and a much greater number of helmets,

words, and darts of all kinds. The king; made peat
present* of them to the officers who h-.xl distiaguisbed
UWBMelves nioit; and having M*eaihl*d tlie army, he

be^an bv telling them, that what had haprx ned was a

happy presage for them, and a certain pledge of what
they might hope for the future. He made great en-

comiums upon the troops who had been in the action ;

and in magnificent terms expatiated upon the victory
over the Roman horse, in which the

principal
force of

their army consisted, and which they had before be-

lie /K! invincible; and promised hinixlf from thence

a n.jre considerable success over their infantry, who
had only escaped their swords by a shameful flight

durinic the night: but that it would be easy to force

the intrenchments in which their fear kept them shut

up. The victorious soldier*, who carried the spoils
Of the enemies they had slain upon their shoulders,

beard this discourse with sensible pleasure, and pro-
niised themselves every thing from their valour,

judging of the future by the past. The foot, on their

tide, especially that which composed the Macedoni-
an phalanx, stimulated by a laudable jealousy, pre-
tended at lea-t to equal, if not to excel, the glory of

their companions upon the first occasion. In a word,
the whole army demanded, with incredible ardour,
onlv to come to blows with the enemy. The king,
after having dismissed the assembly, set forward the

next day, passed the river, and encamped al Mop-i-
um. an eminence situate between Tempe and Larissa.

The jov for the good success of so important a

battle affected Perseus at first in nil its extent. He
looked upon himself as superior to a people, who
thems< Ives w< re so with respect to all other princes
and nations. This was not a victory gained by sur-

prise, and in a manne.r stolen by stratagem and ad-

dress, but carried by open force, and the valour and

bravery of his troops, and that in his own sight and
under his own conduct. He had seen the Roman
haughtiness urive way before him three times in one

day : at first, in keeping close through fear in their

camp; then, when they ventured out nf it, shamefully
betaking themselves to flight; and, l.istly, by Hying

gain, during the obscurity of the night, and in find-

ing no other security than by being enclosed within

their intrenchim nts, the usual refuge of terror and

apprehension. These thoughts were highly sooth-

ing, an.t capable of deceiving a prince, already too

much atfected with his own merit.

But when his first transports were a little abated,
and the inebriating fume of sudden joy was some-
what evaporated, I'erseus came to himself; and re-

flecting in cold blood upon all the consequences
which might attend his victory, he began to be in

some sort of terror. The wisest of the courtiers

about him.i taking advantage of so happy a disposi-
tion, ventured to give him the advice which hi> pre-
sent temper made him capable of appreciating; this

make tile best ol his late succe-s, and con-

clude an honourable peace with the Romans. They
represented to him, that the most certain mark of a

prudent and really happy prince, was not to rely too

much upon the present favours of fortune, nor aban-

don himstlf to the delusive glitter of prosperity.
That, therefore, he would do well to send to the con-

ul, and propose a renewwl of the treaty, upon the

same conditions as had been imposed by T. Quintius.
when victorious, upon his father

Philip.
That he-

could not put an end to the war more gloriou-ly fur

him-elf. than alter *o memorable a battle; nor hope
a more favourable occasion of concluding a sur- an :

lasting peace, than at a conjuncture when the check
the Romans had received would render them more

tractable, and belter inclined to grant him good con-

ditions. That if, notwithstanding that check, the

Romans, out of a pride too natural to them, should

reject a just and equitable accommodation, he would
at least have the consolation of having the gods and
men for witnesses of his own moderation, and the

haughty obstinacy of the Romans.

t Polyb

The king acquiesced in these wise -emonstrances,
to which he never was averse. The majority ol" the

council also applauded them. Ambassadors were
accordingly sent to the consul, who gave them audi-

ence in the presence of n numerous assembly. They
told him they came to demand peace; that Perseul
would pay the same tribute to the Romans as his

father Philip had done, and abandon all the cities,

territories, and places, which that prince had aban-
doned.
When they withdrew, the council deliberated upon

the answer it was proper to make. The Roman firm

laved itself upon this occasion in an extra-

ordinary manner. It was the custom at that time ,8 to

in adversity all the assurance and loftiness

of good fortune, and to act with moderation in pros-

perity. The answer was, that no peace could b

granted to Perseus, unless he submitted himself and
his kingdom to the discretion of the senate. Whea
it was related to the king and his ft lends, they were

strangely surprised at so extraordinary, and, in their

opinion, so ill-timed a pride; most of them believed
it needless to talk any farther 01 peace, and that the

Komniis would soon be reduced to demand what they
now refused. Perseus was not of the *aire opinion.
He judged rightly, that Rome was not so haughty
but Irom a consciousness of superiority ; and that re-

flection daunted him exceedingly. He sent again to

the consul, and offered a more considerable tribute

than had been imposed upon Philip. When he saw
the consul would retract nothing from his first an-

swer, having no longer any hopes of peace, he re-

turned to his former camp at Sycurium, determined
to try again the fortune of the war.
We may conclude, from the whole conduct of Per-

seus, that he must have undertaken this war with

great imprudence, and without having compared his

strength and resources with those of the Romans.
To think himself fortunate in being able, after a sig-
nal victory, to demand peace, and submit to more

oppresMve conditions than his father Philip had com-

plied with till after a bloody defeat, seems to argue
that he had taken his measures and concerted the
li.f.m- of success very ill; since, after a first action

entirely to his advantage, he begins to discern all his

weakness and inferiority, and in some sort inclines

to despair. Why then was he the first to break the
oeace: Why was he the aggressor? Why was he
in such haste ? Was it to stop short at the first step?
How came he not to know his weakness, till his own
victory showed it him? These are not the signs of
a wise and judicious prince.

The- news of the battle of the cavalry, which soon

spread in Greece, made known what the people
thought, and discovered in its full light to which side

they inclined. It was received with joy, not only by
the partizans of Macedonia, but even by most of
those whom the Romans had obliged, of whom sonre

suffered with pain their haughty manners and inso-

lence of power.
The pra'tor Lucretious at the same time was be-

sieging the city of Haliartus in Boeotia.S After a

I MIL: and vigorous defence, it was taken at last by
storm, plundered, rind afterwards entirely demolish-
ed. Thebes soon after surrendered, and then Lucre-
tius returned with hi- tit > t.

IVr-t-us, in the mean time, who was not tar from
the camp of the Romans, gave them gieat trouble;

haras-ing their troops, and falling upon their fora-

zeis, \vli< never they ventured out of their camp. He
took one day a thousand carriages, laden principally
with sheaves of corn which the Romans had been to

nv.p, and made 600 pri-oiie-r*. He afterwards at-

tacked a small body of troop* in the neighbourhood,
of which he e\|>ected to make himself master with
little- or no difficulty; but he found more resistance
than he had imagined. That small body was com-
manded by a brave officer called L. Pompeius, who,
retiring to an eminence, defended himselt therewith

intrepid courage, determined to die with his troops,

* Tta turn nine prat, in adversU vultum secuuda fonun

gerere, moderari animus in secundi*.~
t Liv 1. xlii. n.
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rather than surrender. He was upon the point of

being borne down by numbers, when 'the consul ar-

rived to his assistance with a strong detachment of

horse and light armed loot; the legions were order-

ed to follow him. The sight of the consul gave
Pompeius and his troops new courage, who were
800 men, all Romans. Perseus immediately sent for

his phalanx; but the consul did not wait his coming
up, and came directly to blows. The Macedonians,
after having made a very vigorous resistance for

some time, were at last broken and put to the rout.

Three hundred foot were left upon the field, with

tt-my-fourof the best horse, of the troop called the

Sacred Squadron, of which the commander himself,

Autimachus, was killed.

The success of this action reanilnated the Romans
and very much alarmed Perseus. After having put
a strong garrison into Gonnus, he marched back his

army into Macedonia.
The consul having reduced Perrhoebia, and taken

Larissa and some other cities, dismissed all the allies,

except the Acliaeans; dispersed his troops in Thes-

saly, where he left them in winter quarters, and went
into Bosotia at the request of the Thebans, upon
whom the people of Coronea had made incursions.

SECTION III. THE SENATE PASS A WISE DECREE
TO PUT A STOP TO THE AVARICE OF THE GENE-
RA LS AND MAGISTRATES, WHO OPPRESSED THE
ALLIES. THE CONSUL MARCIUS, AFTER SUSTAIN-
ING GREAT FATIGUE, ENTERS MACEDONIA. PER-
SEUS TAKES THE ALARM, AND LEAVES THE PASSES

OPEN; HE RESUMES COURAGE AFTERWARDS. IN-

SOLENT EMBASSY OF THE RHODIANS TO ROME.

Nothing memorable passed the

A. M. 3834. following year.l The consul Hosti-

Ant. J. C. 170. lius had sent Ap. Claudius into Illy-
ria with 4000 foot, to defend such of

the inhabitants of that country as were allies of the

Romans; and the latter had found means to add 8000

men, raised among the allies, to his first bodv of

troops. He encamped at Lychnidus, a city of the

Dassaretae. Near that place was another
city

called

Uscana, which belonged to Perseus, and where he
had a strong garrison. Claudius, upon the promise
which had been made him of having the place put
into his hands, in hopes of making great booty, ap-

proached it with almost all his troops, without any
order, distrust, or precaution. Whilst he thought
least of it, the garrison made a furious sally upon
him, put his whole arniy to flight, and pursued them
a great way with dreadful slaughter. Of 11,000 men,
carce 2000 escaped into the camp, which 1000 had

been.left to guard: Claudius returned to Lychnidus
with the ruins of his army. The news of this loss

very much afflicted the senate; and the more, because
it had been occasioned by the imprudence and ava-

rice of Claudius.
This was the almost universal disease of the com-

manders at that time.2 The senate received various

complaints from many cities, as well of Greece as

the other provinces, against the Roman officers, who
treated them with unheard of rapaciousness and cru-

elty. They punished some of them, redressed the

wrongs they had done the cities, and dismis-ed the

ambassadors, well satisfied with the manner in which
their remonstrances bad been received. Soon after,

to prevent such disorders for the future, they passed
a decree, which expressed that the cities should not
furnish the Roman magistrates with any thing more
thiin what the senate

expressly appointed; which
ordinance was published in all the cities of Pelo-

ponnesus.
C. Popiliu* and Cn. Octaviin, who were charged

with this commission, went first to Thebi -.

they very much praised the citizens, and exhorted
them to continue firm in their alliance with the Ro-
man pi-uple. Proceeding afterwards to the other
cities of Peloponnesus, they boasted every where
of the lenity and moderation of the senate, which

they proved by their late decree in favour of the

Greeks. They found great divisions in almost all A*
cities, especially among the JEtolians, occasion** ^y
two factions which divided them, one for the Ro-
mans, and the other for the Macedonians. The as-

sembly of Achaia was not exempt from these divi-

sions; but the wisdom of the persons of <jre.itrt

authority prevented their
consequences. The ad-

vice of Archon, one of the principal persons of the

league, was to act according to conjunctures, to
leave no room for calumny to irritate either of the

contending powers against the republic, and to avoid
the misfortunes into which those were fallen, who
had not been sufficiently aware of the power of the
Romans. This advice prevailed; and it was resolved
that Archon should be made chief magistrate, and

Polybius captain-general of the horse.

About this time Attalus, having something to de-
mand of the Achaean league, caused the new magis-
trate to be sounded ; who being determined in favour
of the. Romans and their allies, promised that prince
to support his suit with all his power. The affair in

question was, to have a decree reversed, by which it

was ordained, that all the statues of king Eumenes
should be removed from the public places. At the
first council that was held, the ambassadors of Atta-
lus were introduced to the assembly, who demanded,
that in consideration of the

prince who sent them,
Eumenes, his brother, should be restored to the hon-
ours which the republic had formerly decreed him.
Archon supported this demand, but with great mod-
eration. Polybius spoke with more force, enlarged
upon the merit and services of Eumenes, demonstra-
ted the injustice of the first decree, and concluded
that it was proper to repeal it. The whole assembly

applauded
his discourse, and it was resolved that

Euments should be restored to all his honours.
It was at this time that Rome sent

Popiliusto Antiochus Epiphanes,3 to A.M. 3835.

prevent his enterprises against Egypt, Ant.J. C. 169.

which we have mentioned before.
The Macedonian war gave the Romans great em-

ployment. Q. Marcius Philippus, one of the two con-
suls lately elected, was charged with it.

Before he set out, Perseus had conceived the de-

sign of taking the advantage of the winter to make
an expedition against Illyria, which was the only

province from whence Macedonia had reason to fear

irruptions during the king's being employed against
the Romans. This expedition succeeded very hap-
pily for him, and almost without any loss on his side.

He began with the siege of Uscana, which had fallen

into the hands of the Romans, (it is not known how,)
and took it, after a defence of some duration. He
afterwards made himself maj-ter of all the

strong
places in the country, the most part of which had
Roman garrisons in them, and took a great number
of prisoners.

Perx-us at the same time sent ambassadors to Gen-
tius, one of the kings of Illyria, to induce him to quit
the party of the Romans, and to come over to him.
Genlius was far from being averse to it; but he ob-

served, that having neither ammunition for the war,
nor money, he was in no condition to declare against
the Romans; which was explaining himselfsufficient-

ly. IVr-eus u ho uas avaricious, did not understand,
or rather affected not to understand, his demand, and
sent a second embassy to him without mention of

money, and received the same answer. I'olybiusob-
M i vi -, that this fear of expense, which denotes a lit-

tle and mean soul, and entirely dishonours a prince,
made many of his enterprises miscarry; and that if

he would nave sacrificed certain sums, and those far

from considerable, he might have engaged several

republics and princes in lii party. Cun such a blind-

ness l>e conceived in a rational creature! Polybiui
considers it a a punishment from the gods.

P. rrii<, having led back his troops into Macedonia,
made tli< inrch Hlterwun'- to Stiatu-, a very strong

city of /Etolin, above the gulf of Amhraua. The
people had given him hopes that tiny would sur-

ren.irr it as soon as he appeared before the walla;

i l.iv. 1. xliii. n. 9, 10.

Polyb. Legal. Ixxiv. Liv. 1. xliii n. 17.
Li. 1. xliii. n. 11 ;

and 16 Oa P.ly 5. Legal. Ixrti
IxxviL
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oul the Rmians prevented them, and threw succours

ICto the
place.

Early in the spring the consul Marcius left Rome,
ml went to Thessaly, from win nee, without losing

time, he advanced into Macedonia, fully assured that

it was necessary to attack Perseus in the heart of his

dominions.

Upon the report that the Roman army was ready
to take the fiehl.l Archon, chief magist'rHte of the

Achaeans, to justify his country from the suspicions
nd injurious reports that had been propagated against

it, advised the Achrcans to pass a decree, by which it

hould be ordained, that they should marcn an army
jito Thessaly, and share in all the dangers of the war
with the Romans. That decree being confirmed, or-

ders were given to Archon to raise troops, and to

make all the necessary preparations. It was after-

wards resolved, that ambassadors should be sent to

the consul, to acquaint him with the resolution of the

republic, and to know from him where and when the

Achiean army should join him. Polybius, our his-

torian, with some others, was charged with this em-
bav. They found the Romans had quitted Thessa-

ly, and were encamped in Perrhoebia, between Azorus

and Doliche, greatly perplexed about the route it

was necessary to take. They followed them, in or- I

der to await a favourable opportunity of speaking to

the consul, and shared with him in all the dangers he

ran in niti ring Macedonia.
P< r-i n-,2 who did not know what route the consul

would take, had posted considerable bodies of troops !

in two places, by which it was probable he would at-

tempt to pass. For himself, he encamped with the

rest of his army near Dium, marching and counter-

marching without any fixed object.
Marcius, after long deliberation, resolved to

pass
the forest that covered the heights of Octolophus.
He had incredible difficulties to surmount, the ways
were so steep and impracticable; but he had had the

precaution to seize an eminence, which favoured his

From hence the enemy's camp, which was
not distant above a thousand paces, and all the coun-

try about Dium and Phila, might be discovered ;

which very much animated the soldiers, who had

before their ej-es such opulent lands, where they i

hoped to enrich themselves. Hippias, whom the ,

king had posted to defend this pass with a body of

12,000 men, seeing the eminence possessed by a de-

tachment of the Romans, marched to meet the con-
j

gul, who was advancing with his whole army, haras-

sed his troops for two days, and distressed tliem very i

much by frequent attacks. Marcius was in gret
;

trouble, not being able either to advance with safety,
or retreat without shame, or even danger. He haxl

j

no other choice to make, than to pursue with vigour ;

an undertaking, formed perhaps
with too much bold-

ne-- ami temerity, but which could not succeed with-

out a determinate perseverance, which is often crown-
ed in the end with success. It is certain, that if the !

consul had had to deal with an enemy like the ancient

kings of Macedonia, in the narrow defile where his

troops were pent up, he would infallibly have received

a great blow. But Perseus, instead of sending fresh

troops to support Hippias, the cries of whose soldiers

in battle he could hear in his camp, and of going in

person to attack the enemy, amused himself with

making useless excursions with his cavalry into the

country about Dium, and by that neglect gave the

Romans an opportunity of extricating them-elves

from the dangerous situation into which they had

brought them-elves.
It was not without infinite pains that they effected

this; '.lie horses laden with their baggage sinking un-

der ilitir burdens as they descended the mountain,
nd falling down at almost every step they took.

The elephants, especially, gave them great trouble:

It WHS necessary to find some new means for their

descent in such extremely steep places. Having
cleared a level on the snow'ou these declivities, they
drove two beams into the earth at the lower part of

the road, at the distance of something more than tlie

breadth if an elephant from each other. Upon those

i Polyb Legal, kxv ii. Liv. 1. xliv. n. 110.

beams they laid planks of thirty feet in length and
formed a "kind ol bridge, wb'lCB they covered with
earth. At the end of the first bridge, but at some
little distance, they erected a second, th< n a third,
and as many more of the same kind as were necessary.
The elephant passed from the firm ground to the

bridge; and before he came to the end, they con-
trived to lower insensibly the (teams tliat supported
it, and let him gently down with the bridge: he went
on in that manner to the second, and so to all the

rest. It was not easy to express the fatigues thejr
underwent in this pass; the soldiers being often

obliged to roll down with their arms, because it wag

impossible for them to keep their footing. It wai

agreed, that with a handful of men, the enemy
might have defeated the Roman army. At length
after infinite difficulties and dangers, it arrived in a

plain, and found itself in safety.
As the consul seemed then to have happily over-

come the greatest difficulties of his enterprise ,3 Poly-
bius thought this a proper time for presenting to Mar-
cius the decree of the Achaeans, and assuring him of

their resolution to join him with all their forces, and
to share with him in all the labours and dangers of
this war. Marcius, after having thanked the Ach-
ans for their good will in the kindest terms, told

them, they might spare themselves the trouble and

expense that war would give them; that he would

dispense with both; and that, in the present posture
o I affairs, he had no occasion for the aid of the allies.

After this discourse, Polybius's colleagues returned
into Achaia.

Polybius alone continued in the Roman army, till

the consul, having received advice that Appius, sur-

iiiimecl Cento, had demanded of the Achceans a body
of 5000 men to be sent him into Epirus, despatched
him home with advice, not to sutler his republic to

furnish those troops, or engage in expenses entirely

unnecessary, as Appius had no reason to demand that

aid. It is difficult, says the historian, to discover the

real motives that induced Marcius to talk in this man-
ner. Did he wish to spare the Achaeans, or was he

laying a snare for them? or did he intend to put it

oul of Appius's power to undertake any thing?
Whilst the king was bathing, he was informed of

the enemy's approach. That news alarmed him ter-

ribly. Uncertain what plan to pursue, and changing
every moment his resolution, he cried out, and lament-
ed his being conquered without fighting. He recalled

the two officers, to whom he had confided the defence
of the passes; sent the gilt statues* at Dium onboard
his fleet, lest they should fall into the hands of the

Romans; gave orders that his treasures, which were
laid up at Pella, should be thrown into the sea, and
all his galleys at Thessalomca burnt. For himself,
he retired to Pydna.
The consul had brought the army to a place from

whence it was impossible to disengage himself with-
out the enemy's permission. The only passage for

him was through two forests; bv the one he might
penetrate through the valley of ^Tempe in Tin s.-aly,

and by the other, beyond "Dium, enter farther into

Macedonia; and both these important posts were
p ...c-.ed by strong garrisons whom the king had

placed there. So thai if Perseus had only stayed ten

<i;ivs without taking fright, it had been impossible for

the Romans to have entered Thessaly by Tempe, and
the consul would have had no

pass b'y which pro-
visions could be conveyed to him. For the wayi
through Tempe are bordered by such vast precipices,
that the eye could scarce look down from them with-
out dizziness. The king's troops guarded this pass
at four several places, of which the last was so nar-

row, that ten men, well armed, could alone have de-
fended the entrance. The Romans, therefore, not

bting able either to receive provisions by the nar-
row pas-es of Tempo, nor to get through them, must
hve been obliged to regain the mountains from
whence they came down, which was become imprac-

Polyb. Legal. Ixxviii.
4 '1 hese were the statues of the horse soldiers killed in

passing the Granicus, which Alexander had caused 10 M
made by Lysippus, and lo be set up in Dium.
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ticable, the eneinv having possessed themselves of
the em/fences. The only clioire they had left was
to ope'.i their way into Macedonia, through their en-

emies, to Ilium; which would have been no less

difficult.! it" the gods, says Livy, had not deprived
Perseus of prudence and counsel. For in making a

fosse with iutrenchments in a very narrow defile at

the foot of mount Olympus, he would have absolute-

ly shut them out, and
stopped

them short. But in

the blindness inlo which nis fear had thrown the

king, he neither saw nor put in execution any of the

various means in his power to save himself, but left

all the passes
of his kingdom open and unguarded,

and took refuge at Pydna with precipitation.
The consul perceived aright, that he owed his

safety to the king's timidity and imprudence. He
ordered the pnetor Lucretius, who was at Larissa.

to seize the posts bordering upon Tempe, which
Perseus had abandoned, in order to secure a retreat

in rase of accident; and gent Popilius to take a view
of the passes in the way to Dium. When he was in-

fo 'med that the ways were open anil unguarded, he
ma.jhed thitherintwo days, and encamped hi* army
near the temple of Jupiter, in the neighbourhood,
to prevent its being plundered. Having entered the

city, which was full of magnificent buildings, and
well fortified, he was exceedingly surprised that the

king had abandoned it so easily. He continued his

march, and made himself master of several places,
almost without any resistance. But the farther he

advanced, the less provisions he. found, and the more
the dearth increased ;

which obliged him to return to

Dium. He WHS also reduced to quit that city, and
retire to Phila, where the praetor Lucretius had in-

formed him he might find provisions in abundance.
His quitting Dium suggested to Perseus, that it was
now time to recover by his courage what he had
lost by his fear. He repossessed himself therefore
of that city, and soon repaired its ruins. Popilius,
on his side, besieged and took Heraclea, which was

only a quarter of a league distant from Phila.

Perseus, having recovered his fright and resumed
his spirits, would have been very glad that his orders
to throw his treasures at Pella into the sea, and burn
all his ships at Thessalonica, had not been executed.

Andronicus, to whom he had given the latter order,
had delayed obeying it, to give time for the repen-
tance which might soon follow that command, as in-

deed it happened. Nicias.with less precaution, had
thrown all the money he found at Pella into the sea.

But his fault was soon repaired by divers, who brought
up almost the whole money from the bottom of the
ea. To reward their services, the king caused them

all to be put to death secretly, as well as Andronicus
and Nicias; so much was he ashamed of the abject
terror to which he had abandoned himself, lhnt he
could not bear to have any witnesses or traces of it

in being.
Several expeditions passed on both sides by sea

and land, which were neither of much consequence
nor importance.
When Polybius returned from his embassy into

Peloponnesus,* Appius'g letter, in which he demand-
ed 5000 men, had been received there. Some time

after, the council, which was assembled at Sicyon, to

deliberate upon that affair, gave Polybius great per-

plexity. Not to execute the order he had received
from Marcius, had been an inexcusable fault. On
the other side, it was dangerous to refuse the Ro-
mans the troop* they might have occasion for, and
of which the Achaeans were in no want. To extricate

themselves in to delicate a conjuncture, they had re-

course to the decree of the Roman senate, that pro-
hibited their paying any regard to the letters of the

generals, unless an order of the senate was annexed
to them, which Appius had not tent with his. It

was his opinion, therefore, that before any thing wa-
sent to Appius, it was necessary to inform' the consul
of his demand, and to wait for his decision upon it.

By that means, Polybius saved the Achajans an ex-

' Qu xl, nisi dii mentem regi ademissent, ipsum ingentis
<ifficuli;iiis prat. Lin.

Polyb. Legal, lucviii.

pense, which would have amounted to mor thai

120,000 c-rowns.

In the mean time arrived at Rome ambassador*
from Prusias,3 king of Bithynia, and nlso from tha

Rhodians, in favour of Perseus. The former ex-

pressed themselves very modestly, declaring that

Prusias had constantly adhered to the Roman party,
and should continue to do so during the war; but
that having promised Perseus to employ his good
offices in his behalf with the Romans, in order to ob-
tain a peace, he desired, if it were possible, that thej
would grant him that favour, and make use of hit

mediation as they should think convenient. .Tha
language of the Rhodians was very different. Aftr
having *et forth, in a lofty style, the services they had
done the Roman people, and ascribed to themselvc*
the greatest share in the victories they had obtained,
and especially in that over Antiochus, thev added,
that whilst the peace subsisted between the Macedo-
nians and Romans, they had negotiated a treaty of
alliance with Perseus; that they had suspended it

against their will, and without any subject of com-

plaint against the king, because it had pleased the

Romans to engage them on their side; that during
the three years which this war had continued, they
had suffered many inconveniences from it; that their

trade by sea being interrupted, the island found it-

self in great straits, from the reduction ol its reve-

nues and other advantages arising from commerce^
that being no longer able to support such consider-

able losses, thev had sent ambassadors into Macedo-
nia, to king Perseus, to inform him that the Rhodiaiu

thought it necessary that he should make peace with
the Romans, and that they were also sent to Rome
to make the same declaration; that if either of
the parties refused to accede to so reasonable a

proposal, the Rhodians should know what they had
to do.

It is easy to judge in what manner so vain and

presumptuous a discourse was received. Some his-

torians tell us, that all the answer that was given to

it was, to order a decree of the senate whereliy the

Carians and Lycians were declared free, to be read

in their presence. This was touching them to tha

(juick.and mortifying them in the most sensible part;
for they pretended to an authority over both those

nations. Others say, the senate answered in few

words; that the disposition of the Rhodians and
their secret intrigues with Perseus, had been lone

known at Rome: that when the Roman people should

have conquered him, of which they expected advice

every day, they should know in their turn what they

had to do, and should then treat their allies accord-

ing to their respective merits. They made the am-

basadors, however, the usual pre-t nts.

The consul Q. Marcius's letter was then read; in

which he gave an account of the manner he had en-

tered Macedonia, after having suffered incredible

difficulties in passing a very narrow defile. He ad-

ded, that by the wise precaution of the prietor, he
had sufficient provisions for the whole winter; hav-

ing received from the Kpirots 20,000 measures of

wheat and 10,000 of barley, for which it was necessa-

ry to pay their ambassadors, tin n at Rome: that it

was also necessary to send him clothes for tiie sol-

diers: that he wanted 200 horses, especially from
IN umidia, because there was none of that kind in the

country where he was. All these articles were ex-

actly and immediately executed.
After this they gave audience toOnesimns.a Mace-

donian nobleman. He had always advised the king
to maintain peace; and putting him in mind that hit

father Philip, to the last day of his life, had caused

his treaty with the Romans to be constantly read to

him twice every day, he had admonished him to do
as much, if not with the same regularity, at hast

from time to time. JN'cit being able to dis.-uade him
from the war, he had begun to withdraw himself

froiM his councils, under different pretext-, that he

might nut be wilh-ss- to thp resolutions taken in them,
which he could not approve. At lei.'i<r

i

,("-e
:

'ig him-

self become suspected, anJ 'u.illy cons-dc-er as

Uv. I. x'.iv &. U. IS.
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traitor, he had taken refuge among- the Romans, and
lia<! b ^en of great service to tl-e consul. Having made
tins relation to the senate, thev gave him a very la-

rourable reception, and provided magnificently for

his subsistence

SECTION IV. PAUI.US .EMILIUS CHOSEN CONSUL.
HE SETS OUT FOR MACEDONIA WITH THE PRjETOR
CN. OCTAVICS, WHO COMMANDED THE FLEET. PER-
SEUS SOLICITS AID ON ALL SIDES. HIS AVARICE IS

THE CAUSE OF HIS LOSING CONSIDERABLE ALIJES.

THE PRJETOR AMCIUS'S VICTORIES IN II.LVRIA.

rAUi.us JEMILIUS'S CELEBRATED VICTORY OVER
PERSEUS NEAR THE CITY OF PYDNA. PERSEUS TA-
KEN WITH ALL HIS CHILDREN. THE COMMAND
OF PAUI.US JEMIL1US IN MACEDONIA PHOULNGED.
DECREE OF THE SENATE GRANTING LIBERTY TO
THE MACEDONIANS AND ILLYRIANS. PAULUS
JEMII.U'S, DURING THE WINTER QUARTERS, VISITS

THE MOST CELEBRATED CITIES OF GREECE. UPON
HIS RETURN TO AMI'HIPOLIS HE GIVES A GREAT
FEAST. HE MARCHES FOR ROME. ON HIS WAY
HE SUFFERS HIS ARMY TO PLUNDER ALL THE
CITIES OF EPIRUS. HE ENTERS ROME IN TRIUMPH.
DEATH OF PERSEUS. CN. OCTAVIUS AND L. A.M-

CIUS HAVE ALSO THE HONOUR OF A TRIUMPH DE-
CREED THEM.

The time for the r.oniitia,
1 or as-

A. M. 3836. semblies for the election of consuls

Ant. J. C. 168. at Rom*1

, approaching, all the world
were anxious to know upon whom so

important a choice would fall, and nothing else was
talked of in all conversations. They were not satis-

fied with the consuls who had been employed lor

three years against Perseus, and thev had very ill

sustained the honour of the Roman name. They
called to mind the famous victories formerly obtain-

ed over his father Philip, who had been obliged to

sue for peace: over Antiochus, who was driven be-

yond mount Taurus, and forced to pay a great tri-

bute; and, what was still more considerable, over

Hannibal, the greatest general that liad ever appear-
ed as thfcir enemy, or perhaps in the world, whom
they had reduced to quit Italy after a war of more
than sixteen years' continuance, and conquered in

his own country almost under the very walls of Car-

thage. The formidable preparations made by Per-

seus, and some advantages gained by him in the for-

mer campaigns, augmented the apprehension of the

Romans. They plainly discerned that it was no time
to confer the command of the armies by faction or

favour, and that it was necessary to choose a general
for his wisdom, valour and experience; in a word,
one capable of conducting so important a war as

that now upon their hands.
All the world cast their eyes upon Paulns fmililM.

There are times when distinguished merit unites the

voices of the public; and nothing is more grateful
than such a judgment, founded upon the knowledge
of a man's past services, the army's opinion of his

capacity, and the state's pressing occasion for his va-

lour and conduct. Paulns ,miliii3 was near sixty

years old : but age, without impairing his faculties in

ths least, had rather improved them with maturity
c^' wisdom and judgment: more necessary in a ge-
neral than even valour and bravery. He" had been
ecii'id thirteen years before, and had acquired ge-
neral esteem during his administration. But the

people repaid his services with ingratitude, having
refused to raise him aain to the same dignity, though
he had solicited it with sufficient ardour. For seve-

ral \ears he had led a private and retired life, solely

niploved in the education of his children, in wh'n -ii

no father ever succeeded better, nor was more glori
ouslv rewarded for his care. All his r lations, nil

his friends, urged him to comply with the people's
wishes in taking upon him the consulship: but be-

lieving himself no longer capable of commanding, he
avoided appearing in public, kept himself at home,
and shunned honours with as much solicitude as

others generally pursue them. However, when he
law the people assemble every morning in crowds

before his door, that thev sunnroned him to the Fo
rum, and exclaimed highly against his obstinate re-

fusal to serve his country, he acceded at lost to their

remonstrances; and appearing amongst those who as

pired to that dignity, he seemed le-s to receive th

command of the army, than to give the people the

assurance of an approaching and complete victory.
The <'onsulship was conferred upon him unanimously ;

and, according to Plutarch, the command of the army
in Macedonia was assigned to him in preference to

his colleague, though Li vy says it fell to him by lot.

It is said, that on the very dav that he was elected

general in the war against Perseus, at his rt turn home,
attended by all the people, who followed to do him
honour, he found his daughter Tertia, at that time a

little infant, crying bitterly. He embraced her, and
asktd her the cause of her tears. Tertia, hugging
him with her little arms, "Do you not know, then,

lather," said she, "that our Perseus is dead?" She

spoke of a little dog she had brought up, called Per-
seus. " And at a very good time, mv dear child,"
said Paulus ./Emilius, struck with the word ;

"
I accept

this omen with joy." The ancients carried their

superstition with respect to this kind of fortuitous

occurrences very high.
The manner in which Paulus JEmilius prepared

for the war he was charged with,* gave room to

judge of the success to be expectecf from it. He
demanded, first, that commissioners should be sent
into Macedonia to inspect the army and fleet, and
to make their report, after an exact inquiry, of the
number of troops which was necessary to be added
both by sea and land. They were also to inform

themselves, as near as possible, of the number of the

king's forces; where they and the Romans actually
lay; if the latter were encamped in the forests, or
had entirely passed them, ana were arrived in the

plain; upon which of the allies they might rely with

certainty, which of them were dubious and waver-

ing, and whom they might regard as declared ene-

mies; for how long time they had provisions, and
from whence they might be supplied with them either

by land or water; what had passed during the last

campaign, either in the army by land, or in the fleet.

As an able and experienced general, he thought it

necessary to enter fully into this detail; convinced
that the plan of the campaign upon which he- uas
about to enter, could not be formed, nor its opera-
tions concerted, without a perfect knowledge of all

these particulars. The senate highly approved these

wise measures, and appointed commissioners, with
the approbation of Paulus ^Emilius, who set out two
davs after.

Daring their absence, audience was given the am-
bassadors from Ptolemy and Cleopatra, king and

queen of Egypt, who brought complaints to Rome of
the unjust enterprises of Antiochus king of Syria,
which have been before related.

The commissioners made extraordinary despatch.

Upon their return, they reported that Marcius had
forced the passes of Macedonia, to get entrance into

the country, but with more danger than utility: that

the king was advanced into Plena, and in actual pos-
session of it : that the two camps were very near each
other, being separated only by the river Enipeus:
that the king avoided a battle, and that the Roman
army was neither in a condition to oblige him to fight,
nor "to force his lines: that, in addition to the other

inconveniences, a very severe winter had happened,
from which they suffered exceedingly in their moun-
tainous country, and were entirely prevented from

acting; and that they had only provisions for six

(lavs: that the army of the Macedonians was sup-
posed to amount to 30,000 men; that if Appius
Claudius had been snfficientlv strong in the nngh-
bourhood of Lychnidus, in Illyria, he might have
acted with good effect against king Gtntius; but
that Claudius and his troops were actually in grat
danger, unless a considerable reinforcement were im-

mediately sent him, or he be ordered directly to quit
the post he then occupied: that alter having visited

the camp, they had repaired to the fleet; that thej

Liv. 1. xliv. n. IT
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had been told, that part of the crews were dead of

diseases; that the rest of the allies, especially those

of Sicily, were returned home; and that the fleet

was entirely iu want of seamen and soldiers; that

those who remained had not received their pay, and
had no clothes; that Eumenes and his fleet, after

having
1

just shown themselves, disappeared imme-

diately without any cause that could be assigned ;

and that it seemed his inclinations neither could nor

ought to be relied on; but that as for his brother At-

tain s, his good will was not to be doubted.

Upon this report of the commissioners, after Pau-

lus .Kmil'ms had given his opinion, the senate decreed

that he should set forward without loss of time for

Macedonia, with the prator Cn. Octavius, who had

the command of the fleet, and L. Anicius, another

praetor, who was to succeed An Claudius in his post
near Lychnidus, in Illyria. The number of troops
which each of them was to command was regulated
in the following manner:
The troops of which the army of Paulus ^Emilius

consisted, amounted to 25,800 men; that is, two Ro-
man legions, each composed of 6000 foot and 300

horse; as many of the infantry of the Italian allies,

and twice the number of horse. He had, besides,

600 horse raised in Galia Cisalpina, and some aux-

iliary troops from the allies of Greece and Asia. The
whole, in all probability, did not amount to more
than 30,000 men. The praetor Anicius was to have
also two legions; but they consisted of only 5000
foot and 300 horse each; which, with 10,000 of the'

Italian allies and 800 horse, composed the army un-

der him of 21,200 men. The
troops

that served on
board the fleet were 5000 men. These three bodies

together made 56,200 men.
As the war which they were preparing to make

this year in Macedonia seemed of the utmost con-

sequence, every precaution was taken tnat might
conduce to the success of it. The consul: 1 and peo-
ple had the choice of the tribunes whn w-*r to serve

in it, and each commanded in his lurn an entire le-

gion. It was decreed that none should be elected

into this employment but such as had already served,
and Paulus /Emilius was left at liberty to choose out

of all the tribunes such as he approved for his army:
he had twelve for the two legions.

It must be allowed that the Romans acted with

great wisdom upon this occasion. They had, as we
have seen, unanimously chosen as consul and general,
the person amongst /them who was indisputably the

greatest captain of his time. They had resolved that

no officers should be raised to the post of tribune, but
such as were distinguished by their merit, experience,
and capacity, instanced in real service; advantages
that are not always the effect of birth or seniority, to

which indeed the Romans paid little or no regard.

They did more: by a particular exception, compati-
ble with republican government, Paulus ./Emilius was
left at entire liberty to choose such of the tribunes

as he thought fit; well knowing the great importance,
of a perfect union between the general and the offi-

cers who serve under him, in order to ensure the ex-

act and punctual execution of the commands of the

former, who is in a manner the soul of the army, and

ought to direct all its motions, which cannot be done
without the best understanding between them, found-
ed in a love for the public good, with which neither

nten-st, jealousy, nor ambition, is capable of inter-

fering.
After all these regulations were made, the consul

Paulus ./Kmilius
repaired

from the senate to the as-

sembly of the people, to whom he spoke in this man-
ner. " You seem to me, Romans, to have expressed
more joy when Macedonia fell to my lot, than when
I was elected consul, or entered upon that office;
and to me your joy seemed to be occasioned by the

hopes you conceived that I should put n end, in a

manner worthy of the grandeur and reputation of
the Roman people, to a war, which, in your opinion,
has already been of too long continuance. I have
rea-on to believe, that the same gods.l who have oc-

It was a received opinion in all ages and nations, that
the Divhmy oresides over chance.

casioned Macedonia to fall to my lot, will also assist

me with their protection in conducting and termina-

ting this war successfully: but of this I may venture
to assure you, that I shall do my utmost not to fall

short of your expectations. The senate has wisely
regulated every thing necessary for the

expedition
with which I am charged; and a* I nm ordered to
set out immediately, in which 1 shall make no de-lay,
I am convinced that my colleague, C. Licinius, out
of his great zeal for the public service, will raise and
march ofl'the troops appointed for me, with as much
ardour and expedition as if they wt re for himself.
I shall take care to remit to you, as well as to the

senate, an exact account of all that passes; and you
may rely upon the certainty and truth of my letters

but I beg of you as a great favour, that you' will not

give credit to, or attribute consequence by your
credulity to, the vague and unauthenticated report*
which are frequently spread abroad. I perceive well,
in this war, more than any otner, tnat with whatever
resolution people may determine to disregard these

rumours, they will not fail to make an impression,
and inspire some degree of discouragement. There
are those, who in company, and even at tables, com-
mand armies, regulate the disposition of the forces,
and prescribe all the operations of the campaign.
They know better than we where we should encamp,
and what posts it is necessary for us to seize; at what
time, and by what defile, we ought to enter Mace-
donia; where it is proper to establish our magazines;
from whence, either by sea or land, we are to bring

provisions; when we are to fight the enemy, and
when lie still. They not only prescribe what is best
to be done, but for deviating ever so little from their

plans they make it a crime in their consul, and cite

him before their tribunal. But know, Romans, this

is a great impediment with your generals. All have
not the resolution and constancy of Fabius, to des-

pise impertinent reports. He could choose rither to

surfer the people upon such rumours to invade his

authority, than to ruin the business of the state in

order to secure to himself the.ir good opinicn and an

empty name. I am far from believing that generals
stand in no need of advice: I think, on .^e contrary
that whoever would conduct every thing a.^ne, upon
his own opinion, and without consulting the judg-
ment of others, shows more presumption than pru-
dence. But some may ask, How then shall we act

reasonably 1 By not suffering any persons to obtrude
their advice upon your generals, but such as aro, in

the first place, versed in the art of war, and have
learned from experience what it is to command: and
in the second, who are upon the spot, who know the

enemy, are witnesses in person to all that passes, and
sharers with us in all dangers. If there be any one
who conceives himself capable of assisting me with
his counsels in the war you have charged me with,
let him not refuse to do the republic that service, but
let him go with me into Macedonia; a ship, horses,

tents, provisions, shall all be supplied at n.y charge.
But if he will not take so much trouble, and prefi-rs
the tranquillity of the city to the dangers and fatigues
of the field, let him not take upon rim to hold the

helm, and continue idle in port. The city of itst-lf

supplies sufficient matter of discourse on other sub-

jects; but as for these, let it be s'iea<,and know, that

we shall pay no regard to any c'.uustls, but guch a

shall be given us in the camp itself."

This discourse of Paulus ^E.n'.lijs, which abound*
with reason and good sense, shows that men are the

same in all ages of the world. People have an incre-

dible itch 1'or examining, criticising, and condemning
the conduct of generals, and c'o not observe, that by
so doing they act in manifest contradiction to reason

and justice: to reason; for want can be more absurd

and ridiculous, than to sre persons, without any
knowledge or experience \v war, set themselves up
for censors of the most alii ."'cncials, and pronounce
with a magisterial air upro 1'ieir actions? toju-tice;
for the most experienced rr.n make no certain judg-
ment without bring upoi. 'tri spot; the least circum-
stance of time, place, 'llc^r jilion of the troops, secret

orders not divulged I
1

*'.!/ capable of making an ab-

solute change in the * vr.l rules of conduct. Bui
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we must not expert to see a failing reformed, that

has its source in the curio :

tv and vanity oi" human
nature; and generals would Jo wisely, alter the ex-

ample of Paulu* JEmiHas, to despise these city re-

P'irt, and crude opinions of idle people, who have

notiiing else to do, and have generally as little judg-
ment as business,

Paulus /Emilius, after having discharged, accord-

ing to custom, the duties of religion, set out for

Macedonia, with 1 the pnetor Cn. Octavius, to whom
the coiutnand of the fleet had been allotted.

Whilst they were employed at Rome in making
preparations for the war.i Perseus, on his side, had
not been asleep. The fear of the approaching dan-

fer
which threatened him having at length got the

et'.er of his avarice, he agreed to give Gentius king
of lllyria 300 talents oi silver, (that is, 300,000

crown*,) s.id purchased his alliance at that price.
He sent ambassadors at the same time to Rhodes,

convinced that if that island, very powerful at that

time b\ sea, should embrace his party, Rome would
be very much embarrassed. He sent deputies also to

Eumenes and Antiochus, two very potent kiiii;s, and

capable of giving him great aid. Perseus did wise-

ly in having recourse to these measures, and in endea-

rouring to strengthen himself by such supports; but
ne entered upon them too late. He ought to have

oegun by taking thoe steps, and to have made them
Ihe first foundation of his enterprise. He did not
think of putting those remote powers in motion, till

he was reduced almost to extremity, and his affairs

ivere almost absolutely desperate. It was rather

calling in spectators and associates of his ruin, than
kids and supports. The instructions which he gave
nis ambassadors were very solid and forcible, as we
shall soon see; but he should have made use of them
thrte years sooner, and have waited their effect,

before he embarked, almost alone, in the war against
to powerful a people, and one that had so many re-

sources in case of misfortune.

The ambassadors had the same instructions for

both those kings. They represented to them, that

there was a natural enmity between republics and
monarchies. That the Roman people attacked the

kings one after another, and, what added extremely
to the indignity, that they employed the forces of
the kings themselves to ruin them in succession.
That they had crushed his father by the assistance

of Attnlus; that by the aid of Eumenes, and, in some
measure, by that of his father Philip, Antiochus had
been subjected, and that at present they had armed
Ei:mtnes and Prusias against himself. That after

the kingdom of Macedonia should be destroyed,
Asia would be the next to experience the same fate ; of
which they had already usurped a part, under the

specious pretext of re-establishing the cities in their

ancient liberty; and that Syria's turn would soon fol-

low. That they had already begun to prefer Prusias
to Eumenes by particular distinctions of honour, and
had deprived Antiochus of the fruits of his victories
in Eg\ pt. Perseus requested of them, either to in-

duce the Romans to give Macedonia peace; or, if

they persevered in the unjust design of continuing
the war, to regard them as the common enemy of all

kiiiirs. The ambassadors treated with An'tiochus

openly, and without any reserve.

In rgard to Eumenes, they covered their voyage
with the pretext of ransoming prisoners, and tre'ated

only in secret upon the real cause of their mission.
There had passed already several conferences, at dif-

ferent times and places, upon the same subject, which
had begun to render that prince very much suspected
by the Romans. It was not that Eumenes desired in

reality that Perseus should be victorious against the

Romans; the enormous power he would then have
bad would have given him umbrage, and highly
alarmed his jealousy ; neither was he mure willing
to declare openly against him, or to make war upon
him. But, in hopes to see the two parties equally
inclined to peace; Perseus from his fear of the mis-
fortunes which might befall him; the Romans, from

Liv. 1. xliv. n -23 29. Polyb. Degat ljuxv. Ixxxvii.
Plut. in Paul Emil. p. 200. iiil.

being weary of a war spun out to too great a length;
he desired to become the mediator of a peace be-

tween them, and to make Perseus purchase hij

mediation, or at least his inaction and neutrality, at

a high price. That was already agreed upon, and
was 1500 talents (1,500,000 crowns.) The oniy dif-

ference that remained, was in settling the time for

the payment of that sum. Perseus was for waiting
till the service was performed, and in the mean time
offered to deposit the money in Samothracia. Eu-
menes did not believe himself secure in that, becaus*
Samothracia depended on Perseus; and therefor*
he insisted upon immediate payment of part of the

money. This broke up the treaty.
He failed likewise in another negotiation, which

might have been no less in his favour. He had caused
a body of Gauls to come from the other side of the

Danube, consisting of 10,000 horse and as many foot,
and had agreed to give ten pieces of gold to each

horseman, five to the infantry, and 1000 to their

captains. I have observed above, that these Gauls
had taken the name of Bastarnae. When he received
advice that they were arrived upon the frontiers of
his dominions he went to meet them with half bis

troops, and gave orders, that in the towns and

villages through which they wrre to pass, great
quantities of corn, wine, and cattle, should be pro-
vided for them; he had presents for their principal
officers, of horses, arms, and jackets; to these he
added some money, which was to be distributed

amongst a small number: be imagined he should

gain the multitude by this bait. The king halted
near the river Axius, where he encamped with his

troops. He deputed Antigonus, one of the Mace-
donian lords, to the Gauls, who were about thirty

leagues distant from him. Antigonus was astonished
when he saw men of prodigious stature, skilful in all

the exercises of the body, and in handling their arms;
and haughty and audacious in their language, which
abounded with menaces and bravadoes. He set off,

in the best terms, the orders his master had given for

their good reception wherever they passed, and the

presents he had prepared for them: after which he
invited them to advance to a certain place he men-
tioned, and to send their principal officers to the king.
The Gauls were not a people to be put off with words.

Clondicus, the general and king of these strangers,
came directly to the point; and asked, whether he
had brought the sum agreed on. As no answer was

given to that question, "Go," said he,
" and let your

prince know, that till he sends the hostages and sums

agreed on, the Gauls will not stir from hence." The
king, upon the return of his deputy, assembled his

council. He foresaw what they would advise; but,
as he was a much better guardian of his money than
of his kingdom, to disguise his avarice, he expatiated
upon the perfidy and ferocity of the Gauls; adding,
that it would be dangerous to give such numbers of
them entrance into Macedonia, from which every
thing was to be feared, and that 5000 horse would
be sufficient for him. Every body perceived that

his sole apprehension was for bis money; but nobody
dared to contradict him. Antigonus returned to the

Gauls, and told them his master had occasion for no
more than 5000 horse. Upon which they raised a
universal cry and murmur against Perseus, who made
them come so far merely to m-ult them. Clondicos

having asked Antigonus again, whether he had

brought the money for the 5000 horse: as the deputy
sought for an evasion, and gave no direct answers,
the Gauls grew furious, and were just going to cut
him in pieces, and he himself was under terrible ap-
prehensions. However, the}- paid respect to his

quality of deputy, and dismissed him without any ill

treatment of his person. The Gauls marched away
immediately, resumed their route to the Danube
and plundered Thrace in their way home.

Perseus, with so considerable a reinforcement,

might have given the Romans great trouble He
could have detached those Gaols into Thessalv,
where they might have plundered the country, and
taken the strongest places. By that means, remaining
quiet about the river F.nipeus, he might have put it

out of the power of the Romans either to h\ t pen**
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trated into Macedonia, of which he might have bar-

led the entrance with his troops, or to have subsisted

ituv longer in the country, because thev could have
drawn no provisions as before from Thessaly, which
would have been entirely laid waste. The avarice

by which he was governed, prevented his making
anv use of so great an HI! vantage.
The same vice made him lose another of the same

nature. Urged by the condition of his affairs, and
the extreme danger that threatened him, he had at

length consented to give Gentius the 300 talents,

which he had demanded for more than a year, for

raising troops and fitting out a licet. I'antauchus

had negotiated this treaty for the king of Macedonia,
and had begun by paving the king of Illyria 10 tal-

ents (10,000 crowns) in part of the sum promise I him.
Gentius despatched his ambassadors, and with them

persons in whom he could confide, to receive the

money. He directed them also, when all should be

concluded, to join Perseus's ambassadors, and to go
with them to Rhodes, in order to induce that repub-
lic to form an alliance with them. Fantauchus had

represented to him, that if the Rhodians came into

it, Rome would not be able to make head against
the three powers united. Perseus received those

ambassadors with all possible marks of distinction.

Alter the interchange of hostages, and the taking of
oaths on both sides, it only remained to deliver the

300 talents. The ambassadors and aents of the II-

Ivrian repaired to Fella, where the money was told

down to them, and put into chests, under the seal of
the ambassadors, to be conveyed into Illyria. Per-

seu* had covertly given orders to the persons charged
with this convoy, to march slowly, and by short jour-
neys, and when they arrived upon the frontiers of

Macedonia to stop for his farther orders. During all

this time, Pantauchus, who had remained at the court
of iilyria, pressed the king with great earnestness to

declare against the Romans by seme aci cf hostility.

In the mean while arrived ambassador; from the

Romans, to negotiate an alliance with Gentius. He
had already received ten talents by way of earnest,
and was informed that the whole sum was upon the

road. Upon the repeated solicitations of Fantauchus,
in violation of all rights human and divine, he caused
the two ambassadors to be imprisoned, under the

pretence that they were spies. As soon as Perseus
bad received this news, believing him sufficiently
and irretrievably engaged against the Romans by so

glaring an act, he recalled those who carried the 300

talents; congratulating himself in secret upon the

good success of his perfidy, anil his great dexterity
in saving his money. But he did not see that he

only kept it in reserve for the victor; whereas he

ought to have employed it in defending himself

against him, and to conquer him, according to the
maxim of

Philip
and his son Alexander, the most

illustrious of his predecessors, who used to say,
"Tht victory should be purchased with money, and
not money saved at the expense of victory."
The ambassadors of Perseus and Gentius met with

a favourable reception at Rhodes. A decree wa im-

parted to them, by which the republic had resolved

to employ all their credit and power to oblige the

two parlies to make peace, and to declare against
that which should refu.e to accept proposals for an
accommodation.
The Roman generals had each of them repaired

to their posts in the beginning of the spring; the

consul to Macedonia, Octavius to Oreum with the

fleet, and Aniciu? into Illyria.

The success of the latter was as rapid as fortunate.

He was to carry on the war against Gentius. and put
an end to it before it was known at Rome that it was

begun. Its duration was only thirty days. Having
treated Scorda, the capital of the country, which had
surrendered to him, with great moderation, the oth-
er cities soon followed its example. Gentius him-
telf was reduced to come and throw himself at Ani-
cius'i feet to implore his mercy; confessing with tears

in his eyes, his fault, or rather folly, in having aban-
doned the partv of the Romans. The praetor In add
Ofln with humanity. Hit first care was to take the

two ambassadors o'ut of prison. He sent oue of them,

named Ptrpenna, to Rome, to carry the news of hit

victory, and some day* ifter causVd Gentius to b
conducted thither, with his mother, wife, children,
brother, id the principal lords of the country. The
sight of such illu-trious prisoners very much aug-
mented the people's joy. Public thanksgiving* wrr*
made to the gods, and the temples were
with a vast concourse of persons of all sexes find

age *.

When Paulus jEmilius approached the enemy. h
found Perseus encamped near the sea, at the foot of
mount Olympus, in places which seemed inarces-ible.

He had the Enipeus in front, whose banks were very
high; and on the side where he lay, he had tin own
up strong entrenchments with towers at proper dis-

tances, on which were placed balist:e, and otlu r ma-
chines for discharging darts and stones upon the ene-

my, if they \enlnred to approach. Perseus had for-

tided himself in such a manner, as made him believe
himself entire- ly secure, and gave him hopes of weak-

ening, and at last repulsing, I aulus /Km ill us by l< ngtk
of time, and the difficulties he would find in

ing his troops and maintaining his ground, in a coun-

try already eaten up by the enemy.
He did not know what kind ol adversary he had tc

cope with. Faulus ..Emilius employed his thoughts
solely in preparing every thing for action, and was

continually meditating expedients nnd measures for

executing some enterprize with success. He began
by establishing an exact and severe discipline in his

army, which he found corrupted by the licentiousness

in which it had been suffered to live. He reformed
several things, as well with regard to the arms of the

troops, as the duty of sentinels. It had been a cus-

tom amongst the soldiers to criticise their general, to

examine all his actions amongst themselves, to pre-
scribe his duties, and to point out what he ought, or

ought not, to do. He spoke to them with resolution

and dignity. He gave them to understand that such
discourses did not become a soldier; that he ought
to make only three things hi* business: the care of
his body, in order to render it robust and active; that

of his arms, to keep them always clean and in good
condition; and that of his provisional that he might
be always in readiness to march upon the first notice

that for the rest, he ought to rely upon the goodness
of the immortal gods, and the vigilance of his general.
That for himself, he should omit nothing that might
be necessary, to give them occasion to evince their

valour; and that they had only to take care to do
their duty well when the signal was given tin in.

It is incredible how much they were animated bj
this discourse. The old soldiers declared that they
had never known their duty aright till that day. A
surprising change was immediately observed in the

camp. Nobody was idle in it. The soldiers were
seen sharpening their swords, polishing their h< Imets,

cuirasses, and shields; practising an active motion
under their arms; whirling their javelins, and bran-

dishing their naked swords: in short, forming and

inuring thcm-elves to all military M-rcise<: so that
it was ea-v to foresee that, upon the first opportunity
they should have of coming to blows with the enemy,
they were determined to conquer or die.

The camp was situated very commodioiisly, but
wanted water, which was a great inconvenience to

the army. Paulus *milius, w hose thoughts extended
to every thing, seeing mount Olympus before him

very high, and covered all over with trees estremely
green and flourishing, judged, from the quantity and

quality of those trees, that there mn-t be springs of

water in the caverns of the mount;iin %nnd at tin same
time ordered openings to be made at the foot ol it,

and pits to be dug in the sand. The surface.* wai
scarce broken up, when springs ol water ut n see n

to run, muddy at first, and in small quantities, but in

a little while very clear, and in great abundance.
This e-xe-nt, though natural, was looked upon by the

The Roman soldiers sometimes carried provisions foi

ten or twelve days.
* Lix eleeluctasiiminaarpnaprat,ciim srauir'nrinps turl>id

prinid ft tpiiues emkare. tlein liqutdarn inullamque fundere

aquam. velui ilt'Uin duno, ereperum. Alii|iiajitnni ea quoqut
res duci fiimae el aucuiruatis a pudmiliies ailjecit. Liv.
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loldiers as a singular favour of the gods, who had
taken Paulus .r'.milius under their protection; and
made him more beloved and respected by them than

before.

\Vhrn Perseus saw what
passed

in the Roman
camp, the ardour of the soldiers, their active beha-

viour, and the various exercises by which they pre-

pared themselves for combat, he began to be truly

disquieted, and perceived plainly that he had no

longer to deal with a Licinius, an Hostilius, or a Mar-

cius; and that the Roman army was entirely changed,

together with the general, tie redoubled his atten-

tion and application on his side, animated his soldiers,

employed i.Aiself in forming them by different exer-

cises, aiJed new fortifications to the old, and used

11 means to secure his camp from danger or insult.
,

In the mean time came the news of the victory in
j

Illvria, and of the taking of the king with all his fa- .

milv. This caused incredible joy in the Roman ar-

my, and excited amongst the soldiers an inexpressi-
ble ar:lour to signalize themselves also on their side.

For it is common, when two armies act in different

parts, for the one to be unwilling to give place to the

other, either in valour or glory. Perseus endeavour-
ed at first to suppress this news, but his care to stifle

it only served to make it more public
and certain. '

The alarm was general amongst his troops, and made
them apprehensive of the same fate.

At this time arrived the Rhodian ambassadors, who
came to make the same proposals to the army in re-

gard to peace, that at Rome had so highly offended

the senate. It is easy to judge in what manner they
were received in the camp. Some, in the height of

their anger, were for having them dismissed with in-

tuit. The consul thought the best way to express his

contempt for them, was to reply coldly, that he would

give them an answer in fifteen days. To show how
little he valued the pacific, mediation of the Rhodians,
he assembled his council to deliberate upon the means
of entering upon action. It is probable that the Ro-
nan army, which the year before penetrated into

Macedonia, had quitted it, and returned into Thes-

aly; |>erhaps upon account of provisions; foratpre-
sent they consulted upon measures for opening a pas-

sage into Macedonia. Some, and those the oldest

officers, were for attempting to force the enemy's in-

trcnrhments upon th bank of the Enipeus. They
observed that the Macedonians, who the year before

had been driven from higher and better fortified pla-
ces, could not sustain the charge of the Roman le-

gions. Others were of opinion that Octavius, with

the. fleet, should go to Thessalonica, and ravage the

gea-coasts, in order to oblige the king, by that diver-

sion, to detach part of his troops from the Enipeus
for the defence of his country, and thereby leave ihe

passage open. It is highly important for a'n able and

experienced general to have it in his power to choose
what measures he pleases. Paulus /Einilius had quite
different views. He saw that the Enipeus, as well

from its natural situation as from the fortifications

which had been added to it, was inaccessible. He
knew besides, without mentioning the machines dis-

posed on all sides, that the enemy's troop? were much
nore expert than his own in discharging javelins and
darts. To undertake the forcing of such impenetra- j

ble lines as those were, had been to expose his troops
to inevitable slaughter; and a good general spares
the blood of his soldiers, because he looks upon him-

'

self as their father, and believes it his duty to pre-
serve them as his children. He kept quiet, therefore,
for some days, without making the least movement.
Plutarch say, that it was believed there never was an

example of two armies so numerous, that lay so long
in the. presence of each other, in such profound peace
and so perfect a tranquillity. At any other time the

soldiers would have murmured through ardour and

impatience; but Paulus /Einiliin had taught them to

icquiesce in the conduct of their leader.

At length, after diligent inquiry, and using all

means for information, he was told by two Perrhoe-

bian merchants, whose prudence and fidelity he had

exj>erieuce(!, that there was a way through Perrhce-

bia, which led to Pythiuiu, a town situated upon <Jie

brow of mount Olympus:! that this way was not of

difficult access, but was well guarded. Pert* us had
sent thither a detachment of 5000 men. He conceiv-
ed that in causing an attack to be made in the night
and at unawares, by good troops, the enemy might
be beaten from this post, and he take possess-on of it.

It wit- m re*-arv therefore to amuse the enemy, and
to conceal his real design. He sent for the pnetor
Octnvius, and having imparted his plnn to him, he or-

dered him to go with his fleet to Heraclea, and to

take ten days' provisions with him for 1000 men; in

order to make Perseus believe that he was going to

ravage the sea-coast. At the same time he made his

son Kahiiis Maximus, then very young, with Scipio
A'asica, the son-in-law of Scipio Africanus, wt out:

he gave them a detachment of 5000 chosen troops,
and ordered them to march bv the sea-side towards

Heraclea, as if they were to embark there, according
to what had been proposed in the council. When
they arrived there, the pra?tor told them the con-
sul's orders. As soon as it was night, quitting their

route by the roust, they advanced without halting
towards Pythium, over the mountains and rocks,
conducted by the two Perrhoebinn guides. It had
been concluded that they should arrive there the

third day before it was light.
In the mean time Paulus /r'.niilius, to amuse the

enemy, and prevent his having any other thoughts,
the next day in the morning detached his light-arm-
ed troops, as if he intended to attack the Macedoni-
ans. They came to a slight engagement in the very
channel of the river, which was then very low. The
banks on each side, from the top to the bed of the

river, had a declivity of 300 paces, and the stream
was 1000 paces broad. The action passed in the

sight of the king and consul, who were each with his

troops in the front of their camps. The consul
caused the retreat to be sounded towards noon.
The loss was almost equal on both sides. The next

day the battle was renewed in the same manner, and
alino-t at the same hour; but it was warmer and con-
tinued longer. The Romans had not only those upon
their hands with whom they fought; but the enemy,
from the tops of the towers placet! along the banks,

poured volleys of darts and stones upon them. The
consul lost many more of his people this day, and
made them retire late. The third day Paulus jmi-
lius lay still, and seemed to design to attempt a pas-

sage near the sea. Perseus did not suspect in the

least the danger that threatened him.

Scipio had arrived in the night of the third day
near Pythium. His troops were very much fatigued,
for which reason he made them rest themselves the

remainder of the night. Perseus in the mean time
was very quiet. But on a sudden a Cretan deserter,
who had gone off from Scipio's troops, roused him
from his security, by letting him know the compass
the Romans had taken to surprise him. The king,
terrified with the news, detached immediately 10,000

foreign soldiers, with 2000 Macedonians, under the

command of Milo, and ordered them with all possi-
ble diligence to take possession of an eminence, which
the Romans had still to pass before they arrived at

Pythium. He accordingly got thitlrer before them.

A very severe engagement ensued upon this emi-

nence, and the victory was for some time in suspense.
But the king's detachment at length gave way on
all sides, and were put to the rout. Scipio pursued
them vigorously, and led his victorious troops into

the
plain.

\\ Inn those who fled came to the camp of Perseus,

they occasioned so great a terror in it, that he im-

mediately decamped, and retired bv his rear, over-

whelmed with terror and almost in despair. He
held a great council in order to deliberate upon the

measures he was to pursue. The question was,
whether it was best to halt under the wall* of Pyd-
na, to try the chance of a battle, or to divide his troops

among his town., supply them well with provisions,

i The perpendicular height of mmint Ulyrnpus. where

Pythium was siluaici!, waa upwards of ten stuuia, or a mil*
aJ -i \uarter.

T2
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and expect the enemy there, who could not long sub-

iist in a country, which he would take care to lay
waste, and which could furnish neither forage for

the horse, nor provisions for the men. The latter

resolution was attended with great inconveniences,
and betokened a prince reduced to the last extremity,
and destitute of either hope or resource; not to

mention the hatred he would draw upon himself by
ruining' the country, which was to be not only com-
manded but executed in person by the king himself.

Whilst Perseus, uncertain what to resolve, fluctua-

ted in doubt, the principal officers represented to

him, that his army was much superior to that of the

Romans; that his troops were determined to be-

have well, having their wives and children to de-

fend; that being himself witness of all their actions,
nd fighting at their head, they would behave with

double ardour, anil give proofs of their valour in

emulation of each other. These reasons reanima-
ted the prince. He retired under the walls of Pyd-
na, where he encamped, and prepared for a battle.

He forgot nothing that might conduce to the advan-

tage of his ground, assigned every one his post, and

gave all his orders with great presence of mind
;

resolved to attack the Romans as soon as they ap-

peared.
The place where he encamped was a bare level

country, very fit for drawing up a great body of

heavy-armed foot in battle. Upon the right and
left there was a ridge of little hills, which joining
together, gave the light-armed foot and the archers
a secure retreat, and also afforded them the means
of concealing their march to surround the enemy,
and to charge them in flank. The whole front of
the army was covered by two small rivers, ivhich

bad not much water at that time, in consequence of
.the season (for it was then about the end of summer,)
but whose steep banks would give the Romans great
trouble, and break'their ranks.

Paulus .-Kuiiliu- being arrived at Pythium, and

having joined Scipio's detachment, marched down
into the plain, and advanced in order of battle against
the enemy; keeping always on the sea-coast, for the

convenience of having provisions brought in barks
from the Roman fleet. But when he came in view
of the Macedonians, and had considered the good
disposition of their army, and the number of their

troops, he halted, to deliberate upon what he had
to do.
The young officers, full of ardour and impatience

for the battle, advanced at the head of the troops,
and came to him to entreat him to give battle with-
out any delay. Scipio, whose boldness was increased

by his late success upon mount Olympus, distinguish-
ed himself above all the rest by his earnestness, and
the urgency of his request. He represented to him
that the generals, his

predecessors, had suffered the

enemy to escape out of their hands by delays.
That

he was afraid Perseus would fly in the night, and

they should be obliged to pursue him, with great
danger and difficulty, to the remotest parts of his

kingdom, in making the army take great compasses
through defiles and forests, as had happened in the

preceding years. He advised him, therefore, whilst

the enemy were in the open field, to attack him im-

mediately, and not to let slip so fair occasion of con-

quering him.
"
Formerly," replied the consul to young Scipio,

" I thought as you do now, and one day you will think

as I do. I shall give you the reasons of my con-
duct another time; at present, rely upon the discre-

tion of an old general." The young officer was silent,

well convinced that the consul had good reasons for

acting as he did.

After having spoken thus, he commanded the troops
who were at the head of the army, in view of the en-

emy, to draw up in order of battle, and to present a

front, as if they intended to engage. They were dis-

posed, according to the custom of the Romans,! in

three lines: at the same time the pioneers, covered by
those lines, were employed in forming a camp. A
there were a great number, the work was soon com-
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pleted. The consul then made the battalionr, file off

gradually, beginning with the rear, which was nearest
the workmen, and drew ofl the whole a'-my into the

intrenchinents, without confusion, disorder, or being

perceived by the enemy. The king, on his side, see-

ing the Romans declined lighting, retired also into
his camp.

It was an inviolable law amongst the Roman?,*
though they were to stay only one day ci night in a

place,
to enclose themselves in a well-fc:x ^ed camp:

by that means they placed themselves out of the reach
of insult, and avoided all surprise. The soldier*
looked upon this military abode as their city; the in-

trenchments served instead of walls, and the tents, of
houses. In case of a battle, if the army was over-

come, the camp served for their retreat and refuge;
and, if victorious, they found it a place of quiet and

security.
The night being come, and the troops having taken

their refreshment; whilst they had no other thoughts
than of going to rest, on a sudden the moon, which
was then at full, and already very high, began to grow
dark

; and the light failed by little and little, it chang-
ed its colour several times, and was at length totally

eclipsed. A tribune, called C. Sulpitius Gallus, one
of the

principal
officers of the army, having assem-

bled the soldiers the day before, with the consul's

permission, had apprized them of the eclipse, and

pointed out to them the exact moment when it would

begin, and how long it would continue. The Roman
soldiers therefore were not astonished at this acci-

dent ; they only believed that Sulpitius had more than
human knowledge. But the whole camp of the Ma-
cedonians were seized with horror and dread

; and
it was whispered throughout all the army, that th'u

prodigy foretold the ruin of the king.
The next day Paulus jEmilius, who was a very

religious observer of all the ceremonies prescribed
for the sacrifices, or rather very superstitious, em-

ployed himself in offering oxen to Hercules. He
sacrificed twenty, one after another, without finding

any favourable sign in the entrails of those victims.

At length, at the one-and-twenlieth, he imagined he
saw such as promised him the victory, if he only de-

fended himself, without attacking the enemy. At
the same time he vowed a sacrifice to the same god
of 100 oxen, with public games. Having made an
end of all these religious ceremonies, about nine in

the morning he assembled his council. He had
heard complaints of his slowness in attacking the

enemy. He was anxious therefore to give this as-

sembly an account of his conduct, especially out of

regard for Scipio, to whom he hod promised it.

The reasons for his not having given battle the day
before, were, first, because the enemy's army wa
much superior in number to his own, which he had
been obliged to weaken considerably by the great
detachment requisite to guard the baggage. In the

second place, would it have been consistent with

prudence to engage troops entirely fresh, with his,

exhausted as they were by a long and painful march,

by the excessive weight of their arms, by the heat of
the sun, with which they had been almost broiled,
and by thirst, which gave them almost insupportable

pain? In the last place, he insisted strongly on the

indispensable necessity a good general was under
not to fight till he had a well intrenched camp be-

hind him, which might, in case of accident, serve

the army for a retreat. He concluded his discount
with bidding them prepare for battle the same clay.
We see here, 3 that there is a wide difference be-

tween the duty of soldiers and subaltern officers,

and that of a general; the former have only to desire

to engage, and behave well in battle; but the gea
eral's business is to foresee, weigh, and compart

Majoresvestri castra munita purtum ad onines cau e

erciuis iluceliant esse. Patria allera est militaria hec gpclpg.

vallumque pro nioenibus, et lentorium guum cuique militl

dornu* ac penates sum Castro sunt viciori receplaculura,
victo perfugium. Liv. 1. xliv. n.39.

Dlviaa inter exercitum ducpsque munia militibus cu>

piil i iii-iii pugnandi convenire ;
ducea providendo, consultan

do, cunctaiionc saepiua quam lemeritate prodesse.--7'<jcii.
//i/. 1. iii. c. 20.
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prcry thitjjf, in order lo choose his measures with

mature deliberation; and frequently by a wise delay
of some days, or even hours, he

preserves
an army,

which an inconsiderate precipitation might have ex-

posed to ruin.

Though the resolution for fighting had been taken

on bolh sides, it was, however, rnther a kind of

chance that drew on the battle, tha:i the order of the

fenerals,

who were not in great haste on either side.

ome Thracian soldiers charged a party of Romans
in their return from foraging. Seven hundred Li-

gurians ran to assist those foragers. The Macedo-
nians caused troops

to advance, to support the Thra-

,ciar,s; and the reinforcements on both sides contin-

aiiy increasing, the battle at length became general.
It is a misfortune that we have lost the passage of

Polybius, and after him of Livy,
which describes the

order of this battle; this puts it out of my power to

jive a just idea of it, what Plutarch says being quite
different from the little which remains of it in Livy.

In the beginning of the charge, the Macedonian

phalanx distinguished themselves from all the king's

troops in a particular manner. Upon which Paulus

.uiilius advanced to the front ranks, and found that

the Macedonians, who formed the head of the pha-
lanx, drove the points of their pikes into the shields

of his soldiers in such a manner, that the latter, in

ipite of all their efforts, were unable to reach them
with their swords; and he saw, at the same time,

that the whole front line of the enemyjoined their

bucklers, and presented their pikes. This rampart
of brass and forest of pikes, impenetrable to his le-

gions, filled him with astonishment and terror. He
often spoke afterwards of the impression that dread-

ful sight made upon him, so strong as to make him
doubt the success of the battle. But not to discour-

age his troops, he concealed from them his anxiety;
and appearing with a gay and serene countenance,
rode through all the ranks without helmet or cuiras,

animating them with his expressions, and much more

by his example. The general, more than sixty year*
of age, was seen exposing himself to danger and fa-

tigue like a young officer.

The Pelignians, a people of Italy, who had attack-

ed the Macedonian phalanx, not being able to break
t with their utmost endeavours, one of their officers

took the standard of his company, and tossed it into

the midst of the enemy. The rest threw themselves,
in consequence, like "desperate men, upon that bat-

talion. Astonishing actions of valour ensued on both

iides, with a most dreadful slaughter. The Pelig-
nians endeavoured to cut the pikes of the Macedo-
nians with their swords, or to push them back with

their bucklers; striving sometimes to pull them out
of their hands, or to turn them aside in order to open
themselves an entrance between them. But the Ma-
cedonians always keeping close order, and holding
their pikes in both hands, presented that iron ram-

part, and gave such violent strokes to those that

rushed upon them, that, piercing shields and cuini

*es, they laid the boldest of the Pelignians dead, who,
without any caution, continued to throw themselves

headlong, fike wild beasts, upon the spears of their

enemies, and to rush upon a death they saw before

their eyes.
The whole front line being thus put into disorder,

trie second wa* discouraged, and began to fall back.

They did not indeed fly; but, instead of advancing,
they retreated toward mount Olocris.i When Pau-
.us fmilius saw that, he tore his clothes, and was
truck with extreme sorrow to see, upon the first

troops having given way, that the Romans were
afraid to face the phalanx. It presented a front

covered thick with pikes, and close as an impenetra-
ole intrenchment ;

and continuing invincible, it could

neither be broken nor opened. But at length the

inequality of the ground, and the great extent of the

front of battle, not admitting the enemy to continue

every where that line of bucklers and pikes, Paulu-

^Emilius observed that the Macedonian phalanx was

obliged to leave openings and intervals, and that it

Cell back on one side, whilst it advanced on the other;

That mountain wa probably part >! Olyrapur

as must necessarily happen in great armits. when th

troops, not always ncting with the same vigour, fight
aUo with different success.

Paulus vEmilius, as an able general, who knew
how to improve 11 advantages, dividing his troops
into platoons, gave orders for them to fall into the

void spaces of the enemy's line, and t<i attack them
no longer in front by a general charge, but by small

detachments, and in different places at the same time

This order, so critically given, occasioned the gain

ing of the battle. The Romans immediate!*- fell into

the void spaces, and thereby put
it out of the ene-

my's power to use their long pikes, charging them ia

llank and rear, where they were uncovered. The
phalanx was broken in an instant; and all its force,
which consisted solely in its union and the weight
of the whole body together, vanished and disappear-
ed. When they came to fight man to man, or pin-

toon to platoon, the Macedonians with their short

swords struck upon the Roman shields, which were

very strong and solid, and covered them almost from
head to foot; and on the contrary, they opposed
onlv small bucklers against the swords of the Ro-
mans, which were heavy and strong, and handled
with such force and vigour, that they scarce dis-

charged a blow which did not either cut
deep, or

make shields and armour fly
in pieces, and draw

blood. The phalanx having lost their advantage,
and being taken on their weak side, stood their

ground with great difficulty, and were at length
overthrown.
The king of Macedonia, abandoning himself to his

fear, rode off full speed in the beginning of the battle,
and returned into the

city
of Pydna, under pretence

of going to offera sacrifice to Hercules; as if, says
Plutarch, Hercules were a god that would receive

the sacrifices of abject cowards, or give ear to unjust
vows; for it is not just, that he should be victorious,

who durst not face his enemy : whereas the same god
received the prayer of Paulus milius, because he
asked victory with sword in hand, and invoked hi*

aid while he fought valiantly.
It was in the attack of the phalanx where the bat-

tle was warmest, and where the Romans found the

greatest resistance. It was there also, that the son
of Cato, Paulus jEmilius's son-in-law, after having
done prodigies of valour, unhappily lost his sword
which slipped out of his hand. Upon this accident,

quite distracted and inconsolable, he ran through
the ranks, and assembling a body of brave and reso-

lute young soldiers, he rushed headlong and furious

upon the Macedonians. After extraordinary efforts,

and a most bloody slaughter, they made the latter

give way; and remaining masters of the ground,
they proceeded to search for the sword, which they
found at last with great difficulty under heaps of arms
and dead bodies. Transported with that good for-

tune, and raising shouts of victory, they fell with

new ardour upon such of the enemy as yet stood

firm; so that at length the 3000 Ma'cedonians who
remained, and were a distinct body from the

pha-
lanx, were entirely cut to pieces; not a man of them

quitting his rank, or ceasing to fight to the last mo-
ment of his life.

After the defeat of this body, nil the rest fled ; and
so preat a number of them were killed, that the

whole plain, to the foot of the mountain, was covered
with the dead; and the next day, when the Romani

passed the river Leucus, they found the waters still

stained with blood. It is said that upwards of 25,-

000 men on the side of the Macedonians perished in

this battle. The Romans lost only 100, and made
11 or 1:2,000 prisoners. The cavalry, which bad no
share in this battle, seeing the foot put to the rout,

had retired; and the Romans, whose fury was prin

cipally directed against the phalanx, did not think at

that time of pursuing them.
This great battle was decided so suddenly, that

the charge, which began at three in the aiternoon,

was followed bv the victory before four. The rest of

the day was employed in the pursuit, which was car-

ried very far; so that the troops did not return till

late in the night. All the servants in the army wer.t

out to meet their masters with great shouts of joy.
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nd conducted them with torches to the camp, where
they had made illuminations, and covered the tents

ntn wret.ths of ivy and crowns of laurel. I

But in the midst of this great victory, the general
was in extreme affliction. Of the two sons ne had
in the battle, (he youngest, who was but seventeen

years old, and whom he loved with most tenderness,
because he had already given great hopes of him-

self, did not appear. The camp was in a univer-

sal alarm, and the cries of joy were changed into

a mournful silence. They searched for him with

torches amongst the dead, but to no purpose.
At

length, when the night was very far advanced, and
they despaired of ever seeing him more, he returned

from the pursuit, attended by only two or three of

his comrades, all covered with the blood of the ene-

my. Paulus /Emilias thought he had recovered him
from the dead, and did not begin to taste the ioy of
his victory till that moment. He was reserved for

other tears, and losses no less to be deplored. The
young Roman, of whom we speak, was the second

Scipio, who was afterwards called Africanus, and

Numantinus, from having destroyed Carthage and
TX uniantia. He was adopted by the son of Scipio,
the conquerer of Hannibal. The consul immediate-

ly despatched three couriers of distinction (of whom'
his son Fabius was one) to carry *be news of this vic-

tory to Rome.
In the mean time, Perseus, continuing his flight,

had passed the city of Pydna, and endeavoured to

gain Pella, with all his cavalry, which had
escaped

from the battle without striking a blow. The foot

soldiers that fled in disorder, meeting them upon the

road, reproached them in the sharpest terms, calling
them cowards and traitors; and carrying their resent-

ment farther, they pulled them off their horses, and
wounded a great number of them. The king, who
dreaded the consequence of that tumult, quitted the

high road, and that he might not be known, folded up
bis royal mantle, put it behind him, took the diadem
from his head, and carried it in his hand

; and, in or-

. der to discourse with his friends with the more ease,

he alighted and led his horse in his hand. Several
of those who attended him took different routes from

his, under various pretests; less to avoid the pursuit
of the enemy, than to shun the fury of their prince,
whose defeat had only served to irritate and inflame

his natural ferocity. Of all his courtiers, three only
remained with him, and those all foreigners. Evan-
der of Crete, whom he had employed to assassin-ite

king Eumenes, was one of them. He retained his

fidelity for him to the last.

When he arrived about midnight in Pella, he stab-

bed two of his treasurers with his own hands, for being
to bold as to

represent to him the faults he had com-
mitted, and with ill-timed freedom to give him their

advice upon what was necessary to be done for the

retrieving
his affairs. This cruel treatment of two of

the principal officers of his court, who had tailed only
out of an imprudent and ill-timed zeal, entirely lo-t

him the affection of every one. Alarmed by the al-

most universal desertion of his officers and courtiers,

be did not think himself safe at Pella, and left it the

same night to go to Amphipolis, carrying: along with
him the greatest part of his treasures. When he ar-

rived there, he sent deputies to Paulus /F,nnliu, lo

implore his mercy. From Amphipolis he went into

the inland of Samothracia, and took refuge in the

temple of Castor and Pullux. All the cities of Ma-
cedonia opened their gates to the victor, and made
their submission.

The consul having quitted Pydna, arrived the next

day at Pella, the happy situation of which he admired.
The kings treasures had been kept in this ritv; but

only the 300 talents he had sent to Gentius, kmg of
Thrace, and afterwards caused to be brought back,
were found there. Paulus .-KmiliiM having" been in-

formed that Perseus was in Samothraria, repaired to

This waj * custom ajr>ons the Romans. Caxwr write*
in the third ocok of the civil \v;ir, that he fumd in P.im-
ppy> camp tne tentfl of Lentulus, and vmip others, covered
with ivy. L. etiatn Lentuti e! nonnullorvm tahtrnacula
ftott\-ta hctUra.

Amphipolis, in order to pass from thence into that

island.

He was encamped at Sine ,2 in the country of the

Odoiuantes.s when he received a letter from Perseus,
which was presented to him by three deputies of in

considerable birth and condition. He could not for

bear shedding tears when he reflected upon the uncei-

tainty of human affair*, of which the present condition
of Pers<iis was a sensible example. But when h
saw this title and inscription upon the letter," Perse-
us the king, to the consul Paulus /Einilius, greeting;"
the stupid ignorance of his condition in which that

prince seemed to tie, extinguished in him all sense of

compass.on; and though the tenor of the letter v\a

couched in an humble and suppliant stile, and little

consistent with the royal dignity, he dismissed thede

puties without an answer. How haughty were these

proud republicans, to degrade an unfortunate king
immediately in this manner! Perseus perceived what
name he was henceforth to forget. He wrote a se-

cond letter, to which he only put his name, without
the addition of his quality. He demanded, that com-
missioners should b; sent to treat with him. which
was granted. This negotiation had no effect, because,
on the one side, Perseus would not renounce the

royal dignity, and Paulus ^Emilius, on the other,
insisted, that he should submit his late entirt ly to th

determination of the Roman people.
During this time the prretor Octavius, who com-

manded the fleet, arrived at Samothracia. He did not
take Perseus by force out of that asylum, through
respect to the gods who presided in it; but he en-

deavoured by promises and threats to induce him to

quit it, and surrender him-t If to the Romans. Hit
endeavours were ineffectual.

A young Roman, (named Acilius,) either of his own
accord, or in concert with the

praetor,
took another

course to draw the king out of his sanctuary. Hav-

ing entered the assembly of the Samothracians, which
was then held, he said to them: ' Is it a truth, or ii

it without any foundation, that your island is held
sacred and inviolable a-\ luru

throughout
all it- tx-

tent?" Upon being answered, by all present, that it

was undoubtedly so; "How then, (continued he) do

you sufler its sanctity to be violated by a homicide,
contaminated with the blood of king Eumenes? And
as all religious ceremonies begin by the exclusion of
those whose hands are impure, how can you sutler

your temple to be profaned and defiled by the pre-
sence of an infamous murderer?" This accusation
was directed against Perseus; but the Samolhracian*
chose rather to apply it to Evander, whom all the

world knew to have been the agent in the intended
a.->a.s--i nation of Eumenes. They sent therefore to

tell the king, that Evander was accu.ed of assassina-

tion, and that he must appear, according to the cus-

tom of their sanctuary, to ju-iify himself before the

judges; or, if he was afraid to do that, that he should
take measures for his safety, and quit the temple.
The king, having sent for Evander. advised him ir

the gtronget terms not to submit to that trial. H
had his reaons for giving this advice, apprehending
he, would declare, that the assassination had been uu
dertaken by his order. He therefore gave him to un
derstand, that the only method he could take was tx

kill himself. Evander seemed at first to consent to it

and professing that he had rather die by poison thar

the sword, he intended to make his escape by thght
The king was aware of that design, and fearing th

Samothracians would let the weight of their resent

ment fall on him, as having withdrawn the offende

from the punishment he deserved, he ordered him tc

be killed. Thi was polluting the sanctuary with a

new crime; but he corrupted the principal magis-
trate with presents of money, who declared in the

assembly, that Evander had laid violent hands upon
himself.

The praMor not being able to persuade Perseus to

quit hi* asylum. could do no more than deprive him
of all means lo embark and make bis escape. How

Liv. 1. xlv. n. 39. Pint, in Paul ,Emil. p. 269, 270.

An ol scure unknown city, upon the eastern frontier of
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ever, notwithstanding his precaution?, Perseus gained
ecrelly a certain Cretan, called Oroandes, who had
a merchant ship, anil prevailed upon him to receive

him on hoard with all his treasures: they amounted
to 2000 talents, that is about 300.000A But, from
his extreme suspicion, he did not dispossess him If

of tlve whole; he sent only a part of it to the ship,
and reserved the rest o( it to be carried on board
with himself. The Cretan, following the genius of
his country upon this occasion, shipped all the gold
ar.d silver that had been sent him in the evening, and
let Perseus know, that he had only to come to the

port at midnight with his children, and such of his

people as were absolutely necessary to attend his

person.
The appointed time approaching, Perseus, with in-

finite difficulty, crept through a very narrow window,
crossed a garden, and got out through a ruinous house,
with his wife and son. The remainder of his trea-

sures followed him. His grief and despair were in-

exptvs-ible, when he was informed that Oroandes,
with his rich freight, was under sail. He was there-

fore compelled to returti to his asylum with his wife

and Philip hi* eldest son. He had intrusted his other

children to fon of Thessdlonica, who had been his

favourite, and who betrayed him in his misfortunes;
for h.e d'.l.vered up his children to Octavius; which
was the

principal cause that induced Perseus to put
himse!/' it, to the power of those who had his children

in thf i; hands.
He a-cording-ly surrendered himself and Philip his

son to the pr;etor Octavius, who made him embark,
in o^rier to his being carried to the consul; having
first apprized him of his coming. Paulus /Hniiliu-

gent his son-in-law Tubero to meet him. Perseu?,
in a mourning habit, entered the camp, attended only

by his son. The consul, who waited for him with a

MI fli<'i< nil v numerous train, seeing him approach, rose

from his seat, and advancing some few steps, offered

him his hand. Perseus threw himself at his feet ; but

he raised him immediately, and would not suffer him
to embrace his knees. Having introduced him into

his tent, he mtule him sit down, facing those who
formed the assembly.
He began by asking him, " What cause of discon-

tent had induced him to enter with so much animosi-

ty into a war with the Roman people, that exposed
himself and his kingdom to the greatest danger*?"
As. instead of the answer which every body expected,
the king, fixing his eyes upon the ground, and shed-

ding tears, kept silence, Paulus .-Eimlius continued to

this effect: " Had you ascended the throne a youth,
I should be less surprised at your being ignorant
of what it was to have the Roman people for your
friends or enemies. But having been present in the
war made by your father against us. and certainly

remembering the peace, which we have punctually
observed on our side, how could you prefer war,
rather than peace, with a people, whose force in the

former, and fidelity in the latter, you had so well

experienced ?" Perseus making no "more answer to
this reproach than he had done to the first question:" In whatsoever manner, notwithstanding, (resumed
the consul,) these affairs have happened, whither

they arr the effects of error, to which all mankind
are liable, or of chance, or of that fatal destiny which

superintends all things, take courage. The clemency
with which the Roman people have behaved towards

many other kings and nations, ought to
inspire you.

I dp not say with some hope only, but with almost
entire confidence, that you will meet with the same
treatment." He spoke this in Greek to Perseus: then

turning- towards the Romans, " You see (said he in

his own language) a great example of the inconstan-

cy of human affair. It is to you principally, young
Romans, I addirss this discourse. The uncertainty
of what may happen to us every day,t>ught to teach

Exemplum insigne cernitis, inquit, mutationii rerum
numanarum. Vobis hoc prsecipu*! dico, juvene*. IdeA in
pcumlis rebus mhil in quemquam subertj c viotentpr
ennsulpre decet. nc przsenti credere lortuna, cum quid
Tenjier feral, incertiim siu la ilenium vir erit, cujiia ani-
um nee prospera flatu suo efferet, uec adveraa infringe 1 .

Lin.
Vol. H.,-29

us never to treat any one with insolence and cruelty
in our prosperity, nor rely too much upon our present
advantages. The proof ot r<al merit and true valour
is neither to be too elate in good, nor too dejected in

bad fortune." Paulus ^Emilius having dismissed the

assembly, charged Tubero with the care ot the king.
He invited him that day to his table, and ordered
him to be treated with all the honours his present
condition would admit.
The army went alttrwards into winter quarter*.

Amphipolis received the greatest part of the troops;
the rest were distributed into the neighbouring cities.

Thus tided the war bftween the Romans and Per-

seus, which had continued four years: and with it a

kingdom so illustrious both in Europe and Asia. IVr-

seus had reigned eleven years.2 He was rickonec!

the fortieth king from Caranus.3 who was the first that

reigned in Macedonia. So important a conqutst cost

Paulus .-Etnilms only fifteen
days.

The kingdom of Macedonia had been very obscure
till the time of Philip, son of Amyntas. Under that

prince, and by his great exploits, it made considera-
ble acquisitions, which did not extend, however, be-

yond the bounds of Europe; he annexed to it a part
of Thrace and lllyria, and acquired a kind of empire
overall Greece. It afterwards extended into Asia;
and in the thirteen years of the reign of Alexander,

subjected all the provinces, of which the vast empire
of the Persians was composed, and carried its victo

rious arms to the extremities of the earth ; I mean to

Arabia on one side, and the Indies on the other. Thi

empire of Macedonia, the greatest in the world, di-

vided, or rather torn into different kingdoms after the
death of Alexander, by his successors, who each took

part to himself, subsisted during something more than
150 years: from the exalted height to which the vic-

torious arms of that prince had raised it, to the en-
tire ruin of Macedonia. Such was the period of the

so-much-boasted exploits of that famous conqueror,
the terror and admiration of the universe; or. to

speak more justly, the example of the most vain and
most frantic ambition the world ever knew.
The three deputies whom Paulus /Emilius had sent

to Rome, to carry thither the news of his victory over

Perseus, used all possible diligence on their journey.
But long before their arrival, and only the fourth day
after the battle, whilst the games were celebrating' in

the Circus, it was whispered about, that a batlle had
been fought in Macedonia, and Perseus entirely de-
feated. This news was attended with clapping of
hands and cries of victory throughout the whole Cir-
cus. But when the magistrates, after a strict inquiry,
had discovered that it was a rumour without either
author or foundation, that false and short-lived joy
ceased, and left only a secret hope, that it was

perhaps
the presage of a victory, which either was already
or would soon be obtained.
The arrival of the deputies put Rome out of pain.

They were informed, that Perseus had been entirely
defeated ; that he was

flying,
and could not escape

falling into the hands of the victor. The people's joy,
which had been suspended till then, broke out im-

moderately. The deputies read a circumstantinl nar-

rative of the battle, first in the senate, and afterward*
in the assembly of the people. Public prayers and
sacrifices were dcreed f and all the ttmples filled 3

an instant with infinite crowds of people, of every
age and sex, who went thither to return thanks to th

gods for the signal protection which they had vouch-
safed to the republic.

After the nomination of new con-
suls at Rome,* the command of the A. M. 3837.
army in Macedonia was coatinued to Ant. J. C. 167.

Paulus jEmilius, and of that in llly-
ria to L. Anicius; ten commissioners were then ap-
pointed to regulate affairs in Macedonia, and five for

IlKria. The senate, before they set out, regulate*
their commission in part. It was decreed in particu

* l.iv.l. xlv. n. 4.

Livy, such as we have him, say* the tventicth. Jus-
tin the thirtieth. It at thought there is an error in in*

cipher, and that it should be" corrected, the/tw (itth, at in

Eusebiua.
Liv. 1. xlv. n. 17, ia
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lar, that the Macedonians and Illyrians should be de-

clared Ine. in order that all nations might know, that

the t ml of the Roman arms was not to subject free

people, but to deliver such as were enslaved ; so that

the one, under the protection of the Roman name,

might always retain their liberty, and the other, who
were niu!er the rule of kings, mi^ht be treated with

more U nitv and justice by them through consideration

for the Romans, or that, whenever war should arise

between those kings and the Roman people, the na-

tions might know that the issue of those wars would
be victory for the Romans and liberty for them. The
senate also abolished certain duties upon the mines
and landed estates, because those duties could not be

collected but by the intervention of farmers of the

taxes, commonly called publicans; and that wherever
such sort of farmers are suffered, 1 the laws are of no

force, and the people are always oppressed. They
established a general council for the nation, lest the

populace should cause the liberty granted them by the

senate to degenerate into a destructive licentiousness.

Macedonia was divided into four regions, each of

which was to have a distinct council, and to pay the

Romans one moiety of the tributes which they had
been accustomed to pay their kings. These were in

part the orders with which the commissioners of Ma-
cedonia were charged. Those for Illyria had almost

the same instructions, and arrived there first. After

having communicated their commission to the pro-

pnetor Anicius, who came to Scodra to meet them,

they summoned an assembly of the principal persons
of the nation. Anicius having ascended his tribunal,
declared to them, that the senate and people of Rome
granted liberty to the Illyrians, and that the garrison
should be withdrawn from all the cities and forts of

the country as soon as possible. As to some nations,

who either before or during the war had declared

for the Romans, an exemption from all taxes was ad-

ded to their liberty: and all the rest were exonera-

ted from one half of the imposts formerly paid to the

king. Illvria was divided into three regions or parts,
which had each of them their public council and

magistrates.
Before the deputies for Macedonia arrived there,!

Paulus .Einiliiit-, who was at leasure, visited, during
the autumn, the most celebrated cities of Greece, to

tee those things with his own eyes which all the

world talked of, without knowing them. Having
left the command of the camp to Sulpicius Gallu-, he

set out with a small train, accompanied by young
Scipio his ROD, and Athenaeus, king Eumenes's
brother.

He passed through Thessaly in his way to Delphi,
the most celebrated oracle in the universe. The mul-
titude and value of the presents, statues, vases, and

tripods, with which that temple was filled, surprised
him extremely. He there offered a sacrifice to Apol-
lo. Having seen a great square pillar of white mar-

ble, on which a golden statue of Perseus was to have

been placed, he caused his own to be set upon it,

gayino. That the vanquished ought to give place to

the victors."

He saw at Lebadia the temple of Jupiter, surnamed

Trophonius, and the entrance of the cavern, into

which those who consulted the oracle descended.3
He offered a sacrifice to Jupiter, and the goddess
Hercynna, who was believed to be the daughter of

Throphonius.
At Chalcis be gratified his curiosity in seeing the

F.iiripn-, and the ebb and flow of the sea, which \

very frequent and extraordinary.
From thence he went to the city of Aulis, from

which port the famous fleet of Agamemnon formerly
set sail for Troy. He made a visit to the temple o'f

Diana in that
place, upon whose, altar that king of

kings sacrificed his daughter Iphigenia,
to obtain a

prosperous voyage from the goddess.
After having passed through Oropus in Attica,

where the soothsayer Amphilowus wa honoured as a

> Et ubi publicanu* esi, ibi am jus puUicum ranum tut
libenaiem sociis nu'lam ease. Lit.s nu.lam eae.Liv.

- ^....n. 27, 28. Plut. in Paul. .mil. p. 270.
* For an account of this oracle, see Book x. Chap. iii.

U.

Liv. 1. xlv.
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god, he came to Athens, a city celebrated for its an
cient renown, where abundance of objects presented
themselves to his view, well capable ol inspiring and

"ratifying his curiosity; the citadel, the ports, the

walls which joined the Pineeus to the city, the ar-

senals for the navy, erected by illustrious jjfnerals,
the statues of gods and men, in which it was hard to

know whether the materials or art were most worthy
of admiration. He did not forget tn ofler a <-arrilic

to Minerva, the tutelary goddess of the citadel.

WhiUt Paulus dunlins was in th&t city, he de-
manded of the Athenians an excellent jhiloophe1'

to finish the education of his children, and a skil-

ful painter to design the ornaments of his triumph.
They immediately cast their eyes upon Metrodorut,
ho excelled both in philosophy and painting ; a very

singular and extraordinary praise, which was con-
firmed by experience, and the approbation o' Paulus
yEmilius. We here see the attention paid hv the

great men of antiquity to the education of their chil-

dren. The sons of that Roman general were then
of some age, the youngest of the two, who made
the campaign in Macedonia with his father, being at

that time seventeen years old. He thought it neces-

sary, however, to have a philosopher with them, ca-

pable of forming both their minds by the study of
the sciences, and their manners by that of moral vir-

tue, which of all studies is the meat important and

yet the most neglected. If we are anxious to know
the effects of such an education, we have only to

call to mind the demeanour ol the youngest of the

two sons of this consul, who inherited the name and
merit of Scipio Africanus, his grandfather by adop-
tion, and of Paulus .Emiliiis, his natural father: who
ruined Carthage and IVumantia: \\hodiytinguished
himself as much by his acquaintance with polite

learning and the sciences, as by his military valour;
who reckoned it an honour to have Poly hi u? the his-

torian, Pana'tius the philosopher, and Terence the

poet, for his friends and companions: who, in a word
to use the terms of a very judicious writer,* never

said, did, or thought, any tiling unworthy of a Ro-
man. Paulus .Eiinlius having found the precious
treasure he sought, in the person of Metrodoru*,
left Athens well satisfied.

He arrived in two days at Corinth. The citadel

and isthmus were an agreeable sight to him: the

first, which was situated upon the top of a mountain,
abounded with streams and fountains of exceedingly
pure water; and the isthmus, which separated by a

very narrow neck of land two neighbouring seas, th

one on the east, and the other on the west of it.

Sicyon and Argos, two very illustrious cities, were
the next in his way; and afterwards F.pidaurus, less

opulent than the "two others, but well known from
the famous temple of /Esculapius where at that time
were to be seen an infinite multitude of rich pn t nts,

the offerings of sick persons, out of gratitude for the

cures they imagined they had received from that

god.
Sparta was not distinguished by the magnificence

of its buildings, but by the wisdom of its laws cus-

toms, and discipline.

Having taken Megalopolis in his wav, he arrived

at Olympia, where he saw abundance of things wor-
thy of admiration; but when he cast his eves upon
the statue of Jupiter, Phidias's masterpiece, he was at

much struck, says Livy, as if he had seen the god
himself, and cried out, that " This Jupiter of Phidias

was the exact Jupiter of Homer."* Imagining him-

self in the Capitol, he offered a more solemn sacrifice

here than he had done any where else.

Having made the tour of Greece in this manner,
without giving himself any trouble to know peoples
thoughts in regard to Perseus, that be might avoid

giving the allies any cause, of discontent, he returned

P. Scipio ^milianis, vir avitis P. African! vaternlf

3ue
L. Pauli vinuiibus simillimus; omnibus belli ac loem

uiibus, ingeniique ac studionimeminentissimusseculi gui,
inii nihil in vita nisi laudandum aut fecit, aut dixil, aut

sensit. falerc. 1. i. c 12.

To have *> well expressed the idea of Homer, is hirhly
to the praise of Phidias ; but the having to well conceived

all the majesty of the god, ia much more to that of Homer. ,
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to Demetnas. He had met on his way a number of

/Etolians, who came to inform him of an unhappy
accident which had befallen their city. He ordered
them tn atteiv.l him at Amphipolis. Having receiv-

ed advice that the ten commissioners had already

passed the sea, he quitted all other affairs, and went
to meet them at Apollonia, which was only one

day's journey from Amphipolis. He was very much

surprised to meet Perseus there, whom his guards
suffered to go about with abundance of liberty, for

which he afterward* warmly reproved Sulpicius, to

whose care he had confided that important prisoner.
He put him, with Philip his son, into the hands of

Posthumi'js, with others to guard him better. As
for his daughter and vounger son, he caused them
to be brought from "Samothraria to Ampliipolis,
where he ordered such care to be taken of them as

their b'rth and condition required.
The commissioners being come hither.i as had

been agreed on by them, and having entered the

chamber of the assembly, where a great number of

Macedonians were present, he took his seat on his

tribunal, and after having caused silence to be pro-
claimed by the crier, Paulus jEmelius repeated in

Latin the regulations made by the senate and by
himelf, in conjunction with the commissioners, re-

lating to Macedonia. The principal articles were,
That Macedonia was declared free: that it should

pay the Romans one half the tribute paid the king,
wh'ich was fixed t the sum of 100 talents or 100,000
crowns- that it should have a public council com-

posed of a certain number of senators, wherein all

affairs should be discussed and adjudged: that it

should be divided for the future into four regions or

districts, that should each have their council, in

which their particular affairs should be examined:
and that no person should contract marriage, or

purchase lands or houses, out of their own district.

Several other articles of less importance were an-

nexed to these. The prastor Octavius, who was

present in this assembly, explained the several ar-

ticles in Greek, as Paulus yEmilius pronounced them
in Latin. The article of liberty, and that of the di-

minution of tribute, gave the Macedonians exceeding
pleasure, who little expected them; but they looked

upon the division of Macedonia into different re-

gions, that were not to have their usual intercourse
with each other, like the rending a body in pieces,

by separating its members, which have "no life, nor

subsist, but in their mutual support of each other.

The consul afterwards gave audience to the jEtoli-

ans.Z I shall relate elswhcre the subject of it.

After those foreign affairs were settled,3 Paulus
/Emilius recalled the Macedonians into the assembly,
in order to put the last hand to hi* regulations. He
spoke at first on the subject of the senators who were
to compose the public council, wherein the national

affairs were to be transacted, and the choice of them
was left to the people. A list was then read of the

principal persons of the country, who were to be sent

into Italy with such of their children as had attained

the age of fifteen. This article seemed very hard at

first; but it was soon perceived, that it had'been re-

golved upon only for the better security of the peo-
ple's liberty. For this list included the great lords,

generals of the army, commanders of the fleet, all

iuch as had any offices at the court, or had been em-

ployed in embassies, with many other officers accus-
tomed to pav their court to the king in the abject
manner of slaves, and to command others with inso-

lence. These were all rich persons who lived at a

great expense, had magnificent equipages, and would
no', easily be reduced to a quite different kind of

life, in which liberty makes the whole people equal,
and subjects all to the laws. They were therefore all

ordered to quit Macedonia, and transport themselves
into Italy, upon pain of death for such as disobeyed.
The regulations made for Macedonia by Paulus jEnii-

lius were so reasonable, that thev did not seem cal-

culated for conquered enemies, but for faithful allies,

with whom there was every reason to be satisfied ,

nd the execution of them. "from which the nature of

LIT I. rlv. n. 29, 30 Ibid, n 31. Ibid. n. 32.

laws is best known, proved that there was nothing U
be amended in the institutions of that wise magistrate.
To these serious afiairs* succeeded a celebration

of games for which preparations had long been ma-

king, and to which care had been taken to invite all

the most considerable persons in the cities of A.-ia

and Greece. The Roman general offered magnifi-
cent sacrifices to tlie gods, and gave superb feasts,

the king's treasures supplying him abundantly with
th means of defraying such great expenses; but for

the good order and fine taste observable in th-m, he
was indebted solely to himself. For although he had
so many thousands to receive, he displayed so nice*
discernment, and so exact a knowledge of the quali-

ty of all the guests, that every one was lodged, placed,
and treated, according to his rank and merit; and
there was nobody who had not reason to praise hit

politeness and affability. The Greeks could not suf-

ficiently express their admiration, that even in games,
till then unknown to the Romans, he should evince
so accurate a judgment and attention; and that a
man, employed in the greatest, should not neglect
the least propriety in small affairs.

Fie had caused all the spoils that he did not think
fit to carry to Rome, to be piled up in one great heap:
bows, quivers, arrows, javelins; in a won), arms of
all sorts; and caused them to be arranged in the form
of trophies. With a torch in his hand, he set fire to

them first himself, as his principal officers did after

him.
He afterwards exposed to the view of the specta-

tors, upon a place raised expressly for the occasion
all that was richest and most magnificent in the spoils
he had taken in Macedonia, and which were to be
carried to Rome; rich furniture, statues, and paint-

ings by the greatest masters, ^ssels
of gold, silver,

copper, and ivory. IS ever had Alexandria, in the

time of its greatest opulence, beheld any thing like

what was now exhibited.

But the
highest satisfaction Paulus ./Emilius re-

ceived from his magnificence, and that which was
most grateful to self-love, was to see, that in the

midst of so many extraordinary objects and curious

sights, nothing was thought so wonderful, or so wor-

thy of attention and admiration, as himself. And a*

people were surprised at the fine order of his table,
he said, with an air of pleasantry, that the same ge-
nius which was necessary in disposing a battle, would
serve also in regulating a feast; in the first, it ren-

dered an army formidable to enemies; in the latter,

an entertainment agreeable to guests.
His disinterestedness and magnanimity were no

less praised than his magnificence and politeness,
for he never so much as saw the gold and silver

found amongst the king's treasures, which amounted
to very great sums, but ordered it all to be delivered
to treasurers, in order to be applied to the use of
the public. He only permitted his sons, who were
fond of stud}', to keep the books of Perseus'* libra-

ry for their own use. The young noblemen of those

times, and such as were designed one day for the

command of armies, did not profess a contempt for

learning, nor believe it either unworthy of their

birth, or unnecessary to the profession of arms.

When Paulus vEiiiilius had regulated all the affair*

of Macedonia, he took leave of the Greeks^ and after

having exhorted the Macedonians not to make a bad
use of the liberty granted them by the Romans, and
to preserve it by good government and union, he set

out for Epirus with a decree of the senate, which

enjoined him to abandon all the cities that had re-

volted to the king's party to be plundered by hit

troops. He had sent also Scipio Nasica, and Fabiui
his son, with part of the army, to ravage the country
of the lllyrians, who had given aid to that prince.
The Roman general being arrived at Epirus,

thought it proper to proceed with caution iu the exe-

cution of his commission, iii order that his design
should not be foreseen. He tnerefore sent officer!

into all the cities, under pretence of withdrawing
the garrisons, in order that the Epirols should enjoy

Plut. in Paul. JEm'\\. p. 270. LiT. 1. xlr. n. 32.

Liv. 1. xlv. n.33,34.
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the samr liberty ns the Macedonians. So disgrace-
ful a stmlagem was called prudence. He then sig-
nified to ten of the principal persons of each city,

that they were to bring all the gold and silver in

their houses and temples, upon a certain day, into

the market-place to be laid up in the public treasury,

and distributed his troops into all the cities. Upon
the day prefixed, all the gold and silver was brought
early in the morning into the public square, and at

ten of the clock, in all the cities, the soldiers u II fn-

riciiislv upon the houses, which were abandoned to

them to be plundered at their mercy. A hundred
and fifty

thousand men were made slaves, am! alter

the cities were pillaged, their walls were demolished,
the number of which amounted nearly to seventy.
The whole booty was sold, and of the sum r.ii-rd

bv it, each of the horse had for his share about 101.

sterling, (400 ilenarii.) and eacfe of the foot about 5/.

(200 denarii.)
After I'aiilus .Emiliu*, contrary to his natural dis-

position, which was gentle and humane, had caused
this decree to be put in execution, he advanced to

the sea at the city of Oriruni. Some days after,

Anicius, having assembled the remaimUr of the Kpi-
rots and Acarnanian*, ordered the principal person!
among them, whose cause had been reserved lor the

judgment of the senate, to follow him into Italy.
Paulus .Einiliu* being arrived at the mouth of the

Tiber,' went up that river in king Perseus's gallev,
which had sixteen benches of oars, and wherein
were displayed, not only the arms which had been

taken, but all the richest stuffs and finest carpets of

purple found among the booty. All the Romans.
who came out to meet that galley, accompanied it in

crowds along the banks of the river, and seemed to

give the proconsul b^ anticipation the honours of

that triumph which ne had so well deserved. But
the soldiery, who had looked with a greedy eye

upon the immense treasures of the king, and had
not had all the share of them which they had prom-
ised themselves, retained a warm resentment upon
that account, and were very ill satisfied with Pau-
lus /iniiin. They openly reproached him with

having treated them with too much rigour and au-

thority, and seemed determined to refuse him the

honour of a triumph by their suffrages. The sol-

diers called that general's exactitude, in causing

discipline to be observed, rigour; and their discon-

tent, occasioned by avarice, threw a veil over the

excellent qualities of Paulus milius; to whom,
however, they .JAS obliged to do justice in their

hearts, by acknowledging the superiority of his merit
in every respect.

After some debates, a triumph was granted him.
Never had any thing been so magnificent. It con-
tinued three days successively. I do not enter here
into a particular account of it; as that seems for-

eign to the Grecian history. The money in specie
carried in it, without reckoning an infinite num-
ber of gold and silver vessels, amounted to more
than 1,250,0001. sterling. One single cup of massy
gold, which Paulus vEmilius had caused to be made,
and weighed ten talents,! was valued, for the gold
only, at 100.000 crowns. It was adorned with jew-
els, and consecrated to Jupiter Capitolinus,

After these rich spoils and treasures, which were
carried in procession, was seen the chariot of Perseus
with his arms, and upon his arms, his royal diadem.
At some distance followed his children, with their

governors, preceptor*, and all the officers of their

household, who, shedding tears, held out their hands
to the people, and taught those little captives to do
the same, and to endeavour, by their supplications
and prayer*, to move them in their favour. They
were two sons mid a daughter, who from the tender-
ness of their year* were little feasible of the great-
ness of their calamity; a circumstance which stili

more excited compassion. All eyes were fixed upon
them, whilst iheir father was scarce regarded, and
in the midst of the public joy, the people could not
refrain from tears at so mournful a sight.

King Perseus walked nfte nis children f.nd al

tlttir t.nin. ur..
( :|>tU in a men.ing ch-an. His air

and behaviour feetMed to ai<;ue, that the exctss of
his mislurtun>-i Lai! lumed his brain. He was fol-

lowed by a troop of his friends HIK! couiturs, who
hanging down their headland weeping whh thfil

t\>- ;ila\s fixed upon him, sufficiency explained
to the spectators, that, little affected with htir owi
misfortunes, they were sensible solely to iha* oi

; their king.
It is said, that Perseus sent to desire Paukit .Hau-

lms not to exhibit him as a spectacle to the Ron.an*
aii'i to snare him tlie indignity of being ltd in tri-

uir.ph. Caulus vEmilius replied coldly,
" The tavoui

he a-ks ol me is in his own power; he can procure
it for himself." He reproached him, in those few
words, with his cowardice and excessive lo\e of life

which the Pagans thought incumbent on them to sa-

crifice generously in such conjunctures. They did
not know, thai it is never lawful to make an attempt
upon one's own life. But Perseus was not prevented
by that consideration.

Paulus .tmilius, seated in a superb car, and mag-
nificently adorned, closed the march. He had 1m
two sons on each side of him.

\Vliatever compassion he had for the misfortune*:

of Perseus, and however inclined he might be to
'

serve him, all he could do for him, was to ha-, e h'm
removed from the public prison to a more coimiodi-
ous place. Himself and his son Altxancie' wtre

;
carried by the order of the senate, to Alba, where
he was guarded, and supplied with monty, furniture,
and people to serve him. Most authors ^grre, that

he occasioned his own death by abstaining from food.

i He had reigned eleven years. Macedonia as not
! reduced into a province till some years afterwards.

Cn. Octavius and L. Anicius were aUo granted the

|

honour of a triumph; the fi^t for his naval victories,
and the other tor that he had gained in Illvria.

Cotys, king of Thrace, sent to demand his son, w?io

|

had been confined in prison, after having been led in

triumph. He excused himself for his attachment to

the party of Perseus, and offered a great ransom for
' the prisoner. The senate, without receiving his ex-

cuses, replied, that having more regard to his former
services than his late fault, they would send back his

son, but \\ithout accepting any ransom: that the fa-

vours conterred by the Roman people were tree and
voluntary, and that they chose rather to leave the

price of them to the gratitude and affection of those

they obliged, than to be paid immediately for them.

ARTICLE II.

This second article includes the space of somt

thing more than tirenly years, from the JiJ'cat o/
Perseus, in the taking and destruction of Corinth

tiy JUummint, at which time Greece was reduced
into a Roman province.

SKCT1OX I. ATTALUS COMES TO ROME TO CO!t

GRATUI-VTE THE ROMANS UPON THEIR SUCCEM
IN MACEDONIA. THE DEPUTIES OK THE KHODIANS
PRESENT TH KM SELVES BEFORE THE SENATE, AND
ENDEAVOUR TO APPEASE TH.:tR WRATH. AFTER
LONG AND WARM SOIJCITATJONS, THEY SUCCEED
IN BEING ADMITTED INTO THE ALLIANCE OF TUB
ROMAN PEOPI.E. SEVERITY EXERCISED AGAINST
THE jETGLJANS. ALL OF THEM, IN GENERAL, WHO
HAD FAVOURED PERSEUS, ARE CITED TO ROME,
TO ANSWER FOR THEIR CONDUCT. A THOUSAND
ACH.KANS CARRIED THITHER; PC'LYBIUS ONE OF
THE NUMBER. THE SENATE BANISHES THEM INTO
SEVERAL TOWNS OF ITALY. AFTER SEVENTEEN
YEARS OF BANISHMENT. THEY ARE SENT BACK
INTO THEIR OWN COUNTRY; WHEN ONLY TURF8
HUNDRED OF THEM REMAINED.

AMONG the different embassies

from kings and states, which came A. M. 3837
to Rome after the victory over Ant. J. C. 167.

Perseus, Ait.ilus Kumene*'s broth-

er, drew upon him more than all others the eye*
and attention of the Romans.3 The ravages com

Liv. 1. xlv. n. 3oM. Plut. in Paul. JEmil. p. 271.
The talent weighed fixiy pound*. Polvb. Legal, xciii. Liv. 1. xlv. n. 19, X
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dthted hy the Asiatic Gauls in the kingdom of Per-

g-amus,
had laid Attalus under the necessity of go-

ing to Rome, to implore
the aid of the republic

against those barbarians. Another slill more spe-
cious reason had obliged him to make the. voyage.
It w;i< in (< s-ary to congratulate the Romans upon
their late victory, and to receive the applauses he
deserved for the part he had taken in the war ajruicM
Perseus, and for having shared with them in all the

dar.gers of it. He was received at Rome with all

the marks of honour and amity that a prince could

expect who had proved, in the armv in Macedonia,
a constant and determinate attachment for the Ro-
mans. He had a most favourable receptini, and
made his entrance into the city attended by a very
numerous train.

All these honours, the real cause of which he did

not penetrate, made him conceive thoughts and

hopes which perhaps had never entered into his

mind, if they had not been suggested to him. The

greatest part of the Romans had no longer any es-

teem or affection for Eumenes. His secret negoti-
ation with Perseus, of which they had been apprized,
made them believe that that prince had never been
heartily on their side, and that he only waited an

occasion to declare against them. Full of this pre-

judice, some of the most distinguished Romans, in

their private conversation with Attalus, advised him
not to mention the business on which his brother

had sent him to treat; but to speak solely of what
related to himself. They gave him to understand

that the senate, to whom Eumenes was become sus-

pected, and even odious, from his having appeared
to waver between Perseus and the Romans, had

thoughts of depriving him of part of his kingdom,
and to give it to himself, upon whom they could

rely as an assured friend incapable of changing.
We here recognize the maxims of the Roman policy;
and these detached features may serve to unveil it

upon other occasions, when more attentive to con-

ceal itsili.

The temptation was delicate to a prince, who, with-

out doubt, did not want ambition, and who was not

of a temper to reject such pleasing hopes when they

S-est

nted themselves to him without being solicited,

e listened therefore to these discourses and this

proposal ; and the rather, because they came from
gome of the principal persons at Rome, whose wis-

dom he esteemed, and whose proJ)ity he rejpectsd.
The affair went so far, that he promised them to de-

mand in the senate, that
part

of his brother's king-
dom should be. given to him.

Attalus had a physician in his train, called Strati-

us, whom Euinenes suspecting his brother, had sent

with him to Rome, to have an eye upon his conduct,
and to recall him to his duty by good counsel, if he

should happen to depart from it. Stratius had wit

and penetration, and his manners were vtry insinu-

ating, and well adapted to persuasion. Having either

i!i-cuvered or learned from Attalus himself, the de-

sign that had been instilled into him, he took ad-

vantage of some favourable moments to open him-
self to him. He

represented,
that the kingdom of

Pergamus, weak of itself, and but very lately es-

tablished, had subsisted, and been augmented, sole-

Iv by the union and good understanding of the bro-

thers who possessed it. That only one of them,
indeed, enjoyed the name of king, and wore the

diadem; but that they all reigned in reality. That
Eumenet, having no male issue, (for the son he had

afterwards, and who succeeded him, was not then in

being,) he could leave his throne only to his next

Lralher. That his right to the succession of the

kingdom was therefore incontestable; and that, con-

sidering the age and infirmities of Kunirnes, the

time for such succession could not be very remote.
And wherefore then should he anticipate and ha-ten,

by a violent and criminal undertaking, what would
soon happen in a just and natural manner? Did he
desire io divide the kingdom with his brother, or to

deprive him of it entirely? If he had only a part of

lt,^>oth of them, weakened by such a division, and

exposed to the enterprises of their neighbours, might
b* equall- deprived of their share. That if he pro-

posed to reign alone, what would become of his el

der brother? Would he reduce him to live as a
pri-

vate person, or send him, at his years, into banish
ment? or, in a word, would he cause him to be. put
to death? That he did not doubt but such thoughts
must give him horror. That not to speak of the
accounts related in fabulous history of the tragical
effects of fraternal discord, the recent example of
Perseus ought to remind him of them. That that

unfortunate prince, who had torn the sceptre from
his brother, by shedding his blood, pursued by the

divine vengeance, had lately laid down the same

sceptre at the feet of his conqueror in the temple of

Samothracia, and in a manner before the eyes, and

by the order, of the gods who preside there, the

witnesses and avengers of his guilt. That he wai
assured that the very persons, who, le.ss out of friend-

ship for him, than ifl-will for Eumenes, gave him at

present such pernicious counsels, would be the first

to praise his tender and constant affection for his

brother, if he continued faithfully attached to him
to the last. Stratius added the extreme danger to
which Altalus would expose the kingdom of Perga-
mus in the present conjuncture, when the Gauls were

preparing to invade it.

How unworthy was it of
th_2

Romans to kindle and
blow up the fire of discord in this manner between
brothers! Ofwhat value must a sincere, prudent, and
disinterested friend appearat such a time! What an

advantage is it for a prince to give those who ap-

proach him the liberty of speaking freely, and with-
out reserve to him: and of being known by them
in that light! The wise remonstrances of Stratius

produced their intended effect upon the mind of At-
U-lus. That prince, having been introduced into the

senate, without speaking against his brother or de-

manding a division of the kingdom of Pergamus, con-
tented himstlf with congratulating the senate, in th

name of Eumenes and his brothers, upon the victory
gained in Macedonia. He modestly dwelt

upon
the

real and affection with which he had served in the
war against Perseus. He desired, that they would
send ambassadors to check the insolence of the Gauls,
and to reduce them to their former state; and con-
cluded with requesting, that the investiture of JEaa*
and Maronaea, cities of Thrace, might be given to

him, which places had been conquered by Philip,
father of Perseus, and the possession disputed with
him br Eumenes.
The senate, imagining that Attalus would demand

another audience, in order to speak in particular of
his pretensions to part of his brother's dominions,

promised before hand to send ambassadors accord-

ing to his request, and made the prince the usual

presents. They promised besides to put him into

possession of the two cities, as he desired. But
when it was known that he had left Rome, the senate,
offended to find that he had done nothing of what

they had expected from him, and not being- able to

be revenged upon him, in anv other manner, revoked
the promise they had made him; and, before the

prince was out ol Italy, declared jEnus and Marontea
free and independent cities. They sent, however, an

embassy to the Gauls, at the head of which was P.

Licinius; but with very different instructions to those
demanded by Altalus. The Roman policy threw off

the mask entirely at this time, and showed an aspect
very unlike the frankness and probity of their ances-
tors.

The senate some days after gave audience to the
Rhodians.i which made a great noise. Thev were
at first refused to be heard, as having rendered" them-
selves unworthy of that honour by their conduct, and
even a declaration of waragainst'lheni was talked oC
Rhodes, alarmed at it, sent two new deputies. Hav-

ing obtained admittance to the senate with great dif-

ficulty, they appeared there as suppliants, dressed in

mourning habits, and with their faces bathed in tear*.

Astymedes spoke, and with a voice interrupted with

sobs, took upon him the defence of his unfortunate

country. He took great care not to show at first his

desire to justify it. He avowed, that it had justly

> Polyb. Legal, xciii. xcix. c. It civ. Liv. xlv. n 30 26i
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incurred the anger of the R^man people; he con-

fessed its faults; he called to mind the indiscreet

embassy, which the insolent pride of the orator who

spoke had rendered still more criminal: but he beg-

ged the senate to make some difference between the

entire body of the nation, and a few private persons
disavowed by them, whom they were ready to de-

Kver up. He represented that there was no republic
nor city that did not include some bad members;
that, after all, there were no other crimes objected
to them but words; foolish indeed, rash, extravagant,
(which he confessed to be the characteristics and

failings of his nation,) but such as wise persons sel-

dom lay much stress upon, or punish with exceeding

rigour, no more than Jupiter aims his thunders at all

that speak with little respect of his divinity.
" But,"

said he, "the neutrality observed by us in the late

war is looked upon as a certain pr<x>f of our enmity
towards you. Is there a tribunal in the world,)
wherein the intention, when without effect, is pun-
ished as the action itself? But allowing your severi-

ty be carried to that excess, at most the punishment
can only fall on those who have had this intention,
and then the majority of us are innocent. Admitting
even that this neutrality and inaction make us all

criminal, ought the real services we have rendered

you in the two preceeding wars to be deemed as

nothing, and will they not cover the omission im-

puted to us in the last? Let Philip, Antiochus, and
Perseus, bear witness now in our cause. The voices

of the two first will certainly be for as, and absolve

us; and, for the third, at most, and in the severest

sense, the sentence must appear doubtful and uncer-
tain. Can you then, according to this state of the

question, pass sentence of death against Rhodes? for

you are now upon the point of deciding, whether it

shall subsist any longer, or be entirely destroyed.
You may declare war against us; but not a single
Rhodian will take up arms against you. If you per-
sist in your resentment, we demand time to go and

report the result of our
deputation

at Rhodes, and at

that moment our whole citv, men, women, and free

person", will embark with all our estates and effects:

we will abandon our household gods, as well public
as private, and come to Rome, where, after we have
thrown our gold and silver, and all we have, at your
feet, we will deliver up ourselves, our wives, and our
children, to your discretion. We will suffer here,
before your eyes, whatever you shall think fit to inflict

upon us. If Rhodes is condemned to be plundered
and set on fire, at least we shall spare ourselves the

light of that calamity. You may, by your resolves,
declare us to be your enemies: but there is a secret

sentiment in the bottom of our hearts that declares

quite
the contrary, and assures us that, whatever hos-

tilities you may exercise against us, you will never
find us otherwise than friends and servants."

After this discourse, the deputies prostrated them-
selves upon the earth, and held out their hands to-

wards the senators, with olive branches in them, to

demand peace. When they were withdrawn, by
order of the senate, they proceeded to vote upon
the affair. All who had served in Macedonia, in

quality of consuls, pnetors, or lieutenants, and who
had most experienced their foolish pride and en-

mity to the Romans, were very much against them.
M. Portius Cato, the celebrated censor, known by
the severity of his character, which often rose to

hardness of heart, was softened at this lime in fa-

vour of the Rhodians, and spoke for them with great
warmth and eloquence. Livy does not repeat his

discourse, because it was then extant in a work of
Cato's own, entitled De Originibns, wherein he had
inerted hi* own orations.

The world has reason to regret the loss of so val-

uable a collection. Aulus GelliusZ has preserved
some fragments of this discourse of Cato's, by which
it appears he made use of almost the same reasons
with the ambassadors from Rhodes. I shall cile

Neque moribus neque lecibus ullius civiiatis ita compa-
imlum esse. ui. siquis VP||PI inimicum perire, si nihil fecerit,

quo id fiat, capilis Jamnetur. Lit.
Lib. vii. c. 5.

some passages of it at the bottom of the page to

assist the reader in knowing and distinguishing -ne

manly and energetical st\ le which characterized the
Roman eloquence in those ancient times, when more
attention was paid to the force of the sentiment*
than to the elegance of the wortls.

Cato 3 begins his discourse by representing to the
Romans that they ought not, in consequence of their

victory over the king of Macedon, to abandon them-
selves to the extravagance of excessive joy. That

prosperity generally excites pride and insolence.
That he apprehends, in the present case, they ruaj
form resolutions which may draw some misfortune

upon Rome, and cause the frivolous joy, to which
they give themselves up, to vanish like a dream.

"Adversity," says he,
" in humbling the spirit, res-

tores us to our reason, and teaches us what is nuce?

sary to be done. Prosperity, on the contrary, hur-
ries us in a manner out of our way, bv the joy it

occasions, and makes us lose sight of tile measures
which a calm temper of mind would enable us to

discern and execute. It is therefore, fathers, I am
absolutely of opinion, that we should for a few days
defer the decision of this affair, till, having recovered
from the violent emotions of our ioy, we are again
masters of ourselves, and capable of deliberating
with more maturity." He adds, "That he indeed
believes the Rhodians were far from desiring that

the Romans should have conquered Perseus; but
that they had such sentiments in common with all

other states; sentiments, which did not proceed
from their enmity to the Romans, but from the lore
of their own liberty; for which they had just cause
to fear, when there should be none in a condition to

dispute empire with us, and we should become abso-
lute masters of all nations. For the rest, the Rho-
dians did not aid Perseus. Their whole crime,4 by
the consent of their most violent accusers, is, that

they intended to declare war against us. But how
long has the will, the intention only, been a crime?
Is there any one amongst us that would be willing to

subject himself in this rule? For my part,
1 am sure

I would not. The Rhodians5 it is said, are proud:
I should be very sorry that my children coulcf justly
make me that reproach. But pray, in what does
their pride affect us? Would it become us to impute
it to them as a crime that they are prouder than we
are?"

The opinion of so grave and venerable a senator a*

Cato prevented a wnr against the Rhodians. The
answer given them did not declare them enemies, nor
treat them as allies; but left matters still in suspense.
They were ordered to remove their governors from
the cities of Lycia and Caria. Those provinces were

given up to them after the defeat of Antiochus, and
now taken from them by way of punishment. They
were ordered also to evacuate Caunus and Strato-
nice. They had bought the first for 200 talents

(about 25,0001.) of Ptolemy's generals, and the second
had been given them by Antiochus and Seleucus;

they drew from those two cities an annual rev nue of

120 talents, (or 15.000/.) At the same time the sen-
ate granted the island of Delos an exemption from
customs, which considerably diminished the rt venues
of the Rhodians. For instead of 1,000,000 of drach-

mas, (about 25.000/. sterling,) to which the revenue

* Scio aolere plerisque hominibus rebus secundis atque
prolixie aique prosperis animum excellere, superbium atque
ferociam au^pscere atque crescere: quod mihi nunc tr.aents

curae est, qui.i lisec res tarn secundt! proceasit, ne quiJ in

consulendc adversi pvpniai, quod nosiras secundus res con
fulet; neve haec laeiitia nimis luxuries^ e-eniat. AJvprsa
tt Be domain, el docpnt quid opus sil fa:u>: sccumlae ree

Isstiti.i tranaversum trtidpre &>lent a ipote eoaeulemk> mlqoe
inlell.gendo. Quo majore opere edico suadpoque, uti hxo
res al.quol dies

prxiferaiur,
dum ex Unto gaudio in puieeta.

tern iiilram reupumt.s

Qui iicerrime adversus eoa dicil, iia dicit; hosips vo
luisse fieri. Kt quis tandem csi nostrum, qui, quod ad se*e
auinet, rquum censpai qupmpiam preoaa dare oh pain rem,
quod arauauir male facere voluissel nemo opinor: naia
PCO, quod ad me auinpt, noliin.

Rhiidieneee super!* 9 essp ainnt; id objpclanip* quod
mihi a liberis IIIHJS miniine did \>-!I'M. ii

-
i jaiir- superbi.

Quid id ad noe attinetl Idne iruactmtui, siquui superbmf
eat quant oatt
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from those customs amounted before, it paid after-

wards only 150,000 (about 3.750/. sterling.)
The senate's answer having dispelled at Rhodes

the iV.ir that the Romans would take arms against ihe

republic, made all other evils appear light, as it is

common for the expectation of great misfortunes to

deaden the sensation of small ones. How hard so-

ever those orders were, they submitted to them, and

put them in immediate execution. They decreed at

the same time a rrown of gold lo the Roman*, of

the value of 10,000 pieces of gold.i and chose their

admiral Theodotus to present it. He had orders to

iolicit the alliance of the Roman*. The Rhodians
had not demanded it till then, though for almost 140

jears they had shareM in the most glorious expedi-
tions of that republic; which was a feature of their

politics. They were unwilling to hamper their lib-

erty with the chains of oaths and treaties; in order

that, continuing^ free, and their own masters, they

might either aid the kings in distress, or be
support-

ed by them upon occasion. In the present conjunc-
ture thev earnestly demanded to be admitted as al-

lies, not'to secure themselves against other powers,
for thev were in no apprehension of any besides the

Roman's, but to remove, by that change of conduct,
all suspicions that might have been conceived to the

Erejudice

of their republic. The alliance was not,

owever, granted
them at this time. They did not

obtain it till the following year; nor thtn without

long and warm solicitations. Tiberius Gracchus, on

bis return from Asia, whither he had been sent in

quality of commissioner, to examine into its condi-

tion, was of great service to them upon this occasion.

He declared that the Rhodians had
punctually obey-

ed the senate's orders, and had condemned the
par-

tisans of Perseus to death. After so favourable a

report, the Rhodians were admitted into the alliance

of the Roman republic.
I have before observed,* that the JEtolians had

presented themselves before Paulus ./Emilius in

mourning habits, at his return from his expedition
into Greece, and that he had given them audience at

Amphipolis. The subject of their complaints was,
that Lyciscus and Tisippus, whom the influence of

the Romans, to whose interests they were devoted,
rendered very powerful in jEtolia, had surrounded
the senate with soldiers, lent them by Babius, who
commanded

>
in the

province
for the Romans; that

they had put to death 550 of the principal persons
of the nation, whose sole crime was their having
seemed to favour Perseus; that a great number of

others had been sent into banishment; and that the

estates, both of the one and the other, had been aban-
doned to their accusers. Paulus /F.inilms listened

to their complaints. The investigation WHS confined
to inquiring, not on which side the injustice and vio-

lence had been committed, but whether the parties
concerned had been for Perseus or the Roman*. The
murderers were acquitted. The deceased were de-

clared to have been justly put
to death, and the ex-

iles to have been justly banished. Baebius only was
condemned for having lent his aid in this bloody exe-

cution; but why condemned if it was just? or If not,

why were those acquitted who had been the principal
authors of it?

This sentence gave great terror to all who had ex-

pressed any favourable inclination for Perseus, and

exceedingly increased the pride and insolence of the

partisans of Rome. The principal persons of each

city were divided into three, factions. The one were

entirely devoted to the Romans; others adhered to

the party of the kings; both making their court to

their protectors by abject flatteries, and thereby ren-

dering themselves powerful in their cities, which they
held it. an oppressive subjection. A third kind of cit-

izens, in opposition to (he other two, observed a kind

of medium, neither taking part with the Romans nor
the kings; but publicly asserting the defence of their

laws and liberty. The latter, at bottom, wr re much
rsteemed and beloved in their several cities; but

This mieht amount to about 600W. reckoning the piece
of (?old, x? =<,,-, at twelve shillings or thereabouts.
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bad no authority. All offices, embassies, honours,
and rewards, were conferred solely upon those who
espoused the Roman interest, after the deft at of Per-

seus; and thev employed their credit in utterly de-

stroying all those who differed from themselves in

opinion.
In this view they repaired in great numbers, from

all parts of Greece, to the ten commissioners, ap-

pointed by the senate to regulate affairs. They gave
them to understand that, besides those who had de-
clared publicly for Perseu, there were abundance of
others secretly the enemies of Rome, who, under th

pretence of defending their liberty, influenced the
whole people against them; and that those cities

would never continue quiet, and perfectly subject to

the Romans, unless, alter the contrary party were

entirely reduced, the authority of those who had

only the interest of the Roman commonwealth at

heart was fully established. The ten commissioners

perfectly relished those reasons, and made them the

rule of their conduct. What justice could be ex-

pected from an assembly that was determined to Con-
sider and treat all as criminals who were not of the

Roman party; and to reward all who should declare
themselves their accusers and enemies, with the high-
est graces and favours? We see here to what lengths
ambition and the lust of empire carry mankind.

They make men blind to all sense of duty and de-

cency, and induce them to sacrifice justice, as well
as every thing else, when it opposes their views.
The virtue of the Pagans waj but a weak and verj
fluctuating principle.
That appeared evidently upon this occasion. The

Roman general, to whom a list had been given c.f all

those who were suspected, ordered them to atter.d

him, from yEtolia, Acarnania, Epirus, and Bceotia,
and to follow him to Rome, there to make their de-
fence. Commissioners were sent also into Asia, in

order to take informations against such as, in public
or private, had favoured Verseus.

Of ell the small states of Greece,*
none gave the Roman republic so A. M. 3837.
much umbrage as the Achaean Ant. J. C. 167.

league, which till then bad contin-
ued formidable by the number and valour of their

troops, by the ability of their generals, and, above
all, by the union that reigned between all the cities

of which it was composed. The Romans, jealous of
a power that might prove an obstacle to tneir ambi-
tious designs, especially if they should join the. king
of Macedonia, or the kinj of

Syria, spared no
pains

to weaken it by introducing divisions, and gaining
creatures, whom they raised by their credit to all

employments, and by whose means they influenced
the decisions in all the assemblies of the league.We have seen what passed in the affair of the Spar-
tan exiles. But it was in the conjuncture we now

speak of, that the Romans gave the last stroke to
their liberty.

After the defeat of Perseus, Callicratea, to com-
plete with the Romans, to whom he had sold himself,
the ruin of the partisans of liberty, whom he looked

upon as his enemies, had the boldness to accuse by
name all those to the ten commissioners, whom he

suspected to have had any inclination to support
l'ei>eus. They did not think it would be sufhcicnt
to write to the Achaeans, as they had done to other
>tates, commanding them to send such of their citi-

zens to Rome, as were accused of having favoured
Perseus; but they sent two deputies to declare in

person that order to the league. Two reasons in-

duced them to act ia this manner. The first tva*

their fear that the Achiean?, who were very jealous
of their liberty, and full of valour, should re'fuse obe-
dience to mere letters that should be Written them!
and that Callicrates, and the other informers, would
run the risk of their lives in the. assembly: the sec-

ond, because in the letters which had been found
unionist Perseus's papers, nothing appeared lo con-
vict the accused Achaeans.
The two commissioners sent into Achaia were C

Claudius and Cn. Doinitius /Enobarbus. One ofthem

Liv. 1. xlv. n 31. Pausan. in Acuai:. p. 416 417.
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more abandoned to injustice than the other, (Pausa-
;na- does not say which.) complained, in the a->eiii-

bly, that many of the most powerful persons of the

league had assisted Perseus against the Human*, and
demanded that they should be condemned as deser-

ving death, after which he would name them. The
whole assembly was shocked at this proposal, and
cried out on all sides* that it was an unheard of thing
to condemn persons before it was known who they
were, and pressed him to make known the guilty.

Being urged repeatedly to explain himself, lie replied,
at the suggestion of Callicrates, that all who hid been
in office, and commanded the armies, had rendered
themselves guilty of that crime. Xenon, upon that,

who was a person of great credit, and very much re-

spected by the league, spoke to this effect: " I have
Commanded the armies, and have had the honour to

be the chief magistrate of the league; I protest that

I have never acted in any thing contrary to the in-

terests of the Romans, which I am ready to prove
either in the assembly of the Achaeans, or at Home
before the senate." The Roman took hold of this

expression as favourable to his designs, and decreed,
that all those who had been charged bv Callicrates

should be sent to Rome in order to justify themselves
there. The whole assembly was in the highest afflic-

tion upon this sentence. Nothing like it had ever
been known, even under Philip, or his son Alexander.
Those princes, though irresistibly powerful, never
conceived the thought of causing such as opposed
them to be brought into Macedonia, but referred

the trying of them to the council of the Amphic-
tyons, their natural judges. The Romans did not

imitate their moderation: but, by a conduct which

may justly be called tyrannical, caused above 1000
of the most considerable citizens of the Achaean

league to be seized and conveyed to Rome. Cal-

licrates became more than ever the object of horror
and detestation to all the Achneans. All people
voided meeting him, and shunned him as an infa-

mous traitor; and no one would bathe in the public
baths after him, till all the water had been first emp-
tied out of them.

Polybius, the celebrated historian, was of the num-
ber of these exiles. We have seen Lycortas, his fa-

ther, distinguish himself by the fortitude and con-

stancy wilh which he supported the interests of the

Achaean league during his government of it. He
had taken particular care of the education of his

ton. In politics, Polybius had Lycortas his father,
a great statesman, for' his master; and in war, Philo-

poemen, one of the most able and intrepid generals
of antiquity. It was under these tutors that he
imbibed those learned lessons in the art of govern-
ment and war which he practised himself, and has
transmitted to posterity in his writings.
As soon as he arrived at Rome, whither his repu-

tation had reached before him, his merit made the

greatest men of the republic cultivate his friendship.
He was particularly intimate with the two sons of

Paulus /Emilius, the eldest of\vhom had been adopt-
ed into the family of the Fabii, and the youngest
into that of the Scipios. The latter had been adopt-
ed by P. Cornelius Scipio, son of Scipio Africanus,
who conquered Hannibal. I have enlarged suffi-

ciently, in the conclusion of the history ol the Car-

thaeiniHtis, upon the intimate friendship of Polybius
with this second son of Paulus Emilius, who after-

wards conquered Carthage and Numantia. That

young Roman perceived the value of such a friend,

and knew how to apply his lessons and advice to

the best advantage. It is very probable that Po-

lybiu. composed trie greatest part of his history, or

at least collected his materials for it, at Rome.
When the Acha-ans arrived at Rome, the senate,

without hearing or examining their cause, supposing,
without any foundation, and contrary to the most
known trutli, that they had been tried and sentenced

in the assembly of the Achasans, banished them into

different towns of Italy. Polybius was excepted
from that number.
The Achaeans.l surprised and afflicted with the

Polyb. T*gat. CY.

fate of their countrymen, sent deputies to Rome, to

demand that the senate would vouchsafe to take

cognizance of their cause. They were answered
that it had been done, and that they had adjudged
it th< mselves. Upon that reply, the Ackrans sent
back the same deputies to Rome (with Kuraeus at

their head) to protest again before the senate, that
the Acliieans had never been heard bv their country,
and that their affair had never been brought to a
trial. Euraeus, in consequence, entered the senate
with the other deputies who accompanied him, and
declared the orders he had received, praying that

they would take cognizance of the accusation, and
not suffer the accused to perish without passing sen-
tence upon the crime they were charged with. That
it were to be wished the senate would examine the
affair themselves, and make known the guilty; but,
in case their other great affairs should not afford them
leisure for such inquiry, they had only to refer it to

the Achaeans, who would do them justice in such a
manner as should evince the greatness of their aver-

sion for the guilty. Nothing was more equitable
than this demand, and the senate was very much at

a loss how to answer it.

On the one side, they did not think it proper to try
the cause, for the accusation was groundless; on the

other, to dismiss the exiles without passing judgment
upon them, was to lose irrecoverably all their in. i ds
in Achaia. The senate, in order to leave the Gidks
no hopes of retrieving their exiles, and to render
them thereby more submissive to their orders, write
into Achaia to Callicrates, and into the other stales

to the partisans of the Romans, that it did not appear
to them that the return of the exiles was consistent

with their interest, or with that of their country.
This answer not only threw the exiles, but all the

people of Greece, into a consternation. A univer-

sal mourning succeeded it. They were convinced
that there was nothing farther to hope for the accused

Achaeans, and that their banishment was perpetual.
However, they sent new deputies.* with '^struc'.icK*

to demand the return of the exiles: but as suppliants,
and as a favour; lest in taking upon them their de-

fence, th*y should seem in the slightest degree to op-

pose the will of the senate There did not escape

any thing in their harangue that was not very well

weighed, and sufficiently reserved. Notwithstanding
which, the senate continued inflexible, and declared

that they would persist in the regulations already
made.
The Acha;ans,> without being dis-

heartened, appointed several depu- A. M. 3844.

tations at different times, but with Ant. J. C. 160.

no better success; they were par-

ticularly ordered to demand the return of Polybius.

They were in the rifiht to persevere thus in their ap-

plications to the senate in favour of their countrx men.

Though their repealed solicitations find no oilier ef-

fect than to place the injustice of the Romans in full

light, they could not be considered as unnecessary.

Many of the senators were moved with them, and
were of opinion that it was proper to send home the

exiles.

The Achsean?,* having received advice of their fa-

vourable disposition, in order to improve it to their

advantage, appointed a last deputation. The exilei

:en already banished seventeen years, and ahad be ,

great number of them were dead. There were very
w:>rni debates upon the subject in the senate; some

being for their return into their own country, and re-

stored to the possession of their estates; and other*

opposing it.

Scipio, at the request of Polybius, had solicited

Cato in favour of the exiles. That grave senator,

rising up to speak in his turn; "to see us," said he,

"dispute a whole day, whether some poor old men
of Greece shall be interred by our gruve-ilifrjcers, or

those of their own country, would not one believe

that we had nothing at all' to do'.'" That plaant-
ry was all that WHS wanting to make the senate

ashamed of their obstinate pt rseverance, and to in*

Polyb. Lezat. cxxii.

Plut. in Cato, Ceus. p. 311.
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ducethem to send back t\e exiles into Peloponnesus.
Polvhius \vas anxious that they might be reinstated

in nil the honours and dignities they possessed be lure

their banishment; but before lie presented that re-

quest to the senate, he thought proper to sound Cato

upon it, who told him, saining, "Polvbius, you do
not imitate, the wisdom of UUsses. Vou are for re-

turning into the cave of the Cyclops for some miser-

able tatters xou have left th> re."

A.M. 3354. The exiles accordingly returned into

Ant. J. C. 150. their country; but ot* the thousand
that left it, only about three hun-

dred remained. Polvbius ma:ie no use of this per-
misiion; or if he did, he soon rejoined Sripio, since,

three years after, he was with him at the siege of

Carthage.

SECTION II. MEAN FLATTERY OF PRUSIAS, KING
OF BITHY.MA, I.N THE SENATE. EUMENES. BECOM-
ING SUSPECTED BY THE ROMANS, IS NUT SUFFERED
TO ENTER ROME. ARIARATHES, KING OF CAPPA-

DiiCIA, DIES, AND IS SUCCEEDED BY A SON OF THE
SAME NAME. DEATH OF EUMENES. ATTALUS,
HIS BROTHER, SUCCEEDS HIM AS GUARDIAN TO
HIS SON, THEN VERY YOUNG. WAR BETWEEN
ATTALUS AND PRUSIAS. THE LATTER, HAVING
FORMED THE DESIGN OF PUTTING HIS SON NI-

COMEDES TO DEATH, IS KILLED BY HIM. EMBAS-
SY OF THREE CELEBRATED ATHENIAN PHILOSO-
PHERS TO ROME. ANOTHER FROM THE PEOPLE
OF MARSEILLES. DIGRESSION UPON THE CITY OF
MARSEILLES.

AFTER the defeat of Perseus, new embassies came
evcrv day to Rome, either to congratulate the Ro-
mans upon their victory, or to justify or excuse them-
selves for the attachment they had seemed to have
to that prince; and some came to lay complaints
before the senate in regard to some allits. We
have seen hitherto what relates to the Rhodians and
Achaean?. In this section I shall collect what con-
cerns Eumenes king of Pergamus, Prusias king of

Bull v nia, and some other particular affairs.

Prusias being come to Rome.l to

A. M. 3838.
pay

to the senate and Roman people
Ant. J. C. 166. his compliments of congratulation

upon the good success of the war

against Perseus, dishonoured the royal dignitv by
his abject flattery. At hh reception by the deputies

appointed by the senate for that purpose, he ap-

peared with his head shaved, and with the cap, hab-

it, and shoes and stocking:* of a slave made free; and,

saluting the deputies,
" You see," said he,

" one ol

your freed-men, ready to fulfil whatsoever you shall

please to command, anil to conform entirely to all

your customs." When he entered the senate, he
stood at the door facing the senators, who were seat-

ed, and nrosti-Hting himself, kissed the threshold.

Afterwards, addressing himself to the assembly, "I
salute vou, ye gods, preservers," cried he; and went
on with a (iiscourse suitable to that preamble. Po-

lybius savs, that he should be ashamed to repeat it.

He concluded with demanding, that tlie Roman pco-

Ele

would renew the alliance with him, and grant
im certain lands taken from Antiochus, of which the

Gauls had possessed themselves without anv right or

pretension. He then recommended his son Nicome-
O to them. All he asked was granted him; only
commission* rs were appointed to examine into the

condition of the lands in question. Livy, in his ac-

count of this audience, omits the abject submissions

of Prusias; of which he pretends the Roman historians

say nothing: he contents himself with mentioning, in

the r -^rlusion, part of what Polv bins had said before ;

and not without good reason. For that base deport-
uient at least dishonoured the s nate as much who
suffered, as the prince who acted it.

Prusias had scarce left Rome.* when advice came
thst Eumenes was upon the point of enteringit. That
new* gave the senate great perplexity. Eumenes, in

the w:ir against Perseus, had behaved in such a man-
ner that they could neither consider him as a friend

Pnlyb in Legal, xcvii. Liv. . xlv. n. 44.
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nor an enemy. There was ground for violent suspi-
cious, but no certain proofs against him. To admit
him to an audience WHS to declare him innocent: to

condemn him as guilty was to lay thtm under the ne-

cessity of a war with him, and to proclaim to all the

irorld that they had been deficient in prudence, bv

loading a prinre with favours and honours, u ilh whose
character thev wt re little acquainted. To avoid thrse

inconveniences, the senate made a derrre, by which,
uniier the pretext that the reception of kin"'* was too

treat

an i xpen-e to the republic, they forbade all

ings in general to enter that city, and caused that

ordinance to be signified to the king of Pergamus,
who was at no loss to comprehend its meaning. He
returned, therefore, into his own dominion?.
This affront encouraged his ene-

mies and cooled the affection of his A. M. 3839.
allies.S Prusias sent ambassadors to Ant. J. C. 165.

Rome, to complain against him for

the irruptions he made into Bithynia. He added,
that Eumenes held secret intelligence with Antioch-

us; that he treated all those injuriously who seemed
to favour the Romans, and particulary the Gallo-

Graecians, his neighbours, in contradiction to the
senate's decrees in their behalf. That people had
iilso sent deputies to Rome with their complaints;
which they afterwards repeated several times, as well
as Prusias. The senate did not yet declare them-
selves. They contented themselves with covertly
aiding and supporting the Gallo-Grsecians to the ut
most of their power, without doing any manifest in-

justice to Eumenes.
The king of Pergamus, who had been forbidden

entrance into Rome, sent his brothers, Attalus and
Athenaeus, thither, to answer the accusations with
which he was charged. The apology they made
seemed fully to confute all the complaints that had
been alleged against the king, and the senate were
so well satisfied with it, that they sent them bs>.rk into

Asia laden with honours and presents. They did not,

however, entirely efface the prejudice* conceived

against their brot'ier. T!ie stnate despatched Sul-

picius Gallus and Mauius Sergi is, with orders to in-

form themselves secretly whether Airtiochus and
Eumenes were not concerting some design against
the Romans.

Sulpicius* acted in this commission with very great
imprudence. He was a vain man, and aimed at ap-
pearing important, by declaring against Eumenes.
When he arrived in Asia, he caused all the cities to
be informed, that such as had anv complaints to

make, in regard to that prince, might repair to him
at Sardis. And there for ten days he hearkened

quietly to all the accusations people thought fit to

form against Eumenes; a liberty that set all male-
contents at work, and opened a door for all manner
of calumnies.

Tiberius Gracchus, whom the se-

nate sent the following year into A. M. 3840.
Asia upon the same account, was re- Ant. J. C. 164.

ceived by Eumenes and Antiochus
in a manner which convinced him there was nothing
to fear from those two kings, and induced him to
make his report to the senate accordingly. He gave
an equally favouiable account of the conduct of Ari-

arathes, king of Cappadocia, whose sister Eumenec
had married. That prince died some time after. His
son Ariarathes, surnamed Philopa-
tor.s succeeded him. He had him A. M. 3842.

by Antiochis, the daughter of Anti- Ant. J. C. 162.
ochus the Great, and intended, when
he came of age, to resign his kingdom to him, to
which his son would never consent; from whence he
was called

Philopator,
that is, the lover of his father:

an action highly laudable, in an age wherein it was no
uncommon thing to acquire kingdoms bv parricide.

\* -oon as the voung king ascended the throne, he
sent deputies to ftome.6 to demand that the treaty,
which his father hail made with the Romans, should
be renewed, which was granted him with praises.

1
P'llyb. Legal, xcvii. cii. civ. cv. r.vi. cxix. cxxi.
It'iJ. in L'xcerpi. Vales, p. 145.
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Some time after, I notwithstanding
A. M. 3845. Eumer.es aided him with all his for-

Ant. J. C. 159. ces, he was dethroned by Demetrius,

king of Syria, and one of his elder

brothers set in his place, who was a supposititious
child, named Holofernes. Ariarathes took refuge

at Rome. The usurper and Deme-
A. M. 3847. trius sent their ambassadors also

Ant. J. C. 157. thither. The senate decreed, that

the two brothers should reign joint-

ly. It was a policy sufficiently frequent with the Ro-
mans to divide kingdoms between brothers, in order

to weaken them by that partition, and sow the seeds

of an eternal division between them. Attalus, in the

first year of his reign, re-established him in the sole

possession of the throne, having conquered and ex-

pelled his competitor.
Eumenes was always suspected by

A. M. 3845. the Romans, and almost continually
Ant. J. C. 155. at war with Prusias, or the Gallo-

Grecians. He died at length, af-

ter having reigned thirty-eight years.2 He left for

his successor in the kingdom his son Attalus.3 sur-

named Philometor, then an infant, whom he had by
Stratonice, sister to Ariarathes, and appointed as

guardian of his son, and regent of his kingdom, his

brother Altalus Philadelphus, who governed the king-
dom one-and-twenty years.

Polybius bestows great praises
on Eumenes. The

b.ody of that prince, says he, was weak and delicate,

but his soul great, and abounding with the most no-

ble sentiments. He was inferior to none of the kings*
who were his cotcmporaries in many other qualities,
and excelled them all in the nobleness of his incli-

nations. The kingdom of Pergamus, when he re-

ceived it from his father, consisted only of a very
small number of cities, which scarce deserved that

name. He rendered it so powerful, that it might have

disputed pre-eminence with almost all the greatest

kingdoms. He owed nothing either to chance or

fortune; I still use the words of Polybius. Every
thing was the result of his prudence, assiduity, and

activity. From his fondness for true glory, he did

more good to Greece, and enriched more private per-
sons, than any prince of his time. To finish his char-

acter, he possessed so fully the art of engaging the

respect of hi three brothers, and of keeping them
within bounds by his authority, without letting them

perceive it, that though they were all of age and ca-

pacity to act for themselves, and shared with him in

the functions of the sovereignty, they nevei failed in

point of submission, but continued always in perfect
onion, and, with equal zeal for his service, assisted

him in defending and aggrandizing the kingdom.
It would be difficult to find such an example of au-

thority over brothers, joined with unalterable con-

cord and union.

I ought not, in this place, to omit one thing, which
does great honour to the memory of Eumenes; that

is, his having founded the famous
library

of Perga-
mus, or at least considerably augmented it.

The division which had almost per-
A. M.3848. petuallysubsisted between Prusias and

Ant. J. C. 156. Eumenes.S continued under Attalus,
who succeeded the latter. Prusias,

A. M. 3849, having
been victorious in a battle, en-

Ant. J. C. 155. tered Pergamus, and violently enraged
and afflict) rl that he had failed of seiz-

ing Attalus, let fall the weight of his revenge upon the

statues anil temples of the gods; burning and destroy-

ing all before him in his march. Attains sent his bro-

ther Athenaeus to Rome, to implore aid of the senate,
who sent several embassies at different times to for-

bid Prusias to continue the war against Attalus; but

he eluded those orders either by delay.', or even by
treac'iery, having once attempted, under pretence of
an interview, to seize the Roman ambassador and

Pulyb. Legal, cxxxvi.
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Attalus. His design was discovered, and the r*.f +
tion of it prevented: but his crime was not th> !

upon that account. Rome at other time* would Kar^

punished it with the destruction of his kingdom.
She was at pr> sent contented with sending ten") om-
missioners, with instructions to nut an end to tint

war, and to oblige Prusias to make Attalus .-atisfac-

tion for the damages he had clone him. Attalus,

however, with the aid of his allies, had assembled
numerous forces both by sea and land. All things
were prepared for opening the campaign, when newt
Came that the commissioners were arrived. Attalut

joined them. After some conferences upon the pre-
sent affair, they set out for Bithynia, where they de-
clared to Prusias the orders they were charged with
from the senate. That prince was willing to accept
part of the conditions prescribed him; but refused
to comply with most of the rest. The commissioners,

exaspernted at his rejecting them, broke the alliance

and amity with him, and resuming immediately their
route to Pergamus, left Prusias in terrible apprehen-
sions. They advised Attalus to keep with his army
upon the frontiers of his kingdom, without being the

first to commit hostilities
; and some of them return-

ed to Rome, to inform the senate of the rebellion of
Prnsias. At length he opened his eyes, and new
commissioners from Rome obliged him to lay down
his arms, and sign a treaty of peace which they pre-
sented him. This treaty imported, that Prusias should

give immediately twenty decked ships to Attalus;
that he should pay 500 talents (500,000 crowns}

within

twenty years; and that the two kings should keep
within the bounds of their own dominions, as they
stood before the war; that Prusias, in reparation of
the damage he had done upon the lands of some

neighbouring cities, which were named, should pay
them 100 talents, (100,000 crowns.) When he had

accepted and signed these conditions, Attalus drew
off his troops both by sea and land into his own king-
dom. In this manner ended the war occasioned by
the differences between Attalus and Prusias.

Attalus the younger,6 the son of Eumenes whe
the peace was concluded between the two states,

made a voyage to Rome, in order to make himself

known to the senate, to demand the continuance of
their amity, and, without doubt, to thank them also

for the protection they had granted his uncle, who
reigned in his name. He received from the senate

all the marks of favour he could expect, and all the

honours suitable to his years; after which he set out
for his own dominions.

Pi usias also sent afterwards his son
Kicomedes to Rome;? and knowing A. M. 3855.
that he was highly respected there, Ant. J. C. 149.

he gave him instructions to demand
that the senate would remit him the remainder of
the sum he was to pay Attalus. He joined Menas
with him in this embassy, to whom he had given se-

cret orders to despatch the young; prince, in order to

advance his children by a second wife. The favour
demanded by Prusias was refused, Attalus's ambas-
sadors demonstrating that the whole sum was far

from being equal to the losses his master had sus-

tained.

Menas, instead of executing the
horrid commission he was charged A. M. 3855,

with, discovered the whole to Ni- Ant. J. C. 148.

I'omede*. The young prince having
quitted Rome to return into Bithynia, thought it in-

cumbent on him to present the murderous de-igns of
his father. Supported by the assistance of Attalus,
he revolted againt him, and drew over the greatest

part of the people to his side; for Prusias was univer-

sally hated for his oppressions
and cruelties. That

unfortunate prince, abandoned by all his subjects,
took refuge in a temple, where he was slam by
soldiers sent by Nicomede*, or, according to some,

by IVicomtdes himself. What horrors on each siclo.

Prusiai was called the hunter, and had reigned at

least six-and-thirty years. It was with him Huaaibal
had taken refuge.

Polyb. Legal, cxl.
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The king of Bithynia's person had nothing in it to

prejudice people in his favour; nor vva his mind
more to his advantage. He was in size but half a

man. I and a mere woman as to valour and bravery.
He wan not only timorous, but delicate, and incapa-
ble of fatigue; in a word, equally effeminate in body
and mind ; defects by no means amiable in a king,
and least of all amongst the Bithynians. Polite

learning, philosophy,
anil all other liberal sciences

Connected with them, were entirely foreign to him.

In short, he had no manner of idea of moral rectitude

or benutv. Night and day he lived a true Sardana-

palus.
So that his subjects, upon the first dawn of

tope, joined with the utmost ardour in measures

against him, and to punish him in the same mannei in

which he had governed them.
I have deferred speaking of two embassies, which

arrived at Rome very near the same time.

The one came from the Athenians,
A. M. 8849. who having been condemned by a

Ant. J. C. 155. sentence passed on them by the Sicy-
onians,2 but under the authority of

the Roman senate, in a fine of 500 talents, for having
laid waste the lands of the city of Oropus, sent to

demand the remission of that fine. The ambassadors
were three celebrated philosophers; Carneades, of

the sect of the Academics; Diogenes, of the Stoics:

and Critolaus, of the Peripatetics. The taste for

eloquence and philosophy had not yet made its way
so far as Rome; it was about the time of which we
are shaking that it began to spread there, and the

reputation of these three philosophers did not a little

contribute to it. The young people of Rome, who
had any taste for the sciences, made it an honour and
amusement to visit them, and were struck with

admiration in hearing them, especially Carneades,
whose lively and graceful eloquence, in which so-

lidity and elegance were conjoined, transported and
enchanted them. It was the general topic of conver-

sation, that a Greek of extraordinary merit was ar-

rived, who, from his great knowledge, was more than

nian, and who, in calming and softening the most
violent passions by his eloquence, inspired youth with

a kind of love, which made them renounce all other

pleasures and employments, to devote themselves

wholly to philosophy. He had for his auditors all

the most considerable persons of Rome. His dis-

courses, translated into Latin by one of the senators,

were in all hands. All Rome saw, with great joy,
their children apply themselves to the Grecian Learn-

ing, and attach themselves to those wonderful men.
Cato alone seemed sorry for it: apprehending that

this taste for polite learning would extinguish that

for military kowledge; and that they would prefer
the glory of speaking to that of acting well. The
example of the second Scipio Africanus, educated
at the same time under the care of Polvbius, in a

taste for the sciences, demonstrates how ill-founded

that prejudice of Cato's was. Be this as it may, he

warmly reproached the senators for keeping the am-
bassador* so long in the

city; and having caused the

affair that brought them thither to be despatched, he
hastened their departure. By a decree of the senate,
the fine, in which the Athenians had been condemn-
ed, was mitigated, and the 500 talents reduced to

100.

The other embassy was sent by the people of Mar-
seilles.* They had already been often hatrassed by
the Ligurians: but at the time of which we now
tpeak, they were reduced to the last extremities,

and sent ambassadors to Rome to implore aid of the

senate. They came to a resolution to send deputies
to the Ligurians, to incline them to sentiments of

peace and equitv In mild measures and negotiation.
Such conduct made them only the more haughtv. and

they carried their insolence to far as to offer 'indig-
nities to the deputies, and to violate the law of na-

tions in their persons. The senate being informed
of this unhappy affair, made the consul Quintius

Opimius march immediately against them with an

Polyb. in Excerpt, p. 173, 174.
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army. He laid siege to the city
* where the insult

had been offered to the Reman ambassadors, took it

by storm, made slaves of the inhabitants, and sent
the principal authors of the affront bound and fetter-

ed to Rome, to be punished thf re according to their

deserts. The Ligurians were beaten in several bat-

tles, and cut to pieces. The victor distributed all

the conquered lands amongst the people of Mar-
seilles. He ordered the Ligurians to send hostages
to Marseilles, which were to be exchanged for other?
from time to lime; in order to lay a curb upon them
and prevent them from molesting the people of Mar-
seilles, as they had done till then.

Rome had always held the people of Marseilles in

extreme consideration, founded upon their extraor-

dinary merit, and the inviolable hdelity with which

they had constantly adhered to the
party

of the Ro-
mans. They came originally from Phocla.5 a city of
Ionia. When Cyrus sent Harpajjus to besiege it,

the inhabitants, rather than submit to the yoke of
the Barbarians, as so many others had done, embark-
ed with their wives and children, and all their ef-

fects; and after various ad ventures, having cast a mass
of red-hot iron into the sea, they all engaged them-
selves by oath never to return to Phocaea, tf.l that

iron should swim upon the water. Afterwards, hav-

ing landed upon the coast of Gaul, near the mouth
of the Rhone, ihey settled there by the consent of
the king of the country, and built a city, since called

Marseilles. Some authors suppose that this city was

already in existence, and had been founded by an
ancient colony of those same Phocaeans in the reign
of Tarquinius Priscus, about the second year of the
45th Olympiad, and 600 years before the birth of

Jesus Christ ;
and that those who fled from Harpagus,

and came to nettle here, were called the founders,
because they greatly increased the extent and power
of this citv. This second foundation took place in

the 60th Olympiad, about 540 years before the birth

of Jesus Christ, when Servius Tullius reigned at

Rome.
The king, who had received them into his domin-

ions with great kindness, -being dead, his son* did
not show them equal favour. The growing power of
their citv gave him umbrage. He was made to un-

derstand, that those strangers, whom he had received
into his country as quests and suppliants, might one

day make themselves masters of it by right of con-

quest. The fable of the bitch was made use of upon
this occasion, that asked her companion to lend her
her kennel only for eight days, till she had brought
forth her whelps; then. by urgent entreaties, obtained
a second term, that she might have time to bring
them up; and at last, when they were grown large
and strong, made herself absolute mistress and pro-
prietor of the place, from whence sl,e could never
afterwards be expelled. The Marseilles had, in

consequence, at first a severe war upon their hands;
but having been victorious, they continued in quiet

possession of the lands that had been granted them,
within the bounds of which they were col long con-
fined.

In process of time they settled several colonies,'
and built several cities, Agde, Nice, Anlibes, Olibia;
which much extended their territory, and augmented
their power. They bad ports, arsenals, and fleets,

which rendered them formidable to their enemies.
So many new settlements contributed to the spread-

ing of the Greeks in Gaul,8 and occasioned a won-
derful change in that country. The Gauls, quitting
their ancient rusticity by degrees, began to be civil-

ized, and to assume mure gentle manners. Instead of

breathing nothing but war, they accustomed them-
selves to the observance of '.he laws of a wise govern-
ment. They learned to improve their lands, to culti-

vate vines, Hnd to plant olives. Hence so suiprUing
an alteration ensued,9 as wtll in the provinces a IB

the people who inhabited them, that it miglit have

Keittia. Herod. I. i. c. 164. Justin. 1. xliU. c 3.

Jiislin. 1. xliii. c. 4. ' tnib. p. 180
Jusiin 1. xliii. c. 4.

Aden masnus PI hominilnis el rcbrs impositus PSI nitflt,

ut noaGrsecia in Galliam emigrate vdGullia in Grecian
translate videretur. Justin.
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been yv.d, Greece was not come to Gaul, but Gaul
had been transferred into Greece.

Tlie inhabitants! of the new city made very wise

laws for its polity and government, which was aristo-

craticul
;
that is to say, in the Samls of the elders.

The council of the city was composed of 600 senators,

who continued in that function during life. Of that

number fifteen were elected to take care of the cur-

rent affairs, and three to preside in the assemblies, in

quality of principal magistrates.
The right of hospitality was in singular estimation

among At Marseillese,* and practised by them with

the most exalted humanity. To maintain the security
of the asylum which they gave to strangers, no person
was suffered to enter the city with arms. Certain per-
sons were placed at the gates, whose business it was
to take care of the arms of all who came in, and to

return them when they went out.

All entrance was barred to such as might be in-

clined to introduce sloth and a voluptuous life; and

particular
care was taken to banish all double-deal-

ing, falsehood, and fraud.

They piqued themselves especially upon sobriety,

modesty, and frugality.* The most considerable

portion amongst them did not exceed 100 pieces of

gold; that is to say, very near 100 pistoles. They
were not allowed to lay out more than five in dress,
and as many in jewels. Valerius Maximus,* who
lived in the reign of Tiberius, admires the regulations
of government observed at Marseilles in his time.

"That city," says he, "steadfastly retaining the an-

cient severity of manners,* excludes from their thea-

tre those comedians whose pieces generally turn up-
on the subject of unlawful love." The reason given
for this maxim is still finer and more remarkable than
the maxim itself: "

Lest," adds the author,
" a famili-

arity with such sort of shows should make the people
the more apt to imitate them."

They would not admit in funeral ceremonies those

indecent tears and lamentations with which they are

generally attended, and ordered the obsequies to be
terminated the same day by a domestic sacrifice, and
an entertainment for the friends and relations of the

deceased. " For is it consistent to abandon ourselves
to immoderate affliction,*! or to be offended at the

Divinity for not having thought fit to share his im-

mortality with us?"
Tacitus makes mention of the city of Marseilles

highly to its praise; the passage occurs in his Life of
Julius Agricola, his father-in-law. After having spo-
ken of the excellent education he had received from
the care and tender affection of Julia Procilla,7 his

mother, a lady ofextraordinary virtue, who made him

pass the early years of his youth in the study of those
arts and sciences that suited his birth and age; he
adds " What had

preserved
him from the dangers

and disorders to which youth is generally exposed,
was, besides his own excellent disposition, the good
fortune of having from his infancy the city of Mar-
seilles for his school, in the manners of whose inhab-

itants, the politeness of the Greeks, and the simplicity
and reserve of the

provinces,
were happily united."

Arcetxit enm ab itlecehris peccanliitm, prater ipsiiis
bunarn intetrramque naluram, qubd statim parvnhis
tedem ac mngistram studiorum Massiliam halnierit,

locum Gi'ccca comitate et provinciali parsimonid mis-
turn ac bene compositum.
From what I have said, it may be seen, that Mar-

seilles was become a celebrated school for politeness,
wisdom, and virtue, and at the same time for all arts

and sciences. Eloquence, philosophy, physic, mathe-

matics, law, fabulous theology, and all kinds of litera

ture, were publicly professed there. This city pro-
duced the most ancient of the learned men of the

West,8 I mean Pytheas, an excellent geographer and
astronomer, who lived in the time of Ptolemy 1'liila-

dtlphus, or indeed of Alexander the Great.

They persevered constantly in cultivating the art*

and sciences with equal ardour and success. Strabo
relates, that in his time (he lived in the reign of Au-

gustus) the young nobility of Rome went to Marseille!
for education; and he prefers that place to the citj
of Athens itself; which is saying a great deal. We
have already seen that it still retained that privilege
in the 111114 of Tacitus the historian.

The Marseillese distinguished themselves no lessbj
the wisdom of their government, than by their capa-
city and taste for learning. Cicero, in one of his ora-

tions, praises highly their manner of governing their

republic.*
"

I am assured," says he,
" that not only

in Greece, but almost in all other nations, there is

nothing comparable to the wise polity established at

Marseilles. That city, so remote from the country,
manners, and language, of sill other Greeks, situate

in Gaul, in the midst of barbarous nations which sur-

round it on all sides, is so prudently directed by the

counsels of its elders, that it is more easy to praise
than imitate the wisdom of its government."
They laid it down as a fundamental rule of their

politics,
10 from which they never departed, to adhere

inviolably to the Romans, to whose manners their owo
were more Conformable, than to those of the barba-
rians around them. Besides which, their neighbour-
hood to the Ligurians, to whom they were equally
enemies, could not but contribute to unite them by
their common interests; that union enabling each

party to make powerful diversions on both sides of
the Alps. They accordingly rendered the Romans

great services at all times, and also received consid-

erable aids from them upon many occasions.

Justin relates a fact.il which would be very much
to the honour of the Marseillese, if it were well au-

thenticated. Having received advice that the Gault
had taken and burned Rome, they deplored that

disaster which had befallen their allies, as much at

if it had happened to their own city. Nor did they
confine themselves to fruitless tears. Out of the gold
and silver, either belonging to the public or private

persons, they raised the sum in which the Gauls had
taxed the conquered as the price of peace, and sent

it to Rome. The Romans, infinitely affected with so

noble an act of generosity, granted Marseilles the

privilege of immunity, and the right of sitting

amongst the senators at the public shows. It is cer-

tain that, I* during the war with Hannibal, Marseilles

aided the Romans with all manner of good offices;

without permitting the ill successes which they ex-

perienced in the first years of the war, and which had

deprived them of almost all their allies, to shake their

fidelity in the least.

In the civil war between Crcsar and Pompey, that

city observed a conduct which well denotes the wis-

dom of its government. Cassar, is
against whom they

had shut their gates, caused the. fifteen senators who
were in supreme authority to come to his camp, and

represented to them that he was sorry the war should

begin by attacking their citv; that they ought rather

to submit to the authority of" all Italy, than to abandon
themselves blindly to the desires ot one man: and he

added all the motives most capable of persuading
them. After having made their report to the senate,

they returned into the camp, and gave Cwsar this an-

i Strab. L iv. p. 197. Val. Max. 1. ii. c. 6.

Strab. 1. iv. p. 181. Val. Max. 1. ii. c. 6.

EauVm civitaa severitatin custos acerrima est: nullum
adituin in scenam inimis ilamlo, quorum argumenta majore
ex pane siupmnnn continent actus, ne lalia spectandi con-
ueuido euani imiiamli licenliam sumat.

KtPnim quid auin<>l, ant humano clolori indulgpri, aut
divinu nuiniui invidiam fieri, quod immortaliialem suam
nobiscum |iartiri nnlucril 1

' MiMr Julia Prorilla fuit, rara castitatis. In hujussim
Indulgent in qim eduralus, por umnem hoiifstanini arlium
euliuiii, inipriiiam adulesceiuiamque irausegit. Tacitus in

Africol. c. iv.

Voss. in Histor. Graec.

Cujns eso civitatis ilisciplinam atque gravitalem, non
sol mil Grseciae. Sf>d baud sciu an cuntlis gpntibus, antepo
nenclam jurp ilicam : qua (am procnl a GnBCorum omnium
regionibus, disci |>l in is, linpunque divisa, cum in uliimil

terris cinciaGallorum pentibus, barliaria: fluetlbu* alluauir,

sic optifnatuin cmisilio giibernaiur, ut omnes ejns institute

lamlare facilius pofsint imam a:mulari.~Orul.;;ro Fiasco.

ii Ixiii.

Sirab. 1. iv p. 180. > Justin. 1 xliii. c. 5.

i Liv. 1. xxi. ii. 20, 25, 26. \j t. xxvi. n 19. Lib. Jjcvn.

n. 36.
i CIES. in Bell. C.v. 1. i.
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g
f

miT. That ttiey knexv the Roman people were di-

vided into two
parties:

that it did not belong to them
to determine which had the right on their side: that

the two heads of those parties were equally the pro-
tectors ol' their city ; and at the same lime its friends

mid benefactors. That for this reason, obliged to ex-

press their gratitude alike for both, it was incumbent

pon them neither to assist nor receive the one into

their citv or ports to the
prejudice

of the other. They
offered a long siege,* in which they showed all pos-

sible valour; but at length, the extreme nec-iu to

which they were reduced, by the want of every thing,

obliged them to surrender. However enraged C:esar

was at so obstinate a resistance, he could not refuse

to the ancient reputation of the city, the favour of

Hiving it from being plundered, and of preserving its

citizens.

I should have considered myself as in some mea-
sure detracting from the glory of the French nation,

ncl from that of a city which holds one of the highest
ranks in the kingdom, if I had not collected in this

place part of those favourable reports which antiquity
makes of it. I hope the reader will pardon this di-

ression; which, besides, comes within my plan, and
orms part of the Grecian history.
The affairs of Greece, Bithynia, Pergamus, and

tome other countries, which I thought it necessary to

treat in a series, and without interruption, have made
me suspend those of Macedonia, Syria, and Egypt;
to which it is now time to return. 1 shall begin with

Macedonia.

SECTION III. ANDRISCUS. WHO GAVE HIMSELF
OUT FOR THE SON OF PERSEUS, MAKES HIMSELF
MASTER OF MACEDONIA, AND CAUSES HIMSELF TO
BE PROCLAIMED KING. THE PRAETOR JUVENTIUS
ATTACKS HIM, AND IS KILLED IN BATTLE, WITH
PART OF HIS ARMY. METELLUS, WHO SUCCEEDS
HIM, RETRIEVES THAT LOSS. THE USURPER IS

OVERTHROWN, TAKEN, AND SENT TO ROME. A SE-

COND AND THIRD USURPER ARE ALSO DEFEATED.

FIFTEEN or sixteen years after the

A. M. 3852. defeat and death of Perseus.S An-
Ant. J. C. 152. driscus of Adramyttium, a city of

Troas, in Asia Minor, a person of

the meanest birth, giving himself out for the son of

Perseus, took upon him the name of Philip, and en-

tered Macedonia, in hopes of making the inhabitants

of the country acknowledge him for their king. He
had invented a story in regard to his birth, which he

reported wherever he passed, pretending that he was
the son of Perseus by a concubine, and that the prince
his father had caused him to be secretly brought up
at Adramyttium, that, in case of ill fortune in the war

against th"e Romans, some shoot of the royal line

roighl remain. That after the death of Perseus, he
had been nurtured and brought up at Adramyttium,
till he was twelve years of age, and that the person
who passed for his father, finding himself at the point
of death, had revealed the secret to his wife, and in-

trusted her with a writing, signed by Perseus with
his own hand, which attested all that has been said;
which writing she was to deliver to him (Philip) as

toon as he should attain to years of discretion. He
added, that her husband having conjured her abso-

lutely to conceal the affair till then, she had been
most' faithful in keeping the secret, and had deliver-

ed that important writing to him at the appointed
time; pressing him to quit the country before the re-

port should reach the ears of i'umenes, the declared

enemy of Perseus, lest he should cause him to be put
to death. He was in

hopes
that he should be believed

upon his own word, and make Macedonia rise in his

favour. When he saw that every tiling there con-

re ae iivisum ease populum in ptrte* duas :

neque sui jmticii, neque fuarum virium decernere, utra pars

^ustiorem habeat causam : princines verd earum ease par-
.ium Cn. Pompeium et C. Caarem palronos civitatis.

Paribus eorum beneficiis pareni ae quoque voluntatem tri-

ouere debere, el neuirum eorum, contra alierum juvare, aui
orbe aut ponubus recipere.

Caes. in Bell. Civ. 1. ii.

* Epitom. Liv. 1. slviii 1. Zonar. ex Dione. Pat, 1. 1.

e.11. Fiona, 1. ii. c. 14

tinued quiet, he retired into Syria, to the court of

Demetrius Soter, whose sister Perseus had espoused
That prince, who immediately perceived the fraud,

caused him to be srized and sent t> Rome.
As he did not produce any proof of his pretended

nobility, and had nothing in hit mien or manners thai

expressed the prince, no great notice was taken of
him at Rome, and he was treated with great con-

tempt, without much trouble, to keep a strict guard
upon him, or to confine him close. He took advan-

tage of the negligence of his guards, and made his

escape from Rome.

Having found means to raise a con-
siderable army amongst the Thra- A. M. 3854.

nans, who entered into his views for Ant. J. C. 150.

the sake of delivering themselves by
his means from the Roman yoke, he made himself
master of Macedonia, either by consent or force, and
assumed the marks of the ro\ al dignity. IS ot con-
tent with this fir-t conquest, which had cost him little,

he attacked Thessaly, and subjected a part of it to

his obedience.

The affair then began to seem more important to

the Romans. They elected Scipio Nasica to go thith-

er and appease this tumult in its birth, deeming him
well qualified for that commission. He had, indeed,
the art of managing men's mini's, and of bringing
them into his measures by persuasion; and if he
should find it necessary to decide this affair by arms,
he was very capable of forming a project with wis-

dom, and executing it with valour. As soon an he
arrived in Greece, and had been fullv informed of
the state of affairs in Macedonia and Thessaly, he

gave the senate advice of them; and, without loss of

time, visited the cities of the allies, in order to the

immediate raising of troops for the defence of Thes-

saly. The Achaean*, who continued at that time the

lost powerful people of Greece, supplied him with
the greatest number, forgetting past subjects of dis-

content. He
presently

took from the false Philip all

the places he had
possessed

himself of in Thessaly,
and drove him back into Macedonia.
However, it was plainly seen at

Rome, from Scipio's letters, that Ma- A. M. 3855.
cednnia had occasion for a speedy Ant. J. C. 149.

support. The
praetor, P. Juventias

Thalna, had orders to repair thither as soon as possi-
ble with an army, which he did without loss of time
But looking upon Andriscus as only a pageant king,
he did not think it incumbent upon him to take any
great precautions against him, and engaged precipi-

tately in a battle, wherein he K>st his life, with part of
his army; the rest saving themselves only by favour

of the night. The victor, elate with this success, and

believing
his authority sufficiently established, aban-

doned himself to his vicious inclinations without anj
moderation or reserve; as if the truly being a king
consisted in knowing no law nor rule of conduct but
his passions. He was covetous, proud, insolent, and
cruel. Nothing was seen every where but violence

confiscation ol estates, and murders. Taking advan-

tage of the terror occasioned by the defeat of the

Roman army, he soon recovered all he had lost in

Thessaly. An embassv sent to him from the Cartha-

ginians, who were at that time actually at war with

the Romans, promising him speedy supplies, very
much augmented his courage.
Q. Caerilius MeUllus, lately elect-

ed praetor, had succeeded Juveniius. A. M. 3856.

Andriscus had resolved to advance to Ant. J. C. 148.

meet him, but did not think it proper
to remove far from the sea, and halted at Pydna,
where he fortified his camp. The Roman pnetor
soon followed him. The two armies were in view of
each other, and skirmished every day. Andriscus

gained an advantage of some consequence in a small
combat of the cavalry. Success generally blindsand

proves fatal to people of little experience. Andriscui

believing himself superior to the Romans, sent off a

great detachment to defend his conquests in Thessa-

ly. This was a gross error; and Metellus, whose

vigilance nothing escaped, did not fail to take advao

tage of it. The army that remained in Macedonia
was beaten, and Andriscus obliged to fly. He retired
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amongst the Thracians, from whom he returned soon

after with another army. He was so rash as to hazard

another battle, which was still less succesful than the

former. He had above 25,000 men killed in these

two battles; and nothing
1 was wanted to the Roman

plorv, but to seize Andri*cus, who had taken refuge
with" a petty king: of Thrace, to whose fidelity he had

abandoned himself. But the Thrarians did not stand

much upon breach of faith, and made that conducive
to their interest. That prince delivered up his guest
and suppliant into the hands of Metellus, to avoid

drawing upon himself the wrath and arms of the Ro-
mans: Andriscus was sent to Rome.
Another adventurer, who also called himself the

on of Perseus, and took upon him the name of Alex-

ander, had the same fate with the first, except being
seized by Metellus; he retired into Dardania, where
he effectually concealed himself.

It was at this time that Macedonia was entirely

subjected to the Romans, and reduced into a pro-
vim- r.

A third usurper, gome years after, appeared again
upon the stage, and set himself up as the son of Per-

seus, under the name of Philip. His pretended roy-

alty was but of short duration. He was overcome
and killed in Macedonia by Tremellius, afterwards
surnamed Scrcfa, from having said that he would dis-

perse the enemy, t Scrnfa purcos.

SECTION IV. TROUBLES IN ACHAIA, WHICH DE-
CLARES WAR AGAINST THE LACEDEMONIANS. ME-
TELLUS SENDS DEPUTIES TO CORINTH TO APPEASE
THOSE TROUBLES ; THEY ARE ILL USED AND IN-

SULTED. THEBES AND CHALCIS JOIN THE ACHJE-
ANS. METELLUS, AFTER HAVING INEFFECTUALLY
EXHORTED THEM TO PEACE, GIVES THEM BATTLE,
AND DEFEATS THEM. THE CONSUL MUM MIL'S

SUCCEEDS HIM, AND AFTER HAVING GAINED A
BATTLE, TAKES CORINTH, SETS IT ON FIRE, AND
ENTIRELY DEMOLISHES IT. GREECE IS REDUCED
INTO A ROMAN PROVINCE. VARIOUS ACTIONS AND
DEATH OF POLYBIUS. TRIUMPHS OF METELLUS
AND MUMMIUS.

METELLUS, after having pacified
A. M. 3857. Macedonia,! continued there some

Ant. J. C. 147. time. Great commotions had arisen

among the Achaean league, occasion-

ed by the t&iierity and avarice of those who held the

first offices in it. The resolutions of their assemblies
were no longer guided by reason, prudence, and

equity, but by the interest and passions
of the mag-

istrates, find the blind caprice of an untractable mul-
titude. The Achaean league and Sparta had sent

ambassadors to Rome, upon an affair about which

they were divided. Damocritus, notwithstanding,
who was the supreme magistrate of the Achaeans, had
caused war to be declared against Sparta. Metellus
had sent to desire that hostilities might be suspended
till the arrival of the commissioners from Rome, who
had been appointed for terminating their differences.

But neither he, nor Diaeus, who succeeded him, paid
any regard to that request. Both of them entered
Laronia with their troops, and laid waste the country.
The commissioners being arrived, the assembly

was summoned to Corinth; (Aurelius Orestes was at

the head of the commission.) The senate had given
them orders to weaken the body of the league; and,
for that end, to separate as many cities as they could
from it. Orestes notified to the assembly the decree
of the senate; whereby Sparta, Corinth, Argos, Her-
aclea near mount (Eta, and Orchomenus of Arcadia,
were secluded from the league, under pretence that

those cities did not originally compose a part of the

body of the Aohaans. When the deputies quitted
the assembly, and reported this decree to the multi-

tude, they grew furious, and fell upon all the Lace-
daemonians they found in Corinth; tore those out of
the house of the commissioners who had taken refuge
there; and would have treated themselves no better,
bad they not escaped their violence by flight.

Pauaan. in Acliaic. p. 4?1 423. Polyb. Leeat. cxliii.

ttltv. Id. In Excerpt, tie Virt. et Vit. n. 181189. Justin.
L xzjiv. e. I. Plot. 1. ii. c. 16.

Orestes and his colleagues, on their return to Rome
gave an account of what had passed. The senat*
was highly incensed at it. and immediately deputed
Julius, with some other commissioners, into Achaia,
but instructed them to complain in moderation, and

only to exhort the Achneans not to give ear to bad
counsels, lest by their imprudence they should incur

disgrace with the Romans, a misfortune it was in

their power to avoid, by punishing those who had ex

posed them to it. Carthage was not yet taken, so
that it was necessary to act with caution in regard to

allies so powerful as the Acheans. The commission-
ers met on their way a deputy sr-nt hv the scditiout
to Rome: they carried him bac'k wnh them to Egium,
where the diet of the nation had been summoned to
assemble. They spoke in it with great moderation
and mildness. They did not let slip-a single word in

their discourse concerning the ill treatment of the

commissioners, or else made a better excuse for it

than the Achasans themselves would have done; nei-

ther did they make any mention of the cities they
had been desirous of separating from the league.

They confined themselves to exhorting the assembly
not to aggravate their first fault, nor to irritate the

Romans any farther; and to leave Lacedoemonia in

peace.
Such moderate remonstrances were extreme-

I v agreeable to all the persons ofsense in the assembly.
But Diae'is, Critolaus, and their faction, all chosen
out of the vilest, most impious, and most pernicious

persons in each city, blew up the flames of discord;

insinuating that the lenity of the Romans proceeded
only from the bad condition of thtir affairs in Africa,
where they had been worsted in several engagements,
and from the fear they were iu lest .the Achaean league
should declare against them.
The commissioners, however, were treated with

sufficient deference. They were told that Thearidas
should be sent to Rome; that they had only to repair
to Tegsea,* to treat there with the Lacedaemonians,
and to incline them to peace. They went thither ac-

cordingly, and persuaded the Lacedaemonians to aa

accommodation with the Achaeans.and to suspend all

hostilities till new commissioners should arrive from
Rome to pacify all differences. But Critolaus's cabal

took their measures in such a manner, that nobody,

except that magistrate, went to the congress, and he
did not arrive there till he was almost no longer ex

pected. ConfeYences were held with the Lacedaemo-

nians; but Critolaus would not accede to any mea-
sures. He said that he was not empowered to "decide

any thing without the consent of the nation, and that

he'would report the affair in 'the general diet, which
could not be summoned in less than six months.
That mean artifice, or rather breach of faith, exceed-

ingly offended Julius. After having dismissed the

Lacedaemonians, he set out for Rome, where he de-

scribed Critolaus as a violent and extravagant man.
The commissioners were no sooner out of Pelopon-

nesus, than Critolaus ran from city to city during ths
whole winter, and summoned assemblies, under col-

our of communicating what had been said to the La-

cedaemonians, in the conferences held at Tegaea, but
in fact to vent invectives against the Romans, and to

put an odious construction upon all they had said, in

order to inspire the same spirit of animosity and
aversion which he himself had against them: and he
succeeded but too well. He, besides, prohibited all

judges from prosecuting and imprisoning auv Achae-

an tor debt, till the conclusion of the affair between
the diet and Lacedaemon. By that means, whatever
he said had all the effect he desired, and disposed
the multitude to receive such orders as he thought fit

to give them. Incapable of forming a rightjudgment
of future consequences, they suffered themselves to

be caught with the bait of the first advantage he pro-

posed to them.
Metellus having received advice in Macedonia ot

the troubles in Peloponnesus, deputed thither four

Romans of distinction, who arrived at Corinth at tha

time the council was assembled there. They spoke
in it with abundance of moderation; exhorting th

Achaeans not to draw upon themselves, by imprudent

A city on the banks of ib e EurotM.
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rashness and levity, the resentment of the Romans.

They were treated with contempt, and ignoniiniously
turned out of the assembly. An innuint rable crowd
>f workmen and artificers gathered about them, and
nsulted them. AH the cities of Achaia were at that

time in a kind of delirium; but Corinth IVH far more
frantic than the rent, and abandoned to a kind of mad-
ness. They had been persuaded that Rome intended
to enslave them all, and absolutely to destroy the

Achuean league.
Critulaus seeing with pleasure that every thing suc-

ceeded to his wishes, harangued the multitude, inllaiii-

ed ibeiu against the magistrates, who did not enter

into his views; inveighed against the ambassadors

themselves, animated them against the Romans; and
rave (hem to understand, that it was not without hav-

ing previously well concerted his measures that he

had undertaken to make head against the Rovians;
that he had kings in his party, and that republics
were also ready to join it. By these seditious dis-

courses he prevailed to have war declared against
the Lacedaemonians, and, in consequence, indirectly

against the Romans. The ambassadors then separa-
ted. One of them repaired to Lacedaemon, to observe

the motions of the enemy; another set out for Nau-

pactus; and two waited the arrival of Metellus at

Athens.
The magistrate of the Boeotians, whose name was

Pytheas, equally rash and violent with Critolaus, en-

tered into his measures, and engaged the Boeotians

to join their arms with those of the Achaeans: they
were discontented with a sentence Rome had given

gainst them. The city of Chalcis suffered itself also

to be drawn into their part)'. The Achaeans, with

luch feeble aids, believed themselves in a condition

w> support all the weight of the Roman power; so

much were they blinded by their rage and fury.
The Romans had chosen Mum-

A. M. 3858. mius for one of the consuls, and
Ant. J. C. 146. charged him with the Achaean war.

Metellus, to deprive him of the glory
of terminating; this war, sent new ambassadors to the

Achreans, and commissioned them to promise that

the Roman people should forget all that had passed,
nd pardon their faults, if they would return to their

duty, and consent (hat certain cities, which had been
nominated before, should be dismembered from the

league. This proposal was rejected with disdain.

Upon which Metel'us advanced with his troops

against the rebels. He came up with them near the

city
ol Scarphaea in Locris, and obtained a consider-

able victory over them, in which he took more than

1000 prisoners. Critolaus
disappeared

in the battle,

without its being known what became of him. It

was supposed, that in the flight he had fallen into the

marshes, and been drowned. Diaeus took upon him
the command in his stead, gave liberty

to the slaves,

and armed all the Achaeans and Arcadians capable of

bearing arms. That body of troops amounted to 14-

000 foot and 600 horse. He gave orders, besides, for

the raising of troops in every city.
The exhausted

cities were in the utmost desolation. Many private

persons, reduced to despair, laid violent hands upon
themselves; others abandoned an unhappy country,
where they foresaw their destruction was inevitable.

Notwithstanding the extremity of these misfortunes,

they never thought of adopting the only expedient
that could prevent them. They detested the rash-

ness of their chiefs, and nevertheless came into their

measure*.

Metellus, after the battle before-mentioned, fell in

with 1000 Arcadians in Bceotia, near Chaeronaea, who
were endeavouring to return into their own country:
these were all put to the sword. From thence he

marched with his victorious army to Thebes, which
be found almost entirely deserted. Moved with the

deplorable condition of that city, he ordered that the

temples and houses should be spared; and that none
>f the inhabitants, either in the city or country, should

M made prisoners or put to death. He exrepted
from that number Pytheas, the author of all their

miseries, who was brought to him, and put to death.

From Thebes, after having taken Megara, the garrison
t( which had retired upon his approach, he made

his troops march to Corinth, where Diaeus had shut
himself up. He sent thither three of the

principal
persons of the It-ague, who had taken refuge with him,
to exhort the Achaeans to return to their duty, and

accept the conditions of peace offered them. Metel-
lus ardently desired to terminate the affair before the

arrival of Mummius. The inhabitants, on their side,
were equally desirous of seeing a period of their mis-

fortunes; but that was not in their power, tht faction

of Dia?us disposing of every thing. The dt-puties
were thrown into prison, and would have been put to

death, if Direns had not seen the multitude extremely
enraged at the punishment he had inflicted upon So-

sicrates, who talked of surrendering to the Romans
The prisoners were therefore dismissed.

Things were in this condition when Mummius ar-

rived. He had hastened his march, from the fear of

finding every thing pacified at his arrival; and, lest

another should have the glory of concluding this war.
Metellus resigned the command to him, and returned
into Macedonia. When Mummius had assembled
al! his troops, he advanced to the city, and encamped
before it. A body of his advanced guard being neg-
ligent upon their post, the besieged made a sally, at-

tacked them vigorodsly, killed many, and pursued
the rest almost to the entrance of their camp. Thi
small advantage very much encouraged the Achoc
ans, and thereby proved fatal to them. Diaeus offer-

ed the consul battle. The latter, to augment his

rashness, kept his troops within the camp, as if fear

prevented him from accepting it. The ioy and pre-
sumption of the Achaeans rose to an inexpressible
height. They advanced furiously with all their

troops, having placed their wives and children upon
the neighbouring eminences, to be spectators of the

battle, niiil caused a great number of carriages to fol-

low them, for the purpose of loading them with the

booty they should take from the enemy; so fully did
they reckon upon the victory.

Never was confidence more rash or ill-founded.

The faction had removed from the service and coun-
cils all such as were

capable
of commanding the

troops, or conducting public business, and had sub-
stituted others in their room, without either talents

or ability; in order that they might be more absolute
masters oJ' the government, and rule without oppo-
sition. The chiefs, without military knowledge, va-

lour, or experience, had no other merit than a blind
and frantic rage. They had already committed an
excess of folly in unnecessarily hazarding a battle,
which was to decide their fate, instead of thinking
of a long and brave defence in so strong a place as

Corinth, and of obtaining good conditions by a vig-
orous resistance. The battle was fought near Leu-

copatra,' and the defile of the isthmus. The consul
had posted part of his horse in an ambuscade, which

they quitted at a
proper time for charging the Achae-

an cavalry in flank; who, surprised by an unforeseen

attack, gave way immediately. The infantry made a

little more resistance; but, as it was neither covered
nor sustained by the horse, it was soon broken and

put
to flight, 'if Diieiis had retired into the place,

lie might have held out there for some time, and ob-

tained an honourable capitulation from Mummius.
whose sole aim was to put an end to the war. But

abandoning himself to despair, he rode full speed to

Megalopolis, his native country; and having entered
his house, set fire to it, killed his wile to prevent her

falling into the hands of the enemy, drank poison,
and thus ended his life in a manner worthy of th

many crimes he had committed.
After this defeat, the inhabitants lost all hopes of

defending themselves. As they found they we
without counsel, leader*, courage, or fixed views, no-

body had any thoughts of rallying the wreck of the

army, in order to make any farther resistance, and

oblige the victor to grant them some tolerable con-

ditions. So that all the Achaeans who had retired

into Corinth, and most of the citizens, quitted it the

following night, to save themselves where they could.

The consul, having entered the city, abandoned it to

be plundered by the soldiers. AH the men who were

> This place is not known.
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If ft in it v*7? pnt to the sword, and the women and
children old; and after the statues painting*, and
richest furniture were removed, in order to their be-

ing carried to Rome, the houses xvere set on fire, and
the whole citv continued universally in flames for

several days. It is pretended, though on no good
ground, that the gold, silver, and brass, which were
melted, and ran together in this conflagration, form-
ed a new and precious metal. The walls were after-

wards demolished, and razed to their very founda-
tions. All this was executed by order of the senate,

to punish the insolence of the Corinthian*, who had
violated the law of nations in their treatment of the

ambassador* sent to them by Rome.
Thus was Corinth ruined, the same year that Car-

thage was taken and destroyed by the Romans, 952

years after i-ts foundation by Alletes the son of Hip-
potes, sixth in descent from Hercules. It does not

appear that they had any thoughts of raising new

troops for the defence of the country, or summoned
any assembly to deliberate upon the measures it was

necessary to take; nor that any one took upon him
to propose any remedy for the public calamities, or

endeavoured to appease the Romans, by sending de-

puties to implore their clemency. One would have

thought, from this general inactivity, that the Achae-
an league had been entirely buried in the ruins of
Corinth: so much had the dreadful destruction of that

city alarmed and universally dismayed the people.
The cities that had joined in the revolt of the

Achsans, were also punished by the demolishing of
their walls, and being disarmed. The ten commis-
sioners sent by the senate to regulate the affairs of

Greece, in conjunction with the consul, abolished the

popular government in all the cities, and established

magistrates in them, who were to have a certain rev-

enue out of the public funds. 1 n other respects, they
were left in possession of their laws and liberty. They
abolished also all the general assemblies held by the

Achaeans, Boeotians, Phocaeans, and other people of

Greece; but they were re-established soon after.

Greece, from that time, was reduced into a Roman
province, called the province of Achaia, because at

the taking of Corinth, the Achaeans were the most

powerful people of Greece: the Roman people sent

a praetor thither every year to govern it.

Rome, by destroying Corinth in this manner,

thought proper to show that example of severity, in

order to strike terror into other nations, whom its

too great clemency rendered bold, rash, and presum-
ing, from the hope they had of obtaining from the
Roman people pardon for their faults. Besides which,
the advantageous situation of that

city,
where guch

as revolted might lodge themselves, and make it a

place of arms against the Romans, determined them
to ruin it entirely. Cicero.i who did not disapprove
of Carthage and JVumantia being used in that man-
ner, could have wished that Corinth had been spared.
The booty taken at Corinth was sold, and consid-

erable sums raised from it. Among the paintings,
there was a piece drawn by the most celebrated hand *

in Greece, representing Bacchus.3 the beauty of which
was not known to the Romans, who were at that time

entirely ignorant in the polite arts. Polybius, who
was then in the country, as I shall soon observe, had
the mortification to see that painting serve the sol-

diers for a table to play at dice upon. It was ad-

judged to Attains, in the gale made of the booty, for

600,000 sesterces, that is, about 36~25l. sterling. I'liny
mentions another picture of the same painter's, which
the same Attalus purchased for 100 lalents, or 100,000
crowns. That prince's riches were immense, and
were become a proverb: Atlalicis conditiunibtis. Ne-
vertheless, those sums seem repugnant to probability.

>
IVfejores nostri Canhaginem el Numamiam fundilug

lusiulerunl. Nullfcin Corinthum. Sed croilu illos seculos

opportumiatem loci maxime, ne posset aliquando ad bellum
faciendum locus ipse adhonair Cic. de

OJfic.
\. i. n. 3.~>.

* This painter was called Arislides. 1 he picture men-
tioned here was in such estimation, lhat ii was commnlv
aid, All paintings are nothing in comparison tu the Bac-
chus.

Strab. 1. vlii. p. 381. Plin. 1. vii. c. 38, and 1. xxxv. c.

i, and la

Be this as it may, the consul, surprised that the price
of the painting in question should rise so high, in-

terposed his authority, and retained it, contrary to

public faith, and notwithstanding the complaints of

Attalus; because he imagined there was some hid-

den virtue in the piece, unknown to him. He did
not act in that manner for his private interest, nor
with the view of appropriating it to himself, since he
sent it to Rome, to be applied in adorning the city.
In doing which,* says Cicero, he adorned and embel-
lished his house much more essentially than if he
had placed that picture in it. The taking of the
richest and most opulent citv of Greece, did nut en-
rich him one. farthing. Sucf) noble disinterestedness
was at that time common in Rome, and seemed less

the virtue of private persons, than of the age itself.

To lake the advantage of office and command for en-

riching a man's self, was not only nameful and infa-

mous, but a criminal abuse. The painting we sptak
of was set up in the temple of C^res, whither judges
went to see it through curiosity, as a masterpiece of

art; and it remained there till it was bu-nt with that

temple.
Mummius was a great warrior, and a worthy man,

but had neither learning, knowledge of the arts, nor

taste for painting or sculpture, the merit of which
he did not discern; not believing there was any dif-

ference between picture and picture, or statue and

statue, nor that the name of the great masters in

those arts gave them their value. This he fully ex-

emplified upon the present occasion. He bad order-

ed persons to take the care of transporting many of
the paintings and statues of the most excellent masters

to Rome.5 Never would loss have been so irrepara-
ble, as that of such a deposit, c< nsisting of the mas-

terpieces of those rare artists, who contributed al-

most as much as the great captains, to the rendering
of their age glorious to posterity. Mummius, how-

ever, in recommending the care of that precious col-

lection to those to whom he confided them, threait n-

cd them very seriously, that if the statues, paintings,
and other things, with which he intrusted UKIC,
should be either lost or spoiled upon the way, he

would oblige them to find others at their own cost

and charges.
Were it not to be wished, says an historian, who

has preserved to us this fact, that this happy igno
ranee still subsisted; and would not such groynes*
be infinitely preferable, in regard to the public good,
to the extreme delicacy of taste of the present age
for such sort of rarities? He spoke at a time when
that tnste for excellent paintings gave the magistrate!
an occasion for committing all manner of frauds and
robberies in the provinces.

I have said that Polybius, in returning into Pelo-

ponnesus,
had the affliction to see the destruction and

burning of Corinth, and his country reduced into

province of the Roman
empire.

If any tiling was

capable of giving him consolation in so mournful a

conjuncture.6 it was the opportunity of defending
the memory of Philopoemen, his master in the scit nee

of war. I have already observed, that a Roman hav-

ing taken it into his head to have the statues erected

to that hero taken down, had the impudence to pro
secute him criminally, as if he had been still alive

and to accuse him before Mummius, of having bren

an enemy to the Romans, and of having always op
posed their designs to the utmost of his power. Thu
accusation was extravagant, but had some colour in

* Numquid Lucius Mummiui copioeior cum ajiosissi-
mam urbem funditus susuiliseeU haliam ornarr, qi;am
illinium suam, maluit. Quanquam Italia ornata, iluimts i|?a
mihi videtur ornatior. Laus alisiinentiae mm hominis est

Mum, serf etiam teinporum Habere quwstui renip. non
modd turpe est, spd sceleraium eliaro et nefai ium. Cic. dt

(tffic. \. i. n. 76, 77.

Munnniiis lam riidis (nit, ut capta Corimho, cum max!
mornm anifirum perfectas manibus tabu las ac statues in

Italiam rxinamlas loraret, juberet prsediti conducpnlitiufi si

pas perdidissent, novas e.fl rpuMiuiros. Non tamen pulo

dubites, Vmici, nuin magis pro republica fuprit. manere
ailhuc rudem Cormthioruni iiitpllecium,quam intamumea
imellifii; ei quin hac prudemia ilia iinpnidemia di.-cori

pirblini fueril c.mvpnienMor Vtll. Puterc. \. i. n. 13.

Polyl'. in Excerpt, p. 190192.
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.t. MIU was not
entirely

without foundation. Poly-
bius boldly took upon huu hU id fence. H- ri

|jrts<
n-

tecl Philopo-iiieii
a* the greatest captain Greece had

produced in tlit lalttr times: that he might, perhaps,
have oi-casionallv carried his teal for tlie liberty of

bis country a little loo far, but that he had rendered

Ine Roman people considerable services upon seve-

ral occa-ion-: as in their wars against Antiorhns

tnd the tolians. The commissioners, before whom
be pleaded so noble a cause, moved with his reasons,

and still more with his gratitude for his master, de-

creed, that the statues of Fhilopoemen should contin-

ue as they were in every city where they had been

erected.
'

Polybius. taking the advantage of Muni-
miu' Koo'l di>|)'T>ition, demanded also the statues of

Aratu-anu Ach.cus; which were granted him, though
they had already been carried out of Peloponnesus
into Acarnania. The \chaeans were so ctormed
with the if al which Polybius had expressed upon
this occasion for the honour of the great men of his

country, that they erected a statue of marble to him-

telt'.

He gave at the same time a proof of his disin-

terestedness, which did him as much honour among
his citizens, as his defence of the memory of Philo-

poemen. After the destruction of Corinth, it was

thought proper to punish the authors of the insult

offered to the Roman ambassadors, and their estates

and effects were sold by auction. When those of

Diaeus were put up, who had been the principal in

that affront, the trn commissioners ordered the quaes-
tor who sol-.! tliem to let Polvbius select whaU-vt r he

thought fit out of them, without taking any thing
from him upon that account. He refused the ofter,

advantageous as it appeared, and would have thought
him-i If in some measure an accomplice of that

wretch's crimes, had he accepted any part
of his ef-

fects: besides which, he believed it infamous to en-

rich himself out of the spoils of his fellow-citizen.

He would not only accept nothing himself, but ex-

horted his friends not to desire any thing that had

appertained to Diaeus; and all that followed his ex-

ftoiple were extremely applauded.
Thh action made the commissioners I conceive so

high an esteem for Polybius, that upon their leaving
Greece, they desired him to go through all the cities

which had been lately conquered, and to accommo-
date their differences, till time had accustomed them
to the change which had been made, and to the new
laws prescribed them. Polybius discharged that

honourable commission with so much mildness, jus-
tice, and prudence, that no farther contests arose in

Achaia, either in regard to the government in gene-
ral, or the affairs of private persons. In gratitude
for so great a benefit, statues were erected to him in

different placet; upon the base of one of which was
this inscription: "That Greece would have been

fuilty

of no errors, if she had hearkened from the

rst to the counsels of Polybius; but, that after she
had committed these errors, he alone had been her
deliverer."

Polybius, after having established order and tran-

quillity in his country, returned to join Scipio at

Rome, from whence he accompanied him to Numan-
tia, at the siege of which he was present. When
Scipio was dead, he returned into Greece; and hav-

ing enjoyed there the esteem,! gratitude, and affec-

tion, of his beloved citizens, he died at the age of
fourscore and two years, of a hurt he received by a
fall from his horse.

Melellus, upon hit return to Rome, was honoured
with a triumph, as conqueror of Macedonia and
Achaia, and surnamed Macedonicus. The false king,
Andriscus, was led before his chariot. Among the

poils, he caused what was called the troop of Alex-
ander the Great to be carried in the procession.
That prince, at the battle of the Granicus, having
lost five-and- twenty of his friends, ordered Lisippus,
the most excellent artist in that way, to make, in hon-
our of ea -h of them, an equestrian statue, to which
be added nis own. These statues were set up in Di-

Polyb. in Excerpt, p. 190, lc.c.

Lucian. in Macrob. p. 142.
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uiu, a city of Macedonia. Mtlellus caused them to

be transported to Rome, and adorned iiis triumph
with tiicm.

Mil in ui i us obtained also the honour of a triumph;
and, in consequence of having conquered Achaia, was
surnamed Achaicus. He exhibited a ^rtat number ot

statues and paintings in this triumph, wl.ich were
afterwards the ornaments of the public buildings at

Rome, and of several other cities of Italy; but not
one of them entered the conqueror's own house.

SECTION V. REFLECTIONS UPON THE CAUSES
OF THE GRANDEUR, DECLENSION AND RUIN OF
GREECE.

AFTER having seen the final ruin of Greece, which
has supplied us through a series of so many ages with
such fine examples ot heroic virtues and memorable
event", we may be permitted to retrace our steps, and
to consider succinctly, and al one view, its ri?e. pro-
gress, ami declension. The whole time of its dura-
tion may be divided into four ages.

The _/ir*f and tecond ages of Greece.

I shall not dwell upon the ancient origin of the

Greeks, nor the fabulous times before the Trojan
war; which makes the first age, and constitute, if 1

may so *ay, the infancy of Greece.
The second age, which extends from the taking of

Troy to the reign of Darius I. king of Persia, was in

a manner its youth, in which it formed, fortified, and

prepared itself for those great things which it was
afterwards to perform; and laid the foundations of
that power and glory, which at length rose so high,
and became the admiration of all future ages.
The Greeks, as Monsieur Bossuet observes,3 whose

mental faculties were naturally vigorous, had been
cultivated by kings and colonies which came from

Egypt, who, settling in several parts of the country,
spread, wherever they came, the excellent polity ol tb

Egyptians. It was from them they learned the exer-
cises of the body; wrestling, the horse, font .and cha-
riot races, and the other combats, which they carried
to their highest perfection, by means of the* glorious
crowns given to the victors in the Olympic games.
But the best thing taught them by the Egyptians, was
to be docile and obedient, and to suffer themselves to

be guided by laws for the good of the public. They
were not private persons, who regard nothing but
their own interests and concerns, and have no sense

of the calamities of the state, but as they suffer them-
selves, or as the repose of their own family is involved
in them: the Greeks were taught to consider them-
stives and their families as part of a greater body,
which was that of the state. The fathers brought
up their children in this opinion; and the children
were taught from their cradle to look upon their coun-

try as their common mother, to whom they more
strictly appertained than to their parents.
The Greeks, disciplined thus by degrees, believed

they wtre capable of governing "or themselves: and
most of the cities formed themselves into republics,
under different forms of government, which had all

of them liberty for their vital principle: but that lib-

erty was wise, reasonable, and subservient to the laws.

The advantage oflhis government was, that the citi-

zens loved their country the better from transacting
their affairs in common, and from being all equally
capable ot attaining to its honours and dignities. Be-
}.;. this, the condition of private persons, to which

all returned when they quitted their office, prevented
them from abusing an authority, of which they might
soon be deprived; whereas, power often cecomec

haughty, unjust, and oppressive, when under TO re-

straint?, and when it is to have a long or Coi.tiuuaJ

duration.

The love of labour removed the vices and passion*
which generally occasion the ruin of states. They-
led a laborious and busy life, intent upon the culti-

vation of their lands, and of the arts, and not exclu-

ding the husbandman nor the artificer from the first

dignities of the state ; preserving
between all the citi-

zens and members of the state a great equality, v jid
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of pomp, luxury, or ostentation. He who had com-
manded the army for one year, fought the next in the

rank of a private officer, and was not ashamed of the

most common functions in the armies either by land

W sea.

The reigning characteristic in all the cities of

Greece, was a particular affection for poverty, a medi-

ocrity of fortune, simplicity in buildings, furniture,

dress, equipage, domestics, and table. It is
surprising

to consider the small recompense with which they
were satisfied for their application in public employ-
ments, and for the services which they had rendered
the state.

What might not be expected from a people formed
in this manner, educated and nurtured in these prin-

ciples, and imbued from their earliest infancy with
maxims so proper to exalt the soul, and to inspire
it with great and noble sentiments? The effects ex-
ceeded every idea and every hope that could possibly
have been conceived of them.

The third age of Greece.

We now come to the glorious times of Greece,
which have been, and will forever be, the admiration
of all ages. The merit and virtue of the Greeks, shut

up within the compass of their cities, had hitherto

but faintly dawned, and shone with but a feeble ray.
To produce and place them in their full light, some

great and important occasion was necessary, wherein

Greece, attacked by a formidable enemy, and exposed
to extreme dangers, wa? compelled in some measure
to quit her home, and to show herself abroad in her
true character in open day. And this was supplied
bj the Persians in their invasions of Greece, first

under Darius and afterwards under Xerxes. All

Asia, armed with the whole force of the East, over-

flowed on a sudden, like an impetuous torrent, and
came pouring with innumerable troops, both by sea

and land, against a little spot ot Greece, which seemed
under the necessity of being entirely swallowed up
and overwhelmed at the first shock. Two small cities,

however, Sparta and Athens, not only resist those

formidable armies, but attack, defeat, pursue, and

destroy, the greatest part of them. Let the reader
call to mind (for the recollection of them is all I have
here in view) the prodigies of valour and fortitude

which shone forth at that time, and continued to do
to long after on like occasions.

To what were the Greeks indebted for such aston-

ishing successes, so much above all probability, unless

to the principles I have mentioned, which were pro-
foundly engraven in their hearts by education, exam-

ple,*nd practice; and were become by long habit a

second nature in them?
Those principles, we cannot repeat it too often,

were the love of poverty, contempt of riches, disre-

gard of self-interest, attachment to the public good,
desire of glory, love of their country; but above all,

such a zeal for liberty, as no danger was capable of

intimidating; and such an irreconcilable abhorrence
for every one who in the slightest degree attempted
to encroach upon it, as united their counsels, and put
an end to all dissension and discord in a moment.
There was some difference between the republics

as to authority and power, but none in regard to lib-

erty; on that side tliey were perfectly equal. The
Mates of ancient Greece were exempt from that am-
bition which occasions so many wars in monarchies;
and had no thoughts of aggrandizing themselves or

making conquests, at the expense of each other.

They confined themselves to the cultivation, im-

provement, and defence, of their own territories, but
did not endeavour to usurp any thing from their

neighbours. The weaker cities in the peaceable pos-
session of their domain, did not apprehend invasion
from the more powerful. This occasioned such a
multitude of cities, republics, and states of Greece,
which subsisted to the latest times in a perfect inde-

pendence, retaining their own forms of government,
with the laws, customs, and uges, derived from their

forefathers.

When we examine with some attention the conduct
f these people, either at home orabroad, their assem-

blies, deliberations, and motives for the resolutions

they take, we cannot sufficiently admire the w,don
of their government; and we are tempted to ask our-

selves, from whence could arise this "reatness of soul
in the burghers of Sparta and Athens; whence theM
noble sentiments, this consummate wisdom in politics,
this profound and universal knowledge in the art of
war; whether as relating to the invention and con-
struction of machines for the attack and defence of

places, or to the drawing up of an army in battle, and

disposing of all its movements; and lastly, that su-

preme ability in maritime affairs, which always ren-

dered their fleets victorious, which so gloriously ac-

quired them the empire of the sea, and obliged the

Persians to renounce it for ever by a solemn treatjl
We see here a remarkable difference between the

Greeks and Romans. The latter, immediately after

thtir conquests, suffered themselves to be corrupted
by pride and luxury. After Antiochus had submitted
to the Roman yoke, Asia, subdued by their victorioiii

arms, conquered in turn its conquerors by its riches

and voluptuousness; and that change of manners was

very sudden and rapid, especially after Carthage, the

haughty rival of Rome, was destroyed. It was not so

with the Greeks. Nothing was more brilliant than

the victories they had gained over the Persians; no-

thing more soothing than the glory they had acqiiirej

by their great and illustrious exploits. Alter that so

glorious era, the Greeks still persevered for a long
time in the same love of simplicity, frugality, and pov-
erty: the same aversion to pomp and luxury; th*

same zeal and ardour for the defence of their liberty,
and the preservation of their ancient manners. It l

well known how much the islands and provinces of

Asia Minor, over which the Greek? so often triumph-
ed, were abandoned to effeminate pleasures and lux-

ury; they, however, never suffered themselves to b
affected by that contagious softness, and constantly

preserved themselves from the vices of the conquered
people. It is true, they did not make those countries

provinces; but mere intercourse and example bloM
might have proved very dangerous to them.
The introduction of gold and silver into Sparta,

from whence they had till that time been banished
under severe penalties, did not happen till about
fourscore years after the battle of Salamis, and the

ancient simplicity of manners subsisted very long
afterwards, notwithstanding that violation of the laws
of Lycurgus. As much may be said of the rest ol

Greece; which did not grow weak and degenerate,
but slowly and by degrees. This is what remains foi

us to show.

Thefourth age of Greece.

The principal cause of the weakening and declen
sion of the Greeks was the disunion which rose up

amongst themselves. The Persians, who had foi'nd

them invincible on the side of arms, as long as theif

union subsisted, applied their whc.lt- attention and

policy in sowing the seeds of discord amongst them.
For that purpose they employed their gold and silver,

which succeeded much better than their steel and
arms had done before. The Greeks, covertly attacked
in this manner by bribes, secretly conveyed into the

hands of those who had the greatest share in theif

government, were divided by domestic jealousies, and
turned agai:ist themselves those victorious amis which
had rendered them superior to their enemies.

Ti.eir decline, of power from these causes enabled

Philip and Alexander to subject them. Those princes,
to accustom them to servitude by gentle degrees, as-

sumed as a pretext the design of avenging them upon
their ancient enemies. The Greeks tell blindly into

that gross snare, which gave the mortal blow to thei

liberty. Their avengers became more fatal to then*

than their enemies. The yoke imposed
on them by

the hands which had conquered
the universe could

never be removed; those little states were no longer
in a condition to shake it off. Greece, from time to

time, animated by the remembrance of its ancient

glory, roused from its lethargy, and made some at-

tempts to reinstate itelt in its ancient condition: but

those were the efforts of
expiring liberty, ill concerted,

and ill sustained, and tended only to augment its sla-

very, because the protectors, whom it called in to iti
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' loon made themselves its masters. So that all it

4-<] was to change its fetters, and to make them the

he&Tier.

The Romans at length totally subjected it; but it

was nv degrees, and with abundance of artifice. As

they continually pushed on their conquests from pro-
vince to province, they perceived that they should

find a barrier to their ambitious projects in Macedo-
nia, formidable bv its neighbourhood, advantageous
ituation, reputation in arms, and very powerful in

ttjelr", ana bv its allies. The Romans artlully applied
tc the small states of Greece, from whom they had

le*3 to fear, and endeavoured to gain them by the at-

tractive charms of liberty, which was their darling

passion, and of which they knew how to awaken in

them their ancient ideas. After having, with great
address, made use of the Greeks to reduce and des-

troy the Macedonian power, they subjected all those

states, one after another, under various pretexts.
Greece was thus swallowed up at last in the Roman
empire, and became a province of it under the name
of Arhaia.

It did not lose with its power that ardent passion
for liberty which was its peculiar characteristic. l

The Roman?, when thev reduced it into a province,
: to the people almost all their privileges; and

Svlla,8 who punished them so cruelly sixty years after,

for having favoured the arms of Mithridates, did not

abridge those of their liberty who escaped his ven-

geance. In the civil wars of Italy, the Athenians were
seen to espouse with warmth the party of Pompey.S
who fought for the republic. Julius Caesar revenged
himself upon them no otherwise than by declaring,
that he pardoned them out of consideration for their

ancestors. But, after Caesar was killed, their incli-

nation for liberty made them forget his clemency.
Thev erected statues to Brutus and Cassius near those

of tiarinndiu* and Aristogiton, the ancient deliverers

of Athens, and did not take them down till solicited

by Antony, when become their friend, benefactor,
and magistrate.

After having been deprived of their ancient power,
they still retained another sovereignly, which the Ro-
mans could not take from them, and to which them-
elves were obliged to pay homage. Athens contin-

ued always the metropolis of the sciences, the school

of polite arts, and the centre and standard of refined

taste in all the productions of the mind. Several ci-

ties, as Byzantium, Caesarea, Alexandria, Ephesus, and
Rhodes, shared that glory with Athens, and after her

example opened schools which became very famous.

Rome, haughty as she was, acknowledged this glori-
ous empire. She sent her most illustrious citizens to

be finished and refined in Greece. Thev were in-

tructed there in all the parts of sound philosophy,
the knowledge of mathematics, the science of naturul

philosophy, the rules of moral duties, the art of rea-

soning with justice and method: all the treasures of

eloquence were imbibed there, and the method

taught of treating the greatest subjects with propri-
ety, force, elegance, and

perspicuity.
"A Cicero, already the admiration of the bar, con-

ceived he wanted something, and did not blush to

become the disciple of the
great masters whom Greece

then produced. Poinpey, in the midst of his glorious
conquests, did not think it a dishonour to him, in

pass-
ing through Rhodes, to hear the celebrated philoso-

phers who taught there with great reputation, and to

make himself in some measure their disciple.

.Nothing shows belter the respect retained for the
ancient reputation of Greece, than a letter of Pliny
the younger.* He writes in this manner to Maxitmis,
wha was appointed governor of that province by
Trajan; "call to mind, my dear Maximus, that you
are going into Achaia, the true Greece; the same
Greece where learning and the polite arts had their

birth; where even agriculture was invented, accord-

ing to the common opinion. Remember that you are

sent to govern free cities and freemen, if ever any
such there were; who by their virtues, action*, alli'-

> Smb. I. Ix.

Dk>. L xliii p. 191, el 1. xlvii. p. 339.

* Plut. in Sylla.
* Lib. viii. ep. 24.

ances, treaties, and religion, have kr.own how to pre-
serve the liberty they received from nature. Revere
the gods, their founders: respect their heroes, the

ancient glory of their nation, and the sacred anti-

quity of their cities; the
dignity, great exploits, and

even fables and vanity, of that people. Remem-
ber, it is from those sources that we have derived our
code of equity: that we did not impose our law

upon them, after we had conquered them, but that

they gave us theirs at our request before they were

acquainted with the power of our arms. In a word,
it is to Athens you are going; it is at Laceuaemon
you are to command. It would be inhuman and bar-

harouf to deprive them of that faint image, that sha-

dow which they retain of their ancient liberty."

Whilst the rtonian empire was declining, that em-

pire of genius of the mind always supported itself,

without participating in the revolutions of the other.

Greece was resorted to for education and improve-
ment from all parts of the world. In the fourth and
fifth centuries, those great lights of the church, St.

Basil, St. Gregory Razianzen, St. John Chrysostotu
went to Athens, to imbibe, as at their source, all the

profane sciences. The emperors themselves, who
could not go lo Greece,* brought Greece in a manner
home to them, by receiving the most celebrated phi-

losophers into their palaces, in order to intrust them
with the education of their children, and to improve
themselves by their instructions. Marcus Aurelius,
even whilst he was emperor, went to hear the philo-

sophers Apollonius and Sextus, and to take lessons

from them as a common disciple.

By a new kind of victory, unknown before, Greece
bad imposed its laws on Egypt and the whole Hast,
from whence she had expelled barbarism, and intro-

duced a taste for the arts and sciences in its loom*

obliging, by a kind of right of conquest, all thoM
nations to receive her language and adopt her cus-

toms: a testimonial highly for the glory of a people,
and which argues a much more illustrious superior! tj
than that which is not founded on merit, but solely

upon the force of arms. Plutarch observes some-
where, that no Greek ever thought of learning Latin,
and that a Roman who did not understand Greek
was in no great estimation.

ARTICLE III.

It might be expected, that after the subjection of
Macedonia and Greece to the Romans, our history,
confined for the future to two principal kingdoms,
those of Egypt and Syria, should become more clear
and intelligible than ever. I am, however, obliged to

own, that it will be more obscure and perplexed than
it-has been hitherto, especially in regard to the king-
dom of Syria, in which several kings not only suc-
ceed one another in a short space, but sometimes

reign jointly, and at the same time to the number of
three or four, which occasions a confusion difficult

to unravel, and from which I find it hard to extricate

myself. This induces me to prefix in this place the

names, succession, and duration, of the reigns of the

kings of Egypt ; nd Syria. This short chronologifcal

abridgment may contribute to cast some light upon
facts which are exceedingly complex, and serve as
a clue to guide the reader in a kind of labyrinth,
where the most clear-sighted will have occasion for

assistance. It enlarges the work a little, but it maj
i over, or be referred to only when it is ne-

ct-s-ary to b set right: I insert it 'here only with
that view.

This third article contains the spec of 100 years
for the kingdom of Egypt, from the twentieth'year
of Ptolemy Philometor, to the expulsion of Picleiny
Auletes from the throne: that is, from the year of
the world 3845 to the year 3946.
As to the kingdom of Syria, the same article eon-

tains also almost the space of 100 years from Antio-
chus Eupator to Antiochus Asiatfcus, under whom
Syria became a province of the Roman empire; that

is, from the year of the world 3840 to the vear
3939.

Titus, Antoninus, M. Aurelius. Lucius Vena, Jtc.
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SECTION I.

A CHRONOLOGICAL ABRIDGMENT OF THE HISTORY IN THE THIRD ARTICLE.

A.M. KINGS OF EGYPT. KINGS OF SYRIA.

3824

3840

3842

3851

3854
3856

3859
3860

3861

3863

S864

3873

3874

8877

3880

3881

3882

3884

3887

3890
3891

PTOLEMY PHILOMETOR. He
reigned something more than

thirty-four years. This article

contains only the fourteen latter

years of his reign.

Differences between Philome-
torand hU younger brother Euer-

getes, or Physcon.

PTOLEMY EUERGETES, other-
wise called Physcon, brother of

Philometor, ascends the throne,
and marries Cleopatra, Philome-
tor's wife.

Physcon expels Cleopatra hi?

wife, and marries her daughter,
named also Cleopatra. He is com-

pelled to fly. The Alexandrians
restore the government to Cleo-

patra, his first wife.

Physcon re-ascends the throne.

ANTTOCHUS EUPATOR, aged nine years, succeeds hie father Anti*
chus Epiphanes. He reigns only two years.
DEMETRIUS SOTER, son of Seleucus Philopator, having escaped

from Rome, ascends the throne.

Bala, under the name of Alexander, giving himself out for the son
ofAntiochus Epiphanes, stiles the throne of Syria. He is supported
by the Romans.
Demetrius is killed in a battle. He had reigned twelve years.
ALEXANDER BALA. He reigns almost five years. Ptolemy

Philometor declares against him in favour of Demetrius Nicator.
son of Demetrius Soter.

Physcon gives his daughter
Tryphena to Grypus.

Death of Physcon. He had

reigned twenty- nine years.
PTOLEMY LATHYRUS, or So-

TKR, succeedi Physcon.
Cleopatra, his mother, obliges

him to repudiate Cleopatra nig

eldest sister, and marry Selene
his youngest sister.

Cltopatra gives the kingdom of

Cyprus to Alexander her young-
est son.

DEMETRIUS NICATOR.

Demetrius marches against the

Parthians, who take him
prisoner,

and confine him. He had reigned
seven years.

Demetrius Nicator reigns again
in Syria.

Demetrius is killed by Zebina.

Cleopatra, wife of Demetrius,
retains part of the kingdom after

his death.

SELEUCUS V. eldest son of De-

metrius, is declared king,and soon
after killed by Cleopatra.
ANTIOCHUS GRYPUS, his young-

er brother, is placed on the throne

by Cleopatra.

Cleopatra designs to poison

Grypus, and is poisoned herself.

ANTIOCHUS THEOS, son of Bala

supported by Tryphon, seizes pan
of the kingdom.
DIODOTUS TRYPHON, after hav

ing got rid of his pupil Antiochui
ascends the throne.

ANTIOCHUS SIDETES, brothei
of Demetrius, after having over-

thrown Tryphon, and put him to

death, is declared king. Cleopa
tra, Demetrius' wife, marries him.

Antiochus Sidetes marches

against the Parthians.

The Parthians send back De-
metrius into Syria. Antiochus is

slain.

ALEXANDER ZEBINA, support-
ed by Physcon, expels Demetrius
from the throne, who is killed

soon after.

Zebina is overcome by Grypus,
and dies soon after.

ANTIOCHtrS THE
son of Cleopatra and ANTIOCHUi
Sidetes, takes arms against Gry-
pus.

Cleopatra, whom Lathyrus had
been obliged to repudiate, marries
the Cyzicenian. She is killed bj
the order of Tryphena, wife of

Grypus.
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KINGS OF EGYPT. KINGS OF SYRIA.

Cleopatra expels Lathyrus from

Egypt: he had reigned ten years
She setshisyoungerbrotherAleX'
nder upon the throne.
She gives her daughter Selene,

whom she had taken from Lathy-
.iii marriage to Antiochus Gry-

pus.

Alexander kills his mother Cle-

opatra.
Alexander is expelled himself:

he had reigned nineteen years.
He dies soon after. LATHYRUS
s recalled.

Death of Lathyrus.
ALEXANDER fl. son of Alex-

ander I. under Sylla's protection,
ischosen king. He marries Cleo-

patra, otherwise called Berenice,
and kills her seventeen days after.

He reigned fifteen years.

The Alexandrians expel Alex-
ander.

PTOLEMY AULETES, bastard

son of Lathyrus, is placed upon
the throve.

Gryprus is reconciled with his

brother the Cyzictnian.

Death of Grypus. He had

reigned twenty-seven years.

IELEUCUS, his son, succeeds
him.

Seleucus is overthrown by Eu-

sebes, and burnt in Mopsuestia.

ANTIOCHUS XI. brother of Se-

leucus, and second son of Gry nus,

assumes the diadem, and is killed

by Eusebes.

PHILIP, his brother, third son

of Grypus, succeeds him.
DEMETRIUS EUCHERES, fourth

ion of Grypus, is established upon
the throne at Damascus, by the

assistance of Lathyrus.

Demetrius having been taken

by the Parthians, ANTIOCHUS Dl-

ONYSIUS, fifth son of Grypus, is

placed upon the throne at Damas
cus, and is killed the following
year.
The Syrians weary of so many

divisions and revolutions, elect as

king, TlGRANES KING OF ARME-
NIA. He reigns by a viceroy four-

teen years.

Tigranes recalls Megadates
tiis viceroy from Syria, who com-
manded there fourteen years in

his name.

The Cyzicenian gains a victory
over Grypus, and drives him out
of Syria.
The two brothers are reconciled,

and divide the empire of Syria.

Cleopatra gives her daughter
Selene to Antiochus Grypus.

Antiochus the Cyzicenian M
overthrown, and put to death.
ANTIOCHUS EUSEBES, son of

the Cyzicenian, causes himself to

be declared king.
Eusebes marries Selene, widow

of Grypus.

Eusebes, overthrown by Phi-

lip and Demetrius, takes refug*
amongst the Parthians.

He is re-established upon the
throne by their means.

Eusebes takes refuge in Cilicia,
where he remains concealed. .

Selene, his wife, retains part of

Pho3iiicia and Coele-syria, and
es her two sons a good educa-

tion.

Syria being unprovided with

troops, ANTIOCHUS ASIATICUS,
son of Antiochus Eusebes, takes

possession of some part of the

rountry, and reigns there during
tour years.

Pompey deprives Antiocho*
Asiaticus of his dominions, and
reduces Syria into a province of
the Roman empire. The fr.milv

of the Seleucidae is eit:nct with
him.
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SECTION II.--ANTTOCHUS EUPATOR, AT THE AGE
OF NINE YEARS, SUCCEEDS HIS FATHER ANTIOCHUS
EPIPHANES IN THE KINGDOM OF SYRIA. DEMETRI-
US, WHO HAD BEEN LONG A HOSTAGE AT ROME,
DEMANDS, IN VAIN, PERMISSION TO RETURN TO
SYRIA. CELEBRATED VICTORIES OF JUDAS MAC-
CABEUS AGAINST THE GENERALS OF THE KING OF
SYRIA, AND THE KING. HIMSELF IN PERSON. LONG
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO BROTHERS (THE
PTOLEMIES, KINGS OF EGYPT) TERMINATED AT
LENGTH BY A HAPPY PEACE.

WE have long lost sight of the history of the kings
of Syria, and that of the kings of Egypt.i which are,

for the most part, pretty closely connected with each

other. I am now going to resume it, and it will not

be interrupted any more.

Antiochus, surnamed Eupator,
A. M. 3840. aged only nine years,3 succeeded

Ant. J. C. 164. his father Antiochus
Epiphanes,

in

the kingdom of Syria. The latter,

at his death, sent for Philip, his favourite, who had
been brought up with him. He gave him the regen-

cy of che kingdom during his son's minority, and put
bis crown, signet, and all other marks of the royal

dignity into his hands; recommending to him, above
all things, to employ his whole care in educating his

son in such a manner as was most proper to instruct

him in the art of reigning.

Philip, on his arrival at Antiorh, found that an-

other had already usurped the employment which the

late king had confided to him. Lysias, upon the first

advice of the death of Epiphanes, had placed his

son Antiochus upon the throne, whose governor he

was, and had taken upon himself, with the guardian-
ship of the young prince, the reins of government,
without any regard to the king's regulation at his

death. Philip knew well that he was not at that time
in a condition to dispute it with him, and retired into

Egypt, in hopes of finding at that court the assistance

he' wanted to instate him in his right, and to expel
the usurper.
Much about the same time, Ptolemy Macron, go-

vernor of Coele-syria and Palestine, from an enemy,
which till then he had been to the Jews, became on
a sudden their friend; moved.'as the Scripture says,
with the flagrant injustice which had been committed
towards them. He put a stop to the rigour of the

persecution against them, and employed bis whole
influence to obtain a peace for them. By this con-
duct he gave hi. enemies occasion to injure him.

They prejudiced the king against him, by represent-
ing him perpetually as a traitor; because he had in

reality betrayed the interests of his first master, Pto-

lemy Philometor, king of Egypt, who had intrusted

him with the government of the island of Cyprus,
and had given up that island to Antiochus

Epiphanes,
upon entering into his service. For how advantage-
ous soever the treason might be, the traitor, as is

usual, was hated. At length they so far succeeded by
their clamours and cabals, that he was deprived of his

government, which was given to Lysias ; no other post
or pension being conferred on him, to support his

dignity. He had not strength of mind enough to

bear his downfall, and poisoned himself: an end he
well deserved for his treason, and the share which he
had taken in the cruel persecution of the Jews.

Judas Maccabeus > in the mean time, was signaliz-

ing his valour by several considerable victories over
tb enemies of the people of God, who continually
waged an implacable war against him. The little

time that Antiochus
Epiphanes survived the favour-

able inclinations he had expressed for the Jews, would
not admit him to revoke in form his decree for obli-

fing
them to change their religion. The court of

yna, which always considered the Jews as rebels

desirous of throwing off its yoke, and was greatly in-

terested in making a nation so powerful, and so near
* neighbour, submit to it, had no regard to some tran-

> The last mention made of it u towards the end of Book
XVIH. Article II. Sect. ii. and iii.

Appian. in Syr. p. 117. ) Maccab. vi 17. 2 Maccab.
Ix. 29, et x. 10-13. Joseph. Antiq. 1. xi\. c. 14.

1 Maccab. v 1-67. 2 Maccab. x. 14-3*.

sient demonstrations of the dying prince's favour tfl

them. They always persisted in the same principles
of policy, and continued to look upon that nation at

an enemy, whose sole view was to .shake on* their

chains, and to support themselves in liberty of con-
science with regard to religion. Such were the dis-

positions of Syrii towards the Jews.

Demetrius,* son of Seleucus Phi-

lopator, who, since the year in which A. M. 3841.
his father died, had remained a hos- Ant. J. C. 163,

tageat Rome, was in his twenty-third

year, when he was informed of the death of Antio-
chus Epiphaues, and the accession of his son Eupa
tor to the crown, which he pretended to be his right,
as the son of Epiphanes's eldest brother. He pro-

posed to the senate his re-establishment upon his fa-

ther's throne; anil to engage them in it, he represent-
ed that, having been bred up at Rome, he should al-

ways regard it as his native country, the senators as

his fathers, and their sons as his brothers. The sen-

ate had more regard for the interests of the republic
than the right ot Demetrius, and thought it more ad-

vantageous lor the Romans that there should be a

king in his minority upon the throne of Syria, than
a prince like Demetrius who might at length become
formidable to them. They therefore made a decree
to confirm Eupator, and sent Cn. Octavius, Sp. Lu-

cretius, and L. Aurelius, with the character of am-
bassadors, injo Syria, to regulate all things conform-

ably to the treaty made with Antiochus the Great.

Their design was to weaken the power of that king-
dom by every possible method. The same ambassa-
dors had instructions to accommodate, if possible,
the differences between the two kings of Egypt.

Lysias,* terrified by the victories of Judas Macca-

beus, formed an army of 80,000 foot, and took with
him all the cavalry of the kingdom, with eighty ele-

phants: at the head of nil these forces he marched
into Judea, with the resolution to settle in Jerusalem,
as inhabitants, foreigners that worshipped idols. He
opened the campaign with the siege of Bethsura, a
fortress between Idumaea and Jerusalem. Judas Mac-
cabeus, and the whole people, besought the LORD,
with tears in their eyes, to send his angel for the pre
servation of Israel. Full of confidence in God, they
took the field. When they marched all together,
with assured courage, out of Jerusalem,6 there ap-

peared a horseman marching before them. He was
clothed in a white habit, with armour of gold, and
he held a lance in his hand. That sight filled them
with new ardour. They threw themselves upon the

enemy like lions, killed 12,600 men, and obliged the

rest to fly, most of them wounded and without arms.

After this check, Lysias.7 weary of so unsuccessful

a war, and, as the Scripture says," believing the Jews
invincible when supported by the aid of the Almighty
God," made a treaty with Judas and the Jewish na-

tion, which Antiocfius ratified. One of the articles

of peace was, that the decree of Antiochus Epipha-
nes, which obliged the Jews to conform to the reli-

gion of the Greeks, should be revoked and cancelled,
and that they should be at liberty to live in all pla-
ces according to their own laws.

This peace was of no long duration. The neigh-

bouring people were too much the enemies of the

Jews to leave them long in repose. Judas overcame
them in many battles. Timotheus, one of the king's

generals, assembled all his forces, and raised an army
of 120,000 foot, without including the horse, which
amounted to 2300. Judas, full of confidence in the

God of armies, marched against him with troops very
much inferior as to number. He attacked and de-

feated him. Timotheus lost 30,000 men in this bat-

tle, and saved himself with great difficuty. This
defeat was followed by many advantages on the side

of Judas, which proved that God alone is the source
of valour, intrepidity, and success in war. He show-

Polyb. Legal, cvii. Justin. 1. xxxiv. c. 3. Appitn. !

Syr. p. 117.
> .Muccal). xi. 1-33 xii. 137. xiii. 1-24. 1 Mtctab,

v. 6567 vj. 1963. Joseph. Antiq. lib. xii.

It was an
angel, perhaps Si. Michael, the protector at

the people ufGoa.
' '1 Maccab. xi. 13.
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<! this in the most sensible manner, by the evident

ind singular protection which he gave to a people,
of whom he was in a peculiar manner the guide and
director.

A new army wa raised of 100,000 foot, 20,000
horse, two-ancl-thirty elephants, and 300 chariots of
war. The king in person, with Lysias the regent of

the kingdom, put themselves at the head of it, and
entered Judea. Judas, reiving upon the omnipo-
tence of God, the creator of the universe, and having
exhorted Viis troops to fight to the last drop of their

blood, marched and posted himself in the front of the

king's camp. After having given his troops for the

word of battle, VICTOR* is OF GOD, he chose the bra-

sl men of his army, and with them, in the night, at-

ttcked the king's quarters. They killed 4000 men,
and retired, after having filled his whole camp with

Confusion and dismav.

Though the king knew from thence the extraordi-

nary valour of the Jews, he did not doubt but they
would be overpowered at length by the number of

his troops and elephants. He resolved therefore to

come to a general battle with them. Judas, without

being intimidated by the terrible preparations for it,

advanced with his army, and gave the king battle, in

which the Jews killed a great number of the enemy.
Eleazar, a Jew, seeing an elephant larger than the

rest, covered with the king's arms, and believing the

king was upon it, sacrificed himself to preserve his

people, and acquire a
perpetual

name. 'He forced

his way boldly to the elephant through the line of

battle, killing and overthrowing all who opposed him.

Then placing "himself under the beast's belly, he

Eierced

it in such a manner, that it fell and crushed
im to death underneath it.

Judas, in the mean time, and his troops, fought
with extraordinary resolution. But at length ex-

hausted by fatigue, and no longer able to support the

weight of the enemy, they thought fit to retire. The
king followed them, and besieged the fortress of

Betnsura. That place, after a long and vigorous de-

fence, was obliged, for want of provisions, to surren-

der by capitulation.
From thence Antiochus marched against Jerusalem

and besieged the temple. Those who defended it

were reduced to the same extremities with the gar-
rison of Bethsura, and would, like them, have been

obliged to surrender, if Providence had not relieved

them by an unforeseen accident. I have observed,
that Philip had retired into Egypt, in hopes of finding
assistance there against Lysias. But the disputes
which had arisen "between the two brothers, who

reigned jointly, as has been said elsewhere, soon un-

deceived him. Finding that he had nothing to expect
from that quarter, he returned into the East, assem-
bled some troops of Medes and Persians, and taking

advantage of the king's absence during his expedition
against Juclxa, he seized the

capital
of the empire.

Upon that news, Lysias thought it necessary to make

peace with the Jews, in order to turn his arms against
his rival in Svria. Peace was accordingly concluded

upon very advantageous and honourable conditions.

Antiochus swore to observe it, and was admitted to

enter the fortifications of the temple, with the sight
of which he was so much terrified, that, coutrarv to

bis faith given, and the oath he !iad sworn w In n

ratifying the peace, he caused them to be demolished
before he set out for Syria. The sudden return of

Autiochus drove Philip out of Antioch, and put an

ad to his short regency,
and soon after of his life.

The troubles occasioned by the di-

A. M. 3842. visions between the two Ptolemies.i

Ant. J. C. 162. which we have just now mentioned,
rose so high, that the Roman senate

Cave orders to the MBtMMMOVI tlu-y had sent into

Syria, to proceed to Alexandria, and to use all their

endeavours to reconcile them. Before they arrived

there, Physcon, the youngest, surnamed Luergetes,
had already expelled his brother Philometor. The
latter embarked for Italy, and landed at Brundusium.

i Porphyr. H Cr. Bus. Scalis. p. 60 and 68. Diod. in

Excerpt. Vales 322. Valer. .Max. 1. v. c 1. Polyb. Legal.
4xiii. Epit. Liv. 1. jivi.

From whence he went the rest of the way to Rome,
on foot, very ill dressed, and with few followers, and
demanded of the senate the necessary aid for replac-

ing him upon the throne.

As soon as Demetrius, son of Seleucus Philopator

king of Svria, who was still a hostage at Rome, wa*

apprized of the unhappy condition to which that fu-

gitive prince was reduced, he caused royal robes and
an equipage to be got ready for him, that he might
appear in Rome as a king, and went to meet him with

all he had ordered to be prepared for his use. He
found him twenty-six miles, that is, at nine or ten

leagues distance' from Rome. Ptolemy expressed
great gratitude to him for his goodness, and the hon-

our he did him; but did not think pro|>er to accept
his present, nor permit him to attend him the rest of

his journey. He finished it on foot, and with the

same attendants and habit he had worn till then. IB

that manner he entered Rome, and took up his lodg-

ing with a painter of Alexandria, who had but a very
small house. His design, by all these circumstance*,
was to express the misery to which he was reduced
the better, and to move the compassion of the Roman*.
When the senate were informed of his arrival, they

sent to desire he would come to them; and to excuse
their not having prepared a house for his receptioB,
and that he had not been paid the honours at his en-

try with which it was the custom to treat princes of

his rank, they assured him that it was neither for want
of consideration for his person, nor out of neglect,
but because his coming had surprised them, and had
been kept so secret, that they were not apprized of it

till after he had entered Rome. Afterwards, having
desired him to quit the habit he wore, and to demand
an audience of the senate, in order to explain in a lull

meeting the occasion of his voyage, he was conducted
by some of the senators to a house suitable to his

birth; and orders was given to the quaestors, or trea-

surers, to see him served and supplied at the expense
of the public, with all things necessary, during hires-
idence at Rome.
When they gave him audience, and he had repre-

sented his condition to the Romans, they immediately
resolved to re-establish him; and deputed two of the

senators, with the character of ambassadors, logo with

him to Alexandria, and cause their decree to be put
in execution. They reconducted him accordingly,
and succeeded in negotiating an accommodation be-

tween the two brothers. Libya and the province of

Cyrene, were given to Physcon; Philometor had

Egypt and the isle of Cyprus; and each of them was
declared independent of the other in the dominions

assigned them. The treaty and agreement were con-

firmed with the customary oaths and sacrifices.

But oaths and sacrifices had long been with the ge-
nerality of princes no more than simple ceremonies
and mere forms, by which they did not think them-
selves bound in the least. And this way of thinking
is but too common. Soon after, the youngest of the

two kings, dissatisfied with the partition which had
been made, went in person to complain of it to the

senate. He demanded that the treaty of partition
should be annulled, and that he should be restored to

the possession of the isle of Cyprus. He alleged that

he had been forced by the necessity of the times to

comply with the former proposal*, and that, even

though Cyprus should be granted him, his share

would still oe far from equal to his brother's. Me-
nethvllus, whom the elder Ptolemy had deputed to

Rome, made it appear that Physcon held not only

Libya and Cyrenaica, but his life also, from the good-
ness of his brother: that he had made himself to much
the abhorrence of the people, by his violent proceed-
ings, that they would have left him neither life nor

government, had not his brother snatched him from
their resentment, by making himself mediator: that

at the time he was preserved from this danger, he

thought himself too happy in reigning over the region
allotted to him; and that both sides had ratified the

treaty before the altar of the gods, and sworn to ob-

serve" their agreement with each other. Quintusand
Canultius, who had negotiated the accommodation
b< tu-tt-n the brothers, confirmed the truth of all Me
nethyllus advanced.
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The senate, seeing hat in fact the partition was not

equal, artfully took advantage of the quarrtl between
the two brothers, to diminish the strength of the king-
dom of Egypt, by dividing' it, and granted the young-
er what he demanded, for such was then the policy
of the Romans. It is Polybius who makes this reflec-

tion. They made the quarrels and differences of

prinres the means of extending and strengthening
their own power, and behaved in regard to them with

so much address, that whilst they acted solely for their

own interest, the contending parties were, however,

obliged to them. As therefore the great power of

Egypt gave them reason to apprehend it would be-

come too formidable if it fell into the hands of one

sovereign, who knew how to use it, they adjudged the

isle of Cyprus to Physcon. Demetrius, who did not

lose sight of the throne of Syria, and who, on his part,
was interested that so powerful a prince as the king
of Egypt should not continue in possession of the

island of Cyprus, had supported the demand of Phvs-
con with all his influence. The Romans made T.

Torquatus and Cn. Merula set out with the latter, to

put him in possession of it.

During that prince's stay at Rome.i he had often

the opportunity of seeing Cornelia, the mother of the

Gracchi, and caused proposals of marriage to be made
to her. But as she was the daughter of Scipio Afri-

canus, and the widow of Tiberias Gracchus, who had
been twice consul and censor, she rejected his offers,

and believed it more honourable to be one of the first

ladies of Rome, than queen of Libya with Physcon.
Physcon set out from Rome with the two Human

ambassadors. Their plan was to concert an interview

between the two brothers upon the frontier, and by
means of a negotiation to bring them to that agree-
ment which the senate had fixed. Philometor did not

explain himself openly at first. He spun out the affair

to as great a length as he could, upon different pre-
texts, endeavouring to gain time, and taking secret

measures against his brother. At length he declared

plainly, that he was resolved to tand to the first treaty,
and that he would make no other.

The Cyrenseans, in the mean time,2
A. M. 3843. informed of the ill conduct of Phys-

Aut. J. C. 161. con during the time that he was in

possession of the government at Al-

exandria, conceived so strong an aversion for him,
that they resolved to keep him out of their country by
force of* arms. It was not doubted but Philometor had

covertly taken pains to excite these disturbances.

Physcon, who had been overthrown by the rebel? in

a battle, having almost lost all hope, sent two deputies
with the Roman ambassadors on their return to Rome,
with orders to lay his complaints against his brother
before the senate, and to solicit their

protection.
The

senate, offended at Philometor's refusal to evacuate
the island of Cyprus according to their decree, de-
clared that there was no longer any acuity

and alliance

between him and the Romans, and ordered his am-
bassadors to quit Rome ill five days.

Physcon found means to re-establish himself in

Cyrenaica; but made himself so generally hated by
his subjects, through his ill-conduct, that some of them
fell upon him, and wounded him in several places, and
left him for dead upon the

spot.
He imputed this to

his brother Philometor; and, as soon as he was re-

covered of his wounds, undertook again a voyage to

Rome. He there made his complaints against him
to the senate, showed the scars of his wounds, and ac-

cused him of having employed the assassins from
whom he received them. Though Philometor was the

most humane of all princes, and the least to be sus-

pected of so black and barbarous an action, the sen-

ate, who were angry at his refusal to submit to the

regulation they had made in regard to the isle of

Cyprus, gave ear to this false accusation with too much
facility. They carried their prejudice qp high against
him, that they would not so much as hear what his

ambassadors had to lay in his defence. Oi\U r- \vi n
lent to them to quit Rome immediately. Besides

fin in Tib. Grac. p. 824.

Poivb. I*gat. cxxxii. Ibid in Excerpt. Vales, p. 197.
Diod. in T-xcerpt Valw p. 331.

which, the senate appointed five commissioners t

conduct Physcon into Cyprus, and to put him i:i pos-
session of that island, and wrote to all their allies near
to aid him for that purpose with all their troops.

Physcon, by this means, with an

army which seemed to him sufficient A. M. 3847
for the execution of his design, land- Ant. J. C. 157
ed in the island. Philometor, who
had gone thither in person, defeated him and obliged
him to shut himself up in Lapitho, where he was soon

invested, besieged, and at length taken, anfl put into

the hands of the brother whom he had so cruelly in-

jured. Philometor's exceeding goodness appeared
upon this occasion. After all that Physcon ha.i don*

against him, it was expected that, as he now had him
in his power, he would make him sensible of his indig-
nation and revenge. He forgave him every thing;
and, not contented with pardoning his faults, lie even
restored him Libya and Cyrenaica, and added farther

some amends in lieu of the isle of Cyprus. That
act of generosity put an end to the war between the

two brothers. It was not renewed ; and the Romans
were ashamed of any longer opposing a prince of such

extraordinary clemency. There is no reader who
does not secretly pay the homage of esteem and ad-

miration to so generous an action. Such inward sen-

timents, which are founded in nature, and anticipate
all reflections, imply how great and noble it is to for-

get and pardon injuries, and what a meanness of soul

there is in the resentment of the revengeful.

SECTION III. OCTAVIUS, AMI! ASSA DOR OF THE RO-
MANS IN SYRIA, IS KILLED THERE. DEMETRIUS
ESCAPES FROM ROME, AND PUTS EUPATOR TO
DEATH, ASCENDS THE THRONE OF SYRIA, AND AS-
SUMES THE SURNAME OF SOTER. HE MAKES WAR
AGAINST THE JEWS. REPEATED VICTORIES OF JU-
DAS MACCABEUS; DEATH OF THAT GREAT .MAN.

DEMETRIUS IS ACKNOWLEDGED KING BY THK RO-
MANS. HE ABANDONS HIMSELF TO DRUNKENNESS
AND DEBAUCHERY. ALEXANDER BALA FORMS A
CONSPIRACY AGAINST HIM. DEMETRIUS IS KILLED
IN A BATTLE. ALEXANDER ESPOUSES THE DAUGH-
TER OF PTOLEMY PHILOMETOR. TEMPLE liUILT
BY THE JLWS IN EGYPT. DEMETRIUS, SON OF THE
FIRST OF THAT NAME, SETS UP HIS CLAIM TO THK
THRONE OF SYRIA. ALEXANDER IS DESTROYED.
PTOLEMY PHILOMETOR DIES AT THE SAME TIME,

WE have 3 seen that the principal

object of the commission of the three A. M. 3842.

Roman ambassadors, Cn. Octavius, Ant. J. C. 162.

Sp. Lucretius, and L. Aurelius, who
went first into Egypt, was to go into Syria, in order
to regulate the affairs of that nation. When they
arrived there, they found the king had more ships and

elephants than had been stipulated by the treaty
made

with Antiochus the Great after the battle of Sun Ins,

They caused the ships to be burned, and the elephant*
to be killed, which exceeded the number stated in

that treaty, and regulated all other matters in such a
manner as they thought most to the advantage of
the Romans. This treatment seemed insupportable,
and exasperated the people against them. A person
named Leplines was M> incenst d at it, that in his rage
he fell upon Octavins * \\ liiUt he was bathing, and kill-

ed him. It was suspected that Lj>ia, the regent of
the kingdom, had ecretly a hand in tins uMttttlMktMMh

Ambassadors were immediately sent to Rome to justi-

fy the king, and to protect tl at he had no share in the

action. The senate sent them back without giving
them any answer, to signify, by that il IK '<, their in-

dignation for the murder committed upon the person
of Octavius, the examination and puni-hnu nt ol v> hich

they reserved 10 theniM Ives. In the mean time, to do
honour to his memory, they erected a statue to him

Appian. in Syr. p.
117. Polyb. Legal, cxiv. and cutit

Cicer. Philip, ix. n. 4, 5. Justin. 1 xxxiv. c. 3.

This Octavius had been consul some years before, and
WAS the first of his family who had attained that honour.

Cic. Philip, ix. n. 4. Octavius Ctesar, who lie. ame empe-
ror, so well known under the name of Augustus, was of th

amp family with this Octavius, but of another brunch, ints

which the consular dignity had never entered. -Sue/on.
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mongit those of the great men who had lost their

live? in defence of their country.
Demetrius believed that the displeasure of the Ro-

mans against Eu|<ator was a favourable conjuncture,
of which it was proper for him to take the advantage,
and addressed himself a second time to the senate, to

obtnin their permission to return into Syria. He took

tlii- sti p contrary to the opinion of the greater part
of his friends, who advised him to make his escape,
without saving any thing. The event soon showed
him how much they were in the right. As the sennte

bad still the same motives of interest for keeping him
it Rome as at fir;-!, he received the ame answer, and
had the mortification to experience H second denial.

He had '.hen recourse to the first advice of his friends ;

nd Pc.ybius the historian, who was then at Rome,
was one of those who pressed him with the utmost
warmth to put it in execution with secrecy and des-

patch. He took his advice. After concerting all his

measure?, he left Rome under pretence of a hunting
match, went to Ostia, and embarked with a small train

in a Carthaginian vessel bound for TV re, that waited

for him I It was three days before it was known at

Rome that he had stolen away. All that the senate

coul t do, was some davs after to send Tib. Gracchus,
I.. Lentulus, and Servilius Glaucia, into Syria, to ob-

serve what effect the return ol Demetrius would pro-
duce there.

Demetrius* having landed at Tripoli in Syria, a re

port spread that the senate had sent him to take pos-
session of his dominions, and had resolved to support
him in them. Eupator was immediately looked upon
t a lost man, and every one abandoned him to join
Demetrius. Eupator and Lysias, seited by their own

troops, were delivered up to the new-comer, who or-

dered them to be put to death. Demetrius saw htm-
'

elf established by this means upon the throne with-

out opposition, and with prodigious rapidity.
One of the first actions of his reign was, to deliver

the Babylonians from the tyranny of Timarchus and

Heraclides, who had been the two great favourites

of Antiochus Epiphanes. He had made the first go-
vernor, and the second treasurer of that province.
Timarchus having added rebellion to his other cdmes,
Demetrius caused him to be put to death. lie con-
tented himself with banishing the other. The Baby-
lonians were so much rejoiced to see themselves freed

from the oppression of those two brothers, that upon
this occasion they gave, their deliverer the title of to-

Ur, or Saviour, which he bore ever afterwards.

Alcimus, whom Antiochus Eupator had made high-

priest
of the Jews after the death of Menelaus, not

being able to procure himself to be admitted by them
in that capacity, because he had profaned the sancti-

ty of the priesthood, bv following the impious cus-

toms of t be Greeks under Aotiochus Epiphanes; gath-
ered together all the apostate Jews, who had taken

refuge at Antioch, after having been expelled Judea,
and putting himself at their head, came to petition
the new king to defend them from the oppressions of
Judas and his brothers, ventinsr a thousand calumnies

aguiift them. He accused them of having killed all

persons of Demetrius's party who fell into their hands,
and of having forced him, 'with all those in his com-

pany, to abandon their country, and seek their secu-

rity tUivhere. Demetrius immediately ordered Bac-
f hides, governor of Mesopotamia, to march into Ju-
dca at the head of an army; and confirming AK-imus
in iis office, he joined him in comtr.!--iuii with Bac-
chi Jes, and charged them both with the rare of this

war. Judas rendered all the efforts of this first army
ineffectual, as he did also those of a second, which
was commanded by Nicanor. The latter, enraged at

the last defeat of the troops ol Svria, and indignant
that a handful of men should make head agam-t sin h

numerous and warlike armies, and knowing that they
placed their whole confidence of victory in the pro-
tection of the god of Israel, and in the promises made
in the temple where he was honoured, had uttered a

That ship was carrying to Tyre, according to custom,
Ihe first-fruits of the iands and revenues of Carthage.

I Marcab. vii. viii. ix and -2 Maccab. xiv. Joseph. Antiq.
1 xii. xiii. Appia-.i. in S\r. p. 11T. Justin. 1. Uxxiv. c. 3.

Vol. II. &

thousand blasphemies against the Almighty and
:tnamt his temple. He was soon punished tor them.
Judas engaged him in a bloody battle, and of his ar-

my of 35,000 men not one escaped to carry the news
of the defeat to Antioch. The body of Nicanor was
found amongst the dead. His head and right hand,
which he had lifted up against the temple, threaten-

ing to destroy it. were cut off, and placed upon one
of the towers of Jerusalem.

Juiias, alter this complete victory, having some re-

laxation, seat an embassy to Rome. He saw himself

continually attacked by the whole forces of Syria,
without beingable to rely with good reason upon any
treaty of peace. He had no aid to expect from the

neighbouring nations, who, far from interesting them-
selves for the preservation of the Jewish people, in

concert with the Syrians, entertained no thoughts but
of extirpating them. He had been informed that the

Romans, equally esteemed for theirjustice and valour,
were always ready to support weak nations against the

oppression of kings, whose power gave them umbrage.
He therefore thought of making an alliance with that

people, in order to support himself by their protection
against the unjust enterprises of the Syrians. Those
ambassadors were verv well received by the senate,
who passed a decree by which the Jews were declared
the nit mis and allies of the Romans, and a defensive

league was made with them. They even obtained a
letter from the senate to Demetrius, by which he was

enjoined not to distress the Jews any more, and war
was threatened, in case he persevered to do so. But
before the ambassadors returned, Judas was dead.
As soon as Demetrius received news of the defeat

and death of Nicanor, he gave the command of a

powerful army to Bacchides and Alcimus, composed
of the choicest of all his troops, and sent them into

Judaea. Judas had only 3000 men with him when it

arrived there. These were struck with such a panic,
that they all abandoned him, except 800 men. Judas,
with that small number, through an excess cf valour
and confidence, had the boldness to hazard a battle

against so numerous an army. He perished over-

powered by multitudes. His loss was de[ lored

throughoL. all Judaea and at Jerusalem, with all the
marks of the keenest affliction, and the government
was put into the hands of Jonathan his brother.
Alcimus being dead, after having committed great

violences against the true Israelites, and Bacchides

being returned to Antioch, the country remained

quiet, and was not harassed by the Syrians for two

years. Demetrius had most probably received the
senate's letter in favour of the Jews, which obliged
him to recall Bacchides.
Demetrius 3 indeed was at this time

very cautious in his conduct with re- A. M. 3844.

garci to the Romans, and used all his Ant. J. C. 160.

endeavours to induce them to ac-

knowledge, him king, and to renew the treaty made
with the kings his predecessors. Having received
advice that the Romans had three ambassadors at the
court of Ariarathes king of Cappadocia, he sent Me-
nochares, one of his princi|>al ministers, thither to en-
ter upon the negotiation. Finding, at his return, by
the report he made of what had passed, that the good
offices of those ambassadors were absolutely necessary
to his success on that point, he sent again into Fam-
phy ha, and afterwards to Rhodes, to assure them that
he*would conform entirely to their will; and by the
force of pressing solicitations, obtained at length, by
their means, w hat he desired. The Romans acknow-

ledged him king of Syria, and renewed the treaties
made with that crown.
To cultivate their amity ,4 he sent

the same Menochares the following A. M. 38-1&

year, in conjunction with some oth- Ant. J. C. 159.
ers upon an embassy to Rome. They
were charged with a crown that weighed 10,000 pieces
of gold,* as a present from him to the senate, in iriat-

itude for their kind treatment of him during the time
that he was a hostage at Rome. They carried ai*o

Polyb. Legal, cxx.
* Ibid. cxxiT. Appian. in Syr. p 113. Diod. Leeauxxi
They were worth more than leu thousand pistole*.
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with them Leptines and Isocrates, in order to deliver

them up, upon accounl of the assassination of Octavi-

iis. This Ltplines was the person who killed him at

Laodicea. Isocrates was a Greek, by profession a

grammarian, who being in Syria at that time, had

upon all occasions taken upon him to vindicate (hat

equally base and unjust action. The senate received

the ambassadors with all the usual honours, and ac-

cepted the present they brought; but would neither

hear nor see two vile men, objects unworthy of their

anger; reserving to themselves, without doubt, the

riglit of exacting, when they pleased, a more distin-

guished satisfaction for the murder of their ambas-
sador.

It was nearly about this time that Demetrius, as I

have observed before, established Holophernes upon
the throne of Cappadocia. He was soon after expel-
led and took refuge at Autioch. We are going to see

how far he carried his ingratitude towards his bene-

factor.

Dem>Hrius,i who found himself

A. M. 3850. without war or occupation, began to

Ant. J. C. 154. indulge in pleasure, and to lead an
idle life, not a little singular and fan-

tastic in the manner of it. He caused a castle to be

built near Antioch, flanked with four strong towers,
and shut himself up in it, in order to abandon himself

entirely on the one side to idolence, not being willing
to hear any more mention irade of public business,

and, on the other, to the pleasure of good cheer and
excess of wine. He was drunk at least one half of

the day. The memorials, which people were desirous

of presenting to him, were never received ; justice was
not administered; the affairs of the state languished:
in a word there was a general suspension of the gov-
ernment, which soon stirred up the whole people

against
him. A conspiracy was formed for deposing

him. Holophernes, who continued at Antioch, en-

tered into this plot against his benefactor, flattering
himself with obtaining the crown if the enterprise
succeeded. It was discovered, and Holophtrnes was
thrown into prison. Demetrius would not deprive
him of life. He chose rather to spare him, in order
to make use of him upon occasion against Ariarathes,

king of Cappadocia, upon whose crown he had some

pretensions.
Notwithstanding the discovery, the conspiracy was

not suppressed The malecontents were secretly-

supported by Ptolemy Philometor, who had the affair

of Cyprus at heart; and by Attains and Ariarathes,
who were anxious to revenge themselves for the war
Demetrius had undertaken against them in favour of

Holophernes. Those three princes in concert together
employed Heraclides in preparing some body to per-
sonate the son of Antiochus Epiphanes, and to set up
hereditary pretensions to the crown of Syria. This
Heraclides had been, as I have said already, one of
the great favourites of Antiochus Epiphanes, and
treasurer of the province of Babylon, whileTimarchus,
his brother, another favourite, was governor of it. At
Demetrius's accession to the crown, the two brothers

having been convicted of malversation and other

crimes, Timarchus had been executed, and the other,

having made his escape, had taken up his residence at

Rhodes. It was there he took pains to train the man
intended for the design I have mentioned. He chose
for that purpose a young man named Hala, of mean
extraction, but well calculated to act the part assigned
him. He modelled him, and instructed him fully in

II that it was necessary to say or do.

When he was fully prepared, he

A. M. 3851. began by causing him' to be acknow-
Ant. J. C. 153. ledged by the three kings who were

in thri secret. He afterwards carried

him to Rome, as he did also Laodice, the real daugh-
ter of Antiochus Epiphanes, for the better concealing
of the imposture. By force of addres and solicita-

tions, he caused him to be acknowledged there also,

and obtained a decree of the senate in his favour,

Joseph. Antiq. 1. xiii. c. 3. Athen. 1. x. p. 440. Justin.

L xxxv. c. 1.

Pulylj. l.ppat. cxxxviii. and cxl. Api'ian. in Syr. p. 131.

Athen. 1. %. ill. 1 Marcab. x. 1-50.

which not only gave him permission to return iota

Syria, for the recovery of his dom'm>on., but even

granted him assistance for that purpose. Though the
senate plainly saw through the imposture, and that
all that was told of this pretender WHS mere ticlion,

they entered into every thing tliat was desirtd of them

against Demetrius, with i\ bom they were liis-atisfied,

and passed that decree in favour of the impostor
With this declaration of the Romans for him, he found
no difficulty in raising troops. He seized upon Pto-

lemais in Palestine; and there, under the name of

Alexander, son of Antiochus Epiphanes. assumed the
title ol the king of Syria. Many of the malecontentt
came thither to join him, and form his court.

This news made Demetrius quit his castle and hit

indolence, and apply himself to his defence. He as-

sembled all the troops he could. Alexander armed
also on his side. The assistance of Jonathan was of

great consequence in this conjuncture, and both pa*
ties made their court to him. Demetrius w rote to him
first, and sent him the commission of gt m ral ol the

king's troops in Judea, which rendered him at that
time very much superior to all his enemies.
Alexander seeing what Demetrius had done for

Jonathan, was thereby induced to make
proposals also

to him, in order to bring him over to hi* side. He
made him high-priest, granted him the title of Friend

of the king, sent him a purple robe and a crown of

gold, marks of the high dignity which he conferred

upon him; for none at that time wore purple except
princes and nobles of the first rank. Demetrius, who
received advice of this, still outbid him, to secure to

himself an ally of such importance. But after the in-

juries he had done to all those who had had the true

interest of the Jews at heart, and to the whole nation

in general, they dared not confide in him, and resolved

to treat rather with Alexander. Jonathan therefor*

accepted the high-priesthood from him; and with the

consent of the whole people, at the feast of taberna-

cles, which happened soon after, he put on the ponti-
fical vestments, and officiated as high-priest.
The place had been vacant seven years from the

death of Alcimus. The high-priesthood, which at

that time came into the Asmoiiean family, continued
in it till Herod's time, who, from hereditary, as it had
been till then, made an employment of it, which he

disposed of at his pleasure.
The two kings 'having taken the

field, Demetrius, who wanted neither A. M. 3852.

valour nor good sense, when his rea- Ant. J. C. 152.

son was not impaired by wine, was
victorious in the first battle; but it was of no advan-

tage to him. Alexander soon received new troopi
from the three kings who had set him up, and con-
tinued to support him vigorously. Having, besides

this, the Romans and Jonathan on his side, he retriev-

ed his los*. and maintained his ground. The Syrians

continually deserted also, because they coulil not bear
Demetrius. That prince beginning to apprehend th

event of the war, sent his two sons, Demetrius and
Antiochus, to Cnidos, a city of Caria, in order to pro-
vide for their security in case of misfortune. He con-
fided them, with a considerable sum of money, to the

care of a friend whom he had in that city; in order
that if any accident should happen to himself, thej
might remain there in safety, and wait some favour-

able conjuncture.
It was at that same time, and per-

haps in imitation of Alexander Bala, A.M. 3853.

that Andriscus played the same part Ant. J. C. 151

in Macedonia. H"e had retired to

Demetrius, who had given him up to the Romant,
Irom the hope of conciliating their favour.

The two competitors for the crown
of Syria having assembled all their A. M. 3854.

troops, proceeded to a decisive bat- Ant. J. C 150,

lie. At first Demetrius's left wing
broke that of the enemy wnicrt opposed it, nnd put it

to (light. But being too hot in the pursuit, a com-
mon fault in battles, and which almost always oc-

ragion* their being lost, at their return they found the

rig-hit, at the heacF of which Demetriu*
fought

in per-
son, routed, ami the king himself killed in the pursuit.
As long as ho had been in a condition to support tin
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eufuiy's charge, he had omitted nothing of which
Talour and conduct were -apable, that might conduce
to his success. At length his troops gave way, and
in the retreat his .horse plunged into a bog, where
llio.-e who pursued him killed him with their arrows.
He had reigned twelve years. Alexander by this

victory found himself master of the empire of Syria.
As soon as Alexander saw himself at ease.i he sent

to demand Cleopatra, the daughter of Ptolemy king
of Egypt, in marriage. She was granted him: and
her father conducted her in person to Ptolemais,
where the nuptials were celebrated. Jonathan was
invited to that feast, and went thither, wheie he was
received by the two kings with all possible marks of
honour.

Oneas, son of Oneas III.8 having been disappoint-
ed of the high-priesthood after the death of his un-

cle Menelaus, had retired into Egypt. He had found
means to insinuate himself so well into the favour of

Ptolemy Philometor and Cleopatra his wife, that he
was become their favourite and most intimate confi-

dant. He made use of his influence at that court to

obtain the king's permission for building a temple for

the Jews in Egypt, like that in Jerusalem; assuring
him that that favour would bring the whole nation

over to his side against Antiochus Epiphanes; at the

same time he obtained, a grant of the high-priesthood
to him and his descendants for ever. The great diffi-

culty was, to make the Jews accede to this innovation ;

it being forbidden by the law to offer sacrifices in any-

place but the temple of Jerusalem. He overcame
their repugnance, though not without difficulty, by a

passage in Isaiah, wherein the prophet foretells this

event in these terms: 3 " In that day shall five cities

in the land of Egypt speak the language of Canaan,
and swear to the Lord of Hosts; the one shall be
called the city of the sun, or Heliepolis. In that

dav there shall be an altar to the Lord in the midst
of the land of Egypt; and a pillar at the border there-

of to the Lord. And it shall be for a sign and for a

witness unto the Lord of Hosts in the land of Egypt:
for they shall cry unto the Lord because of the op-
pressors, and he shall send them a saviour and a

great one, and he shall deliver them. And the Lord
shall be known to Egypt, and the Egyptians shall

know the Lord in that day, and shall do sacrifice

and oblation : yea, they shall vow a vow unto the Lord,
and perform it."

The event here foretold by Isaiah is one of the

most singular, and at the same time the most remote
from all probability. Nothing was more strictly-
forbidden to the Jews than to offer sacrifices to God
in any other place than the temple built by his order
at Jerusalem; consequently, how much more, to build

a temple elsewhere, especially in a land polluted
with the most gross idolatry, as Egypt was, and al-

ways at enmity with the people of God ! This, how-
ever, came to pass exactly as the prophet Isaiah had
foretold. I shall not enter into a circumstantial ex-

Eosition

of this prophecy, which would carry me too
ir from my subject.

Alexander Bala,4 finding himself
A. M. 3856. in peaceable possession of the crown

Ant. J. C. 148. of Syria, thought he had nothing
more to do than to take all the plea-

sures which the abundance and power to which he
had attained would admit. He abandoned himself,

therefore, to his natural inclination for luxury, idle-

oess, and debauchery. He left the care of affairs en-

tirely to a favourite named Ammonius. That insolent
and cruel minion put to death Laodice, the sister of

Demetrius, and widow of Perseus king of Macedonia ;

Antigonus, Demetrius' son, who continued in Syria
when the two others were sent to Cnidos; in fine,

all the persons of the blood-royal whom he could

find, in order to secure to his master, by that means,
the possession of the crown which he had usurped
by an imposture. That conduct soon drew upon both
the abhorrence of the people.

1 INliccab. x. 51-66:

Joseph, contra Appian. 1. ii. Isaiah, xix. 1821.
Liv. Epit. lib. 1. Justin. 1. xxxv. c. -2. Juspph. Anti-j. 1.

Xiii c. a 1 Maccab. x. 67-S9. Diod. in Excerpt. Vale*.

Demetrius, the eldest of Demetrius' sons, was at

Cnidos, and began to be of an age capable of form-

ing and executing plans. \Vhen he was advised of
thin aversion of the people, he thought the occasion
favourable for repossessing himself of his right.

Lasthenes, the friend in whose house he lived, pro-
cured him some companies of Cretans, with which
he landed in Cilicia. There soon joined him a suffi-

cient number of malecontents to form an army, with
which he made himself master of the whole province.
Alexander opened his eyes, and quitted his seraglio
to apply himself to his affairs. He left the govern-
ment of Antioch to Hierax and Diodotus, who is also

called Tryphon, put himself at the head of an army,
formed of all the troops he could assemble* and upon
receiving advice that Apollonius, governor of Coele-

syria and Phoenicia, had declared for Demetrius, he
sent to demand aid of Ptolemy his father-in-law.

Apollonius' first thoughts were to reduce Jona-

than, who persisted in his attachment to Alexander;
but he was unsuccessful, and in one day he lost above
8000 men.

Ptolemy Philometor, to whom
Alexander had applied in the ex- A. M. 3858
treme danger in which he found Ant. J. C. 146.

himself, came at last to the assistance

of his son-in-law, and entered Palestine with a great
army. All the cities opened their gates to him ac-

cording to the orders they had received from Alex-
ander to that effect. Jonathan came to join him at

Joppa, and followed him to Ptolemais. Upon his

anival a conspiracy was discovered, which had been
formed by Aumionius, against the life of Philometor.
As Alexander refused to deliver up that traitor, he
concluded that he had entered into the conspiracy
himself, and in consequence took his daughter from
him, gave her to Demetrius, and made a treaty with

him, by which he engaged to aid him in reascending
the throne of his father.

The people of Antioch, who mortally hated Am-
monius, believed it time to show their resentment.

Having discovered him disguised like a woman, they
sacrificed him to their rage. Not content with that

revenge, they declared against Alexander himself
and opened their gates to Ptolemy. They would
even have set him upon the throne. But that

prince,
assuring them that he was contented with his own
dominions, instead of accepting that offer, recom-
mended to them Demetrius, the lawful heir, who ac-

cordingly was placed upon the throne of his ances-

tors, and acknowledged by all the inhabitants.

Alexander, who was at that time
in Cilicia, marched with the utmost A. M. 3859.

diligence, and put all to fire and Ant. J. C. 145.
sword around Antioch. The two ar-

mies came to a battle. Alexander was defeated, and
fled with 500 horse to Zabdiel,5 an Arabian prince,
with whom he had intrusted his children. Betrayed
by the

person
in whom he had placed most confi-

dence, his head was cut ori and sent to Ptolemy, who
expressed great joy at the sight of it. That joy was
of no long duration; for he died some few days after

of a wound he had received in the battle. Tims Al-

exander king of Syria, and Ptolemy Philometor kir.g
of Egypt, died at the same time; the first after a

reign of five years, and the second after one of thirty-
five. Demetrius, who had attained the crown by this

victory, assumed the surname of Nicator, that it to

sav, Hie Conqueror. The succession of Egypt was
attended with more difficulties.

SECTION IV. PHYSCON ESPOUSES CLEOPATRA.
AND ASCENDS THE THRONE OF EGYPT. DEMETRI-
US IN SYRIA ABANDONS HIMSELF TO ALL MANNER
OF EXCESSES. DIODOTUS, SCRNAMED TRYPHON,
CAUSES ANTICCHUS.THE SON OF ALEXANDER I; A LA,
TO BE PROCLAIMED KI.VG OF SYRIA; THEN KILLS
HIM. AND TAKES HIS PLACE. HE SE1/.ES JONA-
THAN BY TREACHERY, AND PUTS HIM TO DEATH.
DEMETRIUS UNDERTAKES AN EXPEDITION AGAINST
THE PARTHIANS, WHO TAKE HIM PRISONER. CLEO-
PA

%
TRA HIS HIKE ESPOUSES ANTIOCHUS S1DETES,

He \a called Emalcuel in the book of Maccabees
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BROTHER OP DEMETRIUS, AND PLACES HIM UPON
THE THKONE OF SYRIA. PHYSCON'S EXCESSIVE
FOLLIES AND ENORMITIES. ATTAI.US PH1LOMETOR
SUCCEEDS ATTAI.US HIS UNCLE, WHOM HE CAUSES
TO BE REGRETTED BY HIS VICES. HE DIES HIMSELK,
AFTER HAVING REIGNED FIVE YEARS, AND BY HIS

WILL LEAVES THE ROMAN PEOPLE HEIRS TO HIS

DOMINIONS. AR1STON1CUS SEIZES THEM. HE IS

OVERTHROWN, LED IN TRIUMPH, AND PUT TO
DEATH.

CLEOPATRA, queen of
Egypt,

af-

A. INI. 3859. ter the death of her husband, who
Ant. J. C. 145. was at the same time her brother,

endeavoured to place the crown

npon the head of the s'on she had by him.i As he

was yet very young, others laboured to obtain it for

Phys'con, king of Cyrenaica, the late king's brother,
and sent to desire him to come to Alexandria. Cleo-

patra, thereby reduced to the necessity of taking
measures for her defence, caused Onias and Dosithe-

ns, with an army of Jews, to come to her assistance.

There was at that time a Roman ambassador at Al-

exandria, named Therinus, who by his mediation
accommodated affairs. It was agreed that Physcon
should marry Cleopatra, and educate her son, who
should be declared heir to the crown; and that Phys-
con should possess it during his life. He had no
sooner married the queen and taken possession of
the crown, than, on the very clay of the nuptials, he
killed her son in her arms.

I have already observed that the surname of Phys-
con, given to this prince, was properly a nickname.
That which he took himself was Euergetes, which

signifies the benefactor. The Alexandrians changed
it into that of Cacpergetes, that is to say, on the con-

trary, one who delights in doing harm; a surname to

which he had the justest title.

In Syria affairs went on little bettfr.8 Demetrius,
a young prince without experience, left every thing
to Lasthenes, who had procured him the Cretans,

by whose aid he had ascended the throne. He was
a corrupt and rash man, and behaved himself so ill,

that he soon lost his master the" hearts of those who
were most necessary to his support.
The first wrong step which he took, was in regard

to the soldiers, whom Ptolemy, upon his march, had

put into the maritime places of Phoenicia and Syria,
to reinforce the garrisons. If he had left those garri-
sons in them, they would have very much augmented
his forces. Instead of conciliating them, or at least

of treating them well, upon some umbrage which he

conceived, he sent orders to the troops of Syria who
were in the same garrisons, to cut the throats of all

the Egyptian soldiers; which massacre was accord-

ingly executed. The army of Egypt, which was still

in Syria, and had placed him upon the throne, full

of just horror for such barbarous cruelty, abandoned
him immediately, and returned home. After which
he caused the strictest search to be made for all

those who had taken part against himself or his fath-

er in the last wars, and punished with death all that

could be found. When he believed, after all these

executions, that he had no longer any enemies to

fear, he broke the greatest part of his troops, and

kept only his Cretans, and some other foreigners, MI

his service. By that means he not only deprived
himself of the veteran troops

who had served under
his father, and who, as being well affected to him,
would have maintained him upon the throne, but he
rendered them his greatest enemies, by depriving
them of the sole means they had to subsist. He
found this fully verified in the insurrections and re-

volutions whi;h afterwards happened.
Jonathan in the mean time seeing every thing quiet

in Judea, formed the design of delivering the nation
at length from the evils it suffered from the citadel,
which the idolatrous Greeks still held in Jerusalem.
He invested it, and caused machines of war to be

brought, in order to attack it in form. Demetrius,

Joseph, contr. App. 1. li. Justin. 1. xxxviii. c. 8. Val.
Max. 1. ix. c.l.

I>i<>d. in Excerpt. Vales {. 346. 1 Maccab. xi. 2037.
7eph. Amiq. 1. liii. c. 8.

in consequence of the conip.amts made to r apoB
that occasion, went to Ptolemais, and con .htied

Jonathan to attend him there, to give an ac\ ^-iit of
that affair. Jonathan gave orders for pushing the

siege vigorously in his absence, and set out to meet
him with some of the priests and principal persons o^
the nation. He carried with him a great quantity of

magnificent presents, and appeased the king and hU
ministers so successfully, that he not only caused the
accusation which had been formed against him to be

rejected, but even obtained great Tionours and new
marks of favour. The whole country under his go-
vernment was discharged from all duties, custom*,
and tributes, for the sum of 300 talents,3 which he

agreed to pay the king by way of equivalent.
The king being returned to Antioch,4 and continu*

ing to give himself up immoderately to all kind cf
excesses, violence, and cruelty, the people's patience
was entirely exhausted, so that the whole nation was

disposed for a general revolt.

Diodotus, afterwards surnamed Tryphon, who had

formerly served Alexander, and had shared the go-
vernment of Antioch with Hierax, seeing the people
in this disposition, found the occasion favourable for

attempting a bold enterprise, which was to set the
crown upon his own head, by taking advantage of
these disorders. He went into Arabia toZabdiel.to
whom the person and education of Antiochus, the
son of Alexander Bala, had been intrusted. He laid

the state of the affairs of Syria before him, informed
him of the discontent of the people, and of the sol-

diery in particular, and strongly represented, that
there could not be a more favour-able opportunity for

setting Antiochus upon the throne of his father. He
demanded that the young prince should be put into

his hands, in order that he might enforce his rights.
His view was to make use of the pretensions of An-
tiochus till he had dethroned Demetrius, and after-

wards to rid himself of theyoung prince,
and assume

the crown himself, as he did. Zabdiel, whether he

penetrated his real design, or did not entirely approve
his scheme, did not accede to it at first. Tryphon
was obliged to continue a considerable time with
him to solicit and press him. At length ty force of

importunity or presents, he gained Zabdiel's consent,
and obtained what he demanded.
Jonathan carried on the siege of

the citadel ofJerusalem with vigour: A. M. 3860.
but seeing that he made no progress, Ant. J. C. 144.
he sent deputies to Demetrius, to de-
sire that he would withdraw the garrison which he
could not drive out by force. Demetrius, who found
himself involved in great difficulties from the fre-

quent tumults, which happened at Antioch, where the

people had conceived an invincible aversion for hig

person and government, granted Jonathan all he de-

manded, upon condition that he would send troops to
chastise I hi- mutineers. Jonathan sent him 3000 men
immediately. As soon as the king had them, believ-

ing himself
sufficiently strong to undertake every

thing, he resolved to disarm the inhabitants of Anti-

och, and gave orders accordingly that the) should
all deliver up their arms. Upon" this they rose, to
the number of 120,000 men, and invested tlir palace*
with design to kill the king. The Jews imm.diatelr
flew to disengage him, dispersed the multitude with
fire and sword burnt a great part of the city, and
killed or destroyed very near 100,000 of the inhabi-

tants. The rest, in ti audited by so great a misfor-

tune, demanded a peace, which was granted them:
and the tumult ceased. The Jews, after having taken
this terrible revenge for the wrongs which the peo-
ple of Antioch had done to Judea and Jerusalem,

principally during the rei^n o'f Antiochus Epiphanei
returned into their country laden with honour and

booty.
Demetrius still continuing his cruelty, tyrpnny, and

oppression, put many more persons to denth for th*

Three hundred thousand crowns.
Justin. 1. xxxviii. c. 9. 1 Maccab. xi. 39 74 xii. 21

34. Joseph. Antiq. I. xiii. c 9. Appian. in Syr. p. 131
Knit. Liv. I. lii. Sirab. 1. xvi. p. 752. Diod. in Excerpt.
Vales, p. 346.
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last seditii n, confiscated the estates of others, and ba-

nished a great number. All his subjects conceived

such a hatred and animosity against him, that there

wanted nothing but an opportunity for
displaying it,

and making him experience the most dreadfuf ertects

of their vengeance.
Notwithstanding the promises he had made to Jo-

athan, and the great obligations he had to him for

the aid which had preserved him, he behaved no bet-

ter towards him than he did toothers. Believing he
could do without him for the future, he did not ob-

serve the treaty he had made with him. Though the

urn of 300 talents had been paid, he did not desist

from demanding all the usual imposts, customs, and

tributes, with the same rigour as before, and with

menaces to Jonathan of making war upon him if he
felled.

Whilst things were in this unsteady condition, Try-
phon conducted Antiochus, the son of Alexander, into

Syria, and caused his pretensions to the crown to be

declared by a manifesto. The soldiers who had been
disbanded "by Demetrius, and a great number of other

malecontc-nls, came in crowds to join the pretender,
and proclaimed him king. They marched under his

ensigns against Demetrius, defeated him, and obliged
him to retire into Seleucia. They took all his ele-

phants, made themselves masters of Antioch, placed
Antiochus upon the throne of the kings of Syria, and

gave him the surname of Theos, which signifies
" the

God."
Jonathan, disgusted at the ingratitude of Deme-

trius, accepted the invitation made him by the new-

king, and engaged in his party. Great favours were

heaped upon him and Simon his brother. A commis-
sion was sent them, whereby they were empowered
to raise troops for Antiochus throughout all Cuele-sy-
ria and Palestine. Of these troops they formed two

bodies, with which they acted separately, and obtain-

ed several victories over the enemy.

Tryphon.i seeing all things brought to the desired

point for executing the project he had formed ofde-

stroying Antiochus, and of possessing himself of the

crown of Syria, found no other obstacle to his design
lhan on the part of Jonathan, whose probity he knew
loo well even to sound him upon entering into his

riews. He resolved therefore to rid himself, at any
price, of so formidable an enemy; and accordingly
entered Judaea with an army in order to take him and

put him to death. Jonathan came also to Bethshan
it the head of 40,000 men. Tryphon perceived that

he should get nothing by force against so powerful an

*rmy. He endeavoured therefore to amuse him with

fine words, and the warmest assurances of a sincere

friendship. He gave him to understand, that he was
c ome thither only to consult him upon their common
interests, and to put Ptolemais into his hands, which
he was resolved to make him a present of as a free

gift. He deceived him so well by these protestations
of friendship and obliging offers, that he dismissed all

his troop, except 3000 men, of which he kept only
1000 about his person. He sent the rest towards Ga-
lilee, and followed Tryphon to Ptolemais, relying up-
on the traitor's oath, that he should be put into pos-
session of it. He had no sooner entered the place,
than the gates were shut upon him. Jonathan was

immediately seized, and all of his followers put to the

sword. Troops were also detached directly to follow
and surprise the 2000 men who were upon their march
to Galilee. They had already received advice of what
bad happened to Jonathan and his troops at the city
of Ptolemais; and having exhorted one another to

defend themselves well, and to veil their lives as dear
aj possible, the enemy were afraid to attack them.

They were suffered to proceed, and arrived all safe at

Jerusalem.

The affliction there for what had befallen Jonathan
was extreme. The Jews, however, did not lose cou-

rage. They chose Simon by universal consent for

their general, and immediately, bv bis orders, set

themselves at work with all possible speed to com-

plete the fortifications begun by Jonathan at Jerusa-

V i 1 Maccab. xii. 3954. xiii. 130. Joseph. Antiq. 1. xiii.

(.10,11. Justin, l.jaxvi. c.1. Epiu Liv. 1. IY.

lem. And when advice came that Trvphon appioarh-
ed, Simon marched against him at the head of a this

army.
Tryphon did not dare to give him battle, but had

again recourse to the same artifice? which had suc-

ceeded so well with Jonathan. He swt to tell Simon,
that he had only laid Jonathan under an arrest, be-

cause he owed the king 100 talents ;8 that if h< would
send him that sum, and Jonathan's two sons as hos-

tages for their father's fidelity, he would cause him to

be set at liberty. Though "Simon saw clearly that

this proposal was no more than a feint, nevertheless

that he might not have reason to reproach himself
with being the occasion of his brother's death, by re-

fusing to comply with it, he sent him the money and
Jonathan's two children. The traitor, notwithstand-

ing, did not release his prisoner, but returned a se-

cond time ir.to Judaea, at the head of a greater army
than before, with design to put all things to fire and
sword. Simon kept so close to him in all his marches
and counterman hes, that he frustrated his designs,
and obliged him to retire.

Tryphon, on his return into winter-quarters in

the country of Galaad, caused Jonathan to be put to

death; and btlieving after this that he had nobodv 10

fear, gave orders to kill Antiochus secretly. He then
caused it to be

,;i
ven out that he was dead of the stone,

and at the samr? time declared himself king ol Syria
in his stead, and took possession of the crown. \Vhen
Simon was informed of his brother's death, he sent to

fetch his bones, interred them in the sepulchre of his

forefathers at Medin, and erected a magnificent mon-
ument to his memory.
Tryphon passionately desired to

be acknowledged by the Romans.* A. M. 3861
His usurpation was :o unsteady with- Ant. J. C. 143
out this, that he jnrceiVed plainly
this was absolutely necessary to his support.

He sent

them a magnificent embassy, with a golden statue of

Victory of 10,000 pieces of gold in weight. He was
cheated by the Romans. They accepted the statue,

and caused the name of Antiochus, whom he bad

assassinated, to be inserted in the inscription, a* if it

had come from him.
The ambassadors* sent by Simon to Rome were

received there much more honourably, and all the

treaties made with his predecessors were renewed
with him.

Demetrius in the mean time amused himself with
diversions at Laodicea.Sand abandoned himself to the

most infamous debauches, without becoming more
wise from adversity, and without so much as seeming
to have the least sense of his misfortunes. As Try-
phon had given the Jews just renson to oppose him
and his party, Simon sent a crown of gold to Deme-
trius, and ambassadors to treat with him. They ob-

tained from that prince a confirmation of the high-

priesthood and sovereignty to Simon, exemption from
all kinds of tributes and imposts, with general amnesty
for all past acts of

hostility ; upon condition that the

Jews should join him against Tryphon.
Demetrius* at length recovered a

little from his lethargy upon the ar- A. M. 3863.

rival of deputies from'the East, who Ant. J. C. 141.

came to invite him thither. The
Parthians, having overrun almost the whole East, and

subjected all the countries of Asia between the Indut

and Euphratp*. the inhabitants ofthose countries,who
were desct ndeu <rom the Macedonians, not being able

to endure that usurpation, and the haughty insolence

of their new musters, were extremely urgent with De-
metrius, by repeated embassies, to come and put him-

self at their head ; assured him of a general insurrec-

tion against the Parthians; and promised to
supply

him with a sufficient number of troops to expel those

usurpers, and recover all the provinces of the East.

A hundred thousand crowns. * Died. Legal, xxxv.

1 Maccah. xiv. 16 40.

Diod. in Excerpt. Vales, p. 353. 1 Maccab. xiii. 3* 12,

and xiv. 38 41. Joseph. Antiq. 1. xiii. c. 11.

Justin. 1. xxxvi. c. 1 : 1. xxxviii. c. 9
; 1. xli. c. 5 and 6.

1 Maccab. xiv. 149. Joseph. Aniiq. 1. xiii. c. 9 U. Oro-

sius, 1. v. c. 4. Diod. in Excerpt. Vale*, p. 359. Appian. In

S/r. p. 132.
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Fall of these hopes, he at length undertook that expe-
dition, ai-c pasted the Euphrates, leaving Tryphon in

possession of the greatest part of Syria. He conceiv-

ed that, having once made liim-elt master of the East,
with that increase of power

he should be in a better

condition to reduce that rebel at his return.

As soon as he appeared in the East, the Elymseans,
Persians, and Hadrians declared in his favour"; and
with their pid he defeated the Farthians in several en-

gagement?, but at length, under pretence of treating
with him, they got him into an ambuscade, where he
was made prisoner, and his whole armvcutin pieces.

By this blow the empire of the Parthians took such
firm footing, that it supported itself for many ages af-

terwards, and became the terror of all its neighbours,
o as to be considered equal even to the Romans them-

elves, as to power in the field and reputation for

military exploits.
The king who then reigned over the Parthians was

Mithridates, son of Priapatius, valiant and wise

prince. We have seen in what manner Arsaces found-

ed this empire, and his son Arsaces II. established

and confirmed it, by a treaty of peace with Antiochus
the Great. Priapatius was the son of the second

Arsaces, and succeeded him; he was called also

Arsaces, which became the common name of all the

princes of this race. After having reigned fifteen

years, he left the crown at his death to his eldest son

Phraates, and he to Mithridates his brother, in pre-
ference to his own children,' because he had discov-

ered more merit and capacity in him for the govern-
ment of the people; convinced that a king, when it

b in his own power, ought to be more attentive to the

good of the state than the advancement of his own
family; and to forget, in some measure, that he is a

father to remember solely that he is a king. This
Mithridates was that

kin^
of the Parthians, into whose

hands Demetrius had fallen.

That prince, after having subdued the Medes, Ely-
nireans, Persians, and Bactrians, extended his con-

quests even into India, beyond the bounds of Alex-
ander's: and when he had defeated Demetrius, sub-

jected also Babylonia and Mesopotamia; so that his

empire was hounded at that time by the Euphrates
on the west, and the Ganges on the east.

He carried Demetrius his prisoner into all the pro-
vinces that still adhered to the king of Syria, with the

view of inducing them to submit to him, by showing
them the person they had looked upon as their deli-

verer, reduced to so low and shameful a condition.,
After that, he treated him as a king, sent him into

Hyrcania, which was assigned him for his place of re-

tidence, and gave him his daughter Rhodoguna in

marriage. However, he was always regarded as a

prisoner of war, though in other respects he had all

the libertv that could be granted him in that condition.

His son Phraates, who succeeded him, treated him in

the same manner.
It is observed particularly of this Mithridates, that

having subjected several different nations, he took
from each of them whatever was best in their laws and

customs, and out of them composed an excellent body
of laws and maxims of state, for the government of his

empire. This was making a glorious use of his victo-

ries; by so much the more laudable, as it is uncom-
mon and almost unheard of, for a victor to be more
intent upon gaining improvement from the wise cus-

toms of conquered nations, than upon enriching him-
lelf out of their spoils. It was h} this means that

Mithridates established the empire of the Parthians

upon solid foundations, gave it a firm consistency,
effectually attached the conquered provinces to it, and
united them into one monarchy, which subsisted many
age without change or revolution, notwithstanding
the diversity j( nations of which it was composed.
He may be looked upon as the Numa of the Parthian:,
who taught that warlike nation to temper a savage
valour with discipline, and to blend the wise author-

ity of laws with the blind force of arms.

Non multfl ptet decessit, multis filiis relictis; quibuj
pnKeritif,frairi potissimum Mithridali, inaignis virtmis vim,
reliijuit imperium : plus regie quam patrio deberi nomini
nlut, potiusque patriae qviara Liberia conaulendum. Justin.

At this time happened a considerable change in a
affairs of the Jewish nation. They had contend**

long with incredible efforts against the kings of Syria
not only for the defence of their liberty, but the pre-
servation of their religion. They thought it incum-
bent on them to take advantage of the favourable op
portunity of the king of Syria's captivity, and of the
cml wars with which that empire was continually
torn, to secure both the one and the other. In a gen-
eral assembly of the priests, the elders, and the w hole

people of Jerusalem, Simon was chosen general, to

whose family they had most essential obligations, and

they gave him the government, with the title of sov-

ereign, as wetl as that of high-priest: and declared
this double power, civil and sacerdotal, hereditary in

his family. These two titles had been conferred on
him by Demetrius, but limited to his person. Aftei
his death, both dignities descended jointly to his pos-
terity, and continued united for many generations.

\V hen queen Cleopatra saw her

husband taken and kept prisoner by A. M. 3864.

the Parthians, she shut herself up Ant. J. C. 140.

with her children in Seleucia, where

many of Tryphon's soldiers came over to her
party.

That man, who was naturally brutal and cruel, had

industriously
concealed those defects under appear-

ances of lenity and goodness, as long as he believed

it necessary to please the people, in order to be sue

cessful in his ambitious designs. When he saw him-
self in possession of the crown, he quitted an assumed
character that laid him under too much constraint,

and gave himself up entirely to bis bad inclinations.

Many therefore abandoned nim, and came over in no
inconsiderable numbers to Cleopatra. These deser-

tions did not, however, sufficiently augment her party
to put her into a condition to support herself. She
was also afraid, lest the people of Stleucia should

choose rather to give her up to Tryphon, than sup-

port a siege out of affection for her
person.

She there-

fore sent proposals to Antiochus Sidetes, Demetrius'i

brother, for uniting their forces; and promised on that

condition to marry him, and procure
him the crown.

For when she was informed that Demetrius had map.

ried Rhodoguna, she was so much enraged, that she

no longer observed any measures, and resolved to seek

support in a new marriage. Her children were yet
too young to support the weight of a tottering crown,
and she was not of a character to pay much regard to

their rights. As Antiochus, therefore, was the next

heir to the crown after them, she fixed upon him, and
took him for her husband.
This Antiochus was the second son of Demetrim

Soter, and had been sent to Cnidus with his brother

Demetrius, during the war between their father and
Alexander Bala, to secure them against the revolu-

tions he apprehended, and which actually happened,
as has been said before. Having accepted Cleopatra's
offers, he assumed the title of king of Syria.
He wrote a letter to Simon,* wherein he. complained

of Tryphon's unjust usurpation, for which he prom-
ised to take speedy vengeance. To engage him in

his interests, he made him great concessions, and gave
him ho|>es of much greater when he should ascend

the throne.

And in fact, in the beginning of the

following year, he made a descent A.M. 3865.

into Syria with on army of foreign Ant. J. C. 139.

troops,
which he had taken into his

pay in Grfeece, Asia Minor, and the islands; and f-

ter having espoused Cleopatra, and
joined

what troop*
she had with his own, he took the field, and marched

against Tryphon. The greatest part of that usurper
1

!

troops, weary of his tyranny, abandoned him, and
came over to'the army of Ant'iochus. which amounted
at that time to 120,000 foot and 8000 horse.

Tryphon could not make head againt him, and re-

tired to Dora, a city in the neighbourhood of I'tola-

mais in Phoenicia. Antiochus besieged him there by
sea and land with all his forces. The place could not

hold out long against so powerful an army. Tryphon
escaped by sea to Ortho^a, another maritime city of

1 Maccab. xv. 111. xvi. 110. Jocepb. Anti-i- 1. xiU.

c. 12, 13.
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Phoenicia, and from thence proceeding to Apnmea,
where he was born, he was there taken and put to

death. Antiochus thus terminated the ustirparton,
and ascended his father's throne, which he possessed
nine years His passion for hunting- occasioned his

being'
called SiJttes.or " the hunter," from the word

"ZicTah," which has the same signification in the Sy-
riac language.

Simon, established in the government of Judaea by
the general consent of the nation, thought it necessa-

ry to send ambassadors to Rome, in order to tlis being
acknowledged under that title, and to renew the an-

cient treaties. They were very well received, and ob-

tained all they desired. The senate, in consequence,
caused the consul Piso to write to Ptolemy king of

Egypt, Attalus kingof Pergamus, Ariarathes king of

Cappadocia, Demetrius I king of Syria, Mithridates

Ring of the Parthians, and to all the states of Greece,
Asia Minor, and the islands, with whom the Romans
were in alliance, to notify to them, that the Jews were
their friends and allies, and that consequently they
ihould not undertake any tiling

to their prejudice.
As Antiochus had granted Simon so advantageous

an alliance solely from the necessity of his present
circumstances, and contrary to the interests of the

state, as well as to the policy of his predecessors, the.

letter from the Romans did not prevent him from de-

claring against Simon, notwithstanding
all the mag-

nificent promises he had made him, and from sending
troops inlo Judiea, under the command of Cendebasus,
who was overthrown in a battle by Judas and John,
the SOIH of Simon.

Physcon had reigned seven years
A. M. 3866. in Egypt.* History relates nothing

Ant. J. C. 138. of him, during all that time, but mon-
strous vices and destestable cruelties.

Never was there a prince so abandoned to excesses,
and at the same time as cruel and sanguinary. All

the rest of his conduct waas contemptible as his vices

were enormous; for he both said and acted in public.
the extravagances of an infant, by which he drew

upon himself both the contempt and abhorrence of
his subjects. Without Hierax, his first minister, he
had infallibly been dethroned. This Hierax was a

native of Antioch, and was the same to whom, in the

reign of Alexander Bala, the government of that city
had been given in conjunction with Diodotus, after-

wards surnamed Trvphon. After the revolution

which happened in S'yria, he retired into Egypt, en-

tered into the service of Ptol<ny Physcon, and soon
became his captain-general and prime minister. As
he was valiant in the field and able in council, by
causing the troops to be well paid, and amending
the faults which his master committed, by a wise and

equitable government, and by preventing or redress-

ing them as much as possible, he had been till then so

fortunate as to support the tranquillity of the state.

But in the following years, whe-
A. M.3868. ther Hierax was dead, or the

pru-
Ant. J. C. 136. dence and ability of that minister

were no longer capable of restraining
the folly of this prince, the affairs of Egypt went on
worse than ever. Physcon, without anv reason, caused
the greatest part of those to be put to death, who had

expressed the most zeal in procuring him the crown
after his brother's death, and maintaining it upon his

head. Athemeus places Hierax in this number; but
without mentioning the time. He also put to death,
or at least banished, most of those who had been in

favour with Philometor his brother, or had only held

employments during his reign; and by permitting his

foreign troops to plunder and murder at discretion, he
terrified Alexandria so much, that the greatest part of
the inhabitants, to avoid his cruelty, thought it ne-

cessary to retire into foreign countries, and the city
remained almost a desert. To supply their places,
when he perceived that nothing remained but empty
houses, he caused proclamation to be made in all the

1 This letter was addressed to Demetrius, though prisoner
amongst the Parthians, because the Romans had neither ac-
knowledged Aniiochus Sidetes nor Tryphon.

Justin. 1. xxxviii. c. 8. Diod. in Excerpt. Vales, p. 361.

Athen. 1. iv. p. 184, and 1. vi. p. 252. Val. Max. 1. ix. c. 1, 2.

neighbouring countries, that whosover should come
anrf settle there, of whatsoever nation they were,
should meet with the greatest encouragement and ad-

vantages. There were considerable numbers whom
this proposal suited very well: the houses that had
been abandoned were given to them, and all the

rights, privileges, and immunities, granted them,
which had been enjoyed by the ancient inhabitants;

by this means the city was repeopled.
As amongst those who had quitted Alexandria

there was a great number of grammarians, philoso

phers, geometricians, physicians, musicians, and other
masters in the liberal sciences, it happened from

thence, that the polite arts and sciences began to re

vive in Greece, Asia Minor, and the islands; in

word, in every place where these illustrious fugitive!
carried them. The continual wars between the suc-

cessors of Alexander, had almost extinguished the

sciences in all those countries; and they
would have

been entirely lost in those times of confusion, if they
had not found protection under the Ptolemies at Al-
exandria. The first of those princes, by founding his

tuusaaum for the entertainment of the learned, and

erecting his fine library, had drawn about him almost
all the learned men of Greece. The second and third

following the founder's
steps

in that respect, Alex-
andria became the principal city in the world where
the liberal arts and sciences were most cultivated,
whilst they were almost absolutely neglected every
where else. Most of the inhabitants of that great city
studied or professed some or other of those polite arts,
in which they had been instructed in their youth.
So that when the cruelty and oppression of the tyrant,
of whom I speak, obliged them to take refuge in for-

eign countries, their most general recourse for sub-
sistence was to make it their business to teach what

they knew. They opened schools for that purpose;
and as they were pressed by necessity, they taught at

a low price, which very much increased the number
of their disciples. By this means the arts and sciences

began to revive, wherever tbey were dispersed ;
that

is to say throughout what we call the whole East,

exactly in the same manner as they took new birth

in the West, after the capture of Constantinople by
the Turks.
Much about the time that

strangers came in crowds
to repeople Alexandiia.s P. Scipio Africanus the

younger, Sp. Mummius, and L. Metellus, arrived
there as ambassadors from Rome. It was a maxim
with the Romans to send frequent embassies to their

allies, in order to take cognizance of their affairs, and
to accommodate their differences. It was with this

view, that three of the greatest persons in the state

were sent at this time into Egypt. They had orders
to go into Egypt, Syria, Asia, and Greece ;

nnd to see

in what condition the affairs of those countries were;
to examine in what manner the treaties made with
them were observed

;
and to remedy whatever they

should find amiss. They acquitted themselves of
this commission with so much equity, justice, and ad-

dress; and rendered such great services to those to

whom they were sent, in restoring order amongst
them, and in accommodating their differences; that

as soon us they returned to Rome, ambassadors came
from all parts through which they had passed, to re-

turn the senate thanks for having sent amongst them

persons of such extraordinary merit, and whose wis-

dom and goodness they could never sufficiently ad-
mire.

The first place they went to, according to their

instructions, was Alexandria. The king received
tdem with great magnificence. As to themselves,

they affected state so little, that at their entry, Scipio,
who was the greatest personage of Rome, had only
one friend with him, which was Panaetius the philos-

opher, and five damestios.4 ]\"ot his domestics, (say*
an historian,) but his victories, were considered: he

Cic. in Somn. Scip. Athen. 1. vi. p. 273, and 1. xii. p.
549. Val. Max. 1. iv. c. 3. Diod. Lesrat. xxxii.

Cum perscwinsel exteras semes iier faceret,non manei-

pia sed victorias numpraba'jtur; nee quantum auriet argenti,
sed quantum amplitudinis unus secum ferret estimabatur
Val. Max.
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was not esteemed for his gold or his silver, but for

In-
|

r-.initl virtues and qualities. Though during
their whole residence at Alexandria, the king caused

them to be served with whatever was most delicate

mid exquisite, they never touched any thing but the

most simple and common meats; despisingall the rest,

s serving only to enervate the mind as well as the

body. So great, even at that time, were the moder-
ation and temperance of the Romans; but luxury and

pomp quickly assumed their place.
\\hentheambassadors had fully viewed Alexan-

dria, and regulated the affairs which brought them
thither, they went up the Nile to visit Memphis and

the other parts of Egypt. They saw with their own
eves, or by statements drawn up upon the spot, the

infinite number of cities, and the prodigious multitude

of inhabitants contained in that kingdom ;
the strength

of its natural situation; the fertility of its soil, and ell

the other advantages it enjoyed. They found that it

wanted nothing to render it powerful and formidable,
but a prince of capacity and

application;
for Phys-

con, who then reigned, was nothing less than a king.

Nothing was so wretched as the idea he gave them
of himself in all the audiences they had of him. Of
his cruelty, luxury, barbarity, and other vices, I have

already made mention, and shall be obliged to give
farther proofs of them in the sequel. The deformity
of his body sufficiently corresponded with that of his

mind: 1

nothing more hideous was ever seen. ^His
stature was of the smallest, and with that he had a

belly of so enormous a size, that there was no man
could embrace him in his arms. This largeness of

his belly occasioned his being called by the nick-name
of Physcon. Upon this wretched person he wore so

transparent a stuff, that all his deformity might be seen

through it. He never appeared in public but in a

chariot, not bebg able to carry the load of flesh, which
was the fruit of his intemperance, unless when he

walked with Scipio. So that the latter, turning to-

wards Panxtius, told him in his ear, smiling,
" The

Alexandrians are obliged to us for seeing their king
walk on foot."

We must confess, to the reproach of royalty, that

most of the kings of whom we now speak, dishonoured
not only the throne, but even human nature itself, by
the most horrid vices. It is dreadful to see, in that

long list of kings whose history we have related, how
few there are who deserve that name. What com-

parison is there between those monsters of dissolute-

ness and cruelty, and Scipio Africanus, one of the

three Roman ambassadors, who was a prodigy of wis-

dom and virtue, as far as they could be found amongst
the Pagans'? Justin accordingly says of him, that

whilst lie visited and considered with curiosity the

rarities of Alexandria, he was himself a sight to the

whole city. Dnm inspirit urbem, ipie spectaculo
A lexandrinis fait.

Attalus king of Pergamus^ died

A.M. 3866. about the time of which we now
Ant.J.C. 138. speak. His nephew, who bore the

same name, and was also called Philo-

inetor, succeeded him. As the latter was very young
when his father Eumenes died, he had been under
the tuition of his uncle, to whom the crown was also

left by the will of Eumenes. Attalus gave his ne-

Chew
the best education he could, and at his death

equeathed the throne to him, though he had sons of

his own; a proceeding as rare as it was laudable;
most princes thinking no less of transferring their

crowns to their posterity, than of preserving them to

themselves during their lives.

This prince's death was a misfortune to the king-
dom of Pergamiis. Philometor governed it in the

Quam cruentuft civibtw, tarn ridiculus Romania fuit.

Erat enim et vultu deformis, et statura brevis, et sagina
vemris, non humini Red belluse similis. Quam fu-ilit.-itcm

niinia snliiiliiiis perlucida vcstis augebat, prorsus quasi aatu

inspicienda prseberentur, quaeomni studio occuhanda pudi-
bundo viro erant. Justin. 1. viii. c. 8.

Athenaeussays, t e >i nnSi*'-" *<T< ' /* J'i *>*! v*

Which the interpreter translates, Pidibus ille nunquam
ex regiu prodibat, sedperpetuo Scipioni rubnixut ; instead
of nisi propter Scipiontm.

Jugiin. 1. xxxvi. c. 4. Strait. 1. xiii. p. 624. Flut. in
Deniet. p. 897. Diod. in Ficerpt Valei. p. 370.

most extravagant and pernicious manner, fje wai
scarce upon the throne before he stained it with tht
blood ot his nearest relations, and the best friends of
his family. He caused almost all who had served
his father and uncle with extreme fidelity, to be mur-
dered, under pretence that some of them had killed

his mother Stratonice, who died of disease in a very
advanced age, and others his wife Berenice, who died
of an incurable distemper, with which slie hud been
seized very naturally. He put others also to death

upon suspicions entirely frivolous; and with them,
their wives, children, and whole families. He caused
these executions to be committed by foreign troops
whom he had expressly sent for from the. most savagf
and cruel nations, to make them the instruments of
his enormous barbarity.

After having massacred and sacrificed to his furj
in this manner, the most deserving persons of his

kingdom, he ceased to show himself abroad. Ha
appeared no more in the ciiv, and ate no longer in

public. He put on old clothes, let his beard grow,
without taking any care of it, and did every thing
which persons accused of capital offences used to do
in those days, as if he intended thereby to acknow-

ledge the crimes which he had just perpetrated.
P rom hence he proceeded to other species of folly.

He renounced the cares of state, and retired into his

garden, and engaged in digging the ground himself,
and then sowed all sorts of venomous, as well as

wholesome, herbs; then poisoning the good with the

juice of the bad, he sent them in that manner as pre-
sents to his friends. He passed all the rest of his

reign in cruel extravagances cf the like nature, which

happily for his subjects, was of no long duration, for

it lasted only five years.
He had taken it into his head to practise the trade

of a founder, and formed the model of a monument
of brass to be erected to his mother. Whilst he was
at work in ca-ting the metal, on a hot summer's day,
he was seized with a fever, which car-

ried him off' in seven days, and freed A.M. 3871.
his subjects from an ambominsble ty- Ant. J. C. 133.

rant.

He had made a will, by which he appointed the

Roman people his heirs. Eudemus of Pergamus car-

ried this will to Rome. The principal article was ex-

pressed in these terms, LET THE ROMAN PEO-
PLE INHERIT ALL MY EFFECTS.' As soon
as it was read, Tiberius Gracchus, tribune of the

people, always attentive to conciliate their favour

took hold of the occasion; and ascending the tribu-

nal, proposed a law to this effect: that all the read^
money which should arise from the succession to this

prince, should be distributed amongst the poor citi-

zens, who should be sent as colonies into the country
bequeathed to the Roman people, in order that they

might have wherewithal to support themselves in

their new possessions, and to supply them with the

tools and other things necessary in agriculture. He
added, that as to the cities and lands, which were un-
der that prince's government, the senate had no right
to pass any decree in regard to them, and that he
should leave the disposal of them to the people:
which extremely offended the senate. That tribune

was killed some small time after.

Aristonicus, however, who report-
ed himself of the blood royal, was A. M. 3872.

actively employed in preparing to Ant. J. C. 132.

take possession of Attalus i domin-
ions. He was indeed the son of Eumenes, but by a

courtezan. He easily engaged the majority of the

cities in his party, because they had been long accus-

tomed to the government of kings. Some cities,

through fear of the Romans, refused at first to ac-

knowledge him, but were compelled to it by force.

As his party grew stronger every

day, the Romans sent the consul, A. M. 3873.

Licinius Crassua, against him. It Ant. J. C. 131.

was observed of this general, that he

was so perfectly master of all the dialects of the

Plut. in Gracch. Flor. 1. ii. c. 20. Justin. 1. xxxvi. r. 4,

and xxxvii. c. 1. Veil. Patera 1. ii. c. 4. Strab. 1. xlv. p
646. Ore*, l.v.c. 8-10. Eutrop. l.iv. Val. Max. 1. iii. c. i
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Greek to.igue which in a manner formed five differ-

ent languages, that he pronounced his decrees accord-

ing to the particular idiom of those who pleaded be-

fore him, which ma.ie him very agreeable to all the

states of Asia Minor. All the neighbouring princes
in alliance with the Roman people, the kings of tii-

thvnia, Pontus, Cappaducia, and Paphlagoma, joined
him with their troops.

Notwithstanding such powerful
A. M. 3874. supports, having engaged in a battle

Ant. J. C. 130. with disadvantage, his army, which
he commanded then in quality of

orocon?ul, was defeated, and himself made prisoner.
tie avoided the shame of being put into the victor's

bands by a voluntary death. His head was carried

to Aristonicus, who caused his body to be interred

t Smyrna.
The consul Perpenna, who had succeeded Crassus,

toon revenged his death. Having made all haste

into Asia, he gave Aristonicus battle, entirely routed
hi* army, besieged him soon after in Stratonice, and
at length made him prisoner. All 1'hrygia submitted
to the Romans.

He sent Aristonicus to Rome, in

A. M. 3875. the fleet which be loaded with Atta-

Ant. J. C. 129. lus's treasures. Manius Aquilius,
who had lately been elected consul,

was hastening to take his place, in order to put an
end to this war and deprive him of the honour of a

triumph. He found Aristonicus set out; and some
time after, Perpenna, who had begun his journey,
died of a disease at Pergamus. Aquilius soon ter-

minated this war, which had continued almost four

years. Lydia, Curia, the Hellespont, Phrygia, in a

word, all that composed the kingdom of Attalus, was
reduced into a province of the Roman empire, under
the common name of Asia.

The senate had decreed, that the city of Phocaea,
which had declared against the Romans as well in

tiii- U-t war as in that against Antiochus, should be

destroyed. The inhabitants of Marseilles, which was

colony of Phocaea, moved as much with the danger
of thtir founders as if the fate of their own city had
been in question-, sent deputies to Rome, to implore
the clemency of the senate and people in thir favour.

Just as their indignation was against Phocaea, they
could not refuse to pardon it, in consideration of the

ardent solicitations of a people, whom they had al-

ways heKI iii the highest consideration, and who ren-

dered themselves still more worthy of it, by the ten-

der concern and gratitude they expressed for their

forefathers and founders.

Phrygia Major was granted to Mithridates Euer-

getes, king of Pontus, in reward for the aid he had

given the Romans in that war. But after his death,

they dispossessed his SOD, Mithridates the Great, of

it, and declared it free.

Ariarathes, king of
Cappadocia,

who died during
this war, had left six children. Rome, to reward in

tne sons the services of the father, added Lycaonia
and Cilicia to their dominions. They found in queen
Laodice not the tenderness of a parent, but the cru-

elty of a step-mother. To secure all authority to

herself she poisoned five of her children; and the

sixth would have shared the same fate, if his relations

bad not taken iiini out of the murderous hands of
that Megaera, on whose crimes the people soon took

vengeance by a violent death.

Manius Aquilius, at his return to

A. M. 3878. Rome, received the honour of a tri-

Ant. J. C. 126. umph. Aristonicus, after having
been shown there for a sight to the

people,
was carried to prison, where he was strangled.

Such were the consequences of king Attalus's will.

Mithridates, i:i a letter which he wrote afterwards
to Arsaces, king of Parthia, accuses the Romans of

having forged a lalse will of Attalus's in order to de-

prive Aristonicus, the eon of Eumenes, of his father's

kingdom, which appertained to him of right: but it is

*i avowed enemy who charges him with this. It is

more surprising that Horace, in one of his ode,
seems to make the Roman people the same reproach,
and to insinuate that they had attained the succession

by fraud.

Neque Atiali

Ignotus hzres reeiam occupavi.

A'or have I seiz'd, an heir unknown,
Tht Phrygian's kingdom for my mm.*

However, there remains no trace in history of any
secret intrigue or solicitation to that effect on the

side of the Romans.
I thought it proper to relate all the consequence*

of this will without interruption. I shall now resume
the thread of my history.

SECTION V. ANTIOCHUS SIDETES BESIEGES JOHH
HYRCANUS I.N JERUSALEM. THAT CITY SURREN-
DERS BY CAPITULATION. HE MAKES WAR AGAINST
THE PARTHIANS, AND PERISHES IN IT. PHRAATES,
KING OF THE PARTHIANS, DEFEATED IN HIS TURN
BY "HE SCYTHIANS. PHYSCON COMMITS Hi RKID
CRUELTIES IN EGYPT. A GENERAL REVOLT OBLI-

GE HIM TO QUIT IT. CLEOPATRA, HIS FIRST
V IKK, IS REPLACED UPON THE THRONE. S.HE
IMPIjURES AID OF DEMETRIUS, AND IS SOON RE-
DUCED TO LEAVE EGYPT. PHYSCON RETURNS
THITHER, AND REASCENDS THE THRONE. BY HIS

.MEANS ZEBINA DETHRONES DEMI.TR1U5, WHO IS

SOON AFTER KILLED. THE KINGDOM IS DIVIDED
BETWEEN CLEOPATRA, THE WIFE OF DEMETRIUS,
AND ZEBINA. THE LATTER IS DEFEATED AKD
KILLED. ANTIOCHUS GRYPUS ASCENDS THE
THRONE OF SYRIA. THE FAMOUS MITHRIDATES
BEGINS TO REIGN IN PONTUS. PHYSCON'S DEATH.

SIMON having been slain by trea-

chery* with two of his sons, John, A. M. 3869.

another of them, su roamed Hyrca- Ant. J. C. 135.

nus, was proclaimed high-priest and

prince of the Jews in his father's stead. Here endi
the history of the Maccabees.
Antiochus Sidetes, king of Syria, made all possible

haste to take the advantage which the death of Si-

mon gave him, and advanced at the head of a pow-
erful army to reduce Judea, and unite it to the em-

pire of Syria. Hyrcanus was obliged to shut himself

up in Jerusalem, where he sustained a long siege
with incredible valour. Reduced at length to the

last extremity for want of provisions, he caused pro-

posals of peace to be made to the king. His condi-

tion was not unknown in the camp. Those who
were about the king's person pressed him to take ad-

vantage of the present occasion for exterminating
the Jewish nation. They represented to him, (re-

curring to past ages,) that they had been driven out
of Egypt as impious wretches, hated by the gods, and
abhorred by men; that they were enemies to all the

rest ut' man-kind, as they had no communication with

any but those of their own sect, and would neither

eat, drink, nor have any familiarity with other people;
that they did not adore the same gods; that they had

laws, customs, and a religion entirely different from
that of all other nations; that therefore they well

deserved to be treated by other nations with equal

contempt, and to be rendered hatred for hatred ; and
that all people ought to unite in extirpating them.
Diodorus Siculus, as well as Josephus, says, that it

was from the pure effect of the generosity and cle-

mency of Antiochus, that the Jewish nation was not

entirely destroyed on this occasion.
He was well pleased to enter into a treaty with

Hyrcanus. It was agreed, that the besieged should
surrender their arms; that the fortifications of Jeru-
salem should be demolished; and that a tribute

should be paid to the king for Joppa, and for the
other cities which the Jews had out of Judea: and

peace was concluded upon these conditions. Anti-
ochus also demanded that the citadel of Jerusalem
should be rebuilt, and would have put a garrison into

it; but Hyrcanus would not consent to that, upon
account of the miseries which the nation had suffered

> Simulalo impio ttsiamenlo, filium ejus (Eiimenis) Aris-

tonicum, quia patrium regnum petiverat, hustium more per
triumphum duxerc. Aputi Oalliist. in Fragm.

VOL. 11. 33

Hor. Od. xviii. 1. ii. 1. 5.
> 1 Miccab. xvi. Joseph. Antiq. 1. ziii. c 16. DtoA

Eclog. i. p. 901.
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from the garrison of the former citadel, and chose
rather to pay the king the sum of 500 talents,! which
be demanded as an equivalent. The capitulation
was executed, and for those articles which could
not be immediately fulfilled, hostages were given,
amongst whom was a brother of Hyrcanus.

Scipio Africanus the younger,
A. M. 3870. having gone, to command in Spain,*

Ant J. C. 134. during the war with Numantia, An-
tiochus Sidetes sent him rich and

magnificent presents. Some generals would have

appropriated them to their own use. Scipio received
tnrm in public, sitting upon his tribunal in the view
ofthe whole army, and gave orders that they should
be delivered to the quasstor.S to be applied in reward-

ing the officers and soldiers who should distinguish
themselves in the. service. By such conduct a gene-
rous and noble soul is known.

Demetrius Nicator4 had been
A. M. 3873. kept many years in captivity by the

Ant. J. C. 131. Parthians in Hyrcama, where he
wanted nothing except liberty, with-

out which all else is misery. He had made several

attempts to obtain it, and to return into his own
kingdom, but always without success. He was twice
retaken in the midst of his flight, and punished only
with being carried back to the place of his confine-

ment, where he was guarded with more care, but al-

ways treated with the same magnificence. This was
not the effect of mere goodness and clemency in the

Parthians; interest had some share in it. They had
views of making themselves masters ofthe kingdom
of Syria, however remote they were, and waited a
favourable opportunity, when, under color of going
to re-establish Demetrius upon his throne, they might
take possession of it for themselves.

Antiochus Sidetes, whether apprized of this de-

sign or not, thought proper to prevent it, and march-
ed against Phraates at the head o<"a formidable army.
The Parthians' late usurpation of the richest and
finest provinces of the East, which his ancestors had

always possessed from the time of Alexander, was a

strong inducement to him for uniting all his forces

for their expulsion. His army consisted of upwards
of 80,000 men, well armed and disciplined. But the

train of luxury had added to it so great a multi-
tude of sutlers, cooks, pastry-cooks, confectioners,

actors, musicians, and infamous women, that they
were almost four times as many as the soldiers, for

they were reckoned to amount to about 300,000.
There may be some exaggeration in this account, but,
if two-thirds were deducted, there would still remain
a numerous train of useless mouths. The luxury of
the camp was in proportion to the number of those
who administered to it. Gold and silver glittered in

all part,5even upon the boots of the private soldiers.

The instruments and utensils of the kitchen were
silver, as if they had been marching to a feast, and
not to a war.

Antiochus had great success at first. He bent

Phraates in three battles, and retook Babylonia and
Media. All the provinces of the East, which had

formerly appertained to the Syrian empire, threw off

the Parthian yoke, and submitted to him, except Par-

thia itself, where Phraates found himself reduced
within the narrow bounds of his ancient kingdom.
Hyrcanus, prince ofthe Jews, accompanied Antiochus
in this expedition, and having had a share in all these

victories, returned home laden with glory at the end
of the campaign and the year.

The rest of the army passed the

A. M. 3874. winter in the East. The prodigious
Aut. J. C. 130. number of the troops, including the

train before mentioned, obliged

Five hundred thousand crown*. Epit. Liv. 1. Ivii.

Th" qusMtor was the treasurer ofthe army.
Justin. 1. xxxviii. c. 9 and 10. 1. xlix. c. 1. Oros. I. v.

c. 1. Valer. Max. 1. ix. c. 1. Amen. 1. v.
p. 210, and I. x.

p. 439, and 1. xii. p. 540. Joseph. Antiq. xiii. c 16. Appian.
In Syr. p. 132.

Argpnti aurique tantum, ut etiam gregarii militrs caligas
uro fitrerent, proculcarenlque maieriam, cujus amore populi

ferro dimicant. Culinarum quoque argentea instrumenta
tiiere, quail ad epulas non ad bella pergerent. Juttin.

them to separate, and to remove so far from each
otiier, that they could not easily rejoin and form one

body in case of an attack. The. 'inhabitants, whom
ihey plundered extremely in their quarters, to be re-

venged upon them, and to get rid of troublesome

guests, whom nothing could satisfy, conspired with
the Parthians to massacre th*m all in one day in their

quarters, without giving them time to assemble;
which was accordingly executed. Antiochus, who
had kept a body of troops always about his person,
marched to assist the quarters nearest him, but wai
overpowered by numbers, and perished himself.
All the rest of the army were either massacred in

their quarters the same dav, or made prisoners; so
that out of so great a multitude, scarce any escaped
to carry the sad news of this slaughter into Syria.

It occasioned great grief and consternation there.
The death of Antiochus, a prince estimable for many
excellent qualities, was

particularly lamented. Plu-
tarch 6 relates a saying ol his very murh to his honour.
One day having lost himself a hunting, and being
alone, he retired into the cottage of some poor peo-
ple, who received him in the best manner they could,
without knowing him. At supper, having "himself
turned the conversation upon the person and conduct
of the king, they said, that tie was in every thing
else a good prince,

but that his too great passion for

bunting made him neglect the affairs of bis kingdom,
and repose too much confidence in his courtiers,
whose actions did not always correspond with the

goodness of his intentions. Antiochus made no an-
swer at that time. The next day, upon the arrival

of his train at the cottage, he was known. He re-

peated to his officers what had passed the evening
before, and told them by way of reproach,

" Since 1
have taken you into my service, I have not heard the
truth concerning myself till yesterday."

Phraates, thrice beaten by Antiochus, had at last re-

leased Demetrius, and sent him back into Syria with
a body of troops, in hopes that his. return would oc-
casion such troubles as would compel Antiochus to

follow him. But after the massacre, he detached a

party of horse to retake him. Demetrius, who ap-
prehended a countermand of that nature, had marched
with so lyuch diligence, that he had already passed
the Euphrates before that party arrived upon the
frontier. In this manner he recovered his dominions,
and made great rejoicings upon that occasion; whils/
all the rest of Syria were in tears, deploring

the losf

ofthe army, in which few families had not some neai

relation.

Phraates caused the body of A ntiochus to be sough*
for amongst the dead, and put it into a coffin ofsilver
He sent it into Syria to be honourably interred with
his ancestors; and having found one of his daughters
amongst the captives, he was struck with her beauty,
and married her.

Antiochus being dead,? Hyrcanus took advantage
ofthe troubles ana divisions which happened through*
out the whole empire of Syria, to extend his domin-
ions, by making himself master of many places in

Syria, Phoenicia, and Arabia, which lay commodiouslj
for him. He laboured also at the same time to ren-

der himself absolute and independent. He succeed-
ed so well, that from thenceforth neither himself nor

any of his descendants were dependent in the least

upon the l.ings of Syria. They threw oft" entirely the

yoke of subjection, and even that of homage.
Phraates.8 flushed with his great

successes and the victory he had A. M. 387i

gained, designed to carry the war Aut. J. C. 129.

into Syria, in revenge for Antiochus's
invasion of his dominions. But, whilst he was making
his preparations for that expedition, an unexpected
war broke out with the Scythians, who found him

employment enough at home, to remove all thought!
of disquieting others abroad. Finding himself vigor-

ously pressed by Antiochus, as we have seen, he had
demanded aid of that people. When they arrived.

Plut. in Apophthegm, p. 284.

Joseph. Amiq. 1. xiii. c. 17. Strab. 1. xvl. p. 701. JuKte
1. xxxvi. c. 1.

Justin. 1. xxxiz. c. 1, and 1. xliii. c 1,2.
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the affair was terminated; and having no farther oc-

casion for them, he would not give them the sums he
bad engaged to pay them. The Scythiai.s immediate-

ly turned their arms against himself, to avenge them-
selves for the injustice he had done them.

It was a er^at error in this prince to have disgusted
o powerful a nation by a mean and sordid avarice;
and he rommitted a second, no less considerable, in

the war itself. To strengthen himself against that

nation, he sought aid from a people to whom he had
made himse.fmure hateful than to the Srvthians them-

selves; these were the Gre-ek foreign troops, who hail

been in the pay of Antiochus in the last war against
him, and had been made prisoners. Phraates thought
proi>er to incorporate them into ais own troops; be-

lieving that he should considerably reinforce them

by that means. But when they saw themselves with
arms in their hands, they were resolved to be revenged
for the injuries and ill-treatment thev had suffered

during their captivity; and as soon as the armies en-

gaged, they went over to the enemy, and gave such
a turn to th'e battle, whilst the victory was in suspense,
that Phraates was defeated, with a great slaughter of
his troops. He perished himself in the pursuit, and
almost his whole army. The Scvthians and Greeks
contented themselves with plundering the country,
and then retired to their several homes.
When they were gone, Artaban, Phraates's uncle,

caused himself to be crowned king of the Parthian*.

He was killed some days after in a battle with the

Thogarians another Scythian nation. Mithridates
was his successor, who for his glorious actions was
surnamed the Great.l

During all these revolutions in the

A. M. 3874. Syrian and Parthian empires,! Pto-

Ant. J. C. 130. lemy Physcon did not alter his con-
duct in Egypt. I have already ob-

served, that on his marriage with his sister Cleo-

Ktra,
who was his brother's widow, he had killed in

r arms the son she had by his brother, on the very
day of their nuptials. Afterwards, having taken a

dis;ust for the mother, he fell
passionately

in love
with one of her daughters by Phiiometor, called also

Cleopatn. He began by violating her, and then mar-
ried her, fcfter turning away her mother.
He snon made himself hated also by the new in-

habitants of Alexandria, whom he had drawn thither
to repeople it, and supply the places of those whom
his former cruelties had obliged to abandon their

country. To put them out of a condition to do him
hurt, he resolved to have the throats cut of all the

young people in the city, in whom its whole force
consisted. For that

purpose,
he caused them to be

invested one day by his foreign troops in the place
where the exercises were performed, when the as-

sembly there was most numerous, and put them all

to the sword. The whole people ran in a
fury

to set

fire to the palace, and to burn him in it: but he had

quitted it before they arrived there, and made his es-

cape into Cyprus, with his wife Cleopatra, and his son

Memphitis. Upon his arrival there, he was informed
that the

people
of Alexandria had put the government

into the hands of Cleopatra, whom he had repudiated.
He immediately raised troops to make war upon the
new queen and her adherents.

But first, apprehending that the
A. M. 3875. Alexandrians would make his son

Ant. J. C. 129. king, to whom he had given the go-
vernment of Cyrenaira, he caused

him to come to him, and put him to death as soon as

be arrived, only to prevent a pretended danger, which
had no foundation but in his falsely-alarmed imagina-
tion. That barbarity enraged every body the more

1 [These Thosarians were a tribe of those Scythian*
who had conquered the Greek Uinsdom of Bactria. It i*

not true thai Artaban was succeeded, as Roll in says, by
MithriiUtes the Great ; for this latter was he who had de-
feated Demetrius Nicator, and taken him prisoner twelve
years before. Artaban was the successor of Phraates, the
eon of that Milhridates, and could not therefore be succeed-
ed by him. He was brother to that Mithridatee, and wa*
succeeded by Pacorus M

Justin.
'

xxxviii. c.8, 9. xxxix. c. 1. Val. Max. 1. Ix.

c. 27. Oms. I. v. c. 10. Epit Liv. 1. lix. Ix. Diod. in

Excerpt. Vales, p. 374 3T6. Joseph. Antiq. 1. xiii. c. 17,

; against him. Thev pulled down and dashed to pieces
all his statues in Alexandria. He believed tliat Cleo-

'

patra, whom he had repudiated, had induced the peo-

ple to this action ; and to be revenged of her, ordered
the throat of Memphitis to be cut, a young prince
whom he had by her, of great beauty and hopes. H
afterwards caused the body to be cut in pieces, and

put into a chest, with the head entire, that it might
be known, and sent it bv one of his guards to Alexan-

dria, with orders to wail till the birth-day of that prin-
cess, which was approaching, and was to be celebrated

ivith great magnificence, and then to present it to her.

His orders were obeyed. The chest was delivered to

her in the midst of the rejoicings of the feast, which
were immediately changed into mourning and lamen-
tations. The horror cannot be expressed which the
view of that sad object excited against the tyrant,
whose monstrous barbarity had perpetrated so un-
natural and unheard-of a crime. The abominable

present was exposed to the view of the public, with
whom it had the same effect as with the court, who
had first seen that sad spectacle. The |>eople ran to

arms; and nothing was thought of, but how to pre-
I vent that monster from ever reascending the throne.
An army was formed, and the command of it given to

Marsyas, whom the queen had appointed general, and
all the necessary precautions were taken for the de-
fence of the country.
Ptolemy Physcon having raised

an army on his side, gave the com- A. M. 3876.
mane! of it to Hegelochus, and sent Ant. J. C. 128.

him against the Alexandrians. A
battle was fought and gained by Hegelochus. He
even took Marsyas prisoner, and sent him loaded with
chains to Physcon. It was expected that so bloody a

tyrant would have put him to death in the most ex-

quisite torments; but the contrary happened. He
gave him his

pardon and set him at liberty. For find*

ing by experience, that his cruelties only drew mis-
fortunes upon him, he began to abate in them, and
was for doing himself honour by his lenity. Cleopa-
tra, reduced to great extremities by the loss of her

army, which was almost entirely cut to
pieces

in the

pursuit, sent to demand aid of Demetrius, king of

Syria, who had married her eldest daughter by Phi-

iometor, and promised him the crown of Egypt for

his reward. Demetrius, without hesitation, accepted
that proposal, marched with all his troops, and laid

siejge to Pelusium.
That prince was no less hated by the Syrians for his

haughtiness, tyranny, and excesses, than Physcon by
the Egyptians. VV'hen they saw him at a distance
and employed in the siege of Pelusium, they took up
arms. The people of Antioch began, and after them
those of Apamea; many other cities of Syria followed
their example and joined with them. Demetrius
was obliged to leave Egypt, in order to reduce his

own subjects to obedience. Cleopatra, destitute of
the aid she expected from him, embarked with all her

treasures, and took refuge with her daughter Cleo-

patra, queen of Syria.
This Cleopat i a, the daughter, had been first married

to Alexander Bala, and afterwards to Demetrius, in

the life-time of her father Phiiometor. But Deme-
trius, having been taken prisoner by the Parthians, and
detained amongst them, she had married Antiochus
Sidetes, Demetrius's brother. After the death of Si-

detes, she returned to Demetrius, her first husband,
who being set at liberty bv the Parthians, had repos-
sessed himself of Syria: she kept her court at Ptole-

mais, where her mother came to her.

Physcon, as soon as Cleopatra had
abandoned Alexandra, returned thi- A.M. 3877.

ther, and reassumed the government. Ant. J. C. 127.
For after th< defeat of Marsyas, and
the flight ot'Cleopatra.there was nobody in a condition
to oppose him. After having employed some time in

strengthening himself, to revenge the invasion ofDe-

|

metrius, he set up against him an impostor called Al-

]

exander Zebina. He was the son of a broker of Al-
exandria. He gave himself put for the son of Alex-
ander Bala, and pretended, in that quality, that the
crown of Syria was his right. Physcon lent him an

army to put him in possession of it. He was no sooner
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n Syria, than, without examining the justice of his

pretensions, the people came in crowds to join him,
out of their hatred to Demetrius. They rared not

who was to be their king, provided they got rid oi

him.
At length a battle decided the affair. It was fought

near Damascus, in Ccele-syria. Demetrius was en-

tirely defeated, and fled to Ptolemais, where his wife

Cleopatra was. She, who had always at heart his

marriage with Rhodoguna amongst the Parthians,

took this occasion to be revenged, and caused the

gates of the city to be shut against him. Would not

one think, that in the age of which we now treat there

was a kind of dispute and emulation between the

princes and princesses, who should distinguish them-

selves most by wickedness and the blackest crimes?

Demetrius was obliged to fly to Tyre, where he was
killed. After his death, Cleopatra preserved for her-

self part of the kingdom: Zebina had all the rest;

and to establish himself the better, made a strict al-

liance with Hyrcanus, who, as an able statesman, took

the advantage of these divisions to strengthen him-

self, and to obtain for his people the confirmation of

their liberty, and many other considerable advan-

tages, which rendered the Jews formidable to their

enemies.
He had sent the preceding year an embassy to

Rome to renew the treaty made with Simon his father.l

The senate received those ambassadors very gracious-

,y, and granted them all they demanded. And be-

cause Antiochus Sidetes had made war against the

Jews, contrary to the decree of the Romans, and his

alliance with Simon; had taken several cities; had
made them pay tribute for Gazara, Joppa, and some
other places which he had ceded to them; and had
made them consent by force to a disadvantageous

peace, by besieging the city of Jerusalem; upon
what the ambassadors represented to the senate on
these heads, they condemned all that had been done
in such manner against the Jews from the time of the

treaty made with Simon, and resolved that Gazara,

Joppa, and the rest of the places taken from them by
the Syrians, or which had been made tributary, con-

trary to the tenor of that treaty, should be restored to

them, and exempted from all homage, tribute, or other

subjection. It was also decreed that the Syrians
should make amends for all the losses that the Jews
had sustained from them in contravention to the sen-

ate's regulations in the treaty concluded with Simon:
in fine, that the kings of Syria should renounce their

pretended right to march their troops into the terri-

tories of the Jews.
At the time of which we speak,*

A. M. 3879. incredible swarms of locusts laid

Ant. J. C. 125. Africa waste in an unheard-of man-
ner. They ate up all the fruits of

the earth; and afterward* being carried by the wind
into the sea, their dead bodies were thrown by the

waves upon the shore, where they rotted, and infected

the air to such a degree, that they occasioned a pesti-

lence, which carried off in Libya, Cyrenaica, and
some other parts of Africa, more than 800,000 souls.

We have seen that Cleopatra had

A. M. 3880. possessed herself of part of the king-
Ant. J. C. 124. dom of Syria,* at the death of De-

metrius JNicntor, her husband. He
left two sons by that

princess,
the eldest of whom,

called Seleucus, conceived hopes of ascending the

throne of his father, and accordingly caused himself

to be declared king. His ambitious niothei was
anxious to reign alone, and was very much offended
at her son's intention to establish himself to her pre-

judice. She had also reason to fear that he might
desire to avenge his father's death, of which U was
well known she had been the cause. She killed him
with her own hands, by plunging a dagger into his

Oreast. He reigned only one year. It is hardly con-

ceivable, how a woman mid a mother could be capable
of committing such horrid excesses: but when some

> Joseph. Antiq. 1. xiii. c. 17.

I.iv. F.pit. 1. fx. Oros. I. v. c. 11.

I.iv. Kpit. 1. Ix. Justin. 1. xxxiz.
TT- V- 132.

c. 1, 2. Appian. In

unjust passion takes possession of the heart, i oe-

comes the source of every kind of guilt. HowcVftf

gentle it may apper, it is not far from arming itself

with poniards, and from having recourse to poison;
because, being anxious to attain its ends, it has a

natural tendency to destroy every thing which op-
poses that view.

Zebina had made himself master of pf.rt of the

kingdom of Syria. Three of his principal officers

revolted against him, and declared for Cleopatra
They took the city of Laodicea, and resolved to de-
fend that place against him. But he found means
to bring them to reason. They submitte'.!, and he

pardoned them with the most uncommon clemency
and greatness of soul, and without doing them any
hurt. This pretended prince had in reality im ex-

ceeding good heart. He received all who approach-
ed him in the most"affable and engaging manner, so
that he acquired the love of all men, and even of
those who abhorred the imposture by which he had

usurped the crown.
Mithridates Euergetes, king of Pontus, died this

year; he was assassinated by his own servants. His
on, who succeeded him, was the famous Milhridates

Eupator, who disputed so long the empire of Asia
with the Roman?, and

supported a war of almost

thirty years' duration against them. He was but
twelve years of age when his father died. 1 shall

make his history a separate article.

Cleopatra, after having killed her
eldest son, believed it for her inter- A. M. 3881.
est to make a titular king, under Ant. J. C. 123.

whose name she might conceal the

authority which she intended to retain entirely to
herself. She well knew that a warlike people, ac-

customed to be governed by kings, would always re-

gard the throne as vacant whilst filled only by a

princess, and that they would not fail to offer it to

any prince that should set up for it. She therefore
caused her other son, Antiochus, to return from
Athens, whither she nad sent him for his education,
and ordered him to be declared king as soon as he
arrived. But that was no more than an empty
title. She gave him no share in the nffairs of go-
vernment; and as that prince was very young, being
no more than twenty years of age, he suffered her to

govern for some time with patience enough. To
distinguish him from other princes of the name of

Antiochus, he was generally called by the surname
of Grypus,4 taken from his great nose. Josephus
calls him Philometor; but that prince in his medals
took the title of Epiphanes.
Zebina having well established

himself, after the death of Demetri- A. M. 3882.
us JNicator, in the possession of part Ant. J. C. 122.

of the Syrian empire, Physcon.who
looked upon him as his creature, insisted upon his

doing him homage for it. Zeblna refused in direct

terms to comply with that demand. Physcon re-

solved to throw him down as he had set him up; nd

having accommodated all differences with his niece

Cleopatra, he sent a considerable army to the assist-

ance of Grypus, and gave him his daughter Tryphe-
na in marriage. Grypus, br the means of this aid,
defeated Zebina, and obliged him to retire to Anti-

och. The latter formed a design of plundering th

temple of Jupiter, to defray the expenses of the war.

Upon its being discovered, the inhabitants rose, and
drove him out of the city. He wandered some time

about the country from place to place, but was ta-

ken at last, and put to death.

After the defeat and death of Ze-

bina, Anliochuj Grypus, believing A. M. 3834.

himself of sufficient years, resolved Ant. J. C. 120.

to take the government upon him-

self. The ambitious Cleopatra, who saw her powei
diminished, and grandeur eclipsed by that measure,
could not suffer it. To render herself again absolute

mistress of the government of Syria, she resolved to

rid herself of Grypua, as she had already done of
his brother Seleucus.and to give the crown to another

of her sons by Antiochus Sidetes, under whom, being

*
rjvji-i,- iu Greek signifies a man with an aquilin* note
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tn infant, the was in hopes of possessing- the royal

authority for many years, and of taking such mea-
sures as might establish her in it during her life.

This wicked woman prepared a poisoned draught
for that purpose, which she presented to Grypus
one day as he returned very hot from some exercise.

But that prince having been apprized of her design,
desired her first, by way of respect, to drink the cup
herself; and upon her obstinate refusal to do it, hav-

ing called in some witnesses, he gave her to under-

stand, that the only means she had to clear herself of

the suspicious conceived against her, was to drink

the liquor she had presented to him. That unhappj
woiua:}, Tvho found herself without evasion or re-

source, swallowed the draught. The poison
took

effect immediately, and delivered Syria from a mon-

ster, who, by her unheard-of crimes, had been so

long the scourge of the state. She had been the

wife of three kings of Sy ria.i and the mother of four.

She had occasioned the death of two of her husbands;
nd as to her children, she had murdered one with

her own hands, and would have destroyed Cry pus by
the poison which he made her drink herself. That

prince afterwards
applied

himself with success to the

affairs of the public, and reigned several years in

peace and tranquillity, till his brother Antiochus of

Cvzicum occasioned the troubles we shall relate here-

i/ter.

Ptolemy Physron, king of F.gypt,
z

A. M. 3887. after having reigned twenty-nine
Ant. J. C. 117. years from the death of his brother

Philometor, died at last in Alex-

andria. No reign was ever more tyrannical, nor

abounded with more crimes than his.

SECTION VI. PTOLEMY LATHyRUS SUCCEEDS
PHVSCOX. WAR BETWEEN GRVPUS AND HIS BRO-
THER A.NTIOCHU9 OF CYZICUM, FOR THE KINGDOM
OF SYRIA. HYRCANUS FORTIFIES HIMSELF IN JU-

DJRA. HIS DEATH. ARISTOBULUS SUCCEEDS HIM,
AND ASSUMES THE TITLE OF KING. HE IS SUC-
CEEDED BY ALEXAXER JANNiUS. CLEOPATRA
DRIVES LATHYRUS OUT OF EGYPT, AND PLACES
ALEXANDER, HIS YOUNGEST BROTHER, ON THE
THRONE IN HIS STEAD. WAR BETWEEN THAT
PRINCESS AND HER SONS. DEATH OF GRYPUS.
PTOLEMY APION LEAVES THE KINGDOM OF CYRE-
NAICA TO THE ROMANS. CONTINUATION OF THE
WARS IN SYRIA AND EGYPT. THE SYRIANS CHOOSE
TIGRANES KING. LATHYRUS IS RE-ESTABLISHED
KPON THE THRONE OF EGYPT. HE DIES. ALEX-
ANDER HIS NEPHEW SUCCEEDS HIM. NICOMEDES,
KING OF BITH1.MA, MA1LES THE ROMAX PEOPLE
HIS HEIRS.

PHYSCOX at his death left three

A. M. 3887. sons.) The first, named Apion, was
Ant. J. C. 117. a natural son, whom he had by a

concubine. The two others were

legitimate, and the children of his niece Cleopatra,
whom he married after having repudiated her moth-
er. The eldest was called Latin rus, and the other
Alexander.
He left the kingdom of Cyrenaica by will to Api-

on, and Egypt to his widow Cleopatra, 'and to which-
ever of his two sons she should think fit to choose.

Cleopatra believing that Alexander would be the

mist complaisant, resolved to choose him; but the

perple would not suffer the eldest to lose hi birth-

right, and obliged the queen to recall him from Cy-

prus,
whither she had caused him to be banished by

his father, and to associate him with her on the

throne. Before she would suffer him to take posses-
liu i of the throne at Memphis according to custom,
he obliged him to repudiate his eldest sister Cleo-

1 The three kines of Syria who had been her husbands,
were Alexander Bala, Demetrius Nicauw, and Anliochus
Sidetee. Her four sons were Anliochus, by Alexander Bala :

Seleucus and Anliochus Grypus, !> Demetrius ; and Antio-
chus ihe Cyzicenian, by Anliochus Sidetes

Porphyr. in Gric. Euseb. Seal Hieron. in Pan. ix.

Justin. 1. xxxix. c. 4, 5. Appian in Miihrid. sub finem,
el in Syr. p 132. Strab. 1. xvii. p. 795. Plin. 1. ii. c. 67, and
L vi. c. 30. Porphyr. Grsec. Eusrb Scalis. Joseph. Antiq.
4. xiii. c. Id Diod. in Excerpt. Vales. p.l38i

patra, whom he passionately loved, and to takr Se-

lene, his youngest sister, for whom he had no incli-

nation. Arrangements of this kind promise no very
pacific reign.
At his coronation he took the title of Soter. Some

authors give him that of Philome.tor; but the gene-
rality of historians distinguish him by the name of
La thy rus.4 However, as that was but n kind of nick-

name, nobody dared to give it him in his own time.

Antiochus Grypus, king of Syria,
was making preparations for invad- A. M. 3890.

ing Judea, when a civil war broke Ant. J. C. 114.

out to employ him, which wa fo-

mented by Antiochus of Cyzicum. his brother by the
mother's side. He was the son of Cleopatra and An-
tiochus- Sidetes, and born whilst Demetrius was pri-
soner amongst the Parthians. When Demetrius re-

turned, and repossessed himself of his dominions
alter the death of Antiochus Sidetes, his mother, out
of regard to his safety, had sent him to Cyzicum, a

city situate upon the Propontis, in Mvsia Minor, where
he was educated by the care of a faithful eunuch
named Craterus, to whom she had intrusted him.
From thence he wa called the Cyzicenian. Grypus,
to whom he gave umbrage, wished to have him

poi-
soned. His design was discovered, and the Cyzice-
nian was compelled to take up arms in his own de-

fence, and to endeavour to make good his pretensions
to the crown of Syria.

Cleopatra, whom Lathyrus had
been obliged to repudiate, finding A. M. 3891.
herself at her own disposal, married Ant. J. C. 113.
the Cyzicenian. She brought him
an army for her dowry,* to assist him against his com-

petitor. Their forces by that means being very near

equal, the two brothers came to a battie, in which the

Cyzicenian having the misfortune to be defeated, re-

tired to Antioch. He left his wife in that place,
where he fancied she would be secure, and went him-
self to raise new troops for the reinforcement of hit

army.
But Grypus immediately laid siege to the city, and

took it. Trvphena, his wife, was very earnest with
him to put Cleopatra his prisoner into her hands.

Though her sister by father and mother, she was so

excessively enraged at her for having married their

enemy, and giving him an army against them, that she
resolved to deprive her of life. Cleopatra had taken

refuge in one of the temples of Antioch; a sanctu-

ary which WRS held inviolable. Grypus would not
show a complaisance for his wife, which he saw would
be attended with fatal effects from the violence of
her rage. He alleged to her the sanctity of the asy-
lum where her sister had taken refuge; and rep-
resented, that her death would neither be of use to

them, nor of prejudice to the Cyzicenian; that in all

the civil or foreign wars, wherein his ancestors had
been engaged, it had never been known, that after

victory any cruelty had been exercised against the

women, especially against so near a relation: that

Cleopatra was her sister, acd his near relation:

that therefore he desired her to speak no more ot

her to him, because he could by no means consent to

her being treated with any severities. Tryphena.T
far from acquiescing in his reasons, became more vio-

lent, through sentiments of jealousy ; imagining, that
it was not through compassion, but love, that her
husband thus took the part of that unfortunate prin-
ce. She therefore sent soldiers into the temple,
who could not tear her in any other manner from the

A* Hf j,- signifies a kind of pea, called in Latin deer,
from which came the surname of Ciccta Lathyrus mint
have had some very visible mark of this sort upnu his face,
or Ihe name would have been still mure offensive.

We fiml in the latter editions of Justin ihe fallowing
words : Exercitum Grypi sotlicitatum, relut dotuletn, ad
mar i rum deduct! ; which shows, that Cleopatra, having
succeeded in corrupting pan of Grypus's army, carried it to
he' husband. Several editions read Cipri instead of Crypt,
which would imply that Cleopatra bad an army in Cyprus

Her father Physcon was the uncle of Cleopatra, Gry-
pus 's moiher.

luanto Grypus abnuit, tantft soror muliebrl per-
linacia accendiuir, rata nan misericord iz hsec verba Md
amoris ease. Justin.
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altar, than by cutting off her hands with which she
embraced it. Cleopatra expired, uttering a thousand
curses against the patricides who were the authors
of her death, and implored the god, in whose sight
no barbarous a crue ty was committed, to avenge her

upon them.

However, the other Cleopatra, the common mother
of the two sisters, did not seem to be affected at nil,

with either the fate of the one or the crime of the

other. Her heart, which was solely susceptible of

ambition, was so taken up with the desire of reigning,
that she had no other thoughts than of the menus of

supporting
herself in Egypt, and of retaining an ab-

solute authority in her own hands during her life.

To strengthen herself the better, she gave the king-
dom of Cyprus to Alexander her youngest son, in or-

der to draw from him the assistance for which she

might have occasion, in case Lathyrus should ever

dispute the authority she was determined to keep.
The death of Cleopatra in Syria

A. M. 3892. did not long remain unpunished.
Ant. J. C. 112. The Cyzicenian returned at the head

of a new army to give his brother
battle a second time, defeated him, and took Try-

Ehena,
upon whom he inflicted the torments which

er cruelty to her sister had well deserved.

Grypus was obliged to abandon
A. M. 3893. Syria to the victor. He retired to

Ant. J. C. 111. Aspendus in Pamphylia, which oc-

casioned his being sometimes called

in
history

the Aspendian, but returned a year after

into Syria, and repossessed himself of it. The two
brothers at length divided that empire between them.
The Cyzicenian had Ccele-syria and Phoenicia, and
took up his residence at Damasci.4. Grypus had all

the rest, and kept his court at Antioch. Both equally
abandoned themselves to luxury, and many other
excesses.

Whilst the two brothers were ex-

A. M. 3894. hausting their forces against one an-

Ant. J. C. 110. other, 1 or indolently dozed after the

peace in luxurious sloth and ease,

John Hyrcanus was augmenting his wealth and

power; and seeing that he had nothing to fear from

them, he undertook to reduce the city of Samaria.
He sent Aristobulus and Antigonus, two of his sons,
to form the siege of that place. The Samaritans
demanded aid of the Cyzicenian, king of Damascus,
who marched thither at the head of an army. The
two brothers quitted their lines, and a battle ensued,
wherein Antiochus was defeated, and pursued as far

as Scythopolis, escaping with great difficulty.
The two brothers after this victory

A. M. 3895. returned to the siege, and pressed
Ant. J. C. 109. the city so vigorously, that it was

obligee! a second time to send to the

Cyzicenian, to solicit him to come again to its aid.

But he had not troops enough to undertake the rais-

ing of the siege; and the same request was made to

Lathy us, king of Egypt, who granted 6000 men, con-

trary to the opinion of Cleopatra his mother. As
Chelcias and Ananias, two Jews, were her favourites,

ministers, and generals, both the sons of Onias, who
built the temple of Egypt, those two ministers, who
entirely governed her, influenced her in favour of

their nation; and out of regard for them, she would
not do any thing to the prejudice of the Jews. She
was almost resolved to depose Lathyrus for having
engaged in this war without her consent, and even

against her will.

When the auxiliary troops of Egypt arrived, the

Cyzicenian joined them with his. He was afraid,

however, to attack the army that formed the siege,
and contented Himself with ravaging the country, by
flying parties and excursions, in order to form a di-

version, and to induce the enemy to raise the siege,
in order to defend themselves at home. But seeing
that the Jewish army did not move, and that his own
was much diminished by the defeat of some detach-
ments by desertion, and other accident?, he thought
it improper to expose his

person by continuing in the

field with nn army so much weakened, and retired to

Tripoli. He left the command of his troops to two
of his best generals, Callimander an 3 Epicrates. The
first was killed in a rash enterprise, i.i which his whole

party perished with him. Epicrates, seeing no hopes
of success, had no farther thoughts but of serving
his private interest in the best manner he could in

the present situation of affairs. He treated secretly
with Hyrcanus, and for a sum of money put Sry-
thopolis into his hands, with all the other places
which the Syrians possessed in the country, without

regard to his duty, honour, and reputation; and all

for a sum perhaps inconsiderable enough.
Samaria, destitute of all appearances of relief, wai

obliged, after having sustained a
siege for a year, to

surrender at last to Hyrcanus, who immediately or-

dered it to be demolished. The walls of the city, and
the houses of the inhabitants, were entirely razed and
laid level with the ground; and, to prevent its being
rebuilt; he caused large and deep ditches to be cut

through the new plain where the city had stood, into

which water was turned, It was not re-established

till the time of Herod, who gave the new city, which
he caused to be rebuilt there, the name of Sebaste.l
in honour of Augustus.
Hyrcanus saw himself at that time master of all Ju-

daea, Galilee, Samaria, and ofmany places upon the

frontiers, and became thereby one of the most con-
siderable princes of his time. None of his neighbours
dared to attack him any more, and he passed the rest

of his days in perfect tranquillity with regard to for-

eign affairs.

But towards the close of his life

he did not find the same repose at A. M. 3896.

home. The Pharisees, a violent and Ant. J. C. 108
rebellious sect, gave him abundance
of vexation. By an affected profession of attach-

ment to the law, and a severity of manners, they had

acquired a reputation which gave them great sway
amongst the people. Hyrcanus had endeavoured, by
all sorts of favours, to engage them in his interests.

Besides having been educated amongst them, and

having always professed iheir sect, he had protected
and served them upon all occasions; and, to make
them more firmly his adherents, not long before he
had invited the heads of them to a magnificent en-

tertainment, in which he made a speech to them, high-

ly capable of affecting reasonable mind*. He repre-
sented, that it had always been his intention, as they
well knew, to be just in his actions towards men.
and to do all things in regard to God that might be

agreeable to him, according to the doctrine taught

by the Phariees: that he conjured them, therefore,
if they saw that he departed in any thing from the

great end he proposed to himself in those two rules,

that they would give him their instructions, in order

to his amending and correcting
his errors. Such a

disposition is highly laudable in princes, and in all

men; but it ought to be attended with prudence and
discernment.
The whole assembly applauded this discourse, and

highly praised him for it. One man only, named
Eleazar, of a turbulent and seditious spirit, rose up.
and spoke to him to this effect: "Since you desire

that the truth should be told you with freedom, if

you would prove yourself just, renounce the high-

priesthood, and content yourself with the civil govern-
ment." Hyrcanus was surprised, and ask ; 1 him what
reasons he had to give him such counsel. Eleazar

replied, "that it was known from the testimony of

aged persons worthy of belief, that his mother was a

captive, and that, as the son of a stranger, he was in

capable by the law of holding that office." If the

fact had been true, Eleazar would have been in the

right; for the law was express in that point:3 but it

was a false supposition, and a mere calumny; and all

who were present extremely blamed him for ad-

vancing it, and expressed great indignation upon that

account.
This adventure, however, occasioned great trou-

bles, ilvrcanus was highly incensed at so insolent

an atti nipt to defame his mother, and call in question
the purity of his birth, and, in consequence, to uival-

* Joseph. Anliq. 1. jriii. s,- in Greek signifies Augustus. Lev. xxi.l&
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'date his right to the high-priesthood. Jonathan, his

intimate friend and a zealous Saclducee, took advan-

tage of this opportunity to incense him against the

whole party, and to bring him over to that of the Sad-

ducees.
Two powerful sects in Judaea, but directly opposite

to eacb other in sentiments and interests, entirely di-

vided the state ; that of the Pharisees, and (hat of the

Sadducees. The first piqued themselves upon an
exact observance of the law; to which they added a

freat

number of traditions, that they pretended to

ave received from their ancestors, and to which they
much more strictly adhered than to the law itself,

though often contrary to what the latter enjoined.

They acknowledged the immortality of the soul, and,
in consequence, another life after this. They affected

n outside of virtue, regularity, and austerity, which
trained them great consideration with the people.
But under that imposing appearance they concealed

the greatest vices: sordid avarice; insupportable

pride; an insatiable (hirst of honours and distinctions;
a violent desire of ruling alone; an envy, that rose

almost to fury, against all merit but their own; an ir-

reconcilable hatred for all who presumed to contra-

dict them; a spirit of revenge capable of the most
horrid excesses; and what was still more their dis-

tinguishing characteristic, and outdid all the rest, a

black hvpocri-v, which always wore the mask of re-

ligion. The Sadducees rejected the Pharisaical tra-

ditions with contempt, denied the immortality of the

soul, and the resurrection of the bod v; and admitted
DO felicity, but that which may be enjoyed in this life.

The rich, (he nobility, and most of those who com-

posed the Sanhedrim, that is to say, the Great Council
of the Jews, in which the affairs of state and religion
were determined, were of this latter sect.

Jonathan, therefore, to bring over Hvrcanus to his

partv, insinuated to him, that what had passed was
not the mere suggestion of Eleazar, but a trick con-
certed by the whole cabal, of which Eleazar had only
been the tool; and that, in order to covince himself
of the truth of this assertion, he had only to consult

them upon the punishment which the calumniator de-

served; that he would find, if bethought fit to make
the experiment, by their conduct in favour of thecrmi-

nal, that they were all ofthem his accomplices. Hyr-
canus followed his advice, and consulted the chief

men among the Pharisees upon the punishment due
to the person who had so grossly defamed the prince
and high-priest of bis people, expecting that they
would undoubtedly condemn him to die. But their

answer was, that calumny was not a capital crime;
and that all the punishment he deserved was to be

scourged and imprisoned. So much lenity in so

heinous a case, made Hvrcanus believe all that Jona-
than had insinuated; and he became the mortal ene-

my of the whole sect of the Pharisees. He prohibit-
ed, by a decree, the observation of the regulations
founded upon their pretended traditions; inflicted

penalties upon such as disobeyed that ordinance; and
abandoned their party entirely, to throw himself into

that of the Sadducees their enemies.
Hvrcanus did not long survive this

A. M. 3897. storm; he died the year following,
Ant. J. C. 107. after having been high-priest and

prince ofthe Jews twenty-nine years.
Not to interrupt the history of other kingdoms, I

thall reserve the greatest part of what regards the

>ij -r.--.irs of Hyrcanus for the article in which I shall

treat the history of the Jews separately.
We have seen that Ptolemy Lathy rus had sent an
rim into Palestine to aid Samaria, I contrary to the

advice of his mother, and notwithstanding her oppo-
sition. She carried her resentment of this and some
other similar encroachments upon her authority so

for, that she took hit wife Selene from him, by wliom
he already had two sons,! and obliged him to quit

Egypt. The method which she devised to effect her

purpose was this. She procured some of her favour-

ite eunuchs to be wounded, and then produced them
in an assembly of the people of Alexandria. She

caused it to be reported that they had been used thus

barbarously by her son Lathyrus for having endea-
voured to defend her against his violence; and in-

flamed the people so much by this black fiction, which
convinced them that he had designed to kill her, that

thi v immediately rose universally against Lathyrus,
and would have torn him in pieces, if he hud not es-

caped from the port into a ship, which set sail as soon
as he got on board. Cleopatra sent immediately after

for Alexander, her youngest son, to whom she had

given the kingdom of Cyprus, and made him king ot

Egypt in his brother's stead, whom she obliged to

content himself with the kingdom of Cyprus, which
the other quilted.

Alexander,* king of the Jews, after

having put the internal affairs of his A. M. 3899.

kingdom in good order, marched Ant. J. C. 105.

against the people of Ptolemais, beat

them, and obliged them to shut themselves up within
their walls, where he besieged them. They sent to

demand aid of Lathvrus, who went thither in person.
But the besieged changing their sentiments, from the

apprehension of having him for their master, Lathy rus

dissembled his resentment for the present. He was

upon the point ofconcluding a treaty with Alexander,
when he was apprised that the latter was negotiating
secretly with Cleopatra, to engage her to join him
with aft her forces in order to drive him out of Pal-

estine. Lathyrus became his declared enemy, and
resolved to do him all the injury in his power.
The next year he did not fail to

carry his resolution into effect. He A. M. 3900.

divided his army into two bodies, Ant. J. C. 104
and detached one of them under the

command of one of his generals, to form the siege of

Ptolemais, with which place he had reason to be dis-

satisfied; and with the 'other marched in person
against Alexander. The inhabitants of Gaza had

supplied Lathyrus with a considerable number of

troops. A bloody battle was fought between them

upon the banks of the Jordan. Alexander lost 30,-
000 men, without including the prisoners taken by
Lathyrus after the victory.
A most cruel and horrid action is related to have

been committed by Lathyrus upon this occasion.

The same evening that be' gained this battle, in go-
ing to take up his quarters in the neighbouring villa-

ges, he found them full of women and children, and
cau-td them all to be put to the sword, and their

bodies to be cut in
pieces

and put into caldrons to

be cooked, as if he intended to make his army sup

upon them. His design was to have it believed that

his troops ate human flesh, to spread the greater ter-

ror throughout the country. Could one believe such
a barbarity possible, or that any man should ever
conceive so wild a thought? Josephus reports this

fact upon the authority of Slrabo, and another author.

Lathyrus, alter the defeat of Alexander, not having
any enemy in the field, ravaged and laid waste all the

flat country. Without the succours brought by Cleo-

patra the following year, Alexander would have been

undone; for after so considerable a loss, it was im-

possible for him to retrieve his affairs, and make head

against his enemy.
That princess saw

plainly,
that if

Lathyrus made himsell'master ofJu- A. M. 3901
d<ea and Phoenicia, he would be in a Ant. J. C. 103.

condition to enter Etrypt, and to de-

throne her; and that it was necessary to put a stop
to his progress. For that purpose she raised an army,
and gave the command of it to Chelcias and Ananias,
the two Jews of whom we have spoken before. She
fitted out a fleet at the same time, to transport her

troops; and embarking with them herself, landed in

Phifnicia.4 She carried with her a great sum of mo-

ney, and her richest jewels. In order to secure them
in case of accident, she chose the i-le of Cos for their

repository, and sent thither at the same time her

grandson Alexander, the son of him who reigned
jointly with her. When Mithridates made himself

maste'r of that island, and of the treasures laid up there.

' Justin. 1. xxxviii. c. 4.

Thoee two sons died before him.
Joseph. Antiq. 1. xiii. c 20, 21.

Appian. in MiitriJa-, p. 156, and de Bel. Ciril. p. 414.
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he took that you.ig prince under his care, and gave
him an education suitable to his birth. Alexander
withdrew by stealth from Mithridates, some time af-

ter, and took refuge with Sylla, who received him
well, took him into his protection, carried him to

Rome, and at length set him upon the throne ofEgypt,
as we shall see in the sequel.
The arrival of Cleopatra made Lathyrus immedi-

ately raise the siege of Ptolemais, which he had con-
tinued till then. He retired into Ccele-syria. She
detached Chelcias with part of her army to pursue
him, and with the other, commanded by Ananias,
formed the siege of Ptolemais herself. Chelcias, who
commanded the first detachment, having been killed

in the expedition, his death put a stop to every thing.

Lathyrus, to take advantage of the disorder occasion-
ed by that loss, threw himself with

A. M. 3902. all his forces into Egypt, in hopes of
Ant. J. C. 102. finding it without defence in the ab-

sence of his mother, who had carried
her best

troops
into Phoanicia. He was mistaken.

The troops Cleopatra had left there, made head till

the arrival of those she detached to reinforce them
from Phoenicia, upon receiving advice of his design.
He was compelled to return into Palestine, and took

up his winter-quarters in Gaza.

Cleopatra, in the mean time, pushed the siege of
Ptolemais with so much vigour, that she at last took
it. As soon as she entered it, Alexander made her a

visit, and brought rich presents with him to recom-
mend himself to her favour. But what conduced most
to his success, was his hatred for her son Lathyrus;
which was alone sufficient to assure him of a good
reception.
Some persons of Cleopatra's court pointed out to

her the fair opportunity she now had of making her-

self mistress of Judaea, and all Alexander's dominions,

by seizing his person: they even pressed her to take
the advantage of it, which she would have done, had
it not been for Ananias. But he represented to her,
how base and infamous it would be to treat an ally
in that manner, who was engaged with her in the same
cause; that it would be acting contrary to honour and

good faith, which are the foundations of society ;
that

such a conduct would be highly prejudicial to her

interests, and would draw upon her the abhorrence
of all the Jews dispersed throughout the world. In

fine, he so effectually prevailed by his arguments and

influence, which he employed to the utmost for the

preservation of his countryman and relation, that she
came into his opinion, and renewed her alliance with
Alexander. Of how great value to princes is a wise

minister, who has courage enough to oppose their

unjust undertakings with vigour; Alexander returned
to Jerusalem, where he at length set another good
army on foot, with which he passed the Jordan, acid

formed the siege of Gadara.

Ptolemy Lathyrus after having
A. M. 3903. wintered at Gaza, perceiving that his

Ant. J. C. 101. efforts would be ineffectual against
Palestine whilst his mother support-

ed it, abandoned that design, and returned into Cy-
prus. She, on her side, retired also into Egypt, and
the country was delivered from them both.

Being informed, 1

upon her return to Alexandria,
that Latlryrus had entered into a treaty at Damascus
with Anliochus the Cyzicenian, and that with the aid

which he expected from him he was preparing to

make a new attempt for the recovery of the crown
of Egypt ; that queen, to make a diversion, gave her

daughter Selene, whom she had taken from Lathyrug,
to Antiochus Grypus, and sent him at the same time
a considerable number of troops, and great sums of

money, to put him into a condition to attack his bro-
ther the Cyzicenian with vigour. The affair succeed-
ed as she had intended. The war was renewed be-

tween the two brothers, and the Cyzicenian had so

much employment upon his hands at home, that he
was in no condition to assist Lathyrus, who was

thereby obl'ged to abandon his design.
I'inli inv Alexander, his younger brother, whom

he had placed upon the throne in conjunction with

Justin. 1. ixxix. c. 4.

herself, shocked by the barbarous cruelty witn whicn
she persecuted his brother Lathyrus, especially in

depriving him of his wife to give her to his enemy;
and observing besides, that the

greatest crimes cost
her nothing, when the gratification of her ambition
was concerned; did not believe himself safe near

her, and resolved to abandon the throne and retire;

preferring a quiet life without fear in banishment, to

reigning with so wicked and cruel a mother, with
whom he was

perpetually
in danger. It was not with-

out abundant solicitation he was prevailed upon to

return: for the people were absolutely determined
that she should not reign alone, though they well
knew that she gave her son only the name of king;
that since the death of Physcon she had always en-

grossed the whole royal authority; and that the real

cause of Lathyrus' disgrace, which had cost him hi*

crown and wife, was his having presumed to act in

one instance without her.

The death of Antiochus Grypus
happened this year. He was as- A. M. 3907.

sassiuated by Heracleon, one of his Ant. J. C. 97.

own vassals, after having reigned

twenty-seven years. He left five sons; Seleucus, the

eldest, succeeded him; the four others were Antio-
chus and Philip, twins: Demetrius Eucheres, and
Antiochus Dionysius. They were all kings in their

turns, or at least pretended to the crown.

Ptolemy Apion^son of Physcon,
king of Egypt, to whom his father A. M. 3908.
had given the kingdom of Cyrena- Ant. J. C. 9&
ica, dying without issue, left his

kingdom to the Romans by will; who, instead of

taking advantage of that legacy, gave the cities their

liberty, which soon filled the whole country with ty-

rants; because the most powerful persons of each of
those small states were for making themselves sove-

reigns of them. Lucullus, in passing that way against
Mithridates, remedied those disorders in some mea-

sure; but there was no other means of re-establishing

peace and good order, than by reducing the country
into a province of the Roman empire, as was after-

wards done.
Antiochus the Cyzicenian seized Antioch,* after

the death of Grypus, and used his utmost endeavour*
to dispossess Grypus' children of the rest of the king-
dom. But Seleucus, who was in possession of many
other strong cities, maintained himself against him,
and found means to support his right.

Tigranes, son of Tigranes king of

Armenia, who hud been kept as a A. M. 3909.

hostage by the Parthians during the Ant. J. C. 95.

life of his father,4 was released at

his death, and set upon the throne, on condition that

he should resign certain places to the Parthians which

lay conveniently for them. This happened twenty-
five years before he espoused the part of Mithvidates

against the Romans. I shall have occasion hereafter

to speak of this Tigranes, and of the kingdom of
Armenia.
The Cyzicenian,6 who saw that

Seleucus was gaining strength every A. M SPlft

day in Syria, set out from Antioch Ant. . C. 94.

to give him battle; but being de-

feated, he was made prisoner, and put to death. Se-

leucus entered Antioch, and saw himstll in possession
of the whole empire of Syria; but could not keep it

long. Autiochus Eusebes, son of the Cyzirr.man,
who made his escape from Antioch, when Selrucut
look it, went to Aradus,6 where he
caused himself to be crowned king. A. M. 3911.

From thence he marched with a con- Ant, J. C. 93
siderable army against Seleucus, ob-
tained a great victory over him, and obliged him to

shut himself up in Mopsuestia, a city of Cilicia, aud
to abandon all the rest to the mercy of the victor.

l.iv. Epit. 1. Ixx. Plut. in Lueul. p. 492. Justin.

X.\M \. c. 5.

Porphyr. in Grc. Seal.

Justin. 1. xxxviii. c. 3. Appian. in Syr. p. 118. Strab
1. xi. n. 533.

Joseph. Antiq. 1. xiii. e. 21. Appian. in Syr j\ V3i

Porphyr. in (jrsec. Seal.

An island and cily of Phoenicia
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ID this retirement he oppressed he inhabitants so

much bv the heavy subsidies which he exacted from

them, that at length they mutinied, invested the house

where he resided, and set it on fire. Himself, and
all who were in it, perished in the flames.

Antiochus and Philip, the twin

A. M. 3912. sons of Grypu*, to revenge the death

Ant. J. C. 92 of their brother Seleucus, marched
at the head of all the troop* they

CCiild raise against Mop-ue-tia. They took and de-

molished the citv, and put all the inhabitants to the

word. But on their retuin, Eusebts charged them
near the Orontes, and defeated them. Antiochus
was drowned in endeavouring to swim his horse over

that river. Philip made a fine retreat with a con-

siderable body of men. which soon increased to such

t number, as enabled him to keep the field, and dis-

pute the empire with Eusebes.

The latter, to strengthen himself upon the throne,

had married Selene the widow of Grvpus. That

politic princess, upon her husband's death, had found

means to -ecure part of the empire in her own pos-
s< inn, and had

provided
herself with good troops.

Eu-ebes married her, therefore, in order to augment
his forces. Lathyrus, from whom she had been taken,

to avenge himself for this fresh insult, sent to Cnidos
for Demetrius Eucheres, the fourth son of Grvpus,
who was brought up in that place, and made him

king at Damascus. Eusebes and Philip were too

much employed against each other to prevent that

blow. For though Eusebes had well retrieved his

affairs, and augmented his power by his marriage,

Philip, however, still supported himself, and at last

to totally defeated Eusebes in a great battle, that he

was reduced to abandon his dominions, and take re-

fuge amongst the Parthians, whose king at that time

was Mithridates II. surnamed the Great. The em-

pire of Syria bv this means became divided between

Philip and Demetrius. Two years after, Eusebes,
bv the Parthians, returned into Syria, repos-

sessed himself of part of what he had before, and in-

volved Philipin new difficulties. Anothercompetitor
feil also upon his hands, almost at the same time ; this

WAS Antiochus Dionysius, his brother, the filth son of

Grvpu<. He seized the city of Damascus, established

himself there as king of Coele-syria, and supported
himself in that city lor three years.

Affair* i were neither more quiet,
A. M. 3915. nor crimes and perfidy more rare, in

Ant. J. C. 89. Egypt than in Syria. Cleopatra, not

being able to bear a companion in

the supreme authority, nor to admit her sou Alexan-
der to share the honour of the throne with her, re-

solved to rid herself of him, in order to reign alone
for the future. That prince, who was apprized of
her design, prevented her, and put her to death.
She was a monster of a woman, who had spared
neither her mother, her sons, nor her daughters, and
had sacrificed everything to the ambitious desire of

reigning. She was punished in this manner for her
crinirs, but by a crime equal to her own.

I do not doubt but the reader, as well as myself, is

(truck with horror at the si^hl of so dreadful a scene
as our history has for some time exhibited. It fur-

nishes us no where with such frequent and sudden
revolutions, nor with examples of o many kings de-

throned, betrayed, and murdered by their nearest

relations, their brothers, sons, mothers, wives, friends,
and confidants; who all in cold blood, with premedi-
tated design, reflection, and concerted policy, em-

ploy the most odious and most inhuman means to ef-

fec: their purpose. Never was tfte anger of H>:iven
more distinctly visible, nor more dreadfully inflicted,

than upon these princes and nations. We see here
a sad complication of the blackt >t and most detest-

able crimes; perfidy, imposture of heirs, divorces,
murders, pouoning, incest. Princes on a sudden
become monsters, vieing in treachery and wickedness
with each other; attaining crowns with rapidity, and

disappearing as soon; reigning only to satiate their

passions, and to render their people unhappy. Such

Justin 1. juu.ii. c, 4. Fausan. in Attic, p. 15. ilhen.
, zii. p. 550.

Vol. 1I.-34

a situation of a kingdom, wherein all orders of lh

state are in confusion, all laws despised, ju-tice abol-

ished, all crimes secure of impunity, denotes ap-

proaching ruin, and seems to call for it with the loud*

est exclamations.

As soon as it was known at Alexandria, that it wat
Alexander who had caused his mother to be put to

death, that horrid crime made the parricide so odious
to his subjects that they could not endure him any
longer. They expelled" him, and called in Lathyrus,
whom they replaced upon the throne, in which he

supported himself to his death. Alexander having
got some ships together, endeavoured to return into

Egypt the year following, but without success. He
peri-hed soon after in a new expedition which be
undertook.
The Syrians,! weary of the con-

tinual wars made in their country A. M. 3921.

by the princes of the house of Se- Aut. J. C. 83.

leucus for the sovereignty, and not

being able to suffer any longer the ravages, murders,
and other calamities, to which they were perpetually
exposed, resolved at last to exclude them all, and to

submit to a foreign prince, who might deliver them
from the many evils which those divisions occasioned,
and re-tore tranquillity to their country. Some had

thoughts of Mithridates, king of Pontus: others of

Ptolemy, king of Egypt: but the former was actually

engaged in a war with the Romans, and the other
had always been the enemy of Syria. They therefore
determined upon electing Tigranes, king of Armenia:
and sent ambassadors to acquaint him with their re-

solution, and the choice they had made of him. He
agreed to it, came into Syria, and took possession of
the crown, which he wore eighteen years. He go-
verned that kingdom fourteen years together by a

viceroy named Megadates, whom he did not recall

from that office till he bad occasion for him against
the Romans.

Eusebes, being driven out of his dominions by hit

subjects and Tigranes, took refuge'in Cilicia, where
he passed the rest of his days in concealment ana ob-

scurity. As to Philip, it is'not known what became
of him. It is probable that he was killed in some
action defending himself against Tigranes, Slene
the wife of Eu*t bes, retained Ptolemais, with part cf
Phoenicia and Coele-syria, and S

reigned there many
years after, which enabled her to give her own two
sons an education worthy of their birth. The eldest

was called Antiochus Asiaticus, and the youngest
Seleucus Cibiosactes. I shall have occasion to speak
of them in the the sequel.
Some time after 4 Ptolemy Lathyrus had been re-

placed upon the throne of Egypt, a considerable re-

bellion broke out in the Upper Egypt. The rebels,

being overthrown and defeated in a great battle, shut

themselves up in the city of Thebes, where they de-

fended themselves with incredible obstinacy. It was
at length taken after a siege of three years. Lathyrus
used it with so much rigour, that, from being the

greatest and richest city till then 'mall Egypt, it was
almost reduced to nothing.

Lathyrus did not long survive the
ruin of Thebes. Reckoning from A. M. 3923.

the death of his father, he had reign- Ant. J. C. 81.

ed thirty-six years; eleven iointljr
with his mother in Egypt, eighteen in Cyprus, and se-

ven alone in Egypt after his mother's death. Cleo-

patra, his daughter, succeeded him, who was his only
legitimate issue. Her proper name was Berenice;
but by the established custom of that family, all the
von* were called Ptolemy, and the daughters Cleo-

patra.

Sylla.Sat that time perpetual dictator of Rome, sent
Alexander to take possession of the crown of Egypt,
after the death of his uncle Lathyrus, as the nearest
male heir of the deceased. He UBS the son of that

Justin. 1. xl.c. 1 and 2. Appian. in Syr. p. 113. Jjseph.
Antiq. 1. xiii. c. 24.

Cic. in Ver. vi. n. 61. Appian in Syr. p. 133. Sumb. 1.

xvii. p. 796.

Pausan. in Attic, p. 15.

Appian. de Bel. Civ. p. 4U Porphyr in Grssc Sci
p. 60.

*
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Alexander who had put his mother to death. But
the people of Alexandria had already set Cleopatra

upon the throne, and she had been six months in pos-
session of it when Alexander arrived. To accom-
modate the difference, and not to draw Sylla, the

master of Rome, and, in consequence, dispenser of

law to the universe, upon their bands, it was agreed
that Cleopatra and he should marry, and reign joint-

ly. But Alexander, who either did not approve of

her for a wife, or would have no associate in the

throne, caused her to be put to death nineteen days
after their marriage, and reigned alone fifteen years.
Murder and parricide were no longer reckoned as

any thing in those times, and, if I may use that ex-

pression, were grown into fashion among princes and

princesses.
Some time after.i Niccmedes, king

A. M. 3928. of Bithy iiia, died, having nrst made
Ant. J. C. 76. the Roman people his hell's. His

country by that means became a pro-
viuce of the Roman empire, as Cyrenaica did also

the same year. The Romans, instead of appropriat-

ing the latter to themselves, had granted it liberty.

Twenty years had since elapsed, during which time
sedition and tyranny had occasioned infinite calam-
ities. It is said, that the Jews, who had been long
settled there, and composed a great part ofthe nation,
contributed very much to those disorders. The Ro-
mans, to put a stop to them, were obliged to accept
Cyrenaira, which had been bequeathed to them by
the I i>t king's will, and to reduce it into a Roman
province.

SECTION VII. SELENE, SISTER OF LATHYRUS,
CONCEIVES HOPES OF THE CROWN OF EGYPT; SHE
SENDS TWO OF HER SONS TO ROME FOR THAT PUR-
POSE. THE ELDEST, CALLED ANTIOCHUS, ON HIS

RETURN PASSES THROUGH SICILY. VERRES, PR.-
TOR OF THAT ISLAND, TAKES FROM HIM A GOLDEN
CANDELABRUM, DESIGNED FOR THE CAPITOL.

ANTIOCHUS, SURNAMED ASIATICUS, AFTER HAVING
REIGXED FOUR YEARS OVER PART OF SYRIA, IS DIS-

POSSESSED OF HIS DOMINIONS BY POMPEY, WHO
REDUCES SYRIA INTO A PROVINCE OF THE ROMAN-
EMPIRE. TROUBLES IN JUD.EA AND EGYPT. THE
ALEXANDRIANS EXPEL ALEXANDER THEIR KING,
AND SET PTOLEMY AULETES ON THE THRONE IN

HIS STEAD. ALEXANDER, AT HIS DEATH, MAKES
THE ROMAN PEOPLE HIS HEIRS. IN CONSEQUENCE,
SOME YEARS AFTER, THEY ORDER PTOLEMY KING
OF CYPRUS, BROTHER OF AULETES, TO BE DEPOS
ED, CONFISCATE HIS PROPERTY, AND SEIZE THAT
ISLAND. THE CELEBRATED CATO IS CHARGED
WITH THIS COMMISSION.

SOME troubles which happened in

A. M. 3931. Egypt,S occasioned by the disgust
Ant. J. C.. 73. taken against Alexander, made Se-

lene, the sisterof Lathyrus, conceive

thoughts of pretending to the crown. She sent her
two sons Anliochus Asiaticus and Seleucus, whom
she had byAntiochus Eusebes, to Rome, to solicit the

senate in her b< halt's The important affairs which
then employed Rome, at that time engaged in a war
with Mi thn dates, and perhaps the motives of policy
from which she had hitherto always opposed the kings
who were desirous ofjoining the forces of Egypt with
those of Syria, prevented the princess from obtaining
what they demanded. After a residence of two

years in Rome, and ineffectual solicitations, they set

out upon the'n return to their own kingdom.
The eldest,* called Antiochus, resolved to pas*

through Sicily. He experienced an insult then.

Ar/phn. in Mithridat. p. 218. De Bel. Civil. 1. i. n. 43 1.

LIT. F.p. it. 1. Ix.x. and xciii. Plut. in Lucul. p. 49*2.
* Cic. vi. in Ver. Oral. n. 6167.

< Syria, rpgis Antiochi filing pnercg, scitis Roma
nuppr fuisse; qui veneram, non pmptpr Syria rr-rnuni,
nam id sine controvprsia obtinpbant, ut a palre et n maiori-
bus accpperant : sed rpsrnum vEsrypli ad se et ad $p|piiem
matrpin suam pertinere arhitrabantur. Hi, pfsiquam tPrn-

porihus populi Kumani exclusi, per gpnaluni asere quae
voluemnt non poluerunt, in Syriam, in regnum pairium pro-
fed* sunu

Eorum alter, qui Antiochus vocatur, iter j>er Siciliam
cere vuluil. m

which is hardly credible, and snows how mud. Rome
was corrupted in the times we speak of; to what at
excess the avarice of the magistrates, sent into th

provinces, had risen; and what horrid rapine thej
committed with impunity, in the sight and with the

knowledge of the whole world.
Verres was at that time praetor in Sirilv.5 As soon

as he hesrd that Antiochus was arrived "at Syracuse
as he had reason to believe, and had been told, that
that prince had abundance of rare and prtciouc things
with him, he judged his arrival a kind of rich inherit-
ance fallen to him. He began by sending Antiochus

presents considerable enough, consisting in provisions
of wine, oil, and corn. He then invited him to supper.
The hall was magnificently adorned. The tablet
were set off with nil his vessels of the most excellent

workmanship, of which he had a great number. The
feast was sumptuous and delicate, for he had taken
care that nothing should be wanting to make it so.

In a word, the king withdrew, well convinced of the

praetor's magnificence, and still better satisfied with
the honourable reception he had given him
He invites Verres to supper in his turn ,6 exposes

all his riches, a vast quantity of silver plate, and not
a few cups of gold set with jewels, after the custom
of king*, especially those of Syria. There was among
the rest a very large vessel for wine, made out of one

precious stone. Verres takes each of these vessels

into his hand one alter the other, praises and admires
them, while the king rejoices that the praetor of the
Roman people is so well pleased with his entertain-
ment.
On retiring from this entertainment,

1

? the latter had
no other thoughts, as the sequel sufficiently showed,
than how to rifle Antiochus, and send him a'way fleec-

ed and plundered of all his rich effects. He sent to
desire that he would let him have the finest of the
vessels he had seen at his house, under pretence of

showing them to his workmen. The prince, who did
not know Verres, complied without difficulty or sus-

picion. The praetor sent again to desire that he would
lend him the beautiful vessel made of a single precious
stone, that he might examine it more attentively, as
he said. The kin? sent him that also.

But to crown all,* the kings of Syria, of whom w
are speaking, had carried a candelabrum with 'hem
to Rome, of singular beauty, as well from the precious
stones with which it was adorned, as its txquisite
workmanship. With this they intended to adorn the

capitol, which had been burned during the wars be-
tween Marius nnd Sylla, and was then rebuilding.

Itaque isto (Verre) prsetore venit Syracusas. Hie Verres
hsereditaiem sibi venissearbitraiusest, nund in ejusregnum
ac nianus veneral is, quein isle et audipral mulla secuin

praclara habere, et suspicabauir. Mitt it hoinini munera
satis larga : haec ad usum dumesiicurn, vim, olei, qund visum
erat, eliam tritici quod satis eespt. Deindp ipsum re<rem ad
coenam invilat. Kxornat amplfr macnitice ;DP triclinium.

Exp.mil ea, quibus abundabai, plurimaac pulcherrniKi vasa

argentea Omnibus curat relms insirucium el paralum ut
sii cunvivium. Quid mulia ? Hex iia discpssil, ut et isium
copinse urnalum, et se honorific^ acceptum arl'iirareiur.

Vocal ad ccenam deinde ipse prjeturrm. Kxi>onil snas

copiafl omnes : mulium arsrpntum, non pauca eii:im pucula
ex auro, qu<e, in nios pst rpgius PI max imp in Syrin.i: mints
eraul dislincla clariseimisT Elal eiiam vas

'

inurium ex
Una gemma persiramli. Isie lUMimqaodqiie vas in manus
sumere, laudare, mirari. RPX gandpre pr.il.iri pnpuli K<v
niani satis jucundum Pt craium ilh;d PSSP conviviuin.

' Posleaquam inde distessum PI, coeiutrp isle nihil aliua

quod ipm res declaravit, nisi qnemadmodum rpccm ex
pruvincia spolialum pxpilaumiqup diinillerel. ^liuit roga-
tum vasa ea, qua; pulchprrima apud ilium vidpral : ait se

uuia ctelatorihns vellp cstPJiderp. Hex, \\u\ isium nun nccpt,
sine ulla suspicione litieniissime (ifdii. ^Imit Piiam tnil-

lam gemnieam rogaium : velle se earn diligeiuius cuuside-
rarp. Ka qunque milljuir.

Nunc reliquum judices atipndile Candelabrum 4
eenimis clarissimis, ujwre mirat-ili perfecunn, rfgrs hi,

quosdico, Romam cum aliulisspnt,ut in capitnlio [K.nprent ;

quod nondum ptiam perfpcumi templum olTPiidpnuu, neque
pnprp, npque vulio ffllpndpre ac pnifprrp voluerunt ; ut et

magnificpniius vidprptur, ciim suo ipni|i.'rp in ? l!a Jovij

Opt .Max. pmiereiur, el clarius, cum puli hriiiiiiof jus rpc.ens
ail oculua hiiminum aique iniegra pervenirpt. biaiuprunt
id spcum in Syriam renona , m, cum audissent simulsr
crnm Jo-is Opt. Max. dedlcatum, Ipcains miiicrPiu, (mi
cum ctpipris rebi:9 illud quot|iip eximium aique pulchw
rimuni dunum in capitoliuni aUerreut,
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But that edif.ce not being finished, they would not
leave it behind them, nor suffer any bouy to have a

sight of it; in order that when it should appear, at a

proper time in the temple of Jupiter, the surprise
might add to the adniirdtion of it, and the charm of

novelty give new splendour to the present. They
therefore chose to carry it back into Syria, resolving
to send ambassadors to offer this rare and magnificent
gift, amongst many others, to the god, when they
should know that his statue was set up in the temple.

Verres was informed of all this by some means or

other;! for the prince had taken care to keep the can-
delabrum concealed

; not that he feared or suspected
any tiling, but that few people might see it before it

was exposed to the public view of the Romans. The
praetor demanded it of the king, and earnestly en-
treated him to send it him, expressing a great desire

to examine it, and promising to let nobody else see it.

The young prince, with the candour and
simplicity of

whose youth the noble sentiments of his birth \v. n-

united, was far from suspecting any bad design. He
ordered his officers to carry the candelabrum secretly

to Verres, well covered from sight; which was done

accordingly. As soon as the wrappers were taken

off, and the
praetor

beheld it, he cried out. This is a

prt-M-nt worthy of a prince, worthy of a king of Syria;
worthy ofthe capitol. For it was amazingly splendid,
from the quantity of fine jewels with which it was

adorned, and the variety of the workmanship, in which
art seemed to vie with the materials; and at the same
time of so large a size, that it was easy to distinguish
it was not intended to be used in the palaces of men,
but to adorn a vast and superb temple. The officers

of Antiochus, havfiir given the praetor full time to

consider it, prepared to carry it back; but were told

by him that he wouki examine it more at his leisure,
and that his curiosity was not yet sufficiently gratified.
He then bade them go home, and leave the candel-
abrum with him. They accordingly returned with-
out it.

The king was not alarmed at first,! and had no sus-

picion: one day, two days, several days passed, and
the candelabrum was not brought home. The prince
therefore sent to demand it of the praetor, who put it

off till the next day; but it was not returned then.

At length he applied in person to him, and prayed
him to restore it. Who would believe it? That very
candelabrum, which, he knew from the prince him-
self, was to be set up in the capitol, and designed for

the great Jupiter and the Roman
people, Verres ear-

nestly entreated the prince to give him. Antiochus
excusing him<lf, both from the vow he had made

Pervenit res ad istius aures nescio quomudo. Nam
rex Ul celatum voluerat ; non qu6 quidquam metuerel am
juspiearetnr, sed ut ne multi illud ante perciperent oculis,

quam popiilus Roinanus. Isle petil a rpp, et cum pluri-
mis verbis rogat, mi ad se miuat : cnpere sedicil inspicere,
neque SP aliis vidpndi

pplesiaiem esse facturum. Anlio-

chus, qui animo et puerili Pssei et regio, niliil de istius im-

probitate suspicalus est. Imperat suis, ut id in pnelorium
invKliiuim quam occullissimt| deferrent. Quo posiPaquam
atuilenmt, invnlucrisque rejectis consiiluterunl, iste cla-

it, (lisnam rem ease resno Syria-, disnani reeio
munprp, diznam capilnlio. Etenim erat eo splendore, qui
ex clarissimis el plurhnis semmis eagp dPbebal : pa varieiale

opennn, ut are certare videremr cum copia : fa macniiudinp.
ut iiitPllisi posspt, nnn ad hominum apparaium, sed ad
am pi issi mi tempi! ornanipntum, psse faoinm. Quid cum
alls jam persppxisseviderelur.lollpre incipiunlut referrem.

Iste ail se ve!> illud eiiam atque etiam considerare :

nequaiuam se ease saialiim. Jubel illns discpdpre, PI can-
jHabrum relinquere. Sic illi turn inanes ad Anliochum
wvprtumur.

Rex primn nihil metuere, nihil snspicari. Dips umis.
alter, plrnes: nun referri. Turn mitiit rex ad islum, si

ihi videatur, in reddal. Jubel iste posierius ad SP revpni.
Minim illi vidpri. Miltil ileruni : non reuMiuir. Ipse
hominpm apr.pllat: rosal ut rpddat. Os hmnuiis \ns\s-

nernqms impudpiuiam coenoscite. Quod sciret, quodqnp
ex ip.i rpfp auiiisspt, in capilolio esse ponpnduni ; qu.>!
Jovi Opt. Max quod populo Rom. gprvari viderPl, id gibi

Ut dnnarpt, mcare el vehemenler ppiere wepil. Cum illf

ie rc.izione Jovis Capitolini el hominum exisiimationp

imp-<tiri dicprei quod mulue nationes leaes esspul illiu-

opTis ac mnnpris: iste h'iniini minari acprrime c<epi:.
Uoi vidpi eum nihilo magis minis qnam prpcihus pprmo.
veri. rpppntp hmninem de provincia jubPt anie mvtPin
dicplerp. Ail se comperisse ex ejus regno piraiaa in Si-

eiliaji esie veoluroa.

to consecrate it to Jupiter, and the judgment which
the many nations that had witnessed the progress of
the workmanship of it, and knew for whom it was de-

signed, would pass upon such an action: the praetor

began to threaten him in the sharpest terms: but
when he saw his menaces had no more effect than his

entreaties, he ordered the prince to quit his province
before night; and alleged for his reason, that he had
received advice from good hands that pirates from

Syria were about to land in Sicily.
The king upon that withdrew to the public square,*

and, with -tears in his eyes, declared with a loud voice,
in a numerous assembly of the Syracusans, calling the

gods and men to witness, that Verres had taken from
him a candelabrum of gold, enriched with precious
stones, which was to have been placed in the

capitol,
to be a monument in that august temple of his alliance
and amity with the Roman people. That he cared
little, and did not complain, for the other vessels of

gold and the jewels which Verres had got from him;
but that to see the candelabrum taken from him by
violence, was a misfortune and an affront that made
him inconsolable. That though by his intention, and
that of his brother, that candelabrum was already con-
secrated to Jupiter; however, he offered, presented,
dedicated, and consecrated it again to that god, in the

presence of the. Roman citizens, who heard him, and
called

Jupiter to wit less to the sentiments of his heart
and the piety of his intentions.

Antiochus Asiaticus. being return-
ed into Asia, soon afterascended the A. M. 3939.

throne; he reigned over part of the Ant J. C. 65.

country for the
space

of four years.

Pompey deprived
him of his kingdom during the war

against Mithridates, and reduced Syria into a province
of the Roman empire.
What must foreign nations think, and how odious

must the name of Roman be to them, when they heard
it told, that in a Roman province a king had been so

grossly injured by the praetor himself; a guest plun-
dered, an ally and friend of the Roman people driven

away with the highest indignity and violence! And
what Cicero reproaches Verres with in this place,
was not peculiar to him; it was the crime of almost
all the magistrates sent by Rome into the provinces;
a crime which the senate and people seem to approve
and of which they made themselves equally guilty by
their weak and abject connivance. " We have seen
for several years,"4 says the same Cicero, in another
of his orations against Verres, "and have suffered in

silence the wealth of all nations to be transferred into
the hands of a few private persons. Athens, Perga-
mus, Cyzicuni, Miletus, Chios, Samos, in short, all

Asia, Achaia, Greece, Sicily, are now enclosed in

some of the country-houses of those rich and unjust

plunderers, whilst money is universally a prodigious
rarity every where else. And we have just reason
to believe, that we ourselves connive at all these fla-

grant and terrible disorders, since those who commit,
take no manner of pains to conceal them, nor to hide
th"ir thefts and depredations from the eyes and know-

ledge of the public."
Such was Rome at the time we now speak of, which

soon occasioned its ruin, and the loss of its libertv.

* Rex maximo conventu Syracusis, in foro, flens, deos

hominesqne cuiuesians, clamare coepil, candelabrum fac-

lum e gemmis, quod in capitolium miseurus esBPi, quod in

Mnpto cUrissimo, populo Rom. monuinenium sue socie-
i.-uis amiciiieque esse voluisaet, id sibi C. Verrem alstu-

lisse. De csneris operibus ex auro el gemmis, qu sua
P-'MPS ilium esseni, SP non laborare : hoc sibi eripi mis"rum
ease el initisnum. Id etsi antea jam, meme el cuciuiiione
sua fra'.risque sui, consptratum esei ; lamen linn se in illo

c..nventu civiuin Romanorum dare, donare, dicare, cunse-

ctarp, Jovi Opt. Max. ustemque ijisum Jovem suae volun-
talis ac relicinis adhibere.

Panimur mulite jam annos et silemus, ciim videamua
ad paucos homines omnes omnium naiionum pecuniac
pervenissp. Quod eo magis ferre cquo animo aUjue con-
cpilpre vidpinur, quia nem"' istorum dissimulal, npmo la,

boral. ut olacura sua cupiditas esse videauir. Ubi pecu-
nias exierarum nuiiomim esse arbilramini, quibiis nnne
omnes ecpot, rum Alhpnas, Pprsamum, Cyzicum, Milo
turn, (' hium. Sainum, lolam denique Asian), Achaiam,
Gnpciam. Siciliam, jam in paucis villas inclusaa eeee vid
atus ) Cjc. in Ver. ult. de Sujfi. n. 125, 126.
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And, in my opinion, to consider in this manner the

failings and vices that prevail in a state, to examine
their causes and effects, to enter thus into men's most
secret retirements (if I may use that

expression,) to

study Hosely the characters and dispositions of those

who govern, is a much more important part of history,
than that which only treat? of sieges, battles, and con-

quests: to which, however, we must return.

The reign of Alexander Jannasus in Judaea had al-

ways been involved in troubles and seditions, occa-

sioned bv the powerful faction of the Pharisees, that

continually opposed him, because he was not of a dis-

position to suffer himself to be governed by them.
His death did not put an end to these

A. M. 3925. disorders.' Alexandra, his wife, was
Ant. J. C. 79. appointed supreme administratrix of

the nation according to the king's
last will. She caused her eldest son Hyrcanus to be

acknowledged high-priest. The Pharisees contin-

ually persisted in persecuting those who had been
their enemies in the late reign. That

A.M. 3934. princess, at her death, had appointed
Ant. J. C. 70. Hyrcanus her sole heir; but Aristo-

bulus, his younger brother, had the

trongest party, and took his place.

Nothing but troubles and violent

A. M. 3939. agitations were to be seen on all

Ant. J. C. 65. sides.* In Egypt, the Alexandrians,

weary of their king Alexander, took

up arms and expelled him, and called in Ptolemy
Auletes. He was a bastard of Lathyrus, who never

had a legitimate son. He was surnamed Auletes, that

is to say, the player upon the flute, because he valued

himself so much upon playing well upon that instru-

ment, that he disputed the prize of it in the public

games. Alexander, being driven out in this manner,
went to Pompey, who was then in the neighbourhood,
to demand aid of him: Pompey would not interfere

in his affairs, because they were foreign to his commis-
sion. That prince retired to Tyre, to wait there a

more favourable conjuncture.
But none offered, and he died there gome time after.

Before his death, he made a will, by which he de-

clared the Roman people his heirs. The succession

was important, ana included all the dominions Alex-
ander had possessed, and to which he had retained a

lawful right, of which the violence he had sustained

could not deprive him. The affair was taken into

consideration by the senate. s Some were of opinion
that it was necessary to take possession of Lgypt,
and of the island of Cyprus, of which the testator

had been sovereign, and which he had bequeathed in

favour of the Roman people. The majority of the

senators did not approve this advice. They had very
lately taken possession of Bithynia, which had been
left them by the will ofNicomecles; and of Cyrenaica
and Libya, which had been also given them by that

of Apion; and they had reduced all those countries

into Roman provinces. They were afraid, that if

they also accepted Egypt and the ise of Cyprus in

virtue of a like, donation, that their facility in accu-

mulating provinces upon provinces, migbt alienate

men's minds from them, and indicate and express too

clearly a fixed design to engross in the same manner
all other states. They believed, besides, that this en-

terpriie might involve them in another war, which
would embarrass them very much, whilst they had
that with Mithridates upon their hands. So that they
contented themselves for the present with causing all

the effects which Alexander had at his death to be

brought from Tyre, and did not meddle with the rest

of his estate?. This proceeding sufficiently implied,
that they did not renounce the will, as the sequel will

fully explain.
This is the fourth example of dominions left to the

Roman people by will; a
very singular custom, and

almost unheard-of in all other history, which undoubt-

edly does great honour to those in whose favour it

Joseph. Antlq 1. xiii. c. 23, 24. and de Bell. Judaic. I. 4.
Ice.

Sueton. in Jul. CMS. c. xi. Trogua in Prol. xxxix.
Appian. in Mithridat. p. 231.

C.icer. Oral. ii. in Kullum n. 4143.

was established. The usual methods of extending
the bounds of a state, are war. victory and conquest.
But with what enormous injustice and violence, are

those methods attended, and how much devnst;ftion

and blood must it cost to subject a country by force
of arms'.' In this there is nothing cruel and inhuman,
and neither tears nor blood are shed. It is a pacific
and legitimate increase of power, the simple accep-
tance of a voluntary gift. Subjection here ha* nothing
of violence to enforce it, and proceeds from the heart.

There is another sort of violence, which has neither

the name nor appearance of bei;ig so, but it is no lest

dangerous on that account; ) mean seduction: vthem
to obtain the suffrages of a people, undermining arts,
indirect means, secret artifices, and great donation!
of money are employed to corrupt the fidelity of the

persons of the highest credit and authority in states

and kingdoms, and events are influenced, in which
the principal agents act at a distance, and do not seem
to have any share. In this we now speak of, there

was no visible trace of a policy so common with prin-
ces, and which, so far from making any scruple of it,

they imagine for their glory.
Attalus, who was the first, if I am not mistaken,

that appointed the Roman people his heirs, had not

engaged in any strict union with that republic during
the short time he reigned. As for Ptolemy Apion,
king of Cyrenaica, the Romans far from using any arts

to attain the succession to his dominions, renounced
it, left the people in the full enjoyment of their liberty,
and would not accept the inheritance afterwards, till

they were in some measure obliged to it against their

will. It does not appear that they employed any so-

licitations, either public or private, towards .Nicome-

des, king of Bithynia, or Ptolemy Alexander, king of

Egypt.
What motives then induced these

princes
to act in

this manner? First, gratitude: the house of Atlalus

was indebted for all its splendour to the Romans;
Nicome-des had been defended by them against Mith-
ridates

;
and next, love for their people, the desire of

procuring a lasting tranquillity for them, and the idea

they entertained of the wisdom, justice, and moder-
ation of the Roman people. They died without chil-

dren or lawful successors; for bastards were not looked

upon as such. They had only in view the future di-

visions and civil wars that might arise about the choice
of a king, of which Egypt and Syria supplied them
with dreadful examples. They saw with their own

ryes the tranquillity and
happiness enjoyed by many

cities and nations under the shelter and protection of

the Roman people.
A

prince,
in the situation of which we sneak, had

but three things to choose; either to leave his throne

to the ambition of the grandees of his kingdom; to

restore to his subjects their entire liberty, by institu-

ting republican government; or to give his kingdom
to the Romans.
The first choice undoubtedly exposed the kingdom

to all the horrors of a civil war, which the factiont

and jealousies of the great would not fail to excite,
and continue with heat and fury: and the prince's
love for his subjects induced him to spare them mis
fortunes as fatal as they would be inevitable.

The execution of the second choice was impracti-
cable. There are many nations, whose genius, man-

ners, characters, and habit of living, do not admit
their being formed into republics. They are not ca-

pable of that uniform equality, that dependent > upon
mute laws, which do not make an impression on their

senses. They are made for monarchy; and every
other kind of government is incompatible with the

natural frame of their minds. Cyrfenaica, which has

a sharein the present question, isa proof
of this; and

all ages and climates supply us with examples of the

game kind.

A prince, therefore, at his death, could not do more

wisely than to leave his subjects the alliance and
pro-

tection of a people, feared and respected by the whole

universe, and therefore capable of defending them
from the unjust and violent attempts of their neigh-
bours. How many civil divisions, and bloody dig

cords, did he spare them by this kind of testament*!}
dispositi>n? This appears from the example of Cy
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renaica. The Roman", out of a noble disinterested-

ness, having refused the legacy which the king had

bequeathed to them at his death, that unhappy king-
dom, abandoned to liberty and its own will, gives
itself up to cabals and intrigues. Torn by a thon-and

factions, exasperated almost to madness against each

other, and, in a word, become like a ship without a

pilot in the midst of the most violent storms, it suffered

many years the most incredible calamities; the only

remedy of which was to pray, and in some manner
to force, the Romans to vouchsafe to take the gov-
ernment of it upcrn themselves.

Besides this, a prince by such conduct did no more
than prevent, and that advantageously for his people,
what must necessarily have happened sooner or la-

ter. Was there any city or state capable of making
head against the Romans'? Could it be expected, that

a kingdom, especially when the royal family was ex-

tinct, could support itself and its independence, long

Against them? There was an inevitable nece--ity,

therefore, for its falling into the hands of that people;
and for that reason it was highly consistent with pru-
dence to soften the yoke by a voluntary subjection.
For they made a great difference between those na-

tions who submitted to them freely as to friends and

protectors, and those who only yielded to them out

of force, after a long and obstinate resistance, and

being compelled, by reiterated defeats, to
give way

at last to a conqueror. We have seen with what

severity
the Macedonian*, at least the principal per-

sons of the nation, and after them the Achceans, were

treated
; especially during the first year of their sub-

jection.
The other nations suffered nothing of that kind;

and, generally speaking, of all foreignyokes none ever

was
lighter

than that of the Romans. Scarce could

its weight be perceived by those who bore it. The

subjection of Greece to the Roman empire, even un-

der the emperors themselves, was rather a means to

ensure the public tranquillity, than a servitude hea-

vy upon private persons, and prejudicial to society.
Most of the cities were governed by their ancient

laws, had always their own magistrates, and wanted

very little of enjoying entire liberty. They were by
that means secured from all the inconveniances and

misfortune* of war with their neighbours, which had
so long and so cruelly distressed the republic of

Greece in the limes of their ancestors. So that the

Greeks seemed to be great gainers in ransoming them-
selves from these inconveniences by some diminution

of their liberty.
It is true, the provinces sometimes suffered very

much from the avarice of their governors. But those

were only transient evils, which had no long effects,

and to which the goodness and justice of a worthy
successor applied a speedy redress; and which, after

all, were not comparable, to the disorders with which
the wars of the Athenians, Thebans, and Lacedaemo-
nians, against each other, were attended; and still

less to the violences and ravages occasioned in many
cities and states, by the insatiable avarice and bar-

barous cruelty of tyrants.

An evident proof~of the wisdom of the plan adopted
by princes of leaving their dominions to the Romans
after their death, is, that their people never exclaimed

against that disposition, nor proceeded to any revolt

ot their own accord, to prevent its taking effect.

I do not pretend to exculpate the Romans entirely
l this place, nnr to justify their conduct in all things.
I have sufficiently animadverted upon the interested

views and political motives which influenced their ac-

tions. I only say, that the Roman government, es-

pecially with regard to those who submitted volun-

tarily to them, was gentle, humane, equitable, advan-

tageous to the people, and the source of their peace
and tranquillity. There were indeed some individual

oppressors, who made the Roman people authorize the

most flagrant injustice, of which we shall toon see an

example ; but there was always in that republic a con-

siderable number of citizens, zealous for the public

food, who rose up against those violence*, and de-

clared loudly for justice. This, however, was not the
case in the affair of Cyprus, which it is now time to

relate.

Clodius,! who commanded a small fleet near Cili-

cia. was defeated and taken prisoner by the pirates ot

that coast, against whom he had been sent. Hecaused

Ptolemy, king of Cyprus, brother of Ptolemy Auletes,
to lie ceired in his name to send him money to pay
his rantuiu. That prince, who was a kind of prodigy
in point of avarice, sent him onlv two talents. The
pirates chose rather to release Cfodius without ran-

som, than to take so small a one.

His thoughts were bent upon be-

ing revenged on that king as soon as A. M. 3846

possible. He had found means to Arit. J. C. 58

get himself elected tribune of the

people; an important office, which gave him grea
power. Clodius made use of it for thp destruction of

his enemy. He pretended that that prince had no

right to the kingdom of Cyprus which had been left

to the Roman people by the will of Alexander, who
died at Tyre. It was determined, in consequence,
that the kingdom of Egypt, and that of Cyprus, which

depended on it, appertained to the Romans in virtue

of that donation; and Clodius accordingly obtained

an order of the people to seize the kingdom of Cyprus,
to depose Ptolemv, and to confiscate all his effects.

To put so unjust an order in execution, he had suf-

ficient influence and address to cause the justest of
all the Romans to be elected, 1 mean Cato,* whom he
removed from the republic, under the

pretext of so

honourable a commission, that he might not find in

him an obstacle to the violent and criminal designs
which he was meditating. Cato was therefore sent

into the isle of Cyprus, to deprive a prince of his king-
dom, who well deserved that disgrace, says an histo-

rian, for his many irregularities: as if a man's vices

sufficiently authorized the seizure of all his property.
Cato, upon his arrival at Rhodes,' sent to bid Pto-

lemy retire peaceably; and promised him, if he com-

plied, to procure him the high-priesthood of the tem-

ple of Venus at Paphos, the revenues of which were

sufficiently considerable to enable him to subsist hon-

ourably. Ptolemy rejected that proposal. He was

not, however, in a condition to defend himself against
the power of the Romans ; but could not resolve, after

having worn a crown so long, to live as a
private per-

son. Determined therefore to end his life and reign

together, he embarked with all his treasures, and put
to sea. His design was to have holes bored in the
bottom of his ship, that it might sink with him and all

his riches. But when he came to the execution of his

purpose, though he
persisted constantly in the resolu-

tion of dying himself, he had not courage to include

his innocent and well-beloved treasures in his ruin;
and thereby showed that he loved them better than he

did himself;* king of Cyprus indeed in title, but in

fact, the mean slave of his money.
He returned to

shore, and replaced his gold in his magazines, after

which he poisoned himself, and left the whole to his

enemies. Calo carried those treasures, the following

year, to Rome. The sum was so large, that in the

greatest triumphs the like had scarce ever been laid

up in the public treasury. Plutarch makes it amount
to almost 7000 talents (1.050.000/. sterling.) Cato
caused all Ptolemy's precious effects and furniture to

be sold publicly; reserving to himself only a picture
of Zeno, the founder of the Stoics, the sentiments of

which sect he followed.

The Roman people here throw off the mask, and
show themselves not such as they had been in the glo-
rious ages of the republic, full of contempt for riches

and of esteem for poverty, but such as they were be-

come, after that gold and silver had entered Rome in

triumph with their victorious generals. Never was

any thing more capable of disgracing and reproach-
ing the Romans than this last,aclion. "The Roman

i Strab. l.xiv. p. 684.
* P. Cludius in senatu sub honorificentissimo titulo M

Calonem a rep. relegavit. Quippe twin lulit, nt is mittere-

tbr in insulam Cypriim, ad 8|x>liandum regnu Puilenueum,
omnibus morum vitiis earn contumeliam inerilum. VtU,
Paterc. 1. ii. c. 45.

1 Plut. in Cato, p.
776.

Procul dubio hie non poswedit divitias, *ed a di vitiif

possessus eat; titulo rex insulee,animo pecunic miser abil*

mancipium. Vol. Max.
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people,"! says Cicero, "instead of making it their

honour, and almost a duty, as formerly, to re-establish

the kings their enemies whom they had conquered,
upon their thrones, now see a king, their ally, or at

least a constant friend of the republic, who had never

done them any wrong, of whom neither the senate

nor any of our generals had ever received the least

complaint, who enjoyed the dominions left him by his

ancestors in tranquillity, plundered on a sudden with-

> Ptolemseus rex, si nondum socius, at non hostis, pacatus,

quietus, fretus imperio populi Horn, regno paterno alque
v:to, regali utio perfruebatur. De hoc nihil cogilante, nihil

suspicanie, est rogatum, ut sedens cum purpura et sceptro
et illis insignibus regiis, prseconi publico sutijiceretur, el

hnperante populo Rom., qui etiam viciis bello rei'ibus regna
reudere consui'vii, rex amicus, nulla injuria commemorate,
nullia rt'i'Kiiis rebus, cum bonis omnibus publicaretur
Cyprius miser, qui semper socius, semper amicus fuit; de.

quo nulla unimam suspicio durkir aut ad senalum, aut ad

imperatores nostne altaia est
; yivus (ut aiuni) est el yidens,

cum victu et vestitu suo, publicatus. An cur cseteri resres

tabilem esse suam fortunam arbilrenlur, cum hoc illius

funesli anni perdito exemplo videant, per tribunum aliquem
ge forum is spoliari (posse) el regno uinni nudari ! Cic.

Oral, fro Sextio. n. 57.

out any formality, and all his effects sold by auction
almost before his eyes, by order of the same Ro-
man people. This," continues Cicero, "shows other

kings, upon what they are to rely for their security:
from this fatal example they learn, that amongst us,
there needs only the secret intrigue of some seditious

tribune, to
deprive

them of their thrones, and to plun-
der them at the same time of all their fortunes."

What 1 am most amazed at is, thatCato, thejustesl
and moist upright man of those times, (but what was
the most shining virtue and justice of the Pagans!)
should lend his name and service in so notorious an

injustice. Cicero, who had reasons for sparing him
and dared not blame his conduct openly, shows, how-
ever, in the same oration which I have now cited, but
in an artful and delicate manner, and under the ap-

pearance of excusing him, how much he had dishon-

oured himself by that action.

During Cato's stay at Rhodes, Ptolemy Auletes

king of Egypt, and brother to him of Cyprus, came
thither to mm. I reserve for a following book the

history of that prince, which merits particular atten-

tion.

THE HISTORY

CONTINUED

BOOK XXI.

The twenty-first book is divided into three articles, which
are all abridgments: the first, the history of the Jews,
from the reign of Aristobulus to that of Herod the Great ;

the second, ofthe history of the Parthians, from the estab-

lishment of that empire to the defeat of Crassus
;
the third,

of the history of the kings of Cappadocia, to the annexing
of that kingdom to the Roman empire.

ARTICLE I.

ABRIDGMENT OF THE HISTORY OF THE JEWS, FROM
AHISTOBULUS, SON OF HYRCANUS, WHO FIRST AS-
SUMED "THE TITLE OF KING, TO THE REIGN OF
HEROD THE GREAT, THE IDUM.EAN.

As the history of the Jews is often intermixed with
that of the kings of Syria and

Egypt,
I have taken

care, us occasion offered, to relate those circumstan-
ces of it which were most necessary and suitable to

my subject. I shall add here what remains of that

history to the reign of Herod the Great. The his-

torian Josephus, who is in every one's hands, will

satisfy the laudable curiosity of such as are desirous
of being more fully informed. Dean Prideaux, of
whom 1 have here made much use, may be also con-
sulted for the same purpose.

SECTION I. REIGN OF ARISTOBULUS THE FIRST,
WHICH LASTED TWO YEARS.

HYRCANUS.I high priest and
A. M. 3898. prince of the Jews, had left five

Ant. J. C. 106. sons at his death. The first was
Aristobulus, the second Antigonus,

the third Alexander Jannaeu?, the fourth's name is

unknown. The fifth was called Absalom.

Aristobulus, as the eldest, succeeded his father in

the high-priesthood and temporal sovereignty. As
loon as he saw himself well established, he assumed
the diadem and title of king, which none of those

who had governed Judea since the Babykinish cap-

tivity had done besides himself. The circumstance*

of the times seemed favourable for that design. The
kings of Syria and Egypt, who were alone capable
of opposing it, were weak princes, involved in do-

mestic troubles and civil wars, little secure upon the

throne, and not maintaining themselves long in the

possession of it. He knew that the Romans were
much inclined to authorize the dismembering and

dividing the dominions of the Grecian kings, in or-

der to weaken and keep them low in comparison
with themselves. Besides, it was natural for Aristo-

bulus to take advantage of the victories and acqui-
sitions made by his ancestors, who had given an as-

sured and uninterrupted establishment to the Jewish

nation, and enabled it to support the dignity of a

king amongst its neighbours.
Aristobulus's mother, in virtue of Hyrcanus's will,

pretended to the government; but Aristobulus was
the strongest, and put her in prison, when he caused

her to be starved to death. With respect to his bro-

thers, as he very much loved Antigonus the eldest

of them, he gave him at first a share in the govern-
ment. He confined the other three in prison, and

kept them there during his life.

When Aristobulus had fully

possessed himself of the authority A. M. 3898.

which his father had enjoyed, he Ant. J. C. 106,

entered into a war with the Ituno-

nns; and after having subjected thegreater part of

them, he obliged them to embrace Judaism, as Hvr-
canus had compelled the Idumaeans some years be-

fore. He gave them the alternative, either to b
circumcised and profess the Jewish religion, or to

Tiit

their country and seek a settlement elsewhere,

hey chose to stay, and comply with what was re-

quired of them, and thus were incorporated with th

Joseph. Antii zlii. 19, fcc. Id, de Bell. Jud. i. 3. Joseph. Antiq. xiii 19. Id. de Bell. Jud. i. 3.
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Jews, both as to spirituals and temporals. This prac-
tice became a fundamental maxim with the Asmo-
neans. It shows, that they had not a just idea of

religion at that time, which does not impose itself by
force, and which ought not to be received butvolun-

s tarily and by persuasion. Itunea, which was inhab-

ited by the people in qutstion, formed part of Cffile-

syria, on the north-east frontier of Israel, between the

inheritance of the half tribe of Mannasseh on the

other side of Jordan, and the territory of Damas-
cus.

A distemper obliged Aristobulus to return from
Iturasa to Jerusalem, and to leave the command of
the army to his brother Antigonus, to make an end
of the war he had begun. The queen and her cabal,
who envied Antigonus the king's favour, took advan-

tage of this illness, to
prejudice

the king against him

by false reports and vile calumnies. Antigonus soon

returned to Jerusalem after the successes by which
he had terminated the war. His entry was a kind of

triumph. The feast of tabernacles was then celebra-

ting. He went directly to the temple with his guards,

completely armed as he had entered the city, without

giving himself time to change any part of his equi-

page. This was imputed to him as a crime with the

king; who, otherwise prejudiced against him, sent

him orders to disarm himself, and come to him as

soon as possible; conceiving, that if he refused to

obey, it was a proof of some bad design; and in that

case he gave orders that he should be killed. The
person sent by Aristobulus was gained by the queen
and her cabal, and told him the order quite differ-

ently; that the king desired to see him completely
armed as he was. Antigonus went directly to wait

on him; and the guards who saw him come in his

arms, obeyed their orders, and killed him.

Aristobulus, having discovered all that had passed,
was keenly affected with it, and inconsolable for his

death. Tormented with remorse of conscience for

this murder, and that of his mother, he led a miser-

able life, and expired at last in anguish and despair.

SECTION II. REIGN OF ALEXANDER JAN.N-EUS,
WHICH CONTINUED TWENTY-SEVEN YEARS.

SALOME,! the wife of Aristobulus,
A. M. 3899. immediately after his death, took

Ant. J. C. 105. the three princes out of the prison,
into which they had been put by her

husband. Alexander Jannseus, the eldest of the three,
was crowned. He put his next brother to death, who
had endeavoured to deprive him of the crown. As
for the third, named Absalom, who was of a peacea-
ble disposition, and who had no thoughts but of liv-

tngin tranquillity as a private person, he granted him
his favour, and protected him during his whole life.

No more is said of him,Z than that he gave his daugh-
ter in marriage to Arislobulus the youngest son of
his brother Alexander, and that he served him against
the Romans at the siege of Jerusalem, in which he
was made prisoner forty-two years after, when the

temple was taken by Pompey.
Whilst all this was passing, the two kings of Syria,

of whom Grypus reigned at Antioch. and Antiochus
of Cyrifutn at Damascus, made a cruel war upon each
other, although they were brothers. Cleopatra, and
Alexander (he youngest of her sons, reigned in Egypt,
and Ptolemy Lathyrus the eldest, in Cyprus.

Alexander Jannxus, some time after he returned to

Jerusalem, and had taken possession of the throne,
had set a strong army on foot, which passed the Jor-

dan, and formed the siege of Gadara. At the end of
ten months, having made himself master of that city,
he took several other very strong places, situated aUo
on the other side of the Jordan. But not being suffi-

ciently up:a his guard on his return, he was beaten

by the enemy, and lost 10,000 men, withal) the spoils
he had taken, and his own baggage. He returned
to Jerusalem in the

highest
affliction for this loss, and

the shame with which it was attended. He had even
the mortification to see, that many people, instead of

lamenting his misfortune, took a malignant joy in it.

< Joseph. Amiq. lii. 30. Id do Bell. Jud. i. 3.

Joseph. Antiq. xir. &

For since the quarrel of Hyrcanus with the Pharisees,

they had always been the enemies of his house, and

especially of this Alexander. And as they had drawn
almost the whole people into their party, they had so

strongly prejudiced and inflamed them against him,
that alfthe disorders and commotions with which his

whole reign was embroiled, flowed from this source.

This loss, great as it was, did not

prevent his going to seize Raphia A. M. 3904.

and Anthedon, when he saw the Ant. J. C. 160.

coast of Gaza without defence, alter

the departure of Lathyrus.
Those two posts, which were only a few miles from

Gaza, kept it in a manner blocked up, which wa what
he proposed when he attacked them. He had rever

forgiven the inhabitants of Gaza for calling in Lathy-
rus against him, and giving him troops, which had
contributed to his gaining the fatal battle of the Jor-

dan; and he earnestly sought all occasions to avenge
himself upon them.
As soon as his affairs would per-

mit, he came with a numerous army A. M. 3906.
to besiege their city. Apollodorus, Ant. J. C. 98.

the governor of it, defended the

place a whole year with a valour and prudence that

acquired him great reputation. His
own brother Lysimachus could not A. M. 3907.
sec his glory without envy; and that Ant. J. C. 97.

base passion induced him to assas-

sinate the governor. That wretch afterwards asso-

ciated with some others as abandoned as himself, and
surrendered the city to Alexander. Upon his en-

trance, it was thought by his behaviour and the or-

ders which he gave, that he intended to use his vic-

tory with clemency and moderation. But as soon as

he saw himself master of all the posts, and that there
was nothing to oppose him, he let loose his soldiers

with permission to kill, plunder, and destroy; and

immediately all the barbarity that could be imagined
was exercised upon that unfortunate city. The plea-
sure of revenge cost him very dear. For the inhab-
itants of Gaza defended themselves like men in des-

pair, and killed almost as many of his people as thej
were themselves. But at length he satiated his brutal

revengeand reduced that ancient and famous city to

a heap of ruins; after which he returned to Jerusa-
lem. This war employed him a year.
Some time after the people af-

fronted him in the most heinous A. M. 3905.

manner.* At the feast of taberna- Ant. J. C. 95.

cles, whilst he was in the temple, of-

fering the solemn sacrifice, in quality of high-priest,

upon the altar of burnt-offerings, they threw lemons
at his head, calling him a thousand injurious names,
and amongst the rest giving him that of "

Slave;" a

reproach which sufficiently argued, that they looked

upon him as unworthy of the crown and pontificate.
This was a consequence of what Eleazar had presum-
ed to advance ; that the mother of Hyrcanus had been
a captive. These indignities enraged Alexander to

such a degree, that he attacked those insolent people
in person, at the head of his guards, and killed 6000
of them. Seeing how much the Jews were disaffect-

ed towards him, ne was afraid to trust his person any

longer to them, and used foreign troops
for his guard,

whom he caused to come from Pisiclia and Cilicia,

Of these he formed a body of 6000 men, who attend-

ed him every where.
When Alexander saw the storm

which had been raised against him A. M. 3910.
a little appeased by the terror of the Ant. J. C. 94.

revenge he had taken for it, he turn-

ed his arms against the enemy abroad. After having
obtained some advantages over them, he fell into

an ambuscade wherein he lost the greatest part of
his army, and escaped himself with

great difficulty. At his return to A. M. 3912

Jerusalem, the Jews, incensed at Ant. J. C. 92.

this defeat, revolted against him.

They flattered themselves, that they should find him
so much weakened and dejected by his late loss, that

they should experience no difficulty in completing his

> Joseph. Antiq. xiii. 21.
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destruction, which they had so long desired. Alex-
ander, who wanted neither

application
nor valour,

urn! who besides had a more than common capacity,
soon found troops to oppose them. A civil war en-

sued between him and his subjects, which continued

six years, and occasioned great misfortunes to both

parlies. The rebels were oeaten and defeated upon
many occasions.

Alexander, having taken a city
A. M. 3918. wherein many of them had shut

Ant. J. C. 86. themselves up, carried 800 of them
to Jerusalem, and caused them all to

be crucified in one day. When they were fixed to

the cross, he ordered their wives and children to be

brought out, and to have their throats cut before their

faces. During this cruel execution, the king regaled
his wives and concubines in a place from whence they
saw all that passed; and this sight was to him and

them the principal part of the entertainment. Horrid

gratification! This civil war, during the six years it

lasted, had cost the lives of more than 50,000 men
on the side of the rebels.

Alexander, after having put
an end to it, undertook

many other foreign expeditions with very great suc-

cess. Upon his return to Jerusalem, he abandoned
himself to intemperance and excess of wine, which

brought a quartan ague upon him, of which he died

at the end of three years, after having reigned twen-

ty-seven.
He left two sons, Hyrcanus and

A. M. 3925. Aristobulus; but he decreed by his

Ant. J. C. 79. will, that Alexandra his wife should

govern the kingdom during her life,

and choose which of her sons she thought fit to suc-

ceed her.

SECTION III. REIGN OF ALEXANDRA, THE WIFE
OF ALEXANDER JANNJEUS, WHICH CONTINUED
NINE YEARS. HYRCANUS HER ELDEST SON IS

HIGH-PRIEST DURING THAT TIME.

ACCORDING to the advice of her

A. M. 3926. husband,' Alexandra submitted her-

Ant. J. C. 78. self and her children to the power
of the Pharisees, declaring to them,

that in doing so, she acted only in conformity to the

last will of her husband.

By this step she so well conciliated them, that, for-

getting their hatred for the dead, though they had
carried it during his life as far as possible, they

changed it on a sudden into respect and veneration

for his memory; and instead of the invectives and

reproaches which they had always abundantly vented

against him, nothing was heard but praises
and pane-

gyrics, wherein they exalted immoderately the great
actions of Alexander, by which the nation had been

aggrandized, and it power, honour, and credit, much

augmented. By this means they brought over the

people so effectually, whom till then they had always
irritated against him, that they celebrated his funeral

with greater pomp and mag'nificence than that of

any of his predecessors; and Alexandra, according
to the intent of his will, was confirmed sovereign ad-

ministratrix of the nation. We see from hence, that

a blind and unlimited conformity to the power and
will of the Pharisees was with them a substitute for

every kind of merit, and made all failings, and even

crimes, disappear as effectually as if they had never
been: which is very common with those who are

fond of ruling.
When that princess saw herself well established,

she caused her eldest son Hyrcanus to be received as

high-priest: he was then near thirty -three years of

age. According to her promise, she gave the ad-

ministration of all important affairs to the Pharisees.

The first thing they did was to repeal the decree, by
which John Hyrcanns, father of the two last kings,
bad abolished all their traditional constitutions, which
were afterwards more generally received than ever.

They persecuted with great cruelty all those who
bad declared themselves their enemies in the prece-
ding reigns, without the queen's being able to prevent
them; because she had tied up her own hands, by

'

putting herself into those of the Pharisees. She had
seen in her husband's time what a i ivil war was.
and the infinite misfortunes with which it is attended.
She was afraid of kindling a new one; and not know-
ing any other means to prevent it, than bv giving WHV
to the violence of those revengeful and mtxorable
men, she believed it necessary to suffer a less evil, in

order to prevent a greater.
What we have, said upon this head may contribute

very much to our having a right notion of the state

of the Jewish nation, and of the characters of those
who governed it.

The Pharisees still continued
their persecutions against those who A. M. 3331.
had

opposed
them under the late Ant. J. C. 73.

king.2 They made them accounta-
ble for all the cruelties and faults with which they
thought proper to blacken his memory. Thrv liacl

already got rid of many of their enemies under I'm*

pretext, and invented every day new articles of ac-
cusation to destroy those who gave them most um
brage amongst such as still survived.

The friends and partizans of the late king, seeing
that there was no end to these persecutions, mid that

their destruction was sworn, assembled at l;i-t, and
came in a body to wait on the queen, with Ari*tobu-

lus, her second son, at their head. They repn sented
to her the services they had done the lale king; their

fidelitv and attachment to him in all his wars, and nil

the difficulties in which he had been involved during
the troubles. That it wa* very hard at present, that

under her government, every thing they iiad done for

him should be made criminal, and they should see
themselves sacrificed to the implacable hatred ol'their

enemies, solely for their adherence to herself and her

family. They implored her either to put a stop to

such sort of inquiries; or, if that was not in her pow-
er, to permit them to retire out of the country, in or-

der to seek an asylum elsewhere: at least they l>eg-

ged her to put them into garrisoned places, where

they might find some security against the violence

of their enemies.
The queen was as much affected as it was possibl*

to be with the condition he saw them in, and the in

justice done (hem. But it was out of her power to

do for them all she desired ; for she had given herself

masters, by engaging to take no steps without th

consent of the Pharisees. How dangerous is it to in

vest such people with too much authority ! They ex-

claimed, that it would be putting a stop to the course
of justice to suspend the inquiries after the culpable;
that s'jch a proceeding was what no government ought
to suffer, and that therefore they never would accede
to it. On the other side, the queen believed that she

ought not to give her consent, that the real and faith-

ful friends of her family should abandon their coun-

try in such a manner; because she would then lie at

the mercy of a turbulent faction, without any support,
and would have no resource in case of nece^iiy
She resolved therefore upon the third point they had

proposed to her,and dispersed them into places where
she had garrisons. She found two advantages refill-

ing
from that conduct: the first was, that their ene-

mies dared not attack them in those fortresses, where

they would have arms in their hands; and the sec-

ond, that they would always be a body of rt-erve,

upon which she could rely upon occasion in case of

anv rupture.
Some years after, queen Alexan-

dra fell sick of a very dangerous dis- A. M. 3934.

temper, which brought her to the Ant. J. C. 70.

point of death. As soon as Aristo-

bulus, her youngest son, saw that she could not re-

cover, as he had long formed the design of seizing
the crown at her death, he stole out of Jerusalem in

the night, with only one domestic, and went to the

places, in which, according to a plan he had given
them, the friends of his father had been placed in

garrison. He was received there with open arms, and
in fifteen days' time twenty-two of those towns and
castles declared for him, which put him in possession
of almost all the forces of the state. The people at

* Joseph Antiq. xiii. 23, 24, and de Bell. Jud. i. 4. Toeeph. Antiq. xiii. 21, and de Bell. Jud. i. 4.
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well as the army were entirely inclined to declare

for him, being weary of the cruel administration of
the Pharisees, who had governed without control un-

der Alexandra, and were become insupportable to

every one. They came therefore in crowds from all

quarters to follow the standards of ArUtobulus : in

hop<
* that he would abolish the tyrannv of the Phari-

*t ts which could not be expected from Hyrcanus
his elder brother, who had been brought up bv his

mother in a blind submission to that sect: besides

which, he had neither V:e courage nor capacity ne-

cessary f-:r so vigorous & design; for he was heavy
and indolent, void of activity and application, and of
a very mean capacity.
When the Pharisee? saw that Aristobulus's party

augmented considerably, they went with Hyrcanus
at their head to represent to the dying queen what
was going forward, and to demand her orders and

c. She answered, that she was no longer in

a condition to intermeddle in such affairs, and that

the left the care of them to the Pharisees. However,
she appointed Hyrcanus her heir, and expired soon
after.

As soon as she \vas dead, he took possession of the

throne, and the Pharisees used all their endeavours
to

support
him upon it. When Ari-tobulus quilted

Jerusalem, they had caused his wife and children,
whom he had left behind him, to be shut up in the

castle of Baris,! as hostages against himself. But

seeing this did not stop him,2 they raised an armv.
Ari-t i'.iiilus did the same. A battfe near Jericho de-

cided the quarrel. Hvrcanns abandoned bv most

part of hi? troop", who went over to his brothi r, was

obliged to fly to Jerusalem, and to shut himself up in

the castle of Baris; his partisans took refuge in the

temple. A short time after they also submitted to

Aristobulus, and Hyrcanus was obliged to come to an
accommodation with him.

SECTION IV. REIGN OF ARISTOBULUS II., WHICH
CONTINUED SIX YEARS.

IT was agreed by this accommo-
A. M. 3935. dation, that Aristobulus should have

int. J. C. 69. the crown and high-priesthood, and
that Hyrcanus should resign both to

aim, and content himself with a private life, under
Ihe

protection
of his brother, and with the enjoyment

f his fortune. It was not difficult to reconcile him
lo this; for he loved quiet and ease above all things.
Thus he quitted the government after having posses-
led it three months. The tyranny of the Pharisees
ended with his

reijjn,
after h'aving' greatly di-tie--. d

the Jewish nation from the time of the death of Al-
examler Janniciis.

The troubles of the state were not so soon appeas-
ed ; these were occasioned by the ambition of Anti-

pas, better known under the name of Antipater, fa-

ther of Hi-rod. He was by extraction an Idumwan,
%nd a Jew by religion, as were all the Idumxan*,
from the time that Hyrcanus had obliged them to

embrace Judaism. As'he had been brought up in the
court of Alexander Janmeu*. and of Alexandra his

wife, who reigned after him, he had gained an as-

cendant over Hyrcanus, their eldest son, with the

4ope of raising himself by his favour, when he should
uccred to 'the crown. But when he saw all his mea-

sures defeated by the deposition of
A. M. 3939. Hyrcanus,* and the coronation of

Ant. J. C. 65. Ari*tobulus, from whom he had

nothing to expect, he employed his

whole ad Iress and application to replace Hyrcanus
npon the ihrone.
The latter, by his secret negotiations, had at first

applied to Aretas, king of Arabia Petrea, for aid to

reinstate himself. After various events, which I pass
orer to avoid prolixity, he had recourse to Pompev,
who, on his return from his expedition against Miifi

ridates, was arrived in Syria.4 He there took cogni-

1 Bans was a castle situate upon a hish rock without the
works of the tempi", which were upon the same rock.

J<*eph. Antiq. xiv. 1. and de Bell. Jud. i. -t.

Jnsph. Ami:) xiv. 2 e<, and de Bell. Jud. i. 5.

Joseph. AntMi. xiv. 5. Id de Bell. Jud. i. 5.
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ranee of the competition between Hyrcanus and Arii-

tobulus, who repaired thither according to his orders.

A great number of Jews went thither aUo, to request
that he would free them from the government of both
the one and the other. They represented that they

ought not to be ruled by kings: that they had long
been accustomed to obey only the high-priest, who,
without any other title administered justice accord-

ing to the laws and constitutions transmitted down to

them from their forefathers: that the two brothers

were indeed of the sacerdotal line; but that they had

changed the form of the government for a new one,
whirl] would enslave them, if not remedied.

Hyrcanus complained, that Aristobulns had unjust-
ly deprived him of his birthright, by usurping every
thing, and leaving him only a small estate for his sub-

sistence. He accused him also of practising piracy
at sea, and of plundering his neighbours by land.

And to confirm what he alleged against him, fie pro-
duced almost a thousand Jews, the principal men of
the nation, whom Antipater had brought expressly
to support by their testimony what that prince had
to say against his brother.

Aristobulus replied to this. That Hyrcanus had
been deposed only for his incapacity: that, his sloth

and indolence rendered him entirely incapable of the

management of public affairs; that the people des-

pised him; and that he (Aristobulus) had been oblig-
to take the reins of the government into his own
hands, to prevent them from falling into those of stran-

gers. In fine, that he bore no other title than what
his father Alexander had done before him. And in

proof of what he advanced, he produced a great
number of the young nobility of the country, whc
appeared with all possible splendour and magnifi-
cence. Their superb habits, haughty manners, and

proud demeanour, did no great service to his cause.

Pompey heard enough to discern that the conduc
of Aristobulus wa violent and unjust; but would
not, however, pronounce immediately upon it, lest

Aristobulus, out of resentment, should oppose hit

designs against Arabia, which he had much at heart:

he therefore politely dismissed the two brothers; and
told them, that at nis return from reducing Aretas
and his Arabians, he should pass through Judaea, ana
that he would then regulate their affair, and settle

every thing.
Aristobulus, who fully penetrated Pompey'* senti

ments, set out suddenly for Damascus, without paying
him the least instance of respect, returned into Juda>a,
armed his subjects, and prepared for a vigorous de-
fence. By this conduct, he made Pompey his mortal

enemy.
Pompey applied himself also in making prepara-

tions for the Arabian war. Aretas till then had des-

pised the Roman arms; but when he *aw them at hi

door, and that victorious army ready to enter his do-

minions, he sent an embassy to make his submission.

Pompey, however, advanced as far as Petra, his capi-
taJ, of which he made himself master. Aretas was
taken in it. Pompey at first kept him undera guard,
but at length he was released upon accepting the

conditions imposed on him by the victor, who soon
after returned to Damascus.
He was not apprized till then of Aristobulus's pro

ceeilings in Jn*!:ea. He marched ti.'ther with hii

army, and found Aristobulus |>osted in the castle of

Alexandrion, which stood upon a high mountain at

the entrance of the country. This was an extremely
strong place, built by bis father Alexander, who hk<i

given his name to it. Pompey sent to bid him come
down to him. Aristobulus was not much inclined to

comply, but at last acceded to the opinion of those
about him, who, dreading a war with the Roman*,
advised him to go. He did so; and after a conver-
sation which turned upon his difference with his bro-

ther, he returned into his castle. He
repeated

the

same visit two or three times, in hopes by that civility
to gain upon Pompey, and induce him to decide in hi*

favour. But for fear of accident, he did not omit to

put good garrisons into his strong places, and to make
Ml other preparations for a vigorous defence, in case

Pompey should decide against him. Pompey, who
had advice of his proceedings, the last time he caw*
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to him obliged him to put them all into his hands,

by wav ol tquestration, and made him sign orders

fortha't purpose to all the commanders of those places.

ArUtobulo*, incensed at the violence which had

been offered him, as soon as he was released, made all

haste to Jerusalem, and prepared every thing for the

war. His resolutions to keep the crown, made him
the sport of two different passion?, hope and ftar.

When he saw the least appearance that Pompey would
decide in his favour, he made use of all the arts of

complaisance to incline him to it. When, on the con-

trary, he had the least reason to suspect that he would
declare against him, he observed a directly opposite
conduct. This was the cause of the contrariety visible

in the different
steps

he took throughout this affair.

Pompey followed him close. The first place where
he encamped in his way to Jerusalem, was Jericho;
there he received the news of Mithridates's death, as

we shall see in the following book.
He continued his march towards Jerusalem. When

he
approached, Aristobulus, who began to repent of

what ne had done, came out to meet him, and endea-

voured to bring him to an accommodation, by prom-
ising an entire submission, and a great sum of money
to prevent the war. Pompey accepted his offers, and
sent Gabinius, at the head of a detachment, to re-

ceive the money; but when that lieutenant-general
arrived at Jerusalem, he found the gates shut against
him; and, instead of receiving the money, he was told

from the top of the walls, that the city would not

stand to the agreement. Pompey thereupon, not

being willing that they should deceive him with im-

punity, ordered Aristobulus, whom he had kept with

him, to be put in irons, and advanced with his whole

army against Jerusalem. The city was extremely
strong by its situation and the works which had been

made; and had it not been for the dissensions that

prevailed within it, was capable of making a long de-

fence.

Aristobulut's party was for defending the place;

especially
when they saw that Pompey kept their king

prisoner. But the adherents of Hyrcanus were de-

termined to open the gates to that general. And as

the latter were much the greater number, the other

parly retired to the mountain of the temple, to defend

it, and caused the bridges of the ditch and valley
which surrounded it to be broken down. Pompey,
to whom the city immediately opened its gates, re-

solved to besiege the temple. The place held out
three whole months, and would have done so three

more, and perhaps obliged the Romans to abandon
their

enterprise, but for the. superstitious rigour with

which the besieged observed the sabbath. They be-

lieved, indeed, that they might defend themselves
when attacked, but not that they might prevent the

works of the enemv, or make any for themselves.
The Romans knew now to take advantage of this in-

action upon the sabbath-days. They did not attack

the Jews upon them, but filled up the fosses, made
their approaches, and fixed their engines without

opposition. They threw down at length a great
tower, which carried along with it so great a part of
the wall, that the breach was large enough for an
assault. The place was carried sword in hand, and
a terrible slaughter ensued, in which more than 12,-

000 persons were killed.

During the whole tumult, the cries, and disorder of
this slaughter, history observes, that the priests, who
were at that time employed in divine service, contin-
ued it with surprising calmness, notwithstanding the

rage of their enemies, and their grief to see thtir

friends and relations massacred before their eyes.

Many of them saw their own blood mingle with that

of the sacrifices they were offering, and the sword of
the enemy make themselves the victims of their duty ;

happy and worthy of being envied, if they had been
as faithful to the spirit as the letter of it!

Pompey, with many of his superior officers, entered
the temple, and not only into the sanctuary, b'lt into

the holy of holies, into which, by the law, the high-
priest alone was permitted to enter once a year, upon
the solemn day of expiation. This was what most
keenlv afflicted the Jews, and eiraged that people so

bitUrly against the Romans.

Pompey did not touch the treasures of the tempi*,
which consisted principally in sums that had been de-

posited there by private families for their better secu-

rity. Those sums amounted to 2000 talent* in spe-
cie.1 without reckoning the gold and silver vessels,
which were innumerable, and of infinite value. It

was not,* says Cicero, out of
respect

for the majesty
of the God adored in that temple, that Pompev be-
haved in this manner; for, according to him, nothing
was more contemptible than the Jewish religion, mow
unworthy the wisdom and grandeur of the Romans,
nor more opposite to the institutions of their ancestor*.

Pompey in this noble disinterestedness had no othei
motive than to deprive malice and calumny of all

means of attacking his reputation. Such were th

thoughts of the most learned of the Pagaj*. with res-

pect to the only religion of the true God. They bias

phemed what they knew not.

It hath been observed, that till then Pompey had
been successful in all things, but that after this sacri-

legious curiosity, his good fortune abandoned him,
and that the advantage gained over the Jews was his

last victory.

SECTION V. REIGN OF HYRCANUS IT. WHICH CON-
TINUED TWENTY-FOUR YEARS.

POMPEY having thus put an end to

the war, caused the walls of Jerusa- A. M. 3941.
lem to be demolished, re-establish- Ant. J. C. 63.

ed Hvrcanus, and sent Arislobulus,
with his two sons, Alexander and Antigonus, prison-
ers to Rome. He dismembered several cities from
the kingdom of Judaea, which he united with the go-
vernment of Syria, imposed a tribute upon Hyrcanus,
and left the administration of affairs to

Antipater,
who

was at the court of Hyrcanus, and one of his princi-

pal ministers. Alexander made his escape upon the

way to Rome, and returned into Judcea, where he at

terwards excited rew troubles.

Hyrcanus finding himselftoo weak
to take the field against him. had re- A. M. 3947.

course to the arms of the Romans. Ant. J. C. 57

Gabinius, governor of Syria, after

having overthrown Alexander in a battle, went to

Jerusalem, and reinstated Hyrcanus in the high-priest-
hood.* He made great alterations in the civil gov-
ernment; for instead of monarchical, as it had been,
he changed it into aristocratical: but those innova-

tions were but of short duration.

Crassus, upon his march against
the Parthians, always intent upon A. M. 3950,

gratifying his insatiable avarice, Ant. J. C. 54.

stopped at Jerusalem, where he had
been told great treasures were laid up. He plunder-
ed the temple of all the riches in it, which amounted
to the sum of 10,000 talents; that is to say, about

1,500,OOOZ. sterling.
Caesar,4 after his expedition into

Egypt, being arrived in Syria, Anti- A. M. 3957.

gonus, who had made his escape Ant. J. C. 47.

from Rome with his father Aristobu-

lus, came to throw himself at his feet, begged him to

re-establish him upon the throne of his father, who
was lately dead, and made great complaints against

Antipater and Hyrcanus. Caesar had two great ob-

ligations to both, to do any thing contrary to their

interests; for, as we shall see in the sequel, without
the aid he had received from them, his expedition
into Egypt would have miscarried. He decreed that

Hyrcanu? should retain the dignity of high-priest of

Jerusalem, and the sovereignty of Judaea, to himself

and his posterity after him for ever, and gave Anti-

pater the office of procurator of Judaea und* r Hyr-
canus. Bv this decree, the aristocracy of Gabiniuj

Three hundred thousand pounds sterling.
Cn. Pompeius, captis Hierosolymig, victor ex illo fan*

nihil altieit. In primis hoc, ut multa alia, sapienter, quM
in lam suspicioea ac maledicn civitaie locum sermoni ofe.

trectatorum non reliquit. Non enim credo religionem el

Judaeorum et hostium impedinvnto praestantissimo itupera-

tori, sed pudorem fuisse iilurum reliaio sacrorum a splen.
dore huius imperil, gravitate nominis ves;ri, majorum io*U-
lutis abhorrebat. Cic. pro fiac. n. 67 69.

Joseph. Antiq. xiv. 10. Id. de Bell. Jud. i. 6.

Joseph. Amiq. xiv. 15. Id. de Bell lud. i 8
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ras abolished, and the government of Judaea re-es-

tablished upon the ancient footing.

Antipateri caused the government ofJerusalem to

De given to Phasael his eldest son, and that of Galilee

to Herod his second son.

Caesar, at Hyrcanus'srequest.Zand
A. M. 3960. in consideration of the services he

Ant. J. C. 44. had rendered him in Egypt and

Syria, permitted him to re-build the

walls of'Jerusalem which Pompey had caused to be

demolished. Antipater, without
"losing time, began

tlie work, and the city was soon fortihed as it had
been before the demolition. Caesar was killed this

lame year.

During the civil wars, Judaea, as well as all the other

provinces
of the Roman empire, was agitated by vio-

lent troubles.

Pacorus,3 son of Orodes, king of

A. M. 3964. Parthia, had entered Syria with a

Ant. J. C. 40. powerful army. From thence he
sent a detachment into Judaea, with

orders to place Antigonus, the son of Aristobulus, up-
on the throne, who on his side had also raised troops.

Hyrcanus, and Phasael, Herod's brother, upon the

proposal of an accommodation, had the imprudence
to go to the enemy, who seized them and put them in

irons. Herod escaped from Jerusalem the moment
before the Parthian* entered it to seize him also.

Having missed Herod, they plundered the city and

country, placed Antigontis upon the throne, and de-

livered" Hvrcanus and Phasael in chains into his hands.

Phasael, who well knew that his death was resolved,
dashed out his brains against the wall of his prison,
to avoid the hands of the executioner. As for Hyr-
canus, his life was granted him; but to render him

incapable of the priesthood, Antigonus caused his

ears to becut off; for according to the Levitical law,4

it wa requisite that the high-priest should be perfect
in ali his members. After having thus mutilated him,
he gave him back to the Parthians, that they might

carry
him into the East, from whence it would not be

possible for him to embroil affairs in JudwaS He
continued a prisoner at Seleuria in Babylonia, till (he

accession of Phraates to the crown, who caused his

chains to be taken off, and gave him entire liberty to

gee and converse wilh the jews of that country, who
were very numerous. They looked upon him as their

king and high-priest, and raised him a revenue suffi-

cient to support his rank with splendour. The love

of his native country made him forget all those ad-

vantages. He returned the year following to Jerusa-

lem, whither Herod had invited him to come; but
some year* afterwards he caused him to be put to

death.

Herod had at first taken refuge in Egypt, from
whence he went to Rome. Antony was then in the

high degree of power which the triumvirate had given
him. He took Herod under his protection, and even
did more in iiis favour than he expected. For instead

of what he proposed, which was at most to obtain the

crown for Aristobulus.S to whose sister Mariamne he
had for some time been betrothed, with the view onlv
of governing under him, as Antipater had done under

Hyrcanus; Antony caused the crown to be conferred

upon him, contrary to the usual maxim of the Romans
in like cases. For it was not their custom to violate

the rights of the royal houses, which acknowledged
them for protectors, and to give the crown to stran-

gers. Herod was declared king of Judaea by the

senate, and conducted by the consul* to the ca'pitol,
where he received the investiture of the crown, wilh
the ceremonies usual upon such occasions.

Herod passed only s;ven days at Rome in negotia-

ting this great affair, and returned speedily into Ju-
daea. He had employed no more time than three

months in his journeys by sea and land.

Joseph. Antiq. xiv. 17. de Bell. Jud. i. &
Id. Antiq. xiv. 17.

Jneeph. Antiq. xiv. 24, 26. M. de Bell. Jud. i. 11.

Levit. xxi. 1624. Joseph. Antiq. xv. 2.

AriitotnihM was the son of Alexandra, Hyrcanus's
daughter; and his father was Alexander, son of Aristobulus,
brother of Hyrcanus , go that the right of both brothers to

the crown was united in hia person.

SECTION VI. REIGN OF ANTIGONUS OF ONLY TWO
YEARS' DURATION.

IT was not so easy for Herod to

establish himself in possession of the A. M. 3965.

kingdom of Judaea, as it had been to Ant. J C. 39.

obtain bis title from the Romans.

Antigonus was not at all inclined to resign fc throne

which had cost him so much pains
and money to ac-

quire. He disputed it with him very vigorously for

almost two years.
Herod.T who during the winter

had made great preparations for the A. M. 3966

following campaign, oiwned it at Ant. J. C. 38.

length with the siege of Jerusalem,
which he invested at the head of a fine and numerous

army. Antony had given orders to Sosius, governor
of Syria, to use his utmost endeavours to reduce An-

tigonus, and to put Herod into full possession of the

kingdom of Judaea. Whilst the works necessary for

the siege were carrying on, Herod made a tour to

Samaria, and at length consummated his marriage
with Mariamne. They had been contracted for year*
to each other: but the unforeseen troubles which had
befallen him, had prevented their consummating the

marriage till then. She was the daughter of Alex-
ander the son of king Aristobulus, and Alexandra the

daughter of Hyrcanus the Second, and thereby grand-
daughter to those two brothers. She was a princes!
of extraordinary beauty and virtue, and possessed in

an eminent degree all the other qualities that adorn
the sex. The attachment of the Jews to the Asino-
ntean family, made Herod imagine, that, by espousing
her, he should find no difficulty in gaining their af-

fection, which was one of his reasons for consumma-
ting his marriage at that time.

On his return to Jerusalem, Sosius and he having
joined their forces, pressed the siege in concert witfi

the utmost vigour, and with a very numerous army,
which amounted to at least 60,000 men. The place,
however, held out against them many months with

exceeding resolution; and if the besieged had been
as expert in the art of war and the defence of places,
as they were brave and resolute, it would not per-

haps have been taken. But the Romans, who were
much better skilled in those things than they, carried

the place at length, after a siege of something more
than six months.
The Jews being driven from their

posts, the enemy entered on all sides, A. M. 3967.
and made themselves masters of the Ant. J. C. J7.

city. And to revenge the obstinate

resistance they had made, and the fatigue they had
suffered during so long and difficult a siege, they filled

all quarters of Jerusalem with blood and slaughter,
plundered and destroyed all before them, though
Herod did his utmost to prevent both the one and th

other.

Antigonus, seeing all was lost, came and threw
himself at the feet of Sosius, in the most submissive
and most abject manner. He was put in chains, and
sent to Antony as soon as he arrived at Antioch. He
designed at first to have reserved him for his triumph:
but Herod, who did not think himself safe as long as
that remnant of the royal family survived, would not
let him rest till he had" obtained the death of that un-
fortunate prinre, for which he even gave a large gum
of money .8 He was proceeded against in form, con-
demned to die, and had the sentence executed upon
him in the same manner as common criminals, with
the rods and axes of the lictor, and was fastened to a

stake; a treatment with which the Romans had never
used any crowned head before.
Thus ended the reign of the Asmonaeans, after a

duration of 129 years, reckoning from the beginning
of the government of Judas Maccabaeus. Herod tc-
tered by this means upon the peaceable possession of
the kingdom of Judaea.
This singular, extraordinary, and, till then, unex-

ampled event, by which the sovereign authority over

i
Joue.ph. Amiq. xiv. 27. Id. de Bell. Jui. i. 13.

1
Joseph. Antiq. xiv. 27. Plut. in Antcn. u 932. Dioo.

Cass. 1. xliz. p. 405.
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the J ;\V5 w.is given to a stranger, an Idumrean, ought
to have opened their eyes, and rendered them atten-

tive to a celebrated prophecy, which had foretold it

in clear terms; and had given it as the certain mark
of another event, in which the whole nation was in-

terested, which was the perpetual object of their vows
and hopes, and distinguished them by a peculiar
characteristic from all the other notions of the world,
that had an equal interest in it, but without knowing
or being apprized of it. This was the prophecy ot

Jacob, who at his death foretold to his twelve sons,
assembled round his bed, what would happen in the

series of time to the twelve tribes, of which they were

tbechiefs.and afterwhom they were called. Amongst
the other predictions of that patriarch concerning the

tribe of Judah, there is this of which we now speak;
" The sceptre shall not depart from Judah,) nor a

lawgiver from between his feet, until Shiloh come,
and unto him shall the gathering of the people be."

The sceptre, or rod, (for the Hebrew
signifies both,)

implies here the authority and superiority over the

Other tribes.

All the ancient Jews have explained this prediction
to denote the Messiah: the fact is therefore incontes-

table, and is reduced to two essential points. The
first is, that as long as the tribe of Judah shall subsist,

it shall have pre-eminence and authority over the

other tribes: the second, that it shall subsist, and form
a body of a republic, governed by its laws and magis-
trates, till the Messiah conies.

The first point is verified in the series of the history
of the Israelites, wherein that pre-eminence of the

tribe ofJudah appears evidently. This is not the pro-

per place for proofs of this kind ; those who would be

more fully informed, may consult the explanation of

Genesis lately published.1

For the second point, we have only to consider it

with the least attention. When Herod", the Idumaean,
and in consequence a stranger, was placed upon the

throne the authority and superiority which the tribe

of Judah had over the other tribes, began to be taken

from it. This wag an indication that the time of the

Messiah's corning was not far off. The tribe ofJudah
has no longer the supremacy ; it no longer subsists as

a body, from which the magistrates are taken. It is

manifest, therefore, that the Messiah is come. But at

what time did that tribe become like the rest, and was
confounded with them? In the time of Titus and

Adrian, who finally exterminated the remnant of Ju-

dah. It was therefore before those times that the

Messiah came.
How wonderful does God appear in the accom-

plishment of his promises! Would it be making a

right use of history, not to dwell a few moments upon
facts like this, when we meet them in the course of

our subject'.' Herod, reduced to quit Jerusalem, takes

refuge at Rome. He has no thoughts of demanding
the sovereignty for himself, but for another. It was
the grossest injustice to give it to a stranger whilst

there were princes of the royal family in being It

was contrary to the laws, and even contrary to the

usual practice of the Romans. But it had been de-

creed from all eternity, that Herod should be king of

the Jews. .Heaven and earth should sooner pass

away, than that decree of God not be fulfilled. An-

tony was at Rome, and in possession of sovereign

power, when Herod arrived there. How many events

were necessary to the conducting of things to this

point! But is there any thing too hard for the Al-

mighty?

ARTICLE II.

ABRIDGMENT OF THE HISTORY OF THE PARTHIANS
FROM THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THAT EMPIRE TO
THE DEFEAT OF CRASSU8, WHICH 18 RELATED AT
LARGE.

THE Parthian empire wa one of the most powerful
Ed most considerable that ever was in the East.

Very weak in its beginnings, as is common, it extend-
ed itself by little and little over all Upper Asia, and
made even the Romans tremble. Its duration is ge-

. Gen. jJ U. n By F Dabuty, Rue St. Jacques

nerally allowed to be 474 jears; of which 'i:>\ we*
before Jesus Christ, and 220 after liini. Arsaces was
the founder of that empire, from whom all his suc-

cessors were called Arsacidae. Artaxerxes, by birth

a Persian, having overcome and slain Artabanus, the
last of those kings, transferred the empire of the Par-

thians to the Persians, in the fifth year of the emperor
Alexander, the son ofMaiHBHea. I shall only speak
here of the affairs of the Parthians before Jesus Christ
and shall treat them very briefly, except the defeat of

Crassus, which I shall relate in all its extent.

I have observed elsewhere what

fave
Arsaces 1.3 occasion to make A. M. 3754.

'arthia revolt, and to expel the Ant. J. C. 250

Macedonians, who had been in pos-
session of it from the death of Alexander the Great;
and in what manner he had caused himself to be el-

ected king of the Parthians. Theodotus at the same
time made Bactriana revolt, and took that province
from Antiochus, surnamed Theos.

Some time after, Seleucus Calli-

nicus,* who succeeded Antiochus, A. M. 3768
endeavoured in vain to subdue the Ant. J. C. 236

Parthians. He fell into their hands

himself, and was made prisoner: this happened i

the reign of Tiridates, called otherwise Arsaces II

brother of the first.

Antiochus, surnamed the Great,
was more successful than his prede- A. M. 3792
cessor.5 He marched into the East, Ant. J. C. 212
and repossessed himself of Media,
which the Parthians had taken from him. He also

entered Parthia, and obliged the king to retire into

Hyrcania, from whence he returned soon after with

an army of 100,000 foot and 20,000 horse.* As the

war was of a tedious duration, Antiochus made a

treaty with Arsaces, by which he left him Parthia and

Hyrcania, upon condition that he would assist him in

reconquering the other revolted provinces. Antio-

chus inarched afterwards against Euthydemus king
of Baclria, with whom he was also obliged to coma
to an accommodation.
PRUPATIUS, the son of Arsaces

II. succeeded his father; and after A. M. 3798

having reigned fifteen years, left the Ant. J. C. 206
crown at his death to PHRAATES I.

his eldest son.

Phraates left it to MlTHRIDATES,
whom he preferred before his own A. M. 3840

issue, upon account of his extraor- Ant. J. C 164i

dinary merit. In fact, he was one
of the greatest kings the Parthians ever had. Hf
carried his arms farther than Alexander the Great
It was he who made Demetrius Nicator prisoner.
PHRAATES II. succeeded Mithri-

dates hii father. Antiochus Sidetes, A. M. 3873.

king of Syria, marched against him Ant. J. C. 131.

at the head of a powerful army, un-

der pretence of delivering his brother Demetrius, who
had been kept long in captivity. After having de-

feated Phraates in three battles, he was himself over-

thrown and killed in the last, and his army entirely
cut to pieces. Phraates in his turn, at the time he had

formed the design of invading Syria, was attacked by
the Scythians, and lost his life in a battle.

ARTABANUS his uncle reigned in ^ ^ 3875
his stead, and died soon after.

j 'j Q j^g'
His successor was MITHRIDATES

II. of whom Justin says.7 that his great action* ac-

quired him the surname of Great.

He declared war against the Armenians, and by a

treaty of peace which he made with them, he obliged
their king to send him his son Tigranes as a hostage,
The latter was afterwards set upon
the throne of Armenia by the Par- A. M. 3909.

thians themselves, and joined with Ant. J. C. 9i
Mithridates king of Pontus in the

war against the Romans.

See Book xvii. Ibid. See Book xviii.

The Abtid Longuerue, in his Latin dissertation upon
the Arsaciila3, ascribes what ia here said to Artabanui,
whom he places between Arsaces II. and Priapaliua. Jus-

tin says nothing of him.
' Jusiin. 1. ixxviii. c. 3.
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Antiochus Eusebes took refuge
A. M.3912. with Mithridates, who re-established

Ant. J. C. 92. him in the possession of part of the

kingdom of Syria two years after.

It was the same Mith'ridatts, a? we
A. M. 3914. shall see hereafter, who sent Oroba-

Ant. J. C. 90. zus to Svlla, to demand the amity
and alliance of the Romans, and who

caused him to be put to death on his return, for hav-

ing given precedence to Sylla.
Demetrius Eucheres.l who reign-

A.M. 3915. ed at Damascus, besieging Philip nis

Ant. J. C. 89. brother in the city of Benea, was
defeated and taken by the Parthian

trcops gent to the aid of
Philip,

and carried prisoner
to Milhridates who treated him with all possible ho-
feours. He died there of a disease.

Mithridates II. died,after having
A. M. 3915. reigned forty years, generally regret-

Ant J. C. 89. ted by his subjects. The domestic
troubles with which his death, was

followed, considerably weakened the Parthian empire
nd made his loss still more sensibly felt. Tigranes

re-entered upon all the provinces which he had given
up to the Parthians, and took several others from them.
He passed the Euphrates, and made himself master
of Syria and Phoenicia.

During these troubles, the Parthians. elected M.VAS-
KIRES. ami after him, SlNATROCCES, kings, of whom
scarcely any thing more is known than their names.

PHRAATES, the son of the latter,

A. M. 3935. was he who caused himself to be sur-

Ant. J. C. 69. named the God.
He sent ambassadors to Lucullus,

after the great victory which the Romans had obtained
over Tigranes. He held at the same time secret in-

telligence with the latter. It was at that time Mith-
ridates wrote to him the letter which Sallust has pre-
served.

Pompey having been appointed in

A. M. 3939. the place of Lucullus, to terminate
Ant J. C. 66. the war against Mithridates, engag-

ed Phraates ..i the party of the Ro-
mans.
The latter joins Tigranes the younger against his

father, and breaks with Pompey.
After Pompey'? return to Rome,

A. M. 3943. Phraates is killed by his own chil-

Ant. J. C. 56. dren. MITHRIDATES his eldest son
takes his place.

Tigranes king of Armenia dies almost at the same
tiin*. ArtHvasdes his son succeeds him.

Mithridates.S expelled his kingdom either bv his

own subjects to whom he had rendered himself

odious, or by the ambition of his brother Orodes, ap-
plies to Gabinius, who commanded in Syria, to re-

establish him upon the throne; but
A. M. 39-19. without effect. He takes up arms

Ant. J. C. 55. in his own defence. Besieged in

Babylon, and warmly pressed, he
surrenders to Orodes, who, considering him only a?

n enemy, and not as a brother, causes him to be'put
to death; by which means Orodes becomes peaceable
possessor of the throne.

But he found enough to employ
A. M. 3950. him abroad .4 that he had no reason

Ant. J. C. 54. to expect Crassus had lately been
created consul at Rome, fur the se-

co id time, with Pompey. On the partition of the

province?, Syria fell to Crassus, who was exceedingly
rejoiced upon that account; because it favoured the

design he had formed of carrying the war into Par-
thia. When he was in company, even with people
whom he scarce knew, he coulii not moderate his

transports. Among his friends, with whom he was
under less restraint, he even burst out into rhodomon-
tarles unworthy of his age and character, and seemed
to be no longer the same man. He did not confine
bis views to the government of Syria, nor to the con-

quest of some neighbouring provinces, nor even to

Joseph. Antiq. xii. 2C.

Strab. 1. xi.
p.

332. Hut. in Lucul. p. 500. &c.
Jjaiin. 1. xlti. c. 4. Pluu In Crass, p. 552554.

that of Parthia. He flattered himself with doing such

things, as should make the great exploits of Lucullus

against Tigranes, and those of Pompey against Mith
ridates, appear like child's ply in comparison with
his. He had already overrun, in imagination, Bac-
triana and the Indies, and penetrated as far as the re*

molest seas, and the extremities of the East. Hovr-

ever, in the instructions and powers which were given
him, war against Parthia was in no manner included,
but all the world knew his design against it was his

darling passion. Such a beginning forbodes no suc-

cess.

His departure had besides something more inauspi-
cious in it. One of the tribunes, named Ateius, threat

ened to oppose his going: and was joined by many
people, who could not suffer him to set out, merely
through wantonness to make war against people who
had done the Romans no injury, and were their

friends and allies. That tribune, in consequence of

having in vain opposed the departure ofCrassus, made
haste to the gate of the city through which he was to

pass, and set a channgdish full of fire before him ; and
as soon as Crassus came to the place, be threw per-
fumes, and poured libations into the pan, uttering
over them the most terrible imprecations, which could
not be heard without making all present shudder u ith

horror, and of which the misfortunes of Crassus have
been regarded by many writers as the accomplish-
ment.

Nothing could stop him. Superior to nil opposi-
tion, he continued his march, arrived at Brundu-ium ;

and, though the sea was very tempestuous, embarked,
and lost many of his ships in his passage. When he
arrived at Galatia, he had an interview with king De-

jotarus, who, though far advanced in years, was at

that time employed in building a new city. Upon
which Crassus rallied him to this effect: "King of
the Galatians, yo'i begin full late to build a city at

the twelfth hour of the day."*
" And you, my lord,"

replied Dejotarus,
" are not over early in setting out

to make war against the Parthians." For Crassus
was at that time upwards of sixty years old, and bif

countenance made him look still older than he was
He had been informed that there were considerate

treasures in the temple of Jerusalem,* which Pompe
had not ventured to touch. He believed it we
worth his while to go a little out of his way to make
himself master of them. He therefore marched thith-

er with his army. Besides the other riches, which
amounted to very considerable sums, in the temple
there was a beam of gold, enclosed and concealed in

another of wood made hollow for that purpose: this

was known only to Eleazar, the priest, who kept the
treasures of the sanctuary. This beam of gold weigh-
ed 300 mince, each of which weighed two pounds and
a half. Eleazar, who was apprized of the motive of

us's march to Jerusalem, in order to save theCrassc
other riches, which were almost all of them deposit-
ed in the temple by private persons, discovered the

golden beam to Crassus, and suffered him to take it

away, after having made him take an oath not to

meddle witli the rest. Was he so ignorant as to im-

agine any thing sacred in the eyes of avarice? Cras-
sus took the beam of gold; and, notwithstanding
plundered the rest of the treasures, which amounted
to about 1.500.000/. sterling. He then continued his

route.

Everv thing succeeded at first as happily as he
could have expected. He built a bridge over the

Euphrates without any opposition, passed it with his

armv, and entered the Parthian territories. He in-

vaded them without anv other real motive for the

war, than the insatiable-desire ofenriching himselfby
the plunder of a country which wag supposed to b
extremely oppulent. The Romans under Sylla, and
afterward* under Pompev.had made peace and seve-
ral treaties with them. There had been no complaint
of any infraction of these treaties, nor of any other

enterprise that could give a just pretext
for a war.

So that the Parthians expected nothing less than such
an invasion; and not being upon their guard. Lad

The twelfth hour was ike ei of the djr.
Joseph Antiq. xiv. 12.

Y
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made no pteparations for their defence. Crassus, in

consequence, was master of the field, and overran
without opposition the greatest part of Mesopotamia.
He took also several cities without resistance; and
bad he known how to take advantage of the occasion,
it had been easy for him to have penetrated as far as

Seleucia and Ctesiphon, to have seized them, and
made himself master of all Babylonia, as he had done
of Mesopotamia. But instead of pursuing his point,
in the beginning of autumn, after having left 7000
foot and 1000 horse, to secure the cities which had
surrendered to him, he repassed the Euphrates, and

put his troops into winter quarters in the cities of

Syria, where his sole employment was to amass mo-
ney, and to plunder temples.
He was joined there by his son, whom Cesar sent

to him out of Gaul, a young man who had already
been honoured with several of the military crowns,
which were given by generals to such as distinguish-
ed themselves by their valour. He brought with him
1000 chosen horse.

Of all the faults committed by Crassus in this ex-

pedition, which were all very considerable, the great-
est undoubtedly, after that of having undertaken this

war, was his hasty return into Syria. For he ought
to have gone on without stopping, and to have seized

Babylon and Seleucia, cities always at enmity with
the Parthians, instead of giving his enemies time to

make preparations by his retreat, which was the

cause of his ruin.

Whilst he was re-assembling all his troops from
their winter-quarters, ambassadors from the king of
Parthia arrived, who opened their commission in few
words. They told him that if that army was sent by
the Romans against the Parthians, the war could not
be terminated by any treaty of peace, and could only
be brought to a conclusion by the final ruin of the

one or the other empire. That if, as they had been

informed, it was only Crassus, who, contrary to the

opinion of his country, and to satiate his private ava-

rice, had taken arms against them, and entered one
of their provinces, the king their master was well

disposed to act with moderation in the affair, to take

pity
on the age of Crassus, and to suffer the Romans

in his dominions, who were rather shut up than keep-
ing possession of cities, to depart with their lives and

rings safe. They spoke,
no doubt, of the garrisons

which Crassus had left in the conquered places.
Crassus answered this discourse only with a rhodo-
montade. He told them, "

They should have his an-
swer in the city of Seleucia." Upon which the most
ancient of the ambassadors, Vahises, made answer,

laughing, and showing him the palm of his hand:
Crassus, you will sooner see hair grow in the palm

of my hand, than you will see Seleucia." The am-
bassadors retired, and went to give their king notice
that he must prepare for war.

As soon as the season would 'per-
A. M.3951. mil. Crassus took the field.i The

Ant. J. C. 53. Parthians had time during the win-
ter to assemble a very great army to

make head against him. Orodes their king divided
his troops and inarched in person with one part of
them to the frontiers of Armenia: he sent the other
into Mesopotamia, under the command of Surena.
That general, upon his arrival there, retook several

of the places of, which Crassus had made himself mas-
ter the year before.

About the same time some Roman soldiers, who
with exceeding difficult}- had escaped out of the cities

of. Mesopotamia, where they had been in garrison, of
which the Parthians had already retaken some, and
were besieging the rest, came to Crassus, and related

things to him highly capable ot disquieting and alarm-

ing him. They told him, that they had seen with
their own eye? the incredible numbers of the enemy,
and that they had also been witnesses of their terrible

valour in the bloody attacks of the cities they be-

sieged. They added, that they were
troops not to

be escaped when they pursued, noi overtaken when
they lied; that their arrows, of an

astonishing weight,
ml at the same time of an astonishing rapidity, were

OF

always attended with mortal wounds against which
it was impossible to guard.
This discourse infinite

t Plut in Crass, p. 554

ely abated the courage and
boldness of the Roman soldiers; who had imagined
that the Parthians differed in nothing; from ;jie Arme-
nians and Cappadocians, whom Lurullus had so easi if

overthrown; and flattered themselves, that the who IB

difficulty of the war would consist in the length of th

way, and the pursuit of the enemy, who would nevei
dare to come to blows with them. They new saw,

contrary to their expectation, that they were to under-

go great battles and great dangers. This discourage-
ment rose so high, that many of the principal officer*

were of opinion that it was
necessary forCrassus, be-

fore he advanced farther, to assemble a council, m
order to deliberate again upon the whole enterprise.
But Crassus listened to no other advice than that of
those who pressed him to begin his march, and to

make all possible expedition.
What encouraged him the most, and confirmed him

in that resolution, was the arrival of Artabasus king
of Armenia. He brought with him a body of 6000
horse, which were part of his guards; adding that,
besides these, he bad 10,000 cuirassiers, and 30,000
foot, at his service. But he advised him to take great
care not to march his army into the plains of Meso-

potamia, and told him, that he must enter the enemy's
country by the way of Armenia; the reasons with
which he enforced his advice, were, that Armenia, be-

ing a mountainous country, the Parthian cavalry, in

which the greatest strength of their army consisted,
would be rendered entirely useless to them; that if

they took this route he should be in % condition to

supply the army with all necessaries; insi?ad of which,
if they marched by the way of Mesopotamia, convoys
would fail, and he would have a powerful a.'uiy

in his

front on all the marches it would be necessary for him
to take, before he could penetrate to the centre of the
enemy's dominions; that in those plains, the horse
would have all possible advantages against him ; anH,

lastly, that he must cross several sandy deserts, wher
the troops might be in great distress for want of watei
and provisions. The advice was excellent, and the

reasons unanswerable ; but Crassus, blinded by Provi-

dence, who intended to punish the sacrilege he had
committed in plundering the temple of Jerusalem,

despised all that was said to him. He only desired

Artabasus, who was returning into his dominions, to

bring him his troops as soon as
possible.

I have said, that Providence blinded Crassus, which
is self-evident in a great measure. But a Pagan writer

makes the same remark; this is Dion Cassius.a very
judicious historian, and at the same time a military
man. He says, that the Romans, under Crassus,

" had
no salutary view, and were either ignorant upon all

occasions of what was necessary to be done, or in DO
condition to execute it; so that one would have

thought, that, condemned and persecuted by some

divinity, they could neither make use of their bodies
nor minds." That Divinity was unknown to Dion.
It was He whom the Jewish nation adored, and who
avenged the injury done to his temple.

Crassus made haste, therefore, to stt forward. Ha
had seven legions of foot, near 4000 horse, and as ma-

ny light-armed soldier? and archers, which amount-
ed in all to more than 40,000 men; that is to say, on
of the finest armies the Romans ever get on foot.

When his troops were passing the bridge he had laid

over the river Euphrates, near the city of Zeugma, a
dreadful storm of thunder and lightning drove in the

face of the soldiers, as if to prevent them from going
on. At the same time a black cloud, out of which
burst an impetuous whirlwind, attended with thunder-

claps and lightning, fell upon the bridge ami broke
down a part of it. The troops were seized with fear

and sadness. He endeavoured to re-animate them as

well as he was able, promising them with an o ,th, that

they should march back by the way of Armenia; and
concluded his discourse with assuring them, that not
one of them should return that way. Those last

words, which were ambiguous, anil had escaped him
very imprudently, threw the whole army into the

greatest trouble and dismay. Crassns well knew th

bad effect they had produced; but out of a
spir'it

of
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ftbstinary nncl haughtiness, he neglected to remedy it,

by explaining the sense of those words, to re-assure

the luncro-.is.

He made his troops advance along the
Euphrates.

His scouts, wnom he had sent out for intelligence,

hortly returned, and reported, that there was not a

ing.e man to be seen in the country, but that they had
found the marks of horses which seemed to have fled

suddenly, as if they had been pursued.

Upon this advice, Crassus confirmed himself in his

hopes ; and his soldiers began to despise the Parthians,

as met that would never have courage to stand a

charge, and come to an engagement with them. Cas-

ius advised him at least to approach some town,
where they had a garrison, in order to rest the army

little, and have time to learn the true number of the

enemies, their force, and what designs they had in

view; or, if Crassus did not approve that counsel to

inarch along the Euphrates towards Seleucia ; because,

by always keeping upon the banks of that river, he

would put it out of the power of the Parthian cavalry
to surround him ;

and that with the fleet which might
follow him, provisions might be always brought from

Syria, and all other things of which the army might
stand in need. This Cassius was Crassus's quaestor,
and the same who afterwards killed Cajsar.

Crassus, after having considered this advice, was

upon the point of complying with it, when a chief of

the Arabians, named Ariamnes, came in unexpectedly,
and had the address to make him approve a quite dif-

ferent plan. That Arab had formerly served under

Pompey, and was known by many of the Roman sol-

diers, who looked upon him as a friend. Surena
found him from this circumstance, admirably qualified
to play the part he gave him. Accordingly, when he

was conducted to Crassus, he informed him, that the

Parthians would not look the Roman army in the face;
that its name alone had already spread a universal

terror among their troops; and that there wanted no
more for the obtaining a complete victory, than to

march directly up to them, and give them battle.

He offered to be their guide himself, and to carry them
the shortest way. Crassus, blinded by his flattery,
and deceived by a man who knew how to give a spe-
cious turn to what he proposed, fell into the snare,

notwithstanding the pressing entreaties of Cassius, and
tome others, who suspected that impostor's design.

Crassus would hearken to nobody. The traitor

Ariamnes, after having persuaded him to draw off

from the banks of the Euphrates, conducted him across

the plain by a way at first level and easy, but which
at length became difficult, from the deep sands in

which the army found itself engaged, in the midst of
a vat country all bare and parched, where the

eye
could discover neither end nor boundary where the

troops might hope to find rest and refreshment. If

thirstand fatigue of the way, discouraged the Romans,
the prospect of the country alone threw them into a

despair still more terrible: for they could perceive
neither near them, nor at a distance, the least tree,

plant, or brook; not so much as a hill, nor a single
blade of grass; nothing was to be seen all round but

heaps of burning sand.

This gave just reason to suspect some treachery, of
which the arrival of some couriers from Artabasus

ought to have fully convinced them. That prince in-

formed Crassus, that king Orodes had invaded his

dominions with a great army; that the war he had to

maintain, prevented him from sending the aid he

bad promised; but that he advised him to approach
Armenia, in order that they might unite their forces

against the common enemy : that, if he would not fol-

low that advice, he cautioned him at least to avoid, in

bis man-In < and encampments, the
open plains, and

uch places as were Commodious for the horse, and to

keep always close to the mountains. Crassus, instead

of giving ear to these wise counsels, inveighed against
those that gave them; and without vouchsafing to

write an answer to Artabasus, he only told his cou-

riers, I have not time at present to consider the af-

fairs of Armenia; I shall go thither soon, and shall

then punish Artabasus for his treachery."
Crassus was so infatuated with his Arab, and so

blmded by his artful suggestion, that he had continued

to follow him without the least distrust, notwithstand-

ing all the advice that was given him, till he had

brought him into the sandy desert we have mentioned.
The traitor then made his escape, and went to give
Surena an account of what he had done.

After a march of some days
in a desert and enemy's

country, where it was difficult to have any intelligence,
the scouts came in full speed to inform Crassus, thai

a very numerous army of the Parthians was advancing
with great order and boldness to attack him immedi-

ately. That news threw the whole camp into great
trouble and consternation. Crassus was more affected

with it than the rest. He made all possible haste to

draw up his army in battle. At first, following the

advice of Cassius, he extended his infantry as far as

he could, that it might take up the more ground, ana
make it difficult for the ent my to surround him; and
he posted all his cavalry upon the wings. But after-

wards he changed his opinion, and drawing up his foot

in close order, he made them form a large hollow

square, facing on all sides, of which each (lank had
twelve cohorts in front.l Every cohort had a com-

pany of horse near it, in order that, each part being
equally sustained by the cavalry, the whole body
might charge

with greatersecurity and boldness. He
gave one o? the wings to Cassius, the other to his son,

theyounger Crassus, and posted himself in the centre.

They advanced in this order to the banks of a
brook which had not much water, but was however

highly grateful to the soldiers, from the exceeding
drought and excessive heat.

Most of the officers were of opinion, that it was

proper to encamp in this place, to give the troops time

to recover from the extraordinary fatigues they had

undergone in a long and painful march, and to rest

there during the night; that in the mean time, all pos-
sible endeavours should be used to get intelligence
of the enemy, and that when their number and dispo-
sition were known, they should attack them the next

day. But Crassus, suffering himself to be carried

away by the ardour of his son, and of the cavalry un-

der his command, who pressed him to lead them

against the enemy, gave orders that all who had occa-

sion, should take their refreshment underarms in their

ranks; and scarce allowing them time for that pur-

pose, he commanded them to march, and led them on,
not slowly, and halting sometimes, but with rapidity,
and as fast as they

could move, till they came in view
of the enemy. Contrary to their expectation, they
did not appear either so numerous or so terrible at

they had been represented, which was a stratagem of

Surena's. He had concealed the greatest part of hi*

battalions behind the advanced troops, and to prevent
their being perceived by the brightness of their arms,
he had given them orders to cover themselves with

their vests or with skins.

When they approached and were ready to charge,
the Parthian general had no sooner given the signal
of battle than the whole field resounded with dread-

ful cries, and the most horrid noise. For the Parthi-

ans did not excite their troops to battle with horns or

trumpets, but made use of a great number of hollow

instruments, covered with leather, and having belli

of brass round them, which they struck violently

against each other; and the noise made by these in-

struments was harsh and terrible, and seemed like the

roaring of wild beasts, joined with claps of thunder.

Those Barbarions had well observed, that of all the

senses none disorders the soul more than the hearing:
that it strikes upon, and affects it the most immediate-

ly, and is the most sudden in making it in a manner
confused and distracted.

The trouble and dismay into which this noise had
thrown the Romans, were quite different when the

Parthians, throwing off on a sudden the
covering

of

their arms, appeared all on fire, from the exceeding
brightness of their helmets and'curiasses, which were
of burnished steel, and glittered like sun-beams, and
to which the furniture and armour of their horses

added not a little. At their head appeared Sur

The Roman cohort was a body of infantry consisting at

5 or 600 men ; and differed very litlle from what n aow
called a battalion.
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handsome, \v< 1 made, of an ad .-antageous stature,

mid of a much greater reputation for valour than the

effeminacy of his mien seemed to promise. For he

was painted after the fahion of the Medes, and, like

them, wore his hair curled and dressed with art;

whereas the other Parthians still persevered in wear-

ing theirs after the manner of the Scythians, much

neglected, and such as nature gave them, in order to

appear more terrible.
"

At first the Barbarians were for charging the Ro-
mans with their pikes, and endeavoured to penetrate
and break the front ranks: but having observed the

depth of the hollow square so well closed and even, in

which the troops stood firm and supported each other

successfully, they fell back and retired in a seeming
confusion, as if their order of battle were broken.

But the Romans were much astonished to see on a

sudden their whole army surrounded on all sides.

Crassus immediately gave orders for his archers and

light-armed foot to charge them ; but they could not

execute those orders long; for they were compelled
by a shower of arrows to retire, and cover themselves
behind their heavy- armed foot.

Their disorder and dismay now began, when they

experienced the rapidity and force of those arrows,

against which no armour was proof, and which pene-
trated alike whatever they hit. The Parthians divid-

ing, applied themselves on all sides to shooting at a

distance, without its being possible for them to miss,
even though they had endeavoured it, so close were
the Romans embattled. They did dreadful execution,
and made deep wounds, because as they drew their

bows to the utmost, the strings discharged their ar-

rows, which were, of an extraordinary weight, with an

impetuosity and force that nothing could resist.

The Romans, attacked in this manner on all sides

by the enemy, knew not in what manner to act. If

they continued firm in their ranks, they were wounded

mortally, and if they quitted them to charge the ene-

my, they could do them no hurt, and suffered no less

than before. The Parthians fled before them, and

kept a continual discharge as they retired; for of all

nations in the world they were the most expert in that

exercise after the Srythians: an operation in reality

very wisely conceived; since by flying they saved
their lives, and by fighting, avoided the infamy of

flight.
As long as the Romans had hopes that the Barba-

rians, after having exhausted all their arrows, would
either give over the fight, or to come to blows with
them hand to hand, they supported their distress with
valour and resolution; but when they perceived that

in the rear of the enemy there were camels laden with

arrows, whither those who had exhausted their quivers
wheeled about to replenUh them, Crassus, losing al-

most all courage, sent orders to. his son to endeavour,
whatever it cost him, to join the enemy, before he was

entirely surrounded by them; for they were princi-

pally intent against him, and were wheeling about to

take him in the rear.

Young Crassus, therefore, at the head of 1300 horse,
500 archers, and eight cohorts armed with round

buckler.",! wheeled about against those who endea-
voured to surround him. The latter, whether they
were afraid to stand the charge of a body of troops
that came on with so good an aspect, or whether they

designed to draw oft young Crassus as far as they
could from his father, immediately faced about and
fled. Young Crassu* upon that, crying out as loud

as he could, "They don't stand us,'' pushed on full

speed after them. The foot, animated by the exam-

ple
of the horse, piqued themselves upon not staying

behind, and followed them at their heels, carried on

by their eagerness, and the joy which the hopes of

victory gave them. They firmly believed they had

conquered, and had nothing to do but to pursue, till

lieing at a great distance from their main body, they

discovered the stratagem ; for those who had seemed
to fly, faced about, and being joined by many other

trdops came on to charge the Romans.

Young Crassus thereupon made his troops halt, ID

hopes that the enemy, upon seeing their small number,

Theaa formed 4 or 5000 men

would njtfail to attack them, and come to close bgnC
But those Barbarians contented themselves with op-
posing him in front with their heavy-armed horse, and
sent out detachments of their ligh-horse, that wheel-

ing about, and surrounding them on all sides without

joining them, poured in a perpetual flight of arrows

upon them. At the same time, by stirring up the

heaps of sand, they raised so thick" a dual, that the
Romans could neither see nor speak to one another;
and being pent up in a narrow spare, and keeping
close, order, they were a mark for every arrow shot
at them, and died by a slow but cruel death. For
finding their entrails pierced, and not being able td

support the pain they suffered, they rolled themselves

upon the sands with the arrows in their bodies, and

expired in that manner in exquisite torments; or en

deavouring to tear out by force the bearded points of
the arrows, which had penetrated through their veins

and nerves, they only made their wounds the larger,
and increased their pain.
Most of them died in this manner; and those who

were still alive were no longer in any condition to act.

For when young Crassus exhorted them to charge
the heavy-armed horse, they showed him their hands
nailed to their bucklers, and their feet pierced through
and through and rivited to the ground: so that it was

equally impossible for them either to defend them
selves or fly. Putting nimsen therefore at the head
of his horse, he made a vigorous charge upon that

heavy-armed body covered with iron, and threw him
self boldly amongst the squadrons, but with great dis-

advantage, as well in attacking as defending. For
his troops with weak and short javelins struck against
armour either of excellent steel, or very hard leather;
whereas the Barbarians charged the Gaul*, who were
either naked or lightly armea, with good and strong

spears. These Gauls were troops in whom young
Crassus placed the greatest confidence, and with

whom he did most wonderful exploits. For those

troop took hold of the spears of the Parthians. and

closing with them, seized them by the neck, and threw
them off their horses upon the ground, where they laj
without power to stir, from the exceeding weight of
their arms. Several of the Gauls quitting their horses,

crept under those of the enemy, and thrust their

swords into their bellies. The horses, wild with the

pain, plunged and reared, and throwing off their ri-

ders, trampled them under foot as well as the enemy,
and fell dead upon them both.

But what gave the Gauls most trouble, was the

heat and thirst ; for they were not accustomed to sup-
port them. They also lost the greater part of their

horses, which, running precipitately upon that heavy-
armed body, killed themselves upon their spears.

They were", bliged therefore to retire o their infan-

try, and to carry off young Crassus, who had received

several dangerous wounds.

Upon their way they saw, at a small distance, a

rising bank of sand, to which they retired. They
fastened their horses in the centre, and made an en-

closure with their bucklers, by way of entrenchment,
in hopes that it would assist them considerably in

defending themselves against the Barbarians; but it

happened quite otherwise. For in a level spot, the

front covered the rear, and gave it some relaxation}
whereas upon this hill, the inequality of the ground
showing them over each other's heads, and those in

the rear most, they were all exposed to the enemy's
shot. So that, um-ble to avoid the arrows which the

Barbarians showered continually upon thnn, they
were all equally struck by them, and deplored their

unhappy destiny, in perishing thus miserably, with-

out being able to make use of their arms, or to give
the enemy proofs of their valour.

Young Crassus had two Greeks with him, who had

settled in that country in the city of Came. Those
two young men, touched with compassion to see him
in so" bad a condition, pressed him to make oil with

them, and to retire into the city of I-chiu-s, which had

espoused the party of the Romans, and was at no great
distance. But he replied,

" that no fear of any death,
however cruel, could induce him to abandon so manv
brave men, who died through love for him." A noble

sentiment in a young nobleman! He ordered theu
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to make off as fast as they could, and embracing them,
dismissed them the service. For himself, not being-
able to make use of his hand, which u a- shot through
with an arrow, he commanded one of bis doniotir.- to

thrust his sword through him, and presented his side

to him. The principal officers killed themselves, and
many of (Lose that remained w< re slain, fighting with

exceeding valour. The Parthians made only about
500 prisoners; and after having cut offyoung Crassus's

head, marched immediately against his father.

The latter, after having ordered his son to charge
the Parthians, and received advice that they wt-rc put
to the rout, and were pursued vigorously, had resum-
eti soin courage, and the more, because those who

opposed him, seemed to abate considerably of their

ardour; for the greatest part of them were gone with

the rest against young Crassus. Wherefore, draw-

ing his army together, he retired to a small hill in

his rear, in hopes that his son would speedily return

from the pursuit.
Of a great number of officers, sent successively by

his son, to inform him of the danger he was in, the

grratf-t part had fallen into the hands of the Barba-

rians, who had put them to the sword. Only the last

who had e-caped with great difficulty, got to his pre-
sence, and declared to him that his sou was lost if he

did not send him directly a powerful reinforcement.

Upon this news, Crassus was struck with such a di-

vt-r-ity of afflicting thoughts, and his reason thereby
to much disturber, that he \vas no longer capable

of

feeing or hearing any thing. However, the desire of

caving his son and the army, determined him to go to

his aid, and he ordered the troops to march.
At that very instant the Parthians, who were return-

ing from the defeat of young Crassus, arrived with

great cries and songs of victory, which from afar ap-
prized the wretched father of his misfortune. The
Barbarians, carrying the head of young Crassus upon
the end of a spear, approached tlie Romans, and in-

fulting them with the most scornful bravadoes, ask-

ed them of what family that young Roman was, and
who were his relations? "

For," said they," it is im-

possible that a young man of such extraordinary val-

our and bravery should be the son of so base and

cowardly a father as Crassus."

This sight exceedingly dispirited the Romans, and
instead of exciting the height of anger, and the de-ire

of revenge in them, as might have been expected,
froze them with terror and dismay. Crassus, however,
showed more constancy and courage on his disgrace
than he had before done; ajid running through the

ranks, he cried out,
" Romans, this mournful specta-

cle concerns me alone. The fortune and glory of
Rome are still invulnerable and invincible, whilst you
continue firm and intrepid. Il'you have any compas-
sion for a father who has now lost a son whose valour

you admired, let it appear in vour rage and resent-

ment against the Barbarians. Deprive them of their

insolent joy, punish their crueltv, and do not suffer

yourselves to be cast down bv my misfortune. There
is a necessity for experiencing some loss, when we as-

pire at great achievements. Lucullus did not defeat

Tigrants, n;>r Scipio Antiochus, without its costing
them soufe blood. It is after the greatest defeats that

Rome has acquired the greatest victories. It is not

by the favour of fortune she has attained to so high
a degree of power, but by her patience and fortitude

in supporting herself with vigour against adversity."

Crassus endeavoured by remonstrances of this kind
to reanimate his troops; but when he had giren them
onlers to raise the cry of battle, he perceived the

general discouragement of his army even in that cry
it*i It, w hid) was faint, unequal mid timorous; where"-

as, that of the enemy was bold, full, and strenuous.
The charge being given, the liht-horseof the Par-

thians dispersed themselves upon the wings of the fto-

uians, and taking them in dank, overwhelmed them
with their arrows, whilst the heavy cavalry attacked
them in front, and obliged them to close up in one

compact b?d v
; except those who, to avoid the arrows,

tin wounds of which occasioned a long and painful
death, had the courage to throw themselves upon the

horse, like men in despair. Though they did not do
them much hurt, their audacity was attended with this
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advantage; it occasioned their dying immediately,
by the large and deep wounds they received, r'o"

the Barbarians thrust their lances through thrirbodiei
with such force and vigour, that they often pierced
two at once.

After having fought in that manner the remainder
of the day, when night came on the Barbarian:- rt tir-

ed; saying, they would grant Crassus only that night
to lament for his son, unless he should find it more

expedient
to consult his own safety, and prefer goine

voluntarily to their king Arsaces, to being dragged
before him. They then encamped in the presence of
the Roman army, in the firm expectation that the
next day they should meet with little or no difficult/
in completing its defeat.

This was a terrible night for the Rcrait*. They
had no thoughts either of interring their dead, or of

dressing their wounded, of whom the greatest part
died in the most horrible torments. Every man was

solely intent upon his own particular distress. For

they all saw
plainly

that they could not escape, whe-
ther they waited for day in camp, or ventured during
the night to throw themselves into that immense plain
of which they saw no end. Besides which, in the lat-

ter choice, their wounded gave them great trouble.
For to carry them off would be very difficult, and ex-

tremely retard their flight; and if they were left be-

hind, it was not to be doubted but they
would discov-

er the departure of the army by their cries and la-

mentations.

Though they were perfectly sensible that Crassus
alone was the cause of all their misfortunes, they
however were unanimous in desiring to see his face,
and to hear his voice. But he lying upon the ground,
in an obscure corner, with his* head covered in his

cloak, was to the vulgar, says Plutarch, a great ex-

ample of the instability of fortune; to wise and con-

sideratepersons, a still greater instance of the perni-
cious effects of temerity and ambition, which had
blinded him to such a degree, that he could not bear
to be less at Rome than the first and the greatest of
so many millions of men, and thought himself low and
mean, because there were two above him, Caesar and

Pompey.
Octavius, one of his lieutenants, and Cassius ap-

proached him, and endeavoured to make him ri-e, and
to console and encourage him : but seeing him entire-

ly depressed with the weight of his affliction, and deaf
to all consolation and remonstrance, they assembled
the principal officers, and held a council ofwar direct-

ly ; and it being their unanimous opinion, that it was
in !( -sary to retire immediately, they decamped with-
out sound of trumpet. This was done at first with

great silence. But soon after, the sick and wounded,
who could not follow, perceiving themselves abandon-
ed, filled the camp with tumult and confusion, cries,

shrieks, and horrible lamentations; so that the troops
who marched foremost were seized with -trouble and
terror, imagining the enemy were coming on to at-

tack them. By frequently turning back, and drawing
up again in order o.f battfe, or busying themselves in

setting the wounded, who followed them, upon toe

beasts of burden, and in dismounting such as were
less sick, they lost considerable time. There were

only 300 horse, under the command of Ignatius, who
did not stop, and arrived about midnight at the city
of Carrie. Ignatius called to the sentinels upon the

walls, and when they answered, bade them go to Co-

ponius, who commanded in the place, and tell him
that Crassus had fought a great battle with the Par-

thians; and without saying any more, or letting them
know who he was, he p'ushed on with all possible ex

pedilion to the bridge which Crassus had laid over the

F.uphrates, and saved his troops by that means. But he
\va- \<ry much blamed for having abandoned his

general.
However, the message he had sent to Coponius by

those guards, was of great service to Crassus. For
that governor, wisely conjecturing from the manner
in which the unknown person harf given him that in-

telligence, that it implied some disaster, gave orden
immediately for the garrison to stand to their arms.
And when he was informed of the way Ciassus had
taken, he marched out to meet him, and conducted

Y2
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him and his anny into the city. The Parthians,

though well informed of his flight, would not pursue
him in the dark. But early the next morning, they
entered the camp and put all the wounded who had
been left there, to the number of 4000, to the swonl ;

and their cavalry being dispersed over the plain after

those who fled, took great numbers of them, whom
they found straggling on all sides.

6ne of Crassus's lieutenants, named Vargunteius,
having separated in the night from the main body of

the armv with four cohort.*, missed his wav, and was
found the next morning upon a small eminence by the

Barbarians, who attacked him. He defended himself
with great valour, but was at length overpowered by
multitudes, and all his soldiers killed, except twenty,
who with sword in hand fell on the enemy in despair,
in order to open themselves a passage through them.
The Barbarians were so much astonished at their bra-

very, that out of admiration of it they opened and

gave them a passage. They arrived safe at Carrae.

At the same time Surena received false advice, that

Crassus had escaped with his best forces, and that

those who had retired to Carrae were only a body of

troops collected from all quarters, that were not worth
the trouble of pursuing. Surena, believing the re-

ward of his victory lost, but still uncertain whether
it was or was not, desired to be better informed, in

order that he might resolve, either to besiege Carne,
ifCrassus was there, or to pursue him if he had quitted
it. He therefore despatched one of his interpreters,
who spoke both languages perfectly well, with orders
to approach the walls of Carrae, and in the Roman
language to desire to speak with Crassus himself, or

Cassius, and to say that Surena demanded a confer-
ence with them.
The interpreter having executed his orders, Crassus

accepted the proposal with joy. Soon after, some
Arabian soldiers came from the Barbarians, who
knew Crassus and Cassius by sight, from having seen
them in the camp before the battle. Those sold'urs

approached the
place,

and seeing Cassius upon the

walls, they told him, that Surena was inclined to treat

with them and
permit

them to retire, upon condition
that they would continue in amity with the king his

master, and abandon Mesopotamia to him: that this

proposal was more advantageous for both parlies, than
to proceed to the last extremities.

Cassius acceded to this offer, and demanded that
the time and

place
for an interview between Surena

and Crassus should immediately be fixed. The Ara-
oians assured him that they would go and do their
utmost to that effect, and withdrew.

Surena, overjoyed with keeping his
prev

in a place
from whence it could not escape, marched" thither the
next day with his Parthiana, who talked at first with
extreme haughtiness, and declared that if the Romans
expected any favourable terms from them, they must

previously deliver up Crassus and Cassius bound hand
and foot into their hands. The Romans, enraged tt
tuch flagrant deceit, told Crassus that it was necf s-.v

ry to renounce all remote and vain hopes of aid fion>

the Armenians, and
fly that very night, without losing

a moment's time. It was highly important that not
one of the inhabitants of Carrae should know of this

design, till the instant of its execution. But Andro
/nachus, one of the citizens, was informed of it first

and by Crassus himself, who confided it to him. and
chose him for his guide, relying very injudiciously
upon his fidelity.
The Parthians consequently were not long before

they were fully apprized of the whole plan by means
of that traitor. But as it was not their custom to en-

rage in the night, the impostor, to prerent Crassus
from getting so much ground as might make it impos-
sible for the Parthians to come up with him, led the
Romans sometimes by one way, sometimes bv another,
and at length brought them into deep marsh'v grounds
and places intersected with great ditches," where it

was very difficult to march, and necessary to make a

great many turnings and windings to extricate them-
ielves out of that labyrinth
There were some who, suspecting that it wn> with

no good design that Androniarhus made tlinn un
backwards and forwards iu that manner, refused at

last to follow him, and Cassiu- himself returned to*

wards Carrae. 1 By hasty marches, he escaped inte

Syria with 500 horse. "Most cf the rest, who had

trusty guides, gained the pass of the mountains, railed
the Sinnacliian mountains, and were in a plare of

safety before the break of day. The latter iniirhl be
about 5000 men, under the romnmui of Octavius.
As for Crassus, the day overtook him, while he WM

still embarrassed, by the'contrivance of the perfidious
Andromachus, in those marshy and difficult places.
He had with him four cohort's of foot armed with
round bucklers, a few horse, and five lictors who car-
ried the fa-cts before him.
He at length came into the main road, after abun-

dance of trouble and difficulty, when the enemv were
almost upon him, and he had no more than twelve sta-

dia to march in order to join the troops under Octa-
vius. AH he could do was to gain as soon as possible
another summit of those mountains, less impracticable
to the horse, and in consequence not so secure. This
was under that of the Sinnachian mountains, to which
it was joined by a long chain of mountains that filled

up all the space between them. Octavius therefore
saw plainly the danger that threatened Crassus, and
descended first himself from those eminences with a
small number of soldiers to his aid. But he was soon
followed by all the rest, who, reproaching themselves
for their cowardice, flew to his assistance. Upon their

arrival they charged the Barbarians so roughly, that

they obliged them to abandon the hill. After that thej
placed Crassus in the midst of them, and forming
a kind of rampart for him with their bui'klers, they

[This is the ancient Harran in Mesopotamia from which
Abraham departed, on his way to the land of Canaan. It

was a city renowned as being the seat of the Zabians, who
worshipped the host of heaven. It still retains the n-i.-ie

of Harran, though now an inconsiderable cily. It lies 40
miles north of Hacca, or Nicephorium, on the Euphrates.
The place where the L>attle was fought lay 20 geographical
miles south of Charrse. The brook here mentioned, is a
mall streamlet which runs into the Balissus, or Belis, as it

is now called, which runs south-east to the Euphrates, and
joins it at Kacca, or Nicephorium. This pan of Mesopota-
mia was called Anthemusia by the Macedonians, who trans-

ferred this name from a district in Macedun ; and was so

j
called from the superabundance of roses which it produced.

I It was afterwards named Osrh<Ene, from a race of Arab
! princes who ruled it. Kdessa, now called Roha, was the

capital of Osrhcene, and was so railed from the ci'./ of thai
name in Macedonia, and lay 20 geographical n:i IPS north-
west of Charrse, and contains at present a population of 40.
OOOsouls. " Two hours' walk f.vir. Charrse,'' lays the Turk-
ish

geographer, Hadji Khalifr.r, "are to be seen on a hill,
called the hill of Abraham, the r"rnr.iiis of a Zatiian temple."
Charrse lay 55 geographical mile* south-east of Zeugma,

in direct distance, where Crauue dad r.nwsed the Euphra-
tes. Here two roads separute, one l>> the right through the
naked level plain that lieo south of Charrse, leadinc'to the

Euphrates al Nicephorium, and the other to the left and
north-east towards the Ti.tris and Nisibis. The appellation
of Mesopotamia, or the country between the rivers, was ap-

plied by the Greeks in a rrr.ricted sense to the
territory thai

lay north-west ofthe Babylonian plain, or the wall i.f Media,
that ran acn-ss it from the Euphrates at Macepracta north-
east to the Tisris; fortheterm in its true meaning should
include both Baby Ionia and Chaldea, is far as Korna, where
the rivers meet. The name of Mesopotamia is just a trans-
lation of Aram Nab a railm. or Aram of the rivers, to distin-
uish it from Syria, l*je Hebrew name of which is Aram. It

<<e?ms also to t.e the translation of the Hebrew Shinar, pro-
U\L'lr derived from Shine, two: and .VoAur, rivtr; bya
i s.ia'l chance of the aspirate, signifying Bifluvialis, inlera'm-

n.>, Mesopotamia, the country between th two rivers. See
Cic Hebrew Le.tKon of L). Levi, p. 11. li N"W, as the

pl.ip of Shinar, or Sennaar, in the Greek, included the

p!a:i. of Babel, It included more than what the Greeks de-
no.-nirvued Mesopotamia. It is erroneous to suppose that the
moc'evn Piarbf.ker corresponds to the ancient .M?>rta-
mia. It only corresponds to the Great Oval \alley Uiat lies

between the ranges of mount Masius anil Niphi
prehen.'in? (he SUUPCP and bafin of ilir I'ppr-r Tigris, and
which forme*! the southern part of Armenia, ihmish this
district be TI.Y Included in Mesopotamia. Diarl rker is an
Arabic appe.la.iot-.s^nifyine thedisrirtof B^kr. the Emer
>f an Arab tri. e iha: a.iciemly sealed here. !\!i .*>potamia
is Ly the Arabu n .e.^rapher div'deu into thrre Divars, or
(iisir'cts: Uiyar hk- .\,- i. >rth -ves; oart; I'iyar Ral ia. the
tf'iut'iin. part; Di>.r Mo.'ar, !he :nte,:or part ; from three
AraJi ti :ln-s r> called, who c^me frun, \rs. an.! Mttled ftt

this ct'n.iry. When >i.^*>p"ia,:>iii wis ii!> iiH (Hw^pntbe
Romitn.- a.-"d Percians, Eo.'ssa became the ujpiuM
.'\lesopou-ii, x, t.1 XUibis diu of the Persian divisi
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declared fiercely that not an arrow of the enemy
should approach their general's body till they were
all dead around him fighting in his defence.

Surena, seeing that the Parthians, already repulsed,
went on with less vigour to the attack, and that if the

night came on, and the Romans should gain the

mountains, it would be impossible for him to take

them, had again recourse to stratagem toarnuse Cras-

gus. He gave secret orders, that some prisoners
should be set at liberty, alter having posted a number
of hi soldiers around them, who, seeming

in discourse

together, said, as the general report of the army, that

the king was much averse to continuing war with

the Romans; that, on the contrary, his design was to

cultivate their amity, and to give them proofs of his

favourable inclinations, by treating Crassus with great

humanity. And that their deeds might agree with

their words, as soon as the prisoners were released,

the Barbarians retired from the fight; and Surena,

advancing peaceably with his principal officers to-

wards the hill, with his bow unstrung, and arms ex-

tended, invited Crassus to come down and treat of

an accommodation. He said, with aloud voice, that

contrary to the king his master's will, and through the

necessity of a just defence, he had made them experi-
ence the force and power of the Parthian arms; but

that at present he was disposed to treat them with

mildness and favour, by granting them peace, and

giving them liberty to retire with entire security on his

part. We have observed, on more than one occasion,

that the peculiar characteristic of these Barbarians

was to promote tlie success of their designs by fraud

end treachery, and to make no scruple of breaking

through their engagements upon such occasions.

The troops of Crassus lent a willing ear to this dis-

course of Surena's, and expressed exceeding joy at it;

but Crassus, who had experienced nothing but deceit

and perfidy from the Barbarians, and to whom so sud-

den a change was very suspicious, did not easily give
into it, and deliberated with his friends. The soldiers

began to call out to him, and to urge him to accept
the interview. From thence they proceeded to out-

rage and reproaches ;
and went so far as to accuse him

of cowardice; charging him with exposing them to

be slaughtered by enemies with whom he had not so

much as the courage to speak, when they appeared
unarmed before him.

Crassus at first had recourse to entreaties, and re-

monstrated to them, that by maintaining their ground
for the rest of the day, upon the eminences and diffi-

cult places where they then were, they might easily

escape when night came on: he even showed them
the way, and exhorted them not to frustrate such hopes
of their approaching safety. But seeing they grew
outrageous, that they were ready to mutiny, and, by
striking their swords upon their shields, even me-
nanced him; apprehending that commotion, he began
to descend. and, turning about, he said only these few
words: "

Octaviu, and you, Petronius, with all the

officers and captains here present, you see the neces-

sity I am under of taking a step I would willingly
avoid, and are witnesses ol'the indignities and violence

I suffer. But I beg you, when you have retired in

safety, that you will tell all the world, for the honour
of Rome our common mother, that Crassus

perished,
deceived by the enemy, and not abandoned by his ci-

tizens." O'ctavius and Petronius could not resolve to

let him go alone, but went down the hill with him,
when Crassus dismissed his licturs, who would have
followed him.

The first persons the Barbarians sent to him were
two Greeks, who, dismounting from their horses, sa-

luted him with profound respect, and told him in the

Greek tongue, that he had only to send some of his

attendants, and Surena would satisfy them, that him-

self, and timse with him, came without arms, and with

all the fidelity and good intentions possible. Crassus.

replied, that had he set the least value upon his life,

be should not have come to put himself into their

hands; and sent two brothers, named Roscius, to

know only upon what foot they should treat, and in

what number.
Surena caused those two brothers to be seized and

kept prisoners; and advancing on horseback, follow-

ed

he
P,

by the principal officers of his army, as soon at

perceived Crassus, "What do I see?" said he
" What! the general of the Romans on foot, and our-

selves on horseback ! Let a horse be brought for him

immediately." He imagined that Crassus appeared
in that manner before him out of respect. Crassus

replied,
" that there was no reason to be surprised

that they came to an interview, each after the custom
of his own country."! Very good," returned Sure-

na;
" from henceforth let there be a treaty af peace

between king Orodes and the Romans: but Tve must

go to prepare and sign the articles of it upon the

banks of the Euphrates. For you Romans," added

he,
" do not always remember your conventions."

At the same time he held out his hand to him. Cras-
sus would have sent for a horse; but Surena told him
there was no occasion for it, and that the king made
him a present of that.

A horse was immediately presented to him, which
had a golden bit; and the king's officers taking him
round the middle set him upon it, surrounded him,
and began to strike the horse to make him go for-

wards taster. Octavius was the first, who, onended
at such behaviour, took the horse by the bridle. Pe-
tronius seconded him, and afterwards all the rest of
his attendants, who came round him, and endeavour-
ed to stop the horse, and to make those retire by
force who pressed close on Crassus. At first they
pushed against each other with great tumult and

disorder, and afterwards came to blows. Octavius,

drawing his sword, killed a groom of one of those

Barbarians. At the same time another of them gave
Octavius a great stroke with his sword behind, which
laid him dead upon the spot. Petronius, who had DO
shield, received a stroke upon his cuirass, and leaped
from his horse without being wounded. Crassus at

the same moment was killed by a Parthian. Of those

who were present, some were killed fighting around
Crassus, and others had retired in good time to the hill.

The Parthians soon followed them thither, and told

them, that Crassus had suffered the punishment due
to h'rs treachery; but as for them, that Surena let

them know they had only to come down with confi-

dence, and gave them his word that they should suf-

fer no ill treatment. Upon this promise some went
down and put themselves into the hands of the enemy ;

others took the advantage of the night, and dispersed
on all sides. But of the latter very few escaped; all

the rest were pursued the next day by the Arabians,
who came up with them, and put them to the sword.
The loss of this battle was the most terrible blow

the Romans had received since the battle of Cannae.

They had 20,000 men killed in it, and 10.000 taken

prisoners. The rest made their escape by different

ways into Armenia, Cilicia, and Syria; and out of
these ruins an other army was afterwards formed in

Syria, of which Cassius took upon him the command,
and with it prevented that country from falling into

the hands of the victor.

This defeat must, in one sense, have been more af-

fecting to them than that of the battle of Cannae, be-

cause they had reason to expect it. When Hannibal
was victorious at Cannae, Rome was in a state of hu-
miliation. She had already lost many battles, and
had no thought but of defending herself, and repuls-

ing the enemy from her territory. At this time Rome
was triumphant, respected and dreaded by all nations:
she was mistress of the most potent kingdoms of

Europe, Asia, and Africa; lately victorious over one
of the most formidable enemies she ever had ; yet in

the most exalted height of her grtatness, she saw her

glory suddenly fall to the ground, in an attack upoa
a people, formed out of the assemblage of the easier*

nations, whose valour she despised, and whrm she
reckoned already amongst her conquests. So com-

plete a victory showed those haughty conquerors of
the world a rival in a remote people, capable of mak

ing
head against, and disputing the empire of the

universe with, them; and nut only of selling bounds
to their ambitious projects, but of making them trem
ble for their own safety. It showed that the Romaus

> Amongst the Komans the consul always marched on
foot, at the head of the in'amry
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might br r'erthrown in a pitched battle, a id fighting
wilh all their forces; that that power, which till then,

like the inundation of a mighty sea, had overflowed

all the country in its way, might at length receive

oounds, and be restrained' for the future within them.

The check received by Crassus from the Parthians

was a blot on the Roman name, which the victories

gained over them some time after^by Ventidius were

not capable of effacing. The standards of the van-

quished legions were always shown by them as sights.

The prisoners
1 taken in that fatal clay were kept there

in captivity, and the Romans, citizens or allies, con-

tracted ignominious marriages to the shame of Rome,
s Horace emphatically describes it, and grew old in

tranquillity, upon the lands, and under the standards,

of Barbarfans. It was not till thirty years alter, in

the reign of Augustus, that the king of the Parthians,

without being compelled to it by arms, consented to

restore their standards and prisoners to the Romejis.

which was looked upon by Augustus and the whole

empire as a most glorious triumph; so much were
the Romans humbled by the remembrance of that

defeat, and so much did they believe it incumbent on

them to efface it, if possible, to the least trace. For

themselves, they never could forget it. Caesar was

upon the point of setting out against the Parthians,
to avenge the affront which Rome had received from

them, when he was killed. Antony formed the same

design, which turned to his disgrace. The Romans,
from that time, always regarded the war with the

Parthians as the most important of their wars. It

wag the object of the application of the most war-

like emperors, Trajan, Septimus, Severus, &c. The
surname of Parthicus was the title of which they
were fondest, and which most sensibly flattered their

ambition. If the Romans sometimes passed the Eu-

phrates to extend their conquest beyond it, the Par-

thians in their turn did the same, to carry tht ir arms
nod devastations into Syria, and even into Palestine.

In a word, the Romans could never subject the Par-

thians to their yoke; and that nation was like a wall

of brass, which with impregnable force resisted the

roost violent attacks of their power.
When the battle ofCarrse was fought, Orodes was

in Armenia, where he had lately concluded a peace
with Artabasus. The latter, upon the return of the

expresses he had sent to Crassus, perceiving by the

false measures he hail taken, that the Romans were

infallibly lost, entered into an accommodation with

Orodes; and by giving one of his daughters to Paco-

rus. son of the Parthian king, he cemented by that

alliance the treaty he had lately made. Whilst they
were celebrating the nuptials, the head and hand of

Crassus were brought to them, which Surena had
caused to be cut oil', and sent to the king as a proof
of his victory. Theirjoy was exceedingly augment-
ed by that sight; and it is said that orders were giv-
en to pour molten gold into the mouth of that head,
in mockery of the insatiable thirst which Crassus al-

ways had for that metal.

Surena did not long enjoy the pleasure of his vic-

tory. His master, jealous of his glory, and of the

credit it gave him, caused him to be put to death

soon after. There are princes, near whom too shin-

ing qualities are dangerous; who take umbrage at

the virtues they are forced to admire, and cannot

bear to be served by superior talents, capable of

eclipsing their own. Orodes was of this character.

He perceived,* as Tacitus observes of Tiberius, that

with all his power he could not sufficiently repay the

service his general had lately done him. Now where
benefit is above all return, ingratitude and hatred

take the place of acknowledgment and affection.

IVlilwne Crassi conjuee bsrbara

Turpis mariuis vixil 1 PI hustium

(Proh Curia, inversique mores !)

Consenuil gocprorum in annis,
Suo rege Medo, Marauft et Appulus
Anciliurum, et nominis. et logae
OMuiis, ietprnseque VPSISP,'

Inoolnnii JOVP et urbe Konia 1

Deitnii per hsec fiirtunain snam Caesar, imparpmque
Unto memo rebatur. Nam beneficia eo usque lana sum,
duin viilpiuur exsolvi r/issp

;
ubi multum antPvenere, pro-

gratia odium reddiiur. Tacit. Annul. 1. 4 c. 18.

Surenn was a general of extraordinary merit. At

thirty \ears ot ge he possessed consummate abil'ty
and surpassed all the men of his time in valour. H
was, besides that, perfectly well made, and of the
most advantageous stature. For riches, credit, and

authority, he had also more than any man; and was

undoubtedly, the greatest subject the king of Parthia
had. His birth gave him the privilege of putting
the crown upon tile king's head at his coronation,
and that right had appertained to his family from
the establishment of the empire. When he travel-

led, he had alwars 1000 camels to carrv his baggage,
200 chariots for his wives and concubines, and, for

his guard, 1000 horse completely armed, besi'ies

great number of light-armed troops and domestics,
which in all did not amount to less than 10,000 men.
The Parthians expecting, after the

defeat of the Roman army, to find A. M. 3952.

Syria without defence, marched to Ant. J. C. 52

conquer it. But Cassius, who had
formed an army out of the ruins of the other, receiv-

ed them with so much vigour, that they were obliged
to repass the Euphrates shamefully, without ejecting
any thing.
The next year to the consuls.3 M.

Calpurnius Bibulus, and M. Tullius A.M. 3953.

Cicero, were assigned the provinces Ant. J. C. 51.

of Syria and Cilicia. Cicero repaired
immediately to the latter, which had been allotted

him; but B'ibulus amusing himself at Rome, Cassiul
continued to command in Svria. And that was much
to the advantage of the Romans; for the affairs of
that country required a man of a quite different ca-

pacity from Bibulus. Pacorus, son of Orodes king
of the Parthians, had passed the Euphrates, in the

beginning of the spring, at the head of a numerous

army, and had entered Syria, rie was loo young to

command alone, and was therefore accompanied by
Orsaces, an old general, who regulated every thing.
He marched directly to Antioch, which he besieged.
Cassius had shut himself i.p in that place with all hit

troops. Cicero, who had received advice ot his COB.
dition in his province, by the means o. .-.:. \iocnus,

king of Comagena, assembled all his forces, and
marched to the eastern frontier of his province,
which bordered upon Armenia, to oppose an invasion
on that side, should the Armenians attempt it, and at

the same time to be at hand to support Cassius in

case of need. He sent another body of troops to-

wards the mountain Amanus, with the same view.
That detachment fell in with a large body of the Par-

thian cavaln, which had entered Cilicia.and entire-

ly defeated it, so that not a single man escaped.
The news of this success, and that of Cicero's ap-

proach to Antioch, extremely encouraged Cassias
and his troops to make a good defence, and so much
abated the ardour of the Parthians, that, despairing
to carry the place, they raised the siege, and went
to form that of Antigonia, which was not far from
thence. But they were so little skilled in attacking
towns, that they miscarried again before this, and
were compelled to retire. We are not to be surpris-
ed at this, as the Parthians made their principal force
consist in cavalry, and applied themselves most to

engagements in trie field, which suited their genius
best. Cassius, who was apprised of the route they
would take, laid an ambuscade for them, which they
did not fail to fall into He defeated them entirely,
and killed a great number of them, amongst whom
was their general Orsaces. The remains ot theirar-

my repassed the Euphrates.
When Cicero saw the Pferthinns removed, and An

tioch out of danger, he turned his arms against th

inhabitants of mount Amanus, who, being situated

between Syria and Ciliria, w.-re independent of, and
at war with, both those provinces. They made con
tinual incursions into then), and gave them great troo

ble. Cicero entirely subjected those mountaineer*,
and took and demolished all their castles and forts.

He afterwards marched against another barbarous

nation, a kind of savages, w-no called themse ves frea

Cic. ad. Famil. 1. ii. Epist. 10, 17. iii. 2 . xii. 19. xv. 1-4
Ad. Auic. 1. v. 18, 20, 21. vi. 1, 8. vii. 2.
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Ci!: t "ian.l and pretended to nave never been subject-
ed to the empire of any of the kings who had been
masters of the countries round about. He took all

their cities, and made such dispositions in the coun-

try as very much pleased all their neighbours, ivhun:

they used perpetually to harass.

ft is Cicero himself who acquaints us with these

circumstances in several of his letteis. There are two

among the rest, which maybe looked upon as perfect
models of the manner in which a general or com-
mander ought to give a prince, or his ministry, an ac-

count of a military expedition; with such simplicity,

perspicuity, and precision, in which the proper char-

acter of writings and relations of this kind consist*,

re they expressed. The first is addressed to the se-

nate and people of Rome, and to the principal mag-
istrates; it is the second of his fifteenth book of his

familiar epistles; the other is written particularly to

Cato. This last is a masterpiece, wherein Cicero,
who passionately desired the honour of a triumph for

his military expeditions, employs all the art and ad-

dress of eloquence to engage that grave senator in his

favour. Plutarch'telU u-,I that after his return to

Rome, the senate offered him a triumph, and that he
refused it upon account of the civil war then ready-
to break out between Caesarand Pompey; not believ-

ing that it became him to celebrate a solemnity which
breathed no'hing but joy, at a time when the state

was upon tht point of failing into the greatest calam-
ities. Hi* refusal to triumph in the midst of the

apprehension* and disorders of a bloodv civil war,
evinces in Cicero a great love for the public good
and his country, and does him much more honour
than a triumph itself could have done.

During the civil war between Pompey and Caesar,
and those that followed, the Parthians declaring some-
times for one, and sometimes for the other party, made
everal irruptions in Syria and Palestine. But those
are events which particularly relate to the Roman or
Jewish histories, and therefore do not enter into my
plan.

I shall conclude this abridgment of that of the Par-

thians with the deaths of Pacorus and Orode* his fa-

ther. Ventidius, who commanded the Roman armies,
under the authority of Antony the triumvir, did not a

little contribute to the re-establishing the honour of
the nation. He was a soldier of fortune, who from
the lowest condition of life,* had raised himself by his

merit to the highest dignities of the republic. In the
war against the allies of Rome, who atlempUd to ex-

tort the freedom of the city by force, he was taken
when an infant, with his mother, in Asculum, the cap-
ital of the Picenians, by Strabo, the father of Pompey
the Great, and led in triumph before that general.

Supported by the influence of C. Caesar, under whom
he had served in Gaul, and who had raised him

through all the degrees of the sen-ice, he became

praetor
and consul. He was the only person till the

time of Trajan that triumphed for his exploits against
the Parthian?, and the only one who obtained that

honour, after having been led in a
triumph

himself.

I have said that Ventidius contributed very much
to make the Romans amends for the affront they had
received at the battle of Carrae. He had begun'to re-

venge the defeat of Crassus and his army, by two suc-

cessive victories gained over those terrible enemies.
A third, still greater than the former, completed the

work, and was obtained in this manner:
That general,4 apprehending the

A. M. 3965. Parthian*, whose preparations were
Ant. J. C. 39. faradvanced, would get the start of

him, and pass the Euphrates before
be had time to draw all his troops together out of
their different quarters, had recourse to this stratagem.
There was a petty eastern

prince
in his camp, under

the name of an afly, whom he knew to be entirely in

the interest of the Parthian-, and that he held secret

intelligence with them, and gave them advice of all

i Elemhero-Cilicps. PluL in Cic. p. 879.

Veil. Paterc. 1. ii. c. 65. Valer. Max. 1. vi. c. 9. Aul.
Cell. 1. xv. c. 4.

Joseph. Antiq. 1. xiv. c. 24, Pint, in Anton, p. 931.

Aprian. in Panh. p. 156 Dion. Cass. 1. xlix. p 4(33, 401.

Jo*!u. 1. xlii. c. 4.

the designs of the Romans which he could discover

He resolved to make this man's treachery ihe means
of drawing the Parlhians into a snare he had laid for

them.
With that view he contracted a more than ordinary

intimacy with this traitor. He conversed frequently
with him upon the operations of the campaign. Af-

fecting at length to open himself to him with great
confidence, he observed that he was much afraid, from
advices he had received, that the Parlhians designed
to pass the Euphrates not at Zeugma, as usual, but a

grtat way lower. For, sad he, if they pass at Zeug-
ma, the country on this side is so mountainous, that

the cavalry, in which the whole force of their army
c DIIM-K can do us nn great hurt. But if they pass
below, there are nothing but plains, where they will

have all manner of advantages against us, and it will

be impossible for us to make head against them. As
soon as he had imparted this secret to him, the spy
did not fail, as Ventidius had rightly foreseen, to com-
municate it to the Parthians with whom it had nil the

effect he could desire. Pacorus, instead of going to

Zeugma, immediately took the other route, lost abun-
dance of time in consequence of the great compass he
was obliged to take, and in the preparations mc--ary
fur parsing the river there. Ventidius got forty days
by this means, which he employed in making Silon

join him from Judaea, with the legions which were

quartered on the other side of mount Taurus, and
found himself in a condition to give the Parthian* a

good reception when they entered Syria.
As they saw that they had not been attacked either

in passing the river, or afterwards, they attributed that

inactivity to terror and cowardice, and marched di-

rectly to charge the enemy in their camp, though si-

tuated very advantageously upon an eminence, not

doubting but they should soon make themselves mas-
ters of it, and that without much resistance. Ther
were mistaken. The Romans quitted their camp, fell

on them with impetuosity, and pushed them with the

utmost vigour upon the declivity : and as they had the

advantage of the ground, and their light-armed troops
from the top of the hill poured showers of darts upon
the Parthians, they soon put them into disorder, not-

withstanding the vigorous resistance they made at

first. The slaughter was very great. Pacorus was
killed in the battle, and his death was followed imme-

diately with the flight of his whole army. The van-

quished made haste to regain the bridge, in order to

return into their own cou.itry; but the Romans pre-
vented them, and cut the greatest part of them in pie-
ces. Some few escaping by flight, retired to Anti-
ochus king of Comagena. History observes, that this

celebrated battle, which so well revenged the defeat
of Crassus, was fought exactly on the same day with
the battle of Carrae fourteen years before.

Orodts was so struck with the loss of this battle,!

and the death of his son, that he was almost out of
his senses. For several days, he neither opened his

mouth nor look any nourishment. When the excess
of his grief was a little abated, and would permit him
to speak, nothing was heard from him but the name
of Pacorus. He imagined that he saw him, and cal -

ed to him; he seemed to ditCCune with him as if he
were living, to speak to him, and hear him speak. At
other times he remembered that he was dead, and
shed a torrent of tears.

Never was grief morejust. This was the most fatal

blow for the Parthian monarchy it had ever received ;

nor was the loss of the prince less than that of the army
itself. For he was the most excellent character the
house of the Arsacidas had ever produced, forjustice,
clemency, valour, and all the qualities which consti
tute the truly great prince. He had made himself so

much beloved in Syria, during the little time he re-

sided there, that never did the people express more

Orodes, repeme filii morte et exercitus clade aud'ta, ex
dolore in furorem venitu'. Muliis diebus non k.loqui
quenquam, non cibutn sumere, non vocem mittere, ita ut

eiiam minus facuis videretur. POM multos deinde dies,
ubi df-lur vocem laxaverit, nihil aliud quam Pacorum vo-

cabal. Pacorus ill! videri, Pacorus audin videbalur; cum
illo loqui, cum iilo consistere. Interdum quasi
flebiliter dolebau Justin,
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affection for any of their native sovereigns, than for

the person ot this foreign prince.
When Orodes had a little recovered the dejection

iiito which the death of his dear son Pacorus had
thrown him, he found himself extremely embarrassed
about the choice of his successor out of'his other chil-

dren. He had thirty by different women; each of
whom solicited him in favour of her own, and made
use of all the ascendancy she had over a mind im-

paired by age and affliction. At last he determined,
however, to follow the order of birth, and nominated

PHRAATES, the eldest, and also most
A. M. 3967. vicious of them all. He had scarce

Ant. J. C. 37. taken possession of the throne, when
he caused all his brothers, whom his

father had by the daughter of Antiochus Eusebes, king
f
Syria,

to be murdered, and that only because their

mother was of a better family than his, and they had
more merit than himself. The father, who was still

alive, not being able to avoid professing extreme dis-

pleasure upon that occasion, that unnatural son order-

ed him also to be put to death. He treated the rest

of his brothers in the same manner, and did not spare
his own son, from the

apprehension
that the people

would set him upon the throne in his stead. It was
this prince, so cruel towards all his own family, that

treated Hyrcanus, king of the Jews, with peculiar fa-

vour and clemency.

ARTICLE III.

ABRIDGMENTOFTHE HISTORY OF THE KINGS OF CAP-

PADOCIA, FROM THE FOUNDATION OF THAT KING-
DOM TO THE TIME WHEN IT BECAME A PROVINCE
OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE.

I have spoken in several parts of this history of the

kings of Cappadocia, accordingas I had occasion, but

without mentioning either their beginning or succes-

sion. I shall here unite in one point of view all that

relates to that kingdom.
Cappadocia is a great country of Asia Minor. The

Persians, under whose dominion it was at first, had
divided it into two parts, and established two satrapies
or governments in it. The Macedonians, into whose

possession it fell, suffered those two governments to be

changed into kingdoms. The one extended towards
mount Taurus, and was properly called Cappadocia,
or Cappadocia Major; the other towards Pontus, and
was called Cappadocia Pontica, or Cappadocia Minor:

they were at length united into one Kingdom.
Strabo says, that Ariarathes was the first king of

Cappadocin, but does not mention at what time he be-

gan to reign. It is probable that it

A.M. 3644. was about the time that Philip, father

Ant. J. C. 360. of Alexander the Great, began to

reign in Macedonia, and Ochus in

Persia. Upon this supposition the kingdom of Cap-
padocia continued three hundred threescore and six-

teen years, before it was reduced into a province of
the Roman empire under Tiberius.

It was governed at first by a long succession of

kings named Ariarathes; then by kings called Ario-

bananes, who did not exceed the third generation;
and at

length by the last, Archelaus. According to

Diodorus Siculus, there had been many kings of Cap-
padocia before Ariarathes; but as their history is al-

most entirely unknown, I shall make no mention of
it in this place.

A \T-jni ARIARATHES I.I He reigned joint-A. R1.JO44. i ... , . ,i TT i i
J

Ant J C 360 f his brother Holophernes, for
' whom he had a particular affection.

Having joined the Persians in the
A. M. 3653. expedition against Egypt, he acquired

Ant. J. C. 3:1. great glory, and returned home laden
with honours by king Ochus.
ARIARATHES II. son of the former,

A.M. 3668. had lived at peace in his dominions,
Ant. J. C. 336. during the wars of Alexander the

Great, who out of impatience to come
to blow* with Darius, was unwilling to be delayed by
the conquest of Cappadocia, and had contented him*
telf with some instances of submission.

> Slnb. 1. xii. p. 533, 534.

Plut in Eumen p. 54a Diod. 1. zviii. p. 599

After that prince's death, Cappadocia in the parti-
tion made of the provinces of his empire, by his gene-
rals, fell to Euinenes. Perdiccas, to put him into pot
session of it, conducted him thither at the head of a

powerful army. Ariarathes on his side prepared for

a vigorous defence. He had 30,000 foot and a nu-
merous cavalry. They came to a battle. Ariarathei
was defeated and taken prisoner. Perdiccas caused
him, with his

principal officers, to be crucified and

put Eumenes into possession of his dominions.
ARIARATHES III. After the death of his father, ha

escaped into Armenia.
As soon as he was apprized of the

death of Perdiccas and Eumenes, A. M. 368S
and the employment which other Ant. J. C. 315
wars gave Antiochus and Seleucus,
he entered Cappadocia with troops lent him by Ardo-
ates king of Armenia. He defeated Amyntas, gene-
ral of the Macedonians, drove him out ol the country,
and reascended the throne of his ancestors.

ARIAMNES, his eldest son, succeed-
ed him. He entered into an alliance A. M. 3720,
with Antiochus Theos, king of Syria, Ant. J. C. 284.
and married his eldest son to Strato-

nice, the daughter of the same Antiochus. He had so

great an effection for this son, that he made him bil

colleague in the kingdom.
ARIARATHES IV. having reigned alone after the

death of his father, left his dominions, when he died,
to his son of the same name with himself, who was at

that time very j'oung.
ARIAKATHES V. He married An-

tiochis, daughter of Antiochus the A.M. 3814.

Great, an artful princess, who find- Ant. J. C. 190.

ing herself barren, had recourse to

imposture. She deceived her husband, and made him
believe that she had two sons, one of whom was call-

ed Ariarathes, and the other Holophernes.3 Her
barrenness ceasing some time after, she had two

daughters, and then one son, who was named Mith-
ridates. She confessed the fraud to her husband, and
sent the elder of the supposititious children to be

brought up at Rome, with a small train, and the other
into Ionia. The legitimate son took the name of

Ariarathes, and was educated after the manner of the
Greeks.

Ariarathes V. supplied his father-in-law, Antiochus

king of Syria, with troops, in the war which he under-
took against the Romans. Antiochus having been de-

feated, Ariarathes sent ambassadors to Rome.4to ask

pardon of the senate, for having been obliged to de-
clare against the Romans in favourof his father-in-law.
This was granted him, but not till after he had been
condemned to pay, by way of expiation of his fault,
200 talents, that is to say, 200,000 crowns. The senate
afterwards abated him half that sun), at the request
of Eumenes king of Pergamus, who had lately inai

ried his daughter.
Ariarathes afterwards entered into an alliance with

his son-in-law Eumenes, against Pharnaces king of
Pontus. The Romans, who had rendered themselves
arbiters of the kings of the East, sent ambassadors to

negotiate a treaty between those three .princes; but
Pharnaceg rejecte'd their mediation. However, two

years after, he was
obliged to treat with Eumenes and

Ariarathes upon conditions sufficiently hard.
The latter had a son of his own name, who loved

him in the most tender manner, which occasioned his

being surnamed Philopator; for whom he had no less

affection. He desired to give him proofs of it by re-

signing the kingdom to him, and placing him upon
tiie throne during his life. The son, who had the ut-

most affection and respect for a father who so well
deserved both, could not resolve to accept an offer so

advantageous in the vulgar opinion of men, but one
which aimed a mortal wound at so good a heart as his;
and represented to his father, that he was not one of
those who could consent to reign during the life of
him to whom he owed his being. Such examples of

moderation, generosity, disinterestedness, and sincere

He is so called by Polybius, and Orophenes by Piodo
rus Siculus.

* Liv. 1. xxxvii. n. 50. 1. xxxviii. n. 37 and 39.
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affe.-.tion fora father, are the most extraordinary, and
the more to be admired, as in the limes of Inch we
are now relating the history, inordinate ambition res-

pected nothing, and boldly violated the most sacred

ties of nature and religion.
ARIARATHES VI.i surnamed Phi-

A. M. 3842. lopator, reigned after his father'*

Aot.J.C. 162. death, and was an excellent prince.
As soon as he ascended the throne,

be> snl an embassy to Rome, to renew the alliance

hi* ather had contracted with the Romans, which he
found no difficulty to obtain. He applied himself

very closely to the study of philosophy, from whence

Cappadocia, which, till then, had been unknown to

the Greeks, became the residence of many learn-

ed men.

Demetrius, king of Syria, had a sister, whom Ari-

aratlies refused to espouse, lest that alliance should

give offence to the Romans. The refusal extremely

prejudiced Demetrius against the king of Cappado-
cia. He soon found an occasion to be revenged, by
supplying Holophernes with troop?, who pretended
to be the brother of Ariarathes,* expelled him from
the throne, and after that violence reigned tyran

nically. He put many to death, confiscated the es-

tates of the greatest noblemen, and even plundered a

temple of Jupiter, which had been reverenced by the

people from time immemorial, and had never suffer-

ed such a violation before. Apprehending a revolu-

tion, which his cruelty gave him reason to expect, he

deposited 400 talentsS with the inhabitantsof Frieue,
a city of Ionia. Ariarathes had taken refuge at Rome,
to implore aid of the Romans. The usurper sent his

deputies thither also. The senate, according to the

usual motives of ther policy, decreed that the king-
dom should be divided between the two brothers.

Ariarathes found a more ready and
A. M.3845. more effectunl protector in the per-

Ant. J. C. 159. son of Attalus, king of Pergnmus,
who signalized the beginning of bis

reign by re-establishing this unfortunate prince upon
the throne of hit ancestors. Ariarathes, to revenge
himself on the usurper, wished to compel the inhabi-

tants of Priene to deliver into his hands the 400 ta-

lents Holophernes had left with them. They opposed
that demand, with pleading the inviolable faith of de-

posits, which would not admit their giving up that

gum to any one whomsoever, during the life of the

person who had confided it to their keeping. Ariara-
thes had no regard to so just a representation, and
laid waste their lands without mercy; notwithstand-

ing which, so considerable a loss did not induce them
to violate the fidelity they thought themselves obliged
to observe in regard to him, who had confided that

deposit
with them.

Holopherues had retired to Antioch,* where he

joined in a conspiracy with the inhabitants of that

city against Demetrius his benefactor, whose place he
had conceived hopes of supplying. The conspiracy
was discovered, and Holophernes imprisoned. De-
metrius would have put him to death directly, if he
had not judged it more advisable to reserve him, in

order to make use of him afterwards in the preten-
sions he had upon Cappadocia, and the design he had
formed of dethroning and destroying Ariarathes; but
he was prevented by the plot co'ntnved against him

by the three kings of Egypt, Pergamus, and Cappa-
docia, who set Alexander Bala upon the throne in

hi* stead.

Ariarathes aided the Romans
A.M. 3875. against Aristonicus,s who had pos-

Ant. J.C. 129. sessed himself of the kingdom of

Pergamus, and perished in that war.
He left six children, whom he had by Laodice.

The Romans, in gratitude for the father's services,
added Lycaonia and Cilicia to their dominions.
odice, who was regent during the minority of those

tix princes, apprehending the loss of her authority
when they should be of age to reign, poisoned five

' Diod. in Ectog. 1. xxxi. p. 865.
Diod. in Excerpt, p. 334 and 336.
Four hundred thousand crowns.
Justin. 1. xxxv. c. 1 Justin. 1. xxxvii. c. t.

of them the same rear their fathei died. She would
hnve treated the sixth in the same manner, if the vig
ilance of relations had not removed him from the fu

ry of that unnatural mother. The people set him

upon the throne, after having destioyed that cruel

urderess of her children.

ARIARATHES VII. He married an-

other Laodice.8 sister of Mithrdates A. M. 3913

Eupator, and had two sons by her, Ant. J. C. 91

ARIARATHKS VIII. and ARIARATHES
IX. His brother-in-law caused him to be murdered

by Gordius, one of his subjects. Laodice afterward*

married Nicomedes king of Bithynia, who immedi-

ately took possession of Cappadocin. Mithridate*
sent" an army thither, drove out the garrisons of Ni-

comedes, and restored the kingdom to his nephew, th

son of the same Ariarathes, whom he had caused to

be assassinated.

ARIARATHES VIII. had scarce ascended the throne,
when Mithridates pressed

him to recall Gordius from

banishment, with design to rid himself of the son by
the same assassin who had killed the father. That

young prince shuddered at the proposal, and raised

an army to oppose the violence of his uncle. Mith-

ridates'being unwilling to decide bis measures by the

hatard of a battle, chose rather to draw Ariarathes

to a conference, in which he assassinated him, with a

dagger concealed for that purpose, in the view of the

two armies. He set his own son of only eight year*
of age in his place, caused him to be called Ariara-

thes, and gave him Gordius for his governor.' The

Cappadocians, not being able to bear the oppression
of the lieutenants of Mithridates, rose in arms, called

in Ariarathes, the late king's brother, from Asia, and

placed him upon the throne.

ARIARATHKS IX. Soon after his return, Mithri-

dates attacked, overthrew, and expelled him the king-
dom. That young prince's grief brought a disease

on him, of which he died soon after. Mithridates had

re-established his son upon the throne.

Nicomedes, king of Bithynia, apprehending that

MithridHtes, beinj in
possession

of Cappadocia,
might fall upon his dominions, set up an infant of

eight years of age, to whom he also gave the name
of Ariarathes, and sent deputies to the Romans to

demand the kingdom of his father in his name.

Queen Laodice, his wife, went expressly to Rome
to support the imposture, and to testify that she had
three sons by ARIARATHES VII., of whom this, which
she produced, was the last. Mithridates, on his side,

ventured to have assurances made by Gordius, that

this son, whom he had placed upon the' throne, was
the son of that Ariarathes who had been killed in the

war against Aristonicns. What times were these!

what a series is here of frauds and impostures! The
Roman people saw through them; and in order not

to support them on either side, decreed that Mithri-

dates should renounce Cappadocia, which for the fu-

ture should enjoy its liberty, and govern itself as it

thought proper. But the Cappadocians sent to Rome
to declare that liberty was insupportable

to them,
and to demand a king. We may justly be astonish-

ed at the taste of a people, who could prefer slavery
to liberty. But there are nations to which the mon-
archical" is better adapted than the republican go-
vernment; and there are few who are wise enough to

make a moderate use of perfect and entire liberty.
The Cappadocians elected, or rather received from
the Romans, Ariobarzanes for their king, whose fa

mily was extinct at the third generation.
ARIOBARZANES I. This new prince

did not enjoy his dignity in peace.
8 A.M. 3915.

Mithraas and Bagoas, generals of Ant. J. C. 89.

Tigranes, drove him out of Cappado-
c-a, and established there Ariarathes, son of Mithri-

dates. The Romans caused Ariobarzanes to be rein-

stated. He was expelled some time after by an ar-

mv sent by Mithridates into Cappadocia, in favour

of his son. Sylla, having: obtained great advantage*
over Mithridates, compelled him to abandon Cappa-

Justin. 1. xxxviii. c. I. Id. 1. xxxviil. c. &
Appian. in Milhrid. p. 1*6, kc. Justin. 1. xxiviii. c. 3.

FluL in Srlla.
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doria. 5ome time after, at the instigation of that

prince, Tigranes invaded that kingdom, and carried

off !>(N),(HX) men, to whom he gave lands in Armenia,
and placed a considerable number of them in the city
of Tigranocerta. Ariobarzanes, who had escaped to

Rome before the invasion, was not restored till Pom-

pey had put an end to the, war with Mithridates.

ARIOBARZANES II. Pompey had

A. M. 3938. considerably enlarged the dominions
Ant. J. C. 66. of Ariobarzanes, when he replaced

him on the throne of Cappadocia.
His son succeeded to all that great inheritance, but

did not keep it long. He was killed some time be-

fore Cicero went to command in Cilicia. The prince
who reigned at that lime 'was Ariobarzanes III.

grandson of Ariobarzanes I.

ARIOBARZANES lif.i Cicero, upon
A. M. 3953. quitting Rome, had received orders

Ant. J. C. 51. to favour and protect Ariobarzanes
with all possible care, as a prince

whose welfare was dear to the senate and people: a

glorious testimonial, which had never before been

granted to any king. Cicero punctually executed
the order of the senate. When he arrived in Cilicia,

Ariobarzanes was menaced with being killed, as his

father had been. A conspiracy was on foot against
him, in favour of his brother Ariarathes. The latter

declared to Cicero, that he had no part in that plot;
that indeed he had been earnestly solicited to accept
the kingdom, but that he had always been infinitely-
averse to such thoughts, during the life of his brother;
who, it seems, had no issue. Cicero employed the

authority of his office, and all the influence his high

reputation gave him, to dispel the storm with which
the king was threatened. His endeavours were suc-

cessful;* he saved the king's life and crown by his

resolution, and a generous disinterestedness, which
rendered him inaccessible to all the attempts that

were made to corrupt his integrity, and to seduce him.

The greatest danger came from the
high- priest of

Comana. There were two principal cities of that

name, the one in Cappadocia and the other in the

kingdom of Pontus.S They were consecrated to Bel-

lona, and observed almost the same ceremonies in the

worship of that goddess. The one was formed upon
the model of the other; that of Pontus upon that of

Cappadocia. It is of the latter we speak in this place.
The temple of that goddess was endowed with great
estates, and served by a vast number of persons, un-

der the authority of a pontiff, a man of great influ-

ence, and *so considerable, that the kin? alone was
his superior: he was generally of the blood

royal.
His dignity was for life. Strabo says, that in his time
there were above 6000 persons consecrated to the

service of the temple of Comana. It was that which
made the high-priest go powerful; and in the time
of which we speak,* might have occasioned a very

dangerous war, and involved Ariobarzanes in great
difficulties, had he thought proper to defend himself

by force of arms, as it was believed he would ; for he
had

troops,
both horse and foot, ready to take the

field, with great funds to pay and subsist them. But

Cicero, by nis prudence, prevailed upon him to re-

tire out of the kingdom, and to leave Ariobarzanes
in the peaceable possession of it.

During the civil war between Caesar and Pompey,
Ariobarzanes marched with some troops to the latter,

who were present at the battle of Pharsalia. This, no
doubt, was the reason that Caesar laid Ariobarzanes
under contribution. It is certain that he exacted very
considerable sums of money from him

;
for that prince

Cic. Ep. 2 and 4. 1. xv. ad Fam. and Ep.. 20. 1. v. ad Attic.

Arioharzanpa opera mea vivit, rpsrnat '

i-eo'}, con-
lilio et auciorilalp, el quo'l pruditoribus ejus wt*mi* .-,
non modfl *S vtiSixir-., prsebui, regem regnumque aervavi.
Cic. Ejrist. 20. 1. v. ad Attic.

Sirab. 1. xii. p. 535 and 557.

Cum magnum bellum in CappadociS concitaretur, t\

sarerdos armis se (quod factunis puiabatur) dpfenderel,
dnlescens et equitalu PI pedidatu el per.unin panting, <n

Into, iis qui novari aliquid volPbant, perfeci ut <5 regno ille

discedfrel; rexque sine uimultu ac sinp armis, onini auc-
toritaie anise communiia regnutn cum digiiilale oblinerel.
Cit. Ep. 4. lib. xv. ad f\tm.

C de Bell. Civ. 1. iii. Hirt. de Bell. Alex.

represented to him, that it would bo impossible loc
him to pay them, if Pharnaces continued to plunder
Cappadocia. Caesar was then, in Egypt, from henc
he set out to reduce Pharnaces to reason. He j a.-si-d

through Cappadocia, and made such regulation*
there, as imply that Ariobarzanes and his brother kepi
up no very good understanding with each other, and

entirely subjected the latter to the authority of the
former. Alter Caesar had conquered Pharnac< -.6 he

gave part of Cilicia and Armenia to Ariobarziiues.
This milil treatment gave the mur-

derers of Caesar reason to believe that A. M. 3962.
the king of Cappadoeia, would not fa- Anl. J. C. 4i
vour their party .1 Hedid not openly
declare against them; but he refused to enter into
their alliance. This conduct gave them a just distrust

of him, so that Cassius thought it incumbent upon him
not to spare him. He attacked him, and having taken
him prisoner, put him to death.

ARIARATHES X. By the death of Ariobarzanes th

kingdom of Cappadocia fell to his brother Ariarathes.
The possession of it was disputed with him by Sisin-

na the eldest son of Glaphyra, wife of Archelans, high-

priest of Bellona, at Comana, in Cappadocia. This
Archelaus was the grandson of Archelaus, a Cappa-
docian by nation, and general of nn army in Greece
for Mithridates against Sylla. ile abandoned the

party of iMithridates in the second war, as we shall

relate in the twenty-third book, and joined the Ro-
mans.8 He left one son, named also Archelaus, who
married Berenice, queen of Egypt, and was killed six

months after in a battle. He had obtained a very
honourable

dignity
from Pompey, which was the

high-priesthood of Comana in Cappadocia. His son
Archelaus possessed it after him. He married Gla-

phyra, a lady of extraordinary beauty, and had two
sons by her, Sisinna and Archelaus.
The first disputed the kingdom of A.M. 3963.

Cappadocia with Ariarathes who pos- Ant. J. C. 41.

sessed it.9 Mark Antony was the

judge of this difference, and determined it in favour
ofSwim*. What became of him is

not known; history only tells us, that A. M. 3968.
Ariarathes re-ascended the throne. Ant. J. C. 36.
Five or six years after Mark Antony
expelled him, and established Archelaus,io the second
son of Glaphyra, in his stead.

ARCHELAUS." That prince be-
came very powerful. He expressed A.M. 3973
his gratitude to Mark Antony by join- Ant. J. C. 31

ing him with good troops at the battle

of Attium. He was so fortunate, notwithstanding
that conduct, as to escape the resentment of Augustus.
He was suffered to keep possession of Cappadocia,
and was almost the only one treated with so much fa-

vour.

He assisted Tiberius to re-estab-

lish Tigranes in Armenia, and ob- A.M. 3984.
tained of Augustus, Armenia Minor, Ant. J. C. 20.
and a great part of Cilicia. Tiberius
rendered him great services with Augustus, especially
when his subjects brought accusations against him be-
fore that prince. He pleaded his cause himself, and
was the occasion of his gaining it. Archelaus fixed

his residence in the island of Eleusis near the coast of

Cilicia, and having married Pythodorus, the widow of
Polemon

kin^
of Pontus, he considerably augmented

his power. For as the sons of Polemon were infantt

at that time, he had undoubtedly the admiuistiation
of their kingdom jointly with their mother.

His reign was very long and hnp-
py : IS but his latter years were unfor- A. M. 3988.

tunate, and his misfortunes were the Ant. J. C. 16.

consequence of Tiberius's revenge.
That prince, who saw with pain, that Cains and Lu-

Dio. 1. xlii. p. 183. ' Dio. 1. xlvii. p. 346.

Strab. 1. xii. p. 558. Dio. 1. xxxix. p. 116.

Anpian. de Bell. Civ. 1. v. p. 675.

Dio. I. xlix. p. 411. " Pint in Anion. 944.

Joseph. Antiq 1. xv. c. 5. Dio. 1. liv. p. 526. Sueton.
in Tib. c. viii. Dio. 1. Ivii. p. 614. Sirab. 1. xiv. p 671. ana
1. xii. p. 5o6.

> Dio. in Excerpt, p. 662. Suelon. in Tib. c. x Veil.
Paterc. i. ii. c. 99.
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eiu, the son* of Agrippa, grandsons of Augustus, and
nis tons by adoption, were raised by degrees above
him ;

1 to avoid giving umbrage to the two young Cap-

cars, and to spare himself the mortification of being
witness to their aggrandizement, demanded and ob-

tained permission to retire to Rhodes, under pretext
that he had need of repose for the re-establishment

of his health. His retreat was considered as a real

banishment, and people began to neglect him as a

person in disgrace, and did not believe it safe to ap-

pear his friends. During his stay at Rhodes,> king
Archelaus who was not at a great distance from

thence, residing generally at Eleusis.3 jiaid
him no

honours, forgetting the great obligations he had to

him. It was not, says Tacitus, out of pride or haugh-
tiness, but by the advice of Augustus's principal
friends, who believed the amity of Tiberius dangerous

at that time. "On the contrary, when
A. M. 4002. young Cains Cresar, appointed gover-

Ant. J. C. 2. nor of the East, was sent into Armenia

by Augustus, to appease the troubles

of that country, Archelaus, who looked upon him as

the future successor to the empire, paid him all kind

of honours, and distinguished himself by the zeal with

which he paid his court to him. Politicians are often

mistaken in their conjectures, for want of a clear in-

sight into futurity. It would have been more consis-

tent with prudence and wisdom in Archelaus to have

observed such a conduct as would have been agreea-
ble to each of the princes, who might both arrive at

\he empire. Something of this nature is observed of

Pomponius Atticus,* who during all the division*,

with which the republic was torn at different times,

always knew how to render himself agreeable to the

heads of both parties.
Tiberius never forgot the injurious preference that

had been given to his rival, which was the more offen-

sive to him, as it argued an ungrate-
A. M. 4020. ful disposition in Archelaus. He

Ant. J. C. 16. made him highly sensible of this when
he became master. Archelaus was

cited to Rome as having endeavoured to excite trou-

bles in the province. Livia wrote to him, and with-

out dissembling the emperor's anger, gave him hopes
of pardon, provided he came in person to demand it.

This was a snare laid for drawing him out of his king-
dom. The ki ng of Cappadocia either did not perceive
it,* or dared not to act as if he did. He set out for

Rome, was very ill received by Tiberius, and saw him-

self shortly after proceeded against as a criminal.

Dion assures us, that Archelaus, depressed with age,
was generally believed to have lost his reason; but

that in reality he was perfectly in his senses, and
counterfeited the madman, because he saw no other
means of saving his life. The senate passed no sen-

tence against him ; but age, the gout, and, more than

those, the indignity of the treatment he was made to

mffer, soon occasioned his death. He reigned
two-

and-fifty years. After his death, Cappadocia was re-

duced into a province of the Roman empire.
This kingdom was very powerful. The revenues

of Ciippadocia were so considerable when Archelaus

t Nefulgorsuus nriemium juvenum obstaret initiis, dis-

simulata causa consilii sui, Conimpatum ab socero aique PO-

dem vitrico acqulescendi a conlinuatione laborum petiit.
Patere. 1. ii. C. M.

* Hex Ardielaus quinquagpsimum annum Cappadocia
potiebatur, invisus Tiberio, quod, eum Rhodi pgpmum nullo
offlcio coluisset. Nee id Archelaus per superbiam omisprat,
ed ab intimis AugustI mnnilua : quia florente Caio Caesare,

missoque ad TPS Orientis, intuia Tiberii amicilia credebatur.

J\tcit. Annal. 1. ii. c. 4'2.

> Eleusis was but six leagues distant from Rhodet. Strab.

1. xiv. p. 65.

Hoc quale sit, facilius existimabit, is, qui judicarp potent
quanta; SH sapiema?. Ponim retinere usum lienevolemiam-

qu". intf r qu"S maxiinamm rerum non soltim amulalio, sed
obtrectatio lama intercede!^, quantum fuil incidere ne-

cesse inter t'aesarem atque Antnnumi, cum se uterque prin-
eipem non soluin urbis Romans sed orbis terrarum ewe
euperpl. Corn. A'ep. in Attic, c. xx.

lllp ig:iarus doli, vel, si imelligpre videretur, vim me-
iMMiia VtaH properat: exceptusque immiii a principe,
el mox accusatns a senatu ; non ob crimina. quae nngpban-
lur. sed angore, simul fessus seni;>, et quia re<:ibus asqua,
pednin infiiua, ir.solila sum. finem vilse sponle an fato im-

plex it. Tacit. Ajutal. 1. ii. c. 42.
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died, that Tiberius thought himselfable, from his new
acquisition, to abate the half of a tax he had caused
to be levied. He even gave that province some relief,

and would not exact from it all the duties it had paid
the last king.
The kings of Cappadocia generally resided at Ma-

zeca,<* a city situate at the foot of the mountain Ar-

Strab. 1. xii. p. 537, 338.
* [This city was afterwards called Cesarea Mazaca, in

honour of Tiberius Cesar, and is now called Kaisahah by
the Turks. It was also sometimes called Ad Argcuin, to

distinguish it from other cities of thp samp name. This city
continued to increase in wealth and splendour after its an-
nexation to the empire. It struck a number of medals, con-
secrated temples to the emperors, and celebrated public
games in honour of Septimius Severus and his sons. It was
adorned with an amphitheatre and many temples, and when
pillaged by Schabour, son of Ardeshir Babesian, the Persian
Kinchin the reian of Valerian, if contained a population of

400,000 souls. Its dimensions were contracted by Justinian,
who rebuilt the walls. It was raised to thp dignity of an
apostolic See, and gave birth to the celebrated Basil, who
was buried near the town. The city lies in the south side
of a plain, fertile and of great extent, and at the foot of a

stupendous mountain called Argxus. Two branchps of this

mountain advance a short distance into the
plain, forming a

small recess, in the centre of which stands Cfsarea, sur-

rounded on three sides by mountains. The area of the
modern city is inconsiderable, and the houses, though built

of stone and mortar, are mean in their appearance. It in

still the emporium of an extensive trade, and the resort of

merchants t > it from all parts of Asia Minor and Syria, for

the purpose of buying cotton, here cultivated in great quan-
tities, and either sold as a raw material, or as manufactured
into cloth. Kinnier state* the

population
at 25,000 ;

ofwhich
1500 are Armenians, 300 Greeks, and 150 Jews.

Very considerable ruins are visible here, as the area of the
ancient city was much larger than that now occupied by
the modern city. The sides of the hills south of the town
are strewed with mouldering rubbish in vast piles, and to

the north and east other ruins are plainly discernible. The
ruins on the south side are about a quarter of a mile distant
from the suburbs, and are called Eski Shehr, or the old city.
No vestiges of inscriptions, no columns, or sculptured mar-
bles, are however to be seen, though many of the ruins are
of great antiquity, and the arches of the old gateways are

semicircular, and IK* in the pointed, or Saracenic fashion.
Mount Argcus is undoubtedly the highest mountain in

Asia Minor, and, I believe, equal in elevation to mount
Blanc, it being distinctly visible at the horizontal distance
of 150 miles, nay 180. It risps, like mount Elwund, from
the plain of Hamadan, but with far greater elevation ; and
as Kinnier observed on the 24lh of October, when the whole
of the country round was parched with drought, it was en-

veloped in the snows of perpetual winter, halfway from its

summit. The natives say that the Romans had a castle on
its summit, where Tiberius Caesar used to sit ; but they con-

fessed, that, although many had made the attempt, no one,
within their knowledge, had ever passpd its frozen steeps.
That it was esteemed very lofty by the ancients, is plain

from the notion that obtained credit among them, that from
its summit both the Euxine and Mediterranean seas could
be distinctly seen : and, consequently, they must havi>

deemed it higher than mount Taurus, which lay betwixt il

and the latter.

The range of the Argi Daeh is totally unconnected with

any other, but rirps in six peaks, like the steps of a ladder,
the most lofty of which bore north-past by east from Kara-
hissar, where Kinnier had an excellent view of the range.
The peak of Amarus, as far as he could judge from ol nerva-

tion, lies ten miles south of Caesarea. It is very surprising
that Colonel Leak, who saw its lofty peaks rising consider

ably above the horizon, at the north-west extremity of the

plain of Iconium, 150 miles distant, should have estimated
its elevation at only six thousand feet, and yet he belietea
il to be ihe highest mountain in Asia Minor. No inountin,
of such a diminutive height, can possibly be seen at suck aa
elevation, and risina so high above the verge of the distant
horizon. The utmost elevation of mount Taurus is conjec-
tured by the same traveller at only 6500. feet. '] he (act ii

otherwise ; and il is quite plain, that if a mountain be visi-

ble at such a distance, and be covered with snow half way
down, in the latitude of 38 degrees, in the drought of autumn,
thai ii must equal, if not exceed, mount Blanc in elevation.

Ptolemy, in his Table of Cappadocia, lib. v. p. 121, 122,

places the southern boundary of mount Arppus 10 miles
north of Cn-sarea. perfectly opposite to fact; anJ extends
the range from 39 degrps 40 minutes north latitude to 40
degrees 30 minutes north latitude. There are eighty villages
dependent on Cs?sarea.
Mr. Bruce, in his Journey from Csssarea to Ooscat, men-

tions a river which he crossed on a stone bridge, not very
far from the city, and observed many morasses occasioned

by the inundations of the river This river is undoubtedly
that mentioned in the text, as running west from the Pleva-
ipil plain of Ciesarpa to thp Halys. Pprhaps those vpry mo-
rasses may have been caused by the inundation of the river

from the stoppage of its mouths' by Ariarathes. The rang*
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ea, and whbh was governed by the laws of Charon-
as.l This city was built upon the river Melas, which

empties itself into the river Euphrates. A king of

Cappad.jcia, whom Strabo calls simply Aiiarathes,
without mentioning the time when he lived, having
filled up the mouths of this river, it overflowed all the

neighbouring country; after which he caused small

is lands to be made in it, after the manner of the Cy-
clades, where he passed part of his life in puerile di-

versions. The river broke the dams of its mouths,
and the waters returned into theirchannel. The Eu-

phrates having received them, overtlowed, and did

incredible damage in Cappadocia. The Galatians,
who inhabited Phrygia, suffered also great losses by
that inundation, for which they insisted upon being
made amends. They demanded 300 talents of the king
of Cappadocia, and made the Romans their judges.

Cappadocia abounded with horses, asses, and
mules.* It was from thence the horses were brought

> This Charondas was a celebrated legislator of Graecia

Major, of whom mention has been made."
Boon. Phaleg. 1. iii. c. 11. Scol. Persii.

of Arsraeus, as
represented

in Kinnier's map, lies between
the Karasu on the north, and the Ensa-Su on the south,
boll; of which unite about 30 British miles west of Caesarea,
thus forming a peninsula. As the river is frequently sub-

jected to inundations, also, from the meliins of the snows
of mount Argaeus, it is very probable thai this additional

circumstance contributed to increase the calamity. Cae-

area lief in 35 degrees 42 minutes east lonzitude of Green-
wich, airf in 38 degreei 41 minute* north uunude.]

o particularly allotted for the use of the einpe-on
that the consuls themselves were forbidden to liav

any of them. It furnished also a great number of
laves and false witnesses.3 The Cappadocians wera

reported to accustom themselves to the bearing of
torments from their infancy, and to put one another
to the rack and other methods of torture, in order to

inure themselves against the pains their false witness

might one day expose them to suffer. This people
exceeded the Greek nation in perjury, though the lat-

ter had carried that vice to agreat height,* if we may
believe Cicero, who ascribes to them the having mad
this manner of speaking common amongst them;
" Lend me your evidence, and I will pay you with
mine."5

Cappadocia, generallv speaking, was far from being
a country of great geniuses and learned men. It has

Produced,
however, some very celebrated authors,

trabo and Pausanias are of that number. It was be-

lieved especially, that the Cappadocians were very
unfit for the professions of orators; and it became a

proverb, that a rhetorician of that country was as hard
to be found as a white raven or a flying tortoise.*

S. Basil and S. Gregory -Nuzianztii are exceptions to

that rule.

' Mancipiis locuples pset seris Cappadocum reit. E:rt4
Cic. pro. Flac. n. 9, 10.

* Da mihi lesiimoniuin imiluum



THE

HISTORY OF SYRACUSE.

BOOK XXII.

Th'w twonty second book contains the conclusion of the his-

lory oi Syracuse. It may be divided into three parts. The
first includes me ong reign of Hiero It. The second, the

short reijn nf his zrandS'<n. Hieronynuis. the irouliles of

Syracuse occasioned by ii. with the siece and taking of

thatcitv by Marcellus.' The third is a concise abridgment
of the hisiory of Syracuse, with some reflections u.i the

government and character of the Syracusans, and on
Archimedes.

ARTICLE I.

SECTION I. HIF.RO THK SECOND CHOSEN CAPTAIN-
GEN KRM. KV THE SYRACUSANS, AND SOON AFTER
APPOINTED KING. HE MAKES AN AI.IJANCE WITH
THE ROMANS IN THE BEGINNING OK THE FIRST
PUNIC WAR.

HIERO II. was descended from (ho

A.M. 3700. family of Gelon, who had formerly
Ant.J.C.304. reigned in Syracuse. I As his mother

was a slave, his father, Hierocles, ac-

cording: to the barbarous custom of those times, caused
him to be exposed soon after his birth: believing that

the infant dishonoured the nobility of his race. If

Justin's fabulous account may be believed, the bee*

nourished him several days with their honey. The
oracle declaring, that so singular an event was a cer-

tain presage of his future greatness, Hierocles caused
him to be brought back to his house, and took all pos-
sible care of his education.

The child derived from this education all the benefit

that could be. expected. He distinguished himself

early above all those of his years, by his address in

military exercises, and his courage in battle. He ac-

quired the esteem of Pyrrhns, and received several

rewards from his hands. He was of a beautiful aspect,
tall stature, and robust complexion. In his conversa-
tion Z he was sTable and polite, in business iu-t, and
moderate in i crr.nia-"! : so that he wanted nothing but
the title of king, as ne airti^v possessed all the quali-
ties that adorn that rank.

Discord having arise.-. Between the
A.M. 3727. citizens of Syracuse and thei, oops.

Ant. J. C. 277. the latter, who were in the neighbour-
hood, raised Artemidorus and Hiero

to the supreme command, whi'-h comprehended all

authority, civil and military. The latter was at that

time very young, but displayed a prudence and ma-
tnritv that gave promise of a treat king. Honoured
with this command, by the help of some friends he
entered the city; and having found means to bring
over the adverse party, who were intent upon nothing
but raising disorders, he behaved with so much mild-

ness and greatness of mind, that the Syracusans,
though highly dissatisfied with the liberty assumed

by the soldiers, of chooing their officers, were, how-
ever, unanimous in conferring upon him the title and

power of captain-general.
From his first measures it was easy to judge that the

ew magistrate aspired at something more than that

t Justin. 1. xxiii. c. 4.

In alloquio blandus, in neeotio Justus, in imperio mo
derauis: prorsus ut nihir ei rfgium desse praeter regnum
Tideretur. Justin.

Polyb. 1. i. p a, 9.

office. In fact, observing that the troops no sooner

quitted the city, than Syracuse was involved in new
troubles by seditious spirits and lovers of innovation,

he perceived how important it was, in the absence ol

him<-lf and the army, to have somebody upon whom
he might rely

fur keeping the citizens within the

bounds of their duty. Leptines seemed very fit for

that purpose, as being a man of integrity, and one who
had great influence with the people. Hiero attached

him to himself for ever, by espousing his daughter,
and by the same alliance secured the public tranquil-

lity, during the time he should be obliged to remove
from Svracuse, and march at the head of the armies.

Another much bolder, though far less just, stroke

of policy,
established his security and repose. He

had every thing to fear from the foreign soldiers, tur-

bulent, malignant men, void of respect for their com-

manders, and of affection for a state of which they
made no part, solely actuated by the desire of lucr*,

and always ready for a revolt; who having been bo J

enough to assume a right in the election of magis-
trates, which did not belong to them, were capable,

upon the least discontent, of attempting any thing

against himself. He easily comprehended, that he

should never have the. mastery over them, as they
were too wtll united amongst themselves; that, if he

undertook to punish the most criminal, their chastise-

ment would not fail to provoke the rest; and that the

only means to put an end to the (roubles they occa-

sioned, was utterly to exterminate this factious body
of troops, whose licentiousness and rebellious dispo-
sition were only fit to corrupt others, and incline them
to pernicious excesses. Deceived by a false zeal and
blind love for the public good, and sensibly affected

n\--o with the prosptct of the dangers to which he was

perpetually exposed, he thought it incumbent on him,
for the safety of his country and security ol his person,
to proceed to this cruel ami sad extremity, very con

trary to his natural character, but which seemed ne-

cessary to him in the present conjuncture. He there-

fore took the field under the pretext of marching
ai;Hm-t the Mamertines.4 When he came within view

of the tnemv, he divided his army into two parts-
on the one side he posted such of the soldiers as were

Svracnsans; on the other, the mercenaries. He put
himself at the head of the first, as if he intended an

attack ; and left the others exposed to the Manx i tine*,

who cut them in pieces; after which he returned quiet-

ly to the city with the Syracutan troops.
The army" being thus purged of all who might ex-

cite disorders and seiiition, he raised a sufficient num-
ber of new troops, and afterwards discharged the

duties of his function in peace. The Mamertinet,
late with their success, advancing into the country,

he marched againt them with the Syracusan troops,
whom he had armed and disciplined well, and gave
them battle in the plain of Myl:e. A great part of the

enemies were left upon the field, and their generaU
made prisoners. At his return be was declared king

They were originally troop* from Campania, whoia
Aemhocl'es had taken into his pay, and who afterwards

seized Messina, having first put the principal inhabiutau
lo the swurd.
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292 HISTORY OF SYRACUSE.

by all the citizens of Syracuse, nncl

A.M. 3733. afterwards by all the allies. This
Ant J. C. 271. happened seven years after his being

raised to the supreme authority.
It would be difficult to

justify
the manner in which

he gained that eminence. Whether he put the foreign
soldiers in motion himself, which seems probable
enough, or only lent himself to their zeal, it was a

criminal infidelity to his country and the public au-

thority, to which his example gave a mortal wound.
It is true, the irregularity of his entrance upon office

was somewhat amended by the consent which the

people and allies afterwards gave to it. But can we

suppose, that in such a conjuncture their consent was

perfectly free? As to his being elected king, there
was nothing of compulsion in that: if his secret ambi-
tion had any part in it, that fault was well atoned for

by his wise and disinterested conduct through the long
duration of his reign and life.

The loss of the battle we have spoken of entirely
disconcerted the affairs of the Mamertines. Some of
them had recourse to the Carthaginians, to whom they
surrendered their citadel ; others resolved to abandon
the city to the Romans, and sent to desire their aid.

Hence arose the first Punic war, as I have explained
more at large elsewhere. 1

Appius Claudius the consul put to sea, in order to

aid the Mamertines.* Not being able to
pass

the

strait of Messina, of which the Carthaginians had pos-
sessed themselves, he made a feint of abandoning that

enterprise, and of returning towards Rome with all

the troops he had on board his fleet. Upon this news
the enemy, who blocked up Messina on the side next
the sea, having retired, as if there had been nothing
farther to apprehend, Appius tacked about, and pass-
ed the strait without danger.
The Mamertines,8 partly through menaces and

partly through surprise, having driven out of the cita-

del the officer who commanded in it for the Cartha-

ginians, called in Appius, and opened the gates of
their city to him. The Carthaginians soon after form-
ed the seige of it, and made a treaty of alliance with

Hiero, who joined his troops to theirs. The Human
consul thought fit to venture a battle, and attack the

Syracu ans first. The fight was warm. Hiero showed
all possible courage, but could not resist the valour of
the Romans, and was obliged to give way. and retire

to Syracuse. Claudius, having obtained a like victory
over the Carthaginians, saw himself master ofthe field,

advanced to the walls of Syracuse, and even designed
to have besieged it.

When the news of Appius's good
A. M. 3739. success arrived at Rome, it occasion-

Ant. J.C. 265. ed great joy .4 In order to make the

most of it, it was thought proper to

use new efforts. The two consuls lately elected,
Manius Octacilius and Manius Valerius, were order-
ed into Sicily. Upon their arrival, several of the Car-

thaginian and Syracusan cities surrendered at discre-

tion.

The consternation of Sicily, joined to the number
and force of the Roman legions, made Hiero conceive
what was

1'rkely to be the event of this new war. That

prince was sensible, that he might rely upon a more
faithful and constant amity on the side of the Romans.
He knew that the Carthaginians had not renounced
the design they had anciently formed, of

possessing
themselves of all Sicily; and 'if they made themselves
masters ofMessina.he rightly judged his power would
be very insecure in thelieighbourhood of such dan-

gerous and formidable enemies. He saw no other

expedient for the preservation of his kingdom, than to

leave the Carthaginians engaged with the Romans;
well assured that the war would be long and obstinate
between these two republics, whose strength was

equal; and that as long as they should be contending,
he should have no reason to apprehend being distress-

ed either by the one or the other. He, therefore, sent

ambassadors to the consuls to treat of peace and alli-

ance. They were far from refusing those offers. They

* Vol. t. History of the Carthaginians.
Frontin. Straiaj;. 1. i. c. 4.

PulyK 1. i. p. 10, 11. Ibid, p. 15, 16.

were too much afraid, that the Carthaginians, being
masters at sea, might cut off all passage for provisions;
which fear was the better founded, as the troops who
had first passed the strait had suffered extremely by
famine. An alliance with Hiero secured the legions
in that respect, and was immediatt ]\ concluded. The
conditions were, that the king should restore to the

Romans, without ransom, all the prisoners he had
taken from them, and pay them a hundred talents in

money.*
From thenceforth Hiero, constantly attached to the

Romans, to whom he sent supplies when occasion re-

quired, reigned peaceably at Syracuse, as a king who
had no view nor ambition but the esteem and love of
his

people.
No prince was ever more successful ia

that point, nor longer enjoyed the fruits of his wis-

dom and prudence. For more than fifty years that ha
lived after being elected king, whilst all things were
in (lames aroum! him, occasioned by the cruel wars
which the two most potent states of the world made
against each other, he was so prudent and nappy ns

to be no more than a spectator of them, and only to

hear the noise of those arms which shook all the neigh-
bouring: regions, whilst himself and his people retain*& & ' r r
ed a profound peace.
The Romans perceived,6on more than one occasion,

during the first Punic war, and especially at the siege
of Agrigentum, with which it was in a manner open-
ed, the importance of their alliance with Hiero, who
abimdant'y supplied them with

provisions,
at times

when the Roman army without his aid would have

beer, exposed to excessive famine.

The interval between the end of the first Punic
war and the commencement of the second, which was
about five-and-twenty years,

was a time of peace and

tranquillity to Hiero, in which the actions of that

prince are little spoken of.

PolybiusT only informs us, that the

Carthaginians, in the unhappy war A. M. 3763.

they were obliged to support against Ant. J.C. 241,

the strangers, or mercenaries, which
was called the African war, finding themselves ex-

tremely pressed, had recourse to their allies, and

especially to king Hiero, who granted them all thej
asked of'him. That prince perceived, that to

support
himself in Sicily, it was necessary that the Carthagi-
nians should overcome in this war; lest the strangers,
who had already obtained many advantages over the

Carthaginians, in case of entire success, should find

no farther obstacles to their projects, and should form

designs of bringing their victorious arms into Sicily.

Perhaps, also, as he was an excellent politician, he

thought it incumbent on him to be upon his guard
against the too great power of the Romans, who
would become absolute masters, if the Carthaginian?
should be entirely ruined in the war against the re

volters.

Hiero's sole
application during this long interval of

peace, was to make his subjects happy, and to redress

the evils which the unjust government of Agatho
cles, who preceded him some years, and the intesiint

divisions which ensued, had occasioned; an employ
ment worthy of a king. There was a levity and in-

constancy in the character of the Syracusans, which
often inclined them to excessive and violent resolu-

tions; but at bottom they were humane and equitable,
and no enemies to a just and reasonable obedience

The proof of which is, that when they were governed
with wisdom and moderation, as by Timoleon, tiny

respected
the authority of the laws and magistrates

and obeyed them with joy.
Hiero' was no sooner entered upon office, and had

the supreme authority confided to him, than he show
ed his detestation for the wretched policy of the (y

rants; who, considering the citizens as their en* iuie

had no other thoughts than to weaken and intimidat'

them, wild reposed their whole confidence ID the foi

eign soldiers, by whom they were perpetually surrouu

ded. He began by patting
arms into the bunds of th

citizens, formed them \\ith care in the exercises of

war and employed them in preference to all other*

A hundred thousand crowns.

Pv.lyb. 1. i. p. IS. '
!bin.p.84.
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SECTION II. HTERO'S PACIFIC REIGN. HE PARTI-
CULARLY FAVOURS AGRICULTURE. HE APPLIES
THE ABILITIES OF ARCHIMEDES HIS RELATION To
THE SERVICE OF THE PUBIJC, AND CAUSES HIM
TO MAKE AN INFINITE NUMBER OK MACHINES K R
THE DEFENCE OF A BESIEGED PLACE. HE DIES VE-

RY OLD, AND MUCH REGRETTED BY THE PEOPLE.

WHEN Hiero attained the sovereign authority, his

freat aim was to convince his subjects less by hi<

words than his actions, that he was infinitely remote
from any design to the prejudice of their fortunes

or liberty. He was not intent upon being feared.

Out upon being loved. He looked upon himself less

as their master, than as their protector and father.

Before his reign, fhe state had been divided by two
farti )n*. that of the citizens and that of the soldiers;

whose differences, supported
on both sides with great

animosity, had occasioned infinite misfortunes. He
used his utmost endeavours to extinguish all remains

of this division, and to eradicate from their minds all

seeds of discord and misunderstanding. He seems
to have succeeded wonderfully in that respect, as du-

ring a reign of more than fifty years, no sedition or

revolt disturbed the tranquillity of Syracuse.
What contributed most, without doubt, to this

happy ralin, was the particular care taken by Hiero
to keep his subjects employed ; to banish luxury and

idleness, the parent of all vices, and the usual source

of all seditions, from his dominions; to support and

improve the natural fertility of his country; and to

reflect honour upon agriculture, which he considered

as the certain means to render his
people happy, and

to diffuse abundance throughout his kingdom. The
cultivation of lands, indeed, besides employing an
infinite number of hands, which would otherwise
remain idle and unprofitable, draws into a countrr,

by the exportation of grain, the riches of the neigh-

bouring nations, and turns their current into the

houses of the people, by a commerce which is renew-
ed every year, and which is the deserved fruit of their

labour and industry. This is, and we cannot repeat
it too often, what ought to be the

peculiar
attention

of a wise government, as one of the most essential

parts of wise and salutary policy, though unhappily
too much neglected.

Hiero applied himself entirely to this end. He
did not think it unworthy of the sovereignty to study
and make himself thoroughly master of all the rules

of agriculture. He even gave himself the trouble to

compose books upon that subject, of which we ought
much to regret the loss.i But he considered that ob-

ject of his inquiries in a manner still more worthy of
a king. The principal riches of the state, and the

most certain funil of the prince's revenue, consisted

in corn. He therefore believed it of the highest con-

sequence, and what demanded his utmost care and

application, to establish good order in that traffic, to

render the condition of the husbandmen, of whom
the greatest part of the people were composed, safe

and happy: to ascertain the prince's dues, whose

principal revenue rose from them; to obviate such
disorders as might get ground to the prejudice of his

institutions; and to
prevent the unjust vexations

which might possibly be attempted to'be introduced
in the sequel. To answer all these purposes, Hiero
made regulations so wise, reasonable, equitable, and
Bt the same time conformable to the people's and

prince's interests, that they became in a manner the

fundamental laws of the country, and were always
cbervcd as sacred and inviolable, not onlv in his

reign, but in all succeeding times. When the Ro-
mans had subjected the city and dominions of Syra-
cuse, they imposed no new tributes, and decreed
that all things should be disposed according to the

laws of Hiero:* in order that the Syracusans, in

changing their masters, might have the consolation

lot to change their laws, and see themselves in some

Plin . 1. x\l'l.-c 3.

Dec Jinis \-^?e J.er* nica semper vendendas censuerunt.
It iis

jnru-K'ihir 1 1 4. p.-neris illius funclio, si ejus reel*, qui
Siculis cJirimro * f-i>; non solum institma, commmato im-

perio, verir.i z^* ji urJien remaneret. Cic. Oral, in Verr.

*/rw. n. li.

measure still governed by a prince whose very name
was always dear to them, and rendered those laws

exceedingly venerable.

I have observed, that in Sicily the prince's princi-

pal
revenue consisted in corn, the tenth being paid

him. It was therefore his interest that the country
should be well cultivated, (hat estimates should be

made of the value of the lands; and that they should

produce abundantlv, as his revenue augmented in

proportion to their fertility. The collectors of this

tenth for the prince, which was paid in kind, and not

in money, were called Dfcwnaid. that is to say, far-

mers of the tenths. Hiero, in the regulations he
made upon this head, did not neglect his own inter-

ests, which is the mark of a wise prince, and good
economist. He knew very well, there was reason in

apprehend, that the country people, who frequently
consider the most legal and moderate imposts as in-

tolerable burdens,
"'jsht

be tempted to defraud the

prince of his dues. To spare them this temptation,
he took such just and exact precautions, that wheth-
er the corn were in the ear, on the floor to be thrash-

ed, laid up in barns, or laden for carriage, it was not

possible for the husbandman to secrete any part of

it, or to defraud the collector of a single grain, with-

out exposing himself to a severe penalty. Cicero ac-

quaints us with these circumstances at much length.
But he adds also, that Hiero had taken the same

precautions against the avidity of the collectors, to

whom it was equally impossible to extort any thing
from the husbandmen beyond the tenth. Hieni seems
to have been very much against the husbandman's

being drawn from his home upon any pretext what-
soever. In fact, savs Cicero, inveighing against Ver-

res, who gave them great trouble by frequent and

painful journeys, it is very hard and afflicting to the

poor husbandmen, to be brought from their country
to the cilv, from the plough to the bar, and from the
care of tilling their lands to that of prosecuting law-
suits. Jlliserum atque iniqmi'n, ex ngro homines
tradnci in forum, ab aratro ad tubtellia, ab ti* re-

rum rusticarum ad insolilam lilem alqtiejudiciwnA
And besides, can they flatter themselves, let their

cause be ever so just/that they shall carry it to the

prejudice of the collectors? Judirt ut orator dtcu-
mannm perseqiiatur?
Can there be any thing more to a king's praise than

what we, have now said ? Hiero mignt undertake

wars, for he did not want valour, gain battles, make

conquests, and extend the bounds of his dominions,
and upon these accounts might pass fora hero in the

opinion of the generality of men. But with how
many taxes must he have loaded his people 1 How
many husbandmen must he have torn from their lands?
How much blood would the gaining of those victories

have cost him! and of what emolument would they
have been to the state? Hiero, who knew wherein
true glory consists, placed his in governing his people
with wisJom, and in making them happy. Instead of

conquering new countries by the force of arms, he
endeavoured to multiply his own in a manner by the
cultivation of the lands, by rendering them more fer-

tile than they were, and in actually multiplying his

people, wherein the real force and true nches of a
state consist; and which can never fail to happen
when the people of a country reap a reasonable ad-

vantage from their labour.

It was in the second Punic war
that Hiero gave distinguished proof A. M.3786.
of his attachment to the Romans.* Ant.J.C. 218.
As soon as he received advice of
Hannibal's arrival in Italy, he went with his fleet well

equipped to meet Tiberius Sempronius, who was ar-

rived at Messina, to offer that consul his services, and
to assure him that, advanced in age as he was. he
would show the sam zeal for the Roman people as
he had formerly done in his youth in the fir-t war

Hieronica lex omnibus cuitodiifl subjectum arauirem
decumano tradil ul neque in oegetibus, n|iie in areii,

neque in horreis, neque in amovendo, neqne in asportando
frump run, prano uno p<set aralor, sine maxima prciia frau-
dare decumanum. Oi'c. Oral, in Verr. defrum. n. 20.

Cic. Oral, in Ver. de frum. n. 14.
* Liv. 1. zxi. n. 50.51.
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gainst the Carthaginians. He took upon him to

supply the consul's legions, and the troops of the al-

lies, with corn and clothes at his own expense. Upon
the news received the same instant, of the advantage,

gained by the Roman over the Carthaginian fleet, the

consul thanked the king- for his advantageous offers,

and made no use of them at that time.

Hiero's inviolable fidelity towards the Romans,!
which is very remarkable in his character, appeared
still more conspicuously after their defeat near the

lake of Thrasymenus. They had already lost three

battles against Hannibal, each more unfortunate and
more bloody than the other. Hiero, in that mournful

conjuncture, sent a fleet laden with provisions to the

port
of Oslia. The Syracusan ambassadors, \vhrn

introduced to the senate, told them, " That Hiero
their master had been as sensibly afflicted with their

last disgrace, as if he had suffered it in his own
per-

son. That though he well knew, that the grandeur
of the Roman people was almost more worthy of ad-

miration in times of adversity, than after the most

signal success; he had sent them all the aid that

could be expected from a good and faithful ally, and

earnestly desired the senate would not refuse to ac-

cept it. Tha,t they had particularly brought a Vic-

tory of gold, that weighed three hundred pounds,
which the king hoped they would vouchsafe to re-

ceive as a favourable augury, and a pledge of the

vows which he had made for their prosperity. That

they had also imported three hundred thousand
bushels of wheat, and two hundred thousand of bar-

ley; and that if the Roman people desired a greater

quantity, Hiero would cause as much as they pleased
to be transported to whatever places they should ap-

point. That he knew the Roman people employed
none in their armies but citizens and allies; but that

he had seen light-armed strangers in their camp.
That he had therefore sent them a thousand archers

and "lingers, who might be opposed successfully to

the Balears and Moors of Hannibal's army." They
added to this aid a very salutary piece of advice,
which was, that the praetor, who should be sent to

command in Sicily, might despatch a fleet to Africa,
in order to find the Carthaginians such employment
in their own country, as might put it out of their

power by that diversion to send any succours to

Hannibal.
The senate answered the king's ambassadors in

very obliging and honourable terms,
" That Hiero

acted like a very generous prince, and a most faith-

ful ally: that from the time he had contracted an al-

liance with the Romans, his attachment for them had
oeen constant and unalterable; in fine, that in all

times and places he had powerfully and magniOcently
succoured them: that the people had a due sense of
such generosity: that some cities of Italy had already-

presented
the Roman people with gold, who, after

having expressed their gratitude, had not thought fit

to accept it: that the Victory was too favourable an

augury not to be received: that they would place
her in the Capitol, that is to say, in the temple of the

most high Jupiter, in order that she might establish

there her fixed and lasting abode." All the corn
and barley on board the ships, with the archers and

stingers, were sent to the consuls.

Valerius Maximus? makes an observation here,

upon the noble and prudent liberality of Hiero; first,

in the generous design he forms, of presenting the

Romans with three hundred and twenty pounds
weight of gold; then, in the industrious precaution
he uses, to prevent them from refusing to accept it.

He does not offer them that gold in specie; he knew
the exceeding delicacy of the Roman people too well

for that; but under the form of a Victory, which they
dared not refuse, upon account of the good omen it

seemed to bring along with it.

Liv. 1. xxii. n. 37, 38.
* Trecema millia modium triticl, et ducenta milla hor-

del, aurique ducenla et quadrasinia nondo urbi nostrse

muneri mislt. Neque ignarus vprecundise majorum nos-

trorum, quod nollet accipere, in hahitum id Victorias for-

mavit, ut eos relieione motos, munificentia sua uti cogerei;
voluntale miliendi priiis, iterum provident ia cavendi ne re-

Biiltereuir liberalis. Vol. Max 1. iv. c. 3.

It is extraordinary to see a pnin'e, whose domin
ions were situate as Syracuse was in regard to Car-

thage, from which it t,ad every thing to fear, at a

time, when Rome seemed near her ruin, continue

unalterably faithful, and declare openly for her in-

terests, notwithstanding all the dangers to which so

daring a conduct exposed him. A more prudent
politician, to speak the usual language, would per-

haps have waited the event of a new action, anil not
have been so hasty to declare himself without neces-

sity, and at his extreme peril. Such examplt s are

the more estimable for being rare and almoi.t un-

paralleled.
I do not know, however, whether, even in gOD<J

policy, Hiero ought not to have acted as he did. It

would have been the greatest of all misfortunes for

Syracuse, had the Carthaginians entirely ruini'd, 01

even weakened the Romans too much. That city
would have immediately felt all the weight of Cai-

thage; as it was situated over-aga'.nst it. and h.y

highly convenient for strengthening its commerce,
securing to it the empire of the sea, and establishing
it firmly in Sicily, by the possession of the whole is-

land. It would therefore have been imprudent to

sufler such allies to be ruined by the Carthaginians,
who would not have been the better friends to the

Syracusans for having renounced the Romans by
force. It was therefore a decisive stroke, to Ily im-

mediately to the aid of the Romans; and as Syracuse
would necessarily fall after Rome, it was absolutely

requisite to hazard every thing, either to save Rome,
or fall with her.

If the facts, which history has preserved of so long
and happy a reign, are few, they do not give us the

less idea of this prince, and ought to make us ex-

ceedingly regret the want of more particular infor-

mation concerning his actions.

The sum of a hundred talents (a hundred thousand

frowns,} which he sent to the Rhodians.3 and the

presents he made them after the great earthquake,
which laid waste their island, and threw clown their

Colossus, are illustrious instances of his liberality and
munificence. The modesty with which his presents
were attended infinitely enhances the value of them.
He caused two statues to be erected in the public

square, at Rhodes, representing the people of Syra-
cuse placing a crown upon the head of the Rhodians;
as if, says Polybius, Hiero, after having made that

people such magnificent presents, far from assuming
any vanity from his munificence, believed himself
their debtor upon that very account. And, indeed,
the liberality and beneficence of a prince to strangers
is rewarded with interest, in the pleasure they give to

himself, and the glory he acquires by them.
There is a pastoral of Theocritus (Idyll. 16.) which

bears the name of the king we speak of, wherein the

poet seems tacitly to reproach that prince with paying
very ill for the verses made in honour of him. But
the mean manner in which he claims, as it were, a re-

ward for the verses he meditates, leaves room to con-

clude, that the imputation of avarice falls with more

justice upon the poet than uponthe prince, distinguish-
ed and esteemed, as we have seen, for his liberality.

It is to Hiero's just taste, and singular attention to

every thing that concerned the public good, that Syra-
cuse was indebted for those amazing machines of war,
of which we shall soon see it make so great a use,
when besieged by the Romans.4 Though that prince
seemed to devote his cares entirely to the tranquillity
and domestic affairs of the kingdom, he did not ne-

glect those of war; convinced, that the surest means to

preserve the peace of his dominions, was to hold him-
self always in readiness to make war upon unjus

4

neighbours, who should attempt to disturb it. He
knew how to profit by the advantage he possessed of

having in his dominions the most learned geometric a

the world had ever produced : it is plain I mean Arc hi

medes. He was illustrious, not only by his great abil-

ity in geometry, but by his birth, as he was Hiero'*
relation. Sensible alone to the pleasures of the mind,
and highly averse to the hurrv and tumult ofbusiness
and government, he devoted" himself solely to the

Folyb. 1. T. p. 429. Plut, in Marcel, p. 305, 306.
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itudy of a science, whose sublime speculations on
truth* puri-ly intellectual and ipiritnal, and entirely
distinct from matter, have such attiaction tor the

learned ef the first rank, as scarce leaves them at lib-

erty to apply themselves to any other objects.
Hiero had, however, suffici nit influence over Archi-

medes, to engage him to descend from those lo.ty

peculations to the practice of those mechanics wh ch

depend on the hand, but are disposed and dire: ted

bv the head. He pressed him continually, not to em-

ploy his artalwa\s in soaring alter immaterial and
intellectual objects, but to bring it down to sensible

and corporeal thin";*, and to render his reasonings in

ome measure more evident and familiar to the gene-
rality of mankind, by joining them experimentally
with things of use.

Archimedes frequently conversed with the king,
who always heard him with great attention and ex
treme pleasure. One day, when he was explaining to

him the wondt rful effects of the powers of motion, he

proceeded to demonstrate, "That with a certain giv-
en power any weiyJH whatsoever might be moved."
And applauding himselfafterwards on the force of his

demonstration, he ventured to boast, that if there

were- another world besides this we inhabit, by going
to that he could remove this at pleasure. The king,

surprised and delighted, desired him to put his pro-

position in execution, by removing some great

weight with a small force.

Archimedes preparing to satisfy thejust and ration-

al curiosity of his kinsman and friend, chose out one
of the galleys in the port, caused it to be drawn on
shore with great labour, and by abundance of men.
He then ordered its usual lading to be put on board,
and beside* that as many men as it could hold. Af-

terwards, placing himself at some distance, and sitting
at hi? ease, without trouble, or exerting his strength
in the least, by only moving with his hand the end of
a machine, which he had provided with numerous
cords and

pullevs,
he drew the galley to him upon

the land, with as much ease, and as steadily, as if it

had swam upon the water.

The king, upon the sight of so prodigious an effect

of the powers of motion, was entirely astonished; and

judging from that experiment of the efficacy of the

art, he earnestly solicited Archimedes to make sever-

<>f machine* and battering engines for sieges
and attacks, as well for the defence as assault of places.

It has been sometimes asked, whether the sublime

knowledge of which we speak, be necessary to a

king; and if the study of arts and sciences ought to

form part of the education of a young prince? What
we read here demonstrates their utility. If king Hiero
had wanted taste and curiosity, and employed iiiin- If

solely in his pleasures, Archimedes had remained in-

active in his closet, and all his extraordinary science
been of no advantage to his country. What treasures

of useful knowledge lie buried in obscurity, and in a

manner hid under the earth, because princes set no
value upon learned men, and consider them as persons
u-i U -- to the state. But when, in their youth, they
have imbibed some small tincture of arts and sciences,

(for the study of princes ought to extend no farther in

that point,) they esteem such an distinguish themselves

by their learning, sometimes converse with them, and
hold them in honour; and by so glorious a protection
niake way for valuable discoveries, of which the state

oon reaps the. advantage. Syracuse had this obliga-
tion to Hiero; which, without doubt, was the effect

of his excellent education ; for he had been bred with
uncommon care and attention.

What has been said hitherto of Archimedes, and
what we shall presently add, with respect to those ad-
mirable machines of war which were used during the

iege of Syracuse, shows how wrong it is to despise
those sublime and speculative sciences, whose only ob-

|ects are simple and abstract ideas. It is true, that all

mere geometrical or algebraical speculations do not

relate to useful things. But it is also as true, that most
of those, which have not that relation, conduct or re-

fer to those that have. Thev may appear unprofitable,
as long as thev do not derate, if 1 may so siy, from
this intellectual world; but the mixed mathematics,
which desce id to uia tcr, and consider the motions of

the stars, the perfect knowledge of navigation, the art

dl (rawing remote objects near by the assistance of

telescopes, the increase of the powers of motion, the
nice exactitude of the balance, and other similar ob-

jects, become more easy of access, and in a mxnner
familiarize themselves with the vulgar. The labour
of Archimedes was long obscure, and perhaps con-

temned, because ht confined himsdf to simple and
barren speculations. Ought we therefore to conclude
that it was useless and np.-ofiluble .' It was from that

very source of knowledge, buried till then in ob^curi-

ty, that shot forth those brilliant lights and wonderful
discoveries, which display from their birth a -

and manifest utility, and inspired the Romans with
astonishment and despair when they besieged Syra-
cuse.

Hiero was great and magnificent in all things, in

building palaces, arsenals, and temples. He caused
an infinite number of ships of all burdens to be built
for the exportation of corn; a traffic in which almost
the whole wealth of the island consisted. We are told
of a galley built by his order, under the direction of

Archimedes, which was reckoned one of the most fa-

mous structures of antiquity.
I It was a whole year

in building. Hiero passed whole days amongst the

workmen, to animate them by his presence.
This ship had twenty benches ol oars. The enor-

mous pile was fastened together on all sides with huge
nails of copper, which weighed each ten pounds and

upwards.
The inside had in it three galleries or corridors, the

lowest of which led to the hold by a Hight of stairs,
the second to apartments, and the first to soldiers'

lodgings.
On the right and left side of the middle gallery,

there were apartments to the number of thirty; in

each ofwhich were four beds for men. The apartment
for the officers and seamen had fifteen beds, and three

great rooms for eating; the last of which, that wa*
at the stern, served for a kitchen. All the floors of
these apartments were inlaid with small stones of dif-

ferent colours, representing stories taken from the
Illiad of Homer. The ceilings, windows and all the
other parts, were finished with wonderful art, and em-
bellished with all kinds of ornaments.

In the upermost gallery there was a gymnasium,
or place of exercise, and walks proportionate to the

magnitude of the ship. In them were gardens and

plants of all kinds, disposed in wonderful order.

Pipes, some of hardened clay, and others of lead,

conveyed water all round to refresh them. There
were also arbours of ivy and vines, that had their

roots in great vessels filled with earth. These vessels

were watered in the same manner as the gardens.
The arbours served to shade the walks.

After these came the apartment of Venus, with
three beds. This was floored with agates and other

precious stones, the finest that could be found in the

island. The walls and roof were of cypress wood.
The windows were adorned with ivory, paintings, and
small statues. In another apartment was a library
at the top of which, on the outside, was fixed a. sun-

dial.

There was also an apartment with three beds for a

bath, in which were three great brazen coppers, and

bathing-vessel, made of a single stone of various co-
lours. Tliis vessel contained two hundred and titty

quarts. At the ship's head was a great reservoir of
water, which held a hundred thousand quarts.

All round the ship, on the outside, were Atlases of
six cubits, or nine feet, in height, which supported
the sides of the ship; these Atlases were at equal dis-

tances from each other. The ship was adorned on
all sides with paintings, and had eight towers pro-
portioned to its size; two at the head, two at the

stern, and four in the middle, of equal dimension*.

Upon these towers were parapets, from which stone*

might be discharged upon the ships ofan enemy that

should approach too near. Each tower was guarded
by four young men completely armed, and two arch-
ers. The inside of them was filled with stones and
arrows.

Athen. 1. r. p. 206209
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Upon the side of the vessel, well
strengthened

with

planks, was a kind of rampart, on which was an en-

gine to discharge stones, made by Archimedes: it

threw a stone of three h-mdred weight, and an arrow
of twelve cubits (eighteen feet) the distance of a sta-

dium, or a hundred and twenty-five paces from it.

The ship had three masts, at each of which were
two machines to discharge stones. There also were
the hooks and masses of lead to throw upon such as

approached. The whole ship was surrounded with
a rampart of iron to keep on those who should at-

tempt to board it. All around were iron grapplings
(corrt,) which being thrown by machines, grappled
the vessels of the enemy, and drew them close to the

ship, from whence it was easy to destroy them. On
each of the sides were sixty young men completely
armed, and as many about the masts, and at the ma-
chines for throwing stones.

Though the hold of this ship was extremely deep,
one man sufficed for clearing it of all water, with a

machine made in the nature of a screw, invented by
Archimedes. An Athenian poet of that name made
an epigram upon this superb vessel, for which he was
well paid. Hiero sent him a thousand medimni of

corn as a reward, and caused them to be carried to

the port of Piraeus. The medimnus, according to

Father Montfaucon, is a measure that contains six

bushels. This epigram is come down to us. The
Value of verse was known at that time in Syracuse.
Hiero having found that there was no port in Sicily

capable of containing this vessel, except some where
It could not lie at anchor without danger, resolved to

make a present of it to king Ptolemy, 1 and sent it to

Alexandria. There was at that time a great dearth

of corn throughout all Egypt.
Several other transports of less burden attended

this great ship. Three hundred thousand quarters of

corn were put on board them, with ten thousand great
earthen jars of salted fish, twenty thousand quintals

(or two millions of pounds) of salt meat, twenty thou-

sand bundles of different cloths, without including
the provisions for the ships' crews and officers.

To avoid too much prolixity, I have retrenched

some part of the description which Athenaeus has left

us of this great ship. I could have wished, that, to

have given us a better idea of it, he had mentioned
the exact dimensions of it. Had he added a word

upon the benches of oars, it would have cleared up
and determined a question, which, without it, must
for ever remain doubtful and obscure.

Hiero's fidelity was put to a very
A.M. 3788. severe trial, after the bloody defeat

Ant.J.C.216. of the Romans in the battle of Can-

nae, which was followed by an almost
universal defection of their allies.

But even the laying waste of his dominions by the

Carthaginian troops, whicl- their fleet had landed in

Sicily, was not capable ot shaking his resolution.

He was only afflicted to see that the contagion had

spread even to his own family.* He had a son nam-
ed Gelon, who married Nereis the daughter of Pyr-
rhus, by whom he had several children, and amongst
others Hierpnymus, of whom we shall soon speak.
Gelon, despising his father's great age, and setting
no alue on the alliance of the Romans after their last

diigrace at Cannae, had declared openly for the Car-

thaginians. He had already armed the multitude,
nd solicited the allies of Syracuse to join him; and

would *
perhaps have occasioned great trouble in Sici-

ly, if a sudden and unexpected death had not inter-

vened, [t happened so opportunely,
A. M. 3789. that his father was suspected of hav-

Ant. J. C. 215. ing promoted it. He (lid not survive
his son long and died at the age of

fourscore and ten years, infinitely regretted by his

people, after having reigned fifty-four years.

There is reason to believe this was Ptolemy Philadel-
phus.

Liv. 1. xxiii. n. 30.

MovissetquR in Sicilia res. nisi mors, aded opportuna ut

pattern quoqup suspicione adspergeret, armantem eum mul-
tiludinem sollir.itantemque tocios, absumpsissel. Liv.

ARTICLE II.

SECTION I. HIERONYMUS, GRANDSON OK HIERO
SUCCEEDS HIM, AND CAUSES HIM To BE RKGUKTTEB
BY HIS VICES AND CRUELTY. HE IS KII.1.ED IN A
CONSPIRACY. BARBAROUS MURDER OK THE PRIN-
CESSES. HIPPOCRATES AND EP1CYDES POSSESS
THEMSELVES OF THE GOVERNMENT OF SYRACUSE,
AND DECLARE FOR THE CARTHAGINIANS AS HIE-
RONYMUS HAD DONE.

THE death of Hiero occasioned great revolutions
in Sicily. The kingdom was fallen into the hands
of Hieronymus his grandson, a young* prince inca-

pable of making a wise use of his independence, and
far from possessing strength to resist the seducing
allurements of sovereign power. Hiero's apprehen
sions, that the flourishing condition in which he left

his kingdom would soon change underan infant king,

suggested to him the thought and desire of restoring
their liberty to the Syracusans. But his t\vo daugh-
ters opposed that design with all their influence-,
from the hope that the young pr'nce would have only
the title of king, and that they should have all the

authority, in conjunction with their husband?, An-
dranodorus and 2oippus, who were to hold the first

rank amongst his guardians.s It was not easy for an
old man of ninety to hold out against the caresses

and arts of those two women, who besieged him day
and night, to preserve the freedom of his mind in the

midst of their pressing and assiduous insinuations,
and to sacrifice with courage the interests of his fami-

ly to those of the public.
To prevent as far as possible the evils he foresaw,

he appointed him fifteen guardians, who were to form
his council; and earnestly desired them, at his death,
never to depart from the alliance with the Romans,
to which he had inviolably adhered for fifty years, and
to teach the young prince to tread in his steps, and
to follow the principles in which he had bei-n edu-
cated till then.

The king dying after these arrangements, th

guardians whom he had appointed for his grandson,
immediately summoned the assembly, presented th

young prince to the people, and caused the will to

be read. A small number of people, expressly plac-
ed to applaud it, clapped their hands, and raised ac-

clamations of joy. All the rest, in a consternation

equal to that of a family who have lately lost a good
father, kept a mournful silence, which sufficiently

expressed their grief for their recent loss, and their

apprehension of what was to come. His funeral was
afterwards solemnized, and more honoured by the

sorrow and tears of his subjects, than the care and

regard of his relations for his memory .6

Andranodorus's first care was to remove all th

other guardians, by telling them roundly, the prince
was of age to govern for himself.

He was at that time near fifteen years old. So
that Andranodorus, being the first to renounce the

guardianship held by him in common with many col-

leagues, united in his own person all their power.
The wisest arrangements made by princes at their

deaths, are often little regarded, and seldom execu-
ted afterwards.
The best and most moderate prince in the world,*

succeeding a king so well beloved by his subjects, as

Hiero had been, would have found it very difficult to

console them for the loss they had sustained. But

Hieronymus, as if he strove by his vices to make him
still more regretted, no sooner ascended the throne,
than he made the people sensible how much all things

Puerum, vlxdum libertatem, nedum dominatlonem,
mndice lauirum. Liv.

Non facile erat nonagpsimum jam agenti annum, cir

cumsesso dies noctesque muliebribus blanditiie, liberart

animum, et convpnere ad publican pr.vata curam. Liv.
Funus fit regium, magis amore civium et cariiate, quam

eura suonirn celebre. Liv.
* Vix quidem ulli bonn moderatoque regi facilis prat fa

vor apud Syracimanos succedenti lamae caritati Hieroni*
Veriim enimvero Hipronymus, velut uis vitiis desiderabi-
)pm pfficere vellet avuni, priino statim conspectu, omni
quam disparia essent, iostcndit. Liv.
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were altered. While neither Hiero, nor Gelon his

ion, had ver distinguished themselves from the other

titizens by their habit*, or any outward ornaments,

Hieronym'us was presently seen in a purple robe,
with a diadem on his bead, and surrounded by a

troop of armed guards. Sometimes he affected to

imitate Dionvsius, the Tyrant, in coining out of his

palace in a chariot drawn by four white horse?. All

the rest of his conduct was suitable to hi" equipage: I

visible contempt for all the world; haughtiness and
disdain in hearing: an affectation of say ing disoblig-

ing things; so difficult of access, that not only stran-

fers,

but even his guardians, could scarce approach
im; a refinement of taste in discovering new meth-

odsof excess; a cruelly so enormous as to extinguish
II sense of humanity In him: this odious disposition

of the \oung king terrified the people to such a de-

gree, tnat even some of his guardian*, to escape his

crueltv, either put themselves to death, or condemn-
ed themselves to voluntary banishment.

Onlv three men, Andranodorus and Zoippus, both

Hiero 's sons-in-law, and Thraso, had a great freedom
of access to the young king. He paid little more no-

tice to them than to others; but as the two first open-
ly declared for the Carthaginians, and the latter for

the Romans, that difference of sentiments, and very-
warm disputes, which were frequently the conse-

quence of it, drew upon them that prince's attention.

About this time a conspiracy against the life of

Hieronymus happened to be discovered. One of

the principal conspirators, named Theodotus, was
accused. Being put to the torture, he confessed the

crime as fares it regarded himself; but all the vio-

lence of the most cruel torments could not make him

betray his accomplices. At length, as if no longer
able to support the pains inflicted on him, he accused

the king's best friends, though innocent, amongst
whom he named Thraso, as the ringleader of the

whole enterprise: adding, that they should never
have engaged in it, if a man of his credit had not
been at their head. The zeal he had always express-
ed for the Roman interests rendered the evidence pro-
bable, and he was accordingly put to death. JVot one
of the accomplices, during their companion's being
tortured, either fled or concealed himself, so much
they relied upon the fidelity of Theodotus, and such
was his fortitude to keep the secret inviolable.

The death of Thraso, who was the sole support of
the alliance with the Romans, left the field open to

the partisans of Carthage. Hieronymus despatched
ambassadors to Hannibal, who sent back a young
Carthaginian officer, of illustrious birth, named also

Hannibal, with Hippocrates and Epicydes. natives of

Carthage, but descended from the Syracusans by their

father. After the treaty with Hieronymus was con-

cluded, the young officer returned to his general;
the two others continued with the king by Hannibal's

permission. The conditions of the
treaty were, that

after having driven the Romans out of Sicily, of which

they fully
assured themselves, the river Himera, which

also divides the island, should be the boundary of
their respective dominions. Hieronymus, puffed up
by the praises of his flatterers, even demanded, some
time after, that all Sicily should be given up to him,

leaving the Carthaginians Italy for their part. The
proposal appeared idle and rash; but Hannibal gave
Tery little attention to it, having no other view at

that time than of drawing off the young king from
the party of the Romans

Upon'the first rumour of this treaty, Appius, prae-
tor of Sicilv, sent ambassadors to Hieronymus to re-

new the alliance made by his grandfather with the

Romans. That proud prince received them with

great contempt; asking them, with an air of raillery
and iifsult, what had passed at the battle of Cannae;
that Hannibal's ambassadors had related incredible

things respecting it; that he was happy in an oppor-

tunity of knowing the truth from their mouths, that

be might thence determine upon the choice of his.

Hunc tarn superbum apparatum habitumque convem-
entPS srquebanuir contempius omnium hominum, superb*
aures. contumelioea dicta, ran adiuis, non alienis mod6 sed

tuU'rilius etiam ; libidines novte >nhuinanacrudelilas. Lie.
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allies. The Romans made answer, that they would
return to him, when he had learned to treat ambas-

sadors seriously, and *ith resptct; and. after having
cautioned rather than desired him nol to change sides

too rashly, they withdrew.

At length his cruelty, and the other vices to which
he blindly abandoned "himself, drew upon him an un-

fortunate'end. Those who had formed the conspi-
racy mentioned before, pursued their scheme; and

hav'ing found a favourable opportunity for the exe-

cution of their enterprise,
killed him in the city of

the Leontines, on a journey he made from Syracuse
into the country.
We here evidently see the difference between

king and a tyrant; and that it is not in guards or

arms that the security of a prince consists, but in the

affection of his subjects. Hiero, from being convinc-

ed, that those who have the laws in their hands for

the government of the people, ought always to go-
vern themselves by the law*, behaved in such a man-

ner, that it might be said the law, and not Hiero,

reigned. He believed himself rich and powerful for

no other end than to do good and to render others

happy. He had no occasion to take precautions for

the security of his life: he had always the surest

guard abou't him, the love of his people: and Syra-
cuse was afraid of nothing so much as of losing him.

Hence he was lamented at his death as the common
father of his country. Not only their mouths but

hearts were long after filled with his name, and in-

cessantly blessed his memory. Hieronymus, on the

contrary, who had no other rule of conduct than vio-

lence, who regarded all other men as born solely for

himself, and valued himself upon governing them
not as subjects but slaves, led the most wretched life

in the world, if to pass his days in continual appre-
hension and terror, can be called living. As he trust-

ed nobody, nobody placed any confidence in him.

Those who were nearest his person were the most

exposed to his suspicions and cruelty, and thought

they had no other security for their own lives, than

bv putting an end to his. Thus ended a
reij*n_

of

short duration, but abounding with disorders, injus-

tice, and oppression.

Appius,* who foresaw the consequence of his death,

gave the senate advice of all that had passed, and

took the necessary precautions to preserve that part
of Sicilv which belonged to the Romans. They, on

their side, perceiving the war in Sicily was likely to

become important, sent Marcellus

thither, who had been appointed con- A. M. 3790.

sul with Fabius, in the beginning of Ant J. C.214.

the fifth year of the second Punic

war, and had distinguished himself gloriously by his

successes against Hannibal.

When Hieronymus was killed, the soldiers, less out

of affection for him, than a certain natural
respect

for

their kings, had thoughts at first of avenging his death

upon the conspirators. But the grateful name of li-

bertv by which they were flattered, and the hope that

was "given them of "the division of the tyrant's trea-

sures amongst them, and of additional pay, with the

recital of his horrid crimes and shameful excesses, all

together appeased their first heat, and changed their

disposition in such a manner, that they left, without

interment, the body of that prince for whom thej
had just before expressed so warm a regret.
As soon as the death of Hieronymus was known at

Syracuse, Andranodorus seized the Isle, which was

part of the city, with the citadel, and such other pla
ces as were most proper for his defence in it, putting

good garrisons into them. Theodotus and Sosis,

heads of the conspiracy, having left their accomplices
with the army, to keep the soldiers quiet, arrived

soon after at the city. They made themselves mas-

ters of the quarter Achradina, where, by showing the

tyrant's bloody robe, with his diadem, to the people,
a'nd exhorting them to take arms for the defence of

their liberty, they soon saw themselves at the head
of a numerous body.
The whole city was in confusion. The next day

at sun-rUe, all the people, armed and unarmed, ran

Liv. 1. xxiv. n. Jl 35.
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g
h

to the quarter Achradina, where the senate was hold-

en, which had neither assembled nor been consulted

upon any affair since Hiero's death. Polyaenus, one
of the senators, spoke to the people with great free-

dom and moderation. He represented," that having
experienced the indignities and miseries of slavery,
they were more sensibly aflected with them; but

that as to the evils occasioned by civil discord, they
nad rather heard them spoken of by their fathers,

than been acquainted with them themselves: that he
commended their readiness in taking arms, and should

praise them still more, if they did not proceed to use

them, till the last extremity: that at present it was
his advice to send deputies to Andranodorus, and to

let him know he must submit to the senate, open the

ates of the Isle, and withdraw his garrisons: that if

e persisted in his usurpation, it would be necessary
to treat him with more rigour than Hieronymus had

experienced."
This deputation at first made some impression up-

on him; whether it were, that he still retained a re-

spect for the senate, and was moved with the unani-
mous concurrence of the citizens; or whether the

best fortified part of the Isle having been taken from
him by treachery and surrendered to the Syracusans,
that loss gave him just apprehensions. But his wife

Demarata.l Hiero's daughter, a haughty and ambi-
tious princess, having taken him aside, put him in

mind of the. famous sa>ing of Dionysius the Tyrant,
"that it was never proper to quit the saddle"

(i.
e.

the tyranny,)
"

till pulled off the horse by the heels;
that a great fortune might be renounced in a moment,
but that it would cost abundance of time and pains
to attain it; that it was therefore necessary to endea-
vour to gain time; and whilst he amused the senate

by ambiguous answers, to treat privately with the

soldiers at I.eonti urn, whom it would be easy to bring
over to his interest by the attraction of the king's
treasures in his possession."
Andranodorus did not entirely reject this counsel,

nor think proper to follow it without reserve. He
chose a mean between both. He promised to submit
to the senate in expectation of a more favourable op-
portunity; and the next day having thrown open the

gates of the Isle, repaired to the
quarter Achradina;

and there, after having excused his delay and resist-

ance, from the fear he had entertained of being in-

volved in the tyrant's punishment, as his uncle, he de-

clared that he was come to put his person and inter-

est into the hands of the senate. Then turning to-

wards the tyrant's murderers, and addressing himself
to Theodotus and Sosis,

"
you have done," said he,

~ a memorable action. But, believe me, your glory
is only begun, and has not yet attained its highest

pitch. If you do not take care to establish peace
and union among the citizens, the stale is in great
danger of expiring, and of being destroyed at the

very moment she begins to taste the blessings of lib-

erty." After this discourse, he laid the keys of the
Isle and of the king's treasures at their feet. The
whole city was highly rejoiced on this occasion, and
the temples were thronged during the rest of the day
with infinite numbers of people, who went thither to

return thanks to the gods for so happy a change of
affairs.

The next day the senate being assembled according
to the ancient custom, magistrates were appointed,
anioiig-t whom Andranodorus was elected one of the

first, with Theodotus and Sosis, and some others of
the conspirators who were absent.
On the other side, Hippocrates and Epicydes,

whom Hieronymus had sent at the head of two thou-
sand men, to endeavour to excite troubles in the cities

which continued to adhere to the Romans, seeing
themselves, upon the news of the tyrant's death, aban-
doned by the soldiers under their command, returned
to Syracuse, where they demanded to be escorted in

lately to Hannibal, having no longer any business in

i Sed pvocatum eum ab lesatis Demarata uxor, fills Hie-
ronis, inflata adhuc rPiriis animis ac muliPtiri spirilu, admo-
net rape usurpaue Dionysii tyranni vocis: qun*. pedibus
tmctmn, nun insideniem equo, relinquere lyraniutlen, dii-
rei debera. Liv.

Sicily, after the del th of him to whom tney haJ bee
sent by thai general. The Syracusans were not sor-

ry to part with those two strangers, who were of a

turbulent, factious disposition, and well experienced
in military affairs. There is in most afiVir- a i, ci-ive

moment, which never returns after having been once
let slip. The negligence in assigning the time for

their departure, gave them an opportunity ol inslMH

ating themselves into the favour of the sol ii is who
esteemed them upon account of their abilities and
of setting them against the senate, and the btuer in-

clined part of the citizens.

Andranodorus, whose wife's ambition would never
let him rest, and who till then, had covered his de-

sign- with smooth dissimulation, believing it a pro-

per time tor disclosin-i them, conspired wilh Themis-
tus.Gfclon's son-in-law, to seize the sovereignty. He
communicated his views to a commedian named Ar-

iston, from whom he kept nothing secret. That pro-
fession was not at all dishonourable among the Ciiet ks,

and was exercised by persons of no ignoble condition.

ArL-ton believing it his duty, as it realU uas, to sa-

crifice his friend to his country, discovered the con-

spiracy. Andranodorus and Themistus were imme-

diately killed, by order of the other magistrates, as

they entered the senate. The people rose, and threat-

ened to revenge theirdeaths; but were deterred from
it by the sight of the dead bodies of the two conspi-
rators, which were thrown out of the senate-house.

They were then informed of their pernicious dengns;
lo which all the misfortunes of Sicily were ascribed,
rather than to the wickedness of Hieronyn < 'ho

being only a youth, had acted entirely by their _oun-
sels. They insinuated that his guuidians and tutors

had reigned i;i his name; that they ought to have
been cut otf before Hieronymus, or at least with him
that impunity had carried them on to commit new
crimes, and induced them to aspire to the tyranny:
that not being able to succeed in their design by force

they had employed dissimulation and perfidy: that

neither favours and honours had been capable of

overcoming the wicked disposition of Andranodorus'
nor the electing him one ot the supreme magistrate*

among-t the deliverers of their country, him, who
was the declared enemy of liberty : that as to the rfst,

they had been inspired with their ambition of rcign-

ing by the princesses of the blood-royal whom they
had married, the one Hiero's, the other Gelon'j,

daughter.
At those words, the whole assembly cried out, that

not one of them ought to be suffered to live, and that

it was necessary to extirpate entirely the race of the

tyrants, without suffering any vestige to remain.

Such is the nature of the multitude.* It either ab-

jectly
abandons itself to slavery, or dominters with

insolence. But with regard to liberty, which holdi
the mean betwixt those extremes, it neither knows
how to be without it, or to use it; and finds but too

many flatterers al wax s ready to enter into its pa^ions,
inflame its rage, and hurry it on to excessive violences,
and the most inhuman crut hies, to which it is but too
much inclined ol itself; as was the case at this time

At the request of the magistrates, which was almos*

sooner accepted than proposed, they decreed that the

royal family should be entirely destroyed.
Demarata, the daughter of Hiero, and Harmonia

(It Ion's daughter, the first married to Andranodorus,
and the other to Themistus, were killed first, from
thence they went to the house of Heraclea, wife of

Zoippus; who having been sent on an unbassy to Pto-

lemy, king of Egypt, remained there in voluntary ban-

ishment, to avoid being witness of the miseries of his

country. Having been appriied that they were com-

ing to her, that unfortunate princess had taken refuge
with her two daughters in the most retired part of

her house, near her household gods. There, when
the assassins arrived, with her hair loose and dishevel

Hc nature multitudinis eta.: aul sprvit humiliter, aot

superb* dominatur: libertatem, que media est, nee sper
nere mod ice, nee habere scuint. Et nun fenny uVsunt
irarum imiiilzentPS minisiri, qui aud.s alque imrmp
rallies plebeiuium animoa ad sanguiuem el cedes irritPol

Lit
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.ed. her face lathed in tear?, and in a condition most

proper to excite companion, she conjured them, in a

faltt rinij voice, interrupted with siglis, in thr name of

Hiero her father and Gelon her brother, " Giotto in-

volve an innocent princess in the guilt ami misfor-

tunes of Hieronymus. She represented to them, that

her hu-band's banishment had been td her the sole

fruit ot tlial ris;n: thitt not having had any share in

the fortunes and criminal designs of her si?ter De-
piarata. -lie ought to have none in her punishment.

-. what was there to fear, either from her,

In the forlorn condition and almost widowhood to

which she was reduced, or from her daughter-, un-

happy orphan*, without credit or support 7 That if

the royal family were become so i> i >u- l>' Syracu-e,
that it could not bear the sight of them, they might
be banished to Alexandria, the wife to her husband,
the daughters to their father." When she saw them
inflexible to her remonstrances, forgetting what con-

cerned herself, she implored them at least to save the

lives of the princesses her daughters, both. of an age
which inspires the most inveterate and furi.ius of en-

emies with compassion; but her discourse made no

impression upon the minds of those barbarians. Hav-

ing torn her in a manner from the arms of her house-

hold gods, they stabbed her in the sight of her two

daughters, and soon after murdered them also, already
stained and covered with the blood ot their mother.
What was still more deplorable in their destiny was,
that immediately after their death, an order from the

people came for sparing their lives.

From compassion, the people in a moment proceed-
ed to rage and fury against those who had been so

hasty in the execution, and had not left them time

for reflection or repentance. They demanded that

magistrates should be nominated in the room of An-
dranodorus and Themistus. They were a long time
in suspense upon this choice. At length, somebody
in the crowd of the people happening to name Epi-
cvdes, another immediately mentioned Hippocrates.
Those two persons were demanded with so much
ardour by the multitude, which consisted of citizens

and soldiers, that the senate could not prevent their

being created.

The new magistrates did not immediately discover
the design they had, of reinstating Syracuse in the

inttre-ts of Hannibal. But they had seen with pain
the measures which had been taken before they were
in office. For, immediately after the re-establishment

of liberty, ambassadors had been sent to Appius, to

propose renewing the alliance which had been broken

by Hit rony inns. He had reftrred them to Marcellus,
who was lately arrived in Sicily, with an authority

uperior to his own. Marcellus, in his turn, sent dep-
uties to the magistrates of Syracuse, to treat of peace.

Upon arriving there, they found the state of afl'airs

much altered. Hippocrates and Epicydes. at first by
secret practices, and afterwards by open complaints,
had inspired every bodj with great aversion for the

Romans: giving out, that designs were formed for

putting Syracuse into their hands. The behaviour of

Appius, who had approached the entrance of the port
with his fleet, to encourage the party in the Roman
interest, strengthened those suspicions and accusa-

tions so much, that the people ran tuiiiulluously to

prevent
the Romans from landing, in case they should

ave that design.
In this trouble and confusion it was thought proper

to summon tbe assembly of the people. In this meet-

ing the opinions differed very much; and the heat of
the debate giving reason to fearsome sedition, Apol-
lonides, one of the principal senators, made a dis-

course very suitable to the present situation of affairs.

He intimated " that never city was nearer its destruc-

tion or preservation than Syracuse actually was at that

time; that if they all with unanimous consent should

join either the Romans or Carthaginians, their con-

dition would be happy: that if they were divided, the

war would neither be more warm nor more danger-
ous between the Romans and Carthaginians, than be-

tween the Syracusans themselves against each other.

as both parties must necessarily have, within the cir-

cumference of their own walls, their own troops, ar-

mes, anJ generals: that it was therefore absolutely

requisite to make agreement and union amongst
tin mselves thtir sole care and application; and that

to know which of the alliances was to be preferred
was not now the most important question: neverthe-

less. \\ith respect to the choice of allies, tde authority
of Hiero, in his oipnion, ought to prevail over that

of Hieronyinns; and that the amitv of the Romans
happily experienced for fifty years together, stemec"

preferable to that of the Carthaginians, upon which

they could not much rely for the present, nnd with
which they had had little" reason to be satisfied for-

merly." "He added a last motive of no mean force,
which was, " that in declaring against the Romans,
they would have a war immediately upon their hands,
which the Carthaginians were not able to carry o

against them immediately."
The less

passionate this discourse appeared, the
more effect it had. It induced them to desire the

opinion of the several bodies of the state; and the

principal officers of the troops, as well natives as for-

> ijcuers, were requested to confer together. The af-

fair was long discussed with great warmth. At length,
as it appeared that there was no present in. ans for

supporting the war again*! the Romans, a peace with
them was resolved, and ambassadors tent to con-
clude it.

Some days after this resolution had been taken, the

Leontines sent to demand aid of Sy racu.-e, for the de-
fence of their frontiers. This deputation seemed to

come very seasonably for ridding the city of a turbu

lent, unruly multitude, and removing their leaden
who were no less dangerous. Four thousand men
were ordered to march under the command of Hip-
pocrates, of whom they were glad to be rid, and who
was not sorry himself for this opportunity which they
gave him to embroil aflcirs. For he no sooner ar-

rived upon the frontier of the Roman province, than
he plundered it, and cut in pieces a body of troops
sent by Appius to its defence. Marcellus complained
to the Syracusans, of t!iis act of hostility, and demand-
ed that this stranger should be banished from Sicily
with his brother Epicydes; who, having repaired
about the same time to Leontium, had endeavoured
to embroil the inhabitants with the

people
of Syra-

cuse, by exhorting them to resume their liberty as well

as the Syracusans. The city of the Leontines was

dependent on Syracuse, but pretended at this time to

throw of the yoke, and to act independently of the

Syracusans, as an entirely free city. When therefore

the Syracusans sent to complain ot the hostilities com-
mitted against the Romans, and to demand the expul-
sion of the two Carthaginian brothers, who were the

authors of them, tbe Leontines replied, that they had
not empowered the Sy racusans to make peace for them
with the Romans.
The deputies of Syracuse related to Marcellus this

answer from the Leontines, who were no longer at the

disposal of their city, and left him at liberty to de-
clare war against them, without any infraction of the

treaty made with them. He marched immediately to

Leontium, aud made himself master of it at the first

attack. Hippocrates and Epicydes fled. All the

deserters found in the place,
to the number of two

thousand, were put to the sword; but as soon as the

city was taken, all the Leontines and other soldiers

were spared, and even every thing taken from them
was restored, except what was lost in the first tumult
of a city carried by storm.

Eight thousand troops, sent by the magistrates of
Syracuse to the aid of Marcellus, met a man on their

march, who gave them an account of what had passed
Ht the taking of Leontium; exaggerating' with artful

malice the cruelty of the Romans, who, ne falsely af-

firmed, had put all the inhabitants to the sword, at
well as the

troops
sent thither by the Syracusans.

This artful falsehood, which they took no steps to

ascertain, inspired them with compassion for their

companions. They expressed their indignation bjr
thtir murmurs. Hippocrates and Epicydes, who wer
before well known to these troops, appeared at the

very instant of this trouble and tumult, and put them-

^elves under their protection, not having any other re-

source. They were received with joy and acclama-
tions. The report soon reached the rear of the army
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where the commanders Dinomeneg and Sosis were.

When they were informed of the cause of the tumult,

they advanced hastily, blamed the soldiers for having
received Hippocrates and Epicvdes, the enemies ol

their country, and gave orders for their being seized

and bound. The soldiers opposed this with great
menaces; and the two generals sent expresses to Sy-
racuse, to inform the senate of what had passed.

In the mean time, the army continued its march
towards Megara, and upon the way met a courier pre-

pared by Hippocrates, who was charged wilh a letter

which seemed to be written by the magistrates of

Syracuse to Marcellus. They praised him for the

slaughter he had made at Leontium, and exhorted
him to treat all the mercenary soldiers in the same
manner, in order that Syracuse might at length be

"restored toils liberty. The reading of this forged
letter enraged the mercenaries, of whom this body of

troops was almost entirely composed. They were for

falling upon the few Syracusans amongst them, but
were prevented from that violence by Hippocrates
and Epicydes; not from motives of pity or humanity,
but that they might not entirely lose their hopes of re-

entering Syracuse. They sent a man thither, whom
they had gained by bribes, who related the storming
of Leontium, conformably to the first account. Those

reports were favourably received bv the multitude,
who cried out, that the gates should be shut against
the Romans. Hippocrates and Epicydes arrived about
the same time before the city, which they entered,

partly by force, and partly by the intelligence which

they had within it. They killed the magistrates, and
took possession of the city. The next day the slaves

were made free, the prisoners set at liberty, and Hip-

pocrates and Epicydes elected into the highest offices,

in a tumultuous assembly. Syracuse, in this manner,
after a short glimpse of liberty, sunk again into its

former slavery.

SECTION II. THE CONSUL MARCELLUS BESIEGES
SYRACUSE. THE CONSIDERABLE LOSSES OF MEN
AND SHIPS OCCASIONED BY THE DREADFUL MA-
CHINES OF ARCHIMEDES, OBLIGE MARCELLUS TO
CHANGE THE SIEGE INTO A BLOCKADE. HE TAKES
THE CITY AT LENGTH BY MEANS OF HIS INTELLI-
GENCE WITHIN IT. DEATH OF ARCHIMEDES, KIL-
LED BY A SOLDIER WHO DID NOT KNOW HIM.

AFFAIRS being in this state, 1 Marr
A. M. 3790. cellus thought proper to quit the

Ant. J. C. 214. country of the Leontines, and ad-

vance towards Syracuse. When he
was near it, he sent deputies to let the inhabitants

know, that he came to restore liberty to the Syracu-
sans, and not with intent to make war upon them.

They were not permitted tocntei the city. Hippoc-
rates and Epicydes went out to meet them; and

having heard their proposals, replied haughtily, that

if the Romans intended to besiege their city, they
should soon be made sensible of the difference between

attacking Syracuse and attacking Leontium. Mar-
cellus, therefore, determined to besiege the place by
sea and land ;2 by land, on the side of the Hexapylum ;

and by sea, on that of the Achradina, the walls of
which were washed by the waves.
He gave Appius the command of the land forces,

and reserved that of the fleet to himself. It consisted

of sixty galleys of five benches of oars, which were
full of soldiers armed with bows, slings, and darts, to

scour the walls. There were a great number of other

vessels, laden with all sorts of machines used in at-

tacking places.
The Romans carrying on their attacks at two dif-

ferent places, Syracuse was in great consternation,
and apprehensive that nothing could oppose so terri-

ble a power, and such mighty efforts. And it had in-

deed been impossible to have resisted them, without
the assistance of one single man, whose wonderful in-

dustry was
every thing to the Syracusans: this was

Archimedes. He had taken care to supply the walls
with all things necessary to a good defence. As soon

Liv. 1. xxiv. n. 33, 34. Plut. in Marcel, p. 305 30>.

Poljrt. 1. vni.
p. 515518.

1 he description of Syracuse may be seen in vol. I.

as his machines began to play on the land side, they
discharged upon the infantry all sorts of darts, and
stones of enormous weight, which flew with so much
noise, force, and rapidity, that nothing could with-
stand their shock. They beat down and dashed to

pieces all before them, and occasioned a terrible dis
order in the ranks of the besiegers.

Marcellus succeeded no better on the side of th

sea. Archimedes had disposed his machines in such
a manner, as to throw darts to any distance. Though
the enemy lay far from the city, he reached them with
his larger and more forcible balistie and catapullae.
When they overshot their mark, he had sinallt r, pro-

portioned to the distance; which put the Romans into

such confusion, as made them incapable of attempting
any thing.

This was not the greatest danger. Archimedes
had placed lofty and strong machines behind the

walls, which suddenly letting fall vast beams, with an
immense weight at the end of them, upon the ships,
sunk them to the bottom. Besides this, he caused an
iron grapple to be let out by a chain; and having
caught hold of flie head of a ship with his hook, by
means of a weight let down within the walls, it wa
lifted up and set upon its stern, and held so for some
time; then by letting go the chain, either by a wheel
or a

pulley, it was let fall again, with its whole weight,
either on its head or side, and often entirely sunk.
At other limes the machines dragging the ship to-

wards the shore by cordage and hooks, after having
made it whirl about a great while, dashed it to pieces
against the points of the rocks, which projected under
the walls, and thereby destroyed all within it. Gal-

leys, frequently seized and suspended in the air, were
whirled about with rapidity, exhibiting a dreadful

sight to the spectators, alter which they were let

fall into the sea, and sunk to the bottom with their

crews.
Marcellus had prepared , at great expense, machines

called sambucce, from their resemblance to a musical
instrument of that name. He appointed eight galleys
of five benches for that purpose, from which the oars
were removed, from half on the right, and from th

other half on the left side. These were joined to-

gether two and two, on the sides without oars. This
machine consisted of a ladder of the breadth of four

feet, which when erect was of equal height with the
walls. It was laid at length upon the sides of the
two galleys joined together, and extended consider-

ably beyond their beaks; and upon the masts of these

vessels were affixed cords and pulleys. When it was
to work, the cords were made fast to the extremity
of the machine, and men upon the stern drew it up
by the help of the pulleys, others at the head assisted

in raising it with levers. The galleys afterwards be

ing brought forward to the foot of the walls, the ma-
chines were applied to them. The bridge of the
sambucse was then let down (no doubt after the man-
ner of a draw-bridge,) upon which the besiegers pass-
ed to the walls of the place besieged.
This machine had not the expected effect. Whilst

it was at a considerable distance from the walls, Ar-
chimedes discharged a vast stone upon it thut weigh-
ed ten quintals,^ then a second, and immediately after

a third; all of which striking against it with dreadful
force and noise, beat down and broke its supports,
and gave the galleys upon which it stood such a shock,
that they parted from each other.

Marcellus, almost discouraged, and at a loss what
to do, retired as fast as possible with his galleys, and
sent orders to his land forces to do the same. He
called also a council of war, in which it was resolved

the next day, before sunrise, to endeavour to approach
the walls. They were in hopes, by this means, to

shelter themselves from the machines, which, for want
of distance proportioned to their force, would be ren-

dered ineffectual.

But Archimedes had provided against all contin-

gencies. He had prepared machines long before, ai

we have already observed, that carried to all distan-

The quintal, which the Greeks called Ti\*vrev, was of

several kinds. The least welshed a hundred and twenty
five pounds; the largest more man twelve hundred.
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ees a proportionate quantity of darts and ends of

beams, which, being very snort, required less time

for preparing them, and in consequence were fre-

quently discharged. He had besides made small

chasms or loop-holes in the walls at little distances,
where he had placed scorpions.l which, not carrying
far, wounded those who approached, without being
perceived but bv their effect.

When the Humans hud gained the foot of the walls,

nil thought themselves very well covered, they found
themselves exposed either to an infinity of darts, or
overwhelmed with stones, which fell directly upon
their heads, there being no part of the wall which did

not continually pour that mortal hail upon them.
This obliged them to retire. But they were no soon-

er removed to some distance, than a new discharge
of darts overtook them in their retreat; so that they
lost great numbers of men, and almost all their gal-

ley? were disabled or beaten to pieces, without being
ble to revenge their loss in the least upon their ene-

mies. For Archimedes had placed most of his ma-
chines in security behind the walls; so that the Ro-
mans, says Plutarch, repulsed by an infinity ofwounds
without seeing the place or hand from which they
came, seemed to fight in reality against the gods.

Marcellus, though at a loss what to do, and not

knowing how to oppose the machines of Archime-
des, could not, however, forbear jesting upon them.
"Shall we persist," said he to the workmen and en-

gineer?,
" in making war with this Briareus of a ge-

ometrician, who treats my galleys and sambucas so

rudely'.' He infinitely exceeds the fabled giants,
with their hundred hands, in his perpetual and sur-

prising discharges upon us." Marcellus had reason
for complaining of Archimedes alone. For the Sy-
racusans were really no more than members of the

engines and machines of that great geometrician', who
was himself the soul of all their powers and opera-
tions. All other arms were unemployed; for the

city at that time made use of none, either defensive
or offensive, but those of Archimedes.

Marcellus at length perceiving the Romans so

much intimidated, that if they saw upon the walls

only a small cord, or the least piece of wood, they
would immediately fly, crying out, that Archimedes
was going to discharge some dreadful machine upon
them, renounced his hopes of being able to make a
breach in the place, gave over his attacks, and turn-
ed the siege into a blockade. The Romans conceiv-
ed that they had no other resource than to reduce the

great number of people in the city by famine, in cut-

ting off all provisions that might be brought to them
either by sea or land. During the eight months in

which they besieged the city, there were no kind of

stratagems which they did not invent, nor any actions
of valour left untried, except indeed the assault, which

*hey never dared to attempt more. So much force,

upon some occasions, have a single man and a single
cience, when rightly applied. Deprive Svracuse of

only one old man, the great strength of the Roman
arms must inevitably take the city; his sole presence
checks and disconcerts all their designs.We here see, which I cannot repeat too often, how
much interest

princes
have in protecting arts, favour-

ing the learned, encouraging academies of science by
honourable distinctions and actual rewards, whjch
never ruin or impoverish a state. I say nothing in

this place of the birth ancj nobility of Archimedes;
he was not indebted to them for the happiness of his

genius and profound knowledge; I consider him on-

ly as a learned man, and an excellent geometrician.
What a loss would Syracuse have sustained, if, to
have saved a small expense and pension, such a man
had been abandoned to inaction and obscuritv! Hi-
ero was careful not to act in this manner. He knew
all the value of our geometrician ; and it is no vulgar
merit in a prince to understand that of other men.
He paid it due honour; he made it useful; and did
ot stay till occasion or necessity obliged him to do

to: it would then have been too late. By a wise fore-

The scorpioni were machines in the nature of cross-

bows, with which the ancients used to discharge dans and
lUmes.

sight,
the true character of a gi eat p -ince and a great

minister, in the very arms of peace
8 he provided all

that was necessary for supporting a siege, and making
war with success; though at that time there was no

appearance of any thing to be apprehended from the

Romans, with whom Syracuse was allied in the strict-

est friendship. Hence were seen to rise in an instant,
as out of the earth, an incredible number of machines,
of every kind and sue, the very sight of which was
sufficient to strike armies with terror and confusion.

There are amongst these machines, of some of
which we can scarce conceive the effects, and the re-

ality of which we might be tempted to call in ques-
tion, if it were allowable to doubt the evidence of

writers, such for instance as Polybius,an almost con-

temporary author, who treated on facts entirely re-

cent, and such as were known to all the world. Buf
how can we refuse to give credit to the uniform con-
sent of Greek and Roman historians, whether friends

orenemies, in regard to circumstances of which whole
armies were witnesses, and experienced the effects,

and which had so great an influence in the events of
the war? What passed in the siege of Syracuse
shows how far the ancients had carried their genius
and art in besieging and supporting sieges. Our ar-

tillery, which so
perfectly

imitates thunder, has not
more effect than the engines of Archimedes, if indeed

they have so much.
A burning-glass is spoken of, by means of which

Archimedes is said to have burnt part of the Roman
fleet. That must have been an extraordinary inven-

tion; but as no ancient author mentions it, it is no
doubt a modern tradition without any foundation.

Burning glasses were known to antiquity, but not of
that kind, which indeed seem impracticable.

Afler Marcellus had resolved to

confine himself to the blockade of A. M. 3791.
Svracuse ,3 he left

Appius before the Ant. J. C. 213.

place with two-thirds of the army,
advanced with the other into the island, and brought
over some cities to the Roman interest.

At the same time Himilcon, general of the Cartha-

ginians, arrived in Sicily with a great army, in hope:
of re-conquering it, and expelling the Romans.

Hippocrates left Syracuse with 10,000 foot and 500
horse to join him, and carry on the war in concert

against ftfarcellus. Epicycles remained in the city, to
command there during the blockade.
The fleets of the two states appeared at the same

time on the coast of Sicily; but that of the Cartha-

ginians, seeing itself weaker than the other, was
afraid to venture a battle, and soon sailed back for

Carthage.
Marcellus had continued eight months before Sy-

racuse with Appius, according to Polybius, when the

year of his consulship expired. Livy places the ex-

pedition of Marcellus in Sicily, and his victory over

Hippocrates, in this year, which must have been the
second year of the siege. And indeed Livy has giv-
en us no account of this second year, because he had
ascribed to the first what had passed in the second.
For it is highly improbable, that nothing memorable

happened in it.

This is the
conjecture

of Mr. Crevier, professor
of

rhetoric in the
college

of Beauvais, who has publish-
ed a new edition ot Livy, with remarks, and with
which I am convinced the public will be well-pleased.
The first volume of the said work contains a long
preface, which is well worth reading.

Marcellu*, therefore, employed a great part of the
second year of the siege, in several expeditions i

Sicily. On his return from Agrigentum, upon which
he had made an ineffectual attempt, he came up with
the army of Hippocrates, which he defeated, and kill-

ed above 8000 men. This advantage kept those in
their duty, who had entertained thoughts of going
over to tfie Carthaginians. After the gaining of this

victory, he returned against Syracuse; and having
sent off Appius for Rome, who went thither to demand
the consulship, he put Q. Crispinus into his place.

* In pact, tit sapiens, aptarit itlonea bello. Hurat.
And wise in j*ace prepared U/e arms of war.
Liv. 1. xiiv. n. 35, 36.

2A
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In the beginning of the third cam-
A. M. 3792. paign.i Marrellus, almost absolutely

Ant. J; C. 212. despairing of being able to take Sy-
racuse, either by force, because Ar-

chimedes continually opposed him with invincible ob-

stacles, or oy famine, as the Carthaginian fleet, which
wa* returned more numerous than before, easily
threw in convoys, deliberated whether he should con-

tinue before Syracuse to push the siege, or turn his

endeavour* against Agrigentum. But, before he came
to a final determination, he thought it proper to try
whether be could not make himself master of Syra-
cuse by some secret intelligence. There were many
Syracusans in his camp, who had taken refuge there

in the beginning of the troubles. A slave of one of

ihese secretly carried on an intrigue, in which four*

core of the principal persons of the city engaged,
who came in companies to consult with him in his

camp, concealed in barks under the nets of fishermen.

The conspiracy was on the point of taking effect,

when a person named Altai us, through resentment
for not having been admitted into it, discovered the

whole to Epicydes, who put all the conspirators to

death.

This enterprise having thus miscarried, Marcellus
found himself in new difficulties. Nothing employ-
ed his thoughts but the grief and shame of raising a

siege, after having consumed so much time, and sus-

tained the loss of so many men and ships in it. AD
accident supplied him with a resource, and gave new
life to his hopes. Some Roman vessels had taken

one Damippus, whom Epicydes had sent to negotiate
with Philip, king of Macedon. The Syracusans ex-

pressed a great desire to ransom this man, and Mar-
cellus was not averse to it. A place near the port

Trogilus was agreed on for the conference concern-

ing the ransom of the prisoner. As the deputies went
thither several times, it came into a Roman soldier's

thought to consider the wall with attention. After

having counted the stones, and examined with his

eye the measure of each of them, upon a calculation

of the height of the wall he found it to be much low-

er than it was believed, and concluded that with lad-

ders of a moderate size it might be easily scaled.

Without loss of time he related the whole to Marcel-

lus. The general is not always the only wise man in

an army ; a private soldier may sometimes furnish him
with important hints. Marct'llusdid not neglect this

advice, and assured himself of its reality with his own

eyes. Having caused ladders to be prepared, he took

the opportunity of a festival, that the Syracusans
celebrated for three days in honour of Diana, during
which the inhabitants gave themselves up entirely to

rejoicing and good cheer. At the time of night when
beconcei'-ed that the Syracusans, after their debauch,
would bein to grow drowsy and fall asleep,

he made
a thousand chosen troops, in profound silence, ad-

vance with their ladders to the wall. When the first

had got t<> the top without noise or tumult, others fol-

lowed, encouraged by the boldness and success of

their It a lers. These thousand soldiers, taking ad van-

tage of the enemy's stillness, who were either drunk
or a-leep, soon scaled the wall. Having thrown
down the gate of the Heiapylum, they took possts-
iion of the quarter of the city called Epipohp.

It was then no longer time to deceive, but terrify
the enemy. The Svracusans, awakened by the noise,

began to rouse, and to prepare for action. Marcellus
made all his trumpets sound together, which so fright-
ened and alarmed them, that all the inhabitants fled,

believing every quarter of the citv in the possession
of the i nemy. The strongest and b< si part, however,
railed Achradina. was not yet taken, because sepa-
rated bv it* walls from the rest of the city.

Marcellus at day-break entered the new citv 2 bv
the quarter called Tyche. Epicydes having hastily
drawn up some troops, which he had in the Isle, which
was adjoining to Achradina, marched against Mar-
cellus: but finding him stronger and better attended

I.iv. 1. xxv. n. 23, 31. Plut. in Marcel. 306. 309.
The new city or Neapolis, was Kpi|x>ltf, winch in the

Utter times l.ad oeen Uken inui the city and surrounded
With walls.

than he expected, after a slight skirmish he *hiitniiu-
self up in Achradina.

All the
captains and officers with Marcellus con-

gratulated him
upon this extraordinary success. Al

to himself, when he had considered from an eminence
the loftiness, beauty, and extent of that city, lie is said
to have shed tears, and to have deplored "the unliap
py condition it was upon the point of experiencing
He called to mind the two powerful Athenian tleeti

which had formerly been sunk before this city, and
the two numerous armies cut in pieces, with the il-

lustrious generals who commanded them: the many
wars sustained with so much valour against the Car*

thaginians: the many famous tyrants and poten
kings, Hiero particularly, whose memory was still

recent, who had signalized himself by so many loval

virtues, and still more, by the important services he
had rendered the Roman people, whose interests had

always been as dear to him as his own. Moved bj
that reflection, he believed it incumbent upon him,
before he attacked Achradina, to send to the berieged
to exhort them to surrender voluntarily, and prevent
the ruin of their city. His remonstrances and ex-
hortations hud no effect.

To prevent being harassed in his rear, he then at-

tacked a fort called Euryelus, which lay at the bot-

tom of the new town, and commanded the whole

country on the land side. After having carried it,

and placed tin-rein a strong garrison, he turned all

his efforts agp.inst Achradina.

During these transactions, Hippocrates and Himil-
con arrived. The first, with the Sicilians, having
placed od fortified his camp near the great harbour,
and given the signal to those who were in po.-st .--ion

of Achre.-iir.u, attacked the old camp of the Romans,
in which Crispinus commanded: Epicydes, at the

game time, made a sally upon the posts of Marcellus.
Neither of these enterprises was successful. Hip-
pocrates was vigorously repulsed by Crispinus, who
pursued him as far as his intrenchments, and Marcel-
lus obliged Epicydes to shut himself up in Achradina.
As it was then autumn, there happened a plague,

which killed great numbers in the city, and still more
in the Roman and Carthaginian camps. The distem-

per was not excessive at fir?t, and proceeded onlj
from the heat of the season, and the nnwholesomeness
of the soil: but afterwards the communication with
the infected, and even the care taken of then', dis-

persed the contagion; from whence it happened, that

some, neglected and absolutely abandoned, died of
the violence of the malady, anil others received help
which became fatal to those who brought it. Death,
and the sight of such as were buried, continually pre-
sented a mournful

object
to the eyes of the living.

Nothing was heard night and day but groans and la-

mentations. At length the being accustomed to the

evil had hardened their hearts to such a
decree,

and
so far extinguished all sense of compassion in them,
that they not only ceased to grieve for the dead, but
left them without interment. Nothing was to be seen

every where but dead bodies, exposed to the view of
those who expected the same fate. The Carthagin-
ians suffered much more from it than the others. A
they had no place to retire to, they alniostall perish-
ed, with their generals Hippocrates and Himilcoo.

Marcellus, from the first breaking out of the disease,

had brought his soldiers into the city, where the roof*

and shade were of great nelief to them; but, notwith-

standing, he lost no inconsiderable number of ni'.-n.

Bomilcar, in the mtan time, who commanded the

Carthaginian fleet, and had made a second voyage to

Carthage to bring a new supply, returned with a

hundred and thirty ships, and seven hundred trans-

ports. He was prevented by contrary winds from

doubling the cape ofPbChjrnus. Epicydrs who wat
afraid that if those winds continued, this fleet might
be discouraged a:id return to Africa, left Achradina
to the care of the generals of the mercenary troops,
an,i wi nt to Bomilcar, whom he persuaded to try the

event of a naval battle, as soon as the weather would

permit. Mnrcellus, seeing that the troops of the Si-

cilians increased every ila\, and that if he stayed, and
MI tit red himself to be shut up in Syracuse, he should
be very much pressed at the same time both oy tea
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nd land, resolved, though not so ';rong in ships, to

oppose the passage of the Carthaginian fleet. As
soon as the high winds abated, Bomilcar stood out

to sea, in order to double the cape; but when he saw
the Roman ships advance towards him in good order,
on a sudden, for what reason is not said, nc took to

flight, sent orders to the transports to regain Africa,
and retired to Tarentuni. Epicvdes, who had been

disappointed in such great hopes, and was apprchen-
live of returning into a city already halt' taken, made
tail for Agrigentum, rather with the design of await-

ing the event of the siege in that place, than of mak-

ing any new attempt from thence.
When it WHS known in the camp of the Sicilians,

that Epicydes had quitted Syracuse, and the Cartha-

ginians Sicily, they sent deputies to Marcellus, after

having sounded th'e disposition' of the besieged, to

treat upon the conditions on which Syracuse should

surrender. It was agreed with unanimity enough on
both sides, that what had appertained to the kings,
should appertain to the Roman-; that the Sicilians

thould retain all the rest, with their laws and liberty.
After these preliminaries thev demanded a conference
with those to whom Epicvdes had intrusted the go-
vernment in his absence. "They told them, they had
oeen sent by the arniv to Marcellus, and the inhab-

itants of Syracuse, in order that all the Sicilians, as

well within as without the citv, might have the same
fate, and that no separate convention might be made.

Having been permitted to enter the city, and to con-

fer with their friends and relations, after having in-

formed them of what they had already agreed with

Marcellus, and giving them assurances, that their

lives would be safe, they persuaded them to begin

by removing the three governors Epicydes had left

in hi? place, which was immediately put in execution.

After which, having assembled the people, they re-

presented, "that for whatever miseries they hitd suf-

fered till then, or should suffer from thenceforth, they

ought not to accuse fortune, as it depended upon
themselves alone to put an end to them: that if the

Romans had undertaken the siege of Syracuse, it was

put of affection, not enmity, to the Syracusans: that

it was not till after they had been apprized of the op-

pressions they suffered" from Hippocrates and Epicy-
des, those ambitious agents of Hannibal, and after-

wards of Hieronymus, that they bad taken arms, and

begun the siege of the citv, not to ruin it, but to de-

stroy its tyrants: that as Hippocrates was dead, Epi-
cydes no longer in Syracuse, his lieutenants slain, and
tne Carthaginians dispossessed of Sicily, both by sea

and land, what reason could the Romans now have
fr-r not inclining as much to preserve Syracuse, as if

Hiero, the sole example of fidelity towards them,
were still alive? That neither the city nor the in-

habitants had any thing to fear but for themselves,
if they let slip the occasion of renewing their amity
with the Romans: that they never had so favourable
an opportunity as the present, when they were just
(Wliveircd from the violent government of their ty-

rants; nn. I that the fir-t use they ought to make of
their libe.ty was to return to their duty."

This discourse-was perfectly well received by every-

body. It was however judged proper to create new
magistrates before the nomination of deputies; the

latter of whom were chosen out of the former. The
deputy who spoke in their name, and who was in-

itructed solely to use his utmost endeavours that Sy-
racuse might not be destroyed, addressed aimst-lf to

Marctllus to this effect: "
it was not the people of

Syracuse who first broke the alliance, and declared
war against you, but Hieronymus, less criminal still

towards Rome than towards lit- country; and after-

wards, when peace was restore.: hy bis death, it was
not any Syracusan that int'iintrt il it, but the tyrant's

instruments, Hippocrates and Epicydes. They wt re

the enemies who have made war against you, after

having made us slaves, either by violence or fraud

nd perfidy; and it cannot be said that we have had

ny times of liberty, that have not also been times ol

peace with you. At present, as soon a we are be-

come masters of ourselves by the death of those who
held Sicily in subjection, we come that very instant

to deliver up to you our arms, our persons, our wall?,

and our city, determined not to refuse any condition!

you shall think fit to impose. For the rest," contin-
ued he, addressing himself still to Marcellus, "your
interest is as much concerned as ours. The godi
have granted you the glory of having taken the finest

and most illustrious city possessed by the Greeks.
All we have ever achieved worthy of being recorded,
either by sea or land, augments and adorns your tri-

umph. Fame is not a sufficiently faithful chronicler
to make known the greatness ancl strength of the city

you have taken ; posterity
can only judge of them by-

its own eyes. It is necessary that we should show to
all travellers, from whatever part of the universe they
come, sometimes the trophies we have obtained from
the Athenians and Carthaginians, and sometimes
those you have acquired from us; and that Syracuse,.
thus placed for ever under the protection of 'Marcel-

lus, may be a lasting and eternal monument of the
valour and clemency of him who took and preserved
it. It is unjust that the remembrance of Hieronvmus
should have more weight with you than that of Hiero.
The latter was much longer your friend than the for-

mer your enemy. Permit me to say, you have expe-
rienced the good effects of the amity of Hiero; out
the senseless enterprises of Hieronymus have fallen

solely upon his own head."
The difficulty was not to obtain what they demand-

ed from Marcellus, but to preserve tranquilliu anc
union amongst those in the city. The deserters, con-
vinced that they should be delivered up to the Ro-
mans, inspired the foreign soldiers with the same fear.

Both the one and the other having therefore taken

arms, whilst the deputies were still in the camp of

Marcellus, they began by cutting the throats of the

magistrates newly elected ; and dispersing themselves
on all sides, they put to the sword all they met, and

plundered whatever fell in their way. That they

might not be without leaders, they appointed six offi-

cers, three to command in Achradina, and three in
the Isle. The tumult being at length appeased, the

foreign troops were informed from all hands, that it

was concluded with the Romans, that their cause
should be entirely distinct from that of the de-eiters.

At the same instant, the deputies who had bten sent
to Marcellus arrived, who fully undeceived them.

Amongst those who commanded in the Isle, there
was a Spaniard named Mericus: means were found to

corrupt him. He gave up the gate near the fountain

Arethusa to soldiers, sent by Marctllus in -the night
to take possession of it. At day-break the next morn-

ing, Marcellus made a false attack on Achradina,
to draw all the forces of the citadel, and the Isle ad-

joining to it, to that side, and to enable some vesst-U

he had prepared to throw troops into the Isle, which
would be unguarded. Every thing succeeded ac-

cording to his plan. The soldiers, whom those ves-

sels had landed in the Isle, finding almost all the posts
abandoned, and the gates, by which the garrison of
the citadel had marched out against Marcellus, still

open, they took possession of them after a slight en-

counter. Marcellus having received advice that he
was master of the Isle, and of part of Achradina, and
that Mericus, with the body under his command, had

joined his troops, ordered a retreat to be sounded,
that the treasures of the kings might not be plunder-
ed. They did not rise so high in their amount as was

imagined.
The deserters having escaped, a passage being ex-

pre.-lv left open for them, the Syracusans opened all

the gates of Achradina to Marcellus, and sent depu
ties to him, with instructions to demand nothing far-

ther from him than the preservation of the lives of
themselves and their children. Marcellus having as-

sembled his council, and some Svracu-ans who were
in his camp, gave his answer to the deputies in their

presence:
" 1 hat Hiero, for fifty years, had not done

the Roman people more good, than those who had
been masters of Syracuse gome years past had intend-

ed to do them harm: but that their ill-will had (alien

upon their own heads, and they had punished them-
selves for their violation of treaties in a more sever*
manner than the Romans could have desired: that
he had besieged Syracuse during three years, not that

the Roman people might reduce it into slavery, bul
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to prevent
the chiefs ot the revolters from continuing

to hold it under
oppression:

that he had undergone
ninny fatigues and dangers in so long a siege; but

that he thought he had made himself ample amends

by the glory of having taken that city, and the satis-

faction of having saved it from the entire ruin it seem-
ed to deserve." After having placed a body of troops
to secure the treasury, and safeguards in the houses
of the Svracusans who had withdrawn into his camp,
he abandoned the city to be plundered. It is report-
ed, that the riches that were pillaged in Syracuse at

this time exceeded all that could have been expected
at the taking of Carthage itself.

An unhappy accident interrupted the joy of Mar-
Cellus, and gave him a

very
sensible affliction. Ar-

chimedes, at a time when all things were in this con-

fusion at Syracuse, shut up in his closet like a man
of another world, who has no regard for what is pass-

ing in this, was intent upon the study of some geo-
metrical figure, and not only his eyes, but the whole
faculties of his soul, were so engaged in this contem-

plation, that he had neither heard the tumult of the

Romans, universally busy in plundering, nor the re-

port of the city's being taken. A soldier on a sudden
comes in upon him, nnd bids him follow him to Mar-
cellns. Archimedes desired him to stay a moment,
till he had solved his problem and finished the de-

monstration of it. The soldier, who neither cared
for his problem nor demonstration, enraged at his de-

lay, drew his sword and killed him. Marcellus was

exceedingly afflicted when he heard the news of his

death. Not being able to restore him to life, of
which he would have been very glad, he applied
himself to honour his memory to the utmost of his

power. He made a diligent search after all his re-

lations, treated them with great distinction, and

granted them peculiar privileges. As for Archimedes,
he caused his funeral to be celebrated in the most
solemn manner, and erected to him a monument

amongst the great persons who had distinguished
themselves most at Syracuse.

ARTICLE III.

SECTION. I. TOMB OF ARCHIMEDES DISCOVERED
BY CICERO.

ARCHIMEDES, by his will, had desired his relations

and friends to put no other epitaph on his tomb, after

his death, than a cylinder circumscribed by a sphere,
that is to say, a globe or spherical figure; and to set

down at the bottom the proportion which those two
solids, the containing and the contained, have to each
other. He might have filled up the bases of the co-

lumns of his tomb with relievoes, whereon the whole

history of the siege of Syracuse might have been

carved, and himself appeared like another Jupiter
thundering upon the Romans. But he set an infinite-

ly higher value upon a discovery, a geometrical de-

monstration, than upon all the go-much-celebrated
machines which he had invented.

Hence he chose rather to do himself honour in the

eves of
posterity, by the discovery he had made of

the relation of a
sphere

to acylinderof the same base
and height; which, is as two to three.

The Syracusans, who had been in former times so

fond of the sciences, did not long retain the esteem
and gratitude they owed a man who had done so

much honour to their city. Less than a hundred and

forty years after, Archimedes was so perfectly forgot-
ten by his citizens, notwithstanding the great services

denied his having been
'icero who informs us of

he had done them, that they denied his having been
buried at Syracuse. It is Ci<

this circumstance.
At the time he was quaestor in Sicilv.i his curiosity

induced him to make a search after the tomb of Ar-

chimedes; a curiosity worthy a man of Cicero's ge-
nius, and which merits the imitation of all who travel.

The Syracusans assured him that this search would be
to no purpose, and that there was no such monument
amongst them. Cicero pitied their ignorance, which

only served to increast his desire of making that dis-

covery. At length, after several fruitless, attempts he

> Cic. Tusc. Quiest. 1. T. n. 64, 66.

perceived withont the gate of that cit^ isr.wf A^rigen
turn, amongst great number of t'-inha i.i tiiat place
a pillar almost entirely covert-d with thorns and brain

bles, through which he Could discern the figure of

sphere and cylinder. Those who have any ta-te foi

antiquities may easily conceive the joy of Cicero upor
this occasion. He cried out " that he" had found wha!
he had looked for."' The place was immediately
ordered to be cleared, and a passage opened to the

column, on which they saw the inscription still legi-
ble, though part of the lines were obliterated by time.

So that, says Cicero,3 in concluding this account, the

greatest city of Greece, and the most flouiishing of
old in the study of the sciences, would not have known
the treasure it possessed, if a man, born in a country
which it considered almost as barbarous, a man of

Arpinum, had not discovered for it the tomb of its

citizen, so highly distinguished by the force and pene-
tration of his mind.
We are obliged to Cicero for having left u? this cu-

rious and elegant account: but we cannot easily par-
don him for the contemptuous manner in which be

speaks at first of Archimedes. It is in the beginning,
where, intending to compare the unhappy life of Dio-

nysius the Tyrant with the felicity of one passed in so-

ber virtue, and abounding with wisdom, he says,
" I

will not compare the lives of a Plato or an Archytas,4

persons of consummate learning and wisdom, with
that of Dionysius, the mo.t horrid, the most misera-

ble, and the most detestable, that can be imagined. I

shall have recourse to a man of his own city, A LIT-

TLE OBSCURE PERSON, who lived many years after

him. I shall produce him from bis dust.s and bring
his: u,K>n the stage with his rule and

compasses
in

his ht>n.'.." I say nothing of the birth of Archimedes,
his greatness was of a different class. But ought the

greatest geomelrican of antiquity, whose sublime dis-

coveries have in all ages been the admiration of the

learned, be treated by Cicero as a little and obscure

person, as if he had been only a common artificer em-

ployed in making machines? unless it be, perhaps,
that the Romans, with whom a taste for geometry and
such speculative sciences never gained much ground
esteemed nothing great but what related to govern-
ment and policy.

Orabunt causes melius, ccelique meatus
Describent radio, el surgemia sidera ilicent :

Tu regere imperio populus, Komane, memento.
Yirg. sEn, Ti

Let others better mould the running mass
Of mewls, and inform the breathing brass,
And soften into flesh a marble face ;

Plead better al the bar, describe the skies,
And when the stars descend and when they rise,

But, Kome, 'tis thine alone with awful sway,
To rule mankind, and make the world obey;
Disposing peace and war lliy own majestic -A ay.

Drydtn.

This is the Abbe Fraguier's reflection in the short

dissertation he has left us upon this passage ot Cicero/

SECTION II. SUMMARY OF THE HISTORY OF SY-

RACUSE.

THE island of Sicily, with the greatest part of Italy

extending between the two seas, composed what was
called Magna Grasria, in opposition to Grei ce, pro-

Cerly

so called, which had peopled all these countries

y its colonies.

Syracuse was the most considera-
ble rity of Sicilv.and one of the most A. M. 3295.

power'ful of all Greece. It was found-
ed by Archias the Corinthian, in the thirJ year of the

seventeenth Olympiad.

ESfi!**, adopting an expression of Archime 1<^.

Ita nobilissima Graeciae civitas, quondam ver5 etivn
doctissiivia, sui civis unius acutissimi monumenlum ignora*.
set, nisi ah humine Arpinaie didirisset.

Nun erco jam cum htijus vita qua tetrius, misprius, de
tpstaliilius excogitare nihil possum, Platonis am Archyt
vjtam comparabo, docturum fi-nniiiimi et plane sapienium.
Ex eadpm url.e humilem honmncimiem n pulvere 61 raUJ*

exritabo, qui multis anni. pnst fuit, Archi-nedem.
He mpans thf> dust used by geometric ans.

.Memoirs of the Academy of Inscriptions, vol ii.
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Tlie first two ages of its hUtory are very obscure,
and therefore I pass over them in silence. It does
not begin to be known till after the reign of Gelon,
nd furnishes in the sequel many great events, for the

cpace of more than two hundred years. During all

that time it exhibitsa perpetual alternative of slavery
under the tyrant*, and liberty under a popular govern-
ment; till Syracuse is at length subjected to the Ro-
wans and make* part of their empire.

I have treated nil these events, except the last, in

the order of time. But as tin v are cut into different

lections, and dispersed into different books, I have

thought proper to unite them here in one point of

view, that their series and connection might be the

more evident, from their being shown together and
in general, and the places pointed out, where they
re treated with due extent.

GELON. The Carthaginians, in

A. M. 3520. concert with Xerxes, having attack-

ed the Greeks who inhabited Sicily,
whilst that prince was employed in making an irrup-
tion into Greece; Gelon, who had made himself mas-

terof Syracuse, obtained a celebrated victory over the

Carthaginians, the very day of the battle of Thermo-

pylae. Amilcar, their general, was killed in this bat-

tle. Historians speak differently of his death, which
Has occasioned my falling into a contradiction. For
on one side, I

suppose,
with Diodorns Siculus.l that

he was killed by the Sicilians in the battle; and on
the other I say, after Herodotus, that to avoid the

shame of surviving his defeat, he threw himself into

the pile, in which ne, had sacrificed many human vic-

tims.

Gelon upon returning from his

A. M. 3525. victory, repaired to the assembly
without arms or guards, to give the

:ople an account of his conduct. He was chosen

ing unanimously. He reigned five or six years,

solely employed in the truly royal care of making his

oeople happy. See vol. i.

HlElloI. Hiero, the eldest ofGe-
A. M. 3532. Ion's brothers, succeeded him. The

beginning of his reign was worthy of

free*, praise. Simonides and Pindar vied with each
Other in celebrating him. The latter part of it did
not answer the former. He reigned eleven years.
See vol. i.

THRASYBULUS. Thrasybulushis
A. M. 3543. brother succeeded him. tie render-

ed himself odious to all his subjects
by hi* vices and cruelty. They expelled him the

throne and city, after a reign of one year. See vol. i.

Times of Liberty.

After his expulsion, Syracuse and
A. M. 3544. all Sicily enjoyed their liberty for the

space of almost sixty years.
An annual festival was instituted to celebrate the

lay upon which their liberty was re-established.

Syracute attacked by tlu Athenian*.

During this interval, the Atheni-
A. M. 3588. ans, animated by the warm exhorta-

tions of Alcibiades, turned their arms

tgainst Syracuse: this was in the sixth year of the

'eloponnesian war. How fatal the event of this war
vas to the Athenians, may be seen in vol. i.

DIOMTSIUS the elder. The reign
A. M. 3598. of this prince is famous for its length

of thirty-eight years; and still more
for the extraordinary events with which it was attend-
d. See vol. i.

DIONYSIUS the yotmg-er. Dionysius,
A.M. 3632. son of the elder Dionysins, succeeded

him. He contracts a particular inti-

jiacy with Plato, and has frequent conversations with
11111 ; who had come to his court at the request of

Dion, the near relation of Dionvsius. He did not long
profit from the wise precepts of that philosopher, and
toon abandoned himself to all the vices and excesses
Which attend tyranny.

In the history of the Carthaginians.
VOL. II. 39

Besieged by Dion, he escapes from ^ ^ 2644
the citadel, and retires into Italy.

Dion's excellent qualities. He is

assassinated in his own house by Cal- A. M. 3646

lippus.
Thirteen months after the death

of Dion, Hipparinus, brotherof Dio- A. M. 3647.

nysius the younger, expels Calhppus,
and establishes himself in Syracuse. During the two

years of his reign, Sicily is agitated by great commo-
tions.

Dionysius the younger, taking ad-

vantage of those troubles, re-ascends A. M. 3654.

the throne ten years alter having
quitted it.

At last, reduced by Timoleon, he > n-
retires to Corinth. See vol. i.

Times of Liberty,

Timoleon restores liberty to Syra-
cuse. He passes the rest of his life A. M. 36.18

there in a glorious retirement, belov-
ed and honoured by all the citizens and strangers.
See vol. i.

This interval of liberty was of no long duration.

AGATHOCLES. Agathocles, in a

short time, makes himself tyrant of A. M. 3685.

Syracuse. See vol. i.

He commits unparalleled cruelties.

He forms one of the boldest designs related in his-

tory ;
carries the war into Africa; makes himself mas-

ter of the strongest places, and ravages the whole

country.
After various events, he perishes miserably. He

reigned about twenty-eight years.

Times of Liberty.

Syracuse revived again for some
time, and tasted with joy the sweets A. M. 3713.
of liberty.

But she suffered much from the Carthaginians, who
disturbed her tranquillity by continual wars.
She called in Pyrrhus to her aid.

The rapid success of his arms at first A. M. 3726.

gave them great hopes, which SOOD
vanished. Pyrrhus by a sudden retreat plunged the

Syracusans into new misfortunes. See vol. i.

HlERO II. They were not happy and in tranquilli-

ty till the reign of Hiero II. which was very long, and
almost always pacific.
HIERONYMUS. He scarce reigned one year. Hit

death was followed with great troubles, and the taking
of Syracuse by Marcellus.

After that period what passed in Sicily to its total

reduction is little remarkable. There were still some
remains of war fomented in it by the partisans of ty-

ranny, and the Carthaginians who supported them,
but those wars were unproductive ofany event of con-

sequence, and Rome was soon absolute mistress of all

Sicily. Half the island had been a Roman province
ever since the treaty which put an end to the first Pu-
nic war. Bv that treaty, Sicily was divided into two

parts; the one continued in the possession of the Ro-
mans; and the other under the government of Hiero;
which last part, after the surrender of Syracuse, fell

also into their hands.

SF.CTION III. REFLECTIONS UPON THE GOVERN-
MENT AND CHARACTER OK THE SVRACUSANS.

By the taking of Syracuse, all Sicily became a pro-
vince of the Roman empire; but it was not treated
as the Spaniards and Carthaginians were afterwards,

upon whom a certain tribute was imposed as the re-

ward of the vie tors, and punishment of the vanquished,
Quasi victorice prctmium, ac pana belli. Sicily, in

submiiting to the Roman people,2 retained oil her an-
cient rights and customs, and obeyed them upon the

same conditions he had obeyed her kings. And she

Siriliar civiiatpg sic in amir iliam recepimus, ut eodm
jure PMent, quo fuissent ; emlem conditions populu K. par
rerent qua suis antea paruisspnt. Cic.

2A2
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rertainly well deserved that privilege and distinction.

bh> v\as tiie first 1 of all tlie foreign nations that had
entered into alliance and amity with the Roman-; the

first conquest their arms had the glory to make out

of Italy ;
and the first country that had given them the

grateful experience of commanding a foreign people.
The greatest part of the Sicilian cities had expressed
an unexampled attachment, fidelity, and affection, for

the Romans. The island was afterwards a kind of step
for their troops to

pass
over into Africa; and Rome

would not so easily have reduced the formidable pow-
er of the Carthaginians, if Sicily had not served it as

a magazine, abound ing with provisions, and a secure

retreat for their Heels. Hence, after the taking and
ruin of Carthage, Scipio Africanus thought himself
bound to adorn the cities of Sicily with a great num-
ber of excellent paintings and curious statues; in or-

der that a people who were so highly gratified with
the success of the Roman arms, might be sensible of
its effects, and retain illustrious monuments of their

victories amongst them.

Sicily would have been happy in being governed by
the Romans, if they had always given her such magis-
trates as Cicero, as well acquainted as he with the

obligations of his function, and like him intent upon
the due discharge of it. It is highly pleasing to hear
him explain himself upon the subject; which he does
in his defence of Sicil) against Verres.

After having invoked the gods as witnesses of the

sincerity of the sentiments he is going lo express, he

says:
" In all 2 the employments with which the Ro-

man people have honoured me to this day, I have ever

thought myselfobliged, by the most sacred ties of reli-

f
ion, worthily to discharge the duties of them. When
was made quaestor, I looked upon that dignity, not

as a gift conferred upon me, but as a deposit confided

to my vigilance and fidelity. When I was afterwards
sent to act in that office in Sicily, I thought all eyes
were turned upon me, and that my person and admin-
istration were in a manner exhibited as a spectacle to

the view of all the world: and in this thought, I not

only denied myself all pleasures of an extraordinary
kiml, but even those which are authorized by nature

and necessity. I am now intended I'oryEdile.. I call

the gods to witness, that how honourable soever this

dignity seems to me, I have too just a sense of its

weight, not to have more solicitude and disquiet,
than joy and pleasure, from it; so much do I desire

to make it
appear,

that it was not bestowed on me by
chance, or the necessity of being filled up, but con-
fided deservedly by the choice and discernment ofmy
country."

All the Roman governors were far from being of
this character: and Sicily, above all other provinces,
experienced, as Cicero some lines after reproaches

i Omnium nationum exterarum princeps Sicilia se *3
amicitiam fidemque populi R. applicuil: prinia omnium, id

quod ornanipnium imperil esi, pruvincia eat, appellaia : pri-
ma docuit majores nosiros, quam praclarum esset, pxteris

gemibus imperare Iiaque majoribus nosiris in Africam
ex hac provincial aradus impeni facius est. Neque enim
tarn facile opes Carthaginis lantae concidisseni, nisi illud,
et rei frumentarjge subsidium, et receplaculuin classibus
nosiris paterpt. Quare P. Africanus, Canhasine deleia,
Siculurum urbes signis monumenlisque pulcnerrimis ex-

ornavii; ut, quos victoria populi K. Itetari arbilrabalur,
apudeosmonumema viclorire plurimacollocarei. C'ic. Vtrr.

3. n. 2, 3.
* O dii immortales Ila mihi meam yoluntatem spemque

reliqusc VIUB vestra populique R. existimalio com prut >ei,

ut ego quos adhue mini magistrates populus K. manduvit,
sic ens accepi, ul me omnium officiorum obstringi religione
arbitrarer. ha tjusesior sum fartus, ut mihi boflorefl] il-

ium non lain daliiin c|ii:im crcditum ac commissum puiarem.
Sic ubtinui qmrsuiram in provincia, ul omnium oculog in

me uiium conjecture arbitrarer: ui me quiesluiamqup mpani
quasi in ali'iuo orbis MMltteaUO vprsari pxislimarem ; ut
oinnia SPDippr, quae jucunda videmur PSSP, nun modo his

extraordinarius cupidimuliiis, SIM! eiiam i|>si nature ac ne-
CPSsitHli deneaarpin. Nunc sum dpsignatus trdilis -Iia

mihi <|p< omnps propilioe case velim, ut laniPisi mihi ju-
cundissimus rsi bonus pupuli, lamen npi|iia<|uain taiuum
Capio voluptatis, quantum s;iliritudinis pi I:I|MIS ul ha*<:

ipen Ediliian, non quia npcpsse fuil alicui candidato dau,
ed quia sic oportuerit rprte cullocata, Pt judicio |mpuli,
digno iu loco pusila esse videalur. C'ic. Verr. 7 n. 35 J7.

Verres,3 that they were almost all of them like

many tyrant?, who believed themselves attended by
the i'asres and axes, and invested with the authority
of the Roman empire, only to exercise in their pro-
vince an open robbery of the public with impunity,
and to break through all the barriers of justice and
shame in such a manner, that no man's estate, lite,

house, nor even honour, were, safe from their violence.

Syracuse, from all we have seen of it, must have

appeared like a theatre, on which many different and

surprising scene? have been exhibited ; or rather like

a sea, sometimes calm and untroubled, but oftener

violently agitated by winds and storms, always ready
to overwhelm it entirely. We have seen in no other

republic such sudden, frequent, violent, and vsrioui

revolutions; sometimes enslaved by the most cruel

tyrants, at others under the government ->f the wisest

kings; sometimes abandoned to the capricious will of

a populace, without either curb or restriction; some-
times perfectly docile and submissive to the authority
of law, and the empire of reason it passed alternately
trom the most insupportable slavery to the most grate-
ful liberty, from a kind of convulsive and frantic emo-
tions, to a wise, peaceable, and regular conduct. The
reader will easily call to mind, on the one side, Dio-

nysius the father and son, Agathocles and Hierony-
nius, whose cruelties made them the objects of the pub-
lic hatred and detestation ; on the other, Gelon, Dion,

Timoleon, the two Hieros, ancient and modern, uni-

versally beloved and revered by the people.
To what are such opposite extremes, and viccissi-

tudes so contrary, to be attributed? Undoubtedly,
the levity and inconstancy of the Syracusans, which
was their distinguishing characteristic, had a great
share in them; but what, I am convinced, conduced
the most to them, was the very form of their govern
ment, compounded of an aristocracy and a democra-

cy; that is to say, divided between the senate or el

ders, and the people. As there was no counterpois*
in Syracuse to balance those two bodies, when author-

ity inclined either to the one side or the other, the

government presently changed either into a violent

and cruel tyranny or an unbridled liberty, without

order or regulation. The sudden confusion, at such

times, of all orders of the state, made the way to sove-

reign power easy to the most ambitious of the citizens:

to attract thr affection of their country, and soften the

yoke of their fellow-citizens, some exercised that pow-
er with lenity, wisdom, equity and affability; and

others, by nature, less virtuously inclined, carried it to

the last excess of the most absolute and cruel despot-
ism, under pretext of supporting themselves against
the attempts of their citizens, who, jealous of their lib-

erty, thought every means for the recovery of it legiti
mate and laudable.

There were, besides, other reasons that rendered
the government of Syracuse difficult, and thereby
made way for the frequent changes it underwent.
That city did not forget the signal victories it had ob-

tained against the formidable power of Africa, and
that it had carried its victories and the terror of its

arms, even to the walls of Carthage; and that not

once only, as afterwards against the Athenians, but

during several ages. Thehisfh idea its fleets and nu
merous troops suggested of ils maritime power, at th*

time of the irruption of the Persians into Greece, oc-

casioned its pretending to equal Athens in that re

spect, or at least to divide the empire of the sea with

that state.

Besides which, riches, the natural effect of com-

merce, had rendered the Syracusans proud, haughty,
and imperious, and at the same time had plunged them
into a sloth and luxury that inspired them with a dis-

gust for all fatigue and application. They generally
abandoned themselves blindly to their orators, who

' Nunquam tibi venit in mentem, non tilii idcirco fasr.eg

et spcurps, el tantam imperii vim, tantaniqup ornanit-n'o

rum omnium ili-jniuilPin daiam ; ut pant in rf-nnii M PI aue-

toriiaif nmnia re|>r.L'ul:i juris, pudoris, Ptolh'cii perfringene,
ul omnium bona pi-.!am tudin (hiceret; nullius res tula,
nnliii.s d. Minis clausa, nullius vila sppla, nullius pudicilia

niuniia, contra uiam cupiditatem et auda:i;ui. purtei ease.

tie. Ytrr. n. 39
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had acquired an absolute ascendant over them. In

order to obey, it was necessary either to flatter or re-

proach them.

They had naturally a fund of equity, humanity, and

good-nature; and yet, when influenced by the sedi-

tious discourses of the orators, they would
proceed

to

excessive violence and cruelties, of which they imme-

diately after repented.
When they were left to themselves, their liberty,

which at that time knew no bounds, soon degenera-
ted into caprice, fury, violence, and I might say, even

frenzy . On the contrary, when they were subjected
to the yoke, they became base, timorous, submissive,
and giovelling, like slaves. But as this condition was

constrained, and directly contrary to the character

and disposition of the Greek nation, born and nurtur-

ed in I ii/c
-'.;.

the sense of which was not wholly ex-

tinguished in them, but merely lulled asleep, they
waked from time to time from their lethargy, broke
their chains, and made use of them, if I may be admit-
ted to use the expression, to beat down and destroy
the unjust masters who had opposed them.
With the (lightest attention to the whole series of

the history of the Syracusans, it may easily be perceir
ed (as Galba afterwards said of the Romans,) that

they were equally incapable of bearing either entire

liberty or entire servitude. So that the ability and

policy
of those who governed them, consisted in keep-

ing the people to a wise medium between those two
extremes, by seeming to leave them an entire freedom
in their resolutions, and reserving only to themselves
the care of explaining the utility, and facilitating the
execution of good measures. And in this the magis-
trates and kings we have spoken of were wonderfully
successful, under whose government the Syracusans
always enjoyed peace and tranquillity, were obedient
to their princes, and perfectly submissive to the law*.
And this induces me to conclude, that the revolutions
of Syracuse were less the effect of the people'* levity,
than the fault of those that governed them, who had
not the art of managing their passions, and engaging
their affection, which is properly the science of kings,
and of all who command others.

< Imperaturue hominibus,qui nectotam servitutera patl
poanml, nee touun libertateni. Tacit. Hitt. 1. i. c. 16.
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HISTORY OF PONTUS.

BOOK XXIII.

SECTION I. MTTHR1DATES, ATTWELVE YEARS OF
AGE, ASCENDS THE THRONE OK PONTUS. HE SEIZES
CAPPADOCIA AND B1THYMA, HAVING FIRST EXPEL-
LED THEIR KINGS. THE ROMANS RE-ESTABLISH
THEM. HE CAUSES ALL THE ROMANS AND ITAL-
IANS IN ASIA MINOR TO BE PUT TO THE SWORD
IN ONE DAT. FIRST WAR OF THE ROMANS WITH
MITHR1DATES, WHO HAD MADE HIMSELF MASTER
OF ASIA MINOR ANDGREECE,AND HAD TAKEN ATH-
ENS. SYLLA IS CHARGED WITH THIS WAR. HE
BESIEGES AND RETAKES ATHENS. HE GAINS THREE
GREAT BATTLES AGAINST THE GENERALS OF MITH-
RIDATES. HE GRANTS THAT PRINCE PEACE IN THE
FOURTH YEAR OF THE WAR. LIBRARY OF ATHENS,
IN WHICH WERE THE WORKS OF ARISTOTLE. SYL-
LA CAUSES IT TO BE CARRIED TO ROME.

MiTHRlDATES, king of Pontns, whose history I am
now beginning to relate, and who rendered himself
to famous by the war he supported, during almost

thirty yean, against the Romans, was surnamed Eu-

pator. He was descended from a house which had

given a long succession of kings to the kingdom of
Pontus. The first, according to some historians, was
Artabazus, one of the seven princes that slew the

Magi, and set the crown of Persia upon the head of
Darius Hystaspes, who rewarded him with the king-
dom of Pontus. But, besides that we do not find the

name of Artabazus amongst those seven Persians,

many reasons induce us to believe, that the prince of
whom we speak was the son of Darius, the same who
is called Artabarzanes, who was competitor with
Xerxes for the throne of Persia, and was made king
of Pontus either by his father or his brother, to con-

sole him for the preference given to Xerxes. His pos-
terity enjoyed that kingdom during seventeen gene-
rations. Mithridates Eupator, of whom we are treat-

ing in his place, was the sixteenth from him.
He was but twelve years of age

A. M. 3880. when he began to reign. His father,

Ant. 3. C. 124. before his death, had appointed him
his successor, and had given him his

mother for guardian, who was to govern jointly with

him. He began his reign by putting his mother and
brother to death; i and the sequel corresponded but
too well with such a beginning. Nothing is said of
the first years of his reign,* except that one of the

Roman generals, whom he had corrupted with mon-

ey having surrendered, and put him into
possession

of Phrygia, it was soon after taken from him by the

Roman*, which gave birth to his enmity against them.

Ariarathes, king of Cappadocia,
A. M. 3913. being dead, Mithridates caused the

Ant. J. C. 91. two sons he had left behind him to

be put to Heath, though their mother
LaocTice was his own sister, and placed one of his

own tons, at that time very young, upon the throne,

giving him the name of Ariarathes, and appointing
Gordius his guardian and regent. Nicomedes, king
of Bithynia, who was apprehensive that this increase

of power would put Mithridates into a condition to

possess himself also of his dominions in time, though!

proper to set up a certain young man (who seemed

very fit for acting such a part) as a third son of Aria-

rathes. He engaged Laodice, whom he had espoused
after the death of her first husband, to acknowledge
him as such, and sent her to Rome, to assist anil sup-

port by her presence the claim of this pretended son,
whom she carried thither along with her. The cause

being brought before the senate, both
parties

were

condemned; and a decree passed, by which theCap-
padocians were declared free. But they said they
could not be without a kin"-. The senate permitted
them to choose whom they thought fit. They elected

Ariobarzanes, a nobleman of their nation. Sylla, up-
on his quitting the office of praetor, was charged with
the commission of establishing him upon the throne.

That was the pretext assigned for this expedition ; but
the real motive of it was, to check the enterprises of

Mithridates, whose power daily augmenting, gave um-

brage to the Romans. Svlla executed his commission
the following year; and after having
defeated a great number ofCappado- A. M. 3914.

cians, and a much greaterof Armeni- Ant. J. C. 90.

an*, who came to their aid, he expel-
led Gordius, with the pretended Ariarathes, and set

Ariobarzanes in his place.
Whilst Sylla was encamped upon the banks of the

Euphrates, a Parthian, named Orobasus, arrived at hii

camp, deputed from king Arsaces,* to demand the

alliance and amity of the Romans. Sylla, when he
received him at his audience, caused three seats to be

placed in his tent, one for Ariobartar.es, who was pre-
sent, another for Orobasns, and that in the midst for

himself. The Parthian king afterwards, offended at

his deputy for having acquiesced in this instance of
Roman pride, caused him to be put to death. This is

the first time the Parthians had any intercourse with
the Romans.

Mithridates did not dare at that time to oppose the

establishment of Ariobarzanes; but dissembling the

mortification that conduct of the Romans gave him, he
resolved to lake an opportunity of being revenged up-
on them. I-i the mean while he engaged in cultivating

powerful alliances for the augmentation ol his strength;
and began withTigranes, king of Armenia, a very pow
erful prince. Armenia 4 had at first appertained to

(he Persians; it came under the Macedonians after-

wards; and upon the death of Alexander made part
of the Kingdom of Syria. Under Antiochus the Great,
two of his generals, \rtaxiusand Zadriadres, with that

prince's permission, established themselves in this pro-
vince, of which it is probable they were before gov-
ernors. After the defeat of Antiochus, they adheied
to the Romans, who acknowledged them as kings.
They had divided Armenia into two parts. Tigranes,
of whom we now spearf WHS descended from Artaxius.

He possessed himself ol'all Armenia, subjected several

neighbouring countries by his arms, and thereby form-

ed a very powerful kingdom. Mithridates gave him
his daug'hter Cleopatra in marriege, and engaged him
to enter so far into his projects against the Romans

Memnon in ejccprptig Photii. c. xxxii.

Apian in Milhrid. 1". 17=.

This was Mithridates II.

Sirab. 1. xi p. 631. 532.
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that tlie *rrofd Milhridates should have the cities

nd com >ies they should conquer for his >haiv. and

Tigranes the people, with all the effects capab
1

~>f

beins: cairied away.
The first enterprise and act of hot.-

A. M. 3915. tility was committed by Tigranes,
Ant. J. C. 89. who deprived Ariobarza'nes of Cap-

padocia, of which the Romans had

put him into possession, and re-established Ariara-

thes, the son of Mithridates, in it. IS'icomedes, king:

of Bithynia, happening to die about this time, hi*

eldet son, called also Nicomedes, ought natorallv to

have succeed* d him, and was accordingly proclaimed
king. But Mithridates set up his youngfer brother

So:rates against him, who deprived him of the throne

by force of arms. The two dethroned kings went to

Rome to implore aid of the senate, who decreed
their re-establishment, and sent Manius Aquilius and
M. Altinius to put that decree in execution.

They were both reinstated. The Roman* advised
them to make irruptions into the lands of Mithridates,

promising them their support; but neither the one
nor the other dared to attack so powerful a prince so

near home. At length, however, Nicornedes, urged
both by the ambassadors, to whom he had promised
great sums for his re-establishment, and by his cred-

itors, Roman citizens settled in Asia, who had lent

him v< ry considerable sums for the same purpose,
could no longer resist their solicitations. He made
incursions upon the lands of Mithridates, ravaged all

the flat country as far as the city Amastris, and re-

turned home laden with booty, which he applied in

discharging part of his debts.

Mithridates was not ignorant by whose advice Ni-
comedes had committed this irruption. He might
easily have repulsed him, as he had a great number
of good troops on foot; but he did not take the field.

He was glad to throw the blame on the side of the

Romans, and to have a just cause for declaring war

against them. He began by making remonstrances
to their generals and ambassadors. Pelopidas was at

the head of this embassy. He complained of the va-

rious contraventions of the Romans to the treaty of
alliHiire subsisting between them and Mithridates, nnd
in particular of the protection granted by them to Ni-
comedes, his declared enemy. The ambassadors of
the latter replied, and made complaints on their side

against Mithridates. The Romans, who were unwil-

ling lo declare themselves openlv at present. <rave the

man answer in loose and general terms; that the Ro-
man people had no intention that Mithridates and
Nicomedes should injure each other.

Mithridates, who was not satisfied with this answer,
made his troops march immediately into Cappadocia,
expelled Ariobaraanes again, and set his son Ariara-
thes upon the throne, as he had done before. At the
tame time, he sent his ambassador to the Roman gen-
erals to make his apology, and to renew his complaints
against them. Pelopidas declared to them, that his

master was contented the Roman people should be

umpire in the affair; and added, that he had already
sent his ambassadors to Rome. He exhorted them
not to undertake any thing, till they had received (he
senate's orders, nor engage rashly in a war that might
be attended with fatal consequences. For the rest,

he gave them to understand, that Mithridates, in case

justice were refused him, was in a condition to pro-
cure it for himself. The Romans highly offended at

so haughty a declaration, made answer, that Mithri-
dates was immediately to draw his troops from Cap-
padocia, and not to continue toilisturb Nicomedes nr
Aiiobarzanes. They ordered Pelopidai to quit the

camp that moment, and not return, unless hU master

obeyed. The other ambassadors were no better re-

teived at Rome.
The rupture was then inevitable, and the Roman

generals did not wait till the orders of the senate and

people arrived; which was what Mithridates wUhed.
The design he had long formed of declaring war

against the Romans, had occasioned his having made
many alliances, and engaged many nations in his in-

terest. Amongst his troops were reckoned twenty-
two nations, or as many different languages, all which
Milbridates himself spoke with facility. Hi* army

consisted of 250,000 foot and 40,000 horse, withoa*

including 130 armed chariots and a fleet of 400 ships.
Before he proceeded to action,) he thought it ne-

cessarv to prepare his troops for it, and made them a

long 'discourse to animate them against the Romans.*
He represented to them, "That the matter now in

hand was not to examine whether war or peace were
to be preferred; that the Romans, by attacking the

lir-t, had left them no room for deliberation: that

their business was to fight and conquer: that he as-

sured himse I of success, if the troops persisted to act

with the same valour they had already shown upon so

many occasions, and very lately against the same ene-

mies, whom they had put to flight and cut to piece*
MI Bithynia and Cappadocia: that there could not be
a more favourable opportunity than the present, when
the Marsi infested and ravaged the very heart of Italy ;

when Rome was torn in pieces bv civil wars, and an
innumerable army of the Cimbri from Germany over-
ran all Italy: that the time was come for humbling
those proud republicans, who were hostile to the royal
dignity, and had sworn to pull down all the thrones
of the universe. Then as to what remained,* the war
his soldiers were now entering upon was highly dif-

ferent from that they had sustained with so much va-

lour in the horrid deserts and frozen regions of Scy-
thia: that he should lead them into the most fruitful

and temperate country of the world, abounding with
rich and opulent cities, which seemed to offer them-
selves an easy prey: that Asia, abandoned to be de-

voured by the insatiable avarice of the proconsuls, the

inexorable cruelty of tax-gatherers, and the flagrant

injustice of corrupt judges, held the name of Roman
in abhorrence, and impatiently expected them as her
deliverers: that they followed" him, not so much to

war, as to assured vjctory and certain spoils." The
army answered this discourse with universal shouts
of joy, and reiterated protestations of service and

fidelity.
The Romans had formed three armies out of their

troops in the several parts of Asia Minor. The first

was commanded by L. Cassius, who had the govern-
ment of the province of Pergamus; the second, by
Manius Aquilius; the third, by Q. Oppius, procon-
sul, in his province of Pamphylia. Each of them had

forty thousand men, including the cavalry. Beside*
these troops, Nicomedes had fifty thousand foot and
six thousand horse. They began the war, as I have

already observed, without waiting for orders from
Rome, and carried it on with so much negligence anJ
so little judgment, that they were all three defeated
on different occasions, and their armies ruined. Aqui-
lius and Oppius themselves were taken prisoners, and
treated with all kinds of insults. Mithridates, consi-

dering Aquilius as the principal author of the war,
treated him with the highest indignities. He made
him pass in review before the troops, and piesented
him as a sight to the people, mounted on an ass,

obliging him to cry out with a loud voice, that he
was Manius Aquilius. At other times he obliged him
(o walk on foot with his hands fastened by a chain
to a horse, that drew him along. At last He caused
molten lead to be poured down his throat, and put
him to death with the most exquisite torments. The
people of Mitylene had treacherously delivered him

Jusiin. 1. xxxTiii. c. 37.
I have abridged tht* discourse extremely, whkh lustin

repeals al length, as il Blood in Trieus Pompeius, of whom
he is only

the epiiomistT. The discourse is a S[*>cimeu of

that excellent historian's style, and ought to make us verv
niiii-h regret the loss of his writing*.

Nnnc re diversam belli conditionem Ingredi. Nam
neque crelo Asise esse temperalius aliud, nee solo fenilium,
nee urliium mulutuiline ainajnins: niagnainque tempori*
panem, nnn ut mililiam sed nl frstem diem, acturos, bello

dubium facili mas is an uberi laniirnKjue se avida expeciat
Asia, ut eliam vocibus vocet ; adeo ilUs odium Romanorum
incussit rapacilas proconsolum, s--.^ 'HiMicanorum o.v

lumniae liiium." Justin Serti*
t

- *rtin*.:'wum in this

passage properly signifies the furcihfe =. > i roods nf

lh.e who for default of ihe paymeni of taxes <"vi '-n.uiV*

hail iheir pstatfs and effects seized on and sold by o >
licans. Calunaiia liiium are the unjrsi rujirks and L./i-

ranery, whicu served as prelexls for depriving the rich of

their estate*, either upon account of uxes, or ujuier MOM
other colour.
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np to Mithridates at a time when he was sick, and had
retired to their city for the recovery of his health.

Mithridates,) who was desirous of gaining the peo-
ple's hearts by his reputation for clemency, sent home
all the Greeks he had taken

prisoners, and supplied
them with provUions for theirjourney. That instance

of his goodness and lenity opened the gates of all the

cities to him. The people came out to meet him eve-

ry where with acclamations of joy. They gave him
excessive praises, called him the preserver, the father

of the people, the deliverer of Asia, and applied to

him all the other names by which Bacchus was de-

nominated, to which he had a just title, for he passed
for the

prince
of his time * who could drink most

without being disordered; a quality he valued him-
self upon, and thought much to his honour.
The fruits of these his first victories were, the con-

quest of all Bithynia, from which Nicomedes was
driven; of Phrygia and Mysia, lately made Roman
provinces; of Lycia, Pamphylia, Paphlagonia, and se-

veral other countries.

Having found at Stratonice a young maid of exqui-
site beauty, named Monima, he took her along with
him in his train.

Mithridates^ considering that the

A. M. 3916. Romans, and all the Italians in gene-
Ant. J. C. 88. ral, who were at that time in Asia

Minor upon different affairs, carried
on secret

intrigues
much to the prejudice of his in-

terests, gent private orders from Ephesus, where he
then was, to the governors of the provinces, and ma-

gistrates of the cities of Asia Minor, to massacre them
all upon a day fixed.* The women, children, and do-

mestics, were included in this proscription. To these

orders was annexed a prohibition to give interment
to those who should be killed. . Their estates and
effects were to be confiscated for the use of the king
and the murderers. A severe fine was laid upon
such as should conceal the living, or bury the dead ;

and a reward appointed for whoever discovered
those who were hid. Liberty was given to the slaves

who killed their masters; and debtors forgiven half

their deb;?, for killing their creditors. The repeti-
tion only of this dreadful order is enough to make
one shudder with horror. What then must have
been the desolation in all those provinces when it

was put in execution! Fourscore thousand Romans
or Italians were butchered in consequence of it.

Some make the slain amount to almost twice that
number.

Being informed that there was a great treasure at

Cos.s he sent people thither to seize it. Cleopatra,
queen of Egypt, had deposited it there, when she
undertook the war in Phoenicia against her son La-

thyrus. Besides this treasure, they found eight hun-
dred talents (eight hundred thousand crowns,} which
the Jews in Asia Minor had deposited there when
they saw the war ready to break out.

All those who had found means to escape this ge-
neral slaughter in Asia, had taken refuge in Rhodes,*
which received them with joy, and afforded them a

secure retreat. Mithridates laid siege to that
city

ineffectually,
which he was soon obliged to raise, af-

ter having been in danger of being taken himself in

a sea-fight, wherein he lost many of his ships.
When he had made himself master of Asia Minor,?

Mithridates sent Archelaus, one of his generals, with
an army of a hundred and twenty thousand men into
Greece. That general took Athens, and chose it for

his residence, giving all orders from thence in regi.rtl
to the war on that side. During his stay there, he en-

gaged most of the cities and states of Greece in the
interests of his master. He reduced Delos by force,

t Diod. in Excerpt. Vales, p. 401. Athen. 1. T. p. 213.
Cic. Oral, pro Flacc. n. 60.

Plut. Sympos. 1. i. p. 624.

Appian. p. 185. Cic. in prat, pro lege IManil. n. 7.

l uno die tola Asia, tot in civitatiuus, uno nunlio, at-

t\'ie una literarum significations, cives Komanos necandoa
trjcid,indu6(|ue denotavil. Cic.

Appian. p. 18C. Joseph Anliq. 1. xiv. c. 12.

Appian. p. 188188. Diod. in Excerpt, p. 402.

Plut. in Sylla, p. 458 461. Appian. in Milhrid. p.
188- 197.

which had revolted from the Athenians, and rein

stated them in the possession of it. He sent them
the sacred treasure, kept in that island by Aristion,
to whom he gave two thousand men as a guard for

the money. Aristion was an Athenian philosopher
of the sect of Epicurus. He employed tne 2000 men
under his command to secure to himself the supreme
authority at Athens, where he exercised a most cruel

tyranny, putting many of the citizens to death, and

sending many to Mithridates, upon pretence that they
were of the Roman faction.

Such was the state of afl'airs when
Sylla was charged with the war A. M. 3917.

against Mithridates. He set out Ant. J. C. 87

immediately for Greece, with five

legions, and some cohorts and cavalry. Mithridates
was at that time at Pergaiuus, where he distributed

riches, governments, and other rewards, to his friends.

Upon Sy lla's arrival, all the cities opened their gates
to him, except Athens, which, subjected to the tyrant
Aristion's yoke, was obliged unwillingly to oppose
him. The Roman general, having entered Attica, di-

vided his troops into two bodies, the one of which he
sent to besiege Aristion in the city of Athens, and with

the other he marched in person to the port Pirweus,
which was a kind of second city, where Arche.laui

had shut himself up, relying upon the strength of th

place,
the walls being almost sixty feet high, and en-

tirely of hewn stone. The work was indeed very

strong, and had been raised by the order of Pericles

in the Peloponnesian war, when, the hopes of victory

depending solely upon this port, he had fortified it

to the utmost of his power.
The height of the walls did not amaze Sylla. He

employed all sorts of engines in batten ig them, and
made continual assaults. If he would have waited a

little, he might have taken the higher city without

striking a blow, which was reduced by famine to the

last extremity. But being in haste to return to Rome,
and apprehending the changes that might happen
there in his absence, he spared neither danger, attacks

nor expense, in order to hasten the conclusion of that

war. Without enumerating the rest of the warlike

stores and equipage, twenty thousand mules were

perpetually employed in working the machines only.
Wood happened to fall short, from the great con-

sumption made of it in the machines, which were of-

ten either broken and spoiled by the vast weight they
carried, or burnt by the enemy, he did not spare the

sacred groves. He cut down the beautiful avenues

of the Academy and Lycaeum, which were the finest

walks in the suburbs, and planted with the finest

trees; and caused the high walls that joined the port
to the

city
to be demolished, in order to make use

of the ruins in erecting his works, and carrying on
his approaches.

As he had occasion for abundance of money in

this war, and endeavoured to attach the soldiers to

his interests and to animate them by great rewards,

he had recourse to the inviolable treasures of the

temples, and caused the finest and most precious gifts,

consecrated at Epidaurus and Oly mpia, to be brought
from thence. He wrote to the Amphictyons assem-

bled at Delphi," that they would act wisely in send-

ing him the treasures of the god, because they would

be more secure in his hands; and that if he should

be obliged to make use of them, he would return the

value after the war." At the same time he sent one

of his friends, named Caphis, a native of Phocis, to

Delphi, to receive all those treasures by weight.
When Caphis arrived at Delphi, he was afraid,

through reverence for the god, to meddle with the

consecrated gifts, and bewailed with tears, in the pre-
sence of the Amphictyons, the necessity imposed up-
on him. Upon which', some person there having said,

that he heard the sound of Apollo's lyre from the in-

side of the sanctuary, Caphis, whether he really be-

lieved it, or was willing to take advantage of that oc

casion to strike Sylla with a religious awe, wrote him
an account of what had happened. Sylla, deriding
his simplicity, replied,

" that he was surprised he
should not comprehend, that singing was a sign of

jov, and by no means of anger and resentment; and,
therefore he bad nothing to do but to take the tre
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tures boldly, and be assured that the god saw him do
o with pleasure, and gave them to him himself."

Plutarch, on this occasion, notices the difference

hft>t nthe ancient Roman generals, aod. those of

the times we now speak of. The former, wliom mer-

it alone had raised to office, and who had no other

views from their employments but the public good,
knew how to make the soldiers respect and obey
them, without descending to use low and unworthy
methods for that purpose. They commanded troops
that were steady, disciplined, and well inured to ex-

ecute the orders of their g-enerals without reply or

delay. Truly kin;:?, says Plutarch, I in the grandeur
and nobility of their sentiments, but simple and mod-
est private persons in tlieir train and equipage, they

put the state to no other expense in the discharge of

their offices than what was reasonable and uects^ary,

conceiving it more shameful in a captain to flatter

his soldiers, than to fear his enemies. Things were

much changed in the times wo now speak of. The
Roman generals, abandoned to insatiable ambition

and luxury, were obliged to make themselves slaves

to their soldiers, and to buy their services by gifts

proportioned to their avidity, and often by the tole-

ratior. and impunity of the greatest crimes.

Sylla, in consequence, was perpetually in extreme
want of money to satisfy his troops, and then more
than ever for carrving on the siege in which he had

engaged, the success of which seemed to him of the

highest importance, both with respect to his honour
tnd even hi* safety. He was desirous of depriving
Mithridatesof the only citvhe had left in Greece, and

whirh, by preventing
the Romans from passing into

Asia, would destroy all hopes of conquering that

prince,
and oblige 'Svlla to return shamefully into

:talv, where he would" have found more terrible ene-

mies in Mariusant) his faction. He was besides sen-

ribly galled by the keen raillery whirh Aristion vented

every day against him and his wife Melella.

It is not easy to say whether the attack or defence
rere conducted with most vigour; for both sides be-

aved with incredible courage and resolution. The
tallies were frequent, and attended with almost bat-

leg in form, in which the slaughter was great, and
he loss generally not very unequal. The besieged
would not have been in a condition to have made so

vigorous a defence, if they had not received several

considerable reinforcements by sea.

What did them most damage was the secret trea-

chery of two Athenian slaves who were in the Pine-
eus. Those slaves, whether out of affection to the

Roman interest, or* desirous of providing for their

own safety in case the place was taken, wrote upon
leaden balls all that was going forward within, and
threw them from slings to the Romans. So that how
prudent soever the measures were which Archelaus
took, who defended the Piraeeus, whilst Aristion com-
manded in the city, none of them succeeded. He
resolved to make a general sally; the traitors slung a

>eaden ball with this intelligence upon it:
" To-mor-

row, at such an hour, the fool will attack your wot ks.

and the horse your camp." Syllalaid ambushes, and

repulsed the besieged with loss. A convoy of provi-
sions was in the night to have been thrown in the city,
which was in want of every thing. Upon advice of
the same kind the convoy was intercepted.

Notwithstanding all these disappointments, the

Athenians defended themselves like lions. They
found means either to burn most of the machines
erected against the wall, or by undermining them to

throw thtmi down and break them to pieces.
The Romans, on their side, behaved with no less

rigour. By the help of mines also they made a way
to the oottom of the walls, under which they hollow-
ed the ground; and, having propped the foundation
with beams of wood, they afterwards set fire to the

props with a great quantity of pitch, sulphur, and tow.

When those beams were "burnt, part of the wall fell

down with a horrible noise, and a large breach was

opened, through which the Romans advanced to the

assault. The battle continued a great while with

equal ardour on both sides, but the Roman* were at

length obliged to retire. The next day thej renew-
ed the attack. The besieged had built a nt\v wall

during the night in the form of a crescent, in the place
of the other, which had fallen, and the Romans found

it impossible to force it.

Sylla, discouraged by so obstinate a defence, re-

solved to attack the Piraeus no longer and confined

himtlf to reduce the place by famine. The city, on

the other side, was at the last extremity. A bushel

of barley had been sold in it for a thousand drachmas

(about ffve-and-twenty pounds sterling.) The inhab-

itant* did not only eat the grass and roots which they
found about the citadel, but the flesh of horses, and
the leather of thtir shoes, which they boiled soft. In

the midst of the public misery, the tyrant passed his

days and nights in revelling. The senators and priests
went to throw themselves at his feet, conjuring him
to have pity on the city, and to obtain a capitulation
from Sylla: he dispersed them with a shower of ar-

rows, and in that manner drove them from his pre-
sence.

He did not demand a cessation of arms, nor send

deputies to Syjla, till reduced to the last extremity.
As those deputies made no pro|K>sals, and asked no-

thing of him to the purpose, but ran on in praising
and extolling'Theseus, Eumolpus, and the exploits
of the Athenians against the Medes, Sylla was tirtd

with their discourse, and interrupted them, by saying,
"Gentlemen orators, you may go back again, and

keep your rhetorical flourishes for yourselves. For

my part, I was not sent to Athens to be informed of

your ancient prowess, but to chastise your modern
revolt."

During this audience, some spies, having entered

the city, overheard bv chance some old men talking
in the "Ceramicu?,* and blaming the tvrant exceed-

ingly for not guarding a certain part of the wall, that

was the only place by which the enemy might easily
take the city bv escalade. At their return into the

camp they refated what they had heard to Sylla.
The parley had been to no purpose. Svlla did not

neglect the intelligence given him. The next night
he went in person to take a \iew of the place, and

finding the wall actually accessible, he ordered lad-

ders to be raised against it, began the attack (here

and, having made himself master of the wall after a

weak resistance, entered the city. He would not
suffer it to be set on fire, but abandoned it to be plun-
dered by the soldiers, who in several house found
human flesh, which had been dressed to lie eaten.

A dreadful slaughter ensued. The next day all the

slaves were sold by auction, and liberty was granted
to the citizens who had escaped the swords of the

soldiers, who were very few in number. He besieged
the citadel the same day, where Aristion, and those

who had taken refuge there, were soon so much re-

duced bv famine, that they were forced to surrender
themselves. The tyrant, hi. guards, and all who bad
been in any office under him, were put to death.

Some few days after, Svlla made himself master of

the Piraeeus. and burnt afl its fortifications, especiallf
the arsenal, which had been built by Philo, the cele-

brated architect, and wasa wonderful fabric. Arche-

laus, by the help of his fleet, had retired to Munychi*
another port ot Attica.

This year, upon which we are now
entering, was fatfel to the arms of A. M. 3918
Mitnridates. Taxiles, one of his Ant. J. C. 86

generals,
arrived in Greece from

Thrace and Macedonia, with an army of a hundied
thousand foot and ten thousand horse, with fourscore
and ten chariots armed with scythes. Archelaus. that

general's brother, was at that time in the port of Mu
nychia, and would neither remove from the sea. r.of

come to a battle with the Romans; but he endeavour-
ed to protract the war, and cut off their provisions.
This was verv prudent conduct, for Sylla began to b
in want of them; so that famine obliged him 1 1 quit
Attica, a nd to enter the frui tful plains of Boeotia, ,vher

Hort<n?ius joined him. Their troops being united,

* A public square at Athens.
Plut. in Sylla, p. 461^166. Appian. p. 196203
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they took possession of a fertile eminence in the midst
of the plains of Ela'tea. at the foot of which ran a rivu-

let. When they had formed their camp, the enemies
could discover at one vi.-w their small number, which
amounted to only fii'leen thousand footand fifteen him
dred horse. This induced Arrhelaus's generals t(

press him in the warmest manner to proceed to action

They did not obtain his consent without great diffi

cully. They immediately began to move, and cover
ed the whole plain with horses, chariots, and innu-

merable troops; for when the two brothers were join-
ed, their army was very formidable. The noise and
cries of so many nations, and so many thousands of
men preparing for battle, the pomp and magnificence
of thtir array, were truly terrible. The brightness
of their arms, magnificently adorned with gold and
silver, and the lively colours of the Median and Scy-
thian coats of arms, mingled with the glitter of brass

and steel, darted forth as it were flashes of lightning,
which, whilst it dazzled the sight, filled the soul with
terror.

The Romans, seized with dread, kept close within
their intrenchments. Sylla not being able by his dis-

course and remonstrances to remove their fear, and
not being willing to force them to fight Hi their present
state of discouragement, was obliged to lie still, and
suffer, though with great impatience, the bravadoes
and insulting derision of the barbarians. They con-
ceived so great a contempt for him in consequence,
that they neglected to observe any discipline. Few
of them kept within their intrenchments; the rest, for

the sake of plunder, dispersed in great troops, and

straggled to a considerable distance, even several

days' journey, from the camp. They plundered and
rumed some cities in the neighbourhood.

Sylla was in the utmost despair when he saw the ci-

ties of the allies destroyed before his eyes, for want of

power to make his army fight. He at last thought of
a stratagem, which was to give the troops no repose,
and to keep them incessantly at work in turning the

Cephisus, a little river which was near the camp, and
in digging deep and large trenches, under pretence of
their better security, but in fact, that by being tired of
such great fatigues, they might prefer the hazard of a
battle to the continuence of their labour. His strata-

gem was successful. After having worked without in-

termission three days, as Sylla, according to custom,
was taking a view of their progress, they cried out to

him with one voice, to lead them against the enemy.
Sylla suffered himself to be exceedingly entreated, and
did not comply for some time; but when he saw their

ardour increase from his opposition, he made them
stand to their arms, and marched against the enemy.
The battle was fought near Chasronea. The ene-

my had possessed' themselves, with a great body of

troops, of a very advantageous post, called Thunum :

it was the
ridg^e

of a steep mountain, which extended
itself upon the left flank of the Romans, and was well
calculated 'to check their motions. Two men of
Chaeronea came to Sylla, and promised him to drive
the enemy from this post, if he would give them a
smail number of chosen troops, which he did. In the

mean time he drew up his army in battle, divided his

horse between the two wings, taking the right him-

elf, and giv'ng the eft to Murena. Galba and Hor-
tensius formed a se^.nd line. Hortensius, on the left,

supported Murena, whilst Galba on the right did the
iame for Sylla. The barbarians had already begun
to extend their horse and light-armed foot in a large
compass, with design to surround the second line,
and charge it in the rear.

At that instant the two men of Chasronea, having
pained the top of Thurium with their small troop,
without being perceived by the enemy, showed them-
selves on a sudden. The barbarians, surprised

and
terrified, immediately took to flight. Pressing against
each other upon the declivity of the mountain, they
ran precipitately down before the enemy, who charg-
ed and closely pursued them down the hill sword in

hand, so that about three thousand men were killed

upon the mountain. Of those who escaped, some fell

into the hands of Murena, who had just before formed
in order of battle. Having marched against them, he

intercepted and made a great slaughter of them: the

rest, who endeavoured to regain their camp, fell n
upon the main body of their troops with so much pi-e

cipitation, that they thiew the whole army into terrof
and confusion, and made their generals lose much
time in restoring order, which was one of the principal
causes of their defeat.

Sylla, taking advantage of this disorder, marched
against them with so much vigour, and charged over
the space between the two armies ivith such rapidity
that he prevented the effect of their chariots armed
with scythes. The force of these chariots depended
upon the length of their course, which gave impetu-
osity and violence to their motion; instead of which,
a short space, that did not leave room for their career,
rendered them useless and ineffectual. This the bar-
barians experienced at this time. The first chariot!
came on so slowly, and with so little effect, that the

Romans, easily pushing them back, with great nois*

and loud laughter called for more, as was customary
at Rome in the chariot-races of the Circus.

After those chariots were removed, the two main
bodies came to blows. The barbarians presented
their long pikes, and kept close order with their buck-
lers joined, so that they could not be broken; and the

Romans threw down their javelins, and with sword
in hand thrust aside the enemy's pikes, in order to

join and charge them with great fury. What increas-

ed their animosity, was the sight of fifteen thousand
slaves, whom the king's generals had spirited from
them by the promise of their liberty, and posted them

amongst the heavy-armed foot. Those slaves had so
much resolution and bravery, that they sustained the

shock of the Roman foot without giving way. Their
battalions were so deep and so well closed that the
Romans could neither break nor move them, till the

light-armed foot of the second line had put them into

disorder by the discharge of their arrows, and a show-
er of stones from their slings, which forced them to

give ground.
Archelaus hpving made his right wing advance to

surround the left of the Romans, Hortensius led OD
the troops under his command to take him in flank;
which Archelaus seeing, he ordered two thousand
horse quickly to wheel about. Hortensius, upon the

point of being overpowered by that great body of

horse, retired by decrees towards the mountains, per-

ceiving himself too far from the. main body, and upon
the point of being surrounded by the enemy. Sylla,
with great part of his right wing, which had not yet
been engaged, marched to his relief. From the dust
raised by those troops, Archelaus judged what was

going forward, and leaving Hortensius, he turned
about towards the place S^

lla had quitted, in hope*
he should find no difficulty in defeating the fight wing,
which would now be without its general.

Taxiles, at the same time, led on his foot,' armed
with brazen shields, against Murena: whilst each side

raised great shouts, which made the neighbouring hills

resound. Sylla hailed at the noie, not knowing well

to which side he should first hasten. At length he

thought it most
expedient

to return to his former pos
and support his right wing. He, therefore, sent Hor-
tensius to assist Murena with tour cohort*, and tki..g
the fifth with him, he flew to his right wing, which
he found engaged in battle with Archelaus, neilhel

side having the advantage. But, as soon as he ap
peared, that wing taking new courage from the pre
sence of their general, opened their way through tha

troops of Archelaus, put them to flight, and pursued
them vigorously for a considerable time.

After this great success, without losing a moment,
he marched to the aid of Murena. Finding him also

victorious, and that he bad defeated Taxiles, he join-
ed him in the pursuit of the vanquished. A great
number of the barbarians were killed on the plain and
a much greater cut to pieces, in endeavouring to gai
their camp; so that, of so many thousand men, only
ten thousand escaped, who fled to the city of Chalcii.

Sylla wrote in his memoirs, that only fourteen of hii

men were missing, and that two of them returned tin

same evening.
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T o celebrate so great a victory,
A M. 3919 he gave music games at Thebe's,

Ant. J. C. 85 and rained judges to come from the

neighbouring Grecian cities to dis-

Iribiite the prizes; for he lm<l an implacable aversion

for the Thebang. He even deprived them of half their

territory, which he consecrated to Apollo Pvthius and

Jupiler Olynipius; and decreed, that the money he
had taken out of the temples of those gods should be

repaid out of their revenues.

These games were no sooner over, than here-eived
advice, that L. Valerius Flaccns, of the adverse partv,

(for at tiiis time the divisions between Marius and

Ojfln were at the highest,) had heen elected consul,
nd had already crossed the Ionian sea uith an army.

in appearance against Mithridates, but in reality

against himself. For this reason lie began witliont

delay his march to Thessaly, as with design lo meet
him. But being arrived at the city of MTilea,l news
came to him from all sides, th;it all tlie places he had
lefl in his rear were plundered by anoth< r rif the king'-

armies, stronger and more numerous than the fir-t.

For Dorylau* had arrived at ChalcU with a great Heel,

on board of which were fourscore thousand men, the

best equipped, the most warlike and disciplined, of all

Mithridates's troops, and had thrown himself into

Boeotia, and possessed himself of the whole country,
in order lo bring Sylla to a battle. Archelau? would
have dissuaded him from that design, bv giving him
an exact account of the battle he had so lately lost;

but his counsel and remonsirances had no effect. He
soon discovered that the advice that had been given
him was highly reasonable and judicious.
He chose the plain of Orchomenus for the field of

battle. Sylla caused ditches to be dug on each side

of the plain, to deprive the enemy of the advantage of
an open country, in which their cavalry could act, and
to remove them towards the marshes. The barbari-

ans fell furiously on the workmen, dispersed them, and

put to
flight

the troops that supported. them. Sylla
teeing liis army flying in this manner, quitted h'lf

norse Immediately, and, selling one of his ensigns, he

gushed
forward towards the enemy through those that

ed, crying to them, " For me, Romans, I think il

jjlorious to die here. But foryou, when you shall be
tked ivhere you abandoned your general, remember
to say it was a t Orchomenus." They could not en-

dure those reproaches, and returned to the charge
with such fury, that they made Archelaus's troops
lurn their backs. The barbarians came on again in

better order than before, and were again repulsed
rvith greater loss.

The next day, at sunrise, Sylla led back his troops
towards the enemy's camp, to continue his trenches;
tnd falling upon those who were detached to skii mish
nd drive away the workmen, he charged them so

rudely that he put them to flight. These runaways
threw the troops who had continued in the camp into

inch terror, (hat
they

were afraid lo stay to defend it.

Sylla entered it pell-null with those who fled, and
.nade himself masterof it. The marshes, in a moment,
were dyed with blood, and the lake filled with dead
bodies. The enemies, in different attacks, lost the

greatest part of their troops. Archelaus continued a

great while hid in the marshes, and escaped at last to

Chalcis.

The news of all these defeats threw Mithridates in-

to great consternation. However, as that prince was

by mature fruitful in resources, he did not lose courage,
nd applied himself to repair his losses by making new

Irvies. But from the fear that his ill success might
give birth to ?ome revolt or conspiracy against his per-
son, as had already happened, he toot the bloody pre-
caution of pulling all he suspected to death, without

sparing even his best friends.

He was not more successful in Asia* himself, lhan
his gf ne ml 3 had been in Greece. Fimbria, who com-
manded a Roman army there, beat the remainder of
his best troops. He pursued the vanquished as far

as the gates of Pergamus, where Mithridates resided,

t In Thessalr.
Pint, in Sylla, p. 16S 1&3.

pian. p. 204-210.
VOL. II. 40

IJ. in Lucul. p. 496. Ap-

nnd obliged him to quit that place himself, and ref t

to Pitane. a maritime place in the Troad. Fimbna

pursuer! him thither, and invested him by land. But,
as he had no fleet to do the same by sea, he sent to

Liicullu*, who was cruizing in the neighbouring sens

with the Roman fleet, and represented to him that he

might acquire immortal glory by seizing the person of

Milhridates who could nut escape him, and by put-

ting an end to so important a war. Fimbria and
Lucullus were of two different faction*. The latter

would not be concerned in the aflairs of the other; so

that Milhri'lates escaped by si a lo Mitvhne.and ex-

tricated himself out of ihe hands of the Romans. This
fault cost them very d ar, and is not unusual in states

where misunderstanding sub-i-t between the minis-

ters and generals of the urmv, which make (hem neg-
lect the public good, lest they should contribute to the

gl;iry of their rival-.

Lucullus afterwards twice defeated Mithridatrs's

fleet, and gained two great victories over him. Tli'l!"

happy success was the more
surprising,

as it was not

expected that Lucnllus would distinguish himself by
military exploit*. He had passed his youth in the stu-

dies ol the bar: and during lii. \if ing qmestor in Asia,
the province had always enjoyed peace. But so hap-
py a genius as his did not want lo be taught by expe-
rfence. which is not to be acquired by lessons, and is

generally the growth of many years. He supplied
that defect in some measure, by employing the whole
time, of his journeys, by land and sea, partly in ask-

ing questions of persons experienced in the art of war,
ami partly in instructing himself by the reading of

history. So that he arrived in Asia a complete gen-
eral, though he had left Rome with only a moderate

knowledge in the art of war.S Let our young war-
riors consider this with due attention, and oK erve in

what manner great men are formed.
VVhiUt Sylla was very successful in Greece, the

faction that opposed him, and at that time engrossed
all power at Rome, had declared him an enemy of

the commonwealth. China and Carbo treated the

most worthy and most considerable persons with eve

ry kind of cruelt)' and injustice. Most of these, t

wne meiena, naving escaped wnn great difficulty
with her children, brought him an account that his

enemies had burnt his house and ravaged his lands,

and begged him to
depart immediately to the relief

of thost who remained in Rome, and were upon the

point of being made victims of the same fury.

Sylla was in the greatest perplexity.
On the one

side, the miserable condition to which his country
was reduced, inclined him to march directly lo its

relief; on the other, he could not resolve to leave

imperfect so great and important an affair as the war
with Mithridates. .Whilst he was under this cruel

embarrassment, a merchant came to him to treat with
him in secret from the general Archtlaus, and to

make him some proposals of an accommodation. He
was so exceedingly rejoiced when this man had ex-

plained his commission, that he made all possible
haste to have a conference with that general.

They had an interview upon the sea-coast, near
the little city of Delium. Archelaus, who was not

ignorant how important it was to Sylla lo have it in

his power to repnss into Italy, proposed to him the

uniting his interests with those of Mithridates; and
added, that his master would supply him with money,
troops, and ships, to maintain a war against the fac-

tion of Cinna and .Marius.

* Ad Mithridaticum bellum missus a senatu, non modA

opimooern vicit omnium qusede virtuteejiis erat, 9*-ti eliani

ali irixm siiperiorum. ld<|ue en fu it mirabilius, quod ab eo lain

iiii|4*faioria nnn expectabatur, qui adult soemiam in forensi

opera,quatsturtK diulurnum lempus,Mnrena liellum in Ponto

eerente, in Asiie pace consuinpserat. Sed incredibilis quiB-
3am ingenii macniludu non desideravit inducilem UBU dis-

ciplinaip. Iiaque cfim lolum iter el navigationem con-

suni|issft, part i in in percomando a prrilis, partim inretui
2"Sti8 Ipgendis ; in Asiain faclus imperator enit, cum end
Roma prufeclus rei militaris rudis. C'ic. Acad. Uutui. U
vi. n. 2.

2B
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Sylla, without seeming offended at first with such

proposals, exhorted him on his side to withdraw him-
self from the slavery in which he lived, under an im-

perious and cruel prince. He added, that he might
take upon him the title of king in his government;
and offt red to have him declared the ally and friend

of the Roman people, if he would deliver up to him
Mithridates's fleet under his command. Archelaus

rejected such a proposal with indignation, and even

expressed to the Roman general, how much he

thought himself affronted by the supposition of his

being capable of such treachery. Upon which Sylla,

assuming the air of grandeur and dignity so natural

to the Romans, said to him: "
If, being only a slave,

and at best but an officer of a barbarian king, you
look upon it as base to quit theservice of your master,
how dared you propose the abandoning the interests

of the republic to such a Roman as myself?' Do you
imagine oarcondition, and the,state of affairs between
us, to be equal? Have you forgotten my victories'?

Do you not remember, that you are the same Arrhe-
laus whom I have def.nted in two battles, and forced

in the last to hide himself in the marshes of Orcho-
rnenus?"

Archelaus confounded by so haughty an answer,
sustained himself no longer in the sequel of the nego-
tiation. Sylla got the ascendant entirely, and dicta-

ting the law as victor, proposed the following condi-
tions: "That Mithridates should renounce Asia and

Paphlagonia; that he should restore Bithynia to Ni-
coaiedes, and Cappadocia to Ariobarzanes; that he
should pay the Romans two thousand talents (about
three hundred thousand pounds sterling) for the ex-

penses of the war, and deliver up to them seventy
armed galleys, with their whole equipment; and that

Sylla, on his side, should secure to Mithridates the

rest of his dominions, and cause him to be declared
the friend and ally of the Roman people." Arche-
laus seemed to approve these conditions, and des-

patched a courier immediately to communicate them
to Mithridates. Sylla get out for the Hellespont,
carrying Archelaus with him, whom he treated with

great honours.
He received Mithridates's ambassadors at Larissa,

who came to declare to him that their master accept-
ed and ratified all the other articles, but that he de-
sired he would not deprive him of Paphlagonia; and
that as to the seventy galleys, he could by no means

comply with that article. 'Sylla, offended at this re-

fusal, answered them in an angry tone: " What say

you? would Mithridates keep possession of Paphla-

fonia,

and does he refuse me the galleys I demanded ?

expected to have seen him return me thanks upon
his knees, if I should have only left the hand with
which he butchered a hundred thousand Romans.
He will change his note when I go over to Asia,

though at present, in the midst of his court at Perga-
mus, he meditates plans for a war he never saw."
Such was the lofty style of Sylla. who gave Mithri-
dates to understand, at the same time, that he would
not talk such language had he been present at the

past battles.

The ambassadors, terrified with this answer, made
no reply. Archelaus endeavoured to soften Sylla,
and promised him that he would induce Mithridates
to consent to ill the articles. He set out for that pur-
pose, and^ Sylla, after having laid waste the country,
returned into Macedonia.

Archelaus, upon his return, joined
A.M. 3920. him at the city of Philippi, and in-

Ant. J. C. 84. formed him that Mithridates would

accept the proposed conditions; but
that he exceedingly desired to have a conference with
him. What made him earnest for this interview wa<
his fear of Fimbria, who having killed Flaccus, of
whom mention has been made before, and put him-
self at the head of that consul's army, was advancing
by great marches against Mithridates; and this it was
which determined that prince to make peace with

Sylla. They had an interview at DardaniR.a citvof
the Troad. 'Mithridates had with him 200 galleys,
20,000 foot. 6000 horse, and a great number of cha-
riots drmed with scythes; and Sylla had only four

cohorts and 200 horse in his company. When Mith-

I

ridatcs advanced to meet nim, and ottered him OH
hand, Sylla asked him whether he accepted

the pro-

posed conditions? As the king kept silence, Sylla
continued, " Do you not know, MithruiaUs, that it

is for suppliants to speak, and for the victorious U
hear and be silent.'" Upon this Mithridales began
a long apology, endeavouring to ascribe the cau*i
of the VVHI-, partly to the gods, and partly to the Ro-
mans. Syila interrupted him, and al'trr Raving mad*
a long detail of the violences and inhumanities he
had committed, he demanded of him a second time,
whether he would ratify the conditions which Arche-
laus had laid before him? Mithridates, surprised at

the haughtiness and pride of the Roman general, hav

ing answered in the affirmative, Sylla then rectived
his embraces, and afterwards presenting the king*
Ariobarzanes and Nicomedes to him, he reconciled

them to each other. Mithridatcs, after the delivery
of the seventy galleys, entirely equipped, and 500
archers, re-embarked.

Sylla saw plainly, that this treaty of peace was

highly disagreeable to his troops. They could not
bear that a prince, who of all kings was the most mor
tal enemy to Rome, and who in one day had caused

100,000 Roman citizens, dispersed in Asia, to be put
to the sword, should be treated with so much favour,
and even honour, and declared the friend and ally
of the Romans, whilst almost still reeking with their

blood. Sylla, to
justify

his conduct, gave them to

understand, that it he had rejected his proposals of

peace, Mithridates, on his refusal, would not have
failed to treat with Fimbria; and that if those two
enemies had

joined their forces, they would have

obliged him either to abandon his conquests, or haz-

ard a battle against troops superior in number, under
the command of two great captains, who in one day
might have deprived him of the fruit of all his vic-

tories.

Thus ended the first war with Mithridates, which
had lasted four years, and in which Sylla had destroy-
ed more than* 160.000 of the enemy; recovered

Greece, Macedonia, Ionia. Asia, and many other pro-
vinces, of which Mithridates had possessed himself,
and having deprived him of a great part of his fleet,

compelled him to confine himself within the tioundl

of his hereditary dominions. But what has bee.i most
admired in Sylla is,l that during three ye&rs whilst

the factions of Marius and Cinna had enslaved Italy,
he did not dissemble his intending to *uru his arms

against them; and yet did not discontinue the war
he had begun, convinced that it was necessar, to

conquer the foreign enemy, before he reduced and

punished those at home. He has been also highly

praised for his constancy in not hearkening to any
proposals from Mithridates, who offered him consid-

erable aid against his enemies, till that prince had

accepted the conditions of peace he prescribed him.
Some days after, Sylla began his march against

Fimbria, who was encamped under the walls of Thya-
tira, in Lydia; and, having marked out a camp near

his, he began his entrenchments. Fimbria's soldiers

coming out unarmed, ran to salute and embrace thoM
of Sylla, and assisted them with great pleasure in

forming their lines. Fimbria, seeing this change in

his troops, and fearing Sylla as an irreconcilable ene-

my, from whom he could epec\ jo mercy, after hav

ing attempted in vain to get him assassinated, killed

himself.

Sylla condemned Asia in general to pay 20,000 ta

Ients,2 and, besides that fine rifled individual* exceed

ingly, by abandoning their houses to the insolence

and rapaciousness of his
troops,

whom he quartered
upon them, and who lived at discretion as in conquer
ed cities. For he gave orders, that every host should

pay each soldier quartered on him four drachmas*
a day, and entertain at table himself, and as many

Vix quidquam in Syll* operibus clariu* duxer.m, quant
quod, cum per triennium Cinnanie Marianieque panel
Italian) obsiilerent, neque illaturum se bellnm iisdissiinula

vit. nee quod erat in maiiibus nmisil ; extMimavhqoe ami
franceiulum hostem, quam ulciscemtmn civem ; repulsoqua
e.uerno mem, ubi quod alifnum esset vicisset, sup>eraret

qui-d erat domfwicuni. Veil. Paterc. I. li. c. 24.
* About 3,000,0001. sterling. > About two shilling*
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f his friends as he should think fit to invite; thai

each captain should have fifty drachmas, 1 and, be-

ides that, a robe to wear in the house, and another
when he went abroad.

After having thus punished A-ia,z he set out from

Ephesus with all his ships, and arrived the third dny
at the Fineeus. Having been initiated in the great

mysteries, he took for hi? own use the library of A pel-
licon, in which were the works of Aristolle. That

philosopher, at his death, had left his writings to

Theophrastus, one of his most illustrious disciples.
The latter had transferred them to Neleusof Scepsis,
a city in the neighbourhood of Pergamus in Asia:

after whose death those works fell into the bands of

hit heirs, ignorant persons, who kept them shut up
in a che*t. When the kings of Pergamus began to

collect industriously all sorts of books for their li-

brary, as the city of
Scepsis

was dependent upon them,
those heirs, apprehending these works would be ta-

ken from them, thought proper to hide them in a

vault under ground, where they remained almost a

hundred and thirty years; till the heirs of Neleus's

family, who after several generations were falltn into

extreme poverty, brought them out to sell to Apelli-
con, a rich Athenian, who sought every where after

the most curious books for his library. As they were

very much damaged by the lenglh of time, and the

damp place where they had laid, A pel licon had copies
immediately taken of them, in which there were many
chasms: because the original* were either rotted in

many places, or worm-eaten and obliterated. These
blanks, words, and letters, were filled up as well as

they could be by conjecture, and that in some places
with sufficient want ofjudgment. From hence arose
the many difficulties in those works which have ever
ince exercised the learned world. Apellicon being
dead some short time before Svlla's arrival at Athens,
he seized upon his librarv, and with these work* of

Aristotle, which he found in it, enriched his own at

Rome. A famous grammarian of thoie times, named
Tyrannion, who lived then at Rome, having a great
desire for these works of Arisiotle, obtained permis-
sion from Sylla's librarian to take a copy of them.
That copy was communicated to Andronicus the Rho-
clian, who afterwards imparted it to the public, and
to him the world is obliged for the works of that

great philosopher.

SECTION II. SECOND WAR AGAINST MITHRIDA-
TES, UNDER MURENA, UK OM.Y THREE YEARS" DU-
RATION. M1THKIDATES PREPARES TO RENEW THE
WAR. HE CONCLUDES A TREATY WITH SERTORI-
US. THIRD WAR WITH MITHRIDATES. LUCULLUS
THE CONSUL SENT AGAINST HIM. HE OBLIGES HIM
IX) RAISE THE SIEGE OF CYZICUM, AND DEFEATS HIS
TROOPS. HE GAINS A COMPLETE VICTORY OVER
HIM, AND REDUCES HIM TO FLY INTO PONTUS.
TRAGICAL END OF THE SISTERS AND WIVES OF
MITHRIDATES. HE ENDEAVOURS TO RETIRE TO TI-

GRANES. HIS SON-IN-LAW. LUCULLUS REGULATES
THE AFFAIRS OF ASIA.

SYLLA.3 on setting out for Rome,
A.M. 3921. had left the government of Asia to

Ant. J. C. 83. Murena, with the two legions that

ha'! served under Fimbria, to keep
the province in obedience. This Murena is the father

of him for whom Cicero made the fine oration which
bears his name. His son at this time made his first

campaijr.i? un-Jrr him.
Afte. Kyll'> departure. Mi thridates being returned

into Pontos turned his arms against the people of
Cholcis ?.ic! the Bosphorus, who had revolted against
him. Tody first demanded bis on Mithridates for

their king, and having obtained him, inimediatf ly re-

turned to their duty. The king imagining this con-
duct was the result of his son's intrigues, took um-

brage at it; and having caused him to come to him,
he ordered him to lie bound with chains of gold, and
toon after put him to death. That son bad done him

' About kve-an .-fvfnty shillinsrs.

Plm. in ijrji p. 466. Strab. l."xiii. p. 609. Athen. 1. vii.

pi 214. Laen. , Fheoph. /

Appiao.f .?j' 216.

Treat services in the war against Fimoria. We see

Fiere a new in-tance of the jealousy which the exces-

sive love of power is apt to excite, and to uhiit a

height the prince, who abandons himself to it, is ca

pnble of tarrying his suspicion* agnin-1 hi* own blood
;

iu;i\- ra-'\ to proceed to the most fatal extremities,
and to sacrifice whatever is dearest to him to the

lightest distrust. As for the inhabitants of the Bo*-

phorus, he prepared a great fleet and a numerous ar-

my, which pave reason to believe his doigns were

ngain*t the Romans. And, in fact, he had not r< stor-

ed all Cappadocia to Ariobarzanes, but reserved part
of it in his own hands; and he began to suspect Ar-
chelau 5

, as having engaged him in a peace equally
shameful and disadvantageous.
When Archelaus perceived it, well knowing the

master he had to deal with, he took refuge with Mu-
rena, and solicited him warmly to turn his arms

against Mithridates. Muren'a, who passionately de-

sired to obtain the honour of a triumph, suffered him-
self to be easily persuaded. He made an irruption
into Cappadocia, and made himself master of Coma-
na, the most powerful city of that kingdom. Mith-
ridates sent ambassadors to him, to complain of his

violating the treaty the Romans had made with him.

Murena replied, that he knew of no treaty made
with their master. There was in reality nothing re-

duced to writing on Sylla's part, the whole having

passed by verbal agreement. In consequence, he

continued to ravage his country, and took up his win-

ter-quarters in it. Mithridates sent ambassadors to

Rome, to make his complaints to Sylla and the sen-

ate.

There came a commissioner from

Rome, but without a decree of the A. M. 3922.

senate, who publicly ordered Mure- Ant. J. C. 82.

na not to molest the king of Pontus.

But, as they conferred together in private, this was
looked upon as a mere collusion; and indeed Murena

persisted in ravaging his country. Mithridates there-

fore took the field, and, having pasted the river Halys,

gave Murena battle, defeated him, and obliged him
to retire into Phrygia with very great loss.

Svlla, who had been appointed
dictator, not being

able to suflferany A. M. 3923.

longer that Mithridates, contrary to Ant. J. C. 81.

the treaty he had granted him, should

be molested, sent Gabinius to Murena to order him in

earnest to desist from making war with that prince,
and to reconcile him with Ariobarzanes. He obeyed.
Mithridates having put one of his sons, only four

years old, into the hanus of Ariobarzanes, as a hos-

tage, under that pretext retained the cities in which

he had garrisons, promising no doubt to restore them
in time. He then gave a great feast, in which he

promised prizes for such as should excel the rest in

drinking, eating, singing, and rallying: fit objects of

emulation! Gabinius was the only one who did not

think proper to enter these lists. Thus ended the

second war with Mithridates, which lasted only three

years. Murena, at his return to Rome, received the

honour of a triumph, to which he had no great claim.

Mithridates at length restored

Cappadocia to Ariobarzanes, being A. M. 3926.

compelled so to do by Sylla, who Ant. J. C. 78.

died the same year. But he con-

trived a stratagem to deprive him entirely of it. Ti-

Cranes had lately built a great citv in Armenia, which,
from his own name, he called Tigranocerta. Mith-

ridales persuaded his son-in-law to conquer Cappa-
docia, and to transport the inhabitants into the new

cily and the other parts of his dominions, that were

not well peopled. He did so, and took away three

hundred thousand souls. From thenceforth, where-

ever he carried his victorious arms, he acted in the

same manner for the "better peopling of his own do

minions.

The extraordinary reputation of

Sertorius,* who was giving the A. M. 3928.

Romans terrible employment in Ant. J. C. 76.

Spain, ma'le MithriHates conceive

the thought of sending an embassy to him, in oi-Jet

* Appian. p. 216, 217. Flut. in Sertor. p. 580, 581.
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o engage him to join forces against the common en-

tiny. The flatterers, who compared him to Pyrrhns,
nd Sertorius to Hannibal, insinuated, that the Ro-

man?, attacked at the same time on .different sides,

would never be able to oppose two surh formidable

power*, when the most able and experienced of ge-
nerals should act in concert with the greatest of kings.
He therefore sent ambassadors to Spain, with letters

ami instruction* for treating with Sertorius; to whom
they offi red, in his name, a fleet and money to carry
on the war, upon condition that he would softer that

prince t? recover the provinces of Asia, which the

necessity of his affairs had reduced him to abandon

by the treaty he had made with Sylla.
As soon as those ambassadors arrived in Spain, and

had opened their commission to Sertorius, he assem-

bled his council, which he cabled the senate. They
were unanimously of an opinion, that he should ac-

cept that prince's offers with joy ; and the rather, be-

cause so immediate and effective an aid, as the offered

fleet and money, would cost him only a vain consent

to an enterprise which it did not in any manner de-

pend upon him to prevent. But Sertorius, with

truly Roman greatness of soul, protested, that he

would never consent to any treat)- injurious to the

glory or interests of his country; and that he would
not even desire a victory over his own enemies, that

was not acquired by just and honourable methods.

And, having made Nfithridates's ambassadors come
into the assembly, he declared to them, that he would
sutler his master" to keep Bithynia and Cappadocia,
which were accustomed to be governed by kings, and
to which the Romans could have no just pretensions;
Sit he would never consent that he should set his foot

n Asia Minor, which appertained to the republic,
and which he had renounced by a solemn treaty.
When this answer was related to Mithridates, it

struck him with amazement; and he is affirmed to

have said to his friends,
" What orders may we not

expect from Sertorius, when he shall sit in the senate

in the midst of Rome; who, even now, confined upon
the coast of the Atlantic ocean, dictates bounds to

our dominions, and declares war against us, if we un-

dertake any thing against Asia?" A treaty was how-
ever concluded, and sworn between them, to this ef-

fect; That Mithridnteg should have Bithynia and Cap-
padocia; that Sertorius should send him troops for

that purpose, and one of his
captains

to command
them; and that Mithridales, on his side, should pay
Sertorius three thousand talents' down, and give him

forty gallejs.
The captain sent by Sertorius into Asia, was one

of those banished senators of Rome, who had taken

refuge with him. named Marcius Marius, to whom
Mithridates paid great honours. For, when Marius
entered the cities, preceded by the fasces and axes,
Mithridates followed him, well satisfied with the se-

cond place, and with only making the figure of a pow-
erful, hut inferior, ally in this proconsul's company.
Such was at that time thi: Roman greatness, that the

name alone of that potent republic obscured the
splen-

dour and power of the greatest kings. Mithridates,
however, found his interest in this conduct. Mariij",
as if he had been authorised by the Roman people and

senate, discharged mo.t of the cities from paving the

exorbitant taxes which Svlla had imposed on them;
expressly declaring that it was from Sertorius they
received that favour, and to him they were indebted
for it. So moderate and politic a conduct opened
the gates of the cities to him without the help of arms,
and the name alone of Sertorius made more conquests
than all the forces of Mithridates.

Nicomedes, king cf Bithynia,t
A. M. 3929. died this year, and made the Ro-

Ant. J. C. 75. man people his heirs. His.country
became thereby, as I have observed

elsewhere, a province of the Roman empire. Mith-
ridateg immediately formed a resolution to renew the
war against them upon thin occasion, and employed
the greatest part of the year in making the necessary
preparations for carrying it on with vigour. He be-

> A Unit four hundred and fifty thousand pound*.
Appum. de Bello Mithrid. p. 173.

lieved, that, after the death of S\lla, and (hiring tn

troubles with which the republic was agitated, lh

conjuncture was favourable lor re-entering upon the

conquests he had given up.
Instructed

by
his mi.-foi tunes and experience,* h

banished from his army all armour adorned with gold
and jewels, whicii he began to consider as the allure-

ment of the victor, and not as the strength of tho-e

who wore them. He caused swords to be forged af-

ter the Roman fashion with solid and weighty buck-

lers; he collected horses, rather well made HIM! trained

than magnificently adornetl ; assembled a hundred and

twenty thousand foot, armed and disciplined like the

Roman infantry, and sixteen thousand horse wt il

equipped for service, besides n hundred chariots

the pay and subsistence of the troops.
Mithridates had begun by seizing Paphlagonia and

Bithynia. The province of Asia, which found il-elf

exhausted by the exactions of the Roman tax-gather-
ers and usurers, to deliver themselves from their op-

pression, declared a second time for him. Such wai
the cause of the third Mithridalic war, which subsist

ed almost twelve years.
The two consuls, Lucullus and

Cotta, were sent against him, each of A. M. 3930.

them with an army under him. Lu- Ant. J. C. 74em an army uner m. u- . .

cullus had Asia, Cilicia.and Cappa-
docia, for his province; the other, Bithynia an d Pro-

ns.
Whilst Lucullus was employed in repressing the

oug e a a avourae opporun, n -

sence of his colleague, to signalize himself by som

great exploit. He therefore prepared to give Mith-
ridates battle. The more he was told that Luculluitin * uailie. 1 lie EIJUlC lie was LVIW niai A^UI-UBIU*

s approaching, that he was already in I hrygia.and
would soon arrive, the greater haste he made to right,

believing himself already assured of a triumph, and
desirous of preventing his colleague from having any
hare in it. But he was beaten by sea and land. In

the naval battle he lost sixty of his ships, with their

whole complements; and in that by land he had four

thousand of his best troops killed, and was obliged to

shut himself up in the city of Chalcedon, with no hope
of any other relief than what his colleague should

think fit (ogive him. All the officers ol his army, n-

raged at Cotta's rash and presumptive conduct, en-

deavoured to persuade Lucullus to enter PonHi,
which Mithridates had left without troops, and where
he might assure himself of finding the people inclined

to revolt. He answered generously, that he would

always esteem it more glorious to preserve a Roman
citizen than to possess himself of the whole dominions
of an enemy; and without resentment against his col-

league, he marched to assist hiifi with all the success
1 he could have hoped. This was the first action bj
which he distinguished hinisf If, and which ought to do
him more honour than all his most splendid victories.

Milhridatfs,* encouraged by the

double advantage he had gained, A. M. 3931.

undertook the siege of Cyzicum, a Ant. J. C. 7H.

city of the Propontis, which stren-

uously supported the Roman party in this war. ID

making himself master of this place,
he would have

opened himself a
passage

from Bilhyniu into Asia Mi-

nor, which would have been very advantageous to him

by giving him n opportunity of carrying the, war thi

ther with all possible ease and security. It was fol

this reason he desired to take it. In order to succeed,
he invested it by land with three hundred thousand

men. divided into ten camp--; an-i oy st a with fout

hundred ship*. Lucidlus sor.i followed him thither;

and began by seizing a
["Ost upon an eminence which

Pint. inLncs... p. 4%.
Mui i U-.nl. p. 4'jr 499. Appian. p. 219221
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was of (he highest importance to him, because it fa-

cilitated his receiving convoys, and gave him the

means of ccitting off the enemy's provisions. He had
nlv thirty thousand foot, and two thousand five hun-

dred horse. The superiority of the enemy in num-
ber, far from dismaying, encouraged him; for he was
convinced, that to innumerable a multitude would
oon be in want of provision*. Hence, in haranguing

hi? troops, he promised them in a few days a victory
(hat would not cost them a single drop of blood. It

was in this that he plared his glory; for the lives of

the soldiers were dear to him.

The fcie;:e was long, and carried on with extreme

rigour. Mithridates battered the place on all sides

with innumerable machine!. The defence was no
less vigorous. The besieged did prodigies of valour,
kiit: employed all means that the most industrious ca-

pacity could invent, to repulse the enemy's attacks,

either by burning their machines, or rendering them
useless by a thousand different obstacles which they

opposed to them. What inspired them with so much

courage was their exceeding confidence in Lucullus,
who had let them know, that if they continued to de-

fend themselves with the same valour, they might as-

Sure themselves that the place would not be taken.

Lucullus was indeed so well posted, that, without

coming to a general action, which he alwavs carefully
voided, he made Mithridates's army suffer extreme-

Iv, by intercepting his convoys, charging his foraging

parties
with advantage, and beating the detachments

be sent out from time to time. In a word, he knew
lo well how to improve all occasions that offered, he
weakened the army of the besiegers so much, and
used such address in cutting off their provisions, hav-

ing shut up all avenues by which they might be sup-

plied, that he reduced them to extreme famine. The
soldiers could find no other food but the herbage, and
tome went so far as to support themselves upon hu-

man flesh. Mithridates.i who pas-
A. M. 3932. sed for the most artful captain of his

Ant. J. C. 72. times, in despair that a general who
could not yet have had much expe-

rience, should so often have deceived him by false

marches and feigned movements, and had defeated

him without drawing his sword, was at length obliged
to raise the giege shamefully, after having spent al-

most two years before the place. He fled by sea, and
his lieutenant* retired with his army by land to NIC-
onicdin. Lucullug pursued them; and, having come
up with them near the Granicus, he killed twenty
thousand of them upon the spot, and took an infinite

number of prisoners. It is said, that in this war there

perished almost three hundred thousand men, either

toldiers and servants, or other followers of the army.
After this new success, Lucullus returned to Cyzi-

cum, entered the city, and alter having enjoved for

some days the pleasure of having preserved it, and
the honours which he derived from that succe--, he
made a rapid march along the coasts of the Helles-

pont, to collect ships and form a fleet.

Mithridates, after having raised the siege of Cvzi-
cum repaired to Nicomedia, from whence he passed
by sea into Pontus. He left part of his fleet, and ten
thousand of his best troops, in the Hellespont, un-
der three of his most able generals. Lucullus, with
the Roman fleet, beat them twice.2 the first time at

Tenedos, and the other at Leninos. when the enemy

thought of nothing less than making sail for Italy,
and of alarming and plundering the coasts of Rome
itself. He killed almost all their men in these two

engagements: and in the last took their three gnu ml-,

Cum Unius impetus belli ail ''yricenorum mrenia n>n-
ttilisset. eainque iirbein sihi Mi;h i'.! .u-s AsiiE junuuin fore

puiavissei, qua efiracta et rovnlsa i,.ia patcret pnwincia;
perfecia ah Lncullo haec sum omnia, in urbs fiilcbssimurim)
ocioriini dpfenaVrfHir, ui omiipg cupiie resis <liuiurnit;tle

obsidionis consuiiiprenuir. Cir. in Oral, pro Mur. n. 33.

Ab eodeni imperauirp classem maintain PI ornaiam,
quse dueibu* Senorianii ad Italian) studio intiammato ra-

pereinr, snperatam esse atque itepressam. Cj'c. pro lege
Mar.il n. 21.

Quid 1 illarn puenam navalPm ad Tenpdnm, riirn tanto
eoncursu. acerrimis dufit.us, hustium classis Italian) tpe
alque aniims inlHta peleret, medioori cenamine et parva
diinicatione comiuissam arbitraris 1 Cic. pro Muranu, n. 33.

one ofwhom was M. Mnrius, the Roman senator u horn

Sertorius had sent from Spain to the aid of Mann
dates. Lucullus ordered him to be put to death, lie-

cause it was not consistent with the Roman dignity
that a senator of Rome should be led in triumph.
One of the two others poisoned himself, and the third

was reserved for the triumph. Alter having cleared

the coasts by these two victories, Lucullus turned hit

arms towards the continent; reduced liithynia first,

then Papblagonia; marched afterwards into Pontus,
and carried the war into the heart of Mithridates's do-

minions.
He suffered at first so greatly from a want of pro-

visions in this expedition, that he was obliged to make
30,000 Galatians follow the army, each with a quan-
tity of wheat upon his shoulders. But upon his ad-

vancing into the country, and subjecting the cities

mid provinces, he found such abundance of all things
that an ox sold for only one drachma,! and a slavit

for no more than four.

Mithridates had suffered almost as much by a tem

pest, in his passage on the Ku\ine sea, as in the cam-

paign
wherein he had been treated so roughlv. He

lost in it almost all the remainder of his fleet kin! the

troops he had brought thither for the defence of b'n

ancient dominions. When Lucullus arrived, he was

making new levies with the utmost expedition, to

defend himself against that invasion, which he had

clearly foreseen.

Lucullus, upon arriving in Pontus, without loss of
time besieged Amuusand Eupatoria, two of the prin-

cipal cities in the country, very near each other.

The latter, which had been very lately built, was
called Eupatoria, from the surname of F.upator, given
to Mithridates; this, place was \i\*, usual residence,
and he had designed to make it the capital of his do-
minions. Not content with these, two sieges at once,
Lucullus sent a detachment of hi- army to form that

of Themiscyra, upon the river Thermodoti, which

place was not less considerable than the two other*.

The officers of Luonllus's army complained, that

their general amn-ecl himself two long in -iei;e u hit h

were not worth his trouble, ami that in the. mean time
he gave Mithridate? opportunity to an-jim lit !:>.- army
and rather strength. To which he answered in his

justification: "That is directly what I want; 1 act

designedly thus, that our enemy may take neiv cour-

age, and assemble so numerous an army a- may em-
bolden him to wail for us in t!ie field an I II v no long-
er before us. Do you not observe, that he has be-

hind him immense wildernesses, and infinite iit-tits

in which it will be impossible for us either to pursue
or come up with him? Armenia is but a few tiays'

march from these deserts. There Tigranes keeps ins

court, that king of kings, whose power is so great that

he subdues the Partisans, transports whole cities of

Greeks into the heart of Media, has made himself

master of Svria and Palestine, exterminated the kings
descended from Seleucus.and carried their wives and

daughters into captivity. This powerful prince is the

ally ami son-in-law of Mithridates. Do you think,

when he has him in his palace as a suppliant, that he

will abandon him, and not make war against us?

Hence in hastening to drive nway Mithiidates, wt
shall be in great danger of drawing Tigranes upon oui

hands, who has long sought pretexts for declaring

against us, and who can never find one more specious,

legitimate, and honourable, than that of assisting hit

father-in-law, and a king reduced to the lust extrem

ity. Why, therefore, should we serve Mitliridate

aain>t ourselves; or show him to whom he should
have recourse for the means of supporting the war
with us, by pushing him, against his will, and at a

time perhap< uh n he looks upon such a step as un-

worthy his valour and greatness, into thi: arms and

protection of Tigranes? Is it not infinitely better, bv

giving him time to take courage and strengthen him-
-elf v\ith his own forces, to have only upon our hand*
the troops of Colchis, the Tibarenim'is.anii Cappado-
clans, whom we have so often de'rated, than to ex-

pose ourselves to have the additional force of the Ar-

menians and Medes to contend with?"

Seven pence.
2u2
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Whilst the Romans attacked the

A.M. 3933. three places we have mentioned.
Ant. J. C. 71. Mithridates, who had already form-

ed a new army, took the field very
early in the spring. Lucullus left the command o'f

the s'uges of Animus and Kupatoria to Murena. the

son of him whom we have spoken of before, whom
Cicero represents in a very favourable light:

" He
went into Asia,i a prorince Abounding with riches

and pleasures, where he Jeft behind him no traces

cither of avarice or luxury. He behaved in such a

manner in this important war, that he did many great
actions without the general, the general none without
him." Lucullus marched againt Mithridates, who
lav encamped in the plains of Cabirse. The latter

had the advantage in two actions, but was entirelv

defeated in the third, and obliged to llv, without ei-

ther servant or equery to attend him, or a single

horse of his stable. It was not till after some time,

that one of hi* eunuchs, seeing him on foot in the

micUt of the flying crowd, got off his horse and gave
it him. The Romans were so near him, that they al-

most had him in their hands; and it was owing en-

tirelv to themselves that they did not take him. The
avarice alone of the soldiers lost them a prey, which

they had pursued so long, through o many toils, dan-

gers, and battles, and deprived Lucullus of the sole

reward of all his victories. Mithridates, says Cicero.2
artfully imitated the manner in which Medea, in the

same kingdom of Pontus, formerly escaped the pur-
suit of her father. That princess is said to have cut

in pieces the body of Absyrtus, her brother, and to

have scattered his limbs in the places through which
her father pursued her; in order that his care in ta-

king up those dispersed members, and the grief go

sad a spectacle would give him, might stop the ra-

pidity of his pursuit. Mithridates, in like manner,
as he fled, left upon the way a great quantity of gold,
silver, and precious effects, which had either descend-
ed to him from his ancestors or had been amassed

by himself in preceding wars; and whilst the soldiers

employed themselves in gathering those treasures,
the king escaped their hands. So that the father of
Medea was stopped in bis pursuit by sorrow, but the

Romans by joy.
After this defeat of the enemy, Lucullus took the

City of Cabirae, with several other places and castles,
in which he found great riches. He found also the

prison
full ofGreeks and princes nearly related to the

king, who were confined in them. As those unhappy
persons had long given themselves over for dead, the

liberty they received from Lucullus, teemed less a
deliverance than a new life to them. In one of those

castles, a sister of the king's, named Nyssa, was also

taken, which was to her a great instance of good for-

tune. For the other sisters of that prince, with his

wives, who had been sent farther from the danger,
and who believed themselves in

safety
and

repose,
all

died miserably, Mithridates on his flight having sent

them orders to die by Bacchidas the eunuch.

Among the other sisters of the king were Roxana
and Statira, both unmarried, and about forty years
of age, with two of his wives, Berenice and Momma,
both of Ionia. All Greece spoke much of the latter,

whom they admired more for her prudence than her

beauty, though exqui-ile. The king having fallen

desperately in love with her, had forgotten nothing
that might incline her to favour his passion: he sent
her at once 15,000 pieces of gold. She was always

Asiam istam refertam el eandem delicatam, sic obiit,
ut in pa npque avaritise, nequp Inxurite vestigium reliquerit.
Maximo in bello sic esl versauis. ut liic multas res et

mrjL-n is sine imperalorp gesserit, nullam sine hoc imperalor.
Cic.pro Murtrna. n. 20.

Ex BUO resno sic MilhrMalrs profusit, ut ex eodem
Ponto Meilea ilia quondam pnifusisse ilicitur: quam prtp-

dtcanl, in I'uua, Trains sui niPiiiLira in iis 1, iris, qua se parent
persequerHiir, dissi|>avissH, u'. eorum cnllPttio di.-persa,

moemrque pairing, celer'natem persequendi reiard.iret. Sic
Miiliriilatfs fusifiis maximum vim auri alque areenti,
pulcherriir.arumque rerum omnium, qtias PI a maj >nl>u

cceperal, el i|e bello snperim-p ex tc.;a Asia direpias in
umi recnum consesserat in Ponto, omiiPin reliqiiit. HB>C
dum nosiri cullizunt oninia dili'jemiiis, rex ipse e maniluis
emiL'it Ita flliim in p'THHiuendi studio imcror, noa Iseti-

U n-lardavit. Cic. de leg. lUanis. n. -'-.

averse to him, and refused his presents, till he gar*
her ihe quality of wife and queen, and sent her the

royal tiara, or diadem, an essential ceremony in the

marriage of the kings of those nations. Nor did she

then comply without extreme rt gr t, and in compli-
ance with the wishes of her Family, who were (iatilrd

with the splendour of a crown and the potti-r of

Mithridates, who was at that time victorious and at

the height of his glory. From the lime of h-r mar-

riage to the instant of which we are now speaking
that unfortunate princess had passed her life in con
tinual sadness and affliction, lamenting her fatal beau-

ty, which instead nt a husband had given her a mas-

ter, and instead of procuring her an honourable
abode and the endearments of conjugal society, had
confined her in a close prison, under a guard of bar-

barians; where, far removed from the delightful re-

gions of Greece, she had only enjoyed a dream of
the

happiness
with which she had been flattered, and

bad really lust that solid and essential good she pos-
sessed in her own beloved country.
When Bacchidas arrived, and h'ad signified to the

princesses the order of Mithridates, which favoured
them no farther than to leave them at liberty to

choose the kind of death they should think most gen-
tle and immediate. Monima, taking the diadem iruin

her head, tied it round her 'neck, and hung herself

up by it. But that wreath not being strong enough,
and "breaking, she cried out, "ah, fatal trifle, you
might at least do me this mournful office!" Then,
throwing it away with indignation, she presented her
throat to Bacchidas.
As for Berenice, she took a cup of poison; and as

she was going to drink it, her mother, who was pre-
sent, desired to share it with her. They accordingly
drank both together. The half of that poison sufficed

to carry off the mother, worn out and feeble uith

oge; but was not enough to surmount the strength
and youth of Berenice. That princess struggled

long with death in the most violent agonies, till Bao
chidas, tired with waiting the effects of the poison
ordered her to be strangled.
Of the two sisters, Roxana is said to have swallow*

ed poison, venting a thousand reproaches and impre-
cations against Mithridates. Statira on the contrary
was pleased with her brother, and thanked him, for

that, being in so great danger for his own person, he
had not forgotten them, and had taken care to

sup-
ply them with the means of dying free, and of with-

drawing from the indignities their enemies wight
else have made them suflV r.

Their deaths extremely afflicted Lucullus, who was
of a gentle and humane disposition. He continued

his march in pursuit of Mithridates; but having re-

ceived advice that he was four days' journey before

him, and had taken the road to Armenia, to retire to

his son-in-law Tigranes, he returned directly; and,
after having subjected some of the nations, and taken

some cities in the neighbourhood, he suit Appius
Clodius to Tigranes, to demand Mithridates of him;
and in the mean time returned against Amisus. whirh

place was not yet taken. Callimachus, who com-
manded in it, and was the mos. able

engineer of his times, had alone pro- A. M. 3934.

longed the siege. When he saw that Ant. J. C. 70.

he could hold out no longer, he set

fire to the city, and escaped in a ship that waited fot

him. Lucullus did his utmost to extinguish the

flames, but in vain; and to increase his concern, saw
himself obliged to abandon the city to be plundered

by the soldiers, from whom the place had as mu-h
to fear as from the flames themselves. His t-oop
were insatiable for booty, and he not capable cf re-

straining them. A shower of rain, which then hap-

pened to fall, preserved a great number of build ngs;
and Lucullus, before his" departure, caused tnose

which had been burnt to be rebuilt. Thi city wa
nn ancient colony of the Athenians. Such of ihe

Athenian', during A ration's being master of Athens,
;. desired to fly Irom^iis tyranny, had retired thithftr,

and enjoyed there the same rights and pm ileges with

the natives.

Lucullut. when he left Amisut, directed his march
towards the cities of Asia, whom the avarice and
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cruelly of the usurers and tax-gatherers held under
the most dreadful oppression; insomuch that those

Coor
people were obliged to sell their children of

oth s-xes, and even set up at auction the paintings
ud statues consecrated to the gods. And, wh-n

these would not suffice to pay the duties, taxes, and
nitcrc-ii of their arrears, they were given up without

merry to their creditors, and often exposed to such
barbarous tortures, thai slavery, in comparison with
their miseries, seemed a kind of redress and tranquil-
lity to them.
These immense debts of the province arose from

the fine of twenty thousand talents I which Sy Ha had

Imposed on it.

"

They had already paid ihe sum
twice over: but those insatiable usurers bv heaping
lnt< rest upon interest, had run it up to lb,000 tal-

ent*
;

so that they still owed triple the sums they
had already paid.

Tacitus 3 had reason to say, that usury was ope of
the most ancient evils of the Roman commonwealth,
and the most frequent cause of sedition; but at the
time we now speak of, it was carried to an excess
not easy to be credited.

The interest of money amongst the Romans was

paid every month, and was one per cent; hence it

was called nsnra ctntesirnn or unciariwn fcenus;
because in reckoning the twelve months twelve per
cent, was paid: nncin is the twelfth

part
of a whole.

The 4 law of the twelve tables 5 prohibited the rais-

ing interest to above twelve per cent. This law was
revived bv the two tribunes of the pepple, in the
396th year of Rome.
Ten years after,* interest was reduced to half that

tum, in the 406th year of Rome; temunciarium fa-
nut.

At
length,

in the 411th year of Rome,7 all interest
was prohibited by a decree: JVe faenerari licerat.

All these decrees were ineffectual. Avarice was

always too strong for the law*,8 and whatever regu-
lations were made to suppress it, either iti the time
of the republic orunder the emperors, it always found
means to elude them. Nor has it pa'rd more regard
to the laws of the church, which has never entered
into any composition on this point, and severely con-
dettM all usury, even the most moderate; because,
God having forbidden any, she never believed she
had a right to

permit
it in the least. It is remarka-

b!e, that usury has always occasioned the ruin of the
states where it has been tolerated

;
and it was this

disorder which contributed very much to subvert the

Cpnititotion of the Roman commonwealth, and gave
birth to the greatest calamities in all the provinces
of that empire.

Lucullus, at (his time, exerted himself in procuring
for the

provinces
of Asia 9 some relaxation; which

he could only effect by putting a stop to the injustice
and cruelty of the usurers and tax-gatherers. The
latter, finding themselves deprived by Lucullus of
the immense gain they made, raised a great outc'-y.
as if they hid been excessively injured; and by tf.e

force of money animated many orators against 'him;
particularly confiding in having most of those who

About three millions sierlins.
About eishteen millions stPrlins.
Sane veins urbi fa-nere maluin et seditionum discor-

diarumqup creberrimi causa. Tacit. Annul. 1. vi. c. 16.
* Tacit. Anna). I. vi. c. 16. l,iv. I. vii. n. 16.

rep
e. 1C.

totips

. . . . . . ,. . . . .

Neqiiis unciario fienere amplius exercpto.
Liv. 1. vii. n. 17. 1 Ibid. n. 42.
.Multis plPbiscitis onviam itum fraud! bus: qu* toti

press* minis per arles rursuin oriebamur. Tucit. I.

. 1C.

[The Asia h.^re nipntionpd is n>t to be confounded with
*ia Minor, or tlif i^ninsula to catted, tekra at larzp, (a,

t)>ace equal in amplitude to morp than 2im.lHl British

qiiiirp uiilpn.) Uit with tlip Pra-torian Asia, or the IVr.'a-
Benian kingdom, ftnd such additions as had bPPn in.ulr to

kin the partition of the Syrian dominion* coiisi-iiu-iu on
tl of Antiochus, and which was left as a legacy to

th'- Romans |,y I)IP last of \\\P A'talian line. This portion
Comprehended Mysia, I.ydia, Caria. Ionia. Phry.'ia. or the
outb-wex pan of the Asi'itic peninsula. It w:i's this Asia!
which had revolted from ihp Koman yokp anil Pinhrai-rd the
Cansp of Mithridaip.s, and whSP inhabitants (at least those
of tlie principal citips) had, al his request, murdered alxive
150,UX) Komau citizens.]

governed the republic in their debt, which gave then*
a very extensive and almost unbounded influence
But Lucullus despised their clamours with a con-

stancy the morr, admirable from its being very ua-
common.

SECTION III. I.UCULLUS CAUSES WAR TO BE DE
CI.ARED WITH TIGRANES, AM) .MARCHES AGAINST
HIM. VANITY AND RIDICULOUS SELF-SUrFICIENCJ
OF THAT PRINCE. HE LOSES A GREAT UATTI.E
LUCULLUS TAKES T1GRA.NOCERTA, THE fAl'lTAI
OF ARMENIA. HE GAINS A SECOND VICTORY OVEH
THE JOINT FORCES OF TIGRANES ANDMITHRIDA-
TES. MUTINY AND REVOLT I> THE ARMY OF LU
CULLUS.

TIGRANES.MO whom Lucullus had
sent an ambassador, though of no A. M. 3931
great power in the beginning of his Ant. J. C. 70.

reign, had enlarged it so much by a
series of successes, of which there are few examples
that he was commonly surnamed king of kings. Af-
ter having overthrown and almost ruined the family
of the kings, successors of the great Seleurus; after

having very often humbled the pride of the Parthians

transported whole cities of Greeks into Media, con

quered all Syria and Palestine, and given laws to the
Arabians calied Scenites; he reigned with an autho-

rity respected by all the princes of Asia. The people
paid him honours after Ihe manner of the East, even
to adoration. H-is

pride
was inflamed and supported

by the immense riches he possessed, by the excessive

and continual praises of his flatterers, and by a pros

perity that had never known any interruption.

Appius Clodius was introduced to an audience of
this prince, who appeared with all the splendour he
could display, in order to give the ambassador a

higher idea of the royal dignity; who, on his side,

uniting the haughtiness of his natural disposition
with that which particularly characterized his repuo-
!:c, perfectly supported the dignity of a Roman am-
bassador.

After having explained, in few words, the subject*
of complaint, which the Romans had against Mithri-

dates, and that prince's breach of faith in breaking
the peace, without so much as attempting to give any
reason or colour for it, he told Tigranes that ne came
to demand his being delivered up to him, as due bj
every sort of title to Lucullus's triumph; that he did
not believe, as a friend to the Romans, which he had
been till then, that he would make any difficulty in

giving up Mithridates; and that, in case of his refu-

sal, he was instructed to declare war against him.
That prince, who had never been contradicted, and

who knew no other law nor rule than his own will and

pleasure, was extremely offended at this Roman free-

dom. But he was much more so with Lucullus's let-

ter, when it was delivered to him. The title of kine

only, which it gave him. did not
satisfy

him. He had
assumed that of king of kings, of which he was very
fond, and had carried his pride in that;respect so far,

as to cause himself to be served bv crowned heads.
He never appeared in public without having four

kings attending him; two on foot on each side of his

horse, when he went abroad; at table, in his cham-
ber; in short, every where, he had always some of
them to do the lowest offices for him; but especially
when he gave audience to ambassadors. For, at that

time, to give strangers a greater idea of his glory and

power, he made them all stand in two ranks, on each
side of his throne, where they appeared in the habit
and posture of common slaves. A pride so full of

absurdity offends all the world. One more refined
shocks less, though much the same at bottom.

It is not surprising that a prince of this character
should bear with impatience the manner in which Clo-
dius poke to him. It was the first free and sincere

speech he had heard during the five-and-twenty years
he had governed his subjects, or rather tyrannized
over them with excessive insolence. He answered,
that .Mithridates was the father of Cleopatra, his wife;
that the union between them was of too sti ict a nature

' Plut. in Lucul. p. 5O4 512. Wemn. c. xlviii.--Ivii.

Appian in Mithrid. p. 22S 222.
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to admit his deliveriag him up for the triumph of Lu-

cullus; and that if the Roman* \v< re ui.just in u_n
to make war a^ain-t him, he km w how to defend
himst It", and to make thrin repent it. To expre-s hi-

resentment, he directed his answer only to Lucullus,
without adding the usual title of Imperator. or any
Other coiumoiily given to the Roman general*.

Lucullus, when Clodius reported the result of his

comniHsiuu, and that war had been declared against

Tigranes, returned with the utmost diligence into

Poutus to begin it. The enterprise seemed rush, and
the terrible power of the king astonished all those

who relied less upon the valour ol the troops and the

conduct of the general, than upon a multitude of sol-

diers. Alter having made himself ma-ti-r of Sinope,
he gave that place its liberty, as he did aUo to Ami-
sui, and made them both tree and independent cities.

Cottal did not treat Heraclaea, which he took alter a

long siege bv treachery, in the same manner. He en-

riched himself out of its .-polls, treated the inhabitants

with excessive cruelty, and burnt almost the whole ci-

ty. On his return to R >me, he was at first well re-

ceived bv the senate, and honoured with the surname
of Ponticus, upon account of taking that place. But
soon after, when the Heracleans had laid their com-

plaints before the senate, and represented in a man-
ner capable of moving; the hardest hearts, the mise-

ries Cotta's avarice and cruelty had made them suf-

fer, the senate' contented themselves with depriving
him of the lotus davits, which was the robe worn by
the senators; a punishment in no wise proportioned
to the flagrant excess proved upon him.

Lucullus left Sornatius.oneof his generals, in Pon-

tus, witii 6000 men, and marched with the rest, which
mounted only to 12,000 foot and 3000 horse, through

Cappadoria, to the Euphrates. He passed that river

in the midst of winter, and afterwards the Tigris, and
came before Tigranocerta, which was at some small

distance, to attack Tigranes in his capital, where he
had lately arrived from Svria. Nobody dared speak
to that prince of Lucullus and hit march, after his cruel

treatment of the person who brought him the first

news of it, whom he put to death in reward for so im-

portant a service. He listened to nothing but the dis-

courses of flatterers, who told him Lucullus must be a

great captain if he onl v dared wait for him at Ephesus.
and did not betake himself to flight and abandon Asia,
when he should see the many thousands of which his

army was composed. So true it is, says Plutarch, that

as all constitutions are not capable of bearing much
wine, all minds are not strong enough to bear great

prosperity without loss of reason and infatuation.

Tigranes at first had not designed so much as to

tee or speak to Mithridates, though his father-in-law,
but treated him with the utmost contempt and arro-

gance, kept him at a distance, and placed a guard
over him HS a prisoner of stati, in marshy, unwhole-
ome places. But after Clodius's einba-y, he had

ordered him to be brought to court
A. M. 3935. with all possible honours and marks

Ant. J. C. 69. of respect. In a private conversation

uhich thev had together without wit-

Messes, they cured themselves of their mutual suspi-
cions to the great misfortune of their Iriends, upon
whom thi v cast all the Maine.

In the number o; those unfortunate person* was
Melrodotus, of the city of Scepsis, a man of extraor-

dinary merit, who ha. i so much inlluence w.ith Mith-
ridati s, tti.it he was called the king's father. That

prince had s nt him on an t ml>a--v to Tigranes, to

desire aid against the Romans. When he had ex-

plained
the occasion ol" hi- journey, Tis;raiie- -k><!

him; And you, Melrodotus. what would you advise

nie to do, with res[>ect to _\our ma-ier'*> cUinands-.'"

Upon which Meirodotu re'plied.out of an excess of
ill-timed sincerity.

" As an ambassador, I advise you
to do what Mithridates demands of you: but as your
counsel, not to do it." Thi- was a criminal prevari-
cation, and a kind of treason. It co-l him his life,

when .Mithrir.au.- had been apprized of it by T'uriam -.

Lucullus was continually advancing against th;i'

prince, and was already in a manner at the gates of

Meum. c. It. lii.

his palace, without his either knowing or l<< lieving

any thing of the matur. so much wa he Minded bj
his presumption. Miihrohai-zaiu s, one ol his favour*

itis. \mtiireil to carry him tliat nt us. The invaro
he had for it was to be charged with a commission,
to go immediately with some troops and bi>., Lucul
Ins prisoner; as if the matter had been only It- arresl

one of the king's subjects. The faxouriie, with thi

greatest part of the troops given him, lost their liM-s

in endeavouring to execute that dangerous commis-
sion.

Tills ill success opened the eyes of Tigraues and
made him recover from his Infatuation. Nlin.rinatei

had been sent back into Pontus with 10,000 horse to

raise troops there, and to return and join Tigranes,
in case Lucullus entered Armenia. I- or himst If, he
had chosen to continue at Tigranocerta, in order to

give the necessary orders for raising troops through-
out his whole dominions. Alter this check, he began
to be afraid of Lucullus, quitted Tigranocerta, retired

to mount Taurus, and gave orders to all his troops to

repair thither to him.

Lucullus marched directly to Tigranocerta, took up
his quarters around the

place,
and formed the siege of

it. This city was full of all sorts of riches; the inha-

bitants of all orders and conditions having emulated
each other in contributing to its embellishment and

magnificence, in order to make their court to the king;
for this reason Lucullus pressed the siege with the ut-

most vigour; believing that Tigranes would never
sutTer it to be taken, and that he would come on in a

transport of fury to otter him battle, and oblige him
to r.ii-e the siege. And he was not mistaken in his

conjecture. Mithridates sent e\ery day couriers to

Tigranes, and wrote him letters, in the strongest
terms, to advise him not to hazard a battle, anu to

make use of his cavalry alone in cutting off Lucullus'*

provi-ions. Taxiles himself was sent by him with the

same instructions; who staying with him in his camp,
earne-tlv entreated him, every dav. not to attack the

Roman armies, as they were excellently disciplined,
veteran soldiers, and almost invincible.

At first he hearkened to this advice with patience

enough. But when all his troops, consisting of t

treat n'iniuer of different nations, were assembled,
not only the. king's feasts, but his councils, resounded
with nothing but vain bravadoes, full of insolence,

pride, and barbarian menaces. Taxiles was in dan-

ger of being killed, for having ventured to oppose the

advice of those wlio were for a battle; and .Mithrida-

tes. himself was openly accused of opposing it. onlj
out of envy, to deprive bis son-in-law of the glory of
so great a sir

In this conceit Tigranes determined to .'a:t no

longer, lest Mithridates should arrive, and share with
him in the honour of the victory. 11. therefore,
marched with all his forces, telling his friends, that

he was only sorry on one account, and that wa>, his

having to engage with Lucullus alone, and not with
all the Roman generals together. He measured his

hopes of success by the number of his troops. He
had twenty thousand archers, or slinstrs, fifty-five

thousand horse, seventeen thousand of uhirh \-. tie

heavy-armed cavalry, a hundred and filly thousand

foot, divided into companies and battalions, besides

pioneers to clear the roads, build bridges, rlear and
turn the course of rivers, with other labourers of the

same description mctssary in armies, to the number
of thirty-live thou-and, w ho bung drawn up in battle-

array behind the combatants, made the army appear
still more numerous, and augmented its forces and
confidence.
When he had passed mount Taurus, and all his

troops appeared together in the plains, the sight ulon*

of his army was surtici* nt (o strike terror into the moM
daring en'emv. Lucullus, always intrepid, divided

his troops, lit lelt Murtnawuh six thou-and fool

before the place, and with all the re-t ol his infantrr,
c "ii -1st ing of twenty -four Cohorts, which together did
not amount to more, than ten or twelve thousand men,
all his hor-e, and about a thou-and archers, or sling.
er-. marched o-iain-l Tigrane-, and encamped in the

plain, with n larger riiiriii his front.

Tiiis handful of men made Tigranes laugh, and
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supplied his flatterers with matter for pleasantry.
Some, openly jested upon them: others, by way of <ii-

vei>ion, dr w lots for their spoil*; and of all Ti-

grant-*'* generals, and all th<- kings in his army, there
was not one \s ho did not enlrrat him to intrust thut

affair to him alone, and content himelf with being
only a spectator of the action. Tigranes biiiix If, to

appear agreeable, and a delicate rallier, used an ex-

pression, which has been much admired; "If they
come as ambassadors, they are a great many; but if

as enemies, very few." Thus the first day passed ill

'csting and raillery.

The next morning, at sunrise, Lucullus made his

army march out of their intrcnchments. That of the

barbarians was on the other side of the river towards
the east, and the river ran in such manner, that it

tuined off short to the left towards the west, where it

was easily fordahle. Lucullus, in order to lead his

army to this ford, inclined also to the left, towards the

lower part of the river, hastening his march. Tigra-
nes, who saw him, believed he fled; and calling for

Taxiles told him, with a contemptuous laugh
" Do

you see those invincible Roman legions? You see

they can run away." Taxiles replied ;

'
I heartily wish

your majesty's good fortune may this day work a mi-

racle in your favour; but the arms and motions of
those legions do not indicate people running away."

Taxiles was still speaking, when he saw the eagle
of the first legion move on a sudden to the right about,

by the command of Lucullus, followed by all the co-

horts, in order to pass the river. Tigranes, recovering
then with difficulty, like one that had been long drunk,
cried out two or three times,

" How! are those people
coming to us?" They came on so fast, that his numer-
ous troops did not post themselves, nor draw up in

battle without much disorder and confusion. Tigranes

placed
himself in the centre; gave the left wing to the

Ling of the Adiabenians, and the right to the king of

the Medes. The greatest part of the heavy-armed
horse covered the front of the right wing.
As Lucullus was preparing to pass the river, gome

of his general officers advised him nut to engage upon
that day, because it was one of those unfortunate days
which the Romans called black-days. For it was tfie

lame upon which the army of Cepio I had been defeat-

ed ir. the battle with the Cimbri. Lucullus made
tnem this answer which afterwards become so fa-

mous: " And I, for my part, will make this a happy
day for the Romans."

It was the sixth day of October (the day before the

ones of October.)
After having made that reply, and exhorted them

not to be discouraged, he passed the river.and march-
ed foremost against the enemy. He was armed with
i steel cuirass, made in the form of scales, which glit-

tered surprisingly, under which was his coat of arms,
bordered all round with fringe. He brandished his

nnked sword in his band, to intimate to his troops,
that it was necessary to close immediately with an

enemy who were accustomed to
fight only" at a dis-

tance with their arrows; to deprive them, by the
wifuiess and impetuosity of the attack, of the space
required for the use of them.

Perceiving that the heavy-armed cavalry, upon
whom the enemv very much relied, were drawn up
at the foot of a little hill, the summit of which ws
flat and level, and the declivity of not above live

hundred paces, neither much broken, nor very diffi-

cult, he saw at tirst glance wlmt use as to be made
of it. He commanded his Thracian and Galatian
horse to charge that body of the enemy's cavalry in

flank, w ith orders only to turn aside their lances with
their words. For the principal, or rather whole
force, of those heavy-armed horse, consisted in their

lances, and when they had not room to use these,

they could do nothing either against the enemy or
for themselves; their arms being so heavy, stiff, and

cumbersome, that they could not turn themselves,
and were almost immoveable.

Whilst his cavalry marched to execute his orders.

The Greek text says, Hit army of Scipio, which Mon-
sieur de Thou justly correcfxl in the margin of nil Plutarch,
tin army of Cepio
Vou II. 41

he took two cohorts of foot, and went to gain th

eminence. The infantry followed courageously , ex-

cited by the example of their general, whom they
saw marching foremost on foot, and ascending the

hill. When he was at the top, he showed himx-lf

from the highest part of it, and seeing from thence
the whole order of the enemy's battle, he cried out,
"The victory is ours, fellow'-soldiers, the victory is

our-!" At the same time, with his two cohorts, he
advanced against that heavy-armed cavalry, and or-

dered his men not to make use of their pikes, but
close with the troopers sword in hand, and strike

upon their legs and thighs, which were the only un-
armed parts about them. But his soldiers had not
so much trouble with them. That cavalry did not

stay their coming on, but shamefully took to flight;
and howling as they fled, fell with their heavy un-

wieldy horses upon the ranks of their foot, without

joining biittlf- at all, or so much us making a single
thrust with their lances. The slaughter did not be-

gin until they began to fly, or rather to endeavour to

fly; for they could not do so, being prevented by
their own battalions, whose ranks were so close and

deep, that they could not break their way through
them. Tigranes, that king so pompous and brave in

words, had taken to flight from the beginning with a
few followers; and seeing his son the companion of
his fortune, he took off his diadem, weeping; and

giving it him, exhorted him to save himself as well as

he could by another route. That young prince was
afraid to put the diadem upon his head, which would
have been a dangerous ornament at such a time, and
ave it into the hands of one of the most faithful of
is servants who was taken a moment alter, and car-

ried to Lucullus.
It is said, that in this defeat more than a hundred

thousand of the enemy's foot perished, and that very
few of their horse escaped : on the side of the Romans
only five were killed, and a hundred wounded. They
had never engaged in a

pitched
battle so great a num-

ber of enemies with so few troops; for the victors did
not amount to the twentieth part of the vanquished.
The greatest and most able Roman generals, who
had seen most wars and battles, gave Lucullus par-
ticular praises for having defeated two of the greatest
and most powerful kin<;s in the world, by two entirely
different methods, delay and expedition. For by pro-
traction and spinning out the war, he exhausted Mith-
ridates when he wag strongest and most formidable;
and ruined Tigranes by making haste, and not giving
him time to look about him. It hag been remarked,
that few captains have known how, like him, to make
slowness active, and haste sure.

It was this latter conduct that prevented Mithrida-
tes from being present in the battle. He imagined
that Lucullus would use the same precaution and
Irotractiou against Tigranes as he had done against
imself; so that he marched but slowly and by small

days' journeys to join Tigranes. But having met
some Armenians upon the way, who fled with the ut-

most terror and consternation, he suspected what had

happened; and afterwards meeting a much greater
number of fugitives naked and wounded, was fully
informed of the defeat, and went in search of Tigra-
nes. He found him, at length, abandoned by all the
world and in a very deplorable condition, far from
returning his ungenerous treatment, and insulting him
in his misfortunes, as Tigranes had done to him, be

quitted his horse, lamented their common disgrace,

gave him the guard which attended, and the officers

who serred him, consoled, encouraged him, and reviv-

ed his hopes; so that Mithndates, upon this occasion,
showed himself not entirely void of humanity. Both

together engaged in raising new troops on all sides.

In the mean time a furious sedition arose in Tigra-
nocerta; the Greeks having mutinied against the bar-

barians, and being determined at all events to deliver
the city to Lucullus. That sedition was at the high-
est when he arrived there. He took advantage of
the occasion, ordered the assault to be givr n, took
the city; and after having veiled all the king's trea-

sures, abandoned it to be plundered by the soldiers;

who, besides other riches, found in it eight thous-

and talent* of coined silver (about 1,200,000 pound i
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terling.) Besides this plunder, he gave each soldier

eio'it hundred drachmas,! which, with nil the bootj
they had taken, was not sufficient to satisfy their in

ordinal? avidity.
As the city had been peopled by colonies which

bad been carried away by force from Cappadocia,2
Cilicia, and other places, Luculltis permitted them
all to return into their native countries. They re-

ceived that permission with extreme joy, and quitted
it in so great numbers, that from one of the greatest
cities in the world, Tigranocerta became in an instant

almost a desert.

If Lucullus had pursued Tigranes after his victory,'
without giving him time to raise new troops, he would
either have taken or driven him out of the country,
and the war would have been at an end. His having
foiled to do so was very ill taken both in the army
and at Rome, and he was accused, not of negligence,
but of having intended by such conduct to make him-
self necessary, and to retain the command longer in

his own hands. This was one of the reasons that

prejudiced the generality against him, and induced
them to think of giving him a successor, as we shall

see in the sequel.
After the great victory he had gained over Tigra-

nes, several nations came to make their submissions
to him. He received also an embassy from the king
of the Parthians, who demanded the amity and alli-

ance of the Romans. Lucullus received this propo-
sal favourably, and sent also ambassadors to him, who,

being arrived at the Parthian court, discovered that

the king, uncertain which side to take, watered be-

tween the Romans and Tigranes, and had secretly
demanded Mesopotamia of the latter, as the price of
the aid he offered him. Lucullus, infprmecl of this

secret intrigue, resolved to leave Mithridates and Ti-

rranes, and to turn his arms against the king of the

Partisans: flattered with the grateful thought, that

nothing could be more glorious for him, than to have

entirely reduced, in one expedition, the three most

powerfat princes under the sun. But the opposition
this proposal met with from the troops, obliged him
to renounce his enterprise against the Parthians, and
to confine himself to the pursuit of Tigranes.
During this delay, Mithridates and Tigranes had

been indefatigable in raising new troops. They had
sent to implore aid of the neighbouring nations, and

especially of the Parthians, who were the nearest, and
at the same time in the best condition to assist them,
in the present .extremity. Mithridates wrote a letter

to their king, which Sal lust has preserved, and which
is to be found amongst his fragments. 1 shall insert

a part of it in this place.

LETTER OF MITHRIDATES TO ARSACES.4 KING OF THE
PARTHIANS.

" All those who, in a state of prosperity, are invited

to enter as confederates into a war, ought first to con-

sider whether peace be at their own option; 'and next,
whether what is demanded of them is consistent with

justice, their interest, safety and glory. You might
enjoy perpetual peace and tranquillity, were not the

enemy always intent upon seizing occasions of war,
and undeterred by any crimes. In reducing the Ro-

mans, you cannot but acquire the highest reputation
It may seem inconsistent in me, to propose to vou ei-

ther an alliance with Tigranes, or that vou, powerful
as you are, should join a prince in my unfortunate
condition. But I dare assert, that those two motives
vour resentment against Tigranes upon account of
his late war with you, and the disadvantageous situ-

ation of my affairs, if you judge rightly, far from op-

posing my demand, ought to support it. For as to

Tigranes, as he knows he has given you iu-t cau.e of

complaint, he will accept, without difficulty, whatevei
conditions you shall think fit to impose upon him;
and for me, I can say that fortune, by having c'eprir-
ed me of almost all I possessed, has enabled in* te

give others good counsel, and, which \n imit h to be
desired by persons in prosperity, I can, even from
my own misfortunes, supply you with examples, and
induce you to lake better measures than 1 have done.

For, do not deceive yourself; it is with i-ll the na-

tions, states, and kingdoms of the earth, that the Ro-
mans are at war; and two motives, as anci< nt as pow-
erful, put their arms into their hands; the unbounded
ambition of extending their conquests, and the in-a-

tiable thirst of riches." Mithridates afterwards enu-
merates at large the princes and kings whom they
had reduced one after another, and often by means
of one another. He repeats also his first successe-

against the Romans, and his late misfortunes. H>

goes on to this effect: " Examine now,8 I beg you
whether, when we are finally ruined, you wi!! be bet

ter able to resist the Romans, or can believe, thaf

they will confine their conquests to my country? 1

know you are powerful in men, in arms, and in trea-

sure; it is for that reason we desire to strengthen
ourselves by your alliance; they, to grow rich by
your spoils. For the re:>t, it is the intention ot" Ti-

granes to avoid drawing the war into his own coun-

try, that we shall go with all my troops, which are

ce'rtainly well disciplined, to carry our arms far from

home, and attack the enemy in person in their own
country. We cannot therefore either conqueror be

conquered, without your being in danger. Do yoo
not know, that the Romans, when they found them-

selves stopped by the ocean in the west, turned thtii

arms in this way? that to look back to their founda-

tion and origin, whatever they have, they have from

violence; home1

, wives, lands, and dominions? A
vile, herd of every kind of vagabonds, without coun-

try, without forefathers, they established themselves

for the misfortune of the human race. JVeither di-

vine nor human laws restrain them from betraying
and destroying their allies and fritnds remote na-

tions or neighbours, the weak or the powerful. They
reckon as enemies all that are not their slaves; and

especially whatever bears the name of king. For fe^

nations affect a free and independent government
the generality prefer just and equitable masters

About twenty pounds.
Strab. 1. xi. p. 532, Sc, \. xii. p. 539.

* Dion. Cass. 1. zxxv. p. 1.

Arsaces was a name common to all the kings of Par-

tfaia.

Omnea, qui secundis rebus suis ad belli societatera

oraulur, considerare debenl, liceatne turn pacem agere:
dein quod quaritur, satisne j>ium, lutum, gloriosum, ah in-

decorum sit. Tibi perppuia pace frui licerel ni*i hostes

opportuni et scelestissimi. Egrpgria fama, si Romanos op-

presseris, futura eel. Npque petere atideam societalem,
<tl frustra mala mra cum tuis bonis misceri sperem. Aiqui
ea, qu te morari posse viilentur, ira in Tigranem re-

centis belli, et mese res parum prospfrte, si vera ipjuumare

voles, maximS honabuntur. HIP enim obnoxitis. iiualem
tu voles societatpm accipiet: mini Comma, mullis rebus

erept'u, usum dedit bene jadpndi, et quod floremibus op-
Ubil .< esi, eL'o non validissimus prsebeo exempt um, quo rec-

liU8 lu.1 confponas. Namque Komanis cum nationiUis, po-

pulis, regihus cnnctis, una et ea velus causa bellandi eat,

cupido profumla imperil el divitiarum.

Nunc quaeso, considera, nobis oppressis, mrfirn firmi

oremlead resistendum, anfinem belli fuiurum p<:t

equidem libi maanas opes virorum, armorum, et auri fsse '

el ea re nobis ad societatem, ab illis ad pra?dai.
Cseieriirn consilium est Tisranis, reeno imesro, mis mili

tibus belli prudeiilibus, procul ab domo, p;i:
'

misira corpora bellum conficere: qnando ne.nip vincere ne-

que vinci sine periculo tiu> possumus. An k'noras Kmna-

DOS, poslquam ad occidentem pereemitms fincm oceanus

fecit, arma hue convertisse 7 fceque quict;v.a-:i ;i principh
nisi raptum habere; domum, conjug periutnl

,
Convenas, olim sine palria, sine parpniil-i

-

;
orbis terrarum : quibns non humana ulla npqup divina t>-

j

stant, quin socios, amicne, procul iiixiaqiie sit**, inopea
' ptnentefque trahanl, excidantque : oinniaijue non

inaxii.K" regna, hogulia ducant. Namque, |iauci 111
'

pars maiina justi* dominos volunt \ - -
'i snmus

'

seuiuli. el in tempore vindices affuturi. Tu verd, cui Se-

i leucia maxima urL.iuin, regnumque Peraidis inrlytis diviiiis

est, quid ab illis, nisi dolum in praesens, et i*>stt-a bellum

exnectas ! Romani in omnes arma hnlieiu. acerrima in eo

quibns spolia maxima sunl. Audendo et fallendo, PI bella

ex bellis seren>.l\ ma.'ni I'a4-ii. Her liunc morpm extinziien*

omnia, aul Occident Tquod difficilp non rst. si lu Meoopnta-
mia noe Armenia. cirrtimsrediinurPXPrcitiimsinpCrumento,
grnp auxilris. Fortuna autem nostris viiiis adhuc incolumia.

j Teque ilia fama seciuflur, auxilio profecliim niasnis regibug
latronps gentium opprrssissp. Quod uii Cacias monen bor-

i tongue, neu malis pernicie noetni unum impenum prolatare,

I quam socieiate victor fieri.
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Tfiev ti*pect us, because we are rivals with them for

dominion, and may in time take vengeance for their
- on. But for von, who have Seleucia, the

greatest of cities, and Per-ia, the richest and most

powerful of kingdoms, what can you expect from
them but deceit at present, and war hereafter? The
Roman* are at war with all nations; but especially
with those from whom the richest spoils are to be ex-

pected. They re become great by heroic enterprise,

by betra\ iiiu, and by making one war bring forth

nother. By this means, they will either destroy all

other*, or be destroyed themselves. It will not be
difficult to ruin them, if you, on the side of Mesopo-
tamia, and we on that of Armenia, surround their ar-

my, which will be, without provisions or auxiliaries.

The prosperity of their arms has subsisted hitherto

solely by out fault, who have not bten go prudent as

to appreciate ttie views of this common enemy, and
to unite ourselves in confederacy against him. It

will be for your immortal ill >ry to have supported
two sjreat kings, and to have conquered and destroyed
thes: robbers ofthe world. This is what I earnestly ad-
vise ;ind exhort you to do; by warning you to choose
rather to share with us, bv a salutarv alliance, in the

conquest of the common enemy, than to suffer the Ro-
man empire to extend itelf ?till farther by our ruin."

It <!,ies not appear that this letter had the effect

upon Phraates which Mithridates might have hoped
from it. So that the two kings contented themselves
with their own troops.
One of the means made ue of bv Tigranes to as-

semble a new army.l was to call Megadates from

Syria, who had governed it fourteen vea.s in his

name; to him he sent orders to join him with all

the troops in that country. Syria* being thereby
ungarrisoned, Antiochus Asiaticus son of Antiochus
Eusebes, to whom it of right appertained, as lawful

heir of the house of Seleucus, took possession of
tome part of the country, and reigned there peacea-
bly during four years.

The army* of Tigranes and Mith-
A. M. 3936. ridates was at last formed. It con-

int. J. C. 68. sifted of 70.000 chosen men, whom
Mithridates had trained well in the

Ron^n discipline. It was about midsummer before
it t'f.k the field. The two kings took particular care
in all the movements they made, to choose an advan-

tageous ground for their camp, and to fortify it well,
to prevent Lucullus's attacking them in it; nor could
all the stratagems he used, engage them to come to a

battle. Their design was to reduce him gradually;
to harass histroops on their marches, in order to weak-
en them; to intercept his convovs, and oblige him to

quit the country for want of provisions. Lucullus not

being able, by all the arts he could use, to bring them
into the open field, emploved a new plan, which suc-
ceeded. Tigranes had left at Artasata, the capital of
Armenia before the foundation of Tigranocerta, his

wives and children; and there he had
deposited

al-

most all his treasures. Lucullus marched that way
with all his troops, rightly foreseeing that Tigranes
would not remain quiet, when he saw the danger to
which his capital was

exposed. That prince accor-

dingly decamped immediately, followed Lucullus to
disconcert his

design; and, "by four great marches,
having got beforj h\m, posted 'hims< If behind the ri-

rer Arsainia,* wii.cti Lucullus was obliged to pass in

his way to Artasata, and resolved to dispute the pas-

Mge witn him. The Romans passed the river with-
out being prevented by the presence or efforts of the

ncniy : a great battle ensued, in which the Romans
gain obtained a complete victory. There were three

kings in the Armenian army, ofwhom Mithridates be-
havtd the worst; for, not being able to look the Ro-
man legions in the face, as soon as they charged, he
was one of the first who fled ; which threw the whole

army into such a consternation, that it entirely' lost

II courage; and this was the principal cause of the
loss of the battle.

Lucullus, after this victory,* determined to contin-

Anpian. in Syr. p 118, 119. Justin, li

Pint, in Lucul. p. 513515. * Or Arsan
Dion. Caa. 1. xvii. p. 37.

,.,.. lib. xl. c. 2
Or Arsania.

ue his march to Artaxata, which was the certain meant
to put an end to the war. But as that city was still

several days' journey from thence, towards the north,

and winter was approaching with its train of snows
and storms, the soldiers,* already fatiguc-d by a suffi-

ciently rough campaign, refused to follow bin into

that country, where the cold was too severe for them.

He was obliged to lead them into a warmer climate,

by returning the way he came.
He therefore repassed mount Taurus, and entered

Mesopotamia, where he took the city IS'isibis, a place
of considerable strength, and he put his troops into

winter- quarters.
It was there that the spitit of mutiny began to show

itself openly in the army of Lucullus. That general'i

severity, and the insolent liberty of the Roman sol-

diers, and still more the malignant practices of Clodi-

us, had given occasion for this revolt. Clodius, so well

known by the invectives of Cicero, his enemy, is hard-

ly better treated by historians. They represent him
as a man abandoned to all kind of vices, and infamous
for his debaucheries, which he carried to such excess

as to commit incest with his own sister, the wife of

Lucullus; to these he added unbounded audacity,
and uncommon cunning in the contrivance of sedi-

tions; in a word, he was one of those dangerous per-
sons, born to disturb and ruin every thing by the un-

happy union in himself of the most wicked inclina-

tions, with the talents necessary for putting them in

execution. He gave a proof of this upon the occa-

sion of which we are now speaking. Discontented
with Lucullus, he secretly spread reports against

him,
well calculated to render him odious. He affected

to lament extremely the fatigues of the soldiers, and
to enterinto theirinterests. He told them every day,
that they were very unfortunate, in being obliged to

serve so long under a severe and avaricious general,
in a remote climate, without lands or rewards, whilst
their fellow-soldiers, whose conquests were very mo-
derate in comparison with theirs, had enriched them-
selves under Pompey. Discourses of this kind, atten-

ded with obliging and affable behaviour, which he;

knew how to assume occasionally without the appear-
ance of affectation, made such an impression upon the

soldiers, that it was no longer in the power of Lucul-
lus to govern them.

Mitliridates.in the mean time, had re-entered Pon.-
tus with 4000 of his own troops, and 4000 given him

by Tigranes. Several inhabitants of the country joinr
ed him again, as well out of hatred to the Romans,
who had treated them with great rigour, as through
the remains of affection for their king, reduced to the
mournful condition in which they saw him, from the
most splendid fortune and exalted greatness. For the
misfortunes of princes naturally excite compassion,
and there is generally a profound respect engraven ia

the hearts of the people for the name and person of

kings. Mithridates encouraged and strengthened by
these new aids, and the troops which several neigh-
bouring states and princes sent him, resumed courage,
and saw himself, more than ever, in a condition to

make head against the Romans. So that not content-

ed with being re-etabli-hed in his dominions, which
a moment before he did not so much as hope ever to

see again, he had the boldness to attack the Konuvn

troops, so often victorious; beat a body of them, com-
manded by Fabius; and, after having put them loth*
route, pressed Triariusand Sornatius, two other ofLu
cullus's lieutenants in that country, with great vigour.

Lucullus at length engaged his

soldiers to quit their winter-quar- A. M. 3937.

ters, and to go to their aid. But Ant. J. C. 67.

they arrived too late. Triarius had

imprudently ventured a battle, in which Mithridatei
had defeated him, and killed 7000ofhis then

; amongst
whom were reckoned loOcenlurions and twenty-four
tribunes," which made this one of the greatest losses

Noter exercitus, etsi urbem ex Tigranis re?no ceperat,
et praelii? usus erat secumiis, tamen nimia lonsfnquitate lo-

corum, ac desiderio suorom commovebaiur. C'tc. pro leg
Man. n. 23.

' Qute ralamilas tanta full, ut earn ad aures L. l.irullt
non ex pnelio nunlius, sed ex scrmone rumore afierrei. i^-.

pro leg. Manil. n. 25.
'
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Ihe Romans had sustained for a great while. The ar-

mv would have betn entirely defeated, but for an omul
M'ithriiiates had received, which exceedingly alarmed
his troops, and gave the enemy time to escape. Lu-

cullus upon his arrival, found the dead bodies upon
the fielc) of battle, and did not give orders for their

interment; which still more exa.-perated hi* soldiers

gainst him. The spirit of revolt rose so high, that,

without any regard for his character as general, they
treated him no longer but with insolence and con-

tempt; and though he went from tent to tent, and
almost from man to man, to conjure them to march

against Mithridates and Tigranes, he could never

prevail upon them to quit the place where they were.

They answered him brutally, that as he bad no

thoughts but of enriching himself alone out of the

noils of the enemy, he might march alone, and fight
them, if he thought fit.

SECTION IV. MTTHRJDATES, TAKING ADVANTAGE
OF THE DISCORD WHICH HAD ARISEN IN THE RO-

MAN ARMY, RECOVERS ALL HIS DOMINIONS. POM-
PEY IS CHOSEN TO SUCCEED LUCULLUS. HE OVER-
THROWS MITHRIDATES IN SEVERAL BATTLES. THE
LATTER FLIES IN VAIN TO TIGRANES, HIS SON-IN-

LAW, FOR REFUGE, WHO IS ENGAGED IN A WAR
WITH HIS OWN SON. POMPEY MARCHES INTO AR-
MENIA AGAINST TIGRANES, WHO COMES TO HIM
AND SURRENDERS HIMSELF. WEARY OF PURSUING
MITHRIDATES TO NO PURPOSE. HE RETURNS INTO
STRIA, MAKES HIMSELF MASTER OF THAT KING-
DOM, AND PUTS AN END TO THE EMPIRE OF THE
SELEUCID.E. HE MARCHES BACK TO PONTUS.
PHARNACES MAKES THE ARMY REVOLT AGAINST
HIS FATHER MITHRIDATES, WHO KILLS HIMSELF.
THAT PRINCE'S CHARACTER. POMPEY'S EXPEDI-
TIONS INTO ARABIA AND JUDEA, WHERE HE TAKES
JERUSALEM. AFTER HAVING REDUCED ALL THE
CITIES OF PONTUS, HE RETURNS TO ROME, AND
RECEIVES THE HONOUR OF A TRIUMPH.

MANIUS Acinus GLABRIO and C. Pio had been
elected consuls at Rome. The first had Bithynia and
Pontus for his province, where Lucullus commanded.
The senate, at the same time, disbanded Fimbria's

legions, which were part of his army. All this news

augmented the disobedience and insolence of the

troops towards Lucullus.

It is true, i his rough, austere, and frequently haugh-
ty disposition, gave some room for such usage. He
cannot be denied the glory of having been one of the

greatest captains of hi* age; and of having had almost
all the qualities that form a complete general. But
one was wanting which diminished the merit of all the

t; I mean the art of gaining the affections, and

making himself beloved by the soldiers. He was dif-

ficult of access; rough in commanding; carried exac-

titude, in point of duty, to an excess that made it

odious; was inexorable in punishing offences; and
did not know how to conciliate good-will by praises
and rewards opportunely bestowed, or by an air of

kindness and affability, and insinuating manners, still

more efficacious than either gifts or praises. And
what proves that the sedition of the troops was in a

great measure his own fault, was their being very do-
cile and obedient under Pompej.

In consequence of the letter* which Lucnllus had
written to the senate, in which he acquainted them,
that Mithridates was entirely defeated, and utterly

incapable of retrieving himself, commissioners had
been nominated to regulate the affairs of Pontus, as

of a kingdom totally reduced. They were much sur-

prised to find, upom their arrival, that, far from being
master of Pontu, he was not so much as master of his

army, and that his own soldier* treated him with the
Utmost contempt.
The arrival of the consul Acilius Glabrio still add-

ed to their licentiousness. He informed lhem.i that

Lucullus had been accused at Rome of protrartingth*
war for the sake of continuing his command ; that th

senate had disbanded part of'his troops, and forbad*
them paying him any farther obedience. So that he
soon found himself almost entirely abandoned by the
soldiers. Mithridates taking advantage of this dis-

order, had time to recover his whole kingdom, and
to make great ravages in Cappadocia.

Whilst the affairs of the army
were in this condition, great noise A. M. 3938
was made at Rome against Lucul- Ant. J. C. 66
lus. Pompey had jut put an end to

the war with the pirates, for which an extraordinary
power had been granted to him.3 Upon this occasion
one of the tribunes of the people, named Maniliu*

proposed a decree to this effect: "That Pompey
taking upon him the command of all the troops aai?

provinces which were under Lucullus, and adding to

them Bithynia, where Acilius commanded should be

charged with the conduct of the war against the kings
Mithridates and Tigranes, retaining; under him all the

naval forces, and continuing to coiDBWnd at sea with
the same conditionsand prerogatives as had beengrant-
ed him in the war again-t the pirates; that is 10 say,
that he should have absolute power on all the coasts

of the Mediterranean, to thirty leagues' distance from
the sea." This was, in effect, subjecting the whole
Roman empire to one man. For all the provinces
which had not been granted him by the first decree,

Phrygia, Lycaonia, Galatia, Cappadocia, Cilicia, the

higner Colchis, and Armenia, were conferred upon
him by this second, which included also all the armies
and forces, with which Lucullus had defeated the two
kin;:*, Mithridates and Tigranes.
Consideration for Lucullus, who was deprived ofthe

glory of his great exploits, and in the place of whom
a general was appointed to succeed more to the ho-
nours of his triumph than the command of his armies,
was not, however, what gave the nobility and senate

most concern: they were well convinced that great
wrong was done him, and that his services were not

treated with the gratitude they deserved; but what

gave them most pain, and what they could not sup-

port, was that high degree of power to which Pompey
was raised, which they considered as a tyranny already
formed. For this reason they exhorted each other ia

private, and mutually encouraged one another to op-

pose this decree, and not abandon their expiring lib-

erty.

Csesarand Cicero, who were very powerful at Rome,
supported Manilins, or rather Pompey, with all theif

credit. It was upon this occasion that the latter pro-
nounced that fine oration before the people, entitled.

For the law of Manilins. After having demonstrated,
in the first two parts of his discourse, the necessity
and importance of the war in question, he proves in

the third, that Prwipev is the only person capable of

terminating it succetsfully. For this purpose, he ena-
merates atlength the qualities necessary to form a ge-
neral of an army, and shows that Pompey possesses
them all in a supreme degree. He insists principally

upon his probify, humanity, innocence of manners, in-

tegrity, disinterestedness, love of the public good"
Virtues, by so much the more necessary," says he

"as the Roman name 4 is become infamous and hate-

ful amongst foreign nations, and our allies, in conse-

quence of the debauches, avarice, and unheard-of op-

pressions of the generals and magistrates we send

amongst them. Instead of which.s the prudent, mo-
derate, and irreproachable conduct of Ponpey will

i Dion. Cass. 1. rixv. p. 7.

In ipao illo malo graviMimaque belli offenirione, L. Lu-
eullua qui tamen aliqum ex pane iis incommodis mpderi for-

raase potuiaset, veslro jusu coactus, quod imperil diuturni-
tati mod urn statuendum, veteri exemplo, pmayistis, [lanem
Diililum, qui jam stipendiis confectis pram, dimisit, panem
UiaUiont tratlidit. Cit.jro Itg Munil. n. 88.

Plut. in Pomp. p. 634. Appian. p. 233. Dion. Caai. 1.

xxxv. p. 20.

Difficile est dictu, Quirites, quanto in odio simus apud
caneras naiinnea, propter torui.i, quo* ad M hoc anno cure

itnperio mminus, injurias ac libidines. Cie. pro It*. MrnnL
n. 61.

Itaque omnes quidern nunc in hii locis Cn. Pompeinra.
sicut aliquem non PX hie urbe miiwurn, ed de crelo delap.
sum intuentur. Nunc denique incipjunt credere fuiase

homines Rnmann* hac quondam at*linentiS, quod jam na.

lionibus raelerig incredible ac falso mrmorise prodilum vide-

baiur. Nunc imperil nostri splendor illis cemiDus lucet:
nunc iniellisuni, mm sine causa majores sn.->s turn, cum
hac teinperantia maEistratiis habehamus servirr popiilx E
mano, quam imperare aliis mail isse. Ibid n. -11.
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make film be regarded, not as sent from Rome, but de-
tcended from heaven, for the happiness of the nations.

People begin to believe, that all which is related of
the noble disinterestedness of those ancient Romans
is real and true; and that it was not without reason,
that under such magistrates, nations chose rather to

obey the Roman people lhan to command others."

Pompey was at that time the idol of the people;
wherefore the f ar of displeasing the multitude kept
those grave senators sileni, who nad at first appeared
o well inclined, and so full of courage. The decree
was authorised by the

suffrage* of all the tribes; and

Pompey, though absent, declared absolute master of
aliuo-t all Sylla had usurped by arms, and by making
rruel war upon his country.We must not imagine, savs a very judicious histo-

lia-n.i that either Caesar or Cicero, wh'o took so much
pains to have this law passed, acted from views of the

public good. Caesar, full of'anioition and great pro-
jects, endeavoured to make his court to the people,
whose authority he knew was at that lime much great-
er than the senate's: he thereby opened himself a

way to the same power, and familiarized the Romans
to extraordinary and unlimited commissions: in heap-
ing upon the head of Pompey so many favours and

glaring distinctions, he flattered himself thnt he should
at length render him odious to the people, who would
BOOH take offence at him. So that in lifting him up,
he had no other design than to prepare a precipice
for him. Cicero also had in view only his own great-
ness. His weak fide was a desire of bearing sway in

the commonwealth; not indeed by guilt and violence,
but by the method of persuasion. Besides his wish
to support himself bv the influence of Pompey, he was

very well pleased with showing the nobility and peo-
ple, who formed two parties, and, in a manner, two

republics in the state, that he was capable of making
the balance incline to the side he espoused. It was

always his policy to conciliate equally both parties,
in declaring sometimes for the one, and sometimes for

the other.

Pompey,* who had lately termina-
A. M. 3938. ted the war with the pirates, was still

Ant. J. C. 66. in Cilicia, when he received letters

to inform him of all the people had
decreed in his favour. When his friends, who were

present, congratulated him, and expressed their joy,
It is said, that he knit his brows, struck his thigh, and
cried cut, as if oppressed by, and sorry for, that new
command: "Gods! what endless labours am I devot-
ed to? Should I not have been more happv as a man
unknown and inglorious? Shall I never cease to make
war, nor ever have my arms off mv (jack? Shall I

never escape the envy that persecutes me, nor live

at peace in the countrv with mv wife and children?"
This is usually enough the language of the ambi-

tious, even of those who are most inordinately actu-
ated by that passion. But, however successful they
may be in imposing U|Kin themselves, it seldom hap-
pens that they deceive others; and the public is far

from mistaking them. The friends of Pompey, and
even those who were most intimate with him, could
not endure his dissimulation at this time. For there
was not one of them who did not know, that his na-

tural ambition and passion for command, still more
inflamed by his quarrel with Lurullus, made him (eel

more refined and sensible satisfaction in the new
charge conferred upon him; and his actions soon took
off the mask, and discovered his real sentiments.

The first step which he took upon arriving in the

provinces of his government, was to forbid anv obe-
dience whatsoever to the orders of Lucullus. In his

march he altered every thing which his pre>
bad decreed. He exonerated gome from the penalties
Lucullus had laid upon them; deprived others of the

rewards he had given them: in short, his sole view
in every thing was to le.t the partisans of Lucullus see

that they adhered to a man who had neither authori-

ty nor power. Strabo's uncle,* by the mother's tide,

liighly discontented with Mithrid'ates for having put

i Dion. Caag. 1. xxxvi n. 20, 21.
Plut. in Pomp. 634 -636. Dion Cass. 1. xxxvi. p. 22

R. App. p 238. Sirab. 1. xii. p. 537, 558.

to death several of his relations, to avenge himself fo/

lhat cruelty, had gone over to Lucullus, and had giv-
en up fifteen places in Cappadocia to him. Lucullus
loaded him with honours, and promised to reward him
as such considerable services deserved. Pompey, for

from having any regard for such just and reasonable

engagements, which his predecessor had entered into

solely from a view to the public good, affected a uni-

versal opposition to them, and looked upon all those

as his enemies who had contracted any friendship
with Lucullus.

It is not uncommon for a successor to endeavour to

lessen the value of his predecessor's actions, in order
to arrogate all the honour to himself; but certainly
none ever carried that conduct to such monstrous es-
cess as Pompey did at this time. His great qualities
and innumerable conquests are exceed! ugly extolled;
but so base and odious a jealousy ought to sully, or
rather

totally eclipse,
the glory of them. Such was

the manner in which Pompey thought fit to begin
Lucullus made bitter complaints of this conduct.

Their common friends, in order to a reconciliation,
concerted an interview between them. It passed at

first with all possible politeness, and with reciprocal
marks of esteem and amity. But these were only
compliments, and a language that extended no farther

than the lips, which costs the great nothing. The
heart soon explained itself. The conversation grow-
ing warm by degrees, they proceeded to invectives;

Pompey reproaching Lucullus with his avarice, and
Lucullus Pompey with his ambition, in which they
spoke the truth of each other. They parted more in-

censed, and greater enemies than before.

Lucullus set out for Rome, whither he carried a

great quantity of books, which he. had collected in

his conquests. Of these he formed a library, which
was open to all the learned and curious, whom it drew
about him in great numbers. They were received at

his house with all possible politeness and generosity.
The honourof a triumph was granted to Lucullus, but
not without being long contested.

It was he who first brought cherries to Rome,4
which, till then, had been unknown in Europe. They
were thus called from Cerasus, a city in Cappadocia.
Pompey began by engaging Phraateg, king of the

Parthian*, in the Roman interest. He has been spo-
ken of already, and is the same who was surnamed
the god. He concluded an offensive and defensive
alliance with him. He offered peace also to Mithri-

dates; but that prince, believing himself sure of the

amity and aid of Phraates, would not so much as hear
it mentioned. When he was informed that Pompey
had anticipated him, he sent to treat with him. But
Pompey having demanded, by way of preliminary,
that lie should lay down his arms, and give up all de-

serters, those
proposals

were very near occasioning a

mutiny in Mithridates's army. As there were abun-
dance of deserters in it, they could not suffer any
thing to be said upon delivering them up to Pompey;
nor would the rest of the army consent to see them-
selves weakened by the loss of their comrades. To
appease them, Mithridates was obliged to tell them
that he had stnt his ambassadors only to inspect the
condition of the Roman army; and to swear that he
would not make peace with the Romans, either on
those or on anv other conditions.

Pompey, having distributed his fleet in different

stations, to guard the whole sea between Phoenicia
and the Bosphorns. marched by land against Mithri-
<!ates who had still 30.000 foot and 2000 or 3000
horse; but did not dare, however, to come to a battle.
Thiit prince was encamped upon a mountain, in a

very strong position, where he could not oe forced;
but he abandoned it on Pom|>ev's approach, forwent
of water. Pompey immediately took possession of
it; and

conjecturing, from the nature of the plants
and other sign*, that there must be an abundance of

springs within it, he ordered w< 11s to be dug, and in

:ui in-lant the camp had water in abundance. Pom-
pey could not sufficiently wor.der how Mithridatet,
tor want of attention and curiosity, had been so long
ignorant of so important and necessary a resource.

Plin. 1. xv. c. 25.
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Soon aAer he followed him, encamped near him,
ml shut him up within strong ramparts, which he

carried quite round bis camp. They were almost

eight Itagues in circumference,! and were fortified

with strong towers, at proper distances from each

Other. Mithridate*, either through fear or negligence,
fullered him to finish his works. Pompey's plan was
to starve him out. And in fact he reduced him to

such a want of provisions, that his troops were oblig-
ed to subsist upon the carriage-beasts in their camp.
The horses alone were spared. After having sustain-

ed this kind of siege for almost fifty days, Mi thridates

escaped by night undiscovered, with all the best

troops of his army, having first ordered all the useless

and sick persons to be killed.

Pompey immediately pursued him; came up with

him near the Euphrates; encamped near him; and

apprehending, that, in order to escape, he would
make haste to pass the river, he quitted his intrench-

ments, and advanced against him by night, in order
of battle. His design was merely to surround the

enemy, to prevent their flying, and to attack (hem at

day-break the nest morning. But all his old officers

made such entreaties and remonstrances to him, that

they induced him to fight without waiting till day;
for the night was not very dark, the moon giving Us; In

enough for distinguishing objects, and knowing one
another. Pompey could not withstand the ardour of
his troops, and led them on against the enemy. The
barbarians were afraid to stand the attack, ami fled

immediately in the utmost consternation. The Ro-
mans made a great slaughter of them, killed above
10,000 men, and took their whole camp.

Mithridates, with 800 horse, in the beginning of
the battle opened himself a way, sword in hand,

through the Roman army, and went oil". But those

800 horse soon quitted their ranks and dispersed, and
left him with only three followers, of which number
was Hypsicratia, one of his wives, a woman of mas-
culine courage and warlike boldness; which occasion-

ed her being called Hypsicrates,i by changing the

termination of her name from the feminine to the

masculine. She was mounted that day on horseback,
and wore the habit of a Persian. She continued to

attend the king, without giving way to the fatigues
of his long journeys, or being weary of serving him,

though she took care of his horse herself, till they
arrived at a fortress where the king's treasures and
most precious effects lay. There, after having distri-

buted the most magnificent of his robes to such as

were assembled about him, be made a present to each
of bis friends of a mortal poison, that none of them

anight fall alive into the bands of their enemies, but

by their own consent.

That unhappy fugitive* taw no other hopes for

him, than from his son-in-law Tigranes. He sent

ambassadors to demand permission to take refuge in

his dominions, and aid for the re-establishment of
his entirely ruined affairs. Tigranes was at that time
t war with his son. He caused those ambassadors

to be seized and thrown into prison, and set a price

upon his father-in-law's had, promising one hundred
talents 4 to whosoever should seize or kill him ; under

pretence that it was Mithridates who had made his

ton take up arms against him; but in reality to make
his court to the Romans, as we shall soon see.

Pompey, after the victory he had gained, marched
into Armenia Major against Tigranes. He found him
at war with his son, who bore the same name with
himself. We have already mentioned that the king
of Armenia had espoused 'Cleopatra, the daughter of
Mithridates. He had three sons by her. two of whom
he had put to death without reason. The third, to

eacane the cruelty of so unnatural a father, had lied

to Phraates, king of Parthia, whose daughter he had
married. His father-in-law carried him back to Ar-
menia at the head of an arniv, where thev besieged
Artaxata. But finding the place very strong, and

> One hundred and fifty stadia.

Ultra freminam fprox. Tiirit.

Plut. in Pomp. p. 636. 637. Appian. p. 242. Dion.
UaM. I. xxxvi. p. 25, '26.

,

* A hundred thousand crowns.

provided with every thing necessary for a good i/e

fence, Phraates left him part of the army to carry OB
the siege, and returned with the rest into his own do-
minions. Tigranes, the father, oon after fell upof
the son with all hi; troops, beat his army, and drove
them out of the country. That young prince, aflei

this misfortune, had designed to withdraw to hi*

grandfather Mithridates. But on the way he wai
informed of his defeat; and having lost all hope of

obtaining aid from him, be resolved to throw himself
into the arms of the Romans. Accordingly, he en-
tered their camp, and went to Pompey to implore
his protection. Pompey gave him a very giou re-

ception, and was glad of his coming; for, as he wai
about to carry the war into Armenia, he had occasion
for such a guide as he. He therefore caused that

prince to conduct him directly to Artaxata.

Tigranes, terrified at this news, and sensible that

he was not in a condition to oppose so powerful an

army, resolved to have recourse to the generosity and

clemency of the Roman general. He put into his

hands th'e ambassadors sent to him by Slithridates,
and followed them directly himself. VYithout taking

any precaution, he entered the Roman camp, and
went to submit his person and crown to the discre-

tion of Pompey and the Romans. He said,5Tliat of
all the Romans, and of all mankind, Pompey wa- the

only person in whose faith he could confide; that, in

whatsoever manner he should decide his fate, he
should be satisfied; that he was not ashamed to be

conquered by a man whom none could conquer; and
that it was no dishonour to submit to him, whom
fortune had made superior to all others.

When he arrived on horseback near the intrench-

ments of the camp, two of Pompey'* lictors came out

to meet him, and ordered him to dismount and enter

on foot; telling him. that no stranger had ever been
known to enter a Roman camp on horseback. Ti-

granes obejed, ungirt his sword, and gave it to the

lictors; and afterwards, when he approached Pom-

pey, taking off his diadem, he would have laid it at

his feet, and prostrated himself to the earth to em-
brace his knees. But Pompey ran to prevent him,
and taking him by the hand, carried him into his tent,

made him sit on the right, and his son, the young
Tigranes, on the left side of him. After whirh he
deferred hearing what he had to say to the next day
and invited the lather and son to sup with him that

evening. The son refused to be there with his lather

and as he had not shown him the least mark ol re-

spect during the interview, and had treated him with
the same indifference as if he had been a stranger,

Pompey was very much offended at that behaviour.

He did not, however, entirely neglect his interests,

in determining upon the affair of Tigranes. Alter

having condemned Tigranes to pay the Romans 6000

talents,* for the charges of the war he had made
against them without cause, and to relinquish to them
all his conquests on the hither side of the Euphrates,
he decreed, that he should reign in his ancient king-
dom Armenia Major, and that his son should have
Gordiana and Sophena, two provinces upon the bor-

ders of Armenia, during his father's life, and all the

rest of his dominions alter his death; reserving, how-
ever, to the father tlie treasures he had in Sophena,
without which it would have been impossible

for him
to have paid the Romans the sum which Pompey re-

quired of him.

The father was well satisfied with these conditions,

which still left him a crown. But the son, who had

entertained chimerical hopes, could not n li-h a de-

cree which deprived him of what had been promised
him. He was even so much discontented with it,

that he wanted to escape, in order to excite new
troubles. Pompey, who suspected his design, order-

M"X ipw siippTKx et prtrwnsse regr.um qup ditioni pju
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ed him to be always kept in view; and, upon his

absolutely refusing to consent that his father should

withdraw his treasures from Sophena, he caused him
to be put into prison. Afterwards having discovered

that he -olicited the Armenian nobility to take up
arms, and endeavoured to engage the Parthians to

do the same, he put him amongst those whom be re-

served for his triumph.
A short time after, Phraates, king of the Parthians,

tent to Pompey, to claim that young prince as his

son-in-law ; and to represent to him, that he ought to

make the Euphrates the boundary of his conquests.

Pompc-y made answer, that the younger Tigranes was
more related to his father than his father-in-law; and
that as to his conquests, he should give them such

bounds as reason and justice required; but without

being prescribed them by any one.

When Tigranes had been suffered to possess him-
self of his treasures in Sophena, he paid the 6000 ta-

lents, and besides that, gave every private soldier in

the Ronii-n army fifty drachmas, 1000 to each centu-

rion, and 10,000 to each tribune; and by that liberali-

ty obtained the title of friend and ally of the Roman
people. This would have been pardonable, had he

not added to it abject behaviour and submissions un-

worthy of a king.

Pompey gave all Cappadocia to Ariobarzanes, and
added to 'it Sophena and Gordiana, which he had de-

signed for young Tigranes.
After hnv'mg regulated every thing in Armenia,!

Pompey marched northwards in pursuit of Mithrida-
tes. Upon the banks of the Cyrus * he found the Al-

banians and Iberians, two powerful nations, situate

between the Caspian and Euxine seas, who endea-
voured to stop him; but he beat them, and obliged
the Albanians to demand peace. He granted it, and

passed the winter in their country.
The next year he took the field very early against

the Iberians. This was a very war-
A. M. 3939. like nation, and had never hitherto

Anv. J. C. 65. been conquered. It had always re-

tained its liberty, during the time

that the Medes, Persians, and Macedonians, had suc-

cevively possessed theempireof Asia. Pompey found
means to subdue this people, though not without very
considerable difficulties, and obliged them to demand

peace.
The king of the Iberians sent him a bed, a ta-

ble, and a throne, all of massy gold; desiring him to

accept those presents as earnests of his amity. Pom-

pey put them into the hands of the que-tors for the

public treasury. He also subjected the people of Col-

chis, iiud made their king Olthaces prisoner, whom
he afterwards led in triumph. From thence he re-

turned into Albania, to chastise that nation for having
taken up arms again, whilst he was engaged with the

luerians and the people of Colchis.

The army of the Albanians was commanded by
Cosis, the brother of king Orodes. That prince, as

soon as the two armies came to blows, singled out

Pompty, and spurring furiously up to him, darted his

javi lin at him. But Pompey received him so vigor-
ou-lv with his spear, that it went through his body,
and laid him dead at his horse's feet. The Albanians
were overthrown, and a great slaughter was made of
them. This victory obliged king Orodes to buy a

second peace upon the same terms with that which
he had made with the Romans the year before, at the

price of great presents, and by giving one of his sons

as a homage for his observing it better than he had
done the former.

Mitliridates, in the mean time, had passed the win-

ter at Dioscurias, in the north-east of the F.uxine sea.

Karlv in the spring he marched to the Cimmerian

Bosphorus, through several nations of the Scythian.*,
some of which su tiered him to pass voluntarily, and
others wen: obliged to it by force. The kingdom of

the Cimmerian Bosphorus is the same which is now
called Criui Tartary.and was at that time a province
of Milhridales's empire. He had assigned it as an
establishment to one of his sons, named Mac-hares.

Plut. in Pomp. p. 637. Dion. Ctaa. 1. xxxvi. p. 2853.
Appian. p. 2J-2. -43

Called also Cyrnus by some authors.

But that young prince had been so vigorously press-
ed by the Romans, whilst they besieged Sinope, and
their fleet was in possession of the Euxine sea, which

lay between that city and his kingdom, that he had
been obliged to make a peace with them, and had in-

violably observed it till then. He well knew that his

father was extremely displeased with such conduct,
and therefore very much dreaded meeting him. In

order to a reconciliation, he sent ambassadors to him

upon his route, who represented to him that he had
been reduced to act in that manner, contrary to his

inclination, by the necessity of his affairs. But find-

ing that his father was not influenced by his reasons,
he endeavoured to escape by sea, and was taken by
vessels sent expressly by Mithridates to cruise in his

way. He chose rather to kill himself than fall into

his father's hands.

Pompey, having terminated the war in the north
and seeing it impossible to follow Mithridates into the

remote country to which he had retired, led back his

army to the south, and on his march subjected Darius

kingof the Medes, and Antiochus, king of Comagena.
He went on to Syria, and made himself master of the
whole empire. Scaurus reduced Coele-syriaand Da-
mascus, and (iabinius all the rest of the country at
far as the Tigris: these were two of his lieulensnt-

fenerels.

Antiochus Asialicus,3 son of Antiochus

lusebes, heir of the house of the Seleucidaj, who, by
Lucullus's permission, had reigned four years in part
of that country, of which he had taken possession
when Tigranes abandoned it, came to solicit him to

re-establish him upon the throne of his ancestors.

But Pompey refused to give him audience, and de-

prived him of all his dominions, which he made a
Roman province. Thus, whilst Tigranes wai left in

possession of Armenia, who had done the Romans
great hurt during the course of a long war, Antiochus
was dethroned, who had never committed the least

hostility, and by no means deserved such treatment.

The reason given for it was, that the Romans had con-

quered Syria from Tigranes; that it was not just that

they should lose the fruit of their victory : that Antio-
chus was a prince who had neither tin courage nor

capacity necessary for the defence of the country;
and that to put it into his hands would be to expose
it to the perpetual ravages and incursions of the Jews
and Arabians, which Pompey took care not to do.

In consequence of this way of reasoning, Antiochus
lost his crown, and was reduced to the necessity of

passing his life as a private person.
In him ended the empire of the Se- A. M. 3939.

leucidsp, after a duration of almost Ant. J. C. 65.

250 years.

During these expeditions of the Romans in Asia,

great revolutions happened in Egypt. The Alexan-

drians, weary of their king Alexander, took up arms;
and alter having expelled him, called in Ptolemy Au-
letes to supply his place. That history will be treat-

ed at large in the ensuing article.

Pompey afterwards went to Damascus,* where be

regulated several affairs relating to Egypt and Judea.

During his residence there, twelve crowned heads
went thither to make their court to him, and were a/1

in the city at the same time.

A fine contention 5 between the love of a father and
the duty of a son was seen t this time; a very extra-

ordinary contest in those days, when the most horrid

murders and parricides frequently opened the way to

thrones. Ariobarzanes, king of Cappadocia, volun-
tarily resigned the crown in favour of his son, and

put the diadem on his head in the presence of Pom-
pey. The most sincere tears flowed in abundance
from the eyes of the son, who was truly afflicted at a
circumstance for which others would have highly re-

joiced. It was the sole occasion in which he thought
disobedience allowable; and he would have persisted
in refusing the sceptre,6 if Pompey's orders had not

interfered, and obliged him at length to submit to

paternal authority. This is the second example Cap-

Appian. in Syr. p. 133. Justin. 1. xl c. 2.

Pint, in Pomp. p. 638, 639. Val. Max. 1. v e. 7.

N>c ulltim fiiiPin lam psr>eium certampn habuisset, al.

r patriiE volunlaii aucturitaa Pompeii adfuisset. Yd. Afoa
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padocia lias displayed of such a contest of generosi-

ty. We hav spoken n its place of a similar contest

between the two Ariaralheses.

As Mithridates was in possession of several strong

places in Poiitus and Cappadocia, Pom pey judged it

necessary to return thither in order to reduce them.

He made himself master of almost all of them upon
his arrival, and afterwards wintered at Aspis, a city
of Pontus.

Stralonice, one of Mithridates's wives, surrendered
a rastle of the Bosphortis,

which she had in her
keep-

ing, to Ponipev, with the treasures concealed in it,

demanding only for recompense, that if her son Xi-

phares should fall into his hands, he should be res-

tored to her. Pompey accepted only such of those

presents
as would serve for the ornaments of temples.

When Mithridates knew what Stratonice had done,
to revenge her facility in. surrendering that fortress,

which he considered as a treason, he killed Xiphares
in his mother's sight, who beheld that sad spectacle
from the other side of the strait.

Caina, or the .New City, was the strongest place
in Pontus, and therefore Mithridates kept the great-
est part of his treasures, and whatever he had of great-
est value, in that place, which he conceived impreg-
nable. Pompey took it, and with it all that Mithri-
dates had left in it. Amongst otherthings were found
iecret memoirs, written by himself, which gave a very
good insight into his character. In one part he had
noted down the persons he had poisoned, amongst
whom were his own son Ariarathes and Alcaeus of
Sard is; the latter, because he had carried the priie-
in the chariot-race against him. What fantastical re-

cords were these! Was he afraid that the public and

posterity should not be informed of his monstrous
crimes, and his motives for committing them?

His memoirs of physic 1 were also found there,
which Pompey caused to be translated into Latin by
Lenaeus, a good grammarian, one of his freed men;
and they were afterwards made public in that lan-

guage. For, amongst the other extraordinary quali-
ties of Mithridates, he was very skilful in medicine.
It was he who invented the excellent antidote which
still bears his name, and from which physicians have

experienced such effects, that they continue to use it

successfully to this day.

Pompey ,8 during his stay at Aspis,
A. M. 3940. made such regulations in the affairs

Aut. J. C. 64. of the country, as the state of them
would admit. As soon as the spring

returned, he marched back into Syria for the same

purpose.
He did not think it advisable to pursue

Mithridates in the kingdom of the Bosphorus, whi-
ther he was returned. To do that he must have
marched round the Euxine Sea with an army, and

Cassed
through many countries, either inhabited by

arbarous nations, or entirely desert; a very danger-
ous enterprise, in which he would have run great risk

of perishing. So that all that Ponipev could do was
to post the Roman fleet in such a manner ns to inter-

cept any convoys that might be sent to Mithridates.
He believed, by that means, he should be able to re-

duce him to the last extremity; and said, on setting
out, that he left .Mithridates more formidable enemies
than the Romans, which were hunger and necessity.

What carried him with so much ardour into Svna
was his excessive and vain-glorious ambition to push
his conquests as far as the Red Sea. In Spain, and
before that in Africa, he had carried the Roman arms
as far as the western ocean on both sides of the straits

of the Mediterranean. In the war against the Alba-

nians, he had extended his conquests to the Caspian
Sea, and believed there was nothing wanting to his

glory, but to push them on as far as the Red Sea.

Upon his arrival in Soria, he declared Antioch and
Seleucia. upon the Orontes, free cities, and continued
hi* march towards Damascus; from whence he de-

signed to have gone on against the Arabians, and af-

terwards to have conquered all the countries to the
Red Sea. But an accident happened which obliged

Plin. 1. xxv. c. 20.

J:-ph. Antiq. 1. xiv. 5, 6. Plut. in Pomp. p. 639641.
Dion Cut. 1. xxxvii. p. 3436. Appian. p 246-251.

him to suspend all his projects, and to return into

Pontus.
Some time before, an embassy had come to him

from Mithridates, who demanded peace. He propos-
ed, that he should be suffered to retain his hereditary
dominions, as Tigranes had been, upon condition of

paying a tribute to the Romans, and resigning all hit

other provinces. Ponipev replied, that then he should

also come in person, as Tigranes had done. Mithri-

dates could not consent to such a meanness, but pro-

posed sending his children, and some of his principal
friends. Pompey would not be satisfied with that.

The negotiation broke off, and Mithridates applied
himself to making preparations for war with as much

vigour as ever. Pompev.who received advice of this

activity, judged it necessary to be upon the rpot, in

order to have an eye to every thing. For that pur-

pose, he went to pass some time at Amisus, the an-

cient capital of the country. There, through the just

punishment of the gods, says Plutarch, his ambition
made him commit faults which drew upon him the

blame of all the world. He had publicly charged
and reproached Lucullus, for having, while the war
still raged, disposed of provinces, given rewards, de-

creed honours, and acted in all things as victors arts

not accustomed to act till a war is finally terminated;
and now he fell into the same incosi>iency himself.

For he disposed of governments, and divided the do-

minions of Mithridates into provinces, as if the war
had been at an end. But Mithridates still lived, and

every thing was to be apprehended from a prince in-

exhaustible in resources, whom the greatest defeats

could not disconcert, and whom losses themselves

seemed to inspire with new courage, and to supply
with new strength. And indeed at that very tune.

when he was believed to be irretrievably ruined, he

was actually meditating a terrible invasion into the

very heart of the Roman empire with the troops he
had lately raised.

Pompey, in the distribution of rewards, gave Ar-
menia Minor to Dejotarus, prince of Galatia, who
had always continued firmly attached to the Roman
interests during this war, to which he added the title

of king. It was this Dejotarus who, by always per-

sisting, through gratitude, in his adherence to Pom
pey, incurred the resentment of Ctesar, and had oc-

casion for the eloquence of Cicero to defend him.

He made Archelmis also high-priest of the Moon.
who was the suprgme goddess of the Comamans in

Pontus, and gave him the sovereignty of the place,
which contained at least 6000 persons, all devoted to

the worship of that deity. I have already observed,
that this Archelaus was the son of him who com-
manded in chief the troops sent by Mithridates into

Greece in bis first war with the Roman-', and who,

being disgraced by that prince, had, with his son, ta-

ken refuge amongst them. They had alway-. ir in

that time, continued their firm adherents, and had
been of great use to them in the wars of Asia. The
father being dead, the high-pri* sthood of Comana,
and the sovereignty annexed to it. were given to the

son, in recompense for the services of both.

During Pompey's stay in Pontus, Aretas, king of
Arabia Petraea, took advantage of his ab-ence tn make
incursions into Syria, which very much ditre>ec. the

inhabitants. Pompey returned thither. Upon his

way he came to the place where lay the dead bodies
of the Romans killed in'the defeat of Triarius. He
caused them to be interred with -Treat solemnity, which

gained him the hearts of his soldiers. From thence

he continued his march towards Syria, with the view

of executing the projects he had formed f.ir tin- war
of Arabia: but news of importance interrupted those

riOMCMi

Though Mithridates had lost all hopes of peace,
eer since Pompey hud rejected the overtures he had
caused to be made to him; and though he xw many
of his subjects abandon his party: inr from losing

courage, he had formed the design of crossing Pan-

nonia, and passing the Alps, to attack the Romans in

Italy itself, a* Hannibal had done before him: a pro-

ject more bold than prudent, with which his inveter-

ate hatred and blind despair had inspired him. A

great number of the neighbouring Scythians had CD
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courage; sometime* very great thronjh the faroun
of fortune, and always through his invincible resolu-

tion; truly a general in his prudence and counsel, and
a soldier by his bold and hazardous exploits ;

a second
Hannibal in his hatred of the Romans.
Cicero says of Mithridales, that after Alexander

he was the greatest of kings; llle rex post Jilexan-
\ drum maximns.t It is certain that the Humans never
i had such a king in arms against them. iNor can we
j deny that he had his great qualities: a va?t extent :f
'

mind, that embraced every subject; a superiority of

genius, capable of the greatest undertaking*; a con-

stancy of soul, that the severest misfortune* could not

depress; an industry and bravery, inexhaustible in

resources, and which , after the greatest losses, brought
him on a sudden again on the stage, more powerful
and formidable than ever. I cannot, however, believe
that he is to be considered as a consummate gei.eral ;

that idea does not seem to result from his actions.

He obtained great advantages at first; but against

generals without either merit or experience. When
Sylla, Lucullus, and Pompey, opposed him, it does

|

not appear he acquired any great honour, either l.y

! his address in posting himself to ad\antage, by his

presence of mind in unexpected emergencies, or in-

trepidity in the heat of action. But, should we a.l-

iii. t him to have all the qualities of a great captain,
he cannot but be considered with horror, when we
reflect upon the innumerable murders and parricides
with which he polluted bis reign, and that inhuman

cruelty which regarded neither mother, wives, chil-

dren, nor friends, and which sacrificed every thing
to his insatiable ambition.

Pompey ,S being arrived in Syria,
went directly to Damascus, with de- A. M. 3941.

sign to set out from thence to be- Ant. J. C. 63.

gin at length the war with Arabia.
; When Aretas, the king of that country, saw him upon
' the point of entering his dominions, he sent an em-
bassy to nmke his submissions.
The troubles ofJudea employed Pompey some time.

He returned afterwards into Syria, from whence he
i set out for Pontus. Upon his arrival at Ami?ns. he
1 found the body of Mithridates the re, which I'liarnu-

ces his son had sent to him; no doubt to coin nice

Pompey by his own eyes of the death ot an enuny
who had occasioned him so many difficulties and fa-

tigues. He had added great presents, in or .er to

;

conciliate his favour. Pompey accented the pre^nt.-;
but as for the body of Mithrid'ates, looking upon their

enmity as extinguished by death, he did it nil the hon-
! ours due to the remains of a king, sent it to llie city of
I Sinope, to be interred therewith the kings oi 1'ontus,

j

his ancestors, who had long been buried in that place,
;

and ordered the sums that were necessary for the

1 solemnity of a royal funeral.

In this last journey he took possession of all the

places in the hands of those to whom Mithridates had
! confided them. He found immense riches in some of

them, especially at Telaurus, where part of Mithri-

j

dates's most valuable effects and precious jewels were

kept: his principal arsi rial was also in the same place.
i Amongst these were 2000 cups of onyx, set and adorn-
ed with gold; with so prodigious a quantity of all

'

kinds of plate, furniture, and military accoutrements
for man and horse, that it cost the questor, or trea-

surer of the army, thirty entire days in taking the in-

ventory of them.

Pompey granted Pharnaces the kingdom of Bos-
'

phorus, as a reward for his parricide, declared him
the friend and ally of the Roman people, and march-

! ed into the
province

of Asia, in order to winter at

Ephesus. Here he distributed rewards to his \irto-

j

rious army. He gave each of his soldiers fifteen hun
dred drachmas (about 37/. sterling,) and to the offi

cers according to their several posts. The tolal s m
to which his liberalities amounted, all raised out of
the spoils of the enemy, was 16,000 talents; th t i- to

say, about 2,400,000/. ;' besides which, he had 20,001

> Vir neque filendus neque iliremlus sine cura ; bello
' Acd. Qurst. t. iv. n, 3.

ceemrmis; virtntepjcimiiisa licjnandii fortm.a. SPir.pprani-
!

Joseph. Aatuj. 1. xiv. c. 4, 8. et de Bell. Jud. 1 5. Plut
mo maxuniis : consiliis dux, mil Bs manu ; odiu in Komauua in Pomp. p. 641. Ajipian. p. 520. Dion. Cass. 1. xzxvi. fk

Annibal. Vel. Puterc. 1. ii. c. IS. 35, 36.
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tered themselves in his service, and considerably aug-
mented his army. He had sent deputies into Gaul
to solicit the nations there to join him, when he

should approach the Alps. As great passions are al-

wav> credulous, and men easily flatter themselves in

what they ardently desire, he was in hopes that the

flame of the revolt aiiiousj the slaves in llnly and Si-

cily, perhaps ill extinguished, might suddenly rekin-

dle upon his presence: that the pirates would soon

repossess themselves of the empire of the sea, and in-

volve the Romans in new difficulties; and that the

provinces, oppressed by the avarice and cruelty of

the magistrates and generals, would be anxious to

throw off the yoke by his aid, under which they had
o long groaned. Such were the thoughts that he
had revolved in his mind.
But a, in order to execute this project, it was ne-

cessary to march more than 500 leagues, and traverse

the countries now called Little Tariary, Podolia,

Moldavia, Wallachia, Transylvania, Hungary, Stiria,

Carinlhia, the Tirol, and Lombardy; and pass three

great rivers, the Borvsthenes. Danube, and Po; the

bare idea of to toilsome and dangerous a march
threw his army into such terror, that, to prevent the

execution of his design, they conspired against him,
and chose Pharnaces, his son, king,

who had been
active in exciting the soldiers to this revolt. Mith-

ridates then seeing himself abandoned by all the

world, and that even his son would not suffer him to

escape where he could, retired to his apartment, and,
after having given poison to such of his wives, con-

cubines, and daughters, as were with him at that time,
he took the same himself; but when he perceived that

it had not its effect upon him, he had recourse to his

sword. The wound he gave himself not sufficing, he
w?s obligee! to desire a Gaulish soldier to put an end
to his life. Diou sav, he was killed by his own son.

ISfithridates had reigned sixty years
A.M. 3941. and lived seventy-two. His greatest

Ant. J. C. 63. fear was of falling into the hands of

the Romans, and of being led in tri-

umph. To prevent that misfortune, he always carried

poison about him, in order to escape that way, if other
means shouM fail. The apprehension he was in, lest

his son should deliver him up to Pompey, occasioned
his taking the fatal resolution which he executed so

suddenly. It is generally said, that the reason that

the poi-on which he drank did not kill him was, his

having taken antidotes so much, that his constitution

was proof against it. But this is believed an error,
and that it is impossible any remedy should be a uni-

versal antidote against all the different species of

poion.
Pompey was at Jericho in Palestine, whither the dif-

ferences between Hyrcanusand Aristobulus, of which
we have spoken elsewhere, had carried him, when
he received the first news of Mithridates's death.
It wa- brought him by expresses despatched on pur-
po*e from Pontus wiih letters from his lieutenants.

Those expresses arriving with their lances crowned
with laurels, which wa* customary only when they
Drought advice of some victory, or news of great im-

portance and advantage, the army was very eager and
.olicitous to know what it was. As they had only
oegun t form their camp, and had not erected the
tribunal from which the genera! harangued the troops,
without staying to raise one of turf, as was usual,
because that would take up ioo much time, they
made one of the packs of their carriage-horses, upon
which Pompey mounted without ceremony. He ac-

quainted them with the death of Mithridates and the

manner of his killing himelf; that his son Pharnaces
submitted himself and his dominions to the Romans.
nd that thereby that tedious war. which had endured

so long, was at length Urminated. This was a sub-

ject of great joy to both the army and general.
Such w* the end of Mithridates: a prince.t says

n historian, of whom it is difficult either to speak or

be silent: full of activity in war, of distinguished
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more ^3,0i 10,000,) to put into the treasury at Rome,
upon the day of his entry.

His triumph continued two dsys,
A. M. 3943. and was celebrated with extraordina-

Ant. J. C. 61. ry magnificence. Ponipey caused 324

captives of the highest distinction to

inarch before his chariot; amongst whom were Aris-

01tobulus, kin"; of Judea, with his son Anti^onus;
thaces, king of Colchis; Tigranes, the son of Tiw
ne.s, king of Armenia; the sister, five sons, and two

daughters of Mithiidates. In the place of that king'*
person, his throne, sceptre, and a colos>nl busto of

gold of eight cubits, or twelve feet, in height, wrn
carried in triumph.

THE

HISTORY OF EGYPT.

BOOK XXIV.

SECTION I. PTOLEMY AULETES HAVING BEEN
PLACED UPON THE THRONE OF EGYPT IN THE
ROOM OF ALEXANDER, IS DECLARED THE FRIEND
AND ALLY OF THE ROMAN PEOPLE BY THE INFLU-
ENCE OF CSAR AND POMPEY, WHICH HE HAD
PURCHASED AT A VERY GREAT PRICE. IN CONSE-
QUENCE, HE LOADS HIS SUBJECTS WITH TAXES.
HE IS EXPELLED THE THRONE. THE ALEXAN-
DRIANS MAKE HIS DAUGHTER BERENICE QUEEN.
HE GOES TO ROME, AND, BY MONEY, OBTAINS THE
VOICES OF THE HEADS OF THE COMMONWEALTH
FOR HIS RE-ESTABLISHMENT. HE IS OPPOSED BY
AN ORACLE OF THE SIBYL'S; NOTWITHSTANDING
WHICH, GABINIU8 SETS HIM UPON THE THRONE BY
FORCE OF ARMS, WHERE HE REMAINS TILL HIS
DEATH. THE FAMOUS CLEOPATRA, AND HER BRO-
THER, VERY YOUNG, SUCCEED HIM.

WE have teen I in what manner
A. M. 3939. Ptolemy Auletes ascended the throne

Ant. J. C. 65. of Egypt. Alexander, his predeces-
sor, upon his being expelled by his

subjects, had withdrawn to Tyre, where he died some
time after. As he left no issue, nor any other legiti-
mate prince of the blood-royal, he had made the Ro-
man people his heirs. The senate, for the reasons I

have repeated elsewhere, did not judge it proper at

that time to take possession of the dominions left them

by Alexander's will; but to show that thev did not
renounce their right, they resolved to call in part of
the inheritance, and sent deputies to Tyre, to demand
a sum of money left there by that king at his death.
The pretensions of the Roman people were under

no restrictions; and it would have been a very insecure
establishment to possess a state to which they believ-

ed they had so just a claim, unless some means were
'"ind to make them renounce it. All the kings of

Egypt had been friends and allies of Rome. For

Ptolemy to get himself declared an allv by the Ro-
mans, was a certain means to his being authentically
acknowhdged king of Egypt by them. But by how
much the more important that qualification was to

him, so much the more difficult WHS it for him to ob-
tain it. His predecessor's will was still fresh in the

memory of every body; and as princes are seldom

pardoned for delects which do not suit their condition,

See p. 268 of this volume.

though they are often spnrea lor those that are muc*
more hurtful, the surname of Player on the Flutv
which he had drawn upon himself, had ranked him
as low in the esteem of the Romans as in that of th

Egyptians.
He did not, however, despair of success in his un-

dertakings.* All the methods which he took for the

attainment of his end, were a long time ineffectual;
and it is likely they would always have been so, if

Caesar had never been consul. That ambitious spi-

rit, who believed all means and expedients just that

conduced to his ends, being immensely in debt, and

finding that king disposed to merit by money what he

could not obtain by right, sold him the alliance of

Rome at as dear a price as he was willing to buy it'

and received for the purchase, as well for himself as

for Ponipey, whose credit was necessary to him for

obtaining the people's consent, almost six thousand

talents; that is to say, almost nine hundred thousand

pounds. At this price he was declared the friend and

allv of the Roman people.

Though that prince's yearly reve-

nues were twice the amount of this A. M. 3946.

sum, he could not i'm mediately raise Ant. J. C. 58.

IheJBOnejr without exceedingly over-

taxing his
subjects. They were already highly dis-

contented at his not claiming the isle of Cyprus as an
ancient dependence of Egypt, and, in case of refusal,

declaring waragainst the Romans. In (his disposition
the extraordinary imposts he was obliged to exact

having finally exasperated them, they
rose with so

much violence, that he was forced to fly for the secu-

rity of his life. He concealed his route so well, that

the Egyptians either believed, or feigned to believe,

that he had perished. They declared Berenice, the

eldest of his three daughters, queen, though he had
two sons, because they were both much younger than
she.

Ptolemy ,3 in the mean time, having landed at the

isle of Rhodes, which was in his way to Rome, was
informed that Cato, who after his death was called

Cato ol'Ulica, had also arrived there some time before.

That prince, being glad of the opportunity to confet

with him upon his own affairs, sent immediately tc

SiiPton. in Jul. Cses. c. liv. Dion. Cass. 1. xxxix p. 97
Slrali. 1. xvii. p. r%.iirai). I. xvn. p. 00.

Plul. in Cato. Utic. p. 776.
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'et him know of his arrival, expecting that he would
come directly to visit him. We may here see an in-

stance of Roman grandeur, or rather haughtiness.
Cato ordered him to be told, that, if be had any thing
to sa\ to him, he might come to him, if he thought fit.

Accordingly he went. Cato did not vouchsafe so

much as to rise when Ptolemy entered his chamber,
an i saluting him only as a common man, bade him sit

down. The king, though in some confusion upon this

reception,
could not but inwardly wonder how so

much haughtiness and state could unite in the same

person with the simplicity nnd modesty that appeared
in his dress and all his equipage. But he was still

more surprised, when, upon entering upon business,

Cato blamed him, in direct terms, for quitting the

finest kingdom in the world, to expose himself to the

pride and insatiable avarice of the Roman grandees,
Biid to sutler a thousand indignities. He did not scru-

ple
to tell him, that, though he should sell all Egypt,

tie would not have sufficient to satisfy their avidity.
He advised him, therefore, to return to Egypt, and
reconcile himself with his subjects; adding, that he
was ready to accompany him thither, and offering him
his mediation and good offices for that purpose.

Ptolemy, upon this discourse, recovered as out of

n tin am, and having maturely considered what the

wise Roman had told him, perceived
the error he had

committed in quitting- his kingdom, and entertained

thoughts of returning to it. But the friends he. had
with him being gained by Pompey to make him go to

Rome, (one may easily guess with what views,) dis-

suaded him from following Cato's good advice. He
had full time to repent it, when he found himself, in

that proud city, reduced to solicit the magistrates

upon his business from door to door, like a private

person.
C;esar,i upon whom his principal hopes were found-

ed, was not at Rome; he was at that time making war
in Gaul. But Pompey, who was there, gave him an

apartment in his house, and omitted nothing to serve

him. Besides the money which he had received from
that prince, in conjunction with Caesar, Ptolemy had
since cultivated His friendship by various services

which he had rendered him during the war with Mith-

ridates, and had maintained at his own charge 8000
horse for him in that of Judea. Having, therefore,
made his

complaint
to the senate of the rebellion of

his subjects, he demanded that they should oblige
them to return to their obedience, as the Romans were

engaged to do by the alliance granted him. Pom-

pey
's faction obtained for him a compliance with

his request. The consul Lentulus, to whom Cilicia,

separated from Egypt only by the coast of Syria, had
fallen by lot, was charged with the re-establishment
of Ptolemy upon the throne.

But before his consulship expired,
A. M. 3947. the Egyptians having been informed

Ant. J. C. 57. that their king was not dead, as they
believed, and that he was gone to

Rome, sent thither a solemn embassy, to justify their

revolt before the senate. That embassy consisted of
more than 100 persons, at the head of whom was a

celebrated philosopher, named Dion, who had consi-

derable friends at Rome. Ptolemy having received
advice of this, found means to destroy most of those

ambassadors, either by poison or the sword, and so
much intimidated those whom he could neither cor-

rupt nor kill, that they were afraid either to acquit
themselves of their commission, or to demand justice
for so many murders. But as all the world knew this

cruelly, it made him as highly odious as he was be-

fore contemptible ; and his immense profusion, in gain-

ing the poorest and most self-interested senators, be-

came so public, that nothing else was talked of through-
out the city.
So notorious a contempt of the laws, and such an

excess of audacity, excited the indignation of all the

persons of integrity in the senate. M. Favonius, the

Stoic philosopher, was the first in it who declared him-

self against Ptolemy. Upon nis motion, it was re-

l>ion. Can. 1. xxxix. p. 97, 98. Plin. 1. xxxiii. c. 10.

Cic. ad Famil. 1. i. ep. 1 I Id. in Fiso. n. 43 3U Id. pro.
Gael. a. 23, 24.

solved that Dion should be ordered to attend, in order
to their knowing the truth from his own mouth. But
the king's party, composed of that of Pompey and

Lentulus, of such as he had corrupted with money,
and of those who had lent him sums to corrupt others,

acted so openly in his favour, that Dion did not dare

to appear; and Ptolemy, having caused him also to

be killed some short time after, though he who did

the murder was accused in due form of law, the king
was exculpated, upon maintaining that he had just
cause for the action.

Whether that prince thought he had nothing far*

ther to transact at Rome that demanded his presence*
or apprehended receiving some affront, hated ss he

was, if he continued there any longer, he set out from
thence some few days after, and retired to Ephesus,
into the temple of the goddess, to wait there the de-

cision of his destiny.
His affair, in fact, made more noise than ever at

Rome. One of the tribunes of the people, named C.

Cato, an active, enterprising young man, who did not

want eloquence, declared himself, in frequent ha-

rangues, against Ptolemy and Lentulus, and was
hearkened to by the people with singular pleasure
and extraordinary applause.

In order to put a new engine in

motion, he waited till the new con- A. M. 3948.

suls were elected: and as soon as Ant. J. C. 56.

Lentulus had quitted that office, he

produced to the people an oracle of the Sibyl's, which
ran thus: " ]fa king of Egypt, having occasion foraid,

applies to you, you shall not refuse him your amity;
but, however, you shall not give him any troops; for

if you do, you will suffer and hazard much."
The usual form was to communicate this kind of

oracles first to the senate, in orderto examine wheth-
er they were proper to be divulged. But Cato, ap-

prehending that ill'- king's faction might occasion the

passing a resolution there to suppress this, which was
so opposite to that prince, immediately presented the

priests, with whom the sacred books were deposited,
to the people, and obliged them by the authority
which his office of tribune gave him, to lay what

they had found in them before the public, without

demanding the senate's opinion.
This was a thunder-stroke to Ptolemy and Lentu-

lus. The words of the Sibyl were too express not to

make all the impression upon the vulgar which their

enemies desired. So that Lentulus, wnose consulship
was expired, not being willing to receive the affront

to his face, of having the senate's decree revoked, by
which he was appointed to reinstate Ptolemy, set out

immediately for his province, in quality of proconsul.
He was not deceived. Some days after, one of the

new consuls, named Marcellinus, the declared ene-

my of Pompey, having proposed the oracle to the sen-

ale, it was decreed, that regard should be had to it,

and that it appeared dangerous for the commonwealth
to re-establish the king of Egypt by force.

We must not believe there was any person in the

senate so simple, or rather so stupid, as to have any
faith in such an orncle. Nobody doubted but that it

had been expressly contrived for the present conjunc-
ture, and was the work of some secret political in-

trigue. But it had been
published

and approved in

the assembly of the people, credulous and supersti-
tious to excess, and the senate could pass no other

judgment upon it.

This new incident obliged Ptolemy to change his

measures. Seeing that Lentulus had too many ene-

mies at Rome, he abandoned the decree by which he
had been commissioned with his re-ei-tabli.-hiiient, and
demanded by Ammonius, his ambassador, whom he
had left at Rome, that Pompey should be appointed
to execute the same commission; because, it not

being possible to execute it with open force, upon
account of the oracle, he judged, with reason, that it

was necessary to substitute, in the room of force, a

person of great authority; and Pompey was at that

time at the highest pitch' ot his ^lory,
occasioned by

his success in having destroyed Mithnclates, Ihe great-
est and most powerful king Asia had seen since Al-

exander.
The affair was discussed in the senate, and debated
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with great vivacity by the different parties that rose

np in it. The difference of opinions caused several

sittings to be spent without any determination 1 Ci-

cero never quitted the interest of Lentulus, his inti-

mate friend, who, during his consulship, had infi-

nitely contributed to his recall from banishment. But
what means were there to render him any service, in

the condition in which things stood? And what could

that proconsul do against a great kingdom, without

using force of arms, which was expressly forbidden

by the oracle? In this manner, people of little wit

and sublilty, that were not used to consider things in

different lights, would have thought. The oracle only

prohibited giving the king any troops for his re-es-

tablishment. Could not Lentulus have left him in

some place near the frontiers, and still go with a good
army to besiege Alexandria? After he had taken it.

he might have returned, leaving a strong garrison in

the place, and then sent the king thither, who would
have found all things disposed for his reception with-

out violence or troops. This was Cicero's advice;
to confirm which, I shall repeat his own words, taken
from a letter written by him at that time to Lentulus:
44 You are the bestjudge," says he,

" as you are mas-
ter of Cilicia and Cvprus, of what you can undertake
and effect. If it seems practicable for you to take

Alexandria, and possess yourself of the rest of Egypt,
it is, without doubt, both for your own honour, and
that of the commonwt-alth, that you should go thith-

er with vour fleet and army, leaving the king at Pto-

lemais, or in some other neighbouring place; in or-

der that, after you have appeased the revolt, and left

itrong garrisons where necessary, that prince may
safely return thilher. In this m'anneryou will rein-

state him, according to the senate's first" decree; and
he will be restored without troops,

which our zealots

assure us is the direction of the Sibyl." Would one
believe that a grave magistrate, in an affair so im-

portant as that at present in question, should be ca-

pable of an evasion, which appears so little consistent

with the integrity and probity upon which Cicero
valued himself] It was because he reckoned the pre-
tended oracle of the Sibyl to be what indeed it was,
that is to say, a mere contrivance and imposture.

Lentulus, stopped by the difficulties of that enter-

prise,
which were greatand real, was afraid to engage

in it, and took the advice Cicero gave him in the con-
clusion of his letter, where he represented, "That all

the world would judge of his conduct from theevent;S
that therefore he had only to take his measures so well.

as to assure his success; "and that otherwise, he would
do better not to undertake it."

Gabinius, who commanded in Syria in the quality
of proconsul, was less apprehensive and less cautious.

Though everv procon*ul was prohibited by a positive
law to quit his province or declare any war whatso-

ever, even upon the nearest borderer, without an ex-

press order of the senate, he had marched to the aid

of Mithridates, prinre of Parthia, who had been ex-

piled by the king, his brother, from
A. M. 3949. Media, which kingdom had fallen to

Ant. J. C. 55. his share. He had already passed the

Kuphrates with his army tor that pur-

pose^ when Ptolemv joined him with letters from

Ponipey. their common friend and patron, who had

very lately been declared consul for the year ensuing.

By those lettn> he conjured Gabinius to do his ut-

most in favour of the proposals that that prince should
make hitn,tvith regard to his re-establishment in his

kingdom. However dangerous that conduct might
be, the authority of Pompfv. and. still more, the hope
of considerable gain, made Gabinius begin to waver.
The pressing remon-trance- of Antonv, who sought
occasion to signalize himself", and was besides inrlm-

i Cir.. ad Faniil. 1. i. epist. 7.

lia fire ut |K-r tereguuiaiur, quemadmodum initia s*>na-

tus censuit ; eisir.p miilliludine rfducatur, queniiulmodum
homines reltgiosi Sihyllae pine. ere ilixprum.

Kx pveniu hininn8 de tu<> consilio PSSP judicature*, vi-

aPtiius New quiuVm hoc seniimus ; si exploraluin tilii sit,

poese te ill in n-sui roiiri, an esse cunciauduni ; sin dubi-

urn, mm esse conamlum.
Appian. in Syr. p. 120, et in Panh. p. 134. Plut. in

Anlon. p. 916, 917.

ed to please Ptolemy, whose entreaties flattered nit

ambition, fully determined him. This was the tamoui
Mark Antony, who afterwards formed the second tri-

um\ irate with Octavius and Lepidus. Gabinius had

engaged him to follow him into Syria, by giving him
the command of his cavalry. The more dangerous
the enterpiise, the more Gabinius thought he had a

right to make Ptolemy pay dear for it. The latter,

who found no difficulty in agreting to any terms, of-

fered him for himself and the army 10,000 talents, or

1.500.000/. the greatest part to be advanced immedi-

ately in ready money, and the rest as soon as h

should be reinstated. Gabinius accepted the offer

without hesitation.

Egypt 5 had continued under the government of

queen Berenice. As soon as she ascended the throne,
the Egyptians had sent to offer the crown, and Be-

renice.'to Antiochus Asiaticus, in Sjria, who, by his

mother Selene's side, was the ntare&l heir m:ilc. The
ambassadors found him dead, and returned; they
brought an account that his brother Seleucus.snrnam-
ed Cybiosactes, was still alive. The same offers were
made to him, which he accepted. He was a prince
of mean and sordid inclinations, and had no thoughts
but of amassing money. His first care was to cause
the body of Alexander the Great to be put into a cof-

fin of glas, in order to seize that of massy gold, in

which it had lain untouched till then. This action,
and many others of a like nature, having rendered
him equally odious to his queen and subjects, she

caused him to be strangled soon after. He was th

last prince of the race of the Seleucidae. She after-

wards espoused Archelaus, high-priest of Comana, in

Pontus, who called himself the son of the great Mith-

ridates, though, in fact, he was only the son of that

prince's chief general.
Gabinius,* after having passed the Euphrates, and

crossed Palestine, marched directly into Egypt
What was most to be feared in this war, was the war

by which they must necessarily march to arrive at

Pelusium; for they could not avoid passing plains
covered with sands of such a depth as was terrible tr

think on, and so parched, that there was not a smgU
drop of water the whole length of the fens of Serbo
nis. Antony, who was sent before with the horse

not only seized the passes, but having taken Pelusium
the key of Egypt on that side, with the whole garri
son, he made the way secure for the rest of the army
and gave his general great hopes of success in th*

expedition.
The enemy derived considerable advantage from

the desire ot glory which influenced Antony. Foi

Ptolt-my had no sooner entered Pelusium, than, urged
by the violence of his hate and resentment, he would
have put all the Egyptians in it to the sword. Bu
Antonv, who rightly judged that that act of cruelty
would disgrace himself, opposed i;, and prevented

Ptolemy from executing his design. In all the bat-

tles and encounters which immediately followed one

another, he not only gave proofs of his great valour,
but distinguished himself by all the conduct of a

great general.
As soon as Gabinius received advice of Antony'f

good success, he entered the heart ot" Egypt. It was
in winter, when the waters of the Nile are very low,
and consequently the properest time for the conquest
of it. Archelaus who was brave, able, and experi-
enced, did all that could be done in his defence, and

disputed his ground very well with the enemy. Af-

ter he quitted the city in order to inarch against the

Romans, when it was necessary to encamp and break

ground fur the inlrenclmients.'the Egyptians, accus-

tomed to live an idle and voluptuous life, raised an

outcry, that Archelaus should employ the mercena-
ries in such work at the expense of the public. What
could be expected I'rom such lroo|s in a battle? They
were, in f.tct, soon put to the rout. Arrhelaus wai

killed, li tiling valiantly. Antonv, who had been hi*

particular friend an<l f^uest, having found his body
ipon the field of battle, adorned it in a royal manner.

Strab. 1. xii. p. 538. Id. \. xvji. p. 794-7%.
I. xxxix p ll.V 117. Cic. in Pisun. n. 49,50.

Plut. in Anum. p. 816, 817.

Dion. Ci
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ml solemnized his obsequies with great magnificence.
By (his action he left behind him a great name in Al-

exandria, and acquired amongst the Romans who
served with him in this war the reputation of a man
of singular valour and exceeding generosity.

Esrypt was soon reduced, and obliged to receive
. Auletes, who took entire possession of his dominions.
In order to strengthen him in it, Gabinius left him
some Roman troops for the guard of his person.
Those troops contracted at Alexandria the manners
and customs of the country, and abandoned them-
selves to the luxury and effeminacy which reigned
there more than in any other city. Auletes put his

daughter Berenice to death, for having worn the
crown during his exile; and afterwards got rid, in

the same manner, of all the rich pwsons who had
ben of the adverse party. He had occasion for the
confiscation of thf it- estates, to make up the sum he
bad promised to Gabinius, to whose aid he was in-

debted for his re-establishment.

The Egyptians suffered all these violences without

murmuring. I But, some days after, a Roman soldier

having accidentally killed a cat, neither the fear ofGa-
binius nor the authority of Ptolemy could prevent the

people from tearing him to pieces upon the spot, to

venge the insult done to the gods of the country ; for

cats were of that number.

Nothing farther is known with respect to the life

of Ptolemy Auletes,* except
that C. Rabirius Posthu-

mus, who had either lent him, or caused to be lent

him, the greatest part of the sums he had borrowed
at Rome, having gone to him, in order to procure
payment when he was entirely reinstated, that prince
gave him to understand that he despaired of satisfy-

ing him, unless he would consent to take upon him
the care of his revenues, by which means he might
eimburse himself by little and little with his own

Viands. The unfortunate creditor having accepted
that offer out of fear of losing his debt if he refused

it, the king soon found a pretence for causing him to

be imprisoned, though one of the oldest and dearest
of Caesar's friends, and though Pompey was in some
measure security for the debt, as the money was lent,
and the obligations executed, in his presence, and
by his procurement, in a country-house of bis near
Alba.

Rabirius thought himself too happy in being able to

escape from prison and Egypt more miserable than
be had gone thither. To complete his disgrace, he
was prosecuted in form as soon as he returned to

Rome, for having aided Ptolemy in corrupting the
senate, by the sums he had lent him for that purpose;
of having dishonoured his quality of Roman knight,
by the employment he had accepted in Egypt; and
*tttly, of having shared in the money which Gabinius

brought from thence, with whom, it was alleged, he
bad connived. Cicero's oration in his defence, which
we still have, is an eternal monument of the ingrati-
tude and perfidy of this unworthy king.

Ptolemy Auletes died in the peace-
A. M.3953. able possession of the kingdom of

Ant. J. C. 51. Egypt, about four years after his re-

establishment.a He left two sons and
two daughters. He bequeathed his crown to the
eldest son and daughter, and ordered by his will that

they should marry together, according to the custom
of that house, and govern jointly. And because they
were both very young (for the daughter, who was the

eldest, was only seventeen years of age,) he left them
under the guardianship of the Roman senate. This
was the famous Cleopatra, whose history it remains
for us to relate. We. find the people appointed Pom-
pey the young king's guardian, who some years after
to basely ordered him to be put to death.4

SECTION II. POTHINUS AND ACHILLAS, MINIS-
TERS OF THE YOUNG KING, EXPEL CLEOPATRA.
SHE RAISES TROOPS TO RE-ESTABLISH HERSELF.
POMPEY, AFTER HAVING BEEN OVERTHROWN AT
PHARSAUA, RETIRES INTO EGYPT. HE IS ASSAS-
SINATED THERE. CJESAR, WHO PURSUED HIM, AR-

> Diod Sic. 1. i. p. 74,75.
Caesar de Belle Civ. 1. T.

Cic. pro Rabir. Poilh.
* Eutrop. 1. Tk

RIVES AT A1.EXANDRIA, WHERE HE IS INFORMED
OF HIS DEATH, WHICH HE SEEMS TO LAMEN F. HE
ENDEAVOURS TO RECONCILE THE BROTHER AND
SISTER, AND FOR THAT PURPOSE SENDS FOR CLEO-
PATRA, OF WHOM HE SOON BECOMES ENAMOURED.
GREAT COMMOTIONS ARISE AT ALEXANDRIA, AND
SEVERAL BATTLES ARE FOUGHT BETWEEN THE
EGYPTIANS AND CESAR'S TROOPS, WHEREIN THE
LATTER HAVE ALMOST ALWAYS THE ADVANTAGE.
THE KING HAVING BEEN DROWNED IN FLYING AF-
TER A SEA-FIGHT, ALL EGYPT SUBMITS TO CA;SAR,
HE SETS CLEOPATRA, WITH HER YOUNGER BROTH-
ER, UPON THE THRONE, AND RETURNS TO ROME.

LITTLE is known of the beginning
of the reign of Cleopatra and her bro- A. M. 3956
ther.5 That prince was a minor, un- Ant. J. C. 48.
der the tuition of Pothinus the eu-

nuch, and of Achillas the general of his army. Those
two ministers, no doubt to engross to themselves the
whole administration of the public affairs, had depriv-
ed Cleopatra, in the king's name, of the share in the

sovereignty left her by the will of Aulttes. Injured
in this manner, she went into Syria and Palestine to

raise troops in those countries, in order to assert her

rights by force of arms.
It was exactly at this conjuncture of the quarrel

between the brother and sister, that Pompey, after

having lost the battle of Pharsalia, tied to "Egypt;
conceiving, that he should find there an open and
secure asylum in his misfortunes. He had been the

protector of Auletes, the father of the
reigninp; king,

and it was solely to Pompey 's influence that he was
indebted for his re-establishment. He was in hopes
of finding the son grateful, and of being powerfully
assisted by him. When he arrived, Ptolemy was

upon the coast with his army, between Pelusium and
mount Casius, and Cleopatra at no great distance, at

the head of her troops also. Pompey, on approaching
the coast, sent to Ptolemy to demand permission to

land and enter his kingdom.
The two ministers, Pothinus and Achillas, consult-

ed with Theodotus the rhetorician, the young king's

preceptor, and with some others, what answer they
should make: Pompey in the mean time waited the
result of that council, and chose rather to expose him-
self to be the foot-ball of three unworthy persons who
governed the

prince, than to owe his safety to Caesar,
who was his father-in-law, and the greatest of the
Romans. This council differed in opinion; some
were for receiving him, others for having him told to
seek a retreat elsewhere. Theodotus approved nei-

ther of these methods; and displaying all his elo-

quence, undertook to demonstrate, that there was no
other choice to be made, than that of ridding them-
selves of him. His reason was, because, if they re-

ceived him, Cresar would never forgive the having
assisted his enemy: if they sent him away without
aid, and affairs should take a turn in his favour, he
would not fail to revenge himself upon them for their
refusal. That therefore there was no security for

them, but in putting him to death; by which means

they would gain Caesar's friendship, and prevent the
other from ever doing them any hurt; for said he

according to the proverb,
" Dead men do not bite."

This advice prevailed, as being in their opinion the
wisest and most safe. Achil'as, Septimius, a Roman
officer in the service of the king of Kgypt, and some
others, were charged with putting it into execution.

They went to take Pompey on board a shallop, under
the pretext that large vessels could not approach lh

shore without difficulty. The troops were drawn up
on the sea-side, as with design to do honour to Pom-
ey, with Ptolemy at their head. The perfidious
entimius tendered his hand to Pompey in the name
f his master, and bade him come to a king, his friend,
whom he ought to regard as his ward and son. Pom-
pey then embraced his wife Cornelia, who was al-

ready in tears for his death; and, after having repeat-
ed these verges of Sophocles,

"
Every man who en-

Plut. in. Pomp. p. 659662. Id. in Co*, p. 730, 731

Appian. de Bel. Civ. p. 460-434. Csei. de Bel Civ L iil

.
Diod. 1. xlii. p. 200206.
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ters tht court of a tyrant becomes his slave, though
free before," he went into the shallop. When they
saw themselves near the shore, they stabbed him be-

fore the kind's eyes, cut off his head and threw his

body upon the strand, where it had no other funeral

than what one of his (feed-men gave it with the as-

sistance of an old Roman, who was there by chance.

They raised him a wretched funeral-pile, and for

that purpose made use of some fragments of an old

wreck, that had been driven ashore there.

Cornelia had seen Pompev massacred before her

eyes. It is easier to imagine the condition of a wo-
man in the height of grief from so tragical an object,
than to describe it. Those who were in her galley,
and in two other

ships
in company with it, made the

coast resound wilh the cries they raised ; and weigh-
ng anchor immediately, set sail before the wind,
which blew fresh as soon as they got out to sea: this

prevented the Egyptians, who were getting ready to

chase them, from pursuing their design.
Cajsar made all possible haste to arrive in Egypt,

whither he suspected Pompev had retired, and where
he was in hopes of finding him still alive. That he

might be there the sooner, he carried very few troops
with him ; only 800 horse and 3200 foot. He left the

rest of his army in Greece and Asia Minor, under his

lieutenant-generals, with orders to make all the ad-

vantages of his victory which it would admit, and to

establish his authority in all those countries. As for

his own person,' confiding in his reputation, and the

success of his arms at Pharsalia, and reckoning all

places secure for him, he made no scruple to land at

Alexandria with the few people he had. He was very
nigh paying dear for his temerity.

Upon his arrival he was informed of Pompey's
death, and found the city in great confusion. Theod-
otus believing he should do him an exceeding plea-
sure, presented him the head of that illustrious fugi-
tive. He wept at seeing it, and turned away his eyes
from a spectacle that gave him horror. He even
caused it to be interred with all the usual solemnities.

And the better to express his esteem for Pompey, and
the

respect
he had for his memory, he received w-ith

great kindness, and loaded with favours, all who had
adhered to him, and were then in Egypt; and wrote
to his friends at Rome, that the highest and most

frateful
advantage of his victory was to find every

ay some new occasion to preserve the lives, and do
services to some of those citizens, who had borne arms

against him.
The commotions increased every day at Alexan-

dria, and abundance of murders were committed
tin-re; the city having neither law nor government,
because without a master. Caesar, clearly perceiving
that the small number of troops with him were far

from being sufficient to awe an insolent and seditious

populace, gave orders for the legions he had in Asia
to march thither as soon as possible. It was not in

his
power

to leave Egypt, because of the Etesian

winds, which in that country blow continually during
the dog-days, and prevent all vessels from quitting
Alexandria; as those winds are then always full north.

Not to lose time, he demanded the payment of the

money due to him from Auletes, and took cognizance
of the dispute between Ptolemy and his sister Cleo-

patra.
We have seen, that when Caesar was consul for the

first time, Auletes had gained him by the promise of
<>000 lalents, and by that means had procured him-

. self to be established upon the throne, and declared
the friend and ally of the Romans. The king had

paid him only a part of that sum, and had given him
a bond for the remainder.

Caesar therefore demanded what was unpaid, which
he wanted for the subsistence of his troops, and urged
his claim with rigour. Pothinus, Ptolemy's first min-
ister, employed various stratagems to make this rig-
our appear still greater than it really was. He plun-
derea the temples of all the gold and silver which
was found in them, and made the king and all the

1 Cawwr confisns famft rerum gestarum, infirmis auxiliis

proficisci
non dubitaverat

; atque omnem tibi locum tutum
i)re existimaUu. Cas.

great persons of the kingdom eat out of earthen o*
wooden vessels; insinuating underhand, that Caesar
had seized upon all the silver and goliJ plate, in or-
der to render him odious to the populace by such re

ports, which were not destitute of probability in ap
pearance, though entirely groundless.
But what finally incensed the Egyptians against

Caesar, and made them at last take arms, was the

haughtiness with which he acted as judge between

Ptolemy and Cleopatra, in causing them to be cifed
to appear before him for the decision of their disputeWe shall soon see upon what he founded his authority
for proceeding in that manner. He therefore decreed
in form, that they should disband their armies, s'vjuld

appear and plead their cause before him, and rrteive
such sentence as he should pass between them. This
order was looked upon in Egypt as a violation of the

royal dignify, which, being independent, acknow-

ledged no superior, and could be judged by no tri-

bunal. Caesar replied to these complaints, that he
acted only in virtue of being appointed arbiter by the
will of Auletes, who had put his children under the

guardianship of the senate and people of Rome, the

whole authority of which was then ve-ted in hi? per-
son, in quality of consul: that, as guardian, he had a

right to arbitrate between them; and that all he pre-
tended to was, as executor of the will, to establish

peace between the brother and sister. This expla-
nation having facilitated the affair, it was at length
brought before Caesar, and advocates were chosen to

plead the cause.

But Cleopatra, who knew Caesar's foible, believed
that her presence would be more persuasive than anjr
advocate she could employ with her judge. She
caused him to be told, that she perceived that those

whom she employed in her behalf betrayed her, and
demanded his permission to appear in person. Plu-

tarch says it was Caesar himself who pressed her to

come and plead her cause.

That
princess

took nobody with her, of al! he

friends, but Apollodorus the Sicilian; got into a little

boat, and arrived at the bottom of the walls of the

citadel of Alexandria, when it was quite dark night.

Finding that there were no means of entering with-
out being known, she thought of this stratagem. She
laid herself at length in the midst of a bundle of clothes.

Apollodorus wrapped it up in a cloth, tied up with a

thong, and in that manner carried it through the gate
of the citadel to Caesar's apartment, who was fjr from

being displeased with the stratagem. The first sight
of so beautiful a person had all the effect upon him
she had desired.

Caesar sent the next day for Ptolemy, and pressed
him to take her again, and be reconciled with her.

Ptolemy saw plainly that his judge was become his

adversary: and having learnedthat his sifter was then
in the palace, and even in Caesar's own apartment, he

quitted it in the utmost fury, and in the open street

rent the diadem off his head, tore it to pieces, and
threw it on the ground; crying out, with his face

bathed in tears, that he was betrayed ; and relating
the circumstances to the -multitude who assembled
round him. In a moment the whole city was in an

uproar. He put himself at the head of the populace,
and led them on tumultuous-ly to charge Caesar with

all the fury natural on such occasions.

The Roman soldiers, whom Caesar had with him
secured the person of Ptolemy. But as all the rest

who knew nothing of what was passing, were dispers
ed in the several quarters of that great city, Caesar

would inevitably have been overpowered and torn to

pieces by that furious populace, if he had not had the

presence of mind to show himself to them from a part
of the palace so high that he had nothing to ft-ar upon
it; from hence he assured them, that they would b

fully satisfied with the judgment he should pax*.
Those promises appeased the Egyptians n little.

The next day he
brought

out Ptolemy and C!eo

patra
into an assembly of the people, summoned bj

his order. After having caused the will of the late

king to be read, he decreed, as guardian and arbitra-

tor, that Ptolemy and Cleopatra should reign jointly
in Egypt, according to the intent of that wifl; and
that Ptolemy the younger son, and A rsinoe the voung
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daughter, should reign in Cyprus. He added the

last article to appease the people; for it was an al>-

lolute gift tliiit lie made them, as the Romans were

actunlly in possession of that island. But he feared

the effects of the Alexandrian's fury; and it was to

extricate himself out of his present danger that he

made that concession.

Every one was satisfied and charm-
A. M. 3957. ed with this decree, except Pothinus.

Ant. J. C. 47. As it was he who had occasioned the

breach between Cleopatra and her

brother, and the expulsion of that princess from the

throne, he had reason to apprehend that the conse-

quences of this accommodation would prove fatal to

Dim. To prevent the effect of Caesar's decree, he in-

/red tiie people with new subjects of jealousy and

discontent. He gave out, that it was only through
fear and by force that Caesar had granted this decree,
which would not long subsist; and that his true de-

sign WHS to place Cleopatra alone upon the throne.

This was what the Egyptians exceedingly feared, not

being able to endure that a woman should govern them

alone, and have the sole authority. When he *a vv that

the peopl* came into his views, he made Achillas ad-

vance at the head of the army from Pelusium, in or-

der to drive Caesar out of Alexandria. The approach
of that armv put all things into their former confusion.

Achillas, who had 20,000 good troops, despised Caesar's

small number, and believed he should overpower him

immediately. But Caesar posted his men so well, in

the streets and upon the avenues of the quarter in his

possession, that he found no difficulty in supporting
their attack.

When they saw they could not force him, they

changed their measures, and inarched towards the

port, with design to make themselves masters of the

Beet, to cut off his communication with the sea, and to

prevent him, in consequence, from receiving succours

and convoys on that side. But Caesar again frustra-

ted their design, by causing the Egyptian fleet to be

set on fire, and by possessing himself of the tower of

Pharos, which he garrisoned. By this means he pre-
terved and secured his communication with the sea,

without which he would have been ruined effectually.
Some of the vessels on fire drove so near the quay,
that the flames catched the neighbouring houses, from
whence they spread throughout the whole quarter of

Bruchion. It was at this time that the famous libra-

ry was consumed, which had been the work of so

many kings "d in which there were 400,000 volumes.
What it loss was this to literature!

Caesar, seeing so dangerous a war upon his hands,
tent into all the neighbouring countries for aid. He
wrote, amongst others, to Domitius Calvinus, whom
he had left to command in Asia Minor, and signified
to him his danger. That general immediately des-

Eatched
two legions, the one by land, and the other

y sea. That which went by sea arrived in time; the

other that marched by land did not go thither at all.

Before it had got there, the war was at an end. But
Caesar was best served by Mithridates the Pergame-
nian, whom he sent into Syria and Cilicia; tor he

brought him the troops which extricated him out of
the danger, as we shall see in the sequel.
Whilst he awaited the aid he had sent for, in order

that he might not
fight

an arm}' so superior in num-
ber till he thought lit, he caused the quarter in his

possession to be fortified. He surrounded it with

malls, and Hanked it with towers and other works.

Those lines included the palace, a theatre very near

it. which he made use of as a citadel, and the way
that led to the

port.
Ptolemy all this while was in Caesar's hands; and

Pothlnui, his governor and first minister, who coin-

cided with Achillas, gave him advice of all that pas-
ted, and encouraged nini to push the siege with vig-
our. One of his letters was at last intercepted ; and
his treasor. being thereby discovered, Caesar ordered
him to be put to death.

Ganymedes another eunuch of the
palace,

who
educated Arsinoe the youngest of the king's sisters,

apprehending the same fate, because he had shared
in that treason, carried off the

young^ princess, and

escaped into the camp of the Egyptians; who not

having had, till then, any of the royal family at their

head, were overjoyed at her presence, and proclaimed
herqueen. But Ganymedes, whoentertained thoughts
of supplanting Achillas, caused that general to be ac-

cused of having given up the fleet to Caesar that had
been set on fire by the Romans, caused him to he. put
to death, and the command of the army to be trans-

ferred to himself. He took also upon hi:i the admin-
istration of all other affairs; and undoubtedly did not
want capacity for the office of a prime minister, probi-

ty only excepted, which is often reckoned little or no

qualification: for he had all the necessary penetration
and activity, and contrived a thousand artful strata-

gems to distress Caesar during the continuance of th'.f

war.

For instance, he found means to spoil all the fresh

water in his quarter, and was very near destroying
him by that means. For there was no other fresh wa-
ter in Alexandria, than that of the Kile. In every
house were vaulted reservoirs,! where it was kept.

Every year, upon the great swell of the Nile, the wa-
ter of ttTat river came in by a canal, which had been
cut for that purpose; and by a sluice, made with that

design, was turned into the vaulted reservoirs, which
were the cisterns of the city, where it grew clear by
degrees. The masters of houses and their families

drank of this water; but the poorer sort of people
were forced to drink the running water, which was

muddy and very unwholesome; for there were no

sprijjgs in the citv. Those caverns were made in such
a manner, that they all had communication with each
other. This provision of water made at one time
served for the whole year. Every house had an open-
ing like the mouth of a well, through which the wa-
ter was taken up either in buckets or pitchers. Gan-

ymedes caused all the communications with the cav-

erns in the quarters of Caesar to be stopped up; and
then found means to turn the sea- water into the latter,

and thereby spoiled all his fresh water. As soon as

they perceived that the water was spoiled, Caesar't

soldiers made such a noise, and raised such a tumult,
that he would have been obliged to abandon his quar-
ter, very much to his disadvantage, if he had not im-

mediately thought ofordering wells to be sunk, where,
at last, springs were found which supplied them will*

water enough to make amends for that which waa

spoiled.
After that, upon Caesar'a receiving advice that the

legion which Calvinus had sent by sea was arrived

upon the coast of Libya, which was not very distant,
he advanced with his whole fleet to convoy it safely
to Alexandria. Ganymedes was apprized of this, and

immediately assembled all the Egyptian ships he could

get, in order to attack him upon his return. A battle

actually ensued between the two fleets. Caesar had
the advantage, and brought his legion without dan-

gerinto the port of Alexandria; and had not the night
come on, the ships of the enemy would not have es-

caped.
To repair that loss, Ganymedes drew together all

the ships from the mouths of the Nile, and formed a

new fleet, with which he entered the port of Alexan-
dria. A second action was unavoidable. The Alex-

andrians climbed in throngs to the tops of the houses

next the port, to be spectators of the fight, and await-

ed the success with fear and trembling; lifting up
their hands to heaven to implore the assistance ot the

gods. The all of the Romans was at stake, as they
had no resource left if they lost this battle. Cse-

sar was again victorious. The Rhodians, by thei.

valour and skill in naval affairs, contributed exceed-

ingly to this victorv.

Caesar, to make the best of it, endeavoured to seire

the isle of Pharos, where be landed his troops after

the battle, and to possess himself of the mole, called

the Heptastadion, by which it was joined to the con-
tinent. But after having obtained several advantage*
he was repulsed with the loss of more than 800 men
and was very near falling himself in his retreat. For
the ship in which he had designed to get off. being

> There are to this day exactly the same kind of cave* at

Alexandria, which are filled once a year, as at that time.

Thtrtnol's Travels.
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lead v to sink on account of the great number of peo-

ple
who had entered it with him, he threw himself

into the sea, and with great difficulty swam to the

ni'Xt ship. Whilst he was thus swimming- he held

one hand above the water, in which were papers of

consequence, and swam with the other, so that they
were not wetted.

The Alexandrians, seeing that ill success itself only-

served to give Caesar's troops new courage, entertain-

ed thoughts of making peace, or at least pretended
such a disposition. They sent deputies to demand
their king of him; assuring him, that bis presence
alone would put an end to all differences. Caesar,

who well knew their subtle and deceitful character,
was not at a loss to comprehend their profession?;
but as he hazarded nothing in giving them up their

king's person, and, if they failed in their promises,
the fault would be entirely on their side, he thought
it incumbent on him to grant their demand. He ex-

horted (he young prince to take advantage of this op-

portunitv to inspire his subjects with sentiments of

peace and equity; to redress the evils with* which a

war very impudently undertaken had distressed his

dominions; to approve himself worthy of the confi-

dence he reposed in him, by giving him his liberty;
and to show his gratitude for the services he had ren-

dered his father. Ptolemy,! early instructed by his

masters in the art of dissimulation and deceit, begged
of Caesar with tears in his eyes, not to deprive him
of his presence, which was a much greater satisfaction

to him, than to reign over others. The sequel soon

explained how much sincerity there was in those tears

and professions of amity. He was no sooner at the

head of his troops, than he renewed hostilities with

more vigour than ever. The Egyptians endeavoured,

by means of their fleet, to cut off Caesar's provisions

entirely. This occasioned a new fight at sen, near

Canopus, in whirh Caesar was again victorious. When
this battle was fought, Mithridates of Pergamus was

upon the point of arriving with the army which he
was bringing to the aid of Caesar.

He had been sent into Syria and Cilicia to assem-
ble all the troops he could, and to march them to

Egypt.* He acquitted himself of his commission with

such diligence and prudence, that he had soon form-
ed a considerable army. Antipater the Idumaean con-
tributed very much towards it. He had not only join-
ed him with 3000 Jews, but engaged several neigh-
bouring princes of Arabia and Coale-syria, and the

free cities of Phoenicia and Syria also, to send him

troops. Mithridates, with Antipater, who accompa-
nied him in person, marched into Egypt; and upon
arriving before Pelosium, they carried that place by
storm. They were indebted principally to

Antipater's
bravery for the taking of this city ; for he was the first

that mounted the breach and got upon the wall, and

thereby opened the way for those who followed him
to carry the town.
On their route from thence to Alexandria, it wan

necessary to pass through the country of Onion,* all

the passes of which had been seized by the Jews who
inhabited it. The army was there put to a stand, and
their whole design was upon the point of miscarrying,
if Antipater, by his influence, and that of Hyrcanns,
from whom he brought them letters, had not engag-
ed them to espouse Caesar's party. Upon the spread-
ing of that news, the Jews of Memphis did the same,
and Milhridates received from both all the provisions
bis army had occasion for. When they were near
the Delta, Ptolemy detatched a flying army to dispute
the

passage
of the Nile with them. A battle was

fougrit in consequence. Mithridates put himself at

the head of part of his army, and gave the command
of the other to Antipater. Mithridates's wing was
toon broken, and obliged to give way; but Antipater,
who bad defeated the enemy on his side, came to his

-el u-f. The battle began afresh, and the enemy were

> Regiut animus discipline fallacissimis eniditus, ne A
(emit Hue moribut dcgeneraret, flens orare contra Cteaarem
Cflepil, ne se dimitteref. non enim regnum ipsum sibi con-

tpectu Czsaris esse jucundius. Ilirl. dt Hell. Alex.

J(*eph. Antiq. 1. xiv. c. 14, 15.

[ So called from Oniaa the Jewish priest, who had got a
frant of that district from one of the Ptolemies. ]

defeated. Mithridatet and Antipater pursued them
made a great slaughter, and regained the field of bat

tie. They took even the enemy's camp, and obliged
those who remained to re pass the Nile, in order to

escape.

Ptolemy then advanced with his whole army, in

order to overpower the victors. Caesar also marched
to support them; and as soon as he had joined them
came directly to a decisive battle, in which he obtain-
ed a complete victory. Ptolemy, in endeavouring to

escape in a boat, was drowned in the Nile. Alexan-
dria and all Egypt submitted to the victor.

Caesar returned to Alexandria about the middle of
our January; and not finding any farther opposition
to his orders, gave the crown of Egypt to Cleopatra,
in conjunction with Ptolemy her other brother. This
was in effect giving it to Cleopatra alone; for that

young prince was only eleven years old. The passion
which Caesar had conceived for that princess was pro-

perly the sole cause of his embarking in so
danger-

ous a war. He had by her one son, called Caesanon,
whom Augustus caused to be put to (tenth when he
became masterof Alexandria. His affection for Cleo

patra kept him much longer in Egypt than his attain

required. For though every thing was settled in

that kingdom by the end of January, he did not leave

it till the end of April, according to Appian, who
says he stayed there nine months. Now he had ar-

rived there only about the end of July the year be-

fore.

Caesar
passed

whole nights in feasting with Cleo-

patra.4 Having embarked with her upon the Nile
he carried her through the whole country with a nu-
merous fleet, and would have penetrated into Ethio-

pia, if his army had not refused to follow him. He
bad resolved to bring her to Rome, and to marry her;
and intended to have caused a law to

pass
in the as-

sembly of the people, by which the citizens of Rome
should be permitted to marry such and as many wives
as they thought fit. Helvius Cinna, the tribune of
the people, declared, after his death, that he had pre-

pared a harangue, in order to propose that law to the

people, not being able to refuse his assistance upon
the earnest solicitation of Caesar.

He carried Arsinoe, whom he had taken in this war
to Rome, and she walked in his triumph in chains of

gold ; but immediately after that solemnity he set her

at liberty. He did not permit her, however, to return

into Egypt, lest her presence should occasion new
troubles, and frustrate the regulations he had made
in that kingdom. She chose the province of Asia for

her residence; at least it was there that Antony
found her after the battle of Philippi, and caused her
to be put to death at the instigation of her sister

Cleopatra.
Before he left Alexandria, Caesar, in gratitude for

the aid he had received from the Jews, caused all the

privileges they enjoyed to be confirmed ; and ordered
a column to be erected, on which, by his command,
all those privileges- were engraven, with the decree

confirming them.
What at length made him quit Egypt,* was the

war with Pharnaces, king of the Cimmerian Bospho-
ru, and son of Mithridates, the last king- of Pontus.

He fought a great battle with him near the city of

Zela.6 defeated his whole army, and drove him out
of the kingdom of Pontus. To denote the rapidity
of his conquest, in writing to one of his friends, he

made use of only these three words, Veni, vidi,vici;
that is to say, I came, I saw, 1 conquered.

SECTION III. CLEOPATRA CAUSES HER YOUNGER
BROTHER TO BE PUT TO DEATH, AND RKIGM
ALONE. THE DEATH OF JULIUS CjCSAR HAVING
MADE WAY FOR THE TRIUMVIRATE FORMED BE-

TWEEN ANTONY, I.EPIDUS, AND YOUNG C.KSAR
CALLED ALSO OCTAVIANUS, CLEOPATRA DECLARE!
HERSELF FOR THE TRIUMVIRS. SHE GOES TC
ANTONY AT TARSUS, GAINS AN ABSOLUTE ASCEN
DANT OVER HIM, AND BRINGS HIM WITH HER TO
ALEXANDRIA. ANTONY GOES TO ROME, WHERF H%

Suet, in J. Cses. c. 52. Plut. in CM. p 731.

This was a city of C'appadocia.
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ESPOUSES OCTAVIA. HE ABANDONS HIMSELF AGAIN
TO CLEOPATRA; AND AFTER SOME EXPEDITIONS
RETURNS TO ALEXANDRIA, WHICH HE ENTERS IN

TRIUMPH. HE THERE CELEBRATES THE CORONA-
TION OF CLEOPATRA AND HER CHILDREN. OPEN
RUPTURE BETWEEN CKSAR AND ANTONY. THE
LATTER REPUDIATE OCTAVIA. THE TWO FLEETS
PUT TO SEA. CLEOPATRA DETERMINES TO FOL-
1>W ANTONY. BATTLE OF ACT1UM. CLEOPATRA
FLIES, AND DRAWS ANTONY AFTER HER. CESAR'S
VICTORY IS COMPLETE. HE ADVANCES SOME TIME
AFTER AGAINST ALEXANDRIA, WHICH MAKES NO
LONG RESISTANCE. TRAGICAL DEATH OF ANTONY
AND CLEOPATRA. EGYPT IS REDUCED INTO A
PROVINCE OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE.

C,/ESAR after the warof Alexandria, had re-establish-

d CleO|>alra upon the throne, and, for form only, had
ssociated her brother with her, who at that time was

Only eleven years of age. During his minority, all

power was in her hands. When he
A.M. 3961. attained his fifteenth year.i which

Ant. J. C. 43. was the time when, according to the

laws of the country, he was to go-
Tern for himself, and have a share in the royal au-

thority, she poisoned him, and remained sole queen
ol"

Esjypt.
In this interval Caesar had been killed at Rome by

the conspirators, at the head of whom were Brutus
and Cassiu*; and the triumvirate, between Antony,
Lepidus, an<l Octavianus Caesar, had been formed, to

renge the death of Caesar.

Cleopatra declared herself without hesitation for

the triumvirs.* She gave Allienus, the consul, Dola-
bella's lieutenant, four legions, which were the re-

imins of Pompey'sand Crassus's armies, and formed

part
of the troops which Caesar had

A. M. 3962. left with her for the defence of Egypt.
Ant. J. C. 41. She had also a fleet in readiness" for

sailing, but it was prevented by storms
from setting out. Cassius made himself master of
those four legions, and frequently solicited Cleopatra
for aid, which she resolutely refused. She sailed some
time alter with a numerous fleet, to join Antony and
Octavianus. A violent storm occasioned the loss of

great number of her ships, and falling sick, she was

obliged to return into Egypt.
Antony ,s after the defeat of Brutus

A. M. 3963. and Cass'ius in the battle of Philippi.
Ant. J. C. 42. having passed over into Asia, in or-

der to establish the authority of the
triumvirate there, the kings, princes, and a'mbassa-

aors of the East, came thither in throngs to make
their court to him. He was informed that the gover-
nors of Phoenicia, which was dependent upon the

kingdom of Egypt, had sent Cassius aid against Dola-
bella. He cited Cleopatra before him, to answer for

the conduct of her governors; and sent one of his

lieutenants lo oblige her to come to him in Cilicia,
whither he was going to assemble the states of that

province. That step was, from its consequences, verv
fatal to Antony, and completed his ruin. His love
for Cleopatra having awakened passions in him, till

then concealed or asleep, inilamed them even to mad-
ness, and finally deadened and extinguished the few

sparks of honour and virtue which he might perhaps
Itill retain.

Cleopatra, assured of her charms bv the proof she
had already so successfully made of them upon Julius

Caesar, was in hopes that she could also verv easily

captivate Antony; and the more, because the former
had known her only when she was very young, and
had no experience in the world; whereas she was

going to appear before Antony, at the age wherein
women, with the bloom of their beauty, unite the

whole force of wit and address to manage and con-
duct the greatest affairs. Cleopatra was at that time

fire-and-twenty years old. She provided herself,

therefore, with exceeding rich presents, great sums

Joieph. Antiq. 1. xv. c. 4. Pornhyr. p. 226.

Appian. I. iii. p. 576 1. iv. p. 6-23. 1. v. p. 6*5.
Pint, in Anton, p. M6, 932. Lio. 1. xlviii. p. 371. Ap-

ten. de Bell. Civ. 1. v. p. 671.
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of money, and especially with most magnificent hab-

its and ornaments; and with still higher hopes in her

attractions and the graces of her person, more pow-
erful than dress, or even gold, she began her voyage.

Upon her wav she received several letters from An-

tonv, who was at Tarsus, and from his friends, press-

ing her to hasten her journey; but she only laugh-
ed at their eagerness, and used never the more dili

gence for them. Having crossed the sea of Pamphy-
lia, she entered the Cydnus, and, going up that river,

landed at Tarsus. Never was equipage more splen-
did and magnificent than hers. The stern of her

ship flamed with gold, the sails were purple, and the

oars inlaid with silver. A pavilion of cloth of gold
was raised upon the deck, under which appeared tha

queen, robed like Venus, and surrounded with the

most beautiful virgins of her court, of whom some re-

presented the Nereides, and others the Graces. In-

stead of trumpets were heard flutes, hautboys, harps,
and other such instruments of music, warbling the

softest airs, to which the oars kept time, and render-
ed the harmony more agreeable. Perfumes were

burning on the deck, which spread their odours to a

great distance upon the river, and on each side of
its banks, that were covered with an infinitude of

people, whom the novelty of the spectacle had drawn
thither.

As soon as her arrival was known, the whole peo-

ple of Tarsus went out to meet her; so that Antony,
who at that time was giving audience, saw his tribu-

nal abandoned by every one, and not a single person
with him, but his lictors and domestics. A rumour
was spread that it was the goddess Venus who came
in masquerade to make Bacchus a visit for the good
of Asia.

She was no sooner landed, than Antony sent to

compliment and invite her to supper. But she an-

swered his deputies, that she should be very glad to

regale him herself, and that she would expect '<tm

in the tents she had caused to be got ready upon tli*

banks of the river. He made no difficulty to go thith-

er, and found the preparations of a magnificence not
to be expressed. He admired particularly the beauty
of the lights, which had been disposed with abundance
of art, and whose brilliancy was such, that they made

midnight seem bright day.

Antony invited her in his turn, for the next dar
But in spite of his utmost endeavours to exceed her in

this entertainment, he confessed himself overcome, as

well in the splendour as disposition of the feast; and
was the first to rally the parsimony and plainness of
his own, in comparison with the sumptoousness and

elegance of Cleopatra's. The queen, finding nothing
but what was gross in the pleasantries of Antony, and
more expressive of the soldier than the courtier, re-

paid him in his own coin; but with so much wit and

grace, that he was not in the least offended at it. For
the beauties and charms of her conversation, attended
with all possible sweetness and gayetv.had attractions

in them still more irresistible than her form and fea-

tures, and left upon his mind and heart an indelible

impression. She charmed whenever she spoke, such
music and harmony were in her utterance, and the

very sound of her voiqe.
Little or no mention was made of the complaint*

against Cleopatra, which were besides without foun-
dation She struck Antony so violently with her

charms, and gained so absolute an ascendant over him,
that he could refuse her nothing. It was at this time,
that at her entreaty he caused Arsinoe, her sister, to
be put to death, who had taken refuge in the tempi*
of Diana at Miletus, as in a secure asylum.
Great feasts were made every day.* Some new ba

quet still outdid that which preceded it, and she seem
ed to study to excel herself. Antony, at a feast to
which she had invited him, was astonished at seeing
the riches displayed on all sides, and especially at the

great number of gold cups enriched with jewels, and

wrought by the most excellent workmen. She told

him, with a disdainful air, that those were but triiles,

and made him a present of them. The next day th

banquet was still more superb. Antony, according

Athen 1. iv. p. 147, 1 18.

2D
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to ccstom, had brought a good number of guests along
wilb him, all officers of rank and distinction. She

gave them all the vessels and plate of gold and silver

used at the entertainment.

Without doubt,' in one of these feasts happened
what Pliny, and, after him, Macrobius, relate. Cleo-

patra jested, according to custom, upon Antony's en-

tertainment, as very niggardly and inelegant. Piqued
with the raillery, he asked her, with Some warmth,
what she thought would add to its magnificence?
Cleopatra answered coldly, that she could expend
more than a million of livres t upon one supper. He
affirmed that she was merely bragging, that it was

impossible, and that she could never make it appear.
A wager was laid, and Plancus was to decide it. The
next day they came to the banquet. The service was

magnificent, bat had nothing so very extraordinary
in it. Antony calculated the expense, demanded of
the queen the price of the several dishes, and with an
ir of raillery, as secure of victory, told her, that they
were still far from a million. "

Stay," said the queen,
* this is only a beginning. I shall try whether I can-
not spend a million only upon myself." A second
table* was brought, and, according to the order she
had before given, nothing was set on it but a single

cup of vinegar. Antony, surprised at such a prepara-
tion, could not imagine for what it was intended.

Cleopatra had at her ears two pearls, the finest that

ever were seen, each of which was valued at above

50,0002. One of these pearls she took off, threw it

into the vinegar,4 and, after having dissolved it, swal-

lowed it. She was preparing to do as much by the

other; Plancus stopped her.*and deciding the wager
in her favour, declared Antony overcome. Plancus
was much in the wrong, to envy the queen the singu-
lar and

peculiar glory of having swallowed 2,000,000
in two draughts.

Antony wa embroiled with Caesar.

A.M. 3964. Whilst his wife Fulvia was very ac-

Ant. J. C. 40. live at Rome in supporting his inter-

ests, and the army 01" the Parthians

was upon the point of entering Syria, as if those things
did not concern him, he suffered himself to be drawn

away by Cleopatra to Alexandria, where they passed
their time in games, amusements, and voluptuousness,
treating each other every day at excessive and incredi-

ble expenses; which may be judged of from the fol-

lowing circumstance.
A voung Greek,* who went to Alexandria to study

physic, upon the great noise those feasts made, had
the curiosity to assure himself with his own eyes about
them. Having been admitted into Antony's kitchen,

he saw, amongst other things, eight wild boars roast-

ing whole at the same time. Upon which he express-
ed surprise at the great number of guests that he sup-

posed were to be at the supper. One of the officers

could not forbear laughing, and told him, that they
were not so many as be imagined, and that there

would not be above a dozen in all; but that it was

necessary every thing should be served in a degree
of perfection,

which every moment ceases and spoils,

"for," added he, "it often happens, that Antony-
will order his supper,

and a moment after forbid it

to be served, having entered into some conversation

that diverts him. For that reason, not one but many

i Plin. 1. ix. c. 35. Macrob. Satur. 1. ii. c. 13.

('entitt II. S. Hoc tst, centits centum millia ttitertium.
Which amounted to more than a million of livrea, or 52,-

6001 sterling.
The ancients changed their tables' at every course.

Vinegar is strong enough to dissolve the hardest thing*.
Aceti succut domitor rerum, as Pliny says of it, I. xxxiii.c.3.

Cleopatra had not the ?lrj of the invention. Befc>re her,
to the disgrace of royally, the son of a comedian (Clodiuf,
the son of jEsopus) had done something of the same kind,
and often swallowed pearls dissolved in that manner, from
the *>le pleasure of making the expense of his meals enor-

SQOUJ.
Filiu* Meofil detraetara ex aure Metellte,
Scilicet ul deciea solidum exsorberet, aceto
Piluil insignem Uaccam HOT. \. ii. Sat. 3.

This other pearl was afterwards consecrated to Venus
tor Augustus, who carried it to Rome on his return from
Alexandria ; and bavins caused it to be cut in two, its size

was so extraordinary, thai it served for pendants in the ears

f thai goddess. PUn, ibid
Plut- in Ant, in. p. 928

'

suppers are provided, because it is hard to know at

what time he will think fit to have it set on table."

Cleopatra, lest Antony should escape her, nevej-lost

sight of him, nor quitted him day or night, but wai

always employed in
diverting and retaining him in

her chains. She played with him at dice, hunted with
him, and, when he exercised his troops, was always
present. Her sole attention was to amuse him agree-
ably, and not to leave him time to conceive the least

disgust.
One day when he was fishing with an angle, *nd

catched nothing, he was very much vexed on that ac-

count, because the queen was of the party, and be
was unwilling to seem to want skill or good fortune
in her presence. It therefore came into his thoughts
to order fishermen to dive secretlv under water, and
to fasten to his hook some of their large fishes, whiek

they had taken before. That order was executed im-

mediately, and Antony drew up his line several times
with a great fish at the end of it. This artifice did
not escape the fair Egyptian. She affected great ad-
miration and surprise at Antony's good fortune; but
told her friends privately what h'ad passed, and invited

them to come the next day and be spectators of a like

pleasantry. They did no't fail. When they were all

got into the fishing-boats, and Antony had thrown in

his line, she commanded one of her people to dive

immediately into the water, to prevent Antony's di-

vers, and to make fast a large salt fish, one of those

that come from the kingdom of Pontus, to his hook.
When Antony perceived his line had its load, he drew
it up. It is easy to imagine what bursts of laughter
arose at the sight of that salt fish

;
and Cleopatra said

to him,
" Leave the line, good general, to us, the kings

and queens of Pharos and Canopus; your business ii

to fish for cities, kingdoms, and kings."
Whilst Antony amused himself in these puerile

sports and trilling diversions, the news he received of
Labienus's conquests, et the head of the Parthian ar-

my, awakened him from his lethargy, and obliged him
to march against them. But having received advice,

upon his route, of Fulvia's deth, he returned to Rome,
where he reconciled himself to young Caesar, whose
sister Octavia he married, a woman of extraordinary
merit, who was lately become a widow by the death
of Marcellus. It was believed this marriage would
make him forget Cleopatra. But hav-

ing be'gun his march against the Par- A. M. 3965.

thians, his passion for the Egyptian, Ant. J. C. 39.
which had something of enchantment
in it, rekindled with more violence than ever.

Thin queen,7 in the midst of the

most violent passions, and the intoxi- A. M. 3966.
cation of pleasures, still retained a Ant. J. C. 38.

taste for polite learning and the sci-

ences. In the place where stood the famous library
of Alexandria, which had been burnt some years be-

fore, as we have observed, she erected a new one, to

the augmentation of which Antonv very much con-

tributed, by presenting her with the libraries of Per-

gamus, in which were above 200,000 volumes. She
did not collect books merely for ornament; she made
use of them. There were tew barbarous nations to

whom she spoke by an interpreter; she answered
most of them in their own language, the

Ethiopians,
Troglodyta*, Hebrews, Arabians, Syrians, Medea,
Parthians. She knew,8 besides, several other lan-

guages; whereas the kings who had reigned before

her in Egypt had scarcely been able to learn th

Egyptian, and some of them had even forgotten the

Macedonian, their natural tongue.

Cleopatra, pretending herself to be the lawful wife

of Antony, saw him marry Octsvia with great emo-
tion, whom she looked upon as her rival. Antony, to

appease her, was obliged to make her magnificent

presents. He gave her Phoenicia, the Lower Syjim
the isle of Cyprus, with a great part of Cilicia. Te
these he added

part
of Judea and Arabia. These

great presents, which considerably abridged the ex-

tent of the empire, very much afflicted the Romans,
and they were no less offended at the excessive hon-
ours which he paid this foreign princess.

Epiphan. de. men*, et. pond. Plut. in Anton p. 927
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Two yea.-s passed, during which Antony made se-

veral voyages to Rome, ana undertook some expedi-
tions against the Parthians and Armenians, in which
he acquired no great honour.

It was in one of these expeditions,! that the temple
of Ana'itis was plundered, a goddess much celebrated

amongst a certain people of Armenia. Her statue of

massy gold was broken in pieces by the soldiers, with
which several of them were considerably enriched.

One of them, a veteran, who afterwards settled at Bo-

logna, in Italy, had the good fortune to receive Au-

gustus in his house, and to entertain him at supper.
Is it true," said that prince, during the repast, talk-

ing of this story.
" that the man who made the first

stroke at the statue of this goddess was immediately
deprived of sight, lost the use of his limbs, and ex-

pired the same hour?" " If it were," replied the vet-

eran, with a smile," I should not now have the hon-

our of seeing Augustus beneath my roof, being my-
self the rash person who made the first attack upon
her, which has been of great service to me. For, if

I have any thing, I am entirely indebted for it to the

good goddess; upon one of whose legs, my lord, you
are now supping."

Antony,! believing he had made
A. M. 3969. every thing

secure in these countries,

Ant. J. C. 35. led bark his troops. From his impa-
tience to rejoin Cleopatra, he hasten-

ed his march so much, notwithstanding the rigour of
the season, and the continual snows, that he lost 8000
men upon his route, and marched into Phoenicia with
very few followers. He rested there in expectation
of Cleopatra; and, as she was slow in coming, he fell

into anxiety, grief, and languor, that visibly preyed
upon him. She arrived at length with clothes and

great sums of money for his troops.
Octavia, at the same time, had quitted Rome to

ioin him, and was already arrived at Athens. Cleo-

patra rightly perceived th'at she can:e only to dispute
Antony's heart with her. She was efraid that with
her virtue, wisdom, and gravity of manners, if she had
time to make use of her modest, but lively and insinu-

ating attractions, to win her husband, that she would
rain an absolute power over him. To avoid which

Danger, she affected to be dying for love of Antony;
and with that view made herself lean and wan, by

taking very little nourishment. Whenever he enter-
ed her apartment, she looked upon him with an air

of surprise and amazement: and when he left her,
seemed to languish with sorrow and dejection. She
often contrived to appear bathed in tears, and at the
tame moment endeavoured to dry and conceal them,
as if to hide from him her weakness and disorder.

Antony, who feared nothing so much as occasioning
the least uneasiness to Cleopatra, wrote letters to Oc-
tavia, to order he to stay for him at Athens, and to
come no farther, because he was upon the point of

undertaking some new expedition. And, in fact, at

the request of the king of the Medes, who promised
him powerful succours, he was making preparations
to renew the war against the Parthians.
That virtuous Roman lady, dissembling the wrong

be did her, sent to him, to know where it would be

agreeable to him to have the presents carried which
the had designed for him, since he did not think fit

lo let her deliver them in person. Antony received
this second compliment no better than the first; and

Cleopatra, who had prevented his seeing Octavia,
would not permit him to receive any thing from her.

Octavia was obliged therefore to return to Rome,
without having produced any other effect by her voy-
age, than that of making Antony more inexcusable.
This was what Cfesar desired, in order to have a just
reason for breaking entirely with him.
When Octavia came to Rome, Csar. professing a

high resentment of the affront she had received, or-

dered her to quit Antony's house, and to go to her
own. She answered, that she would not leave her
husband's house, and that if he had no other reasons
for a war with Antony than what related to her. she

conjured him to renounce her interests. She accord-

ingly always continued there, as if be had been pre-

Plin. 1. zxKiii. c. S3. Plot, in Anton, p. 939-942.

sent, and educated with great care and magnificence
not only the children he had by her, but also those
whom he had by Fulvia. What a contrast is here
between Octavia and Cleopatra! In the midst of re-

buffs and affronts, how worthy does the one seem ol

esteem and respect; and the other with all her gran
denr and magnificence, of contempt and abhorrence.

Cleopatra omitted no kind of arts to retain Antony
in her chains. Tears, caresses, reproaches, menaces,
all were employed. By dint of presents she had gain
ed all who approached him, and in whom he placed
most confidence. Those flatterers represented to him,
in the strongest terms, that it would be absolutely cru-
el an, I inhuman to abandon Cleopatra in the mourn-
ful condition she then was; and that it would be the
death of that unfortunate princess, who loved and
lived for him alone. They softened and melted the
heart of Antony so effectually, that, for fear of occa-

sioning Cleopatra's death, he returned immediately
to Alexandria, and put off the Medes to the follow-

ing spring.
It was with great difficulty then

that he resolved to leave
Egypt, and A. M. 3970

remove himself from his dear'Cleopa- Ant. J. C. 34.
tra. She agreed to attend him as far

as the banks of the Euphrates.
After having made himself master

of Armenia, as much by treachery as A. M. 3971.
force of arms, he returned toAlexan- Ant. J. C. 33.

dria, which he entered in triumph,
dragging at his chariot-wheels the king of Armenia,
laden with chains of gold, and presented him in that

condition to Cleopatra, who was pleased to see a cap-
tive king at her feet He unbent his mind at leisure

after his great fatigues in feasts and parties of plea-
sure, in which Cleopatra and himself passed days and

nights. That vain Egyptian woman,* at one of these

banquets, seeing Antony flushed with wine, presum-
ed to ask him to give her the Roman empire, which
he was not ashamed to promise her.

Betore he set out on a new expedition, Antony, to

bind the queen to him by new obligations, an'd to

give her new proofs of his being entirely devoted to

her, resolved to solemnize the coronation of her and
her children. A throne of massy gold was erected
for that purpose in the palace, the ascent to which
was by several steps of silver. Antony was seated

upon this throne dressed in a purple robe embroider-
ed with gold, and with diamond buttons. On his side

he wore a scimitar, after the Persian mode, the hilt

and scabbard of which were loaded with precious
stones; he had a diadem on his brows, and a sceptre
of gold in his hand; in order, as he said, that in that

equipage he might deserve to be the husband of a

queen. Cleopatra sat on his right hand in a brilliant

robe, made of the precious linen which was appropri
ated to the use of the goddess Isis, whose name and
habit the had the vanity to as'ume. Upon the same
throne, but a little lower, sat Cfesarion the son of Ju
lius C?esar and Cleopatra, and the two other chil-

dren, Alexander and Ptolemy, whom she had by An-
ton v.

Every one having taken the place assigned him,
the heralds, by the command of Antony, and in the

presence of all the people, to whom the gates of the

palace had been thrown open, proclaimed Cleopatra
queen of Egypt, Cyprus. Libya, and Coele-syna, in

conjunction with her son Ca;sarion. They afterwards

proclaimed the other princes kings of kings; and de-
clared, that, till they should possess a more ample
inheritance, Antony "gave Alexander, the eldest, the

kingdoms of Armenia and Media, with that of Parthia,
when he should have conquered it; and to the young-
est, Ptolemy, the kingdoms of Syria, Phoenicia, and
Cilicia. Those two young princes were dressed after

the mode of the several countries over which they
were to reign. After the proclamation, the three

princes, rising from their seats, approached the throne,
and putting one knee on the ground, kissed the hands
of Antony and Cleopatra. They had soon after a

1 Hc mulier JEsyptia. ab ebrio imperetore, pretium llbi-

dinum, Romanorum'imperium petiit: el promMil Anumiu*
Flor. \. iv. c. 2.
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train aligned them, proportioned to their new dig-

nity, and each his regiment of guards, drawn out of
the principal families of his dominions.

Antony repaired early into Armenia, in order to act

against the Parthians, anil had already advanced a*

far as the banks of the A raxes; but the news of what
was pacing at Rome against him prevented his going
on, and induced him to abandon the Parthian expedi-
tion. He immediately detached Canidius with six-

teen legions to the coast of the Ionian sea, and join-
ed them himself soon after at Kphesus, where he might
be ready to act in case of an open rupture between
Cie-itr and him, which there was great reason to ex-

pect.
Cleopatra was of the party; and that occasioned

Antony's ruin. His friends advised him to send her

back to Alexandria, till the event of the war sliould

be known. But that queen, apprehending that by
Octavia's mediation he might come to an accommoda-
tion with Csesar, gained Canidius, by dint of money,
to speak in her favour to Antony, and to represent to

him, that it was neither just to remove a princess from
this -var who contributed so much towards it on her

side, nor useful to himself; because her departure
would discourage the Egyptians, of whom the greatest

part of his maritime forces consisted. Besides, con-
tinued those who talked in this manner, it did not ap-

pear that Cleopatra was inferior, either in prudence
or capacity, to any of the princes or kings in his ar-

my she, who had governed so great a kingdom so

long, and who might have learned, in her intercourse

with Antony, how to conduct the most important and
difficult affairs with wisdom and address. Antony
did not oppose these remonstrances, which flattered

at once his passion and vanity.
From Ephesus he repaired with Cleopatra to Sa-

moa, where the greatest part of their
troops

had their

rendezvous, and where they passed their time in feast-

ing and pleasure. The kings in their train exhaust-

ed them-elves in making their court by extraordina-

ry expenses, and displayed excessive luxury in their

entertainments.
It was probably in one of these feasts that the cir-

cumstance 1

happened which is related by Pliny.
Whatever passion Cleopatra professed for Antony, as

he perfectly knew her character for dissimulation, and
that she was capable of the blackest crimes, he appre-
hended, I know not upon what foundation, that she

might have thoughts of poisoning him, for which rea-

son he never touched any dish at their banquet till it

had been tasted. It was impossible that the queen
tbould not perceive so manifest a distrust. She em-

ployed a very extraordinary method to make him sen-

sible how ill founded his (ears were: and at the same
time, if she had so bad an intention, how ineffectual

all the precautions he took would be. She caused
the extremities of the Rowers to be poisoned, of

which the wreaths, worn by Antony and herself at

table, according to the custom of the ancients, were

composed. When their heads began to grow warm
with wine, in the height of their gayetv, Cleopatra

proposed
to Antony to drink off those flowers. He

made no difficulty; and, after having plucked off the

ends of his wreath with his fingers, and thrown them
into his cup filled with wine, he was upon the point
of drinking it, when the queen, taking hold of his arm,
taid to him, "

I am the
poisoner against whom you

take such mighty precaution. If it were possible for

me to live without you, judge now whether I wanted
either the opportunity or mepr.s for such an action."

Having ordered a prisoner, condemned to die, to be

brought thither, she made him drink that liquor, upon
which he died immediately.
The court went from Samos to Athens, where they

passed many days in the same excesses. Cleopatra
spared no pain to obtain the same marks of affection

nd esteem as Octavia had received during her resi-

dence in that city. But whatever she could do, the
could extort from them only forced civilities, which
terminated in a trifling deputation, which Antony
bilged the citizens to send to her, and at the head

Plin. 1. xii. e. 3.

of which he himself would oe in quMit* of a rititn
of Athens.

The new consuls, Cains Sosius and
Domitius jEnobardu*^ having de- A. M. 3972.
clared openly for Antony, quitted Ant. J. C. 32.
Rome and repaired to him. Caesar
in-lead ol seizing them, or causing them to be pursu-
ed, ordered it to be given out, that they went to him
by his permission: and declared publicly, that all per-
sons who were so disposed, had his consent to retire

whither they thought fit. By that means he remain*
ed master at Rome, and was in a condition to decree
and act whatever he thought proper for his own inter-

ests, or contrary to those of Anton v.

When Antony was apprized of this, he assembled
all the heads ol his party ; and the result of their de-
liberation was, that he should declare war against Cae-

sar, and repudiate Octavia. He did boih. Antony's

preparations for the war were so far advanced, that if

he had attacked Caesar vigorously without loss of time,
the advantage must inevitably have been wholly on his

side; for hi* adversary was not then in a condition to
make head against him either by sea or by land. But

voluptuousness prevailed, and the operations were

put olf tc the next year. This was his ruin. Caesar,

by his delay, had time to assemble all his forces.

The deputies sent by Antony to Rome to dec lare

his divorce from Octavia, had orders to command her
to quit his house, with all her children, and, in case
of refusal, to turn her out by force, and to leave no-

body in it but the son of Antony by Fulvia; an indig-

nity the more sensible to Octavia, as a rival was the
cause of it. However, stifling her resentment, she an-
swered the deputies only with her tears; and unjust
as his orders were, she obeyed them, and removed
with herchildren. She even laboured to appease the

people, whom so unworthy an action had incensed

against him, and did her utmost to mollify the rage
of Caesar. She represented to them, that it was in-

consistent with the wisdom and dignity of the Roman
people to enter into such petty differences; that it was

only a quarrel between women, which did not merit
that they should resent it; and that she should be very
wretched if she were the occasion of a new war; sh

who had consented to her marriage with Antony sole-

ly from the hope that it would prove the pledge of a

union between him and Caesar. Her remonstrance!
had a different fleet from her intentions; and th*

people, charmed with her virtue, had still more com-

passion for her misfortune, and detestation for Anto-

ny than before.

But nothing enraged them to such a height as An-
tony's will, which he had deposited in the hands of
the Vestal virgins. This mastery was revealed by
two persons of consular dignity,! who, not being able

to endure the pride of Cleopatra, and the abandoned

voluptuousness of Antony, had retired to Caesar. As

they had been witnesses of this will, and knew the

secret, they discovered it to Caesar. The Vestals

made great difficulty to give up an instrument confi-

ded to their care; alleging in their excuse the faith

of trusts, which they were obliged to observe; and
were determined to be forced to it by the authority
of the people. Th: will accordingly being brought
into the Forum, these three articles were read in it;

1. That Antony acknowledged Caesarion as lawful son
of Julius Caesar. II. That he appointed his sons by

Cleopatra to be his heirs, with the title of kingt fif

king*. III. That he decreed, in case he should die

at Rome, that hij body, after having been carried in

pomp through the city, should be laid the same even-

ing on a bed of state, in order to its being sent to

Cleopatra, to whom he left the care of his funeral and
interment.

There are some authors, however, who believe tn:g

will to be a forgery contrived by Ca?sar to render Anto-
ny more odious to the people. And indeed what proba-

bility was there, that Antony, who well knew to what

degree the Roman
people

were jealous of their rightl
and customs, should confide to them the execution of*
te*tamer<t which violated them with so much contempt

Plut. in Anton, p. 943955. Tiliui and PlD<:a.
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When Csesar had an army and fleet ready, which
leeuied strong enough to make head against his ene-

my, he also declared war on his side. But in the de-

cree enacted by the people to that purpose, he caus-

ed it to be expressed, that it was against Cleopatra;
it was from a refinement of policy, that he acted in

that manner, and did not insert Antony's name in the

declaration of war, though actually intended against
him. For, besides throwing (he blame upon Antony,
by making him the aggressor in a war against his

country, he did not hurt the feelings of those who
were still attached to him. whose number and credit

might have proved formidable, and whom he would
have been under the necessity of declaring enemies
to the commonwealth, if Antony had been expressly
narced in the decree.

Antony returned from Athens to Samos, where the

whole fleet was assembled. It consisted of 600 ships
of war of extraordinary siie and structure, having
several decks one above another, with towers upon
the head and stern of a prodigious height; so that

those superb vessels upon the sea might have been

taken for floating islands. Such great crews were

necessary for completely manning those heavy ma-

chines. That Antony, not being able to find mariners

enough, had been obliged to take husbandmen, arti-

ficers, muleteers, and all sorts of people void of ex-

perience, and fitter to give trouble than to do real

service.

On board thfe fleet were 200,000 foot and 12,000
horse. The kings of Libya, Cilicia, Cappadocia, Paph-
iagonia, Comagenia, and Thrace, were there in per-
son; and those of Fontus, Judea, Lycaonia, Galatia,

and Media, had sent their troops. A more splendid
and pompous sight could not be seen than this fleet

when it put to sea, and had unfurled its sails. But

nothing equalled the magnificence of Cleopatra's gal-

lev, all flaming with gold; its sails of purple; its flags
and streamers floating in the wind, whilst trumpets,
and other instruments of war, made the heavens re-

sound with airs ofjoy and triumph. Antony follow-

ed her close in a galley equally splendid. That

queen,' intoxicated with her fortune and grandeur,
and heaixening only to her unbridled ambition, fool-

ishly threatened the Capitol with approaching ruin,

and prepared with her infamous troop of eunuchs ut-

terly to subvert the Roman empire.
On the other side, less pomp and splendour were

een. but more utility. Caesar had only 250 ships, and

80,000 foot, with as many horse as Antony. But all

his troops were chosen men, and on board his fleet

were none but experienced seamen. His vessels were
not to large as Antony's, but then they were much

lighter and fitter for service.

Caesar's rendezvous was at Brundusium, and Anto-

ny advanced to Corcyra. But the season of the year
was over, anil bad weather came on; so that they were
both obliged to retire, and to put their troops into

winter-quarters, and their fleets into good ports, till

the approach of spring.

Antony and Caesar, as soon as the

A. M. 3973. season would admit, took the field

Ant J. C. 31. both by **-a and land. The two fleets

entered the Ambracian gulf in Epi-
rus. Antony's bravest and most experienced officers

advised him not to hazard a battle by sea, to send
back Cleopatra into Egypt, and to make til possible

Dual Capitolio
Retina domenle* run, an.

Funu et imperio parahat.
Contaminate) rum jrrege lurpimn
Moibn vionim ; i|tii(llihrt impotent

Sneritre, fortunaque dulci

Ebria //. Of. T'trii. 1. 1
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haste into Thrace or Macedonia in order to fighl

thereby land; because his anny, composed of good
troops, and much superior in numbers to Caesar's,

seemed to promise him the victory; whereas a Meet so

ill manned as his, how numerous soever it might be,

was by no means to be relied on. But Antony had
not been susceptible of good advice for a long time,
and had acted only to please Cleopatra. That proud
princess, who judged of things solely from appear-
ances, believed her fleet invincible, and that Caesar's

ships could not approach it without being dashed to

pieces. Besides, she rightly perceived that in case
of misfortune it would be easier for her to escape in

her ships than by land. Her opinion, therefore, took

place against the advice of all the generals.
The battle was fought upon the! second of Septem-

ber,2 at the mouth of the gulf of Ambracia, near the

city of Actium, in sight of both the land armies; the
one of which was drawn up in battle array upon the

north, and the other upon the south of that strait, ex-

pecting the event. The contest was doubtful for some
time, and seemed as much in favour of Antony us Cae-

sar, till the retreat of Cleopatra. That queen, fright-
ened with the noise of the battle, in which every thing
was terrible to a woman, took to flight when she was
in no danger, and drew after her the whole Egyptian
squadron, which consisted of sixty ships of the line;
with which she sailed for the coast of Peloponnesus.
Antony, who saw her flv. forgetting every thing, for-

getting even himself, followed her precipitately, and

yielded a victory to Caesar, which, till then, he had

exceedingly well disputed. It, however, cost the
victor extremely dear. For Antony's ships fought so
well after his departure, that, though the battle be-

gan before noon, it was not over when night came
on ; so that Caesar's troops were obliged to pass it on
board their ships.
The next day Caesar, seeing his victory complete,

detached a squadron in pursuit of Antony and Cleo-

patra. But that squadron despairing of ever coming
up with them, because so far before it, soon returned
to join the main body of the fleet. Antony having
entered the admiral-galley, in which Cleopatra was,
went and sat down at the head of it; where, leaning'
his elbows on his knees, and

supporting his head
with his two hands, he remained like a man over-
whelmed with shame and rage; reflecting with pro-
found melancholy upon his ill conduct, and the mis-
fortunes it had brought upon him. He kept in that

posture, and in those gloomy thoughts during the
three days they were going to Taenarus,8 without see-

ing or speaking to Cleopatra. At the end of that time

they saw each other again, and lived together as usual.
The land army had still remained entire, and con-

sisted of eighteen legions and 22,000 horse, under
the command of Canidius, Antony's lieutenant-gene-
ral, and might have made head against Caesar, and

given him abundance of difficulty. But seeing them-
selves abandoned by iheir generals, they surrendered
to Caesar, who received them with open arms.
From Taenarus, Cler>|Mitra took the route of Alex-

andria, and Antony that of Libya, where he had left

a considerable army to guard the frontiers of that

country. Upon his landing he was informed that

Scarpus, who commanded this army, had declared
for Caesar. He was so struck with this news, which
he had no reason to expert, that he would hare kill-

ed himself, and was with difficulty prevented from it

by his friends. He, therefore, had no other choice
to make than to follow Cleopatra to Alexandria,
where she was arrived.

When she approached that port, she was afraid, if

her misfortune should be known, that she should be
refused entrance. She therefore caused her ships to
be crowned, as if she was returned victorious; and no
sooner landed, than she caued all the great lords ~t

her kingdom, whom she suspected, to be put to death,
lest they should excite seditions against her, when
they were informed of her defeat. Antony found
her in the midst of these bloody executions.

Tin- 4th before the none* of September.
Promontory of Laronia.
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Soon after she formed another very

A. M. 3974. extraordinary design. To avoid fall-

Ant. J. C. 30. ing into Czsar's hand, who, she fore-

saw would follow her into Egypt,
ibe designed to have her ships in the Mediterranean

carried into the Red Sea, over the isthmus between

them, which is no more than thirty leagues broad;
nd afterwards to put nil her treasures on board those

ihips and others which she already had in that sea:

but the Arabians who inhabited the coast having burnt

all the ships she bad there, she was obliged to aban-

don her design.

Changing, therefore, her resolution, she thought

only of gaining Caesar, whom she looked upon as her

conqueror, and to make him a sacrifice of Antony,
whose misfortunes had rendered him indifferent to her.

Such was this princess's disposition. Though she

loved even to madness, she had still more ambition

than love, and the crown being dearer to her than her

husband, she entertained thoughts of preserving it at

the price of Antony's life. But concealing her senti-

ments from him, she persuaded him to send ambassa-

dors to Caesar, to negotiate a treaty of peace with

him. She joined her ambassadors with his: but gave
them instructions to treat separately for herself. Caesar

would not so much as see Antony's ambassadors. He
dismissed Cleopatra's with a favourable answer. He
passionately desired to make sure of her person and

treasures; her person to adorn bis triumph, her trea-

sures to enable him to discharge the debts he had con-

tracted upon account of this war. He therefore gave
her reason to conceive great hopes, in case she would
sacrifice Antony to him.
The latter, after his return from Libya, had retired

into a country-house, which he had caused to be built

expressly on the banks of the Nile, in order to enjoy
the coversation of two of his friends, who had follow-

ed him thither. In his retirement it might have been

expected, that he would bear with pleasure the wise

discourses of those two philosophers. But as they
could not banish from his heart his love for Cleopatra,
the sole cause of all hi* misfortunes, that

passion,
which

they had only suspended, soon resumed its former em-

pire. He returned to Alexandria, abandoned himself

gain to the charms and caresses of Cleopatra, and,

with design to please her, sent deputies again to Caesar

to demand life of him, upon the shameful conditions

of passing it at Athens as a private person: provid-
ed Caesar would assure Egypt to Cleopatra and her

children.

This second deputation not having met with a more
favourable reception than the former, Antony endea-

Toured to extinguish in himself the sense of his present
misfortunes, ana the apprehension of those that threat-

ened him, by abandoning himself immoderately to

feasting and voluptuousness. Cleopatra and he re-

galed one another alternately, and strove with emula-

tion to exceed each other in the incredible magnifi-
cence of their banquets.
The queen, however, who foresaw what might hap-

pen, collected all sorts of poisons, and to try which of

them occasioned death with the least pain, she made
the experiment of their virtues and strength upon
criminals in the prisons condemned to die. Having
observed that the strongest poisons caused death the

soonest, but with great torment, and that those which
were gentle brought on an easy but slow death, she

tried the biting of venomous creatures, and caused

various kinds of serpents to be applied in her presence
to different persons. She made these experiments
every day, and discovered at length that the aspic was
the only one that caused neither torture nor convul-

sions; but merely throwing the persons bitten into

an immediate heaviness and stupefaction, attended

with a light sweating upon the face and a numbness
of all the organs of sense, gently extinguished life; so

that those in that condition were angry when any
one awakened them, or endeavoured to make them
rise, like people exceedingly sleepy. This was the

poison she fixed upon.
To dis|>el Antony's suspicions and subjects of com-

plaint, she applied herself with more than ordinary
solicitude in caressing him. Though she celebrated

her own birth-day with little solemnity, and suitable

to her present condition, she kept that of Antony with
a splendour and magnificence above what she bad
ever displayed before; so that many of the guests
who came poor to that feast went rich from it.

Caesar, knowing how important it WHS to him not
to leave his victory imperfect, marched in the begin-

ning of the spring into Syria, and from thence sat

down before Pelusium. He sent to summon the gov-
ernor to open the gates to him; and Seleucus, who
commanded there for Cleopatra, having received se-

cret orders upon that hend, surrendered the place
without waiting a siege. The rumour of this treason

spread in the city. Cleopatra, to clear herstlf of th

accusation, put the wife and children of Seleucus in-

to Antony's hands, in order that he might revcng*
his treachery by putting them to death. What a
monster was this princess! The most odious of vices

were united in her person ; an avowed disregard of

modesty, breach of faith, injustice, cruelty, and, what
crowns all the rest, the false exterior of a deceitful

friendship, which covers a fixed design of delivering

up to his enemy the person she loads with the most
tender caresses, and with marks of the warmest and
most sincere attachment. Such are the effects of am-
bition, which was her predominant vice.

Adjoining to the temple of Isis the had caused
tombs and halls to be erected, superb as well for their

beauty and magnificence, as their loftiness and extent.
Thither she ordered her most precious effects and,

movables to be carried; gold, silver, jewels, ebony,
ivory, and a large quantity of perfumes and aromatic

wood; as if she intended to raise a funeral pile, upon
which she would consume herself with her treasures.

Caesar, alarmed for the latter, and apprehending lest

her despair should induce her to burn there, despatch-
ed every day some person to her, to give her great
hopes of the most kind and generous treatment, and
nevertheless advanced towards the city by great
marches.

Upon arriving there, he encamped near the Hippo-
drome. He was in hopes of making himself master
of the city soon, by means of the intelligence which
he held with Cleopatra, upon which he relied no lest

than upon his army.
Antony was ignorant of that princess's intrigues,

and, being unwilling to believe what was told him of

them, prepared for a good defence. He made a vig-
orous sally; and after having severely handled the b

siegers, and warmly pursued to the gates of their camp
detachment of horse which had been sent against

him, he returned victorious into the city. This was
the last effort of expiring valour; for. after this ex-

ploit, his fortitude and sense of glory abandoned him,
or were never after of any service to him. Instead
of making use of this advantage, and of applying him-
self seriously to his defence, by observing the motion*
of Cleopatra, who was betraying him. he came, com-

pletely united as he was, to throw himself at her feet,
and to kiss her hands. The whole palace of Alexan-
dria immediately resounded with acclamations, as if

the siege had been raised; and Cleopatra, who had no

thoughts but of amusing Antony, ordered a magnifi-
cent feast to be prepared, at which they passed tb
rest of the day and part of the night together.

Early on the morrow, Antony resolved to attack

Caesar, by sea and land. He drew up his land army
upon some eminences in the city; and from tin nre

kept his galleys in view, which were going out of the

port in order to charge those of Caesar. He waited
without making any motion, to see the success of that

attack; but was much astonished when he saw Cleo-

patra's admiral strike hif flag when he ranie in view
of Caesar's, and surrender his whole fleet to him.

This treason opened Antony'* eyes, and made him,
when too late, give credit to what his friends bad told

him of the queen's perfidy. In this extremity IIP was
for signalizing himself by n extraordinary act of va-

lour, capable, in his opinion, of doin? him abundance
of honour. He sent to challenge Cesar to a singU
combat. Caesar made answer, that if Antony was

weary of life, there were other ways to die besides

that. Antony, seeing himself ridiculed by Caesar, and
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betrayed by Cleopatra,
returned into the city, and

was a moment after abandoned by all his cavalry.
Seized with rage and despair, he then flew to the pal-
ace, with design to avenge himself upon Cleopatra,
but did not find her there.

That artful princess, who had foreseen what happen-
ed, to escape the rage of Antony, had retired into the

quarter where stood the tomb* of the kings of Egypt,
which was fortified with strong walls, and the gates
of which she had ordered to be closed. She caused

Antony to be told, that preferring an honourable death

to a shameful captivity, she had killed herself in the

midst of her ancestor's tombs, where she had also cho-
en her own

sepulchre. Antony, too credulous, did

not give himself time to examine a piece of news
which he ought to have suspected after all Cleopa-
tra's other infidelities; and struck with the idea of

her death, passed immediately from excess of rage to

the iiK-st violent transports or grief, and thought only
of following her to the grave.

Having taken this furious resolution, he shut him-

self up in his apartment with a slave; and having
caused his armour to be taken off he commanded him
to plunge his dagger into his breast. But that slave,

full of affection, respect, and fidelity, for hi* master,
tabbed himself with it, and fell dea'd at his feet An-

tony, looking upon this action as an example for him
to follow, thrust his sword into his body, and fell up-
on the door in a torrent of his blood, which he ming-
led with that of his slave. At that moment an officer

of the queen's guards came to let him know that she

was alive. He no sooner heard the name of Cleopatra
pronounced, than he opened his dying eyes; and be-

ing informed that she was not dead, he suffered his

wound to be dressed, and afterwards caused himself

to be carried to the fort where she hid shut herself

op. Cleopatra would not permit the gates to be

opened to give him entrance for fear of some surprise;
but she appeared at a high window, from whence she

threw down chains and cords. Antony was made
fast to these, and Cleopatra, assisted by two women,
who were the only persons she had brought with her

into the tomb, drew him
up.

Never was there a more

moving sight. Antony, all bathed in his blood, with

death painted in his face, was dragged up in the air,

turning his dying eyes, and extending his feeble hands

towards Cleopatra, as if to conjure tier to receive his

last breath; while she, with her features distorted and

her arms strained, pulled the cords with her whole

strength; the people below, who could give her no

farther aid, encouraging her with their cries.

When she had drawn him up to her, and had laid

him on a bed, she tore her clothes upon him; and

beating her breast, and wiping the blood from his

wound, with her face close to his, she called him her

prince, her lord, her dearest spouse. Whilst she

made these mournful exclamations, she cut oft Anto-

ay's hair, according to the superstition of the Pa-

gans, who believed that it gave relief to those who
died a violent death.

Antony, recovering his senses, and seeing Cleopa-
tra's affliction, said to her, to comfort her, that he

thought himself happy since he died in her arms; and

that, as to his defeat, he was not ashamed of it, it be-

ing no disgrace for a Roman to be overcome bv Ro-
mans He afterwards advised her to save her life and

kingc >!!!. provided she could do so with honour; to

be upon her guard against the traitors of her own
court, as well as the Romans in Caesar's train, and to

trust onlv Proculeius. He expired with these words.

The same moment Procnleius arrived from Casar,
who could not refrain from tear* at the sad relation

of what had parsed, and at the sight of the sword still

recking
with Antony's blood, which was presented to

him. He had particular orders to g*-f Cleopatra in-

to his hands, and to take her alive, if possible. That

princess
refused to surrender herself to him. She

had, however, a conversation with him without let-

ting him enter the tomb. He only came close to the

I
ates, which were well fastened, but gave passage for

the voice through cracks. They talked a considera-

ble time together, during which she continually atk-

ed the kingdom for her children; whilst he exhorted

her to hope the best, and pressed her to confide all

her interests to Caesar.

After having considered the place well, he went to

make his report to Caesar, who immediately sent Gal-

lus to talk again with her. Callus went to the gate*
as Proculeius bad done, and spoke like him through
the crevices, protracting the conversation on purpose.
In the meanwhile Proculeius brought a ladder to the

wall, entered the tomb by the same window through
which she and her women had drawn up Antony, and
followed by two officers, who were with him, went
down to the gate where she was speaking to Gallus.

One of the two women who were shut up with her,

seeing him come, cried out, quite out of her senses

with tear and surprise,
" O unfortunate Cleopatra, you

are taken!" Cleopatra turned her head, saw Procu-

leius, and would have slabbed herself with a dagger
which fhe always carried at her girdle. But Procu-
leius ran nimbly to her, took her in bis arms, and
said to her, "You wrong yourself and Caesar too, in

depriving him of so grateful an occasion of showing
hi* goodness and clemency." At the same time he
forced the dagger out of her hands, and shook her

robes, lest she should have concealed poison in them.
Caesar sent one of his freedmen, named Kpaphro-

ditus, with orders to guard her carefully, to prevent
her making any attempt upon herself, and to behave
to her at the same time with all the attention and

complaisance she could desire; he likewise instructed

Proculeius to ask the queen what she desired of him.
Caesar afterwards prepared to enter Alexandria, the

conquest of which there was no longer any to dispute
with him. He found the gates of it open, and all the

inhabitants in extreme consternation, not knowing
what they had to hope or fear. He entered the city,

conversing with the philosopher Arius, upon whom he
leaned with an air of familiarity, to testify publicly the

regard he had for him. Being arrived at the palace,
he ascended tribunal, which he had ordered to be
erected there; and, seeing the whole people prostrate

upon the ground, he commanded them to rise. He
then told them, that he pardoned them for three

reasons: the first, upon account of Alexander their

founder; the second, for the beauty of their city; and
the third, for the sake of Arius, one of their citizens,
whose merit and knowledge he esteemed.

Proculeius, in the meantime, acquitted himself of
his commission to the queen, who at first asked nothing
of Caesar but his permission to bury Antony, which
was granted her without difficulty. She spared no
cost to render his interment magnificent, according to

the custom of Egypt. She caused his body to be em-
balmed with the most exquisite perfumes of the East,
and placed it amongst the tombs of the king* of

Egvpt
Caesar did not think proper to see Cleopatra in the

firt day* of her mourning: but when he believed he

might do it with decency, he was introduced into her

chamber, after having asked her permission; being
desirous to conceal his designs under the regard he

professed for her. She was laid upon a little bed, ia

a very simple and neglected manner. When be en-

tered her chamber, though she had nothing on bat

single tunic, she rose immediately, am! went to throw
herself at his feet, horribly disfigured, her hair loose
and disordered, her visage wild and haggard, her voice

faltering, her eyes almost dissolved by excessive weep-
ing and her bosom covered with wounds and bruises.

That natural grace and lofty mien which were inspir-
ed by her beauty, were, however, not wholly extinct;
and notwithstanding the deplorable condition to which
she was reduced, even through that depth of grief
and

dejection,
as from a dark cloud, shot forth keen

glances, and a kind of radiance which brightened in

her looks, and in every movement of her countenance.
Though she was almost dying, she did not despair of

inspiring that young victor with love, as she had for

merly done Caesar and Antony.
The chamber where she received him was full of

the portraits of Julius Ca*ar. "My lord," said she
to him. pointing to those pictures, "behold those ima-

ges of him who adopted you his successor in the Ro.
man empire and to whom I am indebted for my
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crown." Then Inking letters ou' of her bosom, which
he had concealed in it,

" See also," said she, kissing
them, "the dear testimonies of his love." She after-

wards read some of the most tender of them, com-

menting upon them at proper intervals, with moving
exclamations, and passionate glances, but she employ-
ed those arts with no success; for whether her charms
had no longer the power they had in her youth, or

that ambition was Caesar's ruling passion, he did not

set in affected with either her person or conversation:

contenting himself with exhorting her to take courage,
and assuring her of his good intentions. She was far

from not discerning that coldness, from which she

presaged no good; but dissembling her concern, and

changing the discourse, she thanked him for the com-

pliments Proculeius had made her in his name, and

which he had thought lit to repeat in person. She
added, that in return she would deliver lo him all the

treasures of the kings of Egypt. And in fact, she

put an inventory into his hands of all her movables,

jewels, and revenues. An 1 as Seleucus, one of her

treasurers, who was
present, reproached her with

not declaring the whole, and *ith having concealed

part of her most valuable effects; incensed at so great
an insult, she rose up, ran to him, and gave him sev-

eral blows in the face. Then turning towards Caesar,

Is it not a horrible thing," said she to him,
" that

while you have not disdained to visit me, and have

thought fit to console me in the sad condition in

which I now am, my own domestics should accuse

roe before you of retaining some women's jewels, not

to adorn a wretch like myself, but as a slight present
to your sister Octavia, and your wife Livia; that

their protection may induce you to afford a more fa-

Tourable treatment to an unfortunate princess.
Caesar was exceedingly pleased to hear her talk in

that manner, not doubting but the love of life inspired
her with such language. He told her she might dis-

pose as he pleased of the jewels she had reserved ;

and after having assured her that he would treat her

with more generosity and magnificence than she

could venture to hope, he withdrew, imagining that

he had deceived her, and was deceived himself.

Not doubting but Caesar intended to make her

serve as an ornament to his triumph, she had no oth-

er thoughts than to avoid that shame by dying. She
well knew that she was observed by the guards who
had been assigned her, who, under colour of doing
her honour, followed her every where; and besides

that, her time was short, Caesar's departure approach-
ing. The better, therefore, to cajole him, she sent to

desire that she might go to pay her last duty at the

tomb of Antonv and take her leave of him. Caesar

having granted her that permission, she went thither

accordingly to bathe that tomb with her tears, and to

assure Antony, to whom she addressed her discourse

at if he had been present before her eyes, that she

would soon give him a more certain proof of her af-

fection.

After that fatal protestation, which she accompani-
'

ed with sighs and tears, she caused the tomb to be

covered with flowers, and returned to her chamber.
She then went into a bath and from the bath to ta-

ble, having ordered it to be served magnificently
When she arose from table, she wrote a letter to

Caesar; and having made all quit her chamber ex-

cept her two women, she shut the door, sat down upon
a rouch, and asked fora basket of figs, which a peas-
ant had lately brought. She placed it by her, and a
moment after laid down as if she had fallen asleep.
But that was the effect of the aspic, which was con-
cealed amongst the fruit, and had slung her in the

arm, which she had held to it. The poison immedi-

ately communicated itself to the heart, and killed

her without |>ain, or being perceived by any body.
The guards had orders to let nothing pass without a
strict examination; but the disguised peasant, who
was one of the queen's faitful servants, played his

part so well, that there seemed so little appearance
of deceit in a basket of figs, that the guards suffered

him to enter. Thus all Caesar's precautions were
ineffectual.

He did not doubt Cleopatra's resolution, after hav-

ing read the letter she had written to him, to desire

that he would suffer her body to be laid in the same
tomb with that of Antony; and he

instantly despatch-
ed two officers to prevent it. But notwithstanding
all the haste they could make, they found her dead.
That princess was too haughty and too much above

the vulgar, to suffer herself to be led in triumph at

the wheels of the victor's chariot. 1 Determined to

die, and thence become capable of the fiercest reso-

lutions, she saw with a tearless and steadfast eye the
mortal venom of the aspic glide into her veins.

She died at thirty-nine years of age, of which she
had reigned twenty-two from the death of her father.

The statues of Antony were thrown down, and nose
of Cleopatra remained as they were; Archibius, ho
had long been in her service, having given Caesar 000
talents that they might not be treated as Antony's <ad

been.

After Cleopatra's death, Egypt was reduced int a

province of the Roman empire, and governed l.y a

praefect sent thither from Rome. The reign of the

Ptolemies in Egypt, if we date its commeix'en.ent
from the death of Alexander the Great, had continu-
ed 293 years, from the year of the world 3681 to 3974.

> A usa et jacentem visere regiam
Vullu serene, forti* et apcra*
Traclare serpentes, ut atrum

(-'orpore combiberet venenum ;

Deliberate, morte ferocior:

Scvia Lihurnis ncilicet invidens
Private deduci superbo
Noii liuinilis mulier triumpho.

Hor. Od. xjciv*.

Nut the dark palace of the realms below
Can awe the furinua purpose or her soul:

Calmly she look* from her superior woe,
Thru can both death and fear control !

Provoked the norpent's niin?, his rnge disdain*.
And joys to feel his jioisoii in her vein*.

Invidious to the virtnr'a fmiripd pride.
She will not for her own descend.

Disgraced a vulgar rapt ive liy Ms side,
HiC pompous triumph to attend ;

But fiercely flies to death, and bids her sorrow! end
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WE have seen hitherto, without speaking of the

first and anrient kingdom of Egypt, and of rome
Hates separate, and in a manner entirely distinct from
the rest, three great successive empires, founded on
the ruins of each other, subsist during a long series

of ages, and at length entirely disappear; the empire
of the Babylonians, the empire of the Medes and Per-

sians, and the empire of the Macedonians and the

Grecian princes, successors of Alexander the Great.

A fourth empire still remains, that of the Romans,
which having already swallowed up most of those

which have preceded it, will extend its conquests,
and, after having subjected all to its power by force

of anus, will be itself torn, in a manner, into different

pieces, and, by being so dismembered, make way for

the establishment of almost all the kingdoms which
now divide Europe, Asia, and Africa. Behold here,

to speak properly, a picture on a small scale, of the

duration of all ages; of the glory and power of all

the empires of the world; in a word, of all that is

most splendid and most capable of exciting admira-

tion in human greatness! Every excellence, by a

happy concurrence, is here found assembled; the fire

of genius, delicacy of taste, accompanied by solid

judgment; uncommon powers of eloquence, carried

to the highest degree ot perfection, without depart-

ing from nature and truth; the glory of amis, with

that of arts and sciences; valour in conquering, and

ability in government. What a multitude of great
men of every kind does it not present to our view!

What powerful, what glorious kings! what great

captains! what famous conquerors! what wise ma-

gistrates! what learned philosophers! what admirable

legislators! We are transported with beholding in

certain get nd countries, who appear to possess
them as privilege* peculiar to themselves, an ardent
teal for justice, a passionate love for their country, a

noble disinterestedness, a generous contempt of rich-

es. and an esteem for poverty, which astonish and
amaze us, so much do they appear above the power
of human nature.

In this manner we think and judge. But, whilst

we are in admiration and ecstacy at the view of so

many shining virtues, the Supreme Judge, who can
alone truly estimate all things, sees nothing in them
but littleness, meanness, vanity, and pride; and while

mankind are anxiously busied in perpetuating the

power of their families, in founding kingdoms, and,
if that were possible, rendering them eternal, God,
from his throne on high, overthrows all their pro-

jects. ami makes even their ambition the means of

executing his purposes, infinitely superior to our un-

derstandings. He alone knows his operations and

designs. All ages are present to him; "He sceth

from everlasting to everlasting." 1 He has assigned
to all empires their fate and duration. In all the

different revolutions which we have seen, nothing
bat come to p=ss by chance. We know that under
the image of that statue which Nebuchadnezzar saw,
of an enormous height and terrible apect. whose
head was of gold, the breast and arms of silver, the

belly and thighs of brass, and the legs of iron mixed
with' elaj, God thought fit to represent the four great

empires, uniting in them, as we have seen in the

coarse of this history, all that is splendid, grand, for-

midable, and powerful. And of what has the Al-

mighty occasion for overthrowing this immense colos-

sus? '" A small stone was cut out without hands,'

which smote the image upon his feet, that were of

Iron and clay, and brake them to pieces. Then was

l EerJei. xnii. 90. Dan. ii. 34. 35.

the iron, the clay, the brass, the silver, and the gold,
broken to pieces' together, and became like the rhatf

of the summer thrashing-floors, and the wind carried

them away, that no place was found for them; and
the stone that smote the image became a great moun-
tain, and filled the whole earth."

We see with our own eyes the accomplishment of

this admirable prophecy of Daniel, at least in part.
Jesus Christ, who came down from heaven to clothe

himself with flesh and blood in the sacred womb of
the blessed Virgin, without the participation ot man,
is the small stone that came from the mountain with-
out human aid. The prevailing characteristics of his

person, of his relations, his appearance, his manner of

teaching, his disciples; in a word, of every thing that

relates to him, were simplicity, poverty, and humili-

ty; which were so extreme, that they concealed from
the eyes of the proud Jews the divine lustre of his

miracles, how shining soever it was, and from the sight
of the devil himself, penetrating and attentive as he
was, the evident proofs of his divinity.

Notwithstanding that seeming weakness, and even
meanness, JESUS CHRIST will certainly conquer the

whole universe. It is under this idea that a prophet
represents him to us;

" He went forth conquering
and to conquer."* His work and mission are,

" to

set up a kingdom for his Father, which shall never be

destroyed; and the kingdom which shall not be left

to other peole;" like those of which we have seen
the history ;" but it shall break in pieces and con-
sume all these kingdoms, and it shall stand forever."

The power granted to JESUS CHRIST, the founder
of this empire, is without bounds, measure or end.
The kings, who glory so much in their might, have

nothing which approaches in the slightest degree to

that of JESUS CHRIST. They do not reign over the

will of man, which is real dominion. Their subjects
can think as they please independently of them. There
re an infinitude of particular actions done without

their order, and which escape their knowledge as

well as their power. Their designs often miscarry
and come to nothing even during their own lives.

At least all their greatness vanishes and perishes
with them. But with JESUS CHRIST it is quite oth-

erwise. "All power is given unto him in heaven and
in earth."4 He exercises it principally upon the

hearts and minds of men. Nothing is done without
his order or permission. Every thing is disposed by
his wisdom and power. Every thing co-operate*,

directly or indirectly, to the accomplishment of his

designs.
Whilst all things are in motion and fluctuate upon

earth; whilst stales and empires pass away with in*

credible rapidity, and the human race, vainly employ-
ed with these outward

appearances,
are also drawn in

by the same torrent, almost without
perceiving it;

there passes in secret an order and disposition of

things unknown and invisible, which, however, deter-
mines our fate to all eternity. The duration of age*
has no other end than the formation of the company
of the elect, which augments and tends daily toward!

perfection. When it shall have received its final ac-

complishment by the death of the last of the elect,
" Then cometh the end.4 when JESUS CHRIST shall

have delivered the kingdom to GOD, even the FATH-
ER: when he shall have put down all rule, and all

authority, and power." GOD grant that we may all

have our share in that blessed kingdom, whose law
is truth, whose King is love, and whose duration it

eternity ! fiat. Fiat.

Apoe, ri. 2. Math xxviii. 18. 1 Cor. XT. 24.
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INTRODUCTION

OH THE BEJfEFTT OF ARTS AND SCIENCES TO MANKIND. THEIR ORIGIJf TO BE ATfRJEtTED TO <Xf>

THE history of arts and sciences, and of the persons
who have most eminently distinguished themselves

by them, to speak properly,
is the history of the pow-

ers of the human mind, which in some sense does not

give place to that of princes and heroes, whom com-
mon opinion places in the highest degree of elevation

and glory. I do not intend, by speaking in this man-

ner, to strike at the difference of rank and condition,

nor to confound or level the order which God himself

has instituted amongst men. He has placed princes,

kings, and rulers of states over our heads, with whom
be has deposited his authority; and after them gene-
rals of armies, ministers, magistrates, and all those

with whom the sovereign divides the cares of govern-
ment. The honours paid them, and the pre-eminence
they possess, are no usurpation on their side. It is

the divine providence itself that has assigned them
their high stations, and demands submission, obedi-

ence, and respect for those that sit in its place.
But there is also another order of thing*, and, if I

may be permitted to say so, another disposition of the

same providence, which, without regard to the first

kind of greatness I have mentioned, establishes a quite
different species of eminence, in which distinction

arises neither from birth, riches, authority, nor eleva-

tion of place, but from merit and knowledge alone.

It is the same providence that regulates rank also of

this kind, by the free and entirely voluntary dispen-
sation of the talents of the mind, which it distributes

in what proportion, and to whom it pleases, without

any regard to quality and nobility of person. It forms,
from the assemblage of the learned of all kinds, a new

species of empire, infinitely more extensive than all

others, which takes in all ages and nations, without

regard to age, sex, condition, or climate. Here the

plebeian finds himself upon a level with the noble-

man, the subject with the prince, nay, often his supe-
rior.

The principal law and most legitimate proof of de-

serving solid praises in this empire of literature, is,

that every member of it be contented with his own
place; that he be void of all envy for the glory of

others; that he looks upon them as his colleagues,
destined, as well as himself, by providence, to enrich

society, and become its benefactors; and that he
remembers with gratitude from whom he holds his

talents, and for what ends they have been con-
ferred upon him. For, indeed, how can tho*e, who
distinguish themselves most amongst the learned,

believe, that they have that extent of memory, faci-

lity of comprehending, industry to invent and make
discoveries; that beauty, vivacity, and penetration of
mind from themselves? and if they possess all these

advantages from something exterior, how can they
assume any vanity from them? But can they believe

they may use them at their own pleasure, and seek

in the application they make of them only their own
s;lorv and reputation? As providence places king*

upon tlieir thrones solely for the good of their peo-
ple, it distributes also the different talents of the mind

solely for the benefit of the public. But in the ame
manner as we sometimes see in states, usurpers and

tyrants, who, to exalt themselves alone, oppress all

others, there may also arise amongst the learned.it' I

may be allowed to say so, a kind of tyranny of the

mind, which consists in regarding the successes of
others with an evil eye, in being offended at their re*

putation, in lessening their merit, in esteeming only
one's sell, and in afrecting to reign alone, a hateful

defect, and very dishonourable to learning. The solid

flory
of the empire of learning in the present question,

cannot repeat it too often, is not to labour tor one's

self, but for mankind; and this, I am bold to say, is

what places it exceedingly above all the other em-

pires of the world.
The victories which take up the greatest part of

history, and attract admiration the most, have gene-
rally uo other effects, but the desolation of countries,
the destruction of cities, and the slaughter of men.
Those so much boasted heroes of antiquity, have they
made a single man the better? Have they made ma-

ny men happy? And if by the founding of states and

empires they have procured posterity some ad vantages,
how dearly have they made their coteuiporaries pay
for it, by the rivers of blood they have shed? Those

very advantages are confined to certain places, and
have a certain duration. What benefit do we. at this

day, derive from either Nimrod, Cyrus, or Alexander?
All those great names, all those victories which have
astonished mankind from time to time those princes
and conquerors, with all their magnificence and vast

designs, are returned into nothing with regard to us;

they are dispersed like vapours, and are vanished like

phantoms.
But the inventors of arts and sciences have laboured

for all ages of the world. We still enjoy the fruits

of their application and industry. They nave provi-
ded, at a great distance for all our occasions. They
have procured for us all the conveniences of life.

They have converted all nature to our uses. Thej
have reduced the most indocile matter to our service.

They have taught us to extract from the bowels of the

earth, and even from the deeps of the sea, the most

precious riches; and what is infinitely more estimable,

they hate
opened to us the treasures of all the sci-

ences; and have guided us to knowledge the most
sublime, the most useful, and the most worthy of our
nature. They have put into our bands, and placed
before our eyes, whatever is most proper to adorn the

mind, to direct our manners, and to form good citi-

zens, good magistrates, and good princes.
These are part of the benefits we have received

from those who have invented, and brought arts and
sciences to perfection. The better to know their va-

lue, let us transport ourselves in imagination back to

the infancy of the world, and those gross ages, when
man, condemned to eat bis bread by the sweat of bis

brow, was without aids and instruments, and obliged,
however, to cultivate the earth, that he might extract
nourishment from it; to erect himself huts and roofs

for bis security; to provide clothing for his defence

against the frosts and rains; and, in a word, to find

out the means to satisfy all the necessities of life.

What labours, what difficulties, what diiquiets! all

which are spared us.

We do not sufficiently consider the obligations we
are under to those equally industrious ana laborious

men. who made the nrst essays in arts, and applied
themselves in those useful but elaborate researches.

That we are commodious!/ boused, that we are cloth
2E' -MS
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ed, that we have cities, walls, habitations, temples; to

their industry and labour we are indebted for them all.

It is by their aid our hands cultivate the fields, build

houses, make stud's and habits, work in brass and

iron; and to make a transition from the useful to the

agreeable, that we use the pencil, handle the chisel and

giaver, and touch instruments of music. These are

colic) and permanent advantages and emoluments,
which have always been increasing from their origin;
which extend to all ages and nations, and to all man-
kind in particular, which will perpetuate themselves

throughout all times, and continue to the end of the

world. Have all the conquerors together done any
thing that can be imagined parallel with such servi-

ces? All our admiration, however, turns generally on
the side of these heroes in blood, whilst we scarce

take notice of what we owe to the inventors of arts.

But we must go farther back, and render the just

homage of praise and acknowledgment to him, who
alone has been, and was capable of being, their au-

thor. This is a truth confessed by the Pagans them-

selves; and Cicero attests, most expressly, that men
have all the conveniences of life from God alone:
Omncs mortales tic habent, externas commoditates a
diis se habere. 1

Pliny, the naturalist, explains himself in a still

stronger manner, where he speaks of the wonderfu-1

effects of simples and herbs in regard to distempers;
and the game principle may be applied to a thousand
other effects which seem more astonishing than those.
* "

It is," says he,
" to understand very ill the gifts of

the Divinity, and to repay them with ingratitude, to

believe them capable of being invented by man. it is

true, chance seems to have given birth to these dis-

coveries; but that chance is God himself; by which
name, as well as by that of nature, we are to under-
tand him alone, who is the great parent of all

things."
In effect,.how little soever we reflect upon the relation

and proportion which appears, for instance, between
the works of gold, silver, iron, brass, lead, and the
rude mass as it lies hid ir. the earth, of which they are

formed; between linen cloth, whether fine or thin, or
coarse and strong, and flax and hemp; between studs

of all sorts, and the fleece of sheep; between the

glossy beauty ofwrought silks, and the deformity of an
hideous insect: we ought to assure ourselves, that man,
abandoned to his own faculties, could never have been
able to make such happy discoveries. It is true, as

Pliny has observed, that chance has seemed to give
birth to most inventions; but who does not see, that

God, to put our gratitude to trial, takes pleasure to

conceal himself under these fortuitous events, as un-
der so many veils, through which our reason, when
ever so little enlightened by faith, traces with ease
the beneficent hand which confers so many gifts

upon us.

The divine providence shows itself no less in many
modern discoveries, which now appear to us exceed-

ingly easy, yet nevertheless escaped, during all pre-

ceding ages, the knowledge and inquiries of the many
persons always intent upon the study and perfection
of arts, till it pleased God to open their eyes, and to

chow them what they did not see before. In this

number may be reckoned both wind and water mills,
so commodious for the uses of life, which however are

not very ancient. The ancients engraved upon cop-

per: whence was it that they never reflected, that by
impressing upon paper what they had engraved, they
might write that in a moment which they had been
to long in cutting with a tool? It is, notwithstanding,

i Lib. 3. Oe. nat. deor. n. 86.

Qua: fi quit ullo fnrte ab homine excogitari potuine
credit, ingrate cleorum rnunera intelligit Quod ecrte rasu

lepertutn quit dubitct ? His ergo canus, hir, est ille, qui
plurima in vita invenit Deui. Hw: hubet nomen, per quern
Intclligitur eidem et ptreni rerum omnium et magitra na-
Ur*. Plm

only about three hundred years* since the art of print-

ing books has been discovered. The same may !>

said of gunpowder, of which our ancient conqueror*
were in great want, and which would have very much

abridged the length of their sieges. The compass
that is to say, the needle touched with the loadstone

suspended upon an axis, is of such wonderful use, that

to it alone we stand indebted for the knowledge of th*

new world, and by its means all the people of the earth
are united by commerce. How came it that mankind
who knew all the other properties of the loadstone
were so long without discovering one ct' such great
importance?
We may conclude in the same manner, 1 think, in

regard to the incredible difficulty of some discoveries

which do not offer themselves by any outward appear*
ances, and

yet
are almost as old as the world, and the

extreme felicity of other inventions, which seem tc

guide us to them, and yet have not been discovered
till after many ages, that both the one and the other
are absolutely disposed by the direction of a superior

Being, who governs the universe with infinite wisdom
and power. We are. indeed ignorant of the reasons

which have induced God to observe a different con-
duct in the manifestation of these mysteries of nature,
at least in a great measure; but that conduct is, how-
ever, no less to be revered. What he sutlers us some-
times to see of it, ought to instruct us in respect to all

the rest. Christopher Columbus conceives the design
to go in search of new worlds. He addresses himself

for that end to several princes, who look upon his en-

terprise as madness, and it seemed such in * fleet.

But he had within him, with regard to this enterprise,
an inherent impulse, an ardent and continual desire

which rendered him passionate, restless, and invinci-

ble to all obstacles and remonstrances, Who was it

that inspired him with this bold design, and gave him
such inflexible constancy, but God alone, who had
resolved from all eternity, to enlighten the people of
that new world with the lights of the gospel. The
invention of the compass was the occasion ot it. Pro-
vidence had assigned a precise time for this great
event. The moment could neither be advanced not

retarded. Hence it was that this discovery had been
so long deferred, and was afterwards so suddenly and
so courageously executed.

After these observations, which I thought useful to

many of rny readers, I shall proceed to my subject. I

shall divide all that relates to the arts and sciences in-

to three books. In the first I shall treat of agriculture,
commerce, architecture, sculpture, painting, and mu-
sic. In the second I shall treat of the art-military, and
what regards the raising and maintaining troops, bat-

tles, and sieges, both by sea and land, in the last

book, with which my work will conclude, I shall run
over the arts and sciences that have most relation to

the mind, grammar, poetry, history, rhetoric, and

philosophy, with all the branches that either depend
on, or have any relation to them.

I must observe beforehand, with the same freedom
I have professed hitherto, that I undertake to treat a

subject of which many parts are almost entirely un-

known to me. For this reason I shall have occasion
for new indulgence. I demand permission therefore

to make use freely, as I have always done (
and am

now reduced to do more than ever,) of all the helps I

shall meet with in my way. I shall hazard losing
the

glory of being an author and inventor: but I willingly
renounce it, provided I have that of pleasing niy read-

ers, and of being any way useful to them. Profound
erudition must not be expected here, though the sub

ject seems to imply it. I do not pretend to instruct

the learned; my aim is to make choice of that from
all the arts which may best suit the capacities of the

generality of readers.

It is now (1826) nearly a hundred yean more line* OH
Author wrote



THE HISTORY

ARTS AND SCIENCES OF THE ANCIENTS.

CHAPTER I.

OF AGRICULTURE.
ARTICLE I. ANTIQUITY OF AGRICULTURE. ITS

UTILITY. THE ESTEEM IT WAS IN AMONGST THE
ANCIKSTS. HOW IMPORTANT IT IS TO PLACE IT

IN HONOUR, AND HOW DANGEROUS TO NEGLECT
THE APPLICATION TO IT.

I MAT with justice place agriculture at the head of

the arts, which has certainly the advantage of all others,
as well with regard to its antiquity as utility. It may
be said to be as ancient as the world, having' taken

birth in the terrestrial paradise itself, when Adam,
newly come forth from the hands of his Creator, still

possessed the precious but frail treasure of his inno-

cence; God having placed him in the garden of de-

lights, commanded him to cultivate it; nt operaretur
ilium: to dress and keep it. Gen. ii. 15. That culture
was not painful and laborious, but easy and agreeable;
it was to serve him for amusement, and to make him

contemplate in the productions of the earth the wis-

dom and liberality of his Master.
The sin of Adam having overthrown this order, and

drawn upon him the mournful decree, which condemn-
ed him to eat his bread by the sweat of his brow;
God changed his delight into chastisement, and sub-

jected him to hard labour and toil, which he had never
known had he continued ignorant of evil. The earth,
become stubborn and rebellious to his orders, to pun-
ish his revolt against God, brought forth thorns and
thistles. Violent means were necessary to compel it

to pay man the tribute, of which his ingratitude had
rendered him unworthy, and to force it, bv labour, to

supply him every year with the nourishment, which
before was given him freely and without trouble.

From hence therefore we are to trace the origin of

agriculture, which from the punishment it was at fii>t,

is become, by the singular goodness of God, in a man-
ner the mother and nurse of the human race. It is, in

effect, the source of solid wealth and treasures of a

real value, which do not depend upon the opinion of
men which suffice at once to necessity and enjoy-
ment, by which a nation is in no want of its neighbours,
and often necessary to them which make the princi-

pal revenue of a state, and supply the defect of all

others, when they happen to fail. Though mines ofgold
and silver should be exhausted, and the monies made
of them lost though pearls and diamonds should re-

main hid in the womb of the earth and sea though
commerce with strangers should be prohibited

though all arts, which hare no other object than em-
bellishment and splendour, should be abolished, the

fertility of the earth alone would afford an abundant

supply for the occasions of the public, and furnish

subsistence both for the people and armies to defend
it. We ought not to be surprised, therefore, that ag-
riculture was in *o much honour amongst the an-

cients; it ought rather to seem wonderful that it

ever should cease to be so, and that of all professions
the most necessary and most indispensable should
have fallen into so great contempt. We have seen
in the whole course of our hi*tonr that the princi-

pal attention of the wisest princes, and the most able
ministers was to support and encourage husbandry.
Amongst the Assyrians and Persians the Satrapte

were rewarded, in whose governments the lands were
well cultivated, and those punished who neglected that

part
of their duty. JVuma Pompilius, one of the wisest

kings antiquity mentions, and who best understood
and discharged the duties of the sovereignty, divided
the whole territory of Rome into different cantons. 1

An exact account was rendered him of the manner in

which they were cultivated, and he caused the hus-
bandmen to come before him, that he might praise and

encourage those whose lands were well manured, and
reproach others with their want of industry. The
riches of the earth, gays the historian, were looked

upon as the justest and most legitimate of all riches,
and much preferred to the advantages obtained by
war, which are cf no long duration. Ancus Mar-
tins, the fourth king of the Romans, who piqued him-
self upon treading in the steps of Nuina, next to the
adoration of the gods, and reverence for religion,
recommended nothing so much to the people, as

the cultivation of lands and the breeding of cattle.1

The Romans long retained this disposition, and in

the latter limes, whoever did not discharge his duty
well, drew upon himself the animadversion of the
censor.'

It is known from never failing experience, that the
culture of lands, and the breeding of cattle, which is a

consequence and necessary part of it, has always
been a certain and inexhaustible source of wealth and
abundance. Agriculture was in no part of the world
in higher consideration than in Egypt, where it was
the particular object of government and policy; and
no country was ever better peopled, richer, or more
powerful. The strength of a state is not to be com-

puted by extent of country, but by the number of its

citizens, and the utility of their labour.

It is hard to conceive, how so small a tract a* the
land of Promise should be able to contain and nourish
an almost innumerable multitude of inhabitants: this

was from the wliole country's being cultivated with
extreme

application.
What history relates of the opulence of several ci-

ties in Sicily, and in particular of the immense riches

of Syracuse, of the magnificence of its buildings, of
(he powerful fleets it fitted out, and the numerous
armies it had on foot, would appear incredible if not
attested by all the ancient authors. From whence
can we believe, that Sicily could raise wherewith to

support such enormous expenses, if not from the

produce of their lands, which were improved with
wonderful industry? We may judge of their

appli-
cation to the culture of land, 'from the care takon
by one of the most powerful kings of Syracuse,
(Hiero II.) to compose a book upon that subject, hi

which he gave wise advice and excellent rules, foi

supporting and augmenting the fertility of the coun-

try.

^ Dion Halicarn Antiq. Rom. I. ii. p. 135.

Id. I. iii. p. 177.
* Agrum male oulere Ceiworium probnim Hjudir.abatnr.

Pli*. I. iviii. c. 3.
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Besides Hiero, other princes are mentioned,1 who
did not think it unworthy their birth and rank, to

leave posterity precepts upon agriculture, so sensible

were they of its utility and value: of this number
were Attains, surnamed Philometor, king of Perga-
mus, and Archelaus of Cappadocia. I am less sur-

prised that Plato, Xenophon, Aristotle, and other

philosophers,
who have treated

politics
in particular,

have not omitud this article, which makes an essen-

tial part of that subject. But who would expect to

ee a Carthaginian general amongst these authors? I

mean Mago. He must have treated this mMter with

great extent, as his work, which was found at the

taking of Carthage, consisted of twenty-eight vol-

umes. So high a value was set on it, that the senate

ordered it to be translated, and one of the principal

magistrates took upon himself the care of
doin^

it.
a

Cassius Dionysius of Utica had before translated

them out of the Punic language into Greek.* Cato,
the censor, had however published his books upon
ths same subject. For Rome was not then entirely

depraved, and the taste for the ancient simplicity
still continued in a certain degree. She remember-
ed with joy and admiration, that in ancient times her

senators lived almost continually in the country; that

they cultivated their lands with their own hands,
without ever indulging rapacious and unjust desires

for those of other men; and that consuls and dicta-

tors were often taken from the plough.
4 In those

nappy times, says Pliny,
6 the earth, glorious in seeing

herself cultivated by the hands of triumphant victors,

eemed to make new efforts, and to produce her fruits

with greater abundance; that is, no doubt because

those great men, equally capable
of handling the plough

and their arms, of sowing and conquering lands, ap-

plied themselves with more attention to their labour,
and were of course more successful in it. And Indeed,
when a person of condition, with a superior genius,

applies himself to arts, experience shows us, that he

does it with greater ability, force of mind, industry,
taste, and with more inventions, new discoveries, and
various experiments; whereas an ordinary man con-

fines himself servilely within the common road, and
to hys ancient customs. Nothing opens his eyes
nothing raises him above his old habitudes; and after

many years of labour, he continues still the same, with-

out making any progress in the profession he follows.

Those great men I have mentioned had never under-

taken to write upon agriculture, if they had not been
sensible of its importance, which most of them had

personally experienced. We know what a taste Cnto
dad for rural life, and with what

application
he employ-

ed himself in it. The example of an ancient Roman,
whose farm adjoined his, was of infinite service to him.

(This was Manius Curius Dentatus, who had thrice

received the honourof a triumph.) Cato often wentto
walk in it, and considering the small extent of that

land, the poverty and simplicity of the house, he wai
struck with admiration for that illustrious person,
who, when he became the greatest of the Romans,

having conquered the most warlike nations, and driven

Pyrrhus out of Italy, cultivated this little land with
his own hands, and after so many triumphs, inhabited

to wretched a house.* It is here, said he to himself,

that the ambassadors of the Samnites found him by
his fire-side, boiling roots, and received this wise an-

swer from him, after having offered him a great sum

Ite cultiira agri precipere fuit, eiiam apud exteroi.

Plin. I. xviii. c. 3.

D. Syllanui. Varr. d Re Rust. 1. i. c. 1.

Antirjuitua almratro arcessebnntu ut ronsules fierent

Atilium sun manu spargentem *emem qui nii^-i erant con-
renerunt Sura agro* atiidiosd cnlebant. non alienos cupidg
ippetetmnt. Cie pro Hose. Jlmer. n. 50.

Quie imm ergo tnmse ubertatis causa erat ? Ipeorum
tune niiiniliuD Impcralorum colebantur agri :'ui fa* eat cre-

dere) gaudente terra vumere luureatn, et triumiiliali aralo-
.< : "\\" illi eadrm cura semina tractabant. qua bellu. en-

demquc diligentia arva diaponebnnt, qua rnstra : sive hones-
tis manibim omnra l.i UI"M proveniunt, quoniam et r.uriosiuH

6unt. Ptin. I. xviii. c X
llunc, et incomptii Curium rapillii
Uiilem bello tulit et Camillnm
SKVK paupertai, et avitu apto

Cum lare fundu*.

of money- That gold was a thing of small value tv

one who could be satisfied with such a dinner; and
that for his part, he thought it more glorious to con-

quer those who had that gold, than to possess it him-
self.T Full of these thoughts, Cato returned home,
and making an estimate of his house, lands, slaves

and expenses, he applied himself to husbandry \viln

more ardour, and retrenched all needless superfluity.

Though very young at that time, he was the admira-
tion of all that knew him. Valerius Flaccus, one of
the most noble and most powerful persons of Rome,
had lands contiguous to Cato's small farm. He there
often heard his slaves speak of his

neighbour's man-
ner of living, and of his labour in the field. He wai
told, that in the morning he used to go to the small
cities in the neighbourhood, to plead and defend the
causes of those who applied to him for that purpose,
That from thence he returned into the field, where

throwing a mean coat over his shoulders in winter,
and almost naked in summer, he worked with M- ser-

vants, and after they had done, he sat down with
them at table, and ate the same bread, and drank the
same wine.*
We see by these examples how far the ancient Ro-

mans carried the love of simplicity, poverty, and la-

bour. I read with singular pleasure the tart and sen-

sible reproaches which a Roman senator makes to

the augur Appius Claudius, upon the magnificence
of his country houses, by comparing them to the
farm where they then were. " Here (said he) we
see neither painting, statues, carving, nor mosaic

work; but to make us amends, we have all that is

necessary to the cultivation of lands, the dressing of

vines, and the feeding of cattle. In your house

every thing shines with gold, silver, and marble; but
there is no sign of arable lands or vineyards. We
find there neither ox, nor cow, nor sheep. There is

neither hay in cocks, vintage in the cellars, nor har-

vest in the barn. Can this be called a farm? In
what does it resemble that of your grandfather, and

great-grand lather ?"9

After luxury was introduced to this height amongst
the Romans, the lands were far from being cultivated,
or producing revenues as in ancient days. At a time
when they were in the hands of slaves or abject mer-
cenaries, what could be expected from such workmen,
who were forced to their labour only by ill treatment?*
This was one of the great, and most imprudent ne-

glects, remarked by all the writers upon this subject in

the latter times; because to cultivate lands properly,
it is necessary to take pleasure and be delighted with
the work, and for that end to find it for one's interest

and
g^ain

to follow it.

It is therefore highly important, that the whole land

of a kingdom should be employed to the best advan-

tage, which is much more useful than to extend its

limits; in order to this, each master of a family resi-

ding in the small towns and villages, should have some

portion of land appropriated to himself; whence it

would follow, that this field, by being his own, would
be dearer to him than all others, ami be cultivated with

application; that his family would think such employ-
ment their interest, attach themselves to their farm,
subsist upon it, and by that means be kept within the

country. When the country people are not on their

own estates, and are only employed for hire, they ar

very negligent in their labour, and even work with re-

r. . i. r. .

Nunc eadem ilia (arva) vincli pedei, dumnat manui,
intcripti vultus eie centi No* miramur ergaxtulorum noa
eadem emoluments ewe, qua; fucrint Iniperilorum. Plin
1. xviii. c. 3.
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rret. A lord and landholder ought to desire that their

tend* and estates should continue a long time in the

lame, family, and that their farmers should succeed in

them from father to son; from whence aquite diH'erent

regard for them would arise: and what conduced to the

Interest of particulars, woulti aUo promote the general

good of the state. I But when an husbandman or far-

mer has acquired some wealth by his industry and

application, which is much to be desired by the land-

lord for his own advantage, it is not by this gain, says

Cicero, the rents laid on them are to be measured,
but by the lands themselves they turn so much to

their account; the produce of which ought to be equi-
tably estimated and examined into, for ascertaining
what new imposition of rents they will bear.2 For to

rackrent and oppress those who have applied them-

elves well to their business, only because they have

done so> is to punish, and indeed to abolish, industry ;

whereas, in all well regulated states, it has always
been thought necessary to animate it by emulation and

reward.
One reason of the small produce of the lands, is, be-

cause agriculture is not looked upon as an art that re-

quires study, reflection, and rules: every one abandons

himself to his own taste and method, whilst no body
thinks of making a serious scrutiny into them, of try-

ing experiments and of uniting precepts with experi-
ence.8 The ancients did not think in this manner. 4

They judged three things necessary to success in agri-
culture. The will: this employment should beloved,

desired, and delighted in. and followed inconsequence
out of pleasure. The power: it is requisite to be in a

condition to makethe necessary expenses forthebreed-

ing and fattening of cattle and fowl of all sorts, for la-

bour, and for what ever is necessary to the manuring
and improving of lands; and this is what most of our
husbandmen want. The skill: it is necessary to have
studied maturely all that relates to the cultivation of

lands, without which the two first things are not only
ineffectual, but occasion great losses to the master of

a family, who has the affliction to see, that the produce
of the land is far from answering the expenses he has

b:en Bt.or the hopes he has conceived from them; be-

Ctiuse '.Kjse expenses have been laid out without dis-

cretion, and without knowledge in the application of

tSem. To these three heads a fourth mav be added,
which the ancients had not forgot, that is, experience,
which presides in all arts, is infinitely above precepts,
and makes even the faults we have committed our ad-

vantage: for, from doing wrong we often learn to do

right.
5

Agriculture was in quite different esteem with the

ancients, to what it is with us: which is evident from
the multitude and quality of the writers upon this sub-

ject. Varro cites to the number of fifty amongst the

Greeks only. He wrote upon it also himself, and
Columella after him. The three Latin authors, Ca-
to, Varro, and Columella, enter into a wonderful de-

tail upon all the parts of agriculture. Would it be
an ungrateful and barren employment to compare
their opinions and reflections with the modern prac-
tice?

Columella,6 who lived in the time of Tiberius,
declares, in a very warm and eloquent manner, the

general contempt into which agriculture was fallen

in his t'me, and the persuasion men were under, that

to succeed in it, there was no occasion for a master.
"

I see at Rome," said he,
" the schools of philoso-

ii

> Lurium Volupium Hsseverantem aui.'ivi, patria Tamilian
feVimmum fuiulum esse, <{ui

nolomm iixligenai haberet, et

lanquum in pnterna po*sessione noins, jam inde a cunabulii

tonga familiuritale retincret. Colum. i. i. c. 7.

Cum Aratori aliquod onus imponitur, non omnes, li

<yue mint prxterea, facilitate*, scd a rat ion is ippius vis ac ra-

tio considerenda esi. quid ea niiitincre. quid pati, quid cffi-

sere possii ac debeat. Cic. Verr. defrum. n. l!Kt.

U-'hemus ft imiiari alicw, et aliier ut faciamui quadam
aperient ia tentare. Varro. \. i. c. 18.

Colum. I. i. c. 1.

Usus et expcrnntia dominantur in artibot, neqne ett
alii discipline in qua non peccando dircalur. Nam ubi

quid perperam administrutum cesse it improspere, ritatur

quod lesrllerat. illuminatnue rectam viam docentis magiste
num. Colum. ibid. Culum in nrcem. I. i.
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phers, 'rhetoricians, geometricians, musicians, and
what is more astonishing, of people solely employed
some in preparing dishes proper to whet the appetite
and excite gluttony; and others to adorn tne head
with artificial curls, but not one for agriculture.
However, the rest might be well spared; and the re-

public flourished long without any of those frivolous

arts; but it is not possible to want that of husbandry,
because life depends upon it. 7 Besides, is there a

more honest or legal means of
preserving,

or increas-

ing a patrimony? Is the profession of arms of ihii

kind, and the acquisition of spoils always dyed with
human blood, and amassed by the ruin of an

infinity
of persons? Or is commerce so, which, tearing citi-

zens away fcom their native country, exposes thtm to

the fury of the winds and seas, and drags them into

unknown worlds in pursuit of riches? Or is the
trade of money and usury more laudable, odious and
fatal as they are, even to those they seem to relieve?!

Can any one compare any of these methods with wise
and innocent agriculture, which only the depravity
of our manners can render contemptible, and by
necessary consequence, almost barren and useless?

Many people imagine, that the sterility of our lands,
which are much less fertile now than in times past,

proceeds from the intemperance of the air, the in-

c leniency of seasons, or from the alteration of the
lands themselves; that weakened and exhausted by
long and continual labour, they are no longer capable
of producing their fruits with the same vigour and
abundance. This is a mistake," says Columella: " we
ought not to imagine, that the earth, to whom the
author of nature has communicated a perpetual fe-

cundity, is liable to barrenness as to a kind of disease.

After its having received troni its master a divine
and immortal youth, which has occasioned its being
called the common mother of all things, because it

always has brought forth, and ever will bring forth

from its womb, whatever subsists, it is not to be fear-

ed, that it will fall into decay and old age like man.
It is neither to the badness of the air, nor to length
of time, that the barrenness of our lands is to be im-

puted; but solely to our own fault and neglect: we
should blame only ourselves, who abandon those es-

tates to our slaves, which in the days of our ances-

tors, were cultivated by the most noble and illustri-

ous."

This reflection of Columella seems very solid, and
is confirmed by experience. The land of Canaan
(and as much may be said of other countries) wa
very fertile at the time the people of God took pos-
session of it, and had been seven hundred years in-

habited by the Canaanites. From thence to the

Babylonish captivity was almost a thousand years.
In the latter days, there is no mention of its

l>ein<j
exhausted, or worn out by time, without speaking of
the after ages. If, therefore, it has been almost en-

tirely barren during a long course of Tears, as is said,

we ought to conclude with Columella, that it is not
from its being exhausted or grown old; but because
it is deserted and neglected. And we ought also

to conclude, that the fertility of some countries, of
which so much is said in history, arises from the par
ticular attention of the inhabitants in tilling the land
in cultivating the vines, and breeding of cattle; of
which it is time to say something.

ARTICLE II.

OF TILLAGE. COUNTRIES FAMOUS AMONGST THE
ANCIENTS FOR ABOUNDING WITH CORN.

I SHALL confine myself, in speaking of tillage, t

what relates to wheat, as the most important part of
that subject.
The countries most famous for abounding in corn

1 Sine ludicris artibus ulim satis fa-lices futureque (lint

urbe<: at sine agricultoribus nee consislere mortales, nee all

posse manifentum et.
Ad ttem< ratio probability (it etiam his invisa quibui uo-

currere videtur.
Non igitor fatigalione, quemadmodum plurimi crcdide-

runt, nee lenio, cd nontra scilicet inertia minui benifot
nobii arvn respondent. Cclnm. I. ii. c. 3.

2t 2
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were Thrace, Sardinia, Sicily, Egypt, and Africa.

Athens brought every year from Byzantium four hun-
dred thousand medimni of wheat, as Demosthenes in-

forms us.8 The medimnus contained six bushels, anc

was sold in his time for no more than five drachmas
that ii to say, for fifty pence French. How mam
other cities and countries did Thrace furnish with

corn, and how fertile must it consequently have been
it is not without reason that Cato the censor, whose

gravity of manners occasioned him to be surnainer

the trite, called Sicily the magazine and nursing
mother of the Roman people.* And indeed it was
fiom thence Rome brought almost all her corn, both
for the use of the city and the subsistence of her ar-

mies. We see also in Livy, that Sardinia supplied
the Romans with abundance of corn.

All the world knows how much the land of Egypt,
watered and enriched by the Nile, which served il

instead 4 of the husbandman, abounded with corn.5

When Augustus had reduced it into a Pornan pro-
vince, he took particular care of the bed and canals

of this beneficent river, which bv degrees had been
much clogged with mud, through the neglect of the

kings of Egypt, and caused them to be cleansed by
the Roman troops, whom he left there. From thence
came regularly every year, twenty millions of bushels
of wheat. Without this supply, the capital of the
world was in danger of perishing by famine. She saw
herself in this condition under Augustus, for there
remained only three days' provision of corn in the

city. That prince, who was full of tenderness for the

people, had resolved to poison himself, if the expected
fleets did not arrive before the expiration of that time.

They came, and the preservation of the people was
attributed to the good fortune of the prince. We
shall see, that wise precautions were afterwards taken
to avoid the like danger for the future.

Africa did not give place to Egypt in point of fer-

tility.
8 In one of its countries, one bushel of wheat

sown has been observed to produce an hundred and

fifty. From a single grain almost four hundred ears

would sometimes spring up, as we find by letters to

Augustus and Nero, from those who governed Africa
under them. This was, no doubt, very uncommon.
But the same Pliny, who relates these facts, assures

us, that in Boeotia and Egypt it was a very common
thing for a grain to produce an hundred and fifty ears:

and he observes, upon this occasion, the attention of
the divine providence, which hath ordained, that of
all plants, that which it had appointed for the nourish-
ment of man, and in consequence the most necessary,
should be also the most fruitful.

I have said that Rome at first brought almost all

her corn from Sicily and Sardinia. In process of

time, when she had made herself mistress of Carthage
and Alexandria, Africa and Egypt became her store-

houses. Those cities sent numerous fleets every year,

freighted with wheat for the use of the Roman
peo-

ple, then lords of the universe. And when the har-

pest happened to fail in one of these provinces, the

other came in to its aid, and supported the capital of
.he world. Corn, by this means, was at a very low

price at Rome, and sometimes sold for no more than
two asses, or pence, a bushe.l.' The whole coast of

Africa abounded exceedingly with corn, in which part
of the wealth of Carthage consisted.8 The city of

Leptis only, situated in the lesser Syrtis, paid a daily
tribute to it of a talent, that is to say, of three thou-
tand livres. In the war against Philip, the Cartha-

ginian ambassadors supplied the Romans with a million

of bushels of corn, and five hundred thousand of bar-

ley. Those of Massinissa gave them also as much.9

i Demoflh. in oral. cent. Lept. p. 540.

Id. In Phorm. p. 346.

Illc M. Cato Sapient cellam penariam reip. notra>, nu-
Irioem plebi* Romance Sicilian) nominavit Itaque ad
i.mricH lea Sicilia provincia semper usi *umu

; ut, quirquid
x se pnKet afferre id non apud eoR nasci ned domi nostr*
ronditum pularemun. Cic. Vtrr. c. 3. n. 5.

N'ilux ibi coloni vire fungitur. Plin.

Scxt. Aurel. viol, in epitu I'lin. \. xriii. c.8.
' Liv. I. xxxi. n. 50. Id. 1. xxxv. n. 62.

Liv 1. xliii. n. 6,

Constantinople was supplied in the same manner
when the seat of empire was transplanted thither
An admirable order was observed in uoth these cities,
for subsisting the immense number of people that in-

habited them. The emperor Constantine caused al-

most fourscore thousand bushels of corn, which came
from Alexandria, to be distributed daily at Constan-

tinople ;IO this was for the subsistence of six hundred
and forty thousand men, the Roman bushel serving
only eight men. When the emperor Septimus Seve-
rus died, there was corn in the public magazines tyT
seven years, expending daily seventy-five thousand
bushels, that is to say. bread forsix hundred thoo^arxi

men.H What a provision was this against the de-avtb

of any future years!
Besides these I have mentioned, there w.re man?

other countries very fruitful in corn. For the sowing
of an acre, only one medimnus of corn was required:
medimnum.n 'I'hemedimnus consisted of six bushels
each of which contained very near twenty pound
weight of corn. (It is observed, in the Spectacle t'e la

Nature, that the usual and sufficient quantity for si w-

ing an acre, is an hundred and twenty pounds of corn
which comes to the same amount.) The highest pro-
duce of an acre was ten medimni of corn, that is to

say, ten for one; but the ordinary produce was eight
with which the husbandmen were well satisfied. It if

from Cicero we have this account; and he must have
known the subject very well, as he uses it in the cause

of the Sicilians against Verres. He speaks of the

country of the Leontines, which was one of the mosl
fruitful in Sicily

13 The highest price of a bushel ot

corn amounted to three sesterces, or seven pence haif

penny. It was less than that of France by almosl
one fourth. Our septier contains twelve busfiels, and
is often sold for ten livres. By that estimate, out
bushel is worth sixteen pence and something more,
that is to say, twice the price of the bushel of the an-

cients, and something more. All that Cicero relate!

upon the subject of corn, as to its price hc.w much of

it was necessary for sowing an acre, and whtt quan-

tity it produced being sown, ought not to be consi-

dered as an established rule; for these would vary

considerably according to soils, countries, and timeg.

The ancients had different methods of thrashing
their corn.u They made use, for that purpose, either

of sledges armed with points; or of horses, which

they made trample upon it; or of flails, with which

they beat the sheaves, as is now customary in many
places. They also used various methods for preserv-

ing corn a great while, especially by shutting it up
close in the ear in subterranean caverns, which they
covered on all sides with straw, to defend it against

damps; closing the entrance with great care, to pre-
vent the air from getting in. Varro assures us, thai

corn would keep good in that manner for fifty years.*

ARTICLE III.

SECTION I. CULTIVATION OF THE VINE. WINES
CELEBRATED IN GREECE AND ITALY.

WE may believe, that mankind have been no lest

ndustrious in the cultivation of the vine, than in that

of corn, though they applied themselves to it latrr.

The scripture informs us. that the use of wine wan
not known till after the deluge.

" Noah began io bo

an husbandman, and he planteJ a vineyard," Gen. ix.

20. It was, no doubt, known before, but only in the

frape, and not as liquor. Noah planted it method -

cally, and discovered the use that might be made of

he fruit, by pressing out and preserving the liquor.
le was deceived by its sweetness and strength, which
he had not experienced: "And he drank of the wine
and was drunken." The Pagans transferred the

honour of the invention of wine to Bacchus, of which

they never had much knowledge; and what is said of

Noah's drunkenness, made them consider Bacchut BI

the god of diurkenneis and debauch.

' Sor.rat. 1. ii. c. 13. " Lilian. Spartinn. in Sever.

Cic. in Verr. do frum. n. 112. Plin. I. xviii. c. 7.

" Ci<;. ibid. n. 173. " Plin. 1. xviii. c, 30
" Lib. i. de Itc Rust. c. 5.
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The offspring of Noah having dispersed into the

leveral ccjiinlrieg of the world, carried the vine with
the'u from [tlare to place, and taught the use to be

made of it. Asia was the first to experience the

wee of this gift, and soon imparted it to Europe
and A'Vira. \Ve see in Hoiner.i that, in the time ol

the Troj'n war, part of the commerce consisted in the

freight of wines. The wine was kept in those days in

large earthen jars, or in the skins of beasts; vhich

custom continues to this day in countries where vood
is not plenty. It is believed that we are indebti d to

the Gauls, that settled on the banks of the Fo, for the

nseful invention of preserving our wine in vessels

of wood exactly closed, and for retaining it within

bounds, notwithstanding its fermentation and strength.
From that lime the keeping and transporting it be-

came more easy, than when it was kept in earthen

ressels, which were liable to be broke, or in bags of

kin, apt to unsew or grow mouldy.
Homer mention? a verv famous wine of Maronaea

in Thrace, which would bear mixing with twenty
times a much water.2 But it was common for the

natives to drink it unmixed. Nor have authors* been
silent upon the excessive brutalities to which that

nation were
subject.

Plinv* tells us, that Mucianus,4

who had been thrice consul, being in that country in

his own time, had experienced the truth of what Ho-
mer says, and saw that in a certain measure of wine

they put fourscore times as much water; which is

four times as much as the Grecian poet speaks of. The
same author* mentions wines much celebrated in

Italy, which took their name from Opimius, in whose
consulate the)- were made, which were preserved to

his time, that is, almost two hundred years, and were
not to be purchased for money. A very small quantity
of this, mingled with other wines, communicated to

them, as was pretended, a very surprising strength
and exquisite flavour. How great soever the

reputa-
tion of the wines made in the consulate of Opimius
might be, or in that ofAnicius, for the latter were
much cried up, Cicero set no such great value upon
them; and above an hundred years before Pliny
writes, he found them too old to be supportable.

7

Greece and Italy, which were distinguished in so

many other respects, were particularly so by the ex-

cellency of their wines. In Greece, besides many
others, the wines of Cyprus, Lesbos, and Chio were
much celebrated. Those of Cyprus are in great es-

teem to this day. Horace often mentions those of
Lesbos, and represents them as very wholesome and

agreeable.
8 But Chio carried it from all the other

countries, and eclipsed their reputation so much,
that the inhabitants of that island were thought to be
the first who planted the vine, and taught the use of
it to other nations.9 All these wines were in so great
esteem, and of so high a price, that at Rome, so late

s to the infancy of Lucullus, in their entertainments

they drank only one cup of them at the end of the
feast. 10 Their prevailing qualities were sweetness
nd a delicious flavour.

Pliny was convinced that the libations of milk in-

stituted by Romulus," and Numa's prohibition to hon-

Iliad. I. vii. Odyw. I. ir. T. 197.
Nat is id usum lietitc ncyphit
PugnareThrucum eet. Her. Od. xxvii. I. i.

With bowls for mirth and joy deni'n'd,
To light befitg the Thracian'hind.

Plin. 1. xiv. c. 4.

Thin was the celebrated Mucianus, who had to much
tare in the election of Ve(uuian to the empire.

Plin. 1. xiv. c. 4.
' Atqui PIE not* unt optimte credo: led nimia Tetoitu

We habet earn, quam qnsrrimug, suaviuiem, nee et sane
tarn tolerabili*. Cie in Brut, n.287.

Hie innocentis porula I,eshii

Durei sub umbra. Od. vii. I. i.

Beneath the had you here may dine.
And quaff the harmless Lesbian wine.

A then. I. i. pp. 2fi, 32.
10 Turn* vino Grieco gratia erat, ut singulp pottanes in

eoovictu darentur. I.. Lucullun puer apud palrem nunquam
butum convivium vulit, in quo plus icmel Graocum vinum
darctur Plin. ex Vetrrv. I. xiv,, c. 14.
" Plin. 1. xiT c. 12.

our the dead by pouring wine upon the funeral piln,
were proofs that in those da\ s vines were very M-arce

in Italy. They increased consiuerabh in the follow-

ing ages; and it is very probable tliat for this the

Romans were obliged to the Greeks, whose vines

were in high repute, as they were in process of time

also, for their taste for arts and sciences. It was the

winf-s of Italy, in the lime ut Camillas, that brought
the Gauls again thither." The charms of the liquur,
which were entirely new to them, were powerful at-

tractions to induce them to quit their country.
Two-thirds of all the places famed for the goodness

of wine were in Italy. The ancient custom of that

country, >3 which it still retains, was to fasten their

vines lo trees,K and
especially

to the poplar, to the

tops of which they projected their slender circling
branches: this had a very fine effect, aiulwas a moat

agreeable object to the eye. In several places they
made use of props, as we do. The country of Capua
alone supplied them with the Massick, Calenian, Fur-

mian, Caecuban, and Fxlernian, so much celebrated

by Horace. !i It must be allowed, thai the goodness
of the soil, and the happy situation of all those places,
contributed very much to the excellency of these

wines; but we must also admit, that they owed it

more to the care and industry of the husbandmen,
who applied themselves with their utmost attention

to the cultivation of the vines. The proof of which is,

that in Pliny'? time.M which was about an hundred

years after Horace, the reputation of these wines, for-

merly so famous, was entirely come to nothing, through
the negligence and ignorance of the vine-dressers,

who, blinded by the hope of gain, were more intent

upon having a great quantity, than good wine.

Plinv cites several examples of the extreme differ-

ence which cultivation will produce in the same land. 17

Amongst others, he tells us of a celebrated gramma-
rian, who lived in the reign of Tiberius and Liaudiui,
and purchased a vineyard at a small price, which had

long been neglected by its ancient masters. The ex-

traordinary care he took of it, anil the peculiar man-
ner in which lie cultivated it, occasioned a change in a

few years, that seemed little less than a prodigy ad
vix credible miraculum perdnxit. So wonderful a

success, in the midst of other vineyards, which were
almost always barren, drew upon him the envy of all

his neighbours, who, to cover their own sloth and ig-

norance, accused him of magic and sorcery.

Amongst the wines of Campania, which I have
mentioned, the Falernian was in great vogue. 1' It was
verv strong and rough, and was not deemed suffi-

ciently improved for use till it had been kept ten years.
To soften that roughness, and qualify its austerity,

they made use of honey, or mingled it with Chio,
antl by that mixture made it excellent. This ought,
in my opinion, to be ascribed to the refined and de-

licate taste of those voluptuous Romans, who, in the

>* Earn gentem (Gallorum) traditur fama, dulrcdine fru-

gum, maximeque vini nova turn vuluptate captam, A I peg
tratiKisge. Lit. I. v. n 33.

' In Campano aro vile* populignubutit.maritosque com-

plexrc atque per ramog earnm procacibus brai-hiis geniculata
curso gcandenteg, cacumena s?quant. Pin. I. xvi c. 1.

' From thig custom throe elegant expressions in Horace
take birth, all derived from the game metaphor. He tej*.
tie narriej the trees to the vines. |>od. 2.

Er<;o aut ailulia vitium propagiue
Altai marital populog.

He rail? the game tree* viiloirers, when the vine* are no

longer fastened to them. Od v. I. iv. Aul vitem riduu
ducit ad arboreg. And give* the name of baekilort to tn

trees which never had the vine annexed u them: Plats*

nuque eo?leb fivinret utmox. Od. 15. 1. ii.

ii Cscubum, et prslo domitam I'uleno

Tu hilict uvam: mea nee. FalernsB

Temperant vitef, neque Formiani
Pocula colleg. Od. 20. I. i.

Cierubut and Calenum join
To fill thy bowls with richcut wine :

My humble cup* do not produce
The Formian or Falernian juice.

Quod jam interciiiit inruriacoloni Cura. culforaqiM
d contieerat. Exoleuit hoc quoque culna (Vinitoriim) e

lisp nntiut oiiam honatati itudentium. Plin. I. liv. c. 6i pot
Lib. xiv. c. 3. i Athen. I. i. p. 28
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utter times spared nothing to exalt thf> pleasures of

the table, by whatever was most agreeable, and most

capable of gratifying the senses. There were other

Falernian wines more temperate and soil, but not so

tnurh esteemed.
The ancients, who so well knew the excellency of

wine, were not ignorant of the dangers attending too

free an use of it.l I need not mention the law of

Zaleucus, by which the Epizephyrian Locrians were
universally forbid the use of wine upon pain of death,

except in case of sickness. The inhabitants of Mar-
seilles and Melitus showed more moderation and in-

dulgence, and contented themselves with prohibiting
it to women. At Rome,* in the early ages, young
persons of liberal condition were not permitted to

drink wine till the age of thirty; but as for the wo-
men, the use of it was absolutely forbid to them; and
the reason of that prohibition was, because intempe-
rance of that kind might induce them to commit the

most excessive crimes. Senera complains bitterly that

this custom was almost universally violated in his

times. The weak and delicate complexion of the wo-

men, says he, is not changed; but their manners are

changed, and no longer the same S They value them-
selves upon carrying excess of wine to as great an

height as the most robust men. Like them they pass
whole nights at table, and with a full glass of unmixed
wine in their hands, they glory in \ \ ing with them,
and, if they can, in overcoming them.

The emperor Domitian passed an edict in relation

to wine, which seemed to have a just foundation.*

One year having produced abundance of wine, and

very little corn, he- believed they had more occasion

for the one than the other, and therefore decreed that

DO more vines should be planted in Italy; and that in

the province;, at least one half of the vine* should be

rojted up. Philostratus expresses himself, as if the

decree ordained that they should all be
pulled up,

at

least in Asia; because, says he, the seditions which
rose in the cities of that province, were attributed to

wine.5 All Asia deputed Seopelianus, a professor of

eloquence at Smyrna, to go to Rome upon that o< ca-

iion. He succeeded so well in his remonstrances, that

be obtained not only that vines should continue to be

cultivated.but that those who neglected to do so should
be laid under a fine. It is believed that Domitian was
rhiellv induced to abolish his edict by the dispersing
of papers with two Greek verses in them, signifying,
that let him do what he would, there would still re-

main wine enough for the sacrifice, in which an em-

peror should be the ottering
6 It seems, however, says

Mr. Tillemont, that his edict subsisted throughout the

greatest part of the west to the reign of Probus; that

is, almost two hundred years. That emperor, who
aftev many wars had established a solid peace in the

empire, employed the troops in many different works,
useful to the public, to prevent their growing enervate

through sloth, and that the soldier might not eat his

pay without deserving it. So that, as Hannibal had

formerly planted the whole country of Africa with

olive trees, lest his soldiers, for want of something to

do, should form seditions; Probus, in like manner,

employed his troops in planting vines upon the hills of

Gaul, Pannonia, Maesia, and in many other countries.

He permitted in general the Gauls, Pannonians, and

Spaniards, to have as many vines as the}- thought fit;

whereas, from the time of Domitian, that permission
bad not been granted to any nation of the world.

SECTION II. PRODUCE OF THE VINES IN IT.ALT
IN COI.UMEI.LA'S TIME.

BEFORE I conclude thi article upon Tines, I can-

uot omit extracting a passage of Columella. which

t Alher,. I. T. p. 429.

Vini uim olim Rnmanii fanminis ipnotus fuit. ne ttilicit

Mi aliquod di'drrui proleberentnr : quia proximu* a liboro

pot re intemperantue grailut ad incoocessain venerem ese
coniuei 't y*l. Mai. I. i. c. 1.

Non n.;7ius, pervigilant, nun minus potant ; et mero vi

|M provorant.
Sun mi in Domit. c. 7.

I'll Most rat. Tit A potion. I. T!. e. 7.

Button in Diiroitian. c. 14.

explains what profit was made from (heir, in his timr
He enters for this purpose into a detail which steint

sufficiently curious to me. and makes an exact calcu-

lation ot the expense and produce of a vineyard of
seven acres. His design is to prove, that the cultiva-

tion of vines is more beneficial than any other kind
of husbandry, not excepting that of corn itself. That

might be true in his tunes, but it is not so in ours, at

least in the general opinion. This difference arises,

perhaps,
from the various accidents to whirl) tin: vine

is subject in Vranee: frosts, rains, blights, which are

not so much to be apprehended in hot countries. To
these may be added the high price of casks in plenti-
ful years, which swallows up the greatest part o: '.he

vine-dresser's profit, and the customs, which very
much diminish (to the grower) the price of wines
Even amongst the ancients, all were not of Colnmi:!-
la's opinion. Cato, indeed, gave vines the first rank,
but those only which produced the most excellent

liquor, and in great abundance. 7 With the same
conditions, we still think in the same manner. Many
gave the preference to pasture lands; and their prin-

cipal reason was, that the charges in the culture of

vines were almost equal to their produce.

I. The charges necessaryfor seven acres of vine*.

These are, livret.

1. For the purchase of a slave, whose labour

sufficed for the cultivation of seven acres

of vines, eight thousand sestertii, . . . 1000
2. For a field of seven acres, seven thousand

sestertii, 875
3. For the props and other necessary expenses

for seven acres, fourteen thousand sestertii, 1750

These three sums added together amount to

twenty-nine thousand sestertii, . . . 3625
4. For the interest of the aforesaid sum of twen-

ty-nine thousand sestertii for two years,

during which the land does not bear, and
the money lies dead, three thousand four

hundred and fourscore sestertii, . . . 435
The total of the expense amounts to thirty-

two thousand, four hundred and eighty
sestertii 4060

II. PRODUCE OF SEVEN ACRES OF VINES.

The yearly produce of seven acres of vins, is six

thousand three hundred sesterces; that is, Sv.'-fn hun-

dred fourscore and s'even livres, ten sols, '/f which
what follows is the proof.
The Culeiti is a measure which contains twenty

amphora, or forty urnce. The amphora contains twen-

ty-six quarts, and somewhat more. The Ctilens, in

consequence, contains five hundred and twenty quarts,
which make two hogshead? of the Paris measure,

wanting fifty-six quarts. The lowest value of th*

Citleus is three hundred sestertii; that is 10 say, thir

ty-seven livres, len sols. The least produce of each

acre was three Citlei, which were worth nine hundred
sestertii.8 or an hundred and twelve livres, ten sols.

The seven acres therefore produced a profit of six

thousand three hundred sestertii, which make seven

hundred fourscore and seven livres, ten sols. The in-

terest of the total expense, which is thirty-two .hou-

sand four hundred anil fourscore sestertii, that is. four

thousand and sixty livres; this interest, I say, at six

per cent, per annum, amounts to one thousand nine

hundred and forty-four sestertii and son.ething more,
or two hundred and forty-three livres. The interest

of the sum arising from the annual produce of a vine-

yard of seven acres, is six thousand ;hree hundred

sestertii; that is, seven hundred fourscore and seven

livres, ten pence. From whence ma/ be seen how
much the latter interest exceeds the former, which

Cato quidem dicit [primium agrum ee] uhi Tine po
unt ese hono Tino et moho. Alii dant primatum boni*

pralit. Vineam nont qui puient sumplu fructum devorare.

yarr.de Re Rustic I. i. c. 7, 8.

ColnmHIa obieres, that each acre of 8ennra' Tin*-

yardi produced eight Culei. Lib. ui. c. a And Varro,
thnt in many plre an acre produced from ten to fifteen. Li.

c. 2
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was, h jwever, the common interest of money. This
is what Columella would prove.

Besides this produce, Columella reckons another

profit, arising from layers. The layer is a young
shoot 1 or branch of a vine, which is set in the earth,
where it takes root in order for propagation of the

plant. Each acre produced yearly ten thousand of

these layers at least, which sold for three thousand

Sestertii, or three hundred and seventy-five livres.

The layers produced therefore from the seven acres,

twentv-one thousand sestertii, or two thousand six

hundred and twenty livres. Columella computes the

Croduce
of these layers at the lowest value; for as to

imsell, he assures us his own vineyards produced
regularly twice as much. He speaks only of the vines

of Italy,
and not of those of other provinces.

Adding the produce of the wine to that of the

plants or layers, the profit upon seven acres of vines

mounted to three thousand four hundred livres.

The produce of these lay ers, unknown to our vine-

dressers, proceeded, no doubt, from the vine's being

very rare in a great number of provinces; and the

reputation of the vines of Italy having spread univer-

sally, people came from all parts to buy those layers,
and to enable themselves, by their means, to plant

good vineyards in places which had none before, or

which had only such as were indifferent.

ARTICLE IV.

OF THE BREEDING OF CATTLE.

I HAVE said that the breeding of cattle is a part of

agriculture. It certainly is an essential part of it, not

only because cattle, from the abundance of their dung,
supply the earth with the manure which is necessary
to the preservation and renovation of its vigour, but

because they share with man in the labours of hus-

bandry, and spare him the greatest part of the toil.

Hence it was that the ox, the laborious companion of
man in tilling the ground, was so highly regarded bv
the ancients, that whoever had killed one of them was

pt'iiished with death, as if he had killed a citizen; no

doubt, because he was esteemed a kind of murderer
of the human race, whose nourishment and life stood

in absolute need of the aid of this animal.2

The farther we look back into antiquity, the more
we are assured, that in all nations the breeding of cat-

tle produced considerable revenues.* Without speak-
ing of Abraham, whose numerous family of domestics
shows the multitude of his flocks and herds, or of his

kinsman Lahan, the holy scripture observes. Job i. 3,

that the greatest part of Job's riches consisted in

cattle; and that he possessed seven thousand sheep,
three thousand camels, five hundred yoke of oxen,
and five hundred she-asses. It was by this the land

of promise, though of very moderate extent, enriched
its princes, and the inhabitants of the country, whose
numbers were incredible, amounting to more than
three millions of souls, including women and children.

We read that Ahab, king of Israel, 2 Kings iii. 4,

imposed an annual tribute upon the Moabites, whom
he had conquered, of an hundred thousand sheep.
How much must this number have multiplied in a

short time, and what abundance occasioned through-
out the whole country!
The holy scripture,

in representing Uzziah,2Chron.
xxvi. 10, as a prince accomplished for every part of a

wise government, does not fail to inform us, that he
had a great number of husbandmen and vineyards,
and that he fed abundance of cattle. He caused

great enclosures to be made in the countries, and vast

nouses for foddering the flocks and herds, with lodges
fortified with tower?, for the shepherds to retire to

with their flocks, and to secure them against irrup-
tions. He also took care to have great numbers of

cisterns cut for watering the flocks; works not so

i Viili rait ice*.
* B<* laboriosiwiimus liominis lociuf njrioultura cujui

Unla fuit apud antiquo< venprttlin. ul tarn ranilale esset

bovetn licensee quam civenrt. Columb, m Prirf. I. vj.

In ruiticaiionc vel antiquissima est ratio pascctidi, e-
denque eit quectuocissima. Ibid.

splendid, but no less estimable, than the most upeib
palaces. It was. without doubt, the particular protec-
tion which he gave to all who were employed in the
cultivation of lands, or the breeding of cattle, that ren-
dered his reign one of the most opulent Judea had
ever seen. And he did thus, saith the scripture,

" be-
cause he loved husbandry:" Erat enim homo agri-
cnltnrce deditut. The text is still stronger in the
Hebrew: QUIA DIUGEBAT TERRAM, " because he
loved the ground." He took delight in it, perhaps
cultivated it with his own hands; at least, he made
husbandry honourable; he knew all the value of it,

and was sensible that the earth, manured with dili-

gence and skill, was an assured source of riches both
to the prince and people; he therefore thought atten-
tion to husbandry one of the principal duties of the

sovereignty, though often the most neglected.
The scripture says also of the holy king Hezekiah,

2 Chron. xxxii. 29: " Moreover he provided him ci-

ties and possessions of flocks and herds in abundance,
for God had given him substance very much." It is

easy to conceive, that the shearing of sheep alone,
without mentioning other ad vantages from them, could
not but produce a very considerable revenue in a

country where an almost innumerable multitude were

continually fed. And hence we find, that the time
for shearing of sheep was a season of festivity and re-

joicing.

Amongst the ancient pagans the riches of the kings
consisted in cattle, as we find from Latinus in Virgil,
and Ulysses in Homer. It was the same amongst the

Romans, who by the ancient laws did not pay tines io

money, but in oxen and sheep.
We must not be surprised, after having considered

the great advantages produced by the breeding end

feeding of cattle, that so wise a man as Varro has not
disdained to give us an extensive account of all the
beasts that are of any use to the country, either for

tillage, breed, or for carriage, and the other convent
ences of man. He speaks first of small cattle, sheep,
goats, and hogs; greges. He proceeds next to the

large beasts, oxen, asses, horses, and camels; arrnen-

ta. And concludes with fowl, which may be called

domestic animals, villatica pecudes; pigeons, turtle-

doves, fowls, geese, and many others. Columella en-

ters into the same detail; 4 and Cto the censor runs
over part of it. The latter, upon being asked what
was the surest and shortest method to enrich a coun-

try, replied, the feeding of cattle, which is attended
with an

infinity
of advantages to those who apply

themselves to it with diligence and industry. And,
indeed, the beasts that labour in the field render man-
kind continual and important services; and the ad-

vantages he reaps from them do not conclude even
with tlieir lives. They divide with him, or rather

spare him the most laborious part of the work, with-

out which the earth, however fruitful in itself, would
continue barren, and not produce him any increase.

They serve him in bringing home with safety into hi*

house the riches he has amassed without doors, and

carry him on his journeys. Many of them cover hit

table with milk, cheese, wholesome food, and even
the most exquisite dishes: and supply him with the

rich materials of the stufl's he is in want of for cloth-

ing himself, and with a thousand other convenience*
of life.

We see, from what has been said hitherto, that the

country, covered with corn, wine, flocks, and herds,
is a real Peru to man, and a much more valuable and
estimable one than that from whence he extracts gold
and silver, which, without the other, would not pre-
serve him from perishing with hunger, thirst, and cold.

Placed in the midst of a fertile territory, he beholds
around him at one view all his riches; and without

quitting his little empire, he finds immense and inno-

cent treasures within his reach. These he regards,
no doubt, as gifts from the liberal hand of that su-

preme Master to whom he is indebted for all things;
but he regards them also as the fruits of his own la-

bour, and that renders them still more grateful t<*

him.

Columul. prf I.
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SECTION V. iNTfocENcr AND PLEASURE OF A
VURAL LIFE, AND OF AGRICULTURE.

THE revenues and profits which arise from the cul-

ture of lands, is neither the sole nor the greatest ad-

vantage accruing: from it. All the authors who have

wrote upon rural life,
1 have always spoken of it with

the highest praises, as of a wise and happy state,

which inclines a man to justice, temperance, sobriety,

sincerity, and, in a word, to every virtue; which in a

manner shelter* him from all passions, by keeping
him within the limits of his duty, and of a daily em-

ployment, that leaves him little leisure for vices. Lux-

ury, avarice, injustice, violence, and ambition, the

almost inseparable companions of riches, take tip their

ordinary residence in great cities, which supply them
with the means and occasions: the hard and laborious

life of the country does not admit of these vices.

This gave room for the poets to feign that Astraea,
the goddess of justice, had her last residence there,
I e fore she entirely quitted the earth.

We see in Cato the form of a prayer used by the

country people, wherein may be discerned the pre-
cious tokens of the ancient tradition of men, who at-

tributed every thing to God, and addressed themselves
to him in all their temporal necessities, because they
knew he presided over all things, and that all things

depended on him. I shall repeat a good part of it,

and hope it will not be unacceptable. It is in a cere-

mony called Solitmtrilia,and according to some Suo-

vftanrilia, in which the country people made a pro-
cession round their lands, and offered libations and
a< rifices to certain gods.

' Father Mars," said the suppliant,
" I humbly im-

plore and conjure you, to be propitious and favour-

able to me, my family, and all my domestics, in re-

gard to the occasion of the present procession in my
fields lands, and estate; to prevent, avert, and re-

move from us all diseases, known and unknown, de-

solations, storms, calamities, and pestilential air; to

make o'ir plants, corn, vines, and trees grow and come
to perfection; to preserve our shepherds and flocks;
to gran' thy preservation of life nd health to me,

my family, and all my domestics." What a reproach
is it that Christians, and often those who have the

greatest share in the goods of this world, should
in these days be so little careful to demand them
from God, and be ashamed to thank him for them!

Amongst the Paeans all their meals began and ended
with prayers, which are now banished from almost all

our tables.

Columella enters into a detail upon the duties of

the master or farmer,* in regard to his domestics,
which seems full of reason and humanity. " Care
oug-ht to be taken," says he,

" that thev are well clad,
but without finery; that they are defended against
the wind, cold, and rain. In directing them,* a me-
dium should be observed between too great indul-

gence and excessive rigour, in order to make them
rather fear than experience severities and chastise-

ments; and they should be prevented from doing
amiss by diligence, and their master's presence; for

good conduct consists in preventing:, instead of pun-

ishing, faults. When they are sick, care should be
taken that they are well tended, and that they want
for nothing; which is the certain means to make their

business grateful to them."* He recommends also

the same usage of slaves, who often worked hden
with chains, and who were generally treated with

great rigour.
What he says with regard to the mistress of a

country family is very remarkable.* Providence, in

> In urbe luxuries crcatur: ex luxuria exislal avnritia

nceesse est : ex avaritia erumpat auciucin: inde omnia see-

lera gigmintur In rusticU nniribu*, in viciu arido, in hue
horrida inculiaqun vita iiiuim<xli mulericia ru'ni nun so-

Irnt Cu|>i<liiates purro que possunt enne in r.o, <]ui rtiri

temper Imbiiari, et in agro coletido vixr-rit ? QuB vita

maxime di<juucta a rupiiliiate, et rum officio cnnjuticta
Vita nulem ruir,u, parcimonire, diligentiir, justi'.ia:, magis-
tr est. Cic. pro ROM. ,1mer. n. 3!> and ~5.

Columi-l. I. i. c. 8.

The liuciU were cultivated by slavei.

Coluin. I. xii. c. 1. > C'ulum. in prtef. 1. xii.

uniting man and woman, intended they should be
mutual support to each other, and for that reason as

signed to each of them their peculiar functions. Tb
man, designed for business without doors, is obliged
to expose himself to heat and ruld; to undertake

voyages by sea, and journeys by land; to support the

labours of peace and war, that i.<, to apply liim.-t If to

the works of the field, and in carrying arms; all ex-

ercises which require a body robust, and capable of

bearing fatigues. The woman, on the contrary, too

weak to sustain these offices, is reserved for affairs

within doors. The care of the house is confided to

her; and as the proper qualities for her employment
are attention and exactitude, and as fear renders us
more exact and attentive, it was necessary that the

woman should be more timorous. On the contrary,
because the man acts and labours almost always with-

out doors, and is often obliged to defend himself

against injuries, God has infused boldness and cou-

rage into him. Hence from all ages, both amongst
the Greeks and Romans, the government of the house
devolved upon the women, that their husbands, after

having transacted their business abroad, might return

to their houses free from all cares, and find a perfect

tranquillity at home.6 This is what Horace describe!

so elegantly in one of bis odes,' [which Dryden traas

lates thus:

But if a chaste and pleasing wife.

To ease the business of his life,

Divi'les with him his household care.
Such as the Sabine matrons were,
Such an the swift Apulian's bride,
Sunburnt and swarthy tlioueli she be

Will fire for winter's nights provide.
And without noise will oversee
His children and his family ;

And order all things till he come,
Sweaty, and over-labour'd, home ;

If she in pens his flock will fold,
And then produce her dairy store.

And wine to drive away the cold.

And unbought dainties of the poor, ice
J

The ancients seem to have excelled themselves it

treating this subject, which supplies so many fin*

thoughts and beautiful expressions. [Mr. Roll in gives
here a prose translation of the passage at bottcfn i

the Georgics.8 which it was conceived would \jt no
less agreeable in Mr. Dryden's version.

O happy, if he knew his happy state,

'he swain, who free from business and debate.Tl
Receives his easy food from nature's hand,
And just returns of cultivated land!
No palace, &c.

But easy, quiet, a secure retreat,

A harmless lifp, that knows not how to cheat.
With homebred plenty the rich owner bless,

And rural pleasures crown his happiness.
Utivcx'd wild quarrels, undisturbed with noise,
The country-kin;: his |>eaceful realm enjoys:
Cool grots, and living lakes, the flowery pride
Of meads, and streams that through the valleys glide l

Nam et anud Gnrcos, et mox apud Romano susque
patrum nostrornm me?norlam, fere domesticus labor mat*-*-

nalis fuit, tanqunm ad requiem forensium excrcitatrom
omni cura deposita patribus familial intradomeslico* f\
nates se recipient ibns.

' Quciil si pudica mulier in partem juvet
Domiim atque dulres liberos.

(Pa'iina quails aut pcrusla Jtolibuj

Perniri uxor Appuli)
Sacrum votusiis extrunt lignis forum

Lassi sub adventum virt ;

Clandensque textis crnlibus Ijptum pecoi,
Distema siccct ul>era.

Et horna dnlci vina promens dolio,

Danes inemptas apparel. &.< Hor. Ep. Z
* O forlunaiiw niinium. sua si bona norint,

Asnoolas! quihus, ipsa, pro<?nl discordibus nrrolf

Fundit humo facilem vieturn juslissima tellui.

Si non. tr.
A' secura quies, et nescia fallere vita

Dives opum variarum ; at lati* on a fundU,

SpelunrK. vivique lacus ; at frigid* Tempe,
Mugittixquc' Ixnim. mollesqiie sub arliori somni

Nun (ilmint : illic, saliusac lustra frrarum,

Et patient operum. pnrvo()uc assnela juvcntut.
Sacra Drum, snnrlique natres. Extrema per illoi

Juslitia exccdens terr'u vestigia fcrit.

t'irp. Gtorg. ' A
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And shady groves, that easy deep incite.

And after toil*omc days, a soft reiKise at night.
Wild beasts of nature in his wood abound,
And youth, of labour patient, plouph the ground.
Inured to hardship, and to homely fare.

Nor venerable age is wanting there,
In great examples to the youthful train :

Nor are the podd adored with riihts profane.
From hence Astrea took her flight, and here
The prints of her departing steps appear.

Oeorg. lib. ii. 1. 439.J

The fine description Cicero give* us, in his essay

upon old age, of the manner in which corn and grapes
gradually arrive at perfect maturity, shows his taste

for the country life, and instructs us, nt the same time,
in what manner we ought to consider those wonder-
ful productions, that merit our admiration no lest

from their being common and annual. And indeed,
jf a simple description gives go much pleasure, what
effect, in a mind rationally curious, ought the reality
Itself to have, and the actual view of what passes in

vineyards and field* of corn, till the fruits of both
are brought in, and laid up in cellars and barns?

And as much may be said of all the other riches,

with which the earth annually clothes herself. This
is what make? a residence in the country so agreeable
and delightful, and so much the desire of magistrates
and persons employed in serious and important af-

fairs. Tired and fatigued with the continual cares of

the city, they naturally cry out with Horace,! " O
country, wlu-n shall I see you? When will it be al-

lowed me to forget, in thy charming retreats, my
cares and solicitude, either in amusing myself with
the books of the ancients, or enjoying the pleasure
of having nothing to do, or reposing myself in sweet
lumber?" The purest pleasures are, no doubt, to

be found there. The country seems, according to

the happy expression of the same poet,* to restore
us to ourselves, in relieving as from a kind of slavery,
and in placing: us where we may justly he said to live

and reign. \Ve enter, in a manner, into a conversa-
tion with the trees and plants; we question them; we
make them give us an account of the fruits they pro-
duce; and receive such excuses as they have to make
when defective in bearing: alleging sometimes the

great rain-, sometimes excessive heats, sometimes the

severity of the cold.* It is Horace who lends them
this language.

All I h?ive said sufficiently implies, that^I speak no

longer of that painful and laborious tillage, to which
man was at first condemned: but that I have another
in view, intended for hi pleasure, and to employ him
with delight; an employment perfectly conformable
to his original institution, and the design of his

Creator, as it was commanded Adam immediately
after his formation. In effect, it seems to surest to

us the idea of the terrestrial paradise, and to partake
in some measure of the happy simplicity and inno-
cence which reigned there. We find that'in all times,
it has been the most grateful amuement of princes
and the most powerful kings. Without mentioning
the famous hanging gardens, with which Bahvlon
was adorned, the scripture informs us. that Ahasuerus

(Darius, son of Darius Hystaspesl had planted part
f the trees of his garden, and that he cultivated it

O ru. quanrio eotf> aspiciam, quandnque lirebit
Nunc veterum libris, mine somno, et inertibus horis,
Ducere eollicite jurunda olilivia vitss ?

O rural scenes, and O serene abodes,
Wherein we seem to emulate the sods.
When, void of care, of passion, and of strife,
And all the huy HU of tedious life.

With vnn mv happy hniir* shall I employ
In sweet vicissitudes of rest and joy.
In book* that raise the soul, and lenrrwd ease.
In sleep, in leisure, and in what I please? Parapk.

Villice sylvarum, et mihi me reddentis asrelli.

//or. Ep. 14. 1. i.

Vivo et rono, cimul ita reliqni. &< //or. Ep. 10. 1. i.

Fundusqu'1 menda*. artxire nunr aquas
Culpame, nunc torrentin arm*

Sidera, mine hiemes iniquas //or. Od. 1. 1. iil.

When the land fails, and in its fruits

Affainst the show'ry skies imputes,
Of the whole Illume with equal reason mt
Co iui.imer's sultry suns, or winter's fatal blast*.

with his own royal hands. Jussit convivivm prapa-
rari in vestibnlo horti et nemorii, quod reg-io cultu

et manu, consitum erat.* [I do not find the latter

part of this text in the English Bible.] We have

said, that Cyrus the youngeranswered Lysander, who
admired the beauty, economy, and disposition of his

gardens, that himself had drawn the plan, laid them
out, and planted many of the trees with his own
hands. Ego vmnia is'ta sum dimensus: mei stint or-

dines, mea descriptlo: multct etiam islarum arburum
men manu sitnt satce.*

We should never be willing to quit so delightful a

residence, were it possible for us to possess it always;
and have endeavoured, at least, for our consolation, to

impose a kind of illusion upon ourselves, by transport-

ing the countrv in a manner into the midst ol cities;
nut a simple and almost wild country, but a trim, laid

out, embellished, I had almost said, painted country.
I mean those adorned and elegant gardens, which

present so grateful and splendid a view to ou eyes.
What beatuv, riches, abundance, variety of sweets,

colours, and objects! To see the unvariable constan-

cy ana regularity of flowers in succeeding each other,

(and as much may be said of fruits) one would think
that the earth, attentive to pleasing its master, en-
deavours to perpetuate her presents, by continually

paying him the new tributes of every season.' What
a throng of reflections does not this suggest to a cu-

rious, and still more to a religious mind!

Pliny, after having confessed, that no eloquence
was capable of expressing duly the incredible abun-

dance, and wonderful variety of the riches and beau-

ties, which nature seems to spread with complacency
and delight throughout gardens, adds a very just and
instructive remark. He observes upon the difference

nature has made as to the duration of trees and
flowers.* To the trees and plants designed for the

nourishment of man with their fruits, and for the
structure of ships and edifices, she has granted years
and even ages of time. To flowers and sweets, which
serve only for pleasure, she has given only some mo-
ments and days of life; as if she intended to admo-
nish us, that what is most shining and splendid soon-
est fades, and passes away with rapidity. Malherbe

expresses this latter thought in a very lively manner,
where he deplores the death of a very young and
beautiful perssn.

Et rose elle a vecu ce qui vivent lei roses,
L'esnace d'un matin.

And lived a rose, as ro.es live,

A single morning'* space.

It is the great advantage of agriculture to be more

striclly united with religion and also moral virtue,
than any other art; which made Cicero say, as we
have seen, that the country life came nearest to that

of the wise man; that is, it was a kind of practical

philosophy.
To conclude this small treatise where I began it, it

must be confessed, that of all human employments,
which have no immediate relation to God and justice,
the most innocent is agriculture. It was, as has been
said, that of the first man in his state of innocence and

duty. It afterwards became part of the penance im-

posed on him by God. So that, both in the states of
innocence and sin, it was commanded to him, and in

his person to all his descendants.* It is, however, be

come, in the judgment of pride, the meanest and
most contemptible of employments; and whilst use-

less arts, which conduce onlv to luxury and voluntu-

outness, are protected and honoured, all those who
labour for the welfare and happiness of others art

abandoned to poverty and misery.

Esther i. 5. Cir.. a Senec. tut. n. .TO

8ed ilia quante benienitas natura>, quod tam mu.ta ad
vesrrmlum. tam vuria. tamiue jurunda f ignil : noijtie e
uno tempore anni. ut semper ct nnvitate delectemur, et ou

pia. Cie. de nat. deifr. \. ii n. 131.

Quippe rcliqna ustus alimentique gatia genuil : ideoqne
serula annosque tribilit ha. Flores vero odurepque in diem

ginit: ma?na. ut palam est, admonitione hnminum, qua
sp<>ctR!iii<jmerli>rfant,relerrime marcessere. Pli*. l.ii c.l.

Hate not laborious work, nor the husbandry, which li*

Moil High hath ciea.lcd.-Etclesiast.vii. 15.



OF COMMERCE.

ARTICLE I.

EXCELLENT AND ADVANTAGES OF COMMERCE.

IT may be said, without fear of being suspected of

exaggeration, that commerce is the most solid foun-

dation of civil society, and the most necessary prin-

ciple to unite all men, of whatever country or condi-

tion they are, with each other. By its means the

whole work! is but one city, and one family. It is the

source of universal plenty to every part of it. The
riches of one nation become those of all people, and
BO country is barren, or at least sensible of its steril-

ity. All its necessities are provided for in time from
the extremities of the universe; and every region is

amazed to find itself abound in foreign productions,
and enriched with a thousand commodities, unknown
to itself, and which, however, compose all that is

most agreeable in life. It is by the commerce of the

sea and river?, that is to sav, by navigation, that God
baa united all mankind amongst themselves in so won-
derful a manner, by teaching them to direct and go-
vern the two most violent things in nature, the sea

and the winds, and to render them subservient to

their use and occasion. 1 He has joined the most re-

mote people bv this means, and preserved amongst
the different nations an image of the dependence he
has ordained in the several parts of the same body by
the veins and arteries. This is but a weak, a slight
idea of the advantages arising from commerce to so-

ciety in general. With the least attention to parti-
culars, what wonders might we not discover! But
this is not the proper place for such inquiries.

I shall confine mvself to one reflection, which seems

very proper for our understanding at once the weak-
ness mid grandeur of man. I shall consider him, at

first, in the highest degree of elevation to which he is

capable of attaining. I mean upon the throne: lodged
in superb palaces; surrounded with all the splendour
of the royal dignity; honoured and almost adored by
thronzs of courtiers, who tremble in his presence, and
vie with each other for his favour; placed in the cen-

tre of riches; and supported by numerous armies,
who wait only to obey his order*. Behold the height
of human greatness! But what becomes of this so

powerful, so awful, prince, if commerce happens to

cease on a sudden; if he is reduced to himself, to his

own industry and personal endeavours? Abandoned
to himself in this manner; divested of that pompous
outside, which is not him, and is absolutely foreign to

his person; deprived of the support of others, he falls

back into his native misery and indigence; and to

am up all in a word, he is no longer any thing.
Let us now consider man in a mean condition, in-

habiting a little house; reduced to subsist on n little

bread, meat, and drink; covered with the plainest
clothes; and enjoying in his family, not without diffi-

culty, the other conveniences of life. What seeming
aolUadft, what a forlorn state, what oblivion seems he

in with regard to all other mortals! We are much
deceived when we. think in thi manner. The whole
universe is attentive to him. A thousand hands work
for his occasions, and to clothe and nourish him.

For him manufactures are established, granaries and

cellars filled with corn and wine, and different metals

extracted from the bowels of the earth with so much
danjff-r and difficully. There is nothing, even to the

things that minister to pleasure and voluptuousness,
which the most remote nations are not solicitous to

transfer to him through the most stormy seas. Such
are the supplies which commerce, or, to speak more

> Qua* res viulentinximai Datura jrenuit, earum modera-
ttonnn mm mill hnlirmus, mart* at<|up ventorum, propter
Mnticuruu; rerum scientiain. Cic. dejfat Dear I. ii. n. 15.

properly, divine providence, always employed for oat
occasions, continually procures for us all, for eac h of
us in particular: supplies which, to judge aright ?f

them, are in a manner miraculous, which ought to fill

us with perpetual admiration, and make us cry out
with the prophet, in the transports of a lively grati-

tude, "O Lord, what is man, that thou art mindful
of him; or the son of man, that thou visitet him!''*

It would be to no purpose for us to say, that we lie

under no obligation to those who labour tor us in this

manner, because their particular interest puts them in

motion. This is true; but is their work therefore of
less advantage to us? God, to whom alone it belongs
to produce good from evil itself, makes use of the

covelousness of some for the benefit of others. It is

with this view providence has established so wonder
ful a diversity of conditions amongst us, and has dis

tributed the goods of life wilh so prodigious an in

equality. It all men were easy in their fortunes, were
rich and opulent, who amongst us would give himself

the trouble to till the earth, to dig in the mine, or to

cross the seas? Poverty or covetousness charge
themselves with these laborious, but useful toils

From whence it is plain, that all mankind, rich or

poor, powerful or impotent, kings or subjects, have a
mutual dependence upon each other for the demands
of life; the poor not being able to live without the

rich, nor the rich without the labour of the poor.
And it is commerce, subsisting from these different

interests, which supplies mankind with all their ne-

cessities, and at the same time with all their conve-
niences.

ARTICLE II.

ANTIQUITY OF COMMERCE. COUNTRIES AND CITIM
MOST FAMED FOR IT.

IT is very probable, that commerce is no less ancient

than Rgriculture. It began, as was natural, between

private persons, mankind assisting each other with

whatsoever surplus they had of things useful and ne-

cessary to human life. Cain, no doubt, supplied Abe)
with corn aud the fruits of the earth for his food;
and Abel, in exchange, supplied Cain with skins and

fleeces for his clothing, and with milk, curds, and

perhaps meat for his table. Tubal-Cain, solely em-

ployed in works i.f copper and iron, for the vanous
uses Hiid occasions of life, and for arms to defend men
either against human enemies or wild boasts, was cer-

lainlv obliged to exchange his brass and iron works
for o'ther merchandise, necessary for his food, cloth-

ing, and lodging. Commerce afterwards, extending

gradually from neighbour to neighbour, established

itself between cities and adjacent countries, and after

the deluge, enlarged its bounds to the extremities of

the world.

The holy scripture gives us a very ancient example
of traffic by the caravans of the Ishmaelites anil Mi-

dianites, to' whom Joseph was sold by his brethren.*

They were upon their-return from Gilead, with their

camels laden with spices, aromatic goods, and with

other precious merchandise of that country. These

they were carrying into Egypt, where there was a

great demand for them, occasioned by their custom

of embalming the bodies of men, after their death,

with great care and expense.
Homer informs us. that it was the custom of the

heroic age of the siege of Troy, for the different na-

tions to exchange the things that were most necessary
fur life, with each olh-r;4 a proof, says Pliny, that

P*al viii. 4. Gen vii. 25.

Quantum felicinre tf<rn. com re ipstr |>ermutabantn?
inter licsc licut et Trojanif temjxiribus faclila'um Homer*
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ft was .-atlivr necessity than avarice that gave birth

o ihii primitive commerce. We read in the seventh

book of (he Iliad, that upon the arrival of certain

vessels, the troops went in crowds to purchase wine,

come with copper, and others with iron, skins, oxen,
and slaves.

We find no navigators in history so ancient as the

Egyptian and Phoenicians These two neighbouring;
nation? seem to have divided the commerce by sea

between them: the Egyptians had possessed them-
elves chiefly of the trade of the Fast, hy the Red
Sea: and the Phoenicians of that of the West, oy the

Mediterranean. What fabulous authors say of Osiris,

who is the Bacchus of the Greeks, that he undertook
the conquest of the Indies, a. Sesostris did afterwards,
makes it probable that the Egyptians carried on a

great trade with the Indians.

As the commerce of the Phoenicians wr.s much
more to the west than that of the Egyptians, it is no

Wonder that they are more celebrated upon that ac-

count bv the Greek and Roman authors. Herodotus
savs that they were the carriers of the merchandise
of" Egry.pt and Assyria, and transacted all their trade

for them, as if the Egyptians had not employed them-

selves in it; and that they have been believed the

inventors of traffic and navigation, though the Egyp-
tians have a more legitimate claim to that glory.

1

Certain it is, the Phoenicians distinguished themselves

roost by ancient commerce, and are also a proof to

what a height of glory, power, and wealth a nation

is capable of raising itself merely by trade.

This people possessed a narrow tract of land upon
the sea-coast, and Tyre itself was built in a very bar-

ren district; which, had it been richer and more fer-

tile, would not have been sufficient for the support
of the great number of inhabitants, which the early-
success of its commerce drew thither. Two advan-

tages made them amends for this defect. They had
elcHlent ports upon the coasts of their small state,

particularly that of their capital; and they had natu-

rally so happy a genius for trade, that they were
looked upon as the inventors of commerce by sea,

especially of that carried on hy long voyages.
The Phoenicians knew so well how to improve both

these advantages, that they soon made themselves
masters of the sea, and of trade. Libanus and other

neighbouring mountains supplying them with excel-

lent timber for building of vessels, in ft little time they
fitted out numerous fleets of merchant vessels, which
hazarded voyages into unknown regions, in order to

establish a trade with them. They did not confine

themselves to the coasts and ports of the Mediterra-
nean : they entered the ocean by the straits of Cadiz or
Gibraltar, and extended their correspondence to the

right and left. As their people multiplied almost infi-

nitely by the great number of strangers, whom the de-
sire of gain, and the certain opportunity of enriching
themselves, drew to their city; they saw themselves
in a condition to plant many remote colonies, and

particularly the famous one of Carthage, which re-

taining the Phoenician spirit with regard to traffic, did
riot give place to Tye itself in trading, and surpassed

H^ exceedingly in extent of dominion and glory of

military expeditions.
The degree of glory and power to which commerce

and navigation elevated the city of Tyre, rendered it

to famous, that we could scarce believe there is no
exaggeration in what profane authors report of it, if

the prophets themselves had not spoke of it with still

greater magnificence.
"
Tyre," says Ezekiel. to give

us some i'!ta of its power.
"

is a superb vessel. Tliey
have made all thy ship-boards of fir-trees of Senir;
they have taken cedars from 1 . '<anon to make masts
for thee. Or*the oaks of Bahiin have they made thine
oars: the company of the Ahnrites have made thy
benches of ivory, brought out of the. isles of Chiltim.
Fine linen, with broidered work from Egypt, was
that which thou spreadest forth to be thy sail: blue

r-cli convpnit \ Iia pnim, lit opinor. rommprria virtu* yra.
tia invpntn. Aliiw rorii* Num. alii* ferro captivisque re.

bus riinitimse tradit. Plim. xxxiii. c. 1.

Her.,.1 I..-. 1.
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and purple from the isles of Elishah was that whicL
covered thee. The inhabitants of Zidon and Aivad
were thy mariner*: thy wise men, O T\ ru-, that were
in thee, were thy pilots."* The prophet, by this figu-
rative language, designs to show us the power of this

city. But he gives with more energy a circumstantial

account of the different people with whom it traded.

The merchandises of the whole larlh seemed to be
laid up in this city, and the rest of the world appear-
ed less its allies than tributaries.

The Carthaginians trafficed with Tyre for all sells

of riches, and filled its markets with silver, iron, pew-
ter, and lead.' Greece, Tubal, and Me-hech,< brought
it slaves and vessels of copper. Togarmah *

supplied
it with horses and mules. Dedan, with elephant*'
teeth and ebony. The Syrians exposed to sale in it

pearls, purple, wrought cloths, lawn, silk, and all sorts

of precious merchandise. The people of Judah and
Israel brought thither the finest wheat, balm, honev,
oil, and fruits. Damascus sent it excellent wine and
wool of the most lively and most exquisite dyes;
other people furnished it with iron work, myrrh, the
aromatic calamus, and carpets of exquisite workman-

ship to sit upon. Arabia,7 and all the princes of Ke-
dar, brought thither their flocks of lambs, sheep,
and goats. Sheba and Raamah,8 the most excellent

perfumes, precious stones, and gold; and others,

cedar-wood, bales of purple, embroidered clothing
and every kind of rich goods.

I shall not undertake to distinguish exactly the situ-

ation of the different nations of whom Fzekiel speaks,
this not being the proper place for such a disquisition.
It suffices to observe, that this long enumeration, into

which the Holy Spirit has thought fit to descend with

regard to the ci'y of Tyre, is an evident proof, that

its commerce had no other bounds than the world, aa

known at that time. Hence it was considered as the

common metropolis of all nations, and as the queen
of the sea. Isaiah paints its grandeur and state ia

most lively, but very natural colours, where he saya
that Tyre wore the diadem upon her brows; that the

most illustrious princes of the universe were her cor-

respondents, and could not be without her traffic;

that the rich merchants, enclosed within her walls,

were in a condition to dispute precedency with

crowned heads, and pretended, at least, to an (quality
with them: "Who hath taken this counsel against

Tyre, the crowned city, whose merchants are princes
whose trafficers are the honourable of the earth."*

I have related elsewhere the destruction of the m-
cient Tyre by Nebuchadonosor, after a siege of thir-

teen years; and the establishment of the New Tyre,
which soon repossessed itself of the empire of the sea,

and continued it* commerce with more success and
more splendour than before; till at length, being
stormed by Alexander the Great, he deprived it of its

maritime strength and trade, which were transferred

to Alexandria, as we shall soon see.

Whil-t both the old and the new Tyre experienced
such great revolutions, Carthage, the most consider-

able of their colonies, was become very flourishing.

Traffic had given it birth; traffic augmented it, and

put it into a condition to dispute the empire of the

world for many years with Rome. Its situation was
much more advantageous than that of Tyre. It was

equally distant from all the extremities of the Medi
terranean sea; and the coast of Africa, upon which
it was situated, a vast and fertile region, supplied it

abundantly with the corn necessary to its subsistence.

With sucn advantages, those Africans, making the

best use of the happy genius for trade and navigation

V.ifk. xxvii. !f. Ezek. . 2034.
Tutial and Menherh. The holy scripture alway* join*

lhrp two proplr. The latter intend* Muscovy; the former,
without doubt, wan its neighbour.

T\>armnh. Cappadoria. from whence came the finet

horse*, of which the emperors reserved the beat fur tbcil

own n'ahl's

Peril n. The people of Arabia.
1 Arnbia Dpaerta. Kpdar was near it.

Shfha and Raamah. People of Arabia F<rli Al
antiquity mentions the riches and spices of this peupb.

Isa.'xxiii. &
2 F
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which fh.y had brought from Phoenicia, attained so

great a knowledge of the sea, that in that point, ac-

cording to the testimony of Polybius, no nation was

equal to them. Bv this means they rose to such a

height of power, that in the beginning of their third

war with the Romans, which occasioned their final

ruin, Carthage had seven hundred thousand inhabi-

tants, and three hundred cities in its dependence
upon the continent of Africa only. They had been
masters not only of the tract of land extending from
the great Syrtes to the pillars of Hercules, but also

of that which extends itself from the same pillars to

the southward, where Hanno, the Carthaginian, had
founded so many cities, and settled so many colonies.

In Spain, which they had almost entirely conquered,
Aidrubal, Hannibal's father, who commanded there

after Barca, had founded Carthagena, one of the most
celebrated cities of those times. Great part also of

Sicily and Sardinia had formerly submitted to their

yoke.
Posterity might have been indebted for great lights

to the two illustrious monuments of the navigation of

this people, in the history of the voyages of Hanno,

styled king of the Carthaginians, and of Imilco, if

time had preserved them. The first related the voy-
ages he had made in the ocean, beyond the pillars of

Hercules, along the western coast of Africa; and the

other, his voyages on the western coast of Europe,
both wrote by order of the senate of Carthage. But
time has consumed those writings.

This people spared neither pains nor
expenses

to

bring navigation to perfection. That was their only
study. The other arts and sciences were not culti-

vated at Carthage. They did not pique themselves

upon polite knowledge. They professed neither poe-
try, eloquence, nor philosophy. The young people,
from their infancy, heard of nothing ia conversation
but merchandise, accounts, ships, and voyages. Ad-
dress in commerce was a kind of inheritance in fami-

lies, and was the best part of their fortunes; and as

they added their own observations to the experience
of their fathers, we ought not to be surprised that

thrir ability in this way always increased, and made
such a wonderful

progress. Hence it was that com-
merce raised Carthage to so high a degree of wealth
anil power, that it cost the Romans two wars, the one
of twenty-three, and the other of seventeen years,
both bloody and doubtful, to subdue that rival; and

that, at la*t, victorious Romedid not believe it in her

pver to subject her enemy entirely, but by depriv-

ing her of the resources she might still have found
in tinde, and which, during so long a series of years,
had supported her against all the forces of the re-

public.

Carthage had never been more powerful by sea,

than when Alexander besieged Tyre, the metropolis
of her people. Her fortune began to decline from
that time. Ambition was the ruin of the Carthagi-
nians. Their being weary of the pacific condition of

merchants, and preferring the glory of arms to that

of traffic, cost them dear. Their city, which com-
merce had peopled with so great a multitude of in-

habitants, saw its numbers diminished to supply
troop* and recruit armies. Their fleets, accustomed
to transport merchants and merchandise, were no

longer freighted with anything but munitions of war
jtd soldiers; and out of the wisest and most success-

ful traders, they elected officers and generals of ar-

mies, who acquired them an exalted degree of glory
indeed, but one of short duration, and soon followed
with their utter ruin.

The taking of Tyre by Alexander the Great, and
the founding of Alexandria, which soon followed,
occasioned a great revolution in the affairs of com-
merce. That new settlement was, without dispute,
the greatest, the most noble, the wisest, and the most
useful design that conqueror ever formed. It was not

possible
to find a more happy siluntion, nor one more

likely to become a mart for all the merchandise of
the east and west. That city had on one side a free

commerce with Asia and the whole F.ast, by the Red
Sea. The same sea and the river Nile gave it a com-
munication with the vast and rich countries of Ethio-

pia. The commerce ofthe rest of A irica and Europ*
was open te it by the Mediterranean; and for the
inland trade of Egypt, it had, besides the navigation
of the Nile and the canals cut out of it, the n.-sist-

ance of the caravans, so convenient for the security
of merchants, and the conve\ance of thtir tiltrts.

This induced Alexander to believe it a proper place
for founding one of the fine t cities and ports in the

world. For the isle of Pharos, which at tliat tini

was not joined to the continent, supplied him with
the happiest situation, after he had joined them by a

mole, having two entrances, in which the ves^els of fo

reign nations arrived from all
parts,

and from whence
the Egyptian ships were continually sailing to carry
their factors and commerce to all parts of the world
then known.

Alexander lived too short a time to see the hapjjjr
and flourishing condition to which commeice raised

his city. The Ptolemies, to whose share, after his

death, Egypt fell, took care to improve the. growing
trade of Alexandria, and soon raised it to a degree 01

perfection and extent, that made Tyre and Carthnge
be forgotten, which for a long series of time hiid trans-

acted, and engrossed to themselves, the commerce of
all nations.

Of all the kings of Egypt, Ptolemseus Philadelpbns
was the prince who contributed most to the bringing
of commerce to perfection in his country. For that

purpose he kept great fleets at sea, of which Athciurui

gives us the number and description, that cannot b
read without astonishment. 1 Besides upwards of six

score sail galleys of an extraordinary size, he givei
him more than four thousand other ships, which were

employed in the service of the state and the improve-
ment of trade. He possessed a great empire, which
he had formed by extending the bounds of the king-
dom of Egypt into Africa, Ethiopia, Syria, nnd beyond
the sea, having made himself master of Cilicia, Pam
phylia, Lycia, Caria, and the Cyclades, possessing al

most four thousand cities in his dominions. To raise

the happiness of these provinces as high a possible,
he endeavoured to draw into them, by commerce, the

riches and commodities of the East; and to facilitate

their passage, he built a city expressly on the western

coast of the Red Sea, cut a canal from Coptus to that

sea, and caused houses to be erected along that canal,

for the convenience of merchants and travellers, as I

have observed in its place. It was the convenience of

this staple for merchandise at Alexandria, which dif-

fused immense riches overall Egypt; riches so consi-

derable, that it is affirmed, the customs only for the

importation and exportation of merchandise at the

port of Alexandria, amounted yearly to more than

thirty-seven millions of livres, though most of the

Ptolemies were moderate enough in the imposts they
laid on their people.

8

Tyre, Carthage, and Alexandria were, without

dispute, the most famous cities of antiquity for com-
merce: it was also followed with success at Corinth,
Rhodes, Marseilles, and many other cities, but not

with such extent and reputation.

ARTICLE III.

THE END AND MATERIALS OF COMMERCE

THE passage of Ezekiel. which I have cited in re-

gard to Tyre, includes almost all the materials in

which the ancient commerce consisted: gold, siKfr,

iron, copper, tin, lead, pearls, diamonds, and all sorts

of precious stones; purple, stuffs, cloths, ivory *bony,
cedar, myrrh, aromatic reeds, or the calamus; per-
fumes, slaves, horse*, mules, grain, wine, cattle, and,
in a word, all kind of precious merchandise. I shall

not dwell here upon any thing but wliat relates to

mines of iron, copper, gold, silver, pearls, purple, and

silk; nor treat even these heads with any great ex-

lent. Pliny the naturalist will be my ordinary gold*
as to those of my subjects he has wrote upon. And
I shall make gre'at use of the learned remarks of the

author of the nature, history of gold and silver, ex-

i Athen. 1. . p. 203.

Cic. apud Si rub I. ivii. p. 798.
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:ted from the thirty-third book of Pliny, and

I
rtited at London.

SECTION I. MINES OF IRON.

IT is certain that the use of metals, especially of

iron and opper, is almost as old a? the world; but it

does not appear that gold or silver were much re-

garded in the first ages. Solely intent upon the ne-

cessities of life, the first inhabitants of the earth did

what new colonirs are obliged to do. They applied
themselves in building them houses, clearing lands,

nd furnishing themselves with the instruments neces-

sary for cutting; wood, hewing stone, and other me-
chanical uses. As all these tools could be formed

only of iron, copper or steel, those essential materials

became, by a necessary consequence, the principal

objects of their pursuit. Those who were settled in

countries which produced them, were not long with-

out knowing their importance. People came from

all parts in quest of them; and their land, though in

appearance poor and barren in every other respect,
became an abundant and fertile soil to them. They
wanted nothing, having that merchandise; and their

iion bars were ingots, which procured them all the

conveniences and elegancies of life.

It would be very grateful to know" where, when,
how, and by whom these materials were first disco-

vered. Concealed as they are from our eyes, and hid

in thj bowels of the earth in small and almost imper-

ceptible particles, which have no apparent relation,

or visible disposition for the different works composed
of them, who was it that instructed man in the uses

to be made of them? It would be doing chance too

much honour to impute to it this discovery. The in-

finite importance, and almost indispensable necessity
for the instruments with which they supply us, well

deserve that we should acknowledge it to proceed
from the concurrence Knd goodness of divine provi-
dence. It is true, that providence commonly takes

delight in concealing its most wonderful gifts under

events, which have all the appearance of chance and

accident. But attentive and religious eyes are not

deceived in them, and easily discover, under thege

disguises, the beneficence and liberality of God, so

much the more worthy of admiration and acknow-

ledgment, as less visible to man. This is a truth con-

fessed by the Pagans themselves, as I have already

observed, elsewhere. It is remarkable that iron, which
of all metals is the most necessary, is also the most

common, the easiest to be found, less deep in the

earth than any other, and nrost abundant.'

As I find little in Pliny upon the manner in which
the ancients discovered and prepared metals, I am

obliged to have recourse to what the moderns say

upon that head, in order to give the reader at least

some slight idea of the usual methods in the disco-

very, preparation, and melting of those metals, which
were in part practised by the ancients. The matter

from which iron is extracted, (which the term of art

calls iron-ore,) is found in mines of different depth,
lomelimes in stones as big as the fit, and sometimes

only in sand.* After having amassed the quantity of

matter to be melted, it is put into largre furnaces,

where a great fire has been kindled. When the ore

n melted and well skimmed, they make it run out of

the furnace through a hole prepared for that purpose,
from which, running with rapidity like a torrent of

fire, it falls into different moulds, according to the

vaiiety of works to be cast, as kettles, and such kind

of utensils. In the same manner they form also the

large lumps of iron called jntr*. of different sizes,

which weigh sometimes two or three thousand pounds
nd upwards. These are afterwards carried to the

forge, or fonndery, to be forged or fined with the as-

sistance of milU, which keep great hammers continu-

ally going.
Steel is a kind of iron refined and purified by fire

which renders it whiter, more solid, and of a smaller

I Perri metalla unique pro|>m odum reperiuntur. Me
taliorum omnium vena tVrri largiasima est. Plin. I. xxxiv
4 14

Pliu 1. xxxiv. c. 14, 15

and fipergrain. It is the hardest of all mrtals, when

prepared and tempered as it ought. That temper u
Jerived from cold water, and requires a nice atten-

tion in the workman, in taking ihe steel out of ths

lire when it has attained a certain degree of heat.)

When we consider fa sharp and well polished knife

or razor, could we believe .t was possible to form

;hem out of a little earth, ry some blackish atones?

What a difference is there between so rude a matter,

and such polished and xhijing instrument*! Of what
is not human industry capable?
Mr. Reaumur observes, in speaking of iron, one

thing well worthy of observation.* Though fire sel-

dom or never renders it so liquid a* it does gold,
>rass, pewter, and lead, of all metals, however, there

is not one that takes the mould so perfectly, insinu-

ates itself so well into the most minute parts of it

and receives impressions with such exactitude.

SECTION II. MI1SES OF COPPER OR BRASS.

COPPER, which is otherwise called brass, is a hard,

dry, weighty metal. It is taken out of mines like

oilier metals, where it is found as well as iron, either

in powder or stone. Before it is melted, it must be

washed very much, in order to separate the earth
:rom it, with which it is mixed. It is afterwards

melted in the furnaces by great fires, and, when melt-

ed, poured off" into moulds. The copper which has

lad only one melting, is the common and ordinary

copper. To render it purer and finer, it is melted

once or twice more.5 When it has passed the fire

several times, and the grossest parts are separated
"rom it, it is called rosette, or the purest and finest

copper.

Copper is naturally red, of which brass is a specie
made yellow with lapis calaminaris. The lapis ca-

laminaris, which is also called cadmia, is a mineral

or fossil, which founders use to change the colour of

copper yellow.* This stone does not become yellow
till after it has been baked in the manner of bricks;
it is then used either to make yellow, or increase the

red fine copper. The yellow copper, or brass, is

therefore a mixture of the red with lapis calaminaris,
which augments its weight from ten to fifty in the

hundred, according to the different goodness of the

copper. It is also called latlen, and in the Roman
language aiirichalcwn.

Bronte is a made metal, consisting of a mixture of

several metals. For the fine statues of this metal, the

mixture is half fine copper and half brass. In the

ordinary sort, the mixture is of pewter, and some-

times of lead, to save cost. There is also another

species of mixed copper, called by the French fonte,
which differs from the bronze only by being more
or less mixed.
The art of founding, or, as it is vulgarly called,

of casting in brass, is very ancient. All ages have

made their vessels and other curious works in metal.

Casting must have been very common in Egypt when
the Israelites left it, as they could form in the desert,

without any great preparations, a statue with linea-

ments and shape representing a calf. Soon after they
made the molten sea, and all other vessels for the ta-

bernacle, and afterwards for the temple. It was not

uncommon to form statues of plates hammered into

form, and rivetted together. The invention of these

image*, either cast or hammered, took birth in the

East, a* well as idolatry, and afterward* communi-
cated itself to Greece, which carried the art to the

highest degree of perfection.
The most celebrated and valuable copper amongst

the Greeks was that of Corinth, of which 1 have tpo
ken elsewhere, and that of Delos. Cicero ioins them

together in one of his oration?, where he n,ei lions a

vessel of brass, called authepsa, in which meat wu

Stridentia tinpunt urn laco.

MemoireB tie I'Aracl. drs Srienc. an. 170T).

PrKfren *eir>pl recwjiiunt. : quod sifpius fcciai, boni

tali plurimiim confer! Plin. 1. x.\xi. c. P.

Venn (leris) quo dictum est rnodo eflmlitur i-rnique per
firitor. Fit rt S lapide eroso, quern vovant cmdmiam.
Plin. I. xxxiv. c. 1.
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dresseu with very little fire, and almoft of itself: 1

this vessel was sold so dear, that those xvht r^ssed by
and heard the sum bid for it at the sale, imagined
the purchase of an estate was in question.

It is said that brass was used before iron ft r the

making of arms. It certainly was in use for mt *\sy
before gold and silver, at least uith the Romans. It

consisted at first of pieces of different sizes, and wat<

taken by weight, without having any fixed marks or

figure upon it; from whence came the form of speak-
ing used in sal<s,/er tea et libram. Serving Tullius,
the sixth king of the Romans, was the first that redu-

ced it to form, and stamped it with a particular impres-
lion: and as at that time the greatest riches consisted

in cattle, oxen, sheep, hogs, &c., the figure of those

animals, or of their heads, was stamped upon the first

money that was coined, and it was called pecunia,
fiom the word pecns, which signifies cattle in gene-
ral.2 It was not till the consulship of Q. Fabius and

Ogulnius, five years before the first Punic war, in the

485th \ear of Rome, that silver money was used at

Rome.3 They, however, always retained the an-

cient language and denomination, taken from the

word ces, brass. From thence the expression as grave
(heavy brass), to signify, at least in the origin of that

term, the asses of a pound weight; tcrarium, the

public treasury, wherein, in ancient times, there was

only brass money; ces alienum, borrowed money;
with many others of like signification.

SECTION III. MINES OF GOLD.

To find gold, says Pliny, we have three different

methods. It is extracted either from rivers, the bow-
els of the earth, or the ruin? of mountains, by under-

mining and throwing them down.*

I. GOLD FOUND IN RIVERS.

Gold is gathered in small grains or little quantities

upon the shores of rivers, as in Spain upon the brink

of the Tgu, in Italy upon the Po, in Thrace upon
the Hebrus, in Asia upon the Pactolus, and lastly.

upon the Ganges in India; and it is agreed, that the

gold found in this manner is the best of all; because

having long ran through rocks and over sands, it has

had time to cleanse and purify itself.6 The rivers I

mention were not the only ones in which gold was to

be fo'ind. Our Gaul had the same advantage. Dio-
dorus say, that nature had given it gold in a peculiar
manner, without obliging the natives to hunt after it

with art and labour; that it was mingled with the

sand* of the rivers; that the Gauls knew how to

wash tl ose sands, extract the gold, and melt it down;
and that they made themselves rings, bracelets, gir-

dles, and other ornaments of it.8 Some rivers of
France are said to have retained this privilege: the

Rhine, the Rhone, the Garonne, the Doux in Franche-

Comte, the Cezfc, ind the Gardon, which have their

sources in the Cevennes, the Ariege in the country of

Foix, Hiid some others.7 The gathering of it indeed

do'-s not turn te any considerable account, scarce

sufficing to the maintenance of the country people,
who employ themselves for some months in that

work. They have sometimes their lucky days, when

they get more than a pistole for their trouble; but

they pay for them on others, which produce little or

nothing.

II. GOLD FOUND IN THE BOWELS OF THE EARTH.

Those who search after e:old, begin by finding
what we call in French la Manne, manna, a kind of

earth, which, by its colour and the exhalations that

arise from it, informs those who understand mines,
that there is gold underneath it. As soon as the vein

I Domui rcaerta vnsis CnrinthiU et Define!*: In quihu>
cut mitl'i>n illii. i|ii:im tantn prelio nuper IIMTCUIIIK cut, ut

qui priptrreunteit pre.tium enumcrnri audiehant, fundum VSB-

nire srliitrHrfniur. Oral, pro Rose, jimerc. n. 133.
8 - rviu Rex, primii* gignuvii (BE. Amca ruili uso* Ro-

ma? TimipuiJ trndit. Signatum est imtu pecudum : unde

peciinin upprllati. Plin. I. xxxiii. c. 3.

I'lin. I xxxiv.c. 1. * Plin. I. xxxiii. c. 4.
' N'no ullum nlisuliilum aurum eat, ut curse ipsa I ituqua

erpuliium PHu. Diod 1. v.
1 Memoir* of the Academy ut SMPIICCS, an. 1718

of gold appears, the water must bettirnf<] off, and lh

ore dug out industriously, which must be taken away
and washed in proper laverg. The ore being put into

them, a stream of water is poured on continually) in

proportion to the quantity of the ore to be washed;
and to assist the force of the water an iron fork ii

used, with which the ore is stirred and broke, till

nothing remains in the laver but a sediment of black

sand, with which the gold is mingled. This sediment
!< put into a large wooden dish, in the midst of which
four or five deep lines are cut, and by washing it and

stirrng it well in several waters, conjee t lira, the ter-

rene psrts dissolve, and nothing remains but pure
gold dfsi. This is the method now used in Chili,
and the si-ine as was practised in the time of Pliny:*
Jilirum qiii qmtrnnl, ante omnia segullnm tollnnt:

iln vocttlor t ^'iciiim,Alveiis hie est: arence lavuntnr

nt<jiie
ex eo qu:>d rtsedit, conjectnra cajiitiir. Kverj

thing is comprehended in these few words. Segiillum,
which is what tKe French call la manne, or manna.
Alveiis Incest: tint is, the vein of gold ore. Arena
avuntur: this impliec Che lavers. Atque ex eo quod
rcsedit: this, the sedi.-i.mt of black sand, in which
the gold is contained. Ctnjectura capitur: litre the

stirring of the sediment, tho running oil' of the water,
and the gold dust that remains, are intimated.

It sometimes happens, that without digging far, th

gold is found upon the superfic'es of the earth: but
this good fortune is not frequent' though there have
been examples of it. For not lo.^g ago, says Plinjr t

gold was found in this manner in Zero's reign, and
in so great a quantity, that

fifty poi:m's a day, at least,

has been gathered of it.* This was in Dalmatia.

It is commonly necessary to dig a gr^iil way, and
to form subterraneous caverns, in which marble and
small Hints are found, covered with the goi'i. Thes
caverns are carried on to the right or left, according
to the running of the vein; and the earth tbive il

is supported with strong props at proper (HftMJOW,
When the metallic stone, commonly called tht ore.
in which the gold forms itself, is brought out of in*

mine, it is broke, pounded, washed, and put into til

furnace. The first melting is called only silver, fat

there is always some of it mingled with the gold
The scum which rises in the furnace, is called scorit

in Latin This is the dross of the metal, which th

fire throws up, and is not peculiar to gold, but com
mon to all metallic bodies. This dross is not thrown

away, but pounded and calcined over again, to < x

tract what remains of good metal in it. The crucible

in which this preparation is made, ought to be of a

certain white earth, not unlike that used by the pot-
ters.'"' There is scarce any other which can bear tho

fire, bellows, and excessive heat of this substance
melted.

This metal is very precious, but costs infinite pains
in getting it. Slaves, and criminals condemned to

death, were employed in working the mines. The
thirst of gold ha always extinguished all sense ol

humanity in (lie human heart. Diodorus Siculus

observes, that these unhappy creatures, laden with
chains, were allowed no rest either bv night or day;
that they were treated with excessive cruelly; and

that, to deprive them of all hope of being able to es-

cape by corrupting their guards, soldiers were chosen
for that office who spoke a language unknown to

them, and with whom, in consequence, they could
have no correspondence, nor form any conspiracy .'1

III. GOLD FOUND IN THE MOUNTAINS.

There is another method to find gold, which re-

gnrds properly only high and mountainous places,
such as are frequently met with in Spain.

1 * These
are dry and barren mountains in every other rs'^nr.rt.

which are obliged to give up their gold, 3 'i f.k

amends in some measure for their sterility i i itfj

thing else. 13

See Diet, of Commerce. Plin. I. xxxiii. c 4
I'lin. ilwl. It ts called Tn-cniwa.

' Diod. I. iii Plin. I. xxxiii -. ^,
> Cmtcra rr>ntp rrispanieriim nritli

terili.-]uo, in 9
tins mini aliud gigantur, huic bono foi tiles essn cogunlui
Plin
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The work bcg.ns at first hy cutting; great holes to

the right n<l left. The interior of the mountain it-

elf is afterwards attacked by the assistance of torc-hes

and lamps, for the day is soon lost, and the night

continues as louse as the operations, that i.-, for seve-

ral months. Before any great progress is made,

great flaws appear in the earth, which falls in, and
often crushes the poor miners to death; so that, says
Pliny, people are much more bold and venturous 'in

searching after pearls at the bottom of the waves in

the F.ast. than in digging lor gold in the bowels of the

earth, which is become by our avarice more danger-
'ous than the sea itsrlf.l It is therefore necessary in

these mines, as well as in the first I spoke of, to form

good arches ai proper distances, to support the hol-

lowed mountain. There are great rocks and veins of

stone found also in these, which must be broke by
fire and vinegar. But as the smoke and steam would
oon suffocate the workmen, it is often more neces-

arv, and e-peciallv when the work is a little advan-

ced, to break these enormous masses with pick-axes
and crows, and to cut away large pieces by degrees,
which must be given from hand to hand, or from
shoulder to shoulder, till thrown out of the mine.

Day and night are passed in this manner. Only the

hindmost workmen see daylight; all the rest work

by lamps. If the rock is found to be too long or too

tnick, they proceed on the side, and carry on the

work in a curve line. When the work is finished,

and the subterraneous passages carried their proper
length, they cut away the props of the arches, that

had been formed at due distances from each other.

This is the usual signal of the ruin which is to follow,
end which those who are placed to watch it perceive
fint by the sinking in of the mountain, which begins
to shake; upon which they immediately, either by
hallooing or beating upon a brazen instrument, give
notice to the workmen to take care of themselves,
and then run away the first for their own safety. The
mountain, sapped on all sides in this manner, falls

upon itself, and breaks to pieces with a dreadful

noise. The victorious workmen then enjoy the sight
of nature overturned.* The gold, however, is not yet
found; and when they began to pierce the hill, they
did not know whether there was any in it. Hope and
fcvarice were sufficient motives for undertaking the

bour, and confronting such dangers.
But this is

only
the prelude to new toils, still

-reater and more heavy than the first. For the wa-
ters of the higher neighbouring mountains must be

Carried through very long trenches, in order to their

being poured with impetuosity upon the ruins thus

Jormeu, and to carry off the precious metal.' For
Chis purjKJse new canals must be made, sometimes

higher or lower, according to the ground, and hence
the greatest part of the labour arises; for the level

must be well placed, and the heights well taken, in

All the places over which the torrent is to pass to the

lower mountain that has been thrown down, in order
that the water may have sufficient force to tear away
the gold wherever it passes, which obliges the work-
men to make it fall from the greatest height they can.

\nd as to the inequality of the ground in its course,

fhey remedy that by artificial canals, which preserve
(he descent, and keen the water within their bounds;
and if there are any large rocks which oppose its pas-

*\ge, they must be hewn down, made level, and have
tracks cut in them for the wood-work, which is to re-

weive and continue the canal. Having united the
Waters of the highest neighbouring mountains, from
whence they are to fall, they make great reservoirs,

of the breadth of two hundred, and the depth often,
feet. They generally leave five opening*, of three

or four feet square, to receive the water at several

places. After which, when the reservoirs are full,

Cher open he sluice, from whence falls so violent

ar.d impe.uous a torrent, that it carries away all be-

fore it, and even stones of considerable magnitude.

Ut jam minus temerarium videatur f profundo maris

pefre margaritat : tunio noceiitiore* fccimus terran. Pit*.

Spectant vicures ruinam nature 1 nee tamen adhuc
urum est. Win.

A ccntesimo pleiumque lapide.

There is anothek work )n the plain at the foot of

the mine. JS'ew trutches must be dug there, wliicB

Ibrui several beds for the falling of the torrent frciB

height to height, nil it discharges itself into (he cea.

Bui to prevent the gold fioin being carried oil ixith

the current, they lav, at proper distances, good dann
of nler, a sort of snrub much resembling our rose-

mar\, but something thicker of leaves, and conse-

quently fitter for catching this prey as in nets. Add
to this, that good planks are necessary on each side

of these trenches, to keep the water within them;
and where there are any dangerous inequalities of

ground, these new canals must be suppoit<d with

shores,4 till the torrent loses itsejf at last in the sand

of the ocean, in the neighbourhood of which the

mines commonly are. The gold got in this manner
at the foot of the mountains, has no need of being
purified by fire, for it is at first what it ought to be.

It is found in lumps of various sizes, as it is also in

deep mines, but not so commonly. As to the wild

rosemary branches used on this occasion, tin \ are

taken up with care, dried, and then burned; after

this the ashes are washed on the turf, upon which ihe

gold falls and is easily gathered.

Pliny examines wherefore gold is preferred to other

metals! and gives several reasons for it. 5 It is the

only metal which loses nothing, or almost nothing
by the fire, not even of funeral piles or conflagra-

tions, in which the flames are generally most violent.

It is even affirmed to be rather the better for having

passed the fire several times. It is by ore, also, that

proof is made of it; for when it is good, it takes iti

colour from it. This the workmen call olryzitm, re-

fined gold. What is wonderful in this proof is, that

the hottest charcoal has no effect on it: to melt it, a

clear fire of straw is necessary, with a little lead

thrown in to refine it.*

Gold loses very little by use, and much less thai

any other metal; whereas silver, copper, and pewter
soil the hands, and draw black lines upon any thing,
which is a proof that they waste, and lose their sub-

stance more easily. It is the only metal that contracts

no rust, nor any thing which changes its beauty or

diminishes its weight. It is a thing well worthy of

admiration, that of all substances gold preserves itself

bet and entire, without rust or dirt, in water, the

earth, dung, and sepulchres, and that throughout all

ages. There are medals of it in being which have
been struck above two thousand years, which seem

just come from the workman's hands. It is observed,
that gold resists the impressions and corrosion of salt

and vinegar, which melt and subdue all other matter.7

There is no metal which extends better, nor di-

vides into so great a number of particles of different

kinds.8 An ounce of gold, for instance, will form se-

ven hundred and fifty leaves, each leaf of four inches

square and upwards. What Pliny says here is cer-

tainly very wonderful; but we shall presently see that

our modern artificers have carried their skill much
farther than the ancient* in this, as well as many
other points. In fine, gold will admit to be spun and
wove like wool into any

form. It may be worked
even without wool or silk or with both. The first of

the Tarquins triumphed n a vest of cloth made of

gold; and Agrippina, the mother of Nero, when the

emperor Claudius, her husband, gave the people the

representation of a sea-fight, appeared at it in a long
robe made entirely of gold wire, without any mixture
whatsoever. What is related of the extreme small,

ness of gold and silver, when reduced into wire, would
seem incredible, if not confirmed by daily experie jce.

Machines to support those canal*, made of hoard.
Plin. I. xxxiii. c. :O.

Strabo make* the same remark, and fives the reason

for this effect. Palea facilius liquefit aurum: quia flumma
mollii cum sit. proportiunem habet lempemtum id id quod
cedit et facile funditur; carbo autem multum absumit, ni-

mi* colliquans >ua vehement ia et elevan, Strab. I. iii. p.

14B.
' Jam contra calig et aceti menu, domitorei rerum, con-

stant ia.f/m.
Nee alius laxiui dilatator, aut numerofiui dividitur it

pote cujun unicie in Beptingenai et quinquagenai, |>.'jri'q u

bracteas, quaternum utroque ili'iturum, ipargantur Plin.

2r2
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I shall only copy here what I find in the Memoirs of
the Academy of" Sciences upon this head. 1

We knoxv, says those Memoirs, that gold wire is

only silver wire gilt. By the means of the engine for

c!raw-in<r wire, a cylinder of silver, covered with leaf-

gold, being extended, becomes wire, and continues

gilt to the utmost length it can be drawn. It is gen-
erally of the weight ol forty-five marks; its diameter
n an inch and a quarter French, and its length al-

most two and twenty inches. Mr. Reaumur proves
that this cylinder of silver, of two and twenty inches,
is extended by the engine to thirteen million, nine
hundred and sixty-three thousand, two hundred and

forty inches, or O4>e million, one hundred and sixty-
three thousand, five hundred and twenty feet; that is

to say, ix hundred and thirty-four thousand, six hun-
Ired and ninety-two times longer than it was, which
is very near ninety-seven leagues in length, allowing
two thousand perches to each league. This wire
is spun over silk thread, and before spun is made
flat from round as it was when first drawn, and in

flatting generally lengthens one-seventh at least; so

that its first length of twenlv-two inches is changed
into that of an hundred and eleven leagues. But this

wire may he lengthened a fourth in flatting, instead

of a seventh, and in consequence be six-score leagues
in extent. This should seem a prodigious extension,
and yet is nothing.
The cylinderof silverof forty-five marks, and twen-

ty-two inches length, requires only to be covered
with one ounce of leaf-gold. It is true the gilding
will b? light, but it will always be gilding; anrl though
the cylinder in passing the engine attains the length
of an hundred and twenty leagues, the gold will still

continue to cover the silver without variation. We
may see how exceedingly small the ounce of gold,
which covers the cylinder of silver of forty-five marks,
must become, in continuing to cover it throughout so

vast an extent. Mr. Reaumur adds to this conside-

ration, that it is easy to distinguish that the silver is

more gilt in some than in other places; and he finds

by a calculation of wire the most equally gilt, that

the thickness of the gold is y^-y ^-jj-j-^th
of a line, or

twelfth part of an inch; so enormous a smallness,
that it is as inconceivable to us as the infinite points
of the geometricians. It is, however, real, and pro-
duced by mechanical instruments, which, though ever
so fine, to our senses, must still be very gross in fact.

Our understanding it lost and confounded in the con-
sideration of such objects; and how much more in the

infinitely small of God!

ELECTRUM.

It is necessary to observe, says Pliny, whom Icopv
in all that follows, that in all kinds of gold there al-

ways is some silver, more or less: sometimes a tenth,
sometimes a ninth or an eighth.* There is but one
mine in Gaul from whence gold is extracted, that

contain* only a thirtieth part of silver, which makes
it far more valuable than all others. This gold is

called Jllbicrntense, of Albicrate (an ancient place
in Gaul nearTarbae.) There were several mines in

Gaul, which have been since either neglected or ex-
hausted. Strabo mentions some of them, amongst
which are those of Tarbae, that were, as he says, very
fruitful in gold; for without digging far, they found
it in quantities large enough to fill the palm of the

hand, which had no great occasion for being refined.8

They had aUo abundance of gold dtist, and gold in

grains, of equal goodness with the other.

To the gold, continues Pliny, which was found to

have a fifth part of silver in it, they gave the name
of Electrum. (It might be called white gold, because
it ca-ne near that colour, and is paler than the other.)
The most ancient people seemed to have set a great
value, upon it. Homer, in his description of Mene-
Jaus' palate, says it shone universally with gold, elec-

tnini, silver, and ivory.> The electrum had this pro-

i An. 171H,
I Strati. I. jr. p. 190

Odj L iv v. 71

Lib. xxxiii. e.3.

perty peculiar to it, that it brightens much more by
the light of lamps than either gold or silver.

SECTION IV. SILVER MINES.
SILVER mines, in many respects, resemble those of

gold.
8 The earth is bored, and lon<r caverns cut on

the right or left, according to the course of the vein.

The colour of the metal does not enliven the hopet
of the workmen, nor the ore glitter and spat kle as in

the others. The earth which contains the silver is

sometimes reddUh, and sometimes of an ash colour
which the workmen distinguish by use. As for the

silver, it can only be refined by fire, with lead or with*

pewter ore.7 This ore is called galena, and is found

commonly in the veins of silver mines. The fire only
separates these substances; the one of which it re-

duces into lelH or pewter, and the other into silver;
but the last always swims at top, because it is lightest,
almost like oil upon water.

There were silver mines in almost all the province!
of the Roman empire. That metal was found in Italj
near Vercellae; in Sardinia, where there was abund
ance of it; in several ports of Gaul; even in Britain

in Alsace, witness Strasburg, which took its name

Argenloratum, as Colmar did Argentaria, from it;

in Dalmatin and Pannonia, now called Hungary; and

lastly, in Spain and Portugul, which produced the

finest qualities.
What is most surprising in the mines of Spain, is,

that the works, begun in them by Hannibal's orders,*
subsist in our days, says Pliny;

9 that is to say, above
three hundred years, and that they still retain the

names of the first discoverers of them, who were all

Carthaginians. One of these mines, amongst the rest

exists now, and is called Btbulo. It is the same from
which Hannibal daily extracted three hundred pounds
of silver, and has been extended fifteen hundred paces
in length, and even through the mountains, by the

Accitanian people ;W who, without suspending their

operations either by night or day, and directed in

their operations solely by the light of their lamps,
have drawn oil' all the water from them. There are

also veins of silver discovered in that country, almost

upon the surface of the earth. For the rest, the an-

cients easily knew when they were come to the end
of the vein, which was when they found alum; after

that they searched no farther: though lately fit is

still Pliny who speaks] beyond the alum, they have

found a white vein of copper, which served the work-
men as a new token that they were at the end of the

vein of silver.

The discovery of the metals we have hitherto

spoken of, is a wonder we can never sufficiently ad-

mire. There was nothing more hidden in nature than

gold and silver. They were buried deep in the earth,

mingled with the hardest stones, and ID appearance
perfectly useless; the parts of these precious metals

were so confounded with foreign bodies, so impercep-
tible from that mixture, and so difficult to separate,
that it did not seem possible to cleanse, collect, re-

fine, and apply them to their uses. Man, however,
has surmounted this difficulty, and by experiments
has brought his first discoveries to such perfection,
that one would imagine gold and silver were formed
from the first in solid pieces, and were as easily dis-

tinguished as the flints which lie on the surface of

the earth. But was man of himself capable of mak-

ing such d.Kioveries? Cicero says, in express terms

that God in vain had formed gold, silver, copper, and
iron in the bowels of the earth, if he had not vouch-

safed to teach man the means by which he might
coine at the veins that conceal those precious me-
tals."

Plin. 1. xxxiii. r. 1.

This ore \ the rude and mixed substance which ron'aiiM

the metal. It is commonly railed the Marcanite (tons, es-

pecially with relation to gold and siUer.

When he wmit thither ra besiege Sngunlum.
Plin. 1. xxxiii. c. 6.

> The poople of .Murcia and Vateotia, which were psrt
of the district of new Carthage.
n Aurum et arpentum, a\ ferrnm frustra natura divine

genuUnct, nisi eadem docuinsot quemadmodum ad coruni

venas perveniretur. Dt Divinat. I. i. n. 110.
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SECTION V. PRODUCT OF GOLD AND SILVER

MINKS, ONE OF THK PRINCIPAL SOURCES OF THE
RICHES OF THE ANCIE.NTS.

IT is easy to conceive that mines of gold and silver

must have produced great profits to the private per-
sons and prinres who possessed them, if they took
the leHst trouble to work them.

Philip, the father of Alexander the Grrat, had gold
mines near Pydna, a city of Macedonia, from which
he drew yearly a thousand talents, that is to say,
three millions. 1 He had also other mines of gold and
silver in Thegsaly and Thrace; and it appears that

these mines subsisted as long as the kingdom of Ma-
cedonia;* for the Romans, when they had conquered
Perseus, prohibited the use and exercise of them to

the Macedonians.*
The Athenians had silver mines not only at I.au-

rium in Attica, but particularly in Thrace, from which

the}
1 were great gainers. Xenophon mention* many

citizens enriched by them.* Hipponius had six hun-
dred slaves; Nic'ms, who was killed in Sicily, had a

thousand. The farmers of their mines paid daily to

the first fifty livres, clear of all charges, allowing an
obolus* a-Jay for each slave; and as much in pro-

portion to the second; which amounted to a conside-
rable revenue.

Xenophon, in the treatise wherein he
proposes

se-

veral methods for augmenting the revenues of Athens,

gives the Athenians excellent advice upon this head,
and exhorts them above nil, to make commerce hon-

ourable; to encourage and protect those who applied
themselves to it, whether citizens or strangers; to

advance money for their use, taking security for the

payment; to supply them with ships for the trans-

portation of merchandise; and to be assured that,
with regard to trade, the opulence and strength of
the state consisted in the wealth of individuals and of
the people. He insists very much in relation to mines,
and is earnest that the republic should work them, in

its own name and for its own advantage, without be-

ing afraid of injuring private individuals by that con-

duct; becaute they sufficed for the enriching both the
one and the other, and that mines were not wanting
to workmen, but workmen to the mines.
But the produce of the mines of Attica and Thrace

was nothing in comparison with that of the Spanish
mines. The Tyrians had the first profits of them, the
inhabitants of the country not knowing their value.

The Carthaginians succeeded them; and as soon as

they had set foot in Spain, perceived the mine!) would
be an inexhaustible source of riches for them. Plinv
informs us, that one of them alone supplied Hannf-
bal daily with three hundred pounds of silver, which
amounts to twelve thousand six hundred litres, as

the same Pliny observes elsewhere. Polybius, cited

by Strabo, says, that in his times there were forty
thousand men employed in the mines in the neigh"-
bourhood of Carthagena. and that they paid daily
twenty-five thousand drachmas to the Roman people;
that i, twelve thousand five hundred livres.

History mentions private persons who had immense
and incredible revenues. Varro speaks of one Ptole-

my, a private person, who, in the time of Pompey,
commanded in Syria, and maintained eight thousand
horse t his own expenses; and had generally a thou-
sand guests at his table, who had each a g^old cup,
which was changed at every course.7 This is no-

thing to Pythius of Bithynia, who made king Darius

present of the plantain and vine, so much extolled

in history, both of massy gold, and feasted the whole

urmy of Xerxes one day in a
splendid manner, though

it consisted of seventeen hundred thousand men: of-

fering that prince five months' pay for that prodi-

gious host, and the necessary provisions <ot the \\ hnl

time.! From what source could such enormous trea-

sures arise, I! not principally
from the mines of gold

and silver possessed by these individuals.' ^ <-

surprised to read in Plutarch the account of the sums
carried to Rome, for the triumphs of Paulus Kmilius

Lucullus, and iiianr otnei t iriu.>u.- j;ii..i..i?. i.ui

all this is inconsiderable to the tiu.lt-s millions

amassed by David and Solomon, and employed in the

building and ornaments of the temple of Jerusalem
Those immense riches, of which the. recital astomshfi

us, was
partly

the fruits of the commerce established

by David in Arabia, Persia, and Indostan, by the

means of two ports* he had caused to be built in Idu-

meae, at the extremity of the Red Sea; which trade

Solomon must have considerably augmented, as in

one vovage only his fleet brought home tour hundred
and

fifty talents of gold, which amount to above one
hundred and thirty-five millions of livres.io Judea
wag but a small country, and nevertheless the annual
revenue of it, in the time of Solomon, without rec-

koning many other sums, amounted to six hundred
and sixty-six talents of gold, which make near two
hundred millions of livres. >l Many mines nm-t have
been dug in those days, for supplying so incredible a

quantity of gold, and those of Mexico and Peru were
not then discovered.

SECTION VI. OF COINS AKD MEDALS
THOUGH commerce began by the exchange of

commodities, as appears in Homer, experience soon
made the inconvenience of that traffic evident, from
the nature of the several merchandises, that could
neither be divided nor cut, xvithout considerable pre-

judice to their value; which obliged the dealers in

them, by little and little, to have recourse to metals,
which diminished neither in goodness nor fabric by di-

vision. Hence, from the time of Abraham, and without
doubt before him, gold and silver were introduced
in commerce, and perhaps copper also for the lesser

wares. As frauds were committed in regard to the

weight and quality of the metal, the civil government
and

public, authority interposed, for establishing the

security of commerce, and stamped metals with im-

pressions to distinguish and authorize them. From
thence came the various dies for money, the names
of the coiners, the effigies of princes, the years of

consulships, and the like marks.

The Greeks put enigmatical hieroglyphics upon
their coins, which were peculiar to each

province.
The people of Delphos represented a dolphin upon
theirs; this was a kind of speaking blazonry; the

Athenians, the bird of their Minerva, the owl, the

symbol of vigilance, evrn during the night; the Boe-

otians, a Bacchus, with a bunch of grapes nnd a large

cup, to imply the plenty and delicjousness of their

country: the Macedonians, a shield, in allusion to the

force and valour of their soldiery; the Rhodians, the

head of Apollo, or the sun, to whom they had dedi-

cated their famous Colossus. In fine, every magis-
trate took pleasure to express in his money the glory
of his province, or the advantages of his city.

The making bad money has been practised in all

atyes and nations. In the first payment made by the

Carthaginians of the sum to which the Romans had
condemned them at the end of the second Punic war
the money brought by their ambassadors wa not of

grood alloy, and it was discovered, upon melting it,

that the fourth part was bad.'* They were obliged
to make good the deficiency by borrowing money at

Rome. Antony the Triumvir, at the time of" his

greatest necessity, caused iron to be mixed with mo-

ney coined by hi's order. 13 This bad coin was either

made by a mixture of copper, or wanted more or less

i Diod.l. zvi.

Justin. I. viii. e. 3. Strab. 1. vii. p. 331.
1 M>'ialli qunqije Macedonici, quod ineeni vectigal erat,

lucationes tolli placebat. Lie. I. xlv. n. 18.

Xenoph. de Ration. Redit.
Pi* oboli made one drachma, which wa worth tenpence

French
; a hundred drachmas a mina. and sixtv minte a

talent. PHn.l. xxxiii. r. 6.
i Var. aond Plin. 1. xxxiii. e. 10.

Plin. 1. xxxiii. c. 10. Herod. 1. vii. r. 27.

Ebuh and Afiongaber. SChron. TIM. 18.

' SChron. ix. 13.

CarthaginensU eo anno argentum in gtipendium impo.
(itum primiim Roman advexerunt. Id qma pmbum no

ep questoros renunciaverant,ex percpntibuwiue per* quir-
ta decocta oral pecunia Rome mutua lumpta imcrtrimeB.

tarn lupplevtrunt. /jr. I. xxxii. n. 2.

> Plin. I. xxxiii. c. 9.
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of its jjJ weight. A pound of gold and silver ought
to be, as Pliny observes, fourscore and sixteen, or an
Hundred drachmas in weight. Marius Gratidianus,
brother of the famous Marius, when he was praetor,

suppressed several disorder* at Rome, relating to the

coin, by wi-e regulations. The people, always sen-

sible of amendments of that kind, to express their

gratitude, erected statues to him in all the quarters
af that city. It was this Marius 1 whom Svlla, to

avenge the crueltiet committed by his brother, or-

dered to have his hands cut off, his legs broke, and
his eyes put out, by the ministration of Cataline.2

The inconveniences of exchanges were happily re-

medied by the coining of gold and silver moneys,
that became the common price for all merchandise,
of which the painful, and often useless carriage, was

thereby saved. But the ancient commerce was still

in want of another advantage, which has been since

wisely contrived; I mean the method of remitting
money from place to place, by bill directing the pay-
ment of it.

It is not easy to distinguish with certainty the dif-

ference between coins and medals, opinions differing

very much upon that bead. What seems most pro-
bable is that a piece of metal ought to be called

coin, when it has, on one side, the head of the reign-

ing prince, or some divinity, and is always the same
on the reverse. Because money being intended to

be always current, the people ought to know it with

ease, that they may not be ignorant of its value.

Thus the head of Janus, with the oeak of a galley on
the reverse, was the first money of Rome.8 Serviu*
Tullius instead of the head of a ship, stamped that

of a sheep or an ox on it; from whence came the

word pecunia, because those animals were of the kind
railed pecus. For the head of Janus, a woman arm-
en was afterwards substituted, with the inscription
Roma; and on the other side, a chariot drawn by
two or four horses, of which were the pieces of mo-

ney called Kigali and Qitadrigati. Victories were
also put on them, fictoriati. All these different spe-
cies are allowed to be coins, as are those which have
certain marks on them; as an X, that is to say Dena-
rius; an L, Lihra; an S, Semit. These different

marks explain the weight and value of the piece.
Medal* are pieces of metal, which generally express

on the reverse some considerable event. The parts
of a medal are its two sides, of which the one is called

the face or head, and the other the reverse. On each
tide of it there is a field, which is the middle of the

medal; the circumference or border, and the ex-

ergue, which is the part at the bottom of the piece,

upon which the figure* represented bv the medal are

placed. Upon these two faces the type, and the in-

scription or legend, are distinguished. The figures

represented are the type; the inscription or legend
is the writing we see on it, and principally that upon
the border or circumference of the medal.
To have some idea of the science of medals, it is

necessary to know their origin and use; their division

into ancient and modern, into Greek and Roman;
what is meant by the medals of the early or later

empire; of the great or email bronze; what a series

is in the language of antiquarians. But this is not

the proper place for explaining all these things. The
book of father Joubert the Jesuit, on the knowledge
of medals, contains what is necessary to be known,
when a profound knowledge of them is not required.

I content myself with informing young persons,
who are desirous to study history in all its extent,
that the knowledge of medals is absolutely necessary
to that kind of learning. For history is not to be
learned in books only, which do not always tell the

whole, or the truth of things. Recourse must there-

fore be had to piece* which support it; and which
neither malice nor ignorance can injure or vary; and
*uch are the monuments which we call medals. A

M. Mario rui viratim popului flatus posuerat cui thure
et ino Itoirunui Punulu> supplicabat, L. Pjlla perfringi
crura, orulm erui. amputari manu juxit ; et cjiiasi lot Jen*

erridcrel, quutieni vulwrnbat. paululim el per lingulo* ar-

tu Inreravit. Sfuft. it Irt. I. iii. c. IP.
* Flor. 1. ii. c. 31. Plin. 1. xxxiii. c. iii.

thousand things equally important and curious are to
be learnt from them, which are not to be found else-

where. The pious and learned Mr. Tillemont, author
of the Memoirs upon the History of the Emperors
gives us a proof and model of the use which may be
made of the knowledge of medals.
As uiurh may be said of antique seals, and carver!

stones, which have this advantage of medals, that

being of a harder substance, and representing the

figures upon them in hollow, they presen e them per-
petually in all their perfection; whereas medals are
more subject to spoil, either by being rubbed, or by
the corrosion of saline particles, to which thev arc

always exposed. But to make amends, the latter,

being all of them far more abundant than the former
in their various species, they are of much greater us*
to the learned.

The royal academy of inscriptions and polite learn-

ing, established and renewed so succesiullv under
the preceding reign, and which takes in all erudition,
ancient and modern, for its object, will not a little

contribute to preserve amongst us. not only a good
ta-te for inscriptions and medals, which counts in a

noble simplicity, but also a general taste for all works
of art, that are principally founded upon ancient au-

thors, whose writings this academy make their pecu-
liar study. 1 dare not express here all that I think
of a societv, into which I am admitted, und ol which
I am a member. I was chosen into it upon its being
revived, without making any interest for so honour-
able a place, and indeed without knowing any thing
ol it; an introduction, in my opinion, highly worthy
of learned bodies. I could wish that 1 had merited
it better, and had discharged the functions ol a fellow

of the academy with greater abilities.

SECTION VII. OF PEARLS.

THE pearl is a hard, white, clear substar-e, formed
in the inside of a certain kind of oysters. The testa-

ceous fish, in which the pearls are found, i* three or
lour times as large as the common oyster. It is com-

monly called pearl, or mother ofpearl. Each mother
of pearl generally produces ten or twelve pearls. An
author, however, who has treated of their production,
pretends to have seen to the number of an hundred
and fifty in one of them, but in various degrees of

perfection. The most perfect always appear the first;

the rest remain under the oyster, at the bottom of the

shell.

Pearl-fishing amongst the ancients was followed

principally in the Indian seas, as it still is, as well a*

in those of America and some parts of Europe. The
divers, under whose arms a cord is tied, of which the

end is made fast to the bark, go down into the sea

several times successively, and after having torn the

oysters from the rock*, and filled a basket with them,

they come up again with great agility. This fishing
is followed in a certain season of the year. The o\ sters

are commonly put into the sand, where they corrupt
by the extraordinary heat of the sun, and, opening of

themselves, show thtir pearls, which after that need

only to be cleaned and dried. The other precious
stones are quite rough when taken from the rocks

where they grow, anti derive their lustre only from

the industry of man. Nature alone furnishes the sub-

stance, which art must finish by cutting and polishing.
But as to pearls, that clear and shining water, for

which they are so much esteemed, conies into the

world with them.* They are found completely po-
lished in the abysses of the sea, and nature puts the

la*t hand to them before they are torn from their

shells.

The perfection of pearls, according to Pliny, con-

sists in their being of a glittering whiteness, large,

round, smooth, and of a great weight, qualities sel-

dom united in one subject.* It is chimerical to ima

* In the terms of jeweller*, they call the Miining colour

of pearl*, voter; from their being supposed to be made o(

water. Hence the pearl oendanlsof Cleopnlra were said tc

be inestimable, both for their voter and \uige size.

> Do* omnii in candure. magnitude orbe, lavore, ponder*
'

baud prompti* rebo. Plin. 1. ix. c 35
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gint tl.aV pearh (ake birlh from Jew ^rops; that they
re soft in the sea, and only harder .vhen exposed to

the air; that they waste and com' to nothing when
it thunders, as Pliny and snvera' authors after him

ay.i

Many things are highlv prized only for being
carce, whose principal inert consists in the dangi.r

people are at to get them.* It is strange that men
should set so small a value upon their lives, and
thjul'J judge them of less worth than shells hidden
in the sea. If it were necessary, for the acquiring of

wisdom to undergo all the pains taken to find some

pearl of uncommon beauty and magnitude, (and as

much may !> said of gold, silver, and precious stones,)
w: ought not to hesitate a moment in resolving to

rtnlure life, and that often, for such inestimable trea-

lure. Wisdom is the greatest of all fortunes; a

pearl, die most frivolous of riches; men, however,
do nothing for the former, and hazard every thing
for the latter.

SECTION VIII. PURPLE.

STUFF8 dyed with purple were one of the most
considerable branches of the commerce of the an-

cients, especially of Tyre, which by industry and
extreme skill had carried that precious dye to the

hightst possible degree of
perfection.

The purple
disputed value with gold itself in those remote times,
anil was the distinguishing marks of the greatest dig-
nities of the universe, being principally appropriated
to princes, kings, senators, consuls, dictators, empe-
ror!-, aim those to whom Rome granted the honour of
a triumph.

1

The purple is a colour, compounded between red

and violet, taken from a sea-fish covered with a shell,

called also the purple *
Notwithstanding various

treatises wrote by the moderns upon this colour so

highly prized by the ancients, we are little acquainted
with the nature of the liquor which produced it.

Aristotle and Pliny have left many remarkable things

upon this point, but such as are more proper to ex-

cite, than fully to satisfy curiosity.* The latter, who
has spoken the most at large upon the preparation of

purple, has confined all ne says of it to some few
lines* These might suffice for the description of a

known practice in those times; but it is too little to

give a proper idea of it to ours, after the use of it

has ceased for many ages.

Pliny divides the several species of shells, from
which the purple dye is taken, into two kinds ;7 the
first of which includes the small kind of biiccintim, so

called from the resemblance between that fish's shell

and a hunting horn; and the second, the shells called

purple, from the dye they contain. It is believed that

thi> latter kind were called also mi/rex. Some au-
thors affirm, that the Tynans discovered the dye we
ipeak of by accident.* A hungry dog, it is alleged,
having broke one of these shells with his teeth upon
the sea-side, and devoured one of these fish, all

around his month and throat were dyed bv it with so
fine a colour, that it surprised every body that saw it,

and gave birth to the desire of making use of it.

The purple of GetuliaW in Africa, and that of La-
conia 11 in F.u rope, were in great estimation ;U but
the Tyrian in Asia was preferred to all others; and

i Plin. I. u.c. ?5.

A in ma hommis qus.'iti maiime placent. Plin. ibid.

Color nitnio lepore vernans, ohsruruaa ruber.R, nijrrcdo

Mnguinea regnunlem disccrnit. dominum eonnpicuum tacit,
t praiiat liumano gencri ne de conspectu principil poiait
rrari. Ccjatod. I. i. Var. Ep. ii.

From thence purple habitt are called in Latin, conrhi-
Uatr vt-ite*.

Arit. de Hint. Anim. I. T.C. 15. Plin. 1. lit. c. 38.
' Plin I. ix. c. 39. Jnl. Pollux. I. i. c. 4.

Cassiod. I. i. Var. Ep. 2.

Ve*te Getulo murice teuctax. Her.

Robes with Getulian purple dy'd.
u Nee Laroniras mihi

Trahunt honeste perpuras rlienttr. HOT,

Nor do my noble clients' wives with care
Laconiu'x purple "in for me to wear.

" Plin. I. iv c. 3039
Vol.. II. -47

that principally which was twice dip (
ied, called fof

that rea-on diliapha. A pound of it was sold at Rom*
for a thousand denarii, that is, five hundred livre*.

The buccinum and mnrex scarce differed in any thing
but the bigness of shell, and the preparation ol them.
The iniirex was fished for generally in the open sea;
whereas the biiccinnm was taken from the stones and
rocks to which it adhered. I shall speak here on'jr
of the buccinum, and shall extract a small part if
what I find upon it, in the learned dissertation of
Monsieur Reaumur.i3

The liquor could not be extracted from the bttcci-

nnrn. without employing a very considerable length
of time for that purpose. It was first necessary to

break the hard shell that covered them. This shell

being broke at some distance from its opening, or the
head of the buccinum, the broken pieces were taken

away. A small vein then appeared, to use the ex-

pression of the ancients, or, with greater propriety of

speech, a small reservoir, full of the proper liquor for

dying purple. The colour of the liquor contained in

this small reservoir made it very distinguishable, as

it differed much from the flesh of the animal. Aris-
totle and Pliny say it is white; and it is indeed in-

clining to white, or between white and yellow. The
little reservoir in which it is contained, is not of equal
bigness in all the buccina; it is, however, commonly
about a line, the twelfth part of an inch, in breadth,
and two or three in length. It was this little reser-

voir the ancients were obliged to take from the buc-

cinum, in order to separate the liquor contained in it.

They were under the necessity of cutting it from
each fish, which was a tedious work, at least with re-

gard to what it held ; for there is not above a large

drop of
liquor in each reservoir, from whence it it

not surprising that fine purple should be of so high a

price amongst them. Aristotle and Pliny say, indeed,
that they did not take the pains to cut these little

vessels from the smaller fish of this kind separately,
but only pounded them in mortars, which was a
means to shorten the work considerably. Vitruviua
seems even to give this as the general preparation.

M
It is, however, not easy to conceive how a fine purple
colour could be attained by this means. The excre-
ments of the animal must considerably change the

purple colour, when heated together, alter being put
into the water; for that substance is itself of a brown

greenish colour, which, no doubt, it communicated
to the water, and must very much have changed the

purple colour; the quantity of it being exceedingly
greater than that of the liquor.

In the preparation of purple, the cutting out the
small reservoir of liquor from each buccinum, was
not the whole trouble. All those small vessels were
afterwards thrown into a great quantity of water,
which was set over a slow nre for the space of ten
hour*. As this mixture was left so long upon the

fire, it was impossible for it not to take the purple
colour: it took it much sooner, as I am well convin-

ced, says Mr. Reaumur, by a great number of expe-
riments. But it was necessary to separate the fleshy

parts, or little vessels wherein the liquor was con-

tained; which could not be done without losing much
of the liquor, except by making those fleshy mem-
branes dissolve in hot water, to the top of which they
rose at length in scum, which was taken off with great
care. This was one manner in which the andenti
made the purple dye, that was not entirely lost, as if

believed, or at least was discovered again about fifty

years ago by the Royal Society of England. One
species of the shells from which it is extracted, a
kind of buccinum, U common on the coast of that

country. The observations of an Englishman upon
this new discovery, were printed in the journals of
France in 1686. Another 6ticcUM/m, which give*
also the purple dye, and is evidently one of those
described by Pliny, is found upon the coast of Poitou.
The greatest shells of this kind are from twelve to

thirteen lines (of an inch) in length, and from seven
to eight in diameter in the thickest part of them.

> Memoirs of the Acad. of Science*, an. 1711
" Architect. I. rii. c. 13.
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They are a single shell tut-ned spirally, like that of a

garden snail, but somewhat longer.
In (he Journal of the Learned for 1686, the various

change; of colour through which the fatecinum'* li-

quor passes are described. If, instead of taking out

the vessel which contains it, according to the method
of the ancients in making their purple, that vessel be

only opened, and the liquor pressed out of it, the

linen or other stuffs, either of silk or wool, that im-

bibe this liquor, will appear only of a yellowish co-

lour. But the same linen or stud's, exposed to a

moderate heat of the sun, such as it is in summer
mornings, in a few hours take very different colours.

That yellow begins at first to incline a little to the

green;" thence it becomes of a lemon colour. To that

succeeds a livelier green, which changes into a deep
green; this terminates in a violet colour, and after-

wards fixes in a very fine purple. Thus these linens

or stuffs, from their first vellow, proceed to a fine

purple through all the various degrees of green. I

pass over many very curious observations of Mon-
sieur Reaumur upon these changes, which do not im-

mediately come into my subject. It seems surprising
that Aristotle and Pliny, in speaking of the purple
dye, and the shells of several countries from which
"t is extracted, should not say a word of the changes
of colour, so worthy of remark, through which the

dye passes before it attains the purple. Perhaps, not

having sufficiently examined these shells themselves,
and being acquainted with them only from accounts
little exact, they make no mention of changes which
did not happen in the ordinary preparation of purple;
for, in that, the liquor being mingled in caldrons

with a great quantity of water, it turned immediately
Fed.

Mr. Reaumur, in the voyage he made in the year
1710, upon the coast of Poilou, in considering the

shells called buccinum, which the sea in its ebb had
left upon the shore; he found a new species of purple

dye, which he did not search after; and which, aci

cording to all appearances, had never been known to

the ancients, though of the same species with their

own. He observed that the buccina generally throng-
ed about certain stones and arched heaps of sand, in

such great quantities that they might be taken up
ihere by handfuls, though dispersed and

single every
where else. He perceived, at the same time, that

those stones or heaps of sand were covered with cer-

tain grains, of which the form resembled that of a

small oblong bowl. The length of these grains was
somewhat more than three lines, (a quarter of an

inch,) and their bigness something above one line.

They seemed to him to contain a white liquor, in-

clining to yellow. He pressed out the juice of some
of them upon his ruffle, which at first seemed only a

little soiled with it; and he could perceive with diffi-

culty only a small yellowish speck here and there in

the spot. The different objects which diverted his

attention made him forget what he had done, and he

thought no farther of it. till, casting his eyes by acci-

dent upon the same ruftie about a quarter of an hour

after, he was struck with an agreeable surprise to see

a fine purple colour on the places where the grains
bad been squeezed. This adventure occasioned many
experiments, which give a wonderful pleasure in the

relation, and show what great advantage it is to a na-

tion to produce men of a peculiar genius, born with a

taste and natural disposition for making happy disco-

veries in the works of nature.

Mr. Reaumur remarks that the liquor was extract-

ed from these
grains, which he calls the eggs ofpur-

ple, in an infinitely more commodious manner than

that practised by the ancients for the liquor of the

tueet'num ; for there was nothing more to do, after

having gathered these eggs, than to have them well

washed in the tea-water, to take off as much as
pos-

sible the filth, which might change the purple colour

by mixing with it; there was, I say, nothing more to

do than to put them into clean cloths. The liquor
Was then pressed out, by twisting the ends of these
cloths different wavs, in the same manner almost that

the luice is pressed out of gooseberries to make jelly.
And to a' ridge this trouble still more, small presie*

might be used, which would immediately press on
all the liquor. We have seen before, how much time
and pins were necessary for extracting the liquor
from the biicrina,

The coccus or cocrum supplied the ancienls with
the fine colour and dye we call scarlet, which in some
measure disputed beauty and splendour with the pur
pie.

I Quintilian joins them together, where he com-

plains that the parents of his times dressed theirchil-

dren, from their cradles, in scarlet and purple, and

inspired them, at that earl}- age, with a taste for lux-

ury and magnificence.* Scarlet, according to Pliny,'

supplied men with more splendid garments than pur-

ple, and at the same time more innocent, because 14

was not necessary to hazard life in attaining it.

Scarlet is generally believed the seed of a tree of
the holm-tree kind. It has been d scovered to bo a
small round excrescence, red, and of the bigness of a

pea, which grows upon the leaves of a little shrub of

the holm species, called ilex acuhata coccigla/idifera.
This excrescence is caused by the bite of an insect,

which lavs its eggs in it. The Arabians term this

grain ktrmes; the Latins, coccu$ and vermictilns:

from whence the words vermilion, and cusculum or

qiiisqiiiliiim, are derived. A great quantity of it is

gathered in Provence and Languedoc. The water of
the Gobelin's river is proper for dying scarlet.

There are two kinds of scarlet. The scarlet of

France or of the Gobelins, which is made of the

grain I have mentioned; and the scarlet of Holland,
which derives itself from cochineal. This is a drug
that comes from the East Indies. Authors do not

agree upon the nature of cochineal. Some believe it

a kind of worm; and others, that it is only the seed

of a (ree. The first kind is seldom used since the

discovery of cochineal, which produces a much more
beautiful and lively scarlet than that of the kermer,
which is deeper, and comes nearer to the Roman

purple. It has, however, one advantage of the cochi-

neal-scarlet, which is, that it does not change coloui

when wet falls upon it, as the other does, which turn*

blackish immediately after.

SECTION IX. OF SILKEN STUFFS.

SILK, as Monsieur Mahudal observes in the disser

tation he has given us on this subject,* of which 1

shall make great use in this place; silk, I s>iy, is one
of the things made use of for many ages almost

throughout all Asia, in Africa, and many parts of Eu-

rope, without people's knowing what it was; whether
it was that the people, amongst whom it grew, gave
strangers little access to them; or that, jealous of an

advantage peculiar to themselves, they apprehended
being deprived of it bv foreigners, is uncertain. It

was undoubtedly from ihe difficulty of being inform-

ed of the origin of this precious thread, that so many
singular opinions arose among the most ancient au-

thors
respecting

it.

To judge of it after the manner Herodotus has de-

scribed it, viz. as a kind of wool much subtler and
more beautiful than the ordinary kind, and which, he

says, was the growth of a tree in the Indies, (the
most remote country known by the eastern people of

his times to the eastward,) seems the first idea they
had of silk. 5 It was not extraordinary that the |>eo-

ple sent into that country to make discoveries, seeing

only the bags of the silk-worms hanging from the

trees in a climate where those insects breed, feed

upon the leaves, and naturally ascend ihe branches

should take those bags for lumps of wool.

It is likely that Theophrastus, upon the relation ot

those mistaken persons, might conceive these a rea!

i Plin. l.xxii. r. 2.

Quid non adultui conrupiscet, qui in ptrpuris repi I

Nondum prims verba exprimit, et Jam coccum intelligit, jast

conchylium po*il. Quiitfi/. 1. i. c. 1.

Transalpine Gallia herlii* Tvrium atqne conchy JOBS

tingit, omnenque allot colored. Nee quterit in pro'undif
muricps ut inveniat per quod matrons adultnru ptareat

curruptor insiiliptur nupte. Stan* et in sicr-o rarpit, ]*
frugei modo. Plin.

Mi-moir* of the Academy of InKriptions, roJ

Herod. I. iii. c. 106.
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t]>ectes of trees, and rank them in a particular class,

which he enumerates, of trees bearing wool. There
is pood reason to believe Virgil of the same opi-
nion:

Velleraque t foliii depectant tenuia Sere*.

Gtorg. I. ii. T. 121.

As India's DOIII

Comb the toft, (lender fleeces of the bough.

Aristotle, though the most ancient of the natural-

ist*, has given a description of an insect, that conies

nearest the silk-worm. I It is where he speaks of the

different species of the caterpillar, that he describes

one which comes from a horned worm, to which he
does not give the name of ci^.uj till it has shut itself

up ir. a cod or bag, from whence, he says, it comes out
a butterfly: it passes 'hrough these several changes,
according to him, in six months. About four hundred

years after Aristotle, Pliny, to whom that philoso-

pher's history of arimals was perfectly known, has

repeated the same fact literally in his own.2 He
places also, under the name bombyx, not only this

species
of worm, which, as some report, produced

the silk of Cos; but several other caterpillars found
in the same island, and which he supposes to form
there the cods or bags, from which, he savs, the wo-
men of the country spin silk, and make stud's of great
fineness and beauty. Pausanias, who wrote some
rear* after Pliny, informs us that this worm was of
Indian extraction, and that the Greeks called it ij,

from whenee it derived the name of Seres, the inha-

bitants of the Indies, amongst whom, we are since

convinced, this insect was first found.*
The worm which produces silk is an insect still

less wonderful for the precious matter it supplies for

the making of different stuffs, than for the various
forms it takes, either before or after it? having wrapt
lt<elt' up in the rich bag or cod it spins for itself.

From the grain or egg it is at first, it becomes a worm
of considerable size, and of a white colour, inclining
to yellow. When it is grown large, it encloses it-

!( within its bag, where it takes the form of a kind
ofgrey bean, in which there seems neither life nor
motion. It comes to life again to lake the form of a

butte.-Hy, after having made itself an opening through
its tomb of silk. At last, dying in reality, it prepares
itself, by the egg or seed it leaves, a new life, which
the fine weather and the heat of the summer are to

ssiiit it to resume. In the first volume of the Spec-
lade de laJ\~atnre may be seen a more extensive and
more exact description of these various changes.

It is from this bag or cod, into which the worm
shuts itself, that the different kinds of silken manu-
factures are made, which serve not only for the lux-

ury and magnificence of the rich, but the subsistence
of the poor, who

spin, wind, and work them. Each
bag or cod is found to contain more than nine hun-
dred feet of thread; and this thread is double, and
glued together throughout its whole length, which
in consequence amounts to almost two thousand feet.

How wonderful it is that out of a substance so slight
nd fine as almost to escape the eye, stuffs should be

composed of such strength and duration, as those
made of nilk! But what lutre, beauty, and delicacy
re there in those stuffs! It is not surprising that the
commerce of the ancients consisted considerably in

them, and that, as they were
very

scarce in those
times, their price ran exceeding high. Vopiscus as-

ures us, that the emperor Aurelian, for that reason,
refused the empress his wife a habit of silk, which
he earnestly solicited him to give her; and that he
aid to her,

' the god* forbid that I should purchase
ilk at the price of its weight in gold;"

4 for the price
of a pound of silk was at that time a pound of gold.

It was not till very late that the use of silk was
known and became common in Europe. The histo-

Aritt. L T. Hint. Anim. c. 19. * Plin. 1. xi. e. 22, 23.

Pausan. I. vi. p. 3<M.
Vestein liuK>*rii-m neque ipse in vcstiario suo habuit,

Bcque niter! ulendum dedit. Et cum ab eo uxor ua peleret,
t unico ruilli.i blatleo Serico utorelur, Hie restiomlit : Abtit

Hlaurofilapmsenttir. Libra enim auri tune libra Serice
fuit. PofifC. in jfurcl.

rian Procopius dates the era of it about the middle of

the fifth Cfntury, under the emperor Justinian.* H
gives the honour of this discovery to two monks, who
soon after their arrival at Constantinople Iroin th

Indies, heard, in conversation, that Justinian was ex.

ceedingly solicitous about depriving the Persians of

their silk trade with the Romans. They found means
to be presented to him, and proposed a shorter way
to deprive the Persians of that trade, than that of a
commerce with the Ethiopians, which he had thoughts
of setting on foot; and this was by teaching the Ro-
mans the. art of making silks for themselves. The

emperor, convinced by the account they gave him of
the possibility of the means, sent them back to Se
rinda (the city where they had resided) to get the

eggs of the insects, which they told him could not
be brought alive. Those monks, after their second

voyage, returning to Constantinople, hatched the

eggs they had brought from Serinda in warm dung.
When the worms came out of them, they fed them
with white mulberry leaves, and demonstrated by th

success of that experiment all the mechanism of silk,

in which the emperor had desired to be informed.
From that time the use of silk spread by degrees into

several parts of Europe. Manufactures of it were
set up at Athens, Thebes, and Corinth. It was not
till about 1130, that Roger, king of Sicily, established

one at Palermo. It was at that time, and in this is-

land and Calabria, that workmen in silk were first

seen, who were part of the booty that prince brought
from the cities of Greece I have mentioned, which
he conquered in his expedition to the Holy Laud.
In fine, the rest of Italy and Spain having learned of
the Sicilians and Calabrians to breed the worms, and
to spin and work their silk, the stuffs made of it be-

gan to be manufactured in France, especially in the

south parts of that kingdom, where mulberry trees

were raised with most ease. Louis XI., in 1470, es-

tablished silk manufactures at Tours. The first work-
men employed in them were brought from Genoa,
Venice, Florence, and even from Greece. Works
of silk were, however, so scarce even at court, that

Henry II. was the first prince that wore silk stock-

ings, which he did at the nuptials of his sister.

These insects are now become very common, but
do not cease to be one of the most astoni-hing won-
ders of nature. Have the most skilful artificers been
able hitherto to imitate the curious work of the silk-

worm? Have they found the secret to form so fine,

so strong, so even, so shining, and so extended a

thread? Have they a more valuable substance for

the fabric of the richest stuffs? Do they know in

what manner this worm converts the juice of a leaf

into threads of gold? Can they give a reason why a

matter, liquid before the nir comes to it, should con-
dense and extend to infinitude afterwards? Can we
explain how this worm comes to have sense to form
itself a retreat for the winter, within the innumerable
folds of the silk, of which itself is the principal; and
to expect, in that rich tomb, a kind of resurrection,
which supplies it with the wings its first birth had
not given it? These are the reflections made by the

author of the new commentary upon Job, upon ac-

count of these words: Quis posuit in nentibut M-
pienfiam? "Who hath given wisdom to certain

animals, that have the industry to spin?"*

CONCLUSION.
FROM what has been said hither! >, we may con-

clude commerce one of the parts of government capa-
ble of contributing the most to the riches and plenty
of a state; and therefore that it merits the particular
attention of princes and their ministers. It does not

appear, indeed, that the Romans set any value upon
it. Dazzled with the glory of arms, they would have
believed it a disgrace to them to hare applied their

cares to the interest of trade, and in some measure

Procop. de Bell. Vandal. I. ii.

Thi, Mr. Rollin *ay in the margin, in the wn.-. ae

cording to the Hebrew, of the 36ih Tcre of the 38tli chapter-
of Job: which in the English version is only

" Who hath

put wisdom in the inward parti?"
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to have become merchant*; they, who believed them-
selves intended by fate to govern mankind, an, I were

solely intent upon the conquest of the universe. Nei-

ther does it seem possible that the spirit of conquest
and the spirit of commerce should not mutually ex-

clude each other in the same nation. The one ne-

cessarily introduces tumult, disorder, and desolation,

and carries trouble and confusion n-lonjr with it into

all places; the other, on the contrary, breathes no-

thing; but peace and tranquillity. I shall not examine
in this place, whether the aversion of the Romans
for commerce were founded in reason; or if a peo-

ple, solely devoted to war, are thereby, the happier.
I only say, that a king who truly loves his subjects,
and endeavours to plant abundance in his dominions,
will spare no pains to make traffic flourish and suc-

ceed in them without difficulty. It has been often

aid, and it is a maxim generally received, that com-
merce demands only liberty and protection: liberty,
within wise restrictions, in not tying down such as

exercise it to the observance of inconvenient, bur-

densome, and frequently useless regulations; protec-
tion, in granting them all the supports they have oc-

ion for. We have een the vast expenses Ptolemy

Philadelphus was at, in making commerce flourish ia

Egypt; and hew much glory the success of his mea
sures acquired him. An intelligent and well inclined

prince will intermeddle only in commerce, to banish
fraud and bad art? from it by severity, and will leave
all the profits to his subjects, who have the trouble
of it; well convinced that he shall find sufficient ad

vantages from it, by the great riches it will bring into
his dominions.

I am sensible that commerce has its inconvenien-
ces and dangers. Gold, silver, diamonds, pearls, rich

stuffs, in which it consists in a great measure, contri-
bute to support an infinity of pernicious art?, which
tend only to enervate and corrupt a people's manners.
It were to be desired, that the commerce might be
removed from a Christian nation, which regards only
such things as promote luxury, vanity, effeminacy,
and idle expenses. But this is impossible. A^ long
as bad desires shall have dominion over mankind, all

things, even the best, will be abused by them. The
abuse merits condemnation, but is no reason for abo-

lishing uses, which are not bad in their own nature.

This maxim will have its weight, with regard to all

the sciences I shall treat of in the sequel of this work

OF THE LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES.

INTRODUCTION.
WE come now to treat of the arts which are called

ttberal, in opposition to such as are mechanical, be-

cause the first are considered as the most noble, and
more immediately dependent upon the understand-

ing. These arts are principally architecture, sculp-
ture, painting, and music.
The arts as well as sciences have had their happy

ages, in which they have appeared with greater splen-
dour, and cast a stronger light; but, as the historian

observes, this light and splendour was soon obscured,
and the duration of these times of perfection of no

great continuance. They triumphed, longer in Greece
than in any other part of the world.' To begin the

reign of the liberal arts no higher than the time of

Pericles, and make it endure only to the death of
'Alexander's first successors, (and each of these eras

may be extended both at their beginning and end.)
the space will be at least two hundred years, during
which appeared a multitude of persons illustrious for

excelling in all the arts.

It is not to be doubted but rewards, honours, and
emulation contributed very much in forming these

freat
men. What ardour must the laudable custom

ave excited, which prevailed in many cities of

Greece, of exhibiting in the shows such as succeeded
best in the arts, of instituting public disputes between
them, and of distributing prizes to the victors in the

tight, and with the applauses of a whole people!
Greece as we shall soon see, thought herself obliged
to render as much honoi:rto ti;e celebrated Polygno-
tu as she could have paid to Lycurgus and Solon;
to prepare magnificent entries for him into the cities

where he had finished some paintings; and to
ap-

point, by a decree of the Amphictyons, that he should
fee maintained at the public expense in all the places
to which he should go. What honours have not the

grewlest princes paid in all ages to such as distin-

guished themselves by the arts! We have seen Alex-
ander the Great and Demetrius Poliorcetes forget
their rank, to familiarize themselves with two illus-

> Hue idem eveninse grant"'
' '

plant!*, pictoribu*. tculp-
toribn*, quigqni* temporura nstitnrit reperiet et emi-
nentis cujuaque , operis > Mimiii temporum clauitri* cir-

lumdHto. Pattrc \ .

trious painters, and come where they worked, to pay
homage in some manner to the rare talents and su-

perior merit of those extraordinary persons. One
of the greatest emperors, Charles V., that reigned ia

the West since Charlemagne, showed the value he
set upon painting, when he made Titian Count Pala-

tine, and honoured him with the golden key and all

the orders of knighthood.
2 Francis I., king of France,

his illustrious rival as well in the actions of peace as

those of war, outdid him much, when he said to the
lords of his court, of Leonardo di Vinci, then expir-

ing in his arms, " You are in the wrong to wonder at

the honour I pay this great painter: I can make a

great many such lords as you every day, but only
God can make such a man as he I now lose."l

Princes who speak and act in this manner, do them-
selves at least as much honour as those whose merit

they extol and respect. It is true, the arts, by the
esteem kings profess for them, acquire a dignity and

splendour that render them more illustrious and ex-

alted; but the arts, in their turn, reflect a like lustre

upon kings, and ennoble them also in some measure,
in immortalizing their names and actions by works
transmitted to the latest posterity.*

Paterculus, whom I have already cited when notic-

ing the short duration of arts when they have attained
their perfection, makes another very true remark,
confirmed, not only by the experience of the remote,
but latter ages; which is, that great men of every
class in arts, sciences, policy, and war, are generally

contemporaries.*
If we recal the times when Apelles. Praxitele*

Lysippus, and other excellent artists, flourished in

Greece, we find her greatest poets, orators, and phi-

losophers were then alive. Socrates, Plato, Aristo-

tle, Demosthenes, Isocrates, Thucydides, Xenophoi.
/Eschylus, Euripides, Sophocles, Aristophanes, Me

Cav. Ridolphi in the Life of Titian.
* Vasari in the Life of Leonardo di Vinci.
1 De pintura, nrte quondam noliili, tune cum expeteiwtnr

a mgiliiis populisque, et illos nobilitante, quos dignata euet
posteris tradere. Plin. I. xx*v. c. ].

Quiii abunde mirnri potent, qund eminemiesima cujui
que profession)* ingenia ineadem formam et in idem arctatl

temporis congruant* tpatinm. Pattrc. I. i. c. 16.

* Sic LipsiuH legit, pro congrittnt
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aamier and many others, lir?d all of them almost in

<he same age. \\ hat men, what generals, had Greece
at the same time! Had ever the world any so con-

summate? The Augustan age had the game fate in

ever* resj>ect. In that of Louis XIV., what a num-
ber of great dien lived of every kind, whose names,
actions, and works, will celebrate that glorious reign
for ever! It seems as if there were certain periods
of time, in which I know not what spirit of perfec-
tion univer?ally diffuses itself in the same country
throughout all professions, without its being possible
to assign how or why it should haj.pen so. We may

say, however, that all arts and talents are allied in

some manner to each other. The taste of perfection
is the same in whatever depends upon genius. If

cultivation be wanting, an infinity of talents lie bu-

ried. When true (aste awakes, those talents deriving
mutual aid from each other, shine out in a peculiar
manner. The misfortune is, that this perfection it-

self, when arrived i<t its supreme degree, is tha fore-

runner of the decline of arts and sciences, whi~h are

never nearer their ruin than when they appear the

most remote from it: such are the instability and va-

riation of all human things !

OF ARCHITECTURE.
ARTICLE I.

OF ARCHITECTURE IN GENERAL.
SECTION I. RISE, PROGRESS, A>D PERFECTION

OF ARCHITECTURE.
IT is not to be doubted but the care of building

Souses immediately succeeded that of cultivating
(amis, and that architecture is not of a much later

late than agriculture. Hence Theodoretus calls the
latter the eldest sister of architecture. 1 The exces-
*ive heats of summer, the severity of winter, the in-

convenience of rain, and the violence of wind, soon
instructed mankind to seek for shelter, and provide
themselves retreats to defend them against the incle-

mencies of the weather. At first, these were only
little huts, built very rudely with the branches of
trees, and very indiflerenlly covered.* In the lime of

Vitruvins, they showed at Athens, as curious remains
of antiquity, the roof of the Areopagus, made of clay;
nd at Rome, in the temple of the capitol, the cottage

of Romulus, thatched with straw. There were after-

wards buildings of wood, which suggested the idea
of columns and architraves. Those columns took their
model from the trees which were used at first to sup-
port the roof, and the architrave is only the large
beam, as its name implies, that was laid between the
columns and the roof.

The workmen, in consequence of their application
to building, became every day more industrious and

expert. Instead of. those slight huts with which they
contented themselves at fir*t, they began to erect
walls of stone and brick u|>on solid foundations, and
to cover them with boards and tiles. In process of

time, their reflections, founded upon experience, led

them on to the knowledge of the just rules of pro-
portion; the taste of which is natural to man, the
Author of his being having implanted in him the in-

variable principles of it. to make him sensible that
be is born for order in all tilings. Hence it is, as St.

Austin observes, that in a building, where all the parts
have a mutual relation to each other, and are ranged
each in its proper place, the symmetry catches the

eye, and occasions pleasure; whereas, it' the window*,
for instance, are ill disposed, some large and others
tmall, some placed higher and some lower, the irre-

gularity offends the sight, and seems to do it a kind
O. injury, as St. Austin expresses it.S It was. there-
fore, by degrees that architecture attained the height
of perfection, to which the masters in the art have
carried it. At first it confined itself to what was ne-

cessary to man in the u*e of life, having nothing in

view but solidity, healthfulness, and convenience. A

> Theodor.orat. 4. de Provid. p. 359. Vilr 1. i. c. 1.

Ilfique in hoc lpo cdificio cingula bcne cunsiderante*
XXI pnMumuf "on offcndi, quod uniirn ostimn vtdemus in

.aiere. alterum prope in medio, nee lumen in medio collo-
cmlum. Qnip;x' in rehua fihricati*. nuJla coycnte necessi-

tate, iniquia dimensio uarlium farrre ipi adupectui vrlut

quaudam idotur iiijuriam. . Augtatin dtord. I. ii. c. 11.

31

house should be durable, situated in a wholesome

place, and have all the conveniences that can be de-
sired. Architecture afterwards laboured to adorn

buildings and make them more splendid, and forth*'

reason called in other arts to its aid. At last came

pomp, grandeur, and magnificence, highly laudable

on many occasions, but soon strangely abused by

luxury.
The holy scripture 4 speaks of a city built by Cain

after God had cursed him for the murder of his bro-

ther Abel; which is the first mention of edifices in

history. From thence we learn the time and place
in which architecture had its origin. The descend-
ants of Cain, to whom the same scripture ascribe!

the invention of almost all the arts, carried this, no

doubt, to a considerable height of perfection. And
it is certain, that after the deluge, men, before they
separated from each other, and dispersed themselves

into the different regions of the world, resolved to

signalize themselves by a superb building, which

again drew down the wrath of God upon them.

Asia, therefore, was the crdle of architecture, where
it had its birth, w here it attained a great degree of

perfection, and from whence it spread into the other

parts of the world. Babylon and Nineveh, the lar-

gest and most magnificent cities mentioned in history
were built bv Nimrod, Noah's great grandson, and
the most ancient of conquerors. I do not believe

that they were carried at first to that prodigious mag-
nificence, which was afterwards the astonishment of
the world; but certainly they were very great and
extensive from thenceforth, as the names' of several

other cities, built in the same times after the model
of the capital, testify.

The erection of the famous pyramids, the lake

Moeris, the labvrinth, the considerable number of

temples in Egypt, and the obelisks which are to this

day the admiration and ornament of Rome, show
with what ardour and success the Egyptians applied
themselves to architecture. It is, however, neither

to .Via nor Egypt that this art is indebted for that

degree of perfection to which it attained; and there

is reason to doubt whether the buildings so much
boasted by both, wore as estimable for their

justness
and regularity, as their enormous magnitude, m irhich

perhajM their principal merit consisted. The design*
which we have of the ruins of r'ersepolis, prove that

the kings of Persia, of whose opulence ancient history

says so much, had but indifferent artists in their pay.
However this mav be, it appears from the very namei
of the three principal orders of architecture, that the

invention, if not perftclion of them is to be ascribed

to Greece, and that it was she who prescribed the

rules, and supplied the models of them. As much

may be said with regard to all the other arts, and al-

most all the sciences. Not to speak in this place of

Gen. IT. 17.

Erec, the Ion- city. Rehobot. th broad city. Re*n
the great city. According to the Hebrew, Gen. J. 11, IS.

2G
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he great captains, philosophers of every sect, poets,

orators, geometricians, painters, sculptors, architects,

and, in general, of that pre-eminence in all that re-

lates to the understanding, which Greece attained;

whither we must still go as to the school of good
taste in tvery kind, if we desire to excel.

It is a misfortune that there is nothing written by
the Greeks upon architecture now extant. 1 The only
books we have of theirs upon this

subject,
are the

1 structures of those ancient masters still subsisting,
whose beaut)', universally acknowledged, has for al-

most two thousand years been the admiration of all

good judges; works infinitely superior to all the
pre-

cepts they could have left us; practice in all things

being innnitely preferable to theory.* For want of

Greeks, Vitruvius, a Latin author, will come in to

my assistance. His being architect to Julius and

Augustus Caesar (for according to the most received

opinion he lived in their times), gives good reason to

presume upon the excellence of his work and the

merit of the author, and the critics accordingly place
him in the first class of the great geniuses of anti-

quity. To this first claim on our confidence, may
be added the character of the age in which he lived\

when good taste prevailed universally, and the em-

peror Augustus piqued himself upon adorning Rome
with buildings equal to the grandeur and majesty of

the empire; which made him say, that he found the

city of brick, but left it almost entirely of marble.3

I had great occasion for so excellent a guide as Vi-

truvius, in a subject entirely new to me. I shall

make great use of the notes Mr. Perrault has annex-
ed to his translation of this author, as well as of Mr.
Chambrai's reflections, in his work entitled Ancient
and Modern Architecture Compared, which I know
is in high esteem with the judges; and those of Mr.
Felibian. i nis book called Of the Principles of Ar-

chitecture, Ac.
The ancients had, as well as we, three sorts of ar-

chitecture: the civil, the military, and the naval. The
first lays down rules for all public and private build-

ings for the use of citizens in time of peace. The
second treats of the fortification of place?, and every
thing of that kind relating to war. And the third,

the building of ships, and whatever is consequential
of or relates thereto. I shall speak here only of the

first, intending to say something elsewhere of the two
others; and shall begin by giving a general idea of
the several orders of building.

SECTION II. or THE THREE ORDERS OF ARCHI-
TECTURE OF THE GREEKS, AND THE TWO OTHERS
WHICH HAVE BEEN ADDED TO THEM.
THE occasion there was for erecting different sorts

of buildings, made artists also establish different pro*

portions, in order to have such as were proper for

every kind of structure, according to the magnitude,
strength, splendour, and beauty they were directed

to give them; and from these different proportions
they composed different orders.

Order as a term of architecture, signifies the dif-

ferent ornaments, measures, and proportion* of the

columns and pilaster*, which support or adorn great

buildings. There are three orders of the architec-

ture of the Greeks; the Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian.

They may with reason be called the supreme perfec-
tion of the orders, as they contain not only all that is

fine, but all that is necessary in the art; there being

> [Almoit all the works of the ancients on the arts of de-

L'n. which were familiar to them, ire kwt to in. It may
be remarked, as a leading cause of this, that the Greek
and Italian monks of the Oth, 10th. and llth centuries, (to
whom we owe the preservation of the classics.) being in-

competent to the imitation of the several embellishment!
with \viiicli they found MSS. on the subject of the arts fre-

quently elucidated, laid tliem aide in despair : and by this

nezleci, they have perished. Vitruviui is preserved to us
at the expense of the figures.]

' In omnibus fere minus valent prtecepta, quam experi-
menta. QvtnfH.

* Urbem ner,ue pro majestnle imperil urnatam, et innn-
datiomhus incendiieque obnoxiam. exculunt oilco, ut jure
it jlorititu*. marmuream se relinquere, quam latertiam ac-

eepitet. Sue/on, in Aug. c.28.

only three ways of building, the solid, the middle,
and the delicate, which are all perfectly executed in
these three orders. To these the Latins have added
two others, the Tuscan and Composite orders, which
are far below th.e former in value ami excellency."

I. THE DORIC ORDER.
The Doric order may be said to have been the firrt

regular idea of architecture, and as the eldest son of
this art, had the honour to be also the first in building
temples and palaces. The antiquity of its origin is

almost immemorial; Vitruvius,* however, ascribes it,

with probability enough, to a prince of Achaia, na-
med Dorus, the same evidently who gave his name
to the Dorians, and who, being sovereign of Pelopon-
nesus, caused a magnificent temple to be ere-.-ted in

the city of Argo* to the goodess Juno. That temple
was the first model of this order; in imitation of
which, the neighbouring people built several others.
The most famous of these was that consecrated b)
the inhabitants of the city of Olympia to Jupiter, sur-
named the Olympic.
The essential character and specific qualitv of th*

Doric order, is solidity. For this reason it oughf
principally to be used in great edifices and magnifi
cent structures, as in the gates o/ citadels and cities

the outsides of temples, in pubnc halls, and the lik-

places, where delicacy of ornaments seem less con
sistent; whereas the bold and gigantic manner of thi

order has a wonderfully happy, effect, and carries

certain manly and simple beauty, which forms pro
perly what is called the grand manner.

II. THE IONIC ORDER.
After the appearance of these regular buildings,

and famous Doric temples, architecture did not con-
fine itself long to these first essays: the emulation of
the neighbouring people soon enlarged and carried
it to its perfection.

5 The lonians were the first rival*

of the Dorians; and as they had not the honour of
the invention, they endeavoured to refine upon the
authors. Considering, therefore, that the form of f

man, such for example as Hercules was, from which
the Doric order had been formed, was too robust and

heavy to agree with sacred mansions, and the repre-
sentation of heavenly things, they composed one aftet

their own manner, and chose a model of a more deli-

cate and elegant proportion, which was that of a

woman, having more regard to the beauty than th

solidity of the work, to which they added abundanc*
of ornaments. Amongst the celebrated temples bui I

by the people of Ionia, the most memorable, thougl
the most ancient, is the famous temple of Diana a

Ephesus, of which I shall soon speak.

III. THE CORINTHIAN ORDER.

The Corinthian order, which is the highest degree
of perfection architecture ever attained, was invented
at Corinth. Though its antiquity be not exactly
known, nor the precise time in which Callimachu*
lived, to whom Vitruvius gives the whole glory*of it,

we may judge, however, from the nobleness of its

ornaments, that it was invented during the magnifi-
cence and splendour of Corinth, and soon after tht)

Ionic, which it much resembles, except only in the

capital or chapiter. A kind of chance gave birth to it.

Callimachus having seen, as he passed by a tomb, a

basket which had been set upon a plant of acanthus
or bearsfoot, was struck with the accidental symmetry
and happy effect produced bv the leaves of the plant

growing through and encirclinsr the basket; and

fnough the basket with the acanthus had no natural

relation to the capital of a column and a massy build>

inir, he imitated the manner of it in the columns ha
afterward* made at Corinth, establishing and regulat-
ing by this model the proportions and ornaments of
the Corinthian order.8

This Callimachus was railed by the Athenians,

xxTXTixva;, expert a/ui excellent in art, from his de'i-

ccy and address in rutting marble; and according to

Pliny and Pausanias,? he was also called B.^3Tixaf

Vitr. 1. iv. c. 1. Vitr. ibid. Vilr. >l>ii

i Plin. I. xxiiv. c. 9. Pauwni. li. p 48,
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because he was never contented with himself, and
was always re-touching his works, with which lie was
never entirely satisfied: full of superior ideas of the

beautiful and the grand, he never found the execution

sufficiently equal to them; temper calumniator tui,
nee Jinum habent diligentice, says Pliny.

IV. THE TUSCAN ORDER.

The Tuscan order, according to the general opi-
nion, had its origin in Tuscany, of which it retains

the name. Of all the orders it is the most simple, and
has the fewest ornaments. It is even o gross, that it

is seldom used except for some rustic building, where-
in there is occasion only for a single order, or at best

for some great edifice, as an amphitheatre, or other
works of the like kind.

In Mr. Chambrai's judgment, the Tuscan column,
without any architrave, is the only one that deserves

to be used; and to confirm his opinion of this order,
he cites an example of it from Trajan's pillar,

one of

the most superb remains of Roman magnificence now
Ln being, and which has more immortalized that em-

peror than all the pens of historians could have done.
This riausolaeum, if it may be called so, was erected
to him by the senate and people of Rome, in acknow-

ledgment of the great services he had done his coun-

try. And that the memory of them might subsist

throughout all ages, and endure as long as the em-

pire, they caused them to be engraved in marble, and
in the richest style that ever was conceived. Archi-
tecture was the writer of this ingenious kind of his-

tory; and Because she was to record a Roman, she
did not make use of the Greek orders, though in-

comparably more perfect, and more used even in Italy
than the two others of their own growth; lest the

glory of that admirable monument should in some
measure be divided, and to show, at the same time,
that there is nothing so

simple
to which art cannot

add perfection. She chose, therefore, the column of
the Tuscan order, which till then had been only used
in gross and rustic things, and made that rude mass

bring forth the choicest and most noble masterpiece
of art in the world, which time hat spared and pre-
terved entire down to us, amidst the infinity cf ruins
with which Rome abounds. And indeed it is a kind
of wonder to see that the ColisKunt, the theatre of

Marcellus, the great circuses, the baths of Dioclesian,
Cararalla, and Antoninus, the superb mole of Adri-
an's burying-place, the Septizonum of Severus, the

Mausolaeum of Augustus, and so many other struc-

tures, which seemed to be built for eternity, are

now so defaced and ruinous, that their original form
can scarce be di*cerned; whilst Trajan's pillar, of
which the structure seemed far lets durable, still sub-
sists entire in all its parts.

V. THE COMPOSITE ORDER.

The Composite order was added to the other? by
the Romans. It participates and is composed of the
looic and Corinthian, which occasioned its being call-

ed the Composite; but it has still more ornaments
than the Corinthian. Vitruvius, the father of the ar-

chitects, says nothing of it. Mr. Chambrai objects
strongly against the bad taste of the modern Compo-
sitors, who, amidst so many examples of the incom-

parable architecture of the Greeks, which alone me-
rits that name, abandoning the guidance of those

grreat masters, take a quite different route, and blindly
jive into that bad taste of art, which has by their

means crept into the orders, under the name of Com-
posite.

GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE.

That which is remote from the ancient proportions,
and is loaded with chimerical ornaments, is called the

Gothic architecture, and was brought by the Goths
from the north.

There are two species of Gothic architecture: the
one ancient, the other modern. The ancient is that
which the Goths brought from the north in the fifth

century. The edifices built in the ancient Gothic man-
er were masy, heavy, and gross. The works of the
oodein Gothic style were more delicate, easy, light,

and of an astonishing boldness of workmanship. It

was long in use, especially in Italy. It is surprising
that Italy, abounding with monuments of so exquisite
a taste, should quit its own noble architecture, esta

blished by antiquity, success, and pos-ession, to adopt
a barbarous, foreign, confused, irregular, and hideous
manner. But it has made amends for that fault, by
being the first to return to the ancient taste, wliich is

now solely and universally practised. The modern
Gothic continued from the thirteenth century till the
re-establishment of the ancient architecture in the
fourteenth. All the ancient cathedrals are of Gothic
architecture. There are some very ancient churrhet
built entirely in the Gothic taste, that want neither

solidity nor beauty, and which are still admired by
the greatest architects, upon account of some general
proportions remarkable in them.
A plate of the five orders of architecture, of which

I have spoken, will enable youth, whom I have al-

ways in view, to form some idea of them. I shall

prefix to it an explanation of the terms of art, which
Mr. Camus, fellow of the Academy of Sciences, and

professor and secretary of the Academy of Archi-

tecture, was pleased to draw up expressly for my
work. At my request he abridged it very much,
which makes it less complete than it might otherwise
have been.

SECTION III. EXPLANATION OF THE TERMS OT
ART, RELATING TO TIIE FIVE ORDERS OF ARCHI-
TECTURE.

AMONGST the Greeks, an order was composed of
columns and an entablature. The Romans added

pedestals under the columns of most order*, to in-

crease their height.
The Column is a round pillar, made either to sap-

port or adorn a building.

Every column except the Doric, to which the Ro
mans give no base, is composed of a base, a shaft, and
a capital or chapiter.
The 7>o jf is that part of the column which is be-

neath the shaft, and upon the pedestal, when there

it any. It has a plinth, of a flat and square form like

a brick, called in Greek >r.,'.jes, and mouldings, that

represent rings, with which the bottoms of pillars
were bound, to prevent their cleaving. These rings,
when large, are called Toni^ and when small At-

tragalt. The Tori generally have hollow spaces cut

round between them, called Rundel*, Scotia, or 7Yo-

chiflus.

The Shaft of the column is the round and even

part extending from the base to the capital. This

part of the column is narrower at top than at bottom.
Some architects are for giving the column a greater
breadth at the third part of their height, than at the

bottom of their shaft. But there is no instance of

any such practice amongst the ancients. Others make
the shaft of the same size from the bottom to the

third, and then lessen it from the third to the top.
And some are of opinion, that it should begin to lee-

sen from the bottom.
The Capital is that upper part of the column which

is placed immediately upon the shaft. The Entablm-

ttire i the part of the order above the columns, and
contains the architrave, the frieze, and the cornice.

The Architrave represents a beam, and lirj next im-

mediately to the capitals of the columns. TheGreekl
call it Epistyle, "EinrTuXiov. The Frieze is the space
between the architrave and the cornice; it represents
the ceiling of the building. The Cornice is the be-

ginning of the whole order. It is composed of seve-

ral mouldings, which, projecting over one another,
serve to shelter the order from the waters of the roof.

The Pedetta! is the lowest part of the order. It it

a square body, containing three parts: tlie/ix)/, which
slnnd* on the area or pavement; the die, that liet

upon the foot; and the lenre (cymatiuml, which is

the cornice of the pedestal, upon which the column
is placed.

Architects do not agree among themselves about

j
the proportion of the columns to the entablature and

pedestals. In following that of Vignola, when an

I

order with pedestals is tc be made U a height given.
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(he height must be divided into nineteen equal parts,
of which the column, with its base and capital, is to

have twelve, the entablature three, and the pedestals
four. But if the order is to have no pedestal, the

height given must be divided into fifteen parts only,
of which the column is to have twelve, and the enta-

blature three. It is by the diameter of the bottom of
the shaft of the columns, that all the parts of the or-

ders are regulated. But this diameter has not the

same proportion with the height of the column in all

the orders. The semidianieter of the bottom of the

shaft is called module or model. This model serves

as a scale to measure the smaller parts of the orders.

Many architects divide it into thirty parts, so that the

whole diameter contains sixty, which may be called

minutes.

The difference between the relation of the heights
of columns to their diameters, and between their

bases, capitals, and entablature, forms the difference

between the five orders of architecture. But they
are principally to be distinguished by their capitals;

except the Tuscan, which might be confounded with

the Doric, if only their capitals were considered.
The Doric and Ionic pillars have in their capitals only
mouldings in the form of rings, with a flat square
stone over them, called Plinth, or Abacus. But the

Doric is easily distinguished from the Tuscan by the

frieze. In the Tuscan order, the frieze is plain, and
in the Doric adorned with Triglyphs, which are long
square rustics, not unlike the ends of several beams
which project over the architrave to form a roof or

ceiling. This ornament is affected by the Doric or-

der, and is not to be found in the others. The Ionic

capital is easily distinguished by its volutes, ears, or

spiral rolls, projecting underneath the plinth or aba-

cug. The Corinthian capital is adorned with two
rows of eight leaves each, and with eight small vo-

lutes, which project between the leaves. And lastly,
the Composite capital is compounded from the Co-
rinthian and Ionic capitals. It has two rows of eight
leaves and four great volutes, which seem to project
under the abacus.

To relate at large all the particularities affected by
the different orders, it would be necessary to expa-
tiate upon particulars much more than is consistent

with the plan of my work. Mr. Buache. fellow of the

Academy of Sciences, has given himself the trouble
to trace the plan of the five orders of architecture in

fhe plate annexed.

ARTICLE II.

OF THE ARCHITECTS AND BUILDINGS MOST CELE-
BRATED r.Y THE ANCIENTS.

I CAN only touch very lightly upon this subject,
which would requi e whole volumes to treat in it?

extent; and shall make choice of what seems most

proper to inform the reader, and satisfy his just cu-

riosity, without excluding what the Roman history
roav supply, a' I have before observed.

The holy scripture,' in speaking of the building of I

the tabernacle, and afterward* of the temple of Jeru-

salem that succeeded it, tells us one circumstance

highly to the honour of architecture, which is, that

God vouchsafed to be the first architect of those two

great works, and traced the plans of them himself

with his own divine hand, which he afterwards gave
to Moses and David, to be the models for the work-
men employed in them. This was not all. That the

execution might fully answer his designs,
" he filled

Betaleel with the Spirit of God,"8 whom he had ap-

pointed to preside in building the tabernacle; that is

to sav, in the express words of the scripture, "he
had filled him with the Spirit of God in wisdom, and
in understanding, and in knowledge, and in all man-
ner of workmanship; to devise cunning works; to

work in gold, and in silver, and in brass; and in cut-

ting of stones to get them; and in carving of timber,
to work in all manner of workmanship." And he

joined Aholiab with him,
" whom he had filled with

i Exod. XTV. 8, 9. 1 Uhron. xxviii. 19.

Exod. xxxi. 36.

wisdom as well as all th' <ther artisans, that they may
make all that I have commanded thee." It is said in

like manner, that Hirarr, who was employed by Solo-
mon in building the tempi?,

" was filled with wisdom,
and understanding, and conning, to work in all works
of brass. "3 The words I have now quoted, espe-
cially those from Exodu*, show that the knowledge,
skill, and industry of the most excellent workmen is-

not their own, but the gift of God, of which they
seldom know the origin, and make the use they
ought. We must not expect to find such purity of
sentiments amongst the Pagans, of whom we have to

speak.
I shall pass over in silence the famous building* of

Babylonia and Egypt, that I have mentioned more
than once elsewhere, and in which brick was used
with so much success. I shall only insert here a re-

mark from Vitruvius, that has some relation to them.
This excellent architect observes,* that the ancients

in their buildings made most use of brick, beceus*
brick-work is far more durable than that of stone.

Hence there were many cities in which both the pub-
lic and private buildings, and even the royal palaces,
were only of brick. Amongst man\' other examples,
he cites that of Mausolus, king of Caria. In the city
of Halicarnassns, says he, the palace of the potent
king Mausolus is walled with brick, though univer-

sally adorned with the marble of Proconnestis; and
those walls are still* very fine and entire, cased over
with a plaster as smooth as glass. It cannot, how-
ever, be said, that this king could not build walls of
more costly materials, who was so pi_'7:rful, and at

the same time had so great a taste for fine architec-

ture, as the superb buildings with which he adorned
his capital sufficiently prove.

TEMPLE OF EPHESUS.

The temple of Diana of Ephesus was deemed one
of the seven wonders of the world.* Ctesiphon or

Chersiphron (for authors differ in the name) made
himself very famous by building this temple. He
traced the plans of it, which were partly executed
under his own direction, and that of his son Meta-

genes; and the rest by other architects, who worked

upon it after them for the space of two hundred and

twenty years, which that superb edifice took up in

building. Ctesiphon worked before the fiOlh Olym-
piad, A. M. 3464. Vitruvius says,? that the form of

this temple is dipterick; that is to say. that it was
surrounded with two rows of columns in form of a
double portico. It was almost one hundred and forty-
two yards in length, and seventy-two in breadth, [n

this edifice there were an hundred and twenty-seven
columns of marble, sixty feet high, given by as many
kings. Thirty-six of these columns were carved by
the most excellent artists of their times. Scopas,
one of the most celebrated sculptors of Greece, fin-

ished one of them, which was the finest ornament
of this magnificent structure. All Asia had contri-

buted with incredible ardour to the erecting and

adorning it.

Vitruvius relates the manner of getting the marble
for this pile.8 Though the account seems a little

fabulous, I shall, however, repeat it. A shepherd,
named Pyxodorus, often drove his sheep to feed in

the country about Ephesus, at the time when the

Ephesians proposed to bring the ninrbl that was ne-

cessary for building the temple of Diana from Paros

Proconnesus, and other places. One day, whilst ha
wis with his flock, it happened, two rams that were

fighing, missed each other in their career, and one
of them hit his horns so violently against a rock, that

he struck off a piece of it, which seemed so exqui-

sitely white to the shepherd, that immediate')' leav-

ing his flock upon the mountains, he ran with that

splinter to Ephesus, at that timr in great difficulty
about the importation of marble. Great honours
were ins'nntlv decreed him. His name Pyxodrrni
wa changed into Evangelus, which signifies the n>cv

1 King* vii. 14. Vitruv. I. ii. t_ &
Vitruvius lived 3.W years after Mausolus.
Plin. I. xxxvi. c. 14. ' \ itruv. 1 lii. c. l-

Ibid. 1. x. c. 7.
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tenger of good news; and to this day, adds Vitruvius,

the magistrate of the city goes every month to sacri-

fice upon the spot; ami in case he fails to do so, is

subject to a severe penally.
It was not sufficient to have found marble; it was

necessary to remove it into the temple, after being
worked upon the spot, which could not be executed
without difficulty and danger. Ctesiphon invented a

machine, which very much facilitated the carriage of

it.l His son Metagenes invented another for carrying
the architraves. Vitruvius has left us the description
of both these machines.

The same Vitruviin informs us,* that Demetrius,
whom he calls the servant of Diima, torus D inner .

nd Paeonius the Ephesian, fini-hed the building of

this temple, which was of the Ionic order. He does
not prerise'y mark the time when these two archi-

tects lived.
'

The frantic extravagance of a private man destroy-
ed in one day the work of two hundred years. Every
body knows that Herostratus, to immortalize his

name, set fire to this famous temple, and consumed it

to ashes. This happened on the day Alexander the

Great was born; which suggested the frigid conceit

to an historian, that Diana was so busy at the labour
ot Olvmpia, that she could not spare time to preserve
her temple. The same Alexander, who was insatiably
fond of every kind of glorv, offered afterwards to sup-

ply the Ephesians with all the expenses necessary for

the rebuilding of their temple, provided they would
consent that he should have the sole honour of it,

and that no other name should be added to his in thr

inscription upon it. The Ephesians did not approve
this condition; but they covered their refusal with a

flattery, with which that prince seemed satisfied, in

answering him. That it was not consistent for one

god to erect a monument to another. The temple
was rebuilt with still greater magnificence than the

first.

BUILDINGS ERECTED AT ATHENS,* ESPECIALLY
UNDER PERICLES.

I should never have done, if I undertook to de-

scribe all the famous buildings with which the city of

Vi'.ruv. 1. x. c. 6. In pref. I. vii.
* [Athens was situated on the Paronic gulf, opposite the

taitcrn coast of Peloponnesus. It was enclosed in a sort of

peninaula, I'urmed by the confluence of the Oephisus and the
lltssus. Iii the centre of the city itself, and constituting its

chief ornament, stood the Acropolis, the glorv of Grecian
art. On this elevation the whole of Athens wasorigina.lv
built; but as the city extended, the Acropolis came to serve

merely the purpose uf a citadel. Here, as in the safest and
most conspicuous situation, were accumulated all those
works of ornament for which Athene was *o prolific. The
Acropolis became the grand depository of paint in. sculp-
ture, and architecture. Its chief ornament wan the Parthe-
ron. or visin temple of Minerva. Destroyed by the Persians,
it was rebuilt by Pericles, with irreat additional splendour.
It would be superfluous to ex|Kitiate on ihe beauties of the
Parthenon, w'lich are so well known and have been so often
described. In Ihe majestic simplicity of its general design,
the srancVur of its proportions, and the exquisite taste and
skW displayed in the execution of its ornamental parts, it is

undoubtedly the most perfect, as well as deservedly the mot
relebrated production of Grecian art. The Propylea, of
while marble, formed a magnificent entrance to the Parthe
on This edifice was on the north side of the Acropolis,
nd near it was the Erpcihcum, also of white marble, con-

iistin" of iwo temples, one of Min-rva Polius, another of

N'eptune. besides a remarkable edifice, called the Pandro-
seum. In front of the Acropolis, and at each end. were two
theatres, called the theatre of Bacchus and the Odeum ; ihe
one designed for dramatic representations, and the other for

music. Both, ind particularly the lust, were of extraordi-

nary magmfici. .ice.

The city itself, although the prin<-i|il treasures ofAtho.
nian art were accumulated in the Arronoli*. contained many
noble Btiuctures. Amons these may be mentioned the Pai-

eile, the Tower of the Winds, by Andronicns Cyrrhestes ;

and numerous monuments of illustrious men. Two of its

most splendid monuments, however, were wilhout the walls;
namely, the temples of Theseus and of Jupiter Olympius,
situated, the one on the north, and the other on the south
side of the city. The temple of Jupiter Olympius was of
the Corinthian order. Immense sums were spent upon it by
.be Athenian*; additions were made to ii by successive so-

vereigns; and the fabric wai at length r "opleted by Ha-
VOL. II. 18

'

Athens was adorned. I shall piace the Pineum at the
head of the rest, because that port contributed most
to the grandeur and power of Athens. Before The-
mUlocles, it was a simple hamlet, the Athenians at

that time having no port but Fhxlerus, which was

very small and incomniodious.4 Themislorlos, whose

design was to make the whole force of Athens mari-

time, rightly observed, that to accomplish a design
truly worthy of so grtat a man, it was necessary to

provide a secure retreat for a very considerable num-
ber of ships. He ca*t his eyes upon the I'iraum,
which by its natural situation afforded three eiiflVrent

ports within the same enclosure. He immediately
caused it to be worked upon with the utmost des-

patch, took care to fortify it well, and soon put it into

a condition to receive numerous fleets. This port
was about two leagues (forty stadia) from the city:
an advantageous situation, as Plutarch observed, for

removing from the city the licentiousness which gene-
rally prevails in ports. The city might be supported
by the i'intum, and the Piraeum by the city, without

prejudice to the good order it was necessary to ob-
serve in the city. Pausanias mentions a great num-
ber of temples which adorned this part of Athens,
that in a manner formed a second city distinct from
the first.

Pericles joined these two parts by the famous wall,
that extended two leagues, and was the beauty and

security of both the Piraeuni and the city : it was called

the long wall. Demetrius Phaleraeus, whilst he go-
verned Athens, applied himself particularly in forti-

fying and embellishing the Piraeum.5 The arsenal,

built at that time, was looked upon as one of the finest

pieces of work Greece ever had. Demetrius gave
the direction of it to Philo, one of the most famous
architects of his time. He discharged that commis-
sion with all the success which could be expected
from a man of his reputation. When he gave an a<

count of his conduct in the public assembly, he e\

pressed himself with so much elegance, perspicuity,
and precision, that the people of Athens, excellent

judges in point of eloquence, conceived him as fine

an orator as he was an architect, and admired no less

his t -ili-iit for speaking than his abilitv for building.'
The same philosopher was charged with the altera-

tions it was thought proper to make in the magnifi-
cent temple of Ceres and Proserpine at Eleusis, of
which I shall soon speak.?
To return to Pericles: it was under his equally

long and glorious government that Athens, enriched
with temples, porticoes, and statues, became Ihe ad-

miration of all the neighbouring states, and rendered
herself almost as illustrious by the magnificence of
her buildings, as she was for the glory of her military

exploits.
8 Pericles, finding her the depository and

dispenser of the public treasures of Greece, that is

to say, of the contributions paid by the several states

for the support of troops and fleets, believed, after

having sufficiently provided for the security of the

country, that he could not employ the sums that re-

mained to better purpose, than to adorn and improve
a city, that was the honour and great defence of all

the rest.

I do not examine here whether he were in the right

drian. The exterior contained about 120 columns, fluted, 60
feet in height, and 6 in diameter. The enclosure was about
half a mile In circumference.

After all that time and barbarism have effected toward!
the devastation of Athens, her ruins still excite astonish-

ment and admiration in every beholder. Of these, it would
be impossible to give an adequate description in a limited

note like the present ; hut we refer the reader particularly
to Messrs. Stu;irt and Rivctt's work, entitled "

Antiquities
of Athens," Lond. 17fi2$*4 vols. Col., which contains many
magnificent plates, calculated to illustrate the descriptions.]

Cor. Nep. in Themist. c. vi. Plut. in Themist p. 121.

Thuryd. c. i. p. 62. Pausan. 1. i. p. 1, ic.
Cic. I. i. de oral. n. i -'.

Gloriantur Athene armamentaria suo. nee sine causa:

est enim illiud opus et impensa et elegantia vi*endum. Cu-

jus architectum Philonem ita faciimIS rationem institution!!

suaf in theatro reddedisse constal, ut diserlissimus nopulu
non minorcm laudem eloquentiz ejus, quam arti tribuerik

Vtl. Max. I. viii. c. 12.

' Vitr 1. vii. in ptEuit. Plut. in Peric. p. 138.
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or not; for this conduct was imputed to him as a

Crime; nor whether this use of the public money wa
conformable to the intention of those who supplied
it; 1 have said elsewhere what we ought to think of

it; and content myself with observing, that a single
man inspired the Athenians with a taste for all the

arts; that he set all the able hands at work, and raised

go lively an emulation amongst the most excellent

workmen in every kind, that, solely intent upon im-

mortalizing their names, they used their utmost en-

deavours, in all the works confided to their care, to

surmount each other, and surpass the magnificence of

the design by the beauty and spirit of the execution.

One would have believed that there was not one of

those buildings, but must have required a great num-
ber of years, and a long succession of men, to com-

plete it; and yet, to the astonishment of every body,
they were all carried to so supreme a degree of per-
fection during the government of one man; and that

too in no considerable number of years, considering
the difficulty and excellency of the workmanship.
Another consideration, which I have already touch-

ed upon elsewhere, still infinitely exalts their value:

I only copy Plutarch in this place, and should be very
lad if I could come near the energy and vivacity of

is expressions. Facility and expedition do not ge-

nerally communicate solid and lasting graces, nor

perfect beauty to works; but time, united with labour,

nays delay with usury, and gives the same works a

lorce capable of preserving, and of making them tri-

umph through all ages. This renders the works of

Pericles the more admirable, which were finished in

so short a time, and
yet

had so long a duration. For
from the moment the}

1 came from the workman's
hands, they had the beauty and spirit of antiques;
and even now, says Plutarch, that is to say, about six

hundred years after, they have the freshness of youth,
as if but lately finished; so much do they still retain

a bloom of grace and novelty, that prevents time itself

from diminishing their beauty, as if they possessed
within themselves a principle of immortal youth, and
an animating spirit incapable of growing old.

Plutarch afterwards mentions several temples and

superb edifices, in which the most excellent artists

bad been employed. Pericles had chosen Phidias to

preside in erecting these structures. He was the most
famous architect, and at the same time the most ex-

cellent sculptor and statuary, of his time. I shall

speak
of him presently, when I come to treat the ar-

ticle of sculpture.
THE MAUSOLJEUM.

The superb monument which Artemisa erected for

her husband Mausolus, king of Caria, was one of the

most famous buildings of antiquity, as it was thought
worthy of being ranked amongst the seven wonders
of the world. I shall cite, in the article upon sculp-
ture, what Pliny says of it.

CITY AND LIGHT-HOUSE OF ALEXANDRIA.
It is natural to

expect,
that whatever derives itself

from Alexander, must have something great, noble,
and majestic in it; which are the characters of the

the city he caused to be built, and called after his

name, in Egypt. He charged Dinocrates with the

direction of this important undertaking. The history
of that architect is very singular.
He was a Macedonian. Confiding in his genius

nd great ideas, he set out for the army of Alexander,
with design to make himself known to the prince,
and to propose views to him such as he conceived
would suit his taste. I He got letters of recommenda-
tion from his relations and friends to the great offi-

cer* and leading men at the court, in order to obtain

a more easy access to the kinjy. He was very well

received by those to whom he applied, who promi-ed
to introduce him as soon as possible to Alexander.
A* they deferred doing it from day to day, under pre-
tence of wanting a favourable opportunity, he took
their delavs to imply evasion, and resolved to present
himself. His stature was advantageous, his visage

agreeable, and his address spoke a person of condi-

tion. Relying
1

, therefore, upon his good mien, he

> Vitr in urrfat. I. ii

stripped himself of his usual habit, anointed hiswhoU
body with oil, crowned himself with a vvnath of pop
lar, and throwing a lion's skin over his shoulders,
took a club in his hand, and in that equipage ap>
proached the throne, upon which the kiiijf s;tt dis-

pensing justice. The novelty of the si^lit having
opened his way through the crowd, he WHS perceived
by Alexander, who, surprised at his appearance, or-

dered him to approach, and asked him who he was.
He replied,

"
I am Dinocrates the Macedonian, a*

architect, who brings thoughts and designs to Alex-
ander worthy his greatness." The king gave him th

hearing^ H told him that he had formed a iltsigr
of cutting mount Athos into the form of a man, thai

should hold a great city in his left hand, and in his

right a cup to receive all the rivers which ran froni

that mountain, and to pour them into the sea. Alex-
ander relishing this gigantic design, asked him who-
ther there were lands enough about this city to

supply corn for its subsistence. And having been an

swered, that it would be necessary to bring that by
sea, he told him that he applauded the boldness of the

design, but could not approve the choice of the place
he had pitched upon for the execution of it. He,
however, retained him near his person, adding, that

he would employ his ability in other undertakings.
Alexander accordingly, in the voyage he made into

Egypt, having discovered a port there that was very
well sheltered and of easy access, surrounded by a
fertile country, and abounding with conveniences on
account of its neighbourhood to the IVile, he com-
manded Dinocrates to build a city adjoining to it,

which was called Alexandria after his name. The
architect's skill and the prince's magnificence vied
with each other in embellishing it, and seemed to

exceed themselves in order to render it one of the

greatest and most superb cities of the world. It was
enclosed within a vast extent of walls, and fortified

with towers.8 It had a port, aqueducts, fountains

and canals of great beauty; an almost intin.te number
of houses for the inhabitants, squares, lofty edifices,

public places for the celebration of games and shows;
in a word, temples and palaces so spacious, and in so

great a number, that they
took up almost a third part

of the whole city. I have observed elsewhere in

what manner Alexandria became the centre of the

commerce of the east and west.

A considerable structure, afterwards erected in the

neighbourhood of this city, still rendered it more
famous; I mean the light-house of the island of Pha-
ros. Seaports were usually fortified with towers, as

well for the defence, as to guide those who sailed

in the night by means of fires kindled upon them.
These towers were at first of a very simple species;
but Ptolomaeus Philadelphus caused one so great and

magnificent to be erected in the island of Pharos,
that some have ranked it amongst the wonders of the

world; it cost eight hundred talents, or one million

eight hundred thousand livres.

The isle of Pharos was about seven stadia, or some-

thing more than a quarter of a league, from the con-
tinent.8 It had a promontory or rock, against which
the waves of the sea broke. It was upon thi* rock
Ptolomasus Philadelphus built the tower of Pharos,
of white stone, of

surprising magnificence, with seve-

ral arched stories, not unlike the tower of Bnln Inn

which had eight such stories. He gave the direction

of this work to a celebrated architect, called Sostra-

tus, who cut this inscription upon the tower: " Sos-

tratns of Cnidos, son of Dexiphanes, to the tods pre-

server*, in favour of those who go by sea." In the

history of Philadelphus, the reader may see what has
been said upon this Inscription.
The Nubian geographer, who lived about six hun-

dred years ago, speaks of the tower of Pliaros ns of
an edifice subsisting in his time. The height cf the

tower, according
1 to him, was three hundred cii'.iits

that is to say. four hundred and fifty feet, or an hun
dred and fifty yards. A manuscript scholiast upon Lu
cian, cited by Isaac VossiuM atlirms that, for its size,

Si rub. I. xvii. p T'.U.ki:.

Sirnh. I. xvii. p. 791. &.r.. Plin. 1. xxxvi. e. .JJ

Is. Vuss.ad. Pump. Mel. p. 203.
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it might be compared with the pyramids of Egypt;
that it was square; that its sides were almost a sta-

dium, near (wo hundred and eight yards; that its top

might be descried an hundred miles, or about thirty
or forty leagues. This tower soon took the name of

tin- i-lmid, and was called Pharos; which name was
afterwards given to other towers erected for the same
use. The isle on which it was built became a penin-
sula in process of time. Queen Cleopatra joined it

to the main land by a mole, and a bridge from the

mole to the island; a considerable work, in which

Dexiphanes, a native of the isle of Cyprus, presided .1

She gave him, by way of reward, a considerable of-

fice in her court, and the direction of all the build-

ings
she afterwards caused to be erected.

We find, from more than one example, that expert
architects were very much honoured and esteemed

rjongst the ancients. The inhabitants of Rhodes
bad settled a considerable pension upon Diognetus,
one of their citizens, to reward him for the machines
of war which he had made for them.* It happened
that a foreign architect, who called himself Callias,

had made a model in miniature of a machine capable,
as he pretended, of lifting and removing any weight
whatsoever, and thereby excelling all other machine*,

Diognetus, judging the thing absolutely impossible,
was not ashamed to confess that it surpassed his skill.

The pension of the latter was transferred to Callias,

as far the more expert artist. When Demetrius Po-
liorceteswas preparing to make his terrible Helepolis

approach the walls of Rhodes, which he besieged,
the inhabitants called upon Callias to make use of

his machine. He declared it to be too weak to re-

move so great a weight. The Rhodians then per-
ceived the enormous fault they had committed, in

treating a citizen to whom they had such great obli-

gations with so much ingratitude. They beseeched

Diognetus in the most earnest manner to assist his

country, exposed to the utmost danger. He refused

it first, and remained for some time inflexible to their

entreaties. But when he saw the priests, and the
most noble children of the city, bathed in their tears,

come to implore his aid, he complied at last, and
rould not withstand so- moving a spectacle. The
question was to prevent ths enemy's approaching
uieir formidable machine to the wall. He effected it

without much difficulty, having laid the land under
water, over which the Helepolis was to pass, which
rendered it absolutely useless, and obliged Demetrius
to raise the siege, by an accommodation with the

Rhodians. Diognetus was loaded with honours, and
double his former pension settled upon him.

THE FOUR PRINCIPAL TEMPLES OF GREECE.
Vitruviui says

8 that there were, amongst others,

four templen in Greece, entirely built of marble, and
adorned with such exquisite ornaments, that they
were the admiration of all good judges, and became
the rule and model of buildings in three orders of
architecture. The first of these structures is the tem-

ple
of Diana at F.phesus. The second that of Apollo

in the city of Miletus: both of these were of the

Ionic order. The third is the temple of Ceres and

Proserpine at Eleusis, which Ictinus built in the Do-
ric order, of extraordinary dimensions, capable of

containing thirty thousand persons; for there were
as ninnvi and often more, at the celebrated proces-
sion of the feast of Eleusis.* This temple at first

bad .10 columns without, in order to leave the more
room for sacrifice*. But Philo afterwards, when De-
metrius Phalcrajus governed Athens, placed some

pillar* in front, to render the edifice more majestic.
The fourth is the temple of Jupiter Olympius at

Athens, of the Corinthian order. Pisistratus had he-

gun it, but it remained unfinished after his death,

spon account of the troubles in which the republic
was involied.5 More than three hundred years afier,

Antioclius Epiphanes, king of Syria, took upon him
o defray the expenses that were necessary for finish-

t Tzrtzp* Uhil. ii. hist. 33. Vitt 1. x. c. 33.

Ibid, in pra-l'. I. vii.

Her. I. iii. c. ti5 Strab. 1. ix p. 395.
Vitr in praf. 1. vii.

ing the body of the temple, which was very large,
and the columns of the portico.* Cossutius a Roman
citizen, who had made himself famous amongst the

architects, was chosen to execute this great work.
He acquired great honour by it, this pile being es-

teemed to have very few equal to it in magnificence.
The same Cossutius was one of the first amongst the

Romans who built in the Grecian taste. He gives ma
occasion to speak of several edifices at Rome, which
often employed Greek architects, and thereby in

some measure to resume my plan.

CELEBRATED BUILDINGS AT ROME.
The art of building was almost as soon known in

Italy as Greece, if it be true that the Tuscans had
not bad any communication with the Greeks, when

they invented the particular order which retains their

name to this day. The tomb which Porsenna, king
of Etruria, caused to be erected for himself during
his lifetime, shows the great knowledge they had in

those days of this art.7 This structure was of stone,
and built almost in the same manner as the labyrinth
of Daedalus, in the island of Crete, if the tomb were
uch as Varro has described it in a passage cited br

Pliny.

Tarquinius Priscus had a little before erected very
considerable works at Rome; tor it was he who first

enclosed that city with a wall of stone, and laid the

foundations of the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus,
which his grandson Tarquinius Superbus finished at

a great expense, having for that purpose called in the

best workmen from Etruria. The Roman citizens

were not dispensed with from sharing in that work,
which, though very painful and laborious, being added
to the

fatigues
of war, they did not think too heavy;

so much joy they conceived, and so much honour

they thought it, to build * the temples of their gods
with their own hands.

The same Tarquinius Priscus raised two other

works, not so splendid, indeed, in outward appear-
ance, but far more considerable in regard to labour

and expense; works, says Livy, to which the magni-
ficence of our days, in its most supreme degree, has

scarce been capable of producing any thing compar-
able.*

One of these works was the subterraneous sewers

and canals, that received all the dirt and filth of the

city: the remains of which still raise admiration and

astonishment from the boldness of the undertaking
and the greatness of the expense it must necessarily
have cost to complete it. And, indeed, of what thick-

ness and solidity must these vaulted water-courses

have been, which ran from the extremity of the city

as far as the Tiber, to support for so many ages,
without ever giving way in the least, the enormous

weight of the vast streets of Rome erected upon
them, through which an infinity of carriages of im-

mense weight were continually passing!
M. Scaurus, to adorn the stage of a theatre during

his edileship, which was to continue only a month at

most, had caused three hundred and sixty columns of

marble to be prepared, many of which were thirty-

eight feet high.W When the time for the shows was

expired, he had all those pillars carried into his own
house. The undertaker for making good the com-
mon sewers obliged that eclile to give him security
for repairing the damage that the carriage of sc many

heavy pillars might occasion to those vaults, which,

from" the time of Tarquinius Priscus, that is to say,

for almost eight hundred years, had continued im-

movable; and still bore so excessive a load without

giving way. Besides which, these subterraneous ca-

nals contributed exceedingly to the cleanliness of

Liv. 1. Ixi. n. 20. ' Tlin. 1. xxxri. c. 13.

(lui cum haud parvu* et ipse militia1 ndderi-tur labor,

min.'is tamen plebs gravabalur, se templa dt-uni exwdifirar*

manibui suis. Liv. \. i. n. 56
Qua? (pleb*) pogthac et ad alia, ul spocie minors, sie

labor!* aliquanto mnjori*, traducebatur opera" form in circa

faciendas, cloacampque ; mnximam rt ce|>taculurn omniun

purt'iimi'ntorum urbi *ub urram agcndam : quibus duobut

npcrihus vjx nova bee rnagnificeniiu quict)uaiD adtfuus

potuit Liv. ibid.

i I'lin. 1. xxxvi. :. 2.
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the houses and streets, as well as to the purity and
wholesomeness of the air. The water of seven brooks,
which had been united together, and which was fre-

qiienilv turned into these subterraneous beds, cleansed

them entirely, and carried oil along with them all the

filth into the Tiber.

Works of this kind, though hid under the earth,

and buried in darkness, will no doubt appear to every

good judge more worthy of praise, than the most

magnificent edifices, and most superb palaces. These
suit the majesty of kings indeed, but do not exalt

their merit, and, properly speaking, reflect no honour
but on the skill of the architect: whereas the others

argue princes, who know the true value of things;
who do not suffer thecnselves to be dazzled by false

splendour; who are more intent upon the public utili-

ty than their own glory; and who are studious to

extend their services and beneficence to the latest

posterity: objects worthy the ambition of a prince!
After the Tarquins were expelled Rome, the peo-

ple having abolished monarchical government, and
resumed the sovereign authority, were solely intent

upon extending the boundsof theirempire. When in

process of time they came to have more commerce
with the Greeks, they began to erect more superb and
more regular buildings. For it was from the Greeks
that the Romans learned to excel in architecture.

Till then, their edifices had nothing to recommend
them but their solidity and magnitude. Of all the

orders they knew only the Tuscan. They were al-

most entirely ignorant of sculpture, and did not even
use marble: at least they never knew how to polish
it, nor make pillars and other works of it, that by
their beauty and excellent workmanship might make
a magnificent appearance when applied in proper
places.!

It was not, properly speaking, till towards the lat-

ter times of the republic, and under the emperors,
that is to say, when luxury was grown to a great

height at Rome, that architecture appeared there in

all its splendour. What a multitude of superb build-

ings and magnificent works were erected, which
still adorn Rome! The pantheon, the baths, the am-

phitheatre called the Colisaeum. the aqueducts, the

causeways, the pillars of Trajan and Antonine! The
famous bridge over the Danube, built by the order
of Trajan, was a work which alone would have suffi-

ced to have immortalized his name. 2 It had twenty
piles to support the arches, each sixty feet thick, an
hundred and fifty high, without including the founda-

tions, and an hundred and seventy feet distant from
one another, which makes in all a breadth of fifteen

hundred fourscore and ten yards. This was, however,
that part of the whole country in which the Danube
was narrowest, but at the same time deepest and most

rapid; which seemed an obstacle not to be surmoun-
ted by human industry. It was impossible to make
dams in it for laying the foundation of the piles. In-

stead of which, it was necessary to throw into the bed
of the river a prodigious quantity of different mate-

rials, and by that means to form a kind of bases equal
to the height of the water, in order afterwards to erect

the piles upon them, and the whole superstructure of

the bridge. Trajan made this bridge with the view
of using it agamH the barbarians. His successor

Adrian, on the contrary, apprehended its being used

by the barbarians against the Romans, and caused the

arches of it to be demolished. Apollodorus of Da-
mascus was the architect who presided in erecting
this bridge: he had been employed in many other
works by Trajan. His end was very unfortunate.
The emperor Adrian had caused a temple to be

built in honour of Rome and of Venus, at the extremi-
ties of which they were placed, each sitting upon a

throne: there is reason to believe that he had drawn
the plan, and given the dimensions himself, because
he piqued himself upon excelling in all arts and sci-

ences.* After it was built, Adrian sent the draught
of it to Apollodorus. He remembered, that one day
inclining to give his opinion upon a building Trajn.ii

> Pirn. I. xxxv. e. 6. Dio. 1. It viii. p 776.
t)io. 1 Ixix. pp. 789, 79(V

was discoursing about to Arollodonn, that architt 4
hod rejected what he said with contempt, as talking
of what he did not understand. It was therefore by
way of insult, and to show him that something great
and perfect might be done without him, that he sent

him the design of this temple, with express order* to

let him know his opinion of it. Apollodorus was

naturally no flatterer, and saw plainly the affront inten-

ded him. After having praised the beauty, delicacy,
and magnificence of the building, he added, that since

he was ordered to give his opinion of it, he could not

deny but it had one fault; which was, that if the god-
desses should have an inclination to rise up, they
would be in danger of breaking their heads, because
the arch of the roof was too confined, and the temple
not high enough. The emperor was immediately
sensible of the gross and irreparable fault he had com-
mitted, and was inconsolable upon it. But the archi-

tect paid for it, and his too great ingenuity, which wai
not perhaps sufficiently discreet and respectful, cost

him his life.

I have not ranked, in the number of the magnificent

buildings of Rome, the palace called the Golden
House,* which Nero caused to be erected there,

though perhaps nothing like it was ever seen, either

for the extent of its walls, the beauty of its garden*,
the number and delicacy of its porticoes, the sumu-
tuousnes of its buildings, or the gold, pearls, jewels,
and other precious materials, with which it glittered.
I do not think it allowable to give the name of magni-
ficence to a palace built with the spoils, and cemented
with the blood of the Roman citizens. Whence, sayi
Suetonius, the buildings of Nero were more destruc-

tive to the empire than all his other follies. Non in

alia re damnosior qitam in ccdificando. Cicero had

passed a still more severe judgment upon it,5,vhoheld
no expenses to be really laudable, but such as had the

public utility in view; as the walls of cities and citadels,

arsenals, ports, aqueducts, causeways, and others, of a

like nature. He carried his rigour so far as to con-
demn theatres, piazzas, and even new temples; and

supported his opinion by the authority of Demetrius

Phaleraeus, who absolutely condemned the excessive

expenses of Pericles in such structures.

The same Cicero makes excellent reflections^ upon
the buildings of private persons: for there is certainly
a difference to be made in this point, as well as all

others, in regard to princes. He is for having person*
of the first rank in the state lodged in an honourable

manner, and that they should support their dignity by
their habitations; but at the same time that their

houses should not be their principal merit, and that

the master should do honour to the dwelling, and not

the dwelling to the master. 7 He recommends to the

great men that build, carefully to avoid the excessive

expenses incurred by the magnificence of structures:

expense-, which become of fatal and contagious exam-

ple to a city; the generality not failing, and making it a

merit, to imitate, and sometimes even to exceed, the

great. Palaces thus multiplied are said to do honour
to a city. They rather dishonour it, because they

corrupt it, by rendering Ijxury and pomp continually

*
[
Suetonius (in Neron. c. xxxi.) gives some curious detail*

of this enormous edifice. In the vestibule stood a colossal

statue of Nero, 120 feet in height; there were throe porti-

coes, each a mile in length, aiul supported by three row* of

pillars : the garden seems to have resembled a park, ami con-

tained an immense piece of water, woods, vineyards, and

piislure eround, herd*, and even wild beasts. On llie bank*

of the lake rose various edific.es ihut resmnblerf towns. I*

the palace itself the rooms were lined with gold, gema, and

mother of pearl. The ceilings of the dining roonn wuru

adorned with ivory pannels, so contrived ns to gentler (low-

ers, and shower perfumes on the guests. The principal ban-

r|ueting-room revolved U|x>n itself, representing the motion*,

of the heavens : the baths were supplied with salt watel

from the sea, and mineral water from the Albula. now Solfa-

tura near Tibur.l
Oic. I. ii. de offic. n. 60. Cio. 1. i. offir.. n. 13!), J40.

' Orrianda est dignitas domo, non ex dotno dicnitai tots

quaremla : nee domo dominus, sed domino domus honestnndl

est Cavendum est etiam, prajsertim si ipse (edifices ne extra

moiium sumntu et magnific.entia prodeas. duo in gencre
mnli CUM miili in exemplo cut : rtndioco enim plerirjuo ; nr

suriim in liac parte, facts principum imitnntur.
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eceffary, by the costliness o( furniture, and the other

expensive ornaments, required in lolly buildings;
which are, besides, often the cause of the ruin of fami-

lies.

Cato, in his book upon rural life, gives very wise

dvice. When, says he, to build is the question, we
should deliberate a great while, (and often not build

at all.) but when to plant, we should not deliberate

but plant directly.
1

In case xve build, prudence requires our taking good
precautions. "Formerly," says Vitruvius,* "there
was a very severe but very just law at Ephesus, by
which the architects who undertook a public building,
were obliged to declare what it would cost, and to do
It for the price they had demanded, for the perform-
ance of which their whole estate was bound. When
(he work was finished, they were publicly honoured
and rewarded, if the expense was according to their es-

timate. If the expense exceeded the agreement only
fourth, the public paid the surplus. But if it went

beyond that, the architect made good the deficiency.
It were to be wished," continues Vitruvius,

" that the

Romans had such a regulation in regard to their build-

ings, as well public as private: it would prevent the

rum of many persons."
Thi? is a very just reflection, and argues a very es-

timable character in Vitruvius, and a great fund of

probity, which indeed distinguishes itself throughout
his whole work, and do^s him no lest honour than his

great capacity. He followed his profession with a

noble disinterestedness, very uncommon in those who
practise it. Reputation, not gain, was hit motive.*
he had learned from hi ".Ssters, that an architect

'ight to stay till he is desired *y undertake a work;
and that he cannot, without shame, make a demand,

lal shows him interested in it, because every body
uows people do not solicit others to do them good,

> jfMifioare diu cogitare oportet, conserere cogitare non

portet. sed facere.

Vitruv. jirtvf:it. 1. 1.
' K.M aulcm, Ccesar, non ad pecunitm parandam ex erre

ledi slu'lium, god piitiui tenuilatem cam bona taina quara
ibundanliam cum in lamia sequendam pruvabi. Ceteri ar-

iliitrrti rogant et ambiunt, ul architectentur : milii aulera
i precepturibus ot traditura, rngatuni non rogantem opor
<ere euscinere cara.n, quod ingenuus color moveiur pudore
petendo rem uspir.ioum. Nam beneficium danteg. Don re-

eipiemev ambiuntur. fiJrc. prsfat. I. vi.

but to receive it from them. He requires in his pro-
fession an extent c! jj::aw ledge, that occasions nst<>n

ishment.4 According to him, an architect must b

both ingenious and laborious: for capacity without

application, and application without capacity, never
make an excellent artist. He must therefore know
how to design, understand geometry, not be ignorant
of optics, have learned arithmetic, know much of his-

tory, have well studied philosophy, and have som8

knowledge of music, physic, civil law, and astronomy.
He afterwards proceeds to show particularly, in what
manner each of these branches of learning may be
useful to an architect.

When he comes to philosophy, besides the know-

ledge necessary to his art to be derived from the

physics, he considers it with regard to morals. "The
study of philosophy." savs he,

" serves also to render
the architect more complete, who ought to have a soul

great and bold without arrogance, equitable and faith-

ful, and what is still more important, entirley exempt
from avarice: for it is utterly impossible ever to do

any thing well, or to attain any excellence without

fidelity and honour. He ought therefore to be disin-

terested, and to have less in view the acquiring of

riches, than honour and reputation, by architecture;
never doing any thing unworthy cf so honourable a

profession: for this is what philosophy prescribes."
Vitruvius has not thought fit to require in his archi-

tect the talent of eloquence, which it is often proper
even to distrust, as a very happy saving Plutarch has

preserved explains. It was occasioned by a conside-
rable building that the Athenians intended to erect
for the execution of which two architects offered them-
selves to the people. The one, a fine speaker, but not

very expert in his art, charmed and dazzled the whole

assembly by the elegant manner in which he expres-
sed himself in explaining the plan he proposed to fol-

low. The other, as bad an orator as he was an excel-

lent architect, contented himself with telling the Athe-
nians: " Men of Athens, I will do what he has said."I

I conceived, that I could not conclude this article upon
architecture belter, than with giving some idea of the

ability and manners of him (Vitruvius,) who in the

opinion of all good judges, practised and taught it with
most reputation.

Lib. i. r, 1.

OF SCULPTURE.

SECTION I. OF THE DIFFERENT SPECIES OF
SCULPTURE.

SCULPTURE is an art, which by the means of de-

sign or plan and solid matter, imitates the palpable
objects of nature. Its matter is wood, stone, marble,
ivory; different metals, as gold, silver, copper; pre-
cious stones, as agate, and the like. This art in-

cludes also casting or founding, which is subdivided
into the art of making figures of wax, and that of

casting them in all sorts of metals. By sculpture, I

nderstand here, all these different species.
The sculptors and painters have often had great

disputes amongst themselves upon the pre-eminence
of their several professions; the first founding the

preference upon the duration of their works, and the
latter opposing them with the effects of the mixture
and vivacity of colours. But without entering into
a question not easy to decide, sculpture and painting
way be considered as two sisters, that have but one

origin, and whose advantage* ought to be common;
I might almost say as the same art, of which design
is the soul and rule, but which work in a different

manner, and upon different materials.
It is difficult and little important, to trace, through

the obscurity of remote ages, t.ie hrst inventors of

sculpture.
Its origin may be dated with that of the

world, and we may say that God was the first sta-

tuary, when having created all beings, he seemed
to redouble his attention in forming the body of

man, for the beauty and perfection of which he seems
to have wrought with a kind of satisfaction and com-

placency. Long after he had finished this master-

piece
of his all-powerful hands, he was willing to be

Honoured principally by the sculptor's application in

building the ark ol the covenant, of which himself

gave the idea to the legislator of the Hebrews. But
in what terms does he speak of the admirable artist

he thought fit to employ in ill "
I have chosen,"

says he to his prophet, "a man of the tribe of Judah,
and I have filled him with the Spirit of God, in wis-

dom, and in understanding, and in knowledge, and
in all manner of workmanship, to devise cunning
works, to work in gold, and in silver and in brass

and in cutting of stones, to set them, and in cutting
of timber, to work in all manner of workmanship."!
He speaks in the same manner in respect to the work-

i Krodui mi.
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men that were to build and adorn the temple of

Jerusalem.

Nothing' could exalt the merit of sculpture so much
as so noble a destination, it it had fulfilled it faithful-

ly. But long before the building of the temple, and
even the tabernacle, it had shamefully prostituted it-

self for hire to
idolatry,

which by its means filled the

world with statues ot false divinities, and exposed
them for the adoration of the people. We find in

the scripture, that one of the causes which had con-
duced must to the spreading of this impious worship,
had been the extreme beauty which the workmen in

emulation of each other had exerted themselves to

give those statues.' The admiration excited by the

view of these excellent works of art, was a kind of

enchantment, which by strongly affecting the senses,

conveyed the illusion to the mind, and drew in the

multitude. It is against this universal delusion Jere-

miah admonished the Israelites to beware, when they
should see in Babylon the statues of gold and silver

carried about in pomp upon the days of solemnity.
At that time, says the prophet, when the whole mul-

titude, filled with veneration and awe, shall
prostrate

themselves before idols, (for the captivity, in which
the

people
of God were in a strange land, would not

admit them to express themselves aloud) say within

yourselves: IT IS ONLY THOU, O LORD, THAT OUGHT
TO BE ADORED.! It must be owned also that sculp-
ture did not contribute a little to the corruption of

manners, by the nudity of the images, and represen-
tations contrary to modesty, as the Pagans them-
telves have confessed.* I thought it proper to pre-
mise this remark, that in what I shall say hereafter

in praise of sculpture, the reader may see I distin-

guish \he excellency of the art in itself from the

abuse which men have made of it.

The first sculptors made their works of earth,
whether they were statue*, or moulds and models.
This made the statuary Pasiteles say, that the works
which were either cast', or cut with a chisel or graver,
owed their being to the art of making figures of

earth, called Plnslice. It is said that Demaratus,
the father of Tarquinius Priscus, who took refuge
from Corinth in F.truria, brought thither abundance
of workmen with him who excelled in that art, and
introduced the taste for it there, which afterwards
communicated itself to the rest of Italy. The sta-

tues erected in that country to the gods, were at

first only of earth, to which for their whole orna-

ment, was added a red colour. We ought not to be
ashamed of the men, says Pliny, who adored such

gods.* They set no value upon gold and silver either

for themselves or their deities. Juvenal calls a sta-

tue, like that erected by Tarquinius Priscus in the

temple of the father of the Gods:

Ficiilis, et nullo violatu* Jupiter auro.
A Jove of earth, nor yet by gold profan'd.

It was very late before they began to set up gol-
den or gilt statues at Rome.1 This was first done in

the consulship of P. Corn. Cethegus, and M. Baebius

Tamphilus, in the 571st or 573d year of Rome, A.
M. 3820. Portraits were afterward* made also of

plaster and wax, the invention of which is ascribed
to Lysistratus of Sic.yone, the brother of Lysippus.'We find that the ancients made statues of almost
11 sorts of wood. There was an image of Apollo at

1 Also the singular diligence of the artificer did help to

et forward the ignorant to more superstition. For he per-
adventure willing to please one in authority, forced all hit

(kill to make the resemblance of the best fashion. And su

the multitude allured ly the prace of the work, took him
now for a god, whom a little before, was but honoured ai a
man. And thi was an occasion to deceive the world.
Wisd. xiv. 18, 19,20,21.

Baruch vi. 6.

Anxere et artem vitiorum irritamenta. Plin. Procem.
. xxxiii.

ll.f turn effigies deorum erant laadatisnimte. Nee pan-
nitet noi illnrum, qui tale* dent colnere. Aurum enim ar-

fentum ne dii quidern conficiebant. Plin.

Arilius Glabrio duumvir, Matuam auratam, quse prima
mmum in Italia ctatua aurata ct uitri Glabrioni poMiil.

Aio. I. xl. n 34.

Plin. 1. xxxv. e. 12.

Sicyone made ./ box.7 At Ephesus, according to
some writer, that of Diana was of cedar, as well as

the roof of the temples. The lemon-tree, the cy
press, the palm, the olive, the ebony, the vine, in a
word, all trees not subject to rot, or to be wortu-

eaten, were used for statues.

Marble soon became the most usual, and the most
esteemed material for works of sculpture.

8 It is be-
lieved that Dipaenes and Scyllis, both of Crete, were
the first who used it at Sicyone, which was long, in

a manner, the centre and school of arts: they lived

about the 50th Olympiad, A. M. 3424, a little before

Cyrus reigned in Persia. Bupnlus and Anthernrjs,
two brothers, made themselves famous for the art of

carving marble, in the time of Hipponax, that is to

say, in the 60lh Olympiad, A. M. 3464. That po<*
had a very ugly face. They made his portrait in

order to expose it to the laughter of spectators. Hip-
ponax conceived a more than poetic fury against
them, and made such virulent verses upon them, that,

according to some, they hanged themselves through
grief and shame. But this lact cannot be true, be-

cause there were works of their making after that time.

At first the artists used only white marble, brought
from the isle of Paros.9 It was reported that in cut-

ting these blocks of marble, they sometimes found
natural figures of a Silenus, a good Pan, a whale,
and other fishes. Jasper and spotted marble became
afterwards the fashion. It was brought principally
from the quarries of Chio; and soon was commonly
found in almost all countries. It is believed, that

the manner of cutting large blocks of marble into

many thin pieces, to cover the walls of houses, was
invented in Caria. The palace of king Mausolus at

Halicarnassus is the most ancient house, that had
these incrustations of marble, which were one of its

greatest ornaments.
The use of ivory in works of sculpture was known

from the earliest ages ofGreece. Homer speaks ofsuch

sculptures, though he never mentions elephants.'O
The art of casting gold and silver is of the greatest

antiquity, and cannot be traced to its origin. The
gods of Laban, which Rachel stole, seem to have been
of this kind. The jewels offered to Rebecca were of
cast gold. Before the Israelites left Egypt, they
had seen cast statues, which they imitated in casting
the golden calf, as they

did afterwards in the brazen

serpent. From that time all the nations of the east

cast their gods, deos conflaliles, and God forbade

his people to imitate them upon pain of death. In

the building of the tabernacle, the workmen did not

invent the art of founding: God only directed their

taste. It is said, that Solomon caused the figures
used in the temple and elsewhere, to be cast near

Jericho, because it was a clayey soil, in argillota
terra: which shows that they had even then the same
manner of founding great masses as we have.

It were to be wished, that the Greek or Roman
authors had informed us in what manner the ancients

cast their metals in making figures. We find by what

Pliny II writes upon that head, that they sometimes
made use of stone moulds. Vitruvius speaks.U of a
kind of stones found about the lake Volsenus, and in

other parts of
Italy,

which would bear the force of

fire without breaking, and of which moulds were
made for casting several sorts of works. The an
cients had the art of mingling different metals in tb

mould, to
express

different passions and sentiments

by the diversity of colours. 13

There are several manners of carving metals and

precious stones: for in both the one and the other

they work in relief, and in hollow, which is called

ngraving. The ancients excelled in both ways.
The basso relievos, which we have of theirs, are in-

finitely esteemed by good judges; and as to engraved
stones, as the fine agates and crystals, of which ther*

are abundance in the king of France's cabinet, it is

generally said, that there is nothing so exquisite at

those remains of the ancient masters.

i Pausan. I. vi. Plin. I. xvi. e. 40.

Plin. I. xxxvi. c. 4. Ibid. c. 0.

10 Odyit. A. v. 73. " Plin. I. xxxvii.

Vitruv. I. ii. c. 7. Plin. 1. xxxiv. c. 14,
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Though thej engraved upon almost all Kinds of

prec
; u* stones, the most finished figures, which we

Dave of theirs, are cut upon onyxes, which is a kind

of agate not transparent, or on cornelians, which they
'ound morr fit lor engraving than any other stones',

)ecaue they are more firm and even, mid cut more

neatly; and also because there are different colours

that run one above the other in the onyx, by the

mean- of which in relievo the bottom continues of

one colour, and the figures of another. To engrave
upon gems and crystals they used, as now, the point
of a diamond. I

The ancients highly extolled the gem in the ring
of PoU crates, tvrant of Sanios, which he threw into

the sea, and which was brought bark to him by a

ery extraordinary accident: in Pliny's time it was

pretended to be at koine.* It was,
according

to some,
a sardonyx, to others an emerald. That of Pyrrhus
was n; ,es esteemed; upon which might be seen

Apollo with his harp and the nine muses, each with

their particular symbol: and all this not the effect of

art, but of nature: non arte, sed sponte naturae.

The art of sculpture was principally employed upon

>
[It i probable that no stone of sufficient hurdness was

excluded from receiving the engravings of the ancients ;

hut it ha* been doubted whether they were acquainted
with the means of culling the diamond, or sculpturing the

emerald and topaz. The most favourite stones for engrav-

ing, as slated in the text, were the cornelian and onyx. The
former if of different shades, from cherry red to flesh colour,
and sometime* of a yellowish tinge or brownish colour ; but

exposed to moderate heat it becomes white. It was ob-

tained from India, Arabia, and other parts of Asia, a* well

is the Mediterranean islands. The latter is considered a

ealcedony, the colours of which are disposed in alternate

zones or strata. Generally they do not exceed two or three ;

five or six are extremely rare. The proper gems of onyx
consist of parallel zones, as these only can be worked to

dvnnlaze : hut there are other two varieties with undulated

cones, or concentric nuclei, resembling the eye of animal*.

It is not known where onyx wan obtained by the ancients,
but it is now found principally in Germany and Scotland.

The largest onyx said to exist is an oval of eleven inches

oy nine, on which is sculptured the apotheosis of Augustus in

four zones, two of which are brown and the others white.

Several stones of the same species have attracted the par-
ticular notice of antiquaries : such is the Brunswick vase

six inches in height, representing Cere* in quest of Prosei

pine; Venus on a marine animal surrounded by Cupids,

engraved upon an onyx of two zones; Marcus Aurelius and
Faustina in one of four zones, two of white and two of lilac.

Engraved gems of two colours, as the onyx, are called cameos,
a word of uncertain etymology more usually, however, ap-

plied
to such subjects as are in relief or elevated; while all

hollow engraving* are called intaglios a name adopted from
the Italian.

The Egyptians had gems both in intaglio and relief, bnt
more commonly the former ;

and those preserved are for

the most part called srarabei, from the figure resembling a

oeetle being engraved upon them. The Jews perhaps
learned engraving from the Egyptians among whom they
dwelt; and some notices respecting it are preserved in sa-

cred writ. In the book of Genesis, Bezaleel and Aholiab
are mentioned a* being professedly engravers, and are de-

lignated us "
filled with wisdom of heart to work all manner

of work with the graver, as well as to devise cunning works ;

to work in gold, and in silver, and in brass, and in cutting of

tones, and to set them." Of the jewel* which were in Ihe

cphod, Moses was directed to take two onvx stone* and

grave on them the name* of the children of Israel, six of
their names on one Hone, and six on the other, according
to their liirth.

" With the work of an engraver on stone,
like the engravings of a signet, shall thou engrave the two
ttones with the names of the children of Israel."

The art of die-Rinking for stamping coins, though by no
means of so early a date as the engraving of seals, was

practised ct a very early period. It is uncertain whether
the coining ofmoney wa invented by the Greeks or Lvdinns,

though some sup|iose that the art was broughl from Hindus-

tan. The first Greek money is supposed to have been
struck by Phidon. king of the Arsives. whose reign is fixed

by the Arundelian marbles at about eighl centuries before
the Christian era, or soon after the age of Homer. Many
f the early Greek and Sicilian coin* are beautiful and in

igh relief: to this, however, the coins of Athens form a re-

markable exception, being in a very inferior t\le of execu-
tion. This att seems to have been communicated to the
Romans in the reign of Pcrvius Tuiiius, about 4tO yeirs
before the commencement of our era, hy the Lvdian colony
*etUd in Etruria. The best of the Roman medals are the
work of Greek artists. ex;<:uted during the reign of Hi-
drian.l > Pin. 1. vii. c. 1.

cup* used at feasts: these pieces were very ri< h and
curious., as well as of the most costly materials.

One of the greatest advantages the art of making
portraits ever received for the eternizing its works, is

that of engraving upon wood and copper-plates, by (be

means of which u great number of prints are taken off,

that multiply a design almost to infinity, and convey
the artist's thought into different parts, which before
could only be known from the single piece of his own
work. There is reason to wonder, that the ancient!,
who engraved so many excellent things upon haid
stones and crystals, did not discover so fine a secret,

which indeed did not appear till after printing, and
was, no doubt, an effect and imitation ot it. For the

impression of figures and cuts did not begin to be used
till the end of the fourteenth century. The world if

indebted for the invention of them to a goldsmith, that

worked at Florence.*
After having related, by way ot" abridgment, the

greatest part of what employed the sculpture of the

ancients, it remains for me to give an account of totut
of those, who practised it with most success and repu
tation.

SECTION II. SCULPTORS MOST CELEBRATED
AMONGST THE ANCIENTS.

THOUGH sculpture had its birth in Asia and* Egypt,
it was from Greece, properly speaking, that it derived
its lustre and perfection. Not to mention the first

rude essays of this art, which always carry with them
the marks of their infantile state, Greece produced, es-

pecially in the time of Pericles and after him, a mul-
titude of excellent artists, who laboured in emulation
of each other, to place sculpture in honour by an in-

finite number of works, which have been, and will be,
the admiration of all ages. 4 Attica, fertile in quarries
of marble, and still more abundant in happy geniuses
for the arts, was soon enriched with an infinite num
ber of statues.*

I shall mention here only such of them as were
most distinguished by their ability and reputation.
The most celebrated are Phidias, Polycletus, Myron,
Lysippus, Praxiteles, and Scopas. There is another
still more illustrious than all I have named, but in n

different way: this is the famous Socrates. I ought
not to envy sculpture the honour she had of reckon-

ing Socrates amongst her pupils. He was the son of
a statuary, and was one himself before he commenced

philosopher. 6 The three graces, which were care-

fully preserved in the citadefof Athens, were general-
ly ascribed to him. They were not naked, as it was
usual to represent them, but covered: which shows
what inclination he had at that time for virtue. He
said, that this art had taught him the first precepts of

philosophy; and that as sculpture gives form to its

subjects by removing its superfluities, so that science

introduces virtue into the heart of man, by gradually
retrenching all his imperfections.

PHIDIAS.

PHIDIAS, for manv reasons, deserves t* bt placed at

the head of the sculptors. He was an Athenian, and

fRollin here alludes to Thomasa Finig'ierra, a goldsmith
of Florence, who, about the year 14CO. having engraved
some figures orr a silver plate which he intended to enamel,
in order to try the effect of his work, poured upon the plat*
some liquid sulphur, and the dirt or black lodged in the cre-

vice* adhering to the sulphur, produced an impression like

a pen drawing, and suggested to him the idea of an imprei
sion upon paper, in which he ultimately succeeded. Befor

this, however, the art of taking impressions upon paper
from blocks of wood, by means of Ihe printing or rolling

press, was known to the Germans, and seems to have ori-

ginated with the brief malert, or maker* of playing card*,
who at first coloured or illuminated their figures with the

hand; but afterwards performed the operation in a much
more expeditious manner by ulork* cut fur the purpose,
each colour requiring a separate stamp.]

Multas artes ad animorum corporumqye; cultam nobi*

eruditinima omnium gens (Grieca) invenit. Lie. 1. xxxix.

n.8.
Exornata eo genere eonerum eximii terra Attica, et *

pia domestic! marmoris, et ineenio artificium. IAV. I xxxi.

n. 26. These marble* were dug in the Penlelic mountain
which was in Attica.

Diog. Laert. in Socr.
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flourished in the 83d Olympiad, A. M. 3556, happy
times, wherein, Hfter the victories obtained over the

1'ersians, abundance, the daughter of peace, arid mo-
ther of arts, produced various talents by the protec-
tion Pericles afforded them. Phidias was not one of

those artists, who only know how to handle the tools

of their profession, tie ha:l a mind adorned with all

the knowledge that could be useful to a man of his

profession; history, poetry, fable, geometry , and op-
tics. A fact not a little curious, will show in what
manner the latter was useful to him. Alcamenes and

lie were each employed to make a statue of Minerva,
in order that the finest of them might be. chosen, and

placed on a very high column. When the two sta-

tues were finished, they were exposed to the view of

the public. The Minerva of Alcamenes, when seen

near, seemed admirable, and carried all the voices.

That of Phidias, on the contrary, was thought 'insup-

portable: a great open mouth, nostrils which seemed
drawn in, and something rude and gross throughout
the whole visage. Phidias and his statue were ridicu-

led. Set them, said he, where they are to be placed:
which was accordingly done alternately. The Mi-
nerva of Alcamenes appeared then like nothing, whilst

that of Phidias had a wonderful efl'ect from its air of

grandeur and majesty, which the people could never

sufficiently admire. Phidias received the approbation
his rival had before, who retired with shame and con-

fusion, very much repenting that he had not learnt

the rules of optics.
The statues so much extolled before the times we

now speak of, were more estimable for their antiquity
than merit. Phidias was the first w';;o gave the Greeks
a taste for the Fine in nature, no taught them to copy
it. Hence, as soon as his works appeared, they were

universally admired;! and what is still more astonish-

ing than that he made admirable statues, is, his mak-

ing so many of them: for their number, according to

authors, seems incredible; and h perhaps is the only-
one that ever united so much facility with such perfec-
tion.

I believe he worked with great pleasure upon a block

of marble, found in the Persian camp after the battle

of Marathon, in which those barbarians were entirely
defeated.* They had assured themselves of victory,
and had brought that stone thither, in order to erect

it as a trophy. Phidias made a Nemesis of it, the god-
dess whose function it is to humble and punish the in-

solent pride of men. The natural hatred of the Greeks
for the barbarians, and the grateful pleasure of aveng-
ing their country, undoubtedly animated the sculp-
tor's genius with new fire, and lent new force and
address to his hands and chisel. At the price of the

tpoils taken from the same enemies, he made a statue

of Minerva also for the Plataeans. 3 It was of wood,
gilt. The face, as well as the hands and feet, were
of PenUlic marble.

His talent lay principally in representing the gods.
His imagination was great and noble; so that, accord-

ing to Cicero, he did not copy their features and re-

femblance from any visible objects, but by the force

of genius, formed an idea of true beauty, to which he

continually applied himself, and which became his rule

and model, and directed his art and execution * Henre
Pericles, who had a higher opinion of him than of all

the other architects, made him director and a kind of

superintendent of the buildings of the republic.
When the Parthenon, that magnificent temple of

Minerva, was finished, of which some remains not ill

preserved, still charm travellers, and it was to be de-

dicated, which consisted in setting up the statue of the

goddess in it, Phidias was charged with the work, in

which he excelled himself. He made a statue of gold
and ivory, of twenty-six cubits (or thirty-nine leet)

< Quinti Ilortensit admodum adolescentis ingenium, ut
I'liuliB 1

signum. wirnul aspect u in et probatum est. Cic. de
tlar. Oral. n. 228.

* PuiiKiin. in Attic, p. fi2. > Id. in limit, p. 547.

Phidias, cum facere Jovis formam aut Minerva?, non con

lemplnhntut aliqucm a quo siinilitudinrm duccn-t : scil ipgius
in iiu-iiii' iimidebat tipucies pulchritudinis eximia qutedam,
quam inlueni. in eaquc defixus, nrl illiu* simililmlinem ar-

teon ut animum dirigebat. Cic. in Oral. a. 9.

high. The Athenians chose to have it of ivory whirh
at that time, was much more scarce and valuable than
the finest marble. How rich soever this prod.gious
statue was, the sculptor's art infinitely surpassed the

materials of it.* Phidias hail carved upon the convex

part of Minerva's shield, the battle of the Athenians
with the Amazons; and upon the concave, that oi the

giants with the gods; upon the buskins of the god-
dess, he added the battle of the Centaurs nnc Lnpi'.hre;
on the pedestal the birth of Pandora, with all that fa-

ble says of it. Cicero, Pliny, Plutarch, Pausanias, and
several other great writers of antiquity, all connois-

seurs, and eye-witnesses of it, have spoke of this sta-

tue. Their testimony leaves no room to doubt its

having been one of the finest pieces of workmanship
that ever was in the world.
Some assure us, says Plutarch, that Phidias put his

name upon the pedestal of his Minerva at Athens.!
Pausanias does not mention this circumstance, xvhich

Cicero entirely denies, who says expressly, that Phi-

dias not being permitted to put his name to the statue,
had cut his

portrait upon the goddess' shitld.7 Flu-

tarch adds, that Phidias had represented himself in the
form of an old man, quite bald, raising a large stone
with both his hands; and had also represented Peri-

cles fighting with an Amazon, but in such an attitude,
that his hand which was extended to throw a javelin
hid part of his face.

The most excellent artists have always affected to

insert their names in their works, in order to partake
of the immortality they gave others. Myron, that fa-

mous statuary, to immortalize his name, put it in cha-

racters almost imperceptible, upon one of the thighs
of the statue of A polio.

8 Pliny relates, that two La
cedaemonian architects, Saurus and Batrachus, with-

out accepting any reward, built some temples in a part
of the city of Rome, which Octavia caused afterwards
to be enclosed with galleries. They Haltered them-
selves, that they should have liberty to set their names

upon them, which indeed seems the least recompense
due to their generous disinterestedness. But we find

that in those days, the. persons who employed the mos-t

able artists, took all possible precautions to avoid

sharing the esteem and attention of posterity with sim-

ple workmen. These were absolutely refused their

demand. Their address, however, supplied them with
an amends. They threw in by way of ornaments
lizards and frogs upon the bases and capitals of all the

columns. The name of Saurus was implied by th*

lizard, which the Greeks call a-iuja, and that ot Ba
trachus by the frog, which they call Tf*x3{.
The prohibition I speak of was not general in

Greece, of which we shall soon see a very extraordi-

nary instance in relation to Phidias himself: it was

perhaps peculiar to Athens. However it were, his

having given the two portraits a place in the shield of

Minerva was made criminal. 9 Nor was that all;

Menon, one of his pupils, demanded to be heard, and
made himself his accuser. He alleged that he had

applied to his own use part of the forty-four talents

of gold, which were to have been used in the statue

of Minerva. '" Pericles had foreseen what would hap-
pen, and by his advice, Phidias had used the gold in

his Minerva in such a manner, that it could easily be

taken out and weighed. It was weighed accordingly,
and to the accuser's shame, found to amount to the

forty-four talents. Phidias, who plainly saw thai his

innocence would not secure him against the malignant
jealousy of those who envied him, and the intrigues
of Pericles' enemies, who had hatched this aflair against
him, withdrew privately to Elis.

He there conceived thoughts of avenging himse.f

Plin. I. xxxvi. c. 5. Pint, in Pericl. p. J60
' Phidias gimilvm ui speciem incluxit in r.lypeo Minere,

cum inicriliere non liceret. Tvteul. I. i. n. 34.

Signum Apolini* pulcherrimum, rujus in femore litorulia

minutia argenteig nomen inscriptum Myronis. Cic. Vtrrin.

de sign. n. 93.

I'lut. in Pericl. p. 160.

In supposing the proportion of gold to silver as ten to

one, forty-four lalents of gold amounted to four hundred
nnfl fortv talents, that is to say, to one million three hun-
dred and twenty thousand livres ; something lest than sixty
thousand pounds tier inf.
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in manner pardonable and allowable in an artist, if

ever revenge could be so, which was by employing
his whole industry in making a statue for the K.kans,

that might eclipse his Minerva, which the Athenians

'ooked u|X)ii as his master-piece. This he eflected.

His Jupiter Olvmpius was a prodigy of art; and so

perfectly such, that to set R just value upon it, it was

(i., -unlit' that it deserved to be ranked amongst the

icn wonders of the world. Nor had he forgot nny

thing that mig^ht
conduce to its perfection. Before he

had entirely finished it, he exposed it to the view and

judgment of the public, hiding himself in a corner,

n hence he overheard all that was said of it. 1 One

thought the nose too thick, another the face too long;
a,id different persons iound different faults. He made
the best use he could of all the criticisms that seemed
to have any just foundation; convinced, says Lucian,

who relates this fact, that many eyes see better than

one. An excellent reflection in every kind of work!
This s-tHtue of gold and ivory, sixty feet high, and

of proportionate magnitude, made all succeeding
statuaries despair. None of them had the presump-
tion even to imngine that they could imitate it: Proc-

ter Jovem Olympiwn, quern nemo (tmulatiir, says Mi-

nv.J According to Quinctilian,* the majesty of the

Work equalled that of the god, and even added to

the religion ofall who saw it-.EjtispitlchrHtidoadjecis-
te aliqilid clinm recepta religinni videttir, adeo majes-
tnt operis deum aquavit. Those who beheld it, were
struck with astonishment, and asked whether the god
had descended from heaven to show himself to Phidi-

as, or Phidias had been carried thither to contemplate
the god. Phidias himself, upon being asked whence
he hud taken his ide.a of his Jupiter Olympius, repeat-
ed the three fine verses of Homer, in which the poet
represents the inajestr of that god in the most sublime

terms; thereby signifying that the genius of Homer
had inspired him with it. 4

At the base of the statue was this inscription: PHI-

1TAS THE ATHEMAN, THE SON OF CIIAR.MIDES, MADE
ME.* Jupiter seems here to glory in a manner that

he is the work of Phidias, and to declare so by this

inscription; tacitly to reproach the Athenians with

their vicious delicacy, in not suffering that excellent

rtist to annex his name or portrait to the statue of

Minerva. Pausania*, who had seen and carefully ex-

amined this statue of Jupiter Olympius, has lelt us a

very long and very fine description of it. The Abbe

Gedoyn has inserted it in his dissertation upon Phi-

dias, which he has read in the Academy of Inscrip-

tions, and was pleased to communicate to me. I have

made use of it in what I have related of this famous

statuary.
The statue of Jupiter Olympius raised the glory of

Phidias to its highest degree, and established him a

reputation which two thousand years have not oblite-

rated. He finished his labours with this great master-

Ciece.

The shop where he worked, was preserved
>ng after his death, and travellers used to visit it out

of curiosity. The Kleans, in honour of his memory,
instituted an office in favour of his descendants, the

whole duty of which consisted in keeping this magni-
ficent statue clean, and in preserving it from whatever

might gully its beauty.*

POLYCLETUS.
Poi.YCi.ETCS was of Sicyone, a city o Pelopon-

nesus, and lived in the 87th Olympiad.? A. M. 3771.

Ageladas was his master, and several very famous

sculptors his disciples, of which number was Myron,
of whom we shall soon speak. He made several

statues of brass, which were highly esteemed. One
of them represented a beautiful young man with a

crown on his head, which was sold for an hundred

talents, that is, an hundred thousand crowns. But
what gave him most reputation was the statue of a

Doryphorns,
8 in which all the proportions of the

liuinun body were so happily united, that it was cal-

Lucian in imaginilr. p. 31. * Plin I. xxxir. c. 8.

Quinrlil. I. xii P. 10.

Val. Max. I. iii. c. 7. Paiman. I. v. p. 303.

Pa .s 1 v. p. 313. ' Plir I. xxxiv. c. 8.

So the guttid* of' the kin; of Persia were culled.

DL. II .

l>d the Rult;9 and the sculptors came from all parts
to IOIIM in themselves, by studying this statue, a

just idea of what they had to do, in order to excel

in their art. Polvcletus is universally admitted to

have carried the art of sculpture to its highest per-
fection, as Phidias is for having been the tii>t to.

place it in honour. 14

\VhiUt he was at work ujxin a statue, by order of

the people, he had the complaisance to htarken to

all the advice they thought fit to give him, to rt touch

his work, and to change and correct in it whatever

displeased the Allieniaiis.il But he made another in

private, in which he followed only his own genius,
and the rule? of art. When they were exposed to-

gether to the view of the public, the people were
unanimous in condemning the fust, mid admiring the

other. \V\int you condemn, says IVIvcetus to them
i* your icork,wttat you admire, is mine.

MYRON.
Little is known of this statuary. He was an Athe-

nian, or at least passed for one, because the inhabi-

tants of Elentheria, the place of his nativity, had ta-

ken refuge at Athens, and were regarded as citizens

of it. He lived in the 87th Olympiad, A. M. 3771.
His works rendered him very famous, especially a

heifer which he made in brass, and which gave oc-

casion for abundance of fine Greek epigrams inser-

ted in the fourth book of the Anthologia, (F'oriUga.)

LYSIPPUS.
LvsiPPUS was a iSicyonian, and lived in the time

of Alexander the Great, in the 114lh Olympiad,"
A. M. 3676. He followed at first the basinets of a

lock-mill); but his happy genius soon induced him
to take up a profession more noble and more worthy
of him. He used to sav, that the Doryphorus of

Polvcletus had served him instead of a master.^ But
the painter Eupompus directed him to a much bet-

ter and more certain guide. For upon Ljsippns"
asking him, which of his predecessors in the art of

sculpture it was best to propose to himselt as a mo-
del nnd a master; JV*o man in particular, replied he
but nature herself.i* He afterwards studied her solely
and made great improvements from her lessons,

He worked with so much ease, that of all the an-

cients none made so great a number of statues as

himself; they are said to amount to six hu.uired.

He made amongst others the statue of a man rub-

bing himself after bathing, of exquisite beauty.

Agnppa set it up in Rome before his baths. Tibe-

rius, who was charmed with it, having attained the

empire, could not resist his desire to possess it,

though in the first years of his reign, in which he

was -urticientlv master of himself to moderate his

passions: so that he removed the statue into bis

own chamber, and caused another very fine one to

be put up in the same place.
I* The people, who

feared Tiberius, could not, however, refrain from

crying out in the full theatre, that they desired

the statue might be replaced: with which the em-

peror, how fond soever he was of the statue, was

obliged to comply, in order to appease the tumult.

Lysippus had made several statues of Alexander

according to his several ages, having began at his in

fancy. It is well known, ihfit prince had forbade al,

statuaries but Lysippus to make his statue, as he had
done all painters but Apelles to draw his picture; t

Fecit et qucm cannna artifices volant, linr-ann n>a inis
ex eo potentei vrlul a li-gc quadam >luyque huniinum ar

tem ip? feci*e art it opcre jodicntur. Plin.

> Hir conniimmaMe hanc wientian todiratur, et toreitt-

cen ic erudicve, ut Pliidiai hperui*e. Plin.
11 jElian. I xiv. c. 8. " Plin. I. xiv e. 8
> PuUrlcti Doryphorum fibi Lysippus aiebat magitrut

fiiine. 'Cic. i* Bnt. n. 2W.
i Eum interrojratum quern tequeretor prwedrntium.

iliiiiso. demonstruta hominum muliitudine, riaturam Ipnam
imitandam ee, non artificem. Plin.

Mire gratum Tilxrio principi. qui non qoivit temper-
are eibi in eo, qnanquam imperinii *ui inter initia prio

cipatu*. transtulitijue ; in eubiculum, alioihi ignoabslita
to. Plin

' Edicti) vetnit nequii *ibi pruer Anelk-m pinferet, ait

aiius Lyiippo duceret c-ra turns Alexandri vuhum simulaa
tia. HOT I. ii. Ef$i. a.d.1*g.

2 H
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rightlyjudging, says Cicero, that the skill of those two

great masters in perpetuating their own names, would
also immortalize his: for it was not to please them
he published that edict, but with a view to his own
glory .1

Amongst these statues, there was one of exquisite
beauty, upon which Nero set a high value, and was

particularly fond of. But as it was only of copper,
that prince, who had no taste, and was struck with

nothing but glare, thought fit to have it gilt.* This
new decoration, costly as it was, made it lose all its

value, by covering the delicacy of the art! All this

gaudy supplement was obliged to be taken oil, by
which means the statue recovered part of its original

beauty and value, notwithstanding the traces and scars

the putting on and taking oft the gold had left upon it.

In the bad taste of Nero meihinks I see that of some

people, who industriously
substitute the tinsel ofcon-

ceit* and witticism to the precious and inestimable

simplicity of the ancients.

Lysippus is said to have added much to the perfec-
tion of statuary, in expressing the hair better than
those who preceded him, and in making the heads

less, and tlie bodies not so large; upon which he said

of himself, that others represented men in their sta-

tues as they were; but he, as they appeared; that is

to say, if I mistake not, in the manner that was
most proper to make them appear with all their

beauty.
3 The chief point in sculpture as well as in

painting, is to follow and imitate nature: Lysippus
we see made it his guide and rule. But art does
not stop there. Without ever

departing
from nature

it throws in strokes and graces, which do not change,
but only embellish it, and catch the eye in a more

lively and agreeable manner. Demetrius, otherwise
an excellent statuary, was reproached with confin-

ing himself too scrupulously to truth, and for being
more studious of likeness than beauty in his works.4

This Lysippus avoided.

PRAXITELES.
PRAXITELES lived in the 104th Olympiad, A. M.

3640. We must not confound him with another

Praxiteles, who made himself fatuous in the time of

Pompey by excellent works in the goldsmith's art.

Him we speak of is of the first rank amongst the

statuaries. He worked chiefly in marble, and with

extraordinary success.

Amongst the great number of statues made by
him, it would have been hard to know which to pre-
fer, unless himself had informed us:5 which he does
in a manner that has something singular enough in

it. Phryne, the celebrated courtezan, was much in

his favour. She had often pressed him to make her

a present of one of the best of his works, and that

which he believed the best finished; and he could

not refuse it. But when he was to judge which it

was, he deferred doing so from day to day; either

because he found it difficult to determine himself, or

rather strove to evade her warm and earnest solici-

tations, by protracting the affair. Persons of Phryne's

profession seldom want industry and address. She
found a means to get the secret out of Praxiteles, in

ipite of himself. One day when he was with her, she

made his own servant, whom she had gained to her

purpose, come running to tell him ; "Your workhouse
is on fire, and part of your works already spoiled:
which of them shall I save?" The master quite out

of his senses, cried out,
"

I am ruined and undone,

> Neque enim Alexander gratis rausa ab Apelle potissi-
iniim [iinyi, et a LyfMippo fingi volcbat, sed quod illorum ar-

tern cum ipais, turn etiam aibi, gloriae fore putabii. Cic.td

/ant;. I. v. Kpift. 1 -'.

* CJuam sialuam inaurnri jnniit Nero princep-, delectatut

admodum ilia. Dein, cum pretio perisset gratia an is. de-

iractum est aurum ; preliosiorque ; tails existimatur. etiam
eiratricibu* operii ntque; cuntciuuris, in quibut aurum
bc*>T.it. remaneutibuii. Plin.

* Vulgo dicebat ah illis (veteribus) facto*, quatei eiaent

homines ;
a se quale* viderentur ese.

Demetrius tauquam nimiua in ea (reritate) reprehen-
ditur

; et fuit aimilitudinii quam pulchritudinin araantior.

Q.utnetH. I. i. e. 10.

* Paman I. i. p. 34.

if the flames nave not spared mj Satyr and r.iy Co>

pid."
" Be in no pain, Prax :

;eles," returned Phryna
immediately,

" there is nothing burned: but now I

know what I wanted." Praxiteles could hold out no

longer. She chose the Cupid, which she afterward!
set up at Thespiae, a city of Boeotia, where she wai
born, and whither people went long after to see it

out of curiosity. When Mummius took several sta-

tues from Thespiae to send them to Rome, he paid
some regard to this, because consecrated to a god.
The Cupid of Verres, mentioned by Cirero, was
also done by Praxiteles, though not the same with
this.

It is undoubtedly of the first that mention is mad*
in Mr. De Thou' memoirs. The fact is very curious,
wherefore I shall transcribe it as related there. Mr.
De Thou when young, went into Italy with Mr. De
Foix, whom the court sent thither. They were then

at Pavia. Amongst other rarities which Isabella of

Este, the Duke ot Mantua's grandmother, had dispo-
sed with great care and order in a magnificent cabi-

net, Mr. De Thou was shown an admirable piece of

sculpture; this was a Cupid sleeping, made of the
fine marble of Spezzia, upon the coast of Genoa, by
the celebrated Michael Angelo Buonnrotti, who re-

vived the arts of painting, sculpture, and arthitec-

ture, which had long been neglected before him.
De Foix, upon the account given him of this master-

piece, went to see it. All his train, and De Thou
himself, who had a very exquisite taste for works of

this kind, after having attentively considered it on
all sides, declared unanimously, ttiat it was ir.Snitely
above all praise that could be given it.

When they had admired it for some time, another

Cupid was shown them, that had been wrapt up in a

piece of silk. This monument of antiquity, such as

the many epigrams written by Greece* of old in its

praise represent it, was still soiled with the earth out
of which it had been taken. Upon comparing the

one with the other,, the. whole company were asham-
ed of having judged so much to the advantage of the

first, and agreed that the ancient Cupid seemed in*

stinct with life, and the modern a mere block of
marble without expression. Some persons of the

house then assured them, that Michael Angelo, who
was more sincere than great artists generally are, had

earnestly requested the countess Isabella, alter hav-

ing made her a present of his Cupid, and set ir the

other, that the ancient one should be shown last;

that the connoisseurs might judge on seeing them
both, how much the ancients excelled the moderns
in works of this kind.

But the most judicious are sometimes mistaken, as

the same Michael Angelo himself has given us a

proof.
7 Having made the figure of a Cupid, he

carried it to Rome; and having broken oft one of its

arms which he kept, he buried the rest in a place
which he knew was to be dug. This figure being-
found, it was admired by the connoisseur;, and sold

for an antique to the cardinal San Gregorio. Michael

Angelo soon undeceived them, by producing the arm
he had kept. There is something very extraordinary
in having ability enough to imitate the ancients to

perfectly, as to deceive the eyes of the best judges;
and at the same time so much modesty, as to confew

ingenuously a great superiority on their side, as we e*

Michael Angelo did.

Something like this is related on a different occa-

sion. Joseph Scaliger, the most learned critic )( his

times, boasted that it was impossible for him to bf

deceived in regard to the style of the ancients. Six

verses were sent abroad as lately discovered ; they
are,

Here, ni querelis, ejulatu, fletibu*

Medicini fiernt mineriis mortalium,
Auro parunde lacrum contra foren .

Nunc h(Pc ad minuenda mala non mai valent,

Quam Nwnia Prvfic.K ad exc:itando mortuos,
Res lurbida? concilium non fletum eipetuot.

These verses, which are admirable, and have ali

There am two and twenty epigram- upon thii Capid M
the fourth book of the Anihologia.

i Mr. de Pilei' life of M. Angelo.
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the air of antiquity, deceived Scaliger sj effectually,
that he cited them in his commentary upon Varro, as

a fragment from Trabea, not long since discovered in

an ancient manuscript. Trabea was a comic poet,
and lived six hundred years after the foundation of

Rome. They were, however, made by Muretus,
who played Scaliger, his rival and competitor, this

trick.

We may believe that Praxiteles, abandoned as he
was to Piiryne, did not fail to employ the work of hii

hands for her, who had made herself the mistress of

his heart.l One of Phryne's statues was placud
afterwards in Delphos itself, between those of Archi-

damus king of Sparta, and Philip king of Macedon.
How infamous this! If riches were a title to a place
in that temple, she might well pretend to it: for hers

were immense. She had the impudence (for by what
other name can I call the fact 1 am going to relate?)
to engage to rebuild the city of Thebes at her own

expense, provided this inscription were placed on it:

AI.EXA1VDER DESTROYED, A1S'D PHRYNE REBUILT
THEBES.
The inhabitants of the Isle of Cos, had deman-

ded a statue of Venus from Praxiteles.2 He made
two, of which he gave them their choice at the same

price. The one was naked, the other covered ; but

the first was infinitely the most beautiful: immensa

differentiafamx. The people ofCos had the wisdom
to give the preference to the latter; convinced that

decency, politeness, and modesty did not admit them
to introduce an image into their city, that might be of I

infinite prejudice to their manners : Severum id ac

t'uJicnm arbitrantet. How many Christians does this

chaste conduct disgrace? The Cniclians were less

attentive in point of morals. They bought the reject-
ed Venus with joy, which afterwards became the

glory of their city; whither people went from remote

parts to see that statue, which was deemed the most
finished work of Praxiteles. Nicomedes, king of

Hitliynia, set so high a value upon it, that he otiered

to release all the debts the Cnidians owed him, which
were very considerable, provided they would give it

him. They thought it would dishonour, and even

impoverish them to sell for any price whatsoever, a

ttatue, which they considered as their glory and
riches.

SCOPAS.
SCOPAS was both an excellent architect and an ex-

cellent sculptor.3 He was of the Island of Paros,
and flourished in the 87th Olympiad, A. M. 3572.

Amongst all his works, his Venus held the first rank.

It was even pretended, that it was superior to the so

much renowned one of Praxiteles. It was carried

to Rome; but, gays Pliny, the number and excellency
of the works which abound in this cily obscured its

lustre; besides which, the employments and affairs

that engross people here, scarce afford them time to

amuse themselves with these curiosities; to consider

and admire the beauties of which, require persons of

leisure, and such as have no business, as well as pla-
ces quiet and remote from noise.*

I hTe observed elsewhere that the pillar which he

made for the temple of [liana at F.phesus, was reputed
the finest in that building. He also very much con-

tributed to the beauty and ornament of the famous

Mausoleum, erected by queen Artemisia, to the me-

mory of her husband Mausolus, in the city of Halicar-

assus, fhich was reckoned one of the seven wonders
of the w jrld.as well for its magnitude and loftiness of

t.i;hilecture, as the quantity and excellence of the

works of sculpture, with which it was enriched. 4

Several illui'.rious competitors divided the glory of

this structure with Sropag. I purposely referred to

this place the description Pliny has left us of part of

" Alhen. I. xiii. p. 591. Plin. I. mxvi. c. 5.

Plin. 1. iiKvi. c.. 5
Rome quidem magnitude openim earn (Venerem)

blitcrat, he magni officiorum negotiorumque ; acervi om-
ncs a contemplatione talium operum abducunt, quuniam
otioeorum et in magno luci silenti apta admiratio tails est.

Plin.
* Plin 1. xxzvi. c. 5. Vitr. irsefat. 1. vii.

this superb pile, because it relates more to sculpture
than architecture.

The extent of this Mausoleum was ixty-three feet

from north to south. The fronts not quite so broad,
and the circumference four hundred and eleven feet

It was thirty-six feet and a half high, and had thirty-
six pillars around it. Scopes undertook the east side

Timotheus had the south, Leochares the west, and
Briaxis the north. These were the most famous sculp-
tors of those times. Artemisa died before they had
finished the work: but they believed it not for their

honour to leave it imperfect. It is doubted to thu

day, says Pliny, which of the four succeeded best.

Hodieque cerlant manns. Pythis joined them, and
added a pyramid to the top of the Ivlausolaeum, upon
which he placed a chariot of marble drawn by four

horses. Anaxagoras of Clazomena said coldly when
he saw it, Here's a great deal of money turned into

stone.T

I ought not to conclude this article, without men-

tioning a very singular dispute, in which two of the
most celebrated statuaries 1 have spoke of were en-

gaged: these were Phidias and Polycletus.
8 1 have

observed above, that the temple of Diana at r'

phesus
was not finished till after a long series years.
The question was, at a time Pliny does n t fix, to

place in it some statues of Amazons. ver\ probably
to the number of four. Several had been done by
the greatest masters both dead and living. The ma-

jesty of the temple required, that none should be
admitted which were not exquisitely finished. It

was necessary, upon this occasion, to consult the most

accomplished sculptors in being, how interested so-

ever they might be in the dispute. Each gave him-
self the first place, and afterwards named those they
believed to have succeeded best; and it wag the

sculptors who had the majority of these latter suffra-

ges, that were declared victorious. Polycletus had
the first place, Phidias the second, and Ctesilas and

Cylon the two others.* Something of the same nature.

had happened long before, but on a different occa-

sion. After the battle of Salamis, the Grecian cap-
tains, according to a custom observed in those times,
were to set down on a paper him they believed

to have distinguished himself most in the action.

Each named himself first, and Themistocles second;
which was in reality giving him the first place.

It is plain, that in the short enumeration I have
made of the ancient statuaries, I have chosen only
the very flower of the most famous. 10 There are ma-

ny others, and of great reputation, which 1 am obli-

ged to omit, to avoid enlarging my work too much.
Cicero highly extols the statue of Sappho in copper,
done by the celebrated statuary Silanion.il Nothing
was more perfect than this statue: Verres had taken

it from the Prytanaeuin of Syracuse. Pliny relates, 1*

that the same Silanion had cast the statue of Apollo-
dorus, his brother sculptor, in brass, who was a pa$-
sionate man, and violent against himself; and who
often, in the heat of his disgust, broke his own works
to pieces, because he could- not carry them to that

supreme degree of perfection, of which he had the

idea in his thoughts. Silanion represented this fu-

rious humour in so lively a manner, that it did not
seem so much (o express Apollodorus, as rage itself

personified. Hnc in eo expressil, nee hominem ex etri

fecit, sed iramndiam.
The same Pliny also very much extols a Laocoon.t

which was in the palace of Titus, and gives it the

preference
toall otherworksof paintingand sculpture.

Three excellent artists, Agesander, Polydorus, and
Athenodorus, Rhodians, had joined in executing it,

and had made out of one stone Laocoon, his children,
and the serpents in all their different folds. The work

There was apparently a wall round the Mausoleum,
and Rome void ipace between it and that wall ; which Kpemi

nc<-psi".iry to make up the extent of the circumference men-
tioned here

Diop. Ijert. in Anaia-r.

Plut in Themict. p. 120.

1 Florem hominum libantihus.

Cic. in Verr. de sign. n. 125. 127.

Plin. 1. 34. c. 8.

Plin. I. xiv. e. 8.

Plin. I 36
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must have been admirable, if equal to the -beautiful

description of this fact in Virgil,
1 or indeed if it came

near it.

It remains for me to draw the character of those il-

lustrious artists, who excelled so much in representing
the gods and men

naturally.
I shall do it after Quinc-

1 tiliau and Cicero, two admirable painters of characters

and portraits, but who generally cannot be copied
without being spoiled.
The first having enumerated the different manners

in
painting',

he continues thus: "There is the same
difference also in sculpture. For the first statuaries of

whom we have an}- account, Calon and Egesias,
worked in a rude manner, and almost in the Tuscan
taste. Culamis came next, and his works had less con-

straint in them. Those of Myron afterwards had still

a more natural and easy air. Polycletus added regu-

larity and
gracefulness

to them. The first place is

generally given to him: however, as thtre is nothing
entirely perfect, his statues are said to want a little

more force. And indeed he represented men with in-

finite graces, and better than they are: but he did

not entirely corne up to the majesty of the gods. It

is even said, that the manly age confounded his skil-

ful hands, for which reason he scarce ever expressed
any thing but tender youth. But what Polycletus
wanted, fell to the share of Phidias and Alcamenes.

However, Phidias was judged to have represented
the gods better than men. Never did artist use ivo-

ry with so much success, if we
only

consider his Mi-
nerva of Athens, and his Jupiter Oiympius, the beau-

ty of which seemed to improve the religion of the

beholders, so much did the work express (he majesty
of the god. Lysippus and Praxiteles were reckoned
to have copied nature best. For, as to Demetrius, he
is blamed for having carried that care to excess, and
for baring confined himself more to resemblance than

beauty."
8

The passage of Cicero is shorter, in which he also

mentions several of the ancients very little known.
"

I observe,"
says

he, "that Canachus, in his statues,
has something dry and rude. Calami*, rude as he is,

has not so much of that character as Canachus. My-
ron does not come near enough to the just; though,
strictly speaking, whatever comes from his hands is

fine. Polycletus is much above them in all, and in

my opinion has attained perfection.''!
I have already observed more than once, that sculp-

ture is indebted to Greece for the supreme perfection
to which it attained. The grandeur of Rome, which
was to erect itself upon the ruins of that of Alexan-
der's successors, long retained the rustic

simplicity
of its dictators and consuls, who neither esteemed,
nor practised, any arts but those which were subser-

yient to war and the occasions of life. They did not

begin to have a taste for statues and the other works
of sculpture, till after Marcellus, Scipio, Flaminius,
Paulus Emilius, and Mumniius, had exposed to the

view of the Romans whatever Syracuse, Asia, Mace-
donia, Corinth, Achaia, and Boeotia, possessed in

works of art. Rome saw with admiration the paint-

ings and sculpture in brass and marble, with all that

serves for the ornament of temples and public places.
The people piqued themselves upon studying their

> jEneid. 1. 9.

Cie. in Brut. n. 70
Qinctil. 1 12. e. 10

beauties, discerning their excellencies, and knowing
their value; and this kind of science became a new
merit, but at the same time the occasion of an abuso
fatal to the republic. We have seen, that Miiiinnius

alter the taking of Corinth, in directing the person*
who had undertaken the carriage of a great number
of statues and paintings of the greatest masters to

Rome, threatened them, if they lost or spoiled any
of them upon the way, that

they should make them

good at their own costs and charges. Is net thi

gross ignorance, says sin historian, infinitely prefera-
ble to the pretended knowledge which- soon succeed-
ed it? Strange weakness of human nature. Is inno-

cence then inseparable from ignorance; and cannot

knowledge, and a taste estimable in itself, be attained

without the manners suffering thereby through an
abuse, which sometimes, though unjustly, reflects re-

proach and disgrace upon the arts themselves?"*
This new taste for extraordinary pieces was soon

carried to an excess. They seemed to contend, who
should adorn their houses in town and country with
most magnificence. The government of conquered
countries supplied them with occasions of doing this.

As long as their manners remained uncorrupteri, the

governors were not permitted to purchase any thing
from the people they were set over; because, says
Cicero.5 when the seller is not at liberty to sell

things at the price they are worth, it is not a sale on
his side, but a violence done to him: Quod putabant
ereptimiem esse non emptionem, cum venditori suo

arbitrate vendere non liceret. It is well known,
that these wonders of art, performed by the greatest
masters, were very often without price.

6 nor indeed
have they any other, than what the imagination, pas-

sion, and to use Seneca's expression, the phrenzy of
certain people set upon them.? The governors of pro-
vinces bought what was highly esteemed for little or

nothing: and these were very moderate; for most
of them made their collections by force and violence.

History gives us instances of this in the persons of

Verres, praetor of Sicily; who was not the
only one

that acted in this mariner. He indeed carried his im-

pudence in this point to an inconceivable, excess,
which Cicero knew not by what term to express;

passion, phrenzy, folly, robbery !8 He could find no
name strong enough to convey the idea of it. Nei-
ther decency, sense of honour, nor fear of the laws,
could restrain him. He reckoned himself in Sicily
as in a conquered country. No statue, great or

small, of any value or reputation, escaped his rapa-
cious hands. In a word, Cicero affirms, that the curi-

osity of Verres had cost Syracuse more gods, than
the victory of Marcellus had cost it men.9

Non, puto duhttes, Vinici, quin ma-ris pro rep. fuerit. ma-
nere adhuc ruilcin Corinthiorum intellectual, quum in tan-

tarn ea mtrllifii ; et quin hac prudentia ilia imprudentia da-
cori publino fuerit convmiientior. yell. Paterc. I. i. c. 23.

Verr. do sign. n. JO.

ftui modus ea in his rebus oupiditatis, idem en stima
tinins. Difficile eat enim finem fticere prctio, nisi libidini

feceris. Verr. de sign, n. 14.
' Cnrimhiu pancorum furore pretiosa. De brev. int. c. 12.

Vcnio nunc ad istius. quemadmodum ipsc appellat. sta-

dium ; ut arnici ejus, morhum et iiisaninn ; ut Siculi, lutro-

rinium. Ego, quo nomine nppcllnm, ncscio. Ibid. n. 1.

Sic habctote, pluren cs*e a Syrncusanis isliur udvento

deog, quam victoria Marcelli homines, desideratv*. /M
n. 131.
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ARTICLE I.

OF PAINTING IN GENERAL.
SECTION I. ORIGIN OF PAINTING.

PAINTING, like all other arts, was very gross and

imperfect in its beginnings. The shadow of a man
marked by the outlines gave birth to it, as well as to

sculpture. The first manner of painting, therefore,
derived its origin from a shadow, and consisted only
in some strokes, which multiplying by degrees, formed

design. Colour was afterwards added. There was
3 more than one colour at first in each draught, with-

out any mixture; which manner of painting was called

Wo/ioc/iroma/ora, that i* to say, of one colour. The art

at length improving every day, the mixture of only
four colours was introduced ; of which we shall speak
in its place.

I do not examine here the antiquity of painting.
The F.gvptians boast themselves the inventors of

it; which is very possible; but it was not they
who placed it in honour and estimation. Flinv, in

his long enumeration of excellent artists in every
kind, an, I of masterpieces of art, does not mention
one Egtplian. It was' therefore in Greece, whether
at Corinth. Sicyone, Athens, or in the other cities,

that painting attained its perfection. It is believed

to be of later date than sculpture, because Homer,
who often speaks of statues, relievos, and carved

works, never mentions any piece of painting or por-
trait. 1

These two arts have many thing* common to both
of them, but attain their MM, which is the imitation of

nature, by different means: sculpture by moulding
substance; painting by laying colours upon a flat

superficies; and it must be confessed that the chisel,

in the hands of a man of genius, effects almost as

much as the pencil. But without pretending to es-

tabli-h the precedency between these two arts, or to

give one the preference to the other, how wonderful
is it to see, that the artist's hand, by the strokes of a

chisel, can animate marble and brass; and bv running
over a canvass with a pencil and colours, imitate bv
lines, lights, and shades, all "the objects of nature!

If Phidias forms the image of Jove, says Seneca, the

god seems about to dart his thunder: if he represents
Minerva, one would say that she was going to in-

struct the beholders, anu that the goddess of wisdom
was only silent out of modesty.* Charming delu-

sion, grateful imposture, which delude without indu-

cing error, and deceive the senses only to enlighten
the soul!

SECTION II. OP THE DIFFERENT PARTS OF
PAINTING. OF THE JUST IN PAINTING.

PAINTING is an art, which by lines and colours

represents upon a smooth and even surface all visible

objects. The image it gives of them, whether of

many figures together, or only one, is called a pic-
ture, in which three things are to be considered,
the COMPOSITION, the DESIGN, and the corjORls, or

COLOURING: which are the three essential parts in

funning a good painter.
1. COMPOSITION, which is the first part of paint-

ing, consists of two things: invention and disposition.
Invention is the choice of the objects, which are

13 enter into the composition of the subject the

painter intends to treat. It is either simply histori-

cal, or allegorical. Historical invention is the choice
of nbj jets, which simply and of themselves repre-

> Plin. I. ixxv. c.

Non vidit Phidias Jovem, fecit taraen vclut tonantem :

ncc netit ante or.ulos ejus Minerva. rii.'tiuR tamen ilia arte

animus, etconceutt deos, el exhihuit. Senec Controc. I. v.

..34.
Verecund6 admoHom silenti, ut hinc reiponiuru paulo
tau* voces pra-atuleri. Lactant

sent the subject It takes in not only true or fabu-

lous history, bat includes the portraits of persons,
the representation of countries, and all the produc-
tions of art and nature. Allegorical invention is the

choice of objects to represent in a picture, either in

whole or in part, something different from what they
are in reality. Such, for instance, was the picture
of Apelles, that represented Calumny, which Luc inn

has described in a passage I shall repeat in the se-

quel. Such was the moral piece representing Her-
cules between Venus and Minerva, in which these

pagan divinities are only introduced, to imply th

attractions of pleasure opposed to those of virtue.

Disposition very much contributes to the perfec-
tion and value of a piece of painting. F'or how ad-

vantageous soever the subject may be, the invention
however ingenious, and the imitation of the objects
chosen by the painter however just, if they are not
well disposed, the work will not be generally appro-
ved. Economy and good order gives the whole ill

best effect, attracts the attention, and engages the

mind, by an elegant and prudent disposition of all

the figures into their natural places. And this econo-

my and distribution is called disposition.
2. The DESIGN, considered as a point of painting,

is taken for the outlines of objects, for the measures
and proportions of exterior forms. It regards pain-
ters, sculptors, architects, engravers, and all artist*

in general, whose works require beauty and
propor-

tion. Several things are considered in the design:
correctness, good taste, elegance, character, diversi-

ty, expression, and perpsective. My design is to

treat the principles of painting only so far as they

may be necessary to the reader's understanding what
I shall relate of the painting of the ancients, aud to

his judging of it with soaie discernment and pro-

priety.
Correctness is a terra bv which the painters gene-

rally express the condition of a design, when exempt
from faults in its measures. This correctness depends
upon the justness of proportions, and the knowledge
of anatomy.

Taste is an idea either proceeding from the natu-

ral genius of the painter, or formed in him by educa-
tion. Each school has its peculiar taste of design;
and since the revival of the polite arts in Europe,
that of Rome has always been esteemed the best, be-

cause formed upon the antique. The antique is there-

fore the best taste of design.

Elegance of design is a manner of being that em-
bellishes without destroying the justness of objects.

This part, which is of great importance, will bo
treated more at large in the sequel.

Character is that proper and peculiar mark, that

distinguishes and characterizes every species of ob

ject, which all require different strokes to express the

spirit of their character.

Diversity consists in giving every person in a pic-
ture their proper airand attitude. The skilful pain-
ter has the penetration to discern the character of
nature, which varies in all men. Hence the counte-
nances and gestures of the persons he paints continu-

ally vary. A great painter, for instance, has an infi-

nity of different joys and sorrows, which he knows
how to diversify still more bv the ages, humours
and characters of nations and' persons, and a thou
sand other different means. The most worn-out

subject becomes a new one under his pencil.
The word Expression is generally confounded in

the language of
painting

with that of Passion. They
are however different. Expression is a general term,
which signifies the representation of an object ac-

cording to its character in nature; and the use the

painter designs to make of it in conformity to the

plan of his work. And Passion, in painting, is a cer-

tain gesture of the body attended with the linea-

ments of the face, which together denote emotion
2 H2
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of the soul. So that every passion is an expression,
but not every expression a passion.

Perspective is the art of representing the objects
In a plan, according to the difference their distance

may occasion, either with respect to figure or colour.

Perspective therefore is distinguished into two sorts,

the lineal and the aerial. The lineal
perspective

consists in the just contraction or abridgment of

line; the aerial in the j'ist decrease or gradation of

colours. This gradual decrease, in painting, is the

management of the strong and faint, in lights, shades,
and tints, according to the different degrees of dis-

tance or remoteness. Mr. Perrault, out of a blind

zeal for the moderns, pretended, that perspective
was absolutely unknown to the ancients; mid foun-

ded his opinion upon the want of perspective in the

column 01 Trajan. The Abbe Salier, in a brief but ele-

gant dissertation upon this subject.i proves in many
passage?, that perspective was not unknown to the

ancients, and that it was this industrious artifice,

which taught them to impose so happily on the sen-

ses in their performances, by the modification of

magnitudes, figures, and colours, of which they knew
how to increase or diminish the boldness and lustre.

As to the column of Trajan, if perspective be not

exactly observed in it, it is not through ignorance
of the rules of art, but because the greatest masters

depart from, and even set themselves above, all rule,

for the more certain attainment of their end. Mr.
de Piles owns, that the defect of gradual decrease or

gradation in that pillar is to be ascribed solcy to the
workman's design, who, superior to the rules of his

art, to assist the sight, purposely made the objects
stronger and more palpable.

3. The COLORIS or COLOURING, is different from
colour. The latter renders the

objects
sensible to

the eye. The coloris or colouring is one of the es-

sential parts of painting, by which the painter knows
how to imitate the colour of all natural objects, by
a

judicious
mixture of the simple colours upon his

pallet. This is a very important part. It teaches

the manner in which colours are to be used, for pro-

ducing those fine effects of the Chiaro-otcuro (light
and shade,) which add boldness and a kind of relief

to the figures, and show the remoter objects,in their

just tight.

Pliny explains it with sufficient extent. After hav-

ing spoke of the very simple and gross beginnings of

painting, he adds, that by the help of time and expe-
rience, it gradually threw off its defects: 2 that it

discovered light and shade with the difference of

the colours which set off each other; and that it

made use of the chiaro-oscuro, the shadowing, as the

most exquisite degree and perfection of the coloris.

For this chiaro-oscuro (light and shade, or shadow-

ing,) is not properly light, but the mean between the

lights and shades in the composition of a subject.
And from thence the Greeks called it TONOS, that is,

the tone of painting:
to signify, that as in music,

there are a thousand different tones from the insensi-

ble union of which the harmony results: so in paint-

ing, there is an almost imperceptible force and gra-
dation of light, which still vary, according to the

proper or local colours of the different
objects upon

which they (all. It is by thia enchantingdistribution
of lights and shades, and, if I may be allowed to say
it, by the delusion of this kind of magic, that the

painters impose upon the senses, and deceive the

eyes of
spectators. They employ, with an art never

to be sufficiently admired, all the various alloys or

diminutions of colour gradually to soften and enforce

the colour of objects. The progression of shade is

not more exact in nature, than in their paintings.
It is this insinuating charm that strikes and at-

tractx all mankind: the ignorant, the connoisseurs,
and even painters themselves. It suffers nobody to

pass by a painting that has this character with indif-

> Mrmoiri of the Acad. of Ingrript. vol. viii.

Tandem e nr ipa dUtinxit et invenit lumen ntque
tnbrus, dilTi-rentia cnlurum alternn vire ere exnitonte:

pontea drindc udjcriiis <'st SPLENDOR, nliui hir qudm lu-

men ; ijui'ni t|iiiu inter hoc et umbrum vtuvl, ap|>eilaverunt
Ttr-.v. 7'frn. 1. xxxv. c. 5.

ference, without being in a manner surprised, and
without stopping to enjoy the pleasure of that sur-

prise for some time. True painting therefore is that

which in a manner calls us to it by surprising us: it

is only by the force of the effect it produces, that we
cannot help going to it, as if to know something it

had to say to us. And when we approach it, we
really find that it delights us by the fine choice and

novelty of the things it presents to our view; by the

history
and fable it makes us call to mind; and the

ingenious inventions and allegories, of which we take

pleasure either to discover the sense, or criticise the

obscurity. It does more, as Aristotle observes in hig

Poetics. Monsters, and dead or dying men, which
we should be afraid to look upon, or should see with

horror, we behold with pleasure imitated in th*

works of the painters. The better the likeness, th

fonder we are to gaze upon them. One would think,
that the murder of the Innocents should leave the

most offensive ideas in the imagination of those, who
actually see the furious soldiers butchering infants in

the bosoms of their mothers covered with their blood.

Le Brun's picture, in which we see that tragical
event

represented,
affects us sensibly, and softens the

heart, whilst it leaves no painful idea in the mind.

The
painter

afflicts us no more than we are pleased
he should; and the grief he gives us, which is but

superficial, vanishes with the painting; whereas, had
we been struck with the real object, we should not

have been capable of giving bounds, either to the

violence or duration of our sentiments.

But what ought absolutely to reign in painting,
and constitutes its supreme excellency, is the TrueJ

Nothing is good, nothing pleases but the True. All

the arts, which have imitation for their
object,

are

solely intended to instruct and divert mankind by a

faithful representation of nature. I shall insert here

some reflections upon this subject, which 1 hope will

be agreeable to the reader, I have extracted them
from little treatise of Mr. de Piles,< upon theTrtie

in painting; and still more, from a letter of Mr. du
Guet, annexed to it, which was written to a lady who
had desired his opinion of that short tract.

OF THE TRUE IN PAINTING.

Though painting is only an imitation, and the ob-

ject in the picture but feigned, it is however called

True, when it perfectly represents the character of
its model.

The true in painting is distinguished into three

kinds: the simple, the ideal, and the compound or

perfect True.
The Simple, which is called the first True, is a

simple imitation of the expressive movements (or af-

fections') of nature, and of the objects, such as they
really are and present themselves immediately to the

eye, which the painter has chosen for his model: so

that the carnations or naked parts of a human body
appear to be real flesh, and the

draperies
real ha-

bits, according to their diversity, ona each particu-
lar object retains the true character it has in nature.

The Ideal True is the choice of various perfec-
tions, which are never to be found in a single model,
but are taken from several, and generally iron the

antique.
The third, or Compound True, which is compoun-

ded or formed of the simple and ideal True, consti-

tutes in that union, the highest excellrncy of the

art, and the perfect imitation of the Fine JVarur*.

Painters may be said to excel according to the de-

gree in which they are masters of the first and se-

cond True, and the happy facility they have acquired
of forming out of both a good composite or com-

pound True.
This union reconciles two things which seem op-

posite : to imitate nature, and not confine one's self

to that imitation; to add to its beauties, and yet correct
it to express it the betler.

The Simple True supplies the movements
(tiffec*

* Pin urn prohari non debont qua: non sum similes vet*
tnti. yitrun. I. vii. c. 5.

* M. de 1'iltV (.'our* de Peinturu. Paris edit.
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Horn or passions') and the life. The Ideal chooses
with art whatever may embellish it, and render it

more striking; but dues not depart from the Simple,
which, though poor in certain part*, is rich in its

whole.
If the fecond True does not suppose the first, if it

suppresses or prevent* it from making- itself more
sensible than any thing the second adds to it, the art

departs from nature; it shows itself instead of her;
it assumes her place instead of representing her; it

deceives the expectation of the spectator and not his

eyes; it apprizes him of the snare, and does not

know how to prepare it for him.

If, on the contrary, the first True, which has all

the real of affection and life, but not always the dig-

nity, exactitude, and graces to be found elsewhere,
remains without the support of the second True,
which is always grand and perfect, it pleases only ?o

far as it is agreeable and finished, and the picture
loses every thing that was wanting in its model.
The use therefore of the second True consists in

supplying in each subject what it had not, but what
it might nave had, and what nature has dispersed in

several others; and in thus uniting what she almost

always divide*. This second True, strictly speak-

ing,
is almost as real as the first: for it invents no-

thing, but collects universally. It studies whatever
can please, instruct, and affect. Nothing- in'it is the

result of chance, even when it seem? to be so. It

determines by the design what it suffers to appear
but once; and enriches itself with a thousand differ-

ent beauties in order to be always regular, and to

avoid falling into repetitions. It is for this reason

that the union of the Simple and Ideal True have so

surprising an effect. For that union forms a perfect
imitation of whatever is most animated, most affect-

ing, and most perfect in nature. All then is proba-
ble, because all is true; but all is surprising, be-

cause all is curious and extraordinary. All makes

impression, because all has been called in that was

cajiahle
of doing so; but nothing appears forced or

affected, because the Natural has been chosen in

choosing the wonderful and the perfect. It is this

fine Probable, which often appears more true than

truth itself: because in this union the first True
strikes the spectator, avoids various defects, and ex-

hibits itself without seeming to do so. This third

True (or union) is an end to which none ever per-

fectly attained. It can only be said, that those who
have come nearest to it, have most excelled.

What I have said hitherto of the essential parts of

painting, will facilitate the understanding of what I

shall soon add of the painters themselves, in the brief

account I shall give of them. The greatest masters

agree, that there never was a painter who entirely
excelled in all the parts of his art. Some are happy
in Invention, others in the Design: some in the Co-
loris, others in Expression: and some paint with

abundance of grace anil beauty. No one ever pos-
sessed all these excellencies together. These ta-

lents, and many others which I omit, have always
been divided: the most excellent painter is he, who
possesses the most of them. To know the bent of

nature is the most important concern. Men come
into the world with a genius determined not only to

a certain art, but to certain parts of that art. in

which only they are capable of any eminent success.

If they quit thei/ sphere, they fall below even medi-

ocrity in their profession. Art adds much to natural

endowments, but does not supply them wnere they
re wanting.) Every thing depends on genius. The

aptitude a man has received from nature, to do cer-

tain things well and with ease, which others cannot
do but very ill though they take great pains, is rail-

ed genius. A painter often pleases without observing
rules; whilst another displeases, though he does ob-

serve them, because the latter has not the happiness
to be born with a genius.* This genius i that fire.

Ut vere dictum e*l caput essr mrlis, decere quoH fai-ian :

ill id iifi|ue sine arle etse ; nequt tulum arte tradi potent.
Qutnctil. I. xi. c. 3

* In quibupdam rirtute* non hab t gratium, in u.uibui-
dam vilia ipsa delectant. Ibid.

which exalts painters above themselves, imparts
kind of soul to their figures, and is to them what is

called
spirit, rapture, or enthusiasm in poetry.

For the rest, though a painter does not excel in all

the parts of his art, it does not follow, that most of
the works of the great master? should not be consi-

dered as perfect in their kind, according to the mea-
sure of perfection of which human weakness is ca-

pable. The certain proof of their excellency is the
sudden impression they make alike upon all specta-
tors ignorant and skiliul; with this sole difference,
that the first only feel pleasure in seeing them, and
the latter know why they are pleased.* In regard
to works of poetry or painting, the

impression they
have upon us, is a judgment not to be despised. We
weep at a tragedy, or at the sight of a picture, be-

fore we reflect whether the object exhibited by the

poet or painter he capable ot moving us, or well

imitated. The impression has told us that, before
we think of such an inquiry. The same instinct,

which at first sight would draw a sigh from us, on

meeting a mother following her son to the grave,
has a like effect, when the stage or a painting shows
us a faithful representation of a like event. The
public therefore is capable of judging aright of ver-

ses and painting; because, as Cicero observes, all

men, by the sense implanted in them by nature,

know, without the help of rules, whether the pro-
ductions of art be well or ill executed.*

The reader will not be surprised that I make a

parallel here between painting and poetry. All the

world knows the saying of Simonides, A picture it

a silent poem, and a poem a speaking picture. I do
not examine which, of the two succeeds best in re-

presenting an object and painting an image. That

question would carry me too far. It has been very
well treated by the author of the critical reflections

upon poetry and painting, from whom I have bor-

rowed many things on this point. I content myself
with observing, that as a picture, which represents an

action, shows us only the instant of its duration, the

painter cannot express many affecting circumstances,
which precede or follow that instant, and still less

make us sensible of the passions and discourse which

very much exalt their spirit and force: whereas the

poe't has it in his power to do both at his leisure,

and to give them their due extent.

It only remains for me, before I proceed to the

history of the painters, to give a brief idea of the

several species of painting.

SECTION III. DIFFERENT SPECIES OF PAINTING.

BEFORE the secret of painting in oil was discover-

ed, all the painters worked either in fresco or water
colours.*

i Docti rationem artis intelligunt, indoeti toluputem.
Quintal. I. ix. e. 4.

Illud ne quis admiretur quonam modo haw vulsui ira-

periturum nutet, cum in omni generc, turn in hoc i|>so, mag-
na quaedam est vis incredibilisque nature. Omnei enim la-

cito quodam sensu, line ulla arte aut rntione, qusr tint in ar-

tibu sar ratiunibui recta ar. prava dijudicaut. Cic. I. iii. 4

ra. n. 105.

[Of the various mode* of painting, consisting of oil, fret-

co, water colours, boih body and transparent, mosaic, enam-
el, glass, porcelain, ta peltry, and what the French rail pat-
tel and camayeux, there in but the first which is peculiar to

modern practice : although even with regard to it, there is

reason to suspect that the varnish used by Applies and his

successors was Dot very different from oil painting. Until

ihe seventh century b-fore the Christian era, the Greeks
Reem to have been confined to the simple operation of de-

ligning with only one colour, to which the colour of the

ground formed a relief. This was railed bv them mono-
chromatic, and u ityled ramayeux by the French. Some
of the Egyptian hieroglyphics are executed in thii manner
the Etruscan vases also furnish abundant examples of it

consisting of a simple coloured back ground of black or

orange, upon which the figures are drawn in contrast with
the ground colour. When the ancients began to introduce

more rolouri into their works, it was looked upon ai degit-

din; the art. and was confined at least to the use of a very
fi-w, in which cae it was called polychromatic. We fine

Pliny anil Cicero lamenting the corruption of tuste in their

lay, by the introduction of a gaudy mode of piintingaboan.
ding in variety of colours, more than grace and purity of
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Fretco is a kind of painting upon fresh plaster with

colours mixed with watty. 1 This work was done ei-

ther upon walls or arched roofs. The painting in

fresco incorporating with the plaster, decayed and

mouldered only with it. The walls of the Dioscuri!

at Athens had been painted in fresco by Polvgnotus
and Diognteus during the Peloponnesian war. Pau-

sanias observes, that these paintings had been well

preserved to his time, that is, almost six hundred
years alter Polygnotus. The good painters, bow-
ever, according to Pliny, seldom painted in fresco.

They did not think it proper to confine their works
to private houses, nor to leave their irretrievable

master- pieces at the mercy ol the flames. They fix-

ed upon portable pieces which, in case of accident,

might be saved from the fire, by being carried from

place to place. All the monuments of those great

painters, in a manner kept guard in palaces, temples,
and cities, in order to be ready to quit them upon
the first alarm; and a great painter, to speak proper-
ly, was a common and public treasure, to which all

the world had a right.
3

Painting' in water colours is a kind performed with

colours, diluted only with water, and size or gum.
The invention of painting in oil was not known to

the ancients. It was a Flemish painter named John
Van Eyck, but better known by the name of John of

Bruges, who discovered this secret, and used it in

the fifteenth century. This invention, which had
been so long unknown, consists however only in grind*
ing the colours with oil of walnuts or linseed. It

has been ol great service to painting, because all the

colours mingling better together, make the coloris

or colouring more soft, delicate, and agreeable; and

give a smoothness and mellowness to the whole
work, which it could not have in the other methods.

Paintings in oil are done upon wall, wood, canvass,

stones, and all sorts of metals. It is said that the

ancient painters painted only upon tables of wood,
whitened with chalk, from whence came the word
tabula, a picture; and that even the use of canvass

amongst the moderns is of no great standing.*
Pliny, after having made a long enumeration of all

the colours used in painting in his time, adds, "
Upon

the sight of so great a variety of colours, I cannot
forbear admiring the wisdom and economy of the
ancients. For with only the four simple and primi-
tive colours, the painters of antiquity executed their

immortal works, which are to this day our admira-
tion: the u-hite of Melos, the yellow of Athens, the
red of Sinope, and the common black.* These are
all they used, and yet it was with these four colours
well managed, that an Apelles, and a Melanthus, the

[Of the ancient stucco or fresco paintings, we have ex-

amples still preserved in the relics of Herculaneum, in

which no particular is more remarkable than the very great
ease of the flowing outline, which, though deeply marked,
possesses all the spirit of a masterly sketch. Many tine

examples are also preserved at Pompeii, besides what were
discovered in the ancient baths of Rome. The plaster was
prepared with great care, for which various articles were
elected, and laid on indifferent coats: volcanic ashes, or
terra pozzulana, was the first, and upon this a coat of cal
eareous matter, finely prepared, followed. The plaster was
generally allowed to dry before the paint was applied, usual-

ly consisting of black, red, or white, if brilliancy was re-

quired, to serve as a ground colour. The colours were
mixed with a very strong glue. The arabesque paintings
eem to have been the fuvourite subject of the ancient
frescos, representing capricious compositions of everv varie-

ty, and generally displaying very considerable elegance and
taste, as well as fertility of invention. Raphael was much
captivated by the merit of these ancient performances, and
not only revived that mode of ornamental work, out made
very great use of it, as his immortal works in the lodges of
the Vatican testify. I

* Castor and Pollux were so called, because the sons of

Jupiter.
Omnis eorum ars urbibus excubabat, pictorque recom-

munis terrarum erat.

XITCI prir,reps jussiret Colosseum se pingi 120 pedum
in linteo. incognitum ad hoc tempos. Plin. 1. xxxv. c. 7.

Qnatunr coloribui solis immortalia ilia opera !'<( -re

Apelles. Mclanlhius ehirissimi pictures, cum tubu-
IB eorum si~>gultVoppidorum vunirent opibus. Plin. I. xxxv

11.

greatest painters that ever lived, produced thoM
wondertul pieces, of which only one was of such

value, that the whole wealth ol a great city were
scarce sufficient to purchase it." It is probable that

their works would have been still more perfect, if to

these four colours two more had been added, which
are the most general and the most amiable in nature,
the blue which represents the heavens, HWJ the green
which so agreeably clothes and adorns tl'<- whole
earth.6

The ancients had a manner of painting iiiuch in
use even in Pliny's time, which they called Caus(ick.1
It was a kind of painting in wax, in whi-.li the pen-
cil had little or no part.

8 The whok art con-i-ted
in preparing wax of different colours, and applying
them upon wood or ivory by the means of lire. 8

MlMATURE is a kind of painting done with sim-

ple and very fine colours, mixed with water and gum
without oil. It is distinguished from other paintings
by it* being more delicate, requiring a nearer view,
not being easily performed except in little compass,
and only upon vellum, or tablets of ivory.

Paintings vpon- glass are done in the .-aiut manner
as upon jasper and other fine stones: but the best
manner of executing it is by [.Minting under the

glass, that the colours may be seen through it. The
art of incorporating the colours with the glass was
known in former days, as may be seen at La Saint*

Chapelle, (our Lincolns-lnn chapel,) and in abun
dance of other churches. This secret is said to be lost.

Enamel painting. Enamel is a kind ol glass co-
loured. Its principal substance is tin and lead in

equal quantities, calcined in the fire; to which are
added separately such metallic colours as it is to
have. The painting and work performed with min-
eral colours by the heat of the fire, is called Ena-
melling-. China, Delft, and pots varnished or glazed
with earth, are so many different kinds of EnumtL
The use of Enamelling upon earth is very ancient,
as vessels enamelled with various figuies were made
in the time and dominions of Porseiina king of the
Tuscans.
Mosaic work 10 is composed of many little piece*

[See a proceeding Note.J
' This word is derived from x/i', which signifies to burn.
* Ceris pingere, ac picturara inurere quig primus excogita-

verit, noil constat. Plin,
* [Our information of the encaustic mode of painting prac-

tised by Ihe ancients is very limited, as no specimens of that
kind have reached our day, and ancient writers haw- left no
particular account regarding it. According to Pliny, it

would appear that the colours mixed with wax were made
up into crayons, and melted as used on the picture, upon
which the subject was previously traced with a metal point;
when the picture was finished, a waxen varnish was spread
over all, in a melted stale. By this means the colours ob-
tained great brilliancy, and the work became projected from
the injuries of the weather The surface, alter it was suf-

ficiently dry, was well polished. Various attempts have
been made in modern times to revive this art. but as vet
without perfect success Indeed, the introduction of the
morn perfect system of oil-painting seems tu supersede alto-

gether the occasion for its re-iii.-cnvery. except to gratify
antiquarian curiosity. The ancients made use of cncautlio
painting in ornamenting their ships.]

' [This S|iecies of painting, like other branehec of tKt
fine arts, seem* to have originated in the eat, to have
been perfected in Greece, and thence transferred (o Home.
It became so prevalent in both of these .'alter countries, a*
a favourite mode of ornamenting their buildinu's. that re-

mains of it are disccre/ed wherever any vestiges of ancient
towns appear. The name .V, faicum was only epiilied to
it about the fourteenth century. The word* pannitn'a
Lit/ioftrata, sectilia, secta, or ten.ielala. were used in d< i.ote

mosaics properly so undersiood hy the ancients. Isi.dnrus*

designs real mosaic very distinctly by litko.it rato ftrritlin
crustii ac lesselis juncros in rarion cvlorts Atheuifust
sneaks of the rich pioemenis in the pluce of !> m>-iriin
Phalerius ; and Hiero, king of Syracuse is >anl. hv ih

same author, to have had an extraordinary ship eonstrurt-
ed, in which the lesselated pavements of ihr cnl.ins rppre-
sented the whole fable of the Iliad nel<.niiis mention*,
that Julius Caesar had such pavements carried everv when
along with him, to exclude ihc damps of the northern r.i-

ni. lies which he visited. There were several kinds of mo-
saic ; one where the morsels of marblu used were prettt

* DC Origin, lib. xv. cap. 8. t Lib. xiii. SO. aid lik. i. } 41
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inlaid, and diversified with colours and figures cemen-
ted together upon a bottom of plaster ol Paris. 1 At
first compartments were made of it to adorn ceilings
nd floors. The painters afterwards undertook to

cover walls with it, and to make various figures, with
which they adorned their temples and many other
edifices. They used glass and enamel in these works,
which they cut into an infinity of little pieces of dif-

ferent sizes and colours: these having- an admirable
lustre and tiolish, had all the effect at a distance that

could be desired, and endured the inclemencies of
the weather as well as maible. This work had the

advantage in this point of every kind of
painting,

which time effaces and consumes; whereas it embel-
lishes the mo-iiic. which subsists so long, that its du-
ration may almost be said to have no end. There
re several fragments of the antique mosaic to be

teen at Home, and in several oilier parts of Italy.

We should form an ill judgment of the pencil of the

ancients, if we were to found it upon these works.

It is impossible to imitate, with the stones and bit- of

glass used in this kind of painting, sill the beauties

and graces the pencil of an able master gives a picture.

Urge, which was railed seitile ; and one where the cubes
w r.> very small, which was called icsselaltd pavement.
The an of colouring glass practised in the age of Augustus
greatly promoted tin- use of mosaic ; it became no common
that we tind A-neca *

complaining of the luxury of his con-

tem|>oiunes, in sivmins unwilling lo tread, unless upon pre-
cious stone*: " Eo deliriarum p-.Tvemmus, lit nisi gemmas
caleare n..hmu>." Mosaic painting began to decline about
the fifth and sixth centuries, and is supposed to have been
aim, ><t totally lust , until Andrea Tatfi learned it from a Greek
artist. Afiollonius. who was employed on the church of St.

Mark at Venice, in the thirteenth century. This is to be
viewed as the murce of the modern mosaic, which has at-

tained a much greater perfection than that of the ancients.
One of the finest ancient mosaic pavements extant, sup-

posed to have tjeen constructed anterior to the reign of Domi-
tian, was discovered at a village near Seville in Spain, to-

wards the close of the last century, at the depth of three feet

and a half from the surface, from a description of which the
nature of i.tliers may be comprehended'. It extends above
40 feet in length, by nearly 30 in breadth, and contains a

representation of the cirrus names in a parallelogram in the

centre, three sides of which are surrounded by circular com-

partments, containing portraits of the Muses, inlersper-i-d
wth the figures of animals, and some imaginary subject*.
In the race course are seen a chariot overturned, the char-
ioteer thrown out of his seat, horse men dismounted, fractious

steeil-. and broken harness. The charioteer, having been

injured by his fall, is supported by two men belonging to a
different fart ion or party, as maybe ascertained by their

costume, which, in all the figures, is well represented. The
of a deep hrown colour ; they have a cut tail, like

our modern fashion, and are apjiareiitlv full of spirit. Va-
rious persons interested in the games appear in oilier por-
tions of the course and beyond it ; but part of the whole

pavement has been destroyed by the waste of time, and the

injury of the workmen by whom it was discovered. A don
ble row of circular compartments bound the sides of the

course, some of which are very entire. Each is about three
feet and a half in diameter, ornamented by a broad circular
border n a frame. The whole plan is finished by an exte-
rior bord-T. highly embellished. Nine of these compartments
are occupied liy bnsis of (he nine Muses, arranged after the
manner prescribed by Hesiod, and in the order of the books
of Herodotus, but alternately, so that a compartment con-

taining a mask, or an animal, or some other subject, is al-

wavs interposed between two. The floor also between the
different compartments exhibits various birds, fruits, and
flowers.

Another fine mosaic pavement, ascribed to the first een-

Itiry of the Christian era, was discovered at Lyons in 1806.

Its subject is similar to that of the preceding, but it is of
tmallr dimensions. Another valuable specimen, is the ex-

quisite liitle picture of the. four pigeons at the Museum nf
UK cupiiol of Rome. The pigeons are represented on the

edge of a basin filled with water, on' of which one of them
it winking. It is a work of sinznlar truth and elejance and
has b-en frequently copied. It wa- found at Hadrian's vil-

la of Tivoli. and was bought by I'ojie Clement XIII. for

13,OUtl crowns The ordinary subjects of mosaics seem to

have been the Circensian games, theatrical scenes, marine
deities, iritons. and nereids. Many of them were d- voted

lo the embellishment* of halls and baths, and exhibited

lively representations; but with the decav of the Roman
empire, they were emploved in the decoration of churches,
and their subjects altered to those of a grave character.]

i Or stucco, a composition of lime and white marble pow-
dered.
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ARTICLE II.

BRIEF HISTORT OF THE .MOST FAMOUS PAINTERS OT
GREECE.

I propose to speak only in this place of the most
celebrated painters, without examining who were the

first thai used the pencil. Pliny, in the eighth, ninth,
'and tenth chapters of the thirty-fifth book of his

Natural History, will supply me with a great part of

what I have to say. I shall content ni\self with ob-

serving this once for all, and shall cite him but sel-

dom any more.

PHIDIAS AND PANENUS.
PHIDIAS, who flourished in the 84th Olympiad, A.

M. 3560, was a painter before he was a sculptor. He
painted at Athens the famous Pericles, surnamed the

Olympic, from the majesty and thunders of his elo-

quence. I have spoken at large of Phidias in the

article of sculpture. Panenus hisbrotherdistinguish-
ed himself also amongst the painters of his time.

He painted the famous battle of Marathon, in which
the Athenians defeated the whole army of the Per-

sians in a pitched battle. The
principal

officers on
both sides were represented in this piece as large as

the life, and with exact likeness.

POLYGNOTUS.
POLYGNOTUS, the son and disciple of Aglaophon,

was of Thasos, an island in the north of the Egean
sea. He appeared before the 90th Olympiad, A. M.
3582. He was the first that gave some grace to his

figures; and contributed very much to the improve-
ment of the art. Before him no great progress had
been made in that part which regards expression.
He at first cast some statues: but at length returned
to the pencil, and distinguished himself by it in dif-

ferent manners.
But the painting which did him the most honour

in all respects, wa* that which he performed at Ath-
ens in the lUx/M,* in which he represented the prin-

cipal events of the Trojan war. However important
and valuable this work was, he refused to be paid
for it, out of B generosity the more estimable as un-

common in persons who make money of their arts.

The council of the Amp'iictyons. wno represented
the states of Greece, returned him their thanks by a
solemn decree, in the name of the whole nation, and

ordained, that in all the cities to which he should go,
he should be lodged and maintained at the public

expense. Mycon, another painter, who worked upon
the same p irtico, but on a different side, less gene-
rous, and perhaps not so rich as Polygnotus, took

money, ana by that contrast augmented the glory of
the latter.

APOLLODORUS.
THIS painter wa of Athens, and lived in the 93d

Olympiad, A. M. 3596. It was he that at last dis-

covered the secret of representing to the life, and in

their greatest beautv, the various objects of nature,
not only bv the correctness of design, but principally

by the perfection of the coloris, and the distribution

of shades, lights, and rhiaro-oscuro; in which he
carried painting to a degree of force and delicacy it

had never been able to attain before. Pliny obser-

ves, that before him there was no painting which in

a manner called upon and seized the spectator. ,\V-

ryiif
ante turn tabula iilliut ostenditnr. fu< ItJieat

ocnlos. The effect every excellent painting ought
to produce is to fix the eyes of the spectator, and to

attract and keep them in admiration. Pliny the

younger, after having described in a very lively man-
ner a Corinthian antique, which he had bought, ar.d

which represented an old man standing, concludes
that admirable description with these words: " In

fine, every thing in it U of force to engage the

eves of artists, and to delight those of the unskilful."

1'alia dtniqne omnia, vt postint arlificitm oriilos It-

nerc, delectare imptritantm. Plin. Kp. 6. 1.3.

This was a portico, so railed from the. variety of It*

paintings and ornaments with which it was embellished.
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ZEUXIS.
ZEUXIS was a native of Heraclea.l and learnt the

first elements of painting about the 85th Olympiad,
A. M. 3564. Pliny says,

2 that having found the door

of painting opened by the pains and industry of hU
roaster Apollodorus, he entered without difficulty,

and even raised the pencil, which already began to

assume a lofty air, to a very distinguished height of

glory. The gate of the art means here the excellen-

cy of colouring, and the practice of the chiaro-oscu-

ro, light and shade, which was the last perfection

painting wanted. But as those who invent do not

always bring their inventions to perfection, Zeuxis,

improving upon his master's discoveries, carried

those two excellent parts still farther than him.

Hence it was, that Apollodorus, exasperated against
his disciple, for this species of robbery so honourable

to him, could not forbear reproaching him with it

very sharply by a satire in verse, in which he treated

him us a thief, who, not content with having robbed
him of his art, presumed to adorn himself with it in

all places as his lawful right. All these complaints
had no effect upon the imitator, and only served to

induce him to make new efforts to excel himself, af-

ter having excelled his master. He succeeded en-

tirely in his endeavours, by the admirable works he

performed, which at the same time acquired him

great reputation, and great riches. His wealth is not

the happiest part of his character. He made a pue-
rile ostentation of it. He war "ond of appearing
and giving himself great airs, especially on the most

public occasions, as in the Olympic games, where he
showed himself to all Greece dressed in a robe of

purple, with his name embroidered upon it in letters

of gold.
When he became ver^ rich, he began to give away

his works liberally, without taking any thing for

them. He gave one reason for this conduct, which
does no great honour to his modesty. If, says he, /

gave my works awayfor nothing, it was because they
were above all price? I should have been better

pleased if he had let others say so. An inscription
which he affixed to one of his pieces does not argue
more modesty. It was the figure of an ATHLKTA,
or Wrestler, which he could not forbear admiring,
ana extolling as an inimitable masterpiece. He
wrote at the bottom of it a Greek verse of which the

Al'aopect de lutteur, dans lequel je m'admire,
KM vain tous mcs rivaux voudront se tourmenter I

Us pourront pvutetre en medire
Sans pouvoir jamais 1'imiler.

My Wrestler, when my rivalu see,

They hate iin wondrous charm* and me ;

A thousand things perhaps they blame ;

But ne'er could imitate the game :

The Greek verse is in Plutarch,* but applied to the

works of Apollodorus. It is:

M*/U>!0-|TE<j' Tlf /tMAAOV. if /(f/tljff'ITMI.

This is more easy to criticise than imitate.

Zeuxis had several rivals, of whom the most illus-

trious were Timanthes and Parrhasius. The latter

was competitor with him in a public dispute, for the

prizes of painting. Zeuxis, in his piece, had repre-
sented grapes in so lively a manner, that as soon as it

was exposed, the birds came to perk at them. Upon
which, in a transport of joy, and highly elated at the

declaration of such faithful and undeniable judges in

i It u not known which llrraclca authors mean, for there

were several cities of that name. Some seem to suppose
it Hcruclea in Macedonia, or that in Italy near Crotona.

Ab hoc (Apollodoro) fores aperta* Zeuxi* Heracleotes
intravit uudeniemque jam aliquid penicillum ad mag-
nam elorium perduxit.

> Podlea donure opera ua iimtituit, quod ec nullo satis

digno prctio permutnri pose dicuret. Plin
' These verses are by the author of L'Histoire de la

Painture Ancienne, extracted from the 3.5th liiNik of Plinv's
Natural History, which he has truncated, or rather para-
phrased, with the Latin text. This book was printed at
London in \TH>. There are excellent reflections in it, of
which I have made great use.

his favour, he called upon Parrhasius to produce im

mediately what he had to oppose to his picture
Parrhasius obeyed, and showed a

painting sreminglj
covered with a fine piece of stutl in form of a cur-

tain. Remove your curtain, adiledZeuxis, and let

us see this masterpiece. That curtain was the pic-
ture itself, and Zeuxis confessed himself conquered.
for, says he, / only deceived the birds, but Parrha-
sins has deceived me, who am myself a painter.*
The same Zeuxis, sometime after painted a young
man carrying a basket of grapes: and seeing that the
birds came also to peck at them, he owned, with the
same frankness, that if the grapes were well painted,
the figure must be done very ill, because the birdi
were not afraid of it.

Quinctihan informs us that the ancient painters
used to give their gods and heroes the same features
and characters as Zeuxis gave them, from whence he
was called the Legislator.* Festus relates, that the
last painting of this master was the picture of an old

woman, which work made him laugh so excessively,
that he died of it. It is surprising that no author
should mention this fact but Verrius Flaccus, cited

by Festus. Though it is hard to believe it, says Mi.
de Piles, the thing is not without example.

PARRHASIUS.
PARRHASIUS was a native ct Epheeus the son and

disciple of Evenor, and, as we have seen, the rival of
Zeuxis. They were both esteemtd the most excel-

lent painters of their time, which was the most glo-
rious age of painting; and Quinctilian says, they car-

ried it to a high degree of perfection, Parrhasius for

design, and Zeuxis for the colouring.
7

Pliny gives us the character and
praise

of Parrha-
sius at large. If we may believe him, the exact ob-
servation of symmetry was owing to that master;
and also the expressive, delicate and passionate airs

of the head; the elegant disposition of the hair; the

beauty and dignity of features and person; and by
the consent of the greatest artists, that finishing and
boldness of the figures, in which he surpassed all that

went before, and equalled all that succeeded him.

Pliny considers this as the most difficult and most

important part of painting. For, says he, though it

be always a great addition to paint the middle of
bodies well, it is however what few have succeeded
in. But to trace the contours, give them their due
decrease, and by the means of those insensible weak-

enings, to make the figure seem as going to show
what it conceals; in these certainly the perfection of
the art consists.8 Parrhasius had been formed for

painting by Socrates, to whom such a disciple did no
little honour.

Xenophon has preserved n conversation, short in-

deed, but rich in sense, wherein that philosopher,
who had been a sculptor in his youth, gives Parrha-
sius such lessons, as show, that he had a perfect
knowledge of all the rules of painting.

It is agreed, that Parrhasius excelled in what re-

gards the characters and passions of the soul, whict

appeared in one of his pictures, that made abundance
of noise, and acquired him great reputation. It was
a faithful representation of the PF.OPI.E OR GEMU9
OF ATHENS, which shone with a thousand elegant
and surprising beauties, and argued an inexhaustible

fund of imagination in the painter. For intending
to forget nothing in the character of that Mate, he

represented it, on one side capricious, rascible, un-

just and inconstant: on the other, humnne. Merciful

and compassionate; and with nil this, proti'l, haugh-

ty, vainglorious, fierce and sometimes even base, tim-

Plut. de Glor. A then. p. 340.

Hec vero itn cirrumocripait omnia, ut eum legum Into-

rem vixtent, quia decorum et heroum effigies, qualea ab eo
mint triiiliui'. rffiteri, tanquam ita necesse Kit, gcquuntur.
Qvinetit I. <ii. c. 10.

' Xeuxif atque Parrrmsiuii plurimum arti addi-

derunt. Quorum prior luminum umbrarumque inveniu*

rntionem, gecundu*. e%minas.e subtiliiis lineaa traditiir.

Ibid.

AmbirR enim debet extremitas ipua, et ic demneM,
promiuat alia post te, osteudatfjue etium <ju* occult**.
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rous. and cowardly. 1 This picture was certainly a

lively sketch of nature. But in what manner could

the pencil describe and group so many different ima-

ges? There lay the Wonderful of the art. It was

undoubtedly an allegorical painting.
Dillerent authors have also drawn our painter to

the life. He was an artist of a vast genius and infi-

nite fertility of invention, but one to whom none
ever came near in point of presumption, or rather

in that kind of
arrogance, which a glory justly ac-

quired, but ill sustained, inspires sometimes in the

best artificers.* He dressed himself in purple, wore
a crown of gold; had a very rich cane, gold clasps
in his shots, and magnificent buskins; in snort, every

tiling
1 about him was in the same lolly style. He be-

stowed upon himself abundantly the finest epithets,
and inn-I exalted names, which he was not ashamed
to inscribe at the bottom of his pictures; the delicate,

the polite, the elegant Parrhasius, the man who car-

ried the art to its perfection, originally descended

from Apollo, and born to paint the gods themselves.

He added, that in regard to his Hercules, he had re-

presented him exactly,featureforfeature, such as he

had often appeared to him in his dreams. With all

this show and vanity he gave himself out for1 man
of virtue, less delicate in this point than Mr. Boileau,
who called himself

Ami de la vertu, plutot que vertueux.

The friend of virtue, rather than virtuous.

The event of his dispute with Timanthes, in the

city of Samos, must have humbled him extremely,
and not a little mortified his self-love. He that suc-

ceeded best in a subject was to have a prize. This

subject was an Ajax enraged against the Greeks for

having adjudged the arms of Achilles to Ulysses.

Upon this occasion, by the majority of the best

judges, Timanthes wag declared victor. Parrhasius
covered his shame, and comforted himself for his de-

feat, with a smart saying, which seems to savour n

little of rodomontade. Alas poor hero! said he, hit

fate affects me more than my own. He is a second
time overcome by one of less merit than himself.

PAMPHILUS.
PAMPHII.US was a native of Amphipolis, upon the

borders of Macedonia and Thrace. He was the first

that united erudition with painting. He confined
himself to mathematics, and more especially to arith-

metic and geometry ; maintaining strongly, that

without their aid it was impossible to carry painting
to its perfection. It is easy to believe that such a

master would not make his art cheap. He took no

disciple under ten talents (ten thousand crowns) for

to many years, and it was at that price Melanthus
and Apt-lies became his scholars. He obtained, at

first at Sicvone, and afterwards throughout all Greece,
the establishment of a kind of Academy, in which
the children of free condition, that were inclined to

the polite arts, were carefully educated and instruc-

ted. And lest painting should come to degenerate,
and grow into contempt, he obtained farther from
the states of Greece a severe edict to prohibit the
use of it to slaves. The excessive price paid by dis-

ciples
to the.'r masters, and the institution of acade-

ones for free persons, with the exclusion of slaves,
hows how highly this art was esteemed, with what
emulation they applied to it, and with what suc-

cess and expedition it euu-t have attained its per-
fection. Zeuxis, Parrhasius, Melanthus and Pain-

philus were cotemporarieg and lived about the 95th

Olympiad, A. M. 3C04.

TIMANTHES.
TIMANTHES, according

1

to some, was of Siryone,
and according to othf rs of Cythnus one of the Cy-

Pinxit et D.FMUNA ATHENIENSIUM, arffumento quoque
ingflnioso, Yolrlmt namqoe vurium, iracundum, injiiMum in-

VMistantem ; eundem vero exorat>ilem, clemtMitem, miseri-

eordrm, exrelaum, glurioFum. humilem, ferorem, fugacem-
que et omnia pariter ostentli-rc. Plin.

Fa-cundus nr-'IVx, sed quo nemo insolentius et arrogan-
lius sit u.us gloria artis. Plin.

clades. His peculiar character wag invention.! This

part, so rare and difficult, is acquired neithtr by in-

dustry nor the advice and precepts of masters: it is

the effect of a happy genius, a lively imagination,
and that noble fire which animates painters as well

as poets with a kind of enthusiasm.

The Iphigenia of Timanthes, celebrated by so ma-

ny writers,* was looked upon as a masterpiece of the

art in its kind, and occasioned its being said, that

his works made those who saw them conceive more
than they expressed, and that though art in tlitm

rose to its highest degree of perfection, genius still

transcended it. 5 The subject was fine, grand, tender,
and entirely proper for painting:

but the execution

gave it all its value. This piece represented Iphige-
nia standing before the altar, as a young and inno-

cent princess, upon the point of being sacrificed for

the preservation of her country. She was surrounded

by several
persons,

all of them strongly interested

in this sacrifice, though in different degrees. The
painter has represented the priest Catenas in great
affliction, Ulysses much more sad, and Menelaus the
victim's uncle, with all the grief it was possible for

a countenance to express: Agamemnon, the princess'
father, still remained. All the lineaments of sorrow
were however exhausted.* Nature was called in to

the support of art. It is not natural for a father to

see his daughter's throat cut: it sufficed for him to

obey the gods who required it, and he was at liberty
to abandon himself to all the excess of sorrow. The
painter not being able to express that of the father,
chose to throw a veil over his face, leaving the

spectators to judge of what passed in his heart: Vt-
lavit ejus caput, et suo cuique animo dedit cesti-

mandtim.
This idea is finely conceived, and does Timanthes

great honour. It is not known, however, whether he
was the real author of it, and it is probable that the

Iphig'enia of Euripidessupplied him with it. The pas-

sage says: When Aeram'emnon saw his daughter led

into the grove to be sacrificed, he groaned, and turn-

ing away his head wept, and covered his face with
his robe.

One of our own illustrious painters, Le Poussin,
has happily imitated the game circumstance, in his

picture of the death of Germanicus. After having
treated the different kinds of affliction of the other

persons, as passions capable of being expressed, he

places on the side of Germanicus' bed, a woman re-

markable for her mien and habit, who hides her
face with her hands, whilst her whole attitude expres-
ses the most excessive grief, and clearly intimates

that she is the wife of the prince whose death thej
are lamenting.

I cannot help adding in this place a very curious
fact in relation to allegorical painting. A picture, in

which a fiction and an emblem are used to express a
real action, is so called. The prince of Conde had
the history of his father, known in Europe by the

name of the Great Conde, painted in his gallery at

Chantilly. There was a great inconvenience to get
over in the execution of this project. The hero,

during his youth, had been engaged in interest with

the enemies of the state, and had done great part of
his exploits, whilst he did not carry arms for his

country. It seemed necessary therefore not to dis-

play this part of his warlike actions in the
gallery

of Chantilly. But, on (he other side, some of his

actions, as the relief of Cambray, and the retreat

before Arras, were so glorious, that it must have
been a great mortification to a son so passionate
for his father's renown, to have suppressed ihfin in

Timamlii plurimum bdfuit ingeni. Plin.

Plin. 1. xxxv. Quinclil. 1. ii. c. 13. Val. Max. I. viii. o.

11.

In omnibuD ejuft operibus intelligitur plus pemper, quam
pinuitur; et cum am summa sit, injjcuiuni tumrn ultra

arteni est. Plin. I. xxxv. c. ID.

Cum in Iphii;eni;i> immolationo pinxUsct tristem Col-

chanlem, iriillnrem Ulysscm nrfdidiwet Menelao, qucm sum-
mum piiierat ars efficere merorem ; consurnptie urtVciihui,
non ie|K!rien> quo dignd nuxio palrin vultnm potwt expri-
mere, velavit ejus caput. et suo cuique ammo dedit SMli>
niandum. Quinc/i/. . ii. c. 13.
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the inor.ument he erected to the memory of that

hero. The prince himself discovered an happy eva-

ion: for he was not only the prince, but the man of

his time, to whom nature had given the most lively

conceptions, and the most shining imaginations. He
therefore caused the muse of history to he designed,
an allegoric but well known person, holding

1 a book,

upon the back of which xvas written. Life of the

Prince of Conde. That muse tore leaves out of the

book which she threw upon the ground, and on those

leaves were inscribed, Reliff of Cambray, relief of
Valenciennes, retreat before Jlrras; in short, the

title of all the great actions of the prince of Conde,

during his stay in the Netherlands; all very shining

exploits,
with no other exception than the service in

which they were done. The piece unhappily was
not executed according to so elegant and simple an

idea. The prince, who had conceived so noble a

plan, had, upon this occasion, an excess of complai-
sance, and paying too great a deference to art, per-
mitted the painter to alter the elegance and simpli-

city
of his thought by figures, which render the

painting more uniform, but make it convey nothing
more than he had already designed in so sublime a

manner. I have extracted this account from the
critical reflections upon poetry and painting.

APELLES.
ApELf.ES, whom fame has placed above all other

.inters, appeared at length in the 112th Olympiad,
A. M. 3672. He was the son of Pithius, of the
island of Cos,'and the disciple of Famphilus. He is

sometimes called an Ephesian, because he settled at

Ephesus, where, without doubt, a man of his merit

soon obtained the freedom of the city. He had the

glory of contributing more in his own person than

all the other painters together, to the perfection of

the art, not only by his excellent works, but by his

writings, having composed three volumes upon the

principal secrets of painting, which subsisted in the

time of Pliny, but unfortunately have not come down
to us.

His chief excellency lay in the GRACES, that is to

av, something free, noble, and at the same time

beautiful, which moves the heart, whilst it informs
the mind. When he praised

and admired the works
of others, which he did very willingly, after having
owned, that they excelled in all the other parts, he

added, that they wanted grace; but that as to him-
self, that quality had fallen to his share; which

praise nobody could dispute with him. A pardon-
able ingenuity in men of real merit, when not pro-
ceeding from pride and arrogance.
The manner in which he became acquainted and

contracted a friendship with Protogenes, a celebra-

ted painter of his time, is curious enough, and worth
relating. Protogenes lived at Rhodes, known only
to Ant-lies bv reputation and the fame of his works.
The latter, desiring to be assured of their beauty by
hi- own eye;, made a voyage expressly to Rhodes.
When he came to Protogenes' house, he found no-

body at home, but an old woman who took care of
the place where he worked, and a canvass on the

easal. on which there was nothing painted. Upon
the old woman's asking his name, 1 am going to set

it down, says he: and taking a pencil with colour,
he designed something in a most exquisite taste.

Protogenes, on his return, being informed of what
had passed by the servant, and considering with ad-
miration what he saw designed, was not long be-

fore he guessed the author, '/'his is Apelhs, cried

he; there it no man in the world capable of so fine
and delicate a design beside himself. Taking another

colour, he drew a contour upon the same lines still

more correct and admirable, and bade his house-

keeper, if the stranger returned, ghow him what he
had done, and tell him that it was the work of the
man he came to inquire for. Apelles came again
or.n after; but being ashamed to see himself excel-
led by his rival, he took a third colour, and amongst
the strokes already done, introduced others of so

An isle in the ^Egean *ct.

sublime and wonderful a nature, as entirely exhaus-
ted all that was most refined and exquisite in th

art. When
Protogenes perceived these lasl strokes.

/ am overcome, said he, andjly to imbrace tny cor*-

ytteror. Accordingly he ran lo the port, where find-

ing Apelles, th/-y conlr.icted a strict friendship
which continued ever alter: a circumstance some*

thing extraordinary between persons of the greatest
merit in the same way. They agreed between them,
in regard to the painting iii which they had tried

their skill with each other, to leave it to "posterity at

it was, without touching it any more, rightly lore-

seeing what really came to pass, that it would one

day prove the ad'miration of the whole wnild, and

particularly of the connoisseurs and masters of the
art. But this precious monument of the two great-
est painters cf antiquity WHS reduced to ashes, when
the house of Augustus,

'

I the Palatium, was first

burnt; where it was expoved to the curiosity of spec-
tators, always surprised, in the midst of a multitude
of other most exquisite and finished paintings, to

find in this only a kiiAl of void space by so much
the more admirable, as it had only the outlines of

three^designs in it of the most perfect beauty, scarce

visible owing to their smallness, and for that reason
still the more valuable and the more attractive to the
most judicious eyes. It is almost in this sense the

passage of Pliny is to be understood, where he says,

arrepto pentcillo lineam ex colore dnsit summce te~

nit'tutis per tabnlam ; by lineam he does not mean a

simple geometrical line, but a stroke of the pencil in

an exquisite taste. The other notion is contrary to

common sense, savs Mr. de Piles, and shocks every
body that has the least idea of painting.

Though Apelles was very exact in his works, he
knew how far it was necessary to take pains without

tiring his genius, and did not carry his exactitude to

the utmost scruple. He said one day of Protogenei,
that he confessed that rival might equal, or even ex-
cel him in every thing else, but did not know when
to take ojf the pencil, j^that

is to say, to have done;)
and that he often spoiled the fine things he did, by
endeavouring to give them a higher degree of per-
fection.* A reflection worth noting, says Pliny, and
which shows that a too scrupulous exactitude often

becomes prejudicial.

Apelles did not ?ay this because he approved neg-
ligence in those who applied themselves to painting.
He was of a quite different opinion, both with regard
to himself and others. He passed no day of his life,

whatever other affairs he might have to transact,
without exercising himself either in crayons, with
the pen, or the brush, as well to preserve the free-

dom and facility of his hand, as to improve his per-
fection in all the refinements of an art, that has no
bounds.
One of his disciples showing him a draught for his

opinion of it, and telling him, that he had done it

very fast, and in a certain space of lime: / see that

very plain, says he, without your telling it me, and
am snrprised'that in so short a time you did no mort

of this kind.

Another painter showing him a picture of an He
len, which he had drawn with care, and adorned with

abundance ofjewels, he told him: J\Iyfriend, not be-

ing able to make her beautiful, you wee resolved at

least to make her rich.

If he spoke his own opinion with simplicity, r.

took that of others in the same manner. His custom

was, when he had finished a work, to expose it to

the eyes of such as passed by, and to hear what was
said of it behind a curtain, with design to correct

the faults they observed in il. A shoemaker having
perceived something wanting in a sandal, said so

freely; and the criticism was just. The next day
passing the same way he saw the fault corrected.

Proud of the good success of his remark, he thought

Idem el alium glorinm uur|>avit cum Prntugeni* opal
immensi lulxiris ac rurtt nupra mod urn niui.T. murarctur.
Dixil cnini nmriia fibi cum illo paria. aut illi nelima: sod

unn e pretare, quod minium ille de tabula n-jn sciri-t toi-

ler? ; mcmumliili prsceptu, Mine re ccpe minium diligep-
liam. Pint.
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fit to censure also a leg, to which there was nothin
to object: the painter then came from behind th

screen, and bade the shoemaker keep to his trad
nd his sandaU: which gave birth to the proverb

tie tutor ultra crepidam; that is,

Let not the cohler go beyond hn lost

Apelle? took pleasure in doing justice to the meri
of great masters, and was not ashamed to prefer then
to himself in some qualities. Thus he confessed in

genuously that Amphion excelled him in disposition
and Asclepiodorus in the regularity of design.We have seen his judgment in favour of Protoge
nes. Nor did he routine himself to mere words
That excellent painter was in no great esteem wilh
his own country. Whilst Apelles was with him a

Rhodes, he asked him what he would take for his
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works when finished, and the other having set a verymoderate price upon them : andfor me, replied Apel-
les, / offer yonjifty talents I for each of them, and
will take Ihem all at that price; adding, that he
should easily get them oft', and would sell them all as
his own. Tins offer, which he made in earnest,
opened the eyes of the Rhodians to the merit of
their painter; who on his side made the best of it,
nd would not sell any more of his pictures but at a

very considerable price.
His supreme excellency in painting was not the

only merit of Apelles. Polite learning, knowledge
of the world, and his affable, insinuating, elegant
behaviour, made him highly agreeable to Alexander
the Great, who did not disdain to go often to the

painter's house, as well to enjoy the charms of his

conversation, as to see him work, and to be the first

witness of the wonders performed by his pencil.
This affection for a painter, who was polite, agreea-
ble, and full of wit, is not a matter of wonder. A
Tpung monarch easily grows fond of a genius of this
kind, who, with the goodness of his heart, unites the
beauty of his mind, and the delicacy of his pencil.
This sort of familiarity between heroes of different
characters, is not uncommon, and does honour to the
greatest princes. Alexander had so high an idea of
Apelles, that he published an edict to declare, that
it was his will that no other person should paint his

portrait; and by the same edict granted permission
to none but Pyrgoteles to cut the dies for his medals,
and Lygjppus to represent him in cast metals.

It happened that one of the principal of Alexan-
der's courtier* being one day with Apelles, whilst he
wa

painting, he vented abundance of injudicious
questions and reflections upon painting, as is common
with those who talk of what they are ignorant.*
Apelles, who had no reason to apprehend any thingfrom

explaining
himself freely to the greatest lords,

aid to him, Do you see those boys that are grind-
ing my colours? Whilst you were silent they ad-
mired you, daizled with the splendour of the purpleand gold with which your habits glitter. But ever
mce you began to talk of what you dt>n't under-

stand, they have done nothing but laugh." Plu-
tarch relates this. According to Pliny.! Apellesventured to reprove Alexander himself in this man-
ner, though fn softer terms, advising him only to ex-
press himself with more reserve before his workmen:
tuch an ascendant had the witty painter acquiredover a prince, who was at that time the terror and
admiration of the world, and naturally very warm.
Alexander

g^ave
him still more extraordinary proofs

of his affection and regard.
The simple and open character of Apelles was not

equally agreeable to all the generals of that young
monarch. Ptolemy, one of them, to *vhom Egyptwas afterwards alfotted, was not of the number of
those that affected our

painter most; for what reason
history does not say. However it was. Apelles hav-
ing embarked, sometime alter the death of Alexan-
der, for a city of Greece, was unfortunately thrown
by a tempest upon the coast of Alexandria, where

Fifty thousand crowni. Thii sum teenn exorbitant.
It n common enough to meet wilh error* in ciphers.

Plut. d amir, ot adulat p. 58
Plin. 1. xxxv c. JO.

the lew king gave him no reception. Besides this
mortification, which he expected, there were some
persons, that envied him, malicious enough to en-
deavour to embroil him much more. With this
view, they engaged one of the officers of the court
to invile him to sup wilh the king, as from himself;
not doubting but such a liberty, which he would
seem to take of himself, would draw upon him the
indignation of a prince, who did not love him, and
knew nothing of this little knavish trick. Accordingly,
Apelles went to supper out of deference, and the
king highly offended at his presumption, asked him
freely, which of his officers had invited him to his
table? and showing him his usual inviters, he added,
that he would know which of them hd occasioned
him to take such a liberty. The painter, without
iny emotion, extricated himself from this difficulty
like a man of wif, and a consummate designer. He
immediately took a piece of charcoal out of a cha-
ingdish, in the room, and with three or four strokes
upon the wall, sketched the person that had invited
inn, to the great astonishment of Ptolemy, who from
the first lines knew the face of the impostor. This
adventure reconciled him with the king of Egypt,who afterwards loaded him with wealth and honours.
But this did not deliver him from envy, which only

>ecame the more violent against him. "He was accu-
ed, some time after, before that prince, of having
ntered with Theodotus into the conspiracy formed"
gainst him in the city of Tyre. The accuser was
nother painter of reputation, named Antiphilus.
"here- was not the least probability in the charge.
Belles had not been at Tyre; had never seen Theo-
otus; and was neither of a character nor profession
o be concerned in such affairs: the accuser, who was
Iso a painter, though very inferior to Apelles in
lent and reputation, might, without injury, be sus-
ected of jealousy in point of art. But the prince,

without hearing or examining any thing, as is too
ommon, taking it for granted that

Apelles was crim-
inal,

reproached
him warmly with his ingratitude

and badness of heart; and he would have been car-
ried to execution, but for the voluntary confession
of one of the accomplices; who, touched with com-
passion upon seeing an innocent man upon the point
of being put to death, confessed his own guilt, and
declared that Apelles had no share in the conspiracy.The king, ashamed of having given ear to calumny
so hastily, reinstated him in his friendship, gave him
an hundred talents,* to make him amends for the
wrong he had done him, with Antiphilus to be his
slave.

Apelles, on his return to Ephesus, revenged him-
self upon all his enemies by an excellent picture of
Calumny, disposed in this manner. Upon the right
of the piece gat a man of considerable authority with
great ears, not unlike those of Midas, holding out
his hand to Calumny, to invite her to approach him.
On each side of him stood a woman, one of whom
represented Ignorance, and the other Suspicion*
Calumny seems to advance in the form of a woman
of exquisite beauty. There is however to be dis-
cerned in her aspect and mien an air of violence and
fierceness, like one actuated by nnger and fury. In
one hand she holds a torch to kindle the fire of dis-
cord and division; and with the other she drags a
young man by the hair, holding up hit hands to hea-
ven, and imploring the assistance of the gods. Be-
fore her goes a man with a pale face, a withered lean
body, and piercing eyes, who seems to lead the band:
this was EncyJ Calnmny is attended by two other
women, who exnte, animate, and busy themselves
about her to exlt his charms and adjust her attire.

By their wary and composed air these are easily con-
jectured to be Fraud and Treachery. At a distance
behind all the rest follows Repentance, clothed in a
black torn habit, who looking bark with abundance
of confusion anil tears, see* alr off Truth advnncine

Lnc.m de Calum. p. 563585. Lucian i* taxed with
r

ry gros* anachronism in regard lo thu fact.
* An hundred thousand crowns.

Envy, in the Greek n mueuline :

21
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surrounded with light. Such was the useful and in-

genious r:venge of this great man. I do not believe

it would hare been safe for him, during his stay in

Egypt, to have drawn, or at least exposed, such a

palming. Those great tars, that hand extended to

invite the approach of Calumny, and the like strokes,

do no honour to the principal character, and express
a prince suspicious, credulous, open to fraud, who
seems to invite accusers.

I'lmv makes a long enumeration of the paintings
of Apt He*. That of Antigonus is one of the most
famous.' This prince had but one eye, wherefore
he Hretv him turning sideways, to hide that deformity.
He drew a great many pictures of Alexander, one

of which was looked upon as the most finished of his

works. He was represented in it with thunder in

is hand. This picture was clone for the temple of
Diana at Ephesus. The hero's hand with the thun-
der in it, says Pliny, who had seen it, seems actually

projected from the piece. And that prince himself

said, that he reckoned two Alexanders, the one of

Philip, who was invincible; the other of Apt lies, that

was inimitable.

Pliny mentions one of his paintings, which must
have been of singular beauty. He made it for a

public dispute between the painters: the subject giv-
en them to work upon was a mare. Perceiving that

intrigue was upon the point of adjudging the prize
to one of his rivals, he appealed from the judgment
of men to that of mute animals, more just than men.2

He caused the pictures of the other painters to be
set before horses brought thither for that purpose;
they continued without motion to all the other pie-
ces, and did not begin to neigh till that of Apelles

appeared.
His Venus, called Anadyomene, that is to say,

rising from the sea, was his masterpiece. Pliny says,
that this piece was celebrated by the verses of the

greatest poets, and that if the painting was excelled

by the
poetry, it was also made illustrious by it. 3

Apelles had made another at Cos, his native country,
which in his own opinion, and that of all judges,
would have excelled the first; but invidious death

put a stop to the work when half executed.* Nobo-
dy afterwards would presume to put pencil to it. It

is not known, whether it was this second Venus, or
the first, that Augustus bought of the people of Cos,

by discharging them of the tribute of an hundred
talents' laid on them by the Roman republic. If it

were the second, as is very likely, it had as bad a fate,

and still worse than the first. In the tim^of Augus-
tus, the damp had begun to spoil the lower part of it.

Inquiry was made by that prince's order for somebo-

dy to retouch it; but there were none bold enough
to undertake it, which augmented the glory of the
Greek painter, and the reputation of the work itself.6

This fine Venus, which no one dared to retouch out of
veneration and awe, was insulted by the worms, that

got into the wood and devoured it. Nero, who
reigned then, caused another to be set up in its place,
done by Dorotheas, a painter of little note. Pliny-
observes to the reader, that all these wonderful paint-

ing^,
which were the admiration of all mankind, were

painted only with the four primitive colours, of which
we have spoke.

Apelles brought up several disciples, to whom his

inventions were of great advantage: but, says Pliny,
he had one secret which nobody could ever discover,
nd that was the

composition of a certain varnish,
which he applied to his

paintings,
to preserve them

during a long series of ages, in all their freshness and

spirit.
There were three advantages in the use of

this varnish: 1. It gave a lustre to every kind of
colour, and made them more mellow, smooth, and

llabet in pictura (pecietn tota faries. Apellei tamen
imi^ineni Anligoni latere tant umaltero rwtendit, ut amiisa
oculi di.-formita* Ivteret. Quiurtil. I. ii. c. l.X

Quo judicio ad mutas quadrupedes provocavit at liomi-
ibui.

Veriibui Grccii lull opere, dum laudatur, vie j, fed il-

nitrato.

Strab. I. xiv. p. 657.
An hundred thousand rrowni.
Ip* injuria ceuit in g'oriam artifieii.

tender: which is DJW the effecv of oil. 2. Il preser
ved his woiks '.roiu dirt and liu-t. 3. It helped
the sight of the spectator which is apt to dazzle, in

softening the strength of the most lively colours, bj
the interposition of this varnish, which servtd instead.

of glasses to his works. 7

ARISTIDES.
ONE of the most famous cotemporaries of Apellet

was Aristides the Theban. He did not indeed pos-
sess the elegance and graces in so high a degree aj

Apelles: but was the first, that by genius and appli-
cation established unerring rult-s lor expressing the

soul, that is to say, (he inmost workings of the mind.t
He excelled as well in the strong and vehement, as

the soft and tender passion: but his colouring had

something harsh and severe in it.

The admirable piece was his, (still in Pliny s

words) in which, in the storming of a town, a MO-
THER is represented expiring by a wound she has re.-

ceived in her bosom, and an INFANT creeping to suck
at her breast.9 In the visage of this woman, though
dying, there appears the wannest sentiments, and the

most passionate solicitude of the maternal tenderness.

She seems to be sensible of her child's danger, and
at the same time to be afraid, that instead of her
milk he should find only blood. One would think

Pliny had the pencil in his hand, he paints all he de-

scribes in such lively colours. Alexander, who was
so fond of whatever was fine, was so enamoured of

this piece, that he caused it to be taken from Thebes,
where it was, and carried to Pella, the place of his

birth, at least so reputed.
The same person painted also the battle of th

Greeks with the Persians, wherein, within a single

frame, he introduced an hundred persons at a thou-

sand drachmas lo (about twenty-four pounds) each

figure, by an agreement made between him and the

tyrant Mnason, who reigned at that time at Klataea

in Phocis. I have spoken elsewhere of a Bacchus
which was reckoned the masterpiece of Aristides, and

was found at Corinth when that city was taken by
Mummius.
He was so excellent in expressing the languor of

the body or mind, that Attalus.who was a great con-

noisseur in things of this kind, made no scruple to

give an hundred talents >' for one of his paintings.
Wherein onlv something of this nature was expres-
sed: only riches as immense as those of Attalus,
which became a proverb, (Attains Conditionibut)
could make so exorbitant a price for a single pictura

probable.

PROTOGENES.
PROTOGENES was of the city of Caunus, which de-

pended on the city of Rhodes, and was situated upon
the southern coast of the island of that name. He
employed himself at first only in painting ships, and
lived a great while in extreme poverty. Perhaps that

might be of no prejudice to him; for poverty often

induces men to take pains, and is the sister, or ra-

ther mother of invention and capacity.
i* By the

works he was employed to do at Athens, he became
the admiration of the most discerning people in the

world.

The most famous of his paintings was the JALYSOC
who was a hunter, and reputed the son or grandson
of the Sun, and founder of Rhodes. What was most ad

mired in this piece was the froth at the dog's mouth.*

Ne claritaj colorom, ocnlornm ariem offenderet it

eadem res minis floridii ruloribus nusteritatem occulte d-
ret. Plin.

I" umnium primui animum pinzit et sensus omncs ex-

presnit. Plin.

llujus pictura est, opido eapinad mairis muricntis e vul

nere mammam adrepens infann; imellijtiiurque sentire malar
et timere, ne, emortuo lacte *anguinem lamlmt.

> The text fays, ten mine. The mina is worth an hua
dred drachma*, and the drachma ten ols.

' A hundred thousand crovvni.

>* Neaciuqunmodo buns mentis soror est paupertas. JV

n'plin. I. XXXT. c. 10. Aul. Cell. I. XT. c . 31. Flut m
Demetr. p. 888.
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I have related this circumstance at length, in speaking
of the siege of Rhodes.

Another very celebrated picture of Protogenes, was
the satyr leaning against a pillar. He executed it at

the very time Rhodes was besieged: wherefore it was
aid to have been painted under the tword. At firit

there was a partridge perched upon the pillar.) But
because the people of the place, when it was first ex-

posed, bestowed all their attention and admiration

upon the partridge, and said nothing of the satyr,
which was much more admirable; and the tame par-

tridges, brought where it was. culled upon the sight
of that upon the pillar, as if it had been a real one;
the painter,

oftended at that bad taste, which in his

opinion was an injury to his reputation, desired leave

of the directors of the temple, to which the painting
was consecrated, to retouch his work; which being
granted, he struck out the partridge.
He also painted the mother of Aristotle, his good

friend. That celebrated philosopher, who during his

whole life cultivated the polite arts and sciences,

highly esteemed the talents of Protogenes. He even

wished, that he had applied them better than in paint-

ing hunters or satyrs, or in making portraits. And
accordingly he proposed to him, as a subject for his

pencil, the battles and conquests of Alexander, as

very proper for painting, from the grandeur of ideas,
elevation of circumstances, variety of events, and

immortHlity of facts. But a certain peculiar taste, a

natural inclination for more calm and grateful sub-

jects, determined him to works of the kind I have
mentioned. All that the philosopher could obtain
of the

painter
at last, was the portait of Alexander,

but without a battle. It is dangerous to make excel-
lent artists quit their taste and natural talent.

PAUSIAS.
PAUSIAS was of Sicyone. He distinguished him-

self particularly bv that kind of painting called Cans-
tick from the colours being made to adhere either

ipon wood or ivory, by the means of fire. Pamphl-
lus was his master in this art, whom he far exrelUd
in it. He was the first that adorned arches and cei-

lings with
paintings

of this kind. There were many
:onsiderable works of his doing. Pausanias speaks
of a DRUNKENNESS, so well painted, says he, that

til the features of her ruddjf face may be distin-

guished through a large glass she is twilling.
The courtezan Glycera, of Sicyone also, excelled

in the art of making wreaths, and was looked upon
to be the inventress of them. Pausias, to please and
imitate her, applied himself also in painting flowers.*

A Bne dispute arose betwixt art and nature, each

asing their utmost endeavours to carry the prize from
their competitor, without its being possible to adjudge
the victory to either.

Pausias passed the greater part of his life at Si-

cyone his country, which was in a manner the nursing
mother of painters and painting. It is true, that this

city being so much indebted in the latter times, that

all the public and private paintings were pledged for

large sums of money, M. Scaurus, Sylla's son-in-law

by liis mother Metella, with design to immortalize
his edileship, paid all the creditors, and took out of
their hands all the painting* of the most famous mas-

ters, and amongst the rest those of Pausias, carried

them to Rome, and set them up in the famous theatre,
which he caused to be erected to the height of three

tories, all supported by magnificent pillars of thirty-
feet high, to the number of three hundred and sixty,
and embellished with statues of marble and bronze,
nd with antique piece* of the greatest-painters. This

theatre was to continue only during the celebration
of the games. Pliny says of this edileship, that it

completed the subversion of the manners of the Ro-
man citizens. Citjut (J\J. Scauri) netcio an JEdi-

Strab. I. riv. p. 652.
> Amavit in juventa Glyeeram munwipein um inven-

trlcem coronarum : certnndoque imiialione ejm, id notne-
fosi'nimnm florum varietalem perduxit artem illam cum
npfri ejus picturfi imilaretur, pt ilia provocani variaret, en-

wtqufi certatnen trti* ac nature. Plin. 1. xxxv. c. IL et I.

Mi. f. 3

lilas mnxime prottraverit mores civiles; and he goei
so lar as to add, that it did more prejudice to th

republic than the bloody proscription of liU father-

in-law Sylla, that cut ulV so many thousand Roman
citizens.

JVlCIAS of Athens distinguished himself very much
amongst the painters. There were abundance of hit

pictures in exceeding estimation; amongst others,
that wherein he had drawn Ulysses's descent into

hell, called .,. Attains, or rather according to

Plutarch, Ptolemy, offered him for this picture sixty
talents (sixty thousand crowns) which seems almost
incredible: but he refused them and made it a

pre-
sent to his country. He laboured upon this piece
with such application, that he often forgot the time
of the day, and would ask his servant, Have I dined?
When Praxiteles was xsked upon which of his works
of marble he set the highest value; he answered,
That to which JVYct'at hat get hit hand.3 He meant

by that the excellent varnish added by that painter
to his marble statues, which exalted their bt-autv.

I shall not mention abundance of other great pain-
ters, not so well known, nor so illustrious as those I

have spoken of, who did so much honour to Greece.
It is very unfortunate that none of their works have
come to us, and that we are not capable of Judging
of their merit by our own eyes. We have it in our

power to compare the antique sculpture of the Greeks
with our own, because we are certain that we still

have masterpieces of it, that is to say, the fines',

works of that kind antiquity produced. The Ro-

mans, in the nge of their greatest splendour, which
was that of Augustus, disputed with the Greeks only

ability in the art of government. They acknowledg-
ed them their masters in all others, and expressly in

that of sculpture.
Eicuilent alii ipirantia molliui *r
Credo equidem ;

viviw ducent cle marmore vultui.

To regcre imnerio popukM, Romane, memento:
II* ul>! erunt artes. I'irg.JEneid. I. vi

What I have related of Michael Angelo, who pre-
ferred the Cupid of Praxiteles so much to his own,
is an evident proof, that the modern can no more
than the ancient Rome, dispute sculpture with the
Greeks.
We cannot judge in the same manner of the excel-

lency of the ancient painters. That question is not
to be decided from mere relations. To understand

that, it were necessary to have their pieces to com-

pare with each other, and with ours. These we want.
There are still some antique Mosaic paintings at

Rome; but few done with the pencil, and those in

bad condition. Besides which, what remains, and
was painted at Rome, upon the walls, were not done
till long after the death of the celebrated painters of

Greece. It must however be owned, that, every
thing considered, the prejudices are extremely in fa-

vour of antiquity, even in regard to painting. In

the time of Crassus, whom Cicero introduces as a

speaker, in his books de Oratore, people could never

sufficiently admire the works of the ancient pointers,
and were soon tired with those of the moderns: be-

cause in the former there was a taste of design and

expression,
that perpetuated the raptures of the con-

noisseurs, and in the latter scarce any thing to be

found, but the variety of the colouring.
"

1 do not

knew," says Crassus,
" how it happens, that things

which strike us at first view by their vivacity, and
which even give us pleasure by that surprise, almost
as soon disgust and satiate us. Let us for instance,

consider our modern paintings. Can any thing be
more splendid and lively? What beauty, what va-

riety of colours! How superior are they in this

point to those of the ancients! However, all these

new
pieces,

which charm us at first sight, have HO

long impression; whilst, on the contrary, we are nr
ver tired with contemplating the others, notwithstHn

ding all their simplicity, and even the grossness of

Hie pit Nici. de quo dirchat Praxiteles interogatof
que mai'mft opera tut probaret in marmoribus : Quihut
Niriat mknum admovisiet ; tantnm circumlitioni ejm Uit>-

ebat. Plin. 1. xxxv. c. 1J.
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their colouring."' Cicero gives no reason for these

effects' but iJionvsiii; Halicarnassensis,2 who lived

hh>o in the time ol Augustus, does. "The ancients,"

says he,
" were great designers,

and understood per-

fectly all the grace and torce of expression, though
(heir colouring was simple and little various. But
the modern painters, who excel in colouring and
shades, are vastly far from designing so well, and do
not treat the passions with the same success." This
double testimony shows us, that the ancients had suc-

ceeded no less in painting than in sculpture: and
their superiority in the latter nobody ever contested.
It appears, at least, without carrying any thing to ex-

tremes (hat the ancients rose as high in the parts of

design, chiaro-oscuro, (light and shade) expression
and composition, as the most excellent moderns can
have done, but as to colouring, that they were much
inferior to the latter.

I cannot conclude what regards painting and sculp-
ture, without deploring the abuse made of it, even

by those who have most excelled in it: I speak equal-
ly of the ancients and moderns. All the arts in

general, but especially the two we are now upon, so

estimable in themselves, so worthy of admiration,
which produce such amazing effects, that by the
strokes of the chisel animate maible and brass; and

by the mixture of colours, represent all the objects
of nature to the life: these arts, I say, owe a pa*rtic-
ular homage to virtue; to the honour and advance-
nient of which, the original author of all arts, that
is to say, the Divinity himself, has peculiarly allot-

ted them. This is the use which even the Pagans
believed themselves obliged to make of sculpture
and painting, by consecrating them to the memory of

great men, and the expression of their glorious
actions. Fabius, Scipio, and the other illustrious

persons of Rome, confessed, that upon seeing the

images of their predecessors, they found themselves
animated to virtue in an extraordinary manner.8 It

was not the wax of which those figures were formed,
nor the figures themselves, that produced such strong
impressions in their minds; but the sight of the

great men, and the great actions of which they re-

newed and perpetuated the remembrance, and inspir-
ed at the same time an ardent desire to imitate them.

Polybius
4 observes, that these images, that is to say,

the bustos of wax, which were exposed on the days
of solemnity in the halls of the Roman magistrates,
and were carried with pomp at their funeral*, kindled
an incredible ardour in the minds of the voting men, as

if those great men had quitted their tombs, and re-

turned from the dead, to animate them in person to

follow their example.
Agrippa, Augustus's son-in-law, in a magnificent

harangue, worthy of the first and greatest citizen of
Rome, shows, by several reasons, says Pliny,

8 how
useful it would be to the state to expose pubficly

the
finest pieces of antiquity in every kind, in exciting a

noble emulation in the youth: which, no doubt, adds

he, would be murh better than to banish them into

the country, to the gardens and other places of plea-
sure of private men. Accordingly Aristotle says, that

> Difficile dictu est, quenam rauna lit car ca, qua?
maxime scnpui nostros impellunt voluptate et pe:ie prima
arerrime commovent, ab ii* rclcrimi fantidio <|u<liim et

tatietalc abalienainur. Uuanto colorum pulcbritudine in

varictatc floridiora >unt in picluris novis pleraque quam et

veleribm ! qua; tsmcn, t-tmmsi primoaxpectu no* ceperunt,
iliuitiis non delcctant : cum iidem no*, in anliqui* tabulis.

illo irwo horrido obaoleloque teneamur. Cie. dt Oral. 1. iii.

B. 98.
* Dion. Ilalicarn. Orif. p. 104.
* Sc|>e audivi Q. Maxumum, P. Scipionem, praMereaem-

tati* noitrte predaro* viro* rolito* ita dicere, rum nmjnrum
imagine* inlurrentur, vehemcntisiiimi nibi animum nd vir-

tuiem nrrrmli. Scilicet uon cernm illam neque, fijfuram,
taniam vim in c*c halirre : ned mcmoria rrrnm peetarum
earn flummam eprejfii* virin in perlore rrewtere, neque prim
edari, quam virtu* eorum famam alquc gloriam atlcquave-

rit. Sallust in prrfat bel. Jvgnrtk
Polyb I. vi. pp. 4<I5. 4W>.

Extat eju* (Ayrippv)nratio mapnifirt, H mnximoriviom
dlpna. ilc tnbulif omnibus i;ni*qu<i publicanHin quod fieri

Mtiu luissct, quam in villnrum exilia pelli. Plitt. I. xxxv.
e. 4

sculptors and painters instruct men to form their

manners by a much shorter and more effectual method
than that of the philosophers; and that tin re art

paintings as capable of making the most vicious reflect

within themselves, as the finest precepts of morality.
St. Gregory Nazianzen relates a story of a courtezan,
who, in a place where she did not come to make se-

rious reflections, cast her eyes by accident on the

picture of Polsemon, a philosopher famous tor a

change of life, that had something prodigious in it;

which occasioned her to reflect seriou>ly, and brought
her to a due sense of herself. Oedrenus tt II? us, that
a picture of the last judgment contributed veiv much
to the conversion ol a king of the Bulgarian-". The
sense of seeing is far more lively than tha-t of htar-

ing; and an image which represents an obj< rt in a

lively manner, strikes us quite otherwise than a dis-

course.6 St. Gregory ol K\ssa declares, that he wa*
touched, even to shedding of tears, at the sight of a

painting.
This effect of painting is still more instantaneous

in regard to bad than good. Virtue is fuifign, vice

natural to us.7 Without the hflp of guir'e* or ex-

amples, (and those we meet with every where) ao

easy propensity leads us to the latter, or rather hur-
ries us on to it. What then must we exptct, when

sculpture, with all the delicacy of art, and painting,
with all the vivacity of colours, unite to inflame a

passion already but too apt to break out, and too
ardent of itself? What loose ideas do not those na
ked parts of young persons suggest to the in.itglna

lion, which sculptors and painters so commonly take

the liberty to exhibit? They may do honour to the

art, but never to the artists.8 Without sptaking of

Christianity in this respect, which abhors all licen-

tious
sculptures

and paintings, the sages of the 1'agao
world, blind as they were, condemn them almost
with equal severity. Aristotle in his books De re-

jntblica, recommendx it to magistrates, as one of the
most essential parts of their duty, to be alltnli\e in

preventing statues and paintings of this kind from

appearing in cities, as they are capable of t aching
vice, and corrupting all the vouth of n state.9 Sene-

ca degrades painting
and sculpture, and denies them

the name ol liberal arts, whenever they tend to

promote vice.io Pliny the naturalist, all uilhusiasm
as he is, for the beauty; of the antique works, treats as

dishonourable and criminal the behaviour ol a
j
ainler

in this point, who was otherwise very famous: Fitit

Arellint Roma celeber, nisi FLAGITIO tasiG.M cor-

nipissrt
arttm. Plin. I. xxxv. c. 10. He X|'i-f*e

a just indignation against the sculptors, who caned
obscene images upon cup and goblets, thtt people

might not drink, in some measure, without obscen v;
as if, says he, drunkenness did not sufficiently induce

debauchery, and it were necessary to excite it by
new attractions, f'asa adulteriis calata, quasi per
sr. pamm doccat libidinem temultntia lit

vina ex lilndine hauriitntiir, atqiie etimn pra~niio invi-

talur ebrietas.u The very poets themselves declare

warmly against this indecency. Properlius 1* won-
ders, tnat temples are erfcted in public to chastity,
whilst immodest pictures are tolerated in private
houses, which cannot but corrupt the imaginations of

young virgins; that under the allurement of object!

Segniua irritant animus demisaa per aure,
Quam qus sum uculin eubjrcta fiili'libus. Her.

Thing* by the ear a dull imprewion find.

To thoee the faithful eye presents the mind.

Sic intimot pcnetrat seniu* (pictura) utvim dicendi nonnun

quam superare videatur. Qvinctil.
' Ad deteriora facile* cumus; quia ner dux potrst, ne

come* de e*e ; et re* etiam ipsa ncire duce, sine coniite pro

redit : non pronum e*t tantum ad vitia, ed prffrep* [iter/

Senee. Epist. 07.

Non hie per nudnra pirtorum corpornm pulchritudincm

turpi* pro8tat hixtoria, quE. tirut ornal artem, sic dwenua-
taturiitio-m Side* JlpolltK. I. xi Ep. 2.

Pencare ducente* hitorii monel. Hvr.
> Non rnim aililuror ul in numi-rum liberalium artium

picture* recipiam, non mai> qunm >tatuario aut muimv
reo*. aut cetenw luxuris minmtro*. Senec. Ep fH.

it Id. I. xir. e. '& Properl. I. if E'ef . 1
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grateful to the eye. convey a mortal poison to the heart,

and eem tugive. public lessons of impurity. He con-
elude* with s-d\ ina, lliHt those indecent figures were
unknown to our ancestors; the walU of their apart-
ment- were not painted by obscene hands, to place
vice in honour; nor exhibit it at a spectacle fur admi-
ration. The passage is too fine not to be inserted here
M large.

Templa PudiritijR quid opui itatuime, puellii,
Sir cuivi-i nu|ii.v ijuidlibet esse licet 7

Qua; rnanus ol.-<j-rms depiniit prima labellai,
Hi (iii-uii casta lurpia visa domo :

Ilia pui'llaruin invcnuos r.orrupit ocello*,

Nvquitia-que nua- nuluit csge rude*.
All ! gemut in terns, isia cjui prutulil arts

Jur^'ia sub tacila cnndiia Iziitia,
Nun isiis ohm variabant tecta fijuris :

Turn [iaries nulln rrirnine pictuserat.

Whence rise these fane* to r gin modesty,
Jf erery wife 10 every thin.' is free ?

Who first oli-iTtmy in colours drew,
In the chuste house who placed it first to view,
Hi lil cl ihf harmless maid's ingenuous eyes,
And wo'ilil not Itave her ignorant of vice.

Wo to the man! whose vicious pencil taught
In graceful tints to urges guilty thought :

Our father*' homes ne'er own'd these noxious art*

Xo crimes were painted on their wall* or hearts.

We have seen a city, that had the choice of two
statues of Venus, both done by Praxiteles, (that if

saying every thing,) the one covered, and the other
naked, prefer the former, though much the less es-

teemed, because more conformable to modesty and

chastity. Can any thing be added to such an example?
What a reproach were it to us, if we were ashamed
to follow it

1

OF MUSIC.

THE Music, of the ancients was a science of far

greater extent than is generally imagined. Besides

the coin|K>sition of musical airs, and the execution of

those airs with voices and instruments, to which ours

is conliued, tile ancient music included the art of poe-

try, which taught the rules for making verses of all

kiiul-. as well as to set those susceptible of them to

notes; the art of Saltation, dancing or gesture, which

taught the step and attitude, either of the dance pro-

perlv > called, or the usual manner of walking and
the gesture proper to be used in declaiming, contain-

ed aUo the art of composing and writing notes to the

simple declamation; to direct as well the tone of the

voi<:e by those notes, as the degree and motions of

gesture; an art very much iu use with the ancients,

but absolutely unknown to us. All these different

parts, which have actually a natural relation to each

other, composed originally one and the same art, ex-

ercised bv the same artists: though they divided in

process of time, especially poetry, which became an

order by itself. I shall briefly treat all these parts,

except that which relates to versification, which will

have its place elsewhere; and shall begin with mu-
sic properly so called, and such as it is known amongst

ARTICLE I.

OF MUSIC PROPERLY SO CALLED.

Music is an art which teaches the properties of
sounds capable of producing melody and harmony.

SECTION I. ORIGIN AND WONDERFUL EFFECTS
OF MUSIC.

SOME authors pretend, that the birds learned men
to sinsr, in suggesting, by their various notes and

warbling, how capable the different modulations and
tones of the voice are of pleasing the ear: but man
had a more excellent roaster, to whom alone he ought
to direct his gratitude. The invention of music, and
of the instruments in which a principal part of it con-

lists, is a presnit from God, as well as the invention

of the other arts. It adds to the simple gift of

speech, which of itself is so highly valuable, some-

thing more lively, more animated, and more proper
tc give utterance to the sentiments of the soul.

When it is penetrated and fired with some object
that strongly possesses it, the usual language does
not suffice for its transport*. It springs forth in a

manner out of itself, it abandons itself to the emotion*
that agitate it, it invigorates and redoubles the tone
of the voice, and repeats its words at different pan-
es; and not contented with all these effort', calls in

instrument* to its aid, which seem to give it ease by
lending: sounds a rarietv, extent, and continuation,
VOL. 1151

which the human voice could not have. This ga.'fi
birth to music, made it so affecting and estimable,
and shows at the same time, that, properly speaking,
its right use is in religion solely, to which alone it

belongs, to impart to the soul the lively sentiments
which transport and ravish it, which exalt its grati-
tude and love, which are suited to its admiration
and ecstasies, and which make it experience it to be

delightful to sing praise, that in this manner it mar
express its joy and happiness, as David did in all

bis divine songs, which he employs solely in ador-

ing, praising, giving thanks, and singing the great-
ness of God, and proclaiming the wonders of his

power.
Such was the first use men made of music, simple,

natural, and without art or refinement, in those limes
of innocence, and in the infancy of the world; and
without doubt the family of Seth, with whom the

true worship was deposited, preserved it in all it*

purity. But secular persons, more enslaved to sense
and passion, and more intent upon softening the pains
of this life, upon rendering their exile agreeable, and

alleviating their distresses, abandoned themselves
more readily to the charms of music, and were more
industrious to improve it, to reduce it into an art, to

establish their observations upon certain rules, and to

support, strengthen, and diversify it by the help if
instruments. The scripture

> accordingly places this

kind of music in the family of Cain, which was that

of the outcasts, and makes Jubal, one of the de-

scendants of that chief of the unrighteous, the author
of it. And we see in effect, that music, is generally devo-
ted to the objects of the passions. It serves to adorn,

augment, and render them more affecting; to make
them penetrate the very soul by additional charms; to

render it the captive of the senses; to make it dwell

wholly in the ears; to inspire it with a new
propen-

sity, to seek its consolation from without; and to im-

part to it a new aversion for useful reflections and
attention to truth. The abuse of music, almost a*

ancient a* its invention, has occasioned Jubal to have
more imitators than David. But this ought not to

cast any reproach upon music itself. For, as Plutarch
observes* upon this subject, few or no persons of
reason will impute to the sciences themselves the

abuse some people make of them: which is solely to

be ascribed to the disposition to vice of those who
profane them.
This exercise has in all lime* been the delight of

all nations, of the most barbarous, as well as of those

who valued themselves most upon their civility. And
it must be confessed, that the author of nature ha*

implanted in man a taste and secret tendency for

Oen. IT. 21.
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long- an 1 harmony, which enre to nourish his joy
in tunes of prosperity, to dispel his anguish in alflic-

tion, hnd to comfort him in supporting the pains and

fatigues of his labours. 1 There is no artificer that

has not recourse to this innocent invention; and the

(lightest air makes him almost forget all his fatigues.
The harmonious cadence with which the workmen
strike the glowing mass upon the anvil, seems to les-

sen the weight ol their heavy hammers. The very
rowers experience a kind of relief in the sort of

concert formed by the harmonious and uniform mo-
tion of their oars. The ancients successfully em-

ployed musical instruments, as is still the custom, to

excite martial ardour in the heart; of the soldiery;
nd Quinctilian partly ascribes the reputation of the

Roman troops, to the impressions made by the war-
like sounds of the fifes and trumpets upon the le-

gions.J
1 have said, that music was in use amongst all na-

tions; but it was the Greeks who placed it in ho-

nour, and by the value they set upon it, raised it to

a very high degree of perfection. It was a merit

with their greatest men to excel in it, and a kind of
shame to be obliged to confess their ignorance in it.*

No hero ever made Greece more illustrious than

Epaminondas; his dancing gracefully, and touching
musical instruments with skill, were reckoned amongst
his fine qualities. Some years before his time, the

refusal of Themistocles, at a feast, to play an air up-
on the Ivre, was made a reproach, and was a kind of

dishonour to him. To be ignorant of music, passed
in those times for a great defect of education.

It is in consequence of this that the most celebra-

ted philosophers,
who have left us treatises upon

policy, as Plato and Aristotle, particularly recommen-
ded the teaching of music to young persons. Amongst
the Greeks it was an essential part of education.

Besides which, it has a necessary connexion with

that part of Grammar called Prosody, which treats

upon the length or shortness of syllables in pronun-
ciation, u|>on the measure of verses, their rhyme and

cadence, (or pauses;} and principally upon the man-
ner of accenting words: the ancients were assured

that it might conduce very much to form the man-
ners of youth, bv introducing a kind of harmony in-

to them which might incline "them to whatsoever was
laudable and polite; nothing being of greater use, ac-

cording to Piuiarch,4 than music to excite persons at

II times to virtuous actions, and especially to con-
front the dangers of war.

Music was far from being much esteemed in the

happy times of the (Roman) republic. It passed in

those davs for a thing of little consequence, as Cor-
nelius Nepos s telU us, where he observes, upon the

different taste of nations, in regard to several things.
Sallust's reproach 6 of a Roman lady, that she knew
better how to sing and dance, than was consistent

with the character of a woman of honour and probity;
taltare et psallere elegantius quam necesse estvrobee;
sufficiently shows what the Romans thought of music.

As to dancing, they had a strange idea of it; and
would say, that to practise it, one should either be

drunk or mad: ..Wmo sallat fere sohrws, nisi forte

i Atque earn (musicam,) natura ipsa videtur ad tolnran-

do* fanlius" labnrcs velut muneri nobis dedisse. Si quidem
ct rfiiiii.'1-s cautua honatur ; nee nolum in iis uperibus inqvi-
bus plurimum conatus pnerunte aliqua jucunda voce conxpi-
rai, Kd etiam singulnriim fati^atio quamlibet Be rudi mo-
dulmionesolatur. Quinetil. I. i. c. 111.

* Ducen maximos et fidibus et tibii* reciniese traditum,
et exercitui Lacedemoniorum muiicig accent** mmlis.

Quid aulem aliud in nosiri* Legionibus cornua ac tube,
faciunt? quorum concentua, quanto oil vehementior, tantu

Romano in bellii gloria raneria pissiat. Quinctil. I. i. r. 10.

Summam erudtlionem Gncri gitam rensi-hant in tier-

Torum voeumque cantibui. Igitur Epaminondas prinrep*.
irvo judirin, Grstr.ix, fidibu* prterlare ceciniiue, dicilur:

Themimoclesque, aliquot ante'annii, cum in epulii recusasset

lyram, li.ibilus el indoctior. Ergo in Cr;i ci;i musiri florae-

rant disreliantque id omnes ; nee, qui nesciebat, satis exoul-
toi dociritia putabatur. Cic. Tuse. i. n. 4.

In rju Epamimmdte virlulibui commemorahatur, mltane
m pommixle, scienierque tiliiii cantause. Corn. JWp. in

I'lui. de Music, p. 140.
lu bell. Catilin.

In preefat.

insanit.t Such was the Roman severity, till their

commerce with the Greeks, and still more, their

riches and opulence, made them give into excesses,
with which the Greeks cannot so much as be re-

proached.
The ancients attributed wonderful effects to music

either to excite or suppress the passions, or to soften
the manners, and humanize nations naturally savage
and barbarous. Pythagoras seeing a young stran-

ger, who was heated with the fumes of'wine, and ar,

the same tune animated by the sound of a rlute pla^
ed on in the Phrygian measure, upon the point ol

committing violence in a chaste family, restored the

young man's tranquillity and reason, by ordering the

female minstrel to change the measure, and to pl*y
in more solemn and serious numbers, according to

the cadence called after the foot Spondee.* Galen*
relates something exactly of the same nature of a
musician of Miletus, named Damon. He u 11- us of

some young people, that a female performer upon
the flute had made frantic, by playing in the Phry-
gian measure, and whori she brought tc their senses

again by the advice of this Damon, in changing the
music from the Phrygian to the Doric measure.
Dion Cbrysostorne.iO and some others, inform us.

that the musician Timotheus, playing one dav upon
the flute before Alexander the Great, in the mea-
sure called *O<TIOJ, which is of the martial kind,
that prince immediately ran to his arms. Plutarch U

says almost the same thing of Antigenides the tlute-

ni-t, who at a banquet fired that prince in such a

manner, that, rising from the table like one out of hi*

senses, he catched up his arms, and clashing them to

the sound of the flute, was almost ready to charge
the guests.

Amongst the wonderful effects of music, nothing
more affecting perhaps, nor better attested, can be

instanced, than what regards the Arcadians. Poly-
bius.U a wise, exact historian, well Tcrthy rf entire

belief, is my authority. I shall only ^iricige his nut-

rations and reflections. The study of music, says he,
has its utility with all men. but is absolutely necessa-

ry to the Arcadians. This people, in establishing
their republic, though otherwise very austere in their

manner of life, had so high an opinion of music, that

they not only taught that art to their children, but

obliged young people to apply to it till the age of

thirty. It is not shameful amongst them to profess
themselves ignorant of other arts: but it is highly
dishonourable not to have learnt to sing, and not to

be able to give proof* of it on occasion. Now, says

Polybius, their first legislators seem to me, in mak-

ing such institutions, not to have designed to intro-

duce luxury and effeminacy, but only lo soften the

ferocity of the Arcadians, and to divert, by the prac-
tice of music, their gloomy and melancholy disposi-
tion, undoubtedly occasioned by the'coldnessof the air,

which the Arcadians breathe almost throughout their

whole country. But the Cynethians having
1

neglec-
ted this aid, of which they had the most need, as they
inhabited the rudest and most savage part of Arca-

dia, both as to the air and climate, at length became
so savage and barbarous, that there was no city in

Greece wherein so great and so frequent crime*

were committed, as in that of Cynethia. Pol} biu* con-

cludes this account, with observing, that he had insis-

ted the more upon it for two reasons. The first, to

prevent any of the Arcadian states, out of the false

prejudice that the study of music is only a superflu-
ous amusement amongst them, from neglecting that

part of their discipline. The second, to induce the

Cynethians to give music the preference to all other

sciences, if ever God, (the expression is remarkable)
if ever God should inspire them, to apply themselves

to arts that humanize a people. For that was the

sole means to correct their natural ferocity.

' Cic in oral, pro Muren. n. 13.

Phythagoram accepimus, concitatos ad vim pudirst do

mui affcrcndam jiivenrs, jusfa mulare in spondieum modoi
libirina. romnonuiwie. Quinetil. 1. i. c. 10.

De plncit. Hippor. et Plat. I. v. c. 6.

Oral. i. de regn. init. M De fortun. Alex, f- 334

Polvb. 1. iv. o. S8!> 291



I do not know whether it be possible to find any
t!i!::g in antiquity which equals the praise Polvbius
here gives music: and every one knows what kind of

personage Pulybius was. Let us add here what the

two greHt lights of the ancient philosophy, Plato and

Aristotle, say of it, who frequently recommend the

study ol it, and very much extol its advantages. Can
a more authentic and favourable testimony be desir-

ed? But that the authority of these great men may
not impose upon us, I ought here to mention what kind

of music they would be understood to mean. Quinc-
tilian,

1 who had the same thoughts upon this head,
will explain their opinion: it is in a chapter, where
he has given music the highest praise.

"
Though

the examples I have cited," says he,
"

sufficiently
(how what species of music I approve, I think my-
self however, obliged to declare here, that it is not

the smile, with which the theatres in these days re-

sound, that by its wanton and effeminate airs, has not

a little contributed to extinguish and suppress in us

whatever remained of our ancient manly virtue:"

Apertiiu profitendnm puto, non hanc a me prcecipi,

gute mine in scents efliminata, et impudici* modis

jrucla, non ex parte minima, si quid in nobis virilis

roiorit mantbat, excidit. " \\ len I recommend
music therefore, it is that of which men filled with
honour and valour made use, in singing the praises
of others like themselves. It is as far from my intent

to mean here those dangerous instruments, whose

languishing sounds convey softness and impurity into

the soul, and which ought to be held in horror by all

persons of sense and virtue. I understand that agree-
able art of affecting the soul by the powers of harniO'

ny, in order either to excite or assuage the passions,
according to occasion and reason." It is this sort of

music that was in so much esteem with the greatest

philosophers and wisest legislators amongst the

Greeks, because it civilizes savage minds, softens the

roughness and ferocity of dispositions, renders peo-

ple more capable of discipline, makes society more

grateful and joyous, and causes those vices to be re-

garded with lion or, which incline men to inhumanity,
cruelty, and violence.

Music is not without its advantages to the body,
and conduces to the cure of certain distempers.
What is related of the wonderful effects of music

upon such as have been bit by the Tarantula, would

appear incredible, if not supported by authorities, to

which we cannot, without reason, refuse our belief.

The Tarantula is a large spider with eight eyes and
as many legs.

2 It is not only to be found about Ta-
rento, or in Fuglia, but in several other parts of Italy,
and in the island of Corsica. Soon after a man is bit

by a Tarantula, the part affected feels a very severe

pain,
succeeded in a few hours bv a numbness. He

is next seized with a profound nx-fancholy, can scarce

respire; his pulse grows faint, his sight is interrupted
and suspended, till at last he loses all sense and mo-
tion, and dies, unless assisted in time. Physicians
use several remedies for the cure of this illness, which
would be useless, if music did not come ID to their

aid. When the person bit is without sense and mo-
tion, a performer upon musical instruments tries dif-

ferent airs; and when he hits upon that, which in

its tones and modulation suits the patient, he begins
to stir a little; at first he moves his fingers to the

time, then his arms and legs, and by little and little

Lis whole body; at last he gets up and dances, con-

tinually increasing his activity and force. Some of
these will dance six hours without resting. After

this they are put to bed, and when it is
supposed

that they have sufficiently recovered their first dance,

they are brought out of bed by the same tune to be-

gin again. This exercise continues several days,
bout six or seven at most, till the patient finds him-

self tired, and incapable to dance any longer, which
denote* his being cured. For as long as the poison

operates upon him he would dance, if he were suf-

fered, without ceasing, and die by exhausting his

spirits. The patient that begins to perceive himself

I Qnintil. 1. i. c. 10.
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weary, recovers his understanding and senses by de-

grees, and comes to himself, as if he waked out of
a deep sleep, withou remembering; what had past

during his disorder, not even his dancing. Thu is

a very extraordinary case, but absolutely true; ot
which I must leave it to physicians to explain the
cause.

SECTION II. INVENTORS AND IMPROVERS Of MU-
SIC, AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

THE profane historians ascribe the discovery of the
first rules of music to their fabulous Mercury, others
to Apollo, and some to Jupiter himself. They un-

doubtedly intended thereby to insinuate, that so useful
an invention ought to be attributed only to the gods,
and that it was an error to do any man whatsoever the
honour of it.

Plutarch's treatise upon music, explained and set

in a true light by the learned remarks of Mr. Bu-
rette, will supply me with a great part of what I

shall relate of the history of those, who are said to
have contributed most to the improvement of this

art. I shall content myself with simply pointing out
the most ancient, who are almost known only in fabu-
lous history, without confining myself to the" order of
time.

AMPHION.
AMPHION is held by some to be the inventor of

the Cithara or lyre;* for these two instruments were

very little different, as 1 shall show in the sequel, and
are often confounded with each other by authors.
It is conjectured, that the fable of Thebes being
built by the sound of Amphion's lyre, is later than
Homer's time, who does not mention it, and would
not have failed to have adorned his poems with it,

had he known it.

The cotemporaries of Amphion were Linus, An-
thes, Pieriuf, and Philammon. The last was father
to the famous Thamyris, who had the finest voice of
his time, and was the rival of the muses themselves,
but who having been abandoned to the vengeance of
those goddesses, lost his sight, voice, understanding,
and even the use of his lyre.

ORPHEUS.
THE reputation of Orpheus flourished from the ex-

pedition of the Argonauts, of which number he was;
that is to say, before the Trojan war. Linus was his
master in music, as he was also of Hercules. Orphe-
us' history is known by all the world.

HYAGNIS.
HYAGNIS is said to have been the first player upon

the flute. He was the father of Marsyas, to whom
the invention of the flute is ascribed. The latter

ventured to challenge Apollo, who only came off

victor in this dispute, by joining his voice with the
sound of his lyre. The vanquished was flayed alive

OLYMPIUS.
THERE were two of this name, both famous play

ers upon the flute. The most ancient, who was by
birth a Mysian, lived before the Troian war. He
wa the disciple of Marsyas, and excelled in the art

of playing upon string-instruments. The second

Olympius was a Phrygian and flourished in the tjoie

of Midas.

DEMODOCUS. PHEMIUS.
HoMF.R praises these two musicians in sevcial parts

of the Odyssey. Demodocus had composed two

poems: the one upon the taking of Troy, the other

upon the nuptials of Venus and Vulcan. Homer
makes them both sing in the palace of Alcinous king
of the Pheacians, in the presence of Ulysses. He
speaks of Phemius as of a singer, inspired by the

gods themselves. It is he, who by the singing of his

* I shall call this instrument no, as often as I shall hare
occasion to speak of it: because our Guitar or Lut*.
which derives iu name from t, 3 a quite different kind Of
instrument.
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poetry set to music, and accompanied with the

sounds of his lyre, enlivens the banquets, in \vhii~h

the suitor!) of Penelope pass whole days. The author
of the life of Homer, ascribed to Herodotus, affirm*,

that Pheinius settled at Smyrna; that he taught

youth grammar and music, and married Crithei

there, whose illegitimate son Homer was. He tell

us. Homer was born before this marriage, and was
educated with great care bj his father-in-law, alter

he had adopted him.

TERPANDER.
AUTHuRS do not 8)iree with each other concern-

ing Terpander's country, nor the time in which he
lived. Eus-bius place* it in the 33d Olympiad. This

cpocha ought to be of later date, if it be true, that

this poet and musician was the first who obtained the

prize in the Carman games, which were not instituted

t Lacedasmon till the 36th Olympiad. Besides this

victor}, which did great honour to Terpamler's abil

tv in musical poetry, he signalized himself by this

art upon several other very important occasions.

Much is said of the sedition which he had the ad-

dress to appease at Lacedaertion by his melodious

longs, accompanied with the sounds of his cithara.

He also carried the prize lour times successively at

the Fjthian games.
It appears that the ekler Olympius and Terpand* r,

having found the lyre in their youth only with four

strings, they used it as it was, and distinguished
themselves by their admirable execution upon it.

In process of time, to improve that instrument, they
both made additions to it, especially Terpander, who
made its strings amount to seven. This alteration

very much displeased the Lacedaemonians, amongst
whom it was expressly forbid to change or innovate

any thing in the ancient music. Plutarch ttlU us,

that Terpander had a line laid on him by the Epho-
ri, for having added a single string to the usual

number of the lyre; and had his own hung up by a

Bail for an example. From whence it appears, that

the Ivre of those times was already strung with ix

chords.

From what Plutarch sajs, it appears that Terpan-
der at first com|>osed lyric poems in a certain mea-

sure, proper to be sung, and accompanied with the

cithara. He afterwards set these poems to such mu-
iic as might best suit the cithara, which at that time

repeated exactly the same sounds as were sung by
the musician. In fine, Terpander put the notes of

this music over the verse* of the songs composed by
him, and sometimes did the same upon Homer's

poems; after which, he was able to perform them

himself, or cause others to do so, in the public games.
Prizes of poetry and music, which were seldom or

ever separate, were proposed in the four great games
of Greece, especially in the Pythian, of which they
made the greatest and most considerable part. The
tame thing was also practised in several other cities

of the same country, where the like games were cele.

brated with great solemnity, and a vast concourse of

spectators.

PITRYNIS.
PHRY.MS was of Mitvlene, the capital of the island

of Lesbos. He was the scholar of Aristoclitus for

the harp, and could not fall into better hands; that

vaster being one of Terpander's descendants. He is

aid to have been the first who obtained the prize
of this instrument in the games of the Panathenea,
celebrated at Athens the fourth year of the 80th

Olympiad. He had not the same success when he

disputed that prize with the musician Timotheus.
Phrvnis may be considered as the author of the

first alterations made in the ancient music, with re-

rard to the cithara. These changes consisted, in the

first place, in the addition of two new strings to the

even, which composed that instrument before him;
in the second place, in the compass and modulation,
which had no longer the noble and manly simplicity
of the ancient music. Aristophanes reproaches him
with it in his comedy of the Cloud* , wherein Justice

peaks in these terms of the ancient education of

youth. They went together to the house of the

filler upon the Cithara where they learnt
the hymn of tlie dreadful I'allns, or some other song,
which they sung according to the harmony delivered
down to them' from their ance-lors. If any of them
ventured to sing in a buffoon manner, or to introduce
inflections of voice, like those which prevail in these

days 111 the airs of Phrvnis, he was punished severely.
Phrynis having presented himself in some public

games at Lacedaemon, with his cithara uf nine strings

Erprepes, one of the Ephori, would have two of
them cut away, and suffered him only to choose
whether they should be the two highest or the two
lowest. Timotheus, some short time after, being
prtsent upon the same occasion at the Carr.ian games,
the Ephori acted in the same manner with regard to

him

TIMOTHEUS.
TlMOTHECS. one of the most celebrated musician

poets, was born at Miletus, an Ionian city of Caria,
in the third year of the 93d Olympiad. He flourish

rtl at the same lime with Euripides and Philip of

Macedon, and excelled in lyric and dithyrambic poe-
try. He applied himself particularly to music and

playing on the cithara. His first endeavours were
not successful, and he was hissed by the whole peo-
ple. So bad a reception might have discouraged
him forever; and he actually intended to have entirely
renounced an art, for which he did not seem intended

by nature. Euripides undeceived him in that mis-

take, and gave him new courage, by making him

hope extraordinary success for the future. Plutarch,
in relating this fact, to which he adds the examples
of Cinion, Themistocles, and Demosthenes, who were
reassured by counsels of a like nature, observes with

reason, that it is doing the public great service, to

encourage young persons in this manner, who have a

fund of genius and fine talents; and to prevent their

being disgusted in effect of some faults they may
commit in an age subject to error, or of some bad
successes, which they may at first experience in the
exercise of their profession. Euripides was not de-
ceived in his views and expectation. Timotheus be-

came the most excellent performer upon the cithara

of his times. He greatly improved this instrument,

according to Pausanias, by adding four strings to it,

or as Suidas tells us, only two, the tenth and eleventh
to the ninth, of which the cithara was composed be-

fore h.m. Authors differ extremely upon this point,
and often even contradict themselves upon it.

This innovation in music had not the general ap-

probation. The Laceda?monians condemned it by a

public decree, which Boetius has preserved. It is wrote
in the dialect of the country, in which the prevalent
consonant jz renders the pronunciation very rough;
ta-ii Si Tipiit*f MiXijTigp **(ayio prmf i( ri **i-i(*r
*axi, &c. and contain in substance: that Timotheus
of Miletus having come to their city, had expressed
little regard for the ancient music and lyre; that he
had multiplied the sounds of the former, and the

strings of the latter; that to the ancient, simple, and
uniform manner of singing, he had substituted one
more complex, wherein he had introduced the chro-

matic kind: that in his poem upon the delivery of

Semele, he had not observed a suitable decency that

to obviate the effects of such innovations, which
could not but be attended with conseoucnces perni-
cious to good manners, the lings and the Ephori had

publicly reprimanded Timolheus, and had decreed,
that his lyre should be reduced to seven strings as of

old, and that all those of a modern invention should

be retrenched, &c. This fact is related by Alhe-

naeus, with this circumstance, that when the execu-

tioner was upon the point of cutting away the new

strings conformable to the decree, Timothtus, having

perceived in the snme place a small statue of Apollo,
with as many strings upon the lyre as there were up-
>n his, he showed it to the judges, and was dismissed

acquitted.
His reputation drew after him a great number of

disciples. It is said, that he took twice the sum of

those who came to learn to play open the flute, (of
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the cithara) if they had been taught before by another

master. His reason was, that when an excellent

musician succeeded such as were indifferent, he had
double the pains with the scholar: that of making
him forget what he had learnt before, the far greater

difficulty; and to instruct him anew.

ARCHILOCUS.
ARCHILOCUS rendered himself equally famous for

poesy and music . I shall speak of him in the sequel
under the title of a poet. In this place I consider

him only ns a musician; and of all that Plutarch gays
of him upon that head, I shall only repeat the pas-

sage, wherein he ascribes to him the musical execu-

tion of Iambic verseg, of which some are oiiljr spoke
whilst the instruments play, and others are sung.
This passage, says Mr. Burette, shows us, that in

Iambic |>oetry there were verses merely declamatory,
which were only repeated or spoke; and that there

were others which were sung. Hut what this same

passage perhaps includes, that is not so well known,
is, that these declamatory Iambics were accompanied
with the sound of the cithara, and other instrument*

of the string kind. It remains to be known in what
manner this accompanying of verses spoke was per-
formed. According to all appearance, the player

upon the cithara did not only give the poet or actor

the general tone of his utterance, and support him in

it bv the monotorv of his playing; but, as the tone

of the speaker or declaimer varied according to the

different accenls, which modified the pronunciation
of each word, in order to make this kind of decla-

mation the more distinct, it was necessary that the

instrument of music should make all these modifica-

tions more sensible, and exactly mark the number or

cadence of the poetry, which served it as a guide, and
which, in effect of being so accompanied, though not

sung, became the more expressive and affecting. In

regard to the poetry sung, the instrument that accom-

panied it, conformed its notes servilely to it, and ex-

pressed no other sounds, but those of the poet- musi-
cian's voice.

ARISTOXENIJS
ARlSTOXENUS was born atTarentum.a city of Ita-

Jy. He was the son of the musician Mnesias. He
applied himself equally to music and philosophy. He
was first the disciple of his father, then of Xenophi-
lus the Pythagorean, and lastly of Aristotle, under
whom he had Theophrastus for the companion of bis

studies. Aristoxenus lived therefore in the time of
Alexander the Great, and his first successors. Of
four hundred and fifty-two volumes, which Suidas
tells us he composed, only his three books of ike

Elements of Harmony now remain, which is the
most ancient treatise of music come down to us.

He warmly attacked Pythagoras' system of music.
That philosopher, with the view of establishing an
unalterable certitude and constancy in the arts and
sciences in general, and in music m particular, en-
deavoured to withdraw its precepts from the falla-

cious evidence and report of the senses, to subject them

solely to the determination of reason. Conformably
to this design, he was for having the harmonic pow-
ers, or musical consonance, instead of being subjected
to the judgment of the ear, which he looked upon as

an arbitrary measure of little certainty, to be regula-
ted solely by the proportions of numbers that are al-

ways the same. Aristnxenus maintains, that to mathe-
matical rules and the ratio of

proportions,
it was ne-

cessary to add the judgment of the ear. to which it

principally belonged to determine in what concerned
music. He attacked the system of Pythagoras in many
other points.

Sotericus, one of the speakers, introduced by Plu-

tarch in his treatise upon music, is convinced, that

sensation and reason ought to concur in the judgment
passed upon the different parts of music; so that the

former do not prejudice the latter by too much viva-

city, nor be wanting
1

to it upon occasion, through too

much weakness. Now the sense in the present ques-
tion, that is the hearing, necessarily receives three

impression* at once that of the sound, that of the

trnie or measure, and that of the letter; .he ptogret-
sion of which conveys the modulation, the rhyme,!
and the words. And as there can be no adequate
perception of these three things separately, and each
cannot be followed alone, it seems that only the soul

or reason had a right to judge of what this pro
gressiou or continuity of sound, rhyme, and words,

11183-
have of good or bad.

SECTION III. THE ANCIENT MUSIC WAS SIM-

PLE, GRAVE, AND MANLY. WHK.N AND HOfT
CORRUPTED.
As amongst the ancients, music, by its origin and

natural destination, was consecrated to the service
of the gods, and the regulation of the manners, they
gave the preference to that which was most distiu-

guished by its gravity and simplicity. Each of these

prevailed long, both in regard to vocal and instru

mental music. Olympius, Terpander, and their dis-

ciples, at first used few strings on the lyre, and little

variety in singing. Notwithstanding which, sayi
Plutarch, all simple as the airs of those two musi-
cians were, which were confined to three or four

strings, they were the admiration of all good judges.
The cithara, very simple at first under Terpander,

retained this advantage some time. It was not per-
mitted to compose airs for this instrument, nor to

change the manner of playing upon it, either as to

the harmony or the cadence; ancf great care was ta-

ken to preserve in the ancient airs their peculiar tone
or character; hence they were called JVbme*, as l>

ing intended for laws and models.
The introduction of rhymes in the dilhyrambic

way; the multiplication of the sounds of the flute,

l>y Lasus, as well as of the
strings

of the lyre by
Timotheus; and some other novelties introduced by
Phrynis, Menalippides, and Philoxenus, occasioned
a great revolution in the ancient music. The comic

poets, especially Pherecrates and Aristophanes, very
often complained of it in the strongest terms. We
see, in their pieces. Music represented accusing with

great warmth and severity those musicians of having
entirely depraved and corrupted the art.

Plutarch, in several places of his works, complains
also, that to the manly, noble, and divine music of the

ancients, in which every thing was sublime and majes-
tic-, the moderns had substituted that of the theatre,
which inspires nothing but vice and licentiousness.

Sometimes * he alleges Plato's authority to prove,
that music, the mother of harmony, decency and de-

light, was not given to man by the gods only to

please and tickle the ear, but to reinstate order and

harmony in the soul, too often discomposed by error
and pleasure. Sometimes 8 he admonishes us, that
we cannot be too much upon our guard against the

dangerous charms of a depraved and licentious music
and points out the means of avoiding such a corrup-
tion. He declares here,* that wanton music, disso-

lute and debauched songs, corrupt the manners; and
that the musicians and poets ought to borrow from
wise and virtuous persons the subjects of their com-

positions. In another place,5 he cites the authority
of Pindar, who asserts that God made Cadmus hear
a sublime and regular music, very different from
those soft, light, effeminate (trains, which had taken

possession of human ears. And lastly, he explains
himself more expressly upon it, in the ninth book of
his Symposiacs.

" The depraved music, which pre-
vails in these days," says he," in injuring all the art!

dependent upon it, has hurt none so much as
dancing.

For this being associated with I know not what tri-

vial and vulgar poetry, after having divorced itself

from that of the ancients, which was entirely divine,
has usurped our theatres, where it triumphs amidst a
ridiculous admiration: and exercising

a kind of ty-

ranny, has subjected to itself a species of music of
little or no value: but at the same time, it has actu-

ally lost the esteem of all those, who, for their

> Rhyme, fuiff. The time or measure. It may alw
signify a bar in music.

tie Supprsiit. p. 167. * Symp. 1. p. 704.
* De Audit. Poet. p. 29. De Pvth Oruc. p. 397.
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genius and wisdom, are considered as divine per-
sons." I leave it to the reader to apply to our times,

what Plutarch says of his, in regard to music and the

theatre.

It is no wonder that Plutarch complains thus of the

depravation, which had universally infected the music

of his times, and made it of so little value. Plato,

Aristotle, and their disciples, had made the same

complaint before him; and that in an age so favour-

able as theirs to the improvement of polite arts, and
so productive of great men in every kind. How
could it happen, that at a time, when eloquence, poe-

sy, painting, and sculpture, were cultivated with such

success, music, for which they had no less attention,

declined so much? Its great union with poetry was
the principal cause of this, and these two sisters may
be said to have had almost the same destiny. At
first, each confined to the exact imitation of wh'at was
most beautiful in nature, had no other view than to

instruct, whilst they delighted, and to excite emo-
tions in the soul of equal utility, in the worship of

the gods, and the good of society. For this end

they employed the most suitable expressions, turns

of thought, numbers and cadences. Music particu-

larly, always simple, decent, and sublime, continued
within the bounds prescribed her by the great mas-

ters, especially the philosophers and legislators, who
were most of them poets and musicians. But the

theatrical shows, and the worship of certain divini-

ties, of Bacchus amongst the rest, in process of time,

very much set aside these wise regulations. They
gave birth to dithyrambic poetry, the most licentious

of all in its expressions, measure, and sentiments.
It required a music of the same kind, and in conse-

quence very remote from the noble simplicity of the

ancient. The multiplicity of strings, and all that vi-

cious redundance of sound and levity of ornament,
were introduced to an excess, and gave room for the

just complaints of all such as excelled, and had the

best taste, in this way.

SECTION IV. DIFFERENT KINDS AND MEASURES
OF THE ANCIENT MUSIC. MANNER OF WRITING
THE NOTES TO SONGS.

To speak of the ancient music in general, and to

give a slight idea of it, it is proper to observe, that

there are three kinds of symphonies; the vocal, the

instrumental, and that composed of both. The an-

cients knew these three kinds of symphonies or con-
certs.

We must further remark, that music had at first

only three measures, which were a tone higher than
one another. The gravest of the. three was called

the Doric; the highest the J.ydian; and the middle
the Phrygian: so that the Doric and Lydian inclu-

ded between them the space of two tones, or of a
tercet or third major. By dividing this space into

demi-tones, room was made for two other measures,
the Ionic and Eolian; the first of which was inser-

ted between the Doric and Phrygian; the second
between the Phrygian and Lydian. Other mea-
sures were superadded, which took their denomina-
tions from the five first, prefixing the preposition Wjf
above, for those above; and the preposition -jjri be-

low, for those below. The Hyperdoric, the Hype-
riont'e, &c. The Hypodoric, the Hypoionic, &c.

In some books of modern singing in churches, and
at the end of some breviaries, to these different mea-
sures are referred the different tone* now used in

chanting divine service. The first and second tone,

belong to the Doric measure; the third and fourth to

the Phrygian; and the rest to the Lydian and Mixp-
Ivdiim. The manner of chanting in the church is in

the Diatonic kind, which is the deepest, and agrees
best with divine worship.

I return to the first division. The vocal symphony
necessarily supposes several voices, because one per-
son cannot sing several p;,rts at the same time.

When several persons sing in concert together, it is

either in unison, which is railed ffomophony; or in

the octave, and even the double octave; and this

is termed Antiphony. It is believed that the an-

cients used also a third manner, which consisted in

singing to a tercet or third. The instrumental iyn>
phony, among- 1 the ancients, had th* ame differ*

ences as the vocal, that it to say, several instruments

might play together in the unison, the octave, and the
third.

To have two strings of an instrument, of the same
substance equally thick, and equally strained, de-
notes that these accord with each other; all that is

necessary is to regulate their lengths by certain pro-
portions of number. For instance, if the two strings
be equal in length, they are unisons; if as 1 to 2
they are octaves; if as 2 to 3 they are fifths; as 3 to
4 they are fourths; as four to five they are third ma-

j irs, &c.

The ancients, as well as we, had some instruments,

upon which a single performer could execute a kind
of concert. Such were the double flute and the lyre.
The first of these instruments was compcsed of two
flutes, joined in such a manner, that the two pipes had

usually but one mouth in common to 'uoth. These
Hutes were either equal or unequal in length or in

the diameter of the bore. The equal flutes had the

same, the unequal dilierent, sounds, ot which one wag

deep, the other high. The symphony, which the
two equal flutes made, was in the unison, when
the two hands of the performer stopt the same holes
of each tlute, at the same time; or thirds, when be

stopped different holes of both flutes. The diversity
of sounds, resulting from the unequal flutes, could
be only of two kinds, according to the flutes being
either octaves or thirds: and in both cases the per-
former stopped the same holes of each tlute at the

same time, and in consequence formed a concert
either in the octave or third.

By the lyre is meant here every musical instru-

ment in general with strings strained over a cavity
for sound. The ancients had several instruments of
this kind, which differed only in their form, their

size, or the number of their strings; ond to which

they gave different names, though they often used
one for the other. The chief of them were, 1. the

Cithara, K.5< , from which the word Guitar is de-

rived, though applied to a quite different instrument.

2. The Lyre, Ai^a, otherwise called %i\*i, and in

Latin Testiulo, because the bottom resembled the

scale of a tortoise, the figure of which animal (ds is

said) gave the first idea of this instrument. 3. The
Tf/yvo > or triangular instrument, the only one that

has come down to us under the name of the harp.
The lyre, as I have said before, varied very much

in the number of its strings. That of Olympius and

Terpander had at first but three, which those musi-
cians knew how to diversify with so much art, that if

we may believe Plutarch,! they very much exceeded
those who plumed upon lyres of a greater number.

By adding a fourth string to the other three, they
made the Tetrachordl complete; and it was the dit-

ferent manner in which harmony was produced by
these four strings, that constituted the three kinds of

it, called the Diatonic, Chromatic, and Enharmonic.
The Diatonic kind appertains to the common and

ordinary music. In the Chromatic, the music was
softened by lowering the sounds half a tone, which
was directed by a coloured mark, from whence the

Chromatic took its name x<p, signifying colour.

What is now called B fiat, belongs to the Chromatic
music. In the Enharmonic muMC, on the contrary,
the sounds were raised a demi-tone, which wits mar-

ked as at present, by a diesis. In the Diatonic mu-

sic, the air or tune could not make its progression!

by less intervals than the semi-tones major. The
modulation of the Chromatic music made use of the

semi-tones minor In the Enharmonic music, the pro-

gression of the air m'mht be made by quarter-tones.
Macrobius.3 speaking of these three kinds, says, the

Enharmonic is no longer in use upon account of its

difficult) : that the Chromatic is no longer eteemed,
because that sort of music is too soft and effeminate

i Plui.de III'.K. p. ll.'t*.

A passaire in Horace, differently explninrd hy M. Daoier

and father Sanndoii, ha jiven room for learned dissert lliori

upon tlie inntrumen: called the Tetrachord.
> Lib. :i. in Somn. Sripioa. c 4.
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nd that the Diatonic holds the mean between them
both. The addition of a filth string produced the

Pentachord. The lyre with seven strings, or the

Heptachord, was more used, and in greater esteem
than all others. However, though it included the

even notes of music, the octave was still wanting.
Simonides at length added it, according to Him, 1

with an eighth string. I-ong alter him, Timotheus
the Milesian, who lived in the reign of Philip king
of Macedon, about the 108 Olympiad, multiplied, as

we have observed, the strings of the Ivre to the

number of eleven.8 This number was Mil! increased.

The lyre, with three or four strings, was not sus-

ceptible of any symphony. Upon the Pentachord,
two parts might be played by thirds to each other.

The more the number of strings increased upon the

lyre, the easier it was to compose airs with ditlerent

parts upon that instrument. The question is to know
whether the ancients improved that advantage. This

question, which has been a matter of inquiry for

about two ages in regard to the ancient music, and
consists in knowing whether the Greeks and Romans
were acquainted with that kind of it called Counter-

point, or concert in different parts, has occasioned
different writings on both sides. The plan of my
work dispenses with my entering into an examination
of this difficulty, which I confess besides exceeds my
capacity.

It is not unnecessary to know in what manner the

ancients noted their airs.3 With them the general

system of music was divided into eighteen ounds,
of which each had its particular name. They inven-

ted characters to signify each tone: SN^I... tignt. All

these figures were composed of a monogram, formed
from the first letter of the particular name of each

of the eighteen sounds of the general system. These

signs, which served both for vocal and instrumen-

tal music, were wrote above the words upon two
lines, of which the upper was for the voice, and the

lower for the instruments. These lines were not

larger than lines of common writing. We have some
Greek manuscripts, in which these two species of
notes are wrote in the manner I have related. From
them the hymns to Calliope, Nemesis, and Apollo,*
is well as the strophe of one of Pindar's odes, were
taken. Mr. Burette hag given us all these frag-
ments, with the ancient and modern notes, in the
fifth volume of the Memoirs of the Academy of
Belles Lettres,

The character* invented by the ancients for wri-

ting musical airs, were used till the eleventh cen-

tury, when Guy d'Areizo invented the modern man-
ner of writing them wirh notes placed on different

lines, so as to mark the sound by the position of the

note. These notes were at first no more than points,
in which there was nothing to express the time or

duration. But John de Meurs, born at Paris, and
who lived in the reign of king John, found out the
lieans of giving these points an unequal value, by
the different figures of crotchets, minums, semi-
jriefs quavers, semiquavers, &c. which he invented,
and have since been adopted by all the musicians of

Europe.

SECTION V. WHETHER THE MODERN SHOULD
BE PREFERRED TO THE ANCIENT MUSIC.

THE famous dispute on this subject, between many
nrnerl men, has been very hotly contested; because

1 has been held that, if the ancient music was des-

titute of the Counterpoint, or concert in different

i-arts, that defect gives an indisputable right of pre-
ierence to the modern. Admitting the superiority
if the moderns in this particular to be real, which

nay with great reason always remain doubtful, I am
lot sure that the consequence is so certain. Might
lot the ancients, in all other respects, have carried

anisic to a degree of perfection the moderns have not

ittained, as well as all the other arts? (I do not say

i Plin. 1. vii. e. 56. * I'lut. de. Mm. p. 1141.
i Martian. Cnpel. de nupt. Philnl.

These hymns were wrote by a poet named Dionysiui,
ittle known in c.tlicl respects.

it if so, 1 speak only of its possibility;) and if so.

ought the discovery of the Counterpoint to give the

latter an absolute preference to the former'.' The
most excellent painters of antiquity, as A p* lies, used

only four colours in their
pieces.

This has so t"
from being a reason with Pliny for diminishing any
thing of their merit and reputation, that he admired
them the more tor it, and that they had excelled all

succeeding painters so much, though the latter had

employed a great variety of new tints. But to trace

this question to the bottom; let us examine, whethet
the music of later times does actually and imii>pu-

tably excel that of the ancients; and we shall soon
find that this is a question which it is impossible for

us to decide. It is not with music as with sculpture.
In the latter, the cause may be tried by the evidence
of the performances to be produced on both sides.

\Ve have statues and reliefs of the ancients, which
we can compare with our own; and we have seen
Michael Angelo pass sentence in this point, and ac-

tually acknowledge the superiority of the ancients.

ADM*- of their music has come down to us, to make
us sensible of its value, and to enable us to judge by
our own experience, whether it be as excellent as our
own. The wonderful effects, it is said to have pro-
duced, do not seem proofs sufficiently decisive. There
are still extant treatises on Didacticks, as well

Greek as Latin, which may lead us to their theory
of this art: but can we conclude any thing very cer-

tain lium these in regard to their practice of it?

Theory may give us some light, some opening; but

precepts are exceedingly remote from execution.

Would treatises upon poetry ; lone suffice to inform

us, whether the modern ought to be preferred to the

ancient poets?
In the uncertainty there will always be with re-

gard to the matter in question, there is a prejudice
very much in favour of the ancients, which ought, in

my opinion, to make us suspend our judgment. It is

allowed that the Greeks had wonderful talents for all

arts; that they cultivated them with extraordinary
success, and carried most of them to a surprising de-

gree of perfection. In architecture, sculpture, and

painting, nobody disputes their supreme excellency.
Now of all these arts, none were so anciently or

generally cultivated as music. This was not
practis-

ed only by a few
private persons, who made it their

profession, as in the other arts; but by all in general
who had any care taken of their education, of which
the study of music, was an essential part. It was
of general use in solemn festivals, sacrifices, and

especially at meals, that were almost always atten-

ded with concerts, in which their principal joy and
refinement consisted. There were public disputes
and prizes for such as distinguished themselves most

by it. It had a very peculiar share in choruses and

tragedies. The magnificence and perfection, to which
Athens rose in every thing else that related to the

public shows, is known: can we imagine that city to

have neglected only music? Can we believe, that

those Attic ears,* so refined and exquisite in respect
to the sound of words in common discourse, were
less so in regard to the concerts of vocal and instru-

mental music, so much used in their choruses, and in

which the most sensible and usual pleasure of Athens
consisted? For my part, I cannot help being of

opinion, that the Greeks, inclined as they were to di-

versions, and educated from their earliest youth in

a taste for concerts, with all the aids I ha've men-
tioned, with that inventive and industrious genius
they were known to have for all the arts, must have
excelled in music as well as in all other arts. This
Is the sole conclusion I make from all the reasons I

have advanced, without pretending to determine the

preference in favour of either the ancients or mo-
derns.

I have not spoken of the perfection to which the
Hebrew singers might have attained, ir. what re-

gards vocal and instrumental music, in order to avoid

mingling a species entirely sacred and devoted to re-

ligion, with one wholly profane and abandoned to

Atticorum turei tcrctei t religiaME. Cic.
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idolatry, and aft the excesses consequential of it.

We may presume that these singers, to whom the

holy scripture seems to ascribe a kind of inspiration
and lh<> g ft of prophecy ,1 not to compose prophetic

psalms, but to sing them in an ardent and lively man-
ner, t'ull of zeal and rapture, had carried the science

of singing to as great a perfection as was possible.
It was, no doubt, a grand, noble, and sublime kind

of music, wherein every thing was proportioned to

the majesty of its object, the Godhead, who, we may
add, was its author: for he had vouchsafed to form
his ministers and singers himself, and to instruct them
in the manner it pleased him to have his praises cele-

brated.

Nothing is so admirable as the order itself which
God had instituted amongst the Levitts for the ex-

ercise of this august function. They were four

thousand in number, divided into different bodies, of

which each had its chief, and the kind, as well as

times, stated for the discharge of their respective
duties. Two hundred fourscore and eight,* were ap-

pointed to teach the rest to sing and play upon in-

struments. We see an example of this wonderful
order in David's distribution of the parts of the

sacred music, when he solemnized the carrying of

the ark from the house of Obed-Edom into the cita-

del of Sion. The whole troop of musicians were
divided into three choruses. The first had hollow
instruments of brass, that resounded exceedingly,
unlike our kettle-drum, only in not being covered
with skins, and having their hollow part laid over
with double bars, which they struck on different

parts of them. These sounds suited very well the

sacerdotal trumpets, that preceded them, and were

very proper by their lively, strong and broken itera-

tions, to awake the attention of the spectators. The
second troop of sacred singers played in the treble,

or higher key, on a different instrument. The third

chorus consisted of basses, that served to exalt and
sustain these trebles, with which they always played
in concert, (perhaps in unisons) because directed by
the same master of the singers. It is easy to con-

ceive, that the Levites, so numerous as they were,
destined from father to son to this noble exercise,

taught by the most skilful masters, and formed by
long and continual habit, must have attained great

excellency, and at length become consummate in

all the beauties and delicacies of an art, in which

they passed their whole lives. This was the true in-

tent of music. The most noble use that men can

make of it, is to employ it in rendering the con-
tinual homage of praise and adoration to the su-

preme majesty of God, who has created, and governs
the universe, and reserves so sacred an office for

his faithful children. Hymnus omnibus tanctit (jut.

ARTICLE II.

OF THE PARTS OF MUSIC PECULIAR TO THE
ANCIENTS.

I SHALL treat in this second article the other parts
of music in use amongst the ancients, but unknown

amongst us, and shall confound them often together,
because they have a natural connexion, and it would
be difficult to separate them without falling into te-

dious repetitions. I shall make great use of what is

said upon these heads in the critical reflections of

the Abbe du Bos, upon poetry and painting.

SECTION I. SPEECH UPON THE STAGE, OR MAN-
NER OF THEATRICAL DECLAMATION COMPOSED
AND SET TO NOTES.

THE ancients composed and wrote with notes the

node of declamation or manner of speaking upon
the stage, which however was not singing to music:

i Anil Chenaniah, cliief of the Leviten, wM for long (or
PROPHECY ;) he instructed about the song, because he was
skilful. 1 Chron. iv. 22.

David and the captain* of the hr*t leparalrd to the mr-
vice of the u\n* of Ana ph. and of Neman, and of Jrduthun,
who ehoulri PROPHESY with harp*, with psalteries, and with

cymbals. 1 Chron. xxv. 1.

With their brethren thnt were inntrurn-il in the

on:* of the Lord even all that were cunning two hundred
fourscore and tight. 1 Chron. xxv. 7.

and it is in this sense we should often understand ii

the Latin poets the words cnntre. cnntus, and evel

carmen, which do not always signify singing proper!}
so culled, but a certain manner ol speaking or reading
According to Uryennius, this declaiming or speaking
was composed with accents, and in consequence it

was necessary, in writing it, to make use ui the cha
racters, which expressed those accents. At first the}
were only three, the acute, the grave, and the cir-

cumflex. They afterwards amounted to ten, each
marked with a different character. We find theii

names and figures in the ancient Grammarians. The
accent is the certain rule,, by which the voice should
be raised or depressed in the pronunciation of every
syllable. As the manner of sounding these accents
was learnt at the same time with reading, there was
scarce any body, who did not understand this kind
of notes.

besides the nelp of accents, the syllables in the

Greek and Latin languages had a determinate quan-
tity, that is to say, they were either long or short.

The short syllable had only one, and the long, two
seconds of time.3 This proportion between lung and
short syllables was absolute, as that in these days be-

tween notes of different length. As two black notes
in our music ought to have as much time, as one
white one in the music of the ancients, two short

syllables had neither more nor less than one long
one. Hence, when the Greek or Roman musicians
were to compose any thing whatsoever, they hud no
more to do, in setting the time to it. than to conform
to the quantity of the syllables upon which they pla-
ced each note. I cannot avoid observing here by
the way, that it is a pity, the musicians amongst us,

who compose hymns and motets, do not understand

Latin, and are ignorant of the quantity of words;
from whence it often happens, that upon short s\ I ta-

bles, over which they ought to run lighll>, they in-

sist and dwell a great while, as if they were long
ones. This is a considerable fault, and contrary to

the most common rules of music.

I have observed, that the modulation of the voice

and measure
(

of time in speaking, of the actors upon
the stage, was composed and wrote in notes, which
determined the tone it was proper to take. Amongst
many passages, that demonstrate this, 1 shall content

myself with choosing one from Cicero; where he

speaks of Roscius, his cotemporary, and intimate

friend. Every body knows, that Roscius became a

person of verv great consideration, by his singular
excellency in his art, and his reputation for probity.
The people were so much prejudiced in his favour,
that when he did not act so well as usual, they said it

was either out of negligence or indisposition. JN'n/tiif,

itxjiiiiint. agtre Roscius, ant crudior fiiit.* In line,

the highest degree of praise that they gave to a man,
who excelled in his profession, was to say, he was a
Roscius in his way .*

Cicero, after having said, that an orator, when he

grows old, might soften his manner of speaking,
quotes, as a proof and example of it, what Koscius

declared; that when he perceived himself ro\v old,
he obliged the instruments to play in a slnwn- time

Q>iani/nam. aiioniam nuilla ad oratoris similitudi-

ntm ab uno Artifice snmimus, suht idem Roscins di-

cere, te, 91/0 plus sibi eetatis acctdtrrt, to libicinil

cantus fy modes rtmissiores eisefacturi.m.* C'icero

accordingly, in a later work than that 1 da.e now
cited, makes Alticus say, that actor had abated his

declamation, or manner of speaking, by obliging the

player on the flute, that accompanied him, to keep
B slower time with the sounds of his instrument.

Roscius ftimiliaris tnus, in sinectuli mimtrusif can-

Ivs rtmittrat. ipsasqiie tardiorts Jicerat iiliias.i It

is evident, that the tinging (for 't was often railed

so) of the dramatic pieces on the stages of the aiv

s Longam e$e dunrum temperum, brevem uniua. etiiua

pueri rfciunt. Quiiicti! I. i*. c. 3.

Cir. de Oral. I. i. n. 124.

Jam diu ronseruiun exl ul in quo qutsque arlificii

rell.Ti-t, i* in fuo gencre Rociu* riiceruiur. De orml. i

n. 13U.

De Oral. I. i. n. 254 ' Cic. de Leg. I. i. u. I
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Cient, had neither division*, recitative, continued

quavering*, iur any of the characters of our IIIU-H al

tinging: in a word, that this tinging was only de-

claiming, or speaking as with us. This manner of

utterance was, however, composed, as it wa<> sustain-

ed, nv a continued base, of which (he sound was pro

portioned, in all appearance, to that made by a man,
who declaims or pronounces a speech. This may
in in to us an absurd and almost incredible practice,
but is nut therefore the less certain; and in mailer

of fact, it is useless to object any arguments. We
can only speak by conjecture upon (he composition
which the continued base might play, that accompa-
nied the actor's pronunciation. Perhaps it only play-
ed from time to time some long notes, which were
heard at the passages, in which it was necessary lor

the actor to assume such tone*, as it was not easy to

Dit with justness, and thereby did the speaker the

ame service, as Gracchus received from the player

upon the (lute, he always had near him. when he ha-

rangued, to give him at proper times the tones con-

certed between them.

SECTION II. GESTURE OF THE STAGE COMPOSED
AND SET TO MUSIC.

Music did not only regulate the tone of voice in

speaking, but also the gesture of the speaker. This

art was called xi" by the Greeks, and Saltatio by
the Romans. Flato ' tells u, that this art consisted

in the imitation of all the gestures and motion* men
can make. Hence we must not confine the sense of

Sallalio, to what our language means by the word

dancing: This art, at the same author observes, was
of great extent. It wai designed not only to form

the attitudes and motions, which add grace to action,

or are in n s-;irv in certain artificial dances, attended

with variety of steps, but to direct the gesture, as

well of the actors upon the stage, as the orators; and
even to teach that manner of gesticulation we shall

toon treat of, which conveyed meaning without the

help of speech.
Quinctdian advises the sending of children, onlv

for tome time, to the schools where this art of Sal-

tation was taught; but solely to acquire an easy air

and graceful action; and not to form themselves up-
on the ije-ture of dancing-matter*, to which that of

orators should be extremely dirt'ereut * He observes,

lhat this custom was very ancient, and subsisted to

bis times without any objection. Marrobiur, how-

ever, has preserved a fragment of a tpeech of the

younger Scipio Africanus, when in that destroyer of

Carthage speaks warmly against this custom. "Our
vouth," says he, "go to the schools of the come-
dians to learn singing,' an exercise, which our ances-

tors considered a* unworthy of persons of condition.

young- person* of both sexes go thither without

blushing, where they mingle with a crowd of the

most I'tose and abandoned minstrels."* The autho-

rity of so wise a man as Scipio is of great weight on
this head, and well deserves serious attention.

Be this as it mav, we find, that the ancient* took

extraordinary pains to cultivate gesture, and both
comedians and orators were very careful in this point.
We have seen how industriously Deaioithenes ap-

plied himself to it. Roscins (omelinie* disputed
with Cicero, who best expressed the iume thought
in si \<r.il difiVrent manners, each in hi* own art:

ROSCIIK by Lesture, and Cicero bv speech.* Roscius

i ?lat.dr Le; I. vii. p. f\4.

Cuju enam discipline usus in ixwtram usque irtatem

ine re| reliemmne rtesocmlit, Ame autem nun ultra pue-
rile* (mum rctiiiebilur, n>: in In. ip*i* iliu. Nuque enim

ge.'lum ormorU rnmponi ad nimili uilin.-ro >allali>ri> volo

ced ul>e*se illiquid ex bac ex?r.-iiuiione. Quinctil. I. i.

e. 11.

As comedian* are spoken of here, by the word taxlare.

we must understand lo upeak or declaim after the manner
f .he Theatre.

Eunt in lurlum histrionum, dixrunt cantnre quixl mnjn-
rcnotri inpenui probro duci voluerunt. Eunt, inquim, in

ludum sal-nuirium inter Cincdos, virgine puerique ingenui.
Mttrob Salumal I. ii. c. 8.

Et rerte na'is ronstat ron't-ndere eum (Ciceronem) cum
hislrionc sol imm, ulrum ille uepiuii eandem wulenliam v-

VuL. II. 52

seem* to have repeated that only by gesture, which
Cicero first composed and uttered; after which judg-
ment was given upon the success of both. Cicero
afterwards changed the words or turn of phrase,
without enervating the sense of the discourse; ami
Roscius, in his turn, was to give the sense by other

gestures, without injuring his first mute expression bj
the change of manner.

SECTION III. PRONUNCIATION AND GESTURE DI-

VIDED UPO.N THE STAGE BETWEEN ACTORS.

WE shall be less surprised at what I have said

concerning Roscius, when we know, that the Ro-
mans often divided the theatrical representation be-
tween two actors, of whom the one pronounced,
whilst the other made gestures. This again is one
of the things not easily conceived, so remote is it

from our practice, and so extravagant therefore does
it appear.

I, ivy tells us the occasion for this custom. I.iviui

Andronicus,* a celebrated poet, who first gave Rome
a regular dramatic piece, in the five hundred and
fourteenth year of that city, about an hundred and

twenty year* after shows of that kind had been in-

troduced there, acted himself in one of his own
pieces. It was usual at that time for the dramatic

poets lo mount (he stage, and represent some charac-
ter. The people who took the liberty to cause the

passage they liked to be repeated, by calling out fti'*,

(hat is to gay tncort, made Andronicus repeat so

long, that he grew hoarse. Not being capable of

pronouncing any longer, he prevailed upon the
audience to let a slave, placed behind the perfor-
mer upon the instruments, repeat the verses, whilst

Andronicus made the same gestures, as he had
done in repeating them himself. It was observed
tiiat his action was at that time much more animated
than before, because his whole faculties and atten-

tion were employed in the gesticulation, whilst ano-
ther had the care and trouble of pronouncing the
words. From that time, continues Livy, arose the
custom of dividing the parts between two actors, and
to pronounce, in a manner corresponding to the
comedian's gesture. And this custom has prevailed
so much, that the comedian* themselves pronounce
no longer any thing besides the dialogue part. Vale-
rius Maximus relates the same thing, which passages
in many other authors confirm. It is therefore cer-

tain, that the pronunciation and gesture were often
divided between two actors; and that it was by es-

tablished rules of music they regulated both the sound
of their voices, and the motion of their hands and
whole bodies.

We should be struck with the ridicule there would
be in two persons upon our stage, of whom one
should make gestures without speaking, whilst the
other repeated in a pathetic tone without motion.
But we should remember, in the first place, that the
theatres of the ancients were much more vast than

ours; and in the second place, lhat the actors played
in masks, and that in consequence one could not dis-

tinguish sensibly at a great distance, whether they
spoke or were silent by the moving of the mouth,
or the features of the face. They undoubtedly
chose a ringer, (I mean him who pronounced,) whose
voice came as near as possible to that of the come*
dian This singer was placed in a kind of alcove,
toward* the bottom of the scene.

Rut in what manner could the rhythmic music

adapt itself to the same measure and cadence with the

riis gertibus efficeret, an ip--e per eloquent i copiam nerroo-

ne di verso pronunciaret. Maerob. Satttmal I. ii. r. 10.

I.mus idem scilicet, uuoil oiniies tune erant moron
rarmidum actor, diclur, rum tBpiue revocatu* vocem obln-

ii in peiita puerum ad canendum ante libirinem rum
iHiuifset. camirum egisse lii|uanto magi* vipenti molo
qum nihil vocii uiua imprdiebat. liule ad mnnum raniari

hislrionibui reptum, divtrbiaque tanlum ipnuium vow r-
lictH. 7,ir 1. vii. n. '2.

Is (Liviui Aiidrnnira*) iui operi* actor, rum sa-piui a

pnpulo re vocal ui vncem obtudiewl, adhibito pueri et uliiri-

nil contu, gesticulationem locum peregit Val. Mai. I. it

r. 4.

2K
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comedian that n pealed, and lini who made gestures?
This was one of those things, that St. Augustin says,
were known to all who mounted the stage, and tor

that reason lie believed improper for him to explain.
It is not easv to conceive what method the ancients

used to make both these players act in so perfect a con-

cert, as scarce to be distinguished from one: but the

fact is certain. We know (hat the measure was beat

upon the stage, which the actor who spoke, he who
made gestures, the chorus, and even the instruments,
were to observe as their common rule. Quinctilian,
after having said, that gesture is as much subservient

to measure, as utterance itself, adds, that the actors,

who gesticulate, ought to follow the signs given with

the foot; that is to say, the time beat, with as much
exactitude, as those who execute the modulations; by
which he means the actors who pronounce, and the

instruments that accompany them.' Near the actor

who represented, a man was placed with iron shoes,

who stamped upon the stage.
8 It is natural to sup-

pose, that this man's business was to beat the time

with his foot, the sound of which would be heard

by all whose business it was to observe it.

The extreme delicacy of the Romans, (and as much

may be said of the Greeks) in whatever concerned the

theatre, and the enormous expenses they were at in

representations of this kind, gives us reason to believe,

that they carried all parts of them to a very great per-
fection; and in consequence, that the distribution of

single parts between two actors, of which o.ne spoke,
and the other made gestures, had nothing in it, that

was not highly agreeable to the spectators. A come-
dian at Rome, who made a gesture out of time, was
no less hissed, than one who was faulty in the pronun-
ciation of verse.3 The habit of being present at the

public shows, had made even the common people so

nice in their ear, that they knew how to object to in-

flections, and the most minute faults in tone, when

repeated too often; even though they were of a na-

ture to please, when introduced sparingly, and mana-

ged with art.*

The immense sums devoted by the ancients to the

celebration of shows are hardly credible. The repre-
sentation of three of Sophocles' tragedies cost the

Athenians more than the Peloponnesian war. What
expenses were the Romans at in building theatres

and amphitheatres, and even in paying their actors!

JEsopus, a celebrated actor of tragedy, Cicero's co-

temporary, left at his death to the son, mentioned

by Horace and Pliny* as a famous spendthrift, an
inheritance of two millions, five hundred thou-

sand livres, (about an hundred and twenty thousand

pounds) which he had amassed by acting.* Roscius,
Cicero's friend, had a salary of above seventy-five
thousand livres (about three thousand five hundred

pounds) a year, and must have had more, as he had
five hundred livres (about twenty-three pounds) a

day out of the public treasury, of which he paid no

part to his company.? Julius Caesar gave about

sixty thousand livres (about two thousand seven hun-
dred and fifty pounds) to Laberius, to induce that

poet to play a part in a piece of his own composing.
I have repeated these facts, and there are an infinity

of a like nature, to show the exceeding passion of

the Romans for public shows. Now is it probable,
that a people who spared nothing for these shows.

1 Atqui corpora motui sua quxdam tempora, et ad signa

pedum nnn minus sultaiioni, quani inodulalionibun, adliibet

ratiu rmi-iru numcrus. dtiinctiL
* Lucian. in Orcheit. p. !>5I.

* Ilistrio, si paululum ge moveat extra numerum, out *i

versus pronunciatus cst oyllaba untHongior aut breviur, ex-

fibilatur et exploditur. tie. in Parad. 3.

* Uuanto moll inres sum et delicaiiore* in cant a flexio-

Den et I'uisK vorulte quam oerta* et severe: quihus iinnc'i

Don mudu ausirri Red, Hi sepius riant, multitude ipsa rut-la-

Bit. Cie. de Oral. I. iii. n. 98.
* Hor Sat. I ii. Plin. I. x. c. 51.
* A'.<opum ex pari nrtc duwnties (entertium reliquisse

filio conmat. Macrob. 1. ii. c. 10.

Qui|>|>e rum jam apnd majores notros Rosciui lii-lrin

eiturlium quinginta millia annua merilafse prodntur. Plin.

I. vii. c. !<'J. Tantn I'uit gratia, ut mercendem iliurnam de

p'jblico mille denarius nine gregalibu* solus acceperit. Ma-
et Saturn. 1. ii. r. 10.

who made them their principal employment, or at

least their most sensible pleasure, who piqued then-
selves upon the elevation and refinement of their

taste in every thing beside; that this people, I say,
whose delicacy could not sutler the Uast won! ill

pronounced, the least accent ill laid, or the least im-

proper gesture, should admit this distribution ol

speech and gesture between two actors, so long upon
the stage, if it had offended ever so little the eye or
ear. We may believe, without prejudice, that a thea-
tre so much esteemed and frequented, had carried
all things to a very high degree of perfection.

It was the music, that engrossed almost all honour
in dramatic representations. It presided in the com-

position of plays: for of old its empire extended so

far, and was confounded with poesy. It regulated
the speech and gesture of the actors. It was applied
to form the voice, to unite it with the sound of the

instruments, and to compose a grateful harmony out
of that union.

In ancient Greece the poets themselves composed
the pronunciation for their pieces. Jtfnmt,ftrieranJ
quondam idem poettt, says Cicero,8 in speaking of the

ancient Greek poets who invented the music and form
of verses. The art of composing declamation, or the

pronunciation for dramatic performances, was a par-
ticular profession at Rome. In (he titles at the head
of Terence's comedies, we find, with the name of the

author of the poem, and that of the master of the

company of comedians who acted it, his name also

that hail adapted the music to the words; in Latin,

Quifecerat modot. Cicero uses the same expression,

Jacere modos, to express those who compose the pro-
nunciation of theatrical pieces. Alter having said,

that Roscius purposely repeated some passages ol his

parts with a more negligent tone than the sense of
the verses seemed to require, and threw shadowingi
into his gesture, to make what he intended to set

oft the stronger, he adds: "That the success of this

conduct is so certain, that the poets, and those who
composed the pronunciation, were sensible of it as

well as the comedians, and knew all of them how to

employ it with advantage."9 These composers of

pronunciation raised or depressed the tone with de-

sign, and artfully varied the manner of speaking. A
passage was sometimes directed by the note, to be

pronounced lower than the sense seemed to require,
but this was done in order that the elevation to

which the actor's voice was to rise at the distance

of a verse or two, might have the stronger effect.

SECTION IV. ART or THE PANTOMIMES.

To conclude what relates to the music of the an-

cients, it remains for me to speak of the most singu-
lar and wonderful of all its operations, though neither

the most useful nor the most laudable: this was the

performance of the Pantomimes. The ancients, not

contented with having reduced, by the precepts of

music, the art of gesture into method, had improved
it to such a degree, that there were comedians who
ventured to undertake to act all sorts of dramatic

pieces, without speaking a syllable. They called

themselves Pantomimes, because they imitated and

expressed whatever they had to say by g<stures,

taught by the art of Saltation or dancing, without

using the aid of speech.
Suidas and Zozy mus 10 inform us, that the art of the

Pantomimes made its first appearance a't Rome, in the

reign of Augustus: which made Lucian u
say, that

Socrates had seen the art of dancing only in it* cradle.

Zozymus even reckons the invention of this art

amongst the causes of the corruption of the manners
of the Roman people, and of the misfortunes of the

empire. The two first introducers of this new art

were Pylades and Bathy llu, whose names became
afterwards very famous amongst the Romans; the

Cic. de Oral. 1. iii. n. 174.

Neque id antores prifia viderunt, qonm ipsi pnem,
quam denique illi eliam qui fererunt rnmlo*, a quihut uiri

que nummittitur aliquid, deinde aut'ptur, extenuatur. mfla-

tur, vnriatur dietinguitur. Cic. de Oral. I. iii. n. J,!&
10 Suidus. A;.*:}. Zoz. I. i.

11 Lucian. de Orchest. p. 923.
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hr*t succeeded best in tragic subjects, and the other

in comic.
What appears surprising is that these comedian*,

who undertook to perform pieces without speakintr,
could not as.-ist their expression with the motion of

their fact'*; lor they played in masks as well as the oth-

er actors They began, no doubt, at first by executing
some well known scenes of tragedies and comedies, in

order to be the more easily understood by the specta-
tors, and by little and little became capable of repre-

senting whole plays. As they were not to repeat any
thing, and had only gestures to make.it is easily con-

ceived, that all their expression was more lively, and
their action much more animated, than those of the

common comedians. Hence Cassiodorus calls the

Pantomimes, men whose learned hands, to use that

expression, had tongues at the end of each finger: who

poke in keeping silence, and who knew how to make
an ample narration without opening their mouths:'
in fine, men whom Polhrmnia, the ntuse that presi-
ded over music, had formed, in order to show that she

could express her sense without the help of speech.
These representations, though mute, must have giv-

en a sensible pleasure, and transported the spectators.
Seneca 2 the lather, whose profession was one of the

gravest and most honourable of his times, confesses,

that his taste for these Pantomimical representations,
was a real passion. Lucian s

says, that people wept
at them, as at the pieces of the speaking comedians.
He reUtes also,4 that some king in the neighbourhood
of the Cuxine sea, who was at Rome in Nero's reign,
demanded of that prince, with great earnestness, a Pan-
tomime he had seen play, in order to make him his

interpreter in all languages. "This man," said he,
"will make all the world understand him, whereas I

am obliged to pay a great number of interpreters for

corresponding with my neighbours, who speak sever-

al languages entirely unknown to me." Certain it is,

that the Romans were so charmed with the art of the

Pantomimes from its birth, that it soon passed into the

remotest provinces, and subsisted as long as the empire

Orcheslrarum loquacissimc manus, lin?uosi disiti, i-

lentium damosum, exposilio tacittt, quam musa Polhymnia
reperisse narraiur, ottendeiui homines posse sine oris artlatu

elle suum declarare. Caasiod. for. Epitt. 1. iv. Epiit.&\.
Sener, in Con I rue. 2.

Lucian. tie Orchest. p. 948. * Ibid. p. 940.

itself. The history of .he Roman emperors more fre-

quently mentions famous Pantomimes than celebrated
orators.

This art, as we have observed, began in the reign
of Augustus. That prince was exceedingly delighted
with it, and Maecenas was in a manner enchanted witb

Bathyllus. In the first years of Tiberius, the senate

was obliged to make a regulation to prohibit the sen-

ators from entering the houses of the Pantomimes, and
the Roman knights from making up their train in the

streets.* Some years after, there was a necessity for

banishing the Pantomimes out of Rome.* The ex-
treme passion of the people for their representations,
occasioned the forming cabals for applauding one ill

preference to another, and these cabals became fac-

tions. They even took different liveries, in imitation

of those who drove the chariots in the races of the

Circus.7 Some called themselves the Blurs, and oth-

ers the Greens. The people were divided also on
their side, and all the factions of the 'Circus, so fre-

quently mentioned in the Roman history, espoused
different companies of Pantomimes, which often occa-

sioned dangerous tumults in Rome. The Pantomimes
were again expelled Rome under Nero and some oth-

er emperors. But their banishment was of no great
duration

;
because the people could no longer be with*

out them, and conjectures happened, in which the sov-

ereign, who believed the favour of the multitude neces-

sary to him, endeavoured to please them by such means
as were in his power. Domitian had expelled them,
and Nerva his successor recalled them, though one of

the wisest emperors Rome ever had. Sometimes the

people themselves, tired with the unhappy effects of
the cabals of the Pantomimes, demanded their expul-
sion with as much warmth as they had done their b. ing
recalled upon other occasions. AVgue a tc minore
concentn ut tolleres Pantomimos, quam a palre tuo ut

rettilueret, cxactum est, says Pliny the younger, in

speaking to Trajan. There are evils and disorders,
which can only be prevented in their birth, and which
if time be allowed them to take root and gain credit,

assume the upperhand, and become too strong for all

remedies.

* Ne domes Pantomimorum senator introiret, ne ejrredi-
entes in publicuru Equites Romani ringerent. Tacit. Ji***L
I. i. c. 77.

Ibid. 1. iv. c. 14. Casiiod. Var. Epiit. 1. i. E| ist. 20.

OF THE ART MILITARY.
HITHERTO we have seen man established by the

means of the arts in the enjoyment of all the conveni-
ences of life. The earth, cultivated by his care and
labour, has supplied him, in return, with abundant
riches of every kind. Commerce has brought him
from the most remote countries, whatever their inha-

bitants could spare; it has carried him down into the

bowels of the earth, and to the bottom of the sea, not

only to enrich and adorn him, but to supply himself

with an
infinity

of helps and instruments necearv in

his daily occasions. After having built himself houses,

sculpture
and painting have done their utmost in em-

ulation of each other to adorn his abode; and that no-

thing might be wanting to his satisfaction and delight,
music has come in, to fill up his moments of leisure

with grateful concerts, which rest and refresh him af-

ter his labours, and make him forget all his pains, and
all his afflictions, if he has any. What more ran he
desire 7

Happy, if he could not be disturbed in the

possession of advantages, that have cost him so much.
But the rapacious appetites, the avarice and ambition

of mankind, interrupt this general felicity, and render

roan the enemy of man. Injustice arms herself with

force, to enrich herself with the spoils of her breth-

len. He, who, moderate in his desires and confining

himself within the bounds of what he possesses, should
not opppose aggression with force, would soon become
the prey of others. He woul 1 have cause to fear, that

jealous neighbours, and hostile states, would come to

disturb his tranquillity, to ravage his lands, burn his

houses, carry away his riches, and lead himself into

captivity. He has therefore occasion for arms and

troops, to defend him against violence, and secure his

safety. At first we behold him employed in whatever
the sciences have of most exalted and sublime: but,
at the first noise of arms, those sciences, born and nur-

tured in repose, and enemies of tumult, are seized with
terror, and reduced to silence, unless the rt of war
takes them under her protection, and places her sale-

guards over them, which can alone secuie the public

tranquillity.
1 Thus war becomes necessary to man,

as the protectress of peace and repose, and soU ly em-

ployed to repel violence and defend justice;* and it

is in this light, I believe it allowable for me to treat

> Omnia htec noitra preclara stadia latent in tutela fl

presidio bellire vir'.uiit. Simul atquc incicpuit fu~|>i'-io tu-

mulni*. aries illiro no-Urie eonipcejrunt. Cic. pro J/jr. n. 22.

Suscipienda b-lla runt oh -am causam ut lino injuria il

pace vivaiur. Cic. 1. i. de Offie. n. 35.
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of it. [ shall run over, as briefly as possible, all the

parts
of military knowledge, which, properly speak-

ing, is the science of princes and king*, and requires,
for succeeding in it, almost Innumerable talents, which
are very rarely to be found united in the game per-
son.

As I have elsewhere treated what relates to the mi-

litary affairs of the Egyptians, Carthaginians, Assyri-

ans, and Persians, I shall speak the more sparingly of

them in this place. I shall be more extensive upon
the Greeks, and principally the Lacedaemonians and

Athenians, which, of all the Grecian states, indisputa-

bly distinguished themselves most by their valour and

military knowledge. I was long in doubt, whether I

should speak also of the Romans, who seem foreign
to my subject. But upon mature consideration, I

thought it necessary to join them with other nations,

that the reader at one view, might know, at least in

some measure, the manner in which the ancients made
war. This is the sole end 1 propose to myself in this

treatise, without intending any thing further. 1 have
not forgot what happened to a philosopher of Ephesus,
who passed for the finest speaker of his times. In a

harangue, which he pronounced before Hannibal, he
took upon him to treat at large the duties of a good
general. The orator was applauded by the whole au-

dience. Hannibal being pressed
to give his opinion of

him, replied, with the freedom of a soldier, that he had
never heard a more contemptible discourse. I should

apprehend incurring a like censure, if, after having

passed my whole life in the study of polite learning,
I should pretend to give lessons upon the art military
to those who make it their profession.

CHAPTER I.

THIS first chapter contains what relate* to the un-

dertaking and declaring of war, the choice of the gen-
eral and officers, the raising of troops, their provisions,

pay, arms, inarch, encampments, and all that relates

to battles.

ARTICLE I.

UNDERTAKING AND DECLARATION OF WAR.

SECTION I. UNDERTAKING OF WAR.

THERE is no principle more generally received, than

that which lays down, that war ought never to be un-

dertaken except forjust and lawful reasons; nor hardly

any one more generally violated. It is agreed, that

wars, undertaken solely from views of interest or am-
bition, are real robberies.i The pirate's answer to

Alexander the Great, so well known in history, was

exceedingly just and sensible. And had not the Scy-
thians good reason to ask that ravager of provinces,
wherefore he came so far to disturb the tranquillity of

nations, who had never done him wrong; and whether
it was a crime in them to be ignorant in their woods
and deserts, remote from the rest of mankind, who,
and of what country Alexander was'/' When Philip,
chosen arbiter between two kings of Thrace that were

brothers, expelled them both from their dominions,
did he deserve a better name than that of thief and
robber?* His other conquests, though less flagrant

crimes, were still but robberies, because founded up-
on injustice, and no means of conquering seemed in-

famous to him: unlla tiftnd eum titrpis ratio vincendiA
The justice and necessity of wars ought therefore to

be considered as fundamental principles in point of

policy and government.
In monarchical states, general! v, the prince only has

power to undertake a war: which is one of the rea-

l Infrrre bella finitimig ac. populoii slbi non molcvtos lola

rcgni cupiditate contcrcre ct xulidere, quid aliud <|unm

frando
lutrccinium nominandum et? 5. Aug. de Civ. D.

,iv.c.(i.
* Quid nohis teeumest? Nunquam terrain tuam attiji-

nuis. (lui fis, unde venin*, licctne ignorure in vasiin ylvis
vivcntiliu* ? Q. Curt. I. vii. c. 8.

*
Plnli|i|>iM, more ingenii BU'I, ad indicium veluti ad Ix-l-

Him, inopiniintibue frutribun, instructo exrrcitu nupervcmt ;

et ri'cim utrum<|ue, nun judiris more, wd fruude LATKONIS
tf. rniliire, |xiliavit. Justin. I. \iii. c. 3.

* Id. Justin.

sons, that renders his office so much to be feared. Foi
if he has the misfortune to enter into it without a just
and necessary cause, he is answerable for all tha
crimes committed in it, for all the fatal effects attend-

ing it, for all the ravages inseparable from it, and all

the human blood shed in it. Who can view without

trembling, such an object, and an accountability of so
dreadful a nature?

Princes have councils, which maybe of great assis-

tance to them, if they take care to fill them up with
wise, able, and experienced persons; such as are dis-

tinguished by their love and zeal for the good of their

country, void of ambition and views of interest, and
above all, infinitelv remote from all disguise and flat-

tery. When Darius proposed to his council the car-

rying of the war into Scythia, Artabanus his brother
endeavoured at first in vain to dissuade him from so

unjust and unreasonable a design: his reasons, solid

as they were, were forced to give way to the enormous

praises and excessive flattery of the courtiers.5 He
succeeded no betterin the counsel he gave hi? nephew
Xerxes, not to attack the Greeks.* As the latter had

strongly expressed his own inclination, an essential

fault in such conjunctures, he was far from being
opposed, and the deliberation was no more than mere
form. On both occasions, the wise prince, who had

spoke his sentiments freely, was grieved to see, that

neither of the two kings comprehended, "how great
a misfortune it is to be accustomed to set no bounds
to one's desires, never to be contented with what we
possess, and always to be solicitous for enlarging
it?" 7 which is the cause of almost all wars.

In the Grecian republics, the assembly of the peo-
ple decided finally with regard to war, which method
was subject to great inconveniences. At Sparta in-

deed, the authority of the senate, and especially of
the Ephori.as well as at Athens that of the Areopagus
and council of four hundred, to whom the

preparing
of the public affairs belonged, served as a kind of
balance to the levity and imprudence of the people-
but this remedy had not always its effect. The Athe-
nians are reproached with two very opposite faults

the being either too precipitate or too slow. Against
the former a law had been made, bv which it was or-

dained, that war should not be resolved till after a
mature deliberation of three days. And in the wars

against Philip we have seen, how much Demosthenes

complained of the indolence of the Athenians, of
which their enemy well knew how to make his advan-

tage. This slowness in republics, arises from this

cause; unless the danger be evident, private persons
are. too much divided about their different views and
interests, to unite speedily in the same resolution.

Thus when Philip
had taken Elataea, the Athenian

orator, terrified with the urgent danger of the repub-
lic, caused the law I have mentioned to be repealed,
and the war to be resolved on that instant.

The public affairs were examined ami determined
with much more maturity and wisdom amongst the

Romans, though the people with them also had the

decision. But the senate's authority was great, and
almost always prevailed in important canes. That
wise body were very attentive, especially in the

earliest times of the republic, to have justice on their

side in their wars. This reputation for faith in

treaties, equity, justice, moderation, and disinterest-

edness, was of no less service than the force of arms,
in aggrandizing the Roman republic; the power of

which was attributed to the protection of the gods :

who rewarded justice and public faith in that manner.'

It is observed with admiration, that the Romans in

all limes constantly made religion the basis of their

enterprises, and referred the motive and end of them
to the gods 9 The most powerful reasons the generals
could use to animate the troops to fight well, WHS to

Herod. I. iv. r. 83. Ibid. I. vii c. 18.

.

Favere |>ieiati lideiqun dooi, per i]u populoi Ronmnus
ml tnnturn fnaligii norvnnerit. Liv. I. xliv. n. 1.

Miijnri'-i vvatri omnium mngnarum rcrum et principle
i-yni-Ki ub diii aunt, et tiuem cum stulucruiit. Liv. 1. lit

n. 39.
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represent to them, that the war they made was just;
and (but as only necessity had put their arms into

their hands, they might assuredly rely upon the pro-
tection of the gods: whereas those gods, the enemies

and avengers of injustice, never tailed to declare

gainst such as undertook unjust ware in violation of

the faith of treaties.

SECTION II. DECLARATION OT WAR.

ONE effect of the principles of equity and justice,
which I have now laid down, was never actually to

commence hostilities, before the public heralds had

signified to the enemies the grievances they had to

liege against them, and they had been exhorted to

redress the wrongs declared to have been received.

It is agreeable to the law of nature to try methods of

mity and accommodation, before proceeding: to open
rupture. War is the last of remedies, and all others

should be endeavoured before that is undertaken.
Humanity requires, that room be given for reflection

nd repentance; and time left to clear up such doubts,
and remove such suspicions, as measures of an ambi-

guous nature may give birth to, and which are often

found to be groundless upon a nearer examination.
This custom was generally observed from the earliest

ages amongst the Greeks. Polynices, before he be-

sieged Thebes, sent Tydeus to his brother Eteocles
to propose an accommodation.' And it appears from
Homer.2 that the Greeks deputed Ulysses and Meue-
laus to the Trojans, to summon them to restore Helen
before they had committed any act of hostility; and
Herodotus 1 tells us the same thing. We find a mul-
titude of the like examples throughout the history of

the Greeks.
It is true that an almost certain means of gaining

great advantages over enemies is to fall on them at

unawares, and to attack them suddenly, without hav-

ing suffered them to discover ourdesigns, or give them
time to put themselves into a state of defence. But
these unforeseen incursions, without any previous de-

nunciation, were properly deemed unjust enterprises,
and vicious in their

principle.
It was this, as Polybius

remarks.4 that had so much discredited the .to'lians
nd had rendered them as odious as thieves and rob-

bers: because having no rule but their interest, they
knew no laws either of war or peace, and every means
of enriching and aggrandizing themselves appeared
legitimate to them, without troubling themselves,
whether it were contrary to the law of nations to at-

tack neighbours by surprise, who had done them no

wrong, and who believed themselves safe in virtue, and
under the protection of treaties.

The Romans were not so exact as the Greeks in

observing this ceremony of declaring war, which was
established by Ancus Marcius, the fourth of their

kings.
5 The public officer, (called Fecialii,) having

his head covered with linen, went to the frontiers ol

the people against whom preparations of war were

making; and as soon as he arrived there he declared
loud the grievances of the Roman people and the

satisfaction he demanded for the wrongs that had been
done them; calling Jupiter to witness in these term?,
which include a horrible imprecation against himself,
and a still greater against the (>eople, of whom he WHS
no more than the voice. "Great God, if I come
hither to demand satisfaction in the nnate of the Ro-
man people, contrary to equity and justice, never
suffer me to behold my native country again." He
repeated the same thins:, changing only some of the

terms, to the first person he met; and afterwar's at

the entrance of the
city, and in the public market-

place. If at the expiration of thirty days satisfaction

were not made, the same officer returning t.i the same

people, pronounced publicly these words: "Attend,
oh Jupiter, Juno, and Qnirinus;

6 and you celestial,

terrestrial, and infernal gods, attend. I call you to

t Potior eunelis sedit nententia, fratrii

Prjptentare fidem, tutooque in regna pre<-ndo
Evplorare adilu*. Audux ea munera Tydrm
Sponte nubit. wi. Theb, lib. zi.

Il.ad I. ii. n. 305. Ub. ii. c. 112, fee.

Polvb. I. ir. p. 331. La? I i n. 33.
* Co Roraultu wu called.

witness, that such a people, (naming them,} is unjust,
and refuses to make us salisfHction. We shall nonsuit
at Rome, in the senate, upon the means ol cnliging
them to do us that justice which is our due." Upon
the return of the Fecialis to Rome, the affair was

brought into deliberation, and if the majority of voi-

ces were for the war, the same officer went back to

the frontier of the same people, and in the presence
of at least three persons, pronounced a certain form
of declaration of war; after which he threw a spear up-
on the enemy's lands, which implied that thewai was
declared. This ceremony was long retained by the

Romans. When war was to be declared against Phi-

lip and Antiochus, they consulted the Fecialis, to

know, whether it was to be denounced to themselves
in person, or sufficed to declare it in the first place

ulijt
rt to those princes. In the glorious times of the

republic, they would have thought it a disgrace to

them to have acted by stealth, and to have committed
breach of faith, or even used artifice.7 They pro-
ceeded openly, and left those little frauds and unwor-

thy stratagems to the Carthaginians, and people like

them, with whom it was more glorious to deceive,
than conquer an enemy with open force.

The heralds at arms, and Fecialis, were in great
veneration amongst the ancier.ts, and were considered
as sacred and inviolable persons. This declaration
was a part of the law of nations, and was held ne-

cessary and indispensable. It was not preceded by
certain public writings, now called Manifestos, which
contain the pretensions, well or ill founded, of the

one or the other party; and the reasons by which they
support them. These have been substituted in the

room of that august and solemn ceremony, by which
the ancients introduced the divine majesty in declara-

tions of war, as witness and avenger of the injustice
of those, who undertook wars without reason and ne-

cessity. Motives of policy have besides rendered
these manifestos necessary, in the situation of the

princes of Europe with regard to each other; united

by blood, alliances and leagues offensive or defensive.

Prudence requires the prince, who declares war

against his enemv, to avoid drawing upon him the

arms of all the allies of the power he attacks. It is

to prevent this inconvenience manifestos are made in

these days, which supply the place o! the ancient

ceremonies I have mentioned, and which some times
contain the reasons for beginning the war, without

declaring it. I have spoke of pretensions well or ill

founded. For states and princes, who war upon each
other do not fail to justify their proceedings with spe-
cious pretexts en both sides; and they might express
themselves, as a praetor of the Latines did in an as-

sembly, wherein it was deliberated how to answer the

Romans, who, upon the suspicion of revolt, had
cited the magistrates of Latium before them. " In my
opinion, gentlemen," snys he,

"
in the present con-

juncture, we ought to be less concerned about what
we have to say, than what we have to do: for \vhe

we have acted with vigour, and duly concerted our

measures, there will be no difficulty in adaptrnf
word* to them."1

ARTICLE IT.

CHOICE OF THE GENERALS AND OFFICERS. RAISING
OF TROOPS.

SECTION I. CHOICE OF THE GENERALS AM)
OFFICERS.

IT is a great advantage for kings to be absolute mas-

ters in the choice of the generals and officers of (heir

armie*; and the highest praife which can be given

* Veloren et mori* antiqui niPmnren. nc.ali.int * in el

lepatione Romanes artes agtnnnrere. N'nn per inaidias et

nocturna rrlia tier ut masiitralu quurn vern virtnte

loriarentur, bella majores se*snc. luducer* priu.quam
gerere solittx brlla. riciiunciare ctiam lire Roman* P*M.
non veMuliarum Punirarum. neijiie cullidiliii* Grace
apuil quoi fallerp hooirni quam vi vuperare, glono*iuj
fuerit. Lin. I. xlii. n. -47.

Ad nummum rerum nostrarnm magi* pertinere irbitrar,

quid agendum nobi.. t|am quid Itiqupndum ill. Facil*

erii, ezplioaiu coniiliin, accommodate reboi vr S Ln. L
Tin. n. 4. ,

IK*
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(hem, is to say, that knot n reputation and solid merit

re the sole motives that determine them in it. And
ndeed how can they use too murh attention in making:
a choice, which in some measure raises a private prr-
eon to equality with his sovereign, by investing

him
with the whole power, glory, and fortune of his do-

minions? It is principally by this characteristic,

princes capable of governing are known; and it is to

the same they have been always indebted for the suc-

cess of their arms. We do not find, that the great

Cyrus, Philip, or his son Alexander, ever confided

th'eir troops to generals without merit and experience.
The case \vs not the same under the successors of

Cyrus and Alexander, with whom intrigue, cabal, and
the credit of a favourite usually presided in this choice,
and almost always excluded the best subjects. Hence
the success of their wars was answerable to such a

manner of commencing them. I have no occasion

to cite examples to prove this: history abounds with

them.
I proceed to republics. At Sparta the two kings,

in virtue of their rank only, had the right and posses-
sion of the command, and in the earlier times marched

together at the head of the army :' but a division, that

happened between Cleomenes and Demaratus, occa-

sioned the making of a law, which ordained that only
one of the kings should command the troops; and
this was afterwards observed, except in extraordinary
cases. The Lacedemonians were not ignorant that

authority is weak when divided; that two generals
seldom agree long; that great enterprises can hardly
succeed, unless under the conduct of a single man:
and that nothing is more fatal to an army than a divi-

ded command. This inconvenience must have been

much greater at Athens, where by the constitution of

the state itself, ten persons were always to command ;

because Athens being composed of ten tribes, each

furnished their own chief, who commanded their day
successively. Besides which, they were chosen by
the people, and that every year. This occasioned

a smart saving of Philip's; that he admired the good
fortune of the Athenians, who could find in a set

time, every year, ten captains; whereas, during his

whole reign, it had scarce been in his power to find

one.1

The Athenians, however, especially at critical con-

junctures, must have been attentive in appointing riti-

tens of real merit for their generals. From Miltiades

to Demetrius Phaleneus, that is to say, during almost

two hundred years, a considerable number of great
men were placed by Athens at the head of her armies,
who raised their country's glory to the most exalted

height. In those times all jealousy was banished, and
tbe public, good was the sole motive of power. There
is a fine example of this in the war of Darius against
the Greeks.* The danger was exceeding great.
The Athenians were alone against an innumerable

army. Of the ten generals, (We were for fighting,
and five for retreating. Miltiades, who was at the

head of the former, having gained the Polemarch on
his side, (which officer had a decisive voice in the

council of war in case of division.) it was resolved to

fight. All the generals acknowledging the superior-

ity of Miltiades to themselves, when the day came,

resigned the command to him. It was at this time

the celebrated battle of Marathon was fought. It

sometimes happened that the people suffering them-
felvex to be swayed by their orators, and following
their caprice in every thing, conferred the command
upon persons unworthy of it. We may remember
the absolute credit of the famous Cleon with the mul-

titude, who was appointed to command in the first

years of the Peloponnesian war, though a turbulent,

hotheaded, violent man, without ability or merit.

But these examples are rare, and were not frequently

repeated at Athens till the later times, when they

proved one of the principal causes of its ruin.

The philosopher Antisthenes made the Athenians
lens'ble one day, in a pleasant and facetious manner,4

Her. I. v. e. 75.

Herod. I. i. e. 109, 110.

Dioj. Laert. in Antuth. p. 369.

Thit was Parmenio.

of the abuses committed amongst tVicm in the promo-
tions to the public offices. He proposed to them
with a serious air, in a full assembly, that it should
be ordained by a decree, that for the future the asses

should be employed in tillage as well as the horses
and oxen. When he was answered, that the asses

were not intended by nature for that labour: "Yon
are deceived," said he, "that signifies nothing: don't

you see that our citizens, though ever so much asses

and sots before, become immediately able general*
solely from vour election of them."

At Rome, the people also elected the generals, thai

is to say, the consuls. They held their office only one

year. They were sometimes continued in the com-
mand under the names of proconsuls or propraetors.
This annual change of the generals was a great obsta
cle to the advancement of affairs, the success of which

required an uninterrupted continuation.* And this

is the advantage of monarchical states, in which -the

princes are absolutely free, and dispose all things at

discretion, without being subject to any necessity.

Whereas amongst the Romans a consul sometimes
arrived too late, or was recalled before the time for

holding the assemblies. Whateverdiligence he might
use to arrive early, before his predecessor had trans-

ferred to him the command, and he was sufficiently
informed in the condition of the army, a knowledge
indispensable previous to all undertakings, a consid-

erable space of time must have elapsed, which made
him lose the occasion of acting, and of attacking the

enemy to advantage. Besides which, he often found
affairs upon his arrival in a bad condition through his

predecessor's ill conduct, and an army, either com-

posed in part of new raised and inexperienced troops,
or corrupted by licence or want of discipline. Fabiui
intimated part of these reflections to the Roman peo-

ple, when he exhorted them to choose a consul capa-
ble of opposing Hannibal.* The short term of one

year, and the uncertainty of the command's being fur-

ther prolonged, did indeed induce the generals to

make the best use of their time: but it was often

reason for their putting a speedier end to their enter-

prises, than they would otherwise have done, and upo
less advantageous conditions, from the apprehension
that a successor might reap the fruit of their labours,
and deprive them of the honour of having terminated

the war gloriously. A true zeal for the public good,
and a perfectly disinterested greatness of soul, would
have disdained such considerations. I am afraid,
there are very few examples of this kind. The great

Scipio himself,7 I mean the first, is reproached with
this weakness, and with not having been insensible

to this fear. A virtue of so pure and exalted a na-

ture as to neglect so sensible and so affecting an in-

terest, seems above humanity, at least it is very un-
common.
The authority of the consuls confined, in point of

time within such narrow bounds, was, it must be con-

fessed, a great inconvenience. But the danger of

infringing the public liberty, by continuing the same
man longer in the command of all the forces of tbe

state, obliged them to overlook this inconvenience,
from the apprehension of incurring a much greater.

Interrumpi tenorem rcrum, in quibux peragendii cca
tinuatio ipsa efficarissima esset, minimi convenire. Inter

traditionem imperil, novitatemque succeasoris, qu noce&
<lis prim quam agendi.s rebus imbupiida sit, sttpe bene go-
rendce rei occasioned intercidere. LJr. I. xli. n. 15.

Post tempus (consul?*) ad bella ierunt: ante tempui corn

itiorum causa revorati Bunt : in ipso cunatu rerum cirnum

egit re aim us Male gestis rebus alterius nuccessum est

tironem. aui mala discipline institutum exerritum arrope-
runt. At Hercule Rege*. non liberi solum imjicdimentii
omnibus, sed domini rerum temporumque, Irahur.t ronsiliil

cuncta, non aequuntur. Lit. I. ix. n. 1~.

Cum, qui est summus in civitate dux, rum legerimu*,
tamen renente lentus. in annum creatui adversua vetere

ac perpetuum imperatorem oomparabitur, nullis neque tem-

porig neque juris inclusum ngutii. quo minus ita nmnia

gerat administretque ut tempora pystulahunt belli' nobii

autem in apparaiu ipso, ac tantum inchoatitibus re, &nnuj

circumagitur. Liv. I. xxiv. n. 8.

' Ip--um Scipionem eipeclatio luccenorii, renturi ad pa
ratam alteriui labore ac periculu tiiiili belli famam,
tabat. Lie. I. xxx. n. 36.
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The necessity of affairs, (he distance of places, and
otner reasons at length obliged the Romans to con-

tinue (heir generals- in the command of their armies
lor many years. But the inconvenience really en-

sued from it, which they had apprehended; fur the

generals, by that dotation of their power, became
their country's tyrants. Amongst other examples
1 might cite Sylla, Marius, Pompey, and Caesar.

The choice of the generals usually turned upon
their personal merit; and the citizens of Rome had at

the same time a great advantage, and a powerful mo-
tive for acting in that manner. What facilitated this

choice, was the perfect knowledge they had of those

who aspired at command, with whom they had served

many campaigns, whom they had seen in action, and
whose genius, talents, successes, and capacity for the

highest employments, the*y had time to examine and

compare by themselves and with their comrades. This

knowledge, which the Roman citizens had of those who
demanded the consulship, generally determined their

suffrages in favour of the officers whose ability, valour,

generosity, and humanity, they had experienced in

former campaigns.
1 " He took care of me," said they,

"when I was wounded; he gave me part of the spoils;
under his conduct we made ourselves masters of the

enemy's camp, and gained such a victory; he always
shared in the pains and fatigues with his soldiers; it is

hard to say whether he is most fortunate or most va-

liant." Of what weight was such discourse! The
motive, which induced the Roman citizens to weigh
and examine carefully the merit of the competitors,
was the personal interest of the electors, the major
part of whom, being to serve under them, were very
attentive not to confide their lives, honour, and the

cafety of their country, to generals they did not es-

teem, and from whom they did not expect good suc-

cess. It was the soldiers themselves, who in the
comitia made choice of these generals. We see they
knew them well; and find by experience, that they
were seldom mistaken. We observe even in our
times, that when they go upon parties to plunder,
(marauding) they always choose, without partiality
or favour, those amongst them, that are most capable
of commanding them. It was in this spirit, Marius
was chosen against the will of his general Metellus;
and Scipio milianus preferred, through a like pre-

judice of the soldiers in his favour.

It must be owned, however, that the nomination of
commanders was not always directed by public and

superior views; and that cabal, and address in gaining
the affections of the people by flattering and soothing
their passions, had sometimes a great share in it. This
was seen at Rome in regard to Terentius Varro, and
at Athens in the instance of Cleon. The multitude
is always the multitude, that is to say, fickle, incon-

stant, capricious, and violent: but the people of Rome
were less so than any. They gave upon many occa-

sions, examples of a moderation and wisdom not to be

sufficiently
admired

;
2 submitting themselves in the

most laudable manner to the opinion of the senate;

forgetting nobly their prejudices, and even resent-

ments, in favour of the public, good, and voluntarily
renouncing the choice

they had made of persons inca-

pable of sustaining the weight of affairs, as it happen-
ed, when the consulship WHS continued to Fabius,
after the remonstrance himself had made upon the in-

capacity of those who had been elected: an odious

proceeding in every other conjuncture, but which at

that time did Fabius great honour, because the effect

of his zeal for the republic, to the safety of which he
was not afraid, in some measure, to sacrifice his own
reputation.

3

> Num tibi IISBC parra adjumenta ct eubsidia consulaius,
volumas militiim ? que cum per e valet mullitudine. turn

pud soos gratia: turn vero in ronaule declarando mulium
etiam apud populum Komanum aucloritatis habet snfTra-

gatio militaris Gravisest illaoratio: Me faurium recre-
avit ; me prxda dunavit; hue duce catra cepimu, signa
xintulimus; nunquam iste plus militi laboris. impouit,
quam sibi sumsit

; ipse com fortis, turn etiam felix. Hoc
.juanti putas esso ad Ismam hominum ac voluntalem. Cic

fro Marten, n. 3S.

Liv. I. x. n. 22, and 34. Id. 1. xxi. n. 22.

Tempui ac neccssitai belli, ae ditcrtmen summae rerum

The armies of the Roman people consisted generally
of four legions, of which each consul commanded two

They were called the first, second, third, and so on

according to the order in which they had been raised

Besides the two legions commanded by each consul,
there was the same number of infantry, supplied by
the allies. After all the people of Italy were associa-

ted into the freedom of the city, that disposition un
derwent many alterations. The four legions under
the consuls were not the whole force of Rome. There
were other bodies of troops commanded by prastors

proconsuls, &c. When the consuls were in the field

together, their authority being equal, they commanded

alternately, and had each their day, as it happened at

the battle of Cannae. One of them often, knowing his

colleague's superior ability, voluntarily resigned his

rights to him. Agrippa Furius acted in this manner,4

in regard to the famous T. Quintius Capitolinus, who
in gratitude to his colleague's generosity and noble

behaviour, communicated all his designs to him,
shared with him the honour of all his successes, and
made him his equal in every thing. On another occa-

sion, the military tribunes, who had been substituted

to the consuls, and were at that time six in number,
declared, that in the present critical conjuncture, only
one. of them was worthy of the command, this was the

great Camillus.and that
they

were resolved to repose
their whole authority in his hands; convinced that the

justice they rendered his merit, could not but reflect

the greatest glory upon themelves.& So generous a

conduct was attended with universal applause. Eve-

ry body cried out that they should never have occa-

sion to have recourse to the unlimited power of dic-

tators, if the republic always had such magistrates,
so perfectly united amongst themselves, so equally

ready either to obey or command, and who, so far

from desiring to engross all glory to themselves, were
contented to share it in common with each other.

It was a great advantage to an army to have such a

general, as Livy describes in the person of Cato, who
was capableof descending to the least particular, who
was alike attentive to little and great things; who
foresaw at distance, and prepared every thing neces-

sary to an army; who did not content himself with

giving orders, but took care to see them executed in

person; who was the first in setting the whole army
the example of an exact and severe discipline; who
disputed sobriety, watching, and fatigue, with the

meanest soldier; and in a word, who was distinguish-
ed by nothing in the army, but the command, and the

honours annexed to it.'

After the nominations of consuls end praetors, the

tribunes were elected to the number of twenty-four,
six to each legion. Their duty was to see that the

army observed discipline, obeyed orders and did their

duty.' During the campaign, which was six months,

faciebant ne
<juis

aut in exemplum exquireret, aut gunpec-
turn cupidilatiii imperil consulem liaberet. Quiii laudabant

potius magnitudincm aiiimi, quod, cum Bummo iinperatnre
esne opus reip. sciret, seque eum liaud duliic esse ; minorie

invidiam, si qua ex re orirelur, quum ulililurem rcip. fecit-

set. Liv. ]. xxiv. n. 9.

In exercitu Romano cum duo consules essent potestat*

p:iri; quod saluberrimum in udministralione magnurum re-

rum est, Bumma imperii. conccdente Agrippa, penes nolle-

gamerit: it pralatup ille fucilitnti summiuemis ne comiter

res|>omlel>iit, rommunicandu concilia laudesqut, et Kquando
imparem sibi. Liv. 1. iii. n. TO.

College lateri regimen omnium rerum, ubi quid bclliri

terroris ingruat, in vim uno efse : Eibique drsiinutum ii

animo esse Camilla summiltere imperium ; ner. quicquara
de majestato sua detractum credere, quod majestali eju
viri roncesBisgrnt' Ererli gaudio fremunt, nee dictators

unquam opus fore reip. si tales viros in magistrate hahcat,
tam concord ibus junctod animos, parere alque imperaro
juxta paratos, laudemque conferentes potius in medium
quam ex cnmmuni ad se trahentm. Lin I. vi. n. G.

In consule ea vis aiiimi alqui- ingenii fuit, ut omnia
maxima rriinimaque per fie adiret ; atque agerct ; nee cogi-
tnret mcido im|>erareique quie in rem essent, sed pleraque
per ge ipse trannigeret ; neo in quemquam omnium graviui

severiusque, quam in semeiipsum imperium exerceret ; par
simnnia. et vigiliig, et labore cum ultiinin mililum rertaret;
nee qr.irquam in cxercilus suo pnecipui prnter honoreoi

atque imperium habsret. Liv. I. xxxiv. n. 18.

i
Polyb. I. vi. p. 406.
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they commanded successively, two and two together,
in the legiwi for two months: they drew lots lor the

order in which they were to command.' At first the

con-nU nominated these tribunes; and it was of giva;

advantage to the service, that ihe generals themselves

had the choice of their officers. In process of time, of

the four and twenty tribunes the
people

elected six;
2

bout the 393d year of Rome, and fifty years after,

that is to say, in the 444th year of Rome, they chose

to the number of sixteen 3 But in important wars,

they had sometimes the moderation and wisdom to

renounce that right, and to abandon thechoice entirt ly

to the prudence of the consuls and praetor*, as hap-

pened in the war against Perseus king of Macedonia;4

of the effects of which Rome was in very great ap-

prehension. Of these twenty-fuur tribune*, fourteen

must have served at least five years, and the rest ten:

a very wise regulation and well calculated to inspire
the troops with valour, from the esteem and confi-

dence it gave them for their officers. Care was also

taken to distribute these tribunes in such a manner,
'.hut in each legion the most experienced were united

with those who were younger, in order to instruct and
form them for commanding;.
The Praefects of the allies, prafecti aocium, were in

:he allied troop what the tribunes were in the legions.

They were chosen out of the Romans, as we may in-

fer from these words of Livy, Prifficlut socium,civet-

]ue Romanot alias.* Which is confirmed by the

uames of those we find -appointed in the same au-

thor. 6 This practice, which left the Romans the

Honour of commanding in chief amongst the allies,

and gave the latter only the quality of chief subaltern

officers, was the effect of a wise policy, to hold the al-

lies in dependence, and might contribute very much
to the success of enterprises, in making the same spirit
and conduct actuate the whole army.

I have not spoken of the officers called Legati, lieu-

tenants. They commanded in chief under the consul,
and received nig orders, as the lieutenant generals
serve under a marshal of France, or under the eldest

lieutenant general, who commands the army in chief.

It appears that the consuls chose these lieutenants.

Mention is made of this in the earliest times of the

republic. In the battle of the lake of Regillus, that

is to say, in the 25.5th year of Rome, T. Herminius
the lieutenant distinguished himself in a particular
nianner.7 Fabius Maximus, so well known from his

wise conduct against Hannibal, did not disdain to be
bis son's lieutenant, who had been elected consul. s

The latter in that quality was preceded by twelve
lietors, who walked one after the other; part of their

function was to cause due honour to be paid the

consul. Fabius the father, upon his son's going to

meet him, having passed the first eleven lictors, con-

tinuing on horseback, the consul ordered the twelfth

to do his duty. That lictor immediately called out
to Fabius with a loud voice tu dismount. The vene-

rable old man obeyed directly, and addressing himself
to his son, told him: "

I had a mind to see whether

you knew that you were consul."' It is well known
that Scipio Africanui offered to serve as lieutenant

under the consul his brother, and thereby determined
the senate to give the latter Greece for his province.
The reader has no doubt observed, in all that I have
hitherto related concerning the Romans, a spirit of

i Srr-unriic Lrgionii Fulviun Trihunuj militum erat. h
mensiktu suit aiminit Ingionem. Lin. I. xl. n. 41.

Cum |>lacuiel eo anno tribunoi militum ad legionei
luflfmsio tli-ri (nam et antes, iicut nunc quo* Rufulos TO-

rant, impi-ratore* ipsi fariehant) serum) um .n tex locil

Manlius tenuit. Lie. 1. vii.

Dun imp"ria eo anno dari ctepta jf (>opulum, utraque
ad rrm militurvm pertinentia. (.'num. ut tribuni aenirieni

in quatuor li>;utnea a nopuloitrearentur, qua; antea perquam
pauci* 'uffragin populi relicti locin, dictalorum ei coniulum
furmni tiriirfir.iu. Lie. I. U. n. 30.

< Decrclum ne tribuni mili'um ro anno nuffrajiis erea-

rentur.snd coniulum prctorumque in iif f.irir ndii juilicium
arbiiriumque es:t. Lie. I. xlii. n. 31.

I LiL. xxiii. n. 7.

Lib. xxvii. n. 2fi. and 41. Lib. xxim. n. .16, &.c.
' Liv. I. xxi. n. 20. Id. I. xxiv. a. 44

Id. I. xumi. n. 1.

understanding and conduct which evidently shows
that the great success of their arms was not the effect

of chance, but of the wisdom and abilitx , which pr
sided over every part of their government.

SECTION II. RAISING OF TROOPS.

THK Lacedaemonians properly speaking, were a

people of soldiers. They cultivated neither arts, nor
sciences. They applied themselves to neither com-
merce nor agriculture; leaving the care ol their hinds

entirely to slaves, who were called Htlots. All thtii

laws, institutions, education, in a word, the whole
scheme of their government, tended to making them
warriors. This had been the sole view of their legis-
lator, and it may be said, that he succeeded ptrlectlv
well in it. .Never were there better soldier*, more
formed for the fatigues of war, more 'mined to military

exercises, more accustomed to obedience and disci-

pline, more full of courage and intrepidity, more sen-

sible to honour, nor more devoted to glory and the

good of their country. They were distingiii.htd into

two sort? : the one who were properly called Sparlans,
inhabited the city of Sparta; the other?, who were
named only Lacedaemonians, resided in the country.
The former were the flower of the state, and filled all

offices. They were almost all of them capable of

commanding in chief. The wonderful change occa-

sioned only by one of them (Xanthippus) in the army
of the Carthaginians, to whose aid he was sent, has
been related; and also in what manner GylippM, an-

other Spartan, saved Syracuse. Such were the three

hundred, who, with Leonidas at their head, ai re-ted

for a great while the innumerable armv of thr Per-

sians, at the straits of Thermopylae. The number of
the Spartans at that time amounted to eight thousand

men, or something more.K) The age (with them) for

carrying arms was from thirty to
sixty.

The elder and

younger were left at home to guard the city. They
never armed their slaves but upon extreme necessity.
At the battle of Plataea, the troops furnished by Sjiar-
ta, amounted to ten thousand men, that is to av,
five thousand Lacedaemonians, and as many Spartan*.
F.ach of the latter had seven Helots to attend him, th

number of which in consequence amounted to thirty-
five thousand. These were equipped as light armed

troops. The Lacedaemonians had very little cav-

alry, and naval affairs were then entirely unknown
to them. It was not till very late, and contrary to

the plan of Lycurgus, that they commenced a mari-
time power, nor were their fleets at any time very nu-
merous.

Athens was much larger and 'better peopled than

Sparta. In the time of Demetrius Phalerjeu-- it was

computed to have twenty thousand citizens, ten thou-
sand strangers settled in the city, and forty thousand
slaves. All the young Athenians were enrolled in a

public register at the age of eighteen, and at the same
time took a solemn oath, by which they engaged to

serve the republic, and to defend it to the utmost of
their power upon all occasions. They were bound by
this oath to the age of sixty. Each of the ten tribes,
that formed the body of the state, furnished a certain

number of troops, according to the occasion, either
for the sea or land service: for the naval power of
Athens became very considerable in process of lime.

In Thucydides " we see that the troops of the Athen-

ians, in the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, weie
thirteen thousand heavy armed foot, sixteen hundred

archers, and very near as many horse, which in ail

might amount to sixteen thousand men: without in-

cluding sixteen thousand more, who remained to guard
the city, citadel, and ports, either citizens under or
over the military age, or strangers settled amongst
them. The fleet at that time consisted of three hun-
dred galleys. I shall relate in the following article

the order observed in them.
The troops both of Sparta and Athens, were not

numerous, but full of valour, well disciplined, intrepid,
and one might also my, invincible. They were not

soldier* raised by chance, often without spirit or home
inenible to glory, indifferent to a success little affec

i* Herod. 1. vii. e. 34. Tbucyd. 1. ii. p. 11U
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f\n% tliem; who had nothing to lose, who made war a

mercenary traffic, and sold their lives for a scanty
means of subsistence, their pay. They were the

(in- ii troops ot" the two most warlike states in the

world; soldiers determined to conquer or die; who
breathed nothing but war,and battle; who had nothing;
in vit.w but glory and the liberty of their country;
who in action believed they saw their wives and

children, whose safety depended on their arms and
ralour. Such were the troops raised in Greece,

amongst whom desertion, and the punishment of de-

serters, was never so much as mentioned; for could a

soldier be tempted to renounce his family and country
for ever!

As much may be said of the Romans, of whom it

remains lor us to speak. Amongst them, the consuls

generally levied the troops: and as new ones were no-

minated every year, so new levies were also made

annually. The age for entering into the army was
leventeen years. Only citizens were admitted to

terve in it; and none were received under that age but

in extraordinary cases and pressing occasions.' Once

they were obliged to arm slaves: but first, which is

very remarkable, they were severally asked, whether

they entered themselves freely and of their own ac-

cord; because they did not think it proper to place
any confidence in soldiers listed by fraud or force.

Sometimes they went so far as to arm those, who were
confined in the prisons eithe- for debt, or crimes: but

this was very seldom practised. The Roman troop*
therefore were composed only of citizens. Those

amongst them who were poor (proletarii, capite ceiisi)
were not listed. They wanted soldiers, whose for-

tunes might be answerable to the republic for their

leal in its defence. Most of these soldiers lived in

the country, to take care of their estates themselves,
and to improve them with their own hands. Those
who dwelt at Rome, had each of them their portion
of land, which they cultivated in the same manner.
So that the whole youth of Rome were accustomed
to support the rudest fatigues; 8 to endure sun, rain,

and hail; to lie hard and often in the midst of the

fields, and in the open air; to live soberly and wisely,
and to be contented with a little. They never knew

pleasures or luxury, had their members inured to all

lorts of labour, and by their residence in the country,
bad contracted the habit of handling heavy instru-

ments, digging of trenches, and carrying heavy bur-

dens. Equally soldiers, and labourers, these Romans
in entering the service only changed their arms and
tools'. The young people who lived in the city, were
not much more tenderly bred than the others. Their
continual exercises in the field of Mars, their races on
horseback and on foot, always followed by the custom
of swimming the Tiber to wash off their sweat, was
an excellent apprenticeship for the trade of war. Such
soldiers must have been very intrepid. For the less

i Dilectu edicto, juniores annis septemdecim, et quosdam
prctexiatossrribunt Aliam formam novi delectus inopia
liberorum capitum an neceosilag dedil. Octo millia juve-
tium vuliiliirum ex servitiU priui sciftcitanleg gingulos veil-

ot ne militare, emptu pablire armaverunt. Lie. I. xzxii.
. 47.

Scd rusticorum manr.ula militum
Proles, Sabell in docta ligonibus
Veraare glebai, et >erem

Matris ad trbitrism reriso*

Portare I'ustei. Horat. Od. 6. lib. lii.

flut soldiers of a rustic mould ;

Rough. ha'Jy. season'-J, manly, bold
;

Either they dug the stubborn ground,
Or thro' hewn wuodn their weighty itrokei did lound.

Roectmmon.

Nunqaar.i pato potuiese duhitari aptiorem arrtiin rusticam

iebem, ',uw aub'livo et in labore nulritur; solis paiiens;
jmhne ne^ligens; bnlncarum nescia; rteliciarum ignara ;

(implicis aniini; parvo cnntenla; durati* ad omncin latin-

rum lo.e'ji'tiain membris; rui geslare ferrum, IOSSHIII du-

eere, unjs ferre. rnnsuetudo de rure et Idem bellator,

Wer.. ag'irola genera tantum mumhat armorum Sudo-
tem entsu et <-um|>esiri excrcitio colled urn nando juventu*
abl'jetal in Tvbrri. Nesrio enim quomodo minus mortem
timet, qui minus deliciarum novit in vita. Vegtt. de re mil.

I i. c 3.
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men are acquainted with pleasures the less they fear

death.

Before they proceeded to levy troops, the consuls

gave the people notice of the day, upon which all the

Romans capable of bearing arms, were to assemble.

The clay being come, and the people assembled in the

capitol, or the field of Mars, the military tribunes

drew the tribes by lot, and called them out as they
came up. Thev afterwards made their choice of these

citizens, taking them each in his rank, four by four,
as near as possible of equal stature, age and strength;
and continued to do the same till the four legions
were complete. Alter the troops were levied, every
soldier took an oath to the consul or tribunes. By
this oath they engaged to assemble at the consul's or
der, and not to quit the service without his permission
to obey the orders of the officers, and to do their utmost
to execute them; not to retire either through ftar, or
to fly from the enemy; and not to quit their rank.
This was not a mere formality, nor a ceremony purely
external, of no edict with regard to the conduct. It

was a very serious act of religion, sometimes attended
with terrible imprecations, which made a strong im-

pression upon the mind, was judged absolutely and

indispensably necessary, and without which the sol-

diers could not fight against the enemy. The Greeks
as well as Romans made their troops take this oath, or
one to the same effect; and they founded their reason
for it upon a great principle. They kntw, th;it a

private p> rson of himself has no right over the lives

of other men: that the prince or state, who have re-

ceived that power from God, put arms into his hands:
that it is only in virtue of this power, with which he
is invested by his oath, that he can draw his sword

against the enemy; and that, without this power, he
makes himself guilty of all the blood he sheds, and
commits homicide as often as he kills an enemy. The
consul,3 who commanded in Macedonia against Per-

seus, having dismissed a legion, in which the sou of
Cato the censor served, that young officer, who had

nothing in view but to distinguish himself bv tome
action, did not withdraw with the legion, but re-

manied in the camp. His father thereupon wrote

immediately to the consul, to desire, if he thought fit

to suffer his son to continue in the army, that he
would make him take a new oath, because being dis-

charged from the former, he had no right any longer
to join in battle against the enemy.4 And he wrote
to his son to the same effect, advising him not to fight
till he had sworn again. It was in consequence of the
same maxim, that Cyrus the Great, exceedingly ap-
plauded the action of an officer, who, having raised

his arm to strike an enemy, upon hearing the retreat

sounded, stopt short, regarding that signal as an order
to proceed no farther. 5 What might not be expected
from officers and soldiers so accustomed to obedience,
and so full of respect for their general's orders, and
the rules of diicijiline?
The tribunes of the soldiers at Rome, after the oath,

told the legions the day and place for the general
rendezvous. When they were assembled at the time

fixed, the youngest and poorest were made light arm-
ed troops; the next in age Hastati; the strongest and
most vigorous Principcs; and the oldest soldiers,
Trinrii. Two legions were usually given to each
consul. The number of soldiers to a legion were not

always the same. At first they were not above thr*-e

thousand, but were afterwards augmented to four, five,

six thousand and something more. The most usual
number was four thousand two hundred foct, and
three hundred horse. Such it was in the time of Po-

lybius, where I shall fix it.

The legion was divided into three bodies, the fffif-

tali, the Priiicipet, and the Triarii. The reader will

be so good as to excuse me the use of these three

words, having -no others to express their meaning.
The two first bodies consisted each of twelve hundred
men, and the third of six hundred only. The Hastati
formed the first line, the Principes the second; and

> Manucius believe* thig to have been Paului ."Emiliai.
4 (Juia priore amimw) jure, cum h - bu pugnare non pr>

terat. Cie. de Offic. I. i 11. 36, 37.

Xcnoph. in Cyrop.
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the Triarii the third. This last body was composed
of the oldest and most experienced soldiers, and at the

Mime time the bravest in the army. The danger must
have been very great and urgent before it reached
this third line. From whence came the

proverbial
expression, Res ad Triarios rediit. Each of these

three bodies were divided into ten parts or Maniples,
consisting of sixscore in the Hastati and Principes,
and only of sixty in the Triarii. Each Maniple had
two centuries or companies. Anciently, and at its

first institution by Romulus, the century had an hun-
dred men, from whirh it took its name. But after-

wards it consisted only of sixty in the Hastati and

Principes, and thirty in the Triarii. The commanders
of these centuries or companies were called Centuri-
ons. I shall soon explain the distinction of their

ranks. Besides these three bodies, there were in

each legion light armed troops of different denomina-
tions, Korarii,Accensi; and in later times the Vtlites.

They were also twelve hundred in number. They
were not properly a distinct body, but disposed into

the three others, according to occasion. Their arms
were a sword, a javelin, (hnsta) a parma, that is a

light shield. The youngest and most active soldiers

were chosen for this body.
From the time of Julius Caesar no mention is made

of the distinct ranks of the Hastati, Principes, and

Triarii, though the army was almost always drawn

up in three lines. The legion at that time was di-

vided into ten parts, which were called Cohorles.
Each cohort was a kind of legion abridged. It had
fixscore Hastati, sixscore Principes, sixty Triarii, and
sixscore light armed men, which made in all four

hundred and twenty. That is precisely the tenth

part of a legion, consisting of four thousand two hun-
dred foot.

The Roman cavalry was not very numerous: three

hundred hone to above four thousand foot. It was
divided also into ten companies, (Alas') each consist-

ing of thirty men. The horsemen were chosen out of

the richest of the citizens; 1 and in the distribution of

the Roman people by centuries, of which Servius

Tullius was the author, they composed the eighteen
first centuries. They are the same who are after-

wards mentioned in history under the name of Roman
knights, and formed a third and middle order between
the senate and people. The republic supplied them
with horses and subsistence. Till the siege of Veii,
there were no other cavalry in the Roman armies *

At that time those who were qualified by their estates

to be admitted into the cavalry, but had not a horse

allowed them at the public expense, nor in conse-

quence the rank of knights, offered to serve in the ca-

valry, supplying themselves with horses. Their offer

was accepted!. From thenceforth there were two sorts

of cavalry in the Roman armies:! the one whom the

public supplied with horses, eqtittm publicum, and
these were the true Roman knights; the others who
furnished themselves, and served eq>io sno, had not

the title or prerogative of the knights. But the

horse kept at the public expense was always the con-

stitutive title of the Roman knight; and* when the

censors degraded a Roman knight, it was by taking
his horse from him.

Besides the citizens who formed the legions, there

were troops of the allies in the Roman army, these

were states of
Italy,

which the Romans had subjected,
and bad allowed the use of their laws and government,
upon condition of supplying them a certain numberof

troops. They furnished an equal number of infantry
with the Romans, and generally twice as many horse.

Amongst the allies, the best made and bravest both
of the horse and foot were chosen to be posted about
the consul's person: these were called Extraordina-
rii. The third part of the horse, and the fifth of the

foot, were disposed of in this manner; the rest were

placed half on the right and half on the left wing?.

i Liv. 1. i. n. 43. Liv. 1. r. n. 7.

This distinction ii itrongly enough marked in Mago'
dincourie to the senate of Carthage upon the gold rings.
Neminem nisi equitem, et eonim incur urn primorea, id in-

sign* genere. Lie. l.xtiii. n. 12. Thew primnrec cquitum
ire the true Rniuin knijhu, qui merchant quo publico.

the Romans generally reserving the centre to tnenv
selves.

The Roman army, as we see from what has hitherto
betn said, consisted solely of citizens mid allies tt

was not till the sixth year of the second Punic war,
that the Romans admitted mercenaries into their

troops, which was seldom or ever done in the times
of the republic.* These were Celtiberians, who as
we find, coni|K>sed the greatest part of Cn. Scipio's
army in Spain: an essential fault, which cost him his

life, and Rome almost the loss of Spain, and perhaps
the ruin of her empire. That example, as Livy wis^
ly observes, 5

ought to have taught Roman generals
never to suffer a greater number of strangers than of
their own troops in their armies. It is well known,
that the revolt of foreign troops more than once
brought Carthage to the very brink of ruin. That re-

public had almost no other soldiers; which was the

great defect of its military economy. Such a mixture
of foreign and barbarous troops, and their superiority
in number, in the Roman armies, were one of the

principal causes of the entire ruin of the Roman cm.

pire in the West.
I return to the centurions, whose different ranks I

am to explain. I have said that in each Maniple there
were two centuries, and in consequence two centuri-

ons. He who commanded the first century of the first

Maniple of the Triarii, called also Pilnni, was th

most considerable of all the centurions, and had

place in the council of war with the consul and prin-

cipal officers: Primipilui, or Primipili Centtirio. Hf
was called Primipilus prior, to distinguish him front

the centurion who commanded the second century ot
the same Maniple, who was called Primipiliu poste-
rior. And the same was done in the other centuries.

The centurion who commanded the second centurf
of the same Maniple of the Triarii, was called secnndi

pili Centtirio; and so on to the tenth, who wa? called

decimi piti Centurio. The same order was observed

amongst the Hastati and Principes. The first centu-

rion of the Principes was called primus Princtps, or

primi principis Centurio; the seccnd, secitndns Prin-

ceps, and so on to the tenth. In this manner the Has-
tati were called, primus Hastattis,sectmdus Hnslattis,
&c. The centurions were raised from an inferior to

a superior degree, not only by seniority, but merit.
This distinction of degrees and posts of honour, which
were only granted to bravery and real service, exci-

ted an incredible emulation amongst the troops, that

kept them always in spirit and order. A private sol-

dier became a centurion, and afterwards rising: through
all the different degrees, might at length arrive at the

principal posts. This view, this hope supported them
in the midst of the most severe fatigues, animated

them, prevented them from committing faults, cr

taking distaste to the service, and prompted them on
to the most arduous and valiant actions. It is in this

manner an invincible army is formed.
The officers were very warm in preserving these

distinctions and pre-eminences. [ shall relate an in-

stance of this very proper to the present subject, that

is, the raising of troops, which does great honour to th

Roman soldiery, and shows with what moderation
and wisdom their sensibility for glory wa? attended.

When the Roman people had resolved upon the war

against Perseus, the last king of Macedonia, amongst
the other measures taken for the success of it, the

senate decreed, that the consul, charged with that ex-

pedition, should raise as many centurions and veteraa

soldiers, as he pleased, out of those who did not ex-

reed fifty years of age. Twenty-three centurions

who had been Primipilif refused'to take arms, unless

the same rank were granted them, which they had in

tfce preceding campaigns. The affair wa brought
before the people. After Popilius, who had bee

Id ad memoriam iniigne ett.quod mercenarium milite*
in raxtris nominem ante, quam turn Celtiberos, Romani ha
buerunt. Lie. 1. xxiv. n. 49.

i Id quidem cavendum semper Romania ducihus erit, ex

empluque ha>c vere pro dorumentU habenda, ne na extern!*

credant auiiliis, ut non plus *ui robnris suarumque proprit
virium in raftrii habvant. Lie. I. xxv. n. 33.

< Qui primot pilot duxerant
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consul two )-ea before, had pleaded the cause of the

centurions, and the consul his own, one of the centu-

rions, who hail appealed to the people, having obtain-

ed permission to speak, expressed himself to this

effect,
"

I am called Sp. Liguslinus, of the Crustu-

mine tribe, descended from the Sabines. My father

left me a small field and a cottage, where I was born,

brought up, and now live. As soon as I was at age
to marry, he gave me his brother's daughter tor my
wife:i she brought me no portion but liberty, chastity,
and a fruitt'ulness sufficient for the richest houses.

We have six sons and two daughters, both married.
Of my sons, four have taken the robe of manhood,
(toga ctri/i'*,) the other two are still infants. 1 began
to bear arms in the consulship of P. Sulpicius and C.
Aurtliu. I served two years as a

private soldier in

the army, in Macedonia, again-t king Philip. The
thiid year T. Quintius Flamininus, to reward me for

rnv rtrvices, made me captain of a century in the first

Maniple of the Hastati.2 I served afterwards as a

volunteer in Spain, under Cato ; and that general, who
is so excellent a judge of merit, made me first Mani-

ple of the Hastati.3 In the war against the yElolians

and king Antiochus, I rose to the same rank amongst
the Principes.4 I afterwards made several campaigns,
and in a very few years have been four times Primi-

pilus;
5 I have been four and thirty times rewarded

by the generals, have received six civic crowns,8 have
served two and twenty campaigns, and am above fifty

years old. Though I had not completed the num-
ber of years required by the law, and my age did not

discharge me, substituting four of my children in my
place, I should deserve to be exempt from the neces-

sity of serving. But by all 1 have said, I only intend

to show the justice of my cause. For the rest, as long
as those who

levy troops shall judge me capable of

bearing arms, I shall not refuse the service. The tri-

bunes shall rank me as they please, that is their busi-

ness: mine is so to act, that none be ranked above me
fur valour ; as all the generals under whom I have had
the honour to serve, and all my comrades can wit-

ness for me, I have hitherto never failed to do. For

you, centurions, notwithstanding your appeal, as even

during your youth, you have never done any thing

contrary to the authority of the magistrates and sen-

ate, in my opinion, it would become your age to show

yourselves submissive to the seriate and consuls, and
to think every station honourable, that gives you op-

portunity to serve the republic.
"7 When he had done

speaking, the consul, after having given him the highest

praises before the
people,

left the assembly, and carri-

ed the centurion with him into the senate. Ther he
was

publicly thanked in the name of that august body,
and the military tribunes, as a mark and reward of
his valour and zeal, declared him Primipilis. that is

first officer of the first legion. The other centurions,

renouncing their appeal, made no farther difficulty to

enter into the service.

Nothing gives us a
juster idea of the Roman char-

acter than facts of this kind. What a fund of good
sense, equity, nobleness, and even greatness of soul
does this soldier express! He speaks of his ancient

poverty without shame, and of his glorious services
without vanity. He is not improperly tenacious of a

false point of honour. He modestly defends his rights,
and renounces them. He teaches all ages not to con-
tend with their country nor to make the public good
give place to their private interest; and is so happy,
as to bring over all those in the same case, anil ;<MI-

ciated with himself, into his opinion. How powerful
is example! The good disposition of a single person

> Pater milii exorem fratris mi ftliam dedit, qiue wum
nihil attulit pretcr libertntcm, pudicitiarn, et cum his tVt-

eunditatcm, quanta rel in ditli domo sain esset.

Decumum ordinem Hustatum assignavit.
Di<rnum judicavit, cui primum Pantatum prioris oentu-

rir assignaret.
Mihi primut Prinoeps prinris centurue est asstgiia-

tu>.

Quater primum pilum daxi.
The crowns given for having Raved the life of a citizen

Were called no.
i Et omnia honesta. loca ducere, quibus rerop defcnsuri

fitis

is sometimes all that is necessary for reducing a niol>

titude to reason.

ARTICLE III.

PREPARATIONS OF WAR.

I shall include in this article what relates to provi-
sions, the pay of soldiers, their arms, and some other
cares necessary to be taken by generals before they
begin to march.

SECTION I. OF PROVISIONS.

THE order observed by the Romans in regard to

provisions, is better known to us than that of the

Greeks: the quaestor was charged with this care.

The ration of corn for each soldier's daily subsistence
was very near the same with both people, that is to

say a chtenix, or the eighth part of a Roman bushel;
six of which went to the Medimnus. The chaenix
was also the usual daily allowance of a slave. A Ro-
man soldier therefore in the foot had four bushels of
wheat a month; which was called mtntlruvm: that it

to say, thirty-two chsenix, which was something more
than a chaenix per day. The foot soldier of the allies

had as much.
The Roman cavalry soldier received two medium!

of wheat, or twelve bushels, a month, because he had
two domestics, which amounted to fourscore and six-

teen chaenix, at the rate of something more than a
chaenix per man daily. This horseman had two hor-

ses, one for himself, and the other to carry his baggage,
&c. For these two horses he received also monthly!
seven medimni of barley, which make forty-two
bushels, at the rate of one bushel, and a little more
than three chsenix a day for two horses. It WHS neces-

sary for one of these horsemen to have a certain in-

come, to support the unavoidable expenses he was at

during the campaign; hence it sometimes happened
that a citizen, though of a patrician family, was oblig-
ed by his poverty to serve in the foot. 8 The horse-
man of the allies had a niedimnus and one-third per
month, that is to say, eight bushels of corn, because
he had

only one horse, and consequently but one ser-

vant; and live medimni of barley for that horse, which
make thirty bushels, at the rate of one bushel a

day.
The quantity of wheat for the officers augmented in

proportion to their pay, of which we shall speak in the

sequel. The portion of corn was sometimes doubled
to the soldiers by way of honour and reward, as ap-

pears from several passages in Livy.
9

The public stores of corn, of which the quaestors,
as I have said, had the care, were carried either in

ships, in waggons, or by beasts of burthen: but the

foot soldiers carried upon their shoulders the quantity
of corn distributed to them for a ceiti.in time, which

very
much lessened the number of carriages.

rour bushels of wheat, which was the quantity of
each soldier for a month, was a heavy load, without

reckoning all that he had to carry besides. It is cer-

tain that they were sometimes loaded with four

bushels :tO but this undoubtedly was on extraordinary-
occasions, as upon a forced march, or a sudden expe-
dition in the enemy's country. It is highly probable
that they generally carried corn only for twelve, fif-

teen, or twenty days at most; and this weight dimin-

ished every day by the daily consumption.
It may be asked why corn, rather than bread wai

given to the troops. Perhaps this custom had been
transferred from thecity into the camp; for in the city
the public distributions were made in corn, not in

bread. Besides which, the weight of corn was lighter

Magistrum equitum dicit L. Tarquitinm patricie gen-
lit, ff<i qui, in cum etipcndia pedibuH prupier paupertaleoi
fecissct, hello tamen primus longe Humana: juventutig ha-

bitu* onset. Lit. I. iii. n. 27.

Mililes. qui in prtrsidiu fuerant, duplici frumento in

perpeiuum 1 in prwsenlia ninculix bobus donati. Lib, 7.

Hiepanig duplicia riliariu daii jusait. lib 24.
i* <'<>n-iil menstruum jusso milile serum ferre profeclui,

ilerimo post dip, quam exercilum aerrperat, caslra movie.
Lir. I. xliv. n. 2.

Aquilejenseu, nihil se ultra scire nee. ndere aSirmar*,

quam triginU dierura frumentum niilitl datum Ln. I

xliii. n. 1.
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lhan that c f bread. Pliny observe.", that the weight of

a bushel of wheat in grain augments exactly one third

when made into ammunition bread 1 This is a con-

siderable difference. But it mav be conceived to have

been a very great trouble for the soldiers to make their

own bread, to grind the corn, and afterwards to bake

it: though they weredivided into messes or chambers,
called Contubernia, this seems to us a considerable

difficulty. To judge rightly of it, however, we must

imagine ourselves to live in the same times and coun-

tries with them, and consider the customs which
then prevailed. The Roman soldier, employed in

rr.nding the corn, and baking the bread, did no more
in the camp, than he had done every day in the city
in times of peace. His meal supplied him with I know
not what variety of c.';?he. Besides the common
bread, he made a kind of soft boiled food of it, very

ajreeable to the troops: he mingled it with milk, roots,

and herbs; and made pancakes of it upon a small

plate laid over. the fire, or upon the hot ashes, as was

anciently the manner of regaling guests, and is still

practised throughout the Last, where these kind of

thin cakes are much preferred to our best bread.

Upon certain occasions bread was distributed

amongst the troops.* When L. Qmnt'ms Cincmnatus
was created dictator against the .tqui; he ordered all

the vouth capable of bearing arms to repair to the

Campus Martius before sunset, with bread for five

days, each of them with twelve palisades. He com-
manded such of the citizens as were of a more advanced

age to bake bread for the young ones, whiUt they
were employed in preparing their arms, and providing
themselves with stakes. This was chiefly clone when

they were to embark,* because there was not so much
convenience on board the vessels for baking bread, as

on shore. But generally the soldier ground his corn

himself, either in little mills, which he carried along
with him, or upon stones; after which he baked his

bread, not in ovens, but upon a fire, or under the

ashes.

To the corn given the troops were added salt, herbs

and roots, cheese, and sometimes bacon and pork.
Their drink was ansv/erable to this diet. The army
very seldom used wi je. Cato the elder drank nothing
but water, except i-.i great heats, when he only mixed
it with vinegar.4 The use of this drink was common
in the armies; it was called poica. Every soldier was

obliged to have a bottle of it in his equipage. The
emperor Pescennius forbade the use ofany other drink

in his army: justit vinnm ir expeditione neminen hi-

bere, tedaceto imiversot essr contentos* The expres-
sion, imivcrsns, seems to imply that this prohibition
was universal, and extended to the officers as well as

soldiers. This drink (potca) was rery good to quench
the thirst immediately, and to correct the badness of

the water which they might meet with upon their

inarch. Hippocrates savs, that vinegar is refreshing:
; yvxlixr* : for which reason it was given to reapers,

and those who worked in the field.' Aristotle tells

u-." that the Carthaginians, in time of war, abstained

from wine.

I have heard say that nothing gives persons in the

army, who read the ancient history, so much difficulty,

as the article of provisions; which difficulty is not

without its foundation. \Ve do not find, that either

the Greeks or Romans had the precaution to provide
magazine* of forage, to lay up provisions, to have a

commissary general of stores, or to be followed by a

great number t( carriages. We are amazed at what
it said of the army of Xerxes king of Persia, which
mounted, including the train and baggage, to more

than five millions of souls; and for the subsistence of

which, according to the computation of Herodotus,
more than six hundred thousand bushels of wheat a

> lex cert* nature, at in uuorumque gene re pani mill

lar. tertia porlic ad grani pond us acredat. Flin. iriii.c. 7.

Lir. I. iii. n. 27.

* Ut tocii narale* decero diernm cocta cibaria ad narei
deterrent. Lie. I. xzi. n. 49.

Cum trijima dierum coctil ribariii pares eonscenderont
Lir. I. niii.

Plut. in Cat. p. 336. Snartian.
Ruth. ii. 14. ' (ijcotiom. 1. i. c. 5.

I Herod. 1. vii. e 187.

Hay were requisite. How was it possible to supply
surh an army with so enormous a quantity of corn.
Hid other necessaries in proportion? Wr n-.u-t re.

nember, that the same Herodotus*1 ha 1

;! taken care

to apprize us, that Xerxes had emplj\ed l,im<elft

during lour \ears, in making preparation!! ior this war
A considerable number of ships lai'.cii with corn and
other provisions. alvva\s coasted near the land army,
and were perpetually relieved by others, by tlie mean!
of which it wanted nothing; the passage from the

Hellespont to the Grecian sea, and tlie island of
Salamis being very short, and this expedition :iot of a

year's continuance. But no consequence should be
drawn from it, this being an extraordinary case, and
one may say the only example of the kind. In the
wars ol the Greeks against t-ach other, their armies
were, small, and accustomed to a sober life; they did
not remove far from their own country, and almost

always returned regularly every winter. So that it is

plain, it was not difficult lor tiiem to have provisions
in abundance, especially the Athenians, who were
masters at sea.

As much may be said of the Romans, with whom
the care of provisions was infinitely less weighty, than
it is at present with most of the nations of Europe.
Their armies were much less numerous, and they had
a much smaller number of cavalry. A Ugion of foul

thousand foot made a body (after our manner) of six

or seven battalions; and having only three hundred
horse, they formed but two squadrons: so that a con-

sularv army of about sixteen thousand foot, including
the Romans and their allies, was composed of very
near twenty-five of our battalions, and had but eight
or nine of our squadrons. In these days, to twenty
five battalions, we have often more than forty squad-
rons. What a vast difference must this make iii the

consumption of forage and provisions! They did not

want four or five thousand horses for the train of ar-

tillery; with bakers and ovens, and a great number of

covered wagons, each of four horses. Besides this,

the sober manner of life in the army, confined to the

mere necessaries of life, spared them an infinite multi-

tude of servants, horses, and baggage, which now ex-

haust our magazines, starve our armies, retard the ex-

ecution of enterprises, and often render them imprac-
ticable. This was not the manner of living only of

the soldiers, it was common to them with the officers

and generals. Emperors themselves, that is to say,
the lords of the universe. Trajan, Adrian, K> Pescenni-

us," Alexander Severus," Probus, Julian, 13 and many
others, not only lived without luxury, but contented

themselves with boiled Hour or beans, a piece ofcheese

or bacon, and made it their glory to level themselves,
in this respect, with the meanest of the soldiers. It

is easy to perceive of what weight such examples
were, and how much they contribute to diminish the

train of an army, to support the taste of frugality and

simplicity amongst the troops, and banish all luxury
and idle show from the camp.

It is not without reason, that all the authors I have
cited at bottom observe, that those emperor* affected

to eat in public, and in the sight of the whole army.
In propatnlo Ante papilimtem Aptrtis papilioni-
bia Sub colvmellis tabemacttli. This sight attract-

ed, instructed, and consoled the soldier, and ennobled

his poor diet to him, in its resemblance to that of his

masters: cunctis videntibiu atqiie gandentibus. Let

us compare an army of thirty thousand men, compos-
ed of such officers and soldiers as the Greeks and Ro-

mans had, robust, sober, seasoned, and inured to all

sort of fatigues, with our armies of an hundred thou-

sand men, and the pompous train that follows them;

Herod. 1. v. ii. e. 20.
> Cibis eiiam oastrentibo* in pronatulo libentur atebator

(Adrianui) hoc esl larido, caseo, posca. Spartian.
u In omnia expeditione (Pecen,iius) militarem cibu

sumpsit ante papilionem. Spartian.
> A penis papilionibun (Alexander) prandit atque co>na

vii. rum militarum ribum, ennctis videntibui atque gau-
denliboi, umeret. Lamprid.
n Et Imperatnri (Juliano) non cupedic ciboram reei,

morn, *ed sub columellis tabernaculi parciii* crcnaturo put
tis portio parabntur eiijua, etiam cumfici faitidieuda gr-
gario. jlmmia*. \. xxr.
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is tnere a general of the least sense or understanding,
that would not prefer the former? It is with such

troops the Greeks often checked the whole forces of

the Kast; and the Romans conquered and subjected
all other nations. When shall we return to so lauda-

ble a custom? Will there not some general of an

army arise of superior rank and merit, and at the same
time of a genius solid and sensible to true glory, who
hall comprehend how much it is for his honour to

ihow himself liberal, generous, and magnificent in sen-

timents and actions; to bestow his money freely for

animating the soldiers, or to assist the officers, whose
income does not always suit their birth and merit;
and to reduce himself in all other things, I do not say
to that simplicity and poverty of the ancient masters

of the world, (so sublime a virtue is above our age's
force of mind) but to an elegant and noble plainness,
which, bv the force of example, of great effect in those

that govern, may perhaps suggest the same to all our

general-;, and reform the bad and pernicious taste of

the nations?

The care of provisions always has been, and ever
will be, highly incumbent upon a good general. Cato's

maxim, that the war feeds the war, 1 holds good in

plentiful countries; and with regard to small armies:

that of the Greeks is more generally true, that the war
does not furnish provisions upon command, or at a

fixed time. They must be provided, both for the pre-
sent and the future. One of the principal instruc-

tions Cambyses king of Persia gave his son Cyrus, who
afterwards became so glorious, was, not to embark in

any expedition, till he had first informed himself whe-
ther subsistence were provided for the troops. Paulus
JEinilius would not set out for Macedonia, till he had
taken care of the transportation of provisions. If

Cambyses and Darius had been as attentive in this

point, they had not occasioned the loss of their armies,
the first in Ethiopia, and the other in Scythia. That
of Alexander had been famished, if the counsel of

Memnou, the most able general of his times, had been

followed, which was to lay waste a certain extent of

country in Asia Minor, through which that prince was
under the necessity of marching. Before the battle of

Cannx. Hannibal had not ten days' provisions: a de-

lay of some weeks had reduced him to the last extre-

ir.itj. Caesar, before that of Pharsalia, must have

perished for want of provisions, if Ponipcy would, or

rather could, have waited ten or twelve days longer.
Famine is an enemy, against whom the ability and
valour of generals and soldiers can eflect nothing, and
whom the number of troops serves only to re-enforce.

SECTION II. PAY OF THE SOLDIERS.

AMO.NfiST the Greeks, the soldiers at first subsisted

themselves in the field at their own expense. This
was natural; because they were the citizens them-

selves united to defend their lands, lives and families,
and had a personal interest in the war.
The poverty which Sparta long professed, gives

reason to believe, that they did not pay their troops.
As long as the Spartans remained in Greece, the re-

public supplied them with provisions for their public
meals, and one habit yearly. Amongt these provi-
sions there was some meat, and a particular officer

had the distribution of it. We have seen Agesilaus, to

mortify Lysander, who had filled the highest offices of
the republic, give him this office, which was of no
consideration.* The Spartans, during the war, con-
tented themselves with this allowance, adding to it

lome l^.'.le plunder of the country for their better sub-

sistence. After Lysander had opened the way for

gold and silver to re-enter Sparta, and had formed a

public treasury there, as the Lacedaemonians were of-

ten transported into Asia Minor out of their own coun-

try, the republic was no doubt obliged to supply them
at such times with subsistence by particular aids. We
have seen the younger Cyrus, at the request of Ly-
sander. augment the pav of those who served on board
the galleys of the Lacedaemonians, from three oboli,3

usually naid them bv the Persians, to four, which verv

I B<'lluin iniquit Cto, seipsum alet. Lie. I. xxxiv. n, U

Plut. in Ajcsil. et Lyuind.
From fire^nce to sixpence halfpenny

Vol. II.

much seduced the seamen from the Athenians. Spar>
ta's strength was not maritime. Though it was wash-
ed by the sea upon the east and south, its coasts were
not advantageous for navigation, and it haa only the

port of Gytheum, which was neither very large nor

commodious; and indeed its fleets were not very nu-

merous, and had scarce any seamen but strangers. It

is not certainly known what pay Sparta gave her land

troops, nor whether she supplied either the one or th

other with provisions.
Pericles was the first that established a pay for the

Athenian soldiers, who till then had served the repub-
lic without any. Besides its being very easy to concil-

iate the people's favour by this method, a more urgent
motive obliged him to introduce that change. 4

He
made war at a distance in Thrace, in the Chersonesus,
in the isles, and in Ionia, during several months toge-
ther, without molesting or squeezing the allies. It wa
impossible for citizens, so long absent from their lauds,

trades, and other means of getting their bread, (for
most of them were artisans, a? the Lacedaemonians

reproached them) to serve without some support
That was a justice the republic owed them, and Peri-

cles acted less the part of a popular magistrate than
that of an equitable judge. He only prevented, like

a wise politician, the desires of the people in regard
to a conduct, which was become necessary.
The usual pay of the mariner* was three oboli,

which made half a drachma, that is to say, fivepence
French; that of the infantry four oboli, or sixpence
halfpenny; and that of the cavaln.a drachma, ten-

pence. Good order had been established for support-
ing the expenses of the war. The four oldest and

primitive tribes of Athens had increased to ten. At
that time, for the payment of imposts, six-score citi-

zens were drawn out of each tribe, which made twelve
hundred in all; these were divided into four compa-
nies of three hundred, and into twenty classes; of
which each were again divided into two parts, the one
of the richer citizens, the other of such as were less so.

The public expenses fill upon the rich and opulent,
but upon some more than others. When any urgent
and sudden necessity happened, that made it necessa-

ry to raise troops, or fit out a fleet, the expenses were
divided amongst these citizens in proportion to their

states: the rich advanced the money, for the immedi-
ate service of the republic, and the others had time al-

lowed to reimburse them, and pay their quota. It ap-

pears from the example of Lamachus, who was sent

with Nicias to command at the siege of Syracuse, that

the Athenian generals served at their 'own expense.*
Plutarch observes, that this Lamachus, who was very
poor, not being in a condition to pay any thing to-

wards the expenses of the war, sent an account to the

people of what he had laid out upon his own person,
in which his daily subsistence, clothes, and even shoes
and stockings were included.

The Roman soldiers, in the earlier times of the re-

public, served without pay or recompense. The wars
in those days were not very distant from Rome, and of

no long duration. As soon as they were terminated,
the soldiers returned home, and took care of their af-

fairs, lands, and families. It was not till four hundred
and forty years after the building of Rome, that the

senate, upon occasion of the siege of Veil, which was

very long, and continued without interruption during
the winter, contrary to custom, decreed, without being
requested, that the republic should pay the soldiers

a fixed sum for the services they should render itJ

This decree, the more agreeable to the peopie as it

appeared the pure eflect of the senate's liberality oc-

casioned universal joy : and the whole city cried out
that they were readv to shed their blood, and sacrifice

Plot, in Nir. p. 533.

Addilum delude, omnium maximS tempeativo prin-'l-

puni in multiludinem munere, at ante memionem ulL.rn

plebis Trilmiiorumve dccerneret seninus, ut Btipendiura
mile de puMiro aci-ipf ret, rum ante id tempos de suo qni-

patria. doner quir.quam virium su|>ereitel, corpori aul ao-

guini suo parceret. Lir. I iv. n. 59.

2 L
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Iheir lives, for so munificent a country. The Roman
lenate showed the same wisdom upon 'his occasion,

as Pericles had done at Athens. The soldiers at first

whispered, and at length openly vented their com-

plaints and murmurs against the length of the siege,
which laid them under the necessity of continuing re-

mote from their families during even the winter, and

bv that long absence occasioned the ruin of their lands,

Which remained uncultivated, and became incapable
of affording them subsistence. These were the real

motives of the senate's conduct, who artfully granted
that as a favour, which necessity was upon the point
of extorting from them by the invectives of some tri-

bune of the people, who would have made it an ho-

nour to himself. To answer this pay, a tax WHS laid

urJbn the citizens in proportion to their estates. 1 The
senators set the example, which was followed bj all

others, notwithstanding the opposition of the tribunes

of the people. It appears that none were exempt
from it, not even the augurs nor pontiffs.* They
vaded paying it during some years, by violent means,

and their private authority. The questors cited them
to appear and see themselves sentenced to pay the

whole arrears due for that time. They appealed to

the people, who condemned them. When wars were

terminated, and considerable spoils had been taken

from the enemy, part of then) was applied in reimburs-

ing the people the sums that had been raised for car-

rying them on:3 which is a very admirable, and very
uncommon example of public faith. The tax, of

which I speak, subsisted till the triumph of Paulus
jEinilius over the Macedonians, who brought so great
a quantity of riches into the public treasury, that it

was thought proper to abolish it for ever.*

Though the soldiers usually served only six months,

they received pay for the whole year, as appears from

several passages in Livy: this was paid them at the

end of the campaign; and sometimes from six months
to six months. What I have hitherto said of pay, re-

gards only the foot. It was also granted three years
after to the horsemen during the same siege of Veii.6

The republic used to supply them with horses: they
had been so generous, in a pressing necessity of the

state, as to declare that they would mount themselves
at their own expenses.
The pay of the soldiers was not always the same;

it varied according to the times. It was at first only
three asses a day for the foot: (something more than

threepence French;) at that time there were ten asses

to a denarius, which was of the same weight and value

fig the Grecian drachma. The denarius was after-

wards raised to sixteen asses, in the 536th year of

Rome, when Fabius was dictator, at which time the

pay rose from three to fivepence.' We ought not to

be surprised at the smallness of this
pay,

when we
consider the price of provisions. Polybius informs us,

that in his time the bushel of wheat was usually sold

for four oboli, or sixpence halfpenny French, and the

bushel of barley for half that price.* A bushel of
wheat wag sufficient for a soldier for eight days. Ju-
lius Cassar, to confirm the soldiers the more strongly
in his interest, doubled their pay, and made it amount
to tenpence: Legionibus slipendium in perpetvnm du-

fhcavit.* There were other alterations in it under
the emperors: but I do not think it necessary to enter
into the detail of them.

Poly bius, after having said that the daily pay of the

foot was (at first) something more than two oboli. or

threepence, adds, that the centurions had four oboli,
or sixpence halfpenny, and the horse six oboli, or ten-

pence. Taking the daily pay at fivepence, which was
the usual pay in Polybius's time, the sum total yearly
amounted to almost un hundred livres, u ithotit includ-

ing the ration of corn and other provisions, with which

they were daily supplied. I take the yenr as twelve

months, each of thirty days, which amounts to three

Lir. 1. iv. n. CO. Liv. I. xxxiii. n. 42.
Dion. Hiilirarn. in Excerpt. Le^at. p. 747.

4 Plm in P. jEmil. p. 275.

Ec|iiiii certns niimuru* irris PSI nssiirnatus. Turn pri-
snuni i-quis (alii") mernre Eijilhea cE|iorunt. /.IB. I. v. n. 7.

Plin. I. xxxiii. c. 3. '
Folyb. I xiii. p. 103.

' Suuton. J. Caa. c. 26.

hundred and sixty days; and it appears that it wai
sometimes taken in this manner, in regard to the pay
of troops Out of this annual sum, a part was reserv-

ed for their clothes, arms, and tents. This Tacitus
tells us: Enimveromilitiam ipsmn gravem,infructiw
tarn; denis in diem aasibus animam et corpus astima-
ri. Hinc vettem, arnia, tentoria. 9 And 1'ulvbiut

adds corn to it: NonJ'ntmentum, non veslem,nec nr-
ma grattiita militifuisse; sed certa horum pretia dt

stipendio quir store deducta.

As to what regards the great officers, consuls, pro-
consuls, lieutenants, praetors, propraetors, and quaes-
tors, it does not appear, that the republic paid them
for their services in any other manner, than by the
honour annexed to these offices. She supplied them
with the necessary and indispensable disbursements
of their commission: robes, tents, horses, mules, and
all their military equipage. They had a certain fixed

number of slaves, which was not very great, and which

they were not at liberty to augment, the law admitting
them to take new ones only in the room of such as

died. In the provinces through which they passed,

they exacted nothing but forage for their horses, and
wood for themselves from the allies. And those who
piqued themselves upon imitating- the entire disinter-

estedness of the ancients took nothing from them.
Cicero acted in this manner, as he himself tells Atti-

cus in a letter. "The people are at no expense,"

says he,
" either for me, my lieutenants, the quastor,

or any other officer. I accept neither of forage nor
wood, though permitted by the Julian law. 1 only
consent that they supply my people with a house ana
four beds; though they often lodge in tents." 10 It

was of the spirit of the Roman government not to

suffer their generals or magistrates to be a charge to

their allies. It was this conduct, so full of wisdom
and humanity, that rendered the authority of the Ro-
mans so venerable and amiable; and it may be said

with truth, that it contributed more than their arms,
to render them masters of the universe.

Livy tells us" the name of him who first infringed
on the Julian law, which regulated the expenses, that

might be exacted from the allies ; and his example had
but too many followers, who in a short time exceed-
ed him. This was L. Posthuinius. He was angry with
the inhabitants of Praeneste, because during some stay
he had made there when a private person, they had
not treated him with the respect he believed his due.
When he was elected consul, he thought of revenge.

Being to pass through that city to his province, he let

them know, that they must send their principal ma-

gistrates to meet him, to provide him lodging in the

name, and at the expense of the public, and to have
the beasts of burthen that were necessary, in readi-

ness against his departure. Before him, says Livy,
no magistrate had ever put the allies to any expense,
nor exacted any thing from then). The republic sup-

plied them with mules, tents, and all the carriages

necessary to a commander, in order to prevent their

taking any thing from the allies. As hospitality was

very much honoured and practised in those times,

they lodged with their
particular friends, and took

great pleasure in receiving them at Rome ir. their

turn when they came thither. When they sent lieu-

tenants upon any sudden expedition, the cities through
which they passed received orders to supply then?

with a horse, and nothing more. Though the consul

might have had a just cause of complaint Against the

people of Prasneste, he ought not to have used or

rather abused the authority of his office, to make
them sensible of it.'2 Their silence, whether the effect

Annl. 1. i. c. 17.

Nullus fit Mimius in no, neqiie in legntos, neque in

qilBtorem, Deque ill qncmquani. Scito non mmlo no Cm-

num mil i)Uixl \i-ju Ju.ia ilari solol, non Hcriperu ;
suil ne lig-

na quidem, nee pnetor quaiuor lectos ot tcclum qucinqliaia

Hrri|wrR quidqiinm ; mtlllis locis lie tocluni quidum. et in

taticrnurulii, mimem plurumque. Epist. Iti. lib. v. ad jQttit.

11 I.iv. I. xlii. n. 1.

''
Injuria (iln- sense requires Ira. to he riml) consults

otianii-i juxia, nun tamon in mapisirntu excrctndu, el Hilun-

tinm nimi* inn nwdeftum nut tiniidum PreenoiOinnruni, jiu
velut prohaioexemplo mngistratibus fucil graviorum in din*

lalis guncri.s impuriorum. Lie.
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I moderation or excessive timidity, prevented them
com laving their complaints before the Roman peo-

ple,
which imboldened the magistrates from thence'

forth to make that new yoke heavier ever}' day; as if

impunity in the first instance had implied the approba-
tion of Rome, and had given them a kind of right to

act the same thing. The ancient Romans, far from

behaving in this manner, or endeavouring to enrich

themselves at the expense of the allies, had no thoughts
but of protecting and defending them. They be-

lieved themselves sufficiently paid by the glory of

their exploits: and often alter great victories and
illustrious triumphs; died in the arms of poverty, as

they had lived. The Grecian and Roman histories

abound with examples of this kind.

SECTION III. ANCIENT ARMS.

IT is n*. my design in this place to describe all the

various kinds of arms used by the soldiery of all na-

tions. I shall confine myself princi|>allv, according
to rny custom, to those of the Greeks and Romans,
who, in this respect, had many things common to

both. The Romans had borrowed the use of most
of them from the Tuscans and Greeks, who inhabited

Italy. Florus observes, that Tarquinjus Priscus, who
was descended from the Corinthians, introduced abun-
dance of the Grecian customs at Rome. 1

Armour was anciently of brass, and afterwards of

iron. The poets often take the one for the other.

The armour of the Greeks, as well as that tf most
other nations, was, in the earliest ages, the helmet,
the cuirass, the shield, the lance, and the sword.

They used also the bow and the 4ing.
The helmet was a defensive armour for the head

and neck. It was either of iron or brass, often in the

form of the head, open before, and leaving the face

uncovered. There were head-pieces that might be
let down to rover the face. Upon the top of them
thev placed figures of animals, lions, leopards, griffins,
and others. They adorned them with plumes of

feathers, which floated in the wind, and exalted their

beauty.
The cuirass was called in Greek $;, a name

which hag been adopted into the Latin; that lan-

guage, however, more frequently uses the word lorica.

At first cuirasses were made either of iron or brass,
in two pieces, as they are in these days: these two

pieces were fastened upon the sides by buckles.

Alexander left the cuirass only the two pieces which
covered the breast, that the fear of being wounded
in the back, which had no defence, might prevent
the soldiers from flying.* There were cuirasses of so

hard a- metal, that they were absolutely proof against

weapons. Zoilus, an excellent artist in this way,
oflered two of them to Demetrius, surnamed Polior-

cetes.S To show the excellency of them, he caused
a dart to be discharged at them out of the machine,
called a catapulta, at the distance of only twenty-six
paces. How violently soever the dart was shot, it

oiade no impression, and scarce left the least mark
upon the cuirass.

Many nations made their cuirasses of flax or wool:
these were coats of arms made with many folds,
which resisted, or very much broke, the force of
jlows. That with which Amasis presented the Lace-
Isemonians, was of wonderful workmanship, adorned
with figures of various animals, and embroidered
'ith gold.* What was most surprising in this cui-

ss, was, that every thread in it, though very small,
fas composed of three hundred and sixty smaller,
which it was not difficult to distinguish.

I have said that the cuirass was called lorica in

Latin. This word conies from Jorum, a thong or

trap of leather, because nmde of the skin of beasts.

And from the French word euir also cuirass is de-

rived. The cuirass of the Roman legions C"iii-tn:

of thongs, with which they we re girt from the arm-

pits to the waist. They were also made of leather.

Covered with plates of iron, in the form of gralrs, 01

> Tarquiniu* Priacus onundut Corintho, Grecum inge-
Blum lialji-js urtilius miscuit. t'lor. I. i. c. 5.

Polyasn. Siraiag. 1. iv. Plut. in Deroetr. p. 898.

Herod. I. iii. c. 47.

of iron rings twisted within one another in the fora

of chains. These are what we call coats of mail, in

Latin, lorica hamis consertit, or hamala. With th

thorax of the Greeks the soldier was much less capa-
ble of motion, agility, and force: whereas the girts of

leather, successively covering each other, left the

Roman soldier entire liberty of action, and fitting

him like a vest, defended him against darts.

The buckler was a defensive piece of armour, pro

per to cover the body. There were different sorts

of them. The scutum, vi.f, or . The shield

was a long buckler, and sometimes of so immoderate
a size, that it would cover a man almost from head
to foot. Such were those of the Egyptians mention-
ed by Xenophon. It must have been very large

amongst the Lacedaemonians, as they could carry tn

body of one who had been killed upon it.B From
whence came the celebrated injunction of a Spar-
tan mother to her son, when he set out for the war:
*H r*, iiiiri T, that is to say. Either bring back this

buckler, or return upon it. It was the greatest dis-

grace to return from battle with the loss of the buck-

ler; undoubtedly, because it seemed to argue, that

the soldier had quitted it to fly the more easily, with-

out regard to any thing but saving his life. The
reader may remember, that Epaminondas, mortally
wounded in the celebrated battle of Mantina?a, when
he was carried off into his tent, asked immediately
with concern and emotion, whether his buckler were
safe.

The clypeus, i-W,-, is often confounded with the

scutum. It is, however, certain, that they were dif-

ferent; because in the census, or muster, made by
Servius Tullius, the clypeus, is given to those of the

first class, and the scutum to those of the second.

And in fact the scutum was long and square: the

clypent round and shorter. Both had been used by
the Romans in the time of the kings. After the

siege of Veil,* the scutum became more common.
The Macedonians always made use of the clypeut,

except perhaps in later times.7

The buckler of the Roman legions was convex,
and in the form of a gutter-tile. According to Poly-
bius it was four feet long, and two and a half broad.

These bucklers were anciently made of wood, say*
Plutarch,8 in the Life of Camillus: but this Roman
general caused them to be covered with plates of

iron, to make them a better defence against blows.

The parma was a small round buckler, lighter and
shorter than the tcuturn, used by the heavy armed

infantry. The light armed foot and the cavalry had
this shield. The pelta was almost the same thing
with that called cetra. This buckler was light, in

the from of a half moon or semicircle on the top.
The SWORD. The forms of it were very different

and in great number: I shall not amuse the reader

with describing them; but content myself with re-

marking, that there were long swords without points,
which served to strike with the edge, as were those
of the Gauls, of which we shall soon speak.* There
were others shorter and stronger, which had both

point and edge, jwncfim et ccesim, such as the Span-
ish sabres were, which the Romans borrowed from

them, and used ever after with advantage. With
these sabres they cut off arms, and heads, and made
most horntile wounds, at one blow.W The manner
in which the sword was worn by the ancients, was
not alwnys alike. The Romans generally wore it on
the right thigh, to leave room, without doubt, for

Cyro|.. 1. vii. p. 178.

Clyi'is anteu Rumani uii : dcinde, jxwtqunm farti rant

siipenilhiri, gruta pro clypeU ffrer. Lie. I. viii. n. 8.

'
AriTia,rly|K>ii3, sarisKs'que illis (Mucedoiiibu* :) Rumam

scutum, inajus .-r|x>ri tegument um. Air. I. ix. n. 19.

Plui. in. Cam. p. ISO.

Gallis, Hi|>anUquR cuta ejusdem forms; fore erant,
ilis|.iifOH r di"imil'' gladii. Galli* pra-lnnL'i, ac une mu-
crnnihuB'. Hispano, punctim masis <]uam refim Bssuelo pe-
lere hnntem, brevitale habilcs, et cum mucronibus. Liv. L
xxii. n. 4fi.

Gladio Hisp-.ijpnsi detruncati corpora branch!!* b-

*''is*i<. ant to!si ciTvjce Hesecta, divia a corjHire capita,

patentiaijiie vixcera, ct fediiklem aliam Tiilnerum ride-

runt. Liv. I. zxxi. n. 34.
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the moving of the buckler with more freedom, which
was on the left side: but, in certain remains of anti-

quity, we see that their soldiers wore them on the

letc. It is remarkable, that neither the Greeks nor

Roman*, the two most warlike nations of the world,
wore sivords in times of peace; nor was duelling
known amongst them.

PlKES or LAKCES were used by almost all nations.

Thoe which we see upon the monuments made in

the times of the Roman emperors, are about six feet

and a half long, including the iron point.
The Sarissa of the Macedonians was of so prodi-

gious a length, that one could scarce believe such a

weapon could be used, if all the ancients did not

agree in this point. They give it a length of sixteen

cubits, which makes eight yards.
iiuws and ARROWS are of the most remote anti-

quity. There were few nations, who did not use

them. The Cretans were esteemed excellent archers.

We do not find that the Romans used the bow in the

earliest times of the republic. They introduced it

afterwards ; but it appears, that they had scarce any
archers, except those of the auxiliary troops.
The SlJKG was also an instrument of war much

used by many nations. The Balearians, or the peo-

ple of the islands now called Majorca and Minorca,
excelled at the sling. They were so attentive in ex-

ercising their youth in the use of it, that they did not

give them their food in the morning till they had hit

a mark. 1 The Balearians were very much employed
in the armies of the Carthaginians and Romans, and

greatly contributed to the gaining of victories. Livy
mentions some cities of Achaia, Eginm, Paine, and
Dvmte, whose inhabitants were still more dexterous
at the sling than the Balearians.2 They threw stones

farther, and with greater force and certainty, never

failing to hit what part of the face they pleased.
Their slings discharged the stone with so much force,

that neither buckler nor head-piece could resist their

impetuosity; and the address of those who managed
them was such, according to the scripture, that they
could kit a hair, without the stones going either on
one side or the other.9 Instead of stones they some-
times charged the sling with balls of lead, which it

carried much farther.

JAVEIJNS. There were two sorts of them, which
are: 1. r>lr$9 ( : hajta. I call it javelin. It was a

kind of dart not unlike an arrow, the wood of which
was generally three feet long, and one inch thick.

The point was four inches long, and tapered to so

fine an end, that it bent at the first stroke in such a

manner, as to be useless to the enemy. The light
armed troops used it. They carried several javelins
in their left hands, with which they held their buck-

ler, in order to have the right free, either to dart ja-
velins at a distance, or to use the sword .4 Livy <;iv. s

each of them seven
javelins* "frric. Piliim. I call

this the great javelin,
6 because thicker and stronger

than the other. The legions darted it at the enemy,
before they came to close fight. When they had
neither lime nor room they threw it upon the ground,
and charged the enemy sword in hand. The CAVAL-
RY had almost the same arms as the foot: the helmet,
the cuirass, the sword, the lance, and a smaller or

lighter buckler.
We see in Homer, that in the Trojan war the

most distinguished persons rode on chariots drawn by

i Veget. de re miliu I. i. c. 16.

Lonzlus, reriiiiM|Ue, et validinre ictu quam Balraris

funditor, eo telo usi sum Non capita solum hostium, vul-

nerabant, sed quern locum desiinassent oris. Lit. 1. xxxvii.
n.2U.

Amon all this people there were seven hundred men
left-handed, every one could sling utonet at an hair-breadth,
and nut miss. Judg. xx. 16.

Et cum comiiiut venerant, eladiis a velitihus trucida-
bantur. Hie mile* tripedulem parmam habet,t in dextra

nasu*, quibus eminus uiilur Quod si pede collate pug-
nandum et, translaiis in laivam hastis, slriiigii gladium.
Lie. I. xxxviii. n. 21.

F.is parme brevioros quam equpMres, et sc'ptena jacula
quaierno!) longa pedas data, prcfixa ferro, quale hatiU vt-li

tarihun inest. Liv. I. x.xvi. n. 4.

Arma Romano mnitum^^-et pilum baud paulo quam
luna vehement in* iclu mUsuque tclum. Lie \. ix. n. 19.

good horses, with an esquire or charioteer, in order
to charge through battalions wilh the greater vigour,
and to fight with more advantage from them. Bui
people were soon undeceived in these points, by the
double inconvenience of being stopl

short ly hedges,
trenches and ditches; or remaining ustle-s in the
midst of the enemy, when the horses were uounded.
The use of chariots armed with scythes Has after-

wards introduced. These were placed in the front
of the battle, to begin it by breaking the em my.
This manner of fighting was at fir<t in great use

amongst all the people of the East, and ivas IK lit ved
decisive with regard to victory. The people who
excelled most in the art of war, as the Greeks and
Romans, did not adopt it; finding by experience,
that the cries of the troops attacked in this a, aimer,
the discharges of the light armed soldiers, and still

more than either, the unevenness of ihe ground, ren-

dered all ihe equipage of these chariots ineffectual,
and often even pernicious to those who employed
them.
The nations who had elephants amongst them, at

those of the East and Africa, believed that those ani-

mal?, no less docile than terrible from their force and
enormous size, might be of great use to them in bat-

tles. Accord inglv, when instructed and guided with

art, they did them great service. They carried their

guides upon their backs, and were usually placed in

the front of their armies. Advancing from thence,

they broke the closest ranks with an impetuosity that

nothing could resist, crushed whole battalions with
their vast weight, and diffused universal terror and
disorder. To improve their effect, towers were placed
on their backs, which were like portable baslions

from the tops of which chosen troops discharged
darts and javelins upon the enemy, and completed
their defeat. Th's custom subsisted long amongst
the nations I spefk of, from whom it passed to other

people, who had learned by fatal experience, how
capable those animals were of contributing to victo-

ries. Alexander having conquered the nations sub-

ject to the Persian empire, and afterwards India, be-

gan to make use of elephants in his expedition*; and
his successors, in their wars with each other, render-
ed the use of them very common. Pyrrhus trans*

ported some into Italy; and the Romans learnt of
that general, and afterwards of Hannibal, the advan-

tage to be made of them in a day of battle. It wat
in the war against Philip, that they used them for the

first time.7 But this advantage, great a* it appeared,
was balanced by inconveniences that at length made
them disapprove of the use of elephants. The gene-
rals, instructed by experience, rendered the attack of
those beasts ineffectual, by ordering their troops to

open and give them free passage. Besides tins, the

frightful cries of the enemy's army, joined with a hail

of darls and slones, discharged on all sides by the
archers and slingers, put them into contusion, made
them mad and furious, and often obliged them to

turn upon their own troops, and commit the havoc

amongst them intended against the enemy. At such
times he who guided the elephant, was obliged, for

avoiding that misfortune, to plunge an iron spike
into their heads, upon which they fell dead imme-

diately.
8

Camels, besides being employed to carry, were
also of service in battles. They had this convenience
in them, that in dry and sandy countries they co'ild

support Ihirst with'ease.9 Cyrus made great use of

them in the battle against Croesus, and they contri

butecl very much to the victory he gained over him,

because the horses of the latter, nol being able to

support the smell of them, were immediately put into

disorder. We find in Livy,
10 the Arabian archert

mounted on camels with swords of six feet long, to

reach the enemy from the high backs of those ani-

mals. Sometimes, two Arabian archers sat back to

' Consul in acicrn descendit, ante Mgnii prima loca'.is el*

ihanti-: quo auxilio turn primuin Romani. i,uia capiu* al*

iuot li>-llii Puniro habehant, u>i siint. Lie. I. xxxi n. 36.

Liv. I. xxvii. n. 49.

V.-KCI. I. iii. r. 23. Xenoph. in Cyop. 1. vii. p. 176

Liv. I. xxxvii. n. 40.
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back upon the same camel, in order to be able, even

in flying, (o discharge their darts and arrows against
their pursuers.
Neither the elephants nor camels were of any ser-

vice in armies, in comparison with that of the horse.

That animal seems designed by nature for battles.

There is something- martial in his air, his chest, his

pace, as Job so well observes in his admirable de-

icription of him. 1 In many countries, the horse as

well as horsemen were entirely covered with armour
of iron; these were called ce'.nphracti tquitts. But
what is hard for us to comprehend, amongst all the

ancient nations, the horse had neither stirrups nor sad-

dle: and the riders never used boots. Education, ex-

ercise, and habit, had accustomed them not to need

those aids ; and even not to perceive that there was

any occasion for them. There were some horsemen,
luch as th<f Niimidians, who did not know so much
as the use of bridles to guide their horses, and who,

notwithstanding, bv their voice only, or the use of

the heel or spur, made them advance, fall back, stop,
turn to the right or left; in a won), perform all the

evolutions of the best disciplined cavalry. Some-
times, having two horses, they leaped from one to

the other even in the heat of battle, to ease ttie first

when fatigued. These Numidians, as well as the

Parlhians, were never more terrible, than when they

seemed to fly through fear and cowardice. For then,

facing suddenly and unexpectedly about, they dis-

charged their darts or arrows upon the enemy, and
ftll upon them with more impetuosity than ever.

I have related hitherto what I found most impor-
tant concerning the arms of the ancient*. In all times

the great captains had a particular attention to the

armour of their troops. They did not care whether

they glittered or not with gold and silver; they left

such idle ornaments to soft and effeminate nations,

like the Persians. N Thev preferred a more lively and
martial brightness, one that might inspire terror, such
RS was that of steel and brass.2 Nor was it only the

brightness, but the quality of the arms in particular,
to which great generals were attentive. The ability
of Cyrus the Great, was justly admired,* who, upon
bis arrival at the camp of his uncle Cvaxares, changed
the arms of his troops. Most of them used almost

only the bow and javelin, and consequently fought
only at a distance; a kind of fight, wherein the great-
er number had easily the superiority. He armed
them with bucklers, cuirasses, and swords or axes, in

order to their being in a condition to come to close

fight immediately with the enemy, whose multitude

thereby became useless. Iphicrates, the celebrated

general of the Athenians, made several useful altera-

tions in the armour of the soldiers, in regard to their

shields, pikes, swords, and cuirasses. Philo|KEiuen
also, as I have observed in its place, changed the

armour of the Achaeans, which before him was very
defective;* and that alteration did not a little con-
tribute to render them superior to all tht-ir enemies.
There are many examples of this kind, which it would
be too long to repeat here, that how, of what advan-

tage to an army is the ability of a general, when ap-

plied
to rerunning whatever may be defective, and

now dangerous it is tenaciously to retain customs
established by length of time, without daring to make
any alterations in them, however judicious and neces-

sary. Xo people were ever more remote from this

icrupulous attachment than the Romans. Having
attentively studied what their neighbours and ene-
mies practised, they well knew how to apply it to

then own advantage; and by the different alterations

they introduced in their armies as well with regard
to their armour, as whatever Ue related to military
affairs, they rendered them im imible.

ARTICLE IV.

SEC. I. PRELIMINARY CARES OF THE GENERAL.
ALL that we have seen hitherto, the raising of

i Job. xxxix. 1925.
Mi.cediinum dispar iciei erat ; equi* virique. non auro,

aon discolori vsnte, red ferro at(|ue ere fulgenlibus. Q.
Cut. I. iii. c 3. t Xeouuli. Cvrop. I. ii. p. 40.

Plut. in Philop p. 3. 3tiO.

VOL. 11. 54

troops, their pay, their arms, their provision?, is in a

manner only the mechanism of war. There are still

more important cares that depend upon the general's

ability and experience.
Those who have distinguished themselves most in

the knowledge of military affairs, have ai\va\s believ-

ed it particularly incumbent on the general to settle

the plan of the war; to examine whether it is most

necessary to act upon the offensive or defensive; to

concert his measures for the one or the other of
these purposes; to have an exact knowledge of the

country into which he marches his army; to know
the number and quality nf the enemy's troops; to

penetrate, if possible, his designs; to take proper
measures at distance for disconcerting them; to fore-

see all the events that may happen, in order to be

prepared for them; and to keep all his resolutions to

well disguised and so secret, that no part of them

escapes him and takes air. In this last point, per-

haps, nothing was ever belter observed than amongst
us, in the war lately terminated, (1736,) which is not
H little for the honour of the ministry and officers.

We have seen in the war against Perseus, the wise

precautions taken by Paulus jilmilius,5 before open-
ing the campaign, that nothing might be wanting to

the success of it; which precautions were the princi-

pal cause of his conquering that prince. It is upon
these preliminary provisions the success of inter-

prises depends. And it was by adopting them that

Cyrus commenced his career, as soon as he arrived

in the camp of his uncle Cyaxarts, who had not

thought of taking any such measure.
It is amazing to consider the orders given by the

same Cyrus, before he marched- against the enemy,
and the immense detail into which he entered with

respect to '! the necessaries of the army. He was
to march fifteen days through countries that had been

destroyed, and in which there were neither provisions
nor forage: he ordered enough of both for twenty
days to be carried, and that the soldiers, instead of

loading themselves with baggage, should exchange
that burden for an equal one of provisions; without

troubling themselves about beds or coverlids for sleep-
ing, the want of which their fatigue would supply.
They were accustomed to drink wine; and to prevent
the sudden change of their drink from making them
sick, he ordered them to carry a certain quantity
with fhem, and to use themselves by degrees to do
without it, and to content themselves with water.
He advised them also to carry salt provisions along
with them, handmills for grinding corn, and medi-
cines for the sick; to put into every carriage a sickle

and a mattock, and upon every beast of burden ao
axe and a scythe, and to take care to supply them-
selves with a thousand other necessaries. He car-

ried also along with him smiths, shoemakers, and
other workmen, with all manner of tools used in

their trades. For the rest, he declared publicly,
that whoever would charge himself with (he care of

sending provisions to the camp, should be honoured
and rewarded by himself and his friends; and even if

they wanted money for that service, provided they
would give security, and engage to follow the army
he would assist them with it. A detail of this kind,

part of which I have omitted, is not unworthy of a

general, nor a great prince, as Cyrus was.
\Ve see in Pericles's harangue to the Athenians,*

in regard to the Peloponnesian war, how much that

great man, who administered the affairs of his repub-
lic wilh so much wisdom, excelled in the science of

war, and how vast and profound his foresight was.
He regulated the plan of the war, not only for one

campaign, but for its whole duration, and settled it

upon the perfect knowledge he had himself, and im-

parted to the Athenians, of the Lacedaemonian for-

ces. He determined them to shut themselves up
within their walls, and to suffer their lands to be

ruined, rather than hazard a battle against an army
much more numerous than their own; whiUt, on hit

side, he went with a Heel lo ravage the whole coast

of Peloponnesus. He recommended to tliem espe.

Liv. 1. xlir. n. 18.

2L2
Tbucyd. 1. ix.
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ciallv not .o form an) enterprises abroad, and not to

think of any new conquests, upon which conditions

he assured them of victory. It was from despising
this advire, and carrying their arms into Sicily, that

the Athenians were ruined.

Was there ever any thing more wise or better con-

certed than Hannibal's plan of attacking the Romans
in their own country? He proposed the same de-

sign to Antiochus, which would have distressed the

Romans exceedingly, had he followed it: but that

prince had neither sufficient extent of mind, nor dis-

cernment enough to comprehend its whole advantage
and wisdom. Alexander had perhaps been stopped
short, reduced by famine, and obliged to retreat into

hit own kingdom, if Darius, as we have observed

above, had destroyed the country through which his

army was to pass, and had made a powerful diver-

lion in Macedonia, as Memnon, one of his generate,
and one of the greatest captains of antiquity, advised

him. To form such plans is not to make war from

day to day, and in a manner by chance, and to wait

till events determine u*; but to act like a great man,
and with a thorough knowledge of the (natter we
have in hand. Enterprises concerted with so much
wisdom, seldom fail of success.!

SECTION II. DEPARTURE AND MARCH OF THE
TROOPS.

THE beginning and end of the war, the departure
and return of the troops, were always solemnized by

public acts of religion and sacrifices.* The reader

undoubtedly remembers, that in the advice Caiuby-
ses, king ot the Persians, gave his son Cyrus, when
he set out for his first campaign, he insisted princi-

pally upon the necessity of not undertaking any ac-

tion great or small, either for himself or others, with-

out having first consulted the gods, and offered sacri-

fices to them. He observed this counsel with sur-

prising exactness.* When he arrived upon the fron-

tiers of Persia, he sacrificed victims to the gods of

the country, and to those of Media, as soon as he

entered it, to implore their aid, and that they would
be propitious to him. His historian is not ashamed
to repeal in many places, that this prince took great
care, upon all occasions, to discharge this duty upon
which he made the whole success of his

enterprises
depend. Xenophon himself, a warrior and philoso-

Cher,

never engaged in any important affair, without

aving first consulted the gods. All Homer's heroes

appear very religious, and have recourse to the divin-

ity on all occasions and dangers. Alexander the

Great did not quit Europe and enter Asia, without

having first invoked the divinities of both. Hannibal,
before he engaged in the war against the Romans, went

expressly to Cadiz, to acquit himself of the vows he
hud made to Hercules, and to implore his protection

by new ones, for the success of the expedition he had
undertaken.*
The Greeks were very religious observers of this

dutv. Their armies never took the field without be-

ing attended by aruspires, sacrificers, and other in-

terpreters of the will of the gods, of which they be-

lieved it their duty to be assured before they hazard-

ed a battle.

But of all the nations of the world, the Romans
were the most exact in their recourse to the divinity,
either in the beginning of their wars, in the great

dangers to which they found themselves sometimes

exposed, or after their victories; and ascribed the

success of their arms solely to the care they had
taken to render this homage to their gods.5

They were mistaken in the object, not the princi-

ple; and this universal ru-tum of all nations shows
that they slivavs acknowledged H supreme nn'l Al-

i Cini vinoriam rupit. militei imbuat dilijfenter. Qui
pcundrui nplat evenlus, diiuicet arte, non cau. Ytgtl. \.

iii tn Prologo.
* Xfiioph. in Cvrop. I. i. Ibid. 1. ii.

Liv. i. 21. n. 21

Ejus belli (contra Annibnlem.l cnu<a iiirplicatio per ur-

eni haliita. atquc adorati Hii, ui bent- ac iVin-iu-r ereniret

quod bellum popiilo* Rnminnii ju**i<*et. L'F. I. xxi. n. 17.

Civita rnlii'iiKH. in principle miixime nuvurum bullorum,

ipplictliooei habuit. Id. I. 31. n. 9.

mighty Being, who governed the world, and disposed
at his will of all events, and in particular of those of

war, attentive to the praters and vows addressed to

hiui.

MARCH OF THE ARMY.

When every thing was ready, and the army iissem-

bled at the time and place fixed, it began to march.
To avoid prolixity, I shall speak only of the Romans
in this place: from whence the reader may form a

judgment of other nations.

It is aniHzing to consider the loads under which tb

soldiers marched. Besides their arms, says Cicero,'
the buckler, the sword, the helmet, (the javelins, or

half-pikes, might be added,) besides these arms which

they considered no more as a burdtn than their limbs
for they said their arms were in a manner a soldier's

members; they carried provisions for several day.*,
and sometimes for three weeks or a month, with all

the implements for dressing their food, and each a

stake or palisade of considerable weight. Vegetius*
recommends the exercising young soldiers, in carry-

ing a weight of above five and forty pounds, a day's
march in the usual pace of the army, in order to

their being accustomed to it against times of orcasi >n

and necessity. And this was the practice of the am-

cient Roman soldiers.8

The usual inarch of the Roman army, according
to Vegetius,9 was twenty thousand paces a-day;l*
that is to say, at least six leagues, allowing three
thousand paces to each league. Three times a month,
to accustom the soldiers to it, the foot as uell as

horse were obliged to take this march. Bv an exact
circulation of what Caesar relates of a sudden march,
which he made at the time he besieged Gergovia
we find that in four a'nd twenty hours he marched

fifty thousand paces." This he did with the utmost

expedition. In reducing it to less than half, it makes
the usual day's march of six leagues. Xenophon H
regularly sets down the days' marches of the troops,
who returned into Greece after the death of the

younger Cyrus, and made the fine retreat, so much
celebrated in history. All these marches, one with
the other, were six parasangas,

13 that is to say, more
than six of our leagues. The usual marches of out
armies are far from being so long; and it is not easy
to comprehend how the ancients made them so.

Their measures have varied very much, which per-

haps is the reason of this difference between theii

dav's march and ours.

The consul and even the dictator, marched at the
head of the legions on foot, because the greatest force

of the Romans consisting in the infantry, they be-

lieved it necessary for the general to remain always
at the head of the battalions. But as age or infirm-

ity might disable the dictator to support that fatigue,
before he set out for the army, he applied to the peo-
ple to demand a dispensation from observing that

Vi.siri exercitus primum unde numen habeant, vides
Deinde qui labor, quantus agminin! fcrre plus dimidiatt
menaii nbaria, ferre si quid ad usum voliut, fVrri; vallum :

nam scutum, gladium, galeam in ouere niwiri miiiiev HOD

plus numerant quam liumeroi, larertos. niami*. Arm*
enim, membra miliii.s esse ducunt ; quo; qoiilem na rtaint
a pie, ut, si usus loret, abject is oneribus, ex|'< r H armis, ul

membrii, puznare rossint. Cie- TYsen/. I. ii. n. :17.

' Pondm qunque hajulare u*que ad (iO librus et iler facrrt

"radii mili'.ari, frrqu(>mi--ime rufi.-ndi Hunt juniorri, quil'UI
In arduM expeditioitibux neressiiai imminet umionam |ri
ter el arinu purtandi. t'egtt. I. i. c. 1'J.

Non germ ac patriis acer Romanu* in armis

InjiKto -iih faace viam cum carpit, et hosti

Ante eipectatum posilU slat in agmine otttrb.

y\rg. Oeorg. I iil

A when the warlike Roman under arm*,

Charg'd with a bayjase of unequal Wright,
Pursues hi* march, and unexpected stand*

Pitching his midden tent before the foe. TRAP
Vegjei. I. i. e. 27.

> Miliiari gradu vicinti millia passum Imris duniax*,

quinque a?:ivj<i rmifiri.-rula unt. Vtgtl. I. i.e. 9.

u Da bell. Gall. I. vii.

> X.Tioph. de Exped. Cyr. I. vii. p. 4->7.

> Thfi parnnanga wa a Persian measure of th<> ways
Thf 1,-a-t cm,-istiMl of thirti mndia, rnch itdiim of a but
tlr-d and twenty-five geometrical pace*.
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aw establisked by ancient custom, and permission
to ride on hor*eback.i Suetonius represents Julius

Caesar as indefatigable, marching at the head of his

armies, sometimes on horseback, but generally on

foot, and bareheaded, however the sun shined, or

haw liard soever it rained.* Pliny praises Trajan,
for hiving accustomed himself early to march on loot

at the bead ol the legions under his command; with-

out ever u-ing either chariot or horse, though he
had immense countries to traverse; and he always
did the same after he became emperor.* Caesar, of

wh^tn I spoke just before, either swam or forded

rivtrt. It was in order to be able to do the same,
and o support all the fatigues of war, that the young
Rcruani exercised themselves in horse and foot race?,

and all covered with sweat after such violent exer-

cises, threw themselves into the Tiber, and swam
over it. Care wag taken to form those for several

years that were to recruit the legions, and had not

gerved before. Kor this purpose they made choice

of the most healthy, the mot active, and the most
robust. They were exercised by fatigues, marches,
and toils, which were gradually increased; and such
aa experience showed to be unqual to this discipline
were dismissed, and only tried soldiers retained, who
formed a body of chosen troops. It was this manly,
hard, and robust education, which at Rome, and long
before at Sparta, and in Persia, in the lime ol Cyrus,
made the soldiery indefatigable and invincible.

SECTlOiV III. CONSTRUCTION AND FORTIFICA-
TION OF THE CAMP.

1
suppose

the army upon a march. Though it

were still in the
territory

of Rome, and had only one

night to pass in a place, it encamped in all the forms,
with no other difference, than that the camp was less

fortified there perhaps than in the enemy's couhtry.
From thence comes this manner of speaking so usual

in Latin authors, primis catlris, secandis caslris.

Sue. at the first camp, at the second camp: to signify
the first or second day's march; because, however
short their stay was to be in a

place, they never fail-

ed In form a camp in it. They called it tlaliva,
when they were to stay several days iu it: ibi jilurts
dies stativa hatniil*

This exactness of the Romans in their own coun-

try, sufficiently intimates their strictness when in

sight of, or nenr, the enemy. It was a law amongst
them, established by long custom, never to hazard a

battle, till they had finished their camp. We have
teen Paulus .Emilias suspend and arrest the ardour
of his whole army to attack Perseus, for no oth> r rea-

son, but because they had not formed their camp. In

the war with the Gauls, the commanders of the Ro-
man army were reproached with having omitted this

wise precaution, and the loss of the battle of Allia

was partly attributed to it S The success of arms

being uncertain, the Romans wisely took care to

secure themselves a retreat in case of the worst.
The fortified camp put a stop to the enemy's victory,
received the troops that retired in safety, enabled
them to renew the battle with more success, ami

prevented iheir being entirely routed; whereas with-
out the refuge of a camp, an army, though composed
of good troops, was exposed to a final defeat, and to

teing inevitably cut to pieces.
The ramp was of a square form, contrary to the

Mistom of the Greeks, who made theirs round. The
citizens and allies divided the work equally between
them.' If the enemy were near, part of the troops

Dictator tulit d populum, et cquum ascendure lineret.
Kir. \. xxiii. n. 14. Pint, in Fab. p. 175.

LabnrU ultra ficlem patiens erat, in agmine non nun-

quam equn, mi-pi us pi-clious anlt-itml, capite detectu suu sol

eu imber es*et. Sudan, in Jul. Off.
' Hi-r hoc omiie spaiium cum logione* duct-res non

clii.-'jliirr un-num, non equum respexi*ti. Pliit.in Trajan.
* Liv. I. xxivii.
1 Il>i Tribuni militum non loco eastris ante capto, non

prrmunito vallo qud receptus est iu.truunt unem.
Liv. I. v. n. 37.

Trifanam Romani muuiebant, aliu* exercitun prelio
Intentu* stabal. Liv.
Craar igula latera caitrorum tiogulis attributi legio-

continued under arms, whilst the rest were employ-
ed in throwing up (he intrenchments. They began
by digging trenches of greater or less depth, accord-

ing to the occasion. They were at least eight feet

broad by six deep: but they were often twelve feet

in breadth, and sometimes more, to fifteen or twenty.
Of the earth dug out of the fosse, and thrown up on
the side of the camp, they formed the parapet or

breastwork, and to make it the firmer, they mingled
it with turf cut in a certain size and form. Upon the

brow of this parapet the palisades were planted. I

shall repeat all that Polybius remarks upon these

stakes, with which the mtrenchment of the camp
was strengthened, though I have already done it

elsewhere, because this is the proper place for it.

He speaks of them, upon the occasion of the order

given by Q. Flamininus to his troops, to cut slakes

against they should have occasion to use them.
This custom, says Polybius,

7 which is easy to put
in practice amongst the Romans, passes lor impossi-
ble with the Greeks. They can hardly support their

own weight upon their marches: whilst the Romans,
notwithstanding the buckler, which hangs at their

shoulders, and the javelins which they carry in their

hands, load themselves also with stakes or palisades,
which are very different from those of the Greeks.
With the latter, those are best which have many
strong branches about the trunk. The Romans, on
the contrary, leave only three or four at most upon
it, and that only on one side. In this manner a man
can carry two or three bound together, and much
more use may be made of them. Those of the Greeks
are more easily pulled up. If the stake be fixed by
itself, when its branches are strong, and in great
number, two or three soldiers will easily pull it

away; and thereby an opening is made for the ene-

my, without reckoning that the neighbouring stakes

will be loosened, because their branches are too short

to be interwoven with each other. But this is not

the case with the Romans. The branches of their

palisades are so strongly inserted into each other,
that it is hard to distinguish the stake they belong to.

And it is as little practicable to thrust the hand

through these branches to pull up the palisades; be-

cause being well fastened and twisted together, they
leave no opening, and are careful! v sharpened at their

ends. Even though they could be taken hold of, it

would not be easy to pull them out of the ground,
and that for two reason's. The first is, because they
are driven in so deep, that they cannot be moved;
and the second, because their branches are interwoven
with each other in such a manner, that one cannot
be stirred without several more. Two or three men
might unite their strength in vain to draw one of

them out, which, however, if they effected, by drawing
it a great while to and fro till it was loose, the open-
ing would be almost imperceptible. These stakes

therefore have three advantages. They are every
where to be had ; they are easy to carry ;

and are a

secure barrier to a camp, because very difficult to

break through. In my opinion (says Pol) bius, in

the conclusion he deduces from all he says) there is

nothing practised by the Romans in war, more wor-

thy of being imitated.

The form, dimension, and distribution of the differ-

ent
parts

of the camp were always the same; so that

the Romans knew immediately where their tents were
to be pitched. The Greeks differed from them in this.

When they were to encamp, they always chose th

place that was strongest by its situation, as well to

spare themselves the trouble of running a trench round
their camp, as because they were convinced, that the

fortifications of nature were far more secure than

those of art. From thrnce arose the necessity of giv-

ing their camps all sorts of forms, according to the

nature of places, and to vary the different parts of

them; which occasioned such a confusion, made it

difficult for the soldier to know exactly either his

own quarters, or that of his corps.

nibuf muniemla. fosisamque arf tandem ma?r itudinem pr-
ti'-i jubnt ; reliqun* li-irinncs in arm' eiped: tat contra bo
tem ronstiiuit. Co*, de bell, civil. 1. i.

i Poljb. 1. ivii. pp. 754, 755.
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The form and distribution of th Roman camp ad-

mits of great difficulties, and has occasioned great

disputes amongst the learned. I shall repeat in this

place what Polybius has said upon this head, and
fhall endeavour to explain him in some places, and
to supply what he has omitted in others. He speaks
of a consular army,' which, in his time, consisted in

the first place of two Roman legions, each containing
four thousand two hundred foot, and three hundred

horse; and in the second, of the troops of the allies,

a like number of infantry, and generally double the

number of cavalry, which made in all, Romans and

allies, eighteen thousand six hundred men. For the

better conceiving the disposition of this camp, we
should remember what has been said above upon the

different parts into which the Roman legion was
divided.

SECTION IV. DISPOSITION OF THE ROMAN CAMP
ACCORDING TO POLYBIUS.

AFTER the place for the camp is marked out, sajs
Poh bins, which is always chosen for its convenience

in respect to water and forage, a part of it is allotted

for the general's tent, which I shall otherwise call the

Praetorium, upon an higher ground than the rest, from

whence he can see with the greater ease all that pass-

es, and despatch the necessary orders. A Hag was

generally planted on the ground where this tent was
to l-e pitched, round which a square space was marked
out in such manner, that the four sides were an hun-

dred feet distant from the flag, so that the ground oc-

cupied by the consul was about four acres. Near his

tent were erected the altar, on which sacrifices were

offered, and the tribunal for dispensing justice.
The consul commands two legions, of which each

has six tribunes, which make twelve in all. Their
tents are placed in aright line parallel to the front of

the Prastorium, at the distance of fifty feet. In this

space of
fifty

feet are the horses, beasts of burden,
and the whole equipage of the tribunes. Their tents

are pitched in such a manner, that
they

have the Prae-

torium in the rear, and in the front all the rest of the

camp. The tents of the tribunes, at equal distances

from each other, take up the whole breadth of the

ground, upon which the legions are encamped. Be-
tween the tents of the legions and tribunes, a space
of an hundred feet in breadth parallel to those of the

tribunes is left, which forms a street, called Principia,

equal in length to the breadth of the
camp,

which di-

vides the whole camp into the upper and lower parts.

Beyond this street were placed the tents of the legions.
The space which they occupy is divided in the midst

into two equal parts, by a street of fifty feet broad,
which extended the whole length of the camp. On
each side on the same line were the quarters of the

horse, the Triarii, the Principes, and Ha-tarii. Be-
tween the Triarii and the

Principes,
there is on both

sides a street, of the same breadth with that in the

middle, which, as well as the latter, runs the whole

length of this space. It is also cut by a cross street

called the fifth, Quintana, because it opened beyond
the fifth maniple.
As each of the four bodies I have just named, wag

divided into ten parts; the cavalry into ten companies,
Turmag, each of thirty men ; the three bodies into ten

maniples, of an hundred and twenty each, except
those of the Triarii, which consisted of only half that

number; the quarters of the horse, Triarii, Principes,
and llat;irii, were severally divided, each into ten

quares, along the space assigned the legions as above
described. Each of these squares were an hundred
feet every way, except those of the Triarii, which
were only fifty feet broad, upon account of their

mailer number, which we have already mentioned.
The tents, whether of the cavalry or infantry, are

disposed in the same manner, with their fronts to-

wards the streets. The cavalry of the two legions
are fir-t quartered facing each other, and separated
by a space of fifty feet, which is the breadth of the
treet in the middle. This cavalry making only six

hundred men, each square contained thirty horse, on

Polyh. 1. ri. pp. 473. 477.

each side, which are the tenth part ( f three liui.dred.

On the side ot the cavalry, the Triarii are quartered,
a maniple behind a troop of horse, both in the same
form. They join as to the ground, but the Triarii
turn their backs upon the horse, and here each m&ni-

ple is only half as broad as long, becau^e the Triarii
are le.-s in number than the other kind of troops.

At
fifty

feet distance, and fronting the Triarii, a

spare which forms a street on each side in length, the

Principes are placed along the side of the interval.

Behind the Principes the Hatrii were .|UHttered,

joining as to the ground, but fronting a dillrrei\f

way.
Thus far we have described the quarters of the two

Roman legions, that formed the consul's armv, and
consisted of eight thousand four hundred foot, and six

hundred horse. It remains for us to dispose of the
allies. Their infantry were equal to that of the Ro-
p.ians, and their cavalry twice their number. In re-

moving, for the extraordinaries or Erocati, the filth

part ot the infantry, that is to say, sixtet n hundred
foot, and a third ol the cavalry, or tour hundred men,
there remained in the whole sr\ en thousand five hun
dred and twenty men, horse and foot, to quarter.

At fifty feet distance, and facing the Roman Has-

tarii, a space which formed a new street on each
side, the cavalry of the allies encamp upon a breadth
of an hundred and thirty-three feet, and something
more. Behind that cavalry, and on the same line, en-

camp their infantry upon a breadth of two hundred
feet. At the head of every maniple on each side are
the tents of the centurions. The same, no doubt,
should be said of the tents of the captains of the horse,

though Polybius does not mention them. Part of the

remaining space behind the tents of the tribunes, and
on the two sides of the Praetorium or consul's tent,
was employed for a market, and the rest for the quaes-
tor, the

treasury,
and the ammunition.

Upon the right and left, on the sides and beyond
the last tent of the tribunes, facing

the Praetorium on
a right line, were the quarters of the extraordinary
cavalry, Erocalontm; and of the other volunteer

horse, Sekctorum.* All this cavalry faced on one side

towards the place of the quaestor, and on the other
towards the market. It did not only encamp near the

consul's person, but often attended him upon march-

es; in a word, it was generally at hand to execute the

orders of the consul and the quaestor. The Roman
infantry, extraordinary and volunteers, are in the rear

of the horse last spoken of, and upon the same line,

and do the sume service for the consul and qir.estor.
Above this horse and foot is a street an hundred

feet broad, which runs the whole breadth of the

camp. On the other side of this
SJJMCC

are the quar-
ters of the extraordinary horse ot the allies facing
the market, the Praetorium, and the treasury, or

place of the quaestor. The extraordinary foot of the

allies were encamped behind their horse, and faced

the intrenchment and the extremity of the camp.
The void spaces that remained on both sides were
alloted to strangers and allies, who came after the

rest.

All things thus disposed, we see the camp forms

square, and that as well by the distribution of the

streets as the whole disposition, it very much u.-em-

hies a city. And this was the soldiers' idea of it,

who considered the camp as their country, and '.he

tents as their houses. The*e tents were generf 1y
made of skins; from whence came the expression
much used by authors, tub pellibus habitart. Th*
soldiers joined together in ine>es, which they called

Contubernia. These generally consisted of eight 01

ten men.
From the intrenchment to the tents is a spac of

two hundred feet; and that interval is of very great

use, either for the entrance or departure of the le-

. For ench body of troops advances into that

nicer*, old sul-.lier*, either citizens or allie*.
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pace by the street before it, so that the troops not

marching in the same way, were nut in danger of

crowding and breaking each other's ranks. Besides

which, the cattle, and whatever is taken from the

eneuiv, is placed there, where a guard it kept during
the night. Another considerable advantage of it is,

that in attacks by night, neither fire nor dart run be

thrown to them; or it that happen-, it is very seldom,
and can do no great execution; the soldiers being at

so great a distance, and under the cover of their

tents. If (he camp of S) phax and Asdrubal in Africa

bad been enclosed within so great a space, Scipio
bad never been able to have burnt it in one night.

By the exact calculation of the camp, as Polybius
describes it, each front contained 2016 feet, which
make 672 yards; so that the whole superficies ot the

camp was 4,064,256 feet, or 2*25,792 square yards.
When the number of the troops was greater, the

measure and extent of the camp was augmented with-

out changing its form. When the consul Livius Sa-

linator received his colleague Nero into his camp,
the extent of the camp was not enlarged ;

1 the troops
were only made to take up less ground, because

those of Nero were not to stay long; which was
what deceived Asdrubal. Cattra nihil aucta erro-

rtmjaciebant.
Polybius does not tell us, where the lieutenar.it,

Legati, who held the first rank after the consul, or

the prsetors and other officers, encamped. It is
very

likely that they were not far from the consul, with

whom they had a continual intercourse as well as

the tribunes. Nor is he more express upon the gates
of the camp, which were were four, according to

Livy. Ad quatuor pnrtas ex ercilnm instrtixit, n(,

rig-no data, e.r omnibus ervptionem facerent* He
afterwards calls them, tke Extraordinary, the Right
principle, the Left principle, and the Queestorian.

They have also other names, about which it is not a

little diilicult to reconcile authors. It is believed

that the Extraordinary gate was called so, because
near the place where the extraordinary troops en-

camped; and that it was the same as the Praetorian,
which took its name from its nearness to the Praeto-

rium. The gate opposite to this, at the other ex-

tremity of the camp, was called porta Decumana,
because near the ten maniples of each legion: and

very probably is the same with the Ouatloria/i, men-
tioned by Livy in the place above cited. I shall not

expatiate any farther upon these gates, which would

require long dissertations. But we cannot sufficient-

ly admire the order, disposition, and symmetry of all

the part* of the Roman camp, which resembles rather

a city than a camp: the tent of the general placed on
an eminence, in the midst of the altars and statues

of the gods, which seemed to render the Divinity

present amongst them, and surrounded on all sides

with the principal officers, always ready to receive

and execute his orders. Four great streets, which
lead to the four gates of the camp, with abundance
of other streets on each side of them, all parallel to

each other. An infinity of tents, placed in a line at

equal distances, and with perfect symmetry. And
this ramp so vast and extensive, and so diversified in

its parts, which seemed to have cost infinite time and

pains,
was often the work of an hour or two, as if it

had rose of itself out of the earth. All this, how-
ever, is nothing in comparison with what, in a man-
ner, constitutes the soul of the camp; I mean the

wisdom of command, the attention and vigilance
of the general, the perfect submission of the subal-

tern officers, the entire obedience of the soldiers to

the orders of their chiefs, and the military discipline,
observed with unexampled strictness and severity:

qualities which ranked the Roman
people

above all

nations, and at length made them their masters. The
Roman manner of encamping must have been wry
excellent and perfect, as they observed it inviolably
for so many ages, and with so great success, and
there is almost no example of their camp's being for-

ced by their enemies.
This custom of fortifying camps regularly, which

I UT . ia vii. a. tt. t Lir. L xl. e. 87.

the Romans considered as one of the most tssential

parts of military knowledge and discipline, has been
BMMd by the moderns. The number of troops of
which armies are now composed, and that occupies
a considerable extent of ground, seems to render
this work impracticable, which would hirome in-

finite. The people of Asia, whose armies were far

more numerous than ours, never failed to enclose
their camp, at least with very deep trenches, though
they stayed only a day or a night; and often fortified

it with good palisades.
3 Xenophon observes, thet

it was the great number of their troops itself, that
rendered this practice easy.

Il is agreed, that no people ever carried the know
ledge and practice of the art of war to an higher de-

gree of perfection than the Romans; but it must be
confessed, that their principal excellency lay

in the
art of encamping, and in drawing up armies in battle

array. And this is what Polybius admires most in it,

who was a good judge of military affairs, and had
been long a witness of the excellent discipline ob-
served amongst the Loman troops. When Philip,
the father of Perseus, and before him Pyrrhus, pre-
judiced by their esteem for the Greeks, and full of

contempt for all other nations, whom they treated

as Barbarians, aw for the first time the distribution
and order of the Rom:m camp, they cried out with

surprise and admiration: Sure that cannot be tht

disposition of Harburiims !

But what ou;zht to surprise us most, and what it is

even difficult to conceive, so remote are our manners
from it, is the character of this people, inured to the
rudest toils, and invincible to the severest fatigues.
We see here the effects of a good education, and
wholesome habiu contracted from the most earlj
youth. Most of tLeae soldiers, though Rcn:.-.n citi-

zens, had estates, and cultivated their inheritances with
their own hands. In times of peace they exercised
themselves in the most painful labours. Their hands,
accustomed daily to wield the spade, turn up the land,
and guide an heavy plough, only changed exercises,
and even found rest in those imposed upon them by
the military discipline; as the Spartans are said never
to have been more at their ease than in the army and

camp, so hard and austere was their manner of living
at all other times. Who could believe, that there was

nothing, even to cleanliness, of which particular care

was not taken in the Roman ramp. As the great street

situated in the front of the Praetorium, was much fre-

quented by the officers and soldiers, who passed
through it to receive and carry orders, and upon their

other occasions, and thereby exposed to much dirt;
a number of soldiers were appointed to sweep and
clean it every day in winter, and to water it in sum-

me, to prevent toe dust.

SECTION V. EMPLOYMENTS AND EXERCISES OF
THE ROMAN SOLDIERS AND OFFICERS IN THEIR
CAMP.

THE camp being prepared in the manner we hav

described, the tribunes assembled to take the oath of

all the men in the legions, as well free as slaves. All

swear in their turn; and their oath consists in a pro-
mise not to steal any thing in the camp, and to bring
whatever they should find in it to the tribunes. The
soldiers had before taken a like oath, at the time they
were listed: I deferred repeating it till now, tliat be-

ing joined with the other, its force might be better

conceived. By this first oath " the soldier engages to

steal nothing alone or in concert with others, either

in the army or within ten thousand paces of it; and to

carry to the consul, or to restore lo its lawful owner,
whatever he may find exceeding the value of one ses-

tertius, that is to say, about five farthing*, excepting
certain things mentioned in (he oath."* What if said

here of ten thousand paces from the army, does not

mean, that the soldiers were allowed to steal beyond
that distance: but whatever they found without thos

bounds, they were not obliged to carry to the consul.

Amongst things excepted, were the fruit of a tree,

pnmtim. Marcus Scaurus tells u, however, as a

Xenoph. in Cyrop. I. ii. f. FO.

Aul. Cell. 1. ivi. c. 4. Fronttn. dtrataj. 1. iv e. 1
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memorable eiample of the Roman abstinence, that a

Iruit-trre happening to grow within the enclosure of

the camp, when the army quitted it the next day, no-

body had touched it. Scaurus commanded the army
at that time. This o'Uh shows, how far the Romans
carried their attention, and exactness in preventing
all rapine and violence in the army, because theft i-

not only prohibited -the soldiery, upon pain of the

most indispensable severities, but they are not even

permitted to appropriate what they find on their war,
and chance presents to them. Hence the laws actual-

ly treat as theft, the retaining any thing of another's

after having found it, whether the owner were known
or not. Qui abienum jactns lucri faciendi causa

sustnlit,furti obstringitur, cine scit ctijus tit sive

metcit. 1

I have said, that theft was prohibited with inexora-

ble severity. There is a very terrible example of this

under the emperor.*.* A soldier had stolen a fowl from
a peasant, and had eat it, with the nine other men in

bis mess. The emperor Pescennius Niger condemned
them all to die, and onlv spared their lives at the ear-

nest request of the whole army, obliging each of them
to give tlie countryman ten fowls, and affixing a mark
of public infamy upon them during the rest of the

war. How many crimes is so wholesome a rigour

capable of preventing! What a sight is a camp un-

der such regulations! But what a vast difference is

there between soldiers obedient to such a discipline
in the midst of paganism, and our maurauders, who
call themselves Christians, and fear neither God nor
man! The enclosure of the camp was a good barrier

against disorders and license; and we shall soon see,

that even upon inarches, seventy of discipline had no
less effect than lines and intrenchments.

A wonderful order was observed night and day
throughout the whole camp, in respect to the watch-

word, centinels and guards; and it was in this its

security and quiet consisted. To render the guard
more regular and less fatiguing, the night was divi-

ded into four parts or watches, and the day into four

stations. Every one had his duty fixed, both in regard
to time and place; and in the camp, all things were

regulated and disposed, as in a well ordered family.
I have already spoken elsewhere of the simplicity

of the ancients in regard to their provisions and equi-

page. The second Scipio Africanus would not suffer

soldier to have any more than a kettle, a
spit, and a

wooden bowl. Epaminondas,3 the glorious Theban

general, had only this furniture both for the field and

city. The ancient generals of Rome were not more

magnificent. They did not know what silver plate
was in the army; and had only a bowl and a saltseller

of that metal for sacrifices.* The horses glittered al-

so with silver ornaments. The hours of dining and

supping were made known by a certain signal. We
hare observed, that most of the Roman emperors ate

in public, and often in the open air. It has been re-

marked, that Pescennius made no use of coverings
against the rmin.S The meals of these emperors, as

well as of the ancient generals, of whom Valerius
Maximus speaks, were such as might be eeten in pub-
lic without any reserve! the meats of which they con-
sisted had nothing in them, that it was necessary to

conceal from the eyes of the soldiers, who saw with

joy and admiration, that their masters were no better

fed than themselves.'
What was most admirable in the Roman discipline,

was the continual exercise to which the troops were

i Saliin. ex lib. Jur. Civil, ii. Spartian. in Pescen.
* Epxminondai, Dux Thehannrum tan UE abstinent ie full,

t in nupclleo.tili eju, prvter alienum et vcru unicum, nihil

inenirelur. Frontin Strstap. I. iv. c. 3.

Prrlerequo* viro*queel si quid arpenti. quod plurimum
in phalerin equorum, (nam ad veceridum facto per exigoo,
oriqu? militantei. uteliantur) omnin cetera prskla diripienda

iliti data cut. Liv. I. xxii. n. 52.
> Idem in omni expeditione, ate omne* militarem ribom

umrffiit nee cibi unquam, vel contra imbrei, qurit lerti

uflragium. Cafilol.
* Fuit ilia (implicitai antiqunrum in cibo eapiendo. hn-

minitatii iimul et eontinentiae certissima index. Nam
maximii virii prandere el cenare in propatulo, verrrundie
non oral. Nee rang ullan epulas habebant, quai oculij pop-
mil r' 'irvte erubeicerent. Vul, Max. 1. ii. e. 5.

kept, either within or without the camp; so that they
were never idle, an'i had scarce any respite from duty.*
The new raised soldiers performed their exercise reg-

ularly twice a ciay, and the old ones once. They were
formed to all evolutions, and other parts of the art

military.* They were obliged to keep their arms al-

ways clean and bright.^ They were made to take

hasty marches of a considerable length, laden with
tht-ir arms and several palisades; and that often ia

steep and craggy countries. They were habituated al-

ways to keep their ranks, even in the midst of disorder
and confusion; and never to lose sight c f their stan-

dards. The}- were made to charge each other in mock
battles, of which the officers, general?, and even the

consul himself were witnesses, and in which they

thought it for their glory to share in person. When
*fcey had no enemy in tfie field, the troops were em-

ployed in considerable works, as well to keep them in

exercise, as for the public utility. Such in particular
are the highways, called for that reason vice militant,
which are the fruits of this wise and salutary custom.
Stratum milifari labore iter.W We may judge whe-
ther, amidst these exercises, which were almost con-

tinual, the troops could find time for those unworthy
diversions, equally pernicious in the loss of time and

money. This itch, this frenzy for gaming, which to

the shame of our times has forced the intrenchments
of the camp, and abolished the laws of military discip-
line, had been regarded by the ancients as the most
sinister of omens and the most terrible of prodigies.

ARTICLE V.

OF BATTLES.

SECTION I. THE SUCCESS OF BATTLES PRINCI-
PALLY DEPENDS UPON THE GENERALS OR COM-
MANDERS IN CHIEF.

IN this view, the value of military merit appears in

all its force. To know whether a general were wor-

thy of that name, the ancients examined his conduct
in battle. They did not expect success from the num-
ber of troops, which is often a disadvantage, but froBB

his prudence and valour, the cause and assurance of

victory. They considered him as the soul of his ar-

my, who directs all its motions, to whose dictates ev-

ery thing obeys, and upon whose conduct the event
of the engagement generally depends. The affairs of
the Carthaginians were absolutely desperate, when

Xanthippus the Lacedaemonian arrived. Upon tb

account they gave him of what had passed in the bat-

tle, he attributed the ill success of it solely to the in-

capacity of their generals; and fully proved the truth

of his opinion. He had brought with him neither in-

fantry nor cavalry, but knew how to use both. Every
thing had soon a new aspect, and demonstrated that

one good head is of more value than a hundred thou-

sand arm*. The three defeats of the Romans by Han-
nibal taught them the effects of a bad choice. The
war with Perseus had continued three years, through
the ill conduct of three consuls, who had been charg-
ed with it: Paulus ^Emilius terminated it gloriously
in less than one. It is on these occasions the differ-

ence between man and man is most evident.

The first care of a general, and that which demands

great judgment and prudence, is to examine whether
it be proper or not to come to an engagement: fof

both may be equally dangerous. Mardomus
perished

miserably with his army of three hundred thousand

men, for not having followed the advice of Artabaius,
which was to decline battle, and to use rather gold and
silver against the Greeks than iron. It was contrary to

' Opcre faciendo militei e circumcpiciendi Don habebant
faruliatem. //in. in Bell. Jifrie..

Ibi quia otiusa eatra erant, crcbro decurrere militAf

copebat (Semproniui) ut tyronrs anuecerent signa tcqai,
et in acie cognoscere online* no. Ln. '. xxiii. n. 35.

Primo die legion?* in armii qoatuor millium patio d-
currerunt. Secundo die arma curare rt terpcre ante temp-
na juisil (Scipio Africanus.) Tertto < te i dibu* inter PC in

mudum juste pujnff concurrerent, pr^pilatuqoa miatilibM

JHCulati unt. iir. I. xxvi. n. 51.

Acuere alii glaHios; alii galeai nculstqoe, srrU aJU,

loricaoque tegere. Liv. I. xlir i. 34.

> Quint. L ii. c. 14.
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tie opinion of the wise Memnon. that Darius's gene-
rals fought the battle of the Granicus, which gave the

first blow to the empire of the Persians. The blind

temerity of Varro, notwithstanding his colleague's re-

monstrances and the advice of Fabius, drew upon the

republic the unfortunate buttle of Cannae; whereas a

delay of a few weeks would probably have ruined Han-
nibal for ever. Perseus, on the contrary, let slip the

occasion of fighting the Roman*, in not having taken

advantage of the ardour of hit army, and attacked

them instantly after the defeat of their horse, which
had thrown their troops into disorder and con-tcrna-

tion. C;esar had been lost after the battle of Dyrra-
chmin, if Porapey had known how to improve his ad-

vantage. Great enterprises have their decisive mo-
ments. The important point lies in wisely resolving
what to choose, and in seizing the present occasion

that never returns when once neglected: and in this

the whole de|>ei)ds upon the general's prudence.)
There is a distribution of cares and duties in an ar-

my.
2 The head decrees; the arms execute. "Think

only," says Otho to his soldiers,
" of your arms, and

of
fighting

with bravery, and leave the care of taking
good measures, and directing your valour aright, to

me."8

SECTION II. CARE TO CONSULT THE GODS AND*
HARANGUE THE TROOPS BEFORE A BATTLE.

THK moment before a battle, the ancients believed

themselves called upon to consult the gods, that they

light incline them in their favour. They consulted

them by the flight or tinging of birds, by the inspec-
tion of the entrails of victims, bv the manner in which
the sacred chickens pecked their corn, and by things
of the like nature. They laboured to render them

propitious by sacrifices, vows and prayers, Many of

the generals, especially in the earlier times, discharg-
ed these duties with great solemnity and sentiments of

religion, which they carried sometimes to a puerile
mid ridiculous superstition: others either despised
them in their hearts, or openly made a jest of them;
and

people
did not fail to ascribe the misfortunes,

which their ignorance or temerity drew upon them, to

that irreligious contempt. Never did prince express
more reverence for the gods than Cyrus the Great.
When he was marching to charge Crcssus, he sung
the hymn of battle aloud, to which the whole army
replied with great cries, invoking the god of war. Pau-
lus ,milius, before he gave Perseus battle, sacrificed

twenty oxen successively to Hercules, without finding
any favourable sign in all these victims: it was not
till the twenty-first that he believed he saw something
which promised him the victory. There are also ex-

amples of a different kind. Epaminondas, no less

brave, though not so superstitious as Paulus /Emilius

finding himself opposed in giving battle at Leuctra

upon account of bad omens, replied by a verse of Ho-
roer's, of which the sense i: "The only good omen
is, to fi^ht for one's country." A Roman consul, who
was. fully determined to fig'ht the enemy as soon as be
came up with them, kept himself close shut up within
his litter, during his march, to prevent any bad omen
from frustrating his design. Another did more: see-

ing that the chickens would not eat, he threw them
into the sea, saying,

" If they won't eat let them drink."

Such examples of irreligion were uncommon, and the

contrary opinion prevailed. There was without doubt

superstition in many of these ceremonies: but the

sacrifices, vows, and prayers, which always preceded
battles, were proofs that they expected success from
the divinity, who alone disposed of it.

After having paid these duties to the gods, they ap-

plied themselves to men, and the general exhorted his

sokliers. It was an established custom with all na-

tions to harangue their troops before battle; which

i Si in occaiionii, momenlo, cujui pretervolat opportuni-
sm, cune'.atus paulum fucris, nequirquam moz aminam
queran. Liv. I. xxv. n. 38.

Divisa inter exrrritum, doeeiqoe munia. Militihui

eopido purnandi covenit : ducen providendu, eonoltando

procont. Tacit. Hist. I. iii. c. 20.

Vsbis arma et animui tit, mihi roniliom et virtuiii

mtne rejtmen relinquite. ft. I. i. c. 84.

custom was very reasonable, and might rontribute

very much to the victory. It is certainly right, when
an army is upon the point of engaging with the ene-

my, to oppose the fear of a seemingly approaching
death with the most powerful reasons, and such as, i?

not capable of totally extinguishing that fear so deep-
ly implanted in our nature, may at least combat and
overcome it: such reasons, as the love of our coun-

try, the obligation to defend it at the price of onr
blood, the remembrance of past victories, the neces-

sity of supporting the glory of onr nation, the injus-
tice of a violent and cruel enemy, the dangers to which
the fathers, mothers, wives, and children, of the sol-

diers are exposed: these motives, and many of the
like nature, represented from the mouth of a general,
beloved and respected by his troops may make a verj
strong impression upon their minds. Militurv elo-

quence consists less in words, than in a certain easy
and engaging air of authority, that at once advises and
commands; and still more in the inestimable advan-

tage of being beloved by the troops, which might sup-
pi)' its place if wanted.* It is not, as Cyrus observes,*
that such discourses can in an instant change the dis-

position of soldiers, and from timorous and abject, as

they might be, make then; immediately bold and in-

trepid: but they awaken, they rouse the courage na-
ture has before given them, and add a new force and

vivacity to it.

To judge rightly of the custom of haranguing the

troops, as generally and constantly practised by the

ancient?, we must go back to the ages wherein they
lived, and consider their manners and customs with

particular attention.

The armies of the Greeks and Romans were com-

posed of the same citizens, to whom, in the city and
in time of peace,

it was customary to communicate
all the affairs of the state. The general did no
more in the camp, or in the field of battle, than he
would have been obliged to do in the Rostrum or

tribunal of harangues. He did his
troops honour,

and attracted their confidence and affection, in im-

parting to them his designs, motives, and measures.

BY that means he interested the soldier in the success.

The sight only of the generals, officers, and soldiers

assembled, communicated a reciprocal courage and
ardour to them all. Every one piqued himself at

that time upon the goodness of his aspect and ap-

pearance,
and obliged his neighbour to do the same.

The fear of some was abated or entirely banished by
the valour of others. The disposition of particular

persons became that of the whole body, and gave
their aspect to affairs in general. There were occa-

sions when it was most necessary to excite the good
will and zeal of the soldier: for instance, when a dif-

ficult and hasty march was to be made, to extricate

the army out of a dangerous situation, or to obtain

one more commodious: when courage, patience, and

constancy, were necessary for supporting famine and
other violent distresses, conditions painful to nature:

when some difficult, dangerous, but very important
enterprise was to be undertaken: when it was neces-

sary to console, encourage, and re-animate the troop*
after a defeat: when a hazardous retreat was to be
made in view of the enemy, in a country he was
master of: and lastly, when only a generous effort was

wanting to terminate a war, or some important en-

terprise. Upon these and the like occasions the ge-
nerals never failed to speak in public to the army, in

order to sound their dis|x>sition by their acclama

tions, more or less strong; to inform them of their

reatons for such and such conduct, and to conciliate

them to it; to dispel the false reports which exagge-
rated difficulties, and discouraged them; to let them
see the remedies preparing: for the distresses they
were under, and the success to be expected from

them; to explain the precautions it was necessary to

lake, and the motives for taking them. It was the

general's interest to flatter the soldier in making him
the confidant of his designs, fear, and expedients in

order to engage him to share in them, and act in

Caritatem paraverat loco auctoritatii. Taeit. in Agri-
col, c. 16.

Xenoph. in Cyrop. 1. iii. p. 84.
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concert ana fron: the fame motives with himself.

The general in the midst of soldiers, who, as well as

himself, were all, not only members of the stale, but

Uad a share in the authority ol the government, was
considered as a father in the midst ol his family.

It may not be easy to conceive how he could moke
himself heard by the troops, but that difficulty will

vanish if we remember, that the armies of the Greeks
and Romans were not very numerous those of the

former seldom exceeding ten or twelve thousand

men, and, of the latter, very rarely twice that num-
ber; I do not speak of the later times. The generals
were heard, as the orators were in the public assem-

blies, or from the tribunal for harangues. Every in-

dividual did not hear: but the whole people were
informed at Rome and Athena; the whole people
deliberated and decided, and none of them com-

plained of not having heard. It sufficed, that the

most ancient, the most considerable, the principals
of companies and quarters were present at the har-

angue, of which thev afterwards gave the account to

the rest. On the column of Trajan, the emperor is

teen haranguing the troops from a tribunal of turf

raised higher than the soldiers' heads, with the prin-

cipal officers around him upon the platform, and the

multi-tilde forming a circle at a distance. One would
not believe in how little room a great number of un-

armed men will stand upright, when they press close

to each other; and these harangues were usually
made in the camp to the soldiers quiet and unarmed.
Besides which, they accustomed themselves from
their youth to speak upon occasion with a strong
and distinct voice. When the armies were more
numerous, and upon the point of giving battle, they
bad a very simple and natural manner of haranguing
the troops. The general on horseback rode through
the ranks, and spoke something to the several bodies

of troops in order to animate them. Alexander'
did so at the battle of Issus, and Darius almost the

tame at that of Arbela,* though in a ditfernt manner.
He harangued his troops from his chariot, directing
his looks and gesture to the officers and soldiers that

surrounded him. Without doubt, neither the one
nor the other could be heard by any but those who
were nearest them: but these soon transferred the

substances of their discourses to the rest of the army.
Justin, who abridged Trogus Pompeius, an excel-

lent historian that lived in the time of Augustus, re-

peats
an entire harangue, which his author had put

into the mouth of Mithridates.3 It is very long,
which ought not to seem surprising, because Mithri-
dates does not make it just before a battle, but only
to animate his troops against the Romans, whom he
had before overthrown in several battles, and intend-

ed to attack again. His army consisted of almost
three hundred thousand men of twenty-two different

nations, who had each their peculiar language, all

which Mithridates could speak, and therefore had
no occasion for interpreters to explain his discourse

to them. Justin, where he repeats the speech in

question, barely says, that Mithridates called an as-

sembly of hiii soldiers: Ad consciontm militts vocal.

But what did he do to make twenty-two nations un-

derstand him! Did be repeat to each of them the

whole discourse quoted by Justin? That is impro-
bable. It were to be wished, that the historian had

explained himself more clearly, and given us some

light upon thin head. Perhaps he contented himself

with speaking to his own nation, and making known
his views and designs by interpreters. Hannibal
sicted in this manner.4 When he was going to give

Scipio battle in Africa, he thought it incumbent on
him to exhort his troops: and as every thing was dif-

ferent amongst them, language, customs, laws, arms,
habits, and interests, so he made use of different

motives to animate them. " To the auxiliary troops.

t Alexander ante prim> ligna ibat. Cumque amen
oboi)uiiar''t, varia oralionc. Ul cujuqiie annum upturn erat,
mill" - alloquebatur. Q. Curt. I. iii. c. 10.

Darin* licut curru eminebat, dextra l&vaque ad cir-

eumnantium a^mina oculo* manusque cirrumferens, Sir..

y. Curt. I. iv. c. 14.

Jumiii I. xxxviii. c. 4 7 LIT. 1. xxx. a. 33.

he proposed an immediate reward, ana n augmenta-
tion of their pay out of the booty that should D
taken. He inflamed the peculiar and natunl hatred
of the Gauls against the Romans. As for the Ligu-
rians, who inhabited a mountainous and barren coun-

try, he set before them the fertile valleys ol Italy, as

the fruit of their victory. He represented to the
Moors and Numidians the cruel and violent govern-
ment of Massinissa. to which they would be subject-
ed, if overcome. In this manner he animated these

different nations, bv the different views of hope and
fear. As to the Carthaginians, he omitted nothing
that might excite their \alnur, and addressed him-
self to them in the warmest and most pathetic terms',

the danger of their country, their hou?ehold gods
the tombs of their ancestors, the terror and courier-

nation of their fathers and mothers, their wives and

children; in fine, the fate of Carthagr, which the
event of that battle would either ruin and reduce
into perpetual slavery, or render mistress of the uni-

verse; every thing being extreme which she had
either to hope or fear." 5 This is a very fine dis-

course. But how did he make these different nations

understand it? Livy informs u<: he spoke to the

Carthaginians himself, and ordered the commanders
of each nation to repeat to them what he had said.

In this manner, the general sometimes assembled the

officers of his army, and after having explained what
he desired the troops might be told, he sent them
back to their several brigades or

companies,
in order

to report what they had heard, and animate them
for the battle. Arrian observes 6 this in p&rticular
of Alexander the Great before the famous battle of
Arbela.

SECTION III. MANNER OF EMBATTLING ARM-
IES, AND OF ENGAGING.

THE manner of drawing up armies in battle, wan
not always alike with the ancients, and could nut b

so, because it depends on circumstances that vary

perpetually, and consequently require different dis-

positions. The infantry were generally posted in

the centre, in one or more lines, and the horse upon
the wings.

At the battle of Thymbraea, all the troops of Croe-

sus, as well horse as foot, were drawn up in one line

thirty men deep, except the Egyptians, \\ ho amount-
ed to a hundred and twenty thousand men.'' They
were divided into twelve large bodies or square bat-

talions, of ten thousand men each, a hundred in

front, and as many in depth. Croesus with all his

endeavours could not make them change this order,
to which they wtre accustomed: this rendered the

greatest part of those troops useless, who were th

beet in the army, and did not a little contribute to

the loss of the battle. The Persians generally fought
fourscore deep. Cyrus, to whom it was of great im-

portance to extend his front as far as possible, in

order to prevent being surrounded by the enemy
reduced his files to twelve deep only. The reader
knows the event of this battle. In the battle of

Leuctra, the Lacedaemonians who had of their own
troops and their allies, four and twenty thousand
foot and sixteen hundred horse, were drawn up twelve

deep; and the Thebans fifty, though not above six

thousand foot, and four hundred horse. 8 This seem*

contrary to rule. The design of F.paminondas was
to fall directly with the whole weight of his heavy
battalion upon the Lacedaemonian phalanx, well as-

sured, that if he could break that, the rest of the

army would be soon put to the rout: and the efliec*

answered the design.
I hare described elsewhere the Macedonian pha-

lanx, so famous among the ancients. It was gene
rally divided, according to Polybius, into ten bat

talions, each consisting of sixteen hundred men,

> Carlhainien?ibu* mcenia patrite, dii pennies, *e pulcrt

majorum, literi cum paremibus, Buojue*qu pui-iilc, cut
exciilium nerviliumqun, HUt imperium orliis lerrarum

;
nihk

nut in metum out in t\wm medium o*lcntatur.

Arrian, I. iii. p. 117.

t Xenoph. in. Cyrop. I. vi. p. 138, tc.

Xenoph. Hiit I vi. p. 590. tc.
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hundred in front, and sixteen deep.
1 Sometimes

the latter number were doubled, or reduced to

eight, according to the exigency of the occasion.*

The same Pi-lvbius makes a squadron consist of

eight hundred horse, generally drawn up a hundred
in front and eight in depth: he speaks of the Persian

Cavalry.
A? to the Romans, their custom of drawing up

(heir infantry in three lines continued long, and with

uniformity enough. Among other example*, that of
the battle of Zaiiia between Scipio and ll;uinibul may
uffice to give i; n just idea of the manner in whii-h

the Ronian> and Carthaginians embattled their troops.

Scipio placed the Haslati (or pikes) in the front

line, leaving paces between the cohorts. In the

lecand he posted the Principes. with their cohorts

pot fronting the spaces of the first line, as was uual
with the Roman*, but behind the cohorts of the Has-
tali, leaving spaces directly opposjte to those of the

front line; and this because of the great number of

elephants in the enemy's army, to which Scipio
thought proper to leave free passage. The Triarii

composed the third line, and were a kind of corps
de reserve. The cavalry were distributed upon the

two wing; that of Italy upon the left command-
ed by Laelius, and the Numidians upon the right
under Massinissa. Into the spaces of the first line

he threw the light armed troops, with orders to be-

gin ttie battle; in such a manner, however, that in

case they were repulsed, or not able to support the

charge of the elephants, they should retire, those

who ran best, behind the whole army through the

direct interval*, and those who should find ihtin-

telves sunounded, through such openings as might
be on the eight or left. As to the other army, more
than fourscore elephants covered it in front. Behind
them Ham.ibal posted the fore'.gn mercenaries, to

the :mmbe- of about twelve thousand Ligurians,
Gauis, Bulearians, and Moors: behind this first line,

were the Africans and Carthaginians. These were
the flower of his army, with which he intended to

fall upon the enemy, when fatigued and weakened

by ;he battle: and in the third line, which he re-

moved to the distance of more than a hundred paces
from the second (more than a stadium.) were the

troops he had brought with him from Italy, on whom
he could not rely, because they had been forced

from their country, and he did not know whether he

ought to consider them a* allies or enemies. On
the left wing he placed the cavalry of the XumiiJian

allies, and on the right, that of ihe Carthaginians.
I could wish that POM bius or Livy had informed us

what number of troops there were on each side, and
what depth the generals had given them in drawing
them up. In the battle of Cannae, some years be-

fore this, there is no mention of the Haslati, Priiici-

ptt, Triarii, that generally composed the three lines

of the Roman armies. Livy, without doubt, sup-

poses it a custom known to all the world.
It was usual enough, especially with some nations,

to raise great crie*. and to strike their swords against
their bucklers, as they advanced to charge an enemy.
This noise, joined to that of the trumpets, was very

proper to suppress in them, by a kind of stupefac-
tion, all fear of danger, and to inspire them with a

courage and boldness, that had no view but victor}-,
and defied death. The troops sometimes marched

oftly and coolly to the charge: and sometimes when

they approached the enemy, they sprung forward with

impetuosity as fast as they could move. Great men
have been divided in opinion upon these different

methods of attack. On the dav of the battle of

Thermopylae, Xerxes's spy found" the Spartans pre-

paring to engage only by combing their hair.* Never
was danger, however, more great. This bravado
wiled only soldiers determined like them to conquer
or die; besides, it was their usual custom.
The light armed troop* generally began the action

by a flight of darti, arrow*, and stones, either against
toe elephants, if there were any, or against the horse

or infantry, to put them into disorder; after whict
they retired through the spaces behind the first line,

whence they continued their discharges over the sol-

dier*' heads. The Romans began a battle by throw-

ing their javelins against the enemy, after which

thy came to blows with them; and it was then their

valour was shown, and great slaughter ensued.
When they had broke the enemy and put them to

flight, the great danger was, as it still is, to pursue
them \\ith too much ardour, without regard to what

passed in the rest of the army. We have seen that

the loss of most battles proceeded from this fault, the
inure to be feared, as it seems the effect of valour and

bravery. Laelius and Massinissa, in the battle of Za-
ma, alter having broke the enemy and put them to

(light, did not abandon themselves to so imprudent an
ardour; but returning immediately from the pursuit,

rejoined the main body, and falling upon Hannibal'*

rear, put the greatest part
of his phalanx to the sword.

Lycurgu* h.id decreed, that after having pursued the

enemy enoi gh to secure the victory, the pursuit
should ctasi ; and that for two reasons: the first, be-
cause as the war was made between Greeks and
Gretks, humanity required that they should not act

with tl^e gp-atest extremity against neighbouring peo-
ple, in fan e sort their countrymen, who professed
themselves vanquished by their (light. And the se-

cond, because the enemy, relying upon this custom,
would be inclined to preserve their lives by retreat-

ing, rather than persist obstinately in a battle, during
which they knew they had no quarter to expect.
The attack of an army by the flanks and rear must

be very advantageous, as in most battles it is gener-
ally attended with victory. Hence we see in all bat-

tles that the principal care of the most able general*
is to provide against this danger.

It is surprising that the Romans had to few cavalry
in their armies; three hundred horse to four or Sve
thousand foot. It is true, they made an excellent use
of those they had. Sometimes they dismounted and

fought on toot, their horses being trained to gland
still in the mean while.* Sometimes they carried light
armed soldiers behind them, who got of) and remount-
ed with wonderful agility.* Sometimes the horse

charged the enemy on the full gallop, who could not

support so violent an attack.* But, however, all this.

amounted to no great service; and we have seen Han-
nibal indebted for his superiority in his four first bat-

tles chiefly to his cavalry. The Romans had made
war at first upon their neighbours, whose country was

woody, full ot vineyards and olive tree*, and situated

near the Apennine mountains, where the horse had
little room to act or draw up. The neighbouring peo-
ple had the same reason for not keeping much car-

airy; and hence it became customary on both side*

to have few. The Roman legion was established
up-

on the foot of three hundred horse, the allies furnish-

ing twice that number; which custom in succeeding
times had the force of a law.

The army of the Persians had no cavalry, when

Cyrus first had the command of it. He soon per-
ceived the want of it, and in a very short time raised

a great body of horse, to which he was principally in-

debted for his conquests. The Romans were obliged
to do the same, when they turned their arms against
the East, and had to deal with nations, whose princi-

pal force consisted in cavalry. Hannibal had taught
them what ue they were to make of it.

I do not find any mention made of provisions for

the sick and wounded in the armies of the ancient*.

Mo doubt they took care of them. Homer speaks of
several illustrious physicians in the army of the Greek*
at the siege of Troy ; and we know that they acted a*

surgeons. Cyrus the younger, in the army with which
he marched to the aid of his uncle Cyaxares, did not
omit to carry with him a considerable number of able

pliysicians.T Ca?sar tells us in more than one passage
of his Commentaries, that after a battle, the wounded
were carried into the nearest neighbouring city. There
are many instances of general* going to visit Ui

Myb. I. xvii. p. 764, 767.
Her. 1. vii. c. 306.

VOL. II. 55

* Id. 1. zii. p. 664. * Li. I. iii. n. 62.

Id. I. viii. n. 30.

l.iv. 1. xivi. o. 4.
' Xeoopb. Cvrop. 1 i. a. !
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wounded in their tentt: which is a proof, that in

quarters, where seven or eight comrade*, citizens of

the same district of the same city, lay, the soluier*

took caro of one another, when wounded. .

Livy often mentions the Cartel, or agreement be-

tween nations at war for the ransom of prisoner*. '

After the battle of Cannae, Hannibal, having; made
himself master of the small camp of the Romans,

agreed to restore each Roman citizen for three hun-

dred pieces of money called (juttdrig-ati, which were
denarii : that is, for about seven pounds, or an hun-

dred and fifty livfes; the allies for two hundred; and
the slaves for one. The Romans, when they took

Eretria, a citv of Eubcea, where the Macedonians had
a garrison, fixed the price of their ransom at three

hundred pieces of money also, that is, at seven pounds,
or an hundred and fifty livres.l Hannibal seeing the

Romans were determined not to ransom their prison-
en who had surrendered themselves to him, sold then)

to different nations.' The Achaeans bought a consid-

erable number of them. When the Romans had re-

established the liberty of Greece, the Achaeans, out of

gratitude, "sent home all these prisoner?, and paid
their masters a certain sum of money per head; the

total of which, according to Polybius, amounted to a

hundred talents, or an hundred thousand crowns: for

in Achaia, there were twelve hundred of these pris-
oners.

I do not believe that the use of writing in ciphers
was known to the ancients. It is however very neces-

sary, for conveying secret advices to officers, either

remote from the army, or shut up in a city, or in

other important occasions. Whilst Q. Cicero was

besieged in his camp by the Gauls, Caesar wrote him
advice that he was marching to his relief with several

legions, and should soon arrive.* The letter was
written in Greek, that if it fell into the enemy's hands

they might not know that Caesar advanced.* That

precaution does not seem sufficiently certain; nor are

signals, of which I have treated elsewhere, much mors
BO: besides which, the use of them was very difficult,

and at the same time perplexing and full of obscurity.
I shall relate a common and very remarkable cus-

tom amongst the Romans. When they were drawn

up in line of battle, and ready to take their shields,

and gird their robes close to their bodies, they made
their wills without writing, by only appointing their

heir before three or four witnesses. This was termed
tetlancnta in procinclu facere.

9

After the little I have said upon battles, not daring
to engage myself farther in a subject so much out of

niv sphere, I proceed to the reward and punishments
which followed good or bad success in battle.

SECTION IV. PUNISHMENTS REWARDS TRO-
PHIES TRIUMPHS.

SOLON had reason to say, that the two great springs
of human actions, and what principally set mankind
in motion, are hope and fear; and that a good gov-
ernment cannot subsist without rewards and punish-
ments; because impunity imboldens guilt; and virtue,
when neglected and undistinguished, frequently be-

comes languid and declines. The truth of this maxim
i* more evident when applied to a military govern-
ment, which, as it gives greater scope to license, re-

quires also, that order and discipline should be an-

nexed to it by tie* of a stronger and more vigorous
ature.

It i* true, this rule may be abused and carried too

far, particularly in regard to punishment. With the

Carthaginians, the generals, who had been unfortu-
nate in war, were generally punished with death; as

if want of success were a crime, and the most excellent

captain might
not lose a battle without any fault on

bis side. They carried their rigour much farther.

For they condemned him to death, who had taken bad
measures, though successful.7 Amongst the Gauls,

> I.iv. 1. nil. n. 52. * Liv. 1. xxxii. n. 17.

Id. I. XXXIT. n. 40. Cm*. Bell. Gall. I. r.

Epistolam Grrcii ronfcriptam Uteri* mittit, no, inter-

cept* epUtola, nutra ah hoclibu* concilia cognonctntur.
Flut. in Cornel, p. 217.

1 Ajiud Carthagintoii*n< in crucem toll! imperalotei didi-

when troops were to be raised, all the young me
ca|>able of bearing arms were obliged to be present A
the assembly on a certain dny.i He who came last

was condemned to die, and executed with the most
cruel torments. What a horrid barbarity was this'.

The Greeks, though very severe in supporting mill*

tary discipline, were more humane.* At Athens, th

refusal to bear arms, which is far more criminal that
a delay of a few hours or moments, was only punished
by a public interdiction and a kind of excommunica-
tion, which excluded the person from ti>tering the as-

semblies of the people, and the tempres of u.c gcds
But to throw away his shield in order to fly, to quit h

post or be a deserter, were capital crimes, and punish
ed with death. At Sparta it was an inviolable law nc
ver to fly, however superior the enemy's army might
be in number, never to abandon a post, nor surrender
their arms.") Those who had failed in these points,
were declared infamous forever. They were not only
excluded from all offices, employ mints assemblies,
and public shows; but it was scandalous to allv with
them in marriage, and a thousand insults were offered

them in public with impunity. On the contrary, great
honours were paid to such as had behaved themselves

valiantly in battle, or had died sword in hand in the
defence of their country.
Greece abounded with statues of the great men who

had distinguished themselves in battles. Their tombs
were adorned with magnificent inscriptions, which

perpetuated their names and memories. The custom
of the Athenians in this point was of wonderful effi-

cacy to animate the courage of their citizens, and in-

spire them with sentiments of honour nnd glory .1'

After a battle, the last duties were publicly rendered
to those who had been slain. The bouts of the dead
were exposed for three days successively to the vene-
ration of the people, who thronged to throw flowers)

upon them, and to burn inctnse snd perfumes before
them. After which, those bones were carried in pomp
in as many coffins as there were tribes in Athens, to

the place particularly allotted for their interment.

The whole people
attended this religious ceremony.

The procession had something very august and majes-
tic in it, and rather resembled a glorious triumph,
than a funeral solemnity. Some days alter, which far

exceeds what I have just said, one of the btst quali-
fied Athenians pronounced the funeral oration of
those illustrious dead before the whole people. The
great Pericles was charged with this commission after

the first campaign of the Pcloponnesian war. Thu-
cydides has preserved his discourse, and there is ano-
ther upon the same subject in Plato. The intent of
this funeral oration was to extol the courage of those

generous soldiers who had shed their blood for their

country; to inculcate the imitation of their example
to the citizens, and especially

to console their families:

These were exhorted to moderate their grief by re-

flecting on the glory their relations had acquired for

ever. " You have never," says the orator to the fa-

thers and mothers, "prayed to the gods, that your
children should be exempt from the common law,
which dooms all mankind to die; but only that they
should prove persons of virtue and honour. Your
vows are heard, and the glory with which you see

them crowned, ought to dry your eyes, and change
your laments into thanksgiving." The orator* often,

by a figure common enough with them, especially up-
on great occasions, put these lively exhortations into

the mouths of the dead themselves, who seemed to

quit their tombs to cheer and console their lathers

and mothers. They did not confine themselves to

bare discourse, and barren praises. The republic, as

a tender and compassionate mother, took upon herself

the charge of maintaining and subsisting the old men,
widows, and orphans, who stood in need ol I.er sup-

cuntur, 11! propero eventu praTo eonrilio, rem gtswraot
Lie. I. xxxviii. n. 48.

Hix-, more Gallorum.eit iniliom belli, quo. lege commit

ni, omnei puliere* armati convenire rosunlur ; et, qui ex eto

novirfsimu* enit in ronspeclu muliitudini* omnibus rrncia*

tibu affect U* necatur. Cm. de Btll. Gall. j. .

j*chin. in Ctciiph. p. 457. Her I. vii. c. 104.

Thucyd. I. ii. p. 121.
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port. The latter were brought up suitably to their

condition till they were of age to carry arms: mid
then publicly, in the theatre, and in the presence of

the whole people, they were dressed in a complete
wit of armour, which was given them, and declared

loldiers of the republic.
1 Was there- any thing want-

ing to the funeral pomp I now speak of, and did it not

seem in some measure to transform the poor soldiers

and common burghers of Athens into heroes and con-

querors? Have ihe honours rendered amongst us to

the most illustrious generals, any thing more animated
and affecting? It was by thc-e means that courage,

greatness
ot soul, ardour for glory,

and that zeal and

devotion for their country, which rendered the Greeks
insensible to the greatest dangers and death itself,

were perpetuated amongst them. For, as Thurydide*
observes upon occasion of these funeral honours,
"Great men are formed, where merit is best re-

warded."'
The Romans were neither less exact in punishing

offences against military discipline, nor less attentive

in rewarding merit. The punishment
was propor-

tioned to the crime, and did not always extend to

death. Sometimes a word of contempt sufficed for

the punishment of the troops: at others, the general

punished them by refusing them their share in the

spoils. Sometimes they were dismissed, and not per-
mitted to serve agninst the enemy. It was common
enough to make them work in the intrenchmeiits of

the camp in a single tunic, and without a belt. Igno-

miny was often more affecting than death itself.3 Cae-

sar's mutinous troops demanded with seditious com-

plaints to be dismissed. Cssar said only one word to

them, which was, Quirites, as much as to say, citizen?,

whereas he used to call them, Fellow- soldiers or com-

rade*, and immediately discharged them.* That
word was like a stroke of thunder to them. They
believed themselves degraded and entirely dishon-

oured; and never ceasect importuning him in the most
humble and pathetic terms, till he consented, as the

greatest of favours, that they should continue to carry
arms for him. This punishment, whereby the soldiers

were broke, was called exaucloratio.

The Roman army, through the fault of the consul

Minucius, who commanded it, was besieged in their

camp by the jEqui, and very near being taken. 6

Cincinnatus, appointed dictator for this expedition,
marched to his aid, delivered him, and made himself

master of the enemy's camp, which abounded with
riches. He punished the consul's troops by giving
them no share of the booty, and obliged Minucius to

quit the consulship, and to serve in the army as his

lieutenant, which he did without complaint or mur-
mur: " In those times," observes the historian,

"
peo-

pU submitted with so much complacency to the per-
sons in whom they saw a superiority of merit joined
with authority, that this army, more sensible of the

benefit, than the ignominy they had received, decreed
the dictator a crown of gold of a pound weight, and on
his departure saluted him their patron and preser-
ver."*

After the battle of Cannae, wherein more than

forty thousand Romans were left dead upon the spot,
about seven thousand soldiers, who were in the two

camps, seeing themselves without resource or hope,
lurrendered themselves and their arms to the enemy,
nd were made prisoners.? Ten thousand, who had

fled as well as Varro, escaped by different way*, and
it length rejoined each other at Canusium under the

consul. Whatever endeavours these prisoners, and
their relations could make al'terwards to obtain their

t yfNcliin. contra Ctcsiph. p. 45-2, 453.

'A5.a y*f t"i niirxi *i-r; /UIJ-KTTX, TcT; J. x*i ItSflf

KfirTOi gre^iTtvouri.
Dion. Ca*s. I. xlli. p. 210.

Divus Julius seiliiinncm exorcitus verbo unocnmpereuit,
Quiritet, vorando qui lacramentum ejua detrcctabant. Ta-

cit. Jinnal. I. i. C.41.

Liv. I. iii. n. 29.
< Adoo tarn imporio meliori animai marmiftS obedient

erat, ut beneficii ma<:is quiim i^ninninip hie exerritus me-
mor et rornnam auream dictalori libra; pondu decreverit,
t proficisccntrm eum patronum wlutavcrct. Liv.
' Liv. 1. xxii. n. 5000.

ransom, and how great soever the want of soldiers
then was at Rome, the senate could never resolve to

redeem soldiers, who had been so base as to surren-
der themselves to the enemy, nr.d whom more than

forty thousand men killed before their eyes, could
not inspire with the courage to die in the field for

their country. The other ten thousand, who had

escaped by flight, were banished into Sicily, and
their return prohibited so long as the war with the

Carthaginians should contmue.8 They demanded
with earnest entreaties to be led on against the ene-

my, and that they might have an opportunity to ex-

piate with their 'blood the ignominy of their flight.
The senate remained inflexible, not believing that

they could confide the defence of the republic to

soldiers, who had abandoned their companions in

battle. At length, upon the remonstrances and warm
solicitations of the proconsul Marcellus, their de-
mand was granted; but upon condition, that they
should not set foot in Italy so long as the enemy
should remain in it. All the knights of Ihe army o-f

Cannae, banished into Sicily, were also severely pun-
ished.9 In the first review made by the censors after

that battle, all the horses with which the repub-
lic furnished them, were taken away; which im-

plied
their being degraded from the rank of Roman

Knights; their former years of service were declared

void, and they were obliged to serve ten more, sup-

plying themselves with horses; that is to say, as

many years as if they had never served at all; for

the usual service of the knights was ten campaigns.
The senate, rather than ransom the prisoners, which

would have cost less, chose rather to arm eight thou-
sand slaves; to whom they promised liberty, if they
behaved themselves valiantly.

10 They had served al-

most two years with great bravery: their liberty,
however, was not yet arrived, and with whatever ar-

dour they desired it, they chose rather to deserve
than demand it.'l An important occasion arose, im

which it was pointed out to them as the reward of
their valour. They did wonders in the battle, ex-

cept four thousand of them, who discovered some

timidity. After the battle, they were all declared
free. Their joy was incredible. Gracchus, under
whose command they were, told them: " Before I

make you all equal by the title of liberty, I would
not willingly have made a difference between the
valiant and the timorous. It is however but just
that I should do so." He then made all those, who
had not done their duty as well as the rest, promise
upon oath, that, as long as they served, as a punish-
ment for their fault, they should always stand at

their meals, except when hindered by sickness: which
was accepted and executed with entire submission.
This of all the military punishments was the lightest
and most gentle.
The punishments I have hitherto related scarce af-

fected any thing besides the soldier's honour: there

were others which extended to his life. One of the

latter was called Fustiiariitm, the bastinado. 12 It was
executed thus. The tribune taking a stick, only
touched the criminal with it, and immediately after,

all the soldiers of the legion fell on him with sticks

and stones, so that he generally lost his life in this

punishment
11 If any one escaped, he was not there-

by entirely discharged. His return into his own
country was entirely prohibited, and not one of his

relations dared open his door to him. They punish-
ed a sentinel in this manner, who had quitted hit

post; whence may be judged the exact discipline

they observed in respect to the guard by night, on
which the safety and preservation of the whole army
depended: all those who abandoned their posts, whe-
ther officers or soldiers, were treated in the same
manner. Velleius Paterculus cite* an example of

this punishment, executed upon one of the principal

Liv. 1. xxiii. n. 25. Id. 1. xxvii. n II

Liv. 1. xxii. n. 5. I. xxiv. n. 1316.
Jam allerum annum librtatera lacitS mereri, qua

postulate palam maluerunt. Lie.

Si Antonius consul, fustuarium meruerunt kgioocs
qua- cunnulem rvliquerurt. Cic. Philip. 1. iii. n. 14.

i Polyb 1. vi. p. 481
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officers of a legion, for having shamefully taken to

flight in battle: this was in the time of Anthony and

yt>uiig
Octavius. 1 But what appears more astonish-

ing, those were condemned to the same punishment,
who stole in the camp. The reader may remember
the oath taken by the soldiers upon their enter-

ing "
When a whole legion or cohort were guilty, as it

was not possible to put all that were criminal to

death, they were decimated by lot, and he whose
name was drawn the tenth, was executed. In this

manner, fear seized all, though few were punished.
Oilier* were sentenced to receive bailey instead of

whe-U, and to encamp without the Entrenchments at

the hazard of being attacked by the enemy. Livv
has an example ol a decimation as early as the in-

fancy of the republic.* Crassus, when he put him-
self at the head of the legions who had sutlered them-
elves to be defeated by Spartacus, revived the an-

cient custom of the Romans, which had been di-n-ed

for several ages, of decimating the soldiers when

they had failed in their duty; and that punishment
had a very happy effect. Tiiis kind of death, says
Plutarch, is attended with great ignominy; and as it

was executed before the whole army, it diffused ter-

ror and horror throughout the camp. Decimation
became very common under the emperors, especially
in regard to the Christians, whose refusal to adore

idols, or persecute believers, wa* considered and

punished as a sacrilegious revolt. The Theban le-

gion was treated in this manner under Maximian.
That emperor caused it to be decimated three times

successively, without being able to overcome the

pious resistance of those gfnerous soldiers.9 Mauri-

tius, their commander, in concert with all the other

officers, wrote a very short, but admirable letter to

the emperor. "We are your soldiers, emperor, but

the servants of God. We owe you our service, but

him our innocency. We cannot renounce God to

obey you; that God, who is our Creator and Master,
and yours alsj, whether you will or no." All the

rest of the legion were put to death without making
the least resistance, and went to join the legions ot

angels, and to praise the God of armits with them
for evermore.
These capital punishments were not frequent in the

time of the republic. It was a
capital crime, as we

have said, to quit
a post or fight without orders: and

the example ol fathers, who had not spared their own
tons, inspired a just terror, which prevented faults,

and occasioned the rules of military discipline to be

respected.* There is in these bloody executions a

severity shocking to nature, and which however we
could not venture absolutely to condemn: because if

every great public example has something of injustice
in it, on the other hand, whatever of that kind is

contrary to the interest of particulars, is compen-
sated by the utility which redounds to the public
from it.* A general is sometimes obliged to treat

his soldiers with great rigour, to put a stop by timely
severities either to a revolt just forming, or to an

open violation of discipline. He would at *uch times

be cruel if he acted with gentleness, and would re-

semble the surgeon, who out of a false companion
should choose rather to let the whole body perish,
than cut off a mortified member. What is to be

avoided on these occasions, is to seem to act from

passion or hatred: for then the remedies improperly

I Calvinui Domitiunrum ex cniuulatu obtineret Hiipani-
am, pravjssimi comparandique anliquii exempli amiquii
auctor fuit. Quippe principli cenlurioncm, nomine V'ibi-

liom, ob turpem ex acie fugam, fuate, percuitit. Patere. I.

H. r. 78.

f,iv. I. ii. n. 5!>. Pint, in Crag*, p. 548.

Ex vpiit. S. Eunherii Luclg. ad Sylv. Epiie.
4 Milii<; nutnuti, imperaior, tui Red (amen lervi Dei. Ti-

bi militiam debemus, illi tfinoceniiam. Se qui imporatorem
in hoc nequaquam po*umm, ut actorurn negemus ; Dcum
auc.tnrem nostrum. Dcum aurtorrm, veli nulii, mum.

Pruirlio deredtre apuil Romano* capital ete, et nece
liherurum etiam suorum earn legum parenle* ian\Ue. Liv.
1. xxiv. n. 37.

Habit aliqoid r\ iniqno omne manum exemplum, quod
contra ringulo*, utilitate pulilica reurDditur. Tacit. Jl

.'. 1. xiv. e. 44.

applied would only aggravate the disease.7 Thm
happened in the first example of decimation I cited,

by which Appius had made himself so extremely
odious to the soldiers, that they chose ratlier to suf-

fer themselves to be beaten by the enemy, than to

conquer with him and for him.' He was of an ob-
stinate disposition, and inflexibly rigid.

9
Papirius,

long after, acted much more wisely in a cast- not un-
like this. His soldiers, expressly to mortify him, re-

treated in battle, and deprived him of a victory.
1*

He perceived like an able captain the cau?e of that

behaviour, and found it necessary to moderate his

severity, and soften his too imperious humour. He
did so, and succeeded so well, that he entirely re-

gained the affection of his troops. A complete vic-

tory was the consequence. Much art and prudence
are requisite in punishing with succass.

It was rather by the views of reward and sense of
honour that the Romans engaged their troops to do
their duty. Alter the taking ol n town, or gamins: a

battle, the general usually gave the booty to the sol-

diers, but with admirable order, as Polybius informs
us in his relation ol the taking of Carthagena. It is,

says he, an established custom among the Romans,

upon the signal given by the generals, to disperse
ttiemst-lves in order to plunder the city that has been
taken: after which every one carries the bootv he has

got to his own legion. When the whole has been
sold by auction, the tribunes divide the money into

equal shares, which are given not only to those who
are in other posts, but to those who have been left

to guard the camp, the sick, and such as have been
detached upon any occasion. And to prevent any in-

justice from being commuted in this part of the war,
the soldiers are made to swear before they take the

field, and the first day they assemble, that they will

not secrete any part of the booty, but faithfully

bring in whatever they shall make. What a love of

order, observance of discipline, and regard for justice
does this argue, amidst the tumult of arms, and the

very ardour of victory! Upon the. day of triumph,
the general made another distribution of money in

greater or less proportions, according to the ditfereiit

times of the republic; but always moderate enough
before the civil wars.

Honour was sometimes annexed to advantage, and
the soldier was much more sensible to the one than

the other: and how much more the officers!'! P
Decius, the tribune, with a detachment which he con-

ducted at the hazard of his life upon the brink of an

eminence, had saved the whole army by one of the

noblest actions mentioned in history. Upon his re

turn, the consul, in the presence of all the
troops,

bestowed the highest praises upon him, and besides

many other military presents, gave him a crown of

gold, and an hundred oxen, to which he added an-

other ox of extraordinary size and beauty with gill

horns. He decreed the soldiers, who had accom-

panied the tribune, a double portion of corn during
the whole time they should serve: and for the pre-
sent, two oxen and two complete dresses a man.
Th legions also, to express their gratitude, present-
ed Decius with a crown of turf, which was the sign
of a siege raised; and his own soldiers did the same.

He sacrificed the ox with the gilt horns to Mars, and

gave the other hundred to his soldiers: the legion*
also rewarded each of them with a pound of floor,

and a gallon of wine.

Calphurnius Piso, surnamed Frugi, out of venera-

tion for his virtues and great frugality, having various

ly rewarded most of those, who had assisted him in

terminating the Sicilian war, thought himself obliged
to reward also, but at his own expense, the services

of one of his sons, who had signalized himself the

most upon that occasion. 1 * He declared publicly,
that he had deserved a c.rown of gold, and assured

' Intempcstirii remedii* delicta accendebatur. Tacit

LIT. I. viii. n. 36. IMd.
> Censatura A milite, ar de industria, ut ubtrectaretur d

laudibu* duri, imrx-dita victoria el. Sennit peritm dm
qu res victoria obmaret: temperanrlum ingcniura
Rue, et severitatcm miocendam coniitate. Liv.

Lir. I. vii. 11. 37. Val. Max. I. iv. 3.
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Vm, that he would leave him one by his will, of the

weight of three pounds: decreeing him that honour
U general, and paying the price of the crown as

father: Ul konartm pultlice a duce, pretium priva-
tim a patre acciperet.
The crown of gold was a present scarce ever

granted but to principal officers. There were seve-

ral others for different occasions. The crown Obti-

dionalis, of \vhich I have spoken before, for having
delivered the. citizens or troops from a siege, was

composed of turf, and was the most glorious of all.

The Corona Civica, for having saved the life of a

citizen, was of oaken leaves, in remembrance, as is

Mid, that men of old fed upon acorns. The .Mural

crown, .Pin/lit, for having been the first in scaling
the walls of * place besieged, was adorned with a

kind of battl' tut n!s, like those to be seen upon the

ncient walls ol towns. The Corona J\"aralis, Ros-

tra, which was composed of ornaments like beaks of

ships, WM {given to the admiral of a fleet, who had

gained a victory. Instances of this honour are very
rare. Agrippa, who obtained one, thought it very
much for his honour:

Cui belli iniigne luperbvm.
Temiiora navali fulgetit roelrata corona,

firg. JKn. I. Tiii.

-Who bears war'* glorious rign,
Be&k'd with the naval crown whose templet fhine.

Besides these crowns (for there were some others)
the generals presented the soldirs or officers, who
lignalized themselves in a particular manner, with a

word, a shield, and other arms; and sometimes also

with distinguishing military habits. We have seen
an officer rewarded thirty-four times by the gene-
rals, and gain six civic crowns. I These presents and
crowns were titles of nobility to them, and upon
competitions with rivals for ranks and dignities, olten
determined the preference in their favo.ur; and they
did not fail to adorn themselves with them upon
public solemnities. They also affixed to the doors
of their houses the spoils they had taken from the

enemy; nor was anv future possessor permitted to

take them down.2 fjpon this Hiny makes a line re-

flection, which it is impossible to render in terms of

equal spirit with his. "The houses," says he, "still

triumphed, though they had changed their masters.

What could more excite to glory, or be more offen-

sive to an unworthy possessor, than walls, which re-

proached
him as oi'ten as he entered, that they were

Honoured solely by the trophies of another."*
The praises given in the presence of the whole

army made no less impression upon their minds; and
an; what a good general never spares on proper
occasions. Agricola, says Tacitus, neither envied
nor lessened any man's glory: centurion or prefect,
in him they found a faithful witness of their exploits,
to which he never failed doing the utmost justice.4
Caesar * upon being informed of the valour with which

Q. Cicero, the famous orator's brother, had defended
his camp Against the great army of the Gauls, extol-
led publicly the greatness of the action, praied the

legion in general, and apostrophized particularly to

those of the centurions and tribunes, who, as Cicero
has observed to him, distinguished themselves most.*

Ujon another occasion, Scaeva, a centurion, had con-
tributed very much to the defence of a breach of

great importance. When hi* buckler was brought
to Caesar with two hundred and thirty arrow shots

through it; surprised and charmed with his bravery,
he immediately made him a present of two hundred
thousand sesterces (about twelve hundred pounds,)
ml raised him directly from the eighth to the first

> Quater et triciot virtutif causa donaiut ah impcrato
ribuc turn : cex ciriras ro-ona* arrc|ii. Air. I. xlii. n. 34.

l.iv. 1. z. n. 7. I xxiii. .. xxsviii. n. 43.

Triumphal-ant eiinm iluminif mutatis, domu* ip<*. Et
erat lite siirnulntio inji-n, evprobamibus u-rtis qautidie
imbollem dominum inirare in alienum triumphum. P/in.

LXIXT.C. ii.

Nee unq am per (lip* jenta avidus intereepit : tea cen-

torio, ecu prttfeetu*, inconuptum farti testem habehat.
Ttftt. in t~it. .Igric. c. nii.
Os de Bell. Gall. DC Bell. Civ. I. iii.

rank of the centurions, appointing him Primipilus, a

very honourable post, as I have observed elsewhere
and which had no superior but the tribune*, lieu-

tenant generals, and commanders in chief. .Nothing
WHS equal to this latter method of rewarding, for in-

spiring the troops with valour. By a wise establish-

ment, there were many degrees of honour and dis-

tinction in a legion, of which none were gianted
upon account of birth, or bought for money. Merit
was the only means of attaining them, at least it was
the most ordinary method. Whatever distance there
was between the private sentinel and the consular

dignity, the door lay open to it: it was a beaten

path, and there were many examples of citizens, who
from one degree to another, at length attained that

supreme dignity. With what ardour must such

sight inspire the troops! Men are capable of every
thing, when properly excited by the motives of
honour and glory.

It remains for me to say something upon trophies
and triumphs.

Trophies amongst the ancients, were originally a

heap of arms and spoils taken from enemies, and erect-

ed by the victor in the field of battle, of which in af-

tertunes representations were made in stone and bras*.

They never failed, immediately after a victory, to
raise a trophy, which was looked upon as a sacred

thing, because always an ottering to some divinity:
for which reason none presumed to throw it down.
Neither when it fell through age, was it permitted to

be erected again; for which Plutarch gives a fine rea-

son, that argues great humanity in the sentiments of
the ancients. "To reinstate," says he,

" and setup
again the monuments of ancient differences with ene-

mies, which time has conveniently demolished, ha*

something odious in it, and seems to argue a desire to

perpetuate enmity."* We do not observe the same

humanity in the Roman triumphs, of which I am still

to speak. The generals, as well as the officers and
soldiers, had also rewards in view. The title of 1m-

perator granted after a victory, and the supplications
that is to say, the public processions, sacrifices, and

prayers, decreed at Rome for a certain number of

days, to thank the gods for the success of their arms,

agreeably flattered their ambition. But the triumph
exceeded every thing. There were two sorts of it,

the lesser and the greater. The lesser triumph wa
called Ovatio. In that the general was neither seated

on a chariot, dressed in triumphal robes, nor crowned
with laurel. He entered the city on foot, or, accord-

ing to some, on horseback, crowned with myrtle, and
followed by his anny. This kind of triumph wa
granted only, either when the war had not been de-

clared, had been with a people little considerable, or
not attended with an}' great defeat of the enemy. A
triumph could properly be granted only to a dictator,
a consul, or a pr;elor, who had commanded in chief.

The senate decreed this honour, after which the affair

was deliberated upon in the assembly of the people,
where it often met with great difficulties. Several,

however, triumphed without the senate's conc*ur-

rence; provided the people had decreed them that

honour. But if they could not obtain it from either

the one or the other order, they went and triumphed

upon the Alban mountain in the neighbourhood of the

city. It is said, that to obtain this honour, it wai

necessary to have killed five thousand enemies :

battle*

After the general had distributed part of the spoilt
to the soldiers, and performed some other ceremonies,
the procession began, and entered the city through
the triumphal port to ascend to the capital. At the

head of it were the planers upon musical instruments,
who made the air resound with their harmony. They
were followed by the beasts that were to be sac'ificed,
adorned with fillets and flowers, many of them Having
their horns gilt. After them came the whole booty,
and all the spoils, either displayed upon carriages, or
borne upou the shoulders of young men in magnificent
habits. The names of the nations conquered were
written in great characters, and the cities, that had

' Flat, in Q'isit. Rom . p. 272
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been taken, represented. Sometimes they added to

the pomp extraordinary animals, brought from the

countries subjected, as bears, panthers, lions, and ele-

phants. But what most attracted the attention and

curiosity
of the spectators, were the illustrious cap-

tives, who walked in chain? before the victor's chariot;

freat

officers of state, generaU of armies, princes, and

ings, with their wives and children. The consul fol-

lowed (supposing the general to be so) mounted upon
a superb chariot, drawn by four horses, and robed
with the august and magnificent habit of triumph, his

head encircled with a crown of laurel, holding also a

branch of the same tree in his hand; and sometimes

accompanied by his young children sitting near him.
Behind the chariot marched the whole army; the ca-

valry first, then the infantry. All the soldiers were
crowned with laurel, and those who had received par-
ticular crowns, and other marks of honour, did not fail

to show them on so great a solemnity. They emu-
lated each other in celebrating the praises of thtir gen-
eral, and sometimes threw in expressions, sufficiently
offensive, of

raillery
and satire against him, which sa-

voured of the military freedom; but the joy of the

ceremony entirely blunted their edge, and abated their

bitterness. As soon as the consul turned from the

forum towards the capital, the prisoners were carried

to prison; where they were either immediately put to

death, or kept in confinement often for the rest of

their lives. Upon his entrance into the capitol, the

victor made this very remarkable prayer to the gods.
"Filled with gratitude and joy, I return you thanks,
O most good and most great Jupiter, and you queen
Juno, and all the other gods, the guardians and inha-

bitan's of this citadel, that to this day and hour you
have vouchsafed by my hands to preserve and guide
the Roman republic happily. Continue always, I im-

plore you, to preserve, guide, protect, and favour it in

all things."' This prayer was followed by sacrificing
the victims, and a magnificent feast, given in the capi-

tol, sometimes by the public, and sometimes by the

person himself who triumphed. The reader may see

in Plutarch the long and fine description he gives of

the triumph of Paulus jEmilius.

It must be allowed that this was a glorious day for

a general of an army; and it is not surprising that all

possible endeavours should be used to deserve so

grateful a distinction, and so splendid an honour.

JNor had Rome any thing more magnificent and ma-

jestic than this pompous ceremony. But the sight of

captives, the mournful objects of compassion, if those

victors had been capable of any, obscured and effaced

all its lustre. What inhuman pleasure what barba-

rous joy to see princes, kings, princesses, queens,
tender infants, and feeble old men, dragged before

them! We may remember the dissembled marks of

friendship, the lalse promises, the treacherous cares-

ses of young Caesar, called afterwards Augustus, in

regard to Cleopatra, solely with the view of inducing
that princess to sufler herself to be carried to Rome,
to adorn his triumph, and gratify him in the cruel

satisfaction of seeing the most potent queen of the

world prostrate at his feet in the most depressed and
forlorn condition possible to imagine. But she well

knew the snare. Such conduct and such sentiments,
in my opinion, dishonour human nature.

In relating the rewards granted by the Romans to

the soldiery, I have omitted a very important circum-

stance the establishment of colonies. When the

Romans first carried their arms, and extended their

conquests out of Italy, they punished the people who
resisted them with too much obstinacy, by depriving
them of part of their lands, which they granted to -uch

of the Roman citizens as were poor, and especially to

the veteran soldiers, who had served their lull propor-
tion of time in the army. By this means the latter

saw themselves settled in tranquillity iih a comforta-
ble income, sufficient for the support ot their lamilies.

* Grntiau tibi, Jupiter optume, niaxumc
; tiliiquu Junnni

refine, et na>tcrw hujus cuBiodibu* hnbitatnribuiique nrcin

4:if Intern l.TtUf><]Ue ago.ro Kntinana in hanc dp-met horam,
pet iiiiimi.s quod voluisti, scrvain, bn6 gentnque. Enndi-m

t tervaie, ut faciii<, foveic, pruiegiie, prupitiati, supples
to. Cz. iiusiiu. Antiq. Rom.

They became by degrees the n.ost considerable pel
sons in the cities to which they were sent, and obtaift

ed the first posts, and principal dignities in them.
Rome by these settlements, which were the result of
a wise and profound policy, besides rewarding her
soldiers advantageously, kept the conquered nation in

subjection by their means, formed them to the Komao
manners and customs, and by degrees made them for-

get their own customs and habits, to embrace those of
their victors. France has established a new kind of

military reward, which merits a place here.

SECTION V. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE ROYAL
HOSPITAL OF INVALIDS AT PARIS.

WE do not find either among the Greeks or Ro-
mans, or any other people, any public foundations foi

the relief of the soldiery, whom long fatigues of
wounds have made incapable of service. It was re-

served for Louis XIV. \o set other princes that exam-

ple, which England soon began to imitate; and we
may say, that among an infinite number of great ac-

tions which have rendered his name illustrious, no-

thing equals the glorious foundation of the Hotel roial
des invalides.

There has been lately published a book upon the

royal hospital of invalids, which answers in some mea-
sure the magnificence of that foundation, in the beauty
and number of its plates and ornaments. In this book,
all that regards the revenues, expenses, buildings, dis-

cipline, and government temporal and spiritual of
that house, are circumstantially explained. \Ve are

obliged to
persons who take pains to preserve and

transmit in this manner to posterity an exact know-

ledge of facts so worthy of remembrance. For my
part, my intent is only to give a brief idea of them.

Every thing in this structure denotes the grandeur
and magnificence of its august founder. We are
struck with astonishment at the sight of a vast and

superb edifice, capable of containing almost four thou-
sand persons, in which art has known how to unite
whatever could strike the eye on the outside by pomp
and splendour, with all that can conduce to the uses
and conveniences of life within. There, in tranquil-

lity and repose, the officers and soldiers, whom their

wounds or age have made unable to serve, and the
narrowness of their fortunes incapable to support
themselves; there, those brave warriors, freed from
all care and disquiet, are lodged, fed, clothed, and
maintained, as well in sickness as in health, in a de-
cent manner, and find a safe retreat, and ar honoura-
ble asylum provided for them, by the piety *nd pater-
nal goodness of Louis XIV.

It is natural to conceive, that the exprnse for the

support of such a house must be immense. Two thou-
sand five hundred quarters of wheat, and a^out eleven
thousand five hundred hogsheads of win* are annu-

ally consumed in it. Physicians, surgeon:i, apotheca-
ries, and servants, abound in this house. The infirm-

aries are served by thirty-five sisters, Fillet de la

rhtiritt, with surprising industry and cleanliness. But
whence arise the funds necessary for such a multitude
of wants and occasions? Who could believe it, or
can sufficiently admire the wisdom that instituted

such order and economy? It is the officer and sol-

dier, who contribute with joy, and almost insensibly,
to an establishment in which they hope one dav to

find tranquillity and repose, and a period of all their

labours. The fund for all these expenses arise from
three deniers (a twelfth part of a French penny) de-

ducted from every livre of the ordinary and extraor-

dinary expenses of war. This seems a small mutter

in itself, but the total amounts to a very considerable

sum. During the war which ended 1714, in which an

hundred millions of livres were yearly expended, these

three deniers per livre, produced twelve hundred and
fiftv thousand livres a year.

8

f have -a id nothing yet of what i* most admirable
in this foundation, is in a manner it* soul, and does
most honour to the memory of Louis XIV. 1 do not

mean that magnificent temple, wherein the most fa-

mous mastf-rs in architecture, painting, and sculpture,

About sixty thousand pounds sterling.
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(L idinwrcU, Decottec, Coypelles, Girardons, Cous-

t . .1 > exhausted their whole art to adorn that

au"*< 'Ml". 1 :>iean that charitable care and Chris-

tian atU'i/iLO (.1 tlial prince, alter having provided,
with a jit

<^i.
licence truly royal, for the temporal

wants of tin. oficers and soldiers, in providing also

in this retreat .'or -heir spiritual necessities. It hap-

pens 8Oiiietin.es, '.lu.' these warriors take upon them
the profession of &-uis solely from the views of inter-

ret and ambition' then though most accomplished in

military knowledge, thtj are utterly ignorant of reli-

gion: and that full of isal acid fidelity for their prince,

they never give theniselv^* any trouble about know-

ing their duty to God. How great an advantage and
consolation tt it to them to find, towards the close of

their days, in the teal and charity of wise and religious
ministers of Jesus Christ, those instructions, which

perhaps they have wanted :a the former part of their

lives; to recall in the bitterness of their hearts, whole

years entirely past in vice and libertinism; and to re-

trieve by sincere repentance and sorrow the reward
of all their actions, even of the most laudable, which
were otherwise unfortunately lost to them from the

badness of their motives. The pomp and magnificence
of this temple are justly admired. But another object

presents itself to our view at whatever hour of the day
we enter it, a sight far more worthy of admiration, and
which cannot be looked upon without tears in our

eyes: ancient warriors maimed, crippled, without legs,

arms, eyes, humbly prostrating themselves before the

God of armies, whose majesty they adore with the

most profound resignation ; to whom they pay conti-

nual thanksgivings for having delivered them out of
o many dangers, and especially for having taken them
from the gates of hell; to whom, filled with the most

lively sense of gratitude, they incessantly lift up their

hands and voices to say: Be mindful, O Lord, of the

prince who has opened this thy sacred asylum for us,

nd be merciful to him for the mercy which he hath
shown to us thy servants!

CHAPTER II.

OF SIEGES.

THE ancients distinguished themselves no less by
the art of forming and

sustaining sieges, than by that

of making war in the field. It is agreed by all, that

they carried these two parts of military knowledge lo

very high degree of perfection, which it is difficult

for the moderns to exceed. The use of muskets,
bombs, cannons, and other fire-arms since the inven-

tion of powder, has occasioned the alteration of many
things in the manner of making war, especially in

sieges, the duration of which has been very much
abridged by their means. But these changes have
not been so considerable as is generally imagined, and
have added nothing either to the merit or capacity of

generals.
To treat of what relates to sieges with some order, I

shall premise something upon the manner in which the

fortifications of the ancients were formed; and shall

then give some general idea of the principal machines
of war used by them in

sieges; and conclude with the

manner of attacking and defending places. The Che-
valier Follard has treated these several articles very
extensively in the second and third volumes of his re-

mark- upon Holy bins, and has been my guide in a sub-

ject that required the direction of an able and expe-
rienced soldier.

ARTICLE I.

OF ANCIENT FORTIFICATIONS.

How far soever we look back into antiquity, we find

tmonii the Greeks and Romans, cities fortified almost
m the same manner with their fosses, curtains, and
lower*. Vitruvius,' in treating of the construction of

places of war in his time, sajtf, that the towers ought
to project beyond the wall, in order that when the ene-

my approaches, the defenders upon the right and left

may take them in flank: and that they ought to be
rourd, and faced with many stones, bemuse such as

Vitrur.l. i ctp 5

are square, are soon beat down by the machine! of war
and battering rams, which easily break their angle*.
He adds alter some remarks, that near the towers to*

wall should be cut within-side the breadth ofthe tower,
and that the ways broke in this manner should only be

joined and continued by beams laid upon the two ex-

tn iiiiiii.-, without being made last with iron, that in

case the enemy should make himstll master ol any part
of the wall, the besieged might remove this wooden

bridge, and thereby prevent his passage to the other

parts of the wall and into (he towers.

The best towns uf the ancients were situated upon
eminences. They enclosed them sometimes within
two or three waifs and losses, lit rosus, cited by Jo-

sephus, informs us, that Nebuchadonosor fortified

Babylon with a triple enclosure of brick walls of a

surprising strength and height. I'oKbius, speaking
of Synnga, the capital of Hyrcania, which Antiochus

besieged, says, that city was surrounded with three fos-

ses, each forty-five feet broad, and twenty-two deep;
upon each side of these was a double intrenchment,
and behind all, a strong wall. The city ot Jerusalem,

says Josephus, was surrounded by a triple wall, except
on the side of the valleys, where there was but one,
because they were inaccessible. To these they had
added many other works, one of which, says Josephus,
had it been completed, would have rendered the city

impregnable. The stones, of which it wag built, were

thirty feet long by fifteen broad, which made it so

strong, that it was in a manner impossible to sap or
shake it with machines. The whole was Hanked with
towers from space to space of extraordinary solidity,
and built with wonderful art.

The ancients did not generally support their walls

on the inside with earth, in the manner of the Talus
or slope, which made the attacks more dangerous.
For though the enemy had gained some footing upon
them, he could not assure himself of taking the city.
It was necessary to get down, and to make use of

part of the ladders by which he had mounted ; and
that descent exposed the soldier to very great dan-

ger. Vitruvius, however, observes, that there is no-

thing renders a rampart so strong as when the walls

both of the curtain and towers are supported by earth.

For then neither rams, mines, nor any other ma-
chines, can shake them.
The places of war of the ancients were not always

fortified with stone walls. They were sometimes
enclosed within good ramparts of earth of great firm-

ness and solidity. The manner of coating them with
turf was not unknown to them, nor the art of sup-

porting the earth with strong fascines made fast by
stakes, and of arming the top of the rampart with a
ruff or (raise of palisades, and the foot of the parapet
or pas de souris with another: they often planted
palisades also in the fosse to defend themselves against
sudden attacks. They made walls also with beams
crossed over one another, with spaces between them
in manner of a chequer, the void parts of which they
filled up with earth and stones. Such almost were
the walls of the city of Bourges, described by Caesar

in his seventh book of the war with the Gauls.

What I shall say in the sequel, when I come to

explain the mannerof attacking and defending places,
will show more distinctly what kind of fortifications

those of the ancients were. It is pretended that the

moderns excel them very much in this point. The
thing is not so indisputable but it may be called in

question; though no comparison can be made be-

tween them; because their manner of attacking and

defending is entirely different. The moderns have
retained all they could after the ancients. Fire-arms
have obliged them to use other precaution*. The
same genius is evident in both. 1 he moderns have

imagined nothing, (hat the ancients could use, and
have not used. We have borrowed from them (he

breadth and depth of fosses, the thickness of walls,

the towers to flank the curtains, the palisades, the

inlrenchments within the ramparts and towers, the

advantage of ninny flanks, in multiplying of which

only modern fortification consists; this lire- arms
makes the more easy to execute. I have heard theM
remarks make by very able and experienced persons,
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who with a profound knowledge of the manner in

which the ancients Bade war, unite a perfect expe-
rience of the modern practice of it.

ARTICLE II.

OF THE MACHINES OF WAR.

THE machines most used and best known amongst
(he ancients for besieging places, were the tortoise,

the catapulta, the balista, the corvus or crane, the

ram, and moving towers.

SECTION I. THE TORTOISE.

THE tortoise was a machine composed of very
strong and solid timber-work. The height of it to

its highest beam, which sustained the roof, was twelve

feet. The base was square, and each of its fronts

twenty-five feet. It was covered with a kind of

quilted mattress made of raw hides, and prepared
with different drugs to prevent its being set on fire

by combustibles. This heavy machine was supported
upon four wheels, or perhaps upon eight. It was
called tortoise, from its serving as a very strong

covering and defence, against the enormous weight
thrown down on it; those under it being safe in the

tame manner as a tortoise under his shell. It was
used both to fill up the fosse, and for sapping.
For the filling up of the fosse, it was necessary to

join several of them together in a line and very near
one another. Diodorus Siculus, speaking of the siege
of Halicarnassus by Alexander the Great, says, that

he first caused three tortoises to approach, in order
to fill up the ditch, and that afterwards he planted
*iis rams upon the space filled up, to batter the wall.

This machine is often mentioned by authors. There
were, without doubt, tortoises of different forms and
sizes.

The machine called Mu*culu$, used by Caesar in

the siege of Marseilles, was believed to be also a tor-

toise, but very low, and of a great length: it would
be called in these days a wooden gallery. It is likely
that its length was equal to the breadth of the fosses.

Caesar caused it to be pushed on to the foot of the walls,
in order to demolish them by sap. Caesar, however,
often distinguishes the tortoise from the Mnscnlns.
There were also several other machines intended

to cover the soldiers, called cratet, plutei, vinea, &c.

that were used in sieges, which I shall not undertake
to describe here, to avoid prolixity. They may be

comprised in general under the name of mantles, or

thrdt.
Resides the tortoise, the wooden machine I have

been speaking of, there was another composed of sol-

diers which may be ranked in the number of ma-
chines of war. A body of soldiers, drawn up to-

gether, put their great shields, in the form of gutter-
tiles, close to each other over their heads. Well

practised in this exercise, they formed so firm a roof,

that whatever efforts the besieged might make, they
could neither break nor move them. Upon this first

tortoise of soldiers, a second was made to mount:
and by this means they sometimes rose to an equal

height with the walls of the place besieged.

SECTION II. CATAPULTA. BAUSTA.

I join these two machines together, because though
authors sometimes distinguish them, they also often

confound them, and it would be difficult to settle ex-

actly the difference between them. They were both

intended for discharging darts, arrows, and stones.

They were of different sizes, and consequently pro-
duced more or less effect. Some were ued in bat-

tles, and might be called field-pieces, others were

employed in sieges, which was the use most common-

ly made of them. The balistae must have been the

heaviest and most difficult to carry; because there

was always a greater number of the catapultae in the

armies. Livy, in his description of the siege of Car-

thage, says, that there were an hundred and twenty

great, and more than two hundred small catapultae
taken, with thirty-three great balistae, and tiny-two
Miinll ones. Josephus mentions the same difference

tmongst the R >mans, who had three hundred ca-

tapultae, and forty balistae, at the siege of Jerusa
lein.

These machines had a force, which it is not easy
to comprehend, but which all good authors attest

Vegetius says, that the balista discharged dart- with
such rapidity and violence, that nothing could resist

their force. Alhenaeus tell* us, that Ageitratus
made one of little more than two lift in length,
which shot darts to the distance of almost five liun-

dred paces. These machines were not unlike our
crossbows. There were others of much greater force,
which threw stones of three hundred weight, upwards
of an hundred and twenty-five paces.
We find surprising effects of these machines in Jo-

sephus. "The darts and force of the catapultae de-
stroyed abundance of people. The stones Irom the

machines beat down the battlements, and broke the

angles of the towers. There was no phalanx so deep
but one of these stones would sweep a whole file of
it from one end to the other. Things passed this

night that showed the prodigious force of these ma-
chines. A man who stood by Josephus, had his head
taken off by a stone discharged from a distance oi

three hundred and seventy-five paces."

SECTION III. THE RAM.

THE use of the ram is very ancient, and the inven-

tion of it ascribed to different people. It seems dif-

ficult, and hardly worth the trouble to discover the

author of it. The ram was either slung or net slung.
The swinging ram was composed of a large beam of

oak, resembling a ship's mast, of prodigious length
and thickness, with the end armed with a head of iron

proportioned
to the body, and in the shape of a rain's

head, whence it had its name, because it strikes against
the walls, as a ram doth with his head against all ha
encounters. The thickness of the ram should be
conformable to its length. Vitruvius mentions one
of four thousand talents in weight, that is, four

hundred and fourscore thousand pounds,) which it

not very extravagant. This terrible machine waa

suspended and balanced equally, like the beam of

pair of scales, with a chain or large cables, which

supported it in the air in a kind ol building of tim-

ber, which was pushed forwards upon the filling up
of the fosse to a certain distance from the wall, by
the means of rollers or wheels. The building was
secured from being set on fire by the besieged bj
several coverings, with which it was cased over.

This manner of working the ram seems the most

easy, and requires no great strength. The heaviest

body suspended in the air may be moved with incon-

siderable force.

But it is not so easy to comprehend how these

rams were carried from place to place. For it is not

to be imagined, that beams of such immense thick-

ness and extraordinary length could be found wher-
ever there was occasion for them, and it is certain

that armies never marched without these machines.
The Chevalier Follard, for want of information in

this point from the writers of antiquity, conjectures,
that they carried this ram-beam upon a four-wheel

carriage of a particular form, composed of very strong
timbers; the beam suspended short to a strong tay
or cross-beam in form of a gibbet powerfully

sustain-

ed by all the wood work capable of resisting the

most violent shocks, and the whole joined and

strengthened well with bindings and plates of iron.

There was another kind of ram which was not sus-

pended or slung. We see upon the column of Tra-

jan the Dacians besieging sonte Romans in a fortress,

which they batter with a ram worked only by strength
of arms. They are not covered with nv thing, so

that both the "ram and those who work it, are e-
posed to the darts of the besieged. It could not ui

this method of using it produce any great effect.

It has been question**! whellu r the rams fixed in

the moving towers, or in a kind ol tortoise, were slung
or not, and there are strong reason- on both sides

Mv |'lan does not admit my enlerin into thi- dispute

i The Roman pound weighed Icsi than the French Iv
almost a quarter.
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I lhall presently relate the prodigious effects of the

ram. As it was one of the machines thai hurt the

besieged most, many methods were contrived to ren-

der it useless. Fire was darted upon the roof that

covered, and the timbers that supported it, in order

to burn them with the ram. To deaden its blows,

pack-! ot' wool were let down against the place at

which it was levelled. Other machines were op-

posed against it to break it force, or to turn aside

Its head, when buttering the works. Abundance of

mean* were employed to prevent its effects. Some
of then- may be seen in the sieges I have cited in

the beginning of this paragraph. Josephus relates a

surprising action of a Jew, who, at the siege of Jota-

phat,
threw a stone of an enormous site upon the

Dead of the ram with such violence, that he loosened

it from the beam, and made it fall down. He leaped
afterwards from the top of the wall to the bottom,
took the head from the midst of the enemies, and
carrier! it back with him. He received five arrows
in his body, and notwithstanding those wounds, bold-

ly kept in his post, till, through loss of blood and

strength, he fell from the wall, and the ram's head
with nim, with which he would never part.l

SECTION IV. MOVING TOWERS.

VEGETIUS describes these towers in a manner, that

gives a sufficiently clear idea of them.8 The moving
towers, says that author, are made of an assemblage
of beams and strong planks, not unlike a house. To
ecure them against the fires thrown by the besieged,
they are covered with raw hides, or with pieces of

cloth made of hair. Their height is in proportion to

that of their base. They are sometimes thirty feet

square, and sometimes forty or fifty. They are high-
er than the walls or even towers of the city. They
re supported upon several wheels according to me-

chanic principles, by the means of which the machine
is easily made to move, how great soever it may be.

The town it in great danger, if this tower can ap-

proach the walls. For it has stair* from one story to

another, and includes different methods of attack.

At bottom it hag a ram to batter the wall, and on the

middle story a draw-bridge, made of two beams with

rails of ba-ket-work, which lets down easily upon the

wall of a city, when within reach of it. The besieg-
ers pass ujion this bridge, to make themselves mas-
ters of the wall. Upon the higher stories are soldiers

armed with partisans, and missive weapons, who keep
perpetual discharge upon the works. When affairs

re in this po*ture, a place seldom holds out long
For what can they hope who have nothing to confide
in but the height of their ramparts, when they see

others suddenly appear which command them?

ARTICLE III.

ATTACK AND DEFENCE OF PLACES.

I join the attack and defence of places together, in

order to abridge this subject, which of itself is very
extensive: 1 shall even treat only of the most essen-
tial parts ol it, and in as brief a manner as possible.

SECTION I. LINES OF CIRCUMVALLATtON AND
COUNTERVALLATION.

WHEN the cities were extremely strong and popu-
lous, they were surrounded with a fosse and in-

treifhment against the besieged, and by another
fosse on the side next the country, against the troops
which miiriit come to the aid of the place; and these
were called lines of circumvallation And countervalla-
tion. The besiegers pitched th ir camp between these
two lines. Those of Connterv;illHtion were against
the besieged city, the others against attempts' from
without.
When it was foreseen, that the siege would be of

long duration, it was often changed into a blockade,
and then the two line* in question were solid wall* of

trong masonry, Hanked with towers at proper dis-

tance*. There is a very good example of this at the

i DeBell. JuH.l. iii. c. 16.
*
Veget. de re milit. 1. vii. a. 17,

VOL. II 5P

siege of Plataa by the Lacedaemonians and Thet.ant
of which Thuc.ydides has left us a long description
"The two surrounding lines were composed of two
walls sixteen feet distant, and the soldiers lay in that

space, which was divided into quarters: so that it

might have been taken for only one wall with high
towers from distance to distance, which occupied the

whole interval, in order to enable the besiegers to

defend at the same time against those within and
those without. The quarters of the soldiers could
not be gone round without crossina; the towers of
the wall, and the top of the wall was skirted with a

parapet of osier. There was a fosse, on each side

of which, the earth had been used to make brick* for

the wall."* In this manner Thucydides describes
these two surrounding walls, which were of no very
great circumference, the city being very small. I

have elsewhere related with sufficient extent the

history of this siege, or rather blockade, very famous

among the ancients, and have observed in what man-
ner, notwithstanding these fortifications, part of the

garrison escaped.
The camp of the Roman army before Numantia

took up a much greater extent of ground .4 That
city was twenty-four stadia or a league in circum-
ference. Scipio, when he invested it, caused a line

of circumvallation to be drawn, which enclosed more
than twice the ground the city stood upon. When
this work WHS finished, another line was thrown up
against the besieged, at a reasonable distance from
the first, composed of a rampart of eight feet thick

by ten high, which was strengthened with strong
palisades. The whole was flanked with towers of an
hundied feet from each other. It is not easy to

comprehend in what manner the Romans completed
these immense works; a line of circumvallation of
more than two leagues in compass: but nothing is

more certain than these facts.

SECTION II. APPROACHES OF THE CAMP TO THS
BODY OF THE PI.ACE.

THOUGH trenches, oblique lines, mines, and the
like inventions, seem neither often nor clearly ex-

pressed in authors, we can hardly doubt with reason,
that they were in use among the Greeks and Ro-
mans. Is it probable, that with the ancient*, whose

generals, among their other excellent qualities, had
that of taking great care to spare the blood and lives

of their soldiers, approaches were made in besieging
without any precaution* against the machines of the

besieged, whose ramparts were so well provided,
and whose defence was so desperate? Though there
is no mention of this in any of the historians, who
might possibly in the description of sieges, omit it as

being well known to all the world; we should not
conclude, that such able generals either did not

know, or neglected, things, on the one side so im-

portant, and on the other so easy; and which must

naturally have struck every man however little ver-
sed in attacking places. But several historians speak
of them; and among the rest Polybius, who, describ-

ing the siege of the city of Echinna by Philip, conclu-
des with these words: "To cover from the arrows of
the besieged, as well as those who went from the

camp to the works, as those who returned from the
works to the camp, trenches were drawn* from the

camp to the tortoises; and these trenches covered at

top."*
Long before Philip, Demetrius Poliorcetes had used

the same method at the siege of Rhodes. Diodorus
Siculus tells us, "that famous warrior caused tortois-

es, and galleries, cut in the earth, or covered mines,
to be made, for communication with the batteries of
rams, and ordered a trench with blinds over head, to

cover and secure the troops in going and coming from
the towers and tortoises. The seamen and marines
were appointed lor this sen-ice; the work was four
stadia ir, length, or five hundred puces."

It is certain therefore that the use of trenches was

Thiiryd. I. ii. p. 147, A.C.. Appian in Ibr rir. p. 300
* "f ' XTXOTI^-I Soiling uiulff nl anils liy vv( > , 4

long trcnrh : i^i^^xii.-'jvi-fvj;, fusse lonffn. Inf:us cunicu
liu et muatiis subterraneiu. Pulyb. I. ix. p. 571
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well known to the ancients, without which they could
have formed no siege. There were ilill'trent sorts of

them. They were either fosses parallel to the front

oi the attacks, or communications cut in the earth and
covered over head, or open, and drawn obliquely to

prevent being scoured by the enemy. These trenches

are often expressed in authors by the Latin word ag-

geres, which does not always signify cavaliers or

platforms.
The cavaliers were mounds of earth, on which ma-

chines were planted, and were thrown up in the fol-

lowing manner. The work was begun at a small

distance from that side of the fosse next the country.
It was carried on under the cover of mantles, or mo-

ving sheds, of considerable height, behind which the

soldiers worked in security from the machines of the

b:sieged. This sort of mantles or galleries were not

always composed of hurdles and fascines, but of raw
bides, mattresses, or of a curtain made of strong ca-

bles, the whole suspended between very high masts

fixed in the ground, which broke the force of what-
ever was discharged against it. 1 The work was con-

tinued to the height of these suspended curtains, which
were raised in proportion with it. At the same time
tl e void places of the platform were filled up with

stones, earth, and any thing; whilst some were em-

ployed in levelling and beating down the earth, to

make it firm and capable of sustaining the weight of

<he towers and machines to be planted upon it. From
these towers and batteries of balistas and catapultas a

hail of stouts, arrows, and large darts, were discharged

upon the ramparts and works of the besieged.
The terrace which Alexander the Great caused to

be raised against the rock of Coriasnae, was very sur-

E
rising.* That rock, which was supposed impregna-
te, was two thousand five hundred paces high, and

seven or eight hundred round. It was excessively

steep on all sides, having only one path, hewn out of

the rock, by which no more than one man could as-

cend without difficulty. It was besides surrounded
with u deep abyss, which served it instead of a fosse,

and which it was necessary to fill up, in order to ap-

proach it. All these difficulties were not capable of

discouraging Alexander, to whose valour and fortune

nothing was impossible. He began therefore by or-

dering the high fir trees, that surrounded the place in

gieat numbers, to be cut down, in order to use them
as stairs to descend by into the fosse. His troops
worked night and day in tilling it up. Though the

whole army were employed in their turn upon this

work, so difficult was it, that they could do no more
than thirty feet a day, and something less a night.
When it was more advanced, and began to come
nearer the due height, they drove piles into both sides

of the fosse, at proper distances from each other, (with
beams laid cross) in order to support the weight to be

laid on it. They then formed a kind of floor or bridge
of wicker and fascines, which they covered with earth

to equal the heightof the side of the fosse, go that the

army could advance on a way even with the rock.

Till then the barbarians had derided the undertaking,

believing it utterly impracticable.
But when they

saw themselves exposed to the darts of the enemy,
who worked upon their terrace behind mantles, they

began to lose courage, demanded to capitulate, and
soon after surrendered the rock to Alexander.
The filling up of the fosses was not always so diffi-

cult as in this instance, but always required great pre-
cautions and labour. The soldier worked under cover

in the tortoises, and the like machines. To fill up the

fosses, they tnalle use of stones, the trunks of trees,

and fascines, the whole mingled with earth. It was

necessary that these works should be of great solidity,
to bear the prodigious weight of the machines plant-
ed upon them, which would have made thi ni fall in,

if this kind of causeway had been composed only of

fascines. If the fosses were full of water, they began
by drawing it off either entirely or in part by different

drains, which they cut for that purpose. WhiUt
these works were carrying on, the besieged were not

t Osiir made use of ouch a curtain al the siege (if Mar-
seille. I).- hell. civ. I. ii

:

Auian.l. iv. p. 180.

idle. They ran many mines under the fosse to th

part of it filled up, in order to carry off the earth,
which they handed from man to man into the city
tliis prevented the work from advancing, the b^ieged
carrying ofl as much as the besiegers laid on it. They
used" also .mother more effectual stratagem, which \\M
to cut large cavities underneath the. works of the lat-

ter. After having removed some of the earth without
its being discovered, they supported the rest with

props or large beams, which they smeared over with

grease and other combustibles. They then filled up
the void space between the props with dry wood, and
such things as would soonest burn, and set them on
fire: hence when the props gave way, the whole fell

into a kind of gulf, with the iortoises, battering rams,
and men employed in working them.
The besiegers used the same artifice to make the

walls of places fall down. When Darius besieged
(Jhalcedon, the walls were so strong, and the place so

well provided with all necessaries, that the inhabitants

were in no pain about the siege.* The king did not
make any approaches to the walls, nor lay waste the

country. He lay still as if he expected a considerable
re-enforcement. But whilst the people of Chalcedon
had no other thoughts than of guarding their walla,
he opened at the distance of three-quarters of a league
from the city a mine, which the Persians carried on
as far as the market-place. They judged themselves

directly under it from the roots nf the olive-trees,
which they knew grew there. They then opened
their mine, and entering by that pas-age, took the

place
whilst the besieged were still employed in keep-

ing guard upon the walls.

In the same manner, A. Servilius the dictator took
the city of Fidenae. having caused several false attacks

to be made on different sides, whilst a mine carried on
as far as the citadel, opened him a passage there for

his troops.4 Another dictator (the celebrated Camil-

las) could not terminate the long siege of Vc ii, but

by this stratagem.* He undertook to run a mine as

far as the citadel of that place. And that the work

might not be discontinued, or the troops discouraged

by the length of it, he divided them into six brigade*,
who relieved each other every six hours. The work

being carried on night and day, it extended at length
to the citadel, and the city was taken.

At the siege of Athens by Sylla, it is astonishing
to consider the mines and countermines used on both

sides.' The miners were not long before they met
and fought furiously under ground. The Romans

having cut their way as far as the wall, sapped a great

part of it, and supported it in a manner in the air OK

props of wood, to which they set fire without loss of
time. The wall fell suddenly into the fosse with an in-

credible noise and ruins, and all that was upon it perish*
ed. This was one of the methods of attacking places.

SECTIONl III. MEANS USED IN REPAIRING
BREACHES.

THE ancients used several methods to defend them-
selves against the enemy after the breach was made.
Sometimes, but not so frequently, they made use of
trees cut down, which they extended along the whole
front of the breach very near each other, in order that

the branches might mingle together; they tied the

trunks very firmly to one another, so that it was im-

possible to sepui-ate these trees, which formed an im-

penetrable fence, behind which a multitude of soldier*

were posted, armed with pikes and long partizant.
The breaches were sometimes made so suddenly,
either by gnps above, or under ground, or by the vio-

lent blows of the rams, that the besieged often found

their works laid open, when they least thought ot it.

They had recourse on such occasions to a very simple

refuge in order to gain time, and to intrench behind

the breach. They threw down upon the ruin* of th

wall a prodigious quantity of dry wood, and >>tber

combustible matter, to which thev set fire: this occa-

sioned so violent a flame, that it WTS impossible for the

besiigers to pass through it or approach the breach

i Polvb. I. v. c. 5.

Ibid. I. v. n. 19.

Liv. I. iv. n.22.

Ajipian de bell. Milhrid. p. 11*3.
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The garrison of Haliartus in Boeotia thought of this

remeciv against the Romans. 1 But the most usual

method was to erect new walls behind the breaches,

which are now called in French, retirudts, retrench-

ments. These works generally were not parallel with

the ruined walls. They described a kind of semicir-

cle towards the place, of which the two ends joined
the two sides of the wall that remained whole. They
did not omit to cut a very large and deep fosse before

this work, in order to oblige the assailants to attack

it with the whole train of machines, which would be

U*ed against walls of the greatest strength.
Svlla, having beat down great part of the walls of

the Pirteum with his battering rams, caused the breach

to be immediately attacked, where so furious a battle

ensued, that he was obliged to sound a retreat.! The

besieged, improving the opportunity this gave them,

immediately ran a second wall behind the breach.

Sylla, perceiving it, made his machines advance to

batter it, rightly judging, that being newly built, it

could not long resist their violence. The effect an-

wered with no great difficulty, and he immediately
ordered the assault to be given. The action was

warm and vigorous; but he was at last repulsed with

loss, and obliged to abandon his design. History-
abounds with examples of this kind.

SECTION IV. ATTACK AND DEFENCE OF PLACES
BY MACHINES.

THE machines most used in sieges were, as I have

observed before, the catapulta, balista, tortoises, bat-

tering rams, and moving towers. To know the force

of them, the reader need only turn back to the rela-

tions of the most important sieges treated in this his-

tory, such as those of Lilybwuiu in Sicily by the Ro-
mans; of Carthage by Scipio; of Syracuse, first by
the Athenians, and afterwards by Marcellus; of Tyre
by Alexander; of Rhodes by Demetrius Poliorcetes;
and of Athens by Sylla.

I shall cite here no more than one, of which I shall

repeat only some detached, but very proper, circum-

stances, in my opinion, to show the manner in which
the ancients attacked and defended places, and the

use they made of machines of war. This is the

famous siege of Jerusalem by Titus, related at large

by the historian Josephus, who was an eye-witness
of the whole.
The city of Jerusalem was fortified with a triple

wall, except on the side of the valleys, where vhere

was but one, because they were inaccessible.* Titus

began by causing all the trees in the neighbourhood
to be cut down, and made use of that wood in erect-

ing several platforms or terraces. The whole army
were employed in this work; the workmen were
covered by hurdles and gabions. The Jews omitted

nothing on their side, that might contribute to their

defence: the ramparts were soon covered with a

great number of machines.
The first wall was first attacked. When the plat-

forms were erected, Titus caused the rams to be

planted upon them, with the other machines to annoy
the enemy, and battered the wall in three different

places. The Jews perpetually poured an incredible

number of fires and darts upon these machines, and
the soldiers that worked the rams. They made also

several sallies to set them on fire, and were repulsed
with great difficulty. Titus had caused three towers
lo be f reeled on these platforms, each of seventy-five
feet in height, to command the ramparts and works
of the place. In the night, one of these towers U II of

itself, and occasioned a great consternation through-
out the whole army. They galled the besieged ex-

ceedingly, for they were full of portable machines,

lingers, and archers, who poured a continual shower
of darts, arrows, and stones, upon them, which they
did not know how to remedy, because they could
neither raise platforms of an equal height with those

towers, nor thr^w them down, they were so strong;
nor burn them, because they were covered all over
with plates of iron. Nothing, therefore, being able

< LIT. .. xlii. a. 63. Appiati de bell. Mitbrid. p. 194.
* Joseph, bell Jud. 1. i.

to retard the tllect of the rams, and those Jreadftii

machines perpetually advancing, the Jews abandoned
the first wall, after a defence of fifteen days. The
Romans entered the breach without difficulty, and

opened the gates to the rest of the army.
The second wall gave them no great trouble: Titul

soon made himself master of that with the new city.
The Jews then made very extraordinary efforts, air.'

drove him out of them, and it was not till alter a con*

tinued and very rude battle of four days, that he re-

gained them.
But the third wall cost him much labour and blood,

the Jews refusing to hearken to any prt posals of

peace, and defending themelves with an obstinacy,
that resembled rather the madness and fury of men
in despair, than valour and fortitude.

Titus divided his army into two bodies, in order to
form two attacks on the side of the fort Antonia, and
made his troops work in erecting four terraces, upon
each of which a legion was employed. Though the
work was carried on night and day, it took up above
fifteen days to complete it; at the end of which the
machines were planted upon it. John and Simon
were at the head of the seditious, who ruled all things
in the city. The first caused a mine io be run as far

as the terrace in the front of the fort Antonia, the

ground under it to be supported by props, a great

quantity of wood prepared with rosin and pitch to

be carried into it, and then ordered it to be set on
fire. The props being soon consumed, the terrace

fell in with a dreadful noise. Two days after, Simon
attacked the other terraces, on which the besiegers
had placed their rams, and begun to batter the wall.

Three young officers, followed by soldiers as deter-
minate as themselves, opened their way, with torches
in their hands, through the midst of their enemies,
as if they had nothing to fear from the multitude of
darts and swords, and did not retire till they had set

fire to the machines. When the flames began to

rise, the Romans ran from their camp to save their

machines. The Jews repulsed them by the shower
of darts from the top of their walls, where they had
three hundred catapultae and forty balistae. They
also sallied in large bodies, and despising danger,
came to blows with those who advanced to extinguish
the fire. The Romans used their utmost endeavours
to draw off their rams, of which the covers were
burnt; and the Jews, to prevent them, continued
amidst the flames without giving way. The fire from
the machines catched the terraces, the Romans not

being able to hinder it. So that, seeing themselves
surrounded on all sides with the flames, and despair-

ing of all means to preserve their works, they retreat-

ed to their camp. They were inconsolable for hav-

ing lost in one hour, by the ruin of their works, what
had cost them so much time and pains, and many,
seeing all their machines destroyed, despaired of
ever being able to take the place.

But Titus did not lose courage. Having called a

great council of war, he proposed the building of a
wall round the city, to deprive the besieged of all

hopes of receiving aid or provisions, of which they
began to be in want. This advice was generally ap-
proved of, and the troops recovered spirit. But what
seems incredible, and was truly worthy of the Ro-
mans, is, that this great work, which appi ared to re-

quire three months for the execution of t, the city

being two leagues in circumference, was begun and
finished in three days. The city being enclosed in

this manner, the troops were posted in the towers
with which the new wall was flanked at proper dis-

tances. Titus at the same time caused four more
terraces to be raised against the fort Antonia, larger
than the former. They were completed in twenty -

one days, notwithstanding the difficulty of finding
the wood necessary for so great a work.
John, who commanded in fort Antonia, in order to

prevent the cla.iger consequent upon a breach being
made by the besiegers, lost no time in fortifying him-
self; and to try all things before the rams began to

batter, he made a sally with torches in hand, in order
to set fire to the enemy's works, but was obliged to

return without being able to approach them
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The Romans then advanced their ranis to batter

the tower Antonia: but seeing, notwithstanding re-

iterated efforts, that they could not make a breach,

they resolved to sap it, and covering themselves with

their bucklers in form of a tortoise, against the quan-
tity of stones and flints, which the Jews poured down

upon them, they persevered to work in such a man-
ner with their levers and hands, that they loosened

four of the stones in the foundation of the tower.

Night obliged both sides to some respite: and in that

time, the part of the wall, under which John had
caused the mine to be run, by the means of which he

bad ruined the first terraces of the Roman", being
weakened by the strokes they had given it, fell down
on a sudden. The Jews the same moment raised

another wall behind it. As it was so newly built, it

was expected that it would be the more easily thrown
down: but nobody dared be the first to assault it, so

much the determined courage of the Jews had dis-

mayed the troops. Several attempts were however
made, but without success. Providence opened them
Another way. Some soldiers, who guarded the ter-

races, got up without noise towards the close of the

night by the ruins of the wall into the fort Antonia.

They found the sentinels upon the advanced posts

asleep, and slew them. Having made themselves

masters of the wall in this manner, they caused their

trumpets to sound, which they had taken care to

bring with them. Upon that alarm, the guard at the

other posts, imagining the number of the Romans
much greater than it was, were seized with such fear

that they fled. Titus came up soon alter with part
of his troops, and entering by the same ruins, pur-
tued the Jews to the gates of the temple, which they
defended with incredible valour. The action was

very hot, and continued at least ten hours. But at

length the f
ury <nd despair of the Jews, who saw

their safety depended upon the success of this battle,

prevailed over the valour and experience of the Ro-
mans. The latter thought proper to content theni-

relves with having taken fort Antonia, though only a

part of their army was present in the battle.

Several other assaults passed which I omit. The
greatest of the rams that Titus had caused to be

made, and planted upon the platform, battered the

walls of the temple continually for six days, without

1-eing able to make any more progress than the rest;

of such proof wa. that superb edifice against their

efforts. The Romans having lost all hopes of suc-

ceeding by attacks of this kind, resolved to proceed
by scaling the walls. The Jc\,4, who had not fore-

seen it, could not prevent them from planting their

ladders. But never was resistance greater than theirs.

They threw down such as had got on the wall, kill-

ed those upon the upper steps of the ladders before

they could cover themselves with their shields, and
even threw down the ladders quite covered with

soldiers, which cost the Romans many men. The
rest were obliged to retire without being able to

succeed in the attempt.
The Jews made many sallies, in which they fought

with the utmost fury and desperation, and killed

many of the Romans. But Titus at last made him-

self master of the temple, to which, notwithstanding
the most severe orders to the contrary, a soldier set

fire, and it was consumed entirely. And thus the

prediction of Jesus Christ concerning it was accom-

plished.

CHAPTER III.

OF THE NAVIES OF THE ANCIENTS.

I HAVE spoken elsewhere of the maritime affairs

jf the ancients, their vessels, and naval troops. I

must beg the reader to have recourse to what I have

said there, to supply what may be wanting in this

place.

Nothing certain can be said concerning the origin
of navigation. We may, however, be assured, that

the oldest vessel mentioned in history, is Noah's
ark, of which God himself gave the design, and

directed the form and all the measures, but solely
with the view which he had of its containing the

family of Noah, and all the animals of tlie earth
and air. This <m, ivithout doubt, was in its begin*
nings gross aid imperfect: planks, rails, small boats,
and little barks. The manner in which fish move in

the water, and birds in the air, might suggest to
mankind the thought of imitating the aids nature has

given those animals by oars and sails. At all events,

they have attained by degrees the art of building
vessels in the perfection we now see them.
The ships of the ancients may be divided into two

kinds: those tor transporting merchandise, onerarim

naves; and ships of war, often called long (hips
longce naves.i

The first were small vessels, which were commonly
called open liarks, because they had no deck. These
little barks had no beaks, called -astra, used in sea

fights, to run against and sink the enemy's ships.
The long ships used in war were of two sorts.

The one had only one bench of oars on each side,
the other more. Of those which had only one bench,
some had twenty oars, n'-o-c t oi; others thirty, -r f ,p,.

nov-rifei; some
lit'ty, jrivi^em t o<

;
or even an hun-

dred, ;xTrfvTi ( oi. Nothing is more common than
names of these ships in Greek authors. The rowers
were placed half on one side of the vessel, and half

on the other, on the same line. Among the vessels

of several benches of oars, some had two only, hire-

mes; others three, triremes; some foar,qnadriremesf
others ftve,qninqneremes; and others a greater num-
ber, as we shall see in the sequel. Those most

spoken of by authors, and of which the ancientl

made most use in battles, were the triremes and

quinqneremes: by which names the reader will per-
mit me to express the vessels \\ith three and five

benches of oars.

We find in all the ancient authors a clear and evi-

dent distinction between these two sorts of vessels.

Some were called T; .IIKOVTI^OI, ships of thirty oars;

jrivTi)6Tifoi, ships <>fjifly oars, A:c, and these were
ranked in the number of small ships. We shnll see

presently the difference there was in the number of
the crews on board each of them. The latter w?r

distinguished by their several benches of oars, as

well as magnitude. And Livy says expressly: Qnin-

queremis Romann pluribtis remonmi ordinibut
scindentibits vortices;* as well as Virgil, Terno con-

surgnnt ordine remi? 3 It is therefore not to be

doubted, that the ancients had vessels with several

benches of oars, from two, three, four, five, six, to

thirty or forty: but those only of a small number of

benches were of use; the rest being chiefly for show.
To know how these several benches of oars could

be put in motion, is a difficulty, and has always been
a matter of dispute among the learn* d moderns, which
in all probability may continue for ever undecided.
The most able and experienced persons on naval af-

fairs nmong us, believe the thing utterly impossible.
And indeed it would be so, if we suppose, that these

different ranks of oars were placed perpendicularly
over one another. But we see the contrary upon
Trajan's column, on which the biremes and triremes

have their benches placed obliquely, and as it were

by steps one above the other. The arguments op-
posed to the opinion of those who admit several ranks

of oars in vessels, are, it must be owned, very strong
and conclusive: but what force can the best reasons

in the world have against real facts, and an expe-
rience confirmed by the testimony of all the ancient

writers.

It appears, that the rowers were distinguished from
the place or step where they sat.4 The lowest were
called Thalamitet, those in the middle Zugites, and
those above, Thranites* The latter had larger pay
than the others, without doubt, because they handled

longer and heavier oars than those of the lower ben-

ches. It is still a question, whether in large vessels

each oar had only one man to it, or more, as now ID

the galleys of Franre. In the liiremes and triremes

t Bomilrar centum triginta navihux longis.et scptingonti*
onernriia profectus. Lie. I. xxv. n. 27.

Liv. I. xxxvli. n. 310. JEn 1. r
Iiitero. ArUtoph. in Ranis. Tliueyd. 1. vi. j> 431
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on the column of Trajan, there is only one rower to

bench on each side. It is very probable, that there

were mure in larger vessels: but I avoid entering
If to discussions, which would carry me a great way
beyond the extent of my plan.
There are description* ii. Alhenaeus of ships of

astonishing and incredible nini.ilu<le. The two first

were Ptolemv Philopator's, king of Egypt.
1 One of

them carried forty benches ot oars, and was four

hundred feet long, and fifty-seven brovl. Four thou-

sand rowers har<il\ sufficed to put this enormous
bulk in motion. It was launched bv a machine, com-

posed of as much wood as would have made fifty

Tessels of five benches of oars. How shall we con-

ceive the practical use of the fifty benches of oars in

this vi -el? But indeed they were chiefly for show.

Tiie other ship, called Talamega, because it had

beds and apartments in it, was three hundred twelve-

mod a hi.ll'tVet in length, and forty-five in its greatest
breadth. Its height, including the tent or pavilion

upon its deck, was almost sixty feet. All around it,

(except the head,) there was a double gallery ol im-

mense extent. It was really a floating palace. Ptol-

emy caused it to be built to earn himself and his

whole court upon the Nile. Athenians does not men-
tion the number of its ranks or benches of oars.

The third vessel is that which Hiero II. king of

Syracuse, caused to be built under the directions of
the famous Archimedes.* It had twenty benches of

oars, and wt.s of incredible magnificence. .No part of

Sicily being capable of containing it, Hiero made a

present of it to Ptolemv Philopator, and sent it lo

Alexandria. Though the hold or sink was very deep,
one man emptied it by the means of a machine invent-

ed by Archimedes.
These ves>elj, which were chiefly for show, have,

properly speaking, no relation to the subject I treat.

As much may be said of that of Philip, the father of
Perseus mentioned by Livy. It had sixteen benches
of oars, but could scarce be made to move, on account
of its magnitude.

\Vli;it Plutarch says of the galleys of Demetrius
Poliorcetes :s very surprising, and he takes care to

apprize the rea-Jer that he s|>eaks with the strictest

truth, and wittiout any exaggeration.* That prince,
who it is known, was well versed in the arts, and very
inventive in regard to machines of war, had also caused
several ealleys of fifteen and sixteen benches of oars

to be built; not merely for ostentation, as he made a

wonderful use of them in battles and siegi-s. Lysim-
achus not bein<j able to believe what was said of

them, sent to desire him, though his enemy, to let his

galle\s row before him: and when he had seen their

swift and easy motion, he was inexpressibly surprised,
and could scarce venture to believe his own eyes.
These vessels were of astonishing beauty and magni-
ficence; but their lightness and agility seemed still

more worthy of admiration, than their site and splen-
dour. But we will confine ourselves to those which
were more known and common, I mean principally
the galleys of three, four, and five benches of oars;
and make some observations upon their use in battle.

There is no mention in Homer of vessels with seve-

ral benches of oars:* it wax not till after the Trojan
war that the use of them was introduced : the particu-
lar era is unknown. The Corinthians were the first

who changed the ancient form of the galleys, and
built those of three benches of oars, and perhaps also

of five. Syracuse, a Corinthian colony, piqued her-

elf, especially in the time of Dionysius the elder,

Bpon imitating the industry of the city, from which
the derived her origin; ana even at length surpassed
it, by carrying that to perfection, which the former
had only d'esigned. The wan, which she had to sup-
port against Carthage, obliged her to devote all her
cre and application to naval affairs. These two cities

were at that time the greatest maritime powers iti the

world. Greece, in general, bad not yet distinguished
herself in this respect. It had been the plan and de-

sign of Lycurgus absolutely to prohibit the use of

navigation to his ciliirns: and that from two motives

equally worthy the wise and profound policy of thai

legislator. His first view was to remove from his re-

public all commerce with strangers, lest such inter-

course should alter the purity of its manners, and
weaken the severily of the maxims he had established.

In the second place, he wa* for banishing tram the

Lacedaemonians all desire of aggrandizing themselves,
and all hope of making conquests; considering that

dire ambition as the ruin of states. Sparta therefore
at first had only a very small number of ships. Atheni
was originally no better provided with them. It wai

Themistocles, who, penetrating into the future, and

foreseeing at a distance what they had to apprehend
from the Persian?, converted the whole power of

Athens into a maritime force, equipped upon a differ-

ent pretext a numerous rieet, and by that wise pro-
vision, preserved Greece, obtained immortal glory for

his country, and put it into a condition to become in

a short time superior to all the neighbouring states.

During almost five es, Rome, if Polybius may b

believed, was entirely ignorant of what a vessel, gal-

ley, or fleet WR*. A- >tie WHS soleh employed in sub-

jecting the surrounding states, she had no occasion
for them. When she begun to send her troop* into

Sicily, she had not a single bark of her own, and bor-

rowed vessels of her neighbours to transport her ar-

mies. 5 But she soon perceived that she could not

oppose the Carthaginians, whilst they
were masters

of the sea. She therefore conceived the design of

disputing the empire of it with them, and of equipping
a fleet. A quinejueremis, which the ROIIK <is had ta-

ken from the enemy, gave birth to the thought, and
served them for a model. In less than two months

they built an hundred galleys of five, and twenty of
thrte benches of oars. They formed manners and
rowers by an exercise before unknown to them; and
in the first battle they gave the Carthaginians, they
overcame them, though the most powerful nation of

the world by sea, and the most expert in naval affairs.

The fleet of Xerxes, when he set out from Asia to

attack Greece, cocsisted of more than twelve hundred

galleys with three benches of oars, of which each car-

ried two hundred and thirty men; and three thousand

galleys of thirty or fifty oar?, besides transports, which
on an average carried fourscore men.* The other

gallevs, supplied by the province of Europe, had each
two hundred men on board. Those which set out
from Athens, during the Peloponnesian war, to attack
the Syracusans, carried as many. Hence we may sup-

pose the usual complement of those vessels was two
hundred men. I could have wished, that historians

had distinguished clearly in regard to these two hun-
dred men, who were the complement of the ships;
how many of them were merely seamen, and how
many soldiers. Plutarch, in speaking of those of the

Athenians, that were in the battle of Salami*. observes
that each of the hundred and fourscore galleys, of

which their fleet consisted, had only eighteen fighting
men on board, of whom four were archers, and th

rest heavy armed troops: which is a very small num-
ber. 7

The battle of Salami? is one of the most famous of

antiquity: but we have no very particular account of
it. Th'e Athenians distinguished themselves in it by
invincible valour, and their commander still more by
his ability and prudence. He persuaded the Greeks,
not without much difficulty, lo stop in a strait, which
rendered the superiority in number of the Persian ves-

sels useless: and he delayed engaging, till a certain

wind very contrary to the enemy began to blow.
The last battle of the Athenians, in the port of

Syracuse, occasioned their ruin. Apprehending ths

beaks of the enemy 's galleys, of which they had a sau

ex|>erience in the former actions. IVicias nrovideo

Ifrappling i>-ons in order to prevent their effect, and
to come immediately to blows a* upon shore. But
the enemy, who perceived it, covered the heads and

upper parts of their galleys with leather, in order to

give less hold to the grapples, and avoid being board-

Athen. I. iii. p M 306.

Plat, in Demett. p. 4)7.

Ibid. p. 306, 909.

Tbucyd. I. i. p. 810.
*

Polyb. I. i. p. 25. Herod. 1. vii. <_ 89
* Plut. in Tberaiit. p. 119. Herod, i. rii. c 84 M
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ed. T"r,ci- discharges did much greater execution.

The Athenians were overwhelmed by a hail of stones,

which never missed their aim, whilst their darts and
arrows were almost always ineffectual, from the mo-
tion and agitation of the vessels. Their ancient glory
and power suffered shipwreck in this last battle.

Polybius has a short bet very fine description of a

tea- fig lit. which was to the Romans a happy omen of

the future, and made way for the conquests, which
were to assure them of the empire of the sea. It is

that of Mylia in Sicilv against the Carthaginians, in

which the consul Duillius commanded. I have rela-

ted it in the history of the Carthaginians. What is

particular in this battle, is a machine of a new inven-

tion, made fast to the top of the heads of the Roman
ships, and called Corn/*. It was a kind of crane,

drawn up on high and suspended by cords, which had
a heavy cone of iron, called Corona, at its extremity,
that was let down with impetuosity upon the ships of

the enemy, to break through the planks of the decks,
and grapple them. This machine was the principal
cause of the victory, the first the Romans ever gained
at sea.

The. same Polybius describes more extensively a fa-

mous naval battle near Ecnoma, a city of Sicily. The
Romans, commanded by the consuls Attilius Regulus,
and L. Manlius, had three hundred and thirty deck-

thips, and a hundred and forty thousand men, each
vessel carrying three hundred rowers, and one hun-
dred and twenty soldiers. The Carthaginian fleet

commanded by Hanno and Amilcar had three hun-

dred and fifty vessels, and above one hundred and

fifty thousand men. The design of the former was
to carry the war into Africa, which the others were

extremely interested to prevent. Every thing there-

fore was disposed for a battle. The order of battle

of the Romans at this time was quite unusual. They
did not draw up in one or more lines, which was very
common, lest the enemy should get between their

lines with the advantage of their number, and they
took care to face on all sides. Besides, as the ene-

myV strength consisted in the agility of their ships,

they thought it necessary to row in an oblique line,

and observe an order of battle not easy to be broken.

For this purpose, the two ships of six benches, on
board of which were the consuls Regulus and Man-
lius, were placed in front, side by side. They were
each followed by a file of ships: called the first and

second fleet. The vessels of each file stood off, and

enlarged the file as they drew up, turning their heads
outwards. The two first fleets being thus drawn up
in the form of a beak or wedge, the third line of ships
was formed, called the third fleet. This closed the

space,
and faced the enemy; o that this order of bat-

tle had the form of a triangle. These three lines com-

posed a kind of divided whole, consisting of three

fleets: for so they were called. This third line, or

third fleet, towecf the transports, on board of- which
were the cavalry, which formed a second body. And
lastly, the fourth fleet, or the Triarii, (for so it was

called) brought up the rear, in such a manner, that it

extended beyond the two sides of the line in front of

it: and this was the third body. In this disposition
the order of battle represented a wedge or beak, of

which the forepart was hollow, and the base solid;
but the whole strong, fit for the action, and hard to

lyeak.
The Carthaginians, on their side, drew up almost

their whole fleet in one line. The right wing- com-
manded by Hanno, and consisting of the lightest and
nimblest galleys, advanced very much ahead of the

fleet, to surround those of the enemy, that were op-
posite to it, and had their heads all facing towards it.

The left wing
1

, consisting of the fourth part of the

fleet, was drawn up in form of a hornwork, or gibbet,
and inclined towards the coast. Amilcar, as admiral,
commanded the centre, and this left wing. He made
use of stratagem to separate the Roman fleet. The
latter, who assured themselves of victory over a fleet

drawn up with so great an extent, began by attacking
the centre, which had orders to retire hv little and

little, us if giving way to the enemy, and preparing to

7. The Romans did not fail to pursue them. By

which movement the first and the serond fleet (

have before observed which to distinguish hy those

names) parted from the third, that had the transport*
in tow, and the fourth, in which were trie Triarii de-

signed to support them. When they were at a cer-
tain distance, upon a signal given from Amilcar's gal-
ley, the Carthaginians fell all at once upon the vessels
that pursued them. The Carthaginians liad the ad-

vantage of the Romans in the DUubfeae** of their ship*,
and trie address and facility with which they either
advanced or retired : but the vigour of the Remans in

the charge, their cranes for grappling the enemy'l
vessels, the

presence
of the two consuls, who fought

at their head, and in whose fight they were ardent to

signalize themselves, inspired them with no less con-

fidence, than the Carthaginians had on their side.

Such was the engagement here.

At the same time Hanno, who commanded the right
wing, fell in with the ships of the Triarii, and put
them into disorder and confusion. On the other side,
the Carthaginians, who were in form of a fork or gib-
bet, and near shore, drew up in a line, and charged the

ships that towed the transports. The latter immedi-

ately let go the cords and came to blows with them,
so that the whole battle was divided into three parts,
which made as many different fights at considerable
distances from each other.

As the forces were very nearly equal on both sides,
so was the advantage at first. At length the squadron
commanded by Amilcar, not being able to resist any
longer, was put to flight, and Manlius made fast the

ships he had taken to his own. Regulus, at the same
time, went to the aid of the Triarii and transports,
with the vessels of the second fleet, which had not
suffered at all. Whilst he engaged Hanno, the Tria-

rii, who had before given way, resumed courage, and
returned to the charge with vigour. The Carthagi-
nians, attacked in front and rear, could not resist long

1

,

and fled. While this passed Manlius returned, and

perceived the third fleet driven close to the shore by
the left wing of the Carthaginians. The transports and
Triarii being safe, they joined him and Regulus, to

make haste and extricate it out of the danger in

which they saw it; and it would have been entirely
defeated, if the Carthaginians, through fear of being
grappled, and thereby reduced to come to blows, had
not contented themselves with shutting it in near the

shore, without daring to attack it. The consuls com-

ing up at very good time, surrounded the Carthagi-
nians, and took fifty sail of them with their whole

complements. Such was the e'vent of this sea-fight,
in which the Romans were entirely victorious. Twen-

ty-four of their ships, and above thirty of the Cartha-

ginians perished in it. None of the Roman ships of
war fell into the enemy's hands, who lost more than

sixty-four.
The Romans never, even in the time of their great-

est power, as Polybius observes, fitted out in their

own names, and alone, so great a fleet as this we now
speak of. Four years before they were absolutely
ignorant of what a fleet was; and now they set sail

with three hundred and thirty deck-ships.
When we consider the rapidity with which these

vessels were built, we are tempted to imagine, that

they were of a very small size, and could not contain

abundance of hands. We find here the contrary

Polybius tells us a circumstance, which is no where
else so clearlv explained, and which it is extremely

important to know, namely, that each galley carried

three hundred rowers, and one hundred and twenty
soldiers. How much room must the rigging, provi-

sion, water, and other stores of such a galley require?
We see in Livy, that they

sometimes carried provi-
sions and water for forty-hve days, and without doubt
sometimes for a longer term.'

The Corvus, or crane, of which mention '% often

made in sea fights, a machine for grappling ships,
shows us, that the ancients found no means so effect-

ual to assure themselves of victory, &s to join in close

fight, or board the enemy. They often carried balis-

tas and catapultas on board to discharge darts and

t Liv. L sxii. n. 25.
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Kones. Though these machine*, which served them

instead of our cannon, had surprising- effects, they

only used them, when ships were at a certain distance,

and boarded them as soon as possible. It is in this,

indeed, and only in this, that the valour of troops re-

ally appears.
The galleys, of which these two fleets consisted,

were of three benches of oars, or at most if fire,

cept those of the two consuls, which had six. At the

battle of Myla, the admiral galley had seven benches
of oars. It is easy to judge, that these admiral gal-

leys were not merely tor show, and that they mutt
have been of more service in the battle than any of

the reit.

OF GRAMMARIANS AND PHILOLOGERS.

INTRODUCTION.

WE are at length arrived at the arts and sciences,

which relate merely to the mind, and are intended to

enrich it with all the branches of knowledge, neces-

Bary to instruct man; to give his nobler part all the

perfection of which it is capable; to form his under-

standing and heart, and in a word, to enable him to

discharge the several functions, to which divine pro-
vidence shall vouchsafe to call him. For we must

not deceive ourselves in this respect: The end of the

science is neither to become learned solely for our-

lelves, nor to satisfy a restless and barren curiosity,
which draws us on by a seducing pleasure from object
to object; but to contribute, each in his way, to the

general advantage of society. To confine our labours

and studies to our own satisfaction, and to centre ev-

ery thing in our own self, is to be ignorant that man
is the part of a whole, to which he ought to adhere,
and of which the beauty consists essentially in the

union and harmony of the parts that compose it; all

which parts tend though by different means, to the

tame end, public utility.
It is in this view God distributes to mankind their

different talents nnd inclinations, which are sometimes
so strongly implanted, that it is almost impossible to

resist them. Every body knows what an inclination

the famous Mr. Paschal had from his earliest infancy
for geometry, and what a wonderful progress he made
in it by the pure force of his genius, notwithstanding
the care taken by his father to hide all the books and
instruments I'rom him, which could give him any idea

of it. I could quote a great number of the like exam-

ples in every art and science. A sequel and effect of
these natural inclinations, which always denote great
talents, is the industrious application of the learned to

certain studies, often abstract and difficult, and some-
times even disagreeable and tedious, to which, how-
ever, they find a secret pleasure attach them with an
almost irresistible force. Who can doubt but this

pleasure is a kind of attractive charm, which provi-
dence annexes to certain severe and painful labours.

in order to soften the rigours to these pursuits, and to

make them surmount with courage the obstacles which
sooner or Inter might disgust them, if not passionate
after their object, and actuated by a taste superior to

all difljcultyi But do we not also see, that the de-

sign >f God, in dispensing the talents and inclinations

of ien with so astonishing a diversity, has been to en-

abie the learned to be useful to society in general, ana
to obtain for it all the aids in their power? And what
can be more glorious and more grateful to them, if

they understand aright their true glory, than to per-
leive themselves selected from all mankind, to be
ministers and co-operators in the cares of the divine

providence with regard to man. in that very circum-

stance, wherein those cares are greatest and most di-

ine; which is in being the guide of the understand-

ing, and the light of the souf.

Should I be suffered, when I behold the infinite va-

riety of the branches of knowledge intended for the

instruction of man, from Grammar, which is their

base, to those which are more exalted and sublime,
if T compared them with the assemblage of the stars

dispersed throughout the vast extent of the firmament
to dispel the darkness of night? I seem to see in

those bodies a wonderful relation with learning and
learned men. They have each the.ir allotted sphere,
in which they constantly remain. They all shine, but
with different splendour, some more, some less, with-
out envying each other. They keep always within
the paths assigned them, without ever deviating to the

right or left. In fine, and this, in my opinion, is most

worthy of attention, they do not shine for themselves,
but for him who made them. Stella dedtrunt lumen
in ctistc'liis snis, et kttatce aunt. V~ocat<z sunl, et

dixerunt Adsumus; et Inxerunl ei cnm jucnnditate
qui fecit illas. 1 "The stars shined in their watches,
and rejoiced: when he calleth them they say. Here
we are; and with cheerfulness they showed lijrht unto
him that made them." This is our duty and our
model.
This book contains what relates to grammarians,

philologtrs, (which term I shall explain in its place)
rhetoricians, and sophists. I must premise to the

reader, that he will find in his progress here some
thorns and difficulties. I have removed many, and
have left only such as could not from the nature ot

the subjects upon which I treat, be excluded.

CHAPTER I.

OF GRAMMARIANS.

GRAMMAR is the art of speaking and writing coi

rectly.
There is nothing more admirable, or more worthy

of our attention, than the double gift God has confer-
red upon us of speech and writing. We mnke con-
tinual use of them, almost without ever reflecting that
we do so, and without considering the amazing won-
ders both the one and the other include.

Speech is one of man's greatest advantages over all

other animals. It is one of the greatest proofs of his

reason, of which it may be said to be the principal evi-

dence. But bv what rare art ig it produced, and for

how many different parts was it necessary to unite
and concur with each other, to form the voice at the
first motion of the soul!

I have a thought within me, that I desire to com-
municate to others, or some doubt, in which I would
be satisfied. Nothing is more of the nature of

spir-
it, and consequently more remote from sense, than

thought. In what manner therefore shall 1 be able to

transfer it from myself to the persons around me? If
I cannot effect this, confined withrn myself, reduced
to me alone, deprived of all commerce, discourse, and
consolation, I suffer inexpressible torments: the most
numerous assembly, the whole world itself, is to me
no more than a hideous solitude. But the divine

providence has spared me all these pains, in affixing
sounds to my ideas, and in making tnose sounds sub-

servient to my will, by a natural mechanism never to

be sufficiently admired. At the very instant, the ex-

act moment, I would communicate my thoughts to

others, my lungs, throat, tongue, pnl&te, teeth, lip*,
and an infinity of other organs, whi<~h depend on, and

i Bar. lii. 34.
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r* parts of them, put themselves in motion, and exe-
cute my orders with a rapidity, which almost prevents
my desires. The air from my lungs, varied and modi-
fied an infinity of ways, according to the diversity of

my sentiments, issue forth to carry the sound of theni

into the ears of my auditors, and to inform them of nil

that passes within me, and of all I desire they should

know. To instruct me in producing such wonderful

effects, have I had occasion for tutors, lessons, pre-

cepts.' fS'ature, that is to say divine providence, has

made every thing within me and for me. It has
formed in my body all the organs necessiiry for pro-

Qucingsurh wonderful effects; and that with a delica-

cy the senses can hardly trace, and with a variety,

multiplicity, distinction, art, and activity, which the

naturalists confess above all expression and admira-
tion. This is not all. It has imparted to us an abso-

lute authority over all these organs, in regard to which
our mere will is an indispensable command that they
never disobey, and that immediately puts them in mo-
tion. Why arc we not equally docile and submissive
to the voice of the Creator?
The manner of forming the voice includes, as I have

observed, innumerable wonders. I shall only repeat
one circumstance in this place, from which we may
judge of the rest. It is extracted from the Memoirs
of the Academy of Sciences, An. 1700.

In our throat, at the top of the trachean artery, that

U, the canal through which the air enters and is re-

ipired from the lungs, there is a small oval cleft, capa-
ble of being more or less extended, called the (.Holla.

As the opening of this little mouth is very small, in

proportion to the largeness of the trachea, the air

cannot pass through it from the trachea, without ex-

tremely augmenting its velocity, and precipitating its

course. Hence, in passing, it violently agitates the

mall parts of the two lips of the glotta, sets them in

motion, and causes them to make vibrations, which

produce sound. This sound so formed, goes on to

utter itself in the cavity of the mouth and nostrils.

This mouth of the trachea forms the different tones or

notes, as well as sounds; which it can only do by the

different changes of its opening. It is oval, as I said

before, and capable of extending or closing itself in

certain degrees; and thereby the fibres of the mem-
branes, of which it is composed, become longer in

low, and shorter in high, tones. We find by Mr.
Jlodart's exact calculation of the tones or notes, and
half notes of an ordinary voice, that for all the small

part* of tone, with which it can raise an octave

without straining itself, for the more or less force it

can give sound without changing the tone or note, we
must necessarily suppose that the little diameter of

the gloltn, which is at most a line, or the twelfth of

an inch, and which changes its length with all these

Changes, must be, and actually is divided into 9,632
Da, -Is; that even these parts are not all equal, and

that consequently some are much less than the 1.9632
Dai-t of a line. By what means could the art of man
attain to so fine and exquisite divisions? And is it not

amazing, that nature itself was capable of executing
them? On the other hand, it is no less surprising that

the ear, which has so just a sense of tones, perceives,
when the voice changes its note ever so little, a differ-

ence, of which the origin is no more than the 1.9632

part of less than a line, or twelfth of an inch.

The ear itself; can we ever be weary of consider-

ing its structure, framed in an admirable manner to

collect on all sides, in its anfractuous cavities, the fly-

Ing impressions and undulations of sound, and to de-

termine them afterwards by a pleasing sensation to

the internal organ of hearing? It is for the natural-

ists to explain these wonders: but it is ours to admire
with gratitude their infinite advantages, which we al-

most every moment enjoy, without reflecting much
Upon them. What manner of people would a nation

of mutes be, who should inhabit the same place, with
no power to impart their thoughts to each other, but

by signs and gestures, nor to communicate their wants,
their doubts, their difficulties, their joy, their sorrow,
in a word, all the sentiments of their souls, in which
the life of a rational creature properly consists?

WRITIISG is another wonder, which comes very near

that of Speech, and which adds a new value to it from
the extent it gives the use to be made of speern, mid
the permanence or kind of perpetuity ?pt erh derive!
from it. This invention is periectlv well ut-sci iljed in

the fine verses of Lucnn:

PhfEniccs primi, Camte si creditur, lusi

Munsuram rudibus vuceni signore tLuris.

If fame speaks true, and facts l.l)v n r^" i!d.

Phoenicia's sons did Hrsl the art unfold,
Discourse in uncouth figures to confine,
And sound and sun.it; lu image and design.

It is still better expressed in Brebeui "s translation

which improves Considerably upon ll.e original:

C'est de lull quo nous vient cct art ingenjvux
lit- peindri; la parole, ct de |>arler aux yeuz
Et par Ics traits divers Ac figures tracees,
Donner de la cuuleur et du corps aux pensues.

From him descended first the fine device
Tu paint the voice, and lo discourse the eyes ;

In forms and colours sense to clothe he taught.
And all the various features of a thought.

It is this invention which enables us to correspond
and discourse with .the absent, and to transfer our

thoughts and opinions to them, notwithstanding the

remotest distance of places. The tongue, which is the

principal instrument and organ of speech, has no share
ID this equally useful and agreeable commerce.* The
hand, instructed by use to trace sensible characters

upon paper, lends it its aid, makes itself its interpre
ter, mute as it is, and becomes in its place the vehicle
of discourse.

It is to the same invention, as Theodorelns further

observes, whose words I have just quoted, that we are
indebted for the inestimable treasure of the writings
come down to us, and which has imparted to us the

knowledge not only of the arts, sciences, and all past
facts; but, what is of infinitely greater value, of the
truths and mysteries of

religion.
It is not easy to coniprehend how men have been

able to compose, out of twenty-five or thirty letters at

most, that infinite variety of words, which having no
resemblance in themselves to what passes in our minds,
do however disclose all the secrets of them to others,
and make those, who could not otherwise

penetrate
our sense, understand all we conceive, and all the dif-

ferent affections of our souls? Let us imagine our-

selves in the countries, where the invention of writing
has not reached, or where it is not practised ; what

ignorance! what stupidity! what barbarism do we not

see! Can such people be called men? The reader

may consult the learned dissertation of Mr. Frerel

upon the principles of the art of writing; which con-
tains a great deal of very curious knowledge.*

Let us not blush to own it, and let us render due

homage of gratitude to him, to whom alone we are

indebted for the double advantage of speech and

writing. Only God could teach mankind to establish

certain figures to signify all sounds or words. And
these are the first objects of grammar, which, as I

have already said, is the art of speaking and writing

correctly. It was infinitely more esteemed, and cul-

tivated with much greater attention, by the Greeks
and Romans, than with us, among whom it is fallen

into great contempt, and almost generally neglected^
This difference of sentiments and conduct in this

point, arises from these two nations having bestowed
considerable time and particular application in the

study of their ow'n tongue; whereas we very seldom
learn ours by rudiments, which is certainly a great
defect in our usual method of instructing youth.

i Cadmus the Ph<rnician.
i Ejusdrm bt'neficio absentibus conversamnr ; et qui mul-

torum ilic-riirn itinerc dislamus, atquu immensis maniionura

spn'iis et intervallin lejiingimur, ingeniorum concepta, et

enimnrum neiilentin nobis invirpm per maims Irnnsniittl

mus. Et lingua quidem, qua: primarium orationi* ornanurn

rst, ntiosa reseat. Sermnni aulem dexlra ancillatur. qu
ruin mo arrepto, quod nobis cum ninico transiirendum eral

nrgotium, papyro a>it chariz inscrjliit ; et eermonis vehicu

linn est, non of, nen lingua, ited manu, qiite longi temporil
llU rlernHoriiil,et alemr-ntprtim rompoMiinnem ecu (true*

luram probe
1

edoctn et. Theod. de Pravid. oral. 4.

> Memoir* of the Academy of Inscriptions, vol. vi.
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We are surprised to read in Quinctilian an exalt-

ed praise of griimmar, which he says is necessary to

youth, agreeable to age, a delightful employment in

retirement, and of all studies, that which is attended

with more utility than it promises.' This is not the

ide* we form of it. And indeed it is of far greater
extent among the ancients than we give it. It did

oot confine Itself to the laying down of rules for

speaking, reading, and writing correctly, which is

Ceriai-iy a very important part of it. The under-

standing and explication of the poets were one of its

branches, and we are not ignorant how many things
that study necessarily includes. It added another

Crt,

which supposes a great fund of erudition and

owledge: this was Criticism. I shall soon show
IB what this consisted.

That kind of grammarians, called also Philologers,

Phiiolog-i, were not confounded with the Gramma-
ti-K Grtmmmtiitm sive Ultra/ores, whose sole em-

ployment WHS to teach children the first elements of

the'Greck or Latin tongues. For which reason the

latter did not enjoy the immunities or other privile-

ges gi anted by tne emperors to the grammarians.
I shall relate here in a few words what history

tells us concerning those who distinguished them-

selves most in this way, either amongst the Greeks
or Romans. Mr. Capperonier, my brother as fellow

of the royal college, who has perfectly studied all

that relates to grammar, has been so good as to com-
municate gome of his remarks upon that subject to me.

ARTICLE I.

GRECIAN GRAMMARIANS.

I SHALL not enter into an examination of the ori-

gin of the Greek letters. Those who desire to be

informed upon that head, may consult the Memoirs
of the Academy of Inscriptions and Belles Letters,

TO), ii. in which it is treated with great erudition by
the late Abbe Renaudot. I adhere to the common
opmio.i of almost all the Greek and Latin authors,
who asree, that Cadmus brought the first letters

from Phoenicia, and communicated them to the

Greeks, that were afterwards called Ionic, of which
the origin is snlficiently denoted by their resem-
blance to the Hebrew and Phoenician alphabets. I

shall confine myself in this place to speaking of

those, who distinguished themselves most with re-

gard to the Greek grammar.
PLATO is believed to be the first author in whom

any traces of the art of grammar is to be found.

And accordingly in his Philcebns he shows the me-
thod of teaching the knowledge of the letters. In

bn Cratylus, he treats the ancient and famous ques-
tion, whether the signification of words be natural

to them, or arbitrary, founded solely upon the will

of mankind, who has thought fit to annex certain

ideas to words? He divides words into two kinds:
the primitive, which he ascribes to God; and the de-

rivative, which are of human invention. He insinu-

ates, that the Greek tongue is derived from the He-
brew, which he calls the language of the Barbarians.
In the same dialogue, he examines the origin and

etymology of several nouns; for which reason Phavo-
rinus say, in Diogenes Laertius, that Plato was the

first that observed the propriety and use of grammar.
It seems however that ARISTOTLE might be consi-

dered as the first author of this science. He has dis-

tributed words into certain classes; of which he has
exam'ned the different kinds, and particular proper-
ties. The twentieth chapter of hii Poetics begins
with (hi? enumeration. ''The poetical style or elo

cation contains these eight parts. The element, the

syllable, the conjunction, the noun, the verb, the ar-

ticle, the case or inflexion, the proposition or phrase."

Hermippus,* cited by Diogenes Laertius, tells us,

that EPICURUS taught grammar before reading the

books of Democritus engaged him in the study of

philosophy.

> Necerario puerii, jucunda tenibm, dulcis necretorum

eome, -t que vel K<>la nmni studiorum generc pius habet

peril quam oatmiationU. Quinetil I. iv. c. 4.

In Vit. Epic.
VOL. II. 57

Quinrtilian *
says that the Stoic philosophers mad*

a great many additions to what Aristotle and Theo-
cle'ctes had introduced concerning grammar. Among
these additions he reckons the preposition?, the pro-
noun, the participle, the adverb, and the interjection.
The great etymologists Suidas, Hesychius, Stepha-
nus, Byzanlinus, Athenaeus, Horporcration, and oth-

er polygraphical philologert, mentioned several an-

cient grammarian?, of whom some lived after Aris-

totle, and Alexander the Great, and others in the

Augustan age. We shall say something of the most
celebrated of them.

PHILETF.S, of the Island of Cos, may be placed in

the first class of these, whom Ptolemy, the first of
that name, king of Egypt, made preceptor to his SOB

Ptolemy Philadelphus.
HECAT.tL'S of Abdera, who composed a treatise

upon the poems of Homer and Hesiod.
LVISCJEUS of Samos, the disciple of Theophrastut.
ZE.NODOTUS of Ephesus, who first corrected the

faults which had crept into the works of Homer.
CALLIMACHUS, uncle on the mother's side to that

Callimachus, some of whose poems are still extant.

The celebrated ERATOSTHENES, of whom I shall

soon speak under the title of Philologer, was one of
his disciples.
ARISTOPHANES of Byzantium was the scholar of

Eratosthenes, and lived in the time of Ptolemy Phi-

lopator. He was in great estimation,

ARISTARCHUS, the disciple of Aristophanes, ob-
scured by his reputation all the grammarians who
preceded him, or lived in his own times. He was
born in Samothracia.and had for his country by adop-
tion the city of Alexandria. He was highly esteem*
ed by Ptolemy Philometor, who confided the educa-
tion of his son to his care. He applied himvelf ex-

tremely to criticism, and revised Homer's poems
with incredible, but perhaps too magisterial, an em-
aclness. For when a verse did not

please him, he
treated it as supposititious and interpolated: ffomtri
vertnm negat, quern non probal.* It is said he jiark-

ed the verses he condemned as supposititious, with the

figure of a spit on the side of them; whence came
the word ifixi^n*. How great soever the reputation
and authority of Aristarchus were, appeals were often

made from his decrees, and liberty taken to condemn
'liis great critic'* taste, who upon some occasions de-

ti mined, that such and such verses should be trans-

poi^d from the Iliad to the Odyssey. Transposi-
tions of this kind are seldom very happy, and gene-

rally argue more presumption than judgment. Zeno-
dotus was appointed to revise and examine the criti-

cisms of Aristarchus. In the opinion of some au-

thors, it was this Aristarchus, who divided the two
great poems of Homer each into as many books a;

there are letters in the alphabet, and gave each book
the name of a letter. He worked also upon Pindar,
Aratus, and other poets. He had many disputations
in Pergamus with Crates the grammarian, of whom I

shall soon speak.
Cicero calls Atticus his Aristarchus, because, as a

good friend and an excellent critic, he used to revise

and correct his harangue*.* Horace also makes use

of the same name, to signify an exact and judicijui
critic,

Vir bonus et prudens versus reprehemlot inertei, Ac.
Fiet Ari-iiarchns, nee died : Cur ego amicum
Oftndam in nugis 1 In Art Put.

Quinctilian* informs us, that these grammariak
critic-, not only took upon. them to note, with a kind
of censorial authority, the verses they did not ap-

prove, and to strike out whole books from an au-

thor's works, as offspring unjustly ascribed to him,
but carried their power so

njutly i

far, as to assign authors
their ranks, distinguishing some with peculiar hon-

Lib. vi. c. 6. Cic. Epiit. 11. I. iii. ad FamiL
Lib. i. Epist. 10. ad Attir.
Minium liii omnibuii judicium est. tiuo quidem ita e-

verfi mnt usi veteres Gramma I in, ut non versua modd ceo*

si<rio quadam virgula nutare, et libros, qui falsd viderentu

inrri|)ti, tanquam subdititios summnvere familia permits*
rint.sibi: led aurtorei ali< in ordincm redegurinl, ailiuSOSB*

niuo exemerint oumero. QuincMi. I. i. e. 4.
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ours, leaving many in the common herd, and entirely

degrading others.

What I have said of Aristarchus, shows that criti-

cism, in which the principal merit of the ancient

grammarians consisted, was principally intent in djs-

covering the true author of a work, or distinguish-

ing the writings falsely ascribed to him, from such
as were really his; and even in those, which were
admitted to be genuine, in rejecting the passages,
which a different hand had designedly inserted; in

fine, to explain what was most beautiful, most solid,

and most remarkable in works of wit, and to assign
the reasons for their judgment. Now all this re-

quired much reading, erudition, taste, and, above all,

a just and refined discernment. To know the use-

fulness of this art, and have a right sense of its value,
we need only call to mind certain nations and ages,
in which a profound ignorance reigned universally,
and for want of critical knowledge, the grossest ab-

surdities, and the most palpable falsifications of all

kinds, passed for incontestable truths. It is the glory
of our age, and the effect of the best studies, to have

entirely dispelled
all those clouds of darkness, by

the lights of solid and judicious criticism.

CRATES of Mallos, a city of Cilicia, was Aristar-

chus' colemporary.
1 He was sent to Rome in quality

of ambassador, by Attalus II. king of Pergamus. He
introduced in that great city the study of grammar,
which he had always made his principal occupation.
He left nine books of corrections upon Homer's

poems. After his death there were several other
Greek critics at Rome; among the rest the two Ty-
rannions.

TifRANNiON, a famous grammarian in Pompey's
time, was of Amisus in the kingdom of Pontus. 8 He
called himself at first Theophrastus: but from his

violent behaviour in respect to his companion in

study, and perhaps his disciples, he was surnamed

Tyrannion. He was the disciple of Dionysius of

Thrace, at Rhodes, and fell into the hands o'f Lucui-

lus, when that general of the Romans had put Mithri-
dates to flight, and possessed himself of part of his

dominions. This captivity was no disadvantage to

Tyrannion, as it gave him the opportunity of render-

ing himself illustrious at Rome, and of acquiring con-
siderable riches. He employed them, among other

uses, in collecting a library, according to Suidas, of
more than thirty thousand volumes. Charles Ste-

phens, and other authors, say only three thousand;
which is more probable. Tyrannion's care in col-

lecting books contributed very usefully to preserving
the works of Aristotle. The fate of those works
was something singular; as I have related elsewhere.
His understanding, and particular industry in this

respect, enabled him to do Cicero a very agreeable
service, of which he was highly sensible. Every
body knows the fondness which persons of study and
science have for their books. They are, in a man-
ner, their friends of all hours, their faithful com-

panions; that entertain them agreeably at all times;
that sometimes supply them with serious employ-
ment, and sometimes with necessary recreation; that

go with them into the country, and when they travel;
and in times of adversity are almost their sole con-
solation. Cicero's banishment had torn him from
his dear library. It seemed to have been sensible of
its master's disgrace: and during his absence, many
of his books had been dispersed. One of his first

cares, after his return, was to retrieve what remained
of them, which he found more abundant than he ex-

pected.
He commissioned Tyrannion to put them

in order, and to dispose them into their several classes,

in which he succeeded perfectly well. Cicero, in a

letter, wherein he invites his friend AUicus to his

house, assures him, that he will be charmed with the

fine manner in which Tyrannion had disposed his

library. Perbellefeceris, si ad not veneris. Offen-
det designationem mirificam in librorum meorum
bibliolheca, quorum reliqtiice niulto meliores sunt

yuam putarum.* That dear friend, at his request,

i Sueton. de Illuit. Gram.
' Epist. 4. Libri. 4. ad Attie

Suidai.

had sent two of his slaves, very expert in what re

lated to books, and in pasting them, called for that

reason glntinatores. The books of the ancients, as

every body knows, were not bound like ours, but
were long rolls, consisting of many leaves of parch-
ment or vellum, either tied or pasted together. Ty-
rannion had set these two slaves to work, who had
done wonders: and my library disposed in so fine an

order, says Cicero, seems to have given a new sool

to my house. Postea quarn Tyrannio miki libros dis

posuit, mens addita videtnr meis (edibiis: t]naq:tidet*
in re miriftca opera Dionytii et Menuplnli tui fuit.*
The merit of Tyrannion was not confined to di

posing books; he knew how to use them. 5 \VheS)
Caesar was in Africa, making war against Juba, Cicero
and Atticus had promised to fix a day for hcariog
Tyrannion read a book of his composing. Atticus

having heard it read without his friend, was le-

proached by him for it: "What!" says Cictro ttt

him, "did I several times refuse to hear that book

read, because you were absent, and would not you
stay to share that pleasure with me? But I forgive

you for the admiration you express of it." 8 What
then must a book so agreeable, and at the same time
so worthy of being praised, anrl even admired by
such a man as Atticus, have been? It was only re-

marks upon grammar, upon the different accents, the

quantity of syllables, and what is called prosody.
Would one believe, that persons of such extraordi-

nary merit could find any pleasure in works of such
a kind? They went much farther, 'and composed
tracts of the same nature themselves, as Quinctilian *

relates of Caesar and Messala, the first of whom
wrote a treatise upon analogy, and the other upon
words and letters. Cicero must have had a high,
value for Tyrannion, as he permitted him to open a

grammar school in his house, where he tmiglit this

art to some young Romans, and among others, to his

brother Quintus's, and no doubt to Cicero's own son.<

TYRAlNmoN, so named from his having been the

former's disciple, was otherwise called Diocles. He
was a native of Phoenicia, and was taken prisoner in

the war between Antony and Augustus, and bought
by Dymas, one of the emperor's freedmen. He wu
afterwards given to Terentia, who made him freei

she had been Cicero's wife, who repudiated her.

Tyrannion opened a school in Rome, and composed

sixty-eight
books. He wrote one to prove that the

Latin was derived from the Greek tongue; and

another, which contained a correction of Homer's

poems.
DIONYSIUS THE THRACIAN was the disciple of Aris-

tarchus. He taught grammar at Rome in Pompey's
time, and composed several books upon that subject.

many treatises upon others, and a great number oi

commentaries upon various authors. Mr. Kabricui
has caused one of his grammars to be printed, in the

seventh volume of his liibliothera Graeca.

This piece may give us some idea of the method of
the ancient Greek grammarians. The author divides

his work into six parts. 1. Reading according to the

accents. 2. The explanation of the tropes and figures
in poetry. 3. The interpretation of the dialect?, ex-

traordinary words, and certain historical passages,
4. The etymology of words. 5. The exact know-

ledge of analogy.* 6. The manner ofjudging poems
which Dionvsius considers as the most refined and

most important part of his art. After having explain-
ed the three accents, the acute, the grave, and the

circumflex; he goes on to treat the different methods
of pointing. He even gives, in the course of his

work, the definition of the term Rhapsody, in the

sense of the ancient Homerists, who, holding a smal

stick of laurel wood in their hand, sung detacheo

pieces of Homer'g poems. Thence he proceeds to

4 Suidas Epift. a Epist. 2. 1. xii. ad Auk A. M. 39
* Il.id. Ep. 6.

n Lib. i. p. 4.

* Uuinrtiis tuns, puer optimui, eruditur agregiS. Hot
nunc magis animadverto, quod Tyrannio docet apud me.

Epist. iv. I. 2. ad Quinct.frat.
* Analogy, according to Vangelag, is ronformity t

thinrn already csiablinhcd, which we propose ai our model,
in making words or phrases like words or phrases alreadj
entabluhed.
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the ex plans .ion of the letters, which he divides into

rowel* and consonants, into Hemiphonct or hall-vow-

els, apkotia or cnccpfiontf; that is lo say, bad found-

ing, because he supposes thai they have less sound
than the other. And lastly, he subdivides the aphonte
into tentiet, mediae, and aspiratcc, without forgetting
the double consonants, and the liquids or immutable*.

After which he treats the long, short, and common
syllables. He next explains the parts of speech, which
b'e rtduces to eight; the noun, the verb, the partici-

ple, the article, the pronoun, the preposition, the ad-

verb, and the conjunction. This author considers the

interjection as a kind of adverb. Having explained
the nx common conjugations called Baryloni, he ob-

serred, that some grammarians add a seventh, of which
\H.f. terminations were in ( and y,as xi and Iv.
The circumflex verbs in <.,, c; and the four verbs

la *' are not forgot.
This detail of grammar appears tedious and useless

to us; but the ancients had a different opinion of it.

There was no part of it, even to the pointing and ac-

cents, of which the_v did not make very great use.

They knew that stopping or pointing well gives per-

spicuity, grace, and harmony to discourse: and that it

assists the eves and minds of readers and hearers, by

making the order, series, connexion and distinction of

parts more evident; in rendering the pronunciation
natural, and prescribing it just bounds and pauses of

different kinds, as the sense requires. It is to the

grammarians we have this obligation. The learned,

who consult the ancient manuscripts, in which there
re neither commas, points, a linea, nor any other dis-

tinction, experience the confusion and difficulty, that

rise from no vicious a manner of writing. This part
of grammar is almost generally neglected among us,

nd often even among the learned; which, however,
is a study of no more than half an hour or an hour at

the utmost.
I say as much of the accents. The accent is an ele-

vation of the voice upon one of the syllables of a word,
after which the voice necessarily falls. This elevation

of the voice is called the acute accent, marked thus ('),

and the gra\e accent, or lowering of the voice, thus

('). But because in the Greek and Latin tongues there
were certain long syllables, upon which the voice was
both raised and depressed, they invented a third ac-

cent, which they called the circumflex, at first marked
thus ( ),

and afterwards thus ("), which comprehended
both tones. The grammarians introduced accents in

writing (for they are not of the earliest antiquity) to

distinguish the signification of some words otherwise

equivocal, to make the cadences more harmonious, to

vary the tones, and to direct when to raise or depress
the voice. We use them also in the French language,
but in a different manner. The acute accent is always
put over the e shut, as temerite, &c.: the grave ac-

cent is put over the e open, followed with the letter s

at the end of words; proccs, &c. The circumflex ac-

cent is put over certain long vowels; depot ^ enfant,
male, &<-.!

There are a thousand observations of a like nature,
to which we lend little or no attention. Among the
Greeks and Romans, all children, from their earliest

years, learned the rules of grammar exactly, which
Became natural to them by long use. Hence the

meanest of the people at Athens and Rome, knew, to

tittle, the least defect of the orators or actors, in re-

gard to accent or quantity, and were sensibly disgust-
ed at it.

I omit a great number of celebrated grammarians,
who afterwards distinguished themselves by their

great learning.
JULJUB POLLUX of Naucratia, a

city
of Egypt, ha?

left us his Onomaslicon. a work highly esteemed by
many of the learned. He lived in the second century,
in the reign of the emperor Commodus.

In the interval of time, between the seventh centu-

ry, and the taking of Constantinople by Mahomet the

second, in 1453, we find several learned grammarians

> Or from being used at first to denote the elision of the
letter t. when wrote as pronounced : ill the old French
bookj have depost, motif.

who took abundance of pains to explain the Greek
authors, and render them intelligible. Such are

among others HESYCHIU8, the author of an excellent

dictionary, of great use for understanding the poets'
the great etymologist, SuiDAS, who composed a great
historical arid grammatical dictionary, in which there

is abundance of erudition : JOHN TZKTZKS, author of

an history in thirteen books, under the name of C'/it-

hades; and his brother ISAAC, commentator .upon
Lycophron; EUSTATHIUS, archbishop of 1 hessalo-

nica, author of a large comment upon Hoo>er, and

many others.

ARTICLE II.

LATIN GRAMMARIANS.

SUETONIUS, in his book of Illustrious Grammari-
ans, tells us, that grammar of' old was so far from be-

ing in Honour, that it was hot so much as in use at

Rome, because the ancient Romans valued themselves
much more upon being warlike than learned: and
that Crates, of Mallos, of whom we have spoken
above, was the first that introduced the studv of gram-
mar at Rome. Those ancient grammarians, at the
same time, taught rhetoric, or at least prepared their

scholars for that stud}', by preliminary exercises.

Among the twenty illustrious grammarians mentioned

by Suetonius, we find:

AURELIUS OPTLIUS, who first taught philosophy,
afterwards retoric, and at last grammar. I have al-

ready observed, that this art was of much greater ex-
tent than with us.

MARCUS ANTOMUS GMPHON, who also taught
rhetoric in the house of Julius Caesar, when a child.

Cicero, during his praetorship, heard his lectures.

ATTEJUS, surnamed the Philologer. Sallust and
Asinius Pollio were his disciples.
VERRIUS FLACCUS, who composed a collection of

words of difficult construction, abridged afterward*

by Festus Pompeius. He was preceptor to Augustus*
grandsons.
CAIUS JULIUS HYGIMUS, Augustus' freedman and

library-keeper; to whom a treatise upon mythology,
and another upon poetical astronomy, are ascribed.

MARCUS POMPOMUS MARCELLUS, who presumed
to criticise upon x speech of Tiberius. And when
Attejus Capito endeavoured to justify it, by maintain-

ing that the word criticised by this grammarian, was
Latin, or if it was not, yet being adopted, it would be

so; Pomponius made that memorable answer, "You
can make men free of the city, Caesar, but not words."
RAMMIUS PAI*EMON of Victntia, who, in the reigns

of the emperofs Tiberius and Claudius, having ren-

dered himself famous
by

his great erudition, and faci-

lity in speaking and making verses extemporaneously,
disgraced himaelf as much by his bad morals and ar-

rogance.
Besides the ancient grammarians, whose lives Sue

tonius has abridged, there were others, whose names
do honour to this art, though they did not teach it in

any other manner than by their writings; as Varro,
Cicero, Messala, and Julius Caesar: for these great

personages thought it no dishonour to themselves to

treat such sutijects.
To avoid prolixity. I omit many learned gramma-

rians, of whom several will recur in the ensuing chap-
ter, where I shall treat of Philologers. Those who
may be cuiious to collect all the Latin authors upon
this subject, will find them in the collection cf the an-

cient grammarians, published by Elias Putschius, tn

1605, two volumes in quarto. An excellent book,
and very necessary to all those who teach the Latin

tongue, is the Minerva of Sanctius, with the notes of

Scioppius and Perizonius.

SHORT REFLECTIONS UPON THE PROGRESS AND
ALTERATION OF LANGUAGES.

IT is surprising to consider the manner in which

languages are formed, augmented, and attain their

perfec'
:

oA; and how, after a certain course of years,
the*" degenerate and become corrupted.
God, the sole author of the

1

primitive tongues, (and
f how could man have invented them?) introduced the
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Me of them to punish and frustrate the foolish under-

taking of men, who, before they dispersed themselves

into different regions, were for rendering themselves

immortal, by erecting the most supurb structure, that

had ever appeared upon the face of the earth. Till

then mankind, who in a manner formed but one fa-

mily, spoke also but one language. On a sudden, by
the most surprising of prodigies, God obliterated from
the human mind the ancient trace? and remembrances
of all the words it knew, and substituted new ones in

their stead, which in an instant formed new languages.
It is reasonable to suppose, that in dispersing them-
elves into different countries, each joined himself

with those whose language he understood, as they
did his.

1 shall confine myself to the sons of Javan, (in the

Hebrew Javan is the same as 7on,) from whom de-

cended the lonians, or Greeks. Behold then, the

Greek language established amongst them, entirely

different from the Hebrew, (I say this in the supposi-
tion, that the Hebrew was the language of the first

man,) different, not only in respect of words, but the

manner of declining nouns and conjugating verbs, in-

flexions, turns, phrases, number, and sound or cadence.
For it is remarkable that God has given each lan-

guage a peculiar genius and character, which distin-

guishes it from all others, and of which the effect is

sensible, though the reason of it be almost infinite and
inexhaustible. To the multitude of Greek words,
with which their memory was furnished in these first

times, use, necessity, invention, the exercise of arts,

and
perhaps even convenience and embellishment, oc-

casioned the addition of new ones. The Greek radi-

ces (roots or radical words) are competed to be two
thousand one hundred and fifty-six.

1 The derivative

or compound words very much augment that number,
and are multiplied to infinity: no language is so copi-
ous and abundant as the Greek.

Hitherto we have in a manner only seen the matter

of the Greek language, or the words of which it is

composed, that were almost solely the gift of the Cre-
ator and necessity. The use, connexion, and dispo-
sition of these words, had occasion for the aids of art.

It is observed, that among those who used this lan-

guage, some spoke better than others, and expressed
their thoughts in a clearer, more compact, emphatical,
and agreeable manner. These were taken for models,
were studied with care, and had observations made
upon their discourse, both in writing, and byword of
mouth. And this gave birth to what we call gram-
mar, which is no more than a collection of observa-
tions opon language: a very important, or rather

absolutely necessary work, for fixing the rules of a

tongue, reducing them to a method that facilitates the

study of them, clearing up their doubts and difficul-

ties, explaining and removing bad uses and modes of

speech, and conducting by sensible and judicious re-

flections, to all the beauty of which it is susceptible.We know nothing of the beginnings nor progress
of the Greek tongue. The poems of Homer are the

most ancient work we have in that language; and the

elocution of them is so perfect, that no future age has
been capable of adding any thing to it. This perfec-
tion of language subsisted and preserved itself longer
among the Greeks than any other nation of the world.
Theocritus lived about six hundred years after Homer.
All the poets who flourished during that long interval,

except a very small number, are esteemed excellent
with regard to language, in their several ways. The
ame may be almost said of the orators, historians, and

philosophers. The universal and prevailing taste of
the Greeks for arts, the esteem they always had for

eloquence, their care in cultivating their language,
which was the only one they learned, disdaining ge-
nerally the Roman, though spoke by their masters;
all this conspired to support the Greek tongue in its

purity during many ages, till the translation of the

empire to Constantinople. The mixture of Latin, and
the decline of the empire, which induced the decay
of the arts, soon after occasioned a sensible alteration
in the Greek language.

OF GRAMMARIANS.

> Rat Graec ac Port Royal.

The Roman?, solely intent opon establishing ang

securing their conquests by means of arms, had little

regard at first to the embellishment and improvement
of their tongue. The small remains, which we have
of the annals of the pontiffs, the la\vs of the twelve

tables, and some other monuments, few in number,
show how gross and imperfect it was in these early
times. It afterwards, by little and little, grew more

copious, and enlarged itself insensibly. It borrowed
a great number of words from the Greek, which it

dressed alter its own mode, and in a manner natural-

ized; an advantage the Greeks had not. We may
perceive at this day the taste of the Greek language
in the old Latin poets, such as Pacuvius, Ennius, and

Plautus, especially in the compound words with which
they abound. What we have of the discourses of Ca-

to, the Gracchi, and the other orators of their times,

shows a language already of great copiousness and

entrsry, and that wanted nothing but beauty, disposi-
tion, and harmony. -

The more frequent communication Rome had with

Greece, after having conquered it, introduced an en-

tire change in it with respect to language, as well aj

taste for eloquence and poetry, two things which seem

inseparable. To compare Plautus with Teience, and

Lucretius with Virgil, one would be apt to believe them

many ages remote from each other, although they
were divided only by some few years. The epocha
of reviving, or rather establishing pure Latimty at

Rome, may be fixed at Terence, and continued to the

death of Augustus: something more than an hundred
and fifty years. This was the happy age of Rome
with regard to polite learning and arts, or as it is

called the golden (and Augustan) age, in which a

crowd of authors of the highest merit carried the pu-

rity and elegance of diction to their utmost height,

by writings entirely different as to style and matter,

but all equally distinguished by pure^ Latinity and
elevation of taste. This rapid progress

of the Latin

tongue will be less surprising, if we remember that

such persons as Scipio Africanus the youngi r, and
Laelius on the one side, and Cicero and Caesar on the

other, did not disdain, in the midst of their important

occupations, the former to lend their hands and pens
to a comic poet, and the latter to compose treatises

themselves upon grammar. This purity of language

continually declined from the death of Augustus, as

well as the taste for sound eloquence; for their fate

is almost always the same. There needs no great
discernment to perceive a sensible difference between
the authors of the Augustan age and those who suc-

ceeded it. But two hundred years after, the differ-

ence is excessive, as we may easily observe in reading
the authors, who have written the history of Augus-
tus. The purity of language was preserved almost

solely (and that too not without some alteration)

among the civilians Ulpian, Papinian, Paulus, &c.

I do not know whether it were just to say, tn fate

of language and that of taste were always the *ame.

We have old French authors, as Marot, Amyot, Mon
taigne, and others, the reading of whom still pleases

infinitely, and, no doubt will for ever please. What
is it we love and esteem in these authors? Not their

language, because in these days we could not suffer

any thing like it. It is something more easily con-

ceived than expressed: a simple and genuine air, a

fine turn of imagination, natural manners, a noble-

ness and majesty of style without affectation or bom-

bast, and especially the sentiments of nature, which

flow from and reach the heart: in a word, it is that

taste of ancient Greece and Rome, which is of all

ages and nations, and diJuses through writings a

certain salt, the spirit and delicacy of which every
reader of genius perceives, whilst it adds a new vaf it

to the force and solidity of the matter with which
it is united. But why does not this old language

please still 1 Our language is deficient in many words,

and these old authors have excellent ones; some

clear, simple and natural; and others full of force

and energy. I always wished, that some able hand
would make a small collection of such as we want,
and might regain, to show us our error in neglecting
the progress and improvement of our language as vr
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de, and to rebuke our stupid indolence in this point.
for if the French tongue, otherwise rich and opu-
lent, experiences on certain occasions a kind of bar-

renness and poverty, it is to our own false delicacy
we should impute it. Why should we not enrich it

with new and excellent terms, which our own an-

cient authors, or even the neighbouring nations might
supply, as we see the English actually do with great
success? I am sensible that we should be very dis-

creet and reserved in this point: but we ought not

to carry our discretion to a narrow pusillanimity.
We have reason to believe, that our language has

attained the highest perfection of which it is capable;
and of this, the honour of its being adopted into al-

most all the courts of Europe, seems a glorious proof.
If it be defective in any thing, it is, in my opinion,

only with regard to a richer abundance; notwith-

standing good speakers scarce perceive that it wants

any words for the expression of thoifghts; but it

would admit a greater number. France had in the

last age, and still has, writers of distinguished merit,

highly capable of acquiring her this new advantage.
But they respect and fear the public. They make
it, with reason, a duty to conform to, and not to

clah with its taste. Hence, to avoid incurring its

displeasure, they hardly dare venture any new ex-

pression, and leave the language in this point where

they found it. It would therefore be incumbent on

the public, for the honour of the language and na-

tion, to be less delicate and severe; and also on au-

thors, to become a little less timorous; but, I repeat
it, great discretion and reserve are always necessary
in using this liberty.

But I do not perceive, that while I venture my re-

flections upon our language in this manner, I myself
perhaps may seem wanting in respect for the public;
which would be very contrary to my intention. I

conclude this article with taking the liberty to ac-

quaint the reader again, that this study is of great

importance, and should by no means be neglected.
It is with joy I see the I- rench grammar regularly

taught in several classes of the university.

CHAPTER II.

OF PHILOLOGERS.

THOSE who have applied their studies in examin-

ing, correcting, explaining, and publishing the an-

cient authors, are called Philologert; they profess
universal learning, including all sciences am! authors,
in which anciently the principal and most noble part
of the grammarian's art consisted. By philology
therefore is understood a species of science contain-

ing grammar, rhetoric, poetry nttqu'ties, history,

philosophy, and sometimes even mathematics, physic,
and civil faw; without treating any of these subjects
either in whole or in part, but occasionally using all

or any of them. I do not know for what reason this

philology, which has done so much honour to the

Scaligers, Salmnsiuses, Ca*aubons, Vossiuses Sirnion-

diuses. Gronoviuses, &c. and which is still so much
cultivated in England, Germany, and Italy, is almost

despised in France, where we set no value upon any
thing besides exact and perfect sciences, such as phy-
sics, geometry, &c. Our academy of Belles Lettres,

which, under that name, includes all kinds of erudi-
tion ancient and modern, and publishes every year
in its memoirs, treatises upon all manner of subjects,
may contribute very much to revive and augment
this tastffor philology among us. I shall here give

brief nccounl of some of those who distinguished
themselves most in this kind of literature, mingling
Greeks and Roman together.

ERATOSTHENES.
SUKTONIUS savs, that Eratosthenes was the first

who was called Philologer.l He was a native of Gy-
rene, and became library-keeper of Alexandria. He
lived in the time of Ptolemaeus Philadelphus. and
had applied himself to all kinds of science, without

thoroughly cultivating any one, as those do, who

De L'ttrtr. Gramraat. c. x. Olymp. 146. Ant. J. C. 200.

make one their sole study in order to excel in it.<

This occasioned his being nicknamed Beta,* because,

though not capable of aspiring to the first rank in

any science, he had at least attained the second in

all in general. He lived fourscore years, and starved
himself to death, not being able to survive the loss

of sight with which he was afflicted. I shall have
occasion to speak of him again elsewhere. Aristoph-
anes of Byzantium, master of the famous critic Aris-

tarchus, was his disciple.

VARRO.
VARRO (J\Iare. Terentiut) was esteemed the most

learned of all the Romans. He was born in the 636th

year of Rome, and died in the 7261 h, at the age of

ninety. He assures us himself, that he had composed
almost 6ve hundred volumes upon different subjects,
of which he dedicated that upon the Latin tongue to
Cicero.4 He wrote a treatise upon rural life, De rt

rnstica, which is very much esteemed. Both thesa

pieces are come down to us. St. Austin admires
and extols in many places the vast erudition of this

learned Roman. He has preserved the r-lan of Var-
ro's great work upon the Roman antiquities, consist-

ing of forty-one books. It is of this work Cicero

speaks, addressing himself to Varro: "We were be-

fore," says he, "in a manner strangers, that did not
know our way in our own city. Your books have
as it were get us right, and informed us who, and
where, we are."* After the enumeration Cicero
makes of them, St. Austin cries out with admira-
tion: " Varro read so great a number of books, that
it is wonderful he could find time to compose any
himself, and yet he composed so many, that one can

hardly conceive how one man could read them all."*

It was diiHcult to write so many works in an elegant
and polite style. And the same St. Austin observes,
that Cicero praises Varro as a man of penetrating
wit and profound learning, not as one of great elo-

quence and refinement of diction.?

ASCONIUS PEDIANUS.
ASCONIUS PEDIANUS, cited by Pliny the natural-

ist, and by Quinctilian, lived in the reigns of Nero

.

The second letter of the Greek alphabet.

[The importance attached to such dedications by the
LTfiu men of Rome, and the value, in particular, placed by
Cicero on n compliment of this nature from Varro, may be
seen from a letter of the orator to Attirus. " You know,"
says he,

" that till lately I composed nothing but oration*,
or some such works, into which I could not introduce Var-
ro's name with propriety. Afterwards, when I engaged in

a work of more general erudition, Varro informed me, that
his intention wax, to address to me a work of considerable
extent and importance. Two years, however, have passed
away without his making any progress. Meanwhile 1 have
been making preparations lor returning him the cumuli-
ment. 1'* The Academica wore dedicated to Vnrro IK lore

lie fulfilled his promise of addrensinz a work to Cicero; nnd
it appears, from Cicero's letter to Varro, sent along with (tie

Academics, how impatiently he expected its performance,
and how much he importuned him for its execution. "To
exact the fulfilment of a promise," says he,

"
is a sort of ill

manners, of which the populace themselves are seldom guil-

ty. I cannot, however, forbear I will not tay, to demand,
but to remind you, ot a favour which you long since gave
me reason to expect. To this end, I have sent you four ad-
monitors (the fuur books of the Academica,) whom, perlmpm,
you will not consider as extremely modest. 1-

f Ii is curious,
that when Varro did at length come forth with his dedica-

tion, ((though he hud been highly praised in the Acudemi*
ca, he introduced not a single word of compliment to Ci-

cero.)
> Nos, inquit, in nostra urbe peregrinanteg errantesque,

tanquam hospiiea, tui libri quasi domum reduxerunt, ut po-
(emus uliquanto qui et ubi ensemus cognoscere. dead.

Q'Krsr. I. i. n. !).

Varro tarn multa legit, ut aliquid ei scribere vacaitM

miremur; lam multa vix quemquam legere potuisse, creda-

mus. De Cieit. Dti. 1. vi. c. 2.
1 Cum Marco Varrone, homine. iniquit, omnium, facile,

acutisimo, et scire ullu dubitaone doctissimo. Non ait,

eloquentissimo vel facundisiiimo ; quoniam re vera *n bM
facultate multum impar est. 5. August, ibid.

*
Epist. ad Attic, lib. xiii. Ep. 12.

t Epist Famil lib. ix. Ep. 8.
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and Vespasian. We have a fragment of his notes or labour.6 He flatters himself, that he shall b par-
comments upon several of Cicero's orations. He doned for all the faults he ntay commit; whim are

may be said to have been the model of most of the

Latin critics and scholiasts who succeeded him, and

of such as applied themselves after him to explain-

ing authors.

PLINY THE ELDER.

PLINY, (C. Plinivs secundus) called the elder,

might be ranked amongst the historians, or rather

amongst the philosophers, who have treated
physics.

But the multiplicity of the subjects he speaks of in

his books of natural history, made me conceive I

might rank him among the philologers.

Pliny was born at Verona, and lived in the first

century, under Vespasian and Titus, who honoured
hinr .vith their esteem, and employed him in different

affairs. He served in the armies with distinction,

was admitted into the college of augurs, was sent gov-
ernor into Spain; and notwithstanding the time spent
in his employments, he found enough for application
to a great number of works, which unfortunately are

lost, except his natural history in thirty-seven books:

a work, says Pliny the younger, of infinite extent

and erudition, and almost as various as nature itself:

Stars, planets, hails, winds, rain; trees, plants, flow-

ers; metals, minerals; animals of every kind, terres-

trial, aquatic, volatile; geographical description of

countries and cities; he takes in all, and leaves no-

thing in nature or art without an industrious exami-

nation. i To compose this work, he perused almost

two thousand volumes. He takes care to inform the

reader, that he took the time for this work not out

of that, which the public a flairs he was charged with

required, but from his hours of rest, and such only
as would otherwise have been lost.2 Pliny the young-
er, his nephew, tells us, that he led a simple and fru-

gal life, slept little, and made the most of his time,

at his meals, making somebody read to him; and in

travelling, having always his book, tablets, and copyist

by his side: for he read nothing without making ex-

tracts from it.* He conceived, that managing his

time in this manner, was adding to the length of hi:;

life, the duration of which is much abridged by sleep.
Pluribus horis vivimus: prqfecto enim vita vigilia
Ut.*

Pliny was far from having the low vanity of some
authors, who are not ashamed to copy others without

quoting them. "
Probity and honour, in my opinion,

"

says he,
"
require, that we should pay a kind of

homage to those, whose learning and knowledge are

useful to us, by a sincere and ingenuous confession

of it-5 He compares an author, who makes his ad-

vantage of another's labours without owning it, to a

person who borrows money and pays usury for it:

with this difference, however, that the debtor, by the

interest he pays, does not discharge the principal
sum lent him; whereas an author, by the frank con-

fession of what he borrows, gains it in some measure,
and makes it his own. From whence he concludes,
that it is meanness of spirit and baseness, to be bet-

ter pleased with being shamefully detected in theft,

than ingenuously to confess a debt. I have made

myself very rich in the latter way, and at no great

expense. He perfectly understood all the difficulty

and inconveniences of an undertaking like his, in

which the subject he treats is of its own nature, bar-

ren and tedious, without leaving any room for a

writer to display his genius. But he was convinced,
that the public are not a little obliged to authors,
who prefer being useful to being pleasing; and who,
from that view, have the courage to surmount and

undergo all the pains of a tedious and disagreeable

i Opui iliffuium, erudilum ; nee minus varium quam ipsa
Datura. Ptin. JEpist. v. I. :t.

Sunrisivii lemporibug ista ruramus, id est nor.turnin.

Prof.
Ep. v. I. 3. In Prrrfal.
In his volumnilm* auctorum nomina prtpteuii. Est

enim benignnm, ut arbitror.et plenum ingcnui puduris, fnie-

ri per quod profeceri*. Obnoxii profenid animi, et Infelicii

ingc'iiii est., deprehendi in furto inalle, (juam minuum red-

dere, cum pnwertim ton fiat ex uura. In Prttfat.

indeed very numerous, as they were inevitable in

work of so vast an extent a:id so prodigious a variety.

Pliny dedicated his work to Titus, at that time al-

most associated in the empire by Wspesian his father,
and who afterwards becai.ie the delight of mankind.
He gives him a short, but very exalted praise, in tell-

ing him: " Your exaltation has made no other change
in you, but that of enabling you to do all the goot
you desire, by making your power equal to the be
nevolence of your heart:" JVec quicuuam in te mu-
tavit fortune? amplitudo, nisi ut proatsae tuntumdem
posses et velles.l

Pliny the younger tells us, in a letter, which he
addresses to Tacitus the historian, the sad accident
that occasioned his uncle's death. He was at Mise-

num, where he commanded the fleet. Being inform-
ed that a cloud appeared of extraordinary magnitude
and form, he put to sea, and soon discovered that it

came from mount Vesuvius. He made all the haste
he could to get to a place from which every one else

fled, and to that part of it where the danger seemed

greatest, but with such a freedom of spirit and un

concern, that he made and dictated observations up-
on every extraordinary appearance that arose. His

ships were already covered with ashes, which fell the
thicker and hotter, the nearer they approached the
mountain. Already calcined stones and flints all

black, burned and pulverized by the violence of the

fire, poured down around them. Pliny deliberated
some time whether or not he should return back:
but having re-assured himself, he went forward, land-

ed at Stabiae, and went to the house of his friend

Pomponianus, whom he found in the greatest terror,
and endeavoured to encourage. After supper he
went to bed, and slept soundly, till the approach of

danger obliged them to wake him. The houses were
shaken in such a manner by repeated earthquakes,
that one would have thought they had been torn
from their foundations. The family went iato the
fields. I omit a number of circumstances. The dark
and frightful night, that hung over all, had no other

light than what it received from the fire of the moun-
tain. Flames that appeared of an unusual vastness,
and the smell of sulphur, which foretold their ap-
proach, made every one betake himself to flight.

Pliny rose, by the help of two servants, and that

very moment fell down dead, apparently suffocated

by the thickness of the smoke. This was the end of
the learned Pliny. We cannot but be pleased with
a nephew, for having drawn so well the death of hii

uncle, and for having seen nothing in it but forti-

tude, courage, intrepidity, and greatness of soul.

But to judge of it rightly, can we acquit an enter-

prise of rashness, in which a man hazards his life,

and what is more to be condemned, that of others,

only to satisfy his curiosity 1

It remains for me to conclude (his article with a
word or two upon Pliny's style, which i* peculiar to

him, and like that of no other writer. We must not

expect to find in it either the purity, elegance, or ad-

mirable simplicity of the Augustan age, from which,
however, it was not removed very many years. Hii

proper character is force, energy, vivacity, and I

might say, even boldness, as well in his expression*
as thoughts, with a wonderful fertility of imagination,
to paint and make the objects he describes sensible.

But it must also be owned, that his style U stitl and

confined, and thereby often obscure; and that his

thoughts frequently swell beyond truth, and are

strained, and even false. I sha'll endeavour to show
this by some examples. Pliny

8
explains the wonders

contained in the matter of which sails for ships are

made, namely, flax and hemp. 9 Man sows only a

small seed in' the ground, which suffices to make him
mister of the. winds, and to subject them to las occa-

sions. Without mentioning an infinite number of

Equidem ita sentio, peculiarem lin sludiis rausam e*
rum e*xe, qui rlitliriiltiii ilms virtis, utilitiuurn juvaridi pr
luleruM gruiia; planendi. Ibid.

i K|.i*t. xvi. I. 6. Lib. 19. in Prawn
Pliny memioni only flax.
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let made of flax and hemp, what can be more won-
derful than to gee an herb make Egypt and Italy ap-

proach each other, notwithstanding the sea that se-

parates them ' And what herb is this ? A small,

lender, weak blade, that scarce raises itself above

the ground, that of itself forms neither a firm body
nor substance, and requires to be prepared for our

uses, by being broken and reduced t j the softness of

Wool. Yet little as this plant is, we are indebted to

It for the facility of transporting ourselves from one
end of the world to the other. Seritur linum. Sed
in qua non occurrit vita parle? quodv. miraculum

tnajtis,
herbam esse quiz admoveat JEgyptum Italia.

Denigne tarn parvo semine nnsci, quod orbem
tcrrarum ultra citroqite porlet, iam gracili avena,

tarn non altr. a lerre lolli; nequeid viribus suis necti,

tedfactum, tusumque, el in mollitiem lana coactum!

He gives a magnificent idea of the grandeur and ma-

jesty of the Roman empire. 1 Rome, says he, is the

mother at the same time and nurse of the universe;
chosen expressly by the gods to render heaven itself

more illustrious, to unite all the empires dispersed
over the whole earth, to refine and soften manners
fend customs, to reduce to one and the same language
the barbarous and discordant tong'ies of so many na-

j

tions, to establish among them by that means an easy
'

and salutary commerce, to communicate to man the

laws of humanity; in a word to make that city the

common country of all the people of the universe.

Terre (Italia) omnium terrarum alumna, eadem et

parent; numine deum electa, qua; ccclum ipsum clariut

faceret, sparsa congregaret imperia, ritusque molli-

ret, et tot populorem discordes ferasqne linguas ser-

monis commercio contraheret ad colloquia, et hurnan-

itatem homini daret; breviterque una cunctarum

gentium in tola orbe patriajieret. I shall only add
one more passage in this place, which seemed very
remarkable to me, and relates to all of us. It is with

reason, gays Pliny,* that we give man the first rank

among all creatures, him for whom nature geemi to

have formed all others: but she makes him pay dear
for all her presents; so that we do not know wheth-
er we have most room to consider her in regard to

him as an indulgent parent, or a rigid stepmother.
All other animals come into the world, each in a dif-

ferent dress, to cover it; man is the only one that

stands in need of a foreign aid to clothe him. He is

thrown at his birth stark naked upon the ground, as

naked as himself. The first signs of life that he gives
re cries, laments, and tears, which is not the case

with any of the other animals.' To this first use

which he makes of the light, succeed the folds and

bandages in which all his members are wrapt, and
bound up, a thing no less particular to him. It is in

this condition the king of animals, over whom he is

destined to reign, finds himself, as soon as born, tied

hand and foot, and venting sobs and shrieks. His
life begins with torments and inflictions for the sole

crime of being born. How strange is the folly of
mankind to imagine themselves, after such begin-
nings, born for

pride
and pomp! Principium jure

tribueler homini, cujns causa videtur cnncta alia ge-
nuisse natura.magna sa-ra mercede contra tanta sua
munera; non sit ut satis astimare. parens melior ho-

mini, an Irislior novercafiteril. Ante umnia, unum
animantiiim cunclorum alienis velat opibus: caleris

I Lib. iii. e. 5. * Lib. vii. in Proom.
The Latin tongue has a

peculiar word to expreu the
eries of infants, vmgitta ; as it also has fur that of oxen,
cows, and hulls, mugitut ; and that of lions, rugitvj. Our
language has adopted the two last words, mugissement, m-
gissement. I know not why it should not do the same in re-

gard to the first, and use vagissement, which is in the game
mode of analogy. This word might offend at firit through
novelty; but we should insensibly accustom ourselves to it

is well as to the others. For my part, nol having sufficient

authority with llic public, I dared not venture it and con-
tented myself, with some regret, to say only to myself :

Ego cur acquirere paoci,
Si possum, invideor ? //r/.

The Translator thought proper to retain this note, be-
aan.p it is an example of what the author has said above in

the text upon introducing nnw words into a language, and
may >rve fr our* an well as the French.

varie tegnmenla Iribuit. Hominem tantum nvdum,
et in nuda humo, natali die atijicit ad va^itus statim
et ploratnm, nullinnque tot animalium aliud ad lacry-
mat, et has protinut vita; principio. Jib hoc lu-

cit rudimento, qua ne fcras quidem inter not geni'
las, vinrula excipiimt, et omnium membrornm nexut.

Itaquefaliciter natus jacet, manibus pedibnsque de~

vinctit.Jlens animal atteris imperalurirm ; et a tup-

pliciis vitam auspicatur unam tantum ob culpam,

quia natum eit. Heu! dementiam ab his initiis ex-

istimatium ad tuperblam se genltos! The pagan*
had a right sense of man's misery from his birth, but
did not Know the cause of it, as St. Augustin ob-

serve?, speaking of Cicero: Rem vidit, causam noil

vidit.

These few passages, which I have here quoted from

Pliny, and have translated as well as I could, without

being able to render the energy of the original, may
suffice to give the reader some idea of his style and
character. I should observe, before I conclude, upon
the industrious art of the author I now speak of. His
work, which takes in all natural history, and treats

circumstantially an infinity of subjects absolutely ne-

cessary to his plan, but entirely disagreeable in them-

selves, abounds almost every where with thorns and

brambles, which present nothing grateful to the ren-

der, and are very capable of giving him disgust.

Pliny, like an able writer, to prevent, or at least, to

lessen, this distaste, has taken care to intersperse
here and there some flowers, to throw into some of
his narratives grace and spirit, and to adorn almost
all the prefaces which he places in the front of each
of bis books, with fine and solid reflections.

LUC IAN.

LUCIAN, a Greek author, was born at Samosata,
the capital of Comagena, a province of Syria, of

pa-
rents of very moderate condition. His father, not ha-

ving any fortune to give him, resolved to make him
learn a trade. But the beginnings not being very
much in his favour, he applied himself to literature,

upon a dream, true or fictitious, related in the be-

ginning of his works. I sj^nll give an extract of it

in this place, which may contribute to give the read-

er an idea of his genius and style.
I was fifteen years old, says he, when I left off go-

ing to school, at which time my father consulted with
his friends how to dispose of me. Several did not

approve my being brought up to letters, because
much time and expense were necessary for success
in them. They considered that I was not rich, and
that in learning a trade I should soon be able to sup-
ply myself with the means of life, without being a

charge to my father or family. This advice was fol-

lowed, and I was put into the hands of an uncle, who
was an excellent sculptor. I did not dislike this art,
because I had amused myself very early in making lit-

tle works of wax, in which I succeeded tolerably well,
besides, sculpture did not seem so much a trade to me,
as an elegant diversion. I was therefore set to work,
to try how I should take to it. But I began by lay.

ing on the chisel so clumsily upon the stone, which
had been given me to work upon, and was very fine,

that it broke under the weight of my fistg. My uncle

was so violently angry, that he could not help giving
me several blows; so that my apprenticeship began
with tears. I ran home crying bitterly, and related
this unfortunate adventure, showing the marks of the
blows I had received, which exceedingly afflicted my
mother. In the evening I went to bed, and did no-

thing but ruminate upon what had happened all night.
In my sleep I had a dream, which made a very lively

impression upon me. I thought I saw two women.
The one was rough and uncombed, with dirty hands,
sleeves tucked up, and her face all covered with sweat
and dust, in short, such as my uncle was when at work.
The other had a graceful air, a sweet and smiling ns-

pert, and was very neat, though modest, in her attire.

After having eagerly pulled me to and fro to make me
join one of them, they referred the decision of their

difference to my own choice, and pleaded their cause

alternately. The first began thus: "
Son, I am Sculp-

ture, whom vou have lately espoused, and whom yoa
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have known from your infancy, your ancle having
made himself very famous by me. If you will follow

me, without hearkening to the soothin>r words of my
rival, I will render you illustrious, net like her, by
words, but deeds. For besides, that you will become

strong and vigorous like me, you shall acquire an es-

timation not subject to envy, nor one Jay the cause

of your ruin, like the charms of her who now endeav-

ours to seduce you. For the rest, be not in pain upon
account of my habit; it is that of Phidias and Polycle-

tus, and those other great sculptors, who, when alive,

were adored for their works, and who are still adored
with the gods that they made. Consider how much

praise anu glory yon will acquire by treading in their

steps, and what joy you will give your father and fa-

mily." Tnis is very near what this lady said to me in

a rude gross tone, as artisans speak, but with force and

vivacity. After which, the other addressed herself to

me in these words: "
I am Erudition, who preside over

all the branches of polite knowledge. Sculpture has

displayed the advantages you would have with her.

But it you hearken to her, you will always continue a

miserable artificer, exposed to the contempt and insults

of the world, and compelled to make your court to the

great for subsistence. Should you even become the

most excellent in your art, you will only be admired,
whilst none will envy your condition. But if you fol-

Jcw me, I will teach you whatever is most noble and
most excellent in the universe, and whatever antiquity
boasts of remarkable. I will adorn thy soul with the

most exalted virtues, such as modesty, justice, piety,

humanity, equity, prudence, patience, and the love of

whatever is virtuous and laudable: for these are the

real ornaments of the soul. Instead of that mean dress

of yours, I will bestow upon thee a majestic one, like

that thou seest me wear; and from poor and unknown,
1 will render thee illustrious and opulent, worthy of

the highest employments, and capable of attaining
them. If thou desirest to travel into foreign coun-

tries, I will cause thy renown to go before thee.

People will come from all
parts

to consult thee as an
oracle: the whole world will do homage to and adore
thee. I will even give tnte the so much boasted im-

mortality, and make thee survive forever in the re-

membrance of men. Consider What JUschines and

Demosthenes, the admiration of all ages, became by
my means. Socrates, who at first followed Sculpture
my rival, no sooner knew me, than he abandoned her

forme. Has he had cause to repent his choice? Will

you renounce such honours, riches, and authority, to

follow a poor unknown, who has nothing to give thee,

but the mallet and chisel, the low instruments she

holds in her hands, who is reduced to get the means
of life by the sweat of her brows, and to be more in-

tent on polishing a piece of stone, than in polishing
nerself?" She had no sooner spoken these words,
than, struck with her promises, and not having yet

forgot the blows I had received, I ran to embrace her

almost before she ceased to speak. The other, trans-

ported with rage and indignation, was immediately
changed into a statue, as is related of Niobe. Erudi-

tion thereupon, to reward my choice, made me ascend

with her into her chariot, and touching her winged
horses, she carried me from east to west, making me
scatter universally, something I know not what, of ce-

lestial and divine, that caused mankind to look up
with Astonishment, and to load me with blessings and

praises. She afterwards brought me back into my
own country, crowned with honour and glory; and

restoring me to my father, who expected me with

great impatience: "Behold," said she to him, point-

ing to the robe I had on, "of how exalted a fortune

jou would have deprived your son, had I not inter-

posed." Here ended my dream.
Lucan concludes this short discourse with observ-

ing that his design, in relating this dream, which
seems entirely a fiction of his own, was to inculotte

the love of virtue in youth, and to encourage them by
his example to surmount all the difficulties they may
meet with in their course, and to consider poverty as

no obstacle of real merit.

The effect this dream had, was to kindle in him an

n'ent desire to distinguish himself by the study of

polite learning, to which he entirely devoted himself
We may judge of the progress he made in it, by the
erudition that appears in his writings upon all man
ner of subjects; which gave me reason to place him
amongst the philologers. He says himself', that ha
embraced the profession of an advocate: but that ab-

horring vhe clamour and chicanery ol the bar. he had
recourse to philosophy as to an asylum. It appears
also from his writings that he was a rhetorician, who
professed eloquence, and composed declamations and

harangues upon different subjects, and even pleadings,
though none of his making have come down to us.

He settled first at Antioch; whence he went into
Ionia and Greece, and afterwards into Gaul and Italy:
but his longest residence was at Athens. In his ex-
treme old age, he accepted the office of register to
the prefect of Egypt. I shall not enter into a circum
stantial account of the particulars of his life, which
are of little importance to my subject. He lived to
the reign of Commodius, to whom he inscribed the

history of Alexander the Impostor, after the death of
Marcus Aurelius.

He left a variety of writings upon different subjects..
The purity of the Greek tongue, and the clear, agree-
able, live!}', and animated style, in which they are

written, give the reader great pleasure. In his dia-

logues of the dead, he has hit that admirable simpli-

city, and natural pleasantry of humour, which are so

well adapted to a manner of writing, which is ex-

tremely difficult, though it does not seem so, because
a vast number of personages, very different in their

age and condition, are introduced speaking in it, eacb

according to their peculiar character. His writings
have this advantage, as Quinctilian has observed of

Cicero's, that they may be useful to beginners, and
no less so to the more advanced. He is wonderful in

his narration, and has a fecundity in him, which may
be of great service to geniuses naturally dry and bar-

ren. He treats fable in a manner at once agreeable
and very proper to impress it upon the memory, which
is of no small advantage for the understanding of the

poet*. He paints admirably in a thousand places the

miseries of this life, the vanity of mankind, the pride
of the philosophers, and the arrogance of the learned.

It is however true, that choice and discernment are

necessary in reading this author, who, in many of his

works, shows little respect for modesty, and makes

open profession of impiety, equally deriding the Chris-
tian religion, of which he speaks in man}' places with
extreme contempt, and the pagan superstition, of
which he shows the ridicule. This occasioned his

being called blasphemer and atheist. And indeed he
followed the Epicurean philosophy, which differs lit-

tle from atheism; or rather he had neither religion,
nor any fixed and constant principles, regarding every
thing as uncertain and problematical, and making
every thing matter of jest. Suidas says, it was gene-
rally believed that he was torn in pieces by dogs, as
a judgment for his presumption in making Christ the

subject of his raillery. It were to be wished that

this fact was better attested.

AULUS GELLIUS.
AULUS GELLIUS (or by corruption Agellius) was

a grammarian, who lived in the second century, in the

reigns of Marcus Aurelius, and some other emperors,
his successors. He studied grammar at Rome, and

philosophy at Athens, under CalvisiusTaurus, whence
he afterwards returned to Rome.
He rendered himself famous by his Jtfbctet Atl iete

which name he gave to a collection he made for his

children of whatever he had learned, that WHS fi.ie

either in reading authors, or from the conversation cf

learned men. He called it so, because he had com-

posed it at Athens during the winter, when the length
of the nights afforded more time for application
Macrobius has copied several things from him with

out quoting him. There does not seem to be any
great discernment in the topics he has chosen as the

most considerable and most useful, which are gene-

rally grammatical remarks of little importance. W
are, however, indebted to him for many facts an*

monuments of antiquity, no where else to be found
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Of the twenty books that compote this work, the

eighth is entirely lost; nothing; remaining of it but the

title of the chapters.
1 That wherein he transiently

treats of the laws of the twelve tribes is very much
esteemed.

Aulus Gellius's style does not want force, but is of-

ten mixed with barbarous and improper words, which
render it hard and obscure, and argues the age he
lived in, from which little purity and elegance is to be

expected.

Amongst the particular?, which he tells us of his

life, he observes,* that while he was very young, be-

ing chosen by the praetors to adjudge some I i tile af-

lairs of private persons, one was brought before him,
in which a man claimed a sum of money, that he pre-
tended to have lent another. He proved this only by
oiu ci cu instance* of no great certainty, and had nei-

ther writing nor witness: but he was a man of unques-
tionable honour, irreproachable lite, and known inte-

jfriiy. His opposite, on the conlrarv, who denied the

debt, was notorious for his sordid avarice; and was

proved to have been otten convicted of Iraud and per-

fidy. Aulus Gelliuj, to adjudge this cause, had taken
with him several of his friends versed in the business

of the bar, but who desired nothing so much as des-

patch, having a great deal of other affairs to attend to.

Hence they made no difficulty to conclude, that a man
could not be obliged to pay a debt, when there was no

proofs that he owed it. Aulus Gellius could not re-

solve to dismiss the cause in this manner, believing
ene of (lie parties very capable of denying what he

jwed, and the other incapable of demanding what was
not his due. He therefore referred judgment to an-

other day, and went to consult Favorinus, who was
then alive and at Rome: he was a philosopher of great
reputation. Favorinus, upon his proposing the case to

him, repeated a passage of Cato, which says, that on
these occasions, where proofs were wanting, the an-

cient custom of the Romans was to examine which of
the two were the honester man; and, when they were

equally so, or equally otherwise, to adjudge the cause
in favour of the person sued: whence Favorinus con-

cluded, that with regard to two persons, so different

in thi-ir characters as the parties in the cause, there
was no

difficulty
to believe an honest man preferably

to a knave. Whatever respect Aulus Gellius might
have for this philosopher, he could not entirely give
in to his opinion; and, determining to do nothing
against liis conscience, he declined passing judgment
in an affair, into which he could not sufficiently pene-
trate. The case would have no difficulty with us, be-

cause the pretended debtor would be put to his oath,
and be believed upon it.

ATHEN.EUS.
ATHEN.tUS was of Naucratis, anciently a famous

city of
Kirypt, upon an arm of the IVile that took its

name from it. He lived in the reign of the emperor
Commodus. He composed a work in Greek, which
he called Diprwsophistu, that is to say, the banquet of
the learned; which abounds with curious and learned

inquiries, and gives abundance of light into the Gre-
cian antiquities. We have onlv an abridgment or
extracts of the first books of his Dipnosophista, made,
as Casaubon believes, at Constantinople, 6ve or six

hundred years ago.*

JULIUS POLLUX.
Jui.IUS Por.LUX was the countryman and cotempo-

rary of Athenaeii". He inscribed to Commodu?, when

only Caear, in the lifetime of Marcus Aurelius, the

ten books which we have, of his under the title of

Onamaslicon. It is a collection of the synonymous
words by which the bestGrei-k authors expressed the

Same thing. He was apparently one of the preceptors
f Commodus. He pleased that prince with his fine

foice, who save him the chair of profes*or of elo-

quence, which had been founded at Athens. Philos-

tratus, who placed him among the ophit. ascribes

to nim a great knowledge of the Greek language, a

t Lib. ix. c. 1.

Voss. Itiit.Gr. I. ii. c. 15.

VOL. II. -58

Cell. 1. xir r. 2.

taste for what was well or ill composed, and genial

enough for eloquence, but little art.4

SOLINUS.
C. JULIUS SoiJJiCS has left us a description of th

earth, under the name of Polyhistor. Vossius relates

many opinions upon the lime when the author lived,
and cone udes, that all which can be said ot it is. that

he preceded St. Jerome, who cites him, that is to say,
after the first century, and before the end of the

fourth.* His work is only an extract from several

authors, particularly Pliny the naturalist, and is done
with no great genius and judgment.

PHILOSTRATUS.
THERE were many sophists of this name. We shall

speak here only of him who wrote the life of Apollo-
nius Tyanaeus. He was one of the learned men, who
frequented the court of the empress Julia, the wife of
Sverus.< He professed eloquence at Athens, and af-

terwards at Rome, in the reign of Severus. The life

of Apollonius, written by Damis, the most zealous of
his disciples, which was properly no more than me*
moirs very meanly composed, having fallen into Julia's

hands, she gave it to Philostratus, who form these me-
moirs, and what he could extract from the works of

Apollonius himself, and other writings, compiled the

history we have of him. Eusebius asserts,'' that it

were easy to show, that a great part of his narrations
contradict themselves, and breathe nothing but fable

and romance. Nor is he afraid to add, that his whole
work abounds with fictions and falsities. Photius, who
briefly repeats part of the facts of this history, treats

many of them as impertinent fables. 8 Suidas speaks
of them to the same effect. The latter, besides the
life of Apollonius, ascribes many other writings to

I'hilostratus, and among the rest, four books ol alle-

gories and descriptions, which are still extant, and
have been judged of great beauty, well sustained, and

composed with all the delicacy of the Attic tongue.

MACROBIUS.
THIS author, at the head of his works, is called J\u-

reliua Theodosiiit Ambrotiut MacroLius. To which
the epithet Illustrious is added, peculiar to ttiose ad-

vanced to the highest dignities of the empire. He was
of a country, where the Latin tongue was not com-

monly spoken, namely, of Greece or of the F.a-t, and
lived in the reigns of Theodosius and his children.

Though it is not certain that this author is the Ma-
crobius mentioned in the laws of Honorius and The-
odosius, it is, however, scarce to be doubted, but he
lived about that time, as all the persons he introduces

speaking in his Saturnalia lived very near it. He
feigns this conversation, in order to collect all that he
knew of antiquities, which he intended for the instruc-

tion of his son EuKtalhins. to whom he addresses it.'

And as he assembles in it all the greatest and most
learned persons of Rome during the vacations of the

Saturnalia, he gives that name to his work. He pro-
fesses to relate thing* generally in the express words
of the authors from wliDin he extracts them, because
his view in it was not to display his eloquence, but to

instruct his son: besides which, being a Greek, it was
not quite easy for him to express himself in Latin,

Accordingly his elocution is said to be neither pure
nor elegant; and that in the passages -There he speaks
himself, a Greek seems talking broken Latin. As for

the subjects of which he treats, they are agreeable and
learned.

Besides the Saturnalia, there are two books of Ma-
crobius' upon the dream, ascribed by Cicero to Scipio,
done also for his son Eustathius, to whom he addres-
ses them.

DONATUS.
DoNATUS,'(^E/ii/* Donahit) whose scholar St. Je-

rome was, taught grammar with great reputation at

Rome, in the reign of the emperor Constantinus. Ws
Pliilost. p. 5i. 5!iO. Vow. hist. Lai. I. iii.

Suirtai. Ant. J. U J94. Eu*eb. in Ilicr.

* I'lu.t. c. 44. Suturn. 1. i. iu Prsfau
Ant. J. C. 354.
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have the commentaries upon Virgil and Terence,
which are (jitUr.dcd lo be ihe same, ascribed by St.

Jerome to his master Donatus. The best judges be.

lieve, that there may be something of his in the com-
ment upon Virgil, but that much is added to it unwor-

thy of so able a hand. As to the comment upon
Terence, it is attributed to Evanthius, otherwise call-

ed Eugraphius, who lived at the same time. Neither
is it believed, that the lives of these two poets were
written by Donatus. We have some tracts upon
grammar which bear his name, and are esteemed.

SERVIUS (Jtfarinu ffonorahis) lived about the

reigns of the emperors Arcadius and Honorius. He

is known by the comment upon Virgil ascribed t

him. It is the general opinion that this piece is only
an abridgment extracted frori the work of the true

Servius, the loss of which these extracts have occa-

sioned.

STOB.EUS.

JoHA.NNES STOB^US, a Greek author, lived in the
fifth century. What remains of his collection has

preserved some curious monuments of the ancient po
ets and philosophers. It is believed, that among the**

fragments many things have been added by those who
came after him.

POLITE LEARNING,

BELLES LETTRES.

INTRODUCTION.

POESY, History, and Eloquence, include whatever

If principally meant by polite learning, or the Belles

Lettres. Of all departments of literature, this has the

most charms, displays the most lustre, and is in some
tense the most capable of doing a nation honour by
works, which are the finest and most exquisite pro-
duction of the mind. I would not hereby be thought
to undervalue the other sciences, in the least, of

which I shall speak in the sequel, and which cannot

be too highly esteemed. I only observe, that those

we are to treat of in this place, have something more

animating, more shining, and consequently more apt
to strike mankind, and to excite their admiration;
that they are accessible to a great number of per-
sons, and connect themselves more generally than

the rest with the feelings and transactions of men of

genuis. Poesy seasons the solidity of her instructions

with attractive graces, and the pleasing images, in

which she industriously conveys them. History, in

recounting the events of past ages in a lively and

agreeable manner, excites and gratifies our curiosity,
and at the same time gives useful lessons to kings,

princes, and persons of all conditions, under borrow-
ed names, to avoid offending their delicacy. And
lastly, eloquence, now showing herself to us with a

simple and modest grace, and now with all the pomp
and majesty of a potent queen, charms the soul,

while she engages the heart, with a sweetness and

force, against which there is no resisting.
Athens and Rome, those two great theatres of hu-

man glory, have produced the greatest men of the

ancient world, as welt (.. valour and military know-

ledge, as ability ii. me arts of government. But
would these great men have been known, or would
Dot their names have been buried with them in

oblivion, without the aid of the arts in question, that

have giveij them a kind of immortality, of which

^mankind are so jealous? These two cities them-
selves, which are still universally considered as the

Crimitive

sources of good taste in general, and which,
i the midst of the ruins of so many empires, pre-

served a taste for polite learning, that never will

expire; are they not indebted for that glory to the

excellent works of poesy, history, and eloquence,
with which they have enriched the universe?

Rome seemed in some sort to confine herself to

this tasti for the Belles Lettres; at least she excelled

in an eminent degree only in this kind of knowledge,
which she considered as more useful and more glori-
ous than all others. Greece was more rich as to the

number of sciences, and embraced them all without
distinction. Her illustrious persons, her princes, and

kings, extended their protection to science in gene*
ral, of whatsoever kind and denomination. Not to

mention the many others who have rendered their

names famous on this account, to what was Ptolemy
Philadelphus indebted for the reputation that distin-

guished him so much among the kings of I'nvpt, but
to his particular care in drawing learned men of all

kinds to his court, in loadfng them with honours and

rewards, and by their means in causing all arts and
sciences to flourish in his dominions. The famous

library of Alexandria, enriched by his truly royal

magnificience with so considerable a number of

books, and the celebrated museum, where all the

learned assembled, have made his name more illus-

trious, and acquired him a more solid and tasting

glory, than the greatest of conquests could have done.
France does not give place to Egypt in this point.

The king's famous library, infinitely augmented by
the magnificence of Louis XIV. is not the least illus-

trious circumstance of his reign. His successor Louis
XV. who signalized the beginning of his own reign
by the glorious establishment of free instruction in

the university of Paris, to tread in the steps of his

illustrious great-grandfather, has also made it bis

care and pride to augment and decorate the royal

library. In a few years he has enriched it with from
fifteen to eighteen thousand printed volumes, and al-

most eight thousand manuscripts, part of the l.-rary
of Mr. Colbert, the most scarce and ancient come
down to us; without mentioning those brought very

lately from Constantinople by the Abbe Sevin: so that

the king's library at present'amounts to about ninety
thousand printed volumes, and from thirty to thirty-
five thousand manuscripts. It only remained to_de-

posite so precious
a treasure in a manner that might

evince all its value, and answer the reputation and

glory of the kingdom. This Louis XV. has also

done, and fulfilled the intentions of his great-grand-

father, bv causing a superb edifice to be prepared
for his library, which is already the admiration of all

strangers, and, when finished, will be the most mag-
nificent receptacle for books in Europe.
The museum of Alexandria was much admired : bill

what was it in comparison with our academies of ar.
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ehittcture, sculpture, painting; the Academic Fran-

fois,t that of polite learning or the Belle* Lettret,
and that of Sciences? Add to these the two most
ancient foundations of the kingdom; the college
roval, where all the learned languages, and almost
all' the sciences are taught; and the university of

Paris, the mother and model of all the academies in

the world, whose reputation so many ages have not

impaired, and who, with her venerable wrinkles, con-

tinually retains the air and bloom of youth. If the

number of the learned, who fill all these places, are

added to the account, and their pensions estimated,
it must be ownea that the rest of Europe has no-

thing comparable to France in these
respects.

For
the honour of the present reign and ministry, I can-

not forbear observing, that during the war lately
terminated so happily and gloriously for us, the pay-
ment of all these pensions

of the learned was neither

suspended nor delayed.
The reader will, I hope, pardon this small digres-

sion, which however is not entirely foreign to my sub-

ject, for the sake of the warm love of my country,
and the just sense of gratitude that occasioned it.

Before I proceed to my subject, I think myself ob-

liged to take notice, that I shall make great use of

many of the dissertations in the Memoirs of the Aca-

Jemy of Inscriptions and Belles Lettres, especially
in what relates to poesy. Those extracts will show
bow

capable
that academy is of preserving the good

taste of the ancients.

CHAPTER I.

OF THE POETS.

IF we consider poetry in the purity of its first in-

Ititution, it is evident, that it was invented
originally

to render the public homage of adoration and grati-
tude to the Divine Majesty, and to teach men the

most important truths of religion. This art, which
teems so profane in our days, had its birth in the
midst of festivals, instituted in honour of the Supreme
Being. On those solemn days, when the Hebrews
Celebrated the remembrance of the wonders God had

wrought in their favour, and when, at rest from their

labours, they gave themselves up to an innocent nnd

necessary ioy, all places resounded with canticles

and sacred song, the noble, sublime, and majestic
style of which suited the greatness of the God they

praised. In those divine canticles what throngs do
we not see of the most lively and animated beauties!

Rivers rolling back to their sources; seas opening and

flying with dread; hills that skip, and mountains that

melt like wax and disappear; heaven and earth tremb-

ling and listening with awe and silence: and all nature
in motion, and shaken before the face of its author.

But as the human voice alone failed in the utter-

ance of such amazing wonders, and seemed too weak
*o the people to express the lively sense of gratitude
and adoration with which they were animated, to

express them with greater force, they called into

*heir aid the big voices of thundering drums, trum-

pets, and all other instruments of music. In a kind
of transport and religious enthusiasm this did not

suffice; and the body was also made to have a part
in the holy joy of the soul by impetuous but con-
certed emotions, in order that every thing in man
\night render homage to the Divinity. Such were
the beginnings of music, dancing, and poetry.
What man of good taste, who, thoujh not full of

respect for the sacred books, should read the songs
of MDSCS with the same eyes he reads the ode* of

Pindar, but would be obliged to own that this Moses,
whom we know as the first historian and legislator
of the worlil, is at the same time the first and most
lublitne of poet.*? In his writings, poetry even at

the first instant of its birth appears perfect, because
God himself inspires it, and the necessity of arriving

by degrees at perfection, is a condition annexed only
to arts of human invention. The prophets and the

ptalrffc present us also with the like models. In

* Aradetn.^ Frnooie, established 1635, for the purity
f Uw French tMfMi

them shines out that true poesy in all her n;ajestv of

light, which excites none but happy passions, which
moves the heart without depraving it, which pleasei
without soothing our frailties, which engages our at-

tention without amusing us with trivial and ridicu-

lous tales, which instructs us without disgust, which
makes us know God without representing him under

images unworthy of the divine nature, and which

always surprises without leading us astray through
fantastic regions and chimerical wonders. Always
agreeable, always useful; noble by bold expressions,
glowing figures, and still more by the truths she

denounces, it is she alone that deserves the name of
divine language.
When men had transferred to creatures the homage

due only to the Creator, poesy followed the fortune
of religion, always preserving however traces of her
first origin. She was employed at first to thank the
false divinities for their supposed favours, and to
demand new ones. She was soon indeed applied to

other uses: but in all times care was taken to bring
her back to her original destination. Hesiod has
wrote the genealogy of the gods in verse: a. very an-
cient poet composed the hymns usually ascribed to

Homer; of which kind of poem Callimachus after-

wards wrote others. Even the works, that turned

upon different subjects, conducted and decided the
events they related bv the intervention and ministra-

tion of divinities. They taught mankind to consider
the gods as the authors of whatever happens in na-

ture. Homer, and the other poets, every where re-

present them as the sole arbiters of our destinies.

It is by them our courage is either exalted or de-

pressed"; they give or deprive us of prudence; dis-

pense success and victory; and occasion repulse and
defeat. Nothing great or heroic is executed without
the secret or visible assistance of some divinity. And
of all the truths they inculcate, they present non
more frequently to our view, and establish none with
more care, than that valour and wisdom are of no
avail without the aid of Providence.
One of the principal views of poesy, and which

was a kind of natural consequence of the first, was
also to form the manners. To be convinced of this,

we have only to consider the particular end of the
several species of poetrv, and to observe the general
practice of the most illustrious poets. The Epic
poem proposed from the first to give us instructions

disguised under the allegory of an important and
heroic action; the Ode, to celebrate the exploits of

great men, in order to excite the general imitation

of others; Tragedy, to inspire us with horror for

guilt, by the fatal effects that succeed it; and with
veneration for virtue, bv the just praises and rewards
which attend it; Comedy and Satire, to correct whilst

they divert us, and to make implacable war with rice
and folly; Elegy, to shed tears upon the tombs of

persons, who deserve to be lamented; and lastly, the

Pastoral poem, to sing the innocence and pleasures
of rural life. If any of these kinds of poetry have in

succeeding times been employed to different pur-
poses, it is certain, that they were made to deviate

from their natural institution, and that in the begin-

ning they all tended to the same end, which was to

render man better.

I shall pursue this subject no farther, which would

carry me bevond my bounds. I confine myself in

speaking of the poets to those who have distinguish-
ed themselves most in each kind of poetry, and shall

begin with the Greeks. I shall then proceed to th

Latins, partly uniting them, however, sometimes,

especially when it may seem necessary, to co i pare
them with each other. As I have occasionally treat-

ed part of what relates to these illustrious writers

elsewhere, to avoid useless and tedious repetitions.
the reader will permit me to refer him thither, when
the same matter recurs.

ARTICLE I.

OF THE GREEK POETS.

EVERY body knows, that poesy was brought into

Italy from Greece, and that Rome is indebted to hi
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for the reputation and glory she acquired of this

kind.

SECTION I. OF THE GREEK POETS, WHO EX-
CELLED IN EPIC PUETRJf.

I do not rank either the Sibyls, or Orpheus, and

Musaeus, in the number of the poets. All the learn-

ed agree, that the poems ascribed to them are sup-

posititious.

HOMER.
THE period of time when Homer was born is not

Tery certain. Herodotus' places it four hundred

years
before himself, and Usher fixes the birth of

Herodotus in the year of the world 3520. Accord-

ing to which Homer must have been born in the

ytar 3120, that is to say, 340 years after the taking
of Troy. We have no better assurances concerning
the place of his nativity, for which honour seven
cities contended. Smyrna seems to have carried it

against the rest.

I have spoken of
epic poetry and Homer in the

ancient history,* and with much greater extent in the

first of my treatise upon the study of the Belles Let-

tres, where I have endeavoured to give the reader
taste of the beauties of this poet.

Virgil, if we may judge of his views by his work,
teems to have proposed no less to himself than to dis-

pute the superiority of epic poetry with Greece, and
borrowed arms from his rival himself for that pur-

pose. He
justly discerned, that as he was to bring

the hero ot his poem from the banks of the Scaman-
der, it would be necessary for him to imitate the Odys-
ey, which contains a great series of voyages and nar-

ratives; and as he was to make him fight for his set-

tlement in Italy tl.at it would be as necessary to

have the Iliad perpetually before his eyes, which
abounds with action, battles, and all that intervention

01 the gods, which heroic poetrr requires. ./Eneas

makes voyages like Ulysses, and fights like Achilles.

Virgil has interwoven the forty-eight books of Homer
iii the twelve of the .-En< id. In the six first we dis-

cover the Odyssey almost universally, as we do the

Iliad in the six last.

The Greek poet has a great advantage, and no less

title to superiority, from having been the original,
which the other copied; and what Quinctilian says of

Demosthenes in regard to Cicero, may with equal jus-
tice be applied to him, that however great Virgil may
be. Homer in a great measure made him what he is 3

This advantage does not, however, fully decide their

merit, and to which of them the preference ougfht to be

given, will always be a matter of dispute. We may
in this point abide by the judgment of Quinctilian,
who, while he leaves the question undecided, in a few
words perfectly specifies the characters that distin-

guish those two excellent poets. He tells us, there is

more genius and force of nature in the one, and more
art and application in the other; and that what is

wantins: in Virgil on the side of the sublime, in which
the Greek poet is indisputably superior, is perhaps
compensated by the justness and equality that prevail
universally throughout the .neid. Et hcrcle, 'it illi

natnrcc calestiatqiie immortaticesserimm, itircitra el

diliyentitt vel idea in hoc pha est,qnod eifnit mag-it
lalioranilnm et quantum eminentioribus vincimnr,

furtassf trqiialitate pentamns. It is verv hard to cha-

racterUe these two poets better. The Iliad and

Oily.ey are two great paintings, of which the .ineid
is an abridgment or miniature. The latter requires
a nearer view: every thing in it therefore must be

perfectly finished. 6ut great picture* are seen at a

distance: it is not
necessary, that they should be so

exact and regular in all their strokes: too scrupulous
* niceuess is even a fault in such paintings.

HESIOD.
HESTOD is said to have been born at Cumae, a city

of jEoli, but brought up from his infancy at Ascra, a

i Herod. I. ii. r, S3. *- See vol. i. p. 2*2.
Cedendum rero in hoc quidem, quod et ille (Demosthe-

) prior full, ft ex magna parte Giceronem, quantut ett,
fecit. Lib. x. cap. 1

small town of Bieotia, Thich on that account passed
for his country: Virgil also calls him the old man of
Ascra. 4 Authors ditfer much concerning the time iu

which he lived. The most general opinion is, that ha
was Homer's cotemporary. Of all his poems only
three have come down to us: these are, The Workt
and Days; The Thiogonia, or, the genealogy of the

gods; and The Shiild offftrailes; of which" I have

spoken elsewhere. Qiiinrtilian gives us his character
in these words: " Hesiod seldom rises upon himself,
and the greatest part of his works consist almost en-

tirely ol proper names. He has however useful sen-
tences for the conduct of lite, with sweetness enough
of words, and no unhappiness of style. He is allow-
ed to have succeeded best in the middle way of

writing."*

POETS LESS KXOWN.
TERPANDER, flourished A. M. 3356. He was very

famous both for poetry and music.

TVRTJEUS, flourished A.M. 3364. He is believed
to have been an Athenian." This poet made n meat
figure in the second war of Messene. He excelled in

celebrating military exploits. The Spartans had been
several times defeated to their great discouragement.
The oracle of Delphos bade them ask a man of the

Athenians capable of assisting them with his counsel
and abilities. Tyrtaeus was sent them. The conse-

quence at first did not answer the expectations of the

Spartans. They were again defeated three times suc-

cessively, and were upon the point of returning to

Sparta in despair. Tyrtteus re-animated them by his

verse, which breathed nothing but love of one's' coun-

try and contempt of death. Having resumed courage
they attacked the Messenians with fury, and the vic-

tory they obtained upon this occasion, terminated a
war they could support no longer to their advantage.
They conferred the freedom of their city upon Tyrtae-

us, a privilege they were by no means too profuse of
at Lacedaemon. which made it exceedingly honoura-
ble. The little that remains of his writings.'shows thmt
his style was very vigorous and noble. He stem*
transported himself with the ardour he endeavours to

give his hearers.

Tyrteusque mares animos in Martin hella

Versihus exucuit. //oral, in Art. Fttt,

By Terse the warrior's fire Tyrlieu* feeds.
And urges manly minds to glorious deeds.

DRACO, a celebrated Athenian legislator, flourished

A. M. 3368. He cou>|x>sed a poem of three thousand

lines, entitled, 'Tv: jqxxi, in which he laid down ex-
cellent precepts for the conduct of life.

ABARIS. a Scythian by nation according to Suidas,
surnamed by others the Hyperborean, flourished A. M.
3368.7 He composed several pieces of poetry. Sto-
ries of the last absurdity are told of him, which evea
Herodotus himself does not <eem to believe. He con-
tents himself with saying, that Barbarian had carried
an arrow through the whole world, and that he ate

nothing. Jamblicus 8 goes farther, and pretends that

Abaris was carried by his arrow through the air. and

passed rivers, seas, and the most inaccessible places in

that manner, without being stopped by any obstacle.

It is said that upon account of a great plague that

raged in the country of the Hyperboreans, he was

deputed to Athens by those people.
CH.ERILUS, flourished A. M. 3676. There were

several poets of this name. I )>< ak of him in this

place.9
who notwithstanding the badness of his versei

in which ttiere was neither taste nor beauty, was how-

Ascrcumque sene m. Eclog. 6.

Raro uur:rit Hexindii*. mas-mcjiie pars ejui in nomini-
bu* est orrii|vi':i: tanv'ii ulileit rirra |>r*cepia sententia,

lenilajtio verborum et eoapavfliaM probahjlis: dalurqne
ei paltna in illo meili'i dieendi genere. Lib. x. rap. i.

Pauxan. I. iv. p. 244, &.C.

' Stiiiliit. Herod. I. iv. c. 36. Jambl. in Vit. Pyth.
Graiun Alexandro re^i mairno fbit ilk-

Cheri!u, incultis qui ver*ibu et male, nalii

Retulit acncptog, regale numi<ma, Philip|K>
Mem rrx ille, |

Qui lam ridirulum tarn car* prodi^u< emit,
Edicto veiuit ne quis se, nreter Apellem.
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ever much esteemed and favoured by Alexander the

Great, from whom he received as great a reward as il

he had bten an excellent poet. Horace observes,

that liberality argued little taste in th;it princ* , who
had been so del rate in respect to painting and sculp-
ture, as to prohibit by an edict hll painters except
Apelles to draw his picture, and all statuaries, but

Lysippns, to make his statue in brass. Sylla, among
the Romans, acted as liberally, but with more pru-
dence than Alexander, in regard to a poet, who had

presented him with some wretched verses. He order-
ed a reward to be given him upon condition that he
would never write more: very hard terms to a bad

pott, however reasonable in themselves. 1

ARATUS was of Soloe, a city of Cilicia, flourished

A. M. 3732. He composed a poem upon astronomy,
which was very much esteemed by the learned, ac-

cording to Cicero. Quinctilian speaks less tavoura-

bly of it 2 He gays, that the subject of Aratus was

very dry and unaftecting, from having neither variety,

passions, character, nor harangue in it: 3 but that how-
ever he had done as much with it as his matter would
admit, and had made choice of it as suiting his capa-
city. Cicero, at seventeen years of age, had transla-

ted the poem of Aratus into Latin verse, of which

many fragments are come down to us in his treatise

De Natura Deontm.
APOLLONIUS of Rhodes, who flourished A. M. 3756,

composed a poem upon the expedition of the Argon-
auts; Jlrgonautica. He was a native of Alexandria,
and had succeeded Eratosthenes as keeper of the fa-

mous library there in the reign of Ptolemaeus Ever-

getes. Upon seeing himself ill treated by the other

poets
of that place, who loaded him with calumnies,

he retired to Rhodes, where he passed the rest of his

days. This occasioned his being surnamed the Rho-
dian.

EUPHORION, of Chalcis, flourished A. M. 3756
Antiochus the Great intrusted him with the care of
his library.* Virgil mentions him in his Bucolics.fi

IVlCAlSDCR of Colophon in Ionia, or, according to

others, of /Etolia. He flourished in the time of Atta-

lus, the last king of Pergamus, A. M. 3852. He com-

posed some poems upon medicine; ><.** and 'Axiji-

fxtP***, and others upon agriculture, which* Virgil
imitated in his Georgics.
ANTIPATER of Sidon, flourished A. M. 3856. Ci-

cero? informs us, that he had so great a talent for po-

etry, and such facility in making verses, that he could

expre-s himself extemporaneously in hexameters, or

any other kind of verse, upon any subject. Valerius

Maximus, and Pliny
8
say, that he had a fever regu-

larly once every year upon the same day; which was
the day of his birth and death.

A. LrciNIUS ARCHIAS, for whom Cicero's oration

is extant, flourished A. M. 3318. He wrote a poem
upon the war with the Cimbri, and began another up-
on Cicero's consulship. We have still some of his

epigrams in the Anthologia.
PARTHMUS lived at the same time. He had been

taken prisoner in the war with Mithridales, and was

Virgil's master in Greek poetry.
9

APOIXINARIUS, bishop of Laodicaea in Syria, flou-

rished A. D. 362. I do not consider him here as a

Pingeret, aut alias Lvxippo ducerct era
Fortis Alexandri vulium simuiaruia.

Hor. Ep. i. I. V.

i JnsBit ei premium tribut, sub ea conditione ne quid
podtea ecribcret. Cic. pro .Irck. poet. n.

ljS.

Conxtat inter doctoi hominem ignarum Astroloffie,
stellU-atque upiimii vemibus Aratum de coelo

cjua
A-ati malaria motu caret, ut in qua nulla varietas,

oullui affecius, nulla persona, nulla cujusquum til oratiu.

Sufficit tamen opcri, cui se parern credidit. /jft. x. r. I.

Quid! Eupliurionem transibimus ? Quern nisi prnbaa-
nt Virgilius, idem nunquam p.Tie cnnditorum Chuloidico
ver*u cirminum fecisset in Buculicif meniionem. QuinctiL
I x. c. 1.

Eclog. x. v. 50.

Quid! Nicamlrum frustra leeuti Macer atque Virgil-
Mil? Qvixctil. ibid.

i Lib. iii. de Oral. n. 194.

Val. Max. I. i. c. 8. Plin. 1. iL c. 51.

Macrob. I. T c. 17."

bishop, but as a poet, who distinguished nimself very
much by Christian poetry. Julian the apostate for-

bade all masters by a public edict, to teach the chil-

dren of Christians the profane authors. The pretext
for this edict was, that it was not consistent to ex-

plain them to youth as illustrious writers, and at the

same time to condemn their religion. But the true

motives for that prohibition were the great advantage*
the Christians found in the profane books against pa-

ganism. This edict induced the two Apollinurii to

compose several works ol use to religion.
The lather ol whom we speak, and who was s. gram-

marian, wrote in heroic verse, and in imitation of Ho-
mer, the sacred history in twenty-four books down to

the reign of Saul, denominating each book with a let-

ter of the Greek alphabet. He imitated Menander in

comedies, Euripides in tragedies, and Pindar in odes;

taking his subjects from the holv scripture, and ob-

servi;:g the character and sU le of the several kinds

of poetry in which he wrote, in order that the Christ-

ians might dispense with the want of the profane au-

thors in learning the Belles Lettres.

His son, who was a sophist, or rhetorician and phi-

losopher, composed dialogues after the manner of

Flato. to explain the gospels and the doctrine of the

apostles.
Julian's persecution was of so short a continuance,

that the works of the Apulliiwrii became useless; and
the profane authors were again read. Hence, of all

their poems, none are come down to us, except the

Psalms paraphrased by Apollinarius the elder, who
had the misfortune to give into heterodox opinions
concerning Jesus Christ.

ST. GREGORY of JSaiianzen, who flourished A. D.

350, cotemporary with Apollinarius, composed also a

great number of verses of all kinds: Suidas makes
them amount to thirty thousand, of which only a part
have been preserved. Most of them were the em-

ployment and fruit of his retirement. Though he was

very much advanced in years at the time he wrote

them, we find in them all the fire and vigour that

could be desired in the works of a young man.
In composing his poems, which served him for

amusement in his solitude, and for consolation in his

bodily infirmities, he had young persons, and those

who love polite learning, in view. To withdraw them
from dangerous songs and poems, he was for supply-

ing them with an innocent and useful diversion, and
at the same time for rendering the truth agreeable to

them. There is also reason to believe, (hat one of his

views was to oppose poems, in which every thing was

strictly orthodox, to those of Apollinarius, that con-

tained many opinions repugnant to the Christian faith.

In making poesy subservient in this manner to reli-

gion, he recalled it to its primitive institution. He
treated nothing in his verses but such subjects of piety
as might animate, purify, instruct, or elevate the soul

to God. In proposing sound doctrine to Christians in

them, he banished from them all the filth and folly of

fable; and would have thought it
profaning

his pen,
to have employed it in reviving tne heathen divini-

ties, that Christ had come to abolish.

Such are the models we ought to follow. I speak
here of a saint, who had all the beauty, vivacity, and
solidity of wit, it is possible to imagine. He had been
instructed in the Belles Lettres by the most able mas-
ters at that time of the pagan world. He had read
with extieme application all the ancient poets, of
which we often find traces even in his prose writing*.
He contented himself with having acquired a refined

taste of poetry from them, and with having thoroughly
studied and comprehended all their beauties and deli-

cacy; but never introduced any of the profane divini-

ties into his own pieces; which were not re-admitted

by the poets till many ages after. Ought what these

glorious ages of the church condemned and forbade
to be allowed now? I have treated this* subject
elsewhere to some extent.

For the honour of poesy and poets, I ought not to

omit mentioning EUDOCIA, the daughterof the sophist
Leontius the Athenian, who, before she was a Christ-

> Method of studying the Bcllei Jettrei, *!. L
Sol
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ian, and had married the emperor Theodosius the

younger, was railed Athenais. Her father had given
her an excellent education, and made her extremely
learned and judicious. The surprising beauty of her

aspect was, however, inferior to that ot her wit. She
wrote an heroic poem upon her husband's victory over

the Persians, and composed many other pieces upon
pious subjects, of which we ought very much to re-

gret the loss. She lived about A. D. 420.

SYNESIUS, bishop of Ptolemais, lived at the same
time. Only ten hymns of his are come down to us.

I pass over in silence many other poets mentioned

by authors, but little known to us, and am afraid that

I have already been only too long upon those of this

kind.

I proceed now lo the tragic and comic poets. But
* I have treated both with sufficient extent in the

Ancient History,' I shall do little more in this place
than mention their names and the times when they
lived.

SECTION II. OF THE TRAGIC POETS.

THESPIS, who flourished A. M. 3480, is considered
as the inventor of tragedy.* It is easy to judge how
gross and imperfect it was in its beginning. He smear-
ed the faces of his actors with lees of wine, and car-

ried them from village to village in a cart, from which

they represented their -pieces. He lived in the lime

of Solon.S That wise legislator, being present one

day at one of these representations, cried out, striking
the ground with his stick,

"
I am very much afraid,

that these poetical fictions, and ingenious fancies, will

scon have, a share in our public and private affairs."

2ESCHYLUS, who flourished A. M. 3508, was the first

that improved tragedy, and placed it in honour.* He
gave his actors masks, more decent dresses, the high
heeled boot or buskin called Cothurnus, ar.d built

them a little theatre. His manner of writing is noble,
and even sublime; his elocution lofty, and soaring of-

ten to bombast.*
In a public dispute of the tragic poets, instituted

upon account of the bones of Theseus which Cimon
had brought to Athens, the prize was adjudged to So-

phocles.* The grief of ./Eschylus was so great upon
teeing himself deprived by a young poet of the glory
he had so long possessed, of being the most excellent

in the theatre, that he could not bear to stay in Athens

any longer. He left it, and retired to Sicily, to the

court of king Hiero, where he died in a very singular
manner. As he lay asleep in the country with his

bald head uncovered, an eagle taking it for a stone,
let fall a heavy tortoise upon it, which killed him.
Of fourscore and ten tragedies which he composed,
some say only twenty-eight, and others no more than

thirteen, carried the prize.
SOPHOCLES and EURIPIDES flourished A. M. 3532.

These two poets appeared at the game time, and ren-

dered the Athenian stage very illustrious by tragedies

equally admirable, though very different in their style.?
The first was great, lofty, and sublime: the other ten-

der, pathetic, and abounding with excellent maxims
for the manners and conduct of human life. The
judgment of the public was divided in respect to

them; as we are at this day in regard to two poets,*
who have done so much honour to the French stage,
and made it capable of disputing pre-eminence with
that of Athens.

See vol. i. p. 431, 4%!.

lenotum traginae jrenu* inreniue Oamopne
Dicilur et plauatrif vcxie poemnta Thcspi*,
due canerent ogerentque peruncti ftecibug ora.

Horat. Art. P#*C
Pint, in Solon, p. 95.

Piwt hunr perHome palleque reporter honontse

jtfsrliyhm, et modicis inslravit pulpita tlgnis,
Et docuit magnumque loqui, nitique Cothurno.

HOT. ibid.

Tragcpdia* primus in lurom JF.srhyhm prntulit, ubli

mi*, gravix, et grandiluquuf, MEpe uique ad vitiura. Quint-
ttt. I. *. c. 1.

Plut. in Cimon, p. 483.
' Lom*e rlariUK illustruvorunt hoc opni Sophbclei atque

Euripides : quorum In dispari direndi vi uter it poeta me
lior, intor plurimns qtiieritur. Quitter.!/, ibid

Corneille and R,;ine.

SECTION III. OF THE COMIC POETS.

EUPOLIS,CRATINU8,and ARISTOPHANES, who floU

rished A. M. 3564, made the comedy, railed Anciecl

Comedy, very famous. This served the Greeks insteac

of satire. The highest perfection of what is catlc*

Atticism, was peculiar to it, that is to say, whatever C

finest, most elegant, and most delicate in style, to

which no other poetry could come near. I have spo-
ken of it eUewhere.

MENANDER, who flourished A. M. 3580, was the
first and the best author of the New Comedy. Plu-

tarch prefers him infinitely to Aristophanes.' He ad-
mires an agreeable, refined, delicate, lively spirit of

humour, a vein of pleasantry in him, that never departs
in the least from the strictest rules of probity and good
manners: whereas the bitter and merciless raillery of

Aristophanes is excessive abuse, is murder in jest, that

without t! e least reserve, tears the reputation of the
most worthy to pieces, and violates all the laws of mo-

desty and decency with an impudence that knows no
bounds. Quinctihan is not afraid to declare, tl'at the

brightness of Menander's merit had entirely ec iipsed
and obliterated the reputation of all the writers in the
same way.

w But the greatest praise which ci\n be

given this poet, is to say, that Terence, who scarce

did any thing besides copying his plays, is allowed by
good yudges to have fallen very short of his original.

Aulus Gelliusii has preserved some passages of Me-
nander, which had been imitated by Caecilius, an an-

cient Latin comic poet. At the first reading he
thought

the verses of the latter very fine. But he affirms, that

as soon as he compared them with those of the Greek

poet, their beauty entirely disappeared, and they seeia-

ed wretched and contemptible.
Menander was not treated with nil the justice h

deserved during his life. Of more than an hundred
comedies which he brought upon the stage, only eight
carried the prize. Whether through intrigue or com-
bination against him, or the bad taste of the judges,
PHILEMON, who undoubtedly deserved only the sec-

ond place, was always preferred before him.it

In the Ancient History, (vol. i.
p. 245,) we har

explained all that relates to the Ancient, Middle .ind

New Comedy.

SECTION IV. OF THE IAMBIC POETS.

ARCHILOCHUS, a native of Faros, the inventor of

Iambic verses, lived in the reign of Candaules, king
of Lydia, A. M. 3280. See what we have said of him
in the Ancient History, vol. i. p. 223.

HlPPONAX was a native of Ephesus, and flourished

A. M. 3460. Upon being expelled thence by the

tyrants that governed there, he went and settled at

Cliizomenae.13 He was ugly, short, and thin: but his

ugliness occasioned his being immortalized: for he is

hardly known by any thing except the satirical verses

he composed against the brothers, Bupalus and Athe-
nis, two sculptors who had made his figure in the most
ridiculous manner in their power. He discharged
such a number of keen and virulent verses against
them, that, according to some authors, they hanged
themselves through vexation. But Pliny observes,
that statues of theirs were in being made after that

time. The invention of the verse called Scazon, limp-

ing, is ascribed to Hipponax, in the last foot of which
there is always a spondee instead of an iambus.

SECTION V. OF THE LYRIC POETS.

THE
poetry,

which was made to be sung to the lyre
or the like instruments, was called lyric poetry. Com
positions of this kind were named odes, or songs, and

were divided into strophes or stanzas.

The end of poetry is to please the imagination.
But if the different kinds of poetry, as the pastoral,

* Plat, in Moral, p. 853.
"> Atque ille qiiidem omnibus ejutdcm oneris noctoribw

annnlit nomnn, et fulgore quodam su* claritatin Untbrai
obduxit. Ibid.

Lib. ii. n. 23.
" Philemon, ut pravu ui temporii jodiciis Menandm

fspe prslatus fft, ita contemn omnium meruit creJi ocimn-
du*. Q'rinetil. ibid.

Suidu.
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elegiac, and epic, attain that end by different means,
the ode attains it more certainly, because it includes

them all; and as the famous painter of old united in

one picture all that he had observed of most graceful
and consummate in many of the fair sex, so the ode
unites in itself all the different beauties, of which the

different species of poetry are suceplible. But it has

ttill something else peculiar to itself, which constitute*

its true character. This is enthusiasm; in which view
the poets believe, they may also compare her to that

/uno of Homer, who borrows the girdle of Venus to

exalt the graces of her form, but who is still the same

queen of the gods, distinguished by the air of majesty
peculiar to her, and even by the fury and violence of

her character. This enthusiasm is more easy to con-

ceive, than possible to define. When a writer is seiz-

ed with it, his genius glows ardent, his imagination
catches fire, and all the faculties of his soul awake, and
concur to the perfection of his work. Now noble

thoughts and the most chining strokes of wit, and
now the most tender and beautiful images, crowd up-
on him. The warmth aUo of his enthusiasm often

transports him in such a manner, that he can contain
himself no longer; he then abandons himself to that

living impetuosity, that beautiful disorder, which infi-

nitely transcend the regularity of the most studious art.

These different impressions produce different ef-

fects: descriptions sometimes simple but exquisitely
beautiful, and sometimes rich, noble, and sublime;

comparisons just and lively; shining strokes of moral-

ity; allusions happily borrowed from history or fable;
and digressions a thousand times more beautiful than
the chain of the subject itself. Harmony, the soul of

verse, at this moment costs the poet no trouble. No-
ble expressions and happy numbers spontaneously rise

op, and dispose themselves in due order, like stones
to the lyre of Amphion; and nothing seems the effect

of study or pains. The poems of enthusiasm have
such a peculiar beauty, that they can neither be read
nor heard without imparting the same fire that pro-
duced themselves; and the effect of the most exqui-
lite music is neither so certain nor so great, as that

of verses born in this poetic fury, this diviner flame

of the mind.
This little passage, which I have extracted from the

short but eloquent dissertation of the Abbe Fraguier
upon Pindar, suffices to give the reader a just idea of

lyric poetry, and at the same time of Pindar, who
holds the first rank among the nine Greek poets that

excelled in this way of writing, of whom it remain?
for me to say a few words.

Plutarch speaks of THALES,' whom Lvcurgus per-
suaded to go and settle at Sparta,* A. M. 3155. He
was a lyric poet, (not one of the nine mentioned

above,) but under the appearance of composing only
songs, he in effect did all that the gravest legislators
could have been capable of doing. For all his poet-
ical pkces were so many discourses to incline men to

obedience and concord by the means of certain num-
bers so harmonious, so elegant, strong, and sweet,
that they insensibly rendered the manners of those
that heard them less rude and savage, and induced a
love of order and probity, by banishing the animosi-
ties and divisions that prevailed among them. Thus
by the charming impressions of a melodious kind of

poetry, he prepared the way for Lycurgus to instruct
and amend his citizens.

ALC.MA.N was a native of Sardis in Lydia, flourished

A. M. 3324. The Lacedaemonians adopted him on
account of his merit, and granted him the freedom of
their city, upon which he congratulates himself in his

poems as a singular honour to him.* He flourished

in the time of Ardys, son of Gyges, king of Lydia.
STESICHORUS was of Himera, a city of Sicily, flour-

ished A. M. 3398. Pausanias4 relates, that this poet
having lost his sight as a punishment for verses which
he had made in disprai-e of Helen, did not recover
it till he had recanted his invectives by a new piece,

Pluta/ch neem* to confound this Thaleg with Tliulo of
Miletus, one of the geven sages, who lived about two hun-
dred and fifty year* after him.

Plut. in Lycurg. p. 41.
Tlut. da exii. p. 5S9. 4 Pautan. in Lacon. p. 200.

the "reverse of the former, which was afterwards call

ed Palinodia. QuinrtilianS tells us, that he sung oi

great wars, and the most illustrious heroes, and that

lit sustained the pomp and sublimity of epic poetry oo
the lyre. Horace gives him the same character in a

single epithet, Stesichorique graves Camcencc, Stesi

chorus' lofty muse.

ALC.EUS, flourished A. M. 3400. He was born at

Mitylene, a city of Lesbos: it is from him the Alcaic

verse took its name. He was a declared enemy to the

tyrants of Lesbos, and in particular to Pittacus, whom
he perpetually lashed in his poems. He is said* to

have been seized with such terror in a battle where he

happened to be, that he threw down his arms, and
fled. Horace relates a like adventure of himself.*

Poets pique themselves less upon their valour than
their wit. Quinctilian says, that the style, of Alc.tus
is close, lofty, correct, and what crown? his praise,
that he very much resembles Homer.8
SAPPHO. She was of the same place, and lived at

the same time with Alcaeus. The Sapphic verse is so
called from her. She had three brothers,9 Larychus,
Eurygius, and Charaxus. She celebrated the first ex-

tremely in her poems, and on the contrary is severe

against Charaxus, for being desperately in love with
the courtesan Rhodope, the same that built one of the

pyramids of Egypt. Sappho composed a considera-

ble number of poems, of which only two are come
down to us, but these suffice to prQve, that the praises

given her by all ages for the beauty, passion, numbers,

harmony, and delicacies of her verse, are not without
foundation. Hence she was called the Tenth Muse,
and the people of Mitylene caused her image to be

stamped on their coin. It were to be wished that the

purity of her manners had equalled the beauty of her

genius, and that she had not dishonoured her sex and

poetry by her vices and licentiousness. It is said, that

frantic with despair through the obstinate resistance

to her desires of Phaon, a young man of Lesbos, she

threw herself into the sea from the top of the pro-

montory of Leucadia in Acarnania; a remedy fre-

quently used in Greece by those who were unfortunate

in this passion.
AJJACREO.N flourished A. M. 3512. This poet wag

of Teos, a city of Ionia. He passed much of his time

at the court of Polycrates,9 tyrant of Samos, famous
for the uninterrupted prosperity of his life, and tra-

gical end; and was not only one of all his parties of

pleasure, but one of his council. Plato informs us,M
that Hipparchus, one of the sons of Pisistratus, sent a

galley of fifty oars to Anacreon.and wrote to him in the

most obliging terms, to prevail upon- him to come to

Athens, where his fine works would be esteemed and
relished according to their merit. Joy and

pleasure
are said to have been his sole study, as indeed we
may well believe from what remains of his poems.
They every where show, that his hand wrote what
his heart felt, and are of a delicacy more easy to con-
ceive than express. Nothing would be more estima-

ble than his compositions, had their object been better.

SIMOMDES flourished A. M. 3444. He was of the

island of Cea, one of the Cyclades in the JEgean Sea.
He wrote the famous naval battle of Salamis in the

Doric dialect. His st\le was delicate, natural, and

agreeable.lt He was pathetic, and excelled in ex-

citing compassion, which was his peculiar talent, and
that by which the ancients have characterized him.

Paulum quidlibet allocution!*

MoMtiun lachrymii gimoniileis CttuU.

8tpichorum, quam sit ingenio validus, materi* quoqm
octeudunt, maxima bclla et clarissimoi ranentem ducts, et

Epici carminis onera Ivra puttinenlem Lib. x. cap. 1.

Herod. I. v. c. !'5.

'

Tecum Philtppot et cclcrem fu?am
8eni, relicla mm tx-ne parmula.

In eloquendo brevU, et magniticuo, et diligeni, picrum-
que Hiimi-ni Mir.iln. L. x. c. 1.

Her. I. Hi. p. 121. c In Hipparch. pp. 2iS, 229.
" Simoniiies tcnuU. alioqoi rermone proprio et jucuridi-

tate quaiiam rommendari potr-st. Praecipua tamen ejui in

commovenda miseratione virtus ut iitidam in haceum part*
omnibus ejusdem operis auctorib prcferant.
I x. c. L
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Something Bidder to ray eari
Than Simonides in tears.

Horace say s of him to the same effect:

Sed ne, relictis, mus-a procaz, jocia,
L'I CP rclractes munera ntenite.

Rut whiiher, wanton muse, away,
Wherefore cease we to be gay,
Things of woe why thus prolong,

Things that fit the'Cean's song?

IBYCUS flourished A. M. 3464. Nothing is known
of him, besides his name, and a few fragments that

have come down to us.

BACCHYIJDES flourished A. M. 3552. He was of
the island of Cea and the son of a brother of Simoni-
des. Hiero preferred his poems to those of Pindar
in the Pythian games. Ammianus Marcellinus savs,

that Julian the apostate delighted much in reading
this poet.
PINDAR flourished A. M. 3528. Quinctilian places

him at the head of the nine lyric poets. His pecu-
lar merit and prevailing character are that majesty,
that grandeur, and sublimity, which often exalt him
above the rules of art, to which it were wrong to ex-

pect, that the productions of a
great genius should be

servilely confined. We find in his odes a sensible

effect of the enthusiasm I have spoken of in the be-

ginning of this section. It might appear a little too

bold, if not softened with a mixture of less ardent
and more agreeable beauties. The poet discerned

this himself; which made him strew flowers abun-

dantly from time to time. His celebrated rival Co-

rynna reproached him with excess in this point.
Horace indeed praises him only for his sublimity.

He calls it a swan, borne by the impetuosity of his

iight. and the aid of the winds, above the clouds; a

torrent that, swelled by rains, bears down all "before

it in the rapidity of its course. But to consider it in

other lights; it is a smooth stream, rolling its clear

pure waves over golden sands, through flowery bank*
and verdant plains ; a bee, collecting whatever is most

precious from the flowers, for the composition of its

fragrant nectar. His style is always suited to hi*

manner of thinking, close, concise, without too many
express connexions, or transitionary terms: these may-
be sufficiently inferred, and their absence exalts the

vigour of his verses. Attention to transitions would
have abated the poet's fire, in giving his enthusiasm
time to cool.

In speaking thu of Pindar, I do not pretend to

propose him as an author without faults. I own he
has some, which it is not easy to excuse; but at the

tame time, the number and greatness of the beauties,
with which they are attended, ought to cover them.
Horace, who is a good judge of every thing, and

especially of our present subject, must have had a

very high idea of his merit, as he is not afraid to say,
that to emulate him is manifest temerity: Pindarvm
qttiti/'iis sttidet ttmiilari, SfC.

Pindar had a dangerous rival in the person of Co-
RY.VNA,' who excelled in the same kind of poetry,
and live times carried the prize against him in the

public disputes. She was suriuaned the Lyric Muse.
Alexander the Great, when he ruined the citv of

Thebes, the country of our illustrious poet, long af-

ter hi* death, paid a just and glorious homage to his

merit in the persons of his descendants, whom he

distinguished from the rest of the inhabitants of that

unfortunate place, by ordering particular care to be
taken of them.*

Il.ave spokenelsewher* of iome of Pindar's works,
in the history of Hiero: the reader may consult the

passage.

SECTION VI. OF THE ELEGIAC POETS.

Er.EGV, according to Didymus, is derived from |,f

.l>iv. to fay, ah! ah! or alas! And according to

others, from jxikr xi> nr, tn say moving things. The
Greeks, and after them the Latins, composed their

plaintive poems, their elegies, in hexameter and pen*
lameter verses. Hence every thing wrote in those

verses has been called elegy, whether the subject
be gay or sad.

Versibus impariter junctis querimonia primum,
Mox etiam inclusa est voti sentemiu compos.

Horat. in Ari. Pttt

Grief did at first soft elegy employ.
That now oft dries her tears, to sing of joy.

No Greek elegy of the first sort is come down to

MS, except that inserted by Euripides in his Andrngi-
ache, which consists only of fourteen lints. Tb
inventor of this kind of poetry is not known.

Qiiis tamen exiguos elegos emi.frit anctor,
Grammatici cerium, et adhuc sub judire lis est

MA
Yet who first sigh'd in elegiac strain.
The learn'd still doubt, and still contest in vnin.

As it was intended ut its institution for tears rfr.d

laments, it was employed at first only in grit t and
misfortune. It expressed no other sriitimtnts. it

breathed no other accents but those of sorrow. With
the negligence natural to affliction and distress, it

sought less to please than to move; and aimed at

exciting pity, not admiration. It was afterwards
used on all sorts of subjects, and especially the pas-
sion of love. It however always retained the char-

acter peculiar to it. and did not lose sight of its ori-

ginal design. Its thoughts were always natural and
far from the affectation of wit; its sentiments tender

and delicate, its expression simple and easy, always

retaining that alternate inequality of measure, which
Ovid makes so great a merit in it (In ptdibus rititim

causa decoris eraf) and which gives the elegiac poe-

try of the ancients so much the advantage over ours;.

Periander, Pittacus, Solon, Chilo, and Hippias
wrote their precepts of religion, morality and policy
in elegiac verse, in which Theognis of Mgara, and

Phocylides, imitated them. Many of the poet* also,

of whom I have spoken before, composed elfgies;
but I shall say nothing here of any but those who
applied themselves particularly to this kind of poe-

try, and shall make choice o::ly of a small number
of them.
CALLINCS. He was of Ephesus, and is one of the

most ancient of the elegiac poets. It is believed

that he flourished about the beginning of the Olvm-

paids, A. M. 3230.

MlM.VF.R.MVS, of Colophon, or Smyrna, was cotem-

porary with Solon, A. M. 3408. Some make him the

inventor of elegiac verse. He at least gave it it- per-
fection, and was perhaps the first who transferred it

from funerals to love. The fragments of his which
are come down to us. breathe nothing but pleasure,
whence Horace says of him,

Pi, Mimnermus uti renset, cine amore jnriiqne
Nil eat jucundum, vivas in amore jori<que.

Horat. 1. i. Epist. 6.

Ai Mimnermus thinks,
If without love and pleasure rmujhi is joy,
In love and pleasure life's swift hours employ.

SIMOMDKS, whose verses were so pathetic, might
be ranked among the elegiac poets: but I have given
him a place elsewhere.

PHII.ETAS of Cos, and CAM.IMACHUS of Cyrene,
lived both in the court of Ptolemy Pbiladelphu, A,

M. 3724, whose preceptor Philetas certainly wag
and Callimachus is believed to have been his libra

rian. The latter is considered as the principal au-

thor of elegiac poetry, and as the person who sue*

ceeded best in it-. *
Cigns (eltgce) princtps Callima-

ckns; and Philetas as the next to him: Secnnda$,

confcstiont plttrimorum Philttas occvpavit. This is

Quinctillan's opinion: but Horace seems to rank

Mimnermus above Calliuischus.

-Si plus ailpoocere viu.
Fit Mimnermui, et optivo cognomioe crescit.

Epiit. ii. 1. 9

Call him Callimachu*? If more hit claim,

Mimnermu* he nhall be, hi wih'd surname.

Callimachus had applied himself to every kind o
literature.

Elian. 1. xiii. c. S3. Plut. io AJx. p. 67S. Quinrtil. I. x. c. 1.
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SECTION VII. OF THE EPIGRAMMATIC POETS.

THE epigram is a short kind of poem, susceptible
of all subjects, which ought to conclude with a happy,
tprightly, just thought. The word in Greek signi-
fies Inscription. Those which the ancients pluced

upon tomb.-, statues, temples, and triumphal arches,

were sometimes in verse, but verse of the greatest

simplicity ot style. That name has since been con-

fined to the species of poetry, of which 1 speak.
Th epigram generally consists of only a small num-
ber of lines: mure extent, however, is sometimes

given it.

I have said that this kind of poem is susceptible
of all kinds of subjects. This is true, provided care

be taken to exclude all calumny and obscenity from it.

The liberty, which the comic poets gave themse Ives

t Athens, of attacking the most considerable and

most worthy of the citizens without reserve, made

way for a law ' to prohibit the mangling of any body's

reputation in verse. At Rome, amongst the laws of

tin: twelve tables, which very rarely condemned to

death, there was one, that made it capital for any
body to defame a citizen in verse.8 Cicero's reason

is no less fust than remarkable. "This law," says
he, "was wisely instituted. There are tribunals, to

which we may be cited to answer for our conduct
before the magistrates: our reputation, therefore,

ought nut to be abandoned to ttie malicious wit of

the poets, nor scandalous accusations, suffered to be

formed against us, without its being in our power to

answer them, and defend ourselves before the judg-
es." Praclare. Judiciis enitn ac mag-istratwim dit-

ceptatiotiibiis legitimit proposilam vitam, won pue-
(arum ingeniia, habere debemus; nee probrum an-

dire, nisi ea conditione, ut respondere liceat, et judi-
cio diftndere.
The second exception, which regards purity of

manners, is neither less important, nor less founded
in reason. Our propensity to evil and vice is already
but too natural and headstrong, and does not want
any incentives from the charms and insinuations of

delicate verses, the poison of which, concealed under
the flowers of pleasing poetry, to borrow the terms
which Martial applies to the Sirens,* gives us a cruel

joy, and, by its enchanting sweetness, conveys dis-

ease and bane into the soul. The wisest legislators
of antiquity always considered those, who abuse the

rt of poetry to such purposes, as the pests of society,
as the enemies and corrupters of'mankind, that ought
to be abhorred, and kept under with the highest
marks of infamv and disgrace. Such wise laws had

not the good effect to be hoped from them, especial*

ly in respect to the epigram, which of all the species
of poetry has abandoned itself most to obscniitv.

In observing the two rulrs 1 have now laid down,
epigrams would not have been dangerous, in respect
to manners, and might have been useful as to style,

by throwing into it occasionally and with discretion

those agreeable, lively, quaint thoughts, which we
find at the end of good epigrams, but, what in its

origin was beauty, delicacy, and vivacity of wit,

(which is properly what the Latin* understand by
the words, acitlus, acumen,) soon degenerated into a

vicious affectation, that extended even to prose, of
which it became the fashion studiously to conclude
linos! all the phrases and periods with a glitUring

i In viiium libertaj escidit, et vim

Dignam luge reji : lex el accepia, chornaque
Turpiler ohtic lit. JJorat. in Art. Put.

Next comedy appeared with <rret npplauw,
Till her licentious ai.d abusive tongue
Waken'd the magistrate's coercive power,
And forc'd it to suppresn her iiuolunce.

Rfgeommtn
Si mtlu condiderii in quern quit carmina, jus et judi-

ciumque.
Noitrse contra duodecim labelle, cum perpaucii rei capi-

W anxiseut, in his hunt quoque ganciendam putaverunt, si

quiii acliiavis*et, sive carmen cundidiewt quod infamiam
tTerret, flagitiumve alteri. Cic. tie ftrp. 1. iv. apxd S. j3u-

fiut. 1 i. c. a. Cii-K.
* Sirenas, hilarem navigantium prenam,
Blandanuue mortee, gaudiumque coudcle.
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thought, in the nature of a point. We shall have
occasion to expatiate farther upon that head.

F. Vavaseur the Jesuit has treated the subject we
are upon more at large, in the no less learned iliac

elegant preface to the three books of epigrams, which
he has given the public. There are also useful re-

flections upon the same subject in the book, called

Epfg-rammalum Delectiit.

We have a collection of Greek epigrams called

Anlhologia.
ME I.EAGER, a native of Gadara, a city of Syria,

who lived in the reign of Seleucus the last king of
that realm, made the first collection of Greek epi-

grams, which he called Antkolugia, because as be
had chosen the brighest and most florid epigrams of
forty-six ancient poets, he considered his collection
as a nosegay, and denominated each of these poet*
after some flower, Anytus the lily, Sappho the rote,
i^c. Alter him PHILIP of Thessalouica made a sec-

ond collection, in the time of the emperor Augustus,
out of only fourteen poets. AGATHIAS made a third,
about five hundred years after, in the reign of the

emperor Justinian. PLANUDES, a monk of Constan-

tinople, who lived in the year 1380, made the fourth

and last, which he divided into seven books, in each
of which the epigrams are disposed in an alphabeti-
cal order according to their subjects. This is the

Anthalogia come down to us. He retrenched many
obscene epigrams, for which some of the learned are

not a little angry with him. There are a
great many

epigrams in this collection, that abound with wit and

eirse; but more of a ditiereut character.

ARTICLE II.

QF THE LATI* POETS.

PoEST, as well as the other polite arts, did not ind
access till very late among the Romans, solely en-

grossed as they were during more than five hundred

years by military views and expeditions, and void of

taste for every thing called literature. By a new
kind of victory, Greece, when conquered and re-

duced, subdued the victors in her turn, and exercised

over them a power the more glorious, as it was the

result of their will, and was founded upon a supe-
riority of knowledge and science no sooner known
than nomnged. That learned and

|>o!ite nation, which
was under the necessity of a strict commerce with

the Roman?, by degrees made them lose that air of

rudeness and rusticity they still retained from their

ancient origin, and inspired them with a taste for the

arts that civilize, improve and adorn society.

Grcia capta ferum victotem cepit, et arten

Intulit agresli Latin.* Sir. horiilus ille

Dcfluxit numeru* Saturnius, et grave virut

Mumliite pepulere. llorat. Episl. i. 1, 2.

Greece ronquer'd, won her martial victors' hearts.
And polish'd rustic Laiium with her arts:

The rude hoarse strain expir'd of Saturn's dayi,
And the mu*e soften'd and refin'd our lays.

This happy change began by poetry, whose princi.

pal view is to please, and whose charms, full of sweet-

ness and delight, impart a taste for themselves soonest

and with most ease. It was however very gross and

unpolished in its beginning at Rome; and had its birth

in the theatre, or at least began there to assume a more

graceful and elegant air. It made its first essay* in

comedy, tragerV, and satire, which it carried slowly
and by insensible acquisitions to a great degree of

perfection.
When the Romans had been almost four hundred

years without any dramatic games, chance and de-

bauch introduced the Fescennine verses* into one of

their ftMts, which served them instead of theatrical

pieces near an hundred and twenty years. These
verses were rude and almost void of numbers, as they

* Horace here gives us the time when poetry bpjan t>

improve among the Latin*; for it was known in Italy ery

early, .=?:.<. ru* Saturniun ; and ai Horace tell* us again in

the same epistle, at Rome in the time of Numa: Sfuart
ffumit carmen.

These verses were *o called from Fescennia, a el'.;
of

Etruria, whence they were brought to Rome
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were extemporaneous, and made by a rustic illiterate

people, who knew no other masters but mirth and
wine. They consisted of gross raillery, attended with

postures and dances.

Fescennina per hunc inventa licentia morem
Versibus alternis opprubria rustics fuilit.

Jlarnt. Epist. i. 1. ii.

Fesccnnia's license thus found out, the stains
Vented their taunts in rude alternate strains

To these loose and irregular verses soon succeeded
chaster kind of poetry, which, though it also abound-

ed with pleasant ridicule, had nothing viciously inde-

cent in it.l This poem appeared under the name of

Satyr (Satura,) from its variety, and had regular mea-

sures, that is to say, regular music and dances: but

obscene postures were banished from it. These sa-

tyrs were innocent farces, in which the spectators and
actors were indifferently made the objects of mirth.

Livius Andronicus found things in this state, when
he conceived the design of making comedies and tra-

'edies in imitation of the Greeks.* Other poets fol-

lowed his example, copying after the same originals:
of these were Naevius, Ennius, Caecillius, Pacuvius,

Accius, and Plautus. These seven poets, of whom I

am going to speak, lived almost all of them at the

same time in the space of sixty years.
In what I propose to say here of the Latin poets, I

shall not follow the order of the subject, as I have
done in 'speaking of the Greek poets, but the order of

time, which seemed to me the most proper for show-

ing the birth, progress, perfection, and decline of the

Latin poetry.
I shall divide the whole time into three different

ages. The first shall consist of about two hundred

years, during which Latin poetry had its birth, was

improved, and gradually acquired strength. Its se-

cond age will consist of about an hundred years, from
Julius Ca-sar to the middle of Tiberius's reign, in

which it attained its highest degree of perfection.
The third age will contain the subsequent years,
wherein, by a sufficiently rapid decline, it fell from
that flourishing state, and at length entirely degene-
rated from its ancient reputation.

SECTION I. FIRST AGE OF LATIN POETRY.

LIVIUS ANDRONICUS.
THE poet Andronicus took the praenomen of Livius,

because he had been set at liberty by M. Livius Sali-

nator, whose daughters he had instructed. 3 He repre-
sented his first tragedy, A. M. 3764, a year before the

birth of Ennius, the first year after the first Punic war,
and the 514th of Rome, in the consulship of C. Clau-
dius Cento and M. Sempronius Tuditanus;* about an
hundred and sixty years after the death of Sophocles
and Euripides, fifty after that of Menander, and two
hundred and twenty before that of Virgil.

CN. N^EVIUS.

N.KVIUS, according to Varro, had served in the first

Punic war, A. M. 3769. Encouraged by the example
of Andronicus, he trod in his steps, and bve years after

him, began to give the public theatrical pieces: these

were comedies.* He drew upon himself the hatred

of the nobility, and especially of one Metcllus; which

obliged him to quit Rome. He retired to Utica,
where he died.* He had composed the history of
the first Punic war in verse.

Q. ENNIUS;
HE was born at Rudiae, a city of Calabria, A. M.

3764, in the 514th or 515th year of Rome, and lived

to the age of forty in Sardinia/ It wag there he be-

came acquainted with (,'ato the Censor, who learned

the Greek language of him at a very advanced age,
and afterwards carried him to Rome, as M. Fulvius
Nobilior afterwards did to jEtolia. The son of this

i Liv. I. vii. n. 2. * Ibid.

EiiKch. in Chron.
< Cic. in Brut. n. 72. Aul. Cell. 1. xvii. c. 21.

Aul. GHI. Ibid. Eureb. in Chron.
' Aurcl. Vic. do Vir. Illust. e. 47. 1 Tusc. n. 3.

Nobilior caused the freedom of Rome to be granted
him, which in those times was a very considerable
honour. He had composed the annals of Rome ID

heroic verse, and was at the twelfth book of that work
in his sixty-seventh year.* He had also celebrated
the victories of the first Scipio Africanus, with whom
he had contracted a

particular friendship, and who al-

ways treated him with the highest marks of esteem
and consideration.* Some even believe that he gave
his image a place in the tomb of the Scipios. He
died in the seventieth year of his age. Scipio was
well assured, that the memory of his great actions
would subsist as long as Rome, and RS Africa contin-
ued in subjection to Italy: but he also believed, that
the writings of Ennius were highly capable of aug-
menting their splendour, and perpetuating their re-

membrance :i a person whose glorious victories me-
rited rather a Homer to celebrate them, than a |K>et
whose style did but ill suit the grandeur of his actions!

It is easy to conceive, that the Latin poetry, in its

infancy, and weak at the time we are speaking of,

could not have much beauty and ornament. It some-
times showed force and genius, but without elegance
and grace, and with great inequality. This Quincti-
lian, where he draws Ennius's character, expresses by
an admirable comparison. Ennium siciit sncros f>e*

instate lucos adoremtis, in guibus grandia el antiqua
robora jam non tantam haoent speciem, quantum re-

ligionem.
" Let us reverence Ennius," 8833 he, "as

we do those groves, which time hath consecrated and
made venerable, and of which the great and ancient
oaks do not strike us so much with their beauty, at

with a kind of religious veneration."

Cicero, in his treatise upon old age, relates a fad
which ought to do Ennius's memory abundance of

honour. He says, "that poet at the age of seventy,
carried the two loads which are commonly thought
the hardest to bear, poverty and old age, not onlj
with such constancy but gaiety, that it might almost
be said he took delight in them."'!

CJECILIUS. PACUVIUS.
THESE two poets lived in the time of Ennius, both,

however, younger than him. The first, according to

some, was a native of Milan, a comic poet, and at first

lived with Ennius. Pacuvius, Ennius's nephew, wai
of Brundusium. He professed both poetry and paint-

ing, which have always been deemed sister arts; and

distinguished himself particularly in tragic poetry. II

Though they lived in the time of Laelius and
Scipio,

that is to say, at a time to which the purity of lan-

guage as well as manners oeem singularly attached,
their diction carries no air of so happy an age. 13

Laelius, however, one of the persons whom Cicero
introduces in his dialogue upon friendship, in spell-
ing of Pacuvius as of his particular friend says, that
the people received one of his plays called Onstet
with uncommon applause, especially the scene where
Pylades declares himself to be Orestes to the king, in

order to save his friend's life, and the latter affirms

himself to be the true Orestes. It is not impossible
but that the beauty and spirit of the sentiments might
on this occasion make the audience forget the want of

justness and delicacy of expressions.
u

Aul. Cell. I. x vii. c. 21.
* ( 'arus fuit Africano supurinri noster Enniui. I'aqu*

etiam in gepulcro Scipionum putatur in ease conititutiu.
Cte. fro Arch. Poet. n. 22.

> Non incendia Carthagini* impia
Ejus, qui domita nomen ab Africa
L'leralus rediit, clarius indicant

Laudes, quam CalubrK Pieriden. Hor. od. viii. 1. 4
Not impious Carthage burnt does more,
Than the Calabrian muse, proclaim

The hero's glory, who of yore
From oonquef'd Afric took his name.

It Annos geptuaginta natug, (tot enim vixit Ennius) Jta

ferebat quo, qute maxima pulantur onera, puupertatem et

Benectutem, ut eis penS delectari viderelur. De Senect. n. 14.

K ii ic h. in Chron.
MittoC. Lplium, P. Scipionem. Statin illius ista full

laus, lanquum innocent iff, s-in I.aline loqnendi. Non omni-
um tamen: nam illorum a,'qules Ctecilium et i'acurium
male Im-utos videmux. Cic. in Brut. n. 258.

' Ciin clamorn tota carea nuper in hoipitig mei et amid
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ATTIUS.

I . ATTIUS or AcciUS, for his name is written both

wars, was the son of a freed man: A. M. 3864. He
exhibited some tragedies in the time of Pacuviu*,

though almost fifty years younger than him.i We are

told lhat some of (hem were performed in the edile-

hip of the celebrated P. Liciuius Crassut Mucianus,
in whose person five of the greatest advantages that

could be |)o^se<ed, are suid to be united :' great riches,

illustrious birth, supreme eloquence, profound know-

ledge of the law, with the office of great pontiff: \_Pon-

tifex jrutrtTiuj.jS
This poet lived in great friendship with D. Junius

Brutu-, who first carried the Roman arms in Spain as

far as the oct an.* Accius coni|x>ged verses in honour
of him, with which that general adorned the porch
of a temple that he built with the spoils taken from
the enemy.

PLAUTUS.
PLAUTCS (M. Accivt') was of Salina;, a city of Urn-

bria in Italy (in Romagnia.)* He acquired great repu-
tation at Rome by his comedies, at the same time with

the three last poets mentioned above. Aulus Gellius

tells us, after Varro, that Plautus applied himself to

merchandise, and that having lost all he had in it, he

was obliged for the means of life to serve a baker, in

whose house he turned a corn-mill.

Of all the poets who appeared till him, only some

fragments remain. Plautus has been more fortunate,

nineteen of whose comedies have escaped the injuries
of time, and come down almost entire to us. It is

very probable, that his works preserved themselves

better than others, because as they were more agreea-
ble to the public, the demand for them was greater and
more permanent. They were not only acted in the

time of Augustus, but from a passage in Arnobius* it

appears that they continued to be played in the reign
of Diocletian, three hundred years alter the birth of

JESUS CHRIST.
Various judgments have been passed on this poet.

His elocution seems to be generally approved, with-

out doubt in regard to the purity, propriety, energy,
abundance, and eren elegance of his style. Varro

ays, that if the muses were to speak Latin," they would
borrow the language of Plautus: licet Varro dicat

musas 1'lau'ino termone locutvras fittsse, si La-
tine loqui cellentl Such a praise makes no excep-
tions, and leaves ns nothing to desire. Aulus Gelliu-6

(peaks
of him no less to his advantage: Plautus. homo

hngii(f atque eltgantiat in verbis Lalince princtps.
Horace, who was undoubtedly a good judge in this

point, does not eem so favourable to Plautus. The
whole passage is as follows:

At nnttrt prnavi Plautinon et numeral, et

Laudavere sales; nimiutn patienter tnrumque,
Ife dicam siulte, mirati ; si modo eeo et vo
ft'imus inurlxinum lepidn teponere dicto,

Legilimumque sonum digtto callemus, et aure.
Jforat. in Jtrt. Pott.

"Our ancestors," said he to the Piso, "practised and
admired the verse* and raillery of Plautus with too

much indulgence, not to call it stupidity; if it be true,
that either you or I know how to distinguish delicate,

from gross, raillery, and hare ears to judge aright of

the number* and harmony of verte." Tliis criticism

teems the more against Plautus. as it argues that Ho-
race was not alone in his opinion, and that the court

of Augustus had no greater tatte than him, either for

Ihe versification or pleasantries of that poet. Horace's

censure falls upon two article*; the numbers and har

M. Pacuvii nova Tabula, cum ipnoranti rege, utcr e

Orestef, Pyladen Orestem *e e**e dicerct, at pro illo nermre-

tar; Orencf autem, ita ot erai, Ore*tem re ewe penevett
let. Sinntes plaudeliant in re tina : quid arbitremut in vera

fceturiM Tuime ? De jimicit, a. 24.
i fit'wh. in Chron. Aul. GII. I. i. c. 1.

Dnissimiiv nobilifimuf, eloquentiisimuj, jurii-ronsul
tinimui, Pontifex minimus.

Vml. Max. 1. viii. c. 14. Aul. Cell. 1. iii. r. 3.

Arnob. I. vii i Quincul. 1. z. c. 1.

Aol. Cell. 1 vii. n. 17.

mony of his verses, numerot; and his raillery, salet.

Kor my part I believe it indispensably right to ndopt
li* judgment in a great measure. But it is not mipog-
-.iblt; that Horace, odended at the unjust preference
civen by his age to the ancient Latin poets against
.hose ot their own times, may have been a little too

tiypercritical upon some occasions, and on this in par-
ticular. It is certain that Plautus was not exact in his

erses, which for that reason he calls numeros innu-

rot, numbers without number, in the epitaph he made
for himself. He did not confine himself to observing
the same measure, and has jumbled so many different

kinds of verse together, that the most learned find it

difficult to distinguish them. It is no less certain that

he has flat, low, and often extravagant pleasantries;
but at the same time he has such as are fine and deli-

cate. Cicero for this reason, who was no bad judge
of what the ancients called Urbanity, proposes him
at a model for raillery.

9

These faults of Plautus therefore do not hinder hit

being an excellent comic poet. They are very hap-

pily atoned for by many fine qualities, which may not

jnl v make him equal, but perhaps superior to Terence.
This is Madam Dacier's judgment, (then Mademoi-
selle Le Fevre) in her comparison of these two poets.

10

"
Terence," tays she,

" has undoubtedly most art, but
the other most wit: Terence makes more be said than

done, Plautus more done than said ; which hitter is the

(rue character of comedy, that consists much more in

action than discourse. This busy vivacity seems to

include a farther considerable advantage on the side

of Plautus: that is, his intrigues are always adapted to

the character of his actor, whilst his incidents are well

varied, and are never without something that surpri-
ses agreeably; whereas the stage seems sometimes to

stand still in Terence, in whom the vivacity of the

action, and the incidents and intrigues that form the

plot, are manifestly defective." This is Caesar's re-

proach of him in some verses, which I shall repeat
when I come to speak of Terence.
To give the reader some idea of the style, Latin-

ty, and antiquated language of Plautus, I shall tran-

scribe in this place the beginning of the prologue of

Amphitryon, one of his finest plays. It is spoken by
Mercury.

Un vo in voctri* voltii mercimoniii
Emundis vendundisque me Ictom lucris

Atticere, atque adjuvare in rebus umnibui :

Et ut res ratiMMMM vcstrorum omnium
Bene expedire volt is peregreque et domi,

Bonoque atque amplo auclare pcrpctuo lurro

Quasqun incepistis reti, quasqu iucKplabilu:
Et uli bonis vostrosque omuls nuntu*
Me affirere voltis ; ea affcram, eaque ut nuntiem,
Qua; maxiine in rent voRtram communem sicnt:

(Nam vos quidem id jam *rin# concessum et datum
Mi e*e ab diu aliis, nuntim prr-im el lucro:)
Ha-c ut me vultis approhare, anniti-T

Lucrum ut perenne vobis semper suppetal.
Ita huic fucieti? Tabula; dilentium,

Itaque ?()ui et juti hie eritis omnes arbitri.

To understand these verses, we must remembtl
that Mercury was the god of merchants, and the mes-

senger of the gods. "As you desire me to be propi-
tious to you in your bargains and sales; a* you de-

tire to prosper in your aftairs at home and abroad,
and to see a considerable profit continually augment
your present and future fortunes and undertakings;
as you desire that I should be the bearer of good
news to yourselves

and your families, and bring you
such advices at are most for the benefit.of your com-
monwealth, (for you know that by the consent of the

other gods I pretide over news and gain:) as you
desire that I should grant you all these things, and
that your gains may be as lasting as.youroccasions;
so you will now afford this plav your favourable at-

tention, and show yourselves just and equitable in

your judgment of it."

Duplex omninoest jocandi jrcnus : unum illiherale petu-

lant, flarviosum, obnennum ; alterum elesnn*. urbanum, in-

genio'jm, facetum; quo genere non modd Plautus notter,
et /utirorum antiqua com<rdia, ed etiare ohilogophoruBi
eJocraticornm Kbri stint reTrrti. iir. i. de n. 104

' Preface to the tranilalionoTthrse cot kot' Pumtx
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Wt :Aen meet with fine maxims in Plautus for the

conduct of lite, and regulation of manners; of which
I shall give one example from the play just cited.

It is a speech of Alcmena's to her husband Amphi-
tryon, which in a few lines includes all the duties of

a wise and virtuous wife

Non ego illam milii dntem duco esse, qu dog dicitur

Bed pudiciliam, et pudorcm, et xt.'dui um rupidinem.
Drum mctum, parenlum amorem, et nognaliim roncordiam:
Tibi murigera, atque ut tnunifica sim lionis, prosim prohis.

Act II. scene 2.

"
I do not esteem that a dowry, which is com-

monly called so: but honour, modesty, desires sub-

jected to reason, the fear of the gods, the love of our

parents, unity with our relations; obedence to you,
munificence to the deserving, and to be useful to the

just."
But for some passages of this kind, how many has

he that are contrary to decency and purity of man-
ners! It is great pity that this reproach should ex-

tend almost generally to the best poet? of the pagan
world. What Quinctilian says

' of certain dangerous
poems, may be weH applied on th'is occasion; That

youth should, if possible, be kept entirely ignorant
of them, or at least that they should be reserved for

riper years, and a time of life less liable to corrup-
tion: Jlmoveantiir, si fieri polest; si minus, certe ad

Jirmiits tetatis robur reserventur cum morei
in tutojuerint.

TERENCE.
TERENCE was born at Carthage after the second

Punic war, in the 56th year of Rome,* A. M. 3818.

He was a slave to Terentius Lucanus, a Roman sena-

tor, who upon account of his wit, not only caused
him to be educated with great care, but gave him his

liberty whilst very young. It was this senator from
whom our poet took the name of Terence; such as

were made free usually assuming the names of the mas-
ters that set them at liberty. He was much beloved
and esteemed by the principal persons of Rome, and
lived in particular intimacy with Laelius and Scipio
Africanns, who took and demolished Numantia. The
latter was eleven years younger than him.

Six of Terence's comedies have come down to

as. When he sold the first to the ediles, it was

thought proper that he should read it beforehand
to Caecilius, a comic poet as well as himself, and
in great esteem at Rome, when Terence first ap-

peared there. Accordingly he went to his house,
and found him at table. He was brought in, and as

he was very ill dressed, a stool was given him near
Caecilius' bed, where he sat down and began to read.

He had no sooner read some few verses, than Cae-

cilius invited him to supper, and placed him at table

near himself. Judgments are not always to be form-
ed of men by their outside*. A bad dress may often

cover the most excellent talents.

The Eunuch, one of the six comedies of Terence,
was received with such applause, that it was acted

twice the same day, morning and evening, which per-

haps had never happened to any play before; and a

much better price was piven for it than had ever been

paid for any comedy till then: for Terence got eight
thousand sesterces, or about fifty pounds.

It was publicly enough reported, that Scipio and
I, f Tins assisted him in the composition of his plays,
which rumour he augmented himself by denying it

but faintly, as he does in the prologue to the Adtlphi,
the last of his comedies. " As to what those envious

persons sav, that he is assisted in composing his works

by some illustrious persons, he is so far from taking
that as the offence they intended it, that he conceives
it the highest praise which could be given him, as it

is a proof, that he has the honour to please those,
who please this audience and the whole Roman peo-
ple;

and who in
peace,

in war, and on all occasions,
nave rendered the commonwealth in general, and

tvery one in particular, the highest and most impor-
tant services, without being either more distant or
uore haughty upon that account."

* L.1 c.8. Suet, in rit. Terent.

We may believe, however, that he only denied thw
a>i-lain-e so negligently, to make his court to Laeliuj
and Scipio, to whum he knew such a conduct would
not be

disagreeable. That report notwithstanding
says Suetonius in the Lite of Terence ascribed to'

him, augmented continually, and is come dow,i to
our times. The poet Valgius, who WHS Horace's

cotemporary.says positively in speaking of Terence's
comedies:

Hw qua vocantur fabulte, cujua sunt?
Non has, qui jura pupulis, recenscns * dabat
Honore suinmo aftuctus fei:it fabulai 1

"And pray, whose are these same comedies? Are
they not his, who, after

having acquired the highest
glory, gave laws, and governed the people with pow-
er and authority?"
W'hether Terence was for putting an end to the

reproach of publishing the works of others as his own
or had formed the design of going to learn the cus-

toms and manners of the Greeks perfectly, in order
to represent them the better in his

plays;
alter hav-

ing composed the six comedies still extant, and be-

fore he was thirty-five years old, he quitted Rome,
where he was never seen more. Some said that he
died at sea in his return from Greece, whence h

brought with him an hundred and ei'lit plays, which
he had translated from Menander. Others assure us,
that he died at the city of Stymphalus in Arcadia, in

the consulship of Cn. Cornelius Dolabella and M.
Fulvius, of a disease occasioned by his grief for hav-

ing lost the comedies he had translated, and those
he had made himself.

Terence had only one daughter, who, after hi*

death, was married to a Roman knight, and to whom
he left a house and garden of twenty acres upon the

Appian way.
Cicero, in a copy of verses entitled A:>^r, which

signifies a meadow, says of Terence:

Tu quoque, qui solus lecto sermone, Terenti,
Convereum expresnumque Latina voce Mcnandrum
In medio |><>puli sedatis vocibus effrrs,

Quidquid come loqnens, alque omnia dulcia linquena.

That is, "And yon, Terence, who alone translates

Menander with so much eloquence, and makes him

speak the language of the Romans so happily, in

your judicious choice of whatever is sweetest and
most delicate in it." This testimony is for the hon-
our of Terence; but the verses that express it, not
much for Cicero's.

I now proceed to those of Caesar, which I men-
tioned before. That great man, who wrote with so
much force and accuracy, and had himself composed
a Greek tragedy, called (Edipus, says, addressing
himself to Terence:

Tu quoque, tu in nummift, odimidiate Menander,
Poneris, et mcrii6, puri sermonifi amalor.
Lenibuft atque utinnm srripiis adjuncts foret via

Comica, ut a:<|ii!il<> virtus polleret lionore

Cum (ire<-i, ncque in hac des|x;ctus parte jarerea:
Unum hoc maceror, ft doluu tibi deese, Terenti.

"Thou also, Menander's half, art ranked in the num-
ber of the greatest poet*, and deservedly, for the pu-

rity of thy style. And I wish thy sweet writing* had
in them the comic force and

spirit,
that thy merit

might have ranked thee with the Greeks, and tht
thou wer't not no much below them in that pointl
But this, Terence, is unhappily what you want, and
I much regret."
Terence's great talent consists in the inimitable

art of expressing the manners, and copying nature

with so genuine and unstudied a simplicity, that every

body believes himself capable of writing in the same

manner; and at the same time with such elegance
and ingenuity, as nobody has ever been able to come

up to. Hence it is from this talent, th's wonderful
art diffused throughout the comedies of Terence,
which charms and transports without notice, or any
glitter of ornaments, that Horace characterizes him,

Vincere Ceciliui gravitate, Terentini arte [dicitmr. I

Ep. i. I. %.

Terence, with an extreme purity of speech and *
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iltnple and natural style, unites all the graces and

delicacy, of which his language was susceptible; and
of all the Latin authors has come the nearest to Atti-

cism, or to whatever is considered the finest, most ex-

'quUite,
and most perfect among the Greeks. 1 Quinc-

i tilian, in speaking of Terence, of whom he only says,
that his writings were highly elegant, observes, that

the Roman language rendered but very imperfectly
that refinement of taste, that inimitable grace, pecu-
liar to the Greeks, and even to be found onlv in the

Attic dialect, fix Uvem coiisequimur umbram,adto
vt mt/tt stnno ipie Human us nun recipere videatur

illam tolit cvncettam .illicit cenerem, quando earn

ne Graci qnidem in olio g'.nere lingua obtinuerint.

It is a pity that the subject of his comedies makes
them dangerous to youth; upon which I have treat-

ed at la^e in my books upon studying polite learning.

LUCILtUS.

Lucirjus, (Cnivt Lucilitu) a Roman knight, wa
born at Siua, a town of Campania, in the 158lh

Olympiad, A. M. 3836, and the 605th year of Rome,
when Pacnvius the tragic poet flourished.2 He it

raid to have carried arms under the second Scipio
Alricanus at the siege of Numantia: but as he was
then but fifteen years o\6, this circumstance is dubi-

ous. He had a great share in that famous general's

friendship, as well as in that of Laelius. He was
their companion in the innocent sports and amuse-
ments, to which they did not disdain to descend, and

in which those great men, at their hours of leisure,

endeavoured to unbend themselves after their serious

nd important occupations: an admirable simplicity
in persons of their rank and gravity!

Quin obi ee a vulgn et scena in secreta remorant
Viriu Scipiads, et mills apientia Lelt,
\iu-ari cum illo, et di-cincti ludere, dnnec

Decoqueretur olus, solid. //or. Sat. i. 1. 2.

\Viih him, retir'd from crowd* and state at home.
Wise gentle Lxliu*, and the pride of Rome,
8ci|)in, 'iwi\i play and trifle, liv'd in jent.
Till herbs, the frugal meal, and roots were drest.

Lucilius
passes

for the inventor of satire, because
6e gave it its last form, the same in which Horace,
Persius, and Juvenal, have followed him. Ennius,
however, had set h|m the example before, as Horace
himself confesses by these verses, in which he com-

pares Lucilius to Ennius.

Fuerit Luciliu*, inquam,
Cmi et urbani*; fuerit limatior idem,
Quain ru<iU et Graxis intacli carminis aur.tor.

But the satires of F.nnius.* though like those of Lu-
cilius and Horace in other respects, differed from
them in form, as they consisted of several different

kind* of verse.

The new form which Lucilius pave satire, as I have
caid before, made Horace and Quinctilun consider
him as the inventor of that species of poetry; to

which title he has a just claim.*

There was another kind of satire, which derived
itself also from the ancient.5 It is called the Varro-
nian or Menip(>ean satire; because Varro. the most
learned of the Romans, was its author, imitating in

that work the Cynic philosopher Menippus of Gadara.
This species of" satire wa not onlv composed of se-

Teral kinds of verses, but Varro introduced prose into

it, in which there was, besides, a mixture of Greek
and Latin. The work of Petronius, that of Seneca,

upon the death of Clmidius, and of Boetius upon the

> Terentii *cripta cunt in hoe eenere eleeantiima.
Euseb. in Chron. Veil. Paterc. I. ii. r. 9.

> Glim nrmen, quod ex variii nwmatihus connttbat BA-
TTRA ilict-batur, quale tcripwrant Pacuviui et Enniut. Di-
imtd. Qrammat.
S*tTra, cibi <rcnu. ex varii rebu< rniidiium. Festttt.

Quid cum est I,uriliu uutut
Primus in hune opens componere carmina morpm.

Sat i. I. r
Satyra quidem tola nontra eit, in qua primus insirnem

budfm adeptu est Luriiiu. Quinctil. I. x. r. 1.

Alterum illnd est et priun Satyre penus. quod nor tola

eirminum varietate rondidit Terentim Varro, vir RorMiio-
nun erutiliuimo*. Qxincii/. 1. j r J.

consolation of philosophy, are all satires of the sam
kind with this of Varro. But to return ta my subject.

Lucilius composed thirty books of satires, in which
he censured many persons of bad lives by name and
in a very offensive manner, as Horace informs us, re-

garding only virtue, and the lovers of virtue.

Primores pupuli arripuit, populumqiM tribnlim.
Scilicet uni aequug virtuti, atque ejui amiois.

Sat. i. I. i
Hi* pen made the conscious bad tremble, as if be had

pursued them sword in hand:

Enae velut stricto, quoties Lucilius ardens
Inl'remuil, rubet auditor cui frisida men* pt
Criminibui, tacita sudaot prerurdia culpa.

Jure*. Sat. I

Lucilius' used to say that he desired his reader*

might neither be very ignorant nor very learned.

The one saw too little, and the other too much.
The one did not know what was good, and conse-

quently no justice was to be expected from them;
and what was imperfect could not be concealed from
the penetration of the others.

It is not probable that he died at forty-six years
of age, as some assure us. Horace calls him old

man, where he says Lucilius confided all his secrets,
and whatever had happened to him in life, to hi*

books, as to faithful friends.

Ille velut fidis arcana xxfalibus olim
Credebat lihrU : neque, ci male peswrat owjnam,
Decurrens alio. neque si bene. Quo fit ut omnu
Votiva pateat veluli descripta labella

Vita senis. Sot. i. 1. 2.

Pnmpev was grandson, or rather grand-nephew, to

Lucilius, by the mother's side.

Of all his works, only some fragments of his satire*

have come down to us.

The reputation of this poet was very great during
his life, and subsisted long after his death to such a

height, that in Quinctilian's time, he continued to

have admirers so lealuus. as to prefer him not only
to all who had wrote in the same way. but to all the

poets of antiquity in general .7 Horace judged very
differently of him.* He represents him to us indeed
as a poet of a fine taste, and delicate in his raillery,

Jacetus, emunctce narit: but hard and stiff in his

composition*; not being able to take the pains neces-

sary towards writing well; for to write much, was
his great fault. He was highly satisfied with him-
self, and believed he had done wonders, when he
had dictated two hundred verses in less time than
one could throw them together on paper. In a word,
Horace compares him to a river, that with a great
deal of mud, carries, however, a precious sand along
with it in it current.

The judgment Horace' passed upon Lucilius, oc-

casioned great clamour at Kome. The admirers of
the latter, enraged at his having presumed to treat

their favourite in that manner, gave out, that Horace
had dispraised Lucilius out of envy only, and with
the view of setting himself above him. We ought
not to be angry with them on account of these com-

plaints, how unjust soever they might be: for they
were the means of drawing forth an excellent satire,

wherein Horace, in rendering Lucilius all the justice
he deserved, sustains and confirms the judgment h
had passed on him by the most solid proofs.
For Quinctilian's honour, I am sorry that a critic

of his profound judgment and just taste, should differ

in opinion with Horace in thi# point. He cannot

forgive him for having compared the writings of Lu-
cilius to muddy waters, from which, however, some-

thing valuable might be extracted;
" For my part,"

<*ay he,
"

I find surprising erudition and a noble
liberty in him, which gave his works poignancy with

Caiuo I.urilin*, homo dortu' et pertirbanui, direre sole-

bat, ea qua: w.riberet neqiic ab indoctiF*imi*, Deque ah doe-
lisMmi* Icgi velle: quod alteri nihil intclligrrent.alleri ploa
forta-we quum de ee ipe. Dt Oral. I. ii. n. 25.

i Lucilius quotdam iia deilito* nibi adhuc hahet vmatnrec,
ut eum non cju*dem modu opens ourtorihui, scd omnibM
poeti* prcferre non dubitent. Quinc.il. I. x. c. 1.

Sat. iv. I. 1. Bat. i. I. L
Z P
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abundance of salt."l Horace allows him the last

qualities, which did not prevent Lucilius from having
abundance of vicious passages in him, that ought
either to have been amended, or retrenched. As to

erudition, Quinctilian differs directly in that
respect

with Cicero's opinion. For says the latter, speaking
of Lucilius: "His works are light and frothy, and
with exceeding pleasantry have no great erudition."2

To conclude, we can form at present no proper

judgment
of a poet, of whose works almost nothing

Das come down to us.

II. SECOND AGE OF LATIN POETRY.

THE interval of which I am now to speak, continu-
ed from the time of Julius Caesar to the middle of

Tiberius' reign, and included about an hundred years.
It was always considered as the golden age of polite

learning, during which a crowd of fine geniuses of

every kind, poets, historians, and orators, carried

Rome's glory to its greatest height. Literature had
before made great efforts, and one may also say great

progress: but it had not yet attained that degree of

maturity, which constitutes perfection in arts. Wri-

tings did not want good sense, judgment, solidity,
and force; but they had little art, less ornament, and
no delicacy. A small number of persons of great ta-

lents, rising up together in a space of time of no

great duration, on a sudden, and as if inspired, by
adding to the excellent qualities of their predeces-
>rs, others which they had wanted, established good

taste of every kind irrevocably and for evermore; so

that as soon as the world began to lose sight of those

perfect models, every thing immediately began to

decline and degenerate.
The happy beginnings which we have related, pre-

pared the way for the wonders that succeeded them;
and as Rome derived her first notions of polite learn-

ing from Greece, so it was by her industrious per-
servance in studying the Greek writers, that the Ro-
mans attained perfection. The first poets, and espe-
cially the Tragic and Comic, contented themselves
with translating the works of the Greeks.

Tentavit qunque, rem ni dign6 vertere posset,
Et plar.uit sibi. floral. Epitt. i. I. 3.

Essay'd to make it speak our tongue with grace,
And pleased themselves.

They afterwards took a farther step. They ventured
to soar with their own wings, and composed originals

entirely Roman.
Nil intentatum nostri liquere poe'tie,
Nee minimum meruere decus, vestigia Grsca
Ausi denerere, et celebrare domextica facia ;

Vel qui Pranextas, vel qui ducuere Togatas.
Id. de Art. Poet.

Our authors have attempted every way,
And well deserve our praise, whose daring muse
Diedain'd to he beholden to the Greeks,
And found fit nubjects for her verse at home.

Roscommon.

Though the dramatic poets did not entirely succeed
in these attempts, Horace did in lyric poetry. Rome,
animated with a noble emulation, which arose from

reading the Greek authors, and the esteem she had
conceived for them, proposed to herself to equal,
and even, if possible, to surpass them: a very lauda-
ble and useful dispute between nations, and equally
for their honour! Add to this first motive the ad-

mirable character of the persons at that time in

supreme authority at Rome; the esteem for men of

letters; the marks of distinction with which they
were honoured; the solid rewards conferred on them;
and the general respect paid to persons of singular
merit of every kind: a respect which almost rose so

high as to place them on an equality with the great-
est and most powerful of the commonwealth. It has
been the saying of all times, and cannot be too often

repeated: emulation nourishes genius.
3 The view

i Nam ct eruditio in eo niirn, ct lihertas, atque inde acer-

bitas, f.\ uhtindg sail--. Lib. x. c. 1.

s Et i-uiit srripta illiiu ( l.uriln) 1,-viorn, ut urbanitap sum-
Oil apparent, doctrina medioeri-i. Cif. de Fin. I. i. n. 7.

* Alit temulittio ingenia,et tmnc invidia, nunc admiratio,
Innitationem accendit ; naturaque, qund aurn mo .studio peii
lain tut, aicendit in surnmum VM. I'aterc. 1. i. c. 7.

of merit in others, united with a just admiration for

their excellent works, and a secret regret from the
sense of our own inferiority, inspire an ardour for

glory, to which nothing U impossible. And it is from
these generous efforts, excited and sustained by the'

hopes of success, that arts attain their final perfection.
This is what happened, especially in the time of

Augustus, in respect to poetry, history,
and elo-

quence. But poetry is our subject in this place. I

shall relate, in few words, the history of ibe poets
who distinguished themselves most during this glori-
ous age of Rome. Terence, of whom I have spoken
above, may ir my opinion be included in this class;

who, though he preceded them in time, does not give

place to then) in merit. He is the first of the Latin

poets, who seems in some measure to have set up the

standard of perfection, and to have inspired others

by his example with the desire and hope o
f
attain-

ing it.

AFRANIUS: (L. AFRANIUS QUINTIAI.CS.)

AFRAMUS was much esteemed by the .ncient*.

He excelled in the comedies called Tog'as 4 and

Atellanae.6 Horace seems to compare him ith Me-
nander:

Dicitur Afrani toga conrenitse Meuandro.
In Art. Pet.

He was cotemporary with Terence, but much

younger than him, and did not begin to grow in re-

putation till after his death. He tanked him above

all other poets, and could not bear that any should

be compared with him, of those who had wrote in

the same way:

Terentio .-on similem dices quenpiam. f'rcgm. Jifrt*.

He was highly esteemed for his poetical works, and

no less condemned for the depravity of his manners.*

LUCRETIUS.
LUCRETIUS (Titus Lucretius Carat) was bor*,

according to the chronicle of Eusebius, in the second

year of the 171st Olympiad, A. M. 3908, twelve yeart
after Cicero, in the consulship of L. Licinius Crassus

and Q. Mutius Scaevola, in the 685th year of Rome.
A philter, or love potion, had been given him that

drove him deranged. He had some lucid interval*

from his frenzy, during which he composed his six

books De rernm natura, wherein he explains at

large
the doctrine of Epicurus, of which we shall speak

in its place. He inscribed his poem to C. Menimin*.

who had the same master, and without doubt, the

ame sentiments as himself. The same chronicle of

Eusebius informs us, that this work was corrected b

Cicero after its author's death. Cicero speaks of

Lucretius onlv once, though he had often occasion

to mention hi'm, and the passage where he does so,

besides being very obscure, is variously read. Lu~
cretii poemata, ut scriliis, lita snnt, (others read non
ila fitnt") multis luminibvs ingenii, mnltae tamtn

artist
No man ever denied providence more boldly, or

treated the Divinity with more insolence and pre-

sumption than this poet. He introduces his subject
with this preface, in praise of Epicurus. "Whilst

mankind," says he, "groaned in shameful subjection
to the oppressive yoke of imperious religion, which

declared itself descended from heaven, and made the

whole earth tremble at the frowns and horrors of iti

aspect; a mortal native of Greece first boldly vei.

tured to expose its falsehood to the eyes of men, and
to declare against it, without the fame of the gods,
the fear of thunders, or the rumbling noise of thi eat-

suing skies, being able to awe or stop him. All

thoe subjects, on the contrary, only serve to exalt

his courage, and confirm him in the design of being
the first to force the barriers of nature, and to pene
trate into her most mvsterious secrets."

To-ratis excellit Afrnniu*. Quinctil. I. x. r. 1.

Thi-sr- ronirdii'S wern called Atellanffi, from Atella,

riiy of Campania, whence they wore brought to Rome; and
TosattP, bora- *e thf y represented only Roman union* ind

persons, impl'vl by Toga, their pcruJi:ir habit.

Uuinclil. I. x. c. J. i Cic. ad Uuinci. Fr. Ep. 11. 1 U
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Humana ante oc.ulos fHS cnm vita jaceret
In terris oppressa gravi sub religione,
Clue caput A cojli regionibua osieudebat,
Horribili super aspect u mortalibus instans:

Primiim Graius homo morlales toilers contri
E*t oculus ausus, primus<|Ue obsi.ttere contri.

Quern noc fuma deuin, nee fulmina, uec minitanti
Murmure compreiisit coelum : scd eo magis acrem
Inrilat virtutem animi, confringere Ul arcta

Nature primus portarum claiuira cupiret.

Lucretius, thoughout his whole work, lavs down
w a principle, that the gods neither regard nor inter-

ere in any thing; and takes it upon him to explain
the eflects of nature, and the formation and conser-

ration of the world, by the sole motion of atoms,
Bod to refute those, who acknowledge the power and
wisdom of a Divinity as the first cause of all things.
The reader will be better acquainted with his opin-
ions, when I come to explain those of his master

Epicurus.
This poet has abundance of genius, force, and sub-

limity; but his verses are so very remote from the
weetness and harmony of Virgil'?, that one would
believe he had lived long before him.

CATULLUS.
CATULLUS (Coin* or Qnintiu Valerius CaluUiit,)

was born at Verona in the 666th year of Rome, A. M.
S916. The delicacy of his verses acquired him the

friendship and esteem of the men of learning and wit,

of whom there were then great numbers at Rome.
He wrote two satirical epigrams against Caesar, in

one of which he speaks of him with an air of haugh-
tiness and contempt, that Quinctilian justly treats as

extravagance.!

Nil nimium, Cesar, studeo tibi velle plaocra ;

Nen scire utrum nis ater an albas homo.

To please you. Cesar, in not much my care ;

Nor to know whether you are black or fair.

These verses, disrespectful as they were, only served

the person offended, as an occasion of distinguishing
his moderation. Caesar did not dissemble his dis-

pleasure, but contented himself with obliging the poet
to ask his pardon, and invited him to supper the same

evening.
An elegant simplicity, and natural grace, form the

character of Catullus. Happy, if he had not often dis-

graced that amiable delicacy by his Cynic immodesty.

LABERIUS: (DECIMU8.)

LABERTUS. a Roman knight, succeeded admirably
in composing mimes or farces A. M. 3952. At Rome,
a man of birth did not disgrace himself by writing po-

etry for the stage; but he could not act them without

degrading himself. Notwithstanding this had long
been an established opinion, Julius Caesar pressed La-
berius very earnestly to act one of his pieces upon the

itage, and to induce him to comply, gave him a con-
iderable sum of money. The poet refused it for some
time, but was at last obliged to yield. The desire of
a prince upon such an occasion, is a command.1 In
the prologue to this farce, Laberius vents his grief
most respectfully with regard to Csesar, but at the
same time in very pathetic terms. It is one of the
finest fragments of antiquity, and I have inserted it at

length, with the translation, in the first volume of the

tecond edition of my treatise upon study. Macrohius
has preserved it with some other fragments of the same

Ciere

of poetry. He inform* us also that this Roman
nigli, cut of his great regret to see his age dishon-

ourer in that manner, and to avenge himself by the

onlv means in his power, maliciously inserted in the

force we speak of, several home strokes against C?esar.

A servant, beaten by his master, cried out,
"
Help,

R>mans, we lose our liberty."

Purro, Quiritei . libertatem perdimu*.

Wet se mirni faoere aliquis noeiarum, fmw Ceuar
Cttr an mllius homo sit : inrania. Qtiinetil. I. xi. c. 1.

* PiitestLs, nun solum li inviiet, etd et.si supplicet, cogit.
Afturro*.

Qmwi est potent issinum imperandi genus, rogabat qui ju-
iere poterat. jluso*.

And a little after he added: "He must necessarily
fear ninny, whom many tear."

Necexe eit nulto* timeat, quern mulii timed,

The whole people knew Caesar in those strokes, and
cast their eyes upon him. When the performance was

over, Caesar, as if to re-instate him in the diguity of a

Roman knight, from which he had departed through

complaisance for him, rewarded him with a ring,
which might be considered as a new patent of nobi-

lity. Laberius went afterwards to take his place

among the knights; but they pressed together in such
a manner, that there was no room for him.

SYRUS.

P. SYRUS was a Syrian by birth, whence he took
his surname of Syrus. From a slave at Rome, whith-

er he was brought in infancy, he became a freedman

very soon, and was instructed with great distinction.

He" excelled in mimic poetry, in which he was Labe-
rius' rival, and even surpassed him in the judgment
of Caesar. But the preference Caesar gave him wa

thought to be intended only to mortify Laberius, for

his having thrown some malicious strokes against him
into his farce.

We have a work of Syrus*, which consists of tea

tences in Iambic verse, disposed alphabetically. Se-

neca the elder repeats the opinion of Cassius Severu*.
who preferred these sentences to any thing in the

trwgic and comic poets. This is saying a great deal.

Seneca the younger considered them also as an ex-

cellent model.
Not long since a translation of these sentences, and

a poem of Cornelius Severus, entitled ./Etna,' which
had never appeared before in French, have been pub-
lished. We are much obliged to authors, who endea-

vour to enrich our language with ancient works, un-

known, and therefore new to it. This translator 4

observes, that La Bruyere has scattered almost all

the sentences of P. Syrus throughout his character*,
of which he gives us several examples like the fol-

lowing:
Fortuna urn dat rnulta, manciple nihil.

Levii est fortuna ; cilo repoccit, quod dedit,

"Fortune gives nothing, and only lends fora time.

To-morrow the fickle goddess resumes from her fa-

vourites, what now she seems to give them for ever."

Mortem timere crudelius est, quam mori.

"Death comes but once, though it puts us in m!bd
of it at every moment of our lives. It is much more

grievous to apprehend, than to suffer it."

Eel viti misero longa, felfci brevii.

"Life is short to those who posses* it in pleasure*
and enjoyments: it seems long only to such as lan-

guish iu affliction."

POLLIO.

POI.LIO (C.Jltiniiu Pallia,) a person of consular

dignity and a celebrated orator, had also composed
tragedies in Latin which were much esteemed in bil

time. Horace speaks of him more than once.

Paulum oevere Musa Tragttdia
Deii theatris- Oil i. 1. 2.

Pollio regum
Fata canit pede ler percusso, Sat. x. 1. 1.

Virgil also mentions him with praise,

Pollio et ipsc facit nova carmina. Ecleg. iii.

He was the first who opened a library at Rome for

the use of the public.*

* This poem is written in hexameter*, and is the second la
the Opuacula ascribed to Virgil, in the folio edition of Cre<-

pinii-. Lui'iluni. lol!'.', which, perhaps, Mr. Rollin never raw.
Domitius Calderiiuis, the commentator, tell* us in the argu-
ment : Hue Vifgiiianum esse onus plerique ex authnrilius
tfstant ur : et Seneca in epist. addn ut Nasonem non oh aliare

causam opus de ^Eina dimi.-isw affirmct. nisi proptrr Virgil-

ilim, quern jam scripsisse comperturn habebat. I'nrntliul

Severus etiam ob eandem causam deterritus traditur.
* M. Accarias of Serionne.
* Aeinii Pollmni* hoc Rome inve.ntum, qoi primus, BIB

liotheram dicandu, ingenia nominum rem publican) fecit.

Plin. 1. xxxv. c. 1.
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Augustus pressing him to espouse his party against

Antony, he represented to him that the services he
had done and received from that competitor would
not admit his entering into engagements against him:
that therefore he was determined to continue neuter,
well assured that he should become the victor's prey.
The same prince, having on another occasion, wrote
Fescennine verses against him; "I shall take great
care," said he, "not to answer. For it is not easy to

cribble against a man who can proscribe."
1

VIRGIL.

VIRGIL (Publiits Virgilus Maro) was born A. M.
3934, Ant. J. C. 684, in a village called Andes near

Mantua, of very obscure parents, in the consulship of

Cn. Pompeius Magnus, and M. Licinius Crassus.* He
passed the first years of his life at Cremona, and at

seventeen put on the toga virilis, (the habit of man-

hood) on the same day that the poet Lucretius died.

After having made some stay at Milan he removed to

Naples, where he studied the Greek and Roman lite-

rature with extreme application, and afterwards the

mathematics and physic. Several little poems are

ascribed to Virgil's youth, which seem unworthy of

him. Having been driven out of his house and a small

piece
of land. A. M. 3963, Ant. J. C. 713, which was

his whole estate, by the distribution of the territory of
Mantua and Cremona amongst the veteran soldiers of

Augustus, he came for the first time to Rome, and by
the favour of Pollio and Miecenas, both patrons of

learning and learned men, recovered his estate, and
was again put into possession of it.

This occasioned his first eclogue, and made him
known to Augustus, upon whom he had bestowed a

fine compliment in that poem, a precious monument
of his gratitude. Thus his distress became in its con-

sequence the source of his good fortune. He finished

his Bucolics in three years: a work of extreme deli-

cacy, and a specimen of what was to be expected from
a hand, that knew so well how to unite the graces of
nature with correctness and purity of style. Horace

gives us the character of these pastorals in two words:

Molle atque facetum
Virgilio annuerunt guadenteg rare Cam<pne.

The soft and easy prace of rural strains,
The muses, that delight in woods and plains,
Have giv'n to Virgil.

kvery body knows that in good Latinity the word^/fc-
eeluy is not only applicable to raillery and pleasantry,
but to every discourse and work of wit, in which fine

genius, delicacy, and elegance, are the prevailing
characters.3

Maecenas, who had a great taste for poetry, and had
discerned all Virgil's merit in the proof he had lately

given of it, would not suffer him to rest till he had

engaged him to undertake a new work more conside-
rable than the former. It is making a noble use of
one's influence, and rendering great service to the

public, to animate persons of learning in this manner,
who often, for want of such inducements, remain inac-

tive, and leave the greatest talents unemployed and
useless. It was therefore by the advice of Maecenas,
that Virgil began the Georsics, to which he applied
himself seven years. To enable himself lo devote his

whole attention to it, and to avoid every thins: that

might divert his thoughts, he retired to Naples, A.
M. 3967, An. U. C. 717. He tells us this circumstance
himself at the end of the fourth book of the Georgics,
and also gives us the date of the time, when he finish-

ed them, which was in the 724th year of Rome, when
Augustus, on his return from Egypt, having advanced
towards the Euphrates, by the terror of his arms, and
(he fame of the victories he had lately obtained, put
the country into a consternation, and obliged Tiridates
nd Phraates.who disputed the Parthian empire with

each other, to conclude a kind of accommodation. 4

i At ejo laceo. Non et enim facile in eum Bcribere, qui
oolpt prosrrilicre.

Vit. Virg. inoert. Auct
Fai-PMim non tanb-.ti circa ridiriila opinor roMsiitere

IVcoria hne magi*, et excult* cujusdam elegantite
appellntinnem \s.o. Q.uinetil . vi. c. 3.

Pio Cas. i.

HIEC super nvorem cultu pecorumquc canebtn,
Et super arboribua: Cesar duin niagnus ad ahu
Fulminat Kupliruten hello, viclorque volentci
Per nopulos dat jura, viamque aft'ectat Olyrupi.
Illo Virgilium me tern pore duli'is alebat

Parthenope, studiis rlurenlem ignubilis oil.

, spe o, a e os nse o a

the works he has left us, and even of all the poemse wors e as e us, an even o a e poems
that were ever composed in Latin. This proceeded
from his having sufficient time lo polish, and put the
last hand to them. He retouched his works with an
attention and accuracy not easily to be conceived.
When the first fire of composing, in which everything
pleases, was over, he revised his productions, not witn
the complaisance of an author and parent, but the in-

exorable severity of a rigid critic, and almost an ene-

my. In the morning he composed a considerable
number of verses; and returning to the examination
of them, employed the rest of the day in correcting

1

,

and reducing them to a very small number. He used
to compare himself to the bear, who from gross and
unformed lumps, as her young ones are at their birth,

gives them shape and proportion, by the pains she

takes in licking them. Thus excellent works are

formed. It was by this diligence in correcting, Vir-

gil became the standard of good poetry amongst the

Latins, and set the example of accurate, sweet, and
harmonious versification. If we compare his verses,
not only with those of Cicero, but of Lucretius and

Catullus, the latter will appear rough, unpolished,
harsh, antique, and, as I have said before, we shall be

tempted to believe them verses of some ages before

Virgil.
We are told that Augustus, at his return from his

military expedition, believed he could not unbend

by hearing this

voted four days
book each day.

e a a woneru aen n mang the beauty of
his verses sensible by a sweet, articulate, and harmo-
nious pronunciation. As soon as he seemed a little

out of breath, Maecenas took his place, and went on.

Days passed in this manner are highly agreeable to a

prince of fine taste and
genius:

a pleasure infinitely

superior to those
insipid

and frivolous diversions,
which almost engross the generality of men. But at

the same time how admirable is the goodness of this

lord of the world, who thus familiarizes himself with
a man of letters, who treats him almost as his equal,
who carefully spares him his voice and his spirits, and
considers his health as a public good ! I do not know
however whether it was sparing Virgil, to treat him
with such affecting marks of friendship and esteem.

For an author, after such favours, spares himself no

longer, and sooner or later consumes himself by his

tenacious attachment to his studies.

Vinril immediately after began his jEneid, to which
he applied himself twelve years. Augustus when em-

ployed in the war against the Cantabri, pressed him

earnestly, by several letters which he wrote him, to

send him some part of the JEneid ; but Virgil always
excused himself. He represented to him, that if he
had thought his ./Eneas worthy of that honour, he
should willingly have sent him to Caesar; but that he

hud found the work far more difficult than he ima-

gined it, and that he began to fear, that it was rash-

ness and a kind of madness in him to undertake it.*

On the return of that prince, A. M. 3976, An. U
C. 731, Virgil could no longer refuse to satisfy hit

just impatience, and accordingly read him the second,

fourth, anil sixth books of the jEneid, in the presence
of his sister Octavia. She had some time before lost

her son M. Claudius Marcellus, a prince of great
merit, whom Augustus intended for his successor in

the empire. Virgil had given the praise of young;
Marcelltis a place in the tixth book of the ./Eneid with

De jEnoa quidrm mro, pi mehrrcule jam dignam auri-

bu balH>rem mi*, lilicnler miltrrem. Soil lama innboatt
p - r-', in pene viiio mentis tantum opus ingressus rnitii

videar. JUacrob. I. i. c. ult.
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o much address, that it is iniposnihle tc read it with-

out being exceedingly moved. When he raiue lo

this passage, the rehearsal of the verses, which are

twenty-six in number, made the emperor and Ortavia

weep immoderately. It is even said, that Ortavia
iwooned away at these words: T\i Marctllua erit.

She ordered (dtna ststcrtia} ten great sesterces to be

paid the poet lor each of these verses, which amount-
ed to about seventeen hundred pounds sterling.

Virgil alter having finished the /Eneid designed to

retire lor three years in order'to revise and polish it.

He et out with this view for Greece. At Athens
he met Augustus on his return from the East, and

thought proper to change his purpose and to attend
that prince to Rome. He WHS taken sick upon the

way and stayed behind at Brundusium. Finding his

illness increase, he earnestly desired his manuscripts
to be brought him, in order to throw the ./Eneid into

the lire. Because nobody had complaisance enough
to comply with that request, he ordered that poem
by his wifl to be burned, as an imperfect work. Tuc-
ca and Varius. who were with him, represented, that

Augustus would never suffer it, and upon that rein. HI-

strance Virgil left his writings to them, upon condi-
tion (hat they would add nothing to them, and leave
the hcmisticks as they found them.

Virgil died at Brundusium, in the 735th year of

Rome, A. M. 3980, aged fifty-two.
His bones were

carried to Naples, and butTed two miles from that

city, with this inscription on his tomb, which he made
himself, and which in two lines includes the place of
his birth, death, and burial, with the number of his

works:

Mantua me genuit, Calahrl rapuere, tenet nunc

Partheoofie, cveini, pascua, rura, duce*.

The epic poem must be a work of extreme difficulty.
as during so ninny ages, Greece and Rome scarce

pro-
duced two geniuses sufficiently sublime to sustain it

in all its spirit and dignity. And since them, has the

world, in any language whatsoever, poems of this kind,
that can justly be compared with those of Homer and
Virgil?!

1 have ob-*rved,in speaking of the former, in what
manner Virgil had formed the design and plan of the
JSneid upon the Iliad and Odyssey of Homer, which
gives the original a great advantage over the copy.
Fast ages however have not yet decided, to which of
the two the preference ought to be given. Till judg-
ment can be passed on this point, which in all proba-
bility will never happen, we may adhere to Quinctil-
ian's opinion, cited before in the article of Homer.
There is, says he, more geniu and force of nature in

Homer; and more art and labour, because more of
both was necessary, in Virgil * The first is indispu-
tably superior in the grand and the sublime: the other

perhsps makes us amends for what he wants in these

Coints,
by the harmony of parts and the exact equality

e supports throughout his work. To this we may
add, that Virgil did not live to put the last hand to
bis poem, which without doubt would hae made it

much more perfect than it is, though, as we have it,

it is of inestimable value.
W.- may most certainly ascribe to Caligula's mad-

ness the contempt and hatred he
expressed for Virgil,

whose writings and portraits he industriously endea-
voured to have banished out of all libraries.*' He had
Vh-. xtravas-ance to say, (hat poet had neither wit nor

learning: nitllnis ingeni, minim <rqtie doctrina. The
emperor Alexander Sevenis judged very differently
of him.* He called him the "Plato of the poets, and
placed his picture, with that of Cicero, in (lie chapel,
where be had placed Achilles mid other great men.

It it certain that our Mn.ro WDB not inferior to fith*r
jf 'hem in manr <>t the character* of Epic poetry ; and that
K* wra in jomp ruperinr to them both : ** in the grandeur of
hi* matter, hi* learning, rhurnrtvrt. and the machinery of
bis w nrk. See jftUutm an .Milton.

II; hercle, ut ill! nature r<pl<>ti atqoe immortali censeri-
mu, ita curs- ct Hilijeniiic vel iilcn in hoc plu et, quod "i

fuit inasi* labor* ml urn: et quantum cmiiwr'iorihuj vjni-i-
mur. fortas*e rqualitate pensarr.;,'. Quint''!, lib. i. rap. 1

?eton. in t'alis. e. 34. Lampijd. AUi. Surer
VuL. II. 60

It is highly fcr the honour of learning to ?re an era-

peror give poets, orators, and conquerors the same
rank.

In the life of Horace, I shall relate a circumstance
in that of Virgil, which iu my judgment dots him aj

much or even more honour than his genius lor j-oetrj.

HORACE.
HoRJICE (Qiiintiis Horuiitis Flaccus] was of Ve nu.

slum, and, as he says himself, the son of a Ireedman.
He was born in the"688lh year of Rome, A. M. 3940.
His father, though only a Ireedman, and ol a very mo-
derate fortune, took particular care of his education.'
Persons of fortune, and rich officers of the army, con-
tented themselves with sending their children to a

master, who taught them to read, write, and cast ac-

counts. But Horace's father, who had discovered in

his son a fund of genius capable of the greatest things,
had the courage to carry him to Rome, in order to

give him such an education as knights and senators

gave their children. To see the manner in which

young Horace was dressed, and the slaves (hut fol-

lowed him, one might have taken him, says he of him-
self, for the rich heir of a long train of opulent ances-

tors; whilst his lather however had only a small piece
of land for his whole estate. He was perhaps exces-
sive in this point; but who would venture to condemn
him? He was not afraid of ruining either himself or
his son by employing his whole income for his instruc-

tion ; judging a good education the best patrimony he
could leave him. He did more; he took upon him-
self the care of him, served him instead of* governor,
and went with him to all his masters.

Inse mihi rustoc inrnrruptissimos omnci
Circum Ooctores atlcrau

We are charmed with the respect and warm grati-
tude, which Horace, during his whole life, expresses
for such a father. "

By his CHre," says he,
" he pre-

served me free, not only from all acts of impuritj,
which ii the highest praise of virtue, but from all re-

proach or suspicion of that kind." Let young persons
consid.tr well these word;, and remember thai it is a
heathen who thinks and speaks in this manner.

Quidmulta? Puriicum
Qui primus Ttrtuti* honoe, cervavjt ab omni
Noli solum facto, verum opjirobric <]uuquc turpi.

Horace's father, though a man of no letters or erudi-

tion, was of no less use to his son, than the most able
masters he could hear. He took pains himself to form
him, instructed him familiarly, and made it his business

to inspire him with an abhorrence for vice, by pointing
it out to him under sensible examples. If he would
have him avoid some criminal action: could you
doubt, said he to him, whether the action I would
have you thun, be contrary to virtue and your true

interest, when such an one who had committed it, is

universally condemned and despised for it? That
such an one by his debauched life, has ruined his

health and fortune; (and it was here the strokes of
satire came in.) On the contrary, if he desired to

recommend some good action to his imitation, he
cited somebody who had done it with success; and

always chose dis examples out of the principal per-
sons of the senate, and those of greatest worth.

This manner of instructing youth has its great util-

ity, provided it does not degenerate into detraction
and satire. For example* make much more impres-
sion upon the mind, than any discourses, or precepts
of morality.' It is in the same manner Demea in-

structs his son in Terence's Adelphi
Nihil prsMprmitto. ronnucfario. Derjque
Iinpictte tanquam in inrrulum in vita* omrinm
Julieu. atque ex aliif eumere exemplum oihi.

Hoc facilo et hoc lugiio, tc. Act 111. Sc. 2.

"
I omit nothing, and gradually accustom him to

virtue. In fine, I oblige him to look into the lives of

others, as into a glass, and to learn from their exam-

ple to imitate the good, and fly
the bad."

Horat. Sat fi. I. i.

Lon-um itrr e*t per prcnepu, breve el cfF.cax per
empla. Senu. Epiit. 6. 1. i.

2 P2
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If we may believe Horace, it is to these paternal in-

structions, received with attention and docility, that
be was indebted for being exempt from great failings.

Ex hoc ego sunus ab illis

Perniciem qutecumque ferunt, mediocribus.el queu
Ignofcag, vitiid teneor.

But it is also to the same lessons he ascribes, wheth-
er out of plensantry or otherwise, the taste for satire

which he retained during his whole life.

He is never weary of expressing himself upon his

food
fortune in having such a father, and speaks of

im with a gratitude that we cannot sufficiently es-

teem. "As long as I am capable of thinking with
reason, I shall never be ashamed of so good a father.

I shall never imitate the generality, who to excuse the
meanness of their extraction, take care to observe, that

if they do not descend from illustrious ancestors, it is

no fault of theirs. I think and speak quite differently.
For, did nature permit us to begin our lives again af-

ter a certan number of years, and would give us the

liberty
of choosing such parents as we thought fit, oth-

ers might choose theirs by their vanity: but for mv
part, contented with my own, I would not seek for

noble ones distinguished by rods and axes, and curule
chairs."

Nil me noeniteat ranum patri-i liujus ; eoque
Non, at magna dolo tactum negat esse suo pars,
Quod non ingenues liabeat rlaro.<|ue parentei,
Sic me defendum. Longe mea discrepat istig

Ex vox et tratio. Nam, si natura juberet
A certis aimis sevum remeare peractnm,
Atque alios legere ; ad fastum quoscumque parentei
Optaret sibi quisque : mein contentui honestot
Fascibug el sellig nollem mihi sumere. S*t. 6.

It must be confessed that there is great meanness
of spirit in blushing at meanness of birth. The read-
er no doubt has observed, that most of the illustrious

writers hitherto mentioned were of obscure condition,
and that many of them were even slaves. Did it ever
enter into the thoughts of any man of sense to esteem
them the less upon that account? Nobility, riches,
office, can they be brought into competition with the
talents of the mind, and are they always proofs of
merit?
When Horace had attained to about nineteen years

of age, his father sent him to study at Athens, for he
would not let him go, and kept him always under his

eye, till he was of years to take care of 'himself, and
to avoid the corruption of manners which then pre-
vailed. He had studied polite learning at Rome, and
had formed his taste principally by reading Homer.
He proceeded to more exalted science in Greece, and

applied himself to the study of philosophy. That
study seems to have pleased him exceedingly, and he

extremely regretted leaving so agreeable a residence
sooner than he desired. Brutus, passing by the way
of Athens into Macedonia, carried several young per-
sons thence along with him, of which number was
Horace. He made him a tribune of the soldiers. Ho-
race had then been four or five years at Athens.

Rome nutriri mihi contigit.ntque doceri
Iratus Graiia quantum nocuieget Achilles.

Adjecere bone paulo plug arti Athene,
Scilicet ut pogscm curvo dijnoncere rectum,
Atque inter gylvas Academi quserere verum.
Dura ged emovere loco me tempora grato,
Civilisque rudem belli tulit *iu< in arma,
Cesaru Augueli nun responsura lacertig.

Epitt. ii.l. 2.

A year after, the battle of Philippi was fought, in

which our
poet,

who was not born for arms, gave no

proofs of his bravery, having taken to flight, and
abandoned his buckler, as he confesses himself:

Tecum Philippog et celerem fugam
Scnei, relicn non bene parmula. Od, vji. 1. 2.

Horace, on his return, was not long before he be-
came known to Maecenas. It was the excellent Virgil,
for so he calls him, optimiis Virgiliua, who first spoke
of his dawning merit to his patron. Varius afterwards
Confirmed what he hud said, and seconded him. Ho-
race was introduced. When he appeared before Mae-
cenas, respect for a person of hii grandeur and his

natural timidity, confounded him so much, that ne

spoke very little, and with great hesitation. Maece-
nas answered him in a lew words, according to the
custom of the great, after which Horace withdrew.
.Nine months passed without Horace's hearing any
farther, or taking any pain? to do so on his side, ll

might have been thought, that Maecenas, little pleased
with his first visit, which did not seem to argue a man
of great parts, had no farther thoughts of Horace. At
the expiration of that term, he sent for him. and ad-
milted him into the number of his friends; (these are
Horace's own words,) and from that time they lived
in the greatest intimacy.

Nulla etenim mihi te fon obtulit. Optima.' olim

Virgiliug, post hunc Varius, dixere quid cssem
Ut veni coram, singultim paura locutus,

(Infans namque pudor pruhibebat plura profari
Non ego me, &c.
Bed quud eram, narro. Respondes, ut tune est mo*,
Pauca. Abeo: et revocas nono post menu?, jubesque
Esse in amicorum numero. Satyr, vi. I. 1.

Custom with us (in France) does not allow a man
of learning, scarce known as such, to style himself the

friend of so great a lord as Maecenas. The ancients
had more simplicity, but at the same time a more no-
ble freedom of manners and greatness of soul. The
Roman language, which was born in the bosom of

liberty, had nothing of mean and servile in it, and did
not admit any of those frivolous compliments with
which ours is overrun. Jubet esse in amicorum nu-
mero.
But what I admire here, is the generous behaviour

of Virgil. He knew the young poet's merit, and per-
ceived in him a genius formed for success in courts;
and the event demonstrated he was not mistaken. He
might have apprehended setting himself up in his per-
son a dangerous rival, who from sharing at first in the
favour of their common patron, might afttrwards sup-
plant him entirely. Virgil had none of these thoughts,
which suit only a mean and sordid spirit, and which
he would with reason have judged injurious to his

friend, and still more so to Maecenas. For the house
of that favourite was not like those of most great lords
and ministers, where every body regards solely their

own interest; where the merit of others gives um-
brage, and every thing is carried on by cabal and se-

cret collusion; where fidelity and honour are little

known, and where the blackest designs are often cover-
ed under the specious outrides of great friendship and
affection. "

It is not in this manner," says Horace to

one who promised, if he would procure him the least

access to the person of Maecenas, to put him soon into
a condition of supplanting all others in his favour, "it
is not thus we live at Macenas's. There never was a
house of greater integrity, nor more remote from all

intrigue and cabal than his. A richer, or more learn-

ed person there, gives me no manner of pain or um-

brage. Every one there hag his due place, and is

contented with it."

Non iito vivimus illie

Quo tu rere modo. Domix liar nee porio* u!la eat,
Ncr masis his aliena malis. Ni! mi ofiic.t jn H n*w
Diiior hie, aut est quia doctior. Est Wu.. ' ni *
Cuique guug. IM'.. ix. 1. 1

Maecenas, from the first, did Horace good offices

with the prince, against whom he had borne arms OD
the side of Brutus. He obtained I is pardon svitli the

restitution of his estate. From that time Horace be-

gan to be very familiar with Me?mas, and to share in

his confidence and pleasures. He accompanied him
in his journey to Brundusiuni, as appears from the

fifth satire of the first book. Horace's credit and

reputation increased every dpy by the poems he pub
lished.as well upon the victories of Augustus, as other

events, and various subjects, whether odes, satires, or

epistles
The poet Qninctilius Varus, Virgil's relation, being

dead, Horace endeavours to console his friend upon
that occasion by the xxivth ode of book I.

Erzo Quinciiliurn perpetuus sopor

Urgct ? cui pudor, et juetilis >ror

Incorrupia fide*, nudaque veritas,

Quando ullum invti;i>>nt parem?
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Multis ille quidem flebilis occidit,
Nulli flebilior quam libi, Virgili.
Tu frustra pius, lieu, nun ita creditura

I'oscis Quinclilium deos.

When Virgil himself set out for Greene with design
to employ his leisure in revising, and putting the last

nand to the /Eneid, Horace, upon occasion of that

-oyage, composed on ode full of vows, which unfor-

tunately were not heard. It is the third of the first

ook.

Sic te diva potena Cyprl,
Sic fratres Helenas, lucida sidera,

Ventorumque regal pater,
Olisi riciis aliis, prater lapyga,

Navis, qua til>i crediium
Debis Virgilium ; finibui Atticif

Redilas incolumem, precor,
t serves animae diniidium nice.

So may th" auspicious queen of love,

And the twin mars, the seed of Jove,
And he, who rules the lupins wind,
To thee.oh sacred ship, be kind,
And gentle breezes fill thy sails.

Supplying (oft Elysian gales;
As thou to whom the muse commendi,
The best of poets, and of friends,
Dost thy committed pledge restore.
And land him safely on the shore,
And save the better part of me
From perishing with him at sea.

Dryden to Lord Roteam.

We may judge of Maecenas's tender friendship for

Horace, by the few words he wrote to Augustus in his

will: "
I conjure you to have the same regard for Ho-

race as myself." Augustus offered him the employ-
ment of secretary to himself, and wrote for that pur-

pose to Maecenas in these terms. " Hitherto I have
had no occasion for any body to write my letters: but

at present the multiplicity of affairs, and my infirmity,
make me desire you to bring our Horace with you.
Let him then cease to be a parasite at your table, and
come to mine to assist me in writing my letters." ' Ho-
race, who was very fond of his liberty, did not think

proper to accept so honourable an offer, which would
have laid him under too great restraint, and excused
himself upon account of his real or pretended infirm-

ities. The prince was not in the least offended by
Horace's refusal of that office, and retained the same

friendship for him as before. Some time after he
wrote to him to this effect. " Believe you have some

right to be free with me, and pray use it, as if we
liyed together: in doing which, you only act as you
may with the justest pretence; for you know it was my
desire, that we should have been upon these terms, if

your health would have admitted it."J

With how many reflections does this little circum-
stance supply us in respect to the goodness of Augus-
tus, the frankness of Horace, the simple and unre-
strained intercourse of the world in those days, and
the difference between ours and the manners of the
ancients. A privy secretary at the table with an em-

peror! A poet refuses that honour, without the em-

peror's taking offence!

Horace's pleasures were confined to his houses ei-

ther in the country of the Sabines, or nt Tibur, where,
free from care and disquiet, IIP enjoyed in an agrepa-
able retreat all the sweets of leisure and repose, the

ole objects of his wishes.

O run, qunnrlo e?o to nnnicUm, quandoque licebit

Nunr vettirum libris, mine snmno et inertibui horit,
Ducere solicits jucunda nblivia viie?

The court, which is BO pleasing to the ambitious 1

was to htm only banishment and a prison. He thought
he only lived and respired when he returned to his

dear country abode, where he found himself more

happy than all the monarch* of the earth.

Veniet ijitur ah ita narasitira menn nA hanc reeinm.
The pleasantry of Augustus turns upon Horace's not being
f Maecenas's family, and consequently having no right tu

eat at his tahlu.

Sump tihi aliquid juris apud mr, tanquam M ronvictnr
nnl i fueris. RectS enim et non temorft feceris quoniam ill

sus mihi tecnm esse volui, si per vuleludinom tuarn fieri

pouot. Suet in vit. Virg.

Vivo et regno, simul ista reiiqui,

Uue vos ad ccplum efiertis clamore secundo.

He died in the consulship of C. Marcius Censori-

nus and C. Asinius Callus, A. M. 3997, Ant. J. C. 7

at the age of titty-seven, after having nominated

Augustus his heir before witnesses, the violence of
his illness not allowing him time to sign his will.

He was interred at the extremity of the Esquillne
hill in a tomb joining to that of Maecenas, who died
a little before him the same year. He had always

desired, and even seemed to have bound himself fij

oath, not to survive him.

Ah te rneffi si partem anime rapit
Maturiur vis, quid moror allera,
Nee carus equ, nee superslei

Integer ? Ille dies utramque
Duret ruinam. Non ego perfidum
Divi sacrumenlum. Humus, ihimufl

Utcumque precedes, supremum
Carpere iter comites parali. Od. ivii. 1. 2.

The works of Horace consist only of bis Odes,
Satires, and Epistles, with the Art of Poetry. I have

spoken of his Odes, and given their character in com-

paring them with those of Pindar. His Satires and

Epistles are, in my opinion, of inestimable value.

They are void of all show and glitter. Their style is

generally a kind of prose in verse, that has neither
the pomp nor even the sweetness and harmony of

poetical measures. This does not proceed from the

incapacity of Horace to make fine verses. Does not
the passage by which he excuses his want of suffi-

cient talents for celebrating the actions of Augustus,
demonstrate how capable he was of it ?

Cupidum, pater optime, vires

Deficiunl. Neque enim quivis horrentia pilii
Agmina, nee fracta pereuntes cuspide Gailos

Aut lubentis equo describat vulnera Parthi.

Sat. i. 1. &
Is there in any poet a description of greater ele-

gance, expression, and energy, or one that paints &

fact in livelier colours, than that of the country
mouse's entertainment of the city mouse?

Olim
Rusticus urbanum murem mus paupere fertur

Accepisse cavo, veterem vetus hospes amicura:

Asper, et at tent us quesitis: ut tamen a return

Solveret hospitiis animum. Quid multa? Neque illi

Sepositi ciceris, nee loniiae invidit avena?:
Aridum et ore ferens acinum, semeeaque lard

Frusta dedit, cupiens varia fasiidia ccena

Vincere tangenlis male eingula deote superbo.
Sat. vi. 1. 8.

The rest of the fable is in the same taste.

.

affects us so agreeably in reading them? It is the

delicacy, urbanity, fine raillery, and easy manner,
which prevail in them: it is a certain air and vigour
of nature, simplicity, and truth: it is even that affect-

ed negligence in the measure of the verses, which
still adds a more native air to the sense, an effect the

Marotic style* has in our language: it is a fund of

reason, good sense, and judgment, that shows itself

every where; with a wonderful art in painting the

characters of men, and placing their faults and ridi-

culous points in full light. Only great and peculiar

beauty and force of genius can make such lively im-

pressions as these on the mind without the help of

poetical graces, numbers, and harmony. Quinctilian
contents himself, after having spoken of Lurilius,
with saying, "that Horace has much more elegance,
and purity of style, and that he excels in criticising
the manners and vices of men."*
The Art of Poetry, with some of the satires and

epistles that turn upon the same subject, include
whatever is most essential in regard to the rules of

poetrv. This little essay may be considered as an

Tho style of C. Marot, a French poet, in which Fontain*
followed and excelled him. Its characters are the natural,

simple, humorous, and antique, of which last it affccti the
terms.

Mulloesl temnr nc purui majris Horatiu*, et ad notin-
doa hominum mores precipuus. Lib. x. c. 1.
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excellent abridgment of rhetoric, and highly proper
to form the taste.

I say nothing of the manners of Horace. To judge
ot him only by certain passages in his works, one
would tnke him for the most virtuous man in the

world, and even an austere philosopher. If we may
beiieve him, "he finds all time long and tedious, but

that which he employs in the sole, object worthy of

our cares, which is equally use t'ul to rich and poor, and

when neglected, is alike pernicious to youth and age."

Sic mihi tarda fluunt ingrataque tempora, qua; spem
Consiliumque morantur Hu'.-n.ii gnaviier id quod
JEijue pauperibus produet, locupleiihus aj

cjue,

/Eijue neglcciura senibus pnerisque nocebtt.

At bottom he is a true Epicurean, solely intent upon
hU pleasures, and so loose in his sentiments and ex-

pressions, that, as Quinctilian say of him. a man of

breeding or morality would not willingly explain
certain passages in his works: Horalium in quibits-
dam nolim interprelari. This doe? not prevent his

having excellent maxims of morality. It is with

Horace, as with the rest of the heathen authors.

When it does not clash with their darling passion,
and the question is to lay down fine principles, not

to put them in practice, they not only speak the

most refined truths and the most elegant reason, but

often even religion, in the most beautiful and
just

terms. This we ought to consider as the precious
remains of the esteem for beauty and perfection,

implanted in the heart of man by the Author of

nature, and which his corruption could not entirely

extinguish.

OVID.

OviD, (PvbKtu Ovidim JVVwo) of the equestrian
order, was born in the consulship of Hirtius and

Pansa, as well as Tibullus, in the 709th year of Rome,
A. M. 3961, Ant. J. C. 43. He stud'ied eloquence
under Arellius Fuscus, and declaimed in his school

with great success. I He had by nature so strong an

inclination for versifying, that to indulge it, he re-

nounced all care of his fortune. But if this propen-
sity to verse entirely extinguished in him the flame

of ambition, it nourished and augmented that of love,

a most pernicious passion to those who abandon them-
selves wholly to it. His father saw him quit the

usual course of the Roman youth with pain, and ab-

solutely renounce the hopes of honours and offices,

to pursue an unhappy taste that tended to nothing,
and of which no doubt he foresaw all the bad effects.

He spoke to him in the strongest terms, made use of

remonstrances and entreaties, asking him what ad-

vantage he could propose to himself from that frivo-

lous study,
and whether he imagined he should excel

Homer either in reputation or fortune, who died

poor.
The lively reproaches of his father made an

impression upon him. In deference to his advice,
he determined to make no more verses, to write only
in prose, and to qualify himself for the employment!!
that suited young men of his rank. Whatever efforts

he made, or pretended to make, nature still prevail-
ed. Ovid was a poet in spite of himself: the feet

and numbers rose of themselves under his pen; and

every thing he attempted to write, was verse.

Spe pater dim : ntndimn quid inutile lentil?
M>nido* nullan ipce reliquit opes.

Motuneram dictii, toioque Hclicone relicto

Scribere conuhar verba soluta modi*.

S|ite 9U.i rnnii"ii numoros veniebal ad iptoi
Et, quod tcntubam scribcre, versus erat.

He composed with wonderful facility, and could
ot five himself the trouble to retouch his verses;

all fire in composing, and all ice in correcting, as he
tells us himself. The negligence of his style might
be forgiven, if it was not attended with unbounded
.icenliousnes* in point of manners, and if he had not

filled hi* poems with filth and obscenity. Augustus
made this the pretext for banishing him: a very lau-

dable motive, if the real one, for that conduct. Such

poets are poison and contagion to the public, with
whom all intercourse ought to be prohibited, and

> Senec.Contr. 10. 1. ii.

their poems to he abhorred as the bane of mankir.cl

But this was onlv pretext. A secret cause of dis-

content, of which Ovid often speaks in his verses, but
in general terms and without explaining it, that has

always remained unknown, was the cause of his mis-
fortune.

He was banished to Tomos, a city of Pontus in

Europe, upon the Euxine sea, near the mouths of the

Danube. The emperor neither confiscated his estate,
nor cau-ed him to be condemned by a decree of the

senate, but made use of the term reUgnre, which in

the Roman law is of more gentle construction than
to banish.

He was in the
fifty-first year of his age when he set

oat from Rome to Tomos, and had composed his

Metamorphoses before hi? disgrace. On his con-
demnation to quit Rome he threw it into the fire,

either out of indignation, or because he had not put
the l:t-t hand to, and entirely finished it.

Carmina mutiuas hominum dicenlia forma.",
Infflix dumini quod fupa rupit opus:

Use ego discedeni, sirut bona mulla meorura,
Ipse mea pueui m<P-!u in ijrne manu.

Tritt. I. i. Eleg. c - ' i'i- ^Ug. 14.

Some copies, which had before been taken of that

work, prevented its being lost.

The place to which he was sent, was a real place
of punishment to him: he gives us terrible descrip-
tions of it in several parts of his poem. What dis-

tressed him most there, was his being exposed to

the severe coldness of the climate, in the neigbour-
hood of a barbarous and warlike people, who were

always in arms, and giving him perpetual apprehen-
sions: a melancholy situation for a delicate Italian,

who had passed his life in a mild and agreeable cli-

mate, and had always enjoved ease and tranquillity.

Though he could not obtain either to be recalled, or

to have the place of his banishment changed, he
never failed in his respect for the emperor, and per-
sisted unalterably in praising him with an excess

next to idolatry. He may even be said to hsve lite-

rally and actually idolized him, when he was inform-

ed of his death. He not onlv wrote a poem in hit

praise in the Getic language, to make him known
and respected by those barbarous nations, but in-

voked him also, and consecrated a chapel to him
where he went every morning to offer incense, and
adore him.

Nor pieta* iznota mea est : videt huspita terra

In nostra *nrrum Cn?saris **; domo.
Hie eco do tolios rum inure prrcantia verba,
Eco quolies surgil ab orbo die*.

De Ponto. 1. |v. Epist. 19.

The successor and family of that prince had a great
share in all this worship, and were evidently the real

objects of it. Ovid however did not find it a remedy
for his misfortunes. The court was as inexorable

under Tiberius as before. He died in hit banish-

ment in the fourth year of that emperor's reian, and
the 771st of Rome, at about sixty years of

-4{,e, after

having been nine or ten \ears in Pontus.

He had desired, in case he died in the rjur.try of

the Getje. that his ashes might be carried 10 Rome,
in order that he mi-jht not continue an <;xi'e r.fter his

death, and that the following epitaph n-i.U be in-

scribed on his tomb.

Hie ego qui jaroo tenernrum hifor amo; urn,

Ingi-nio |-rii Naso \<n?,\n meu.
At tilii, qui trans)*, no sit grave, r,i.i<r;jis uo.afti.

Dicere: Nasonis mollitcr nr.-a rutvnt.

Her Nno lies, who nung ofnift douve.
Victim of two rnurh wit, and too rr.j'.h fire.

Bay. who have Inv'd, whene'er you [.a** I hew stone*,

Light lie the earth on ha plots Naso'n hones.

Ovid apprehended the immortality of the soul, (witlr

more reason than he thought) and de-ired that i

might jwrish with the body, for he did not Cf f. thai

hi* shade hould wander amongst those of the 'Sauro-

niatte. Hence he de)rrd that his bones u.ight W
least have a grave at Rome.

Ainu" utinam prrennt animc rum corpnre noatna,

Effuffiatqup aviilo* par* men nulla .02<..

Nam <i mnrie rnrrn* vacua* volat a!tu in auras

Spiritus, et Samii lunt raia dicta tenia;
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Inter Sarmaliras Rumana vigabitur umbru,
Perque I'tros manec hospita aemper eril.

O*u larnen Ikciln purva releranlur in urna:
CMC ego non eiiam mortu .1 eiul ero.

He had conif)osed both before and after his banish-

ment a great number of verses, of which many are

tost; and it were to be wished that still less had i-onie

down to us. His Medea is extolled fora perfect tra-

redy, which shows, says Quinctilian, in whose time
11 was extani, of what that poet WHS capable, if in-

stead of abandoning himself to the luxuriance of his

too easy and fertile genius, he had chose rather to

check, than indulge, its rapidity. Ovidii Jlledta vi-

detur nifii oslendere quantum vir ille pro-stare poltte-

rit, ti ingenio tuo lemperare quam indulgtre ma-
Ivittet.i

The same Quinctilian passes his judgment upon
this

poet's
works in few, but very just and expressive

words, and which in my opinion, perfectly charac-

terize them. Lascivu* qniJtm in Heroicis qiioque
(.tvidius, et nimiutn amator ingenii sui; landandut
tamen in partibut. And indeed, Ovid's great fault

is redundance, which proceeded from the warmth
and abundance of his genius, and his affecting: wit at

the expense of the solid and the great; lascivus.

Every thing he threw upon paper, pleased him. He
bad for all his productions a more than paternal in-

dulgence, which would not permit him to retrench,
or so much as alter, any thing. J\~imitim amator in-

genii sni. It must however be confessed that he is

admirable in parts; lanJanlns tamen in partibtis.
Thu* in his Metamorphoses, which are indisputably
the finest of his works, there are a great number of

passages of exquisite beauty and taste. And this

was the work he valued most himself, and from
which he principally expected the immortality of his

B*me.

Jamque op exegi, quod nee Jovin ire, nee ignes,
Nee poterit ferrum, nee edax aboleae velustaa.

.Metam. lib. xv. in fine.

TIBULLUS AND PROPERTIUS.

THESE two poets, who flourished at very nearly
the same time, and excelled in the same kind of

poetry, are judged to have wrote with great purity
of style and delicacy. Tibullut it preferred to Pro-

pectins.

PH^DRUS.
PHJEDRUS, a native of Thrace, Augustus's freed-

man, wrote in the time of Tiberius. We have five

books of Fables, composed by this author in Iambic
verse, which he himself called ..Esop's fables, because
he made that inventor of them his model ; from whom
he has also often borrowed the subject of his fables.

aur.tor qnam materiam repperit.
Hanc ego puliri versibus senariis. Prolog. 1. i.

He declares from the beginning of his work, that

{his little book has two advantages; which are, to

amuse and divert the reader, and at the same time to

supply him with wise counsels for the conduct of life.

Duplex libelli doteet, quod ri-'um movet,
Et quod prudenii vitam con.-ilio roonet. Ibid.

And indeed, besides that the subjects of this work,
in which beasts, and even trees are introduced speak-
ing with wit, are diverting in themselves, the manner
in which they are treated has all the beauty and ele-

gance it is possible to throw into it; so that Phsedrus

niay he said to have used in his fable* the language
of nature h* r-elf. so plain and simple it his style, and
at the same time so full of wit and delicacy.

They are no less valuable in respect to the wise

counsels and solid morals they contain. I have ob-

served elsewhere, in speaking of JEsop, how much
this manner of instructing was in honour and use

among the ancients, and the value the most learned

wen set upon it. Were we only to consider these

fables by the advantage to be made of them in the

education of children, to whom under the appearance
of agreeable stories, they begin so early to propose

i Quinctil. 1. z. e. 1

principles
of probity and wisdom, we could not bu

conceive highly of their merit. Phsedrus has carriec
his views still tarther: there is no age, nor condition
but IIIHV find excellent maxims in them for the con-
duct of life. As virtue is every where treated with
honour and crowned with glory in them; so they re-

present the vices, as injustice, calumny, violence, in

lively but frightful colours, which make them the con-

tempt, hatred, and detestation of every body. And this

undoubtedly was what exasperated Sejanus against
him, and exposed him to extreme danger under a
minister who wa the irreconcilable enemy of all me.
rit and virtue. Phasdrus mentions neither the cause,

any particular circumstance, nor the event of this ani-

mosity. .He only complains that all the forms of jus-
tice are violated in regard to him, having his declared

enemy Sejanus himself for his accuser, witness, and

judge.
Ctuftd si accusator alius Sejanu foret,
Si testis alius, judex aliux dunique,
Dignum Caterer eese me lamia mulis.

In Prolog. 1. iii.

It is very probable that unworthy favourite, who in-

solently abused his master's confidence, had taken
offence at some strokes in those fables, which might
be applied to him. But as there was no name to them,
his making that application, was confessing, or at least

knowing, himself guilty; Phaxlnis having no other
view than to lash the vices of mankind in general, at

he expressly declares.

Suspinone ti quis errabit nua,
Et rapid ad c quod erii commune omnium ;

Siulte nudabit unimi cufisricniiam.

Hilic exruealum mi; vi-lini nibilomjnui.

Neque enim notare pingolot me us est mini.
Verum ipsnm vitam cl mores hominum ottendere.

MM
Neither the time, place, nor any other circumstance

of hi death, is known. He is believed to have sur-

vived Sejanus, who died in the eighteenth year of the

reign of Tiberius.

Phaedrus has given a very honourable testimony of

himself, in declaring that lie had banished all desire
of riches from his heart.

Quamvis in ipsa natus penfi giro srhote,

Curamque liabendi petiilus eorde eraserim. Hid,

He does not seem either so indifferent or disinter-

ested with regard to praise; and is very apt to speak
of his own merit. It was indeed so jjreat, that no-

thing of antiquity surpasses his fables in simple and
natural beautv.

It is surprising that with all this merit Phsedrus
should be so little known and celebrated by ancient
authors. Only two speak of him. Martial! and Avie-
nus; and it is still doubted, whether the verses of the

first, that mention Phaedrus, mean our author. So
learned a man as Casaubon did not know that there
was such a book as Pbsedrus' in the world, till the
edition published at Troies by Peter Pithou in 1596.
The latter sent one of them to F. Sirmond, who was
then at Rome. That Jesuit showed it to the learned

there, who at first judged it spurious. But upon a

nearer examination they changed their opinion, and
believed that they saw some characters of the August-
an age in it. Father VavasseurS relates this little cir-

cumstance with his usual elegance.
Fontaine, who carried this kind of writing to its

highest perfection in the French language, bv tread-

ing in the steps of Phaedrus, has however differed

greatly from his original. Whether he thought the

French language not susceptible of that happy simpli-

city, which charms and transports all persons of tate
in the Latin authors; or found that manner of writing
did not suit his genius, he formed a style entirely pe
culiar to himself, of which perhaps the Latin tongue
itself is incapable, and which without being less f le-

gantly plain and natural, is more humorous, more va-

rious, easy and full of graces, but graces which have

nothing of pomp, swell, and affectation, and which

only serve to render the sense and circumstances more

gay and amusing. The same, in my opinion, may b*

Epi;. 30. 1. iii. la Tract, de Ludlcrs iki.
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aid in respect to Terence and Moliere. They both

excel in their way. and have carried comedy in the

highest perfection, to which perhaps it is capable of

attaining. But their way of writing is different. Te-
rence excels Moliere in puritv, delicacy, and elegance
of lansruage. But then the French poet is infinitely
above Terence in the conduct and plan of his plays,
which form one of the principal beauties of dramatic

poem#; and especially in the justness and variety of

nis characters. He has perfectly observed the pre-

cept Horace gives poets who would succeed in this

way of writing, that is, to copy nature in the manners
and inclinations of men, which age and condition van1

exceedingly.

JEtatis rujusque notandi Mint tihi mores,

Mobilibusque decor naturis dandus Pt annis.

Herat, in Art. Port.

SECTION III. THIRD AGE OF THE LATIN POETRY.

I HAVE already said, that this third
ag^e

of Latin

poetry began about the middle of Tibenus's reign.
Some of the poets, of whom I shall soon speak, might
be ranked among those of the best age, to which they
are very near both in time and merit. It is however
believed, that there is some difference discernible in

them.

SENECA.

Of the ten Latin tragedies which have been col-

lected and published together under the name of Se-

neca, it is generally enough agreed, that the finest

were written by the celebrated philosopher, who was
Nero's preceptor. The Medea is believed to be un-

doubtedly his, because Quinctilian 1 quotes a passage
from it, to which he adds his name. There are some

particular
reasons also for ascribing the CCdipu* to

Dim. Mr. Le Fevre finds too much of declamation in

the Agamemnon, Troas, and Hercules. Others, how-
ever, believe the Troas, and Hippolvtus are really his:

but that the Agamemnon, Hercules/uren*. Thyestes,
and Hercules CEtaeus, are either Seneca the father's,

or some other unknown author's. As to the Thebais
and Octavia, they are thought entirely unworthy of
Seneca's genius and eloquence. And it is certain that

the latter was not written till after the death of Se-

neca, and even of Nero.

PERSIUS.
PERSTUS, (Aulut Pertius Flacctis) a satiric poet

in the reign of Nero, was born at Volaterrae, a city of

Tuscany. He was of the equestrian order, and rela-

ted and allied to persons of the first rank. He studied
till twelve years old at Volaterrae; and afterwards at

Rome under the grammarian Palaemon, the rhetorician

Verginius, and a Stoic philosopher named Cornutus,
who conceived a particular friendship for him, and
with whom he always lived in the greatest intimacy.

This poet was of a very gentle and humane dispo-
sition, very friendly and obliging to his relations and

acquaintance, and extremely regular in his manners
and conduct. In his satires he often censures the
faults of the orators and poets of his time, without

sparing Nero himself.

Auriculas arini quii non habet 7*

We read there also these four verses, which are be-
lieved to be Nero's, and which he cites as an example
of the tumid or bombastic style.

Torra Mimalloneii implerunt cornua bombit,
Et rapium vttulo caput ahlatura luperbo
Rasiari*, et Ivncem Menat fleiura corvmbit
Eviori ingeminat : reparaliilii adsouat Echo.

Boileau justifies i;.usei. uy tnis example 'Let us

examine Persius," says e,
* wfeo wrote ': n the reign of

Nero, rie does not confine himself to ridiculing the

vurk* <)i the pi-fts of his time; he attacks the verses
of Ner" himself, for every body knows, and Nero's
cn : knew, that the four verses Torva Mimallonets,
dc. which Persius rallies so severely in his first satire,

i Lib. ii. r. 2. RR
It is taid he wrote at firit. Auriculas arini JWirfa rex

i~l>W

were Nero's. However we do not find that Nero. !'

Nero as he was, inflicled any punisnment upon Persi-

us: that tj'rant, the enemy of reason, and enamoured
as all know, of his own works, was however so much
a gallant man, as to understand raillery in respect to

his verses, and did not believe the emperor, on thii

occasion, ought to take upon himself what concerned
the

poet."
The work of Persius, in which refined morality, and

a wonderful fund of sense, distinguished themselves

every where, though of no great extent, has acquired
him great glory, and a glory of the most solid kind,

says Quinctilian. JWultum, et verae, gloria (jiiamvil
uno libra, meniit Persius. It must however be own-
ed, that the obscurity which prevails in his satires

exceedingly diminishes their merit. This made a cer-

tain person say, that since Pemus would not be un-

derstood, he would not understand him. St non tJW

intelligi, nee ego volo te intelligere.
He died at only twenty-eight years of age, in the

62d year of our Lord, which was the 8th year of Ne-
ro's reign. In gratitude to his master and friend Cor-

nutus, he left him his library, which consisted of seven
hundred volumes, a very considerable one in those

days, with a great sum of money. Cornutus accepted
the books, but gave the money to the heirs of Persius,
who were his sisters.

JUVENAL.
I antedate the time of Juvenal here, in order to join

these two satiric poets together.
JUVENAL (Decimns, or Deaus Jitnins Juvenalis)

was of Aquinum in the kingdom of Naples. He lived

at Rome about the end of Domitian's reign, and even in

Nerva's and Trajan's. He acquired great reputation
bv his satires, of which sixteen are come down to us
tie passed the greatest part of his life in the exercises

of the schools, where he was famous for being a vehe-
ment declaimer:

Juvenal, elevA dnns leu crii de 1' Ecole,
Poussa jusqu'a' )' exces a mordaiue hyperbole.

He, bred in bawling schools debate to wage,
Pu*h'd to excess his hyperbolic rage.

Julius Scaliger, who is always singular in his senti

ments, prefers the force of Juvenal to Horace's sim-

plicity. But all people of good taste agree, that the

declamatory and bitter genius of Juvenal, is much in-

ferior to the natural, delicate, and refined simplicity
of Horace's satire.

In his seventh satire he had ventured to attack the

comedian Paris, whose power was enormous at court,
and who bestowed all offices both civil and military .1

Hie et militia; multis largitur honorem,
BemeMri vatum digiloi riroumlicat auro
Quod non nant proreres, dabit histrio.

The proud comedian did not suffer so offensive an at-

tempt without resenting it. He caused Julian to be
banished into Egypt, by sending him thither to com-
mand a body of troops encamped at the extremity of
that country. After Domitian's death he returned to

Rome, where he remained, as is judged from some of
his satires, till the reign of Adrian.

It is believed that Quinctilian, who made it his rule

not to name any living author, means Juvenal, when
he says that there are satiric poets of his time well

worthy of esteem, and who will one day be very fa-

mous. Sunt clari hodieque et qui olim nomirjibun-

tvr.*

It were to be wished, that, in reproving the man-
ners of others with too much severity, he had not

shown, that he himself was void of modesty; and that

!ie 181", njt combatled vices in a manner, that rather

teaches the practice, than inspires the horror .of them.

LUCAW.
LUCAW (Jtf. Annans ! 'nriit wa Seneca . i,e titi

ew. The most celebrated of nis works is i; /-/iaro-

tta, in which he relates the war of Caesar ana Pomper.
He abounds with fine thoughts, and there is great spi

Vet. Juven. vit. Lib. i. c. 1
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Nt and vivacity in his style: but Quinctilian* thinks

him THther to be reckoned anion^ the orators than the

TOets. Liicanut ardens, et concitatiis, tt sentenliit

clarisfimus; et, ut Jicam quod sentio, mag-is oratori-

tiiia qimm poetis annum erandus. To equal Lucan
with Virgil, as some are willing to do, is not exalting
Lucan.but showing little discernment. We may how-
ever say of him, that if years had ripened Lucan's ge-
nius who perhaps was not twenty-six when he di-d,

i.d added Virgil's judgment to his fire and sublimity,
he might have been a consummate poet. Many of

hispoems are lost.

The life of Lucan, ascribed to Suetonius, accuses

him of a light intemperate tongue, and particularly of

having spoken of Nero, who loved him, in a manner

capable of exasperating even a mild and rational

prince. He was one of the first who entered into

Plso's conspiracy, out of resentment to Nero, who,
through mean jealousy, suppressed the reputation of

his poems, and
prevented

him from publishing them.'

That prince ordered Lncan to be put to death, and his

veins were opened. When he perceived the warmth
abandon the extremities of his body, remembering
that he had formerly described a soldier expiring in

that manner, he repeated the verses that expressed his

death, which were his last words: a frivolous conso-

lation for a dying man, but worth}' a heathen poet.
He died in the 65th year of the Christian era, and in

the twelfth of Nero.

PETRON1US.
PETRONIUS (Petronitis Arbiter) was of Provence,

in the country near Marseilles, as Sidonius Apollina-
rius informs us, and lived, according to the more re-

ceived opinion, in the reigns of Claudius and Nero.
We have of this author's works the remains of a

satire, or rather of several satirical books (Satyricon)
which he composed both in verse and prose. This is

kind of romance in the same form as the satires,

which Varro, as I have said before, had invented by
mingling verse and prose, the terious with the gay,
agreeably; and which he called Menippeee, from Me-

nippus the Cynic, who bslore him had treated grave
subjects in a style of pleasantry and ridicule. These

fragments are only an indigested collection of detach-
ed parts, taken from the papers of somebody, who had
extracted what he liked best from Petronius without

any order. The learned find in them extreme refine-

ment and delicacy of taste, and a wonderful happiness
iu painting the different characters of those he intro-

duces speaking. They observe however, though Pe-

tronius stems to have been a great critic, and a writer

of a most exquisite tate, that his style does not en-

tirely come up to the delicacy of his judgment; that

it is not without some affectation; is too florid and

elaborate; and that it degenerates even so early as his

time, from the natural and majestic simplicity of the

golden age of Augustus. But were his style much
more perfect, he would be still the more dangerous to
his readers, from the obscenities with which he has
filled his work.

It is doubted whether this Petronius be the same
mentioned by Tacitus. That historian gives us the

following picture of Petronius Turpilianus, which suf-

ficientlr agrees with the idea the reading of the work
in question gives u of its author. " He was a

volup-
tuous man, who passed the day in sleep, and the night
in pleasures

or business. As others acquire reputation
by iodutry, he had made himself famous for his idle-

Bets. He did not pass however for a prodigal and a

debauchee, like those who ruin themselves by excesses
foid rf sense and taste, but for a man of a refined and
learned luxury. All his words and actions were the
more pleasing, as they carried with them, even when
loosest, a certain air of negligence peculiar to htm,
which as it seemed nature itself, had all the charms of

limplicity. Notwithstanding, when he was proconsul
f Bithynia, and afterwards when consul, he discover-

ed a capacity for the greatest employments. Return-

t Quinetil. I. . c. 1.

Lucanum propria? rausp aeeendebant, quod famam rar
Hiinnm eju prempbat Noro, prohibueratque ostcntare, vanun
adsimu'.atione. Tacit. Annul. 1. xr. c. 49.

ing after to a voluptuous life, either out of ir.c linatioa

or policy, because the prince loved dtbaurh, he be-

came one of his principal confidants. It was he who

regulated ever)' thing in Nero's parties of pleasure;
who thought nothing agreeable nor in taste, which
Petronius had not approved. This exerted the envy
of Tigtllinus against him, as a dangerous rival, that

excelled himself in the knowledge of pleasures, and
the science of voluptuousness."

8 Pelronius killed

himself to avoid the death, to which the emperor had
condemned him upon a false accusation.

If this Petronius be not the writer intended here, so

admirable a picture will at least serve to give us an
idea of the style of Tacitus, of whom I shall have oc-

casion to speak in the sequel.

SILIUS ITALTCUS.
C. SILIUS ITALICUS rendered himself famous by

his poem on the second Punic war. He was not born
a poet, and study did not entirely supply what he
wanted on the side of nature. Besides, he did not

apply himself to poetry till after he had long exer-
cised the function of an advocate at the bar, and had
been consul, that is to say, in a very advanced and

languid period of life.*

Whatever praises Martial bestowed on him,4 he is

not much esteemed as a poet: he is however deemed
to excel all the writers of his time in purity of lan-

guage. He follows the truth of history exactly enough,
and lights may be found in his poem, though not his

principal design, into things which passed in the times

of which he writes; there being facts in him .lot to be
found elsewhere.
What he says of Domitian, sufficiently shows, tha.t

he wrote in the reign of that prince, after the war with
the Sarmata?, in which that with the Daci may be in-

cluded. He is believed to have died in the lime of

Trajan, in the year 100.7 He starved himself to death,
not being able to bear the pain of an ulcer, which the

physicians could not cure. Pliny observes, that Silius

having retired into Campania upon account of his old

age, did not quit his retreat to come to Rome, in order
to congratulate Trajan upon his accession to the em-

pire. That prince* was highly praised for not be-

ing offended at such a liberty ;
ana he for venturing to

take it.

If our poet could not attain to a perfect imitation
of Virgil, at least it was impossible to carry respect for

him higher than he did. When he had got possession
of the place where Virgil's tomb stood,8it became sa-

cred, and a kind of a temple to him. He celebrated
that poet's birthday every year with greater joy and

solemnity than his own. He could not suffer so vene-
rable a monument to remain neglected in the hands
of a poor peasant, and purchased it.

Jam propfi desertos cinerei, et rancta Maronii
Nomina qui roleret, pauper et unus erat

Silius opiate cuccurrere rensuit umbrae:
Silius et vatem, non minor ipse, colit.

Martial. Epig. 50. .. li.

Silius's work had lain buried for many ages in the

Illi die* per Romnum, nox oftViis et obleetamentis viua

transigebantur. Utque alios industrin, ita hunc ignavja ad
famam protulerat, liabebaturque non ganeo et profligator,
ut plerique sua haurientium, red erudilo luxu. Ac dicta

factaque ejui, quanto solutiora, et quandam sui negligentiam
prieferentia, tantu gratius insnericm simplicitatis acripie-
bantur. Proconsul tamen Bithynia?, et mox Consul, vigeir
tem RC ac parent nejjot jisoctendil : deinde revolutusad vitia
feu vitiorum imitafionem, inter pauros familiarium Neronl
adsumlUK cst, elcgantix arbiter, dum nihil amoenum et molle,
nisi quod ei Petronius apprnbavisxet. Unde invidia Tigelli-

ni, quasi advemu a?mulum, et sriemia voluptatum potio-
rem. Tacit, jlnnnl. I. xvi. c. 18.

Scrihohat carmina majore cura quam ingcnio. Plin,

Ep. 7. I. iii.

Martial Ep. 63. I. vii.

Perprtui nunqoam moritura volumina Sill

Qui \rzif. et Latia carmina digna toga. Ep. 63. I. vii.
i Plin. Ep. 7. I. iii.

' Magna Osari< laus. cub quo hoc librrum fuit ; mtgn
illiufi. qui hac librrtate ausus uti. Plin. ibid.

''"."1* (Virgilii) nntalem religiosiii< quam mum celebra*

bat; N.'Spoli maxime. ubi monumentum ejui idire ut ten-

plum lolebat. Plin. Ep. 7. I. iii.
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dust ol the library of St. Gal. Poggius found it there

during the council of Constance, with many other

MDMt-ripU, as I have already observed elsewhere.

STATIUS.

STATIUS (P. Statins Papinius) lived in the reign
of Doniitian. Martial never mentions him, though
they were cotemporaries at Rome, which is believ-

ed to proceed from jealousy, because the extreme fa-

cility of Statius in making extemporary verses made
him highly agreeable to Domilian.
We have two heroic poems of Statius: the Thebaid

in twelve books, and the Jlchilleid in only two, be%
cause he was prevented by death from making an end
of it.

His poems were highly esteemed at Rome in his

time. Juvenal mentions the extraordinary crowding
to hear them, and the applause they received.

Curritur ad vonem jucundam, et carmen arnica

Thebuidos, la:tam fecit cum Staiius urbem,
Promishque diem : tania dulcedine capto*
Adticit ille aniinos, tantaque libidine vulgi
Auilitur. Sat. G. 1. iii.

If we are to take the verses that follow these literal-

ly, and if they are not one of the hyperboles so com-
mon to Juvenal, they tell us that Statius was poor, and
after having acquired great reputation by his Thebaid,
was obliged to compose dramatic poems, and sell

them to the actors for the means of life.

Sed cum fregit vubsellia versa,
Esurit, intactum Paridi nisi vcndat Agaven.

In liu s Scaliger affirms that no author, either ancient
or modern, comes so near Virgil as Statius, and makes
no hesitation in giving him the preference to all the

heroic poets, Greek or Latin, maintaining at the same
time, that his verses are better even than Homer'y.
Such a judgment shows that illustrious critic not to

have had so much justness of taste, as erudition. The
one often hurts the other.

Statius, as well as Luran and Silius, has treated his

iubject rather like an historian than a poet, without

confining himself to what constitutes the essence of a

true Epic poem. As to his diction and versification,
in too much endeavouring to rise and appear great, he

gives into bombast, and becomes tumid.

VALERIUS FLACCUS.
As the reign of Augustus produced the most excel-

lent of the Latin poets, that of Domitian has also given
us the most consklerable poets of the second class.

C. Valerius Flaccus Setinns Balbns. This poet
wag born at Setia, a town of Campania, but had fixed
his abode at Padua. His heroic poem upon the voy-
age of the Argonauts in eight books is come down to
us. It was begun in the reign of Vespasian, to whom
it is inscribed; but the author was prevented from fin-

ishing it by a sudden denth. The best judges have
but an indifferent opinion of this work, because there
are several things in it contrary to the rules ofart.no
grace and beauty, with a style, which, from affecting
a greatness it wants nerve to sustain, becomes cold
ana languid. Quinctilian says, however, that the
Latin poetry has lost much by his death, which hap-
pened in the latter part of Domitian's reign. Mul-
tum in Valeria Flacco nvper amisimus.i Martial
writes to him as to his friend, and advises him to re-

nounce poesy for the bar, and apply himself to some-

thing, by which more is to be got than bv courting
the muses, from whom he has nothing to expect, but

unavailing wreaths and barren praise, attended with
want and misery.

PicrioR differ nantutque chorusque Sororum :

JEs dabit ex illifl nullu puuila tihi

Preeter aqua* Helicon, et SI.TIH, lyrasque dcorum,
Nil babet, et magnum ted permane nophon.

Kp. lixvi. li.

MARTIAL.
MARTIAL (M. Valerius Martians') succeeded in the

epigram. He was a Spaniard of the city of Bilbilis,
which is said to have been not far from "that of Cal-
tainda ia Arragon. He was born in the time of Clau-

> Lib. 10. c. i.

dins, and at the age of twenty came to RoiDe in iN'ero'l

reign, where he stayed thirty years, beloved by th* em
perors, and in particular by Domilian, who conferred

many favours upon him. "h is believed, that his not
being so well treated after the emperor's death, induc-
ed him to retire into his own country. He hod full

time there to grow weary of it, for want of good com-
pany, and such as had a taste for polite learning, which
made him often think of his residence at Rome with

regret. For instead of his verses being exceedingly
admired and applauded, as they were in that learned

city, at Bilbili.s they only excited envy and slander

against him; a treatment very hard to bear every day
with patience. Accedit his municipalium rtiltig-o den-
Hum, etjudicii loco livor adversus quod difficile
eat hnbere qnolidie bonvm stomachum.* He died in
the reign of Trajan, about the year of Christ 100.

Fourteen books of epigrams and one upon shows
remain of his writings. Vossius believes the latter a
collection of Martial's verses, and those of some other

poets of his time upon the shows exhibited by Titus
in the year of Christ 80.

Pliny, in honour of whom he had composed an epi-
gram, (the 19th of the 10th book) gave him a sum of

money when he retired from Rome;3 for he had made
but small acquisitions in respect to the goods of for-

tune. Pliny on this occasion observes, that it was
anciently the custom to confer rewards either of pro-
fit or honour upon those who had celebrated the glory
of cities, or certain illustrious persons. At present,
says he, that fashion is expired, with others no less

great and noble. When we left ofl' doing actions wor-

thy of praise, we began to
despise it, (if not with jus-

tice, at least with reason; for it reproached our want
of merit.) Postqitam desiimus facere laudanda, Ian-
dari quoque inepjlumputamus. He lamented the death
of Martial, when he was informed of it, and lovecl and
esteemed his genius; but it were lo be wished, that
his verses had always been as chaste and modest, as

they are sometimes witty. He is reproached for too
much bitterness and ill-nature, his shameful flattery of

Domitian, and his unworthy treatment of him after
his death.

'The love of subtleties or witticism, and the affec-

tation of points in discourse, had from the time of
Tiberius and Caligula, taken place of the fine taste

that prevailed in the reign of Augustus. Those de-
fects increased perpetually, which occasioned Mar-
tial's pleasing so much. All his epigrams are (iar from

having the same force and spirit; to which this verse
of his own has been justly applied:

Sunt I'onii, sunt quRilum mcdiocria, sunt mala plura.

Some good, some tolerable, but more bad.

And indeed most of them are bad ; he has however
some that are excellent: of which I shall give th

reader the following examples.

Upon an Excellent Piece of Sculpture.
Artis Phidiacte toreumn clarum
Pisces adspiois : adde aquam, natabunt. Ep. xxxv. 1. 3L

Upon the Slowness (if a Barber.

EutraprliiH tonsor dum circuit ora Lii|>eri:i,

Expingitque genag, oltera burba suhit.

Ep. Uxxiii. 1.7.

Advice to a Person not to go to Law.

Et judex petit, et petit patronos:
Solvas CCIIHUO, Sexte, creditor!. Ep. xiii. 1. 2.

A judge, you nay, nnd patron you must get?
Take my advice, good Sextut ; pay the debt.

Upon the sudden death of one who had often betnvi*
torioits in the Races of the Circus.

Ille ego sum Scorpui, clamosi gloria Oirei ;

Plnmus, Roma, tui, dcliricquc hrevi'i:

Invida qucm Liiclip*i rapt urn trieleride nona,
Dum numeral tmlmns, credidit eme icnrm.

Ep. li. 1. 10.

Upon the bold action of Mncins Sccevola.

Dum peleret Rrgem deccpta alellhe dextra,

Injecit cncrJK ae periiura focii.

Martial in Pr*f. I. xii. Plin. Ep. 11. 1. Ui
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Bed tern ncxa pins mirarula nnn tulit hostii,
Et raptum rlammis ju*sii ul>ir.- virum.

L'rere quam noiuit coniempio Muriu.s igne,
Hir..; spec-tare manum Purscna 11011 jminit.

Major dweptiE fama cst et (,'loriu dextr :

Si DOII eras t, tecurut ilia minus. />. zxii. 1. 1.

Against the {^"manity ofa Covetous rich Man.
Tu S|wcta"! hipmem succinct! lentus arnici,

(Pro scelus !) ct lalcri< tVisora trita mei.

Quantum erat, infelix, pannis fraudare duohus,
(Uuid renui.i?) non te, Nwvule, sed tineas?

Kp. xlri. 1. 2.

No riches are in reality saved but those we give
aicrn/.

Cnllidus effracta nummos fur auferet area!
Proslernet pa trios impia flsmmu lares

Extra lor I Unam est quicquid diinatur amiri* ;

Unas dr d.Tis, solas semper htbeliis opes.

F.p. xlii. I. 8.

Praise and description f a little bitch. It is

ometvhat lonir, hut of exceeding delicacy, and I could
wish, lor the sake of the ladies, that some able hand
would translate it into our lantna^e in verge.

lua est passere nequior Patulli:
Issa cst purior osculo columbter
!- i i'-i liltindinr omnibus puellis:
I--:i est mriiir Indicia Inpillis:
Issa pst delioia1

! ratella Publi.

Hanc til, si queritur, loqui putahis.
Seutit irtttiuamque gaudiumque
Colin nixa culiut, rapit<|U" somrios,
Ut suspiria nulls sentiantur:
E 1 d-sid'-rio coacta ventris,
Gulta pallia non tVfellit ulla :

tN'd hlandu pede suscitat, tor<x]ue
D''|M>ndi mnnet. et rogal levari.

Castie tantus inost pudor catell* !

Ignnrat Venprem. i:cc invenimus
Di^num turn tpnera virum puel!a.
Hanc no Itiic rapiat suprema totam,
I'lc'Ji I'ulilius exprimit tabclla.

In qua lam simili'm viddiin Issam
Ut sit tam similis silii nee [<sa.

Is-arn danique pone rum tahella,
Aut utramqne putal'H i^sc vcram,
Aut utramque putabis esse pictam.

F.p. rix. I. 4.

TFo- the sake of the ladies, a Mr. Rollin recom-
mends It, the translator has attempted, or rather imi-

totfd thi little poem in English measure, how une-

quillv
fc

comparison will best explain.]

Pretty Isa, what ran be,
Of [>r<my things, compared to thee ?

Ix-shia's sparrow in it* play
Wi> not half so arrh and gay ;

Ima's kisses swreler far

Tlian the billing turile's are:
fsna, fonder than the dove:
I--<,i. kind m mniiN in love;
fndin's <r>-m< with her compare!
Gems and gold are not o rare :

Clvap an- those in PuMius' sigt-tl
Isa it his ole delight.

Iss has the art to trace

Joy and Badness in a face ;

And nurh notice seems to take,
Ia. one would think, could speak.
Whi'st ho sleeps, her nock austaininf.
Not a bn'nth her life explaining,
Sho-ild a rail of nature take her,
Xo distresses rude can make her;
But <iifi-riing from her place.
Not a drop to her dUgrnre,
"Set mp down," she tells you plain,
And now,

" take me up again."
And so (-haste's the little creature.
One would think her not of nature:
Never Venus and her son

To her spotless breat were known
;

Nor a spouse could we provide
Worthy of the tender bride.

Lest di-ath snatch her whole away,
Grief to think! at her last day,
Puhlius does her picture take,
Long to keep for Issa's sake :

Issa there as like you see,
As Issn can to Issa be :

lira by her picture place,
Issa's two with every grace!
Both painted seem, ann both seem trne

;

They puzzta ne and st would you.
V [L 61

SULP1TIA

SULPITIA, a Roman lady, was the wife of Calenut.
She wrote a poem upon the expulsion of the philo-

sophers, wherein she severely lashes Domitian. and
menaces him with death. It is the only one ot

great number of poems composed by her, that hit*

come down to us, and is usually prr.itf d at (he end
of Juvenal's satires. We have reason to regret the
loss of the verses she inscribed to her husbai'.d upon
conjugal love, and the chastitv and fidelity to be ob-
served in the married state. 'Martial gives her great

praise in one of his epigrams, of which I shall rtpeat

only some verses.

Omnes Sulpitiam Icgant puelle,
UP^ qua; cupiunt viro placere.
O nnes Sulpitiam legant mariti,
Uii qui cupiunt placere nuptc
Hie condiftcipula, vel hac magistra,
Eises doclior et pudica Sappho.

Epi.it. xxxv. 1. ia
IMITATED.

Te tender brides, whom virtuous love inspires.
Refine by wise Sulpiliu your desires

;

She can the useful science well impart.
To keep one happy m:irried lover's heart :

And 5ou, whoeVr desire one bride to charm,
Yourvclves with bright Sulpitia's dictates arm;
With her conversant, by her lessons taught,
Her lovely pupils rise, enlarged in thought;
Chaste and more learned Supphos they become,
Their sex's glory, and the pride of Rome.

NEMESIAlfUS AND CALPURNIUS.

We have same eclogue*, and part of a poem upon
hunting wrote by M. Jlureliiia Olympics J\

rcmt~

sianus, who was very famous in his time for his po-
etical works. We are told that he was a native of

Carthage. He inscribes his poem apon hunting to

Carinus and Numerianus, after their father' i death,
that is to say in the year 284.

Trrus CALPURMUS of
Sicily,

lived in the reigit
of Carus, Carinus, and iVumerianus. He composed
seven eclogues, which he inscribed to Nemesiaims, a

pastoral poet as well as himself. The verses ot both
these poets have the character of the age in which

they were written.

PRUDENTIUS.

PRUDENTIUS, (Aurelius Prudenlius Clement}
Christian poet, and officer in the court of the em-

peror Honorius, was born at Saragosa in Spain in

the year 348, and died about 412. He did not be-

gin his poems upon religion till the fifty-seventh year
of his age. He had been first an advocate, then

judge, afterwards a soldier, and at last a retainer to

the court in an honourable employment. He in-

fornis us himself of these circumstances in the pro-
logue of his works.

Per quinquennia jam decent,
Ni fallor, fuimus: septimun insoper
Annum cardo rotat, durn fruimur sole volubtli

After having spoken of his youth he mention* hit

different employments.

Exin jurgia turbidoc

Armarunt animos, et male pertinax
Vmcendi etudium subjacuit casibus asperis.

Bis legum moderamine
Prni> nohilium re\imus nrhium:
Jus civile honis reddidimns, terruimas reon.

Tandem miliiMR grndu
Evectum pieta* principis extul. ,

Adsumptum propius stare jubeni ordine proiimo.

The poems of Prudentios ronie down to us, abound
more with zeal for religion than ornaments of art.

They are full of false quantities; besides which he it

not always orthodox in his notions. We must, how-
ever, confess, that there is considerable taste and de-

icay in many passages of his works: his hymns upon
he Innocents are sufficient proofs of this, from which

'. shall repeat some strophes.

Salvete flores martyrum,
Quo* lucii ipo in iimine,
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Christ! inar tutor (ustulit,
Ceu turbo rasrcnteg r.osag,

Von priina Cl:;i*ti victima,
Grex itnmu'Hloruir. tener,
Aram sub ipsain simplifies
Palma et curnilis luditis

Audit tyrannus nnxius
Ades*e regum principem,
(lui nomen Israel reiiat,

Tencat|Uu David regiam.
Exclamat amens nuiuio :

Siic.-i-.-sur insiai, peliimur.
Satellcsti, t'rrrum rape,
Perfuixle runas sanguine.

Transfigit ergo carnifex
Mucrone district. i furens

EfTus-i nuper cor|iora,

Aniinan(]uc rimatur novai.

The Augnstan age has nothing more animated, nor
lore delicate, than these strophes.

CLAUDIAN.
CLAUDIAN, (Claudius,} a Latin poet and a pagan,

was a native of Egypt. He lived in the reign of

Arcadius and Honorius, who caused a statue to be

erected in honour of him. He died soon after Arca-

dius. He merits the first rank amongst the heroic

poets, who appeared after the Augustan age. Of all

those who have endeavoured to follow and imitate

Virgil, none come so near the majesty of that poet,
and retain less of the corruption of the age he lived

in, than he. He everywhere shows abundance of

genius, and that he was born a poet. He was full

of that fire which produces enthusiasm. His style is

correct, sweet, elegant, and at the same time noble

and sublime. He has, however, too many flights and

allies of youth, and swells too much. He has wit

and imagination, but is far from that delicacy of

number?, that natural and exquisite harmony of

verse which the learned admire in Virgil. He rings

perpetually the same round of measures, the same
cadence, the effect of which is, that one can scarce

read him without being tireJ. Of the several poems
of Claudian, his invectives against Rufinus and Eutro-

pius have been highly esteemed.

AUSONIUS.
AUSONIUS, (Deems, or rather Decimtts Magnus

Ausonius,) was born at Bourdeaux. At the age of

thirty he was chosen professor of grammar, and after-

wards of rhetoric. He acquired so great a reputa-
tion in the latter employment, that he was sent for

to the Imperial court, and made preceptor to Grati-

an the son of the emperor Valentinian I., (An. 367.)
He accompanied his pupil in that voung prince's

journey with his father into Germany. This em-

ployment acquired him the highest dignities of

the empire. He was made quaestor by Valentinian'.

After the death of that prince, Gratiar made him

Prcffecfus Prattorio; which office he had twice, first

for Italy and Africa, and afterwards for the Gauls.

He was at length declared consul, (An. 379.) at

which time Juvenal's maxim was again verified,

"That when fortune pleases, she makes a consul of
ft rhetorician."

Si fortuua volet, fit-s rle rhetore eonioL

The emperor, in conferring that dignity upon him,

forgot nothing that could exalt the favour by the

obliging and generous manner of doing it. To know
how to improve gifts and graces thus, is a science

worthy of a prince. He immediately despatched a

courier to Ausonius with advice of his being nomi-
nated consul, and wrote to him in these terms.i

When I considered some time ago about the crea-

tion of consuls for this year, I implored the assis-

tance of God, as you know it is my custom to do in

whatever I undertake, and as I know it is your desire
that I should. I believed it incumbent on me to

nominate you first consul, and that God required
that acknowledgment from me of the good instruc-

tions I have received from you. I therefore pay vou
what I owe you, and as I am sensible that we 'can

> Awon. in Grat. act.

never sufficiently discharge our obligations to trar

parents and masters, I confess im>ell rtill no less in

your dtbt than I was before." That nothing might
be wanting to the favour he did him, lie accom-

panied this letter with the present of a very rich

robe, in which the figure of the emperor Constantiu%
his father-in-law, was embroidered in gold. Auso-
nius, on his side, employed the whole force and deli-

cacy
of his genius in

praising his august benefactor
both in verse and prose. His oration of thanks to

the emperor is still extant, and has been highly e-
teemed. There is a great deal of wit in it, perhapj
too much; with fine and solid thought?, and spright-
ly turns, but often far-fetched and too much studied.

The Latinity of it it is hard, and speaks the
o^e

i

which the author lived. That the reader may nav
some idea of his style, I shall repeat here the begin-

nig of this speech, which he pronounced before the

emperor. "Ago tibi gratias, Imperator Auguste: si

possem, etiam referrem. Sed nee lua fortuna deside-

rat remunerandi vices, nee nostra suggerit rrstituendi

facnltatem. Privatorum ista copia est, inter se esse

munificos. Tua beneficia, ut majestate ptaecellmit
ita mutuum non reposcunt. Quod solum igitur nos-

trae opis est, gratias a?o, verum ita, ut apml Deum
fieri solet, sentiendo copiosius, qiiam loqneodo; atque
non in sacrario modb Imperial!;) oracnli, c;ui locus

horrore tranquillo et pavore venerabili rarb eundem
animum praestat et vultum: sed usqiiequaque ^ratiai

ago, turn tacens, turn loquens; turn in rcetu hominum,
turn ipse mccum; et cum voce potui, tt cum medita-

tione secessi; onini loco, actu, habitu, et tempore.
Nee mirum, si ego terminum non statuo tarn grata

profitendi, cum tu finem ffacere nescias honorandi.

Qui enim locus est, aut dies, que non me hujus But

similis gratulaticnis admor.eat! Admoneat autem!
O inertiam significationis ignavae! Qui-, inquam, \>-

cus est, qui non beneficiis tuis agitet, intlammet?"
There is an extreme inequality in the works ot

Ausonius. His style is stifl and hard, as I have al-

ready observed, but that stiffness, that roughness, ii

the [east fault of hi? poems. The obscenities with
which they abound, forbid the reading of them to ev-

ery one who has not renounced all feelings of shame,

ST. PAULINUS.
ST. FAULINUS, bishop of Nola, was born at Bour-

deaux, about the year 353. The celebrated Auso-

nius, of whom I spoke last, was his master in pro-
fane learning. St. Paulinus declares more than once
that he was indebted for every thing to Ausonius,
whom he calls his patron, master, father, and to

whom he acknowledges himself indebted for the pro-
gress he had made in learning, and his elevation to

offices and dignities.

Tibi disripliiias, dignitatem, litteras,

Lingue, et toga:, et famte ilrcuf,

ProviTtus, altus, institutus debt'o,

Patrone, preceptor, parens. Carm. 19.

He made a great progress under such a master: Au-
sonius congratulates him upon it in several of hi*

poems, and owns, which is no small thing for a poet
to allow, that his disciple carries the bays by hu
verses against him.

Cedimus ingenio, quarKum prfficedimus KVO.

Auurgit Musa nostra Camera tue.
duson. Epist. 20.

The retirement of St. Paulinus, who went into

Spain to hide himself in solitude, drew upon him vis-

lent
reproaches

from Ausonius.2 That worldly man
wrote him many letters complaining of his injurious
state of oblivion, and directing his severity particu-
larly against his Tanaquil; by which odious name he
means his wife Therasia, to'whom he imputes that

change. He accused his disciple of having lost hi*

former good nature, and of having become morose,
and a hater of mankind. He ascribes to him in ternii

sufficiently express, a mind
perverted by spleen and

melancholy, that induced him to fly
the society and

intercourse of men: the reproach usually made b7

Id. Epit. xxiv. and XXT.
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persons of the world to those who quit it. Divine

providence prevented him from receving any of these

letters, till he was strong; enough to resist the snares

which the devil laid for him by the hand of a late

esteetiied, and much beloved master. At the end of
four years he received three of them, which he an-

swered by several on his side. After having explain-
ed the reason of his long silence, he excuses himself
from resuming the study of profane poetry, which
did not suit a person like him, who had devoted his

thoughts solely to God.

Quid abdicatas, in mram curam, pater
Red ire Musas prccipu?

Nfi-ant CamoMiis, ncc (latent Apoliini
Dicaia Christo peclora.

He says that he is now no longer to invoke
Apollo

and the muses, divinities impotent and deaf; that a

God more powerful has taken possession of his mind,
and requires other sentiments and a different lan-

guage from him

Nunc alia mentem vis apt, major Deiu

Aliosque mores postulat.

He afterwards describes the wonderful change ope-
rated by grace in the heart of man, when it has

seized if by right of conquest, and has entirely sub-

jected it to itself, in making it by a chaste and pure

jov lose all taste lor it* former pleasures and wordly
delights; in extinguishing all the pains and disquiet
of the present life by a lively faith and hope of future

happiness; and in leaving it no other care, than to

employ itself with its God; in contemplating his

wonderful works, in studying his holy will, and en-

deavouring with all the powers of the soul to render
him an homage worthy of him by an undivided love

that knows no bounds.

Hie ergo nostra ut euum precordiif
Vibraverit coelo jubar,

Abstergil ffigrum corpori? pigri situm

Hatiitumqt'e mentis iuimvat.

Exhaurit omne quod juvabat antea.
Casts voluptaliH vice.

Totomie noKtra jure domini vindicat
Et corda, et ora, et tempora.

Be co-itari, inteilij*i, credi, legi,
Be vult timeri el diligi.

istu* inanes, quos mnvet vita; labor
I'ra'semis svi tramiie,

Abolet futura: cum Deo vita; fides, SLC.

To all this he adds a strong protestation never to be

wanting in what his obligations to Ausonius required
of him.

The praises which Ausonius gives St. Panlinus in

many places, seems rather to regard the poems he

composed before his renouncing the profane muses,
than those he wrote alter. For, after so uncommon
and generous an abdication, he studied to extinguish
the greater part of his fire; and having stifled in him-
self all desire of wordly reputation, he checked and

neglected his genius and style, and confined himself
within the bounds of a simplicity averse to all pride,
and such as the Christian modesty requires. He car-

ried this departure from the poet so far, as to dis-

regard even the rules of prosody. But with all the
air ot negligence, that appears no less in his versifi-

cation than in the general style of his poems, we
always find certain natural charms and beauties,
which makes us love the author and his works.

ST. PROSPER.

ST. PROSPER was of Aquitaine. He was married,
and a layman, and secretary of the briefs, to St. Leo,
the Pop*.

Besides several other little pieces, which are dubi-

ous, we have a considerable poem of St. Prosper's

against the ungrateful, that i to say, against the ene-
mies of the grate of Jesus Christ, wherein as a pro-
found theologist. he explains the doctrine of the
church against the Pelagians and Semipelagians. Mr.
GodtrMi, after many other authors, judges this work
an at> idgment of all St. Augustin's books upon this

subject, and particularly of those which he wrote

again*' He adds, that the expressions are

wonderful, and that in many pieces, there is reason to
be amazed how it was possible for this saint to unite
the beauty of versification with the severity of his sub-

ject. What is besides surprising in this poem, is to
see the exact regularity with which the maxims of the
faith are observed in it, notwithstanding the constraint
of verse, and the freedom of the poetic spirit; and
that the truths of religion are neither altered nor
weakened by the ornaments of poetry. This poem
has been translated into French verse. I shall give
the preface of it a place here, which will show bith
the subject of this excellent work, and the st\ le of it*

author.

PR.EFATIO.

Unde voluntatis sanctae fubsistat oriio,
Unde animiii pittas insit, ct unde tides :

Advcr-iim ingralos, falsa ct virtute superhoc
Centenis duoies versihus excolui.

Quos si tranquilla studfas cognoscere rura.
Tutus ab adverso turbine. Lector, eris.

Nee libertate arbitrii rapiere rebclli*,
Ulla nee auilt/his dona negare Dei.

Bed bona qua; libi sunt, operante futebere Christo,
Nou esse ex merito sumpta, ged ad meritum.

FRENCH TRANSLATION.

K* pliiflie en mille Vera coir.battant pour la Grace,A pour Dieu combiau,
Attaquant res Ingres pit-ins de la vaine audace

D'uns fausse verlu.

J'ai fail voir d'ou nog recurs concoivent la racine
D'un celeste dessein,

D'ou la fi<i nail dans nous, d'ou la vertu divine
Germe dans notre scin.

Si done ton esprit calmc, en lisant cet ouvrage,
N'y cherche que du fruit,

Ces Vers te snuveront du funeste naufraga
Ou I'erreur noun conduit.

Tu n'eleveras point centre ton Eoi supreme
Ta fiere liberte,

Et tu nc crniras point meriter par toj-memc
L-s dons de sa bonte.

Mais tu reconnoitre* que to dois toute cbo*a
Au Dieu qui tYst si doux ;

Et que notre merito est I'eflfet, non la close
De sa Grace dans noui.

THE SAME IN ENGLISH.

Whence holiness of will derives its birth.
Whence piety, and faiih, illumine earth,
'Gainst men ungrateful, of false virtue vain,
I sing: a thousand verses form the strain.

If, reader, to such knowledge you aspire.
Search here, and gratify your good desire.
From frantic error safe, the growth of pride.
These, if you study well, will be your guide:
Nor will you dare aiainst the God! of Grace
Rebellious human liberty to place,
Nnr will you any of his gifts disown ;

Nor think you merit, but by Him alone:
Whate'er is good in you, you here will trace,
Not as the cause, but the effect, of Grace.

SIDONIUS APOLLINARIS.
C. SOI.LIUS APOLLINARIS SIDONIUS was born at

Lyons. His father was prxfectvt prcctorio, and son-
in-law of the emperor Avitus. We have twenty-four
of his poems, which are usually printed with the nine
books of his epistles. The age in which he lived is

an excuse for the hardness and obscurity of his stvle,
and the false quantities of his verges. He renounced

poetry with secular thing*, and composed no verse*
after he was made bishop of Clermont in Auvergne,
which happened in the year 472

AVIENUS.

RUFUS FE8TCS AviKNUS lived in the reign of The-
odosius the elder. This author translated the Phet-
nomena of Aratu, and the n. f ...'y.c-.t of Dionysius,
that la to say, his description of the earth, into Latin
verse. He had also turned all Livy into Iambics: a
work useless enough, and of which the loss is only to

be regretted, as it contained the substance of lhat->
cellent historian's matter not come down to us. Ther
are fables of his extant, which he made into elegiac
verse from sop, and dedicated to Theodosius, whj
is in reality Macrobius: they are very far remote lro

the nuritv. beauty, and elegance of Phaedrtis.
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BCETIUS.

BCKTIUS (Aiicins Manlius Severiniit Bcetius) was
Sole consul in the year 510. What verses this jjreat

man made, are inserted in his five books Dt Contala-

tvmf I'itilosophiae, which he composed in the prison,
where Theodoric king of the Goths, whose prime min-

ister he was, confined him. His prose, which is not

the most excellent, seemed to.have contributed like

!ia.ii- in painting, to exult the beauties of his poetry,
Dial abounds with grave sentences and fine thoughts.

FORTUNATUS.
FORTUNATUS wa born in the marquisate of Trevi-

><no. He was made bishop of Poitiers, and died about
the beginning of the seventh century. He is one of
the most considerable of the ancient Christian poets.
We have eleven books of his miscellaneous poems in

lyric and elegiac verse; and four of the Lile of St.

Martin in hexameters. The merit of his verses is to

be judged from the age in which he lived.

CHAPTER II.

or HISTORIANS.

HISTORY has with reason been called the evidence
of time, the light of truth, the school of virtue, the de-

pository of events, and, if the expression may be allow-

ed, the faithful messenger of antiquity. And indeed

it opens to our view the vast series of all past ages,
and brings them in a manner down to our own times.

It makes conquerors, heroes, princes, and all other

great personages, appear before us; but without the

pompous train which attended them during their lives,

and reduced to their own persons, in order to render
an account of their actions at the tribunal of posterity,
and submit to a judgment, in which flattery has no

longer any part, because they have no longer any pow-
er. History has also the privilege of approaching the

thrones of the princes that reign, and is almost the

only counsellor, who either can or dare impart truth

to them, and even show them their faults if they have

any, but under foreign names, to spare their delicacy,
and to render its advice useful by avoiding to give them
offence. It is no less intent upon the instruction of

private persons. It sets before all in general, of

whatsoever age or condition they be, both the models

o/ virtue they are to follow, and the examples they
ought to shun.

It is easy to conceive, that history, while artless and
rude in its infancy, was not capable of rendering these

important services to mankind. It contented itself at

first with preserving the remembrance of events, by-

carving them upon stone and brass, in fixing them by
inscriptions, by inserting them into public registers,
and by consecrating them in some measure in hymns
and songs of religion. It rose by degrees, till at length
it attained that height of perfection, to which the

Greek and Latin writers carried it.

I shall say nothing of the history of the people of

God. composed by Moses, the most ancient and vene-

rable of all historians: neither shall I speak of several

historians, whose names only, or at most some small

fragments of their writing*, have come down to us. I

shall confine myself here to the Greek and Latin his

torians whose works, either in whole or in part, are

still extant. As I have taken care to quote them ex
artlv in my Ancient History, and as they are my au-

thorities for what I advanced there, it seemed neces-

arv, that such of my readers as have not been conver-

sant with them, should have some small knowledge of

them, and know at least the times in which they lived

the principal circumstances of their lives, the work:

they composed, and the judgment passed on them by
the learned.

ARTICLE I.

OF THE GREEK HISTORIANS.

SECTION I. HERODOTUS.
HERODOTUS was of Halicarnassus, a city of Caria.

He was born in the same year ArtemisH queen of Ca-
ria died, r.nd four years before the descent of Xerxes

ipon Greece, A. M. 3520, Ant. J. C. 484.1 Seeiug
us country oppressed by the tyranny ol J.ygdamis.
Vrltmiiia's grand-son, he quitted it, and re.tireri into

he Ule ol Saiiios where lie learned the lonk'. dialect

jerlectly. It was in this dialect he composed hit hi*-

or\ in nine books. He begins it at Cvrus, according
to him tirst king of Persia, and continues it to the bat-

tle ol Myrale, fought in the eighth year of Xerxes,
which includes an hundred and twenty > tars under
tour kings of Persia, Cyrus, Camhyses, Darius, and
Xerxes, Irom the year of the world 3405 to 3524.
Besides the history of the Greeks and Persians, which
are his principal subjects, he treats that of several oth-

r nations, as the Egyptians, which takes up his secona
:>ook. In the work of his which we have, he. cites hit

histories of the Assyrians and Arabians;* but nothing
of them is come down to us, and it is even doubted
whether he finished them, because they are not men-
tioned by any author. The Life of Homer, ascribed
to Herodotus, is not believed to be bis.

Herodotus, in order to make himself known to nil

Greece at one and the same time, chose to make his

appearance at the Olympic games, and read his histo-

ry there, which was received with great applause.!
The style in which it is wrote seemed so sweet and

flowing, that the audience thought they heard the

muses themselves; and on that account, the names
of the musts were afterwards given to the nine books
of which the history consists. It appears, that he

gave a particular reading of his work to the city of

Athens, which well deserved that distinction: this

was at the celebrated feast of the Panathencra. It is

easy to judge how highly a history, composed with
so much art and eloquence, must have pleased such
refined and delicate ears, and wits so curious, and of
so exquisite a taste, as those of the Athenians. It is

believed to have been rather at this assembly, than
the Olympic games, that Thucydides, then very
young, perhaps about fifteen, was so much aflected

with the beauty of this history,* that he was seized

with a kind of transport and enthusiasm, and shed
tears of joy in abundance. Herodotus perceived it,

and complimented Olorus, the father of tlie youth,
upon that occasion; exhorting him in the strongest
terms to take particular care of a son, who already
showed so extraordinary a taste for polite learning,
and who might one day be the honour of Greece.
Great persons cannot be too attentive in encouraging
young men by just praises, in whom they observe
fine talents, and generous inclinations. It is perhaps
to these few words of Herodotus, that the world is

indebted for the. admirable history of Thucydides.
I have said, that Thucydides might be about fifteen

when he was present at the reading of Herodotus'i

history at Athens. Snidas say*, that he was then
only a child, or rather very youn^, JTI wiij. As he
was born but thirteen years after Herodotus, the lat-

ter himself in consequence could not at that time be
above twenty-eight, which highly adds to the merit
of that author, who at that age hftd composed so

valuable a work.

Herodotus, crowned with glory, thought of return

ing into his own country; whither the heart always
recalls us. When he arrived there, he exhorted tfi*

people tc expel the tyrant that oppressed them, and
to reinstate themselves in the possession of their li.

berty, dearer to the Greeks than life itself. His re-

monstrances had all the success that could be ex

peeled, but met with no other reward thnn ingrati-
tude, through the envy so glorious and successlul an

enterprise drew upon him. He was obliged to quit an

ungrateful country, and thought proper to take th

advantage of an opportunity that offered itselt very

favourably. The Athenians were at this time send-

ing a colony to Thurium, in that pnrt of Italy called

Grsecia Major, to inhabit and repeople that city
He joined this colony, and went with it ta tettle at

Thurium, where he ended his days. Thurium wa*

the ancient Sybaris, or at least that city was built in

the neighbourhood of Sybaris, and the remaining peo

i Suiriai. Lit. i. e. 184. Soidu
* Marct-llin. d vit. Tliucvd. Suidai
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pl< of that ancient place, ruined by the Crotoniatae,

were settled there.

I deter speaking of the judgment to be passed on

Herodotus, till I have gone through the article ofThu-

cydides, in order to compare them with each other.

SECTION II. THUCYD1DES.

THE birth of Thucydides is dated in the 77th

Olympiad, thirteen years alter that of Herodotus, A.

M."3533, Ant. J. C/471. His lather was Olorus (so

called from a king of Thrace) and his mother Hege-
(ipyle.i One of his ancestors was the ancient Mil-

tiades, the son of Cypselus, the founder of the king-

dqm of the Thracian Chersonesus, who having re-

tired into Thrace by the consent of Pisistratos, there

married Hegesipyle the daughter of Olorus king of

Thrace, whose daughter of the same name was very

prrbably the mother of our historian. He studied

rhetoric" under Antiphon, and philosophy under An-

axagoras. He speaks of the first in his viii. book,'
and sa\s that he was for abolishing the popular go-
vernment, and establishing that of the four hundred
at Athens. We have already said, that at the age
of fifteen he had heard Herodotus's historv read with

extreme pleasure, either at Olvmpia, or Athens A*
he had a violent inclination for study, he had no

thoughts of concerning himself in the administration

of the public -affairs; and only took care to form

himself in the military exercises that suited a young
man ol his birth. He was employed in the army,
and made some campaigns. At twenty-seven he was

joined in commission for conducting and settling a

new colony of Athenians at Thurium, A. M. 3560.

Ant. J. C. 4-14. He passed three or four years in

that employment, after which he returned to Athens.

He then married a very rich wife of Thrace, who
had a great number of mines in that country. By
this marriage his circumstances were rendered easy,
and he obtained the means of expending considers-

ole sums. We shall soon see the good use he made
of this advantage.

In the meantime the Peloponnesian war broke out,
and occasioned great revolutions and troubles in

Greece, A. M. 3573. Ant. J. C. 431. Thucydides,
who foresaw that it would be of long duration, and
attended with important events, formed from the

first the design of writing the history of it.* It was

necessary for this purpose to have the most faithful

and certain accounts, and lo be informed to the most
minute circumstances of all that passed on both sides

in every expedition and campaign. And this he ef-

fected in an admirable manner that has few examples.
As he served in the troops of Athens, he was an eye-
witness of what pasted in the army of the Athenians
till the eighth year of that war, that is to say, till the
time of hi* banishment, of which this was the occa-

sion, A. M. 3580, Ant. J. C. 42-M He had been
commanded to go to the relief of Amphipolis upon
the frontiers of Thrace, a place of great importunce
to both parties. Brasidas, general of the Lacedao-

nionians, marched thither first, and took the place.
Thucydides on his side took F.ione upon the rivtr

Strymon. This advantage, which was inconsidera-
ble to Athens in comparison with the loss of Amphip-
olis, was looked upon as nothing. His having Tailed

of relieving Amphipolis through want of expedition,
was made a crime, and the people, at the instigation
of Cleon. punished his pretended fault by sentence
of banishment.

Thucydides made his disgrace conduce to the pre-

paration and executing of the great design he had
formed of composing the hitory of this war. He em-

ployed the whole time of his banishment, which con-

tinued twenty years, in collecting his material" with
more diligence than ever. His residing sometime* in

the country of Sparta, and sometime s in that of Athens,

extremity facilit-fted the inquiries he had to make.
He spared no expense for that purpose, and made

great presents to the officers on both sides, in order

t Mrc>Uin d* vit. Tliurvd Suiduc.

Thuryd. 1. viii. p. 5'.h>.

"

Thucyd I T p. 361

Thucyd. 1. iv. p. 321.

to his being informed of all that passed in the two ar-

^.
He had taken the same method whilst in th

service.

The Athenians, after the expulsion of the thirty ty-
rants by Thrasybulus, permitted all the exiles to re-

turn, except the Pisistratides, A. M. 3601, Ant. J. C.
403. Thucydides took the benefit of this decree, and
returned to Athens after a banUhment of twintv years,
at the age of sixty-eight. It was not till then, accord-

ing to Mr. Dod well, that Thucydides actually applied
himself to the composition of his history, ol which he
had hitherto been collecting and disposing the male-
rials with incredible care. His subject, as I have al-

ready observed, was the famous Peloponnesian war,
which continued twenty-seven years. He carried it

down no farther than the twenty-first inclusively. The
six years which remained were supplied bv Theopom-
ius and Xenophon. He used the Attic d'ialert in hit

listory, as the purest, and most elegant, and at the
same time the most nervous and emphatical: besides
which it was the idiom of Athens his country. He
tells us himself, that in writing it, his view was not to

please, but to instruct his readers.s For which reason
he does not call his history a work composed for os-

tentation, iywrir/in, but a monument to endure for

ever, XT<P if ai>. He divides it regularly by years
and campaigns. There is a French translation of this

excellent historian by Mr. D'Ablancourt.

Thucydides is believed to have lived thirteen years
after his return from banishment, and the end of the

Peloponnesian war. He died A. M. 3613, Ant. J. C.

391, at the age of fourscore and upwards, at Athens

according to some, and in Thrace according toothers
whence his bones were brought to Athens. Plutarch

says, that the tomb of Thucydides was shown in hi

time within the monument of CimoiTs family .'

COMPARISON OF HERODOTUS AND THUCYDIDES.

DIONYSIUS of Halicarnassus, an excellent historian

and critic, in a letter to Pompey the Great, compares
Herodotus and Thucydideg, the two most esteemed of
the Greek historians, and

expresses
his 'udgment of

them, as well in respect to history itselfTas the style

they use. I shall repeat in this place the principal

points in this short dissertation: but we must remem-
ber that our critic is of Halicarnassus as well as He-

rodotus, which may perhaps give room to suspect him
of some partiality to his countryman.

1. MATTER OF HISTORY CONSIDERED.

THE first duty of an author, who intends to compose
a history, and to transmit the knowledge and remem-
brance, of past actions to posterity, is, in my opinion,
to make choice of a subject great, noble, and affect-

ing: which bv the variety and importance of facts,

may render the reader attentive, and keep him always
in a kind of busy suspense; and, lastly, engross and

please him by the nature itself of the events, and the

good success that terminates them.

Herodotus may indisputably in this point be said to

take place of Thurydides. .Nothing could be more

agreeable and affecting than the subject chosen by the

former. It is all Greece, jealous to the degree every-

body knows she was of her liberty, attacked by the

most formidable power of the universe, which, with
innumerable forces by sea and land, undertakes to

crush and reduce her into slavery. It is nothing but
victories upon victories, as well by sea as land, gain-
ed over the Persian* by the Greeks, who, without

mentioning the moral virtues carried to the highest
degree of perfection, show all the valour, prudence,
and military abilities, that can be expected from the

greatest of captains. In fine, this war, so long and
terrible, in which all Asia, departing out of herself

and overflowing like a deluge, seems to make the to-

tal destruction of the little country of Greece inevita-

ble, terminates with the shameful flight of Xerxes, the

most powerful king of the earth, who is reduced ta

escape in a little boat, and with a succes. that extin-

guishes for ever in the Persians all thoughts and de*

sires of attacking Greece again with open force.

Thucyd. I. i. pp. 15, 16.

2Q2
In rit. Cim. p. 480
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We see nothing of this kind in the choice Thu-

eydidcs nas made of his subject. He confines himself

to a single war, which is neither just in its principle,

very various in its events, nor glorious to the Athe-
nians in its success. It is Greece become frantic and

possessed
with a spirit of dicord, that imbrues her

hands in her own blood, arming Greeks against Greeks,
allies against allies. Thucydides himself, from the be-

ginning of his history, declares and gives his reader

a view of all the evils, with which that unfortunate
war would be attended: slaughter of men, plundering
of cities, earthquakes, droughts, famine, diseases,

plagues, pestilence, in a word, the most dreadful ca-

lamities. What a beginning, what a prospect is this!

Is there any thing more capable of disgusting and

hocking the reader?
Such is the first reflection of Dionysius of Halicar-

nassus, which, in my opinion, does not at all affect the

merit of the writer. The choice of the matter, and
the glorious success of a war, do not depend upon an
author cotemporarv with his subject, who is not mas-
ter of his events, and who neither can nor ought to

write any thing but what happens. He is unfortunate
in being the witness of none but deplorable facts, but

not the less excellent for that reason ; which is at most
a reproach, that will lie only against a tragic or epic

poet, who disposes his matter at his own discretion.

But as to an author, who writes the
history of his own

times, we have no right to require any thing of him,
but that he should be true, judicious, and impartial.
Is the sole end of history to delight the reader?

Ought it not rather be to instruct him: and are not
the great calamities, which are the necessary effects

of bad passion and injustice, highly useful in teaching
mankind to avoid them?

In the second place.it is very important for the wri-

ter to make a good choice of his point of view, in order
to know where he is to begin, and how far carry on,
his history. And in this Herodotus has succeeded

wonderfully. He begins with relating the cause of
the war declared by the Persians against Greece, which
is the desire to revenge an injury' received above two
hundred years before, and he concludes the relation

of it with the exemplary punishment of the Barbarians.

The taking of Troy could at most be only the pretext
of this war, and what a pretext was it! The real cause
was undoubtedly the ambition of the kings of Persia,
and the desire of avenging themselves upon the Greeks
for the aid they gave the Ionian*. As for Thucydides,
he begins his history with describing the unhappy sit-

uation of the affairs of the Greeks at that time; a first

prospect
little agreeable and affecting. He expressly

imputes the cause of this war to the city of Athens;
though he might have ascribed it to the envy of Spar-
ta, its rival from the time of the glorious exploits by
which the Athenions had so highly distinguished them-
selves in the war with the Persians.

This second reflection of our critic seems still worse
founded than the first. Thucydides might have .ad-
vanced this pretext, but I do not know whether he
could have done it with truth and justice: or rather

one ma}' positively affirm, that he could not advance
it with any appearance of reason whatsoever. It is

certain, if we may believe Plutarch, that the cause of
the war ought to be imputed to the unbounded ambi-
tion of the Athenians, who affected universal domin-
ion. It is noble in Thucydides, to have sacrificed the

glory of his country to the love of truth: a quality in

which the most essential merit and highest praise of

a historian consist.

Thirdly, Herodotus, who knew that a long relation

of the same matter, how agreeable soever it might be,
would disgust, and become tedious to the reader, has
varied his work, after the manner of Homer, by epi-
odes and digressions, which add much to its beauty
and the reader's pleasure. Thucydides, on the con-

trary, is always uniform and in the samp tone, and pur-
sues hi* subject with >ut giving himself time to take

breath; heaping up tattles upon battles, preparations

upon preparations, harangues upon harangues; par-

The d;! ruction of I tj by tho Grceki, which city w
taailiaac* with Per*U

celling out, to use that expression, action* by cam-

paigns, which might have been shown in all their ex-

tent with more grace and perspicuity.

Dionysius Hanoarnassensi* seems here not to hbvfl

had sufficient attention to ttie laws of hision, and to

have almost believed, that an historian might be

judged of in the same manner as a poet. Many peo-

ple blame Herodotus for his long and frequent digres-
sions, as a considerable defect in point of history. I

am far from agreeing with this opinion. They must
have been very agreeable to the Greeks, at s. tiaie

when the history of those different nations, of which

they treat, was entirely unknown to them. But I am
still farthei from blaming the plan and conduct of

Thucydides, who hardly ever loses sight of his sub-

ject; for this is one of the principal tules of history
from which a writer ought never to depart without

the justest reasons.

Fourthly, Thucydides, religiously attached to truti,
which ought to be the foundation of history, and
which is certainly the first and most essential quality
of a historian, inserts nothing fabulous in his work,
has no regard to embellishing and enlivening it by

relating facts and events of the marvellous kind, and

does not, upon every occasion, introduce the gods
and goddesses, acting by dreams, oracles, and prodi-

gies. In this he is indisputably superior to Herodo-

tus, who is little delicate and cautious in respect to

many facts which he advances, and is generally cre-

dulous even to weakness and superstition.

Fifthly, If we may believe Dionysius of Halicar-

nassus, there is in the writings of Thucydides a

gloominess of character, and a natural roughness of

humour, which his banishment had sharpened and

exasperated. He is most exact in noting all the

faults, and wrong measures, of the generals; and if

he sometimes remarks their good qualities and suc-

cesses, for he often passes them over in silence, he
seems to do it with regret and against his will.

I do not know whether this censure be well found-

ed; but my reading of Thucydides gave me no such
idea of him. I perceived indeed that his matter wai
sad and gloomy, but not the historian. Dionysiuof
Halicarnassus discerns a quite different temper in

Herodotus, namely, a character of kindness ana food
nature always equal to itself, with an extreme sersi-

bility for the good and bad fortune of his country.

2. ELOCUTION CONSIDERED.

Several things may be considered in respect to

elocution.

Purity, propriety, and eloquence of 'anguage,
These qualities are common to both o-n historians,

who equally excelled in them, but alvM't in adher-

ing to the noble simplicity of nature. 1* ij remarka-

ble, says Cicero, that these two autho.-, who were

cotemporarv with the sophists, that f.tj introduced a

florid, trim," formal, artificial style. ro r.-hom Socra-

tes for that reason called *.oj.oi *--; never gave
into those minute or rather frivolom crnaments.8

Diffusion or brevity of style. Thase particularly

distinguish and characterize th'.m. The style of

Herodotus is sweet, flowing, and more diffuse ;
that

of Thucydides lively, concise, a'i'1 vehement. "The
one," to use Cicero's words, "^ like a calm stream,

whose waves flow with majesty; the other like an

impetuous torrent; and when fie speaks of war we
seem to hear the trumpet s<v nd." Alter sine vlii*

salebris quasi sedattis amnh flint: alter incita'.ior

fertur, it de bcllicis rebus ie.nit e/iam qiioJamMOila
bellicum* "Thucydides ii so full of things, that

with him the thoughts an- slmost equal in nuiuoer to

the words; and at the name time he is so j jst and

close in his expressions, V.at one cannot tell .vhether

it be the words tliat vJarn the thoughts, or th

thoughts the word." Q-< ( Thucydides) ila crcber eit

Sophiiitai xoysfa.Si'.-vt appellat in Phfcdro Socrate*

-quorum satis arjruti multn, s>d irinut* <|U#ilam -

niniinmquc clrpicia. (i'u ma?i Min. Hrro'.otuj Thucydi*

dr'si|iip mirabiles: quorum a?tai -urn Ir roru<n tempera, f|iioi

nominamus. i;i i(!i*<et, Inivissirri tauten i,>;i a tulibni do

lir.jiB, vel poiiiii ineptiis uhfuerunl. Cit. in Oral. n. 3D.

* Oral. n. 3U.
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m frequcntia, u1 verborvm propl nwnerum senten-

tiaru.ni numero conseqiiator: ita porro nerbis aptus et

pressKS ut necias utrum res orntione, an verba senten-

tils illuslrentur.i This close, and in a manner abrupt,
style, is wonderfully pro[>er for giving strength and

energy to discourse, but is generally attended with ob-

scurity. And this is what has happened to Thucydi-
des, especially in his harangues, which in many places
are almost unintelligible. Jpsce illce conscioncs ita

Wiultas habent obscvrns nbdilasque sententias, cue
Ut intelligantiir.

2 so that the reading of this author

requires an uninterrupted attention, and becomes a

serious studv. For the rest, it is not surprising that

Thucydides, as he alludes in his harangues to many
circumstances well known in his time, and forgot
afterwards, should have obscurities in the sense of
readers so many ages removed from those events.

But that is not the principal cause of them.
What has been said, shows what we are to think

of our two historians, in respect to the passions,
which, as every body knows, prevail in and consti-

tute the principal merit of. Eloquence. Herodotus
succeeds in those which require sweetness and insin-

uation, and Thucydides in the strong and vehement

passions. Both have harangues, but they are less

frequent and shorter in the first. Dionysius of Hali-

carnassus finds a defect in those of Thucydides, which
is, that they are always in one and the same form
and tone, and that the characters of the speakers are

ill sustained in them; whereas Herodotus is much
happier in those respects. Some persons blame

harangues in history in general, and especially the

direct. I have answered this objection elsewhere.
I shall conclude this article, which has become

longer than I intended, with the elegant and judi-
cious character QuinctilianS has drawn of our two
authors, in which he includes part of what has hither-

to been said. Historian multi scripsere, sed nemo
dubitat duos longe celeris prceferendos, quorum di-

versavirtus landem pene est parem comecitta. Den-
tut, et brevis, et semper instans sibi Thncydides:

, .

produced many famous historians; but all agree in

giving the preference greatly to two of them, who
by different qualities have acquired almost equal
glory. Thucydides is close, concise, and always has-

tening
1 on* to the point in view; Herodotus is sweet.

perspicuous, and more diffused. The one is best for

the vehement passions, the other for the soft and

agreeable. The one succeeds in harangues, the other
in common discourse. Force strikes us in the one,
and pleasure charms us in the other." What, in my
opinion, highly exalts the merit of Herodotus and

hucydides, is that both of them, with few models

ey could follow, carried history to its perfection
y a different method. The general esteem of the

th

by a erent metod. The g
ancients for these two authors, is a circumstance

highly in their, favour. So many great men could

hardly be mistaken in their judgment of them.

SECTION III. XENOPHON.
I HAVE elsewhere treated with sufficient extent all

that relates to the life and works of Xenophon; I

hall only say a few words regarding them here, to

recall the reader's remembrance of them, and their

dates.

Xenophon, the son of Gryllus, was born at Athens
in the third year of the 82d Olympiad, A. M. 3554,
Ant. J. C. 450. He was something more than twentv

years younger than Thucydides; and was a great
philosopher, historian, and general. He engaged
himself in the troops of young Cyrus, who marched

against his brother Artaxerxes Mnemon king of Per-

sia. in order to dethrone him, A. M. 3603, Ant. J. C.
401. This occasioned his banishment, the Athenians

i Lib. ii. de Oral. n. 50. Orat. n. 30.

Quinctil. I. x. c. 1.

Indians s'ln is hard to render : it means always pressing
fcrwanl. hastening on to the end, tending perpetually to it,

without either losing sifbt of ;

t, leviat ing, or amusing him-
self in the least.

being at that time in amity with Artaxerxes. The
retreat of the Ten Thousand under the conduct of

Xtnophon is known to every body, and has immor-
talized his fame. After his return, he was employed
in the troops of Sparta, at first in Thrace, and alter

wards in Asia, till AsresilHiis was recalled, whom he

accompanied as far as Bojotia. He then retired to

Scyllonta, where the Lacedaemonians had given him
lands, situate at no great distance from the city of
Ellis. He was not idle in his retirement. He took

advantage of the leisure it afforded him to compose
his hi-tories. He began with the Cyropadia, which
is the history of Cyrus the Great, in eight books. It

was followed with that of Cyrus the younger, which
includes the famous expedition of the Ten Thousand
in seven books. He then wrote the Grecian history
in seven books also, which begins where Thucvdides
left off. It contains the space of almost forty-eight

years, from the return of Alcibiades into Attica, to

the battle of Mantiniea. He also composed several

particular tracts upon historical subjects.
His style, under an air of simplicity and natural

sweetness, conceals inimitable graces, which persons
of little delicacy of taste may not fully perceive and
admire, but which did not escape Cicero, and which
made him say,

" That the muses seemed to speak by
the mouth of Xenophon:" Xenophontis voce musat

quasi lorutas ferunt.t Quinctilian, in the praise he
has left us of this author, has done little more than

paraphrase that thought. Quid ego commemorem
Xenophontis jucnnditatem illam inaffectatam , sed

tjuam /tul la possit affectatio consequi? ut ipscejinxis-
se sermonem Graltce videantur: et, pvod de Fericle
veteris Comcedite testimonium est, in hunc transferri

justissiml possit, in labris ejus sedisse quondam per-
suadendi deam.t " What praises does not the charm-

ing sweetness of Xenophon deserve? so simple, so

remote from all affectation, but which no affectation

can ever attain. The Graces themselves seem to

have composed his discourse; and what the ancient

comedy said of Pericles may most justly be applied
to him, that the goddess of persuasion dwelt upon
his lips."

SECTION IV. CTESIAS.
CTESIAS of Cnidos was Xenophon 's cotemporary.

He was taken prisoner after the battle of young
Cyrus with his brother Artaxerxes. Having cured
the king of the wound he received in it, he practised
physic in the court of Persia with great success, and
continued near the person of that prince seventeen

years.
He wrote the history of the Assyrians and Persians,

in twenty-three books. T One of the fragments pre-
served by Photius, (for we have nothing of Ctesias

but fragments) informs us, that his six first books
treated of the history of Assyria, and of all that had

happened there before the foundation of the Persian

empire: and that from the seventh to the thirteenth

inclusively, he related at large the reigns of Cyrus,
Cambyses, Magus, Darius, and Xerxes. He con-
tinued the history of the Persians down to the third

year of the 95th 'Olympiad, at which time Dionysius
the elder, tyrant of Syracuse, was making great pre-
parations of war against the Carthaginians. 8

He contradicts Herodotus almost in every thing,
and is particularly industrious to render him discred-

itable.* But his attempt has fallen upon himself,
and he is regarded by all the learned as a writer full

of lies and unworthy of belief, as Aristotle call* him
OWK i;.::r.a-Te{. He also differed very often ^itb

Xenophon in his accounts. It is surprising that

Diodorus Siculus, Trogus Pompeius, and some others,
have chosen to follow Clesias rather than Herodotus,
and even than Xenophon. They were no doubt de-

ceived by the assurance, with which he affirms, that

he advanced nothing in his writings, of which he wa*
not either an eye-witness himself, had been informed

by the Persians concerned, or had extracted out of
their archives.

Orat. n. 6ii. Lib. x. e. 1.

Diud. I. xiv. p. 273.
Photius.

* Pheiios
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SECTION V. POLYBIUS.

I HAVE already spoken of this celebrated historian

in several parts of my history, and shall only add in

this place what seems most necessary for giving the

reader some idea of his character, actions, and works.

His life, of sufficient extent and very well wrote,

may be found annexed to the Chevalier Folard's

translation of Polybius, of which 1 shall make great
use, but not without abridging it considerably.

Polybius was of Megalopolis, a city of Pelopon-
nesus in Arcadia. He came into the world about
the 548th year from the foundation of Rome, A. M.
3800, Ant. J. C. 204. His father's name was Lycor-
tas, famous for his constancy in supporting the in-

terests of the Achaean league, whilst under his go-
vernment. He was educated, like all the children

of his nation, in the highest veneration for the Divin-

ity: a pious opinion in which the Arcadians placed
their principal glory, and in which he persevered with

go much constancy during his whole life, that few

profane authors have thought more religiously, or

spoke with more dignity, of the Godhead than he.

Lycortas his father, a profound statesman, was his

master in
politics;

as Philopcemen, one of the greatest
and most intrepid captains of the ancient world, was
in war. He reduced to practice the excellent lessons

they had taught him in the different negotiations and

affairs, wherein he was employed either jointly with
his father or alone, especially during the war of the

Romans with Perseus the last king of Macedonia, as

I have observed in its place.
The Romans, after the defeat of that prince, in

order to humble and punish such of the Achaeans, as

had been most warm in supporting the Achaean

league, and had seemed most averse to their views
and interests, carried away a thousand of them to

Rome, A. M. 3837, Ant. J. C. 167: of which number
was Polybius.

During his stay there, whether from his reputation

having gone before him, or his birth and merit having
made the greatest persons of Rome desire his ac-

quaintance, I know not, but he soon acquired the

friendship of Q. Fabius, and of Scipio the younger,
both sons of Paulus jEmilius, the one adopted by Q.
Fabius, and the other by P. Cornelius Scipio, the

on of the first Scipio Africanus. He either lent

them his own, or borrowed books for them of others,
and conversed with them upon the subjects of which

they treated. Charmed equally with his great quali-
ties, they prevailed with tne praetor, that he should

not leave Rome with the rest of the Achasans. What

Cassed

at that time between young Scipio, who was
ut eighteen, and Polybius, and which made way for

the great intimacy they afterwards contracted, is, in

my opinion, a most affecting piece of history, and

may be of great instruction to young nobility. 1 have
related this circumstance at the end of the history
of the Carthaginians.

It is evident that Polybius composed the greatest

part of his history, or at least collected his materials

Tor it, at Rome. For where could he be better in-

formed of the events which had passed, either during
the whole course of the second Punic war, than in

the house of the Scipios; or during the campaigns
against Perseus, than in that of Paulus /Kmilin>?

The same may be said in respect to all the foreign
affairs, which occurred either whilst he was at Rome,
or accompanied Scipio. As he was upon the spot
either to ee with his own eyes, or to receive news
from the best informed, he could not fail of being
exactly informed of every thing most memorable that

happened.
The Achaeans, after many fruitless applications to

the senate, at length obtained the return of their

exiles, A. M. 3854, Ant. J. C. 150: their number was
then reduced to three hundred. Polybius did not

ue this permission to go home to Megalopolis, or if
he did, it was not long before he rejoined Scipio,
a; he was with him three years after at the siege
of Carthage. After this expedition, he made some

voyages upon account of the history he had always
<n view. But how great was his grief, when in re-

turning into Peloponnesus he saw Corinth nurneo
and demolished, his country reduced into a province
of the Roman empire, and obliged to submit to the

laws of a foreign magistrate to be sent thither every
year from Rome. If any thing could console him in
so mournful a conjuncture, it was the opportunity
his credit with the Romans gave him of obtaining
some mitigations of the misfortunes of his country,
and the occasion he had of defending the memory
of Philopoemen, his master in the art of war, whose
statues some were for pulling down. I have related
this fact.

After having rendered his country many services,
he returned to Scipio at Rome, whence lie followed
him to Numantia, at the siege of which he was pre-
sent, A. M. 3877, Ant. J. C. 127. When Scipio
died he retired into Greece; (for what security could
there be for Polybius at Rome, after Scipio had been

put
to death by the faction of the Gracchi?) and

having enjoyed during six years in the bosom of hia

country, the esteem, gratitude, and ;ill< nioii of his

dear citizens, he died at the age of fourscore and two,
of a wound he received by a fall from his horse.i A.
M. 3883, Ant. J. C. 121.

His principal works are, the life of Philopoemen; a
treatise upon the Tactics, or the art of drawing up
armies in battle; the history of the JN'unimitiiin war,
of which Cicero speaks in his letter to Lucceius; and
his universal

history.
Of all these works only the

last remains, and that very imperfectly. Polybius
himself calls it Univeral History, not in respect of

times, but of places, because it contained not only
the wars of the Romans, but all that passed in the
known world during the space of fifty-three years
from the beginning of the second Punic war to the
reduction of the kingdom of Macedonia into a pro-
vince of the Roman empire.
No history presents us, in so short a space of time,

with so great a diversity of events, all of them deci-

sive, and of the last importance. The second I'unic

war between the two most powerful and warlike

people of the earth, which at first brought Rome to
the very brink of destruction, and then, by a very
surprising reverse of fortune, reduced the power of

Carthage, and prepared the way for its final ruin;
the war with Philip, whom the ancient glory of the
Macedonian kings, and the name of Alexander the

Great, still dreadful in some sense, rendered formi-

dable; the war with Antiochus, the most opulent
king of Asia, who drew after him great armies both

by sea and land; and that with the ./Etolians his allies,
a warlike people, who pretended to give place to no
nation in valour and bravery; and finally, the last

Macedonian war with Perseus, which gave the fatal

blow to that empire, once so terrible, and to which
the whole earth was too narrow: all these events,
within the space of little more than

fifty years, gave
the wondering world a sense of the Roman greatness,
and showed i.t that Rome was destined to command
all the nations of the universe. Could Polybius de-
sire a greater, more magnificent, or more affecting

subject of history? All the facts which happened in

this space of time, composed thirty-eight books, in

the front of
t
which he had placed two, by way cf

introduction to the others, and of continuation to the

history of Timaeus. Hi* own consisted therefore of

forty books, of which we have only the five first as

Polybius left them, and fragments, sometimes consi-

derable enough, of the twelve that follow, with the

embassies, and examples of virtue and vice, which
the emperor Constanline Porphyrogenitus, in the

twelfth century, caused to be extracted from Poly-
bius' history, and to be inserted in his Political Pan-

declj; a great collection, in which all that had been
written by the ancient historians upon certain jnat-

ters, were disposed under their several heads, and in

which one might get instruction with regard to anv

particular circumstance in which one might be placed
without the trouble of reading all these historians.

And this is the use and great Advantage of history

which, properly speaking, is the science of kings

Luciun in Mticroh. p. 642
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generals ministers of state, and of all who are em-

ployed in, or have any relation to, government. For
men are always the same; they act in all ages upon
the suite pnnicjjlt s, and the same springs almost
B!H;I\- set slates in motion, and occasion the various

rovoMtioM that happen in them. That prince was
therefore very wist to conceive the design of etab-

lishiiig in In? empire a kind of perpetual council,

computed of the most prudent, the most experienc-
ed, and in >-l profound persons of every kind, that the

em-it lit world had
produced. This design, so lauda-

ble in itself, proved however the great misfortune of
all succeeding ages. As soon as it became the habit

to consult only these abridgments, (to which our
natural indolence and sloth soon lead us) the origi-
nals were considered as useless, and no larlher pains
were taken to copy theiii. The loss of many impor-
tant woi ks are ascribed to this cause; though other
circumstances no doubt contributed also to it. The
abridgments themselves, of which I am speaking, are

a proof of this. Of
fifty heads, whicli they contained

at first, only two are come down to us. ft" they had

been preserved entire, they might in some manner
have consoled us for the loss ol the originals, But
all has undergone the common fate of human things,
and leaves us only matter of regret.
What a misfortune it is that such an history as Po-

lybius' is lot! Who ever was so attentive and exact
in assuring himself of the truth of facts as he? That
he might not err in the description of places, a cir-

cumstance highly important in relating military af-

fairs, as an attack, a siege, a battle, or a inarch, he
went to them himself, and made a great number of

voyages with that sole view.l Truth was his only
view. It is from him we have this celebrated maxim,
"That truth is to history, what eyes are to animals:"

that as the latter are of no use without sight, so his-

torv without truth is only amusing and unprofitable
narration. But the facts may here be said to be the

lea-t we have to regret. What an irreparable loss

are the excellent maxims of policy, and the solid re-

flection* of a man, who, with a natural passion for

public good, had made it his whole study ; who dur-

ing so many years had been present in the greatest
aliairs; who had governed himself, and whose go-
vernment had given such general satisfaction! In

these the principal merit of Polybius consists, which
is what a reader of taste ought principally In look for

in him. For we must allow, that the reflections (I

mean those of so wise a man as Polybius) are the

soul of history.
His digressions are condemned. They are long

and frequent, I confess; but they abound with such
curious facts, and useful instructions, that we ought
not only to pardon him that fault, if it be one, but
think ourselves obliged to him for it. Besides, we
should remember, that Polybius undertook the uni-

versal history of his own times, as he entitles his

work; which ought to suffice in vindication of his

digressions.

Dionysiut of Halicarnasu, a critic of great repu-
tation in the ancient world, has passed an opinion
upon our historian, which gives us great reason to

question hi* judgment in matters of criticism. With-
out any circumlocution he flatly tells us, that no pa-
tience i of sufficient proof to endure the reading of

Polybius ; and his reason for it is, because that au-

thor knows nothing of the disposition of words: that

is to say, his history hud not such round, flowing,
numerous period*, as he uses himself, which is an

essential fault in history. A military, simple, negli-

gent style, is to be pard'oned in *uch a writer as ours,
who is more attentive to li' 'u, than to turn of

pii.jse and diction.' I shall in. ike" no scruple there-

fore to prefer the judgment of Brutus to that of this

rhetorician, who, lur from finding it tedious to read

Polybiu?, was continually perusing him, and made
extracts from him at his leisure hours. We find him

employed in this manner the evening before the bat-

tle of Phars-Hlia.

VOL. 1 1.-62

> Polyb. I. iii. p. 13.

Plu't. in Brut. p. 985.

SECTION VI. DIOKJRUS SICULUS.
DlODORUS was of Agyrium, a city of Sicily, whence

he was called Diodorut Siculut,\o distinguish him
from several other authors of the same name. Ha
lived in the time of Julius and Augustus Cae?ar.

The title of his work is, The Historical Library.
It contains the history of almost all the nations of

the world, whom he in a manner passes in review

before his reader: Egyptian*. Assyrians, Medes, Per-

sians, Greeks, Romans, Carthaginians, and several

more. It consisted of forty books, of which he gives
us the plan and series in his preface. The six first,

says he, contain what passed before the Trojan war,
that is to say, all the fabulous time; in the first three

are the antiquities of the barbarians, in the other

three those of the Greeks. The eleven that follow

contain the history of all nations from the Trojan
war to the death of Alexander the Great, inclusively.
In the other twenty-three this general history is con-

tinued down to the beginning of the war with the

Gauls, in which Julius Ca?sar, after having subjected
ninny very warlike natiuns of Gaul, extended the

limits of the Roman empire to the British Isles.

Of these forty books, only fifteen remain with some

fragments, most of them preserved by Photius, and
the extracts of Constantine Porphyrogenitus. The
five first follow each other in their order. In the first,

Diodorus treats of the origin of the world, and of
what relates to Egypt. In the second, of the first

kings of Asia, from iSiiius to Sardanapalus; of the

Medes, Indians, Scythians, and Arabians. In the

third, of the Ethiopians and Libyans. In the fourth,.

of the fabulous history of the Greeks. In the fifth,

of the fabulous history of Sicily, and the other islands.

The sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth books are

lost. The following seven, from the eleventh to the

seventeenth, inclusively, contain the history of ninety

years, from the expedition of Xerxes into Greece to

the death of Alexander the Great. The three fol-

lowing, the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth,
treat of the disputes and wars of Alexander's succes-

sors down to the disposition of the two armies for

the battle of Ipsus. And there ends what remains

of the history of Diodorus Siculus, in a very impor-
tant part of it, and at the moment a battle is ioing
to be fought, which decides the fate of Alexander's

successors. In these last ten books, which properly
include the continued history of the Persians, Greeks
and Macedonians, Diodorus introduces also the his-

tory of other nations, and in particular that of the

Romans, according as its events concur with his prin-

cipal subject.
Diodorus tells us himself in his preface, that he

employed thirty years in composing his history, in

which his long residence at Rome was of great use

to him. Besides this he travelled over, not without

frequent dangers, many provinces of Europe and

Asia, to inform himself fully of the situation of the

cities and other places of which he was to treat;

which is no indifferent circumstance in respect to the

perfection of history.
His style is neither elegant nor florid, but simple,

clear, and intelligible: that simplicity has however

nothing low and creeping in it. Though he does not

approve of interrupting the thread of history with

frequent and long harangues, he does not entirely

reject the use of them, and believes they may be em-

ployed with great propriety, when the importance of
the subject requires it.* After the defeat of .Nicias,

the Syracusans deliberated in their assembly upon
the treatment it was proper to give the Athenian

prisoners.* Diodorus repeats the harangues of two
orators, which are long and very fine, especially the

fir-t. Xeitfier his Chronology, nor the names either of

the Archons of Athens, or of the consuls and military
tribunes of Rome, into which many errors have crept,
are to be relied on. Very solid and judicious reflec-

tions occur from time to time in this history. lie

take- particular care not to ascribe the success of war*,

and other interprises. to chance or blind fortune, with

* Diod. 1. xx. p. 749. * Ibid. I. xiii. p. 149161
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many other historians, but to a Wisdom and Provi-

dence which presides over a 1 events. Every thins;

well weighed and considered, we ought to set a great
value upon the works ol" Diodorus come down to us,

and very much to regret the loss of the rest, which
would have thrown great light upon every part ol

ancient history.

DIONYSIUS OF HALICARNASSUS.
THE historian of whom we now speak, apprises us

himself, in the preface of his work, that there is little

known of his person and history. He was a native

of Halicarnasstis, a city of Caria in Asia Minor, the

countrv of the great Herodotus. His father's name
wat Alexander, of whom nothing mare is known.
He arrived in Italy about the middle of the 187th

Olympiad, at the time Augustus Caesar terminated

the civil war with Antony. He remained twenty-
two years at Rome, which he employed in attaining
the Latin tongue with great exactness, in studying
the literature and writings of the Romans, and espe-

cially in carefully collecting materials for the work
he had in view: for that seems to have been the mo-
tive of his voyage. In order to succeed the better

in it, he contracted a great intimacy with all the

most learned persons ot Rome, with whom he fre-

quently conversed. To their informations by word
of mouth, which were of great use to him, he added
a close application to the study of the Roman his-

torians in greatest esteem, as Cato, Fabius Pictor,

Valerius Anlias, and Licinius Macer, who are often

quoted by Livy. When he believed himself suffi-

ciently informed in all that was necessary to the

execution of his design, he applied himself to it.

The title of his work is The Roman Antimtities,
which he called it, because, in writing the Roman
history, he traces it back to its most ancient origin.
He continued his history down to the first Punic

war, at which period he stopped, perhaps because his

plan was to clear up that part of the Roman history
which was least known. For, from the first Punic

war, that history had been wrote by cotemporary
authors in every body's hands.

Of the twenty books, which compose his Roman
Antiquities, we have now only the first eleven, that

come down no farther than the 312th year from the

foundation of Rome. The nine last, which contained

all that happened to the 488th according to Cato,
and the 490th according to Varro, have perished

through the injuries of time. Almost as often as we
speak of any ancient author, are r?e obliged to de

pl-jre the loss of part of his works, especially when

they are excellent, as were those of the writer in

question.We have also some fragments of his upon the sub-

ject of embassies, which are only detached and very

imperfect pieces. The two heads of Constantiiie Por-

phyrogenitus which remain, have also preserved seve-

ral fragments of this author. Photius, in his Biblio-

thtcn, speak* of the twenty bonks of antiquities, as

of a perfect work which he had read. He cite*, be-

sides, an abridgment, which Dionysius Halicarnas-

sensis made of his history in five book. He praises
it for its purity, elegance, and exactness ; and makes no

scruple to say, that this historian in his epitome has

excelled himself.

We have two translations sufficiently recent of the

history of Dionysius Halicarnassenis, which have each
their merit, but of a different kind. It does not be-

long to me to compare them, or to give one the pre-
ference to the other. I leave that *to the public,
which has a right to pa<s judgment upon the works
laid before it. I only propose to make great use of
them in composing the Roman history.

Father Jay, the Jesuit, in the preface to his transla-

tion of Dionysius of Halicarnassus, gives us an idea

and character of this author, to which it is hard to

add any thing. 1 shall almo-t do no more than copy
him, except it be in abridging him in some places.

All the writers, ancient and modern, who have

poke, with any judgment, of his history, discover in

him facility of genius profound erudition, exact dis-

cernment, and judicious criticism. He was versed

in all the liberal arts and sciences, a gjod philoso-

pher, a wise politician, and an excellent rhetorician-

He has drawn himself in his work without designing
it. We see him there a friend of truth, remote from
all prejudice, temperate, zealous for rt lisjion, and a
declared enemy of the impietv which denies Provi-

dence. He does not content himself with relating
the wars abroad; but describes with ihe same care
the transactions of peace, that conduce to good ordei
at home, and to the support of union and tranquillity

among the citizens. He does not tire the roadei
with tedious narrations. If he deviates into digres-
sions, it is always to instruct him in something new
and agreeable. He mingles his accounts with moral
and political reflections, which are the soul of his-

tory, and the principal advantage to be attained from
the study of it. He treats his matter with far more
abundance and extent than Livy; and what the latter

includes in his three first books, the Greek authors
make the subject of eleven. It is certain that, without
what remains of Dionysius Halicarnasstnsi:<, \ve should
be ignorant of many things, of which Livy and the
other Latin historians have either neglected to in-

form us, or speak of very superficially. He is the

only writer that has given us a perfect knowledge
of the Romans, and has left posterity a circumstan-
tial account of their ceremonies, worship, sacrifices,

manners, customs, discipline, triumphs, Comilia or as-

semblies, Census or the numbering, as-sessing, and dis-

tribution of the. people into tribes and <-|;I>MS. We
are indebted to him for the laws of Romulus, Numa,
and Servius Tullius, and for many things of the like

nature. As he wrote his history only to inform the

Greeks, his countrymen, in the actions and in Miners

of the Romans, which were unknown to them, he

thought himself obliged to be more attentive and

particular upon those Heads than the Latin historians,
who were not similarly situated.

As to the style which the Greek and Latin histo-

rians have used in their work, F. Jay contents him-
self with the judgment Henry Stephens passes upon
it: "That the Roman history could not be bettei

written than Dionysius of Halicarnassus has done it

in Greek, and Livy in Latin." For my part I am fat

from subscribing to this opinion, which gives Diony-
sius of Halicarnassus a kind of equality with Livy
and seems to make them equal in point of style. ]

find an infinite difference between them in this res-

pect. In the Latin author, the descriptions, images
and harangues, are full of beauty, force, vivacity

sublimity, majesty: in the Greek, every thing is weak,

prolix, and languid, in comparison with the other
I could wish, that the limits of my work would admit
me to insert here one of the finest facts in the his

tory of ancient Rome: that is the combat of the Ho-
ratii and Curiatii, and to compare the two passage*

together. In Livy the reader believes himself ac-

tually present while they engage. At the first si^h 1

of th'eir naked swords, the noise and clash of their

arms, and the blood streaming from their wounds, h

finds himself struck with horror. He shares with

the Romans and Albans their different emotions of

fear, hope, grief, jov, which on both sides alternately
succeeded each other. He is continually in suspense,
and anxiously waits the success, which is to decide
the fate of the two people. The narration of Diony-
sius, which is much longer, gives the reader scarce

any of these emotions. He runs it over in cold blood,
without quitting his natural tranquillity and indiffer-

ence, and is not in a manner Iran-ported out of him-
self by the violent agitations he feels from Livy on
every change that happens in the fortune of the com*
batants. Dionysius of Halicarnassus may have seve-

ral advantages over Livy in other respects, bu. ;n

my opinion, is by no means to be compared to him
in respect of style.

PHILO. APION.
Punx) was a Jew of Alexanr'.it, jf ihr jocerdital

race, and descended from the nr t> i
) '.u>'.iious families

of the whole city. He had .' Sti i *.nr sacred writ-

ings, which are the science of *' ,r Jews, with great
rare. He acquired much rc^r 'iovi also bv human
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earning and philosophy, especially that of Plato. He
was deputed by the Jews of Alexandria to the em-

peror Caligula, to vindicate the right they pretended
to have to the freedom of that city.

Besides many other works, according to Eusebius, 1

he wrote the sufferings of the Jews under Caligula,
in five books. Only the two first have been pre-
terved, of which the one has for its title Embassy to

Cains. The three others are lost.2 It is said that

Philo in the reign of Claudius having read in the full

enate his writings against the impiety of Caligula,

they were so well approved, that they were ordered
to be placed in the public library.

APION, or APPION, was an Egyptian, born at Oasis,
in the ir.ost remote part of Egypt. But having ob-

tained the freedom of Alexandria, he called himself
native of that place. He was a grammarian by pro-

fession, as those who excelled in human learning and
the knowledge of antiquity were termed in those

times. He was placed at the head of the deputies
sent by the people of Alexandria to Caligula against
the Jews of that city. He had been the pupil of

Didymus, a celebrated grammarian of Alexandria.3

He was a man of great learning, and perfectly versed
in the Grecian history, but very full of himself, and

passionately enamoured of his own merit.

His history of Egypt is cited by authors, and con-
tained almost whatever was most memorable in that

famous country. He spoke very ill of the Jews in it,

and still worse in another work, in which he had in-

dustriously collected all kinds of calumny against
them.
The story of a slave called Androcles, who was pro-

vided with food during three years by a lion he had
cured of a wound, and afterwards recognized by the
same lion in sight of the whole city of Rome, when he
was exposed to fight with wild beasts, must have hap-
pened about the time we speak of, because Apion, from
whom Aulus Gellius quotes it, declared that he was an

eye witness of it.* The slave, in consequence, was
rewarded with his life and liberty, besides the lion.

This fact is described at large in Aulus Gellius, and
is worth reading.

JOSEPHUS.
JOSEPHUS WHS of Jerusalem, and of the sacerdotal

race.' He was born in the first year of Caligula, A.
D. 37. He was so well instructed, that at the age of

fourteen the Pontiffs themselves consulted him con-

cerning the law. After having carefully examined the

three sects into which the Jews were then divided, he
chose that of the Pharisees.

_
At the age of nineteen

he began to have a share in the public affairs. He
sustained with incredible valour the siege of Jotaphat
for almost seven weeks. That city was taken in the

thirteenth year of JVero, and cot the Romans very
dea. . Vespasian was wounded in it. Forty thousand
Jews were killed there; and Josephus, who had hid

himself in a cave, was at last reduced to surrender
himself to Vespasian.

I shall not relate all that passed from that time to

the siege and taking of Jerusalem: he does it himself
at large, to whom I refer the reader. I shall only ob-

serve, that during the whole war, and even whilst lie

continued captive, Vespasian and Titus always kept
him near their persons: so that nothing happened of
which he was not perfectly informed. For he saw
with his own eyes all that was done on the side of the

Romans, and set it down exactly; and was told by de-

terters, who all applied to him, what passed in the

citv, which no doubt he did not fail to note also.

It is more than probable that he learned the Greek

tongue, after the taking of Jotaphat, and when he saw
himself obliged to live with the Romans. He owns
that he could never pronounce it well, because he did

not leHrn it while voting; the Jews setting little value

upon the knowledge of languages.* Photius judges
his style pnre.T

Alter the war, Titus went to Rome and took him

Kust-b. I. ii. c. 5.
* Buid. Aul. Gt-ll. I. v. c. 14.

Jcisc|ih in vita sua.
Ph>uc.47.

Ibiil. c. I*.

Aul. Cell. ibid.

Aiili<|. I. xx. c. !

along with him, A. D. 71. Vespasian caused him to

be lodged in the house he lived in before he was em-

peror, made him a citizen of Rome, gave him a pen>
sion with lands in Judea, and expressed much aff'ectioB

for him as long as he lived. It was undoubtedly Ves-

pasian who guve him the name of Flavius, which was
that of his family, when he made him a Roman citizen.

In the leisure Josephus enjoyed at Rome, he em-

ployed himself in writing the history of the war with
the Jews from the materials he had prepared beibre.

He composed it first in his own language, which was
almost the same as the Syriac. He afterwards trans-

lated it into Greek for the nations of the empire, t:a*

cing it back to the time of Antiochus Epiphanes and
the Maccabees. Josephus makes profession of rela-

ting with entire veracity all that passed on both sides,

reserving of his affection for his country, only the right
of deploring its misfortunes sometimes., and of detest-

ing the crimes of the seditious, who had occasioned
its final destruction.

As soon as he had finished his history in the Greek,
he presented it to Vespasian and Titus, who were ex-

tremely pleased with it. The latter afterwards was
not content with ordering it to be published, and pla-

cing it in a library open to every body ; but signed the

copy deposited tliere with his own hand, to show that

he desired it might be from him alone that all the
world should be informed of what passed during the

siege, and at the taking of Jerusalem
Besides the veracity and importance of this history,

wherein we find the entire and literal accomplishment
of the predictions of Jesus Christ against Jerusalem,
and the terrible vengeance taken by God of that un-
fortunate nation for the death

they
had made his Son

suffer, the work in itself is highly esteemed for ill

beauty. Photius's judgments ot this history is, that it

is agreeable, and full of elevation and majesty, with-

out swelling into excess or bombast; that it is livelj
and animated, abounding with that kind of eloquence,
which either excites or soothes the passions of the

scul at pleasure; that it has a multitude of excellent

maxims of morality; that the speeches in it are fine

and persuasive; and that, when it is necessary to sup-
port the opinions of the opposite parties, it is surpri-

singly fruitful of ingenious and plausible reasonings on
both sides. St. Jerome 8 gives Josephus still higher
praises in a single word, which perfectly expresses his

character by calling him the Livy of the Greeks.
After Josephus had written the history of the de-

struction of the Jews, he undertook the general history

of that nation, beginning at the creation of the worm,
in order to make known to the whole earth the won-
derful works of God that occur in it. This he execu-
ted in twenty books, to which he gives the title of

Antiquities, though he continues them down to the

twelfth year of Kero, when the Jews revolted. It ap-

pears that he inscribed this work to Epaphroditus, a

curious and learned man, who is believed to be the

celebrated freedman of Nero, that Domitian put to

death in the year 95. Josephus finished this work in

the 56th year of his age, which was the 13th of Domi-
tian's reign, A. D. 93. He declares K> in it that he nei-

ther adds to, nor diminishes any thing of what is con-

tained in the Holy Scriptures, from which he has ex-

tracted what he relates, till after the return of the Jews
from the Babylonish captivity. But he has not kept
his word so

religiously
us might be desired. He .&-

serts some facts which are not in the Scripture, re-

tienches many others, and disguises some in a manner
that renders them merely human, and makes them lose

that divine air, that majesty, which the simplicity of

the Scripture gives them. Besides which, alter hav-

ing related the greatest of God's miracles, he is inex-

cusable for often weakening their authority by leaving

every body at liberty to believe of them as thejr

please.

Josephus was willing to annex the history of his own
life to his Antiquities, whilst there were many persons
still in being, who could have contradicted him, if ha
had departed from the truth. According!* it appears
that lie wrote it presently after them; and it is taken

Phot. c. 47. Hieron. Ep. 22. > In prefix
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s part of tl e 20th book of his Antiquities. He em-

ploys almost nit of it in relating what he did when

governor of Galilee before the arrival of Vespasiap.
As many persons declared they doubted what he

said of the Jews in his Antiquities, and objected, that.

if that nation were so ancient as he made it, other
historians would have spoken of it; he undertook a

work not only to prove, that many historians had spo-
ken of the Jews, but to refute all the calumnies vented

against them by different authors, and particularly Api-
on, of whom we have spoken; which occasions the

whole work being usually called Jig(tinst Apion.
No writings were ever more generally esteemed

than those of Josephus. The translation of them ap-

peared in our language at a time, when for want of

better books, romances were the general study of the

world. It contributed very much to abate that bad
taste. And, indeed, we may easily conceive, that only

persons of a wrong, light, superficial turn of mind
could attach themselves to works, that are no more
than the idle imaginations of writers without weight
or authority, in preference to histories so fine and solid

as those of Josephus. Truth alone is the the natural

nourishment of the mind, which must be distempered
to prefer, or even compare, fiction and fable to it.

SECTION VII. PLUTARCH.
PLUTARCH was born at Chaeronea, a town of Boeo-

tia, five or six years before the death of the emperor
Claudius, A. D. 48, as near as can be conjectured.
Boeotia was censured by the ancients as a country, that

produced no men of wit or merit Plutarch, not to

instance Pindar and Epaminondas, is a good refuta-

tion of this unjust prejudice, and an evident proof, as

he says himself, that there is no soil in which genius
and virtue cannot grow up. He was descended from
one of the best and most considerable families of Choe-

ronea. The name of his father is not known: he

speaks of him as a man of great merit and erudition.

His uncle was called Lamprias, of whom he says, that

he was very eloquent, had a fruitful imagination, and
excelled himself when at table with his friends. For
at that time his genius conceived new fire, and his ima-

gination, which was always happy, became more lively
and abundant: Plutarch has

preserved
this witty gay-

ing of Lampria* upon himself: "That wine had the

same effect upon his wit, as fire upon incense; it

made the finest and most exquisite parts of it evapo-
rate."

Plutarch tells us, that he studied philosophy and
mathematics at Delphi, under the philosopher Animo-
nius, during Nero's voyage into Greece, at which time
he might be about seventeen or eighteen years old.

The talents of Plutarch seem to have displayed them-
selves very early in his country. For while he was

very young, he was deputed wilh another citizen upon
an important affair to the proconsul. 1 His colleague
having stopped on the way, be went forward alone,
and executed their

joint commission. At his return,
when he was preparing to give an account of it to the

public, his father taking him aside spoke to him to this

effect: " In the report you are going to make, son, take

care not to sav,
'

I went, I spoke, I did thus;' but al-

wavs sav,
' We went, we spoke, we did thus," giving

your colleague a part in all your actions, that half the

success may be ascribed to him, whom his country
honoured with an equal share in the commission: by
this means you may avoid the envy, which seldom
fails to attend the glory of having succeeded." This
is a wise lesson, but seldom practised by such as have
colleagues, either in the command of armies, public
administrations, or in any commitsions whatsoever; in

which it often happens, through a mistaken self-love,

and a despicable and odious meanness of spirit, that

men are for arrogating to themselves the honour of a

success, to which they have on,y a right in common
with their colleagues. They do not reflect, that glory
generally follows those who liy it, and pays them back
wi;h great interest the praises they are willing to di-

vide with others.

He made many voyages into Italy, on what occasion

Plut. in Moral, p 816.

is not known. We can only comectnre with vei v gooC
foundation, that the view of carrying; on and making
his lives of illustrious men as complete as possible,

obliged hi:;i to reside r^ore at Rome, than he would
otherwise have done. What he says in the life of De-
mosthenes,' strengthens this conjecture. According
to him, "a man who undertakes to collect (acts, ana
to write an history consisting of events, which ure nei-

ther in his own hands, nor have happened in his own
country, but which are foreign, various, and dispersed
here and there in many different writings; it is abso-

lutely necessary for such a man to reside in a great
and populous city, where good taste in general pre-
vails. Such a residence puts it into his power to have
a multiplicity of books at his disposal, and to inform

himself, by conversation, of all the particulars which
have escaped writers, and which, Irom being preserved
in the memories ol men, have only acquired the threat

er authority from that kind of tradition. It enable!

the writer to compose a work, more perfect, and less

defective in its particular parts."
It is impossible to tell exactly when he took these

voyages. We can only say for certain, that he did

not go to Rome for the first time till the end of Ves-

pasian's reign, and that he went there no more after

that of Domitian. For it appears, that he was finally
settled in his own country, a little before the latter'*

death, and that he retired thither at the age of forty
four or forty-five. His motive for fixing his retire-

ment there is worth observing.
"

I was born," says
he, "in a very small city; and to prevent it from be-

ing smaller, 1 choose to remain in it." And indeed,
what glory has he not brought it? Cato of Utica, hav-

ing with difficulty prevailed upon the philosopher
Athenodorus to go with him from Asia to Rome, was
so much pleased with, and so proud of that conquest,
that he considered it as a greater, more glorious, and
more useful exploit, than the exploits of Lucullus and

Pompey, who had triumphed over the nations and em-

pires of the East. If a stranger, famous for his wis-

dom, can. do so much honour to a city of which he is

not a native, how much must a great philosopher,

great author, exalt the city that produced him, and in

which he chooses to end his days., though he could

find greater advantages elsewhere. Mr. Dacier says
with reason, that nothing ought to do Plutarch more
honour than this love and tenderness which he ex-

pressed for Chaeronea. We every day see people quit
their country to make their fortunes, and aggrandize
themselves; "but none who renounce their ambition, to

make, if we may be allowed to say so, the fortune of
their country. Plutarch, has rendered his very famous.

Hardly any body remembers that Chaeronea was the

place where Philip gained the great victory over the

Athenians and Boeotians, which made him master of

Greece; but multitudes say, it was there Plutarch was
born, it was there he ended his days, and wrole most
of those fine works that will be of lasting use and in-

struction to mankind.

During his stay at Rome, his house was always full

of the lovers of learning, among whom were the great-
est personages of the city, who went thither to hear
his discourses upon the dine rent subjects o I philosophy.
In those limes, the principal persons of the state, and
the emperors themselves, thought it for iheir honour,
and made it their pleasure to be present at the l< c-

tures of the great philosophers and famous rhetori-

cians. We may judge, of the passion with whirl) tlu-se

public dissertations of Hutarch were heard, and of the

attention of his auditors, from what he tells u him-

self in his treatise upon curiosity.
9 "

Formerly, at

Rome," says he," when I was speaking in public, Aru-

lenus Rusticus, whom Domitian afterwards put to

death through envy of his glory, was one of my hear-

ers. Whilst I wa's in the midst of my discourse, an

officer came in ami delivered him a letter from C;esar

(probably Vespasian.) The assembly kept a profound
silence at first, anil I stopped to give him time to read

his letter: but he would not; and did not
open

it till

I had done, and the assembly was dismissed." Thu
was perhaps carrying deference for the orator a littU

In vit. Dcmost. p. 846. P. 388.
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too far. A Kiult not very common, with the excuse

of a ven laudable prinr.ij>le!

Plutarch's dissertations were always in Greek. For,

though the Latin tongue was used througont the em-

pire,
he did not understand it well enough to speak

It. He tells us himself,' in the lil'e of Demosthenes,
that during his residence at Homo, the public alhtir-,

with which lie was charged, and the number ol per-
sons that came everv day to entertain themselves with

philosophy, did not aflord him tune lor learning it;

that he did not begin to read the writings of the Ro-
mans till very late; and that the terms of that lan-

guage did not serve so much to make him understand

the farts, as the knowledge he had belore ol the tact*,

to make him understand the terms. But the Greek
tongxe was well known at Rome, and, properly speak-

ing, was even the language of the sciences; witness

the works of the emperor Marcus Aurelius, who wrote
his admirable reflections in Greek. This want of

knowing the Latin tongue made Plutarch commit some

faults, which are to be observed in his writings.
He had the most considerable offices in his country :

for he was Archon, or principal magistrate. But he

had passed through inferior employments before, and
had acted in them with the same care, application, and

satisfaction to the public, as he did afterwards in the

most important. He was convinced, and taught oth-

ers by bis example,* that the employments with which
our country thinks fit to charge us, however low they

may seem, reflect no dishonour upon us, and that it

depends on a man of worth and sense to make them
noble, by the manner in which he acquits himself of

them ; and this he proves by the example of Epami-
n tod as.

As Plutarch punctually discharged all the duties of

civil life, and was at the same time a good son, a good
brother, father, husband, master, and citizen; he had

the pleasure to rind in his domestic affairs, and through-
out his family, all the peace and satisfaction he could
desire: a felicity not very common, and the effect of a

wise, moderate, and obliging spirit. He speaks much
in favour of his brothers, sisters, and wife.* The lat-

ter was descended from the best families of Chaeronea,
and was esteemed a model of prudence, modesty, and
virtue: her name was Timoxena. He had four sons

successively by her, and one daughter. He lost two
of the first, and after them the daughter at two years
of age. We have his letter of consolation to his wife

upon the death of this child. He had a nephew, call-

ed Sextus, a philosopher of such great learning and

reputation, that he was sent for to Rome to teach

the emperor Marcus Aurelius the Grecian literature.

That emperor mentions him much for his honour in

the first book of his reflections. "Sextus," says he,

"taught me by his example to be mild and obliging,
to govern my house as a good father of a family, to

have a grave simplicity without affectation, to endea-
vour to find out and prevent the desires and wants of

my mends, to bear the ignorant and presuming, who
speak without think ing of what they ay, and to adapt
myself to the understanding of all men," &c. These
are all excellent qualities, especially that which in-

duced him to "find out and prevent the desires and
wants of his friends," because it shows that Marcus
Aurelius knew the essential duty of a prince, which is

to be fully convinced within himself, that, as a prince,
he is born for others, and not others for him. As
much may be said of all persons in place and an-

Jiority.
It is time to proceed to the works of Plutarch. They

re divided into two classes, the Lives of Illustrious

Men and his Morals.
In the latter thwe are a great number of curious

facts not to be found elsewhere, with very useful les-

sons both for the conduct of private life, and the ad-

ministration of public affairs, and even admirable prin-

ciples concerning the divinity, providence, and the

Immortality of the soul; but with a mixture every-
where of the absurd and ridiculous opinion*, which we
tnd in almost all the pagans. The ignorance also of

i P. 846.

ConcoL ad uior. p. 608, ic
In Moral p. 811.

true physics renders the reading of many of thes*
tracts tedious and disagreeable.
The mo-t esteemed part of Plutarch's works is his

Lives of Illustrious .Men, Greeks and Romans, whom
he matches as near as possible, and compares tog* thf r.

We have not all he composed ; at least sixteen of them
are lnt. Those, of which the loss is most to l>e re-

gretted, are the lives of Epaminondas and the two

Scipios *4fricani. The comparisons
of Themistocles

and ('aniillus, of Pyrrhus and Maiius, of Phocion and
Cato, and of Ciesar and Alexander, are also anting.
It would not be surprising, if a man of fine taste and

judgment were askei!, winch of all the books of pro-
fane antiquity he would preserve, he having the choice
oi saving only one ot them it would not be surpri-
sing if such a man pitched upon Plutarch's Lives. It

is not only the most accomplished work we have, but
the mo?t proper lor forming men either lor public af-

tairs and functions abroad, or lor private and donustic
life. Plutarch does not sutler himself, like the gene-
rality of historians, to be dauled by the splendour of

actions, which make a great deal of noise, and attract

the admiration ol the vulgar, and the many. He usu-

ally judges of things by what constitutes their real

value. The wise reflections, which he scatters every-
where in his writings, accustom his readers to think
in the same manner, and teach them wherein true

greatness and solid glory consist. He inflexibly de-
nies those exalted attributes to every thing tliat'does

not bear the stamp of justice, truth, goodness, human-

ity, love of the public, and has only the appearances
of them. He does not stop at the exterior and glit-

tering actions, in which princes, conquerors, and the

other great ones of the earth, intent upon acquiring
themselves names, play each their part upon the stage
of the world, where they exhibit, to use the expres-
sion, a transitory and assumed character, and succeed
in the counterfeit for a time. He unmasks and divests

them of all the foreign glare and disguise that sur-

round them; he shows then; as they are in themselves;
and to put it out of their power to escape his piercing

sight, he follows them with his reader into the most
secret recesses of their houses, examines them, if I may
say so, in their dishabille, listens to their most familiar

conversations, considers them at table where constraint

seldom comes, and even at plav, where disguise is still

more unusual. These are the qualities in which Plu-

tarch is wonderful, and which, in my opinion, are too
much neglected bv modern historians, who shun par-
ticulars of a common nature as low and trival. which,
however, show the characters of men better than more
great and glarinsr circumstances. These details are so

far from diminishing the merit of Plutarch's Lives
that thev are directly what renders them at the same
time more agreeable, and more useful.

The reader will permit me to give an instance of

this kind of action in this place. 1 have already cited

it in r.iy treatise upon the study of polite learning, in

that part of it where 1 examine in what true greatness
consists.

The marshal Turenne never set out for the army,
without having first ordered all his tradesmen to be

directed to deliver in their bills to his steward. His
reason for it was, that he did not know whether he
should return from the field. This circumstance may
appear Iriflinz and low to some people, and not wor-

thy of a place in the history of so great a man as that

marshal. Plutarch would not have thought so; and
I am convinced, that the author of the new life of
that

prince,
who is a man of sense and judgment,

would not have omitted it, if it had come to his know-
ledge. For indeed it argues a goodnes*, equity, hi>

inanity, and even religion, which are not always to b

found in great lords, who are too apt to be insensible to

the complaints of the artisan and the poor, the pay-
ment of whom, however, deferred only a few day*,

according to the Holy Scripture, cries for vengeance
to heaven, and does not fail to obtain it.

As to the style of Plutarch, his diction is neither

pure nor eleganf but to make us amends, it has

wonderful force and energy in painting the most lively

images in few words, in venting the sharpest ami most

piercing things, and in expressing noble and sublime
2 R
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thoughts. He frequently enough makes use of com-

parisons, which throw grace and light into his narra-

tions and reflections; and has harangues of inimitable

beautv, almost always in the strong and vehement style.
The beauties of this author must be very solid and

bear much of the stamp of good taste in them to make
themselves so perceptible as they still are in the old

French of Aniiot. But I mistake. That old French
has nn air of freshness a spirit in it, that seems to

make it bloom and grow young again every day.
Hence it is that very good judges choose rather to

use the translation of Amiot, than to translate the pas-

sages they quote from Plutarch themselves,
" not be-

lieving," says Mr. Racine, in the preface to his Mithri-

dates,
" themselves capable of equalling the beauties of

it." I never read it, without regretting the loss of

liany happy terms and expressions in that old language,
which have almost as much energy as those of Plu-

tarch. We sutler our language to impoverish itself

every day, instead of being studious, ajter the exam-

ple of our neighbours the English, of discoveries to

enrich it. It is said that our ladies, out of too much
delicacy, are partly the cause of that dearth, to which
our language is in danger of being reduced. This
would be very wrong, and they ought rather to fa-

vour with their suffrages, which would bring over
abundance of followers, the prudent boldness of wri-

ters of a certain rank and merit; who, on their side,
should assume more boldness, and venture more new
words than they do, but always with judicious reserve
and discretion. We are, however, obliged to Mr.
Dacier for having substituted a new translation of
Plutarch's Lives to that of Amiot, and for having
thereby enabled a greater number to read them. It

might have been more elegant and more laboured.

But to carry a work of so vast an extent to its ulti-

mate perfection, would require the whole life of an
author.

ARRIAN.
ARRIAK was of Nicomedia. His learning and elo-

quence, which acquired him the title of the new Xen-

ophon, raised hiu: ia .he highest dignities, and even
the consulship at Rome. There is reason to believe
him the same Arrian who governed Cappadocia in the
latter part of Adrian's reign, and repulsed the Alans.
He lived at Rome in the time of Adrian, Antoninus,
and Murcus Aurelius. He was the disciple of Epicte-
tu, the most celebrated philosopher of that time. He
wrote a work upon the Conversations of Epictetus, in

eight books, of which we have only the four first, and

composed many other treatises.

His seven books upon the expeditions of Alexander
are come down to us; a history the more valuable, as

we have it from a writer, who was both a warrior and
a good politician. Photius accordingly gives him the

praise of having wrote the life of that conqueror bet-

ter than any body. We have from that critic an

abridgment of the lives of Alexander's successors,
vnich Arrian also wrote in ten books. He adds, that

the same author composed a book upon India; and it

is still extant, but has been made the eighth book of
the History of Alexander. He also wrote a descrip-
tion of the coast of the F.tixine Sea. Another is as-

cribed to him upon those of the Red Sea, that is to say
the eastern coast of Africa, and those of Asia as far as

India. But this seems to be a more ancient author's,

cotemporary with Pliny the naturalist.

JCLIAN. (CLAUDIUS JELIANUS.)
jELIAN was of Praeneste, but passed the greater part

of his life at Rome; for which reason he calls himself
a Roman. He wrote a little work, in fourteen books,a oman. e wroe a e wor, n oureen oos,
entitled, Historict Varict, or Miscellaneous Histories;
and another in seventeen books, upon the History of
Animals. We have a treatise in Greek and Latin* up-
on the order observed by the Greeks in drawing up
armies ascribed to Adrian, and composed by one of
the name of jElian. All these works may be the same
author's, who is believed to be the person whose elo-

quence Martial praises in one of his epigrams.'

Lib. zii. Ej.i s . 24.

APPIAN.
APPIAIV was of Alexandria, and lived in the time Dl

Trajan, Adrian, and Antoninus. He
plead

some time
at Rome, and was afterwards comptroller of the impe-
rial domains. He wrote the Roman History, not in

the order of time like Livy, hut making each nation

subjected by the Romans a work apart, and relating
events as they happened to each separately. Accord-

ingly his design was to write an exact history of the

Romans, and of all the provinces of their empire, down
to Augustus; and sometimes he went also so low at
to Trajan. Photius sptaks of twenty-four books of it,

though, when he wrote, he had not seen all thoM: hick

Appian mentions in his preface.
We have at present the history of the wars of Afri

ca, Syria, Parthia, Mithridates, Iberia or Spain, and
Hannibal; some fragments of those of Illyria: fiv

books of the civil wars, instead of eight mentioned by
Photius, and some fragments of several others, extract-
ed by Mr. Valois out of the collections ofConstantMM
Porphyrogenitus, with extracts of the like nature from

Polybius, and several other historians. Photius ob-

serves, that this author has an extreme passion for the
truth of history ; that none teach the art of war better;
and that his style is simple and void of superfluity, but

lively and vigorous. In his harangues he gives his

reader excellent models of conduct, either for re-ani-

mating troops when discouraged, or forappeasing them
when mutinous and violent. He borrows many things
from Polybius, and often copies Plutarch

DIOGENES LAERTIUS.
DIOGENES LAERTIUS lived in the time of Antoninus,

or soon after. Others place him in the reign of Se-
verus and his successors. He wrote the Lives of the

Philosophers, in ten books, and carefully relates their

opinions and apophthegms. This work is of great use
for knowing the different sects of the ancient philoso-

phers. The surname of Laerlius usually given him,

probably implies
his country, which was perhaps the

fortress or city of Laertia in Cilicia. We find by Lit

writings, that after having studied history and tiie max
ims of the philosophers, he embraced the sect of the

Epicureans, the farthest from truth and the most con-

trary to virtue, of them all.

DION CASSIUS. (COCCEIUS or COCCEIANUS.)
DION was of Nicaea in Bithynia. He lived in the

reigns of the emperors Commodtis, Pertinax, Severus,
Caracal la, Macrinus, Heliogabalus, and Alexander,
who all had a very high regard for him, and confided

the most important offices and governments of tha

empire to his care, A. D.229. Alexander nominated
him consul for the second time. After this consul-

ship, he obtained permission to retire, and pass the

rest of his life in his own country, upon account of
his infirmities.

He wrote the whole Roman History,* from the arri-

val ofjEneas in Italy to the reign of the emperor Alex-

ander, in eight decades, or fourscore books. He tell*

us himself,* that he employed ten years in collecting
materials of all that passed from the foundation of
Rome to the death of Severus, and twelve years more
in composing his history down to that of Commodua.
He afterwards addr.d to it that of the other emperors,
with as much exactness as he could, to the death of

Heliogabalus, and u simple abridgment of the eight
first years of Alexander, because from having been
little in Italy during- that time, it had not been in hit

power to know so well how things had passed.
Pholios observes that his style is lofty, and adapted

to the greatness of h> subject: that his terms are mag
nificent, and that his phrases and manner of writing
have the air of antiquity: that he has taken Thucjr
dides for his model, whom he imitates excellently in

the turn of his narration and harangues, and has fol-

lowed him in all things, except in being perspicuous.
This praise is much in Dion's favour, but I do not

know whether it does not a little exceed the bounds

Suld. Phot.
Dio. I. lux. p. 977.

Dio. 1. Ixxii. p. 829.
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of truth. Vossius says, and Lepsius had thought the

tame before him, that this historian is unpardonable
for not having known how to esteem virtue according
to its value, and for having censured the greatest men
of antiquity, as Cicero, Brutus, Cassius, and Seneca,
either onto! malignity ol mind, or corruption of man-
ners and judgment. That he did so is certain, and
whatever his motives were, the thing in itself can
never be for his honour.
He composed, as we have said, fourscore books of

the Roman history; but only a very small part of that

great work ha* come down to us. For the first thir-

ty-four books are lost, with the greater part of the

thirty-fifth, except some fragments. The twenty that

follow, from the end of the thirty-fifth to the fifty-

fourth, are the
part that remain entire. Vossius be-

lieves that the six following, which comedown to the

death of Claudius, are also perfect. But Bucherius

maintains, that they are much otherwise; which seems

very probable. We have only some fragments of the

last twenty. This defect is somewhat supplied by an

abridgment of Dion from the thirty-fifth book, the

time of Pompey, to the end, composed by Johannes

Xiphilinus, patriarch of Constantinople in the elev-

enth century. This epitome is found to be sufficient-

ly just, Xiphilinus having added nothing to Dion, ex-

cept in some very few places where it was necessary,
and having generally made use of his own word*.
The history ot Zonarus may also be called an abridg-
ment of Dion, for he follows him faithfully, and some-
times informs us of things omitted by Xiphilinus.

HERODIAN.
NOTHING is known of the life of Herodian, except

that he was of Alexandria, the son of a rhetorician
named Apollonius Dytcolos, or the Rigid, and that
he followed his father's profession. He is much known
by his History of the Emperors, in eight books, from
the death of Si. Aurelius to those of Maximusand Bal-
binus. He assures us himself, that his history of those

sixty years, is that of his own tiroes, and what he had
teen himself. He had borne different offices both in

the court and civil government of Rome, which had

given him a share in several of the events which he
relates. As to his history, Photius judges much in its

favour. For he tells us that it is perspicuous, lofty,
and agreeable; that his diction is just and sober, ob-

serving the medium between the affected elegance of
such as disdain simple and natural beauties, and the
low and languid expression of those, who either do
not know, or despise, the delicacy and refinements of
art; that he does not aim at a false agreeable by mul-

tiplying words or things, and omits nothing necessa-

ry ; in a word, that he gives place to few authors for
all the beauties of history. Politian's translation of
Herodian's work happily sustains, and almost equals,
the elegance of the original. The French version of
it which the Abbe Mongaut has given the public, im-

p-oves much upon the Latin.

EUNAPIUS.
EUNAPIUS was of Sardis in Lydia, and came to

A'.ht ns at the age of sixteen, A. D. 363. He studied

eloquence under Proieresus the Christian sophist, and

magic under Chrysantus, who had married hi* cousin.

Eunapius's Lives of the Sophists of the Fourth Cen-

tury is extant. There are many circumstances in it

relating to the history of that time. He begins with
Plotinu?, who appeared in the middle of the third cen-

tury, and goes on to Porphyrius, Jamblichus, and his

disciples, upon whom he expatiates particularly. He
also wrote an History of the Emperors, in fourteen

books, which began in the year 268, in the reign of
Claudius the successor of Gallienus, and ended at the
death of Eudoxia the wife of Arcadius. Some frag-
ments of this history have been preserved in the ex-
tracts of Constantino Porphyrogenitus upon embassies,
and in Suidas. We find in them that he was exceed-

ingly exasperated against the Christian emperors, and

especially against Constantine. The same spleen is

observed to prevail in his lives of the sophist*, esptci-
wly against the monks. It is no wonder that a magi-
cian was an eneruj to the Christian religion.

ZOSIMUS.

ZOSI.MUS, count and advocate fiscal, lived in the

time of Theodosius the younger, A. D. 415. rie

wrote the History of the Roman Emperor?
1

, in six

books. The first, which contains the succession of
those princes from Augustus clown to Probu* (for
what relates to Diocletian is lost,) is extremely abridg-
ed. The other five are more diffuse, especially to

the time of Theodosius the Great and bis children.
He goes no farther than the second siege of Rome by
Alaric. The end of the sixth hook is wanting. Pho-
tius praises his style. He says that Zosimus has al-

most only copied and abridged Eunapius's history,
which perhaps occasioned its being lost. He is no
less exasperated than the other against the Christian

emperors.

PHOTIUS.

PHOTIUS, patriarch of Constantinople, lived in the

ninth century. He was a person of immense erudi-

tion, and of still vaster ambition, which hurried him
into horrible excesses, and occasioned infinite troublei
in the church. But that is foreign to our present

subject.
1 have placed him among the Greek historians, and

shall conclude my account of them with him, not be-

cause he composed an history in form, but because, in

one of his works, he has given us extract* from a great
number of historians, of whom many, without him,
would be amost entirely unknown. This work is en-
titled MvfirfSiCxor, Bildivtheca, or Library, and in-

deed it merits that name. Photius examines almost
three hundred authors in it, and tells us their names,
countries, times when they lived, works they compo-
sed, judgment to be passed on them in respect to style
and character; and sometimes even gives us extract*

of considerable length, or abridgments from them,
which are to be found only in this work. Hence we
may judge of how great value his work is to us.

ARTICLE II.

OF THE LATIN HISTORIANS.

I SHALL not say much upon the feeble beginnings,
and, to use the expression, the infancy, of the Roman
history. Every body knows that it consisted at the

first only of simple notes or memorandums drawn up
by the Pontiftx Mturimus,\ who regularly set down
every year whatever passed of most consequence in

the state, either in war or peace; and this custom, es-

tablished very early at Rome, subsisted to the time ot

P. Mucius the Pontifex Maximus, or to the year of

Rome 629, or 631. The name of the Great Anna.it
were given to these memoirs.
We may suppose, that in those early times these

records were written in a vtry simple and even gros*

style. The pontiffs contented themselves with setting
down the principal events, the times and places where-
in they happened, the names and condition of the per-
sons who had the greatest share in them, in a plain
manner without regard toornament.2 However rude
and imperfect these annals were, they were of great

importance, because there were no other monuments
to preserve the memory of all that passed at Rome,
and it was a great loss when most of them were de-

stroyed at the burning of the city by the Gauls.*

Some years after, history began to quit this grosi

antique garb, and to appear in public with more de-

cency. The poets were the first who conceived the

design of improving and adorning it. N.EVIUS com-

> Erat historia nihil aliud nisi Annilium confcrtio: cujuf
rei, memorixque pub'icH) ret niendtc causa, ab inino rurura
Romanarum ueque ad 1'. Murium I'ontitiri'm maximum rci

omncs KJngulnrum annnrum mandabat liierin I'ontifux max-
imus qui piiam nunc Annales mazimi nuir.inamur. Cie.

I. ii. de Oral. n. 5Q.

Sine ullis ornament!* monuments tolum temporum,
liominum, looorum, gestarumque rerum reliquerunt \ou
exomatores rerum ted tantummodo narratores fucrunt,

Jhid. n. 54
* Si qu! in commentarii* Pontificum, aliique pubiicM

privatigque crant momimentis, inccnsi urbe plernque inU-
rierunt. Lie 1. vi n. 1.
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tinted a poem upon the first Punic war, and E.NMUS
wrote the annals of Rome in heroic verse.

History at length assumed a regular form, nnd ap-

peared in prose. Q. FABICS FlCTuH is the most an-

cient of the Latin historians: he lived in the time ot

the second Punic war. L. ClNClUS Au.MtlNTUS was

his cotemporary. Livy cites them both with praise.
1

It is believed that they wrote their histories first in

Grtek. and then in Latin. Cincius certainly wrote
the history of Gorgias the celebrated rhetorician in

the hitter language.
CATU the censor (3J. Portins Onto) ha? a justerti-

tle than them to the name of Latin historian: for it is

certain that he wrote his history in that tongue. It con-

sisted of seven books, and was entitled Origines, be-

cause in the second and third books he related the

origin of all the cities of Italy.
1 We find that Cicero

get a great value on this history. Jam vero Origines
ejus (Catonis) (/uernjlnrem, aul quod lumen eloyuen-
tice non habent?3 But upon Brutus' judging this praise
excessive, he put a restriction to it by adding. That

nothing was wanting to the writings of Cato, and the

strokes of bis pencil, but a certain lively glow of co-

lours, not discovered in his time: Intelliges nihil illi-

ut lineamentis nisi eornm pigmentorum,<]V<e inventa

nonditm erant,Jlorem el colorem dffuisse.*
L. PlSO FRUGI, surnamed Calpnrnius, is also cited

among these ancient historians. He was tribune ot the

people
in the consulship of Censorinus and Manlius,

in the- 605th year of Rome. He was also several tunes

consul. He was a civilian, orator, and historian; and
had composed harangues, which were no longer in

being in Cicero's time, with annals, of a style mean

enough, in that orator's opinion. Pliny speaks more

advantageously of them.
The true character of all these writers was great

implicity.* They did not yet know what delicacy,

oeauty, and ornament of speech were. They were
satisfied with making their readers understand them,
and confine themselves to a close and succinct style.

I proceed now to the historians better known, and
whose writings have come down to us.

SALLUST.
IT is not without reason that Sallust has been call-

ed the first of the Roman historians;

CrUpus Romana primus in historia. .Vartitl.

and that he has been believed equal to Thucvdides,
*o generally esteemed among the Greek historians:

JV'ec opponere Thucydidi Hidlustium verear.* But
without determining their ranks here, which would
not become me to do, it suffices to consider Sallust

as one of the most excellent historians of antiquity.
The reader may find very solid reflections upon his

character in the preface to the French translation of
this historian.

The prevailing quality of his writings, and that

which characterizes Sallust in a more peculiar and

singular manner, is the brevity of his style, which

Qutnctilian calls Jmmortalem Saluttii velocita/em.

Scaliger is the only one who denies him this praise;
but, as I have already observed, he is almost always
odd and singular in his judgments. This brevity of
Sallust proceeds from the lively vigour of his genius.
He thinks strongly and nobly, and writes as he thinks.

Hi style may be compared to those rivers, which
whilst they Bow within narrower banks than others,
are deeper, and carry greater burthen. The .anguage
in which he wrote was extremely adapted to a c.ose

diction, and thereby favoured him in following the
bent of his genius. It ha, as well as the Greek, the

BdTamage oJ being equally susceptible of the two op-
posite extreme*. In Cicero it gives us a numerous,
flowing, periodic style: in Sallust, a short, broken.

LiT. 1. xxi. Cornel. Nepo*. in fragm.
* In Brut. n. 66. Ibid n. i>-
Quali* apud GriEcos Pherecyden. Hellanirui Acusilaus

fllit ; lilies mister Cato, et I'irmr, et Piso: qui neque Icoent

quibu* rebus ornatur orutio; (mixlo enim hue ista unt inv

porlala) et. dum intellixatur quid dieant unam direndi lau-
dem putant ec*e brevitaltra. Lib. ii. de Oral. n. 53.

Uuinctil

precipitate one. The latter often suppresses ward*
and leaves the care of supplying them to his reader.

He throws many terms and phrases together, without

any conjunctions, which gives a kind ol impetuosity to

his discourse. He makes no scruple to use okl u..iuj

in his history, if they be shorter, or have more energy
than the terms in Million; a liberty tor which lie nuf

reproached' in his liletime, as the following ancient

couplet shows:

Et vcrba anliqoi miillum furate Cat mi is

Crispe, JuguriliiuCE condiior iiisiorifp.

But he especially makes great use of metaphors, ano
does not choose the most modest, and least ^1 .iHing,
as the masters of the art declare necessary, liut the

most concise, the strongest, the most livelx.anci the

most bold. By nil these methods, aid others, nhich
I omit, Sallust has succeeded in framing hims Ii an

entirely particular style, and one that suits him unlv.

He quits the common road, but without going oul of
his way. and by paths that only shorten it. lie st m*
not to think like other men, and yet good sense is the

source ol all his thoughts. His lueas are natural and
reasonable: but

al^
natural and reasonable as .

are, they have the advantage of being new, from being

|>eculiarly curious and exquisite.
\Ve know not which to admire most in thi* excel-

lent author, his descriptions, characters, or harangues:
for he succeeds alike in them all; and we cannot uis-

cern upon what foundation Seneca the tlder, or ra-

ther Cassius Severus, whose opinion he repeats, could

say, that the harangues of Sallust are sutiered only

upon account of his history: in honortin Hisloriarum

hguntur. Nothing can be added to their lorre, spir-

it, and eloquence. It is highly probable that the pas-

sage in question is not applied to the harangues in-

serted by Sallust in his history, but to those lie spoke
in the senate, or to some pleadings of Ins. AN hen we
read in the history of the Jugiirthine war, the account

of a fort surprised by a Ligurian soldier of .Manus's

army, so lively and animated is the description, that

it is as if we saw him climb along the steep rock*,
and even as if we climbed along with him.

We find five or six characters in Salluat, which are

so many masterpieces; and I do not know whether
there be any thing in the whole extent of literature

of a beauty that approaches nearer the idea ol perfec-
tion. 1 shall repeat two of them in this place, from

which the reader may judge of the rest.

CHARACTER OF CATALI.NE.
" L. Catilina, nobili genere natus, fuit magna vi ef

animi et corporis, sed ingenio malo pravoque. Huic
ab adolescentia.bella int estina, ciedes, rnpm<e, di-
cordi civilis grata lucre, ibique juventutem suam ex-

ercuit. Corpus patiens inediie algoris, vigiliae, supra

quam cuiquam credibile est. Animus audax, subiio-

lus, varius, cujuslibet rei simulator ac dissimulator?

alien! appetens, sui profusus; ardens in cupioitutibus
Satis eloqueiitife, sapientio; parum. V'aslus animus
immoderata, incredibilia, nimis alia semper cupiebat.''

" L. Catalina was of noble birth, and of great

strength both of body and mind, but of a disposition

highly corrupt and depraved. From his eailitst

years, intestine wars, murders, rapine, and civil uis-

cord were his delight, aod the usual exercises of liii

youth. He bore hunger, cold, watching and fatigues,
with a patience not credible of any body. He waj

bold, deceitful, inconstant, and capable of assuming
and disguising any thing: greedy of another's, pro-
fuse of his own, and violent in all his appetites. He
had eloquence enough, but little wisdom. His vast

snirit, his boundless ambition, perpetually covered

things of an excessive, incredible, and lofty nature."

CHARACTER OF SEMPRONIA.

"In his erat Simpronia, quae mulla sar>pp ririlis au-

daciae facinora commiserat. Hxc mulier genere atqu
forma, praeterea viro atijue liberis satis fortunate fuit!

Literis Grvecis et Lalinis docta: psallere, saltare ele-

1 Sallu.itii novandi ttudium multa cum invidia fuit 1*1
Gtii. 1. iv. G. 15.
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guntius, quam necesse esl probae: niulla alia, quse in-

itriniH nta luxurke sunt, sed ei cariora semper omnia,

quam decus attjue pudicitia hut. Pecuniae an famne

iiiiuu> parceret, hand facile disci-rneres Ingenium
ejus haud ahsurdum: posse versus facere, jocum mo-
vere, sermone uti vel modesto, vel inolli, vel procaci.
Prorsus multse fact-tine, mulusque lepos inerat."

"Of this number was Sompronia, who had in many
things frequently instanced a masculine boldness of

genius for vice. This woman was sufficiently happy
In her person and birth, as wt II as in her husband and
children: she was welt read in the Greek and Roman
learning: could sing and dance with more elegance
than was necessary for a matron of virtue; and had
besides many of those qualities, that minister to lux-

ury and render vice amiable, on which she ever set

Mi higher value than upon the decency and chastity
of her sex. It was not easy to say whether she was
ten frugal of her money or of her reptutation. Her
wit WHS by no means disagreeable: she could make

rerses.jest agreeably, and converse either with mo-

desty and tenderness, or tartness and freedom: but in

whatever she said there was always abundance of

Spirit and humour."
There are many admirable passages in Sallust, es-

perially when he compares the ancient manners of

the commonwealth with those of his own times.

When we hear him speak strongly, as is usual enough
with him, against luxury, debauchery, and the other
vices of his age, one would take him for a man of the

strictest habits and greatest probity in the world.

But we must not conclude so from so plausible an ap-

pearance. His conduct was so immoral, that it oc-

casioned his being expelled the senate by the censors.

Besides the wars of Cataline and Jugurtha, Sallust

wrote a general history of the events that happened
during a certain number of years, of which amongst
other fragments there are several perfectly fine dis-

courses.

CORNELIUS NEPOS.
FOR some time the works of Cornelius Nepos were

ascribed by mistake to Emilius Probus. Vossius

thought that that was the name of the bookseller who
offered to Thcudosius the Lives of Great Generals,
written partly by his own hand and partly by that of

his father and of his mother. Cornelius Nepos lived

during the time of Caesar and of Augustus, and died
under the latter. He was born in Cisalpine Gaul, at

Hos'.ilia, a little village dependant upon Verona.
Of the dull-rent works which he composed, there

now remain the Livei af Great Generals abridged, an

abridgment of that of Cato, and the Life of Pompo-
nius Atticus, which is sufficiently extended. There
are twenty-two Livesof Great Generals, all Grecians,

except the two last, Hamilcar and Hannibal, who
were Carthaginians. Between Tiiiiolenn and Hamil-
car. Nepos gives a kind of catalogue of kings, both
of Persia and of Greece, in the twenty-first chapter,
which is very short. He had written abridged Lives
of Roman Genesis on the same plan as those of the

Greeks, in order that, as he himself says, a compari-
son may be made and judgment more easily passed
on their respective merits. 1 It would appear, also,
that he had composed lives of other Greeks and Ro-
mans. He speaks

1 of that of Philistus in his life of
Dion. Aulus Gellius quotes from the first book of
the life of Cicero. In the abridged life of ("ato,3
which has come down to us, Nepos cites a more ex-

tended one, which he had written at the request of

Atticus, and to which he refers his readers.* In fine,
we have the life of Pomponius Atticus, which is a

precious morsel, and which of itself could give us an
accurate idea of this historian's merit.

His style is pure, neat, elegant. Simplicity, which
is one of his chief characteristics, is mingled with a

remarkable delicacy, and relieved at limes by reflec-

tions noble and solid. But that which appears to

me the most valuable thing in this author is a marked

regard for the great principles of honour, probity.

i In Tit. Hannib. c. 13.

XT. 28.

VOL. II. 63

Cap. 3.

Cap. 3.

virtue, disinterestedness, and love of the public good
which he has contrived to introduce into all hit

writings. His intimate connexion with Aiticus ana

through it, of course, with Hortensius, Cicero, and
his other illustrious contemporaries, are sufficient

proofs of their esteem of the goodness of his heart

and the excellence of his genius.

LIVY.

THE Latin preface to the new edition of Livy, of

which Mr. Crevier, professor of rhetoric in the col-

lege of Beauvais, has lately published two volumes,
would supply me with the little I intend to say here

of this excellent historian. If I was less Mr. Crevitr'i

friend, who insists absolutely upon my declaring him

my pupil, which I think highly for my honour, I

should expatiate upon the usefulness and merit of hit

work. The preface of it alone is sufficient to inform

the reader what value he ought to set upon it.

The more earnestly we desire to know an author
famous for his writings, the more we regret, that

little or nothing more than his name is come down
to us. Livy is one of those authors who have render-

ed their names immortal, but whose lives and actions

are little known. He was born at Padua, in the con-

sulship
of Piso and Gabinus, fifty-eight years before

the Christian era. He had a son, to whom he wrote
a letter upon education and the studies proper for

youth winch Quinctilian mentions in more than one

place, and of which we ought very much to regret
the loss. It is in this letter, or rather short treatise,

that he says in respect to the authors proper to be
recommended to the reading of youth, that they
ought first to study Demosthenes and Cicero, and
next such as resemble these excellent orators most:

Legendoi Demosthenem atque Ciceronem, turn it*

lit qnisijue esset Demostheni et Ciceroni simillimiu.*
He speaks in the same letter, of a rhetorician* who
disapproved of the compositions of his pupils, when
they were perspicuous and intelligible, and mad*
them correct them, as he called it, by throwing ob-

scurity into them. When they had retouched them
in this manner, he would say, "Ay, this now is

much better, I understand nothing of it myself."*
Could one believe so ridiculous an extravagance pos-
sible ? Livy also composed some philosophical works,
and dialogues, in which philosophy had a part. But
his great work was the Roman history in an hun-
dred and forty, or an hundred and forty-two books,
from the foundation of Rome to the death and fune-

ral of Drusus, which happened in the 743d year
of Rome, and consequently included that number of

years. We find, from some dates in his history, that
he employed the whole time between the battle of
Actium and the J*V.n of Drusus in composing it,

that is to say, aoot't twenty-one years. But he pub-
lished it from time to time in parts;

* and this was
what acquired him so great a reputation at Rome
and the honourable visit of a stranger from the re-

motest part of Spain, who took *o long a journey
only for the sake of seeing him. The capital of the

world had enough to engage and satisfy the eves of
a curious person in the magnificence of its buifdings,
and the multitude of its paintings, statues, and an-

cient monuments. But this stranger found nothing
so rare and precious in Rome as Livy. After

having
enjoyed his conversation at pleasure, and entertained
himself agreeably with reading his history, he return-
ed with joy and content to his own country. Ami
this is knowing the value of men.

Nothing more is known of what regards Livy per-
sonally. He passed a great part of his life at Rome,
esteemed and honoured by the great as he deserved.
He died in his country at the age of seventy-six, ia

the fourth year of the reign of Tiberius. The peo-
ple of Padua have honoured his memory in all times,
and pretend to have actually preserved among them
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some remains of his body, and to have made a pre-
sent in the year 1451, of one of his anus to Alphonso
V. king of Arragon, at lead the inscription says so. It

Were much more to be wished, that they had pre-
erved his history Only thirty-five books of it are

come down to us, which is not the fourth part of the

work, and even some of them imperfect. What a

loss is this! The learned have flattered themselves
from time to time with some faint hopes of recover-

ing the rest, which seem solely founded in their great
desire of them. Johannes fi-einshemius has endea-
voured to console the public for this loss by his Svp-
plements; and has succeeded in it as far as it was

possible.
Freinshemius, born at Ulm in Suabia in

1608. studied at Strasburgh with great success. In

1642, he was invited into Sweden, where he filled

several considerable employments of literature. Up-
on his return into his country, he was made honorary
professor in the university established by the elector

PMatine at Heidelburgh, where he died in 1660.

The commonwealth of letters is under infinite obli-

gations to him for having rendered Livy the same
service as he had before done Quintius Ourtius, by
filling up all we have lost of that great writer of the

Roman history, with an hundred and five books of

supplements. Mr. Doujat also filled up the deficient

places in the last books which remain of Livy, but
with very different success. Mr. Crevier has revised

and retouched Freinshemius's supplements in several

places, and worked those of Doujnt entirely anew.

By these means we have a continued and complete
body of the history of the Roman commonwealth.

It is doubted whether Livy himself divided his his-

tory from ten to ten books, that is to gay into de-

cades. However that may be, the division seems
commodious enough. Respecting the epitomes in the

front of each book, the learned do not believe them
either done by Livy or Floras. Whoever the author

was, they have their use, as they serve to show, of
what the books we have iost, treated.

Let us now examine the work in itself. There

reigns throughout all its parts, an eloquence perfect,
and perfect in every kind. In the narrations, descrip-
tions, speeches, the style, though varied to infinity,
sustains itself equally every where: simple without

meanness, elegant and florid without affectation, great
and sublime without tumour, flowing or concise, and
full of sweetness or force, according to the exigency
of the matter; but always clear and intelligible, which
is not the meanest praise of history. Pollio, who
was of a refined taste difficult to please, pretended he
discovered Palavinity in the style of Livy: that is to

say, some words or turns of phrase which savoured

of the country of Padua. 1 A man born there might
retain, if we may be allowed the expression, gome
umatch of the s

ay be

oil, an d might not have all the refine-

ther perceive
nor understand. This reproac

tavimty has not hindered Quinctilian* from

ment and delicacy of the Roman urbanity, which was
not so easily communicated to strangers, as the free-

dom of the city. But this is what we can now nei-

ch of Pa-

compar-
ing Livy to Herodotus, which is giving him great

praise. He makes us observe the sweet and flowing

style
of his narrations, and the supreme eloquence

of his harangues, wherein the characters of the per-
sons he introduces speaking, are sustained with all

possible exactness, and the passions, especially the

soft and tender, are treated with wonderful art All

however that Livy could do was to attain, by quali-
ties entirely different, to the immortal reputation
which Sallust acquired by his inimitable brevity:

> In Tito Livio mitae facuridia; viro putat ineiae Pollio

AriniuB quondam Patavinilutcm. duare, si fieri poteit, et

rerlia omnia, et vox, hujus alumnum urliis oleant : ut oratiu
Romana plane videatur, non civitatc dunata. Quinctil. I.

Yhl C. 1.

tier. if,Jijnetur aibi Herodotus Rquari Titum Livium,
mm in narrando miree jucunditalH clarissimique candoris,
turn in cimcionibu* supra quam dici noteet eloquentem: ita

dicuntur omnia cum rebus lum personi* accommodate. Sod
affect us qimliMii, prrcripue. cos qui sunt diilriores, ut parcis-
lime dicam, nemo hismricorum coinrrendavit magia. Ideo-

que immortalem ilium Siillmiii veloci1 atem diversin virtuti-

bus <x*isecutui e*t. Qutnct 1 i. c. 1

Rts secundat

And how shall we recon-

for these two historians have with reason bem said

rather to be equal, than like each other, pure* mm
g-ii, qua.ni sirnilts.

It is not only by his eloquence, and the beauty
and

spirit
of his narration, that Livy acquired the re-

putation he has enjoyed for so many ages. He re

commended himself no less by his fidelity, a virtue so

necessary and desirable in a historian. Neither the

fear of displeasing the power of his times, nor th

desire of making his court to them, prevented him
from telling the truth. He spoke in his history*
with praise of the greatest enemies of the house of
the Caesars, as of Pompey, Brutus, Cassius and ethers)
and Augustus took no offence at it: so that we km*
not which most to admiy, the moderation of the

prince, or the generous freedom of the historian. U
the thirty-five books that remain of Livy, he men-
tions Augustus only twice,4 and that too with a re-

serve and sobriety of praise, which reproaches those

flattering, self-interested writers, who, without dis-

cretion or measure, are so lavish of an incense to of-

fice and dignity, due only to merit and virtue.

If any defect may be imputed to Livy, it is hi*

over fondness for his country : a rork he has not al-

ways taken care enough toaviod. While he perpet-

ually admires the greatness of the Romans, he not

only exaggerates their
exploits, successes, and vir-

tues; but disguises and diminishes their vices, and

the faults they commit.
Seneca the elder 5

reproaches Livy with having

expressed a mean jealousy of Sallusl, in accusing him
of stealing a sentence from Thucydides, and ol hav-

ing maimed it by translating it ill. What probability
is there that Livy, who copied whole books from

Polybius, should make it a crime in Sallust to copy a

single sentence, or Hither a line? Besides, it is per-

fectly well rendered. Anv
X*i (TVS-XlatJ-II TX IXXTTalY

mire sunt vitiis obtenttti.

cile this accusation with what the same Seneca says
in another place, that Livy judged with the utmost

equity and candour of the works of the learned?

Ut esl nalura candidissiraus omnium magnornn in

geniorum (estimator T. Livius.* I believe we may
rely upon this lust testimony.
There is another complaint against him of a much

more serious and important kind. He is taxed with

ingratitude and want of fidelity, either in not havi.ig
named Polybius, or for having done it with too much
indifference, in places where he copied him word for

word. I should be sorry if this reproach could b

made with good foundation: for it affects the qualitiei
of the heart, of which the honest man ought to b*

very jealous. But is it not probable, that he did speak
of Polybius with praise in the other parts of his his.

tory not come down to us, that he did him all the jus-
tice due to his merit, and declared beforehand, that he

made it his glory, and thought it his duty, to copy him
word for word in many places, and that he should oft-

en do so without citing him, to avoid repeating the

same thing too often? My own interest is a littl

concerned here: for in this point I have some occa-

sion for the reader's indulgence.
These kind of blots observed, in Livy have not how-

ever impaired hig glory. Posterity on account of them
has not admired his work the less, not only ag a

masterpiece of eloquence, but as a history, which ev-

ery where inculcates the love of justice
and virtue,

wherein we find, mingled with hi* narration, ihe sound-

est maxims for the conduct of life, with a singular at-

tachment and respect, that shines out every where, for

the religion established at Rome when he wrote; (un-

fortunately for him it was false, but he knew no other;)
in fine, a generous boldness and pious zeal in condemn-

ing with force the impious sentiments of Jhe unbeliev.

er of his age. Nondum hcec, says he in a passage of

Lib. 3. n. 20. qua nunc tenet tecvhim, negligenii*
deum ventral: nee interpretando sibi qmsqtte jiisju
randum et leges aplasfaciebat, sed snos potiui -nortt

ad ea accommodahat. "The contempt of the gods,

Tacit. Annal. I. iv. c. 24.

Lib. I. n. 1'A.ann
1

I. iv. n. 20.

Id. suasor. *ii. 6.

Lib. 4 Contror. 4
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10 common in our age, was not yet known. Caths
and the laws were the rules to which people conform-
ed their conduct, and (he art of adapting them to their

own conveniency by illusive interpretations was then

unknown."
From what I have now said, it seem: reasonable to

justify Livy in respect to the pretended superstition
with which he affects to relate such a number of mira-

cles and prodigies equally ridiculous and incredible.

The faith of history required, that he should not sup-

press things said to have happened before him, which
he found in his own collections and the annals, and
which made a part of the religion commonly received

in those times, though perhaps he did not believe them
himself. And he explains himself on this head often

nd clearly enough, attributing most of the pretended
prodigies, which made so much noise, to an ignorant
and credulous superstition.

1

C-ESAR.

C. JrjUUS C.ESAR distinguished himself no less by
his wit than his valour. He applied himself first to the

bar, where he made a great figure. Only the desire

of attaining the first rank in the commonwealth in

respect to power, prevented him from disputing also

the first rank at the bar in respect to eloquence.! His

peculiar character was force and vehemence. The
same fire which he made appear in battle, is discerni-

ble in his wiitings. To this vigour of style he added

great purity and elegance of language, which he had
made his peculiar study, and upon which he piqued
himself more than any other Roman.
He composed many works, among others two books

upon the analogy of the Latin tongue.* Who could

believe, that so great a warrior as Ciesar should em-

ploy himself seriously in composing tracts upon gram-
mar? How different are our manners and inclinations

from those of that age! It is in one of those books

upon analogy, that he recommended avoiding new
and unusual expressions, as rocks: tauquam tcopulum,
tic fitgias insolent cerium.

There were several pleadings of bis also extant.

Besides the elegance of his Latinity, which is neces-

tary, says Atticus, or rather Cicero, not only to every
orator, but every Roman citizen of condition, he adds
all the ornaments of art, but principally a wonderful
talent in painting objects, and placing things in all

their lights.*

Only two of Caesar's works remain; his seven books
of war with the Gauls, and his three of the civil war.

They are properly speaking only Memoirs, and he
made them public only as such: Commenlarii. h'e
wrote them hastily, and even in .the midst of his ex-

peditions; solely with the view of leaving materials

to writer*, for composing a history.* The perspicuity
and elegance of style, natural to him, are certainly
evident in them: but he has neglected all the shining
ornaments a genius so happy as his could huve diffu-

sed throughout a work of that nature. All simple and

negligent as it may appear, says Hirtius, it is however

generally agreed, that no other work, however labour-
ed and polished, can come up to the beauty of Cassar's

Commentaries.* His design was only to supply those

t Horns, aut rirca urbem, multa ea hicme prodigia facia,
tut (quod evcnire >lct molls scmel in Mi^ionrm anlmit)
nulia nunr.iatn ct temer credita Hunt. Lift. xxi. n. i;-J.

Cumin (adeo minimi* etiam rebus prava religio inserit

teat) mures in ffide Juris aurum rosisse nunciatum est.

Lib. xxviii. n. 23.

('. vcro Cesar, i soro tantum varnssot, non alius ex not-

tris contra Cicoronem nominarctur. Tanla in co Tii Pit, id

acumen, ea concitatin, ut ilium eodem animo dixitse, quo
bellavji, apparent. Etoruat tnmen hfr. omnia mira sermo-
nU, cojus proprio itudiosu* fuit etegantin. Quixcttl. 1. x.

'

*Aul. Cell. 1. i. c. 10.

Cum, itu]uit Atticus, ad hanc clcgantiam verborum La-
tinorum (qua etiamsi orator nnn MS, et si ingenuu* civil

Komanu*, lamen nect'ssaria est) adjunzit ilia oratoria urna-
monta dieendi : turn videtnr lanqnam tabula* bene pictai
eollocare in bono lumine. Cie. in Brut. n. 252.

Co eri quam benc alque emendate, nog etiam quam fa-

tilft au;ue releriter eos confeoerit. scinun. Hirt. Prtcf. \.

riii. (ie Belt. Gall
Contiat inter omnei nihil tarn operose ab aliii eise per-

with materials, who might undertake to compost a

history from them in form. " In which," snys Cictro,
" he may have pleased writers of mean parts, who will

not fear disfiguring his natural graces with trivial orna-

ment: but every man of sense will be far from touch*

ing or altering them in any manner whatsoever. For

nothing in history gives so much pleasure as a clear

and elegant brevity of style." Durn voluit allot ha-

here parala unde sumerent, qiti vellenl tcribere hitto*

riam, ineplisjartasse gratumfecit, qui volent ilia ca-

liitnislrii intirtre ; saitus qtiidem horninct u scribendo
Jelerruil. J\"ihil enim est in Hittoria t pura f.l illutin

lireti/ate dulciut. Hirtius has the same remark re*

specting writers who should conceive thoughts of

composing a history from Cesar's Commentaries.
"He certainly supplies them with the means," sa\ s

he; "but it they are wise, those very means ought lor

ever to prevent their having such a thought." jideo

jirobantur omnium judicw, n( praerepta nun pr&bita
Jacullas scriptoribus videatur. Mr. Ablancourl'*
translation ot Caesar's Commentaries is very mud) es-

teemed. It might be improved, if some able hand
would retouch it in some places.

Caesar had undoubtedly great wit and the most hap*
py natural parts: but he had also taken pains to cul-

tivate them by assiduous study, and to enrich them
with all that was most curious and exquisite in litera-

ture; by which means he arrived at excelling almost
all the most eloquent orators of Rome in purity of lan-

guage and delicacy of style.
7 I purposely make this

remark after Cicero, to excite our young nobility to

follow so good an example, in uniting with the praise
of valour that of fine sense and polite knowledge. I

have seen young Englishmen ot distinction, who have
done me the honour of a visit, that were well read in

the learning of the Greeks and Romans, and no less)

versed in history. In these points jealousy, or, to

speak more justly, emulation, is laudable between na-

tion and nation. The French youth are interior ta

none in vivacity and solidity of genius. In my opin-
ion, they ought to pique themselves upon not giving

place in any thing to strangers, and in not abandoning
to them the glory of erudition and fine taste. This is

what Caesar seems to advise.' His Commentaries ought
always to be in their hands. It is the soldier's book.
The greatest generals in all limes have made him their

master. The reading of these memoirs have been al-

ways their employment and delight. They find in

them the rules of the art military, whether in siege*
or battles, reduced to practice. They may learn alsc

there, the manner of comjiosing memoir;, which is no

vulgar talent. It were to be wished, that all general*
would regularly set down all the operations of the cam-

paigns in which they command. What an assistance

would that be to historians, and what a light to pos-
i erity ! Is there any thing more valuable than the me-
moirs of the Marshal Turenne printed in the second
vormie of his life, or than those of James II. king of

Eng'and, then duke of York?
H'II tius finished what Caesar could not. The eighth

book of the war with the Gauls is his, as well as those

of the war of Alexandria, and that of Africa. It is

doubted whether he is the author of the book which
treats of the war in Spain.
Mr. Ablancourt's translation of Coesar, as well as of

Tacitus, is very good in many things, but wants re*

touching in many places.

PATERCULUS.
CAIUS, or PUBUUS, or MARCUS VELLEIUS PATER-

CUl.US flourished in the reign of Tiberius. There if

great reason to believe that he was born in the 735th

year of Rome, A. D. 15. His ancestors were illustri-

ous by their merit and offices. He was a tribune in

the army, when Caius Caesar, the grandson of Augus-
tus, had an interview with the king of Parthia in an

fectum, quod non horum elegantia Commentariorum supf ro-

tur. Hirt. ibid.
' Audio (inquit Attirus Cmarem) omnium fere oraiortm

latine loqui elcanti*sim t Ul e*set perfecla ill*, ben*

loquendi lau, mulii* literi*, el iic quidem recondiii* et ex-

qui-ilis, lummoque itudioet diligentia eit contecmu*. C4
in Brut. B. 252, 253.
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inland of the Euphrates.I He had a command >n the

cavalry under Tiberius, and attended that prince nine

years successively in all his expeditions, who reward-
ed bun honourably." He was raised to the pnetorship
the same year in which Augustus died.'

The time when lie began to write his history is not

known, nor what it contained. The beginning of it

is K'Sl What has come down to us of it is a fragment
of tlje ancient Greek history with that of the Roman*,
from the defeat of Perseu-s to the sixteenth year of Ti-
berius. He addressed it to M. Vincius, who was con-
sul at that time, and promised one of greater extent.

His travels into different regions might have furnished
him with very agreeable and curious facts.

His style is highly worthy of the age in which he

lived, which was still that of fine taste and pure lan-

guage. He excels principally in the characters of men,
ome of which 1 shall cite at the end of- this article.

His narration is judged to be faithful and sincere

down to the time of the Caesars, and in such facts as do
not concern them. Fcr, from that time the desire of

flattering Tiberius makes him either omit, disguise, or
alter the truth in various instances. He accuses Gt-r-

manicus of cowardice,
1* or rather of a too soft compla-

cency for the seditious, whilst he gives many others

excessive praises. Quo quidem tempore pleraqite

ignave Germnnictis.* He is justly reproached with

having praised Tiberius extravagantly. His unfair

evasions of offending that emperor appear, as I have

already said, in the care he takes to run slightly over
the glorious actions of Germanicus, to suppress most
of them, and to attack the fame of Agrippina, and oth-

er persons hated by Tiberius.

But he is still more unpardonable for loading Seja-
nus with praises, who occasioned so many misfortunes

to the empire, and for having represented him as one
of the most virtuous personages the Roman common-
wealth had ever produced. Ntjanus, vir antiqnissi-
mi mori$, el priscam gravilatem humanilate tempe-
rant This is nothing to the panegyric he bestows

upon him in the sequel. "He previously laid down
by many examples the necessity princes were under
of assistance in their government, and of associating

coadjutors to divide with them the weight of public
affairs." Rard eminenles viri non magnis adjulori-
bus ad gitbernandamforlunam suain usi mnt Ete-
nim magna negotia magnis adjutorihus egent.i W ho
doubts it? but the question is to make a good choice.

He proceeds then to Sejanus, and after having exalted

the splendour of his birth, he represent* him " as a

man, who knows how to temper the severity of pow-
er with an air of sweetness, and the cheerful serenity
of the ancients; who transacts the most weighty af-

fairs with all the ease of leisure; who assumes nothing
to himself, and thereby attains every thing; who al-

ways is less in his own opinion than in that of the pub-
lic; whose aspect and behaviour appear calm and tran-

quil, while.the cares of the state a fiord him no rest.

In which judgment of his merits, the court and the

city, the prince and the people, contend with each

other." " Virum severiiatis Isetissimae, hilaritatis pris-

cae; actu otiosis simillimum; nihil sibi vendicantem,

eoque assequentem onmia; semper infra aliorum aesti-

mationei se metientem; vultu vitaque tranquillum,
niino exsomnem. In hujus virtutum aestimationem

jampridem judicia civitatis cum judiciis principis cer-

tant." How great was his love of the public good, if

we may believe his historian! What application to

business! What zeal for the interests of the prince
and state! -How amiable his character under the op-

pressive weight of the public business! VJfhat mode-
ration, and in a word, what an assemblage of the great-
est virtues, attested by the unanimous voice of all the

world! In order to know what we are to think of

them, let us consider a second picture of the same Se-

janus drawn by another master, who did not receive

Vf II. Pit. I. xx. c. 101. * Ib. c. 104. > Ib. c. 124.

Lib. 2. c. 125.

A learned commentator (Boeclerus) believes this passnge
orrupt, and that gnavd ought to be read. But to correct a

text in suc.h a manner, contrary to the faith of manuscripts,
i* only to guru.

Lib. 2. c. 116 i Lib. 2. c. 137, 138.

bire from him, and was never suspected of flattery
Tliis was Tacitus, of whom we shall soon speak.

" Se

janus Tiberium variis ambus devinxit adeo, ut obscu-

rum adversiis alios, sibi uni incautum intectuinqtie effi-

ctret; non tarn solertia, (quippe lisdem artibus victui

est) quam <lt urn ira in rein Romanam; cujns pari ex-

ito viguit, ceciditque. Corpus illi labormn tolerans;
animus audax.sui obtegens; in alios criminator: juxti
adulatio et suptrbia; pulam compositus pudor, intus

summa apiscendi libido, ejusque causa modo laritio

ft luxus,.aspe industria ac vigilantia, haud minus nox-

iae quotiens parando regno tinguntur." 8
Sejanus by

various arts gained the ascendant of Tiberius so tar,

that though that prince was gloomy and impenetrate
to every body else, he disguised nothing, and kept no

secret from him; which is not so much to be ascribed

to the craft and address of that minister, (for he fell

by the same arts of cunning and deceit himself) as to

the anger of the gods against the Roman empire, to

which his power and fall were equally pernicious.
He had strength of body to support great fatigues:
the character of his mind was presumption, disguise,
and malignity in calumniating others. He was at the

same time a flatterer to the lowest degree of meanness
and haughty to excess: his outside wore the appear-
ance of great modesty and reserve; within the lust of

gain and ambition wholly engrossed him. His means
for the attainment of his ends were luxury and corrup-
tion, and sometimes vigilance and application, no less

dangerous, when assumed for usurping empire." To
say every thing in a word, Sejanus, so much extolled

by Paterculus, was the scourge of the divine wrath

against the Roman empire: rfewm ira in rcm Roma-
nam. Persons in high stations, who have the dipen-
sation of graces and advantages, may judge from thi

of the value they ought to set upon the praises lavish-

ed upon them so immoderately, and often with so.lit-

tle shame.
I have said before that Paterculus excelled particu-

larly in drawing the characters of men. Some of hi*

descriptions are short, which are not the least beau-

tiful; and many of greater extent. I shall repeat here

some examples of both.

Marius.

"Hirtus atqtie horridus, vitaque sanctus; quantum
bello optimus, tantum pace pessimtis; immpdicus glo-

riae, insatiabilis, impotent, semperque inquietus."
" Marius had something savage and horrid in his na-

ture: his manners were austere, but irreprovable: ex-

cellent in war, detestable in peace; greedy, or rather

insatiable of glory; violent, and incapable of rest."'

Sylla.

"Adeo Sylla dissimilis fuit bellator ac victor, ut,

dum vincit, justissimo lenior; post victonam, audito

fuerit crudehor." "Nothing was more different than

Sylla at war, and Sylla victorious. In the field, he

was milder than the justest; after the victory, more
cruel than the most barbarous."10

Mithridates.

"Mithridates, Ponticus rex: vir neque silent! us, ne-

que dicendus, sinecure. Bello acernmus, virtute ex-

imius; aliquando fortuna, semper animo maximus:

consiliis dux, miles manu, odio in Romanos Annibul."
" Mithridates king of Pontus, of whom it is difficult

either to speak or to be silent. Most expert in war,

of extraordinary valour; sometimes very great by
fortune, always by magnanimity: in counsels a gene-

ral, in executing a soldier, in hatred to the Romans
Hannibal."1 '

J\Icecenas.

"C. Maecenas, equestri sed splendido genere na

tus: vir, ubi res vigiliam exigeret, sane exsomnU, pro

videns, atque agcndi sciens; simul vero aliquid ex ne

golio remitti posset, otio ac mollitiis, pene ultra fcmi

nani fluens."
" Maecenas descended from an eques-

trian, but illustrious and ancient family. Where vi-

i Tacit. An. 1. it. c. 1.

> Lib. ii. c. 25
Lib. ii. e. 9.

it Lib. ii. e. 18.
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gilance was necessary, he was ablp, provident, and ac-

tive, without allowing himself rest. But as soon as

affairs would admit of relaxaiion, he gave himself up
to the charms of ease and voluptuousness with almost

more than female softness."!

Scipic JEmilianus

"P. Sripio ^milianus, vir avitis P. African! pater-

nisque L. Pauli virtutibus simillimus, omnibus belli ac

togre dotibus, insreniique ac studiorum eininentissimus

eculi sni; qui nihil in vita ni-i laudandum aut fecit,

aut dixit, ar stnsil Tain elegans liberalium stu-

dioruin omnUque doctrinae aurtor et admirator tuit,

at Polyliiiim Panaetiumque, praecellentes ingenio viros,

domi
mililittqiie

esecum habueril. Neque enini quis-

quam hoc Snpione elegantius intervalla negotiorum
otio dispunxit: semp-rque aut bell) ant pans serviit

rtibus: semper inter arma ac studia versatns, aut cor-

pus periculis, aut aninium disciplinis exercuit." " P.

Scipio ^Emilianus, who perfectly resembled Scipio
Africanus his grandfather, and Paultis vEin'ilius his

father, in their virtues, was the most eminent person
of hi* age, for all the talents, natural or acquired, that

coulxl adorn peace or war; a man, who never during
his life either did, said, or thought any thing but what
deserved praise. He was so great an admirer of po-
lite learning and science in general, in which he him-
self excelled, that he alwavs had with him, as well at

home as in the field, Polvbius and Panaetius, two of

the most illustrious learned men of his time. No
man knew how to apply the intervals of leisure from
business with more elegance and taste than thii Scip-
io: and as the arts of war or peace were hig continual

employments, between arms and books, he incessant-

ly exercised either his body in the dangers and fa-

tigues of the one, or his mind in the refined studies

and (peculations of the other."2

Cato of Utica.
" M. Cato. genitus proavo M. Catone, principe illo

fam li:e Porciae: homo virtuti simillimus, et per omnia

ingenio dii* quam hominibus propior: qui nunquam
rectfc fecit, ut facere videretur, sed quia aliter facere

non poterat; cuique id solum visum et rationem ha-

bere, quod haberet justitiam: omnibus humanis vitiis

immunis, semper fortunam in sua potentate habui."
" Cato of Utica's great grandfather was Cato the cen-

sor, that illustrious head of the Porcian family. He
was in all things more like a god than a mnn, and
teemed virtue itself in human shape. He never did

any thing virtuous for the sake of seeming virtuous, but

because he could not do otherwise; and never thought
any thing could have reason, that wanted justice. Ex-

empt from all human vices, fortune, to which he never

gave way, was in his power, and in a manner his

slave."*

Pompty.
" Innocentia eximius, canctitate praecipuus, eloquen-

tia medius: potential, qu<e honoris causa ad eum defer-

retur, non ut ab eo occuparetur, cupidissimus. Dux
bello peritissiuius; civis in toga (nisi ubi ver-retur ne

quern haberet parem) iiiode>tissimus. Amicitiaruiu
tenHx, in ortensis exorabilis, in reconcilianda gratia fi-

dtlisimus, in accipienda satisfactione facillimus. Po-
tentia sua nunquam, aut rarb, ad impotentiam usus:

pene omnium vitiorum expers, nisi numerarettir inter

maxima, in ciritate libera dominaque gentium indig-
nan, cum omnes civeg jure haberet pares, quemquain
jequelem dignitate con?picere."

"
Pompev's minners

cere blameless and noble, his probilv supreme, his

eloquence indifferent. He was extremely fond of

oower, when conferred upon him freelv and for his

honour, but not so much as to seize it by violence:
a most able general in war, a most moderate cititen

in peace, except when he apprehended having an

equal. Tenacious in friendship, easy in forgiving in-

juries, most faithful in reconciliation, and far from

rigid in exacting satisfaction. He never, or very
rarely, employed his power in committing violence

i IA. ii. r.. &.
Lib. ii c. 35.

Lib. i. c. 12. Ibid, r, 13.

and oppression: and might be said to be exempt froc

all vices, if it were not the greatest in a free state, th

mistress of the world, where all the citizens were

equal by right and constitution, to be incapable of

suffering any equal in power and authority."*

Ctesar.

"Caesar forma omnium civium excellentissimus,

vigore animi acernmus, muniticentia; effusiseimus, am-
mo super humanam et naturam et fidem evectus: mag-
nitudine consiliorum, celeritate bellandi, patientia pe
riculorum, Magno illi Alexandro, sed sobrio neque
iracundo simillimus: qu! denique semper et somno et

cibo in vitam non in voluptatem uterttur." "Caesar,
besides excelling all the Romans in the beauty of fail

person, surpassed them still more in the lorce and su-

periority 01 bis genius, in munificence and liberality
to profusion, and in valour and ability above either

human nature or belief. The greatness of his projects,
the rapidity of his conquests, and his intrepid valour
in confronting dangers, make him entirely resemble
Alexander the Great, but Alexander sober, and free

from rage. Food and rest he used only for refresh-

ment, not for pleasure."
4

TACITUS.
TACITUS (C. Cornelius Tacitus) was older than

the younger Pliny, who was born in the year of Christ

61. Vespasian firtt raised him to dignities, in which
Titus continued him, and to which Domitian added

greater. He was pnetor in the reign of the latter, and
in that of Nerva was substituted consul to Yergiuiui
Rutus, whose panegyric he composed.

6 He married
the daughter of Cn. Julius Agncola, famous for the

conquest of Britain, A. D. 77, or 78. He had been
four years out of Rome with his wife, when Agricola
died,' A. D. 93. Lipsius believes that Tacitus left

children, because the emperor Tacitus said, he waj
descended from him or from the same family .7 Learn-

ing rendered Tacitus more illustrious than his digni-
ties.8 He plead even after he had been consul, with

great reputation for eloquence, of which the peculiar
character was weight and majesty. He had been high-
Iv esteemed from his first appearance. Pliny the

younger was one of his earliest admirers, and (hey con-
tracted a great friendship with each other.* Thejr
mutually corrected each other's works; which is of

great service to anautlior.io This I experience every
day with the utmost gratitude, and am conscious that
I owe the success of my labours to the like assistance

of no less learned than affectionate friends.

It appears that Tacitus published some orations or

pleadings.il He also composed some pieces in verse;
and there is a letter of his among those of Pliny. But
he is only known in these days, by his historical wri-

tings, to which St. SidoniusU tells us he did not apply
himself, till after he had endeavoured in vain to per-
suade Pliny to undertake his subject. He composed
his Description of Germany'* during Trajan's second

consulship: at least there is room to conjecture so.

The Life ofJlgricola, his father-in-law, appears also

from the preface to have Iteen one of his first works,
and written in the beginning of Trajan's reign. He
employs part of the preface in describing the tempes-
tuous times of a cruel reign at enmity with all virtue:

Sara et infesta tirtutibiis iempora. This was that

of Domitian. He conclude* it with observing, that
he dedicates that book to 'the glory of Agricola b'm

father-in-law; and hopes that the respect and grati-
tude which induced him to undertake it, will either
recommend it to favour, or be its excuse: Hie inte-

rim liber honori Jlgncolce soceri mei destinalus pro-
fessionc pietatis aut laudaliis erit, aut tzcusatut.
He then proceeds to his subject, and explains the prin-

cipal circumstances and actions of his father-in-law's

life. This piece is one of the finest and most valuable

fragments of antiquity: in which soldiers, courtiers,
and magistrates, may find excellent instructions.

* Lib. ii. c. 29.
Plin. Ep. i 1.2.
Plin. Ep. i., xi. 1.2.

i In Ep. vii. I. -.

Sidon. E|>. xi ii. 1.4.

Lib. ii. c. 41.
' Vopisc. in it. Tacit.

Id. Ep. ii. I. 7.

i Id. Ep. 1. 1. 9.
> De Germ. c. 37.
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The f;eat work of Tacitus is that wherein he wrote
the history of the emperors,

1

beginning at the death

of Galba, and concluding at that ol"Doiuitian: which
is what we call his Hiitoriet. But of the twenty-eight

years contained in this history, from the year sixty-
nine to ninety-sis, we have only the year sixty-nine
and part of seventy. To compose this work, he asked

memoir* of particular persons, as he did of Pliny the

younger, concerning his uncle's death.* Such as were
desirous of being known to posterity sent him accounts

without application, which we and from the same

Pliny, who was in hopes of being immortalized by that

leans.* The letters which he wrote him upon that

head, seeui to be of the year 102 or 103, whence we

may judge at what time Tacitus applied himself to

that work.
He intended, after having finished it, if God pro-

longed his life, to write also the history of JVerva and

Trajan : happy times, says be, in which a man might
think as he pleased, and speak as he thought. Rara
temporum felicitate, ubi tentire qua velii, et guts ten-

tias dicere licet.* But it does not appear that he ex-

ecuted this design. Instead of that he resumed the

Roman history from the death of Augustus to the reign
of Galba; and this is the part that he calls his Annals,
because he endeavoured to introduce all the events

under their respective years, which, however, he does
not always observe in relating some wars. In a pas-

sage of these annals, he refers to the history of Domi-
tian.5 that be had written before: which shows that

the Histories were prior to the Annals, though the

tatter are placed first. And it is observed that the

tyle of his histories is more florid and diffuse than
that of his annals, which is more grave and concise,

without doubt, as he was naturally inclined to brevity,
from his having grown stronger in that habit the more
he wrote. Of the four emperors, whose history Taci-

tus wrote in his annals, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius,
and Nero, only that of the first and last are come down
to as almost entire; we, however, want three years of

Tiberius, and the latter i>art of Nero'o reign. Cali-

gula is entirely lost, and we have only the end of

Claudius.
He designed also to have written the history of Au-

gustus: but St. Jerome* seems to have known no-

thing more of his, except what he treated of from the

death of that prince to that of Doiuitian, which, says
he, made thirty books.

If what Quinctilian says of a celebrated historian

of his times, whom he does not name, is to be under-
stood of Tacitus, as some authors have believed, it

eems that he had been obliged to retrench some pla-
ces in which he was too free and bold. The passage
of Quinctilian says,? "There is an historian who still

lives for the glory of our age. and who deserves to live

eternally in the remembrance of succeeding times. He
will be called by his name hereafter, at present it suf-

fices that we know him. This great man has admir-

ers, but no imitators; his freedom and love of truth

having done him hurt, notwithstanding his having sup-

pressed part of his writings. In what remains, how-
ever, we perfectly discern the elevation of his genius,
nd his bold and noble manner of thinking."
It is a misfortune that we are no better informed in

the circumstances of the life of so illustrious a writer;
nor do we know any thing regarding his death. The
emperor Tacitus, who held it an honour to descend
from our historian's family, decreed, that bis works
thould be placed in all libraries, and that ten copies
hould be made of them every year at the expense of
he public, in order to their being more correct.*

This was a wise and laudable precaution, which, one
would think, might have preserved entire a work so

> Tacit. H'nt. I. i. e. 1. * Plin. EI>. xvi. I. 6.

M. Ep. xvi., xx. I. 6. Tacit. Hist. I. i. c. 1.

> Annal. I. xi. c. 11. Hiernn. Zachar.
' Su|rct arihuc, e texornat tetatis imstrip gloriam, vir

Kculrum memoria dignus, qui olim nominabitur, nunc in-

trlligitur. Habel amutores ncc imiiatoren, ut libertas,

juanniiam cirrumcish qua: liiiisset, ei nocuorit ; tied elatum
bunde spirimm et au'liires sentential depreheodai etura

ID ill 'ju:r inanunt. Quinetil. 1. x. c. 1.

* Vopi*c in vjt. Tacit Imner.

worthy in all its parts of being transmitted to pet-
terity.

Tacitus boasts of having written without passiou
or prejudice, sine ira et studio, and of having strictly
adhered to truth in every thing, which is the prinri

pal duty of an historian. To ellect this, Tacitus had
occasion not only for a great love of truth, but a very
fine discernment, and much precaution. For he ob-
serves himself, in speaking of the histories of Tiberi-

us, Caligula, Claudius, and Nero, that whether they
were written during their lives or after their deaths,
falsehood was equally notorious in them, fear having
dictated some of them, and hatred other*: Fionnli-
bus ipsis, ob meiiirn falsa ; postqimm occiderunt, re*

ceniibut odiis compotila sunt.9 "There are," sayi
he.

" two failings highly apt to injure truth: either

abandoned adulation, or revengeful hatred against
those that reign. It is not to be expected, that his-

torians, who are either flatterers or declared enemies,
should have any great regard for posterity." f'eri-

ias pluribus mo'dis infracta libidine assentandi,
out rursits odio adtersus dominantes. Ita neutrit

euro posteritatis, inter infensos vel obnosios. 10 " We
are presently disgusted with the sordid dattery of a

writer, but hear slander and reproach with pleasure:
for adulation bears the odious brand of la\ery , and

malignity the specious show of freedom." Sed am-
bitionem scriptoria facile adverseris, obtrectalio et

livor pronis auribus accipiuntur: quippe adulatione

fcedum crimen seroitutis, rnalig-nitati falsa specitt
libertatis inest. Tacitus promises to avoid these two
extremes, and

professes
to be above all prejudices.

Incorrnplamfidem profetsu, nee amore quisquam, et

tine odio dieendut cst.

The part which we have of Tiberius" reign is judg-
ed Tacitus' masterpiece in respect to politics. The
rest of his history, say the same critics, might be com-

posed bv another as well as by him; Rome not want-

lug decfaimers to paint the vices of Caligula, the stu-

pidity of Claudius, and the cruelties of JNero. But to

write the life of a prince like Tiberius, required a

historian like Tacitus, who could unravt) all the in-

trigues of the cabinet, assign their real causes to

events, and distinguish pretext and appearance from
actual motives and truth. It is useful and important,
I confess, to unmask talse virtues, to penetrate the

mists and obscurity, in which ambition and the other

passions conceal themselves, and to set vice and guilt
in lull light, in order to inspire the horror of them.

But is it not to be feared that a historian, who almost

every where afreets to dive into the human heart, and
to sound it in its most secret recesses, gives us his

OWD ideas and conjectures for reality, and frequently
lends men intentions they never had, and designs ot

which they never thought? Sallust throws political
reflections into his history, but he does it with more
art and reserve, and thereby renders himsell less sus-

pected. Tacitus, in his history of the c-mperors, is

more, attentive to exposing the bad, than showing the

good: which perhaps is because all those whose lives

we have from him are bad princes. As to the st} le of

Tacitus, we must own it very obscure: it is some-
times even hard and stiff, and has not all the purity
of the good authors of the Latin tongue, but be

excels in expressing much ser.se in few words, which

gives a very peculiar force, energy, and spirit,
to his

discourse. He excels also in painting objects,
some-

times with
brevity, and sometimes with greater ex-

tent, but always in lively colours, that in a manner
set what he describes before our eyes, and (which is

his peculiar character) suggest much more than they

express. Some examples will prove this better tbsn

what I siy; which 1 shall extract solely from the l.fe

of Agricola.

Passages nf Tacitus full.of spirit.

1. Tacitus speaks of the Britons, who voluntarily

supplied recruit*, paid tributes, ana submitted to ail

other impositions, when the governors suit from
Rome acted with lenity and moderation, " but sorter-

ed cruelty and violent treatment with great reluc-

| Anual. 1. i. c. 1. > Histor. L i. e. 1.
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fence, sufficiently subjected to obey, but not to be

used like slaves." Has (injurias} (fgrl tolerant, jam
domiti ut pareant,

nondum ut seroiant. Cap. xiii.

2. "Agncola, having applied himself from the fiist

year of his government to put a stop to these disor-

ders, reinstated the desire of peace, which before,

either through the negligence or collusion of his pre-
decessors, was no less terrible than war. Hcec primo
tlatirn anno comprimendo, cgregiamfamam pad cir-

cumdedit, quce, vel incurid vet tolerantid priorum,
hand minus quain bellum timehatur. Cap. xx.

3. Domitian's reception of Agricola at his return

from his glorious campaigns, is one of the finest pas-

sages in Tacitus, but the spirit of it cannot be ren-

dered in a translation. Exceptus brevi osculo, el nul-

la sermone, turbo: servientinm immixlus ett.
" After

a short cool embrace, in which the emperor did not

ay one word, he wag left to mix with the crowd of

courtiers attending." Cap. xl.

4. The same may be said of what immediately fol-

lows. Agricola, who perfectly knew the genius of

the court, and how offensive the reputation of a suc-

cessful general is to idle courtiers without merit, to

gotten the lustre of it, and to etude envy, thought
proper to lead a quiet life remote from business.

Cceterum, ut militare nornen, grave inter otiosos,

alii} virtutibus temperaret, tranquillitatem atque
otiwn penitus uitxit.

" He retained a moderate equi-

page, treated every body with affability, and went
abroad in the company of only one or two friends;
so that the generality of people, who usually judge
of the merit of men by the splendour and magni-
ficence of their train, when they saw and considered

him, askod themselves whether that was the so much
celebrated Agricola, and could scarce believe it was
him under such an appearance." Cultu modicus,
termone Jacilis, uno ant alien* amicorwn comitatui:

adeo ut plerique, qnibus mag-nos virot per ambi-
tionem (estimare mos est, quarerent famam, pauci
interpretarentur. How are we to render these two
last phrases, qutererent famam, pauci interpretaren-
tur, which have a profound sense, that it is almost

necessary to guess? The historian has provided for

this, in telling us, people generally judge of great
men by the splendour that surrounds them; plerisqne
mag-no* viros per ambitionem cesiimare mot est,

He distinguishes two kinds of spectators. The one,
which is the most numerous, in seeing the modesty
of Agricola'g outside, inquired upon what his repu-
tation could be (bunded, not perceiving the usual

marks of it: ut pleriqne qucererenl famam. The
other, which is the smallest in number, did not judge
bv vulgar opinion, but comprehended, that great
merit might be concealed under a simple and modest

appearance, and that the one was not incompatible
with the other: pauci interpretarentur.

5. Tacitus sometimes mingles his facts with very

judicious reflections. This he does in a wonderful
manner, where he extols the wisdom and moderation
with which Agricola managed and soothed the violent

temper of Domitian, though himself had frequently
experienced bad treatment from it.

"
Proprium hu-

mani ingenii est, odisse quern laeserls. Domitiani
verb natnra prseceps in iram, et quo obscurior, eb
irrevocabilior, moderatione tamen prudentiaque Agri-
colic leniebatur: quia non contumacia, neque inani

jactatione libertatis, famam fatumque provocabat.
bciant quibus moris illicita mirari, posse etiam sub
malis prindpibug magnos viros esse, obsequi unique
c modestiam, si Industrie ac vigor adsint, eb laudis

czcedere, quo pleriqtie per abrupta, sed in mullum
reip, usum, ambitiosa morte inclaruerunt." Cap.
xlii. "Though it is of the nature of man to hate him
whom he has injured, and Domitian was excessively

prone
to anger, and the more irreconcilable the more

be concealed it, Agricola knew how to pacify him !>\

bis prudence and moderation. For he never aggra-
vated his rage by contumacious behaviour, and was
not so eager alter fame, as to urge on his fate for the

empty reputation of a generous freedom of speech.
Let those who admire such a rashness of generosity,
learn from him, that great men may live under bad

prunes; and that submission and modesty, if support-

ed with vigour and idustry, may acquire Create'

fame, than many have nspired to by a bold ana hardy
behaviour, without any emolument to the public, and
with no other fruit to themselves, except a more dis-

tinguished death."

QU1NTUS CURTIUS. (RoFUS.)

I HAVE already observed elsewhere, that the time
when Quintus Curtius lived is not precisely known.
The learned are very much divided on this head,
some placing him in the reign of Augustus or Tibe-

rius, and others, in that of Vespasian, and even of

Trajan.
He wrote the history of Alexander the Great, in

ten books, of which the two first have not come down
to us, but which have been supplied by Freiiishemius.

His style is florid, agreeable, and full of wise reflec-

tions; and he has runny very fine harangues, but

generally too long, and sometimes in the spirit of

declamation. His thoughts, which are full of wit,
and often very solid, have, however, an affected glit-
ter and conceit, which do not seem to belong to the

Augustan age. It would be surprising enough, that

Quinctilian, in his enumeration of the Latin authors,
should have omitted to mention a historian of the

merit of Quintus Curtius, had the latter lived before

him.
He is reproached with many faults of ignorance in

respect to astronomy, geography, the dates of his

events, and even the most known effects of nature, as

having thought the moon indifferently eclipsed when
new, and when at the full. Lunam deficere- cfim aut

terram tubiret, aut tole premeretur.i
There is an excellent French translation of this

author by M. Vaugelas.

SUETONIUS. (CAius SUETONIUS TRANQUILLUS.)
SUETONIUS was the son of Suetonius Lenis,' a tri-

bune of the thirteenth legion, who was at the battle

of Bedriacum, where the troops of Vitellius were de-
feated by Otho. He flourished in the reigns%f Tra-

jan and Adrian. Pliny the younger had a great af-

fection for him, and was very desirous of having him

always with him.3 He says, that the more he knew
him the better he loved him, on account of his pro-

bity, politeness, good conduct, application to letters,

and erudition; and did htm many services.

Suetonius composed a great number of books,
which are almost all lost. Only his History of the

first Twelve Emperors, and part of his treatise upon
the celebrated grammarians and rhetoricians hare
come down to us. This history is very much esteem-
ed by the learned. He confines himself in it less to

the affairs of the empire, than the persons of the em-

perors, whose particular actions, domestic behaviour,
and inclinations in general, good or bad, he relates.

He does not observe the order of time, and no his-

tory ever differed more from annals than this. He
reduces the whole to certain general heads, setting
down under each all that relates to it. His style is

strong and simple, in which it plainly appears, that

he was more intent on truth than eloquence. He is

blamed for having given too much license to his pea,
and for being as loose and debauched in his narra-

tions, as the emperors, whose history he writes, were
in their lives.

LUCIUS FLORUS.
FLORUS is believed to have been a Spaniard, of

the family of the Senecas, and to have had the names
of L. jjnncent Seneca by birth, and of L. Juliut
Florin by adoption.

4 We have an abridgment of

his, in four books, of the Roman History from Romu-
lus down to Augustus, which seems to have been
written in Trajan's time. It has not the usual fault

of abridgments, of being dry, barren, and insipid.
Its style is elegant, agreeable, and has a kind of po-
etical vivacity in it: but in some places it has too

murh emphasis and pomp, and sometimes even bom-
bast. It is not an abridgment of Livy, with whom

> I,ib. iv. c. 10.
> 1'lin. 1. x. Ep. 100.

* Sueion. in Othon. e. x.

Votiiui.
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be often differs We have said before, that it is

doubted whether the epitomes or summaries at the

head of the books of Livy were written by Florus.

JUSTIN.

JUSTIN is believed to have inscribed bis abridg-
ment of the History of Trogus Pompeius to Titus

Antoninus: but that is not certain, there having been

several emperors of the name of Antoninus. Trogus
Pompeius was one of the illustrious writers of the

time of Augustus, and is ranked among the historians

of the first class, Livy, Sallust, and Tacitus. His

work was of immense extent, and contained the Greek
and Roman history entire down to the reign of Au-

gustus. Justin has abridged it in the same number
of books; for which we are not obliged to him, if it

be true that his abridgment occasioned the loss of

the original. We may judge of the purity and ele-

gance of Trogus' style from the speeech of Mithri-

dates to his troops, which Justin has inserted entire

in his thirty-eighth book. It is very long and in-

direct. For Justin takes notice, that Trogus did not

approve the direct harangues introduced by Livy
and Sallust in their histories. It is at the end of this

speech, after having represented to his soldiers, that

he is not going to lead them into the frightful soli-

tudes of Scythia, but the most fertile and opulent re-

gion in the universe, that Mithridates adds: "Asia

expects them with impatience, and seems to oiler

them her hand, whilst she loudly invokes their aid:

so much have the rapaciousness of proconsuls, the

oppressions of tax-farmers, and the vexations of un-

just tribunals, inspired them with hatred and detes-

tation for the Romans." "Tantumque se avida ex-

pectat Asia, ut etiam vocibus vocet: adeo illis odium
Romanorum incussit rapacitas proconsulum, sectio

publicanorum, calumnke litiuin." The style of Jus-

tin is clear, intelligible, and Agreeable: we find in him
from time to time fine thoughts, solid reflections, and

very lively descriptions. Except a small number of

words and modes of speech, his Latinity is sufficient-

ly pure; and it is very probable that he generally
uses the words and even phrases of Trogus.

AUTHORS OF THE AUGUST BISTORT.

THE lives of the Roman emperors from Adrian to

Carinus is called The August History. Those au-

thors are Spartianus, Lampridius, Vulcatius, Capito-
linus Pollio, and Vopiscus. They all lived in the

reign of Diocletian, though some of them wrote also

under his successors. I shall not enter into a parti-
cular account of their works, which have no relation

to my history.

AURELIUS VICTOR.
AURELIUS VICTOR lived in the reign of Constan-

tius, and long after. He is believed to have been an

African. He was born in the country, and the son

of a very poor illiterate man. He seems to have

been a pagan at the time he wrote. His History of

the Emperors begins at Augustus, and goes on to

the twenty-third year of Constanlius. We have also,

of the same author's, an abridgment of the Lives of

Illustrious Men, almost all Romans, from Procas to

Julius Caesar. Others ascribe this little work to Cor-
nelius Nepos, im:lius Probus, &c., but Vossius main-

tains that it is Aurelius Victor's. This abridgment
contains little more than proper names and dates,

and for that reason does -not suit children, who can-

Dot learn much Latinity from it.

AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS.
AMMIANUS MARCEMJNVS was by nation a Greek,

of a considerable family in the city of Antioch. He
served manv years in the Roman armies in the time

of Constantius. He afterward* quitted the troops,
and retired to Rome, where he wrote his history
which he divided into thirty-one books. He con- I

tinned it from Nerva, where Suetonius ends, to the
J

death of Valens. We have now only the last eigh-
teen books, which begin at the end of the year 353,

immediately after the death of Magnen'ius. Though
Le was a Gre'k, he wrote it in Latin, I ut in a Latin >

that savours much of the Greek and the soldier
This defect, says Vossius, is made amends for by the
author's other qualities, who is grave, solid, judicious
very sincere, and a great lover ol truth. His zeal for

idols and their adorers, particularly lor Julian the

apostate, whom he makes his hero, is verv evident*
and on the contrary he appears much the enemy of
Constantius. He does not, however, fail to treat

both the one and the other with justice.

EUTROPIUS.
EUTROPIUS wrote his Abridgment of the Romaa

History in the reigns of Valentinian and Valens, but

by order of the latter, to whom he inscribes it. To
judge of it by his style, one would believe him rather
a Greek than a Roman.

CHAPTER III.

OF ORATORS.
INTRODUCTION.

I AM to speak in this place of that part of polite

learning, which has the most beauty, solidity, great-
ness, and splendour, and is of the most extensive use,

namely. Eloquence. This U a talent, which exalts

the orator above the vulgar of mankind, and almost
above humanity itself; which renders him in some
measure the guide and arbiter of the most important
deliberations; which gives him an empire over the

mind, the more admirable as it is entirely voluntary,
and founded solely upon the force of reason placed in

all its light: in a word, which enables him to sway
the heart to his purposes, to overcome the most obsti-

nate resistance, and to inspire such sentiments as he

pleases; joy or sorrow, love or hatred, hope or fear,

compassion or resentment. If we represent to our-

selves the numerous assemblies of Athens or Rome,
in which the greatest interests of those states are con-

sidered, and where the orator, from the tribunal of

harangues, reigns by his eloquence over an immense

people, who hear him with a profound silence inter-

rupted onlv by applauses and acclamations; of all thai

the world ever contained of magnificent in appear-
ance, and most capable of dazzling the mind of man,
is there any thing so grand, so soothing to self-love

as this?

What still greatly exalts the value of eloquence, ac-

cording to the judicious reflection of Cicero, is the

amazing scarcity of good orators in all agrs.l If we
look back into all other professions, arts, and sciences,
we find numbers distinguished for excelling in them,

generals, statesmen, philosophers, mathematicians,

physicians, in a word, great persons in every way.
We cannot say quite the same respecting poets; I

mean such as have attained perfection in their art: the

number of these has always been extremely small, al-

though much greater than that of good orators. \N hat

I now -say ought to seem the more surprising, as in

respect to the other arts and sciences, it is generally

neces-ary to imbibe them from sources devious and

unknown, and not of common use; whereas the talent

of speaking is a thing merely natural, that seems to be
within every one's capacity, that has nothing in it ob-

scure or abstracted, and of which one of the principal
rules and most essential virtues is to express one's sell

clearlv, without ever departing from nature. It can-

not be said, that, among the ancients, the surcerf of

the other arts proceeded from n great number ol \f.r-

sons being induced by the allurement of rewards to

apply themselves to them. As well at Athens as Rome,
the t'wo great theatres in which the talents of the m'nd

shone out with most lustre, no sludy was ever culti-

vated more universally, nor with greater application
and ardour, than thai "of eloquence. And we ought
not to wonder at it. In republics like these, where all

the affairs of the state were examined in common;
where war and peace, alliances and lans, were deli-

berated upon either before the people or senate. 01

with both; and where every thing vas determined by

plurality of voices: the tnlnit of speaking must neces-

sarily have p.-evailed.
Whoever spoke in there a*

Lib. J. Ort. n. 6 16.
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ttu.llies wfth most eloquence, became by necessary

Consequence the most powerful. Hence the youth, of

any ambition, did not fail to apply themselves with the

ptujo-t diligence, to a study, that alone opened the

way to riches, credit, and dignities. Whence there-

fore was it. that, notwithstanding the application and

efforts of so great a number of excellent geniuses, the

great advantage* in respect to fortune, and the at-

traction of so soothing a reputation, the number of ex-

cellent orators has always been so small? The rea-

son is evident, and we ought to conclude, that of all

the arts which are the object of human study, elo-

quence must necessarily be the greatest, the most

difficult, and that which requires the most talents, and

talents entirely different and even opposite in appear-
ance, for succeeding in it.

Every body knows that there are three kinds of

style, the great or sublime, the common or simple,
and the mediate or florid, which holds the mean be-

tween the other two.

In the sublime kind,' the orator employs whatever
is most noble in the thoughts, most lofty in the ex-

pressions, most bold in the figures, and most strong
and pathetic in the passions. His discourse is then

like an impetuous torrent, incapable of being stopped
* or kept in, which in its violence bears away those that

hear it, and forces them, whether they will or not, to

follow it wheresoever it hurries them. But this is not

the place for treating of this subject, which would alone

prove the extent of the talents necessary to eloquence.
The -imple style* j< quite different. It is clear, pure,

intelligible, and nothing more. It has no thoughts of

soaring, and endeavours only to be understood. It

values itself solely upon a peculiar purity of language,

great elegance, and refined delicacy. If it sometimes
ventures upon ornament, that ornament is entirely sim-

ple and natural. Horace's expression, simplex mundi-
(Us, is the best I can use to describe this style ; of which
Phsedrus and Terence are the most perfect models.
A third species of eloquence is in a manner the

mean between the other two, and is therefore called

the mixed, florid, or mediate style.* It has neither

the delicacy of the latter, nor the force and thunder
of the former. It borders upon both, but without at-

taining to, or resembling either. It participates of
the one and the other, or, to speak more justly, it is

neither the one nor the other. The orator, in this

way, designedly uses the glitter of metaphors, the

glow of figures, agreeable digressions, harmony of dis-

position, and beauty of thoughts; retaining always,
however, the mild and temperate character peculiar
to it: so that it may then be compared to a stream,
that mils its silver waves through flowery banks sha-

ded with verdant trees.

Each of these kinds of eloquence is highly estima-

ble in itself, and
acquires

all writer* that succeed in

them great reputation. But the sublime 4 rises infi-

'
Grandiloqui [quidam] ut ita dicam fuerunt, cum ampla

et enteniiiiriiin craviiate, et majegtale verborum ; velie-

menti 1

*, varii. c.ipni<i, graves, ad |*rmovRndos el converlen-
dos animus instruct! et parati. Cie. in Oral. n. 20.

At ille qui taxa drvolvat, c(. pontem indignetur, et ripas
fibi fuciut, mutlua et lorrem judicem vel nitentcm contra
ferel, co^'eique ire qua ranit. Qi*c(i/. I. xii. c. 10.

* Contra [sum quidanl tenues, acuti. omnia docenteg, et

diliicidiura non ampliora lucifiitug, sutmli quadam et preesa
oratione limaii Alii in eadi-m jrjunitato concinniores, id

st faceti, florentes etiam, et Irviicr ornati. Oral. n. 20.
* Ext autcm quidam interjectus, mediun et quasi tempera-

tus. m'C ariimino posteriorum, ncc fulinine u'l-ns Miperio-
rum: vicious aniborum, in ueutro excellent : utriusque par-

ticepi, v.-i uiriusque (gi vcrutn qua-rimus) poliufi expern.
Oral, n 21

Medius hie modus et translati.mihm crebrior, et fisuric

;T. juctmilior ; t<:rrssionihiis UIIIIH ms, compocitione aptus,
ententii* dulris : leninr tamen, ut munis lucidus quidam, el

Tirentiltus uirmque \ lvi inumbratue. Quiuctil. I. xii. c. ID.

* Teriiu* cm ampins, copinsus, gravis, ornutun, in quo
profwto vis maxima est. Hie csi enim, cuju* ornatum di-

eendi et copiam admirate gentel, etoqiieatfcftM in rivitatihun

plurimtim vaK>re |tisa> sunt: scd bane eloqueixiam, quv
cursu magno noiiiiuque ferretur, quam cuepir.prenl omm*<,
quam adrnirarentur, quam ? assi-qui p >se diffiderent. I In

juicloquentix esi trar.tare animiw. hujunomni modo permo-
vert'. Ha-c modd fierfriiigit, modo irrepit in iensu: inserit

aovaa opiniones. evellit iniitaj. Oral. n. V7.

VOL. IL 1

nitely above the other two. It is this kind of elo-

quence which excites admiration, ravishes applause,
and sets all the passions

of the soul in motion; that

sometimes by its impetuosity, its thunders. throws trou-

ble and emotion into the mind, and sometimes ni.-inu-

ates itself with a majesty of sweetness, a dignity of

softness, irresistibly tender and affecting.
It is the union of all these parts which forms the

perfect orator; and it is easy to perceive how difficult

and extraordinary it is for one man to possess so ma-

ny different qualities. The enumeration, which we
shall soon make of the ancient Greek and Latin ora-

tors, will show us some, who have confined themselvei
with success to the two latter kinds, but very few who
have been able to attain to the sublime, ami still fewer
who have succeeded in all three at the same time.

What renders success in this respect so difficult and

extraordinary, is that the excellent qualities which
form the three kinds of style, have each a defect, that

borders very close upon them, which adorns itself

with their name, which does indeed resemble them in

some measure, but at the same time alters and vitiates

them, by carrying them too far, by making simplicity

degenerate into meanness, ornament into tinsel and

glare, and the great and sublime into empty swell and
bombast. For it is in style, as in virtue. There are
in the one and the other certain bounds and modifi-

cations to be observed, beyond which lie the vicious

extremes.

Kst modus in rebus, sum uertl denique fines,

Quoe ultra citraquo nequil coniistere rectum, liar.

Extremes the more to be feared, as they seem to spring
from virtue itself, and confound themselves with it.

The Greeks call this excess
x.ny.i^K**,

vicious (ifftct-
filinn.'1 It appears in the three kinds of style, when
they exceed the bounds of the just and the true, when
the imagination throws off the guidance of the judg-
ment, and the mind is dazzled with a false appearance
of the good : this, in respect of eloquence, is the great-
est and most dangerous of faults, because, instead of

being avoided like others, the phantom is pursued as

mer't. There is also one virtue common to all the

three kinds of style, with which I shall conclude.'

Among orators, and the same may be said of histori-

ans, poets, and all writers, there are an infinite variety
of styles, geniuses, and characters, which occasions so

great a difference between them, that scarce one cac
be found, who perfectly resembles another. There is,

however, a kind of secret resemblance and common
tie between them, which makes them approach, and
unites them with each other. I mean certain deli-

cacy and refinement of taste, a kind of tincture of the

true and the fine, a manner of thinking and expressing
themselves, of which nature itnelf is the source; in fine,

a something which it is easier to conceive than express,

by which a reader of taite and sense discerns the works
both ancient and modern, that bear the stamp of pure
and elegant antiquity. And this is what young- per-
sons, who desire to make any progress in polite learn-

ing, ought to make the principal object of their care
and

application;
I mean, to study in the works of the

learned those natural beauties, which are the growth
of all ages and all languages, and to make themselves
lamiliar with them by a serious and repeated inter-

course with the authors, wherein they are to be found,
in order to attain so happy a taste as to discern them
at first sight, and, if I may venture the expression, to

perceive them like fragrant odours almost by the scent.

ARTICLE I.

OF THE GREEK ORATORS.
SECTION I. AGE IN WHICH ELOQUENCE FLOUR-

ISHED MOST AT ATHENS.

GREECE, o fertile in fine geniuses for all ihe othet

nrls, was a long time barren in respect to eloquence

KajC'?"- :i
i id est mala aflwctatio, por omnc dici>ndi ;e-

nui |>eccat Ila vocatur, quit-quid cut ultra viriulem

qui.ties insenium judinio caret, el upecie boni lUllnur : urn

n'.m in eloquentia viliorum |-imum , nam cetera cum
vitentur, lior pctiiur. Qitiiteii/. I. viii. c. 3.

Hubert omnis eloquentia aliquid commune. Qmactil.
x. c. '2.
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tnd, before Pericles, may in some measure be said to

have only spoken like an infant, and that till then she
had but a small idea, and set little value upon the ta-

lent of speaking. 1 It was at Athens that eloquence
began first to appear with splendour. And it is not

urprising that it was not in honour there, till after

many ages. Eloquence does not usually grow up
amidst the cares that are necessary in founding a state,

and the tumult of wars. She is the friend of peace,
and the companion of tranquillity, and requires, if I

may venture the expression, for her cradle a common-
wealth already well established and flourishing. But
what ought to appear surprising, is, that eloquence,
almost in her birth, and from her first appearance,
(which Cicero dates in the time of Pericles) should on
a sudden attain to such a height of perfection.8 Be-
fore Pericles there was no work or discourse in which

any trace of beauty or ornament appeared, or which

expressed the orator; and his harangues displayed
even then whatever is finest, most vigorous, and most
sublime in eloquence.*

Pericles, whose view was to render himself power-
ful in the republic, and to sway in the assemblies of the

people, considered eloquence as the most necessary
means for the attainment of these ends, and devoted
himself wholly to it. The natural excellency of his

genius supplied him with whatever was wanting for

his success, and the great application he had before
made to philosophy under Anaxagoras, had taught him

by what springs the human heart was to be moved
and actuated at will.4 He employed with wonderful
art sometimes the charms of insinuation to persuade,
and sometimes the force of vehement passions to op-

pose and subdue. Athens, who saw a new light shine
Out in her bosom, charmed with the graces and sublimi-

K
of his discourse, admired and feared his eloquence.*
is observed, that, at the very time he opposed the

passions of the people with a kind of inflexible obsti-

nacy, he knew how to please them, and had the ad-

dress to bring them over insensibly to his opinion.*
The comic poets accordingly, in their satires upon him
(for at that time they did not spare the most power-
ful) said to his praise on one side, that the goddess
of persuasion with all her charms Jwelt on his lips;
and on the other, that his discourse had the vehemence
of thunder, and that it always left behind ,t a kind of
stimulation in the souls of his hearers. 7 By this ex-

traordinary talent of speaking, Pericles held during
forty years, as well in war as peace, an entire author-

ity over the most inconstant and capricious, and at the

tame time the most jealous people of their liberty in

the world, whose discouragement in disgrace it was

> Grsecia otnnes artes vetustiores habet, et multo antd
Don invcntas soliim. Red etiam pret'ectas, quam eat A Gratis
elaboralo vis dicendi atque copia. In quam cum intueor,
maxime mini urcurrunt, Attice, et quasi lucent Athene,
tun-, qua in tirbe primum se orator extulit. Non in consli-

tuentilms Remp. nee in bella gerentibus nasei cupiditai
dicemli solet. PacU est comes, otiique sooiu, et jam hene
roiiiti- ma- civitali* quasi alumna qutedam eloquentia. Cic.

in Brut. n. it), et 45.

Hair-, tetaaprima Atheniioratorem prope perfectum tulit.

Cic. in Brut. n. 45.

Ante Periclem litera nulla et, qua* quidem orna-

turn aliijuem habeat, et oratoris esse videatur. Ibid. n. 27.

In Phsdro Plnlonis [page 270. J
hoc Periclem pnestitisse

cnti-ris (licit oratoribus Socrates, quod la Anaxagora: Phy-
ici fuerit auditor ; a quo m-iiset eum, cum alia pmclara

qiiatduni et magnifica didicisset, uburem et fojcundum fu-

Use, gnurumque (quod e*l eloquunlic maximum) quiliu.il

oral ion is inn..', , qutequu nnimorum paries pellerentur. Cic.

in Oral, n, 15.

>
HIIJIIH suavitate maximd exhilarates sum Athenie, hu-

jus ulienatem et copiam mlmirate; ejusdem vim dicendi

terrori'inqii" timuerunt. In Brut. n. 44.

(iuid Pericles? de cujus dicendi copia tic accepimui,
Ot, cum contra voluntatem Athenii-nsium lqueretur pro sa-

lute [iMiriip. s.'voriu* tnniHii id i|Mum, c|Uod ille roniru popu
lares hominis diceret, populare omnibus et jucundum vide-

retur. Cujus in lalirin vrtrrr* comici, etiam rum ilii male-
dicerent (quod turn Athenin fieri liceret) legNirem liiibitiisse

dixerunt ; lan'amque in >*ovim fuisse, ut in eorum mi'imbu*

qui auilisonl quasi aculeos quosdam relinqueret. Dt Oral.
1. iii. n. 138.

Ab Ariatophnne )Hi
; ta fulgursre, tonarn, permiscere

OrBciam dictus et. Orat. n. 21.

sometimes necessary to remove, as it was sometimes
to abate their pride, and to check their rashness in

success.* Hence we may judge of the power and val-

ue of eloquence.
Though Pericles left no piece of eloquence behind

him, he however deserves to be ranked at the head of
the Greek orators; and the more so, according to Ci-

cero,9 because it was he who first taught Athens a taste

for sound and perfect eloquence, placed it in honour,
showed its true use and destination, and made its salu-

tary effects evident by the success which attended hi*

harangues.
1 proceed now to speak of the ten Athenii.:i orator*,

of whose lives Plutarch has given us an abridgment,
and shall treat only of those, who are most known,
with some extent.

OF THE TEN GREEK ORATORS.

ANTIPHON.
ANTIPHON improved himself very much in his con-

versations with Socrates.' He taught rhetoric; he
also composed pleadings for such as had occasion for

them, and is believed to have been the first that intro-

duced that custom.- His invention was warm and

abundant, his s.lyle exact, his proof* strong, and he
had a great fehcity in answering unforeseen objec-
tions. He was no less successful in moving the pas-

sions, and in giving the persons
he introduced speak-

ing their just and
peculiar

characters. He was con-

demned to die for having favoured the establishment

of the Four Hundred at Athens.

ANDOC1DES.
AHDOCIDES was also the contemporary of Socrates.

He began to flourish twenty years before Lysias.H He
was brought to a trial as an accomplice, in throwing
down the statues of Mercury, which were all either

thrown down or mutilated in one night in the begin-

ning of the Peloponnesian war. He could extricate

himself from this danger only by promising to discover

the guilty, in which number he included his own fa-

ther, whose life however he saved. His style wa

simple, and almost entirely void of figures and orna

menU.

LYSIAS.

LYSIAS was by origin of Syracuse, but born a*

Athens." At fifteen years of age, he went to Thuri
urn in Italy with two of his brothers in the new colo-

ny sent thither to settle. He continued there till thi

defeat of the Athenians belore Syracuse, and then re-

turned to Athens in the forty-eighth year of his age
He distinguished himself there by his

peculiar
merit

and WHS always considered as one of the most excel

lent of the Greek orators, but in the simple ami Iran

quit species of eloquence. Perspicuity, purity, sweet

ness, and delicacy of style, were his particular attri

butes. He was, says Cicero, a writer of great sublletj
and elegance, in whom Athens might almost boast

alreaily of a perfect orator. 13 Quinctilian give us th

same idea of him. Lvsias, says he, is subtle and ele-

gant, anil if it sufficed for an orator to instruct, none
were more perfect than he.u For he has nothing

superfluous, nothing allected in his discourse. H'

style however resembles more * m.iall and clear strttu

than a great river.

if Lysias generally confined himself to that sief^-
city, and as Cicero calls it, le.jrir.ess of M\ !e.i= it WHS

Itaque hie doctrina, consilio, U-jq:en'i excellent qua-

draginta anno* prefuil Athciiis, ;'. u.L'iiiJ todem tempora
et bellicis rebus. Ibid.

Pericles primus adhibuil doc'./inanj, &c. In Brut. n. 44.
" Plut. de vil. decem Rhet. " f lut.

Dionys. Halic. in Lys.
Fnit" Lysias egrrgiJ rubtili* atquc etegans, quern

jam prope Buik-aa oratoreni perfectum dicere. Cic. in firm.

n. :.
' I,> sin oubtili* atque elejans, et quo nihil, si orator!

sali* sit doirere. quieras nerfeciius. Nihil enim em inane,
niliil accersjuim: puro lamen t'onti, quam niagno lluiniiii,

).ro|>ior. Quinetil. I. x. c. 1.

>> In Lysia mini sirpr eiiffm larorii, sic ut nihil fieri poMit
vnlentius: verum et rerte geuero totu clri^oMor. Brut,

a. C4.
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not because he was absolutely incapable of force and

greatness: for according to the same Cicero, there

were very strong and nervous passages in his ha-

rangues. He wrote in that manner through choice
and judgment.! He did not plead at the bar hini-

selt". but composed pleadings lor others; and to suit

their character, was often obliged to use a simple
style, with little or no elevation; without which those

native graces which were admirable in him had been

lost, and he had betrayed the secret himself. It was
therefore necessary that his discourses, which he did

Dot pronounce himself, should have a natural and

negligent air, that requires great art, and is one of the

most refined secrets of composition. In this manner
the law for accused persons to plead their own causes

without the help of advocates was eluded.

When Socrates was summoned before the judges to

answer for his opinions concerning religion, Lysias,

brought him a speech, which he had composed with

great care, and in which h had undoubtedly intro-

duced whatever was capable of moving the judges.*
Socrates, after having read it, told him, that he thought
it very fine and oratorical, but not consistent with the

resolution and fortitude that became a philosopher.
9

Dionvsius of Halicarnassus describes at large, and
with much taste and judgment, the character of Lysi-
as's style, of which he enumerates the constituent

parts, that are all of the simple and natural kind of

eloquence I have spoken of. He even repeats some

passages
in one of his harangues, the better to make

known his style.

ISOCRATES.
IsocRATES was the son of Theodorus the Athenian,

who having enriched himself by making musical in-

struments, was in a condition to give his children a

L iod education: for he had two more sons and one

daughter. Isocrates came into the world about the

86th Olympiad, A. M. 3568, Ant. J.-C. 436,
twenty-

two years after Lysias, and seven before Plato, fie

had an excellent education under Prodicus, Gorgias,
Tisias, and, according to some, Ther&iuenes, that is to

ay, all the most famous rhetoricians of these times.

His inclination would have led him to follow the usu-

al course of the young Athenians, and to have shared
in the public affairs: but the weakness of his voice,
and his almost insurmountable timidity, not permit-
ting him to venture appearing in public, he directed

his views a different way. He did hot however en-

tirely renounce either the glory of eloquence, or the

desire of rendering himself useful to the public, which
were his ruling passion*; and what the natural impe-
diment of his voice denied him, he conceived thoughts
of attaining by the help of his industry and pen. Ac-

cordingly he applied himself diligently to composition,
and did not, like the generality of the sophists, make
chimerical and useless questions, or subjects of mere

curiosity, the objects of his application, but solid and

important topics of government, which might be of
use to states, and even princes as well as private per-
tons, and at the same time do honour to himself by
the graces he should endeavour to diffuse throughout
his writings. Isocrates himself informs us in the ex-

ordium of his discourse, that these were his views 4

He exercised himself also in composing pleadings for

such as had occasion for them, according to the cus-

tom general enough in these times, though contrary
to the laws, which, as I have observed before, ordain-

ed that
persons

should defend themselves without us-

ing the help of other*. But as these pleadings drew
trouble upon himself in consequence of the violation

of the law, and obliged him to appear often before the

judges, he renounced them entirely, and opened a

school for the instruction of youth in eloquence.

> (lluil in Ly*i.i dicpnili tpxtum tenue atqur rarum Icii-

ortnn* nuinpris rorrumponilnm non erai. Pprdicliy.ael enim

grnttttin, qu* in eo maxima et, simpliria atqur inafTrctati

colnri'i : (tenlidtssot ridcm quoque. Nam wriltt-lmt alii*, non

ipso direhut ; ut npnrtuerit <* ilia ruililm* el tncompositis
itmilri. quint ipiium oomixisitio en. Quincfi.'. I. iv. r. 4.

Lib. i. A?. Oral. n. 231.
1 lllnm orationem .lisortam silii et oratoriam Ttderi, for

tern ot vjrilem non uderi.
In ?analht'ii.

By this new application, the bouse of Isocrates be-

me in respect to Greece in general, a fruitful nursery
of great men, and, like the Trojan horse, none came
out of it but illustrious persons.* Though he did not

appear in public at the bar, and confined hiiuseli with-

in the walls of his school or study, he acquired a repu-
tation to which none after him could attain, and was

equally esteemed for the excellence of his composi-
tions, and his art of teaching, as his writings and pu-

pils sufficiently proved. He had a wonderful capacity
in discerning the force, genius and character of his

scholars, and in knowing how to exercise and direct

their talents: a rare, but absolutely necessary quality
*

for succeeding in the important employment of in-

struction. Isocrates, in speaking of two of his most
illustrious disciples, used to say, that in regard to

Ephorus he used the spur, and to Theopompus the

bridle, in order to quicken the slowness of the one, and
check the too great vivacity of the other. The latter,

in composing, gave aloose to his fire and imagination,
and exhausted himself in bold and glowing expres-
sions: him he curbed. The other, on the contrary,
who was timid and reserved, regarded nothing but a

rigid correctness, and never dared to venture the least

excursion: to him he recommended soaring, and the

flights of imagination. His de*ign was not to make
them like each other: but by retrenching from the one,
and adding to the other, to conduct each to the high-
est point of perfection of which his genius was suscep-
tible.

Isocrates's school was of great use to the public, and
at the same time of great gain to himself.7 He acquir-
ed more money in it than any sophist had ever done
before him. He had generally more than an hundred
scholars at five hundred drachmas (about twenty-five

pounds) each, in all probability for the whole time of
their studying under him. For the honour of so great
a master, I should be sorry if what is said of him in

respect to Demosthenes were true, that he would not
instruct him because he was not able to pay the usual

price.
I choose rather to hold what Plutarch tells us

in the same place, that Isocrates took nothing of the
citizens of Athens, and only of strangers. So gene-
rous and disinterested a conduct suits much better

with his character, and the excellent principles of

morality diffused throughout all his works.
Besides his incouie from his school, he received

freat
presents from considerable persons. Nicoclet

ing of Cyprus, and son of Evagoras, gave him twen-

ty talents (about five thousand pounds) for the dis-

course inscribed with his name.
A very sensible saying of Isocrates is related.' He

was at table with Nicocreon king of Cyprus, and was

pressed to talk, and supply matter for conversation.

He persisted in excusing himself, and gave this reason

for his refusal: " What 1 do know, dues not suit this

place; and what would suit it, I do not kuow." This

thought is very like that of Seneca: "
I never desired

to please the people: for they do not approve what I

know, and 1 do not know what they approve." 9

Isocrates upon the news of the defeat of the Atheni-
an? by Philip at the battle of Chaeronea, could not sur-

vive the misfortune of his country, and died of grief,

Extitit igitur locrate* -(cuju domui cunctc Gircim

quasi ludu* quiclam paiuit atque offirina dircndi) magiius
orator et perfect ui mugiier, quanquum forensi luce raruit,

intraqlie parietes aluit rani gloriam, quam nemo quidem
mco judirm, eit pogtea eonsecul us. CVe. in Brut. n. 32.

Ex Isix-riitfs ludii, limqunm ex equo Trujano, iiniumert

prinri|K-n extiieruiil. Lib. ii. lie Oral. n. !>4.

ClarisMmus illc preceptor l*>crai*a, quern non magi* li

bri berte di*i*ae, jnam discipuli litne ducui.-se. testamur

Quinrri/. I. ii. c. 9.

Diligent issime hoc PSI PIS, qui inntituunt aliquos atqu
erudiunl, viilt'iidum, quo Mia quemquc datura maxime terra

vicl'-uiur Dirclmt laootates, doctor xinguluris, e calca-

rilms in Ephoro, contra nutem in Theo|mrnp t'riri.is uli sole-

re. Alterum enim exullatitem vrruorum audacia rrpiime-
hnt. alleruin runciamem et quasi verecundautfrn in< itaUaU.

Xeqnc r<. iiui!es effei'it inter se, serf tantum alteii atfiuxit.

de altrni limarit, ut id roiit'ormart't in uiroque.quod uniut-

que nalura puier*tui. Lib. lii. tit Oral. n. 3t>.

' Hut. de dtct-m Oral. Gr. in Isocr. Flul. ibid.

Xunquam vnlui p|<ui<> pl;irvrt>: nam quir ego si-io, no*

probat ; quc probat populus ego nescio Senec. Ep. 29.
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after having continued four days without eating.
1 He

was then fourscore and eighteen, or an hundred years
old.

It is hard to describe the style of Isocrates better

than Cicero and Quinctilian have done it: I shall rite

their own words. Cicero, after having related the fa-

vourable idea which Socrates had conceived of Isocra-

tes whilt very young, and Plato's magnificent praise of
him when very old, though he seems the declared en-

emy of the rhetoricians, goes on thus describing his

stvle.* " Dulce igitur orationis genus, et solutum, et

effluen?, sententiis argutum, verbis sonans, eat in illo

epidictico genere, quod diximus proprium Sophista-
ruin, pomp'.e quaui pugiue aptius, gynmasiis et palaes-
trae dicatum, spretum et pulsum foro." "This kind

ofeloquence is smooth, agreeable, flowing, and abounds
with fine thoughts and harmonious expressions: but
it has been excluded the bar, and transferred to the

academies, as more proper for preparatory exercises,
than real affairs." The following is Quinctilian's pic-
ture of it, and seems to have been copied from the

former.* " Isocrates in diverse genere dicendi [he
had just before spoke of Lysias] nilidus et comptus,
et palaestrae quam pugnae magis accommodatus, omnes
dicendi veneres seculus est. Nee immeritb, atidito-

riis eniiu se, non judiciis compararat: in invfentione

facilis, honesti studiosus, in compositione adeo dili-

gens, ut cura ejus reprehendatur."
Lysias and Isocrates resembled each other very

much in many points, as Dionysius Halicarnassensis
shows at large: but the style of the latter is more
smooth, flowing, elegant, florid, and adorned; his

thoughts are more lively and delicate, with a disposi-
tion of words extremely laboured, and perhaps to ex-

cess. In a word, all the beauties and graces of elo-

quence, used by the sophists i,n the demonstrative kind,
are displayed in his discourses, not designed for action

and the bar, but pomp and ostentation.

Cicero in many parts of his books de Republics,
Strongly insists that Isocrates was, properly speaking,
the first that introduced into the Greek tongue, num-
ber, sweetness, and harmony, which before him were
little known, and almost generally neglected.

It remains for me to explain one more quality of

Isocrates, his love of virtue and good in general,
which Quinctilian expresses, honesti studiosus, and

which, according to Dionysius Halicarnassensis, in-

finitely exalts him above all the other orators. He
runs over his principal discourses to show, that they
have no other tendency but to inspire stales, princes,
and even private persons, with sentiments of probity,
honour, fidelity, moderation, justice, love of the pub-
lic good, zeal for the preservation of liberty, respect
for the sanctity of oaths, the faith of treaties, and for

all that relates in any manner to religion. He ad-

vises all those, who have the government of states,

and the administration of public affairs, confided to

their care, to read and study these admirable books
with singular attention, which contain all the princi-

ples of true and salutary policy.

IS^US.
IS.KUS was of Chalcis in Euboea. He went to

Athens,* and was the pupil of Lysias, whose style he'

imitated so well, that in
reading^

their discourse* it

was hard to distinguish the one from the other. He
began to appear with splendour after the Pelopon-
nesian war, and lived to the time of Philip. He was
Demosthenes'* master, who gave him the preference
to Isocrates, because the eloquence of Isaeus was

stronger, and more vehement than the other's, and
for that reason suited better the warm and vigorous
genius of Demosthenes.*

LYCURGUS.
LYCURGUS was highly esteemed at Athens for his

eloquence, and still more for his probity. Severn)

important employment* were conferred upon him, in

rhi( h he always acquitted himself with success. The
civil government of Athens was confided to his care,

i Sense. Ep 29 In Oral. n. 41, 42. Lib. x. c. 1.

Flu in Isoc. i Isjeo torrentior. Juren.

during which he made so severe a war apon male-

factors, that he obliged them all to quit the citf
He passed for a severe and inexorable judge, to which
Cicero alludes in his letter to his friend Atticus.

JVosmetipsi, <jui Lycurgti H principio fuissemut,
(juotidie demitigamurf

Lycurgus was appointed questor, or receiver gene
ral of the revenues of the comnionweat.h, at three
different times, and exercised that fun lion during
fifteen years. In that time fourteen thousand talents

(about two millions sterling) passed through his

hands, of which he gave an exact account. Before
him the revenues of the city amounted only to

sixty
talents, and he augmented them to twelve hundred,
(about three hundred thousand pounds.)

7 It was
this questor, who seeing one of the farmers of the
revenue carrying the philosopher Xenocrates to pri-
son, because he had not paid a certain tribute as a

stranger at the time, took him from the officers, and
made them carry the farmer thither in his stead, for

having had the insolence and cruelty to treat a man
of learning in that manner. That action was univer

sally applauded. Lycurgus was one of the orators
demanded by Alexander of the Athenians, to which

they could not consent.

^SCHINES. DEMOSTHENES.
I HAVE related at large elsewhere 8 the history of

these two celebrated orators, who were always each
other's rival, and whose disputes did not cease till

the banishment of ^Eschines. I have also treated of
their style and eloquence in the same place; and as I

have nothing to add to what I have said in respect
to them, I shall content myself here with setting be-
fore the reader their pictures as drawn by Quincti-
lian.' "Sequitur oratorum ingens manus, cum de-
ct m simul Athenis Betas una tulerit; quorum longe
princeps Demosthenes, ac pene lex orandt full: lenta
vis in eo, tarn densa omnia, ita quibusdam nervis in-

lenta suni.io tarn nihil oliosum, is dicendi modus ut
nee quid desit in eo, nee quid redundet, invenias.

Plenior /Eschint:-, et magis fusus, et grandiori similis,

quo minus Mrictus est; carnis taint n plus habet, lacer-

lorum minus." "An infinite number of orators fol-

low, for Athens had ten at one and the same time;
at the head of these was Demosthenes, who far sur-

passed them all, and who deserves to be considered
almost as the rule and standard of eloquence. His

style is so strong, liis sense so close and so impres-
sive, and every thing so just, so proper, and exact,
that nothing can be added or retrenched from him.

schines i; more abundant and diffuse. He seems

greater, because more loose, and less collected in

himself; he has, however, only more flesh with less

nerves."

HYPERIDES.

HVPKRIDES had been at first the hearer and dis-

ciple of Plato. He afterwards applied himself to the

bar, where his eloquence was admired. M His style
had much sweetness and delicacy, but was fit only
for small causes. 12 He was joined with Lycurgus in

the administration of the public eflairs, when Alexan-
der attacked the Greeks, and always declared openly
against that prince. After the loss of the battle of

Cranon.the. Athenians being upon the point of deliv-

ering him up to Antipater, he fled to ./Egina, and
thence took refuge in a temple of N< ptunr, where
he was taken by force, and carried to Antipater at

Corinth, who put him to the most cruel tortures, in

order to draw from him some secret* and discoveries

Ad. Atiic. Ep. xiii. I. 1.

' This would be a very small revenue for urh a citr as

Athens, and the uugmeiiiaiion surprisingly considerable,

wherefore I du not know whether i-xs-<a, six hundred

may not be road instead of i;r = vi, sixty.
See vol. i. p. 51], &c. Lib. x. c. 1.

The metaphor h<T>.' is not taken from the nerves of ths

body, but the strings of n bow, which, being drawn to ihe

Utmost, discharge the arrows with extraordinary force and

impel uosiiy.
" Plut. in Hvpflr.
> Dukis imprimis e! arutus Hyperides: ted minoribus

rausis, ut non dixenm utilior, magis par. Qttinctil. I. i. c. L
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be wr.ied to know. But, lest (he violence of the

pain should force him to betray hit friends and coun-

try , hs bit off nis longue with iiii teeth, and expired
la the torments.

DINARCHUS.
DlNARCHUS, according to some, was a native of

Corinth, and came to settle at Athens when Alexan-
der was pursuing his conquests in Asia.' He was
the disciple of Theophrastus, who had succeeded
Aristotle in hit school, and contracted a particular in-

timacy with Demetrius Phalereu*. He did not plead
him-elf, but composed pleadings for those who had

occasion for them. He made Hyperides his model.
or rather, according to others, Demosthenes, whose
animated and vehement style suited his genius better.

CHANGE OF ELOQUENCE AMONG THE GREEKS.

THE space of time between Pericles and Demetrius

Phalereu?, of whom we are going to speak, was the

golden age of eloquence among the Greeks; and in-

cluded about an hundred and thirty years. Before

Pericles, Greece had produced abundance of great
men for government, policy, and war; besides num-
bers of excellent philosophers: but eloquence was

very little known there. It was he, as I have already
observed, who first placed it in honour, who demon-
titrated its force and power, and introduced the taste

for it. This taste was not common to all Greece.
Is there any mention in those times of any Arrive,
Corinthian, or Theban oralor? It confined itself to

Athens, that in the interval of which I am speaking,

produced the great number of illustrious orators,

whose merit has done it so much honour, and has

rendered its reputation immortal. All that time may
be called the reign of solid and true eloquence, which
neither knows nor admits of any other ornament, but
natural beauty without paint.

" Hajc tas effudit

hanc copiam; et, ut opinio uiea fert, succus ille et san-

guis incorruptus usque ad hanc retalem oratorum fuit,

in quo naturalis inesset non fucatus nitor."8

As long as Greece proposed to herself these great
orators for models, and imitated them with fidelity,
the taste for sound eloquence, that is, the manly and
the solid, subsisted in all its purity. But, alter their

deaths, when she began insensibly to lose sight of

them, and to follow different tracks, an eloquence of
new kind, more set off and embellished, succeeded

the ancient, and soon made it disappear. Demetrius
Phalereus occasioned this change; of whom it remains
for me to speak.

DEMETRIUS PHALEREUS.
DEMETRIUS was surnamed Phalereut from Phalera,

one of the ports of Athens, where he was born. The
celebrated Theophrastus was his master.

I shall not repeat his -history in this
place,

which
is related with sufficient exte'nt elsewhere.! The
reader may see there, that Cassander, having made
himself master of Athens some time alter the death
of Alexander the Great, confided the government
of it to Demetrius, who retained it ten years, and
acted with so much wisdom, that the people erected
three hundred and sixty statues in honour of him; in

what manner they were afterwards thrown down,
and he himself obliged to retire into Esrypt. where
Ptolemy Soter received him with great kindness:
and lastly, his imprisonment in the reign of Ptolemy
Philadelphia, where he died by the bite of an aspic"

I consider Demetrius Phalereus here only as an
orator, and am to show in what manner he contri-
buted to the decline and destruction of eloquence at

Athens.
I have already said that he had been the disciple

of Theophrastu*, so called from his excellent and
divine manner qftpeaking: He had acquired under
him a florid and elegant style, abounding with orna-

ments, and had exeicised himself in that kind of elo-

quence, which is called the temperate or mediate,
which keeps the mean betwixt the sublime and sim-

ple; admits all the ornaments of art; emplovs the shin-
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> Ptat. in Dinar. Brat a. 36. See vol. ii. p. 22, Jur.

ing graces of elocution, and the glitter of thoughts;
in a word, which abounds with the sweet and agreea-
ble, but is void of force and energy, and with all its

"low and embellishment rises no higher than medio-
crity. Demetrius excelled in this manner of writing,
which is highly capable of pleasing and exciting ad
miration of itself, if not compared with the sublime

kind, the solid and majestic beauty of which makes
the faint lustre of its slight and superficial charms

appear like nothing. It was easy to perceive from
his (lowing, sweet, agreeable style, that he had been
the scholar of Theophrastus.* His shining expres-
sions, and happy metaphors, says Cicero, were a kind
of stars, that glittered in his discourse, and made it

luminous.
Th<* mind is generally apt enough to be dazzled by

this kind of eloquence, which deceives the judgment
by pleasing the imagination. And this happened now
at Athens, where Demetrius* was the first who struck
at the ancient solid taste, and began the corrupliot
of eloquence. His sole view in speaking to the peo-
ple was to please them. He was lor showing the
mildness and benevolence of his disposition, which
indeed was his character: but the smooth terms and
accent in which he conveyed it, tickled the ears of
his auditors without going farther, and only left be-
hind it a pleasing remembrance of a sweet and har-
monious disposition of studied words and thoughts.
It w:n not like the victorious eloquence of Pericles,

which, whilst it abounded with charms, was armed
with thunders and lightning, and left in the mind of
the hearer, not only a sense of pleasure and delight,
but a lively impression, a kind of resistless impulse,
that reached and engrossed the heart.

This showy eloquence may sometimes be applica-
ble on occasions of pomp and splendour, in which no
other ends are proposed, but to please the auditor*,
and to display wit, as in the case of panegyrics, pro-
vided, however, that wise restrictions be observed,
and the liberty allowed to this kind of discourse be

kept within just bounds. Perhaps also this species
of eloquence would have been less dangerous, if it

had been confined to the private assemblies of the
rhetoricians and sophists, who admitted only an in-

considerable number ot hearers. But that of Deme-
trius had a far more ample theatre. It appeared be-

fore the whole people; so that his manner of speak-
ing, if appUuded, as it always was, became the rule

of the public taste. No other language was heard at

the bar; and the schools of rhetoric were obliged to

conform to it. All declamations, which were their

principal exercise, and of which the invention is as-

cribed to our Demetrius, were formed upon the same

plan. In proposing his style to themselves, they did
not keep within the bounds he had observed: for he
was excellent in parts, and merited praise in many
things. But as for them, elocution, thoughts, figures,

every thing, as is usual, was strained, and carried to

excess. This bad taste made its way with rapidity
into the provinces, where it still grew much more cor-

rupt. As soon as eloquence had quitted the Piraeus

in this condition, and dispersed itself into the islands,
and over Asia, it lost that Attic health and vigour it

had preserved so long at home, assumed the manners
of strangers and almost unlearned to speak;* so great
and precipitate was its decline. We have this de-

scription of it from Cicero.

The ruin of liberty at Athens partly conduced to

Orator parum vehement, dulcis tamen, ut Theopbruti
diwipulum a;nctrere. Offit. I. i. n. 3.

Cujut oratio cum sedate plarideque loquitur, tarn illu*-

trant earn quai uvlte queedam tralala verb* atque immotm-
tt. Ortt. n. 92.

Hio primus inflexit orationem, et earn mollem tenerim-

que reddidit: et mavis, sirut fuii, videri maluii, qurim :ra-

via; ted sunvita'.e ea, qua perfunderet animna, nun qua per-
I'riiij'Tct ; et tantiim ut memorial!) cimciunitatis sum, non

(quemadmodum de Perirle srripsit Eup>di<) cum delectation*
aculeut eiiam relinquerel in animii eurum, a quibu* CMC!
auditut. Brut. n. 38.

L't Kmel 6 Piraeeo eluquentia evecla ert, omnct peragra-
vit irisula*. atque peregrinate tola Anil eit, ut K externi*
oblineret rooribui, omnemqur illam salubritafm Atticc dio
lionii quaii sanitatem perderet, ac loqui pene dedi<eer4.
Brut. n. 51-

2s2
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hasten that of eloquence. The great men, who had
done it so much honour by the talent of speaking,

appeared there no more. Only some rhetoricians

and sophists, dispersed in the several parts of Greece
and Asia, supported in some small decree its ancient

reputation. I have spoken of them elsewhere.

But. what is most surprising-, some ages after, elo-

quence resumed new force, and appeared again with

almost as much splendour as of old at Athens. It is

plain that I mean those happ* times in which the

Greek fathers made so laudable and holy a use of

this talent. For I am not afraid to compare St. Basil,

St. Gregory Narianzen, St. Chrysostom, and some
others, with the most celebrated orators of Athens.
I have inserted several extracts from them in the

econd volume of the treatise upon study, especially
from St. Chrysostom, which in my opinion are not

inferior to the orations of Demosthenes, either in

beauty of style, solidity of argument, greatness of

matter, or force and vehemence of passions. The
reader may consult these passages, which renders

unnecessary my giving new proofs of what I advance

here; and I believe he will agree with me, that thtre

is nothing finer or more eloquent to be found in all

the writings of ancient Greece.
We shall soon see that the Latin eloquence had

not the same good fortune. As soon as it began to

decline, after having shone out with extraordinary
lustre for some years, it continually languished, and
gunk by degrees sufficiently rapid, till it fell at last

into a state of corruption, from which it has never
since raised itself. And this is what I am to show in

the following article.

ARTICLE II.

OF THE LATIN ORATORS.

ROME, Intent at first upon strengthening herself in

her new establishment, then upon extending her do-

minions continually around her, and afterwards on

pushing her conquests into remote regions, devoted
her whole care and application for many ages to

military exercises, and continued during all that time
without taste for the arts and sciences, in general,
and in particular for eloquence, of which she had
hitherto scarce any idea. It was not till after she
had subjected the most powerful nations, and estab-

lished herself in peace and tranquillity, that her com-
merce with the Greeks began to reform her grossness
and kind of barbarity in respect to the exercises of
the niind.i The Roman youth, who seemed then to

awake out of a profound sleep, became sensible of a

new species of glory unknown to their ancestors, and

began to open their eyes, and conceive a taste for

eloquence.
In order to give gome idea of the .beginning, pro-

gress, perfection, and decline of eloquence, I shall

divide the Roman orators into four ages; but shall

expatiate only upon such of them as are most known
either by their works or reputation.

SECTION I.

FIRST AGE OF THE ROMAN ORATORS.

THE Romans, in the arms of peace, the friend of
gcience, and mother of leisure, made at first some ef-

forts for the attainment of eloquence. But as they
were entirely ignorant of the means necessary to use
for acquiring it, and had no other guide but their own
reason and reflections, they made but little progress.*
It was necessary to call in conquered Greece to the
aid of her victors. As soon as the Grecian rhetori-
cians had been heard at Rome, had taught there, and

' 1'ostca qiiAm imperio omnium gentium constitute, diu-
turnitm pacis otium ronfirmavit, nemo fere Inmlis cupidu*
adolesct-ni non ribi ad dicendum studio, omni enitendtim pu-
tavit. /,iA. i. df Oral. n. 14.

A
jirimfl quidem totiua rationis ignari, qtii neque exer-

eitatiom* ullam viam, neque aliquod priroeptum artls etse

arbitrnrenuir, tantum, quantum ingcnio et cogitatione note-

rant, connequnhantur. Pout autem, auditis oratorihus Grie-
l, cocnitisque eoriim Iheris, adhilijtinquo doctoritiun, in-

erediliili quodam nrmtri homines diceridi studio flagruvermt
Ltl. i. de Oral., n. 14.

their books began to be red, the Roman youth COD-
ceived an incredible ardour for eloquence. We have
seen elsewhere 8 what difficulties it met with on its

first entrance into Rome, and what obstacles it had
to surmount in establishing itself there. But it is of
the nature of eloquence to conquer opposition, and
to force the barriers laid in its way. It succeeded
at Rome, nowithstanding the endeavours of Cato,
who, though a great orator himself, was against '.he

people's devoting themselves too much to the arts of

Greece; and in a short time became the reigning study
there. The greatest men afterwards, as Scipio and
Laelius, had always learned Greeks about then), from
whom they made it their glory to receive lessons.4

To proceed to the orators of the first age, the most
known are Cato the Censor, the Gracchi, Scipio JE.m\-

lianus, and Laelius. They had excellent natural parts,
a wonderful fund of wit, great order in their dis-

course, force in their proofs, solidity in their thoughts,
and energy: but neither art, delicacy, grace, care in

the arrangement of words, nor knowledge of the
numbers and harmony of speech.
Cato had composed an infinite number of orations.*

More than an hundred and fifty
of them were extant

in Cicero's time: but they were not read. He affirms,

however, that his eloquence wants only those lively

figures, and glowing colours, which were not known
in his time.'

The Gracchi distinguished themselves also by an

eloquence manly and vigorous, but void of ornaments.
Cicero has preserved

"
some lines of a discourse spoke

by young Gracchus after his brother's death, which
are very lively and pathetic, and which he has imi-

tated himself in the peroration of his defence of
Murena. " Qub me miser conferam? qub vertam?
In capitoliumne? at fratris sanguine red uncial. An
domum? matremne ut miseram lamentantemque vi-

deam, et abjectam?" "Where shall I go, whither
shall I turn myself, miserable as I am? Shall it be
to the capitol? but that still reeks with my brother's
blood. Shall I go home? what, to behold my moth-
er's sorrow, to near her mourn, and see her lying
inconsolable on the ground?" If the rest of his dis-

course resembled these few lines, it did not give place
in any thing to those of Cicero. In pronouncing
them, every thing spoke in him, his eyes, voice, ges-
ture; so that his enemies themselves could not refrain

from tears.8 Aulus Gellius* has preserved two frag-
ments of the discourse of C. Gracchus, which are not

of the same taste with that cited by Cicero. They
are elegant, but cold, though the subject is weighty
and affecting. It wag the game Gracchus who had

always a slave behind him with a flute, to give him
notice when to raise or lower his voice.

Quinctilian frequently opposes the style of the age
we speak of to that of his own times, and gives us an
excellent precept on that head. "

Youth," says he,
"have two great faults to shun. The first would be,
if, upon the recommendation of any excessive admirer
of the ancients, they should study and imitate the
orations of Cato, the Gracchi, and the like authors;
for that would render their style stiff, dry, and rug-

ged. The opposite fault is, their being charmed with
the glittering prettiness, the finery of the soft effem-
inate style now in fashion, and

spoiling their taste

by a fondness for a gaudy luscious kind of eloquence!
the more dangerous for them, as the more grateful to

their age and character. But when their judgment it

formed, and they are safe on that side, I would ad-

vise them," continues he " to read the ancients, whose

strong and manly eloquence, when separated from the

rudeness and inelegance of the gross age in which

they lived, will sustain, and even exalt, the beautiet

and ornaments of ours. I would also exhort them to

Ancient History. Lib. ii. de Orat. n. 15.
Cic. in Brut. n. 65.

Intelliges nihil illius lineament)* nisi eorum pipmento-
rum, qua; inventa nondum erant, florcm et colorem defuisno.
Brut. n. 2!)8.

i Lib. iii. de Orat. n. 215.

(linn sir ab illo acia ease constnliat, oculig, voce, gertu,
inimici ut larrymus tenere non poisent. Brut. a. 298.

Lib. x. c. 3.
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ttudy the modern attentively, who are excellent in

parts,
and may be jf great use to them.

1 '

'

I thought this passage of Quinctilian proper in this

place for explaining the style of the tunes in ques-
tion: besides which, it includes very judicious advice,
that the youth of the present age may also apply to

their advantage.
I shall not enter into the character of the eloquence

of Scipio and Lxlius; and assure myself, that, though
it savoured of the age they lived in, it was far from

the roughness of Cato's and the Gracchi. I shall only
relate hre a fact highly for the honour of Laelius,

and which shows how far he carried his candour and

integrity. He had taken upon him the care of a very

important cause, and pled it with abundance of elo-

quence.
2 The judges however did not think his ar-

guments sufficed to determine their sentence, and
referred it to another hearing. Lnelius laboured it

anew, and pled it a second tune, but with the same
success as before. Upon which, without farther de-

lay, he obliged his clients to put their cause into the

hands of Galba, a famous orator of those times, who
was more vehement and

pathetic
than him. It was

not without great difficulty, that he was prevailed

upon to undertake it; however he carried it unani-

mously by his first pleading.
"

It was then, as in all

other things, the better and more humane custom,"

ays Cicero, "to be easy in doing justice to the merit

of others, though at one's own ex-pense."
" Erat

omnino turn nios, ut in reliquig rebus melior, sic in

hoc ipso humanior; ut faciles essent in suuni cuique
tribuendo."

SECTION II. SECOIST) AGE OF THE ROMAS ORA-
TORS.

I SHALL place four orators in this second age: An-

tony and Crassus, more advanced in years; and Cotta
and Sulpitius, younger men. They are hardly known

by any thing but what Cicero tells us of them in his

books of rhetoric. He observes, it was under the two
first tint the Roman eloquence, having attained a

kind of maturity, began to be capable of entering the

lists with that of the Greeks.*

Antony,* in hig voyage to Cilicia, whither he went
as proconsul, stopped for some time at Athens and in

the island of Rhodes upon different pretexts, but in re-

ality for the opportunity of conversing with the most
able rhetoricians, and in order to improve himself in

eloquence by their instructions. He however always
affected from that time to appear ignorant of what
the Greeks taught respecting

the art of speaking,
with the view of rendering his eloquence thereby the

less suspected.
5 And he accordingly was generally

supposed by his hearers to come to the bar, and to

plead
hig causes, almost without preparations.

6 But,
in reality, he was so well prepared, that the judges
were often not enough so in their distrust of him.

Nothing for the success of his cause escaped him.

He knew how to dispose every proof in the place
where it made most impression. He was less atten-

tive to the delicacy and elegance of his terms, than

> Duo genera maximi rarenda pueris puto. Unum, ne

quii eoa anliqui'aiin nimius admirutor in Graccliorum Ca-

Uwiique, el aliorum similium leciione durescere velit : fienl

enim horriiii et jfjuni. Alterum quod huic diversura

est, ne recenlis hujus lasciviz ri>>*culis capli, voluplate qua-
darn pravn deliniantur, ut przdulce illud genus, et pucrili-
has ingenii* hoc gratim, quu prupiaa est, adnment. Firmia
autem judiciis, jamque extra periculum positis, surwrim et

antiquos legere, ex quibu *i annumatur solida an ririlis in-

p-'nii vis, deterso radii seculi wjualore, turn nosier hie rul-

Uw clarms enitescet : et oovos, quibun et ip*ii inulta virtus

adeu. Quincri/. I. ii. c. 6.

* Brut. n. 5 88.

Quod idcirco posui, ut dicendi Lating prima matu'iiai
in qua Btate ertitisset, posset animadvert!. Cic. i* Brut.
a. 161.

Ego sic exi'timo in hid primum cum Grscorum gloria
Latrne dicendi copiam cquatam. Ib. a. 138.

4 Lib. i. de Orat. n. 8. Lib. ii. de Ural. a. 3.

Ibid. n. 153.
' Erat memoria summa, nulla meditation!* *upicio. Im-

pkratns temper agjredi ad dicendum videbatur' ted ita erat

paratus, ut Judires, illo dicente, nonnunquari vidervntur
ion utii parati ad carendum fuisse Brut. n. 39.

to their force and energy. He seemed to regard on^
things in themselves, and right reason: in a word, hn
had all the great qualities of an orator, and support-
ed them wonderfully by the force and dignity of hi*

utterance.

In the second book of the Orator? he traces the

plan himself of an oration which he pronounced in

defence of Norbanus, who was justly prosecuted ai

the author of a sedition: a cause, as it is easy to con-

ceive, of a very tender and difficult nature. He treat-

ed it with such art, force, and eloquence, as wrested
the criminal from the severity of the judges: and he
confesses himself, that he carried his cause less by
the strength of reason, than the vehemence of the

passions he knew how to introduce with judgment.
Ita mag-is afftctit animis Judicum, qiiurn doc/It, tua,

Sul/iiti, ett u nuliis turn accusatio victa. Sulpitius,
the advocate on the other side, had notwithstanding
left the judges |>erfectly convinced of the justice ot

his cause, and highly incensed against Norbanus:
Cum tilti ego, non judicium, aed incendinm trodi-

ditsem. Nothing is more capable of forming young
pleaders than the plan of this harangue: but they
ought not to imitate the use Antony made at that

time of his talents for saving a criminal from the

punishment he deserved.

Crassus was the only orator that could be ranked
with Antony, and some give him the preference to

the other.8 He was but three years younger than

him. His peculiar character was an air of gravity
and dignity, which he knew how to temper with a*

insinuating politeness, and even refined pleasantry
and raillery, that never forgot the decency of the

orator.> His language was pure and correct with

elegance, but easy and void of affectation. He ex-

plained himself with wonderful clearness, and exalt-

ed the beauty of his discourse by the strength of hig

proofs, and agreeable allusions and similitudes.

When Crassus had to do with persons of merit and

reputation, he took care to proceed with tendernem
and reserve, end employed no raillery in respect to

them that could shock or offend; in guo gencre nulli

nculei contumeliarum intrant: a moderation very

extraordinary in those who value themselves upon
pleasantry, and who find it very hard to keep in a

smart saying when it comes uppermost, and which

they think it for their honour to vent. 10 But he be-

haved differently to such as gave room for it by their

bad conduct. One Brutus, of whom I am going to

speak, was of this number. He had taken up the

business of an accuser for the sake of the rewardi

granted by the laws to such as convicted criminals: a

calling which was looked upon at Rome as highly

nwortny of a man of condition and probity, though
a young man was approved there for making himself

known by accusing some person of importance. Thif
Brutus was universally scandalous as a prodigal

who
had squandered his estate in excesses and debauchery.

Pleading one day against Ccassus, he caused two

speeches of that orator to be read, in which he had

manifestly cantradicted himself. Crassus was highly
nettled, and knew well how to be even with him.

For that purpose he caused three dialogues of Bru-
tus's father to be read also, in each of which, accord-

ing to a custom common enough, mentior was made
in the beginning of the country-house, niiere the

conversation was supposed to be held. After having
by this method introduced the names and reality, of
three estates which his father had left him, he asked
Kim with bitter reproaches what was become of them.
An accidental circumstance gave Crassus occasion
to treat him in the same cause with a quite diriYrent

force and vivacity, and to unite the most severe in-

vectives with raillery.
11 While they were pleading

Lib. ii. do Orat. n. 197-203. Brut. n. 143.
* Erat umma gravitas : erat cum gravitate junctu* fire-

tiarum et urbanitatis oratorius non srurnlm !<>po. Latiiit

loquendi accurata et tine rrmlestia diligens elegantia. Jtc.
> Quod est hominibui facelis et dioarihus diflinllirnum,

habere hominum rationem et temporum, et ea, ijue occur-

rant, cum fali**ime dici pnc;unt, tenere. 2 de Oral. n. J2L.
11 Quitesl qui non fateatur, hoc leporu utque ijs fieetiM

non minus refutitum ese Brutum, quam illis lrag<xdii%
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in the forum, where every body knows all great
Causes were tried, the funeral procession of a Roman
lady passed by, at the head of which, according to

the ceremonies practised on such occasions at Rome,
the images of her ancestors were carried: she was
of the family of the Junii, of which that of Brutus
was a branch. Upon this unexpected sight, Crassus,
as if transported with a sudden enthusiasm, fixing his

eyes on Brutus, with the most animated voice and

gesture:
" Why do you sit, Brutus?" said he,

" What
news would you have this good old lady carry to

your father, and to those great men, whose images
you see borne before her? What shall she say of

you to your ancestors, and jiarticularly to Lucius

Brutus, who delivered this people from the tyranny
of kings? What shall she tell them you do? What
business, what glory, what virtue shall she say you
study

1

? Is it to increase your patrimony? That
would not suit your birth; besides, your debauches
have entirely eaten up that. Is it the civil law?
Your father's example might induce you to it; but

of that you do not so much as know the most com-
mon principles. Is war your study ? No, you never

saw a camp. Or eloquence? Ol that too you know
nothing: and as for the volubility of your tongue and
the strength of your lungs, you devote them wholly
in this place to the vile and execrable traffic of gain

by calumnies. And do you dare to see the sun? To
look the judges in the lace, to appear at the bar, in

the forum, the city, and in the sight of the people?
Are you not struck with shame and horror at this

procession, that deceased laily and those venerable

linages, whose glorv you dishonour so much by your
infamous practices?" A passage like this suffices to

show us what we are to judge of the character and
merit of Crassus's eloquence.
To this rare talent he added great knowledge of

the civil law; in which however Scaevola far exceed-
ed him. He was the most learned civilian, and one
of the most celebrated orators of his time. They
were both nearly of the same age,

1 had passed

through the same dignities, and applied themselves to

the same functions and studies. This resemblance,
and kind of equality far from exciting 'the least

thought of jealousy, as it often happens, and from

making the least change whatsoever in their friend-

ship, onlv served to improve and augment it.

I shall say only a few words of the two young ora-

tors, Cotta and Sulpitius, who at this time made a

shining figure at the bar. The character of their elo-

quence was quite different.

Cotta's invention was penetrating and acute: his

elocution pure and flowing.
2 As the weakness of his

lungs obliged him to avoid al* "dent exertions o

qua* egit idem, cum casu in ea;lm r.au*a cum funere offer-

rc-iur anus Junia? Proh ilii mm... rial. *! Qua; fuit ilia,

quanta vi--, quam inexpertata, quam repentina ! cum, con-

jecli* oculist, gcmu omni imminente, summu gravitate, et

celeritate verhorum'. Brul*, quid secies ? Quid illam anum
patri nunciare vi* tuo? Quid illis omnibus, quorum imagi-
muduci virieg? Quid Luuio Bruto, qui hum: populumdom-
inatu rci.i libcravit ? Quid le facere ? Cui rei, cui gloria;,
cui virtuii studere ? Palrimonione augendo? At id non
4t nohilitati*. sfed far esse. \ihil imprest: libidineit to-

turn dissipaverunt. An juri civili? Esl paternum. Sed,
&>. \n rei miiituri, qui numquam cnaira. videris? An
eloquemiic, ijure nulla cut in te, et quicquid est vori* ac lin-

pux, oiniii- in isium turpissimum calumnix questum contu-
lisii ? Tu lucem aspicure audes ? Tu lius intucri ? Tu in

furn, tu in url'f, tu in civiuin esse conspectu? Tu illam

murtuam, tu imagines ipsaa non perbonMcil : quibug non
m"do imitamlis, sod ne collocandis quidem tibu nullum lo-

cum rrliqniMi ? L*b. ii. de Oral. n. 223 226.
> Illii'i saudeo, quod el sequalitaa venlra.et parei lionorum

gri'iu'.et artium studiorumquequafii tiniiinia virmilas, tan-

turn alii-Ki ab ubi rectal ione invidix, quse 8olel: lace rare pie-

ronqiie, uti ea non modd no exulcerare vestram gratiam, sed

etiam eimciliare videatur. Brut. n. 156.
* Invenifhut isitur ar.utd Cotta direhat purS ac solute: et

Ut id infirmit'item laterum perwienter rontenlionem omnem
rrmi.-erat, sic nd virium imbe.cillitntem dicendi arcommoda-
bat L'

x nii<. \ihil erat in eju oraiione nisi sincerum, nihil

nisi ?i~rum atque sanum: illtidque maximum, quod, cum
eonlpntione orationii flectere animo Judi'-nm vix posset, nee

raninu eogenere diceret, trarlnndn tamen impellebat ut idem
fcerrnt a te rommnti, quod a Sulpilio nonciiali. Brut. n.

voice, he took care to adapt his style and mannei af

composing to the infirmity of his organs. Every
thing in it vvas just, neat, aiid strong. But what was
mo'e admirable in him, as he could make no very
great use of the vehement and impetuous style, and

consequently could not influence the. judges by the

vigour of his discourse; he had however the address
in treating his matter, to produce the same effect up
on them by his calm and composed manner, as Sulpr
tius by his ardent and animated eloquence.
The style of Sulpitius, on the contrary, was

lofty
vehement,* and to use the expression, tragical. His
voice was strong, swe*t, and clear; the gesture and
motion of his body extremely graceful anil agreeable*
but that grace of action suited the bar, not the stage.
His discourse was rapid and abundant, but without

any vicious redundance or superfluity. Sulpitius
made Crassus his model; Cotta was better pleased
with Antony But the latter had neither Antony's
force, nor the former Crassus's pleasantry.
There was a remarkable difference between Cotta

and Sulpitius. The latter was cut off in his youth,
whereas Cotta lived to an advanced age, was consul,
and pled with Hortensius, who was, however, much
younger than he.

The example of Cotta and Sulpitius shows, that two
orators may both be excellent without resembling
each other; and that the important point is to discern

aright, to what nature or genius inclines us, and to

take her for our guide. These had the good fortune
to find two great masters and most friendly guides in

Antony and Crassus, who spared no pains, and made
it their pleasure, to form them for eloquence.

SECTION III. THIRD AGE OF THE ROMAX ORA-
TORS.

'1HIS is the golden age of Roman eloquence, which
was of short duration, but shone out with great lus-

tre, and almost equalled Rome with Athens. It pro-
'

duced a great number of excellent orators: Hortensi-

us, Caesar, who would have been an orator of the tirst

class, if he had been kept to the bar, Brutus .Messa-

la, and many others, who all acquired great reputa-
tion among the Romans, though their orations are not

come down to us. But Cicero obscures the glory of
all the rest, and may be considered as the nrost per-
fect model of Roman eloquence that ever appeared
in the world. I must desire the reader's permission
for referring him to the treatise upon study, where 1

have expatiated largely upon Cicero, and the charac-

ter of his eloquence, of which, for that reason, then
remains little for me to say-
He was indebted to nature for a happy genius

which his father took care to cultivate in a particnlai
manner, under the direction of Crassu", who laid

down the plan of his studies.4 He had the most abl

masters of those times at Rome, and went alterwardi
into Greece and Asia Minor, to learn the precepts of

oratory at their source.

His brother Quintus believed that nature alone, with
the aid of frequent exercise, sufficed to form the ora-

tor.8 Cicero was of a very different opinion, and wai
convinced, that the talent of speaking could only b

acquired by a vast extent of erudition. According ly,

persuaded that without the most tenacious application
and an ardour that rose almost to passion, nothing

great could be attained, he devoted himself wholly to

laborious study. The fruits of it soon appeared, and

from his first showing himself at the bar, he was dis-

tinguished by universal applause.

* Fuit enim Sulpitius vel maxime omnium, quot quiden
eo audiverim, grandi>, et, ut ita dicam, trag'cui orator

Vox cum magna, turn mavis et splftndida: gestus et mntut

corporis ita venutu, nt lamen ad forum non ad ncpnam in

gliiutus videretur. Inritata et volubilis, nee ea rpdundan*

tain.-!,, nee circumfluent oratio. Craoium hie volebat imita

ri, Cotta malcbat Antonium. Sed ab hoc vi aberat Anto
nil, Crassi ab illo lepos. Ibid. n. 303.

Lib. it. de Oral. n. 2.

Soled nonnunquam hac de re a me in dispotationibus DO*

tris dissentire, quod ego erudiii-uimorum hominum aritbu*

L-loquenliam continpri stntuam; tu aim-in illam ab elegantifc
doctrine egregandam pules, et in quodam ingettii alque el

ercilaiionis genere ponendarn. Lib. i. de Ura'.. n 5.
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He had a fertile, warm, and shining wit; a rirh and

lively imagination; a polished, Bond, abundant, and
luxuriant style; which last quality is no fault in a

young orator. Every body knows that Cicero, when
nias-ier of the art. in laying down rules }a for having
youth display fertility and abundance in their compo-
sitions: fo.'o se tjferat in adnlescente faccundit,a.\
Qumctilian 2 >iun and strongly recommends to mas-

ters, not to c.xpect or require finished and perfect dis-

courses fr.im their disciples. He prefers a bold free-

doi.i in their exercises, which grows wanton while it

makes efforts, and exceeds the bounds of the exact

and the jut. It is easy to correct abundance, but
theie is UK curing sterility. Cicero himself cites* an

exat.iple of this luxuriant and too florid style from
his own defence of Roscius Ainerinus, who was ac-

cused of parricide. In a great commonplace upon
parricide, after having described the punishment esta-

blished by the Roman laws for such as were convict-

ed of it. which was to sow them up in a leathern bag,
with a dog. a cock, a serpent, and an ape, and to

throw them into the sea, he adds the following rertec-

tinn, t > sliuw the enormity of the crime by the singu-
larity of the punishment, tiie choice of which seems to

hart had in view the excluding of an ungrateful wretch
from the u-e of all nature, who had been so unnatu-
ral a- \.> deprive his father of life. "Quid est tain

commune quaiu spiritus vivis, terra mortuis, mare
fluctuantibii*, littus fjectis? Ita vivunt, dum possunt,
ut ducere animam de ccelo non qneant : ita moriuntur,
ut eorum ossvi terra non tangat: ita jactantur fluctibus,

ut nu:iquam abluantur: ita postremo ejiciuntur, ut ne
ad saxa quidem mortui conquiescant," &c.4 "What
is there o conmion as the air we breathe to the living,
the earth to the dead, the water to those who go bv
gea, and the shore to those who are driven by the

waves. By the invention of this punishment, these

unhappy wretches, during the short time they retain

life in it, live without power to respire the air, and die

in such a manner, that their bones cannot touch the
earth: they are tossed to and fro in the waves, with-

out being washed by them; and are driven against the
rocks and shores, so as never to rest or tie still even
in death." The whole passage upon the punishment
of pprriddes. and especially that part of it just quoted,
was received with extraordinary applause.

4 But Ci-

cero, some time after, began lo perceive, that his

commonplace savoured too much of the young man
(he was then twenty-seven years old,) and that if he
had been applauded, it was less from any real beauty
in the passage, than the hopes and promise he then

gave of his future merit. And indeed this passage has

nothing in it but a glitter without solidity, which daz-

tles for a moment, but will not bear the least serious

examination. The thoughts are far-fetched and un-

natural, with a studied affectation of antithesis and
contrast.

Cicero very much reformed his taste, and after

goin<j to Athens, and into Asia Minor, where, not-

withstanding his celebrity for pleading, he became the

disciple of the. learned rhetoricians who taught there,
he returned to Rome almost entirely changed from
what he was when he left it.6 Molo the Rhodian in

particular was of great use to him, in teaching him to

retrench the superfluity and redundance, that pro-
ceeded from the warmth and vivacity of his years,
tnd in accustoming him to a less diffused style, to

keep within just bounds, and to give his discourse
ziore weight and maturity.

7

t Lib ii. de Oat. n. 8R.

In pueris oratio porfecta nee exigl nee sperari potest :

Hwlior auiem csi indol'-i la?ta generosique cnnaliis, et vel-

plura conriiii-'ii* interim spirita*. Facile remediom eat

brrtatis: sterilia nulln Inbore vincuntur. Quinetil. I. ii. c. 4.

In Orat. n. 107. 1<K * Pro. Rose. Amcr. n. 75.

Quanti* ilia clanmribue ado|p*centuli diximua de inp-
plieio parriridarum ! quae neqnnquam rails deferbuiase post
tliquanto sentire r<i>pitnn.. Sunl enim omnia airut adnlea-

ceniii, non lam re et maturilatc quani ape et expeclalione
.auditi. < In Brut. n. 31U.

' M.ilo dedit opcram, si modo id ronserjui poluit, ut nimis
redundantes not et nuperfiurnten juveniii quadam dicendi

impuniiate reprimerei, et quasi extri repas diffluentea >er

eerct. Ita recepi ne, bienniu pdst 'on modd e.xercitatior,
ted |iro;>e mutatui
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The emulation excited in him by the great succest

of his friend, but rival, Hortensius was ol infinite ser-

vice to him. I have spoken of it elsewhere 8 with
sufficient extent. He seems from that period to have
formed the design of carrying from Greece, or at least

of disputing with her, the glory of eloquence. He
exerted himself in every branch of it courageously,
without neglecting one. The simple, the florid, and
the sublime shies became equally familiar to him;
and he has given us the most finished models in thes

three species of eloquence. He mentions several

places in his treatise De Oratorc, where he had em-

ployed these different kinds of style; and ingeniounly
confesses, that, if he has not attained perfection in

them, he has at least attempted and shadowed it.' No-
body knew the heart of man belter than he, or suc-

ceeded better in moving the springs of it, whether he
insinuates into his hearer's favour by the soft and ten-

der passions, or uses those which require bold fig-

ures, vehemence, and the strongest and most affect-

ing eloquence. 10 To be convinced of this, the reader
has only to consult his perorations. When pleadings
were divided, this last part was always left to him, in

which he never failed to succeed in a
peculiar

man-
ner; not, says he, that he had more wit than others,
but because he was more moved and affected himself,
without which his discourse would not have been ca-

pable of moving and affecting the judges.H
It was this admirable union and application of all

the different qualities of the orator, that occasioned
the rapid success of Cicero's pleadings." He own*
himself, that Rome had never seen nor heard anj
thing of the like nature before; and that this new spe-
cies of eloquence charmed the hearers, and carried

off all suffrages. That of the ancients, as 1 have ob-
served before, had abundance of solidity, but was en-

tirely void of grace and ornament. Rome, which to

their time had neither literature nor delicacy of ear,

suffered, and even went so far as to admire theui.U

Hortensius had begun to throw graces into discourse.

But besides his negligence in that respect, at length,
from his being contented with, and secure, as he

thought, of his reputation the ornaments he used
consisted rather in words and turns of phrase than

thoughts, and had more elegance than rral beauty.
Cicero industriously gave eloquence toll the graces

of which it was susceptible, but without lessening the

solidity and gravity of discourse. He departed a little

in this from the method of Demosthenes, who, solely
attentive to .h.-ngs in themselves, and not in the least

to his own reputation, goes on directly to the end in

view, and neglects every thing merely ornamental.
Our orator thought

'* himself obliged to comply in

some measure with the taste of his tunes, and the de-

licacy of the Romans, which required a more pleasing
and florid style. He never lost sight ot the public

utility, but was studious at the same time of pleasing

Bellet Lettrea.

Xulla rt ullo in genere laui oratoris. cujus in nostrii

orationibus non sit aliqua, i non perfectio, at conutu* lainen

alque adumbratiu. Nun assequimur, at, quid deceat, vide-

mug. Orat. n. 103.
> HujiH eloquent*!? esl tractare animos, hujns pmni

modd permovere. Ilec modo perfringil, modo irrepit in

tensut: inseril nova* opiniones, evellit u.Mias. Drat. n. S7.
>< Si plnros dicebamua, pernrulioiiem mini tameii oinnoi

relinquebant : in quo ut viderer BZeellere, non ingerk) Mtl
doNirr assi-quebar nee unquam is qui audiret incerdere-

tur, nisi anli-ns ml cum perveniiet oratio. Orat. n. 130. 1.12.

i> Jcjuuas Iiujus multiplied et SHjuabiliter in omnia ge-
nera fuse oral innia aures civitalis accc|>imU8, eaque nut

primi, quicumque eramus, el <|<iantu)unirumque flirthamua,
ad Iiujus generia direndi, audiendi, incredibilia studia coo-

vertimus. Orat. n. 106.

Pr.iptiT miuisiiius et minime vuljare orationia gpr.u*.
animo* hominum ad me dicendi novitate convenerara.
Brut. n. 3-J1.

i* Grant, nondum iritis hominum auribia et erudita clrl

tale, tok-rabili-a. Brut. n. I'.M.

" Ne illis quidem nimium rcpugno, qui dandum pulant nom
nihil ec?e temporibua atque auribu.", nitidiua aliquid alqlM
affi-r.tatiun [Kwiulanlibus Atqur id Iccisse M. Tulliutt

video, ut cum omnia utilitaii, turn pattern quandam delccia*

tioni daret : rum et ipeam se rein agere dicerel (agebat au-
tem maximd) litigaioria. Nam hoc ipso proderat, quod pht>
cebat. Qiia/. I. xii. c. 10.
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the judges; and in this he said, he served his country
more effectually: for his discourse in being agreeable,
was necessarily the more

persuasive.
This beauty,

this charm of style, diffused throughout the orations

uson an mperous veemence. 1 e aso enriche

oman eloquence with another advantage, which high-

ly exalted its value: I mean the disposition of words,
which conduces infinitely to the beauty of discourse.

For the most agreeable and most solid thoughts, if

the terms in which they are expressed want arrange-
ment and number, offend the ear, of which the sense

is exceedingly delicate.* The Greeks had been al-

most four hundred years in possession of this kind of

beauty in the admirable works of their writers, who
had carried the sweetness and harmony of disposition
to its highest perfection.* In another part of this vol-

ume I have described the manner in which Cicero

gained the Roman language this improvement. As
much must be said of all the other parts of eloquence,
of which he either gave the Romans the first know-

ledge, or at least carried them to their highest per-
fection; and in this Caesar had reason to say, that Ci-

cero had rendered his country great service.* For by

sequence, may truly be said to be in respect to Rom<
what Demosthenes had before been to Athens; eacu
on his side having carried eloquence to the highest

perfection it ever attained.

SECTJON IV. FOURTH AGE OF THE ROMAN ORA-
TORS.

IT is the usual lot of human things, when they have
attained their highest perfection, to decline soon, and
to degenerate ever after. Eloquence, as well as his-

tory and poetry, experienced this sad fatality at Rome.
Some few years after the death of Augustus, that re-

gion, so fertile of fine works and noble productions,
bore no more of those excellent fruits, which had done
it so much honour;' and as if it had been universally
blasted, that bloom of Roman urbanity, that is to say,
the extreme delicacy of taste, which prevailed in all

works of genius and learning, withered and disappear-
ed almost on a sudden.
A man highly estimable in other respects for his fine

genius, rare talents, and learned works, occasioned this

change in eloquence: it is easy to perceive that I mean
Seneca. A too great esteem for himself, a kind of

jealousy for the great men who had appeared before

him, a violent desire of distinguishing himself, and to

use the expression, of forming a sect, and being the

leader for others to follow, made him quit the usual

track, and throw himself into paths that were new and
unknown to the ancients.

The best things are abused, and even virtues them-
selves become vices when carried too far. The gra-
ces with which Cicero had embellished and enriched

Roman eloquence, were dispensed soberly and with

great judgment: but Seneca lavished them without
discretion or measure. In the writings of the first, the

ornaments were grave, manly, majestic, and proper
for exalting the dignity of a queen: in those of the

second, one might almost term them the finery of a

> Cui tanta unquam jucundita* affuit ? Ut ipsa ilia quse

eztnrquet, impetrare eum rrcilas; et cum trangversum vi

ua Judirum feral, tamen ille nun rapi videatur, scd sequi.
Q.uinctil. I. x. c. 1.

Quamvis gravel suavesque lententix, tamen si incnn-

ditis vc rliif efferuntur, offendunt aurei, quarem est judicium
iU|wrl)issimum. Oral. n. 150.

Et apud Greco* quidem jam anni prope quadringenti,
cum hoc (numerui) probatur: nog nuper agnoviraus. Oral.
n. 171.

Ceiiar Tiillinm. nun solum prinripcm atque inventorem

copiiE di.vit, quie erat magna laus ; oed etiam bone meritum
dc |x>|iuii Rnmaiii nominee! dignitate. Quo enim uno vin-

eebamur A vina Grsecia, id aut creptum illis est, aut certe

nobis curn illis communicatem. Brut. n. 154.

Omnis firl us rrprcsmi*. txuituxque flomiti veterii uber-
twii eiaruit. Brut. n. lli.

ORATORS.

courtezan, which, far from adding new lustre to th

natural beauty of eloquence, by the
profusion of pearl*

and gems, disguised, and made u disappear. For the

soil of Seneca is admirable. No ancient author ha*
either so many, so fine, or so solid thoughts as he.

But he spoils them by the turn he gives them, by the

antitheses and quibbles with which they are usually
larded, by an excessive affectation of ending almost

every period with an epigrammatic point, or a kind of

glittering thought, a conceit very like it. This made
Quinctilian say,

8 it were to be wished that Seneca in

composing had used his own genius, but another'*

judgment. belles eum aua ingenio dixisse slitiut

judicio. What I have observed of him elsewhere *

with great extent, renders unnecessary my saying more
of him in this place.

PLINY THE YOUNGER.
THE author, of whom I am going to speak, is one

of those persons of antiquity that best deserve to be

known. I shall first trace a plan of his life from his

own letters, in which we shall find all the qualities of

the man of honour and probity, with the most amiable

goodness of heart and generosity it is possible to inia.

gine. I shall then proceed to give tome idea of hi*

style by extracts from his panegyric upon Trajan,
which is the only piece of his eloquence come down
to us.

Abridgment of the Life of Phny the Younger.
PI-IKY the younger was born at Coma, a city of

Italy, A. D. 61. His mother was Pliny the natural-

ist's sister, who adopted him for his son. Having lost

his father very early,8 Virginius Rufus, one of the

greatest persons of his age, was his guardian, who al-

ways considered him as his own son, and took parti-
cular care of him. Virginius, whose virtues had ren-

dered him suspected, and even odious to the emperors,
had, however, the good fortune to escape their jeal-

ousy and hatred. He lived to the asre of fourscore

and three, always happv and admired. The emperor
Trajan caused his obsequies to be solemnized with,

great magnificence; and Tacitus the historian, who
was then consul, pronounced his funeral oration

Pliny was no less happy in masters, than he had beea
in a guardian. We have seen elsewhere, that ha
studied rhetoric under Quinctilian, and that, of all hit

disciples, he was the person who did him most hon-

our, and also expressed most gratitude for him. Th
whole sequel of his life will show the taste he had

acquired for polite learning of every kind in ihe school

of that celebrated rhetorician. At the age of four-

teen he composed a Greek tragedy.
9 He exercised

himself afterwards in every species of poetry, which
he made his amusement. He believed it necessary to

hear also Nicetas of Smyrna, 10 a celebrated Greek rhe-

torician, who was then at Rome. I include Rusticu*

Arulenus in the number of his masters, who had been
tribune of the people in 69, and who professed Stoic

philosophy.
U His merit and virtue were crimes under

an emperor,
12 who was the declared enemy of both, and

occasioned the loss of his life. He had taken partic-
ular care to form Pliny for virtue, who always retain-

ed the highest gratitude for his memory.
Pliny was sent into Svria, where he served for som

years at the head of a legion.
13 All the leisure hi*

duty afforded him there, he devoted to the lecture*

and conversations of Euphrates, a famous philosopher
who believed then that he saw in Pliny all that he af-

terwards proved. He gives us a fine picture of that

philosopher. His air, says he, is erious, without

sourness or ill-nature. 1 * H'is presence inspires respect,
but neither fear nor awe. His extreme politeness i*

equalled only by the purity of his manners. He make*
war upon vices, not persons; and reforms such as err,

but without insulting them.

Lib. i. c. 1. i Belles Lettre*. Epist. i. I. 3.

Epist. iv. 1. 7. Ep. vi. I. 6. ' Ep. xvi. 1. 1.

Domitinn. Ep. x. I. I.

' Nullus horror in vuliu, nulla tristitia, mult urn sererl

tatis. Reverearis oeeursum, non refornmlen. Viias Baneti-

tan mimtna, comiia par. Inectatur vilia, non homiM
nee rasiigai errantc*, sed emeiidat
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On his return to Rome, he attached himself more
tlosdv than ever to Pliny the naturalist, who had

adopted him, and in whom he had the good fortune

to find a father, master, model, and excellent guide.
He collected his slightest discourses, and studied all

bis actions. His uncle, then tii'iv-six years old, was

obliged to repair to the coast of Naples, in order to

take upon him the command of the Roman fleet at

Ali-enuin. Pliny the younger attended him thither,
where he lost him by the unhappy accident I have re-

lated elsewhere.

Destitute of that support, he sought no other than

his own merit, and applied himself whollv to public
affairs. He pled his rirst cause at nineteen years of

age. I Younir as he was, he spoke before the centum-
riri in an allnir, wherein he was under the necessity
of < ontemiing with all the persons of the highest cre-

dit in Rome, without excepting those whom the prince
honoured with his favour.2 It was this action that first

made him known, and opened the wav for the reputa-
tion he afterwards acquired.* He retained from that

period an approbation as universal as extraordinary in

a city, where neither competitor* nor envy were idle.

He had more than once the satisfaction of seeing the

entrance of the bar entirely shut up by the multitude

of hearers, who wailed when he was to plead.4 He
was obliged to go to his place through the tribunal

where the judges sat; and sometimes spoke seven

hours, on which occasions he himself was the only-

person tired in the assembly. He never pled but for

(he public interests, his friends, or those whose ill for-

tune had left them none. 5 Most of the other advo-
cates sold their assistance, and to glory, of old the sole

reward of so noble an employment, had substituted a

iordid traffic of gain. Trajan, to reform that disor-

der, published a decree,' which, at the same time it

gave Plinv great pleasure, did him no less honour.
" How pleased I am," said he,

" not only never to have
entered into any agreement about the causes in which
I have been concerned, but to have always refused all

kind of presents, and even new-year's gifts, upon ac-

count of them! It is true, indeed, that every thing
repugnant to honour is to be avoided, not as prohibit-
ed, but as infamous.7 There is, however, great satis-

faction in seeing that prohibited, which one never al-

lowed one's self to do." He made it a pleasure, and
even a duty, to assist with his advice, and to bring for-

ward young persons of family and promise to the bar.8

He would not undertake some causes, but upon con-
dition of having a young advocate joined with him in

them. It was the highest joy to him, to see them be-

gin
to distinguish themselves in pleading, by treading

in his steps, and following his counsels.* From how
good a heart, from what a fund of love for the public,
3o such sentiments flow!

It was by these steps that Pliny soon rose to the

highest dignities of the state. He always retained the
virtues in them by which they were acquired. In the
time of Domitian he was prastor. That savage prince,
who locked upon innocence of manners as a censure
of his own conduct, banished all the philosophers from
Rome and Italy. Artemidorus, one of Pliny's friends,
was of this number, and had withdrawn to a house that
he had without the gates of the city.W

"
I went thither

to see him," says Pliny,
" at a time when my visit was

roost remarkable and most dangerous. I was praetor.

> Ep. viii. I. 5. * Ep. xviii. 1. 1.

Ilia ar.tio roibi aures hominurn, ilia januam fame pa-
{fecit

Ep. rvi. I. 4. Ep xiv. I. 5.

It was ordained by this decree, that all persons who had
eau*es should make oath that they had neither given nor

promised, nor caused to be given or promised, any thing to

the advocate concerned for them. After the suit 'was deter-

mined, it admitted rivin; to the amount of ten thousand
testerces (about liOl. sterling.) P.p. xxi. I..5.

Oportet quidem quB sunt inhonesia, nnn quasi illirita,

ed quasi pudenda, vitare. Jurundum tamen, i prohiberi
publice videas, quod nunquam libi ipse permisoris.

Ep. xxiii. 1.0.

Odiem Ivtum, tintandumqut' mihi candidissimo calmlo!
Quid enim aut publice lanim, quam clari<iinios juvenes no-
ten et famam ex studiis petere ;

aut mihi optatius, quam
me ad recta tendemibus quasi exemplar esse propwitum?

Ep.xi.1 3

He could not discharge the debts he had contracted
for many noble uses without a great sum of money.
Some of the richest and most powerful of bis friends

would not see the difficulty he was under. As to me,
I borrowed the sum, and made him a present ol it. I

had however great reason to tremble for myself. Se-
ven of mv friends had just before either been banished
or put to death. Of the latter were Senecio. Rusti-

cus, and Helvidius: the exiles were Mauricus, Gratil-

la, Arria, and Fannia. The thunder which fell so o.'t-

en, and still smoked around me, seemed evidently to

presage the like fate lor myself." But I am far troiu

believing that I deserve on this account all the glo-
ry Artemidorus gives me: I only avoided infamy.

1*

Where shall we find now such friends and such senti-

ments? I admire Pliny's good fortune, worthy man
as he was, in escaping the. cruelty of Domitian. I

could wish that he owed this obligation to his ma-trr
and friend Quinctilian, who had undoubtedly great
credit with the emperor, especially after he had char-

ged him with the education of his sister's grandsons.
History says nothing upon this head: it only informs

us, that an accusation fully prepared against Pliny was
found among Domitian's papers.
The bloody' death of that emperor, who was suc-

ceeded by Nerva, A. D. 96, restored tranquillity to

|>ersons of worth, and made the bad tremble in their

turn U A famous informer, named Regulus, not satis-

fied with having fomented the prosecution ol Rusticas

Arulenus, had besides triumphed over his death, by
insulting his memory with writings full of injurious
reproaches and insolent ridicule. Never was man so

abject, cowardly, and creeping.ns this wretch appeared
after Domitian's death; which it always the case with
such venal prostitutes to iniquity, who have no sense

of honour. He was afraid of Pliny's resentment, the
declared friend of Rusticus in all times. Besides he
had attacked him personally in Domitian's life; and
in a public pleading at the bar, had laid a murderous
snare for him by an insidious question in respect to a

person of worth, whom the emperor had banished,
which exposed Pliny to certain danger, had he openly
declared the truth, or would have dishonoured him
for ever, had he betrayed it. This base wretch left

nothing undone to avert Pliny
(

s just revenge, employ-
ed the recommendation of his best friends, and came
to him at last in person to implore him with the most

abject and abandoned submissions to forget the past.
Plinv did not think fit to explain himself, bein^ wil-

ling,
before he determined in the aflair, to wait the

arrival of Mauricus, the brother of Rusticus, who was
not yet returned from banishment. It is not known
how the business ended.
Another of the same kind did him much honour.)*

As soon as Domitian was killed, Pliny, upon mature
deliberation, judged the present a very happy occa-

sion for prosecuting the vile, avenging oppressed in*

nocence, and acquiring great glory. He had contrac-

ted a partiuclar friendship with Helvidius Priscus. the

most virtuous and most revered person of his time, as

also with Arria and Fannia, of whom the first was the

wife of Paetus Thrasea, and Fannia's mothtr, and the

latter the wife of Priscus. The senator Puhlicius Cer-

tus, a man of great power and credit, designed for

consul the ensuing year, had urged the death of Hel-

vidius, who was also a senator of consular dignity
even in the senate. Pliny undertook to avenge his

illustrious friend. Arria and Fannia, who were re-

turned from banishment, joined him in so generous a

design. He had never done any thing without the ad-

vice of Corellius, whom he considered as the wisest

and most able person of the age.U But upon this

occasion, knowing him to be a man of too timorous
and circumspect a prudence, and at (he same lime,
that in resolutions wisely taken, 15

it is not proper to

consult persons, whose counsels are a kind of order to

the consulter, he did not impart his design to him,

" Tot circa me jaclis fulminibui quasi ambus'cs m:bi

quoque impendere idem exitium certis quibusdam notis au-

gurarer
'> Ep. v. 1. 1. t Ep. xiii. 1. 0. " Ep. tvii. 1. 4.
11 Experros u*u, de eo quod desiinaveris non etoe coots>

lendos, quioiu con.'uliis obsequi debeu.
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and contented himself with communicating it upon
the very day it was to be put in execution, bill with-

out asking Iiis opinion. The senate being assembled,

Pliny repaired thither, and demanded permission to

speak. He began with great applause, but as soon as

he had opened the plan of the accusation, and had

sufficiently designated tne criminal, without naming
him however hitherto, the senate rose up against him
on all sides. He heard all their outcries without
trouble or emotion, while one of his friends ot consu-

lar dignity intimated to him softly, but in very lively

terms, that he had exposed himself with too much

courage and to little prudence, and pressed him ear-

nestly to desist from his accusation; adding, at the

same time, that he would render himself formidable

to succeeding emperors.
" So much the better," re-

plied Pliny, "if they are bad ones." They at length

proceeded* to give their opinions, and the first who

poke, which were the most considerable of the senate,

apologized
for Certus, as if Pliny had actually named

him, though he had not yet done so. Almost all the

rest declared in his favour. When it came to Pliny's
turn to speak, he treated the subject in all its extent,
end replied to every thing that had been advanced.
It is not conceivable with what attention and applause,
even those who a little before had opposed him, re-

ceived all he said, so sudden was the change produ-
ced either by the importance of the cause, the force

of the reasons, or the courage of the accuser. The
emperor did not judge it proper that the proceedings
should go on. Pliny however carried what he pro-

posed. Certus's colleague obtained the consulship,
as had been before intended: but as for himself, an-

other was nominated in his stead. What an honour
was this for Pliny! A single man, by the idea con-
ceived of his zeal for the

public good, brings over all

the suffrages to his own side, supports the dignity of

his order, and restores courage to so august an assem-

bly as the Roman senate, at a time when the terror of

the preceding reign still rendered it timorous and
almost speechless.

I shall repeat two other occasions also, in which, not

as a senator, but an advocate, he displayed both the

force of his eloquence, and his just indignation against
the oppressors of the people in the provinces. They
are both of the same time, but the year is not pre-

cisely known.
In the first, "We see an event famous from the rank

of the person, salutary by the severity of the example,
and memorable for ever from its 'importance.

"1 I

shall use Pliny's own words, but shall abridge his

account considerably.
"Marius Priscus, proconsul of Africa, accused by

the Africans, without proposing any defence, confines
himself to demanding the ordinary judges. Tacitus
and myself (says Pliny) being charged by order of the

senate with the cause of that people, believed it our

duty to remonstrate, that the crimes in question were
loo enormous to admit of a civil trial. For Priscus

was accused of no less than selling condemnation, and
even the lives of innocent persons. Vitellius Honora-
tus and Flavins Martianus were cited as his accom-

plices,
and

appeared.
The first was accused of hav-

ing purchased the banishment of a Roman knight,
and the deaths of seven of his friends, for three hun-
dred thousand sesterces.* The second had given
seven hundred thousand,3 to have various torments
indicted upon another Roman knight. This latter had
been first condemned to be whipped, then sent to the

mines, and at last strangled in prison. But a fortu-

nate death saved Honoratus from the justice of the
senate. Martianus therefore was committed without
Priscus. Upon some debates which arose upon this

flair, it was referred to the first assembly of the senate.

This assembly was most august. The prince 4
pre-

sided in it, being then consul. It was about the be-

ginning of January, when the senate is generally nm-t
numerous. Besides the importance of the cause, the
noise it had made, and the natural curiosity of all men
to be eye-witnesses of great and extraordinary events,

t Ep. xt. I. 2.

About 435W. sterling

About I'.tlXW. terling.

Trajan.

had drawn together from all parts A great multitude

of auditors. You may imagine the trouble and ap
prehension we were under, who were to speak in such

an assembly, and in the presence of the emperor. I

have spoke more than once in the senate, and may ven
ture to say, that I never was so favourably heard any-
where: notwithstanding which every thing daunted

me, as if entirely new to me. The difficulty of the

cause embarrassed me almost as much as the rest. I

considered in the person of Priscus, a man, who, a little

before, was of consular dignity, was honoured with an

important priesthood, of both which titles he was then
divested. I was sincerely concerned at being obliged
to accuse an unfortunate person already conchmind.
If the enormity of his crime urged strongly against
him, pity, which usually succeeds a first condemna-
tion, pli'd no less in his favour. At length 1 took cou-

rage, began my discourse and received as many ap-
plauses as 1 had fears before. I spoke almost five

hours: for I was granted an hour and a hall more than
was at first allowed me.6 All that seemed difficult

and averse when I had it to sav, became easy and
favourable when I said it. The emperor's goodness
and care, I dare not call it anxiety, for me, went so far,

that he. ordered me several times to be admonished by
a freedman, who stood behind me, to spare myself, and
not to forget the weakness of my constitution. Clau-
dius Marcellinus defended Martianus. The senate ad-

journed to the next day; for there was not sufficient

time for going through a new pleading before night,
On the morrow Salvius Liberalis spoke lor Priacus.

He is a subtle orator, disposes his subject with method,
has abundance of vehemence, and is truly eloquent.*
All these talents he displayed this day. Tacitus re-

plied with much eloquence, in which the great and the
sublime of his character distinguishes itself not a lit-

tle.7 Catius Fronto rejoined very finely for Priscus;
and as he spoke last, and there was but little time re-

maining, he endeavoured more to move the judges,
than to justify the accused. Night came on, and th

attair was referred to the next day. The question
then was to examine the proofs, and proceed to vote.

It was certainly something very noble, and highly
worthy of ancient Rome, to see the senate assembled,
and employed for three days successively, without sep-

arating till night. Cornutus Tertullus, consul elect

a person of extraordinary merit, and most zealous far

justice, was the first that gave his opinion. It was to

condemn Priscus to pay the seven hundred thousand
sesterces he had received into the public treasury, and
to banish him from Rome and Italy. He went farther

against Martianus, and was for having him banished
even from Africa; and concluded with proposing to

the senate, to declare that Tacitus and 1 had faithlully
and worthily answered their expectation in acquitting
ourselves of our commission. 8 The consuls, and all

the persons of consular dignity, who spoke afterwards,
were of the same opinion. Some division ensued:
but at last every body came over to Cornutus." Plinj
makes an end of his letter with a stroke of gayety.
" You are now," says he to his friend,

"
fully informed

of what passes here. Let me know in your turn what

you do in your country. Send me an exact account
of your trees, your vines, your corn, and your cattle;
and assure yourself, that if I have not a very long let-

ter from you, you shall have but very short ones from
me for the future. Adieu."

It appears that Pliny was in a manner the refuge and

asylum of the oppressed provinces.9 The deputies
from BoeticalO implored the senate to appoint Pliny to

be their advocate in the suit they had commenced

against Caecilius Classicus, late governor of that pro-

Nam Hecem clepydrii, quai ipatioeaimui acccperi.
nunt inldiup quat^uor.

Vir suliiilm. (JisposilUK, acer, din.Ttus.
i Respomiit Cornelius Tacitus elo<|uentiMime, et, quod

eximiurn urnlioni cjus inest, ripvft.

Ego et TucituB. The Laiin i* more simple and leis re-

remonioua. I and Tacitus. Perhaps the senate's vote Darned

Pliny first.

Ep. iv. et ix. 1.3.

> Amlulusia ii a groat part of what the ancients called

BoMica.
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vince. Whatever other employments he might have,
he could not refuse that people his assistance, for

Whom he had before pled upon a like occasion. For,

lays Pliny, you cancel your first pood offices, if you
do not repeat them.l Oblige an hundred timeg, and
refuse once, men (for.such is their nature) forget every
thinir but the refusal. Accordingly he undertook their

cause. Either a voluntary or a natural death saved
Clas^irus from the consequences of this prosecution.
Buetica however did not omit to demand that it should

go on; for so the laws required; and accused at the

name time the ministers and accomplices of his crimes,

demanding justice agaiast them. The first thing that

Pliny believed it necessary to establish, was that Clas-

ictis was guilty, which was not difficult to prove.
He had left among his papers an exact memorandum
in his own handwriting of the gains he had made by
his several extortions. Probus and Hispanus, two
of hig accomplices, gave more trouble. Before he
entered upon the proof of their crimes, Pliny judged
it necessary to show, that the execution of a govern-
or's orders in what was manifestly unjust, was crim-

inal; without which it had been losing time to

prove them Classicus's instruments. For they did

not deny the facts laid to their charge, but excused
themselves by pleading that they were reduced to

them bv obedience to their superior, which accord-

ing to them sufficed for their vindication. They pre-
tended, that such obedience could not be made crimi-

nal in them, as they were natives of the province, and

consequently accustomed to tremble at the least com-
mand of the governor. Their advocate, who was a

person of great ability, confessed afterwards, that he
never was so much perplexed and disconcerted, as

when he saw the only arms in which he had placed
his whole confidence, wrested out of his hands. The
event was as follows. The senate decreed, that the

estate of Classicus, before he took possession of his

government, should be separated from what he had
afterwards acquired. The first was adjudged to his

daughter, and the rest to the people of Boetica. His-

panus and Probut were banished for five years; so

black did that which at first seemed scarce criminal,

ippear after Pliny had spoke. The other accom-

plices were prosecuted with the same effect. What
constancy and courage had Pliny, and how much
mud he have abhorred injustice ann oppression?
What a happiness was it for the remote provinces, as

Andnlu^ia was, where the governors, like so many
petty tyrants, making their will their law, plundered
and oppressed the people with impunity, to have a

zealous and intrepid defender, whom neither credit

nor menaces were capable of swaying in the least!

For these public robbers find protection, and are

geldom made examples, which can alone put a stop
to such pernicious abuses.

Pliny's zeal was soon rewarded in a conspicuous
manner.* He was actually made prasfect of the trea-

sury, that is to say high-treasurer, with Cornutus
Tertullus, A. 1). 99, which office he held two years,
when they were both nominated consuls to be substi-

tuted to the usual ones for the following year. Tra-

jan spoke in the senate to have this honour conferred

upon them, presided in the assembly of the people at

their nominal on, and proclaimed them consuls him-
self. He g-ave them great praises, and represented
them as t.ien. who equalled the ancient consuls of
Rome in their love of justice, and the public good.
"It was then I perfectly knew," says Pliny, speaking
of 'his colleague, "what kind of man, and of what
value, he was. I heard him as a master, and respect-
ed him as a father, less on account of his advanced

ge, than his profound wisdom."'
Pliny, when consul, A. D. 100, pronounced in his

> Eat ila natura rnmparatum. ut anti<|uiora bcnofiria lab-

Tcrtus, nisi ilia posteriorilius" cumules. Nam, quamlibnt FCpe
obliiKti, ni quid unum nege*, hoc lolum memincrunt, quod
neRtum pt.

In Panegyr. Traj.
Tune e<:6 qui vir et quantni esset, altissitnc inspexi:

quern eequTpr ut ma<ristruni. ut parentem vererer: quod
aon tarn stall* maturitale, ouaru vita, merebalur. F.p
tJ*. 1. 5.

own and his colleague's name, an oration to thank

Trajan for having conferred that dignity upon them,
and to make his panegyric according to the order he

had received from the senate, and in the name of the

whole empire. I shall have occasion in the sequel to

speak of this panegyric.
About the end o'f the year 103, Pliny was sent to

govern Pontus and Bithynia in quality of proconsul.
His sole employment there was to establish good
order in his government, to execute justice, to re-

dress grievances, and soften subjection. He had no

thoughts of attracting respect by the pomp of equi-

page, difficulty of access, haughtiness in hearing, and
insolence in giving answers. A noble simplicity, an

always frank and easy reception, an affability thai

sweetened necessary refusals, with a moderation tha'

never departed from itself, conciliated the aflectioi

of every bod}'.

Trajan, otherwise the most humane and just of

princes, had set on foot a violent persecution against
the Christians. Plinv, from the necessity of his of-

fice, and in consequence of his blindness, had his

share in it. But the natural sweetness of his disposi-
tion made him averse, at least in some measure, to

inflict punishments upon persons guilty of no crime
In consequence, finding himself perplexed in the exe-

cution of the emperor's orders, he wrote him a letter

upon that head, and received an answer, which, of all

the monuments of paganism, are perhaps those that

do most honour to the Christian io*ionj I shall

insert both at length in this place.

Pliny's Letter to the Emperor Trajan.
*

"It is a part of my religion, Caesar, to explain all

my scruples to you. For who can either determine
or instruct me better? I never was present at the

proceedings against any Christians: so that I neither

know upon what the information against them turns,
nor how far their punishment should extend. I am
much at a loss about the difference of age. Must

young and old without distinction suffer the same in-

flictions? Are not those who repent to be pardoned;
or is it to no purpose to renounce Christianity, after

having once embraced it? Is it the name only that I

am to punish in them, or ire there any crimes annex-
ed to that name? However it may be, I have made
this my rule in respect to the Christians brought be-

fore me. Those who have owned themselves such 1

have interrogated a second and third time, and threat-

ened them with punishment. When they persisted, I

ordered it accordingly. For of whatever nature their

confession was, I believed it indispensably necessary
to punish in them their disobedience and invincible

obstinacy. There were others possessed with the same

frenzy, whom I have reserved in order to send them
to Rome, because they are Roman citizens. Accusa-
tions of this kind becoming afterwards more frequent
even from being set on foot, as is usual, various kinds

of them offer. A memorial has been put into my hands,
wherein several persons are accused of being Christ-

ians, who deny that they either are or ever were so.

They have in my presence, and in the terms I prescri-
bed, invoked the gods, and ottered incense and wine
to your image, which I caused expressly to be brought
out with the statues of our divinities. They have eve*
uttered violent imprecations against Christ. And this,

I am told, is what none, who are truly Christians, can
ever be forced to do. I believed it therefore neces-
sary to acquit them. Others, who have been brought
before me by an informer, have at first confessed them-
selves Christians, and immediately after denied it; de-

claring that they had indeed been so, but that they
had ceased to be so, some above three, and others

greater number of years, and some for more than twen-

ty. All these people have adored your image, and
the statues of the gods; and all of them loaded Christ

with curses. Thev have affirmed to me, that their

whole error and fault consisted in these points: That
on a day fixed, they assembled before sunrise, and

sung alternately hym'ns to Christ as to a god ; that they
er.gagcd themselves by oath, not to any crime, but no'

* En. icvii. L 10.
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to rob Or commit adultery; to be faithful to their pro-
mise, and not to secrete or deny deposits: That alter

this it was their custom to separate, and then to reas-

semble, in order to eat promiscuously some simple
and innocent food: ' That they had ceased to do so

since my edict, by which, according to your orders, I

had prohibited all assemblies whatsoever. These de-

positions convinced me more than ever, that it was

necessary to extort the truth by force of torments out
of two virgin slaves, whom they said were priest-
esses of their worship: but I discovered only a bad
kind of superstition, carried to excess; and lor that

reason have suspended every thing till J have your
farther orders. The affair seems worthy of your re-

flection, from the multitude of those involved in the

danger. For great numbers of all ages, sexes, and

conditions, are liable to this accusation. This conta-

gious evil has not only infected the cities, but has

reached the villages and country. I believe however
that it may be remedied, and that a stop may be put
to it: and it is certain that the temples, which were
almost entirely abandoned, are now frequented; and
that the long neglected sacrifices are renewed. Vic-

tims are sold every where, which before had few pur-
chasers. From this it may be judged what numbers

may be reclaimed, if pardon be granted to repent-
ance."

The Emperor Trajan't Answer to Pliny. 2

"You have, most dear Pliny, taken the method you
ought in proceeding against the Christians brought be-

fore you: for it is impossible to establish a certain and

general form in affairs of such a nature. It is not ne-

cessary to make strict inquiry after*those people: but

if they are accused and convicted, they most be pun-
ished. However, if the accused denies that he is a

Christian, and proves he is not by his behaviour, I

mean by invoking the gods, it is proper to pardon him
on his repentance, whatever causes of suspicion may
before have been laid to his charge. For the rest,

anonymous information ought not to be Deceived in

any kind of cri/ne : J~.tr that were ofpernicious exam-

ple, ami does not suit the times in which we live.">

I leave it to the reader to make the reflections,
these two letters naturally suggest, upon the magni-
ficent praise they include of the

purity of manners
of the primitive Christians, the amazing progress
Christianity had already made in so few years, even
to occasion the temples to be abandoned; the incre-

dible number of the faithful of all ages, sexes, and
condition; the authentic testimony rendered by a

Pagan of the belief of the divinity of Jesus Christ

generally established amongst those faithful; the re-

markable contradiction of Trajan's opinion, for if the
Christian* were criminal, it was just to make strict

inquiry after them, and if not, it was unjust to punish
them though accused ; and lastly, upon the maxim
taken from the law of nature, with which the empe-
ror concludes his letter, in declaring, that he should
deem it a dishonour to his age, if, in any crime
whatsoever, (the expression is general) regard were
had to informations without the names of their au-

thors.

On Pliny's return to Rome, he resumed business
and his employments. His first wife being dead with-
out children, he married a second named Calphurnia.
As she was very young, and had good natural talents,
he found no difficulty in inspiring her with a taste

for polite learning. It became her sole passion; but
she reconciled it so well with her affection for her

husband, that it could not lie said whether she loved

Pliny for polite learning, or polite learning for Pliny.*

Arfirmabant nutem lianr fui^e mimmam vrl cul|* su,
vei eiinrU, quod essent soli'i gifilo die anle lucem con venire :

earmenque Christo, quimi n*eo, direre serum invjrem ; seque
farrumenlu non in so-lnn a!ii|ii<l olisirinarre, sed IIP futia.

ne Inirorinia, no adulieria eonimitterent, ne fidcm fallerent,
lie ilepocimm ap| Hari atmeirnrenl : quitm* |>erarii, morrm
lilii dinredendi I'ui-sp. rumucque coeundi ad capiendum ci-

kuni. promisrunni tamen et innoiium.
E|>. xcviij.

Sine aurtore ro [iropositi libelli nulln erimine locum
Babere dibent. NLOI et peuimi exempli, nee mwtri *vculi
* Ep xix. 1. 4.

When he was to plead some important cauie she al*

ways had several persons waiting to bring her the

first news of his success, and the emotion thtit expec-
tation occasioned ceased only with their return. If

he read any oration or other piece U> an a*-eiubly of
his Iriends, she never tailed to contrive Keutli ome
place, whence behind a curtain she might overbear
the applauses given him. Her husband's works were

continually in her hand, and with no other art but
love for her master, .she composed airs upon the lyre
to his verses. His letters to her show how lar he
carried his tenderness for a wife so worthy of hit

affection and esteem.5 " You tell me that my ab-

sence gives you pain, and that your sole consolation

is reading my works, and oiten laying them by yon
in my place. I am transported with joy that you
desire me so ardently, and at your manner of con-

soling yourself. As lor me, 1 read your letters over
and am perpetually opening them again as it they
were new ones. But they only serve to aggravate
the regret I feel in wanting you. For what felicity

must one not find in the conversation of her, whose
letters have such charms! Fail not, however, to

write often to me, though it gives me a kind ot plea*
sure that torments me." In another letter* he says:
"

I conjure you most earnestly, to prevent my anxiety

by one and even two letters every day. 1 shall at

least feel hope while I read them, though I la!) into

my first alarms afterwards." In a third,* "To tell

you to what a degree your absence ailects me would
seem incredible. 1 pass the greater part of my night*
in thinking of yon. In the day and at the hours I

used to see you, my feet in a manner carry me of
themselves to your apartment; and not finding you
there, I return with as much sadness and contusion,
as if I had been refused entrance."

After having received some hurt at her first time
of being with child, she recovered, and lived a con-
siderable time, but left him no issue.*

Neither the time nor circumstances of Pliny's death
are known.

I have not pretended hitherto to give an exact and
continued account of Pliny's actions, but only an idea,

of his character by some events more remarkable than

others, and consequently the most proper for making
it known. I shall with the same view add some other

facts, without confining myself to the order of liuie,

and shall reduce them to four or five heads.

I. Pliny's application to study.

It had been strange if Pliny, brought up in the

sight and under the care of his uncle 1 liny the natu-

ralist, had wanted a taste for the sciences, and indeed

had not devoted himself entirely to them. \Ve may
believe that in his first studies he followed the plan
he laid down for a young man who had consulted

him upon that subject. As this letter may be useful

to youth, 1 shall insert part of it here.9

"You ask me in what manner I would advise you
to study. One of the best methods, according to the

opinion of many, is to translate Greek into Latin, or

Latin into Greek. By that you will acquire jn-tnes
ami beauty of diction, happiness and grace ot figures,
and facility in expressing your sense; besides, in that

imitation of the most excellent author*, you will in-

sensibly contract a habit of thinking aim expie-sing
your, ( it" like them. A thousand things which e-cape
a man that reads, do not escape a translator. Trans-

lation enlarges the mind, and forms the ta-te. ^ on

may also, after having read something only for the

sk"e of making it your subject, treat it yourself, with

the resolution not to be excelled by your original.

You may then compare your work with your au-

thor's, and carefully examine what he ha<< done bet-

ter than you, and you better than him. AVhat a joy
will it be to you) to perceive yours sometimes the

best; and bow much will it redouble your emulation,
should you find yourself always the inf rior! 1 know

your present study is the eloquence of the bar: but
for the attainment of that, I would not advise you ta

Ep. vii. 1. 6.

Ep. x. 1. 8.

Ep. iv. I. 6.

Ep. ix. I. 7
Ep. Yii. 1 7.
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Confine yourself entirely to that contentious lyle,

that breathes nothing but war and debate. As fields

delight in change of seeds, our luinJs also require to

be exercised in different studies. I would therefore

have you sometimes make a line piece of hiitory your
employment, sometimes the composition of a letter,

and sometimes verses It is in this manner the

greatest orators, and even the greatest men, have

exercised or unbended themselves; or rather have
exercised and unbended both together. It is amaz-

ing how much these little works awaken and exhila-

rate the genius. 1 have not said what it is necessary
<o read, though thf hav'.ng mentioned what it is pro-

per to write, sufficiently f,peaks that. Remember
nly to make a good f/ioice ol the best authors in

very kind; lor it hi t beta well said, that it is neces-

arv to read much, b-it not many things."
1

We have seen that Pliny at the age of fourteen

*rote a Greek tragedy, and afterwards exercised

himself in the several species of poetry. He was
much delighted with reading Livy. He admired the

ncients, without being of the number of those, who
despise the moderns.* I cannot believe, says he, that

nature is become so barren and exhausted, as to pro-
duce nothing valuable in our days.
He tells a friend! in what manner he employs him-

self during the public diversions. "I have passed all

these last days in composing and writing with the

greatest tranquillity imaginable. You may ask how
that is possible in the midst of Rome? It was the

time of the shows in the Circus which gave me no
manner of pleasure. I gee nothing new or varied in

them, and consequently nothing worth seeing more
than once. This redoubles my astonishment, that

go many thousand and even grave persons should
have a puerile passion for seeing horses run, and men
driving chariots, so often. When I consider this

insatiable desire to see these trilling common sights
over and over again, I feel a secret satisfaction in

taking no pleasure in such things, and am glad to

employ a leisure in polite studies, which others throw

away upon such frivolous amusement." 4

VVe see study was his whole joy and consolation.'

"Literature," says he,
"

is my diversion and comfort;
and I know nothing so agreeable as it is to me, and

nothing so mortifying as not to be softened by it. In

my grief for my wile's indisposition, the sickness of

my family, and even the deaths of some of them, I

find no remedy but study.
9 It indeed makes me

more sensible of adversity, but renders me also more
capable of bearing it."

II. Pliny's esteem and attachment for persons of
virtue and learning.

All the great men of his age, all who were most

distinguished by eminent virtues, were Pliny's friends:

Virginius Rufus, who refused the empire; Corellius,
who was considered as a perfect model of wisdom
ami probity; Helvidius, the admiration of his times;
Rusticus Arulenus and Senecio, whom Domitian put
to death; and Cornutus Tertullus, who was several

times his colleague. He thought it also highly for

his honour to have contracted a particular amity with
the persons, who made the greatest figure then in

polite learning, Tacitus, Suetonius, Martial, and Silius

Italians.
"

I have read your books," says he to Taci-
tus,' "and have observed with all the exactness in

my power, what I believe it necessary to alter and
retrench: for I love DO less to speak truth, than you

> Aiunt multiim legendum eise, non multa.
Sum ex ii* qui mirer antique*; nun lumen, ut quidam,

temporuin nostrorum ingeniit despjcio. Neque enim quasi
l*Ksa et erTiBia natura, ut mini jam laudabile pariat. Ep.
Mi. I. 6.

Ep. vi. 1. P.
4 duos en (quosdam graves homines) cum recorder in re

Intni, fri^iii.i, .i-Milua, lam insutiahiliter desidere, napio all-

fUnrn volupiatcm, quod h.-ic volupiate non capiar. Ac per
os dies lih'iiiH-i:ne mi urn meum in liter is col loco, quo* alii

otiosinaimi* mviipaiionibug perdunt.
Ep. xit. I *.

Ad unicum doloris leramentum otudia oonsugio, qua?
pneiiair ul udversa magi* inteiligam, sod patieutiuK feram.

'
E(>. xx 1 7

to hear it; besides, no people are more oocile to r-

proof, than those who deserve most praise.* I expec*
that you will send back my book in your turn with

your correction*. Agreeable, charming exchange!
How much am I delighted to think, that if posterity
sets any value upon us, it will publish to the end of

time with what freedom, simplicity, and friendship
we lived together.9 It will be something rare and

remarkable, that two men almost of the same ge, of

the same rank, and of some reputation in the republic
of letters, (for I am reduced to speak modestly ol you
when I join you with myself) should have assisted

each other's studies so laithlully. As for me, from

my most early youth, the reputation and glory you
had acquired, made me desirous of imitating you,
and of treading, and of appearing to tread, in your
steps, not near you, but nearer than another. It wa
not because Rome had not at that time abundance ol

geniuses of the first rank: but among them all the

similitude of our inclinations pointed out you, as the

most proper, as the most worthy of being imitated.

This is what highly augments my joy, as olten as I

hear it said, that, when conversation turns upon polite

learning, we are named together."
\Ve may conceive how studious Pliny was to oblige

the historian Suetonius, from what he writes of him
to a friend. This letter.W though short, is one of the

most elegant of his come down to us.
"
Suetonius,

who lodges with me, is for buy ing a little snot ol land,

which one of your friends is disposed to sell. Favour
me so far, I beg you, as not to let him give more for

it than it is worth; which will make him like his pur-
chase. A bad bargain is aTways disagreeable; but

most so, in seeming to reproach us with imprudence.
This bit of land, if not too dear, has many tempta-
tions for my friend: its small distance from Rome,
the goodness of the ways, the mediocrity of its build-

ings, with its appurtenances more fit to amuse than

employ. For these men of learning, devoted like him
to study, want only as much land as is necessary for

unbending their minds and delighting their eyes in

good air. A single alley to walk in, a back way into

the fields, and as many vines and plants as they can
be acquainted with without burdening their memo-
ries, abundantly suffice them. I tell you all this, that

you may know the better how much he will be oblig-
ed to me, and I to y uu, if he can buy this little place,
with these recommendations, without any reason to

repent it." 11

Martial, so well known from his epigrams, was also

one of Pliny's friends, and the death of that poet
gave him greatconcern.il

"
1 am informed," said he,

" that Martial is dead, and am very sorry for it. He
was an ingenious, subtle, sharp man, and had abun-
dance both of salt and gall, with no less candour, in

' Nam et ego verum dicere assuevi, et tu libentur audire.

Neque enim uili patientius repreheiidenlur, quam qui mai-
inie laudari mcrenlur.

O jucundas, 6 pulcras vice*! Quam me delertat, quod,
si qua postcris cura noslri, uequeqimque narrabilur, qua
concordia, fide, simplicitate vi.xenmus ! Erii rurum et in-

ligne, duos hvminee etale, dignilate pro|>einodum K'jiialci*,

nonnulliua in liierU noir-inis, (cni'or enim de te quoijiie par-
cius dicere, quia de me simul diuo) alterurn alleriun sludui
Ibvisse.

Ep. xxiv. 1. 1.

" Tranquillu*. contubernalis meua, vult emorn ageunm,
quern vendiiare amicus luus diciuir. Rngo cures, quantl
Cquum est, emat : ita enim deleclabit rmisse. \am mala

n)H-r in<;rata est, eo maximc quud etprntiare stul-

tiiiam domino viilfiur. In hoc autem agello (si muilo arri-

aerit preiium.) Tram|uillj mei xlomachum multa poilichant:
viriuitas urliis, opportunita* via', mediucritas villa1

, inodu*
ruri*, qui avocet maU <|uam distringat. Seliolanlinis parro
miiili.>..is. ut hie en, surlirit abunde lanlum soli, ul- relevant

iMi'iit, r.'<icere oculuf, reptare per limilem, unamque M mi-
tani lerere, nmnenquc vilirulai suns nosse, et numerare ar-

bu.iculai pngsint. Hfc lihi exposui. quo ma-is uriri-s, quan-
tum ille egaet mihi, quantum e^u lihi dt-liitunis, si pnriliuluin
istud, quixl nimniendaiiir liis dotil>us, tam saluliriu-r emcrit,
ut jKeniieniiis locum non relinquat. Vale. Mr Kollin addi,
" that the French tongue cannot r.-ndcr the dr.icacy and ele-

gance of the diminutives and frei|uentativr* iratteted in

abundance throughout tlii* little letter." Agellum Venditare

Reptnre per limilem. Viticulas. Arbuculas. Prediolum.
'> Ep. i. I. a
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nis writings.' When he left Rome, I gave him some-

thing to help him on his journey; which little assis-

tance I owed him, as well on account of our friend-

ship, as the verses he had made for me. It was the

ancient custom to confer rewards either of honour
or profit, upon such as had written in praise of cities

or certain individuals. But that custom, with many
others no le<s noble and decent, is one of the last in

modern practice. Ever since we have ceased to do
what deserved praise, we have despised it as a thing
of no value." 2

Pliny repeats the passage of those

verses, in which the poet, addressing himself to his

muse, bids her go to Pliny at his house upon the

Esqiiiline hill, and approach him with respect.

Bed ne tempers nnn tuo disertam
Piiliies ebria januam. videto.

Tutu*) dat tetricK dies Minerva-,
Dum centum studet auribus virorum
Hoc quod gecula posterique possint

Arpinis quoque comparare chartis.

Seras tulior ibis ad lucernas:
Hec hora est tua, cum I'urit Lyeus,
Quum regnat ro-a. quum madctit capilli.
Tune roe vel rigidi legant Catones.

Mr Sacy has translated these verses into French,
bus-

Prends garde, petite ivrognesse,
De n'aller pa*, a contre-temps,
Troubler les emplnis important*

Du du soir au matin I'occupe sa sascsse.

Respecie It's moments qu'il donne a des discourt
Qui font le charme de nos jours,

Et que tout I'avenir.nilmirant noire Pline
Osera comparer aux Oracles d'Arpine.

Prendg I'heure que les doux propos,
Enfans deg verres et des pots,
Ouvrent tout I'esprit A la jole ;

Qu'il e lietend, qu'il se deploie
Ciu'on traite les aees de gets ;

Et qu'alorg, en humfcur de rire,

Leg plus Galons te puissent lire.

[The same verses in English.]

Wanton muse, awhile forbear,
Of improper times beware ;

Knock not at his learned gale ;

All day long affairs of weight
A thousand hearers all day long
To his charming accents throng;
Strains eo sweetly wise, (to rare.

Future ages chall compare
To those of Arpinas'g son,*

Though from Greece the palm he won.
Slir not there till ev'ning hours,
Till Bacchus reins, and softer powe's ;

When crowned with roses, sweet with oil*.

Mirth laughs at care, and learned toils:

Then take thy time devoid of fear,

When Cato'g self thy lays would hear.

"Do you not think," gays Pliny in concluding his

letter," that the man who wrote of me in these terms,
ureH deserved ome tokens of my affection at his de-

parture, and of my grief at his death?"
He also very much lamented that of Silius Italic.us,

on whose poetry he passes a judgment entirely just.
M He wrote verses," savs he,

" with more art than

genius." An incurable abscess having given him a

disgust for life, he ended his days by a voluntary
bstinence from food.

III. Pliny't Liberality.

Pliny, in comparison with some of the rich persons
of Rome, had but a very moderate fortune, but a soul

truly great, and the most noble sentiments. Of this

bis almost innumerable liberalities are an undoubted

proof.
I phall relate

only
a part of them. He had

laid down principles to himself upon this head which

Erat borne !S?->nio(ius, arutus, acer, et qui plurimum in

tcrihendo et sails haberet et fellis, nee candoris minus.
Fuil moris antiqui, eog qui vel singulorum laud>v: ve)

nrbium ncripseranl, aut honorihut aut pecunia ornare: nos-

tril v'cro temporibus, ut alio speniusa et egrejia, ita hoc im-

primis exolevit. N'am rxntquarn deeiimus facere laudanda,
Luduri qnoque incptum putamus.

Cicero. 4 Ep. vii. I. 3.

Seribebat caimina majore cura quam injenio.

well deserve attention: "In nv opiiion,' says he,
"a man truly liberal should gi\e to his country, his

relations by blood or marriage, and his friends, but hii

I'ritnds in necessity."
6 This is the order in giving

that equity prescribes, and which he followed exactly.We have already seen that he made a very gene-
rous present to Quinctilian his master, towards the

portion-of his daughter on her marriage, and assisted

Martial when he retired from Rome. Of these two
friends, the latter was in necessity, and the other was
not rich."

He had given his nurse a small estate in land
which at the time he gave it her, was north an hun-
dred thousand sesterces, or about six htidred pounds
What great lords of modern date act in la! manner?

Pliny, however, calls this a little present: JUunttscu-
lum. And after bestowing this piece of land, we
find him make his nurse's income from it his care.

He writes to the person who had the care of it, to

recommend the improvement of it to him. "
For,"

adds he, "she who received this little farm, has not
more interest in its produce, than I who pave it her."

Seeing Caivina, whom he. had partly portioned out
of his own fortune, upon the point of renouncing the
inheritance of her father Calvinus's estate, through
fear that it was not sufficient to discharge his debts
to Pliny, he wrote to her not to ati'ront her father's

memory in that manner, and to determine her, sent

her a general acquittance.8

Upon another occasion he gave Romanus three

hundred thousand sesterces (almost nineteen hundred

pounds) to purchase him the estate necessarv to qual-

ify him for being admitted into the order of Roman
knights.9

Corellia, the sister of Corellius Rufus, for whom
Pliny had always a great respect during his life,

bought lands f him at the price of seven hundred
thousand sesterces. Upon better information she
found those lands worth nine hundred thousand, and

pressed him earnestly to take the overplus, but could
not prevail upon him to do so.K> Fine contest this be-
tween justice and generosity, in which the buyer's
delicacy and the seller's noble disinterestedness are

equally admirable! Where shall we find such behav-
iour now?
Some merchants had purchased his vintage at a very

reasonable price, from the hopes of gaining consider-

ably by it. They were disappointed; and he returned

money to them all. The reason he gives for it i> still

more admirable than the thing itself.
"

I think it no
less noble to do justice in one's own house, than from
the tribunal; in small than great affairs; and in one's

own, as well as in those of other people."
What he did for his country still exceed? every

thing I have said hitherto. l> The inhabitants of Coma,
not having any master among them for the education
of their children, were obliged to send them to other
cities. Pliny, who had the heart both of a son and a
father for his country, made the inhabitants sensible

of the advantages that would attend the education of
their youth at Coma itself.

" Where," says he to their

parents, "can they have a more agreeable residence
than their country? where form their manners with
more safety, than in the sight of their fathers and mo-
thers? and where will their expenses be less than at

home? Is it not best for your children to receive

their education in the same place where they had
their birth, and to accustom themselves from t'jeir

infancy to love to reside in their native country ?13 He
offered to contribute one-third towards a foundation

for the subsistence of masters, and thought it neces-

Volo oum, qui til vere liberal!*, Iribuere pairin. propia-

qui., affinibus.amici*, led amicig paujieribus. Kp. \\\. I. 9

Ep. iii. I. 6. Ep. i. I i.

Ep. xix I. 1. ' Ep. xiv I. 7. U
it Mihi egregium imprimis vidfiur, ut fnri.< ita . n :. ut U

magnis ita in parvig, ut iii alieuis iiu in cuis, ajriturc justi
tmm. Kp. ii. I. 8.

Ep. xiii. 1.4.

Ubi ant jucundiux morarcntur, quam in patria; aut pu-
diriiis continerenlur, qunm cub oculif parent u in : aut minors

gumptu, quam donii ? Edoreaniur hie, qui hie nanruim*?

ilatimquo ah infantia naiale soluiu atnare, frequenturn co*
suescant.
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aryto leave the rest of the expense upon the parents,
in order to render them the more attentive in choos-

ing good teachers from the necessity of the contribu-

tion, and the interest they would have in seeing their

expense well oestowed. He did not confine himself

to this donation.' For as he says elsewhere, liberal-

itv OIK e on foot knows not how or where to stop, and

has still the more charms the more we use it.* He
founded a librarv there, with annual pensions for a

certain number ol young persons ol family, whose for-

tunes did not afford them the necessary supplies for

study. He had accompanied the institution of this

library with a discourse, which he pronounced in the

presence only of the principal citizens. He afterwards

deliberated whether he should publish it.
"

It is

hard," savs he, "to speak of one's own actions with-

out giving reason to judge that we do not speak of

them merely because we did them, but did them for

the sake of speaking of them. As for me, I do not

forget that a great soul is far more affected with the

gecret reports of conscience, than the most advanta-

geous ones of common fame. Our actions ought not

to follow glory, but glory them; and if through the

caprice of fortune they do not find it, we ought not to

believe, that what has deserved it, loses any thing of

its value."*

It U not easy
to comprehend how a private person

was capable ot so many liberalities. ThU he explains
himself in a letter to a lady, to whom he had made a

coii-ideranle remittance. " Do not fear," says he,
* that such a present will distress me: pray make

your-
sell' t-a-v upon that head. My fortune indeed is not

l:ir^.-. Mv rank requires expense, and my income,
from the nature of my estate, is no less casual than

moderate. But what I want on that tide, I find in

frugality; the most assured source of my liberality."

Quod casat ex reditu.,frugalilate suppleltir: ex qua,
velitt efonte, liberalilas nostra decurril. What a les-

gnii, HII'! nt the same time what a reproach is this to

those young noblemen, who with immense estates, ilo

no good to any body, and often die much in debt.*

They are lavish to prodigality upon luxury and plea-
sures, but close and cruel to insensibility to their

friends and domestics. " Ever remember," gays Pli-

nr. speaking to a young man of distinction, "that no-

thing is more to be avoided, than that monstrous mix-

ture of avarice and prodigality, which prevails so

much in our times; and that, if one of these vices suf-

fice to blast a person's reputation, both of them must

disgrace him much more,"'

IV. Pliny's Innocent Pleasures.

Pliny's disposition was not rigid and austere. On
the contrary he was extremely facetious, and took plea-
sure in conversing gaily with his friends. Aliquando
rideo, jocor, ludo: utqiie omnia innoxice remissionis

genera cornpleclar, homo sum.*
He was verv glad to see his friends at his table, and

often gave and accepted entertainments, but such of
which temperance, conversation, and reading, made
the principal part.

"
1 shall come to supper with \ on,"

ays he lo a friend.
"
upon condition, however, that we

hare nothing but what is plain and frugal, except only
conversation in abundance, after the manner of Socra-
tes: and not much either even of that."?

He reproaches another with* not having kept his

promise with him. " On my word you shall hear of it.

E|> viii. 1. L
' N - -ii ciiim emel iunitat* liberalitai stare, cujus pul-

el. inline ni u<us i|w commeiidat. F.pist. xii. I. 5.

M minimus, quanta majare ammo honemaii; fruotus in

eonscientia, quam in fama, reponninr. Sequi enim gloria,
Don appeii deliet : nee, si casu nli'|4-> nun requaltir, i'l<-irrii

quod L'loriani nun meruit, tnimi- pm.TUm em. Ii vero qui
. MM vorhuadornant, non i.teo predicare quia fece-

rini, s<><| ut prasdicarent leci** credunlur.

ED. iv. 1 -J.

Mi-memo niliil magis eft* ritandum, quam itam luxu-
ri et sonlium novam soci^taicm : qus cum <int turpinsima
dncreta Re separata, turpius jungumur. Ef. vi. I. 2.

Ep. iii. 1. 5.
' Veniam ad roenam : sed jam mine paciicor, nit pxp^djia,

lit parca, S-xvaticis tantum iermonii>u abundet: in bis

quoque teneat modum. Ep. iii. ! 3.

Ep. XT. I. 1.

VOL. I1.-66

You put me to the expanse of providing a supper for

you, and do not come to it. Justice is to be had at

Rome. You shall pay me to the last farthing, which
is more perhaps than you imagine. I ha-l g <t each
of us a lettuce, three snails, tw6 eggs,

a cake, with
muscadel wine and ice. Besides which we had Span-
ish olives, gourds, shalots, and a thousand other meats
to the full as delicious. But you were better pleased
at I know not who's, with oysters, sow's belly stutied,

and scarce fish. I shall certainly punish you lor it."

He describes one of his parlies of hunting
9 with all

the wit and pleasantly imaginable. "I know you will

laugh, and consent that you do laugh as much as you
please. Thai verv Plinv, whom you know, has catch-

ed three wild boars; and very large ones too. What,
himself? say you. Himself. Do not believe, howev-
er, that they cost my indolence much. I sat down
near the nets: I had neither spear nor dart by me, but
I had my book and a pen: I meditated, wrote, and in

case of my going home with my hands empty, had

provided myself with the consolation of having my
leaves full."W

Hence we gee study was his darling passion. That
taste followed him universally, at table, in hunting,
and wherever he went. He employed in it all the in-

tervals of time, which were not passed in the service

of the public: for he had laid it down to himself as a

law, always 'to give business the preference to plea-
sure, and the solid tothe.Hgreeable.u This made him
desire leisure and retirement so ardently.

" Shall I

never then," cried he, when oppressed by a multipli-

city of affairs, "be able to break the shackles with
which I am hampered, since I cannot unbind them?
No. I dare not flatter myself with that. Every dajr
some new care augments my old ones. One business

is no sooner at an end than another rises up. The
chains of my occupation are perpetually multiplying
and growing more heavy."U

In writing to a friend,13 who employed his leisure

like a wise man in a delightful retirement, he could
not avoid envying him. "

It is thus," says he, " that

a person no less distinguished in the functions of the

magistrate, than the command of armies, and who has

devoted himself to the service of the commonwealth
as long as honour required it, ought to pass his age.
We owe our firt and second staije of life to our coun-

try. but the last to ourselves. This the laws seem to

advise us, in granting us our quietus at sixty. When
shall I be at liberty to enjoy rest? At what age shall

I be permitted to imitate so glorious a retlr. ment:
and when will it be possible for mine not to be called

sloth, but honourable leisure?"!*

He never thought he lived or breathed, but when he
could steal from the town to one of his country houses,
for he had several. His agreeable description of them

sufficiently shows the pleasure he took in them. Ha
speaks of his orchards, his kitchen, and pleasure gar-
dens, his buildings, and especially of the places that

were in a manner the work of his own hands, with
that joy and satisfaction which every man feels who
builds or plants in the country. He calls these places
his delights, his loves, and his real loves: amorrs met,

reveraamores:ipse posui."M And in another place:

praterea inditlsi amort mco; amo enim quat maximm
ex parte ipse inchovi, aut inchoata ptrcolui.W "Am I

in the wrong," says he to one of his friends,
" for be-

ing so fond of this retreat; for making it my jov, and
kir staying so long at it?" And in another letter:
" Here are neither the offensive, nor the impertinent
All here is calm, all peace: and as the goodness of

Ep. vi. I. 1.

> Ut i mantif vaciiai. plena* tamen ceran reportarem.
" Flunr. nrdincm eciltus num. ut necessitate* voluptati

bus. seria jucundii anteferrem. Ep. xxi. I. 8.
t* Nunquam-ne ho arctis.imos laijueos, si wilvere nega-

tor, abrumpnm ? N'unquam, puio. .Vnm veteribus iie.-nuji

nova accresrunt, nee tamcn priora pernguntur: lot nexibus.
tot quasi catenis majua in die* occupationum agmeu exlen-
ditur. F.p. viii. I. 2.

t* Ep. xxiii. I. 4.
14 Nam et primn vita: tempera et media patris, exlremi

nobis imperliri debemus, ut ipsz leges monenl.que roajg
rein annU mxaginta olio reddunt.
" Kp. xvii. 1.2. " Ep *i 1.5.

2x2
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the riimate makes the sky more serene, and the air

more pure, my body is in better health, and my mind
inore free and vigorous. The one I exercise in hunt-

ing, and the other in study."

Pliny's Ardour for Reputation and Glory.

It is not to be doubted but that glory was the soul

of Pliny's virtues. His application, leisure, diversions,

studies all tended that way. It was a maxim with him,

that the only ambition which suited an honest man,
was either to do things worthy of being written, or to

write things worthy of being read.l He did not de-

ny, that the love of glory was bis darling passion.
"
Every body judges differently of human happiness.

2

For my part, I think no man so happy as he who en-

joys a great and solid reputation; and who, assured

of the voices of posterity, tastes beforhand all the

glory it intends him. Nothing affects me so much,"
avs he,

" as the desire of surviving long in the re-

membrance of mankind; a disposition truly worthy of
a man, and especially of one, who

having^ nothing to

reproach himself with, does not fear the judgment of

posterity."* The celebrated Thrasea used to say,
that an orator ought to charge himself with three

kinds of causes: those of his friends, those who want

protection,
and those of which the consequences may

be of an exemplary nature "
I shall add to these

three kind?," savs Pliny again,
"
perhaps as a man not

without an.bition, great and famous causes. For it is

just to pleaJ sometimes for reputation and glory, that

is to say, to plead one's own cause."*

He passionately desired that Tacitus would write

his history:* bu% less vain than Cicero, he did not

ask him to embellish it with lies: mendacinnculis as-

pergere.
" My actions," says he to that historian,

'will in your hands become more great, remarkable,
and shining. I do not, however, desire you to exag-
gerate them: for I know, that history ought never to

depart from truth, and that truth does sufficient ho-

nour to good actions."' I do not know whether I

had reason for saying, that Pliny was less vain than

C'cern, and whether Cicero ought not to be deemed
the more modest, because the more sincere. He
knew what he wanted, and asked an officious supple-
ment of that. But Pliny does not believe he has oc-

casion either for favour or aid. He is more satisfied

with his own merit. It is sufficiently great, solid, and

noble, to support itself alone for the view of posterity.
It has no occasion for any thing, besides an elevation

of style, to convey the simple truth down to future

ages without any 'foreign addition.

Pliny often assembled a number of his select friends,
in order to read his compositions either in verse or

prose to them. He declares in several letters, that he
did this with the view of making use of their advice;
which might be: but the desire of being praised and
admired had a great share in it, for he was very sen-

sible in that point.
"

I represent to mvself already
the crowd of hearers,"7 (he speaks to a friend whom
he advises to read his works in the same manner.)
" the transports of admiration, the applauses, and even
that silence, which, while I speak in public, or read

my compositions, is scarce less charming than the
loudest applauses, when it proceeds solely from at-

1 Equidem beaton pulo, quibu* denrum munere datum
e*t aut facer* ncribenda, aut gcribere legenda. Ef. xvi.

L 6.

Alius Hum, e;o beatissimum exiatimo, qui bone man-
iiiry.iue lams prisumptinne perfruilur, certusque poaterita-
tucum fulura gloria vivji.

Mi uiliil que ac diuiurnitatis amor e( ou[ii<lo soliritat :

res huminc ili;r)iiin:i, pr;rtim qui niillnis sibi COIISCJUR

eolpa>, posterhales memoriam non rclbrmidet.
Ao hreopnfrarnuiinrum,ani!iitiosS fortame, addam

tamn cl'ira* et illmiro*. jf.<]uum eiiim et agere nonnun-
quam jlurire et fume, id eit suam raus.-i.n.

EI>. xxxii. I. 7.

Msec, utcunque M hahont, no-ion, clariora, majors tu
farii-- : qtianquam n.wi exifo lit excedas acts rei mo.liim.
Nam nee hintoria debet egredi veritaiem, et honette faclu
vi rr i- *uftVjt.

' Imajinof <^ai concuru, qu admiraiio to, qui clamor,
quod eiiam nilentium manpat : quo PJIO, rum diro vel rccito,
Don minus quam clnmore dHertor, Mt mocld ailentium acre,
t inienlum, el cupidum uileriora audiendi.

tention, and an impatient desire of hearing what r*

mains."'
He was highly offended at the mute and superci-

lious behaviour of some hearers, when it concerned
his l"riends.9 "An excellent work was read in an as-

sembly to which I was invited. Two or three per-
sons, who considered themselves better judges than
all the rest of us, heard it as if they had been deaf and
dumb. They never opened their lips, made the least

motion, or so much as rose up, unless it was when

they were weary of sitting. \Vhat contradiction, of
rather what folly was this, to pass a whole day in mor-

tifying a man, to whose house they came only to ex

press friendship and esteem for him!"iO

He did noble actions; but was well pleased that

they should be known, and himself praised for them.
"

I do Jiot deny," savs he,
" that I am not so wise, as

to be indifferent to that kind of reward, which virtue

finds in the testimony and
approbation

of many." 11

Pliny is censured for speaking often of himself, but
he cannot be reproached with speaking only of him-
self. No man ever took more pleasure in extolling
the merit of others; which he carried, so far as to oc-

casion his being accused of praising to excess, a fault

against which he was very far either from defending
himself, or being willing to correct.U "You tell me,
that I am reproached by some people with praising

my friends to excess upon all occasions. I confess my
crime, and glory in it. For can there be any thing
more generous, than to err through such an indul-

gence of one's self? And pray who are those people,
who believe they know my friends better than I do?
Granted they do, wherefore do they envy me so grate-
ful an error? For suppose my triends are not what I

say, I am always happy in believing they are. Let me
therefore advise these censurers to apply their ma-

lignant delicacy to those who believe there is wit

and judgment in criticising their friends: as for me,

they shall never persuade me, that I love mine loo

well."

Have I not expatiated too far upon Pliny's private
character, and will not the extracts I have maje from
his letters, appear to the reader too long and abun-
dant? I am afraid they will, and confess my weak-
ness. These characters of integrity, probity, genero-
sity, love of public good, which, to the misfortune of
our age, are become so rare, transport me out of my-
self, ravish my admiration, and make me incapable of

abridging my descriptions of them. And indeed, I

repeat it again, is there a more gentle, desirable, so-

cial, and amiable character, in every respect, than that

of which I have been endeavouring so long to give
some idea? How agreeable is the intercourse of life

with such friends; and how happy is it for the public,
when such beneficent persons a* Pliny, void of capri-
cious humour, passion, and prejudice, fill the first offi-

ces of a state, and make it their study to soften and
remove the distresses of those with whom they have
to do?

1 was wrong in saying that Pliny was void of pas-
sion. Exempt as he was from such, as in the judg-
ment of the world dishonour men, he had one, lesl

gross and more delicate indeed, but not less warm and
vicious in the sight of the Supreme Judge, whatevei
endeavours the general corruption of the human heart

may make to ennoble it. by giving it almost the namf
of virtue: 1 mean, that excessive lore of glory, which
was the soul of all his actions and undertakings

Pliny and all the rest of the illustrious writers of th

Pagan world, were solely engrossed by the desire and

care of living in the remembrance of posterity,
and of

transmitting their names to future ages by writing,
which they were in hopes would endure as long a th

world, and obtain them a kind of immortality, witn

which they were blind enough to content themselve*.

Ep. x. l.<5. Ep. xvii. 1.4.

i* ClufP siiiistoritas, ac potiii* amentia, in hoc lotum dieot

imppndere. lit orTenda*. in inimicum relinquas, ad quern tan-

quam amirissimu." vpiicri.
'i \cqiie i-riim sum tain ai>ins, ut nihil mpa intprsit, *

ii* qua? liiiiicnie f.-rissf ITIP rrci'o lestilicatio ijuaHam el

premium am <!:ii. F.f. i. I. 5.

* Ep xxriii. I. 7
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Could any thing be more uncertain, precarious, and
frivolous, than this hope? Could not time, which has
abolished the greatest part of the works of these vain

mm, Imve also abolished the little that remains of
tin in .' To what are they indebted for the fragments
of them that have escaped the general shipwreck?
Tiie little ol theirs come down to us, does it prevent
all thai belongs to them, even their very names, from

having perished totally throughout all Africa, Asia,
and great part of Europe? Had it not been for the
studies kepi up by the Christian church, would not
barbarism have annihilated their works and names

throughout the universe? How vain, how trifling then
is the felicity, upon which they relied, and to which

they wholly devoted themselves! Have not those,
who were the admiration of their own times, fallen in-

to the abyss of death and oblivion, as well as the most

ignorant and stupid? We, whom religion has better

instructed, should be very blind and void of reason, if,

destined by the grace of our Saviour to a blessed im-

mortality, we suffered ourselves to be dazzled by ima-

ginary greatness, and the phantom of an eternity in

idea.

The extracts I have made from his letters, are more
than sufficient to make the reader acquainted with his

genius and manners: it remains for me to give an idea

ut Ins jtyle by some extracts from his panegyric upon
Trajan, which is an extremely elaborate piece of

eloquence, and has always been considered as bis

uiastci-piece.

Panegyric upon Trajan.

I have already observed, that Pliny, after his being
appointed consul by Trajan, in conjunction with Cor-
irjtus Tertellus his intimate friend, received the sen-

ate'* orders to make that prince's panegyric in the
name of the whole empire. He addresses his dis-

course always to the emperor, as if present. If he
were really so, for it is doubted, it must have cost his

modesty a great deal: but whatever repugnance he

mi;, Li have to hearing himself praised to his face,
winch is always very disagreeable, he did not think it

proper to oppose the decree of so venerable an assem-

bly. It is easy to judge that Pliny, on that occasion,
exerted all his faculties; to which no doubt the
wHrmth of his gratitude added new force. Some ex-

tr. cts, which I am going to make from that piece,
Will at the same time show the eloquence of its au-

thor, aod the admirable qualities .of the prince it

praises.

General praise of Trajan.

"Saepe ego mecum, patres conscript!, tacitus agita-
vi, qualem quantumqiie esse oporteret cujus ditione

nutuque maria, terrae, pax, bella, regerentur: cum in-

terea tingenti formanlique mihi principem, quern aequa-
ta iliis iminortalibus potestas deceret, nunquam voto
saltern concipere succur-i- similem huic quern vide-
iiius. Knitnit aliquis in beilo, sed obsolevit in pace.
A I'mm toga, sed non et anna honestarunt. Reveren-
ham ille terrore, alius amorem humanitate captavit.
Ille quaesitam doini gloriam, in publico; hie in publico
parlam.domi perdidit. Postremb, adhuc nemo extitit,

cujus virtutes nullo vitiorum continio lajderentur. At
pnncipi nostro quanta concord ia quantusque concen-
tus omnium laudum omnisque gloriie contigit; ut ni-

hil severitali
ejus hilaritate, nihil trravitati simplicitate,

aihil majestati humanitate detrahatur! Jam firmitas,

jam piMreritas corporis, jam honor capitis, et dignita*
oris ad hoc astatis indeflexa inaturitas, nee sine quo-
Jam m un ere deum festinatis senectutis insignibus ad

tu^endam majestatem ornata caesaries, nonne longe
lateque principcm ostentant?"
"

I have often endeavoured, fathers, to form to my-
self an ida of the great qualities which a person
worthy of ruling the, universe absolutely by sea and
land, in peace and war, ought to have; and I confess,
that when I have imagined, according to my best dis-

cretion, a prince capable of sustaining with honour a

power comparable to that of the gods, my utmost
wishes have never rose so high, as even to conceive
one like him we now see. Some have acquired glory
in war, but lost it in peace. The gown has given

others fame, but the sword disgace.i Some have
made themselves respected by terror, and others be-

loved by humanity. Some have known how to con-

ciliate esteem in their own houses, but not to pre-
serve it in public; and some to merit reputation in

public, which they have ill sustained at home. In

word, we have seen none hitherto, whose virtues have

not suffered some alloy from the neighbouring vices.

But in our prince, what an assemblage of ail excel-

lent qualities what an union of every kind of glory
do we not behold; his severity losing nothing by hn
cheerfulness, hi? gravity by the simplicity of his man-

ners, nor the majesty of his power and person by the

humanity of his temper and actions! The strength
and gracefulness ol his body, the elegance of his lea-

tures, the dignity of his aspect, the healthy vigour
of his maturer years, his hoary hair, which the gods
seem to have made white before the time only to

render him the more venerable; do they not all

combine to point out, to speak, the sovereign of the

world?"

Trajan's conduct in the Army.
"Quid cum solatium fessis militibus, aegris opem

ferres? Non tibi moris tua inire tentoria, nisi com-
militonum ante lustrasses; nee requiem corpori, nisi

post onines, dare. Hac mihi admiratione dignus im-

perator non videretur, si inter Fabricios, et Scipiones,
et Caiuillos talis esset. Tune eniui ilium luimita-

tionis ardor, semperque uielior aii,;uis accenderet.

Postquam vero studium armorum a manibus ad oi:u-

los, ad voluptatema labore translation ejt.quam mag-
num est ununi x omnibus patrio more, patria vir-

tute lastari, et sine aemulo ac sine exemplosecum cer-

tare, secum contendere: ac, sicut imperat solus, solum

ita esse qu'i debeat imperare!"
"In your care of the tired and wounded soldiers,

in which none ever were more attentive, was it your
custom to retire to your own tent, till after having
visited all the rest, or to take repose, till you had
first provided for that of the whole army? To find

such a general amongst the Fabricii, the Scipios, the

Camilli, would seem no great matter of admiration.

In those days there was always some great example,
some superior, to quicken such ardour, and to kindle

in the sou-1 a noble emulation. But now, when we
love arms only in the shows of the circus, and have

transferred them from the hand to the eye, from fa-

tigue and toil to pastime and amusement, how glorious
is it to be the only one in retaining the ancient man-
ners and virtues of his country, and to have op other

model to propose.no other rival to contend with, but

himself; and as he reigns alone, to be the only per-
son worthy of reigning!"

" Veniet tempus quo poster! visere, visendum tra-

dere minoribus suis gestient, quis sudores tuos hau-

serit campus, quae retectiones tuas arbores, quae soni-

num saxa pnetexerint, qod denique tectum magnus
hospes impleveris, ut tune ipsi tibi ingentiuiu ducura

sacra vestigia iisdem in locis monstrabantur."

"The time will come, when
posterity

will eagerly
visit themselves, and show to their children, the plains
where you sustained such glorious labours, the trees

under which you refreshed yourself with food, the

rocks where you slept, and the houses that were ho-

noured with so great a guest: in a word, they will

trace your sacred footsteps everywhere, as you have

done those in the same places of the great captains

you delight so much to contemplate."
"
Itaque perinde sumnils atque infimis carus, sic

imperatorem commilitonemque miscueras, ut studium
omnium laboremque et tanquam particeps sociusque
elevares. Felices illus, quorum fides et industria, non

per nuncios et interpretes, sed ab ipso te, nee auribus

tuis sed oculis probantur. Consecuti sunt, ut absens

3uoque
de absentibus nemini magis, quam tibi, cre-

eres."

"Dear as you were alike to great and small, you
minglfd the soldier and general in such a manner,
that at the same time your office exacted their whole

> At Rome the princes exercised the functioni both ol

magistrates and generals.
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obeuienre and labours as their leader, you softened

their toils by sharing
1

ill them as their companion.
How ha|>j>y are they to serve you, who are not in-

formed or their zeal and capacity from the reports of

Others, but are yourself the witness of them in your
own person. Hence to their good fortune, even when
absent, you rely on none more than yourself in what
relates to them."

Trajan's return and entrance into Rome, after hit

being declared Emperor.
" Ac primum qui dies ille, quo expectatas desidera-

tusque urbem tuaiu ingressus es! Non setas quem-
quam, non valetudo, non sexus retardavit quominus
oculos insolito spectaculo expleret. Te parvuli nos-

cere, ostentare juvenes, mirari senes, ajgri quoque
neglecto luedentium imperio ad conspectum tui, tan-

quain ad salutem sanitatemque, prorepere. Inde alii

se satis vixisse te viso, te recepto: alii mine magis
vivendnm praedicabant. Faeminas etiam tune fcecun-

ditatis su.e maxima voluptas subiit, cum cernerent
cui principi cives, cui imperatori milites peperissent.
Videres referta tecta ac laborantia, ac ne eum quidem
vacantem locum, Cjui non nisi suspcnsum et instabile

vestigium caperet. Oppletas undique vias, angus-
tumque tramitem relictum tibi: alacrem him: atque
inde populum: ubique par gaudium, paremque cla-

morenit"
" What shall I say of that day, when your city, af-

ter having so long desired and expected you, beheld

you enter it? .Neither age, sex, nor health could

keep any body from so unusual a sight. The chil-

dren were eager to know you, the youth to
point you

out, the old to admire you, and even the sick, with-

out regard to the orders of their physicians, crept
out, as if for the recovery of their health, to feed

their eyes on you. Some said, that they had lived

long enough, since they had seen you; and others,
that they only now began to live. The women re-

joiced that the}
1 had children, when they saw for

what prince they had brought forth citizens, for what

general, soldiers. The roofs were all crowded and

ready to break down under the numbers upon them;
the very places where there was scarce room to stand

and not upright, were full. The throng was so vast

in the streets, that it scarce left you way to pass

through it: while the joy and acclamations of the

people filled all places, and resounded universally to

the heavens."

The Example of the Prince how Powerful.

"Non censuram adhuc, non praefecluram morum
recepisti; quia tibi beneficiis potius qnam remediis

ingenia nostra experiri placet.
Et alioqui nescio an

plus moribus conferat princeps, qui bonos esse patitur,

qua:u qui cogit. Flexibiles quamcumque in partem
ducimur a pnncipe, atque ut ita dicam, sequaces su-

mus Vita principis censura est, eaque perpetua: ad
hanc dirigimur, ad hanc convertimur; nee tain impe-
rio nobis opus est, quam exemplo. Quippe infidelis

recti magister est metus. Melius homines exemplis
docentur, qure inprimis hoc in se boni habent, quod
approbanl qua: prsecipiunt, fieri posse."
"You have not yet thought fit to Jake the censor-

ship upon you, nor to charge yourself with inspect-
ing the manners of the people; because you choose
rather to try our disposition by kindness and indul-

gence, than bitter remedies. And indeed, 1 do not
know whether the prince, who honours the virtues
of his people, does not contribute more to them, than
be who exacts them with

rigour. The life of a prince
is a continual censorship: it is to that we adapt our-

selves, to that we turn as to our model; and want
less his commands than his example. For fear if but
it dubious, a treacherous teacher of duty. Examples
are of much greater efficacy with men: for they not

only direct to virtue, but prove that it is not impossi-
ble, to practise what they admonish."

Virtue, not Statues, do Honour to Princes.
44 Ibit in secula fuisse principem, rui florenti et in-

columi nunqiiain ni-i niodici, honores, saepius nutli

decernerentur. Ac mihi intuenti in sapientiam tuam,

minus mirum videtut, quod mortales istos raducosqtM
titulos aut ui jiu

. -en-, aut temperes. Scis mini ubl
vera principis, ubi sempitrrua sit gloria; ubi sint ho-

nurrs, in quo* nihil tlammi*, nifiil senectuti, mliil

sucessoribus liceat. Arcus enim, et statues, aras etiam

ttmplaque deinoliturel obscural oblivio, negligit car-

pitque poster itat: contra, contemptor auibilioim et

inlinitae potestatis domitor ac Iricnator animus ip-a
vetustate florescit, nee ah ullis magis lauuatui, quam
quibus ininime necesse est. Praeterea, ut quiquit
tactus est princeps, extemplb faiua ejus, ii:>.:erluiii

bona an mala, caeterum aeterna est. Non ergo per
petua principi lama, qu;e invitiim manet, sed bona

conrupiscenda est. Ea porro non imaginibus ( t sta-

tui?, sed virtute ac meritis propagatur."
"

It will be told in all ages, that there was a prince
to whom in the height of glory and good fortune only
moderate honours and more frequently none were
decreed. When I consider your profound v-,isdom,

my wonder ceases, on
seeing^ you either decKne or

moderate these fleeting vulgar titles. You I. now
wherein the true, the immortal glory of a pri-.ce con-

sists; you know wherein these honours nav- their

being, which tear neither flames, time, nor (h<> envy
of successors. For neither triumphal arc'.ies, sta-

tues, altars, nor even temples escape oblivion, and
the neglect or injuries of posterity. But <ie, whose
exalted soul disdains ambition, and seU du? bounds
to universal power, ehall flourish to the latent period
of the world, revered and praised by none so much,
as those who are most at liberty to dispense with that

homage. The fame of a prince, f/om the moment
he becomes so, whether good or bad, is necessarily
eternal. He ought not therefore to desire an im-

mortal name, which he must bavs whether he will or

not, but a good one; and tha', not statues and ima-

ges, but merit and virtue ptrp'.tuate."

The Prince's Happiness int'.farablefrom that oftht
PtO!,l:.

"Fuit tempus, ac nimiu.u diu fuit, quo alia adversa

alia sccunda principi et tiohiie. Nunc conimunia tibi

nobiscum tarn lasta, qnrii tristia; nee niHgis sine t

nos esse felices, quam tu sine nobis potts. An, si

posses, in fines votorum, adjecisses, ut ita precibua
tuis dii anniierent, si judicium nostrum mertri per-
severasses?"
"There was a lime, and but of too 1-jng duration,

when our misfortunes and prosperity and the prince'
were the reverse of each other. Kr t now our good
and evil are one and the same wi'h yours; and we
can no more be happy without ycu, ihan you without

us. Had it been otherwise, wor.ld you have added
at the end of your public vow?, 'That you desired

the gods would hear your p-.yers no longer, than

you continued to deserve our (rve?'"
It is remarkable that a condition was inserted by

the order of Trajan himself ir the vows made for him

by the public: Si bene rempublicam et ex utilitatt

omnium rexeris: that is, "if vou govern the common-
wealth with justice, a -id make the good of all man-
kind the rule of ^ our power."

" O vows," cries Hiny,
"
worthy of be'rg u.ade, worthy of being eternally

heard! The C'xucionwealth has, by your guidance
entered into a-jjr.tract with the gods, that they should

be watchful fcv your preservation, as long as you are

so for that of /our country: and if you act any thing
to the contrary, that they should withdraw their re-

gard and protection from you."
"
Digna vota, quat

semper suscipiantur, semperque solvantur. git cuip

diis, ipso te auctore, Respublica, ul te sof. i.em inco-

lumemque praestarent, si tu casteros pratlitisses: si

contra, illi quoque a custodia tui corporis oculos di-

moverent."

Admirable Union between the Wife and Sister of
1 'raj

an.

" Nihil est tarn pronum ad simulates quAm aemu-

latio, in foeminis pitesertini.
Ea porro ni.ixime nat-

citur ex conjunrtione, alitur aeqiialitate, exardes.rU in

vidia, cujus finis e:>t odium. Quo quidem admirabi-

liu- eXHtianndaiu est, quod niulieribus duabus in unit

domo parique fortuiiH nullum certameo, nulla conten
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tiotftt. Suspiciunt invicem invirem ctiliint: ruinqiie
le utraque efl'usissime dihgat, nilijj sua pulant interesse

utram tu magis anics. Idem utriigue propositum, idem
tenor vit<e, nihilque ex quo sentias duas i --c."

"Nothing i* more apt to produce enmity than emu-

lation, especially among women. It generally i most

frequent where it should least be found, I mean in

families: equality nourishes it, envy inflames it, the

end of which is implacable hatred. And this makes
our wonder the greater, when we beho'd two ladies,

equal in fortune, in the same palace, between whom
there never happens the least difference. They seem
to contend in paying respect and giving place to each

other; and though they both love you with the utmost

tenderness, they do not think which of them you love

best of any consequence. Their views, the tenor of

their lives, are so much the same, that there is no-

thing in either from which one can distinguish ihem
to be two persons."

Trajan wag sensible to the Joys of Friendship.

"Jam etiam et in privatorum animis exoleverat

priscum mortalium bonum amidtia, cujus in locum

roigraverant assentationes, Blanditae, et pejor odio
amori- siiniilatio. Etenim in priucipum domo nomen
tantum amicitiae, inane scilicet irrisumque, manebat.
Nam quae poterat

esse inter eos amicitia, quorum sibi

alii doinini, alii servi videbantur? Tu hanc pulsam
et errantem reduxisti. Habes amicos, quia amicus

ipse es. Neque eiiim, ut alia subject!*, ita amor im-

ueratur: ncque est ullus afTectus tarn erectus, et li-

ber, et dominations impatiens, nee qui niagis vices

exigat."

""Friendship, that inestimable good, in which of

old the happiness of mortals consisted, was banished
even from the commerce of private life; and flattery,

compliment, and outward profession, the phantom of

friendship, more dangerous even than enmity, had as-

turned its place. If the name of friendship was still

known in the court of princes, it was only as the ob-

ject of contempt and ridicule. For what friendship
could subsist between those, who considered each
other in the light of masters and slaves? But you
have recalled the exile from wandering abroad: you
have friends, because you are yourself a friend. For
the power of a prince, though he commands without
bounds in other things, does not extend to love. Of
all the affections of the soul, that is the most free,

unbiassed, and averse to constraint; none of them

exacting returns with greater rigour."

Absolute Power of the Fretdmen under the bad Em-
perors.

"
Plerique principes, cum essent civium domini, li-

bertornm erant servi. Horum consiliis, horum nutu

regebantur: per hos audiebant, per hos loquebantur:

per
hos prreturae etiam, et sacerdotia, et consulatus,

imb et ab his, petebantur. Tu libertis tuis summum

auidem
honorem, sed tanquam libertis, habes; abun-

eque his sufficere credis, si probi et frugi existimen-

tur. Scis enim, praecipuum esse indicium non magni
principis, magnos libertos."

" Most of our emperors, while lords of the citizens,

were slaves to their freedmen. They governed sole-

ly by their counsel and dictates; and had neither will,

ears, nor tongues but theirs. By them, or rather from
them, all offices, praetor, pontifex, consul, were to be
asked. As for you, you have indeed a very high re-

gard for your freedmen, but you regard them as freed-

men, and believe them sufficiently honoured in the cir-

cumstances of worthy men of moderate fortune. For

fou know that there is not a more infallible proof
of the prince's meanness, than the greatness of his

frednien."

Jfothinff Exalts the Prince like descending to the

Man.

"Cui ;ki'. ad augendum fastigiurn superest, hie uno
odo crfjcere potest, 91 se ipse submittat, securus

uagnitud'ims suae. Neque enim ab ullo periculo for-

Inna principum longius abest, quam ab humilitate."
"To him who has attained the highest fortune,

there remains but one manner of exalting himself, and

that is, secure in his greatness, to neglect and .icscenjl

from it properly. Ol all the dangers princes can in-

cur, the least they have to fear, is making themselves

cheap by humility."

In what the Greatness of princes Consists.

" Ut felicitatis est quantum velis posse, sic iiiagnitu
dinis velle quantum po->is."

" As it is the highest felicity to be capable of doing
all the good you will, so it is the most exalted great-
ness to desire to do all the good you can."

Of Pliny's Style.

Pliny's panegyric has always passed for his master

piece, and even in his own time, when many of his

pieces of eloquence that had acquired him great repu-
tation at the bar, were extant. In praising as consul

and by order of the senate, so accomplished a prince
as Trajan, to whose favour lie was besides highly in-

debted, it is not to be wondered that he made an ex-

traordinary eflbrt of genius, as well to express his pri-
vate gratitude, as the universal joy of the empire.
His genius shines out everywhere in this discourse;
hut his heart is still more evident in it; and all -know
that true eloquence flows from the heart.l

When he spoke this panegyric, it was not so long
as it is at present.

2 It was not till after the first essay,
that like an able painter, he added new strokes of art

to the portrait of his hero; but all taken from the life,

and which far from altering the likeness and truth, on-

ly rendered them stronger and more sensible. He
gives us himself the reason that induced him to act in

this manner.3 "My first view," says he, "was to

make the emperor (if possible) more in love with his

own virtues, by the charms of just and natural prais-

es; and next, to point out to his successors, not as a

master, but under the cover of example, the most cer-

tain paths to solid glory. For though it be laudable

to form princes by precepts, it is difficult, not to say

proud and assuming. But to transmit the praises of
a most excellent prince to posterity, is setting up a

light to guide succeeding emperors, and to the full as

useful, with no arrogance." It was not easy for him
to have proposed more perfect model. Trajan may
be said to have united all the qualities of a great prince
in one only, which was in being perfectly convinced,
that he was not emperor for himself, but for his peo-

ple. But that is not the present question.
The style of his discourse is elegant, florid, and lu-

minous, as that of a panegyric ought to be, in which
it is allowable to display with pomp whatever is most

shining in eloquence. The though cs in it are fine,

solid, very numerous, and often seem entirely new.
The diction, though generally simple enough, has

nothing low, or that does not suit the
subject,

and

support its dignity. The descriptions are lively, na-

tural, circumstantial, and full of happy images, which
get the object before the eyes, and render it sensible.

The whole piece abounds with maxims and sentiments

truly worthy of the prince it praises. As fine and

eloquent as this discourse is, it cannot however in my
opinion be judged of the sublime kind. We do not

gee in it, as in Cicero's orations, even of the demon-
strative kind, those warm and emphatic expressions,
noble and sublime thoughts, bold and affecting turns

and sallies, and figures full of vivacity and fire, which

surprise, astonish, and transport the soul out of itself.

His eloquence does not resemble those great rivers,
that roll their waves with noise and majesty, but ra-

ther a clear and agreeable stream, which flows gently

i Pectus pst quod discrtoj faci. Quintal/.

Ep. xviii. I. 3.

* Offii'ium ronpulatu* injunxit milii ut Help, nommo Prill-

ripi srutiu.i agercm. Quod ego in Scnntu rum ad ralionera
et lociet tpm|x>risex more feciRpm,bonocivi convenient ii-
IIIUTH creclidi, padem ilia spntiosiU4 ct uberiiis volumine nm-
plecij. I'lirnfirn, ut Imperatnri noatro vir'iiii's nun verii

iaudiliiis commcndarcnlur: deinde ut fuliiri Prinri|>c, non

quasi d magUtro, sed lumen nub exrmplo prtemnncrentur,
qua pntissimiim via poanent ail eandcm glorinm niti. Nam
priecippre qualis e.se dehcat Prinreps, pulnrum quidem, sed
imiTii-iutii ac prope supprbum est. I-auilarc vero optimum
Prinripem, ac |>cr hoc posleri", velul e specula, lumen quod
sequantur oitendere, idem utiliuiis habel, arrcgantue mini.
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Odder the shade of the trees that adorn its banks.

Pliny (eaves his reader perfectly calm, and in his natu-
ral situation of mind. He pleases, but by parts and

passages. A kind of monotony prevails throughout
his whole panegyric, which makes it not easy to bear
the reading of it to the end; whereas Cicero's longest
oration seems the finest, and gives the most pleasure.
To this I must add, that Pliny's style savours a little

of the taste for antitheses, broken thoughts, and studi-
ed turns of phrase, which prevailed in his time. He
did not abandon himself to them, but was obliged in

some measure to conform to the reigning taste. The
game taste is obvious in his letters, but with less of-

fence, because they are all detached
pieces,

in which
such a style does not displease: I believe them how-
ever far from being comparable to those of Cicero.
But all things rightly considered, Pliny's letters and

panegyric
deserve the esteem and approbation all ages

nave given them; to which I shall add, that his trans-

lator (into French) ought to share them with him.

Ancient Panegyrics.
There is a collection of Latin orations extant, enti-

tled Panegyrici veleres, which contains panegyrics
upon several of the Roman emperors. That of Pliny
rs at the head of them, with eleven of the same kind
after it. This collection, besides including many facts

not to be found elsewhere, may be of great use to such
as have occasion to compose panegyrics. The ancients

of a better age supply us with no models of th>t kind
of discourses, except Cicero's oration for the Manilian

law, and some parts of his other harangue;, which are
finished masterpieces of th? demonstrative kind. The
came beauty and delicacy are not to be expected in

the panegyrics of which I am speaking. Remoteness
from the Augustan age had occasioned a great decline

of eloquence, which no longer retained that ancient

purity of language, beauty of expression, sobriety of

ornaments, and simple and natural air, that rose when
necessary, into an admirable loftiness end sublimity
of style. But there is considerable talent in these

discourses, with very fine thoughts, happy turns, live-

ly descriptions, and very just commendations.
To give the reader some idea of them, 1 shall con-

tent myself with transcribing two passages here in

Latin only. They are extracted from the panegyrics
spoken by Nazarius in honour of Constantine the

Great, upon the birth-day of the two Caesars his sons,
A. D. 321. St. Jerome mentions this Nazarius as a

celebrated orator, and says that he had a daughter no
less esteemed than himself for eloquence.

First Passage.
Nazarius speaks here of the two Caesars. " Nobi-

lissimorum Cipsarum laudes exequi velle, stuclium qui-
dem dulce, sed non et cura mediocris est; quorum in

annis pubescentibus non erupturae virtutis tumensger-
mcii, non flos precursor indolis bonae lastior quam
uberior apparet; sed jam facta grandifera, et contra
rationem aetatis maximorumque frucluum matnra per-

ceptio. Quorum alter jam obterendis hostibus gravis
terrorem paternum, quo semper barbaria omuls intre-

niuit, derivare ad nomen suuin caepit: alter jam Con-
ulatum, jam venerationem sui, jam patrem sentiens,
i quid inlactum aut parens aul trater reservet, decla-

rat mox victorem futurum, qui aniino jam vincit aeta-

tcm. Rapiturquippe ad similituclinem suorum excel-

lens quaeque nature, nee sensim ac lente indicium pro-
nut boni. cum involucra infantiae vividum rumpit in-

genium."

Second Passage.

Nazarius praises a virtue in Constantine very rare-

ly found in princes, but highly estimable: that is, con-
tinence. He adds also several other praises to it.

"Jam ilia vix audeo de tanto Principe commemo-
rare, quod nullam matronarum.cui forma emendatior
fuerit, boni sui piguit; cum sub abstinent issimo Ira-

peratore species luculenta, non incitalrix licentiae es-

et sed
pudo-is ornatrix. Qua; sine dubio magna, seu

potius divina laudatio, saepe et in ipsis etiam philoso-
phis, non tarn re exhibita, quam disputatione jactata.
Sed 'emittaiuus hoc principi uostro, qni ita temperan-

tiam ingenerare omn.'bus cupit, ut earn non ad virttt*

tern suarum decus adscribendam, sed ad naturae ipsi
us honestatem referenda!!!, arbitretur. Quid, facile

aditus? quid, aures pntientissimas? quid, benign* re

sponsa? quid, vultum ipsum augusti dtroris gravitate,
hilaritate permixta, venerandum quiddam et amablle

renidentem, quis digne exequi possit'.'"
Can any thing be stronger than this thought?

" No
lady, however beautiful, has had reason to repent her

being so; because under so wise a prince as Constan-

tine, beauty is not an attraction to vice, but the orna
ment of virtue." And could it be better expressed?
Cwm sub abstinentissimo Imperatore species hicu

lenta, non incitalrix licenlice esset, sed pudoris or tut

trix.

CHAPTER IV.

OF RHETORICIANS.

THOSE who make it their profession to teach elo-

quence, and have written precepts upon it, are called

Rhetoricians.

Eloquence is the art of speaking well. One might
believe that for the attainment of it, it would suffice

to hearken to, and follow the voice of nature. She
seems to dictate to us what it is necessary to say, and
often even the manner of saying it. Do we not every

day see a multitude of persons, who without art or

study, and by the pure force of genius, can give order,

perspicuity, eloquence, and above all, fine sense to

their discourse? What more is wanting. It is true,

that without the aid of nature precepts are of no use:'

but it is as true, that they very much support and

strengthen her, in serving her as a rule and guide.

Precepts are no more than observations, which have
been made upon what was either fine or defective, in

discourse. For, as Cicero very well observes, elo-

quence was not the offspring of art, but art of elo-

quence.* These reflections, reduced to order, formed
what is called rhetoric. Now who doubts, but they
may be of great service for attaining and improving
the talent of speaking.

Quinctilian, in the third book of his InstittilivKS

Oratorice, enumerates a considerable number of the

ancient rhetoricians, as well Greek as Latin. I shall

expatiate only upon those, whose names and histories

are best known, shall slightly pass over others, and
even say nothing of many. Mr. Gibert, who has been

professor of rhetoric in the college of Mazarine al-

most fifty years with great reputation, and has seve-

ral times filled, and always with the same success, the

honourable place of principal in the university of

Paris, has composed a work upon the subject I now
treat, abounding with erudition, of which, as an old

friend, he has given me permission to make all the

use 1 should think fit.

ARTICLE I.

OF THE GREEK RHETORICIANS.

EMPEDOCLES. CORAX. TIS1AS.

EMPEDOCLES of Agrigentum, a celebrated philoso-

pher,
is supposed to be the first that had any know-

ledge of rhetoric; and Corax and Tisias, both Sici-

lians, are said to be the first who reduced it to rules.*

They had many disciples, better known under the

name of sophists, of whom we shull speak in the

sequel.

PLATO
THOUGH Plato seems to have undertaken to di

credit rhetoric, he justly deserves to be ranked ii; the

number of the most excellent rhetoricians, having

only censured and ridiculed those who dishonoured
this art by the abuse of it, and the bad taste of elo-

quence they endeavoured to introduce. The ilid

> Illud in primii teatandum est, nihil prterppta atque artaj
valere nisi adjuvanie natura. Quinctil. I. i. in Pretem.

* Non ease eloqucntiam ex artificio, eed aninrium ex nl

quern ia natum. 1. De Oral. n. 140

Initium dicendi dedit natura; initium arlis obsortalia

Quincrif. 1. iii. c. 2.

Uuinctil. I. iii. c. I. Cic. in Brut. n. 4(i
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tad judicious reflections, which we find in several of

L.s dialogues, especially in the Phaedrus ami Gorgias,
rcav be considered as a good rhetoric, and contains

the most important principles of it.

ARISTOTLE.
ARISTOTLE is acknowledged with reason to be the

chief and prince of rhetoricians. His Rhetoric, divid-

ed into three book b always been considered by
the learned as a misterpiece, and the most consum-
mate treatise that ever appeared upon this subject.
We are indebted for this work to its author's jea-

lousy, or rather emulation. Isocrates, at that time

very old, taught eloquence at Athens with extraor-

dinary success, and was followed by a great number
of illustrious disciples:

1 I might for that reason have

ciren him a place amongst the rhetoricians, but I de-

">er speaking of him to another title. So shining a

reputation alarmed Aristotle. By a happy parody
>n a verse ol a Greek tragedy, he said to himself,

"
It

e a shame for me to keep silence, and let isocrates

peak."
Airxflr riax-ir, *Io-3f ir 5,iir t.iyiir.

Till then he had solely taught philosophy; which
he continued to do only in the mornings, and opened
bis school in the afternoon, to teach pupils the pre-

cepts of rhetoric.

It appeai-s that Aristotle composed several works
noon rhetoric.* Cicero speaks in more than one

place of a collection,* in which this philosopher had
inserted all the precepts of that art which had appear-
ed from Tisias, whom he considers as the inventor of

it, to his own times; and had treated them with such

elegance, perspicuity, and order, that people no longer
had recourse to their authors for them, but only to

Aristotle.

Immediately after Aristotle's Rhetoric, consisting
of three books, there is another, entitled Rhelorica
ad Alexandrum, as addressed to Alexander, and com-

posed expressly for him. But all the learned agree
that it is not Aristotle's. He had composed some
books upon this subject in the name of Theodectes.
What Valerius Maxunus relates on this head, would
Jo no honour to Aristotle, if it were true. He tells

ts, that, to please Theodectes, one of his disciples,
for whom he had a particular regard, he had made
liiu a present of these books, and given him leave to

publish them in his own name; but that afterwards

repenting his having inconsiderately transferred his

glory to another, he declared himself the author of

them. Accordingly he cites them as his in his Rhe-
toric. 4 It continued a doubt to the time of Quinc-
lilian,5 whether this work was written by Aristotle or

fheodectes. However it ma}' be, his Rhetoric, which
is come down to us, and which nobody disputes being
bis, is the most generally esteemed of all his works,
or its wonderful order, the solidity of the reflections

incorporated with the precepts, and the profound

knowledge of the human heart, which appears par-

ticularly in his treatise upon the manners and passions.
Masters whose province it is to teacli youth eloquence,
cannot study so excellent a book too much. The
same may be said of his Poetics.

ANAXIMEXES.
ANAXIMENE8 of Lampgacus is generally taken for

* luque ipe Arintolflr*, cum florere Isocratem nobiliiate

diicipulorum rideret mutavit repente totam for rat ro prope
discipline suee, versum<jue quemdam de Philoctete paulo
ecus dixit. Ille enim tacere tit sibi ese turpe rum barba-

ric : hie aulem, cum Isocratem puiereiur dicere. De Oral.
I. iii. n. HI.

Isncratis prwstannssimi discipuli fuerant in omni studio-

rum genere;et>que jam seniore pomeridianis ncholis Arij-

toteles precipere artem oratoriam rvpit. Q.uinct. 1. jit. c. 1.

De Invent. I. ii. n 6. DC. Oral. I. ii. n. 160.
* Nominatim riijusque przcepta majna ronquisita curi

prrspicu^ conscrip-sit, atque enodata dilizenter expusuif, ar.

tantum inventoribis insin siiavitaie et brevitate diceiidi prc-
ititit, ut nemo illurum prxcppta ex ipsorum libris cosnrwcat ;

ed omnes, qui, quod illi pra?cipiant, velint intellisere, ad
nunc quasi ad quemdam nuiUo commodiorem explicatorem
Bonrertantur. De Intent.

* Lib. iii. c. 9. p. 593. Quinctil 1. ii c. 15

the author of the rhetoric addressed to Alexander
It has its merit, but is very much interioi to that of

Aristotle. He wrote upon many other subjects.

DIOXYSIUS HALICARNASSUS.
DIONYSIUS HALJCARNASSUS is of the first rank

amongst the historians and rhetoricians. I consider

him in this place only under the latter denomination.
Soon after Augustus had terminated the civil wars,

about the 187th Ohmpiad, and twenty-eight yeart
before Jesus Christ, Dionysius of Halicarnas>us came
to settle at Rome, where he resided twenty-tight
years. It is believed, Irom some passages in his wri-

tings, that he taught rhetoric there either publicly or

in private. All that he wrote upon this hend is not

come down to us. We have a treatise of this author

upon "the disposition of words," another upon tilt

Art; a third, which is not perfect,
" of the characters

of the ancient writers," and especially the orators.

In the first part he speaks of Lysias, Isocratts, and

Isceus; in the second he treated of Demosthenes, Hy-
perides, and JEidiines; nothing remains of it, but
what relates to Demosthenes, nor is that fragment
entire. He adds also something on Dinarchus. Two
letters follow: the one to Ammaeus, wlieri-in he ex-
amines "whether Demosthenes formed himself upon
Aristotle's rhetoric;" the other to one Pompeius,
wherein " he gives an account of what he thinks vi-

cious in Plato's diction." We have still his compar-
isons of Herodotus and Thucydidps, Xenophon, 1'hi-

listus, and Tnecpompus. And lastly, we have his re-

flections upon
" what forms the peculiar character

of Thucydides." The end of these last works is to

make known the characters of the authors of whom
he speaks, and to show wherein they are and are not

imitable. What we have of this aulhor's is not there-

fore a rhetoric in form, but fragments of rhetoric, or
certain points of that art, which he thought fit to

treat.

His inquiry into the most celebrated writers of an-

tiquity, and the judgment he passe* on them, may
be of great use in forming the taste. It is true, w
are shocked at first with the liberty he takes in ar-

raigning certain articles of PJato and Thucydides, for

whom in other respects he professes the highest es-

teem and regard. It would b very useful, and not

disagreeable to the reader, to enter into the exact
discussion of his judgments, and to examine, without

prejudice, and with attention, whether they are or
are not founded in reason and truth. Neither the

plan of my work, nor the mediocrity of my talents,

admit me to think of such an undertaking. Our au-
thor declares in several passages, that it is neither the

desire to exalt himself, nor to depreciate others, that

guide him in his criticisms, but the sincere intent of

being useful to his readers: which is a happy disposi-
tion for forming right judgments.
A very short fragment which remains of his, shows

us his motive for composing his treatise on rhetoric:

this was the desire of contributing to the establish-

ment of good taste in regard to eloquence. From the

death of Alexander the Great, king of Macedon, it had
suffered great alterations in Greece, and by an im-

perceptible, but alwavs increasing, decline, it was at

last sunk to such an ebb, that it could scarce be
known for itself. We shall see in the sequel, that

this alteration and decay began by Demetrius Phale-
reus. Instead of th&t manly and natural beauty, that

noble and ancient simplicity, that air of dignity and

grandeur, which had acquired it universal respect
and unlimited empire over (he minds and passions of

mankind; its rival, false eloquence, from the delight-
ful regions of Asia, tj.cit!y laboured to

supplant
it

made use of paint and glaring colours for that pur-

pose, and assumed such ornaments as w-ere best suited

to dazzle the eyes, and illude the mind. This la-t-

eenier, with no other merit than that of a iplem.id
but vain attire, though a stranger, at length estsblishnj

herself in all the cities of Greece, to the exclusion of

the other, a native of the country, who saw hertlf

exposed to the oblivion, contempt, and even insults of

those, who had formerly so long and so justly admired
her. Our author, on this point, compares Greece to
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house wherein a concubine of art and address, by
her charms and insinuations, has gained an entire as-

cement over the husband, has introduced disorder and

depravity, and governs without control; while the

lawful wife, become in some measure a slave, has the

atllirtion to see herself despised and neglected, and
is every day reduced to suffer the most sensible af-

fronts and indignities. He observes with joy, that

sound eloquence has for some time resumed her an-

cient credit, and compelled her rival in her turn to

give her place. All he says here regards Greece; and

he ascribes so happy a change to the good taste which
then prevailed at Rome, whence it had already dif-

fused itself, and daily would continue to do so more
and more, into all the cities of Greece, that emulated
each other in imitating the example of the reigning

city. It was to contribute to this revival of eloquence
in his country, that Dionvsius Halicarnassus compo-
sed all his books upon rhetoric: a laduable motive,
and well worthy of a good and zealous citizen.

HERMOGENES.
HERMOGENES was a native of Tarsus in Cilicia,

and lived in the reign of Marcus1 Aurelius Antoninus. 1

That prince having had the curiosity to hear his lec-

ture*, was charmed with them, and made him great

presents. He began to profess rhetoric at the fifteenth

year of his a<je; and was but eighteen when he com-

posed his book upon it, which is esteemed a very good
work bv the learned. But by a very singular event,
at the age of twenty-four, he became stupid, and con-

tinued so during the rest of hia life. He died in th

beginning of the third century.

APHTHONIUS.
APHTHONIUS lived about the end of the second age

of the church, or the beginning of the third. Instead

of writinsf upon rhetoric, as others bad done, only for

those who had made some progress in the knowledge
and use of that art, in order to perfec; them in it,

Aphthonius wrote solely for children, his precepts ex-

tending no farther than the compositions he believed

it necessary for them to make, to prepare them for

what was greatest in eloquence.

LONGINUS.
DIONYSIUS LONGIXUS was a native of Athens, but

by descent of Syria. Though he excelled very much
in philosophy, rlutinus says, that he was less a phi-

losopher than a man of letters: and indeed it was by
the letter particularly he acquired the greatest repu-
tation. He had great erudition, and the most refined,

exact, and solid discernment in judging works of wit,

and pointing out their beauties and delects.

Ot all his works, time has left us only his treatise

>fthe sublime, which is one of the finest fragments of

antiquity. We have Mr. Boilemi's excellent transla-

tion of it, which has more the air of an original than

copy, has made all the world judges of its merit, and

has ju(ified the general esteem the learned always
had for its author. Caecilius, who lived in the time

of Augustus, had before composed a treatise upon the

Sublime: but he had contented himself with explain-

ing what it was, without laying down any rule* for

attaining that sublimity, which does not so much per-
made, as ravish and transport the mind of the reader.

It is the latter point Longinus undertakes to treat in

his work. Among the examples whir.h he gives of this

shin'mir and magnificent manner of style, he speaks of

Moses in these termy "The legislator of the Jews,
who was no common person, having extremely well

conceived the grandeur and power of God, expresses
them in all their dignity in the beginning of hi* laws,

in these words: 'God said, Let there be light, and
there was liht:' Let the earth be and the earth

i Philtwlr. de vit. Sophist. 1. ii. p. 575.

In the Freni-h the word* are, <iue la lumiere V! faw. et

I 1 lumiere re fit
; Qoe la terre MI fit, ellri Tut faite. Mr. Rol-

lin snyn, thnre i* more energy and sublimity in the Hebrew,
which ha* literally,

" due la lumi^re noit, et In lumien- fut :'"

" Let there be light, and there was linht ;" exactly a* in the

Engliih version. The word "
laire," continues be, neemi to

Longinus taught Zenobia the Greek language, woo
espoused the celebrated Odenatus, king of Palim r,
and afterwards emperor of the Romans. It i* swiu a

that he advised that princess to write the haughty
letter she sent the emperor Aurtlian, during the siege
of Palmyra; and that it was for that reason Auitlir-n

caused him to be put to dealh.* He sufltred tha/

sentence with great fortitude, consoling those wht

expressed their grief for his destiny.

DEMETRIUS.
THERE is a treatise in Greek upon Elocution, which

though a very small fragment of rhetoric, is however
of sufficient value to do honour to its author, and it

ascribed to a person whose name reflects no It?- hon-
our upon the work: this is the famous Demetrius

Phalereus, so called from the Athenian port Phalereus,
where he was born. The critics do not however m-
tirely agree that this work was his; some of them at-

tribute it to Demetrius Alexandrinu?, an author of
much later date than the former; and others believe

it to have been written by Dionvsius Halicarnautu,
Mr. Gibert proves, by a very judicious examination- of
the work itself, its style and principles, that it was not

composed by Demetrius Phalereus.

ARTICLE II.

OF THE LATIN RHETORICIANS.

IT was not without difficulty and opposition, that
the Latin rhetoricians succeeded in establishing them-
selves at Rume. It is well known that this ciu , solely
intent in the first ages upon establishing its power,
and extending its conquests, did not apply itself at all

to the study of the polite arts and sciences. Four or
five hundred years elapsed, before they were in anv
esteem at Rome. Philosophy was absolutely unknown
there, as well as all other eloquence but that which

proceeds from nature and happiness of genius, with-

out the aid of art or precepts* The Grecian philos-

ophers and rhetoricians who went to Rome, cariied

thither with them that taste for the arts which they

professed. We have seen, that Paulus <Emilius,6 in

the tour he made into Greece after having conquered
Perseus the last king of Macedonia, demanded of the

Athenians, that they would choose him an excellent

philosopher to finish the education of his children.

This custom had taken place for some time before at

Rome;* but was soon interrupted hy an edict, passed
in the consulship of Strabo and Messala, bv which it

was decreed, that all philosophers and rhetoricians

should quit Rome; exercises in their way, unknown
till then, giving offence to the stale 8

Five or six years after this edict ' ambassadors ar-

rived at Rome from Athens upon a particular affair.

All the young Roman*, who had any taste for study,
went to visit them, and were transported with admi-
ration on hearing them discourse. 10 Carneades espe-

cially, one of those ambassadors, in whose eloquenc*
force united with grace and delicacy, acquired extra-

ordinary reputation. The whole> city rung with his

praise, ll was the nniversal talk, that a Grk of

adii)ir.ih|e talents had arrived; that his great know-

ledge made him more than man; and that his equally
animated and delightful eloquence inspired such an

ardour for study in youth, as induced them to renounce
all other pleasures and avocations. The Romans saw
with great satisfaction their children, passionately at-

tached to these wonderful persons, addict themselves
to the Greek erudition. Cato only, as soon as this

love of learning began to gain ground in the city, >va

imply some effort, and a succession of lime; whereas the

terms,
" due la lumiero *oit, et la lumiere I'm ;"

" Let there

be light, and lliere wa.s light," express better a rapid obedi-

ence to the Lord of Nature'* command.
Aurel. Viet, in A-tirel. Zoi. 1. i.

> I'rimo ijui'Iem Romani, qlii nullum artii pra>ceplum em
arbitrarentur, tantum, quantum ingenio et IMfilailOM pots-

rant, consr'quebantur. Cie. I. i. de Oral. 11. 14.

An. Rom. .

r
.-3. Aiit.J. ( '. 1''7.

i An. Kutn. .501. Am. J. C. Jtil.

Sueton. de clar. Rhet. c. i.

An. Rom. 5!I7. Am. J. C. 155.

Plut. in Cat. Cein. p. 34i
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much concerned at It; apprehending, that the ambi-

tion and emulation ol youth might lie mgrossed by it,

an<i tliat in coiKeqiie.iu-e l.'iev miiiht pi> ier the glMPJ
Ot" speaking, to tuitl ot acting wt-ll. L5ut when he caw

thatlhe discourses ji these philospher*, translated in-

to Latin by one ol the senator-, were in great vogue
taroughoct the whole city, arul were read with uni-

versal applause, he employed all his credit in the

tenate to terminate tut afl.ur which had brought the

ambassadors to Rome, and to hasten their departure.
** Let them return to their schools," said he,

" and teach

there as long as they please, the children ot the

Greeks: but let the Roman youth hear nothing with-

in these, walls except the laws and the magistrates, as

they did before their arrival." As if the study ol

philosophy and eloquence WHS incompatible with obe-

dience to the laws and magistral -.

The departure and absence of these philosophers
did not extinguish the ardour tor study, which their

discourses had inspired.
I The taste for eloquence

became the universal pa--i.ni of the Roman youth;
and far from abating the desire of military glory , as

Cato had apprehended, it only served to exult it* val-

ue and merit. \S e may juuge ot this from what his-

tory tells us of Scipio Airicanus, who lived at that

time. He was of so refined and delicate a taste in

regard to polite learning, that, as well as Lrelius, he

was suspected of having some share in writing Ter-
ence's comedies, the most perfect work we have of

the kind. He had always with him persons of the

first rank in learning, as Fanaetius and Polybiu?, who

accompanied him even in the field.* The latter in-

form* us, that Scipio, while very young, and conse-

quently even at the tii:ie we speak ol, had a very

strong inclination for the sciences, and that a number
of learned men of every kind came daily from Greece
to Rome. Now was Scipio the worse captain, for

having been a man of letters?

From that time the study of eloquence, during al-

most fifty years, was so highly esteemed at Rome,
It it was regarded as one of the most effectual meth-
ods for attaining the highest dignities in the common-
wealth. But it was taught only by the Greek rheto-

ricians: whence all the exercises, by which the youth
were formed, were made in a foreign language, and
in the meantime that of the country, namely the Lat-

in tongue, was almost universally neglected. Who
does not perceive how much this custom, if I may
venture to say so, was contrary to right reason and

good sense ? For after all, it was in Latin that these

young persons were one day to plead at the bar, to

narangue the people, and give their opinions in the

senate: it was therefore in Latin they ought to have
been taught to speak and compose. I do not say,
that it was necessary to exclude compositions in

Greek. A; they could find no perfect models of el-

oquence but in the Greek orators, it was absolutely
proper for them (o study that language thoroughly,
aud to compose in Greek, in order to form themselves

upon such excellent models. Cicero used this cus-

tom, even when more advanced in years, for which
he gives this reason: "

I did this" sa'ys he,
" because

the Greek language, supplying more ornaments, ac-

customed me to compose in the same manner in Lat-

in. Besides studying under such great masters of el-

oquence, who were all Greeks, it would not have
been in their power to have instructed and corrected

my compositions, if I had not made them in Greek."*
But he tells us that he united them also with Latin

exercises, though less frequently. I have said that

Cicero was at that time somewhat advanced in life.

For we shall soon see, that he composed his first

I'.udies only in Greek, the Latin rhetoricians not be-

ing yet established at Rome, or having but very late-

ly begun to teach there. This it is time to explain.

1 Auditi* oratnribua Gnecii. coynitUque eorum literix, ad-

bitmisque cloctoribus, inr.reilibili quodam iKMtri homines i!i-

emli s'udio flagraverunt. Lib. i. de Oral. n. 14.

Scipio tarn elt;gann liberalium giudiurum omninque doc-
lrineet auctoretadmirator fuit, ut Pulybium Pantstiumque,
prcellente ineenio ritot domi miliiivque secum babucrii.
rttt. Pttere I. i. c. 13.

De clar. Oral n. 310.
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with which 1 shall introduce my account of the Lat-

in rhetoricians, of whom 1 am to speak in this article

L. PLOT1US CALLUS.
CUSTOM has a kind of despotic sway, and does not

give place even to reason and experience without ex-

ceeding difficulty. Suetonius,* upon the authority of

Cicero, in a letter which is lost, informs us, that L.

i I .1111- Gallus was the first who taught rhetoric at

Rome in the Latin tongue.
4 This he did with great

tnd had a great concourse of hearers.

Cicero, at that time very young, studied rhetoric,

but under Greek masters, who alone till then had

taught it at Rome.* He had acquired so great a repu-
tation among his fellow-pupils, that out of particular
distinction, and to do him honour, when they It it the

schools, they alway s placed him in the midst ot them ;

and the fathers o/ those children, who every day heard

them extol the poignancy of his wit, and the maturi-

ty ot his judgment, went expressly to the schools to

be witnesses of them in person, not being able to be-

lieve all the great things related of him.
It w a- at this time I'iotius opened a rhetoric-school

at Rome.T All the Roman youth, that had the least

taste for eloquence, were passionately fond ot hearing
him. Cicero, then but fourteen years old, would

gladly have followed that example, and improved
from the lessons of this new master, whose reputation
was very great throughout the whole city; and was

sensibly concerned on being debarred that liberty.
"

I was
prevented," says he, "by the authority and

advice ol the most learned persons, who were ot opin-
ion, thst the exercises of rhetoric in the Greek tongue
were better adapted to forming the minds ot youth."
It is not to be doubted, that Cicero means Crassus,
in this place:* he explains himself more clearly in

another, where he sys, that while he was very young,
he studied with his cousins, the sons of Aculeo, un-
der masters chosen according to the taste and advice

of Crassus.

The Latin rhetoricians were in great esteem at

Rome, and their schools much frequented: but a ter-

rible storm soon rose up against them.9 The censors,

Domitius nobarbus and Licinius Crassus, passed an

edict in regard to them, the tenor of which Suetonius
has preserved.

10 " We have been informed," say
those censors,

" that there are persons, who, under
the name of Latin rhetoricians, set themselves up lor

teachers of a new art, and that vouth assemble in their

schools, where they pass whole" days in idleness. Our
ancestors have delivered down to us, what they tie-

sired their children should be taught, and to what
schools they should go. These new establishments

so opposite to the customs and usages of our forefath-

ers, are not pleasing to us, and appear contrary to

discipline and good order. Wherefore we think it

incumbent on us to notify this our opinion, as well

to those who have opened such schools, as to such a*

frequent them, and to declare that such innovation ii

not agreeable to us."

The Crassus of whom I have hitherto spoken, is

one of the persons whom Cicero introduces in bis

books DC Oralorc. That dialogue is supposed to

have
passed two years alter the censorship of C.-as-

sus. An. Rom. 6S2. Ant. J. C. 90. He makes an

apology in it for his edict against the Latin rhetori-

cians. "
I silenced them." says he, "not to oppose

as some have reproached me, the progress of youth
in eloquence, but on the contrary, to prevent thtir

minds from being corrupted and stupified, and their

contracting presumption and impudence. For in-

deed I observed, that among the Greek rhetoricians

how indifferent soever their merit, besides the exer-

Ue clar. Rhet. c. ii. An Rom. 658. Ant. J. C. 94
Plui. in Cic. p. 861.

Equidem niemoria teneo, pueris nobi primum I.atin<

docre co-jiiase Lucium Ploiium quemdam: ad quern ruir
fieret concursua, qu6d ntudiosissimun quisqu" apud eum ex-

erreretur, dolebam milii idem non li<-ere. Continebar au-
ifin dcxuisMimorum homimim auctoriiate, qui exist miabaiii

Greris exerritaiinnibu* ali meliiu ingenia posse. Cic. tp*4
Suetox. de clar. Rhet. c. ii.

Lib. ii. de Oral. n. 3. An. Rom. 660. Ant. J C W
Sueton. tie clar. Rhet. c. i.

2V
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else of speaking, in which their profession proper-

ly consists, there always was a fund of solid and ts-

tiumble knowledge. But I did not conceive thut

our youth could acquire any thing- under these new
master*, unless it were boldness and confidence, al-

ways blameable, even when jinited with other good
qualities. As this, therefore, was all they could learn

of them, and their schools, to speak properly, were

only schools of impudence, I thought it my duty, as

censor, to put a stop to such abuses, and prevent their

pernicious consequences."
1

All I have hitherto said, proves how liable, in point
of erudition and srience, new methods and establish-

ments are to obstacles and contradictions, even from

persons of the greatest merit, and of the best inten-

tions in other respects. But utility and truth at last

prevail, and open themselves a way through all the

difficulties that oppose them. When these storms and
troubles are blown over; when prejudices, frequently
blind and precipitate, have given place to serious and
calm reflection; and things are examined with tem-

per and in cool blood, we are surprised that practices
so useful in themselves should have been capable of

meeting with such opposition. This is the fate, though
of a different kind, the philosophy of Descartes expe-
rienced among us, which was at first attacked so warm-

ly, and is now almost universally approved. The same

happened at Rome in regard to the Latin rhetoricians.

They perceived at length how consistent it was with

right reason and good sense, to form and exercise

youth for eloquence in the language they were always
to speak: and after these first shocks, the schools of

the Latin rhetoricians were established in tranquillity,
and did not a little contribute to the amazing pro-

gress of the study of eloquence in the succeeding
years.
The Greek rhetoricians, however, were not neglect-

ed, and had a great share in the improvement of which
I have been speaking. It is surprising to consider the

ardour and passion, with which the Roman youths, and
even some of more advanced years, went to hear these

masters. Cicero had begun to appear at the bar in

his twenty-sixth year.* His pleadings for S. Roscius
Amerinus acquired him an extraordinary reputation.
Molo, the celebrated Greek rhetorician, came to Rome
about this time as a deputy from the Rhodians. Cice-

ro, highly capable as he already was, became his dis-

ciple, and thought himself happy and honoured in re-

ceiving lessons from him. After having pled two

years, his health, or perhaps reasons of policy, having
obliged him to suspend his application to business^
and to make a voyage into Greece and Asia, besides

the several masters of eloquence whom he heard at

Athens and elsewhere, he went expressly to Rhodes
to put himself again under the discipline of Molo; in

order that so excellent a master might take pains in

reforming, and in a manner, in new moulding his

style: Jlpollonio Moloni se Rhodi rursusfarmandum
'ac velut recoqtiendum dedit.* Molo& was an exceed-

ing good pleader, and composed very finely: but his

principal happiness lay in discerning and exploding

> Etiam Latini, si iliis placet, line biennio magistri dicendi
extiteruiit ; quos t-go censor edicto meo suntulerarn 1 non quo
(ut nescin qurm dicere ajelmnt) acui ingenia adolesccnlium

nollem; sed contra, ingenia ohtundi nolui, eorroborari impu-
dentiam. Nam apud Grtecos, cuicui modo essenl, vidcli.-im

lumen esiie, prater hanc exercitaiionem linguae, doo.trinam

aliquam fit humanitaiem dignam ncientia. Hos vero novos

magistros nihil inlelligebam posse docerc, nisi ut auderem :

quod etiam cum bonis rebus conjunctum, per se ipsum cst

magnopere fugiendum. Hoc cum unum traderetur, et cum
impuilfMiiiae Indus esset, putavi esse ceriRoris, ne longius id

terperet providers. Lib. ni de Drat. n. 93, 94.
De clar. Oral. n. 312. Ibid. n. 315, 316.

Quinctil.
> Ciuibus non contentiu, Rhodum vnni, meque ail eundem,

quern Rome audivcrum, Molonem applicavi : cum actorem
in Venn rauis, scri|n*oremque, prtEslantem, turn in notandis

animadvertendisque, viliis, et iniiiitiiondo docendoquc pru-
dentisimum. la dedit operand (si modo id consvqui potuii)
at aimis rodundantes NOR et superfluenles juvcnili quadam
diceudi imnunitate et licentia, reprimeret, et quasi extra ri-

pa diffluentea corceret Ita n-c.cpi me, biennio poll, nnn
odo exercitatinr, xed pro|ie mutatus. Nam et contenlio

riimia vocis reiderat, et quasi deferbuerat oratio. jUcclar.

Orti. a. 316.

the defects in the style ol those, who applied them
selves to him, and he had a wonderful happiness iu

correcting them, by the wise advice and solid instruc-

tions he gave them. He endeavoured, for I dare not

say he eilecleil it, (says Cicero) to correct and restrain
a vicious redundance in my style, which too licen-

tiously overflowed iisj^st bounds, and taught me not
to abandon myself to the impetuosity of my years, and
the fire of ai imagination, that wanted maturity and

expsrience. Ciccio confesses, that from that tune, a

great alteration took place in his mminer, as well in

regard to the tone of his voice, which he exti -t< :! no

longer with so much vehemence, as his st) !e, which
became more exact and correct. These young Ro-
mans must have had a very warm desire to improve
themselves in eloquence; to take so much pains ii

going to hear the rhetoricians, and not to blush,

though already in great reputation, to become their

disciples again, and to confess their still having occa-
sion for their aid. But, on the other side, the mer't
of such rhetoricians must have been very solid and
well established, to have acquired so great a confi-

dence in it, and to have supported the idea, which
such persons as Cicero conceived of it.

Plotius, the first of the Latin rhetoricians, who gave
occasion for what I have said hitherto, had without
doubt colleagues and successors, who acquitted them-
selves of the same function with honour. Suetonius
mentions several: but as they are little known, I pro-
ceed directly to Cicero, who indeed did not immedi-

ately teach eloquence as a master, but has left us ex-

cellent precepts upon it.

CICERO.
ClCERO, by h:s treatise upon rhetoric, has justly

merited the honour of being placed at the head of th

Latin rhetoricians; as he has by his orations that 01

the first rank amongst the orators. His tracts upoi
rhetoric are: Three hooks de Oralore; one book en-

titled, simply,
the Orator; a Dialogue, entitled Bru

tus upon the Illustrious Orators; two books upon In

vention; the Paries Oratories, the Complete Orator,
and the Topics. In this enumeration of Cicero'
works upon eloquence, I do not follow the order of
time in which they were composed.

I. The three first are absolute masterpieces, in

which what was called the Roman urbanity, Urbani-
tas Romatia, prevails in a supreme degree, which an-

swers to the Atticism of the Greeks, that is to say
whatever was finest, most delicate, most animated,
and in a word, most consummate as to thought, ex-

pression, and genius. The three books of the Orator

are, properly speaking, Cicero's rhetoric: not a dry
rhetoric, stuck with precepts, and destitute of grace
and beauty, but one that, with the solidity of princi-

ples and reflections, unites all the art, delicacy, and

ornament, of which a subject of that nature is suscep-
tible. He composed this work at the request of his

brother Q. Cicero, who desired to have something
more perfect of his than the books upon invention,
which were the first-fruits of his youth, and by no
means worthy the reputation he afterwards attained.'

To avoid the air and dryness of the schools, he treat*

this subject in dialogues, wherein he introduces as

speakers the greatest and most famous persons Rome
had for wit, erudition, and eloquence. The time

wherein these dialogues are supposed to be held, it

the 662d year from the foundation of Rome, and nine-

ty years before Jesus Christ, in the consulship of L,

Marcius Philippus, and Sextus Julius Caesar.

This manner of writing, I mean dialogue, is x

tremely difficult: because, without mentioning the

variety of characters, which must everywhere b

equally sustained without the least deviation from

them, two things that seem almost incompatible must
unite in them, the simple and natural air of familiar

discourse, with the elegant style of the conversation

of persons of wit. Plato, of all the ancient author*,
is generally conceived to have succeeded best in dm-

Vinenim, qnoniam qucdum puerin aut adolecentulis nobi*

ex coinmeniariolis nostri* inchoata atque rudia exciderunt,
vix hocaetate digna et hoc usu aliouid iisdem de rebojl

politius a nobin perfectiusque profera. JJt Oral \.\ n. 6.
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ogue. But we may indisputably give Cicero an equal
rank with him, to say no more, especially in the trea-

tises ot which we now speak. I do not know whether
im t -t em and love for an orator, with whom I mi^ht
lav I have been brought up from my earliest infancy,

prejudice and blind me in his favour; but, in my sense,

there is in these conversations a taste, a salt, a
spirit,

a rare, a native elegance, that can never be suffi-

ciently admired.

The third of the books I speak of treats, among oth-

er subjects, of the choice and order of words, a dry
and disagreeable topic in itself, but of great use to the

Roman eloquence, and which more than any thing
chows the profound genius and extent ot mind ot" tins

orator. \V hen he came first to the bar. he found the

Roman eloquence absolutely destitute ofan advantage,
which infinitely exa-hed that of the Greeks, to which
he had devoted his whole application, and of which he
knew all the beauties, as well as if it had been his na-

tive tongue, so familiar had he made it to him by close

and profound study. This advantage was the sound,

number, cadence, and harmony, of which the Grerk is

more susceptible than any other language, and which

give it an incontestable superiority in this view to them
all. Cicero, who was extremely zealous for the hon-

our of his country, undertook to impart to it this ad-

vantage, of which till then the Greeks had been in sole

Kissession. He perceived that words, like soft wax,
have a flexibility wonderfullv capable of receiving ev-

jry kind of form, and of being adapted to whatever
manner we please.

1 The proof of which is, that for

all the different species of verse, which are very nume-

rous; for all the diversity of styles, the simple, the

florid, and the sublime: for all the effects which speech
is capable ofproducing, to please, to convince, to move;
wonls of a different nature are not employed; but ta-

ken from one common heap, to use the expression, and
alike disposed for every use, they lend themselves at

the poet's and orator's discretion, to be applied in

wnatever manner they think fit. Cicero well con-

vinced of this principle, of which the reading and
(tuciv i'f the Greek authors had given him a sensible

protf, jr rather which he had extracted from nature

itself, undertook to add this charm to the Latin lan-

guage, of which, before his time, it was entirely des-

titute. This he effected with such success and promp-
tituue, that in a few years it assumed a quite new form,

and, what has no parallel, attained almost instantly a

supreme perfection in this way. For every body
knows, that generally the progress of arts and scien-

ces is slow, and that they do not attain their final ma-

turity but by degrees. This was not the case in the

matter of which we are speaking, namely, the number
and harmony of speech. Cicero seized almost imme-

diately the fine and the perfect, and introduced into

his language, by the happy arrangement of his words,
a sweetness, grace, and majesty, which almost equalled
the Greek; and with which the ear, of all who have
the least sensibility for sound and harmony, is still

agreeably soothed. It is not surprising, therefore,
that this great orator, to secure to his language the

advantage he had acquired it, and to perpetuate the

use and possession of it, should think it incumbent on
him to treat this subject in all its extent. Accord-

ingly he enters upon it with a vast enumeration of

things, which cannot afford us any pleasure now, to

whom this is a foreign language, but which was ex-

tremely useful and important at the time he wrote it;

and it is easy to perceive, that he has treated it with

particular attention, and has employed the whole ex-

tent of his learning and capacity, to display it in all

Nihil est tarn tenerum, neque tarn flcxibile, neqoe quod
am facile oequaiur qtiorumquc <luca, quam nratiu. Ex hue

tersuK, ox eajcm dispares numvri conficiumur : ex hac etiam
folula varii* modi.* multorumque generum oratio. Non enim
lurit alia scrmonis, alia contentionis verba: Deque ci alio

penere d usum quotidianum, alio ad scenam pompamque
uimimur : sed ea noc rum jaerntia susiulitnu* e medio, tirut

mollissimam ceram ad nostrum arbitrium formamut et fin-

gimus. liaque turn graves sumus, turn eubtilet, turn medium
quiddam tenemus : sic institutam nosiram seotentiam K-
quitur orationis pims, idque ad omnem rationem, et aurium
Toluptatem, et animorum muium mutatur et fiectitur. De
Oral 1. iii. n. 176, 177.

its light. Accordingly, Quinctilian observes, that o*
all ffls works of rhetoric, this piece is the most ela-

borate.*

The same service has been done the French lan-

guage; and, if I mistake not, Balzac was the first who
discerned himself, and made others discern, how sus-

ceptible it is of the graces of number, harmony, and
cadence. Since his time, this part of composition bat
been ven- much improved: Mr. Flechier particularly,
and all our good writers, leave us nothing to desire in

this point. It is highly important to make youth at-

tentive to it, and to accustom their cars to a fively and
instantaneous discernment of what is sweet and agree-
able, or harsh and dissonant in the disposition of words.
The treatise lately published by the Abb Olivet, up-
on the prosody of the French tongue, may be of great
use to this purpose.

I have already said, that the three books De Oratore

may be considered as the rhetoric of Cicero. And
indeed he has included in it almost all the precepts
of that art, not in the common didactic order of the

schools, but in a more free manner, and cne that

seems less studied; to which he has annexed reflec-

tions that infinitely exalt their value, and show their

just use.

II. The book entitled the Orator, does not give

place to the former either in beauty or solidity. Ci-

cero states in it the idea of a perfect orator, not of one
that ever was, but of such a one as may be. He sets

a particular value upon this work, and seems to think

of it with great satisfaction and complacency; and
does not hesitate to own, that he employed the whole
extent of his wit, and all the force of his judgment in

composing it; which is saying a great deal. He ex-

plains
himself to this effect in writing to a friend, who

had highly approved of the work, and consents that

whatever judgment the public formed of it, whether

good or bad, shall determine the author's reputation.'
He adds, (which I mention for the sake of our youth)
that he should be glad if young Lepta, who was his

friend's son, begins so early to read works of that kind
with some pleasure: because though his years did not
admit his making all the improvement they were ca-

pable of affording, it was of some consequence to him
to be early affected with lessons of that sort.

III. The Brutus of Cicero is a dialogue concerning
the most famous Greek and Roman orators, who hau

appeared to his time: for he mentions none who were
then alive, except Caesar and Marcellus. This work
was composed some time before the former, and per-

haps in the same year. In the long enumeration con-
tained in this book, wherein Cicero particularly re-

marks upon the style of a great number of orators,
there is an admirable variety of portraits and charac-

ters, which all relate to the same subject, without
however resembling each other in the least. He in-

tersperses reflections, and a kind of digression, from
time to time, which add to the value of the piece, and

may be of great use in forming the orator.

IV. His treatise upon the most perfect kind of Ora-

tory, is very short. Cicero maintains in it, that tn

Attic style is by far the most perfect, but that it in-

cludes the three different kinds of eloquence, and that

the orator makes use of them as his subject requires.
To convince those of this who are of a different

opinion, he translated the celebrated orations of schi-

nes against Demosthenes, and of Demosthenes against
schines. The work we now speak of was only a

kind of preface to that translation, of which we can-

not sufficiently regret the loss.

V. The Topics of Cicero contain the method of

finding arguments by the means of certain terms,
which characterize them, and are called T>'*c, Locut,

* Cui (M. Tullio) nescio an uila pan hujui operif lit

magi< elaborate. Lib. ix. r. 4.

Oralorem meum tintnperi a te probari vehementet
gaudeo. Mihi quidcm super madeo, me, quicquid habuerira

judicii, in ilium libmm contulime. Qui i eel talit, qualem
tilii videri <crjhi; ego quoque aliquid sum. Sia aliter, noa
recuso quin, quantum de illo libru, tanlundem de judicii mi
fama detrahatur. Leptam nostrum cnpio delectari jam
talibui srripiis. Etsi abest mnturitai aeiati*, jam tame
personare aurei ejuf hujuimodi vocibui oon est inutilo,

Epist. six. 1. 6. ad Famil.
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common places of Rhetoric, or of Logic. We are

indebted for the invention or perfection of this art to

Aristotle. Cicero composed this treatise at the re-

quest of Trebatius the lawyer, one ot" his friends, to

explain that written by the philosopher upon this sub-

ject. There is one thing remarkable in this work,
which shows the genius, memory, and facility of Ci-

cero in composing; namely, his not having that phi-

losopher's book, when he undertook to explain him.

He was upon a voyage and at sea, as he tells us him-
self in this book.) He recalled to his remembrance
Aristotle's work, explained it, and sent what he had
done to his friend. He must have known it perfectly
well, and have had it very strongly in his mind, to

hare worked upon it only from his memory.
VI. The Paries Oraloria are a very good rhetoric,

disposed in divisions and subdivisions of subjects

(whence it takes its title.) Its style is very simple,
but clear, succinct, and elegant, and well adapted to

the capacity of beginners; so that, with the addition

of examples, it might be used with success, though
Cicero did not think proper to annex any to it.-

VII. The books of Rhetoric, or De Inventione Ora-

torio, are certsinlv Cicero's. Only the two first re-

main: the two others are lost.* I have already ob-

served, that he composed them during hi- youth, and

that he afterwards thought them unworthy his repu-
tation.

THE RHETORIC INSCRIBED TO HERENNIUS.

IT is not
easy

to know who was the author of the

four books of rhetoric inscribed to Hcrennius, which
we find in the front of Cicero's works. In the com-
mon editions the title says it was not known; but some
of the learned ascribe them to Corniticius. It is a rhe-

toric in form, of which the style, though simple and

familiar, is pure and Ciceronian; which has given some

people reason to believe it a work of Cicero's: but this

opinion admits of great difficulties.

SENECA THE RHETORICIAN.
SENECA, of whom we speak in this place, was born

at Corduba in Spain, about the 700th year of the city
of Rome, fifty-three years before Jesus Christ. His

surname was Jllarciis. He came to settle at Rome in

the reign of Augustus, whither he brought with him
his wife Helvin. and three sons. The first, called

Jllela, was the father of the poet Lucan; the philoso-

pher's name was Lucius; and the third' son's .Vonz-

tu3: but this last being adopted into another family,
he took the name of his father by adoption, Juntas
Gallio. Mention is made of him in the Acts of the

Apottltt*
Seneca, the father, collected from more than an

hundred authors, as well Greeks as Romans, whatever
was most remarkable, that they had either said or

thought upon the different subjects they had treated

in emulation of each other, by way of exercising their

eloquence according to the custom of these times.

Of the ten books of Controversies or Disputations,
contained in this collection, scarce five remain, and

these very defective. To the books of controversies,

one of deliberations is prefixed, though it is known,
that Seneca did not publish it till after the former.

These works of Seneca's give Mr. Gibert occasion

to explain with great order and evidence the esteem
and use in which declaiming was held of old. I shall

insert in this place that little tract almost entirely;
which will be of great service for the understanding
of what will be said in the sequel, upon the manner
in which the rhetoricians formed young persons for

eloquence.
Declamation is a word which occurs in fforacr,* and

still more in Juvenal:* though it was not known ut

Rome before Cicero and Calvu*.' The compositions

> Topic, n. 5. De Orat. 1. i. n. 5. Acti, x viii. 12.

* Trojani belli icriptorem
Dum lu declamai Rome. Prcneste rt\e*\.

Ilor. Ep. i. lib. 2.

> Ut pucrii placeai, ot declamatio fiat.

Jure*. Sat. x.

Apod nullum auctorem antiquum, ante ipum 7iceronem
M Calviim, inveniri potc*t. Senec. Controv. I. i.

were so called, bv which eloquence was exercied,d
of which the subjects, trae or feigned, were sometime!
in the deliberate e, sometimes in lite judiciary, and sel-

dom in the demonstrative kind. The discourses made
upon t'lese subjects were an image of what passed in

the public councils and at the bar. Declaiming was
the method taken by Cicero while young to bei onie an

orator, which a*, that time he practised in Gre< k." He
continued :o use it, when more advanced in years, but
in Latin. lie exercised himself in the. same manner
even when tlie troubles of the state hail obliged hir.i to

abandon the bar.8 At thti time he repeated '0 Csis-

sius and DoUb:!'a, or others, the harangues i
*

thil

kind, which he had composed by way only of tM i iu.

This was the common method of all woo aspired at

eloquence, or were willing to acquire perfection ia

it; that is to say, the principal persons of the sttte

They applied themselves to it under the. direction ot

Cicero, and improved themselves by his advice. "
llir-

tius and Dolabtlla," says Cicero, "come often to lie-

claim at my house, and I as often go to sup with them."*

They came to him either to repeat or correct tlW.ir

discourses; after which he went home with them to

supper, their tables being better than his own. Pom-

pey the Great applied himself also very closely to de-

clamation a little before the civil wars, to enable him-
self to answer Curio, who had sold his talent toCajsar's

interests, and gave the opposite party great disqui-
et.io Mark Antony did the same to reply to Cicero,
and Oclavius, even at the siege of Modena, did not
omit tins exercise. We must remember, that at Rome,
whether in the senate or before the people, eloquence
generally determined the most important affairs, and

thereby became absolutely necessary to those who as-

pired at being powerful in them. I omit Cicero's son

Nlarcus, who exercised himself also both in Greek and
Latin, but not with the same success." Demetrius
Phalereus is said to have been the inventor of decla-

mation: and Plotius Gallus, of whom we have
spokeh

above, was the first who introduced the use of it into

the Latin tongue.
It was, according to this idea of declamation, thai

all the lovers of eloquence, whether Greeks or Ro-
mans, assembled in the houses of persons eminent in

the same way; such for instance as Seneca, where

they pronounced discourses upon subjects before

agreed upon. O<ir author had the greatest memory
conceivable. 12 He cites several examples of a like

nature. Cyneas, Pyrrhus's ambassador, having had
audience of the senate upon his arrival, the next day
saluted all the senators, and people who" had been

present at it in great numbers, by their names. A cer-

tain person having heard a poem repeated, to surprise
the author of it, pretended it was his work, and to

prove it, repeated the whole without hesitating, which
the author could not do himself. Hortensius, in con-

sequence of a challenge, stayed a whole day at a sale

of goods by auction, and at night repeated, in the or-

der they were sold, without the least mistake, the

names of the several movables, and of the persons
that bought them. Seneca's memory was scarce less

admirable. He says, that in his youth he repeated
two thousand words after having only heard them
once over; and that too in the same order they had

been spoken. Bv this wonderful talent, whatever was
most curious in ail the declamations he had ever heard,

was so strongly impressed upon his mind, that long
after, in a very advanced age, he was capable ot re-

calling it to his remembrance, though consisting of so

many detached passages, and reducing these to wri-

ting for the use of his sons, and posterity.
I shall have occasion, before I conclude this article,

to explain
in what manner declamation conduced to

occasion the decay and corruption of the taste for

true eloquence.

Cicero ad PraMuram usqua grxct declamavit, Latin!
yero senior quoque. Svettm. deelar. Rhet.

Cic. I. vii. Eptst. 33. ad Famii. IJ de rtar. Oral. n. 310.

Minium ego et Dolabellam dicendi discipulos liabeo,

Cffnandi magUtro*. Pino i-nim te audisse iUus apud tat

declnmitan-, me apud illo cosnitare. Epiit. xvi. 1. 9.

10 Suet, de clar. Rhet. " Epist. xxi. 1. If), ad Kamtt
t Senec. in Pref. Contror.
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DIALOGUE UPON THE ORATORS, OR UPON THE
CAUSES OF THE CORRUPTION OF ELOQUENCE.

THE author of this work is unknown. Some as-

cribe it to Tacitus, others to Quinctilian, but without

nmrh foundation. What we may be assured of is,

that it is a proof of hj|pwit
and capacity, whoever he

was, and deserves a place among the best works after

tire Augustan age, from the purity and beauty of

which it must however be allowed to be very remote.

There are very fine passages in it. What he savs by
way of panesrvric upon the profession of pleaders,
teems to me of this kind. It is proper to remind the

reader, that it is a heathen who speaks.
"The pleasure which arises from eloquence," says

he, is not rapid and momentary; but the growth
of every day, and almost every hour. And indeed,

what can be more grateful to an ingenuous mind,
that has a taste for exalted satisfaction, than lo see

his house continually thronged by crowds of the

most considerable persons in a city f to be conscious

that it is not to his riches, office, or authority, but

to his person, that they come to pay this honour?
The greatest wealth, the most splendid dignities,
have they any thing so delightful and affecting, as the

voluntary homage, which persons, equally to be re-

ptcled for their birth and age, come to render to

the merit and knowledge of an advocate, though
often young, and sometimes destitute of the goods of

fortune, in imploring the aid of his eloquence either

for themselves or their friends, and confessing, in the

midst of the affluence with which they are surround-

ed, that they are still in want of what is most valua-

ble and excellent? What shall I say of the officious

teal of the citizens to attend him whenever he goes
abrsad, or returns to his house? of the numerous
aadiences in which all eyes are fixed on him alone,
whilst a profound silence reigns universally, with no
other interruption but starts of admiration and ap-

plause? in fine, of that absolute power which he has

over men's minds, by inspiring them with such senti-

ments as he pleases? Nothing is more glorious and
exalted than what I have now said. But there is still

another pleasure more intense and affecting, known

only to the orator himself. If he pronounces a dis-

course, that he has had time to study and polish at lei-

sure, his joy as well as diction has something more
solid, and more assured in it. If he has only some few
moments' reflection allowed him to prepare himself
for his cause, the very anxiety he feels upon that ac-

count, makes the success more grateful to him, and
exalts the pleasure it gives him. But what still

soothes him more agreeably, is the success of an un-

premeditated discourse, ventured extemporaneously.
Kor the productions of the mind are like those of the

earth. The fruits, which cost no trouble, and grow
spontaneously, are more grateful than those we are

obliged to purchase with abundance of pains and
cultivation." '

> Ail voluplatcm oratoriae eloquentis transeo, cujus ju
rundtias nun uno ali.ivn mumpnlo, sed omnibus prope die-

bus, el prope omiiiliu-i horis roniini'ii. Ciuid pnim dulcius
libero et ingenuo umrtvi. et ad voliiptatcs hom-fta* nato,

quain vi>len> plenum <rni|> T et tVequentem ilomum eoncursu

iplenilissimorum liDinniuin ? U<|iif scire nun pecunix, nun
orbiiati, neque offii-ii alicujua administrati.ini, soil -i i ipci
dari ! Llos qui -limo orbos, et loMphtM, ! potentes, venire

plerumque ml juvenem et pauperon), ut aut ma, nut amir.o-

rum discrirnina commfndenl. U la, ne lanta insemium
opilm an rna;i\z potuniite voluptas, quam uper.iare homines

elere, el genea, et tutius urliis gratia *ubnito, in eumma
fcrum omnium ahundanii* confiieme*, id quod optimum sii

te nun habere ? Jam vero qui ro^atorum comiiatus ct er>-?-

tut ! 'jiiac in publico SIXTH'S
'

qua; in judiciin veneratio ! quod
gaudium consurjjfiidi as-istendique inter tareiues, in unum
COIIV.TSOS! coire popalum. el cirrumt'undi coram. et awipe-
re aflectum quemcum<|ue orator inducrit. Vulsata dicen-

tium jMudi.i, el ini|>eriiorum quoqlie oculis expo-ita p-rrrn-
eo. tila secretiora, et taMi'ini i|ii oraaiibut notn, niajura
lint. Sive accuratam mediialamque ufT-rt orniinnem et
quoddam, eioul ipsius diction!*, ita ?audii pondus el con-

Itantia. Sive novam cl reeentem curam nun bine aliqua
trepidatione animi altuliTit, ipsa xolicitudo commondut
BTentum, et lenoriuatur voluptati. S*>d extemnoralis auda-

ci*, atqu ipsius temeritalU vel prircipua juconiiitas est.

Vim ingeiiio quoque. sicut in au.'o, quanquam alia diu se-

We cannot, in my opinion, deny that there are in

this description a great many ingenious tuxl solid

thoughts, strong and emphatical expressions, and live-

ly and eloquent turns. Perhaps there \ too much
wit and shining conceit in it: but that was the fault

of the at;e.

I shall add here another very fine passage from th*

same author, in which he ascribes the principal causes

of the corruption of eloquence to the bad education

of children.
" Who does not know, that what has occasioneo

eloquence and the other arts to degenerate from their

ancient perfection, is not the want of genius, but the

indolence into which youth are fallen, the negligence
of parents in the education of their children, the ig-
norance of the masters employed to instruct them, in

fine, the oblivion and contempt of the taste of the

ancients. These evils, which had their rise at Rome,
have dispersed themselves from the city into the coun-

try of Italy, and infected all the provinces. Of old,
in every house, it was the custom for a child born of
an ingenuous mother, not to be sent to the cottage
of a nurse bought among slaves, but lo be nurtured
and educated in the bosom of her who bore him,
whose merit and praise it was to take care of her
house and children. Soiue female relation in years,
and of known virtue and probity, was chosen to have
the care of all the children of the family, in whose

presence nothing contrary to decency and good man-
ners was suffered to be spoken or done with impunity.
She found the means to unite not only their studies and

application, but even their play and recreations, with
a certain air of modesty and reserve, that tempered
their ardour and vivacity. It is thus we find that Cor-
nelia the mother of the Gracchi, Aurelia of Caesar, and
Attia of Augustus, governed their children, and made
them capable ofappearing in the world with splendour.
The viw of this strict and manly education was to pre-

pare the minds of children, by preserving them in all

their natural purity and integrity, and preventing their

being infected with any bad principle, to embrace the

study of arts and science with ardour; and whether
they chose the profession of arms, or applied them-
selves to the laws or eloquence, that they might ad-

dict themselves solely to their profession, and the at-

tainment of a perfect in.n in that alone.2 But in these

days no sooner is a child born, but he is given lo some
Greek slave, with a servant or two more to attend

her, of the meanest and most useless sort in the family.
At this lender age, susceptible of all impressions, he
hears nothing but the frivolous, and often loose and
abandoned stories of the lowest domestics. None
of them have the least regard for what they say or

do before their young master. And indeed, what
attention of thai kind can be expected from them,
while the parents themselves accustom iheir children

not lo modesty and good manners, but to every kind
of freedom and licentiousness: whence ensues by de-

grees an air of declared impudence, void of regard
either for themselves or others! There are, besides

this, certain vices peculiar to this city, which seem

rantur atqne elaborentur, gratiora tamen qute tua icocta
naccunlur. Cap. (>.

* Quis ignorut ct eloqucniiam et ceterag tries decivisse
ab iita vetere gloria, non inopia homtnum, scd ilcnidia ju-
vuntuti*, et negli^entia pan-mum, et inscientia prxcipien-
tium, et nblivione murU an;i<|iii ? qua; mulu pritnum in urhe

iiata, mox per Italian) fusa, jam in pruvincias manant
Jam primum suus cuiqiie tiliu-.-, ex casta parente natut,

non in cella empite nuirici*, si-d gremio at cinu mairis edu-
rabauir : cujus praripua laus erat. tueri domum, et in.so.r-

vire lilxris. Eli^ebaiur autem aliqua major nalu pcopin-
uua. cuju9 probaiis |ieciaii4que muribus omni* cujuspiam
familia* ubnl"s cummiltebaiur : ruram qua noquc direre t'ai

erat quod tur|>e dictu, neque farere quod inhonestum factn
viil-'n-t ur. Ac non studid modo curaque, scd remissions*
etiam lususque puernrum, nanctitate quadam ac verecundia

tem|ierabat. Sic Cornelian) Gracrhorum, ei Aureliam Cx-
saris, sic Altiam Au^ustia matrem nrtefiiisse pducationibui,
ac produiisse principcg. liberos arcepimu^. Que disciplma
ac revcriias ed perlinehat, ut siurera et inte^ra cl nullii

praviiatibuM (iecorta uniu.-icujusque natura, toto staiim pec-
tore arri|ieret arte* honenta* : et, sie ad rem militarem, iir

ad juris gciemiam, ive ad eloqueniise sludium inclinastet,
id colum ajeret, id universnm hauriret. Cap. S28.

2U2
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a.most to have been conceived with them in their

mothers' womb: such are the taste for theatrical

shows, gladiators, and chariot-races. Are not the$e

almost the only subjects of conversation among young
people, and indeed all companies? Is it probable,
that a mind intent upon, and in a manner besieged

by these trifling amusements, should be very capable
of applying to serious studies?"'

These two passages suffice to give the reader some
idea of this work, and to make him regret that it is

not come down entire to us.

This dialogue may be divided into three parts.
The fint introduces an advocate and a poet contend-

ing upon the pre-eminence of their respective arts,

and enlarging in praise of them, the one of eloquence,
and the other of poetry. The second part is a speech
of the same advocate, whom the author calls Aper,
in favour of the orators of his times against the an-

cients. He lived in the reign of Vespasian, and was
at the head of the bar. The third part of the work
is an inquiry into the causes of the fall or corruption
of eloquence. The speakers are Messala, Secundus,
Maternus, and Aper. All that Secundus, and part
of what Maternus, said, is lost, which makes a great
chasm in the work, without mentioning several other
defective passages.

QUINCTILIAN:

(MARCUS FABIUS QUINCTILIANUS.)

I SHALL reduce what I have to say upon Quinctil-
ian to three heads: First, I shall relate what is known
of his history: Secondly, I shall speak of his work,
and give the plan of it: And lastly, I shall explain
the method of instructing youth and teaching rheto-

ric, as practised in his time.

I. What is known of Quinctilian's History.

It appears that Qninctilian was born in the second

year of the emperor Claudius, which is the forty-se-
cond of Jesus Christ. This is according to Mr. Dod-
well's conjecture, who is my guide in chronology as

to what relates to the birth, life and employments of

our rhetorician, and whose Annals upon Qninctilian
are arranged in a very clear and probable order.

The place of his birth is disputed. Many say that

he was a native of Calagurrir, a city of Spain, upon
the Heber, now called Calahorra. Others believe,
with sufficient foundation, that he was born at Rome.
It is not certainly known whether he was the son or

grandson of the orator Fabius, mentioned by Seneca
the father, and placed by him in the number of those

orators, whose reputation dies with them.*

Qninctilian without doubt frequented the schools

of the rhetoricians at Rome, in which youth were

taught eloquence. He used another more effectual

method for the attainment of it, which was to make
himself the disciple of the orators of the greatest re-

putation. Domitius Afer held at that time the first

rank among them. Qninctilian did not content him-

self with hearing him plead at the bar; he often visit-

ed him; and that venerable old man, though the ad-

miration of the age in which he lived, did not diidain

to converse with a youth, in whom he observed great
and very promising talents. This important service,

those who are grown old with glory in this illustrious

profession, have in their power to render their juniors,

especially when they have quitted the bar for the

> At mine, natus infant delegatur Greculie alicui ancillie,

cni adjungitur unus aut alter ex omnibus servis plerumque
vili <i'nu-, HIT r.ui'|ti:iin serin ministerio arrommodaius.
Hornrn fuhulia et erroribus tuncri statim et rude* animi im-
buiiiitur. Nee quisqiiam in tola domo pensum ha!>et quid
ooram infante domino aut dinat, aut fitciat : qiiundo Rliiim

ipsi pareMes ncn prohitati ncc|uo modi-Kite parvulos assuefa-

riunt, ed lascivite et. libertati : |>er quee paulatim impuden-
ti.'t irrepit, nt sni aliunique contempt u<. Jiim ve.ro propria
et ), rnliiiriii huj'is urliH vitia prone in utnro matris conripi
miiii viil'-ntiir. histrionalisi favor, et "hiiliatorum eqiinrum-
que sTiiilin. Qnibu* orriipatus nt ohsesgus nnimus quantu-
him lori liimiii ambus relinquit? quotumqunmque inveneris

qui iliimi quidquam aliud loquatur? quos alios adoleacentu-
lorum sennonei excipimu*, .-i quando audiloria intruviimis ?

C*f. 2!)

* 8t>neo Controv. 1. T. in piief.

sake of retirement. Their houses may then become
a kind of public school for the youth, who aspire at

excelling in eloquence, and who may address them-
selves to them, to be informed by what means they
may succeed.3 Quinctilian knew how to improve
Afer's good-will to his own advantage; anil it ap-
pears, by the questions he proposed to him, that he
had in view the forming of his taste and judgment by
these conversations. He asked him one day which
of the poets he thought came nearest Homer.* " Vir-

fil,"
says Afer, "is the second, but much nearer the

rst than the third. "s He had the grief to see this

great man, who had so long done honour to the bar
survive his own reputation, from not having known
how to apply the wise advice of Horace,* and from

having chosen rather to sink under the weight of his

function than retire, as he is reproached; malic turn

deficere, qtulm desinere. Domitius Afer died the 59th

year of the Christian era, the same year in which
Juvenal was born.

Two years after, Nero sent Galba governor into

Hispania Tarraconensis, Ant. J. C. 61. It is believed
that Quinctilian followed him thither, and that after

having taught rhetoric, and exercised the profession
of an advocate during upwards of seven years, he re-

turned to Rome with him.
It was about the end of this year that Galba was

declared emperor, and Quinctilian opened a school
of rhetoric at Rome, Ant. J. C. 68. He was the first

who taught it there by public authority, and with a

salary from the state; for which he was indebted to

Vespasian. For, according to Suetonius,? that prince
was the first that assigned the rhetoricians, both
Greeks and Romans, pensrons out of the public trea-

sury, to the amount of twelve thousand five hundred
livres.8 Before this establishment there were mas
ters who taught it without being authorized by the

public. Besides the pensions received by these rhet-

oricians from the state, the fathers' paid a sum for

the instruction of their children, which Juvenal

thought very small in comparison with those they ex-

pended on trivial occasions. For, according to him,
nothing cost a father less than his son, though he re-

gretted every thing expended on his education: Ret
nulla minoris Conslabit pntri qnamfdins. This sjni

amounted to two hundred and fifty livres: Duo tester-

da. Quinctilian was public professor of rhetoric

twenty years with universal applause. He excercis-

ed at the same time, and with the same success, the

function of an advocate, and acquired also great rep-
utation at the bar. When the different parts of a
cause were distributed to different pleaders, as was
the custom of old, he was generally chosen to state

or open the matter of it, which requires great meth-
od and perspicuity.

10 He excelled also in the art of
and he confesses " with that

al to Vim, that he was often

seen in pleading, not only to shed tears, but to

change countenance, turn pale, and express all the

signs of the most lively and sincere affliction.i* He
does not deny but it was to this talent that he owed

moving the passions;
modest freedom natur

Prequentabunt ejus domum optimi juvenes more veto-

rum, et veram dic.endi viam velut ex orr.ulo
potent.

HIM
ille formabil, quasi elaquenlta paren*. Quinctil. 1. xh c. 11

Quiuctil. I. xii. c. 11.

Utar verbis iisdeni qua* ex Afro Domitio juvenis arecpi;

tjui milii inlerronanli, quern Humero credere maximfi acce-

de, re ; Serundus, inquit, est Viryilius, proprior tanien prime

qua in ten in. Uuinctil. 1. x. c. 1.

Solve senescentem mature sanii* equiim, no
Peccet ad exlremum ridendus, et ilia durat.

Ilor. Ep. i. 1. 1.

Prudent dismiss the courser from the race,

I.est a;'e and broken wind his youlh disgrace.
> Primus e fisco LHIJUIS Grrcrjsque rhetoribus annua ecu-

tena ronsiimit. Sutton. in Vtsp. c. xviii.

About ti(HJ/. sterling.
llos inter sumptns snatertia (luinniiliano

L't mulium duo sufficient. Ken nulla fillnodi
CoiiMtuhit pinri quain tilius. Jua. Sal. vii. I. 3

Quinnil. I. iv. r.. ii. " Id. 1. vi c. 2.

>> Hire ili-iiiMuluiiilii milii non fuerunt, quibux ipse, quia-

tuscumque sum aut t'ui, (nam |iervnisse mo ad uliqund no
men in-renii rreiln) freqin-utrr molua sum, ut mo non

li\i;rj-.

mie Si.liim ifeprehenderint, sed pallor, et vero similU dotot.

Quinclil.
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his reputation at the bar. And indeed it is chiefly

by this character, that an orator distinguishes him-

self, and conciliates all the suffrages in his favour.
We shall soon see how well qualified be was to in-

struct youth, and in what manner he acquired the love

and esteem of every body on that account. Among
(he many illustrious disciples that frequented his

school, Pliny the younger did him most honour, by
the beauty of his genius, the elegance and soliditv of
his style, the admirable sweetness of his disposition,
his liberality to men of learning, and his peculiar
warmth of gratitude for his master, of which he after-

wards gave him a most illustrious proof.
After having devoted twenty years entirely to the

instruction of youth in the school, and thedelenceof
clients at the bar, he obtained the emperor Domitian's

permission to quit both these equally useful and labo-

rious employments. Instructed by the sad example
of his master Domitius Aler,' he believed it proper to

think of a retreat, before it became absolutely neces-

sary, and that he could not put a more graceful period
to his labours, than by renouncing them at a time,
when he should be regretted: Hunestissimum Jinem
putfi/iamus, desinere dum desideraremur; whereas
Domitius chose rather to sink under the weight of his

profession, than to lay it down. It was upon this oc-

casion that he gives wise advice to his brethren the

pleaders.
" The orator," says he, " would he take my

opinion, would sound a retreat, before he fell into the

snares or ae, and gain the port, whilst his vessel was
sound and in good condition."' Quinctilian, how-
ever, at that time was only forty-six or forty-seven

years old, a florid and robust time of life. Perhaps
his long application had begun to impair his health.

However that may be, his was not a leisure of indo-

lence and sloth, but of activity and ardour, so that he
became in some measure still more useful to the pub-
lic than he had ever been by all his past labours. For
indeed the latter were confined within the narrow
bounds of a certain number of persons and years;
whereas, the works, which were the fruit of his re-

tirement, have instructed all ages: and we may say,
that Quinctilian's school has continued the school of
mankind from his death, and still continues to abound
with the admirable precepts he has left us upon elo-

quence.
He began by composing a treatise Upon the Causes

of Ike Corruption nf Eloquence, the loss of which can
never be sutiicienlly regretted. Ant. J. C. 89. / It un-
doubtedly is not the piece still extant under the title

of A Dialogue upon the Orators. At the time when
he began this work, he lost the youngest of his two
sons, only five years of

asje:
and some months after, a

sudden death deprived him of his wife, who was only
nineteen years old, and even somewhat less.*

Some time after, at the solicitation of his friends,
he. began his great work, the Institutiones Oralorice,

con>istiiig of twelve books. Ant. J. C. 90: of which I

shall give an account in the sequel.
He had finished the three first books of it, when the

emperor Domitian committed the two roung princes,
his great nephews, whom he designed for his suc-

cessors, to his care. Ant. J. C. 91.4 They were the

grandsons of his sister Domitilla, whose daughter,
named also Domitilla, had married Flavius Clemens,
the emperor's cotisin-german, by whom she had these
two

princes.
This was a new motive to him for re-

doubling his application to complete his work. His
own v.;.rds deserve repeating, the passage being re-

markable. " Hitherto," says he, addressing hini-elf

to Victorinus, to whom he dedicates this piece,
"

I

wrote only for you and myself; and, confining those

instructions to our own houses, when the public did

not lliink fit to approve them, I thought myself too

happy that they mi-jlit be useful to your son and mine;
but since the emperor has vouchsafed to charge me
with the education of his nephews, should I estt-rm a-

I ought the approbation of a god, and know the value

Quinct. 1. xii c. 11.

Antequam in lias etatis venial in-Hinn, receptui cnnet,
t in |>ortum inti-ra navo prrvoniet. Quinct. I. xii. c. 11.

> Quinrtil. in I'r.xrm I. vi.

Uuinrul. in Protein. I. ir. Sueton. in Domit. c. 15

of the honour he has conferred upon me, if I did no.
measure the greatness of my undertaking by that idea.

And, indeed, in whatever manner I considered it, whe-
ther in regard to manners or to knowledge and art,

what ought I not to do, to deserve the esteem of so

sacred a censor; a prince, in whose person supreme
eloquence is united with supreme power'? ll then we
are not surprised to ste the most excellent poets, not

only invoke the muses at the beginning of their works,
but again implore their assistance, whenever in the

course of it some jew important object arises to be

treated; with how much greater reason ought I to be

pardoned, if what I did not at first I now do, and call

all the gods to my aid, particularly him, under whose

auspices I henceforth write, and who, more than ft!l

the rest, presides over study and science? May he
then be propitious to me ; and, proportioning his graces
to the high idea he hath given of me, in a choice so

glorious and so difficult to sustain, may he inspire nij
mind with the force and elevation it wants, and rendet
me such as he hath believed me!"

It must be confessed, that there is in this compli-
ment abundance of wit, loftiness, and grandeur, espe-
cially in the thought with whicii it concludes: "And
render me such as he hath believed me." But is it

possible
to carry flattery and impiety to a greater

Height, than to treat a prince as a god, who wag a
monster of vice and cruelty? Nor am I even sure

whether the last thought be so just as it is shining:
"And render me such as he hath believed me." He
was not such then in reality: and how came this pre-
tended god to believe he was? Again, if instead of

extolling the regularity and purity of his manners, he
had contented himself with enlarging upon his elo-

quence and the other talents of the mind upon which
he valued himself, the flattery had been less odious.
He praises him in another place* in the game manner,
where he prefers him above all other poets; at which
time it is very likely, that the consulary ornaments
were conferred upon Quinctilian.
The care of the young princes' education with which

Quinctilian was charged, did not hinder him from

working upon his book, the Inslittttione* Oratoria.
His regard for his only surviving son, whose happjr
genius and disposition merited his whole tenderness
and attention, was a powerful motive with him for

hastening that work, which he considered as the most
valuable part of the inheritance he should leave him;
in order, says he himself, that if any unforeseen acci-

dent should deprive that dear child of his father, he

might, even after his death, serve him as a guide and

preceptor.
7

Continually filled, therefore, with the

thought and apprehension of his mortality, he labour-
ed night and day upon his work; and had already fin-

ished the fifth book of it, when an early death robbed
him of that darling child, in whom his whole joy and
consolation were centred. This was to him, alter the
loss he had already sustained of his youngest son, a

calamity that overwhelmed him with anguish and af-

fliction. His grief, or rather despair, vented itself in

complaints and reproaches against the gods them-

selves, whom he loudly accused of injustice and cru-

elty; declaring, that it was plain, after so cruel and

Adliuc. velut ntudw inter no* conferetiamuH ; et, si pa-
rum nostra institutio probaretur a ceterii", content! fore

domestiro usu videbamur, ut tui rni-ique tilii riisciplinara
formarr, satis pu(aremu8. Cum vrro milii Dumiiiunus Au*
"iwtua tororU iuae nepotum delesavcrii curam, non satis
liunorem judiriorum ccelestium intellU'am, ni-i ex lioc quo
qe oneris, inagnitudinc-rn metiur. QuU enjm niilii aut
more* exeolendi sil modus, ut cos non mimerjio prnbavvril
*niirii<iniu Censor? aut Mudia, ne fiTrlii.se in his vidvar

Principem, ut in omnibu*, ita in eloquentia qum;ii? eminen*
ti.iMinum ? Quod si nemo mirutur poc'ia* maximos s-rp*
!<! i---, ui non Milum initiig o|*>rum suorum Muas invoca-

rcnt, *ed proved! quoque lm>;:iu<, cum ad aliqurm graviorum
locum vriii-srni, rr|ieirreiU vota, el vrlut nova urrcutionr
ulerentur: milii quoque profi-oin potf-ri; ii-r.o-ci, i, quof!
inilio, cum |>iimiiin hanc niutr-riuin incjiouv), non tVr, rim
mine nmnes in anxilium deos, insumque tmprimif, quo De-

que |ira'-cntius aliud, ncqne sluiliis majjis (iropilinm numen
*i, invocom ; ul, quantum nolii* expectations adjerit, tan-
turn ini'rnii aspirel, dexterque ac volens adit, et me, qualca

lidit, faciat.

Lib. x. c. 1 ' tluinctil. in Pnx*oi 1. ri
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unjust a treatment, which neither himself nor his chil-

dren had deserved, that there was no providence to

cuperinlend affairs below. Discourses of this kind

show in a clear light, what even the most perfect pro-
bity of the Pagans was: for I do not know whether all

antiquity can instance one man of a more humane,
reasonable, wise, and virtuous character than Quinc-
iilian, according to the rule of paganism. His books
abound with excellent maxims upon the education of

children, upon the care which parents ought to take

to preserve them from the dangers and corruption of

the world, upon the attention masters ought to have
that the precious deposit of innocence remain unblem-
ished in them, upon the generous disinterestedness in-

cumbent upon persons in power; and lastly, upon the
leal and love for justice and the public good.

His grief had been very just, if attended with mode-
ration: for never child deserved more to be regretted
than he. Besides the graces of nature and exterior

attributes, a charming tone of voice, an amiable phy-
tiognomy, with a surprising facility in pronouncing
the Greek and Roman languages, as if he had been
born to excel equally in them both; he had the most

happy disposition that could be desired for the sci-

ences, united with a taste and inclination for
study-

that astonished his teachers. But the qualities of hU
heart were still more extraordinary than those of his

head. Quinctilian, who had known abundance of

youth, declares, with an oath, that he had never seen

to much probity of inclination, goodness of soul, sweet-

ness of temper, and elegance of mind, as in this dear
child. In an illness of eight months', continuance he
showed an evenness and constancy of mind, that his

physicians could never
sufficiently admire, opposing

fears and pains with surprising fortitude, and, upon the

point of expiring, consoling his father, and endeavour-

ing to prevent his tears. What a misfortune was it

that so many fine qualities were lost! But what a

shame and reproach were it for Christian children to

be less virtuous!

After having abandoned his studies for some time,

Quinctilian having recovered himself a little, resumed
his work; for which he says, the public ought to have
the more favourable opinion of him, as he laboured no

longer for himself; his writings, as well as fortune,

being to pass away to strangers. He at length finish-

ed his plan in twelve books, Ant. J. C. 93. It had cost

him little more than two years: of which besides, he
had employed a great part not in actually composing,
but in preparing, and collecting all the matterof which
it was to consist, by the perusal of authors who had
treated the same subject. 1 And we huve seen how
many afflictions and melancholy affairs he had upon
his hands during that time. It : astonishing and al-

most incredible, how so perfect a work could be com-

posed in so short a space. His design was to follow
the advice of Horace, who, in his Art of Poetry, re-

commends to authors not to be in too much haste to

publish
their writings.* Accordingly he kept his by

him, in order to revise them at his leisure, to give time
to the first emotions of self-love and the complacency
people always have for their own productions to cool;
and to examine them no longer with the fond prepos-
session of an author, but with the temper and impar-
tiality of a reader. He could not long resist the eager
desire of the public to have liis works, and was in a

manner reduced to abandon them to it, contenting
himself with wishing them success, and recommend-
ing to his bookseller to take great care that they were
exact and correct. It must have been at least a year
before they could be in a condition to appear. We
are obliged to the Abh Gedoyn for having enabled
the public to judge of the merit of this author, by the

translation he hag published of his works.
Mr. Dorlwt'H believes, it was about this time that

Quinctilian, being no longer employed in composing-
his great work, which he had lately finished, thought

I
fl|iisl. nd Trypli l.ibliop.
PMM lYinclr Hnrntii consilio, qui in arte poe'lira sundet,

ne pifi|iitctur rditin, noiiiimqiie. prcmatur in nmum ; dahum
tin otinm, ut refrigerate inventinnis amorc diligenlius repe-
tltos Unquam Icclol pcrpenderom

of a second marriage,
* and accordingly espoused th

grand-daughter of Tutilius, as Pliny the younger calif

him, Ant. J. C. 94. He had a daughter by her about
the end of this year.

Domitian, notwithstanding his pretended divinity,
was killed in his palace by Sfephanus, who had put
himself at the head of the

conspirator*. Ant. J. C. 96
That emperor had caused Flavius Clemens, then con-

sul, to be put to death, and had hinn>h d his niece

Klavia Domitilla, the wife of Clemens. Hi had also

banished St. Flavia Domitilla, the daughter of one of
the same consul's sisters. All these persons sutieied

Lr the faith in Jesus Christ. The death of Clement
hastened the death of Domitian, either through tlie

horror and fear it gave every body, or because it ani

mated Stephanos against him, who was the Ireedman
and steward of Domililla, the wife of Clemens, of
whose estate he was obliged to give an account, and
was accused of malversation in that respect. Ant. J. C.
98. Nerva succeeded Domitian, and reigned only
sixteen months and some days. Trajan, whom he
had adopted, was his successor, and reigned twenty
years.

.Nothing is known of Quinctilian from the death
of Domitian, except the marriage ol his daughter, ad-

mitting he had one. When she was ol age to marry
he gawe her to Nonius Celer. Pliny signalized him
sell on this occasion by a generosity and gratitude
which in my opinion do him more honour than hit

writings, excellent as they are. He had studied elo-

quence under Quinctilian. The works he has left us

sufficiently prove that he was a disciple worthy of so

great a master: but the following lact no less denotes
the goodness of his heart, and the remembrance he

constantly retained of the services he had received

from him. As soon as he knew that Quinctilian in-

tended to marry his daughter, he thought it incum-
bent on him to express his gratitude to his master by
a small present. The difficulty was to make him ac-

cept it. He wrote him a letter upon that head, that

can never be sufficiently admired for its art and de-

licacy, of which I shall insert a translation in thil

place.

Pliny's Letter to Quinctilian.

"Though the moderation of your mind is verj

great, and you have educated your daughter as be-

comes Quinctilian's daughter, and the grand-daughter
of Tulilius: yet, as she. is about to marry Nonius
Celer, a person of distinction, whose employments in

the state impose a kind of necessity upon him for ap-

pearing with splendour, it is proper, that she should

adapt her dress and equipage to the rank of her hus-

band. These exterior things indeed add nothing to

our dignity; they however express and adorn it. I

known how very rich you are in the goods of the

mind, and that you are much less so in those of for-

tune than you ought to be. Let me claim therefore

a part in your obligations, and, as another father,

give our dear daughter fifty thousand scstertia, (12,-
500 livrcs*) to which I should add, if I was not as-

sured, that the mediocrity of the present is the sole

means to prevail upon your modesty to accept it.

Adieu." t

This letter of Pliny's has one circumstance in it

very much for Quinctilian's honour: that alter having

publicly emploved twenty years with surprising re-

putation and success, as well in instructing youth
as pleading at the bar; after having long resided in

* This second marriage u not certain, but teemi very

probable.
4 AlniD! COO/, sterling.
Qunmvi? et ipsc sis cmiiinrnti.'-*irmis, et filiam tuam ill

insiji nrris. ut dcrrbat filiain mum, Tuiilii noptrm
' cum la-

men fll nnpliira honrmi^simo vim N'onio IVIrri. c-iii nilio

rivilium ofiViorum ncrrssilalom quondam niinris imnonit;

del*-!, sccundiim rondii inncn niariii, vesie, Romitatu angcri:
ciiilius nun quidrm uimelur dcnimr, ornutiir (amm el in-

Kiruiiur. Te pnrru animo braii*simum, modicum faculiati-

bus scio. IiaqllH [iHrtemoncris lui mihi vcndirn, n, tanqiiam
parens alter pudlip nosira", ronfrro qutnqiMginta niiilia num-
mum: plus rolliiturus ni-i a vrrrrundia lua fulu mcdiocri
in'r Miiii.u-ciili inipctrari prase oonficlcrem, ne rtcuearei
Valt. E. 32. I. G.
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the court with young princes, the education of whom
ought to have given him, and undoubtedly did give
Dim, great credit with the emperor, he had made no

great fortune, and had always remained in a lauda-

ble nitili ici-ily. A fine example, but unhappily very
seldom imitated! Juvenal however intimate*, that

Qiiinclilian was verv rich, and that he had a con-

siderable number of fortsts, from which, no doubt,
rose a very great rerenue.

Undo ijitur tot

ftuinctilianui babel Minis?
S*t. vii. I 3.

These riches must necessarily have been of later

date than the time when Pliny made Quinctilian the

jwestnt we have mentioned. Ant. J. C. 118. It is be-

lieved, that if real, they were the effect of the liberal-

itr of Adrian, when he attained the empire, for he

declared himself the protector of the learned, Quinc-
tilian wis then seventy-six years old. It is not known
whether he lived long after, and history tells us no-

thing of his death.

II. Plan and Character of Quinclilians Rhetoric.

The rhetoric of Quinctilian, entitled, Inslilii/ionct

Oratoria, is the most complete antiquity has left us.

Hi* design in it is to form the perfect orator. He be-

gins with him in his cradle and from his birth, and

goes on with him through all the stages of life to the

grave. This rhetoric consists of twelve books. In

the first ha treats of the manner in which children

ihould be educated from their earliest infancy;
whence he proceeds to grammar. The secoud

lays
down rules to be observed in the schools of rhetoric,

and solves several questions in regard to the art it-

elf, as whether it be a science, whether useful, &c.

The live following books contain the rules of inven-

tion anil disposition. The eighth, ninth, and tenth

books include all that relates to elocution. The
eleventh, after a fine chapter upon the manner of

peaking with propriety as an orator, de aptt dicendo,
treats of memory and pronunciation. In the twelfth,

which is perhaps the finest of them all, Quinctilian

lays down the personal qualities and obligations of
in advocate, as such, and with regard to his clients:

when he ou^ht to quit his profession; and how em-

ploy his retirement.

One of the peculiar characters of Quinctilian's rhe-

toric is, its being written with all the art, elegance,
and energy of style it is possible to imagine. He
knew, tlmt precepts when treated in a naked, simple,
and subtle manner, are only proper to dry up the

sources of the mind, and, it I may use the expres-
sion, to make discourse lean and languid, by depriv-

ing it of all grace and beauty, and leaving it nothing
but nerve* and bones, more like a skeleton than a

healthy and natural body. I He therefore endeavour-
ed to introduce into his Institutions all the ornament
and elegance of which such a work was susceptible,'
not, as he says himself, with the view of displaying
hi? wit, (for he coulcl have chosen a far more fruitful

subject fur that purpose) hut that youth, from the

attraction of pleasure, might apply themselves with
more ardour to the reading and studying of his pre-

cepts, which without grace and ornament, could not

fail, in offending the delicacy of their ears, t

also their minds. Accordingly we find in his writ-

ings a richness of thoughts, expressions, images, and

peri hi' -
comparisons, which a lively imagination,

doinec with a profound knowledge of nature, con-

Plerumque nud illz rto=. rjnva *ubtilitati affect*'

tlooe transmit atque rotirjdunl i. > nid est in orationp pe-
ernsiun. ot omnem *urcum ingi-nii l.i!>unt, pt oa detegunt :

we ui ose >t atrini nervi? *ui debent, sic corpure o|xri-
tiida cunt. Qvifrrfi/. in Provm. I. i.

In ivtcrl.* admiseere tenlavimus a'iqtlid nilori*, nnn jc-
ttndi in^-nii gratia (nninqup in i'l elu'i inateria pnlprat uhe-

fior)ed ut hue ipo allirercmii* mnjis jiiventutem at! cozni-
tionem cciri>m

ijii.T
nTonria !i|ilii< arliiuabamur, n ilnnj

jiicu'Mli'ate aliqua Urtioiii*. lil*miu diiecrcnt ea, quorum
un jejuna itquc rida irnditin avfrtret animo.. et iur>-s

ji*eriim tarn delicaiac) ra-Jerel. verebamur. Qnie(i/. I.

. r. 1.
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tinually supplies, without ever exhausting itself, or

falling into disagreeable repetitions: comparisons,
which throw such a fulness of light and beauty into

precepts, often obscure and disgusting in themselves;,

as give them a
quite

different spirit and effect.

The principal end of Quinctilian, in his rhetoric,
was to oppose the bad taste of eloquence, that pre-
vailed in his time, and revive a manner of thinking
and judging more sound and severe, and more con-

formable to the rules of the elegance of nature.*

Seneca had contributed more than any oilier author
to vitiate and corrupt the judgment of the Hon.an

youth, and to substitute in the place of tlixt manly
and solid eloquence, which had prevailed till his

time, the prettinesses, if I may be allowed to call

them so, of a style surfeited with ornaments, glitter-

ing thoughts, quaint conceits, antithesis, and point.
He perceived aright, that his* works would never

please those who admired the ancients: for which
reason he never ceased to speak ill of, and discredit

them, even the authors who were most esteemed, as

Cicero and Virgil. In consequence of this conduct
an almost universal contempt for them ensued; so
that when Qiiinclilian began to teach, he found no
author but Seneca in the hands of youth. He did

not endeavour absolutely to exclude him; but could
not suffer his being preferred to writer* of incom-

parably greater merit.

For'the rest, we ought not to be surprised that this

bad taste made so rapid a progress in so short a time:

which is indeed no more than what usually happens.
There wants but a single person of a certain charac-

ter to vitiate all the rest, and to corrupt the lan-

guage of a whole nation. Such was Seneca.* I omit

speaking in this place of the other qualities, for which
he was admired: a happy and universal genius; avast
extent of knowledge: a profound erudition in philo-

sophy: and a morality abounding with the ju-test
and most solid principles. To keep w ithin the bounds
of mv subject, he had an easy and exuberant wit, a

fine and rich imagination, a shining facility in his

compositions, solid thoughts, expressions curious and
full of energy, with happy and sprightly turns and
conceits. But as to his style it was almost \icious in

all its parts, and so much the more dangerous, as it

was all over luxuriant with charming faults ami beau-
tiful defects.6

This florid style, this taste for point and quaintness,
the more dangerous as the more easy and affecting,
and therefore the more conformable to the character

of youth, soon seized the whole city. It became

necessary that every proof and every period should
conclude with some glittering thought, or singular
and surprising turn, to strike the ear, attract particu-
lar attention, and in some measure claim applause.'
Quinctilian believed himself obliged to attack thii

had taste with the utmost vigour; which he does
almost throughout his whole work, by laying down,
upon the model of the ancients, the principles of true

and solid eloquence. It is not, as he often declares,
and as his style sufficiently shows, because he was an

enemy to the beauties and graces of discourse. H
confesses th*t Cicero himself, to defend his clients,

employed not only strong but shining arms: and that

in the cause of Cornelius Balbus, in which he was
often interrupted by the applauses and universal clap-
ping of hands of his auditors, sublimity, pomp, and

glitter of eloquence occasioned those loud acclama-

Quod acrid it milii, dum eorruptum et omnibus vitiii

fracium dirondi *>nuft revocare ad scvericra judiria ronlen-
do. Qiner. I. x. c. 1.

Turn aiiiom a.lu* hie frr in mnnibiu ndolrfren'ium fuJL
Quom non r(|nidi>ni omnino rnnaliar rxcutcrc, e<l |x>'ioril>u

pra-fcrri non ninditim, quo* ille non degtiteril ii><v-ri ,curn
div.-r*i silii riitiM ius :;i>npri. plaopre se in dicendo notre iit,

quitm ill) placerent, diffidoret. Ibid.

Qninrnl. |. ,. r . 1.

&-H in elnc]iirndn rnrrupta pleraquo. atque en per. irio

HFJma. quod abundant dulcilxm vitiii. Vellet eum cu inpo-
nin dtvissp. nliepn juilicio.

i Nunc illiid vnlunt, nt omni* !(vu, nmnis contui: in fin*

nermoni-1 ferint aurr-m. Turpc ao'pm ar prop* nefat
:liirunt,

r-s.iirnrc ullo loco qui acclamaiionem non petieril. Uin-
til I. viii. c. 5.
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tiDns.i He adds to this motive a very true and judi-
cious reflection, which seems to regard only the ora-

tor's reputation: this is, that the beauty of speech
conduces very mnrh to the success of a cause, because

those who hear with pleasure are more attentive, and
become more inclined to believe what thy hear,

won over as they are by the charms of discourse, and
sometimes in a manner borne away by the general
admiration. Quinctilian therefore does not reject
ornaments: but he insists that eloquence, which is an

eneinv to paint, and all borrowed graces, admits no
dress but what is manly, noble, and majestic.* He
consent?, that it should shine and be lovely, but from

health, if 1 may be allowed the expression, and that

it should owe its beauty solely to its natural vigour
and florid complexion. He carries this principle so

far as to say, that were he to choose, he should pre-
fer the rough, gross force of the ancients, to the

studied and effeminate affectation of the moderns.3

But, says he, there is in this point a certain mean
that may be observed, in like manner as there is a

neatness and
elegance at present in our tables and

furniture, which is so far from being reprovable, that

we ought, to the utmost of our power, to make it

become a virtue in the general acceptation.We find by the little I have related of Quinctilian,
how greatly useful the study of such a work may be

to form the judgment of youth. It is no less so in

respect to the manners. He has scattered admirable
maxims of that nature throughout his rhetoric. I

have quoted part of them in my treatise upon study.
But this fund of probity, so worthy in itself of our

highest praises, is much dishonoured by our rhetori-

cian's impious flatteries in regard to Domitian, and by
his despair on the death of his children, that rose so

high as to denv providence. This example, and many
others of a lite nature, instruct us how to think of
the?e pagan virtues, which were solely founded in

self-love, and of a religion that afforded no resource

against the losses and evils to which human life in

continually exposed.

III. Method of Intlmcting Youth in Quinctilian't
Time.

Before I conclude this article upon Quinctilian,
I shall extract from his writings part of what relates

to the manner of teaching, as used at Rome, in his

time.

It appears to have been a very usual custom at

Rome, not to begin the instruction of children till

they were seven years old, because it was believed,
that before that age they had neither sufficient strength
of body nor extent of mind for learning.* Quinctil-
ian thinks otherwise, and prefers the opinion of

Chrysippus, who had composed a treatise of conside-
rable extent, and in great esteem, upon the education
of children. Though that philosopher allowed three

years to the nurses, he was from that age for having
them industriously imbued with good principles ol

morality, and formed insensibly for virtue. Now,
says Quinctilian, if from that early state their man-
ners may be cultivated, what hinders but their minds

may also be improved? What is a child to do from
the time he begins to speak? For undoubtedly he

must do something. Is it proper to abandon him

i Nee fnrtibu* modo wdetiam fuleemibus armis prsfliatus
in causa esl Cicero Cornelii : qui nnn assecutu* creel docen-
do Judicem tanlum, et uiiliter drmum ar. T.alin* jperspicud-

que ilirendo, ut populus Romany* admiratinnem suam ; nun
acclamaiione tantum. Bed etiam pluusu confiieretur. Subli-

mitas profecto. et magnificrniia, et nitor, et auctnritas ex-

Rres*ii

ilium fraj.irem SVd ne. causs quidfm parum con-
rt hie orationit ornatu*. Nam qui libenter autliunt, et

masi* attendant, et fariliiin credunt, plerunujue i|*a delecta-
tionc CHpiunrur, nnnnunquam ipsa admiratione auferuntur.

Qvinctil. I. viii. c. 3.

Scd hie ornalun. (repetam enim) virilis, fur tis.pt nanr.tus

lit : nee tnVminatam levitatem, nee fuco eminentem cohirem
aine : nansuine el viribus nrcui. Quinrtil iSicl.

Et, fi necfsw sit, vplerem ilium hnrrnram dicendi mnlim,
qaam isum novam lirrntiam. S-d paint media qua?dam
via: ficut in ciiltu vjcluque arcec.it aliqlii* cilia ri'|>rchcn-
tlonem nitor, nuem, sicut possumu*, adjiciainua virlulibu*.
IM. ,:. 5.

* Qninctil. 1. i. c. 1.

entirely to the discourses c f wcm*n on'1 IKI -ser-

vants? At that age we knoiv he is incanrhie < ithei

of pains or application. Therefore this must lift b#
so much a stiulv as a play, whereby these first year*
of infancy, till the seventh, which are guientlly lost,

may be usefully applied in tearhinjr i.un a tlniu-and

agreeable things within the reach ol'hi* capacity.

They began with the study of the Greek language:'
but that of the Latin soon followed; from which time

they cultivated both languages with equal applies
tion. This is not practised with sufficient regularity

among the French, [or indeed the English,] who sel-

dom or never know their native tongue by prii.cij.les.
When the children had learnt to read well, and to

write correctly, they were taught both the Latin and
Greek grammars. They had, for this end, private
masters who instructed them at home, and other* who
taught in the public schools. Quinctilian examines
which of these two methods of teaching is the most
useful; and, after having attentively considered the

reasons on both sides, he declares for the public
schools. The chapter wherein he treats this question,
is one of the finest parts of his work.
Grammar was not considered in those times as a

frivolous employment of little importance.
6 The Ro

mans set a higher value upon it, and applied them-
selves to it in a particular manner; convinced, that

ta propose making a progress in the sciences without
the assistance of grammar, is like intending to erect a

building without a foundation. They did not dwell

upon minute things and subtleties, which serve only
to cramp the genius, and make the mind dry and

frigid; they studied its principles, and examined its

reasons, with care; for there is nothing hurtful ia

grammar, but what is useless.

Grammar, that is to say, the art of writing and

speaking correctly, turns upon four principles:
7 rea-

son, antiquity, authority, and use. Quinclilian says
an admirable thing upon this last head. This word
Use,* according to him, requires an explanation, and
it is necessary to define precisely what we understand

bv it. For, if we take it for what we see done by the

generality of people, the consequences would be dan-

gerous, not only in regard to language, but what il

more important, in respect to manners. For, say
he, can it be expected among men to see the general-

ity follow or use what is best, and according to rule?

He repeats several customs very common in his time,
which ought not to be considered as uses but as

abuses, though generally practised by the whole citj.
We shall call use therefore, as it relates to language,
that which is received by the consent of such as speak
best; as, in regard to manners, that is use, which hai

the approbation of the good and worthy.

The care of teaching children to read and write

correctly, and of learning them the principles of the

Greek and Latin tongues, was the first but not the

chief duty of grammarians.* They added to this the

reading and explication of the poets, which was of

exceeding great extent, and required profound erudi-

tion. They did not content themselves with making
children observe the propriety and natural significa-
tion of words; the different feet in the construction

of verses; the turns and expressions peculiar to poetry,
with the tropes ar.d figures. They applied them-
selves principally in showing 10 what it was necessary

Quinc. 1. i. r. 1. t I,, i. c. 4. ' Ibid.

Sed hui.- ipi nf>epsarium esl jmliciiim, const ji HP ndon*'

que imprimis id ipum quid Fit, quod consuciudincm ore

mu. ftnffi si ex en quod pluren furinnt nomen accipiat,

periculosi-nimum daliit pr"ceptum, non orationi <

(quixl inajus el) vita>. Unde enim tunium boni ul pluribiu

qua? recta sunt plareant ? Isitur ut velli, et coniam in <rr.

dm frangere, el in balnpis perpocire, qiiamliDt't hr invaee-

rint civiiaiem, non eril ronsuciudn, quia nihil boron caret

reprehensione ^sie, in loquendo. non, i quid vj:ne nniliu

insederit. pro reeula wrmonin arripicnduin eril. Kr^-o con-

suptuilinem sermonis, vrx-nhu ironwiwum pruilitorum ; icut

vivendi, consensum bonorum. Lib. i. cap. 4

L. i. c. 5.

> 1'iFi-ipiiA vcro ilia inn>t nnimis. qua> in rpc.momia vlr-

tu. qua* in docorn rcrum ; quid person* cui'|Uf ronvenerit}
quid in wntitiu* laudandum. quid in verbi; ubi cupia pro*
babilu. ubi modu*.
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to remark in the ^onomy or conduct of a piece, and
the consistency of it* parts and character; what was
fine in the thoughts ami diction; and wherefore the

ftvlt was sometimes flowing and luxuriant, and some-
time? succinct and concise. They made children also

perfectly acquainted with whatever had any relation,

in the poets, either to fable or history, without how-
ever charging their memories with any thing useless.

At least, these are the rules prescribed by Quinctil-
Un. He reckons it a perfection in a grammarian, to

be ignorant of certain things, which indeed do not
deserve to be known.'
The grammarians began also to form youth for

composition, by making them write descriptions,
fables, and more extensive narrations.2 They some-
times made excursion*, of which Quinctilian com-

plains, into the province of rhetoric, and made their

disciples compose discourses, not only in the demon-
strative kind, which seemed abandoned to them, but
even in the deliberative.3 At the same time that

youth learnt grammar, they were also taught music,

geometry, the manner of dancing that improves the

person and mien, and the art of pronunciation, or of

peaking in public; all which were considered as

essential to the future orator, and always preceded
the study of rhetoric.*

The age for entering upon this study was not and
could not be fixed, because it depended on the pro-

gress made in the previous studies. What we cer-

tainly know of it, is, that young persons devoted
several years to it: Adultiferl p ueri ad hot pracep-
torei transftruntur, et apitd eos juvenes etiam facti
perseveraitt.

6 We may conjecture, that they gene-
rally began rhetoric at thirteen or fourteen years of

age, and continued at it till seventeen or eighteen.
The length of time employed in this study ought not

to surprise us, because at Rome as well as Athens,

eloquence opening the door to the highest dignities
of the republic, this art was the principal employ-
ment of the youth of both cities. We must not for-

ret, that at Rome they studied rhetoric under both
Greek and Latin masters.
The function of a rhetorician included two parts:

precepts and declamations.

Quinctilian, in several passages of his work, proves
the utility and necessity of precepts: but he is far

from believing, that a scrupulous observance of them
Is indispensably necessary in composing. Rhetoric
would certainly be very easy and attainable, if it could
be made to consist in a small number of fixed and
certain rules; but its rules change according to time,
occasion, and necessity. For which reason the prin-

cipal requisite in an orator is judgment, because he
is to determine differently his own conduct, accord-

ing to the exigency of affairs.6

The rhetorician dictated the precepts to his dis-

ciples, which must have taken up abundance of time:
for the rhetorics were generally very long, as we
may conclude from that of Quinctilian. It often
treated subjects of a very abstract, and very impro-
per nature in my opinion, to inspire a taste for elo-

quence. These are that kind of passages, which, in

regard to youth, I have taken the liberty to retrench
in my edition of this rhetorician. He found this cus-
tom established, and could not with prudence depart
from it. But he makes his readers good amends, not

only by the graces and beauties of style diffused

through all the passages susceptible of them, but still

more by the solid reflections, with which he unites

most of his precepts. And, when he explained them
to his disciples, what force and clearness must his

pronunciation have added to them!
To teach youth how to practise the precepts he

had explained to them, the master formed them for

composition."' At first they made historical narra-

tions. They tLen rose to praising of great men, and

i Ex quo mihi inter virtutes Grummatici hnbcbitur, all

tua i.osi-ire.

L. i. c. fi. L. ii. c. 1.

I* i. r. 7, tc. L. ii. r. 2.

Atque itden rc-i in oratnre prrripue consilium, quia ariS
tt ad rrrura momenta ccmvertitur. Lib ii. c. 14.

* Lib. ii c. 4.

blaming such as had rendered themselves odious by
their criminal actions; and sometimes made paral-
lels and comparisons between them. They exerci-ea

themselves also in commonplaces, upon avarice, in-

gratitude, and the other vices in general: and in cer-

tain themes which supplied abundant matter for elo-

quence; for instance, whether the country life is pre-
ferable to that of the town; whether most glory be ac-

quired in the field or at the bar. Care was also taken

to exercise the memory.* Quinctilian for this end is

for having youth learn by heart select passages out
of the orators, historians, and other celebrated au-

thors: the poets were left wholly to the grammarians.
They will form their taste early by this means, say*
he, their memory will constantly supply them with
excellent models, which they will imitate even with-

out thinking of it: expressions, turns of thoughts and

figures, will rise up with no constraint under their

pens, and present themselves as treasures carefully
reserved against occasion.'

By these different exercises, they were insensibly
led on to the composition of discourses in form, call

ed declamations, in which the principal business of

rhetoric consisted.iO These were harangues composed
upon feigned and imaginary subjects, in imitation of
those at the bar, and in the

public
deliberations.

Demetrius Phalereus was the first who introduced
the use of them among the Greeks.

Declamations were instituted to prepare youth for

the real affairs of the bar, of which they were pro-

perly to be a faithful resemblance; and as long as

they kept within these just bounds, and perfectly
imitated the form and style of actual pleadings, they
were of great use. Accordingly this sort of com-

position comprised all the parts and beauties of a
coherent discourse. But this exercise, so useful in

itself, degenerated so much through the ignorance
and bad taste of masters, that declamations were one
of the principal causes of the ruin of eloquence.

They made choice of fabulous subjects, entirely ex-

traordinary and unnatural, which had no manner of

relation to the matters treated at the bar. I shall

cite a single example of this kind, from which the

rest may be known. 11 There was a law which de-

creed, that the hands of him who struck or used
violence to his father should be cut off. Qui palrem
pulsaverit, mamis ei pracidaniur. A tyrant, having
caused a father and his two sons to be brought to him
in the citadel, ordered the sons to beat the father.

One of them, to avoid so horrid an impiety, threw
himself headlong from the works of the citadel: the

other, compelled by necessity, obeyed the command,
and struck his father; he afterwards killed the tyrant,
who had made him his friend, and received the re-

ward granted him by the laws in such a case. He
was however tried by the judges for having used vio-

lence to his father, and the prosecutor
demanded that

his hands should be cut of}. The father takes upon
him his defence. Matters of a much more extrava-

gant nature were treated in declamations. The style

was suited to the choice of the subjects, and consist-

ed of nothing but stiff, far-fetched expressions, glit-

tering conceits, points, antitheses, quibbles, and jingle,
strained figures, frothy bombast," in a word, of all

manner ot puerile ornaments, crowded together with-

out judgment or choice. N

Quinctilian opposed this bad taste with the utmost

zeal, and applied himself to reforming declamations.

Lib. ii. c.8.

Sic awuRsrent optimis, semperquc habebnnt intru te quod
imilontur: elium nun scnlienles, sormnn illam, quam nicnie

|XMiitU8 acceperint, exprimenl. Abundabunt uuii in copii
verli'irum oplimorum, et com posit ionc, ar. fijraris jam non

igiuTsiiiK, scii spume et ex re posit u vtlut thexnutu su olVcn-n-

tiluis.

Lib. ii. c. 4. Senec. Declam. iv. I. 0.

11 llec tulerabilia essent, ei ad eliiquentiam ituri; vi.im

faci-r. in : nuni: el rerum lunioro, et genlentinrum Yanissimu

Etrrjiiiu, hue lanlum profiriunt, ul.rum in furum venvrint,

piltcnt UK in alium terrurum orbcm di-latM. Et iileo cg
adiili>rentul<M exi-iimo in jrholis stultisjmo8 fieri, quia ni-

hi! i viK 'jiia- in usu Iinbcmu*, nut nuiliunt, am vidi-nt

sc'l im-llitus vcrborum j;lubulos,ei ntnnia dirla 'actaquo guail

papuvere et sesaruo sparsa. Pttron in init.
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by reducing them to their original design, and making
them conformable to the practice of the bar. Believ-

ing it improper, however, to oppose the torrent of

custom in a direct manner, lie abated of his ardour in

some respects, and cave way to the stream in a cer-

tain degree. It will not be disagreeable to see in

what manner he justifies this condescension himself.
" What then, some one may say, are youth never to

be suffered to treat extraordinary subjects? To give
aloose to their genius, to abandon themselves to the

sallies of a warm imagination, and swell a little in

their style and eloquence? That is undoubtedly
right," says Quinctilian.

" But then let them keep
at least to what is justly bold and swelling; and not

give into what is ridiculous and extravagant to all

who have any sense or discernment. In fine, if we
must have this indulgence for declaimers, let them
swell as much as they please, provided they remem-
ber, that as certain animals are turned loose into the

fields upon the luxuriant herbage for a certain time,
and afterwards are let blood, and return to their

usual meat for the preservation of their vigour; so

they ought to distrust their fulness, and retrench its

vicious superfluities, if they would have their produc-
tions really sound and vigorous. Otherwise, on their

first attempts in public, they will find that imaginary
fulness and abundance no more than empty swell and
tumour." 1

With such wise precautions, declamations might
be of great use to young persons. Perfect discourses

are not to be required or expected from them at first.2

A fruitful and abundant genius mav be known from a

boldness and spirit in attempting, though not always
within the bounds of the just and the true. It 'is

good to have always something to retrench at these

years. When a young person had worked in private

upon a subject given him to treat, he brought his

composition to the school, and read it before his

companions. The master sometimes, to render them
more attentive, and to form their judgment, asked

them what they thought worthy of either praise or
blame in the piece read to them. He afterwards de-

termined the manner in which they were to judge of

it, a* well in regard to the thoughts, as the expres-
sion: he pointed out the passages that were either to

be made more clear, or to be enlarged or abridged;
always softening his criticism with an air of kindness,
and sometimes even with praise, in order to its being
the better received. "For mv pat t," says Quinctil-
ian, "when I observed young person's either too

wanton and luxuriant in their style, or more bold
than solid in their thoughts, I told them, for the pre-
sent I would suffer it, but the time would come when
I should not permit the taking of such liberties. And
thus they were pleased with their wit, without being
deceived on the side of their judgment."'
When the youth, upon the advice of his master,

had carefully retouched his piece, he prepared to

pronounce it in public; and this was one of the great-
est advantages derived from the study of rhetoric,
and at the same time one of the most laborious exer-
cises fur the nirt-trr, ns the satirist observes:

Declimarc duccs, oh ferrea peciora, Vccti I

Juv. Sal. 7.

With iron lungs who teaches to declnim.

i QiiiH IT^II? N'uni|um lin-r su|ir:i riilrm, el poetica (u<
VITI" dii-iun) thcnriala juvenilm* p-lriiKturp permittpmii*, ut

Upttirntur. et Jjainlisint iiKHcria. ft c]iiu>i in mrpus cam ?

Era! optimum. S-cl I-.TM'- -int zri'iiliti ct lumidn, nnn stultn

etinm, PI iicriorilius ocuIN intucnti ridirula. Ar, si jam re-

di'ndiim i st, itnpli-ni *< ilerlamalnr ali'|ii;md<i. cium srint, ut

qundruiii'di's, rum vcriili paliulu ili-'t.ntip sum, cnujriiiniM dp-

trarlinnn rurntitijr, ei sir nd ribos veriluis roncprvan<lj ido-

ncos rrdciint : ita silii <|uqn<> tpntinrui< Hdipp<, et quicquid
humoriit corrupt! font V.TII, cmiMemliitn. i >-ssp snnu< r

rnliustus vulct. AliiH]iii. tumor illc innni-i priino cujusc|ue
vcri >prri< rnnntu deprelmndelur Lib. ii. c. II.

> In pii-'ris orutio rM'rfrrta tier i-xii-i. nee *|M'rari potest :

melinr niilem et indo|i<* Ifpta. '." 'in -n^hi'ii- roiiaiilo, et vpl

pJtira jii<t(> runcipji-'K interim spirim*. NPC uni|iinin me in

hit dUrpntis nnni< ..ffi,dnt, i quid snr*>rfiirit. Lib. ii. r. 4.

Sul'-linm nndicpn- pu"ri. nli(|iiid HUMS Ijrcntius nut lip.

tiu, laudnre illud me ndlitir; vpnttiriini lem|ii|i, quo jdpm
en purmitttrcm. Ita, ct iiigcnio guudelmnt, ct ju<licio nnn

fIIcb(uitur. Ibid

The relations and friends of the speakers assemble^
on these occasions, and it was the height ofjoy to fa-

thtrs to see their sons succeed in these declamations
which prepared them for pleading, and enabled them
to distinguish themselves in time at the bar.

Among the different exercises of rhetoric, (here is

reason to be surprised, that nothing is said of the resd-

ing and explaining of good authors, vt hich alone is

capable of forming entirely the taste of vonlh, ami of

teaching them to compose well. Quinctilian 4 con-
fesses, that this was not practised at the time he be-

gan to teach rhetoric. He was sensible ol all its ad-

vantages from the first, and exercised some young
persons in it, whom he instructed in private, in con-

sequence of their parents' request: but having found
the. contrary custom established in the schools, he was
afraid to depart from the ancient method; so much
force and dominion has custom over the mind of man!
Convinced of the vast importance of this practice with

regard to youth, he recommends it industriously in his

oratorical institutions: and as the grammarian's busi-

ness was to explain the poets to them, he is for having
the rhetorician do the same in respect to the orators
and historians, but especially the former, in reading
them with the pupil*, and making them sensible of all

their beauties; and he prefers this exercise far be.foie

all the precepts of rhetoric, how excellent soever thej

may be; examples being infinitely more improving in

his opinion.* F'or, says he, what the rhetorician con-
tents himself with teaching, the orator sets before the

eyes. The one points out the road youth are to take
the other in a manner leads them by the hand all the

way. Qiue doctor prcecipit, orator ostendit.6

I have perhaps enlarged a little too much upon what
relates to this excellent master of rhetoric, from whom
I have cited many passages, for which 1 ought to make
some excuse to the reader. 1 desire him therefore to

pardon my too manifest prejudice and passion for

Quinctilian, who is my favourite author, and whose

writings have been the subjects of my lessons in the

royal college more than forty >ears. I confess, that I

am charmed and transported whenever I read h'ts

books, which always seem new to me; and I set the

higher value upon them, as 1 know no author mor*

capable of preserving youth against the false taste of

eloquence, which seems in our days to aspire at supe-
riority and dominion.

Several Saints have taught rhetoric, and have done
honour to their profession by their profound know-

ledge, and still more by their solid piety : St. Cyprian
St. Gregory Nazianzen, St. Augustin, &c. The last

mentions 7 a celebrated rhetorician, named Victorious,
to whom a statue was erected at Rome, M here the

learned instruction he had given the children of the
most illustrious senators had acquired him great repu-
tation. The affecting history of his conversion, (for
he had courageously renounced paganism for the
Christian religion) contributed very much to that of
St. Augustin.

CHAPTER V.

OF SOPHISTS.
IN the subject I am now to treat, I have made great

use of Mr. Hardion's work upon the Origin and 1'ro-

grtss of Rhetoric amongst the Greek*, ot which onlj
a small part has been published.

It is hard to give a just idea and exact definition of

sophUts, because their condition and reputation have

undergone various changes. It was at first a very
honourable title. It afterwards became odious and

contemptible from the vices of the sophists, and the

abuse they made of their talents. At length the same
title, in a manner restored to it* privileges by the me-
rit of those who bore it, continued in honour for a

considerable succession of ages, which did not how-
ever prevent many of them, even in those times, from

making HII ill use of it.

* L. ii. e. 5.

lion dilizrntia? perms inisin. dicere plus cnltaluiiim t'.if-

rf>iitilni, quart) unip'-s omnium lines \nni in omniirji
Ii re minus vnlenl priecepta, (juam rxempln. Lib. ii. cap 5,

L>. x. c. 1. ' Cunlvig. 1. viii. c. 2
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Tfie name of sophist among; the ancients was of verv

great extent, and was given to all those whose ininils

were adorned with usetul and polite learning, ami who
imparted their knowledge to others, either by sjteech
or in writing, upoo any science or subject whatsoever.
Hence we may judge how ^onourable this character
was at first, and what respect it must have draw upon
those, who, distinguishing themselves bv a superior
merit, made it their business to form mankind for vir-

tue, science, and the government of states. The
greatest proof which can be given, says Isocrates, of
the singular estimation in which the sophists u. t>

held, is, that Solon, who was the first Athenian called

sophist, was judged worthy by our ancestors of being
placed at the head of the republic. Herodotus I reck-

ons him amongst the sophists, whom th; opulence of

Croesut, and his love for the polite arts, had brought
to hi; court.
When by the defeat of Croesus, Asia Minor was

fubjected to the arms of the Persians, most of the

sophists returned into Greece, and the city of Athens
became, under the government of Pisistratus and his

chiHren, the darling asylum and residence of the

learned.

To understand aright the advantages they were of
to Greece, we have only to remember the important
tervices they rendered Pericles in regard to policy
and government.

Ait arts, whose objects are great and considerable,

require a genius for discussion, and a profound know-

ledge of nature.* The mind is thereby accustomed to

conceive lofty and sublime thoughts, and enabled to

attain its perfection. Pericles united with the most

happy natural talents this habit of meditating and dis-

cussing. Having fallen into the hands of Anaxagoras,
who followed tins method in every thing, he learned
from him to trace things to their principles, and ap-

plied himself particularly to the study of nature.3 His-

tory tells us the use he made of it on the occasion of
an eclipse of the sun, which had thrown his whole fleet

into a consternation. Anaxagoras, who abounded in

this kind of knowledge, made it the principal subject
of his conversations with Pericles, who knew bow to

lelect from them what was proper, to apply it to rhe-

toric.

Damon, who succeeded Anaxagoras with Pericles,

called himself only a musician, but concealed profound
learning under that name and profession.* Pericles

passed
whole days with him, either to improve the

knowledge he already had, or to acquire more.4 Da-
mon wa* the most amiable man in the world, and never
wanted abundant resources upon whatever subject he
was consulted. He had studied nature profoundly,
and the effects of the different kinds of music. He
composed excellently himself, and all his works tended
to inspire horror of vice and love of virtue. What-
ever care this sophist had taken to conceal his real

profession, his enemies, or rather those of Pericles,

perceived at length that his lyre was only assumed to

disguise him from their sight. From that time they
used all means to discredit him with the people. They
painted him as an ambitious, turbulent person, who
favoured tyranny. The comic poets seconded them
to the utmost of their power, by the ridicule they
vented against him. He was at length cited to answer
for himself before the judges, and banished by the os-

tracism. His merit and attachment to Pericles were
his only crimes.

That illustrious Athenian had also another teacher

both in eloquence and policy, whose name and pro-
fession must give surprise: this was the famous Aspa-
tla of Miletus.6 That woman, so much celebrated for

her beauty, knowledge, and eloquence, was at the same
lime of two very different professions, a courtesan and
a sophist. Her house was frequented by the gravest

personages of Athens. She gave her lessons of elo-

quence and policy with ?o much politeness and mo-

desty, that the husbands were not afraid to carry their

> L. i. c. 29. * Plato in Phzdr. p. 269.
Pint, in Pericl. p. 154.

Plut. in Pericl. pp. 153, 154. Plut. in Lach. p. 180.
Plut. in Perirl. pp. 165, 169. Alhen. I xiii. p. 60S, lie-

eh. in roce <> IM'. Suit. ibid.

wives thither, where they might be present without
shame or danger.

In her conduct and studies she followed the exam-

ple of another famous courtesan of Miletus, named

Thargelia, whose talents had acquired her the title of

su['hist, and whose exceeding beauty had raised her to

the height of grandeur. \N hen Xerxes meditated the

conquest of Greece, he engaged her to employ the
charms of her person and wit, to bring over several of
the Grecia'n cities to his side, in which she succeeded

effectually. She at length settled in Thessaly, where
the sovereign married her, and she lived thirty \tar*

upon the throne.

Aspasia \\ith abundance of wit and beauty united a

profound knowledge of rhetoric and policy. Socrates

boasted, that it was to her instructions he was indebt-

ed for all his eloquence, and ascribed to her the merit
of having formed all the great orators of his time.'

He intimates also in Plato, that Aspasia had the great-
est share in composing the funeral oration, pronounced
by Pericles in praise of the Athenians, who ft 11 in bat-

tle for their country, which appeared so admirable,
that when he had done speaking, the mothers and
wives of those he had praised, ran to embrace and
crown him with wreaths and fillets, as a champion
victorious in the games.

Pericles was in no good understanding with hit

wife, who consented without any ditRcully to be di-

vorced from him. Alter he had married her to an-

other, he took Aspasia in her stead, and lived with
her in the most perfect union. She was a long time
the mark of the poets' satiric wit, who in their come-
dies drew her sometimes under the name of Omphale,
sometimes of Dejanira, and sometimes under that of
Juno. It is not certain whether it was before or after

her marriage that she was accused before the judgei
for the crime of impiety.

8 It is only said, that Peri-

cles saved her with great difficulty, and that he exert-

ed all his credit and eloquence in her defence. It it

a pitv that Aspasia dishonoured by the irregularity of
her manners, and her profession of a courtesan, the

many fine qualities, for which she was o'theruise so

estimable, and which without that blot, would have
made her an honour to her sex. But they prove,
however, of what the sex is

capable,
and how high

females can carry the talents ol the mind, and even
the science of government.

Besides Anaxagoras, Damon, and Aspasia, who had

principally instructed Pericles in eloquence and poli-
cv, he had also several other sophists of great reputa-
tion in his house. This conduct shows the value

which the great men of antiquity set upon, and the

use they made of, the sciences, which they were very
far from considering as a simple amusement, fit only
at most to^rratify the curiosity of a speculative mind
with rare and abstract knowledge, but incapable of

forming persons for the government of states.

The extraordinary honour paid by all Greece to

the sophists, proves how highly they were esteemed.
When they arrived at a city, they were met by the

people in a body, and their entrance into it had some-

thing of the air of a triumph 9 They had their freedom
conferred upon them, were granted all sorts of immu-
nities, and had statues erected to their honour. Rom*
erected one to the sophist Proasresus, who went thith-

er by order of the emperor Constantius. ' Kothing
can be imagined more glorious or more soothing than
the inscription of this statue: Regina remm Roma
Regi elorjuenticr; that is, "Rome, the queen of the

world, to the king of eloquence."
The experience which most of the cities had made

of the advantage of the sophists to those in the ad-

ministration of public affairs, and especially in the in-

struction of youth, occasioned their being treated with
all these singular mark* of esteem and distinction.

Besides which, it cannot be denied, that many of them
had abundance of wit, had acquired a great extent of

knowledge by application, and distinjuished them-
selves in a particular manner by their eloquence. The

' Plut. in Mcnex. p. 2?6 249.

Pint, in Pericl. p. 169.

S. Chrji. iu Enist ad Ephei.
2V
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most celebrated wie Gorgias, Tisias, Protagoras, and

IVodicus, who all appeared in the time of Socrates.

GoRGIAS is surnamed the Leontine, because he was
a native of Leontium, a city of Sicily. His citizens,

who were at war with those of Syracuse, deputed him
as the most excellent orator among them, to implore
aid of the Athenians, whom he charmed by his elo-

quence, and obtained from them all he demanded.
As it was new to them, they were datzled with the

pomp of his words, thoughts, genius, and figures; and
with those artfully laboured, and in a manner wire-

drawn periods, the members of which, by a studied

disparity and resemblance, answer each other with a

nice exactness, and form a regular and harmonious
cadtnce, that agreeably soothes the ear.8 This kind of

prettiness, for it cannot well be called by any other

name, is pardonable when not too frequent, anrf is even

graceful when used with the sober temper with which
Cicero employed it. But Gorgias abandoned himself

to it without any reserve. Every thing glittered in

his style, in which art seemed to pride itself in ap-

pearing every where without a veil. He went to dis-

play it upon a much larger theatre, namely, in th'e

Olympic games, and afterwards in the Pythian; where
he was equally admired by all Greece. They loaded

him universally with honour, which they carried so

far, as to erect him a statue of gold at Delphos, an

honour never before conferred on any man.3 Gorgias
was the first who ventured to boast in a numerous as-

sembly, that he was ready to dispute upon any subject
that should be proposed: which became very common
afterwards.* Crassus had reason to treat so senseless

a vanity, or rather, as he calls it himself, so ridiculous

an impudence with derision. He lived to an hundred
ami seven years old, without ever quit ting his studies; 5

and upon being asked how he could support so long
life, he replied, that age had never given him any

reason to complain. Isocrates, of all his disciples,
was the most illustrious, and did him the greatest
honour.
TISIAS was a native of the same citv as Gorgias, and

according to some, was joined with him in the depu-
tation to the Athenians.' He also acquired great es-

timation. Lysias, a famous orator, of whom I shall

speak in the sequel, was one of his disciples.
PROTAGORAS, of A bdera in Thrace, was contempo-

rary with Gorgias, and perhaps even a little prior to

him.7 He was also of the same -taste, and had, like

him, a verv great reputation for eloquence. He taught
it during lorty years, and gained by his profession more
considerable sums than Phidias, or ten as excellent

statuaries as him, could ever have been able to have

acquired. So Socrates says in Plato.

Aulus Gellius 8 relates a very singular lawsuit be-

tween this Protagoras and one of his disciples. The
latter, whose name was Evalthus, passionately desir-

ous of making himself a celebrated advocate, applies
to Protagoras. The price was agreed on; for these

masters always began with that; and the rhetorician

engaged to instruct Evalthus in the most secret mys-
teries of eloquence. The disciple, on his side, pays
down directly half the sum agreed on, and according
to articles, defers the payment of the other half, till

after the carrying of the first cause he should plead.

Protagoras, without loss of time, displays all his pre-

cepts, and after a great number of lessons, pretends
that he had made his scholar capable of shining at

the bar, and presses him to make an essay of his abi-

lity. Evalthus, whether out of timidity or some
other reason, always defers it, and obstinately

de-

clines exercising his new talent. The rhetorician,

weary of his continued refusal, has recourse to the

judges. Then, sure of the victory, whatever sen-

Diod. 1. xii. p. 100.

Paria paribus adjunrta, et eimiliter definite ; itemque
eontrarti* relata coturaria qute aua tponte, cliamsi id non

gas cuclunt plcrumquo numerose Gorgias primus invenit,
ed his et usus intemperantor. Oral. n. 175.

Goriria* tnntus liono habitus ext a tola Grspcin, poll ut

** ornnibm, Delphi*, non inaurata itatua ed a urea statue-

letur. 3 De Orat n. 121

1 De Orat. n. 103. De Seiiect. n. 13.

Pauian. 1. ri. p. 376 ' PluU in Menon. p. 31.

L. Y. e. 10.

tence they might pass, he insults the young ina

For, says he, if the decree be in my favour, it will

oblige you to pay'lue: if against me, you carry your
first cause, and are my debtor according to our

agreement. He believed the argument uiian-wera
ble. Evalthus was in no concern, and replied im-

mediately, I accept the alternative. If judgment
goes for me, you lose your cause: if for you, I am
discharged by our articles; I lose my first cause, and
from that moment the obligation ceases. The judg-
es were posed by this captious alternative, and left

the case undecided: in all probability Protagoras re-

pented his flaring instructed his disciple so well.

PRODICUS of the isle of Cea. one of the Cjclade*,
the contemporary with Democritus and Gorgias, and

disciple of Protagoras, was one of the most celebra-

ted sophists of Greece,' He flourished in the 86th

Olympiad, and among others had Euripides, Socra-

tes, Theramenes, and Isocrates, for his disciples.
He did not disdain to teach in private at Athens,

though he was there in the character of ambassador
from his country, which had already conferred sever-

al other public employments upon hinr and though
the great approbation which his harangue had ob-

tained him from the Athenians upon the day of his

public audience, seemed to oppose his descending to

use his talent upon les occasions. Plato insinuates

that the desire of gain induced Prodicus to keep a

school. He accordingly enriched himself considera-

bly by that business. He went from city to city to

display his eloquence, and though he did it in a mer-

cenary manner, he however received great honour at

Thebes, and still greater at Lacedaemon.
His declamation ofjifly drachmas is very much

spoken of, which was so called, as some of tlie learn

ed tell us, from each auditor being obliged to paj
him that sum, amounting to about twenty-live livrei

French. '? This was paying very dear for hearing at

harangue. Others understand it of a lecture, anv
not an harangue. Socrates, in one of Plato's dia

logues, complains with hia air of ridicule, of not be

ing able to discourse well upon the nature of noon*
because he hau not heard the lesson of fifty drach

mas, n which according .0 i'ri.!'cus, revealed the

whole mystery.
'* And ind^eo ihi* sophist had die

courses of r.il prices, fiom two oboli to
fifty drach

mas." Could any thing be i..ore sordid?

The fable of Prodicus, wheiein he supposes that

virtue and pleasure, in the form of women, present
themselves to Hercules, and endeavour, in emulation

of each other, to allure him, has been justly extolled

by many authors. Xenophon'4 has explained it with

great extent and beauty; yet he says, that it was
much longer and more adorned in the piece of Pro
dicus upon Hercules. Lucian has imitated it ingeni

ously.
The Athenians put our sophist to death, as a cor

rupterof youth. is It is probable that he was accused
of teaching his

disciples irreligion.
These sophists did not support their reputation

long. I have shown, in the life of Socrates, in what
manner that great man, who believed it incumbent on
him as a good citizen to undeceive the public in re-

gard to them, succeeded in making them known for

what they were, by taking off the mask from their

faults. He interrogated them in public conversa

tions, with an air of simplicity and almost ignorance
which concealed infinite art, as one who desired to

be instructed and imprbved by their doctrine; and

leading them on from propositfon to proposition, cf

which they foresaw neither the conclusion nor conse

quences, he made them fall into absurdities, which
showed in the most sensible and distinct manner th

falsity of all their reasoning.
Two things contributed principally to their losing

almost universally the opinion of the public. They
set themselves up for perfect orators, who alone pos
sessed the talent for speaking, and had carried elo-

* Sui'las. About twenty-two ihilliny*
11 TI- H-|T1|0T xSfXyfli* flTl'JllJll'.

i In Oraytl. p. 384. " Id- in Axioch. p. 306.

L. 2. Memorab. pp. 737740. Cic. offi. 1. i. n. lia
i> Suid.
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quenct (a !>ie i-tniost heights of which it was capa-
ole. Tnjf jIa*d themselves upon speaking extem-

poraneously, airi without the least preparation, upon
ny subject that could be proposed to them. They

boasted their being capable of giving their auditor;!

whatever impressions they pleased; of teaching how
to make the worst of causes good,! and of making
email things seem great, and great small, by dint ot

eloquence.* This Plato tells of Gorgias and Tisi-

s. They were equally ready to maintain either

lide of any subject whatsoever. They held truth as

nothing in their discourses, and made their eloquence
ubservient not to demonstrate it, and make it love-

ly, but as a mere wit-skirmish, to give falsehood the

Colours of truth, and truth thoae of falsehood.

The great theatre in which they endeavoured to

thine, WHS the Olympic games. There, as I have al-

ready said, in the presence of an infinite number of
auditors assembled from all parts of Greece, they at-

fee ted ly displayed whatever is most pompous in elo-

quence. \Villi little or no regard for the solidity of

things, they employed whatever is most glittering and
most capable ol'dazzling the mind, proposing no oth-

er ends to themselves than to please the multitude,
and obtain their suffrages. Ami this did not fail to

ensue, their discourses being attended with universal

applause. I need not ob-erve how far such an affec-

tation might can v them, and how capable it was of

ruining the taste for good and solid eloquence. This
Socrates incessantly represented to the Athenians, an

we find in several of Plato's dialogues, wherein he in-

troduces him speaking upon this subject. For we
must not imagine, when he attacks and condemns
rhetoric as he often does, that he means the true and
sound rhetoric. He valued it as it deserves, but could
not suffer the infamous abuse which the sophists made
of it, nor applaud, with the ignorant multitude, dis-

courses, that had neither solidity nor any real beauty
in them. For, instead of dressing eloquence like a

majestic queen, in the noble and splendid ornaments
that become her dignity, but have nothing afl'ected or
unnatiTral in them; the sophists set her off in a

foreign, soft, effeminate garb, like a harlot, who de-

rives all her graces from paint, has only borrowed
beauties, and at most knows only how to charm the

ears with the sound of a sweet harmonious voice.

This is the idea which Quinctilian and St. Jerome,

conformably to Socrates, give us of the eloquence
of the sophists, and I imagine the reader will not be

offended if 1 repeat their own terms in this place.
"
Quapropter eloquentiam, licet hanc (ut sentio enim

dicaiu) libidinosam resupina voluptate audiloria pro-
bent, nullam esse existimabo, quas ne minimum qui-
dem in se indicium masculini et incorrupt!, ne dicaiu

gravis et sancti viri, ostendets Quasi ad Athenaeum
et ad auditoria convenitur, ut plausus circumstantium

suscitentur, ut oratoria Rhetoric* artis fucata menda-

cio, quasi quredam meretricula procedat in publicum,
non tarn eruditura populos, quam favorem populi
qiue-itura, et in modum psalterii et tibiae dulce ca-

nentis sensus demulceat audientium."* Persons of

good sense, from the remonstrances of Socrates, soon

perceived the falsity of this eloquence, and abated

very much of the esteem they had conceived for the

vophists.
A second reason entirely lost them the people's

opinion: namely, the defects and vices remarkable in

their conduct. They were proud, haughty, and arro-

gant, full of contempt for others and of esteem for

themselves. They conceived themselves the only

persons
that understood, and were capable of teach-

ing youth, the principles of rhetoric and philosopny
in a proper manner. They promised parents, with an
ir of assurance or rather impudence, entirely to re-

form the corrupt manners of their children, and to

give them, in a short space of time, all the knowledge

Dorem se profitebantur, arro gantibus sanfc verbis, que-
mad modum causa inferior (ite enim loquebantur) dicendo
fieri superior posset. In Brut. a. 30.

Ti cuixfi ui^x\x, xxi T uiy-t\* rui*f ?s'rlxi
sieori J.i (*/,,, J.-y:v. In Pttri.ro. p. 267.

auinetil. 1. v. c. 13.

S. HicTon. Frsef. in 1. iii. Comment ad Gaiau

that was necessary for filling the most important offi

ces of the state.

They did not do all this for nothing, neither did

they pique themselves upon generosity. Their pre-

vailing vice was avarice, and an insatiable desire of

amassing riches. What was smartly said of Apollo-
nius the stoic* philosopher, whom the emperor An-
toninus caused to come from the east, to be precep-
tor to Marcus Aurelius whom he had adopted, may
be applied to them.' He brought several other phi-

losophers to Rome, all Argonauts, said a Cynic of

those times, and well inclined to go in quest of Ike

goldenfleece? The sophists sold their instructions

at a very great price, and us they had found meant
to bait the parents with magnifier nt promises, and
the world was infatuated with the belief of their know

ledge and merit, they extorted boldly from them, and
made the most of the warm desire people expressed
for the good education of their children. Protago-
ras took of his disciples for teaching them rhe-

toric an hundred minx, or ten thousand drachmas,
which is equal to five thousand livres.* Gorgias, ac-

cording to Diodorus Siculus and Suidas, had the

same sum. Demosthenes paid as much for his In-

struction to the rhetorician Isasus.W The perfect dis-

interestedness of Socrates, who had neither inheri-

tance nor income, exposed still more by the contrast,

the sordid avidity of the sophists, and was a continual

censure of their conduct, much stronger than the

sharpest reproaches he could have made them.

Notwithstanding these faults, which were personal
to many of them, for some were not guilty of them,
it must be confessed that the sophists rendered the

public great services in the advancement of learning
and the sciences, which were in a manner deposited
with them for many ages.

Many cities of Greece and Asia, to which people
went from different countries, to imbibe as at their

source, all the sciences, have produced at all times

sophists of great reputation. To abridge and con-

clude this article, 1 shall speak only of one of these

sophists, the celebrated Libanius.

LIBANIUS was of a good family of Antioch.u He
studied at Athens, Ant. J. C. 339, where he remained
about four years. He was appointed by the procon-
sul to teach rhetoric there at the age of twenty-five;
but this nomination did not take place. He was a

very zealous defender of paganism, which afterwards

recommended him to the particular consideration of

Julian the Apostate. He acquired ^reat esteem by
his wit and eloquence. He distinguished himself

principally at Constantinople and Anlioch. He was

professor in the first of these cities for some years at

different times, where he contracted a particular

friendship with St. Basil, Ant. J. C. 395.'" That
saint, before he went to Athens, came to Constanti-

nople: and as that city abounded then with excel-

lent philosophers and sophists, the vivacity
and vast

extent of his genius soon made him acquainted with

whatever was best in their learning. Libanius, 11

whose scholar he seems to have made himself, had an

high regard for him, young as he was, upon account
of the gravity of his manners, worthy the wisdom of
old age; which, says he, I admired the more, as he
lived in a city where the allurements of pleasure
were endless. When he wa informed that this saint,

notwithstanding his great reputation, had retired

from the world, all pagan as he was, he could not

but admire so generous an action, which equalled

It was this Apollonius, who, when he arrived at Rome,
refuted lo po to the palace, saying, it was the pupil's busi-

ness to rtime to the master. Antoninus only lawghed at thil

fiKili-h pride anil fantastic oddity of the stoic's humour, (who
had been well saiUtli-d to come 'from the Blast to Rome, and
when at Rome would not gii from his house to the palace,)
and sent Mar. Aurelius to hear him at home. That prince
continued to go thither to receive his lessons, even after ha
rose to the imperial dignity.

Lucian. * Dcmonax.
A Protagora decem milibus dcnariorum diiiicixse artea

quam edidit, Evathlus dicitur. Q.uinctil. 1. iii. c. 1.

About 2407. sterling.
' Diod. I. xii. Plut. in ISIEO. p. 106. " Lib. in vit.su*
i* St. Greg. Naz. Orat. 20. p. 325. Epist. Liban.
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ny thing ever done by his plrlosophers. In all St.

Basil's letters to him, we see the singular esteem he

had for his works, and his affection tor his person.
He directed all the youth of Cappadocia, who desir-

ed to improve themselves in eloquence, to him, as

the most excellent master of rhetoric then in being,
and they were received by him with particular dis-

tinction. Libanius says a thing; very much for his

honour in relation to one of these young men, whose
circumstances were very narrow: that is, that he did

not consider his pupils' riches but their good will;

that if he found a young man poor, who professed a

great desire to learn, he preferred him, without hesi-

tation, to the richest of his disciples; and that he

was very well pleased, when those who had nothing
to give, were earnest to receive his instruction.'

He adds, that it had not been his good fortune to

meet with such masters: And indeed disinterested-

ness was not the virtue of the sophists. Those whose

profession it is to teach, know that the soil most fruit-

ful in merit is poverty.
He writes to Themistius, n celebrated sophist,

whom his talents and wisdom had raised to the high-
est employments in the state, in a manner that shows
Libanius had noble sentiments, and the love of man-
kind at heart. "

I do not congratulate you," says
he,

"
upon the government of the city being confer-

red on you; but I congratulate the city upon having
made choice of you for so important a trust. You
want no new dignities, but the city is in great want
of such a governor as you."

It were to be wished, that Libanius had bren as

irreproachable in regard to his manners, as he was
estimable for his wit and eloquence. He is reproach-
ed with having been too full of esteem for himself,
nd too great an admirer of his own works. This

>, TO /Sou>.>|9>j'vsti

ought not to astonish us much. We might almost

say, that vanity was the virtue of paganism.
Libanius passed the last thirty-five years of his life

at Antioch, from the year 354, to about 390, and pro-
fessed rhetoric there with great success. C'l;ri?liaii-

ity supplied him also with another illustrious disciple
Hi the person of St. Chrysostom. His mother, who
spared nothing for his education, sent him to Liba-
mus's school, the most excellent and the most famous

sophist, who then taught t Antioch, in order to hit

forming himself under so great a master. His wot ka,
from which he had been denominated Goldin J\Ionth,
show the progress he made there. At first he fre-

quented the bar, pled some causes, and deriairned in

pub lie .2 He sent one of these discourses in praise
of the emperors to Libanius, who, in thanking him
for it, tells him, that he and several other persons of

learning to whom he had showed it, admired it. An
authors assures us, that some of his triendg asking
this sophist when he was near death, whom he should

approve of to succeed him as professor, he replied,
that he should have chosen our saint, if ihe Christians

had not engrossed him: but his pupil had very dif-

ferent views.

If we may judge of the master by his scholars, and
of his merit by their reputation, the two disciples of

Libanius, whom 1 have now cited, might alone do
him great honour. And indeed he passed for a great
orator in the opinion of all the world. Ennapius*
savs, that all his terms are curious and elegant, that

whatever he writes has a peculiar sweetness and in-

sinuating grace, with a sprightliness and jiayety, that

serves him instead of the salt of the ancients.

Libanius has left us a variety of writings, consisting
of panegyrics, declamations, and letters: of all uhich,
his letters have ever been the most esteemed.

* Isid. Pelus. 1. ii. Ep. 42.

Eunap. c. 14.

* Sozom. 1. viii. c. 2.

OF THE SUPERIOR SCIENCES.

WE are now c&rne to that part of literature, which
is the greatest anil most exalted in the order of natu-
ral knowledge, nattily. Philosophy, and the Mathe-
matics (hat are a branch of it. The latter have under
them a great number of arts and sciences, which
either depend upon or relate to them. The study
of these requires, for succeeding in it, force and ex-

tent of mind, which natural qualities it highly im-

proves. It is evident, that subjects so various, ex-

tensive, and important, can only be treated of very
superficially in this place: neither do I pretend to

take them all in, or to give an exact detail of them
here. I shall con6ne myself to the most select, and
shall treat of what seems most proper to gratify, or
rather to excite the curiosity of readers little versed
in such matters, and to give them some idea of the

history of the great men, who have distinguished
themselves in these sciences, and of the improvements
they have acquired in coming down from the an-
cients to the moderns.

All the sciences of which I am to
speak here,

may be divided into two parts; Philosophy and the
Mathematics. Philosophy will be the subject of this

book; and Mathematics of the following, which will

be the last.

OF PHILOSOPHY.
PHILOSOPHY it the study of nature and morality

founded on the evidence of reason. This science
was at first called mi*., ll'isdom; and the profes-
on of it rtfii. Sages, or Wisemen. These names
seemed too arrogant to Pythagoras, for which reason
he substituted more modest ones to them, exiling this

science Philosophy, that is to say, love of wisdom;

ana those who taught or applied themselves to i

Philosophers, lovers of wisdom.
Almost in all times and in all civilized nations

there have been studious persons of exalted geniuj
who cultivated this science with great application:
the priests in Egypt, the Magi in Persia, Ihe Chal-
deans in Babylon, the Brahmins or Gymnosophists
in India, and the Druids among the Gauls. Though
philosophy owes its origin to several of those I have
now mentioned, I shall consider it here onlv as it

appeared in Greece, uhich gave it new lustre, and
became in a manner its school in general. .Not only
some individuals, dispersed here and there in dif-

ferent region*, from time to time make happy > florts,

and by their writings and reputation give a shining,
but short and transient light; but Greece, by a singu-
lar privilege, brought up and formed in her bosom,

during a long and uninterrupted series of ages, a

multitude, or, to speak more properlv, a nation of

philosophers, solely employed in inquiring nfter truth;

many of whom with that view renounced their for-

tunes, quitted their countries, undertook long and
laborious voyages, and passed their whole lives to

extreme old age in study.
Can we believe that this tenacious union of learned

and studious persons, of so long duration in one and
the tame country, was the mere effect of chance, and
not of a peculiar Providence, which excited so nunie

rous a succession of philosophers to support and per

petuate ancient tradition concerning certain essential

and capital truths? How useful were (heir preceptl

upon morality, upon the virtues and duties in pre-

>enting the growth or rather inundation of
depravity

a.id vice? For instance what hideous disorder had
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.tken place, if the Epicurean had been the sole
pre-

railing sect! How much did their disputes conduce
to preserve the important doctrines of the difference

between matter and mind, the immortality of the soul,

and the existence of a supreme Being! It is not to

be doubted, but God has revealed admirable prin-

ciples to them upon all these points, preferably to the

many other nations, whom barbarity continued in

profound ignorance.i It is indeed true, that many
of these philosophers advanced strange absurdities.

And even all of them, according to St. Paul,
"

ht-lii

the truth in unrighteousness because that when

they knew God, they glorified him not as God, neither

were thankful."* None of their schools had ever

the courage to maintain or prove the unity of God,
though all the great philosophers were fully convinc-

ed at that truth. God has been pleased by their ex-

am tie to teach us, what man, abandoned to himself

nrl his mere capacity, is. During four hundred years
and upwards all these great geniuses, so subtle, pene-
tratinz-, and profound, were incessantly disputing,

examining, and dogmatizing, without being able to

agree upon, or conclude any thing. They were not

destined by God to be the li;;ht of the worfd: "Those
did not the Lord choose, neither gave he the way of

knowledge unto them*' 8

Philosophy, among the Greeks, was divided into

two treat serfs: the one called the Ionic, founded by
Tholes of Ionia; the other the Italic, because it was
established bv Pythagoras in that part of Italy, call-

ed Grcecia Jllagna. Both the one and the other

were divided into many other branches, as we shall

toon see.

This in general is the subject of ray intended dis-

sertation upon the philosophy of the ancients. It

would swell to an immense size, were I to treat it in

all its extent, which does not suit my plan. I shall

content myself, therefore, in sfiving the history and

opinions of the most distinguished among these phi-

losopher?, with relating what seems most important
and instructive, and best adapted to gratify the just

curiosity of a reader, who considers the actions and

principles of these philosophers as an essential part
of history, but a part of which it suffices to have a

luperficial knowledge and general idea. My guides
amons: the ancients, will be Cicero in his philosophi-
cal works, and Diogenes Laertius in bis treatise upon
the philosophers; and among the moderns, the learn-

ed Englishman, Mr. Stanley, who has composed an
excellent work upon this

subject.
I shall divide my dissertation into two

parts.
In

the first, I shall relate the history of the
philosophers,

without dwelling much upon their opinions: in the

second, I shall treat the history of philosophy itself,

mod the principal maxims of the different sects.

PART FIRST. '

HISTORY OF THE PHILOSOPHERS.

I shall run over all the sects of ancient philosophy,
and give a brief history of the philosophers, who dis-

tinguished themselves most in each.

CHAPTER I.

Or THE IOMC SECT, TO THEIR DIVISION ITCTO VARI.
OUS BRANCHES.

THE Ionic sect, to reckon from Thales, who is

considered as the founder of it. down to Philo and
Antiochus, 'hat Cicero heafd, flourished above fire

hundred years.

THALES.
THALES was of Miletui, a famous city of Ionia.4

He was born in the first year of the 35th Olympiad,
A. M. ?364, Ant. J. C. 640. To improve himself in

the knowledge of the most learned persons of those

times, he made several vox ages, according to the

ctistr ro of the ancients; at first into the island of

t " Because tnat which may be known of God. i manifest
> them, fo* Ood htth thrived it unio them." Rom. i. 19.

Rom. ,' 1-* -.'I i Baruch iii '.T. * Diog. L*ert.
VOL. I.. 9

Crete, then into Phoenicia, and afterwards into Egypt,
where he consulted the priests of Memphis, who cul-

tivated the superior sciences with extreme applica-
tion. Under tliese grtat masters he learned geome-
try, astronomy, and philosophy. A pupil of this kind
does not long continue so. Thales accordingly pro-
ceeded very soon from lessons to discoveru*. His
masters of Memphis learned from him the method of

measuring exactly the immense pyramids which still

stand.

Egypt was at that time governed by Amasis, a

prince who loved letters, because he was very learned
himself. He set all the value it deserved upon the

merit of Thales, and gave him public marks of his

esteem. But that Greek philosopher, who was fond
of liberty and independence, had not the talents for

supporting himself in a court. He was a ?reat as-

tronomer, a great geometrician, and an excellent phi-

losopher, but a bad courtier. The too free manner
in which he declaimed against tyranny, displeased Am-
asis, and made him conceive impressions of distrust

and fear of him, to his prejudice, which he did not
take too much pains to remove, and which were fol-

lowed soon after with his entire disgrace. Greece
was the better for it. Thales quitted the court, and
returned to Miletus to diffuse the treasures of Egypt
in the bosom of his country.
The great progress he had made in the sciences,

occasioned his being ranked in the number of the
seven sages of Greece, so famed among the ancients.

Of these seven sages, only Thales founded a sect of

philosophers, because he applied himself to the con- ,

temptation of nature, formed a school and a system
of doctrines, and had disciples and successors. The
others made themselves remarkable only by a more

regular kind dT life, and some precepts of morality
which they gave occasionally.

I have spoken elsewhere of these sages with some
extent, as well as of many circumstances of the life

of Thales: of his residence in the court of Croesus,

king of Lydia, and his conversation with Solon. I

have
repeated

there the sensible pleasantry of a wo-
man, who saw him fall into a ditch, whilst he was

contemplating the stars: "How," said she to him,
"should you know what

passes
in the heavens, when

you do not see what is just at your feet?" and his

ingenious manner of evading his mother when she

pressed him earnestly to marry, by answering her
when he was young,

"
It is too soon yet," and after

his return from Egypt,
"

It is too late now." The
reasons which had prevented Thales from giving him-
self chain* by entering into the married state, made
him prefer a life of tcinquiHity to the most splendid
employments. Prompted by a warm desire of know-

ing nature, he studied it assiduously in the happy
leisure, which a strict retirement afforded him, im-

penetrable to tumult and noise, but open to all whom
the love of truth, or occasion for his counsel, brought
to him. He quilted it very rarely; and that only
to take a frugal repast at the house of his friend

Thrasybulu?, who by his abilities became king of
Miletus at the time "of the treaty made by that city
with Alyattes king of Lydia.

Cicero tells us,' that Thale was the first of the
Greeks who treated the subject of physics. The
glory of ha\iii!j made several fine discoveries in as-

tronomy is ascribed to him: of which, one that relates

to the magnitude of the sun's diameter compared with
the circle of his annual motion, gave him great plea>
sure. Accordingly a rich man, to whom he had im-

parted it, offering that
philosopher whatever reward

he thought fit for it, Thales asked him no other, but
that he would five the honour of the discovery to its

author. This is an instance of the character of the

learned, who are more sensible to the honour of a
new discovery than to the greatest rewards; and of
the truth of what Tacitus says in speaking of Helvi-
dius Priscus. "That the lat thing the wise tKern
selves renounce, is the desire of f\OTj." f He dU-

Cir. de Nat. Deor. 1. i. n. 25. Apul. Florid.
< Ernnt quibu* ippetentinr fame idebatur, qnando etiaa

Mpientibui cupido gluric novissima exuitur. Tacit. Hut
1. i. c. 6.

2 V2
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tinguished himself by bis ability in foretelling the

eclipses of the sun and moon with great exactness,
which was considered in those times as a very won-
derful matter.

St Clemens Alexandrinus repeats
two fine sayings

of Thales, after Diogenes Laertius. Being asked one

dav whnt God was, he answered, " That which has

neither beginning nor end."l Another asking him
whether a man could conceal his actions from God :

"How can that be," replied he, "as it is not in his

power to conceal even his thoughts from him." Va-
lerius Maximus adds, that Thales spoke thus, that the

idea of God's presence to the most secret thoughts of

the soul might induce men to keep their hearts as pure
as their hands.* Cictro makes exactly the same re-

mark, though in terms something different. Thales,

says he, who was the wisest of the seven sages, be-

lieved it of the last importance for men to be con-

vinced, that the Divinity filled all places, and saw
all things, which would render them in consequence
wiser and more religious.

8

He died in the first year of the 58th Olympiad, A.
M. 3456, Ant. J. C. 548, while present at the celebra-

tion of the Olympic games, aged ninety-two.

ANAXIMANDER.
THALES had for his successor Anaximander, his

disciple and countryman. History has preserved no

particular circumstances of his life. He departed
from his master's doctrine in many points.

It is said,*

that he forewarned the Lacedaemonians of the dread-

ful earthquake, which destroyed their city. He wa
succeeded by Anaximenes.

ANAXAGORAS.
ANAXAGORAS, one of the most illustrious philoso-

phers of antiquity, was born at Clazomenae in Ionia,

about the 70th Olympiad, A. M. 3456, Ant. J. C. 500,
and was the disciple of Anaximenes. The nobility
of his extraction, his riches, and the generosity which
induced him to abandon his patrimony, rendered him

very considerable. Believing the cares of a family
and an estate obstacles to his taste for contemplation,
he renounced them absolutely, in order to devote his

whole time and application to the study of wisdom,
and the inquiry after truth, which were his only plea-
sures.* When he returned into his own country af-

ter a long voyage, and saw all his lands lying aban-

doned and uncultivated, far from regretting the loss,

he cried out,
"

I should have been undone, if all this

had not been ruined."6 Socrates, in his ironical way,
affirmed that the sophists of his time had more wis-

dom than Anaxagoras; as, instead of renouncing their

estates like him, they laboured strenuously to enrich

themselves, convinced as they were of the stupidity
of old times, and that " the wise man ought to be
wise for himself," that is to say, that they ought to

employ their whole
pains

and industry in amassing as

much money as possible.

Anaxagoras, in order to apply himself wholly to

study, renounced the cares and honours of govern-

> Rogatus Thales quid sit Deus? Id, inquit, quod neqoe
habet principium, nee finem. Cum autem rogasset aliuB.an
Deum lalcat hnmo aliqnid agens ; et quomodu, inquit, qui ne

cogitans quiilrm ?

Mirific8 Thale. Nam interrogatus an facta hominum
dec* fallcrent ; nee eogitnta, inquit. Ut non solum niauus,
ed etinm mcntes purog hahere vellemus ; cum Becretis cngi-
titiunibuB noctris rocleste numen adeBte credvremuB. Va.1.

Max. I. vii. c. 2.

Thales, qui lapientiKgimUB inter sentem fuit, dicebat,
Hominea existimare oportere deo omnia rernere, deorum
omnin cmc plena : fore enini omnei custiorc.i. Cic. de Leg.
*,jxxvi. n.2.

Cic.de Divin. 1. i. n. 112.

palrmnna Kiia rcqusaent, uc cnn querenqin;
ine deler.tntioni toto le animo dcilissont? Cic. Tusc.
ftt. I. v. n. 114,115.

* Cum J diutina peregrinntinne patriam repetignet, posse-
acique deserlai vidissot r JVbn essrm, inquit, tgo salvus,

ttiti istat prriisstnt. ya.1 Mai. I. viii c. 7 Plat, in Hipp.
maj. p. 183.

ruent. No man however was more capable of suc-

ceeding in public affairs. We may judge of his abil-

ities in that way from the wonderful progress mad*
by his pupil Pericles in policy. It was to him he was
indebted for those grave and majestic manners, that

rendered him so capable of governing the common-
wealth.7 It was he who laiJ the foundation ot that

sublime and triumphant eloquence, which acquired
him so much power; and who taught him to fear the

gods without superstition. In a word, he was his

counsellor, and assisted him with his advice '~.n the
most important affairs, as Pericles himself declared.'
I have elsewhere mentioned the little care the latter

took of his master, and that Anaxagoras wanting the
necessaries of life, resolved to suffer himself to die

of hunger. Pericles upon this news flew to his bouse
and earnestly entreated him to renounce so melan-

choly a resolution; "When one would use a lamp,"
replied the philosopher,

" one takes care to supply it

with oil, that it may not go out." Wholly engrossed
in the study of the secrets of nature, which was his

passion, he had equally abandoned riches and public
affairs. Upon being asked one day, whether he had
no manner of regard for the good of his country;
"
Yes, yes,'

1

said he, lifting up his hand towards hea-

ven, "I have an extreme rega|d for the good of my
country." He was asked another time to what end
he was born; to which he answered, "To contem-

plate the sun, moon, and skies." Is that then the

end to which man is destined?

He came to Athens at the age of twenty, about the

first year of the 75th Olympiad, A. M. 3484, Ant. J.

C. 480, very near the time of Xerxes's expedition

against Greece.iO Some authors say, that he brought
thither the school of philosophy, which hud flourish-

ed in Ionia, from its founder Thales. He continued
and taught at Athens during thirty years.
The circumstances and event of the persecution

fomented against him at Athens for impiety are dif-

ferently related. The opinion of those, who believe

that Pericles could find no surer method for preserv-

ing that philosopher, than to make him quit Athens,
seems the most probable. The reason, or rather the

pretext, for so heavy an accusation was, that, in

teaching upon the nature of the sun, he defined it
" a

mass of burning matter;" as if he had thereby de-

graded the sun, and excluded it from the number of

the gods. It is not easy to comprehend, how in so

learned a city as Athens, a philosopher should not be
allowed to explain the properties of the stars by phy-
sical reasons, without hazarding his life. But the

whole affair was an intrigue and a cabal of the ene-

mies of Pericles, who were for destroying him, and
endeavoured to render himself suspected of impiety,
from his great intimacy with this philosopher.

Anaxagoras was found guilty through contumacy,
and condemned to die. When he received this news,
he said, without showing any emotion: "Nature has

long ago passed sentence of deat* upon my judges,
HS well as me." He remained at Lampsacus during
the rest of his life. In his last sickness, upon his

friends asking him, whether he would have his body
carried to Clazomenee after his death: " No," said

he,
" that is unnecessary. The way to the infernal

regions H is as long from one place as another."1*

When the principal persons of the city came to re-

ceive his last orders, and to know what he desired of

them after his death; he replied, nothing, except that

the youth might have leave to play every year upon
the day of his death. This was done accordingly,
and continued a custom to the time of Diogenes
Laertius. He is said to^ave lived sixty-two years.
Great honours were pajd, and even an altar encted
to him.

ARCHELAUS.
An.CHEr.AU8, of Athens, according to some, and of

t Plut. in Peric. p. 154.

Diog. Laert
Ibid. p. ItSS.

Ibid.
'" Infernal

regions,
or hell. The ancients underonJ fc

this word the place to which the souls of all men go ftef

death.
i* \ihil neceue est, inquit : nndiquuonim ad infaos tu-

tu adem vis et. Cie. 1. T*ic. n. 104.
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Miletus according to others, was the disciple and suc-

cessor of Anaxagoras, in whose doctrine he made
little alteration. Some say that it was he who trans-

ported philosophy from Ionia to Athens. He confined

himself principally to physics, as his predecessors had
done: but he introduced ethics a little more than

them. He formed a disciple, who placed them high-

ly in honour, and made them his capital study.

SOCRATES.
THIS disciple of Archelaug was the famous So-

crates, who had been also the pupil of Anaxagoras.
He was born in the fourth year of the 77th Olympiad,
A. M. 3534, and died the first of the 95tb,' A. M.
3604, after having lived seventy years.

Cicero has observed in more than one place.l that

Socrates, considering that all the vain speculations

upon the tk'vcgj of nature tended to nothing useful,

and old not contribute to render man more virtuous,
devoted himself wholly to the study of morality.
" He was the first," sa\ s he,

" who brought philoso-

phy down from heaven," where she had been em-

ployed till then in contemplating the course of the

stars;" "who established her in cities, introduced
her into

private houses, and obliged her to direct

her inquiries to what concerned the manners, duties,

virtues, and vices of life."* Socrates is therefore

considered with reason as a founder of moral philo-

sophy among the Greeks. This was not because he
had not perfectly studied the other branches of phi-

losophy: he possessed them all in a supreme degree,
having industriously formed himself in them. But
as he judged them of little use in the conduct of life,

he made little use of them: and, if we may believe

Xenophon,* he was never heard in his disputes to

mention either astronomy, geometry, or the other
sublime sciences, that had solely employed preceding
philosophers; in which Xenophon seems designedly
to contradict and refute Plato, who often puts sub-

jects of that kind into the mouth of Socrates.
I shall say nothing here either of the circumstances

of the life and death of Socrates, or of his opinions:
I have done that elsewhere with sufficient extent. It

only remains for me to speak of his disciples, who
though nil of them made it their honour to acknow-

ledge Socrates their chief, were divided in their opin
ions.

XENOPHON.
XENOPHON wa<< certainly one of the most illustri-

ous disciples of Socrates, but did not form a sect;
for w.'-ich reason I separate him from the rest. He
was as Teat a warrior as philosopher. I have related
at large he share he had in the famous retreat of the
Ten Thousand. His adherence to the party of young
Cyrus, who had declared himself openly a'gainst the

Athenians, drew upon him their hatred, and occasion-
ed his banishment. After his return from the expe-
dition against Artaxerxes, he attached himself to

Agesilaus king of Sparta, who then commanded in

Asia.4 As Agesilaus knew perfectly well how to

distinguish merit, he had always a most peculiar re-

gard for Xenophnn. and anon being recalled by the

Ephori for the defence of his country, carried the
Athenian general thither along with him. Xenophon
after various events retired to Corinth with his two
sons, where he pn>d the ret of his days. In the
war between the Thebans and Lacedaemonians, when
the people of Athens resolved to aid the latter, he
sent his two sons to that city. Gryllus signalized
himself in a peculiar manner in the battle of Manti-
cuea. and some pretend that it was he who wounded
Epaminondas in the action. He did not survive so

glorious an exploit long, but was killed himself. The
news of hi death was bronght to his father, whilst
he was offering a acrifice. Upon hearing it he took
the wreath from his head; but upon being informed

> Aeadem. Qorst. I. i. n. 15.

Sucrate* primus phihwophiam devocavit ft caelo, et in ur-
bibu* colloravit, et in durmM etiam introduxit, et crppit de
rlta ft moribun. rebu*que bonii et rnali* qusrere. Cic. Tvte.

Sf. 1. r. n. 10.
*

Epiit. ad .CUchiu. 4 Diog. Laert.

by the courier, that his son fell fighting gloriously, h

immediately put it on again, and continued the sacri-

fice without shedding a single tear, saying coldly
"

I kntw the son to whom I gave life was not immor-
tal." Might not this be called a constancy, or rather

hardness of heart, truly Spartan?
Xenophon died in the first yearof the 105th Olym-

piad, A. M. 3644, Ant. J. C. 360, aged ninety.
1 shall speak elsewhere of his works. He was the

first who reduced to writing, and published the dis-

courses of Socrates, but exactly as they came from
his mouth, and without any additions of his own, a

Piato made to them.
It is pretended that there was a secret jealousy be-

tween these two philosophers, little worthy of the

name they bore, and the profession of wisdom upoo
which they both piqued themselves: and some proofs
are given of this jealousy.* I'lato never mentions

Xenophon' in any of his books, which are very nu-

merous, nor Xenophon him, though they both fre-

quently speak of the disciples of Socrates. Besides,
all the world knows that the Cyropaedia of Xenophon
is a book, in which, relating the history of Cyrus,
whose education he extols, he lays down the model of
an accomplished prince, and the idea of a perfect
government. We are told, that he composed this

piece with no other design but to contradict Plato's

Commonwealth, which had lately appeared; and that

Plato was so angry upon that account, that to dis-

credit this work, he spoke of Cyrus, in a book which
he afterwards wrote,7 as of a prince indeed of great

courage and love of his country; but one, whose edu-
cation had been very bad.8 Aulus Gellius, who re-

lates what I have now said, cannot imagine that two
such great philosophers as those in question, could
be capable of so mean a jealousy; (it is however but
too common among men of letters) and he chooses
rather to ascribe it to their admirers and partizans.
And indeed it often happens that disciples, through a

too partial zeal, are more delicate in respect to the

reputation of their masters, and urge what concerns
them with greater warmth, than themselves.

CHAPTER II.

DIVISION OF THE IONIC PHII-OSOPHY INTO DIFFERENT
SECTS.

BEFORE Socrates there had been no different sects

among the philosophers, though their opinions were
not always the same; but from his time many rose

up, of which some continued longer in vogue, and
others were of shorter duration. I shall begin with
the latter, which are the Cyrenaic, Megarean, Elian,
and Eretrian sects. They take their names from the

places where they were situated.

ARTICLE I.

OF THE CYRENAIC SECT.

ARISTIPPUS.
ARtSTiPPUS was the chief of the Cyrenaic sect.*

He was originally of Cyrene in Libya. The great re-

putation of Socrates induced him to quit his country,
in order to settle at Athens, and to have the pleasure of

hearing him. He was one of that philosopher's princi-

pal disciples: but he led a life very repugnant to the

precepts taught in that excellent school, and when he
returned into his own country, opened a very different

course for his disciples. The grtat principle of his doc-
trine was, that the supreme good of man during this

life is pleasure. His manners did not belie his opin-
ion?, and he employed a

read^y
and agreeable turn of

wit in eluding, by pleasantries, the just reproaches
made him on account of his excesses. He perpetu-
ally abandoned himself to feasting and women.
When he was rallied upon his 'intercourse with the

courtezan Lais: "True," said he, "I possess Lais,

i Aul. Cell. 1. XIT. c.3.

Vonhi* hii observed that Xenophon ha tpoken tntf of

Plato, buC only in mentioning hit name. Memormk. 1. iii p
778. /

DB Ler. 1. iii. p. 697.

n.ji,{ s, ifi, f i,x fe. ri *( .

Lert.
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but not Lais me.''l Upon being reproached for liv-

ing with too much splendour, he replied: "If good
living were a crime, there would not be so much
feasting on the festivals of the gods."
The reputation of Dionysius the tyrant, whose

Court vis the centre of pleasures, whose purse was
said to be always open to the learned, and whose ta-

ble was always served with the utmost magnificence,
drew him to Syracuse. As his wit was supple, ready,
and insinuating, and he omitted no occasion of sooth-

ing the prince, and bore his raillery and intervals of
bad humour with a

patience next to slavish, he had
abundance of credit in that court. Dionysius asking
him one day, why philosophers were always seen in

the houses of the great, and the great never in those

of philosophers?
" It is," replied Aristippus,

" be-
cause philosophers know what they want, and the

great do not."
"If Aristippus could content himself with herbs,"

laid Diogenes the Cynic to him, " he would not be
to base as to court princes."

" If my critic," replied

Aristippus, "knew hdw to make his court to princes,
he would not content himself with herbs."

Si pranderet olus patienter, Reg'ibus uti

Nnllet Aristippus. Si sciret Re;;il>us uti

Fast itlirut olus qui me notat. Ilvr. F.p. xvii. 1. 1.

The one's view was good living, the other's to be ad-

mired by the people.

Scjurror ego ipse milii, populo tu.

And which is best? Horace without hesitating, gives

Aristippus the preference, whom he praises in more
than one place. He resembled him too much him-

self, not to do so. However, he dares not abandon
himself to the principles of Aristippus; and falls in-

sensibly into them by propensity of nature.

Nunc in Aristippi furtim praecepta relabnr.

Id. Ef. 1. 1. 1.

So mean is the lore of pleasure, that let those who
give themselves up to it dissemble ever so well, they
cannot entirely conceal their shame!

Aristippus was the first disciple of Socrates that

took a certain premium from those he taught, which

gave his master great ofl'ence. Having demanded

fifty drachmas of a man for teaching his son: " How!
6 fly drachmas,"* cried the father! "Why, that's

enough to buy a slave." " Indeed?" replied Aristip-

pus,
" buv him then, and you'll have two."

Aristippus died on his return from Syracuse to

Cyrene. He had a daughter, named Areta, whom
he took great care to educate in his own principles,
in which she became a great proficient. She in-

structed her son Aristippus, surnamed fi^r t aSiSx>nt:f

in them herself.

THEODORUS.
THEODORUS. the disciple of

Aristippus, besides the

Other princpleg of the Cyrenaics, publicly taught that

there were no gods.* The people of Cyrene banish-

ed him. He took refuge at Athens, where he would
have been tried and condemned in the Areopagus, if

Demetrius Phalereus had not found means to save

him. Ptolemy the son of Lagus received him into

his service, and sent him once as his ambassador to

Lysimachus. The philosopher spoke to that prince
with so much impudence, that one of his ministers,
who was present, said,

"
I fancy, Theodorus, you

imagine there are no kings, as well as no gods."
It is believed that this philosopher was at last con-

demned to die, and obliged to take poison.We see here that the impious doctrine of atheism,

contrary to the general and immemorial belief of

mankind, scandalized and offended all nations so

much, as to be deemed worthy of death. It owes
its birth to teachers abandoned to the debauches of
womnn and the table, and who propose to themselves
the pleasures of the senses as the great ends of being.

> Ne Ariatippus quidem illc Sorratinu.i erubuit, rum euet
bjw.tum habere eum Laida: Habeo, inquit, Lnida, nan ha*
k*or a I.ai.le. Cic. Ef. xzvi. I. 9. Ad. fam.

About 25 shillings Laert.

ARTICLE II.

OF THE RIEGARIAN SECT.

IT was instituted by Euclid, who was of Megsra,
a city of Achaia, near the Isthmus of Corinth. H
actually studied under Socrates at Athens, at th

time of the famous decree, that partly occasioned the

Peloponnesian war, by which the citizens ol Megara
were prohibited to set foot in Athens upon pain of
death. So great a danger could not abate his zeal for

the study of wisdom. In the disguise of a woman
he entered the city in the evening, passed the night
with Socrates, and went back before light, going
regularly every day almost ten leagues forwards ana
backwards.4 There are few examples of so warm
and constant an ardour for knowledge. He departed
very little, from his master's opinions. After thr
death of Socrates, Plato and other philosophers, who
apprehended the eftee ts of it, retired to him at Me
gara, who gave them a very good reception. Hil
brother one day in great rage upon some particular

subject of discontent, said to him: "May I perish
if 1 am not revenged on you." "And may I perish,'

replied Euclid,
"

if my kindness does not at length
correct this violence of your temper, and make yoe
as much my friend as ever."

The Euclid of whom we speak, is not Euclid the

mathematician, who was also of Megara, but flourish-

ed above ninety years after under the first of the
Ptolemies.

His successor was Eubulides, who had been his dis-

ciple. Diodorus succeeded the latter. We find in

the sequel, that these three philosophers contributed

very much to the introduction Kilo logical disputa-
tions of a bad taste for subtle reasonings, founded

solely upon sophisms.
I shall almost pass over in silence what regards the

Elian and Eretrian sects, which include few things
of any importance.

ARTICLE III.

OF THE ELIAN AND ERETRIAN SECTS.

I place these two sects together, and reduce what 1

have to say of them to a few words, as they contain

nothing important.
The Elian sect was founded by Phsedon, one ol

the favourite disciples of Socrates. He was of Elis

in Peloponnesus.
The Eretrian was so called from Eretria a city of

Euboea, the country of Menrdemus its founder.

ARTICLE IV.

OF THE THREE SECTS OF ACADEMIES.

OF all the sects the school of Socrates brought
forth, the most famous was the Academic, so called

from the place where they assembled, which was the

house of an ancient hero of Athens, named Acudtmu$,
situated in the suburbs of that city, where Plato

taught. We have seen in the history of Cimon the

Athenian general, who sought to distinguish himself

no less by his love for learning and learned men than

his military exploits, that he adorned the academy
with fountains and walks of trees for the convenience
of the philosophers who assembled there. From that

time all places, where men of letters assemble, have

been called Academies.
Three Academies, or sects of Academics, are reck-

oned. Plato was the founder of the ancient, or first.

Arcesilaus, one of his successors, made some altera-

tion in his
philosophy,

and by that reformation found-

ed what is called the middle or second academy.
The new, or third academy, is attributed to Carnea-
des. We shall soon see wherein their difference

consisted.

SECTION I. OF THE ANCIENT ACADEMT.

THOSE who made it flourish in succession to on
another were Plato, Speusippus, Xenocrates, Pole-

inon, and Crantor.

Ainpliui viginti miJlia.
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PLATO.
was born in the first year of the 83th Olym-

piad, A. M. 3576. Ant. J. C/425. He was at first

Mlled Aristocleg from the name of his grandfather;
but his master of the Palestra culled him hint Plato

from his large and broad shoulders, which name he

retained. Whilst he was an infant in anus, sleeping
one day under a myrtle, a swarm of bees settled upon
bis lips, which was taken for an omen, that the child

would prove very eloquent, and distinguish himself

highly by the sweetness of his stvle. This came to

pa-s, whatever we mav think of the anbury; whence
the surname of Apis Jtltica, Athenian bee, was given
him. He studied grammar, music, and painting, un-

der the most able masters. He applied himself also

to poesy, and even composed tragedies, which he
burned at the age of twenty, after having heard So-
crates. He attached himself solely to that philoso-

Cher;
and as he was exceedingly inclined to virtue

v nature, made such improvements from the lesson-

oi his master, that at twenty- rive he gave extraor-

dinary proof of his wisdom.
The fate of Athens was at that time (A. M. 3600,

Ant. J. C. 404,} very deplorable. Lysander, the Lace-

J4emonian general, had established the thirty tyrants
.here. Plato's merit, which was already well known,
vuluced them to use their utmost endeavours to en-

gage him in their party, and to oblige him to share in

vhe a (fairs of the government. To this he consented
t first, with th hope either of opposing, or at least

of softening, the tyranny: but he presently perceived,
that the evil had no remedy, and that to share in the

public ariairs, it was necessary either to render him-
self an accomplice of their crimes, or the victim of

their appetites. He therefore waited a more favoura-

ble occasion. That time (A. M. 3602. Ant. J. C.402.)
teemed soon after to be arrived. The tyrants were

expelled, and the form of the government entirely

changed. But the affairs of the public were in no
belter a condition, nnd the stale received new wounds

every day. Socrates himself was sacrificed to the
malice of his enemies. Plato retired to the house
of Euclid at Mearara, whence he went to Cyrene,
to cultivate the mathematics under Theodorus, the

greatest mathematician of his time. He afterwards

visited Egvpt, and conversed a great while with

the Kscypnan priests, who taught him great part
of their traditions. It is even believed, that they
made him acquainted with the books of Moses, and
the prophets. Not content with all these acquisi-
tions, he went to that part of Italy called Grsecia

Magna, to hear the three most famous Pythagoreans
of those times, Philolaus, Archytas of Tarentum, and

Eurytus. Thence he went into Sicily, to see the

wonders of that island, and especially the volcano

of mount jEtna. This voyage, which was a mere
effect of his curiosity, laid the first foundations of the

liberty of Syracuse, as I have explained at large in

the history of Dionysius, the father and son, and in

that of Dion. He intended to have gone to Persia,

in order to have consulted the Magi: but waa pre-
vented by the wars, which at that time troubled Asia.

At hi return to his country, after all his travels,

in which he had acquired much curious knowledge,
he settled his abode in the quarter of the suburb of

Athens called the Academy, (of which we have spo-
ken above} where he gave his lessons, and formed so

many illustrious disciples.
Plato composed a system of doctrine from the opin-

ionsof three philosophers. He followed Heraclitus in

natural and sensible things; that is to say, he believed

with Heraclitus, that there was but one world; that

all things were produced by their contraries; that

motion, which he calls war, occasions the production
of beings, and rest their dissolution. He followed

Pythagoras in intellectuil truths, or what we call

metaphysics: that is to siy, he taught as that philo-

sopher did, that there is but one God, the author of

all things; that the soul is immortal; that men have

only to take pains to purse themselves of their pas-
lions and vices, in order to be united to God; that

after this life there is a reward for the good, and a

punishment for the wicked; that between God and
man there are various orders of spirits, which are

the ministers of the Supreme Being. He had also

taken the Metempsychosis from Pythagoras, but given
it a construction ofhis own. And finally, he imitated

Socrates in respect to morality and politics; that is

to sav, he reduced every thing to the manners, and
laboured only to incline all men to discharge the

duties of the situation of life, in which the Divine
Providence has placed them. He also very much

improved logic, or, which is the same thing, the art

of reasoning with order and exactness.

All the works of Plato, except his letters, of which

only twelve have come down to us, are in the form
of dialogues. He purposely chose that manner of

writing, as more agreeable, familiar, comprehensive,
and better adapted to instruct and persuade, than

any other. By the help of it he succeeded wonder-

fully in placing truths in their full light. He give*
to each of his speakers his proper character; and by
an admirable chain of reasons, which necessarily in-

duce each other, he leads them on to admit, or rather

to say themselves, all he would
prove to thcm.i

As to his style, it is impossible to imagine any
thing greater, more noble, or more majestic; that,

says Quinciilmn, he seems not to speak the language
of men, but of the gods.* The flow and numbers of
his elocution form a harmony scarce inferior to that

of Homer's poetry; and the Atticism, which, among
the Greeks, was in point of style whatever was finest,

most delicate, and most perfect in every kind, pre-
vails in it universally, and shows itself everywhere in

a manner entirely peculiar. But neither the beauty
of style, the elegance and happiness of expressions,
nor t'he harmony of numbers, constitute the value of
Plato's writings. What is most to be admired in

them, is the solidity and greatness of the sentiments,

maxims, ar\d principles diffused throughout them,
whether for the conduct of life, policy, government,
or religion. I shall cite some passages from them in

the sequel.
Plato died in the first year of the 108lh Olympiad,

(A. M. 3856, Ant. J. C. 348,) which was the thir-

teenth of the reign of Philip of Macedon, aged eighty-
one, and upon the same day in which he was born.

He had many disciples, of whom the most distin-

guished were Speusipnus his nephew by the mother's

side, Xenocrates of Chalcedon, and the celebrated

Aristotle. Theophrastus is also said to have been of
the number of his hearers, and Demosthenes to have
always considered htm as his master; of which his

style
is a good proof. Dion, the brother-in-law of

Dionysius the tyrant, also did him great honour by
his excellent character, his inviolable attachment to

his person, his extraordinary taste for philosophy,
the rare qualities of his head and heart, and his great
and heroic actions for re-establishing the liberty of
his country.

After the death of Plato, his disciples divided them-
selves into two sects.S The first continued to teach

in the Academy, the name of which they retained.

The others settled their school in the Lyraeum, a

place in Athens adorned with porticoes and gardens.

They were called Peripatetics, and had Aristotle for

their founder. These two sects differed only in name,
and agreed as to opinions. They had both renounced
the custom and maxim of Socrates, which was to af-

firm nothing, and to explain themselves in disputes
only dubiously and with reserve. I shall speak of
the Peripatetics in the sequel, when I have briefly
related the history of the philosophers who fixed

their residence in the Academy.

SPEUSIPPUS.
I HAVE already said that he was Plato's nephew.4

His conduct was so very irregular in his youth, that

> In dialogs Swrralirorum, maximcqae Platoni*, adeo ci-

ts eunt inlerrogaliones, ut, cum plerisque bene respondeatur,
re* tandem ad id quod vulunt etficere, perveniat. QuincuL.
I. T. c. 7.

Ul niilii. noii hominis inrenio, ert qaodam Delpliico vi
deatur nraculu inRtinctu*. Quintlil. 1. x. c. 1.

Cic. Acad. Que<l. I. i. n. 17 IS, * LaerU
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bis
parents

turned him out of their house. That of his

uncle became his asylum. Plato behaved to him as if

he had never heard "of his debauched life. His friends

were shocked and amazed at his placing his kindness

on one so undeserving, and blamed him for
taking

no

pains to correct his nephew, and reform his dissolute

manners. He replied calmly, that he laboured more
effectually to that purpose than they imagined, in

showing him by his own manner of living the infinite

difference between virtue and vice, and between decen-

cy and depravity. And indeed that method succeeded
to well, that it inspired Speusippus with a very greet

respect for him, and a violent desire of imitating him,
and of devoting himself to philosophy, in the study
of which he afterwards made very great proficiency.
It requires no common address to manage the spirit
of a vicious young man, and to bring him over to a

sen*e of his duty. The boiling heat of youth seldom

gives way to violence, which often serves only to

inflame and precipitate it into despair.
Plato had cultivated a particular intimacy between

Speusippus and Dion, with a view of softening the

austere temper of the latter, by the gay ety and insin-

uating manners of his nephew.
He succeeded his uncle in the school after his death,

but held it only eight years; after which his infirmi-

ties obliged him to resign it to Xenocrates. Speusip-

pus did not depart from Plato's doctrine, but was not

studious to imitate him in his practice. He was cho-

leric, loved pleasure, and seemed self-interested; for

be exacted a premium from his disciple*, contrary to

the custom and principles of Plato.

XENOCRATES.
XE>OCRATES was of Chalcedon, and became very

early Plato's disciple. He studied under that great
master at the same time as Aristotle, but not with the

same talents. He had occasion for a spur, and the

other for a bridle;! which are Plato's own words of

them, who added, that in putting them together, he

coupled a horse with an ass. He is praised for not

bein" discouraged by the slowness of his parts,
which made study much more laborious to him than

to others. Plutarch 2 uses the example of him, and
that of Cleanthes, to encourage such as perceive they
have less penetration and vivacity than others, and
exhorts them to imitate these two great philosophers,
and like them, to set themselves above the ridicule of

their companions. If Xenocrates, from the heavi-

ness of his genius, was inferior to Aristotle, he far

surpassed him in practical philosophy and purity of
manners.
He was naturally melancholy, and had something

stiff and austere in his temper;
3 for which reason

Plato often advised him " to sacrifice to the Graces,"

signifying clearly enough by those words, that it was

necessary for him to soften the severity of his temper.
4

He sometimes reproved him for that fault with more
force, and less reserve, apprehending that his pupil's
want of politeness and good nature would become
an obstacle to all the good effects of his instruction

and example. Xenocrates was not insensible to

these reproaches: but they neverjiiminished the pro-
found respect he always had for his master. And
when endeavours were used to make him angry with

Plato, and he was provoked to defend himself' with

some vivacity, he stopped the mouths of his indis-

creet friends with saying.
" He uses me so for my

good." He took Plato's place in the second year of

the 110th Olympiad. A. M. 3666.

Diogenes Laertius 6
says, that he loved neither

pleasure, riches, nor praise. He showed on many of'

casions a generous and noble disinterestedness. The
court of Macedonia had the reputation of retaining a

great number of pensioners and spies in all the neigh-

bouring republics, and to corrupt with bribes all per-
sons sent to negotiate with them. Xenorrates was

deputed with some other Athenians to Philip. That

prii.ce,
who perfectly understood the art of insinua-

> Isocratei said the same thing of Theopompu* and Ephu-
imi.

* I'hit. de Aidit. p. 47
JOtta. I. sir. c. 9.

Pio-. Laert.
* Viog Laeru

ting into people's favour, applied himself in a partic-
ular manner to Xenocrates, whose merit and reputa-
tion he was apprized of. When he found him inac-

cessible to presents and interest, he endeavoured to

mortify him by an affected contempt, and ill-treat

ment, not admitting him to his conferences with the

other ambassadors from the commonwealth o! Ath
ens, whom he had

corrupted by his caresses, leasts,

and liberalities. Our philosopher, linn and unalter
able in his principles, retained all his stiffness and in-

tegrity, and though wholly excluded, continued per-
fectly easy, and never appeared either at audience!
or feasts as his colleagues did. At their return to

Athens, his colleagues endeavoured in concert to

discredit him with the people, and complained, that

he had been of no manner ol use to them in this em-

bassy; in consequence of which he was very near

having a fine laid on him. Xenorrates, forced by the

injustice of his accuser* to break silence, cxpla'ntd
all that had passed in Philip's court, made the peo-
ple sensible of what importance it was to have a

strict eye upon the conduct of deputies who had
sold themselves to the enemy of the commonwealth,
covered his colleagues with shame and confusion, and

acquired immortal glory. His disinterestedness was
also put to the proof by Alexander the Great.' The
ambassadors of that prince, who. without doubt, came
to Athens upon account of some negotiation, (nei-
ther the time nor the aftair are said j offered Xeno-
crates from their master fifty talents, or fifty thou-

sand crowns. Xenocrates invited them to supper.
The entertainment was simple, frugal, plain, and tru-

ly philosophical. The next day the deputies asked

him, into whose hands they should pay the money
they had orders to give him 7

. "Hjowf" said he to

them. " did not my feast yesterday inform you, tha

I have no occasion for money?" He added, that

Alexander was more in want of it than he, because
be had more mouths to feed. Seeing that his an-

swer made them sad, he accepted of thirty minae

(about seventy-five pounds) that he might not seem
to despise the king's liberality

oat of pride. Thus,

rays an historian, in concluding his account of this

fact, the king would have purchased the friendship
of the philosopher, and the philosopher would not

sell it to the kin<r.

His disinterestedness must have reduced him to

great poverty,
as he could not discharge a certain

tax, which strangers were obliged to pay yearly into

the public treasury of Athens. Plutarch 9 tells us,

that one day, as they were hauling him to prison for

not having" paid this tribute, the orator Lycurgus
discharged the sum, and took him out of the hands
of the farmers of the revenue, who frequently are

not too sensible of the merit of the learned. Xeno-
crates some days after meeting the son of his deliver-

er, told him; "I pay your father the favour he did

me with interest; for all the world prei*es him upon
my accoont." Diogenes Laertius I0 tells us some-

thing very like this of him, which perhaps is the

same fact disguised under different circumstances.

He says, that the Athenians sold him, because he
could not pav the capitation laid upon strangers: but

that Demetrius Phalereus bought him, and immedi-

ately gave him his liberty, if is not very probable,
that the Athenians should treat a philosopher 01 the

reputation of Xenocrates with so much cruelty.
Athens had a very hii;h idea of his probity." One

day when he appeared before the judge* to give evi-

dence in some affair, on his going towanltthe altar, i.i

order to swear that what he had affirmed w< true,

all the judges rose up.
and would not suffer him to

do so, declaring that his word was as satisfactory to

them a< an oath.

Cir. Tuc. Qwest. 1 5. n. 91. Val Max I. iv. c. 3.

' Cum p<>slrirfie rojarent eum, cui nuinrrari j(il*ret'

Quid! Vo* hpfterr.a. inquit, c<mul4 nou iutrl|pxi>ti, me
prrunia non egere ? ftuo rum iritn>r.-s Milisset, iririnta

minat arcepil, ne xpernari regis liberaliiatem videretor.

Cic.

Ita rex phiWophi amicitiam rmere voluit: phjlosophM
reri suam vndi rr nnluit. f'al. .1/07.

Plui. in Flamin p. :tT5. Hio. Laert. in XPOOC.
Cic. Oral. pru. Cum. Balb n. 14. Vil. Max. I. vi. c. SL
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Happening in company, where abundance of scan-

dal was talked, he did not share in it, and continued

mute. Upon being asked by somebody the reason

of his profound silence, he replied:
"

It is because I

have often repented of speaking, but never of hold-

ing my tongue
"

He had a very fine maxim upon the education of

youth, which it were to be wished parents would
caiike to be observed in their bouses. 1 He was, from
their earliest infancy, for having wise and virtuous

discourses often repeated in their presence; but with-

out allerlation,* in order that they might seize in a

manner their ears, as a place hitherto unoccupied,
through which virtue and vice might equally pene-
trate to the heart; and that these wise and virtuous

discourses, like faithful sentinels, should keep the en-

trance firmly closed against all words that might cor-

rupt the purity of manners in the least, till by long
habit youth were become strong, and their ears sate

gainst the envenomed breath of bad conversation.*

According to Xenocrates, there are no true philo-

sophers but those who do that
voluntarily

and of their

own accord, which others do only through fear of pun-
ishment and the laws.4

He composed several works, amongst the rest one

upon the method of reigning well
j
at least Alexander

asked it of him.s

He lost little time in visits, was very fond of the

retirement of his study, and meditated much. He sel-

dom was seen in the streets: but when he appeared
there, the debauched youth used to fly to avoid meet-

ing him.

A young Athenian, more vicious than^he rest, and

absolutely infamous for his irregularities, in which he

gloried, was nut so much awed by him.* His name
was Polemon. After a debauch, passing by the school

of Xenocrates, and finding the door open, he went in,

full of wine, sweet with essence, and with a wreath on
his head. In this condition he took his seat among
the auditors, less to hear than out of insolence. The
whole assembly were strangely surprised and offend-

ed. Xenocrates, without the least emotion or change
of countenance, only varied the discourse, and went
on with speaking upon temperance and sobriety, all

the advantages of which he set in full light, by oppo-
sing to those virtues the shame and turpitude of the

contrary vices. The young libertine, who listened

with attention, opened his eyes to the deformity of

his condition, and was ashamed of himself. The
wreath falls from his head; with downcast eyes he
bides himself in his cloak, and instead of that gay in-

solence which he had shown on entering the school,
he appears serious and thoughtful.

7 An entire change
of conduct ensued; and absolutely cured of his bau

passions by a single discourse, from an infamous de-

bauchee, he became an excellent philosopher, and
made a happy amends for the vices of his youth by a

wise and regular course of life, from which he never

departed.
Xenocrates died at the age of eighty-two, A. M.

3688, Ant. J. C. 316, in the first year of the 116th

Olympiad.
POLEMON. CRATES. GRANTOR.

I join these three philosophers under the same ti-

tle, because little is known of their lives.

t Plut. de Audit, p. 38.

ir't-

He alludes to the Athlete, who in boxing used to rarer
their heads and oars with u. kind of leathern cap, to deaden
the v oliMioi' of the blows. He says that thin precaution is

much more necessary to youth. Fur all the risk the Athlete
rn was of having their ears hurt ; whereat, toung persons
hazard their innocence, and even the loss of lliemsclvei.

Plut. de Virt. Moral, p. 440. Diog. Laert.
Dio? . Laert. Val. Max. I. vi c. TO.
'-Faclagne quotl olim
Mutatui Polemnn ? Punas insiznia rnorbi,

Fuijcinla*. cuhital, focalia ? point ut ille

Llicitur ex collo furtim carpsisse coronas,

Pu*lquam esl imprunsi uurreplu* vnre ma'ixiri.

Hor. Sat. iii. I. 3.

Polemon worthily succeeded his master Xenocra-
tes, and never departed from bis opinions, nor the ex-

ample of wisdom and sobriety, which he had set him.
He renounced wine in such a manner at the age of

thirty, which was the time his celebrated change of
conduct began, that during the rest of his lite he ne-

ver drank any thing but water.*

Crates, wh'o was his successor, is little known, and
must be distinguished from a cynic philosopher of
the same name, of whom we shall speak in the se-

quel.
Grantor was more famous. He was of Soli in

Cilicia. He quitted his native country, and came
to Athens, where he was the disciple of Xenocrates
at the same time with Polemon. He passes for one
of the great pillars of the Platonic sect.9 What
Horace says of him in praising Homer, argues the

great reputation of this philosopher, and how much
bis principles of morality were in esteem:

Qui quid sit pulchrum, quid turpe, quid utile, quid non,
I'lcmus ac inelius Chrysippo et Cranlore dicit.

HOT. Ep. U. 1 L
Who tells what's great, what mean, what fit, what net,
Better than Grantor orChrysippus taught.

The same cannot be said of his principles upon the

nature of the soul, as we shall see'in its place.
He wrote a book upon Consolation,^ which is lost!

it was addressed to Hippocles, whom an early death
had deprived of all his children. It is mentioned as

a book of gold, of which every word deserved to be

got by heart." Cicero had made great use of it in a

tract that bore the same title. Arcesilaus the author
of the middle Academy was his disciple.

SECTION II. OF THE MIDDLE ACADEMY.

IT is so called, because it flourished between the

ancient Academy instituted by Plato, and the new
that soon succeeded it, of which Carneades was the

author.

ARCESILAUS.

ARCESILAUS was born at Pitane in .Eolia.' He
went to Athens, and became the disciple of the great-
est philosophers, of which number were Polemon,

Theophrastos, Grantor, Diodorus, and Pyrrho.
1* It

was evidently of the last that he learned to doubt

every thing. He wag only an academic by name,
which he retained out of respect to Grantor, upon
being whose disciple he valued himself. He succeed-
ed Crates, or according to others, Polemon, as pro-
fessor in the Platonic school, in which he became an

innovator, 14 for he founded a sect, which was call-
'

the second or middle Academy, to distinguish it

from that of Plato. He was very opposite to the

Dogmatists, or the philosophers
who affirmed and

decided. He seemed to doubt all things; maintain-

ed both sides of a question, and determined nothing.
He had a great number of disciples. To attack all

the sciences, and to reject not only the evidence of

the senses, but of reason, was certainly the boldest

undertaking that could be formed in the republic of
letters. To hope any success in it, required all the

merit of Arcesilaus. 'He was by nature of a happy,
ready, warm, genius: his person was very graceful,
and his manner of speaking happy and delightful.W
The beauty of his aspect admirably seccaced the

charms of his utterance. Accordingly Lucullus, who
learnedly and solidly refutes the opinion of the Aca-
demics, says that nobody would have followed the

opinion of Arcesilaus, if the eloquence and address

Athen. I. ii. p. 44.
Crantcir ille qui in nottra academia rel in prijnii fuit

nohilio. Cic. Tage. Qu<rtl. 1. iii. n. 12.

Plut. de Consol. p. 104.
" I.f^imug omnf* Crantoris, veterii Academic!, de luctu:

eet enim non magnuc, verum aureoluR, et. ut Tuberoni Pan*,
tin? prrcipit, ad verbum ediscendus libellus. Jtcad. Qtuett.
1. iv. n. 135.

' Pioff. I.aert. in Arcesil.
" Num. pud. Euseb. Prep. Evang. 1. xir. c. 5.
14 Dins. Ijiert.
" Arce.-ilaus floruit, turn acumine ingenii, turn admirabiM

quodam lepore dicendi. jicadem. Qurst. I. iv. n. 10.
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of the teacher had not covered, and made the mani-
fest absurdity of his doctrine disappear.

1

Things much for his honour are related of his

liberality. He delighted in doing good, and was not

willing that it should be known.8
Visiting a friend 3

who was sick, and wanted necessaries, but was
ashamed to own it, he dexterously slid a purse full

of iimni'Y under his pillow, to spare his shame and de-

licacy, and that he might seem rather to have found
than accepted it.* Authors do not give so favourable
a testimony of the purity of his manners, and accuse
him of the most infamous vices.5 And that ought
not to appear strange in a philosopher, who, doubt-

ing every tiling, doubted, in consequence, the exis-

tence of virtue and vice, and could not really admit

any rule in respect to the duties of civil life. He did

not care to have any part in the public affairs.6 How-
ever, having been chosen to go to Demetrias in or-

der to negotiate for his country with Antigonus, he ac-

cepted the deputation, but returned without success.

In the torments of the gout, he affected the patience
and

insensibility
of a Stoic.7 "Nothing from these

lias reached this," said he, 'pointing to his feet and

touching his breast,8 to Carneades the Epicurean,
who was much concerned to see him suffer in that

manner. He was for making the other believe, that

his soul was inaccessible to pain. Lofty language,
with nothing real in it but pride!

Arcesilaus nourished about the 120th Olympiad,
that is, abjut the year of the world 3704.9 He died
f excessive drinking, which had made him delirious,

at the age of seventy-five.
His successors were Lacydes, Evander, and Ege-

simus, which last was the master of Carneades.W

SECTION III. OF THE NEW ACADEMY.

CARNEADES.
CARNEADES of Cyrene instituted the third or new

Academy, which, properly speaking, did not differ

from the second. For, except some few palliatives,
Carneades was as warm and zealous an advocate for

uncertainty as Arcesilaus. The difference between
them, and the innovation ascribed to him of whom
we now speak, consist in his not denying with Arce-

silaus, that there are truths; but he maintained that

they were compounded with so many obscurities, or
rather falsehoods, that it was not in our power to dis-

cern with certainty the true from the false. 11 He went
therefore so far as to admit that there were probable
things, and agreed that probability might determine
ua to act, provided we did not pronounce absolutely

upon any thing. Thu he seems to have retained at

bottom the whole doctrine of Arcesilaus, but out of

policy, and to deprive his opponents of the more

specious pretexts for declaiming agninst, and ridicu-

ling him, he granted degrees of probability, which

Quis ista, tarn aperlS perpicuen,ue et perversa et falsa,
tecutus essel, nisi tanta in Arrcsilu et copia rerum, et

dicendi vis fuisset t /bid n. <>0.

TTO. Dioff. Lnert.
Seneca r.alU him Ctesjbius: Plutarch fives dim another

name. De Discrim. Jlmic. et Jidutat. p. 63.

Areetilani ut aiunt, amico pauperi, et paupertatem suam
disiimiilnni i, w;:ro autem, et ne hoe quidem mrifiicnt i d'ese
libi in sumptiitn ad ner,psnario nsus, cum clam (Mirnurren-
dum judicanet, pulvino ejus ignoranii* naculum subjecit, ut
homo inutililer verecundu*, quoil drsidcrabut, inveiiiret po-
tin- qiiam ncciperet. Senec, de Benef. I. ii.

i Di.ii-. Laert. Idem
' If "I'm ardnretft prodagra? dolorihus, visiiassetque ho-

minem Carneades Epiruri perfamiliari-.-, el trisiis exiret:
mane, <|iiami, inquil.Carneude nosier. Nihil illinc hue per-
Tenit, oftendons |>edes et peel us. De Finib. I. v. n. 94.

The ancients believed the bream the seat of the soul
and of courage.

Diog. Laert. o Anad. Qujpst. I. iv. n. Ifi.

>' Non KUmu<i ii quibu* niliil verum essc videatur, sed ii

qui IIIIIMMIIH Tori* fkW qiiadam adjunota csne diramu., lanta
similiiuUine, ut in ii> nulla insii certa .jndjrandi et iiuvi'iitj-

ndi nota. Ex quo exislit et illud, mulla ecwe pmb.-iliiliri ;

que quanqtiam nun |X>rci|>crentur, tamen, quia, visum hahe
rent qucndam ini>i;nem et illustrem, liis lapieatii vita rege-
tetur. De Jfat. Dear. I. i. n. 12.

ought to determine the wise man to choose thil or
that in the conduct of civil life. He saw plainly, that

without these concessions he should never be able to

answer the strongest objections to his principle, not
to prove that it did not reduce man to inaction.

Carneades was the declared antagonist of the Sto-

ics, and applied himself with extreme ardour to refute

the works of Chrysippus, who had been for some time
the support of the Porch. He so ardently desirtd to

overcome him, that in preparing for the dispute he
took hellebore, in order to have his mind the more
free, and to give the fire of his imagination the greater
force against him. 12

A maxim of morality, very admirable in a pagan.it
ascribed to him. 13 " If a person knew," says he,

" that

an enemy, or another whose death would be for his

advantage, would come to sit down upon the grass
where an aspic lurked, it would be acting dishonestly
not to give him notice of it, even though his silence

might pass with impunity, nobody being capab/b of

making a crime of it." But the conduct of these pa-

gans was always inconsistent with itself in some part
or other. This grave philosopher was not ashamed
of keeping a concubine in the house with him.

Plutarch has preserved a pretty reflection of Car-

neades, '* in his treatise upon the difference between a

friend and a flatterer. He had cited the example of

one, who, in disputing the prize in the horserace with

Alexander, had suffered himself to be beat designed-

ly, for which that prince was very angry with him:
he adds, "That the menage is the only thing, in

which youn^ princes have nothing to apprehend trora

flattery. Tfceir other masters frequently enough as-

cribe good qualities to them, which they have not.

But a horse, without regard to rich or poor, to sub-

ject or sovereign, throws all the awkward riders that

back him."
The embassy of Carneades to Rome is much cele-

bated: I have spoken of it tlewhere.

To conclude what relates to Carneades, I shall ob-

serve that he had not entirely neglected Physics, but

that he had made Ethics his
principal study. He was

extremely laborious, and so avaricious of his time,

that he took no care either to pare his nails or cut

his hair.16 Solely devoted to meditation, he not only
avoided feasts, but even forgot to eat at his own table,

so that his servant, who was also his concubine, was

obliged to put mtat into his hand, and almost into hit

mouth. He was extremely afraid of djing.H How-
ever, upon being informed that his antagonist Anti-

pater, the Stoic philosopher, had poisoned himself,

he assumed a short
sally

of courage against death,

and cried out: "Then give me also" "What?"
asked somebody. "Mulled wine," replied he, having

bethought himself better of it. Diogenes Laertius

ridicules this pusillanimity, and reproaches him with-

having chosen rather to languish long of the phthisic,
than to give himself death : for that the pagans thought
glorious, though the wisest among them were of a

different opinion, "and believed, that nature was the

tacit law of God." He died in the fourth year of

the 162.1 Olympiad, A. M. 3871, Ant. J. C. 133, aged

eighty-five years.

CLITOMACHUS.
CLITOMACHT^S, the disciple of Carneades, was his

successor. 17 He. was a Carthaginian, and called As-

drnbal in the Punic tongue. He composed several

books, which were highly esteemed, and of which

one was entitled. Consolation. He addressed it to

his countrymen after the taking and destruction of

Carthage, to console them under the state of captir-

ity into which they were fallen.

PH1LO. ANT1OCHUS.
PHILO succeeded his master CIitomachus. He

taught both philosophy and rhetoric, but at different

times. Cicero frequented his school, and improved

i Val. Max. 1. viii. c. 7. ' Cic. dn Xineb. I. ii n. 3D
> 4

I'Hgc 58. Diog. Laert. Val. Max. 1. viii c. 7
Diojf. Laert.

" Plut.de Fort. Alex. p. 328. Cic. I. iii. Tuscul. Unrit.
** > Tuscul Uuei>i I

; i. n. 9n.54.
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froix his double lectures. He was also the hearer of

Antiochus, Philo's disciple and successor.

A.VTIOCHUS was of Ascalon, and is ihe last of the

Academic philosophers mentioned in history. Cicero
in his voyage to Athens was charmed with his calm,

flowing, graceful manner of speaking: I but he did

not approve of the change he had introduced in the

method of Carneades. For Antiochus, alter Laving
long and strenuously maintained the opinions of the

new Academy, which rejected entirely the evidence

of the sense?, and even of reason, and taught that

there was nothing certain, had on a sudden embraced
those of the old Academy; either from being unde-

ceived by the conviction of reason and the report of

his senses; or, as some believed, from jealousy and

envy for the disciples of Clitomachus and Phllo.

Lucullus.2 the famous Roman, as well known for

his wonderful taste for the sciences as his great abi-

litv in war, had declared openly for the sect of the

Academics, not of the new Academy, though then

very flourishing from the writings of Carneades which
Phllo explained, but for that 01 the old Academy, of

which the school was held at that time by Antiochus.

He had cultivated the friendship of that philosopher
with extreme ardour: he gave him an apartment in

his own house, and made use of his assistance in op-

posing the disciples of Philo, of whom Cicero was
the chief.

ARTICLE V.

OF THE PERIPATETICS.

ARISTOTLE.
I HAVE already observed, that after Plato's death,

his disciples divided themselves into two sects: of

which the one continued in the school where Plato

had taught, and the other removed to the Lycaeuai,
an agreeable place in the suburbs of Athens. Aris-

totle was the chief and founder of the latter. He
was a native of Stagira, a city of Macedonia, and
was born in the first year of the 99th Ovlmpiad, A.
M. 36-20, forty years after Plato.* His father Nico-
machu* was a physician, and flourished in the reign
of Amyntas king of Macedonia, Philip's father. At
the age of seventeen he went to Athens, and entered
himself in the school of Plato, under whom he stu-

died twenty years. He was its greatest honour, and
Plato used to call him the soul of the school. His

passion for study was so great, that in order to pre-
vent sleep from engrossing him, he placed a basin of

brass bv his bed-side, and when he lay down, ex-

tended one of his hands out of bed with an iron ball

in it, that the noise made by the falling of the ball

into the basin, when he fell asleep might immediately
awaken him.

After Plato's death, which happened in the first

year of the 108th Olympiad. A. M. 3656, he retired

to the house of Hermias tyrant of Atarnea in Mysia,
his fellow-pupil, who received him with jov, and
loaded him with honours. Hermias having been con-
demned and put to death by the king of Persia, Aris-

totle married his sister Pilhais, who was left without
fortune or protector. It was at this time Philip chose

him, to take care of the education of his son Alexan-

der, who might then be about fourteen or fifteen

years old. He had long before designed him that

important and glorious employment.
4 As soon as

his son came into the world, he informed him of his

birth by a It tier, which does Philip no lets honour
than Aristotle, and which I am not afraid to repeal
in this place.

" You have this,-' says he,
" to inform

you, that I have a son. I thank the gods, not o

much for having given him to me. as for having given
him to me in the time of Aristotle. It is with rea-

son I assure myself, that you will make a successor

worthy of us, and a king wort! y of Macedonia."

Quinctilian* says expressly, that Aristotle taught

Alexander the first rudiments of grammar. But ai

that opinion admits of some difficulty, I do not en-

tirely give into it. When the time for taking upon
him the education of that prince arrived, Aristotle

repaired to Macedonia. We have seen elsewhere
the high value, which Philip and Alexander expres-
sed for his extraordinary merit.

After a residence of some years in that court, he
obtained permission to retire. Callisthenes, who had

accompanied him thither, took his
place,

and was

appointed to follow Alexander into the field. Aris-

totle,* in whom profound judgment and a great know-

ledge of the world were united, upon the point of

setting sail for Athens, advised Callisthenes not to

forget one maxim of Xenophanes, which he judged
absolutely necessary to persons who live in courts:
"
Speak seldom to the prince, or speak so as to please

him: that your silence may either make you more
secure, or your discourse more agreeable to him."

Callisthens, who was naturally morose and austere,
made but ill use of this counsel, which indeed at

bottom savours more of the courtier than the phi-

losopher.
Aristotle, then, not having thought proper to fol-

low his pupil to the war, to which his attachment to

study made him very averse, after Alexander's de-

parture returned to Athens. He was received there

with all the marks of distinction due to a philosopher
that excelled in so many respects. Xenocmtes at

that time presided in Plato's school in the Academy:
Aristotle opened his in the Lycaeum. The concourse
of his hearers was extraordinary. In the morning
his lessons were upon philosophy, and in the after-

noon upon rhetoric: he usually gave them walking,
which occasioned his disciples to be called Peripate-
tics. He taught only philosophy at first: but the

great reputation of Isocrates, then ninety ytars old,

who had applied himself solely to rhetoric, and with
incredible success, excited his jealousy ami induced
him also to teach it.7 It is perhaps to this noble

emulation, allowable between the learned, when con-

fined to imitating, or even surpassing what others

have done well, that we owe Aristotle's Rhetoric,
the most complete and most esteemed woik the an-

cients have left us upon thai subject; unless we choose
rather to believe it composed for Alexander.

So shining a merit as Aristotle's did not fail to ex-

cite envy, which selcfom spares great men. As long
as Alexander lived, that conqueror's name suspended;
the effects of it, and awed the malignity of his ene-

mies. But he was no sconerdead, than they rose up
in concert against him, and swore his destruction.

Eurymedon, priest of Ceres, lent them his assistance,

and served their hatred with a zeal the more to be

feared, as it was covered with the mask of religion
He cited Aristotle before the judges, and accused
him of impiety, pretending that he taught doctrines

contrary to the worship of the gods established "at

Athens. To prove this, he referred to Aristotle's

hymn in honour of Hermias, and the inscription en-

graved upon his statue in the temple of Delphos.
This inscription is still extant in Athenseus and Di-

ogenes Laertius. It consists of four verses, which
have no relation to sacred matters, but only to the

king of Persia's perfidy to the unfortunate friend of
Aristotle: neither is the hymn more criminal. Aris-

totle might perhaps have offended Eurymedon the

priest of Ceres personally by some stroke of ridicule,
a much more unpardonable crime than only attack-

ing the gods. However this may be, not believing
it safe to wait the event of a trial, lie quilted Athens,
after having taught there thirteen years. He retired

to Chalcis in the island of Euboea.and pled his cause
from that place in writing. Athenarus* repeat? some

expressions in this apiHogy. but does not warrant
them positively to be Aristotle's. Somebody asking

Plut. in Cic. p. 8&Z. Pint, in Lurull. pp. 5)9, 520.

lliog Laert. Aul. Cell I. ix. r. 3.

' An Philippu* Macedonum rex Alexandra filio suo prima
literarum elpmenta Iradi ;ib Aristotele summu cjus Kiatis

Phikiopho voluinet, tui ille UK*pi*el hoc officmm, i imn
Studiorum iniiia a porfcriisimo quoqi;e Irartari, pertinere

il 8Uiimiain creriidUset ? Quinc'il. I. i. c. 1

VOL. 11. -70

Aristolelei, Callfcihenem auditorem suum ad Alexan-
drum dimiitenc, monuil ut cum en aut raris.-iiiir. aul quim
jin-ui.di.<8iine lo(|UTelur : quo s<-i;jret apuil regias aures Tel

Mlcinii> tuiior, vtl ccrmone esset accepiiur. t'al. .1/z. L
vii. c. Z.

> Cir. 1. iii de Oral. n. 1-41. Quinctil. 1. iii. c. 1.

Alhen. 1. xv. pp. 6%, 697.
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him the cause of his retiring, he answered, " that it

was to prevent the Athenians from committing a

second murder upon philosophy," alluding to the

death of Socrates.*

It is pretended that he died of grief, because he

could not discover the cause of the ebbing and flow-

ing of the Euripus, and that he even threw himself

headlong into that sea, saying,
" Let the Euripus

swallow me, since I cannot comprehend it." There
were a multitude of other things in nature beyond
his comprehension, and he was too wise to be morti-

fied on that account. Others* affirm, with more pro-
bability, that he died of the colic in the 63d year of

hij age, A. M. 3683, two years alter Alexander's
death. He was extremely honoured in Stagira, the

place of his nativity. It had been demolished by
Philip king of Macedonia: but Alexander caused it

to be rebuilt at the request of Aristotle.8 The in-

habitants in gratitude for that benefit instituted a fes-

tival in honour of this philosopher, and when he died

at Chalcis in Euboea, transported his bones to their

city, erected an altar upon his monument, gave the

place the name of Aristotle, and afterward? held their

assemblies in it. He left a son called A icomachus,
and a daughter who was married to a grandson of

Demaratus king of Sparta.
I have related elsewhere the fate of his works,

during how many years they remained buried and

unknown, and in what manner they were at length
brought to light and made public.

Quintilian
*
says, that he does not know which to

admire most in Aristotle, his vast and profound eru-

dition, the prodigious number of the writings which
he left behind him, the beauty of his style, or the in-

finite variety of his works. One would believe, says
he in another place, that he must have employed se-

veral ages in study, for comprehending within the

extent of his knowledge all that regards not only
philosophy and rhetoric, but even plants and ani-

mals, whose nature and properties he studied with
infinite application.* Alexander, to second his mas-
ter's ardour in that learned labour, 6 and to satisfy
his own curiosity, gave orders for making exact in-

uiries throughout the whole extent of Greece and
tsia into all that related to birds, fish, and animals

of every kind: an expense which amounted to above

eight hundred talents, or eight hundred thousand
crowns.7 Aristotle composed above fifty volumes, up-
on this subject, of which only ten remain.

The university of Paris has thought very differ-

ently at different times of Aristotle's writings. In

the council of Sens held at Paris in 1209, all his

books were ordered to be burned, and the reading,

writing, or keeping them prohibited. The rigour of
this prohibition was afterwards somewhat abated.

At length, by a decree of the two cardinals sent by
pope Urban V. to Paris, in the year 1366, to regulate
the university, all the books of Aristotle were allow-

ed there; and that decree was renewed and confirm-

ed in 1452, by cardinal Etouteville. From that time
Aristotle's doctrine always prevailed in the universi-

ty of Paris, till the happy discoveries of the last age

opened the eyes of the learned, and made them em-
brace a system of philosophy highly different from
the ancient opinions of the schools. But as Aristo-

tle was formerly admired beyond due bounds, he is

perhaps despised at present more than he deserves.

ARISTOTLE'S SUCCESSORS.

THEOPHRASTUP was of the'island of Lebog. Aris-

totle, before he returned to Chalcis, appointed him
nis successor.* Accordingly he filled the place of
his master with so much success and reputation, that

the number of his hearers amounted to two thou-

sand. Demetrius Phalereus was one of his disciples
and intimate friends. The beauty and delicacy of
his eloquence, occasioned his being called Theo-
ohraslus, which signifies

" divine speaker."
Cicero relates a circumstance particular enough of

A'

I JBIian. I. iii. c. 36.

Ammon. in vit. Ariitot.
s Lib. \ii c. ult.
i Athen, 1. ix. p.898.

Laert.
Lib. x. c. 72.

Plin. I. viii. c. 16.

Lacrt.

him. He was cheapening something of an herb-

woman, and was answered by her: "ISio, Mr. Stran-

ger, you shall have it for no less." He was extreme-

ly surprised and even concerned, that alter having
passed great part of his life at Athens, the language
of which he piqued himself upon speaking in

|i<
rieo-

lion, he could however still be discovered lor &

stranger. But it was his attention itself to the puri-

ty of the Attic dialect carried too far, that occasion-
ed his being known tor such, as Quintilian observes.

What a taste had Athens even down to the meanest
of the people!
He did not believe, any more than Aristotle, thai

it was possible to enjoy any real felicity here with
out the goods and conveniences of lite: in which

says Cicero,M> he degraded virtue, and deprived hex

oi her highest glory; reducing her to an incapacity
of making man happy of ber.self. He ascribes su-

preme divinity, in one place, to intelligence, in ano-

ther to heaven in general, and alter that, to the stars

in particular.
1'

He died at the age of
eighty-five,

exhausted with
labour and study. He is said to have murmured

against nature at his death, for granting a long lite to

stags and ravens, who can make no beneficial use of

it; whilst she abridged that of man, whom a longer
date would enable to attain a perfect knowledge in

the sciences :12 a murmur equally trifling and unjust,
and which the light of reason only has taught many
of the ancients to condemn, as a kind of rebellion

against the divine will. Quid enim tst aliud gigant-
um more bellare cum diis, nisi naturae repugnare?

" U
Stralo was of Lampsacus.U He applied himself

very much to physics, and little to ethics, which oc-

casioned his being called the physician. He began
to preside in hk- school in the third year of the 123d

Olympiad, A. M. 3718, and taught there eighteen

years. He was the master of Ptolemy Philadelphia.

Lycon of Troas. He governed his school lorty years.
Ariston. Critolaus. The latter was one of *e

three ambassadors sent by the Athenians to Rome IB

the second year of the 140th Olympiad, A. M. 3781
and the 534th of Rome.

Diodorus. This was one of the last eminent philo-

sophers of the sect of the Peripatetics.

ARTICLE VI.

OF THE SECT OF THE CYNICS.

ANTISTHENES.
THE Cynic philosophers owe their origin and iustl

tution to Antisthenes the disciple of Socrates. 'a This
sect derives its name from the place where its founder

taught, called Cynosarge *,"> in the suburb ol Athens.

If this origin be true, at least, we cannot doubt but

their immodesty and impudence might well have coo-

firmed a name given them at first from the place. An-
tisthenes led a very hard life, and for his whole dress

had
only

a wretched cloak. He had a long heard, a
stall' in his hand, and a wllet at his back. He reck-

oned nobility and riches as nothing, and made the su-

preme good of man consist in virtue. When he was
asked of what use philosophy had been to him, he an-

swered, "To enable me to live with myself."

D1OGEIS7 ES.
DIOGENES was the most celebrated of his disciples.

1 ''

Ut ego jam non mirer illud Theophrasto acriiii^sp quod
dii-iitir, riiiM percontarelur ex anicula quiulam, qiiumi alicjuid

renderit? et regpomlisset'illa, atqne adilidissri : llos|ies, non

pole minuris: uilisse euro molesie, se non effugere lio>|iitii

speciem, cum eiatem ageret Alher.is.optimeque louutrtlur.

In Brut. n. 172.

Quomudo el ilia Atlica nnus Theophrnstuip, hominem al/-

oqui iliserlifsimnm, annulate unius iiffrrlalione verl>i, hospj.
trm ilixit : ner alidfe id ileprehendisie intcrropaia ru.-|xni<lit,

quam <|uftd nimium Attice luqurrclur. (juinetil I. viii c. 1.

> Spuliavil viruili-ni suo decorc, imbecillanit|ue reitdidit,

(|Und negavit in ea sola positum eae btuie vivrru. Jicad,

Qvtrst. I. i. n. 33.
' Lib. i. de Nat. Deor. n. 35.

Tusr. Qusst. I. iii. n. (59. Cic. de enert. n. 9
Lam. " Ibid.

> Tlii* word signifies a white, or a Im-iy and swift fag
' Lacrt.
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He was of Synope, a city of Paphlagonia. He was

expelled thence lor counterfeiting the coin. His fa-

ther who was a banker, was banished for the game
crime. Diogenes, upon arriving at Athens, went to

Antitlienes, who treated him with great contempt,
and would have driven him away with his staff, be-

cause he was resolved to have no more disciples.

Diogenes was not surprised, and bowing his head,
*
Strike, strike," said he, "do not be afraid: you'll

never find a stick hard enough to make me remove,
o long as you speak." Antisthenes, overcome by the

obstinacy of Diogenes, permitted him to be his disci-

ple. Diogenes made great improvements from his

lesson?, and perfectly imitated his manner of living.
His whole furniture consisted of a staff, a wallet, and
a wooden bowl. Seeing a little boy drink out of the

hollow of bit hand :
" He shows me," says he,

" that 1

have still something superfluous," and broke his bowl.
He always went barefoot, without ever wearing san-

dals, not even when the earth was covered with now.
A tub served him for a lodging, which he rolled be-

fore him wherever he went, and had no other habit-

ation. Every body knows what he said to Alexan-

der, who made him a visit at Corinth: and the cele-

brated saying of that prince,
" If I were not Alexan-

der, I would be Diogenes." Juvenal, accordingly,
finds the inhabitant of the tub greater and more happy
than the conqueror of the universe. 1 The one desired

nothing, and the whole world was too little for the

other. Seneca therefore is not mistaken, when he

says that Alexander, the proudest of mankind, who
believed that every thing ought to tremble before him,
was forced that day to submit to Diogenes, having
found a man in him, from whom he could take, and
to whom he could give, nothing.! For the rest we
are not to believe, that he was the more humble for

bis ragged cloak, bag, and tub. He had as much

vanity in these things, as Alexander cotHd have from
the conquest of the whole earth.* One day entering
Plato's house, which was furnished magnificently

enough, he trampled a fine carpet under his feet, say-

ing, I tread upon the pride of Plato." "Yes," re-

plied
the latter, "but with another kind of pride." 4

He had a supreme contempt for all the human race.

Walking at noon with a lighted lantern in his hand,

somebody asked him what he sought?
"

I am seeking
a man," replied he. Upon seeing a slave put on a

person's shoes: "You'll not be satisfied," says he,
"

till he wipes your nose for you. Of what use are

your hands to you?" Another time seeing the judges
carrying a man to be punished for stealing a little vial

out of the public treasury:
"
See," said he,

" the great
thieves have catched a little one!" The relations of a

young man, whom they brought to him to be his dis-

ciple, said all the good things of him imaginable: that

he was prudent, of good morals, and knew a great
deal. Diogenes heard them very calmly: "As he is

so accomplished," said he,
" be has no occasion for

me."
He was accused of speaking and thinking ill of the

divinity.* He said that the uninterrupted good for-

tune ol Harpalus, who generally passed fora thief and
a robber, was a testimony against the gods.

Among excellent maxims of morality , he held some
very pernicious opinions. He regarded cha>titv and

modesty as weakness, and was not afraid to art openly
with an impudence contrary to all sense of decency
and iiHtural shame. And indeed the character of the

Cynic* was to overdo every thing in respect to man-
pers. and to render virtue itself hateful if

possible, by
the excesses and inconsistencies to which they car-

ried it.

Iimani sapiens nomen ferat, nquus iniqui.

Ultra, quani satis eel. virlu'em *i petal ip*em.
Uor. Ep vi. I. 1.

i Benril Alexander, tesia cum vidit in ilia

Magnum liahtiatorein.q'ianto fflinor hie, rjui

Nil cuperet, qudm qui totum sjlii poacprel oibem.
* Quidni virtus sit illo rii". qui liomo, supra fnensuram
utnane supcrbin lumens, vidii aii luem rui nee dare quid-

,uam |>o*sei, nee eripere. Senec. de Bentf. I. v. c. ti.

Elian. I. iij. r. 29. Diug. Laert.
De Nat. Deor. iii. n. S3.

More than enough, in virtue's self is bad ;

Just's then unjust ; the wise man grows tho mail.

His historian ascribes to him most persuasive elo-

quence, of which he relates wonderful effects. One-
sicritus had sent one of his sons to Athens. That
young man having heard some of Diogenes's let lures,
settled in that city.* His tlder brother soon after did
the same. Onesicritus himself, having had the curi-

osity to hear that philosopher, became bis disciple,
such attractions had the eloquence of Diogenes. This
Onesicritus was a person of importance. He was in

great favour with Alexander, followed him in his wars,
in which he had employments of distinction, and com-

posed a history, that contained the beginning ofAlex-
ander's life.7 Phocion, still more illustrious than be,
was also the disciple of Diogenes, as was Stilpon of

Maegara.
Diogenes in going to the island of jEgina was taken

by pirates, who carried him to Crete, where they ei

posed him to sale. When he was asked by the crier,
"What he could do?" be answered, "Command
nen," and bade him say, "Will any body buy a
master?" A Corinlhian called Xeniades bought him,
and carried him to Corinth, where he made him pre-

ceptor to his sons. He confided also the whole care
of his house to him. Diogenes acquitted himself so
well of those employments, that Xeniades was inces-

santly saying every where, "A good genius has ta-

ken up his abode in my house." The friends of Dio-

genes would have ransomed him: "No," said he,
"
that's foolish. Lions are not the slaves of those

that feed them, but those that feed them their ser-

vants."* He educated the children of Xeniades very
well, and

acquired their affection to a great degree.
He grew old in this house, and some say he died there.

He ordered at his death that his body should be
left upon the earth without interment.* "How!"
said his friends, "would you lie exposed to the birdi

and beasts?" "No," replied be, "put my stick bv
me, that I may drive them away." "And how will

you do that," said they,
" when you have no sense?"

' What then does it signify," answered the Cynic,
"whether I am eaten or not by the birds and beasts,
as I shall have no sense of it?"

No regard was had to the great indifference of

Diogenes about interment. He was buried magni-
ficently near the gate next the Isthmus. A column
was erected near his tomb, on which a dog of Parian

marble was placed.
He died at nearly ninety rears of age, according to

some upon the same day as Alexander, but others

make him survive that prince some years.

CRATES.
CRATES the Cynic was one of the principal dis-

ciples of Diogenes.W He was a Theban of a very
considerable family, and of great fortune. He sold

his whole patrimony for more than two hundred ta-

lents," which he put into the hands of a banker, and
desired him to give them to his children in case they

proved fools; but if they had elevation of mind enough
to be philosophers, he directed him to distribute the

money among the citizens of Thebej, because philo-

sophers wanted nothing: always excess and car rice

even in actions laudable in themselves.

Hipparrhia, the sister of the orator Metrocles,
charmed with the freedom of Crates's manners, was

absolutely determined to marry him, notwithstanding
the opposition of all her relations. Crates, to whom
they applied themselves, did all he could on his side

to 'make her disgust this marriage. Having stript
hinist li' before her to show her his hunch-back and
ill made body in the worst light, and throwing his

cloak, bag, and staff, upon the ground; "There,"

says he,
" are all my riches, and my wile must expect

no other jointure from me." She persisted in her

resolution, married hunrh-back, dressed herself like

a Cynic, nd became still more " free
" and impudent

than her husband.

Din?. Laert. ' Plat, in Ale*, p. 701.

Uiog. Laert. Tuse. Quest. I. i. n. 104
"

Du>g. Laert. " Two hundred thousand crown*
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Impudence was the prevailing character of these

philosophers. They reproached others with their

faults ivithout any reserve, and added an air of inso-

lence and contempt to their reproaches. This, ac-

cording to some, occasioned their being called Cynics,
because they were biting, and barked at all the world
like dogs; and because they were ashamed of no-

thing;, and held that every thing might be done open-
ly without shame or reserve.

Crates flourished at Thebes about the 113th Olym-
piad, A. M. 3676, and excelled all the Cynics of his

time. He was the master of Zeno, the founder of
the famous sect of the Stoics.

ARTICLE VII. OF THE STOICS.

ZENO.

ZENO was of Citium in the island of Cyprus.
1

On his return from buying purple in Phoenicia, for

he applied himself first to commerce, he was cast away
in the port of Pyraeus. Be was much afflicted with
his loss, and removed to Athens, where he went iirft>

a bookseller's shop, and took up a book of Xeno-

phon's, the reading of which gave him infinite plea-

sure, and made him forget his misfortune. He asked
the bookseller, where that sort of people, of whom
Xenophon spoke, were to be found. Crates the

Cynic happened to pass by at that instant. The
bookseller pointed him out to Zeno, and advised him
to follow him. From that day he commenced his dis-

cipline; at which time he was thirty years of age, A.

M. 3672. The morality of the Cynics highly pleased
him, but he could not relish their immodesty and

impudence.
After having studied ten years under Crates, and

passed ten more in the houses of Stilpon of Mascara,
Xenocrates, and Polemon, he instituted a new sect at

Athens, A. M. 3692. His reputation immediately

spread throughout Greece. In a short time he became
the most distinguished philosopher in the country.
As he usually taught in a porch, his followers were
called Stoics', from the Greek word CTO*, which signi-
fies a porch or portico.
Zeno lived to the age of ninety-eight, without ever

experiencing any disorder of body.
2 He taught forty-

eight years successively, and lived sixty-eight from
his first applying to philosophy under Crates the

Cynic. Eusebius dates his death, which was much re-

gretted, at the 129th Olympiad, A. M. 3743. \Vhen

Antigonus king: of Macedonia received news of it, he
was sensibly afflicted. The Athenians caused a tomb
to be erected for him in the suburb of Ceramica, and

by a public, decree, (wherein he was praised as a phi-

losopher who had perpetually excited the youth un-
der his discipline to virtue, and who had always led a

life conformable to the precepts he taught) they gave
him a crown ofgold, and caused extraordinary honours
to be paid lo his menior)

1

:
" In order," says the de-

cree, "that all the world may know, that the Athe-

nian* are studious to honour persons of distinguished
merit, both during their lives and after their deaths."

Nothing does a people more honour than such noble
and generous sentiments, which arise from a high
ftct in for knowledge and virtue. I have already
observed elsewhere that a neighbouring nation, I

mean England, distinguishes itself by its esteem for

great men of this kind, and by the gratitude it ex-

prees for those who have exalted the glory of their

Country.

LEUCIPPUS.

LEUCIPPUS is one of the most famous of Zeno's

disciples. Authors do not agree about the place of

hit birth. He is believed to be the inventor of the

atomical system. Posidonius ascribes it to one Mos-
chus of Phoenicia, who, according to Strabo,3 lived

before the Trojan war: but the must learned persons

give Leucippus the honour of it. Epicurus is blamed
for not owning his improvement from the inventions

ot thia philosopher, and reproached with having only

i Dioj. Letert. Laert. Strab. 1. XT!, p. 557.

reformed the system of Democritus in some placti,
of which Leucippus was the first author.4

CLEANTHES.
CI.EANTHES was of Assos in Troas.6 He was worth

but four drachmas, or thirty pence, when he fame to
Athens. He recommended himself highly by the

courageous patience, with which he supported the
hardest and most painful labours. He passed almost
the whole night in drawing water for a gardener, in

order to gain subsistence, and to enable himself during
the day to apply to the study of philosophy. Being
cited before the judges of the Areopagus, to give an

account, according to one of Solon's laws, how he
lived, he produced the gardener as an evidence, and
without doubt his own hands, hard and callous with
labour. The judges, in a transport of admiration,
ordered bin) ten minae, about thirty pounds, out of
the public treasury. Zeno forbade him to accept of

them, so much was poverty in honour with these

philosophers! He filled the chair of the Porch with

great reputation.
His genius was naturally heavy and slow; but he

overcame that defect by tenacious application to

study. Eloquence was not his talent. He, however,
thought fit to compose a Rhetoric, as well a? Cliry-

sippus, of whom we shall soon speak; hut both with
such bad success, that, if we may believe Cicero,
who certainly was a good judge in this case, those
works were fitter to make a man mute than a speaker.'

CHRYSIPPUS.
CHRYSIPPUS was of Soli a city of Cilicia.'' His

genius was very subtle, and proper for logical dis-

putations, in which he exercised himself much, and

upon which he wrote many tracts. Diogenes Laer-
tius makes them amount to above three hundred. It

is said that tne occasion of his writing so much, was
his envy of Epicurus, who had composed more books
than any other philosopher: but he never came up
to that rival. His works were little laboured, and

by necessary consequence incorrect, full of tedioui

repetitions, and often even contradictions. It was
the common fault of the Stoics, to introduce much
subtlety and dryness into their disputations either by
word of mouth or in writing. They seem as care-

fully to have avoided all beauty of style, as depravity
of morals. Cicero did not blame them much for

wanting a talent entirely foreign to their profession,
and not absolutely necessary to it. 8

" If a philoso-

pher," says he, "have eloquence, I do not like him
the worse for it: if not, I make it no crime in him."'
He was satisfied if they were clear and intelligible;

for which he valued Epicurus.
10 Quiiictilian often

cites with
praise

a work written by Chrysippus upon
the education of children.

He associated himself for some time with the Aca-
demics," maintaining after their manner both sides

of a question. The Stoics complained, that Chrj sip-

pus had collected so many and so strong arguments
for the system of the Academics, that he could not
afterwards refute them himself, which had supplied
Carneades their antagonist with arms against them.

His doctrine, in many points, did no honour to his

sect, and could only disgrace it. 12 He believed the

god? perishable, and maintained that they would ac-

tually perish in the general conflagration. He al-

lowed the most notorious and most abominable in-

cests; and admitted the community of wives among

Cic. de Nat. Deor. I. i. n. 72, 73. I.acrt.

Sc.ripsit artem rhetorirnm Oleanthss. Chry?i|i|iu ciiam
teA hie, ut.si qui ohmulesrere conrupierit, nihil aliud loger*
debeat. De Finib. I. iv. n.7. ' ].n*rt.

Videmui iisdem de rebus jcjunS nui idam ct t'xilitrr, ut

eum, qi|fm aculissimum t'trunt, ('liryfil'puni ilispuiavisw;

neque oS earn rem philosophic non Mtltfeeiue, quod noc
huhuerunt hanc dicendi ex arte alicnam fucultaicm. Dt
Or*t. 1. i. n. 4i).

A philosopho, M aff>Tnt eloquentinm. nun nsperncr: ]

non hribt'nt, nun ad mod urn flapiiem. De Finib I. i n. 15.

' Oralio me ietiun philcwophi nun ofiimlil. IVatn PI cog"

plfctitur verbia quod vult.et die-it pli': 'mrd intrllipam.
Ibid. Academ. L iv. n. 7.

i Plut. contra Stoic, pp. 1074. 1075. Laert.
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sages. He composed several writing* full of the most
|

horrid obscenities. Such was the philosopher,! who

passed for the most solid support of the Porch, that

is to say, of the most severe sect of the Pascan world.
(

It must appear astonishing after this, that Seneca* .

should praise this philosopher, whom he joins with
,

JSeno, in the most magnificent terms. He goes so far
,

is to fay of b ith the one and the other, that tiny
had done greater things in their closets, than if 4hey I

had commanded armies, filled the first offices of a

state, and instituted wise laws; and he adds, that he
considers them, not as the legislators of a single city,
but of all mankind.

Chrysippusdied in the 143d Olympiad. A. M. 3793.

A tomb was erected for him among those of the

most illustrious Athenians. His statue was to be
een in the suburb of Ceramica.

DIOGENES THE BABYLONIAN.
DIOGENES the Babylonian was so called, because

his country, Seleucia, was in the neighbourhood of

Babylon. He was one of the three philosophers de-

puted by Athens to the Romans. He showed great
moderation and tranquillity of soul upon an occasion

capable of moving the calmest and most patient of

men. He was expatiating upon anger.* A young
man of great impudence and presumption spit in his

face, probably to try whether he practised himself

the doctrine he taught others. The philosopher,
without seeming moved, or raising his voice, said

coldly;
"

I am not angry: but I doubt whether I

ought not to be so." D'id such a doubt suit the

apathy of a Stoic 7

ANTIPATER.
ANTIPATER was of Sidon. He is often mentioned

in the fourth book of Academical Questions as one of

the most learned and esteemed of the Stoics. He
was the disciple 'of Diogenes the Babylonian, and
Posidonius was his.

PAN^TIUS.
PAN.CTTUS was, without contradiction, one of the

roost famous philosophers of the Stoic sect. He was
ft Rhodian, and his ancestors had commanded the

armies of that state. 4 We may date his birth about
the middle of the 148th Olympiad, A. M. 3814. He
perfectly answered the peculiar care that had been
taken of his education, and devoted himself wholly
(o the study of philosophy. Inclination, perhaps pre-

judice, determined him in favour of the Stoic sect,

t that time in the highest credit. Antipater of

Tarsus was his master. He heard him as a man that

nderstood the rights of reason;* and notwithstand-

ing the blind deference, with which the Stoics re-

ceived the decisions of the founders of the Porch,
Panxtius abandoned those without scruple, which
did not appear sufficiently established.

To satisfy the desire of knowledge, which was
bis darling passion, he quitted Rhodes, without re-

tard to the advantages for which the greatness of
his birth seemed to design him. The most distin-

guished persons in every kind of literature usually
assembled at Athens, and the Stoics had a famous
chool there. Panaetius frequented it with assiduity,
and at

length supported its reputation with dignity.
The Athenians resolved to make him their own. and
offered him the freedom of their city; for which he
returned them his thanks.' " A modest man," said

ae to them in respect to Proclus, ought to content
Himself with one country:" in which he imitated

Eeno, who. lent it might be injurious to his own
citizens, would not accept the same favour.

Fntcir* putatur portirum Stolcwrum. Academ. 4, 75.

Nn eerie sumus, oui dirimus, ct Zenonem et Chry*ip-
gam majiira egie, quam si duxUrent exerrit'im, pesi*wnt
fconoren, \z~rs lullUenl, qua, non uni ciritatl, ed toil bu-

no eeneri tulerunt. Sentt it Of. *ap. r. 31.

* Ei de ira rum mnxime dirserenti tdolearen* prolerrus
Irwpuit. Tulit hoc illo lenitrr ac sapicnler. N'on quidem,
inquit, irascor : see! dubito tarnen an irasri opnrteat. Seme.
i Ira. \. iii. r. 38.

* Strab. I. in. p. 655. > Dirin. 1. i. n. 6.

Plut. de Stoic, repugn, p 1034. Procl. in Hesiod. p. 151.

The fame of Panaetius soon extended itself beyond
the sen*. The sciences had for some time made con-

siderable progress at Rome. The great cultivated

them in emulation of each other, and those whom their

birth or capacity had placed at the head of the public
'lairs, made it their honour to protect them to the

utmost. Such was the state of things when Panaetius

came to Rome. He was ardently (!eire d there. The
young nobility flew to hear him; and the Scipios and
tin- L.i'lii were of the number of his disciples. A ten-

der friendship united them from that time, and Panae-

tius, as many writers inform u, attended Scipio in hi*

several expeditions. To make him amends, that illus-

trious Roman, on a signal occasion, gave him the most

grateful marks of his confidence. Panaetius was the

only one upon whom he cast his eyes, when the senate

appointed him ambassador to the nations and kings of
the east in alliance with the commonwealth.7 The
credit of Panaetius with Scipio was not useless to the

Rhodians, and was often employed for them with
success.*

The year of his death is not precisely known. Ci-
cero tells us, that Panaetius lived thirty years after

having published his treatise upon the duties of man,
whi. h Cicero has diffused into his: but it is not known
at what time that treatise appeared. It is probable
that he published it in the flower of his age. The
value Cicero set on it, and the use he made of it, are

good proofs of the excellency of this work, of which
we therefore should regret the loss. He composed
many others. The reader may see an account ol them
in the memoir of the Abbe Sevin upon the life of Pa-

naetius,* from which I have extracted all I have said

of them in this place.
To the praise of the Stoics it must be confessed

that less intent than other philosophers upon frivolous

and often dangerous speculations, they devoted their

studies to the clearing up of those great principles of

morality, which are the firmest supports of society:
but the dryness and stillness that prevailed

lo in their

writings, as well as in their manners, disgusted most
of their readers, and greatly lessened their utility.

The example of Cleanthes and Chrysipjius.the found-

ers of the Porch, did not mislead Panaetius. Attentive

to the good of the public, and aware that the useful

generally is not current without the agreeable, he uni-

ted solidity of argument with beauty and elegance of

style, and "diffused into his works all the graces and
ornaments of which they were susceptible.

posmoNius.
PosiDOMUS was of Apamca in Syria, but he passed

the greater part of his life at Rhodes, where he taught

philosophy with much reputation, and was employed
in the a [fairs of the public with the same success.

Pompey, on his return from his expedition against
Mithridates, touched at Rhodes in order to see him.

He found him sick. We shall see in the sequel, in

what manner this visit passed.

EPICTETUS.
I SHOULD injure the sect of the Stoics, if in th

number of its followers I omitted Epictetus, the man

perhaps of all these philosophers, who did it most
honour by the sublimity of his sentiments, and the re-

gularity of his life.

EPICTETUS was born at Hierapolis. a city of Phry-
gia near Laodicia. The meanness of his extraction

has prevented us from the knowledge of his parents.
He was the slave of one Epaphroditus, whom Suidas
calls "one of Nero's guards;" whence he took his

name Epictetus, which signifies bought trrcant or

slare. It is neither said by what accident he was

brought to Rome, nor how he came to be sold to

i P. African! historic loqunntur, in lepatione ilia nohili

qnam obiii, Pana-tium unum ocnnino coroilem fui*e. .lead.

Qthtat 1. iv. n. 5.

Plut. in Moral, p. 814.

Tom. x. dos Mem. de PAead. dei BWlei Lettret.
> Stolri horridiores evadunt, atnertnrei, duriurei et or

tione el moribu* Quart! illorum trittiiiam aique aiperita-
tern fuien Panctiui, irec acerbitatem wntrntiarum. ne

dinerendi ipinus pruliarit : fuilque in alti-ro jenere mill ,r.

in altero illustrior. De /lnit. I. ir. n. 78, 79.
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Epaphroditus. It is only known that he was the lat-

ter's slave. Epictetus was apparently made free. He
always was a follower of the Stoic philosophy, which
was at that time the most perfect and the most severe

sect. He lived at Rome till the edict of Domitian, A.

D. 96, by which all philosophers were banished from

thence. If we may believe Quinctilian,
1
many of them

concealed great vices under so fair a name, and had

acquired the reputation of philosophers, not by their

virtue and knowledge, but by a grave and severe coun-

tenance, and a singularity of dress and behaviour,
which served as a mask for very corrupt manners.

Quinctilian is perhaps a little excessive in this des-

cription, with the view of pleasing the emperor: but

it is certain, that it could in no manner be applied to

Epictetus. Upon quitting Rome, he went to settle at

Kicopolis, a considerable city of Epirus, where he
lived many years, always in great povertv, but highly
honoured and esteemed. He returned afterwards to

Rome in the reign of Adrian, with whom he was in

great consideration. Neither the time, place, nor any
other circumstances of his death are mentioned: he

died at a sufficiently great age.
He confined all ilia philosophy to suffering ills pa-

tiently, and moderation of pleasure, which he express-
ed by the two Greek words, irtx i i-ix, sustine

ttabsline. Celsus,* who wrote against the Christians,

says, that upon his master's bending his leg with great
violence, he told him without emotion, and in a laugh-

ing manner: "Why, you 'II break my leg." And as

it happened so. he continued in the same tone: "Did
not I tell you, that you'd break it?"

Lucian* ridicules a man, who bought Epictetns's

lamp at a great price,
4 though only an earthen one;

as if he had imagined that by using it he should be-

come as wise as that admirable and venerable old man.

Epictetus had composed many works, of which only
his Enchiridion or Manuel remain. But Arrlan, his

disciple, has written a great work, which, as he pre-
tends, consists solely of what he had heard him say,
and which he had collected as near as possible, in his

own terms. Of the eight books which formed this

work, we have only four.

Stobasus has preserved us some sentences of this

philosopher's, which had escaped the diligence of his

disciple. I shall cite only two of them in this place.
"To be rich does not depend on thee, but to be happy
does. Riches themselves are not always a good, and

certainly are always of short duration; but the happi-
ness derived from wisdom, endures for ever." " When
thou seest a viper or a serpent in a box of gold, dost

tiiou esteem it the more, and hast thou not always the

tame horror for it on account of its venomous nature?
Have the same for the wicked man, when thou seest

him surrounded with splendour and riches.'' "The
sun does not stay to be implored to impart his light
and heat. By his example do all the good thou canst,

without staying till it be asked of thee."

The following prayer Epictetus desired to make at

his death, which I take from Arrian. " O Lord, have I

violated your commandments? Have I abused the gifts

you have conferred upon me? Have I not submitted

my senses, wishes, and opinions, to you? Have I ever

conipiaiifed ofyou? Have I accused your providence'?
I have been sick, because it was your will; and it was
also mine. It was your will that I should be poor, and I

was contented with poverty. I have been of the mean-
est of the people, because it was your will; and did I

ever desire to be otherwise? Was I ever afflicted for

my condition? Have you ever surprised me murmuring
and dejected? I am still entirely ready to undergo
whatever you shall please to ordain for me. The least

sign from you is an inviolable order for me. It is your
will that I should quit this magnificent scene: I go, with

a thousand most humble thanks, that you have vouch-

safed to admit me to see your works, and to display to

> Vostris tomporibu* nub hne nomine maxima in plerisque
vitia latuerunt. Non enim rirtute ac ftudiie, ut haberentur

philonophi, laborabant ; sed vultum, et tristitiam, et dissen-

tienlem castcrit habitant pessimis moribus prietendebant.
Quint-til. I. i. in Procrm.

Orij. in Oli. I. vii. Lucinn. advert, indoet. p. 548.
* Three thousand drachmn, about To/.

my eyes the admirable order, with which yon govtr
this universe." Though it be easy to observe in this

prayer several strokes borrowed from Christianity
which at that time began to cast a great light, we
however, perceive in it a man well satisfied with him-
self, and who, by his frequent interrogations, seems to

defy the Divinity himself to find any mult in him. A
sentiment and prayer truly worthy ol a Stoic, all proud
of his pretended virtue! St. Paul, who abounded so
much in good works, did not speak such language
"I judge not mine own self," said he. "For I knew
nothing by myself," (or as the French expresses it

better,
"
though my conscience reproaches me witb

nothing,")
"
yet am I not hereby justified :.but he tha

judgeth me is the lord." 5 For the rest, this prayer
all defective as it is, will condemn many Christians.

For it shows us, that a perfect obedience, an entire

devotion, and total resignation to the will of God,
were considered by the pagans themselves, as the in-

dispensable duties of creatures to him from whom they
hold their being. This philosopher knew the termf
of duties and virtues; but had the misfortune to be

ignorant of the principle of them.

Epictetus was at Rome at the time when St. Paul
made so many conversions there, and when Christian-

ity almost at its birth shone out with so much lustrt

in the unexampled constancy of the faithful. But far

from improving from so radiant a light, he blasphemed
against the faith of the primitive Christians, and the
heroic courage of the martyrs. In the fourth chapter
of the seventh book of Arrian, alter having shown,
that a man conscious of his liberty , and convinced that

nothing can hurt him, because he has God for his de-

liverer, fears neither the guards nor swords of tyrants

Epictetus adds: "
Frenzy and custom have been capa-

ble of inducing some to despise them, as the Galile-

ans;8 and shall not reason and demonstration produce
the same effect?" Nothing was more contrary to the

doctrine of the gospel than the pride of the Stoic*.

CHAPTER III.

HISTORY OF THE PHILOSOPHERS OF THE ITALIC
SECT.

I HAVE already said, that the Italic sect was so

called, because it was instituted by Pythagoras in that

part of Italy called Grascia Magna.
I shall divide this chapter into two articles. In the

first I shall relate the life of Pythagoras, and that of

Empedocles the most famous of his disciples. In the

second I shall treat the division of the Italic into four

other sects.

ARTICLE I.

PYTHAGORAS*.
THE most common opinion is that Pythagoras was

of Samos, and son of Mnesarchus the sculptor.
7 He

was at first the disciple of Pherecides, who is ranked
in the number of the seven sages. After the death of
his master, as he had an extraordinary desire of learn*

ing and of knowing the manners of strangers, he aban-
doned his country, and all he had, for the sake of trav-

elling. He remained a considerable time in Egypt, to

converse there with the priests, and to learn from them
whatever was most occult in the mysteries of their re-

ligion and learning. Polycrates wrote in his favour

to Amasis king of Egypt, in order that he might trrat

him with distinction, A. M. 3440, Ant. J. C. 564. Py.

thagoras went afterwards into the country of the Chal-

deans, to acquire the learning of the Magi. Some
imagine that he might have seen Ezekiel and Daniel,
and have improved from their lessons at Babylon.
After having travelled into different pttrtsof the East,
he went to Crete, where he contracted a great inti-

macy with the wise Epimenides. And at last, alter

having enriched himself with various knowledge in tn

several countries where he had been, he returned to

Samos, laden with the precious spoils which had been
the motives, and were the fruits of his travels. His

grief to see his country oppressed by the tyranny of

1 Cor. iv. 3, 4.
' Diof. Laert.

So the Christians were called
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Polycretes, made him resolve on voluntary banish-

ment. He went into that purl of Italy which was
called Great Greece, and settled at Crotona in the

house of \lilo, the famous boxer, where he taught

philosophy. It is from this place that the sect of

which he was author, was called the Italic sect.

Before him, as I have observed already, those who
excelled in the knowledge of nature, and had acquired

reputation b}- a virtuous and regular life, were called

ages -op si'.' That name appearing too proud to him,
he assume4 another, which implied, that he did not

ascribe the profession of wisdom to himself, but only
the desire of possessing it. This was Philosopher,
that is to say, lover of wisdom.
The reputation of Pythagoras soon spread over all

Italy, and brought a greaffiumber of disciples to hear
him. Some make Numa of this number, who was
elected king of Rome: but they mistake. Pythagoras
flourished in the time of Tarquin, the last king of the

Romans, that is, in the 220th year of Rome; or, ac-

cording to Livy, in the reign of Servius Tulltus,2 A.

M. 3472. The error* of those who make him king
Nunia's contemporary is glorious for them both. For

they had not fallen into it, if they had not believed

that Numa could not have shown so much ability
and wisdom in his government, if he had not been
the disciple of Pj'thagoras. Certain it is that his re-

putation afterwards became very great at Rome.
The Romans must have conceived a very high idea

of him, as upon being commanded by an oracle dur-

ing the war with the Samnites to erect two statues,

the one to the bravest, and the other to the wisest,

of the Greeks, they set up those of Alcibiades and

Pytha;oras.< Pliny was much surprised that they
chose either of them.
He made his scholars undergo a severe noviciate

of silence for at least two years: and extended it to

five with those in whom he discerned a too great itch

for talking.* His disciples were divided into two
classes.6 The one were simple hearers, ievrTi<,
hearkening to and receiving what was taught them,
without demanding the reasons of it, of which it was

supposed they were not yet capable. The others, as

more formed and intelligent, were admitted to pro-
pose their difficulties, /4^i,^T.m'., to penetrate deep-
er into the principles of philosophy, and to learn the

reasons of all that was taught them.
P\ thagoras considered geometry and arithmetic, as

absolutely necessap* to enlarge the minds of young
people, and to prepare them for the study of great
truths. He also set great value upon, and made

great use of, music, to which he referred every thing;
7

pretending
that the world was formed by a kind of

harmony imitated afterwards by the lyre; and he an-

nexed peculiar sounds to the motion of the celestial

spheres which revolve over our heads. It is said that
it was the* custom of the Pythagoreans on rising from
bed, to awaken the mind with the sound of the lyre,
in order to make themselves more fit for action: and
before going to bed, they resumed their Ivre, which
no doubt they touched to a softer strain, m order to

prepare themselves for sleep, by calming whatever

might
remain of the tumultuous thoughts of the day.

Pythagoras had a great influence over the minds
of his scholars. His having advanced any thing suf-

ficed for them to be convinced of it without farther

i Tusc. Qucn. I. v. n. 9.

TUKC. Quart. I. i. n. 38. Tuse. Quest. I. iv. n. 3.

Ovid hag followed this false tradition in the fifteenth

book of the Metamorphose*.
Plut- in Num. p. 65. Plin. 1. xniv. r. C

Loquariorex enimvero ferme in quinquennium, velut in

fiii'ium vocis, mittebantor. .Ipud. in Florid.

Clem. Alex. Strom. I. 5.
i Pythagoras atque eum secuti, icreptam sine dubio an-

tiquitus opinionem vulgaverunt, mundum ipsum ea rationc

MM rjmpooitum, quam postea sit lyra imitata. Nee ilia

BKxid conlenti dissimilium ronrordia, qunrn vorant i(/ioi'a,
on urn ijuoque his motibus dederunt. Quiitettl. 1. i. r.. 10.

Pythagoreis certfi moris fuit, et cum evigilaisent, ani-

os ad yram excitare, quo essent od asendum erer.tjores;
t ctlm ramnum peterent, ad eandrm prius

lenire mentem,
t, (i quid fuis*et turbidiorum cogitationum, romponerent.

Qminttil. 1. ir r 4

proof: whence came the famous saying iti< If*

ipse dixit, he (the master) has said it. A reprimand
which he gave one of his scholars in the presence of

all the rest, so sensibly affected him, that he could

not survive it, and killed himself.' From that period

Pythagoras, instructed and afflicted by so mournful
an example, never rebuked any body except in pri
vate.

His doctrine, and still more his example, produced
a wonderful change in Italy, aiul especially at Cro-

tona, where he principally resided. Justin 1* des-

cribes at large the reformation, which he introduced
into that city. "He came," fays he,

" to Crotona,
and having found the inhabitants in general abandon-
ed to luxury and debauchery, he conciliated them at

length by his authority to the rules of a prudent fru-

gality.
He continually praised virtue, and inculcated

its beauty and advantages. He represented in the

most lively terms the shame of intem|wrance, and
enumerated the states which had been ruined in con-

sequence of vicious excesses. His discourse made
such an impression on the people, and occasioned so

general a change in the city, that it seemed a quite
different place, and retained no marks of the ancient

Crotona. He spoke to the women separately from
the men, and the children from their fathers and
mothers. To the wives he recommended the virtues

of their sex, chastity, and submission to their hus-

bands; to the youth, profound respect for their fathers

and mothers, and a taste for study and the sciences."

He insisted principally upon frugality, the mother of
all virtues; and prevailed upon the ladies to renounce
the fine clothes, and rich ornaments, which

they
thought essential to their rank, but which he consi-

dered as the food of luxury and vice. These they
sacrificed to the principal divinity of the place, which
was Juno; showing by so generous a conduct that they
were entirely convinced, that the true ornament of
ladies was unspotted virtue, and not magnificence of
dress. The reformation which the warm exhortations

of Pythagoras produced among the youth, may b

judged," adds the historian,
" from their success with

the ladies, who generally adhere to their ornaments
and jewels, with almost invincible passion.

'

Injuven-
tute quoque quantum profligatum sit, victi feminarum
contumares animi manit'estant.'

" This last reflec-

tion, which naturally enough expresses the character

of the ladies, is not made only by Justin. St. Jerom*
also observes,

" that the sex are naturally fond of
ornaments." l2 " We know ladits," says he,

" of dis-

tinguished chastity, who love to adorn their persons,
not for the sake of pleasing any man, but to pleas*
themselves." And he add* elsewhere, '3 that some of

them carry their taste to an excess which knows no

bounds, and will hearken to no reason: " Ad quae ar-

dent et insaniunt studia matronarum." *

The real of Pythagoras was not confined to hit

school, and the instruction of private persons, but
even penetrated into the palaces of the great. That

philosopher knew, that to inspire princes and magis-
trates with the

principles
of honour, probity, justice,

and love of public good, was labouring for the happi-
ness and reformation of whole nations. He had the

glory of forming disciples, who proved excellent le-

gislators:
l* Zleucus, Charondas, and many olbert,

whose wise laws were so useful to Sicily, and that

part of Italy called Great Greece, and who have a

juster title to the highest commendation than thoie

Pint, de Adul. et Amir. Discr. p. 70. L. n. e. 4.

i Inter hs>e, velut gnnetricem virlutem frugalitntf-m om-
nibus ingerebet, consecutusquc di^putationum a^iduitaia

erat, ut matrons auratas vestes, cctcraque dignimtis sn*
ornamenta, velut instruments luxurix, depnneretit, eaqne
omnia delata in Junonis a-dem ipse dee consecrarent ; pr
se ferentes, vcra ornamenta matronarum pudicitiam. non

vestes, esse. Justin. \ xx. r. 4.

i <t>4\! = ov5i' genus fo?mincum et : multasque etiam in-

s'rjnis pudicitic, quamvis nulli rirorum, tamen cibi srimui
libenter ornari. llitron. F.pist. md Oaytiext.

' IliTon. Ep. ad Demeter.
Zaleuci leges Charondrquelaudantur. Hi, non in foio

nee in consultorum atrio, sed in PythagoraMacito iilo smne-

toqtie secessu didirerunt jura, qua; florenti tune SicilJB et

per Italian) Grerie ponerent. Senec. Epist. 9V.
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famed conquerors who have made themselves known
to ihe world only by ravages, fire, and sword. He
took great pains to put an end to wars in Italy,
and to rnim the intestine faction? which disturbed the

tranquillity of states. War, said he, should be made

only against these five things: diseases of the hotly,

ignorance of the mind, passions of the heart, sedi-

tions of cities, and discord of families. These five

enemies he is for combating with the utmost ardour
and perseverance.
The inhabitants of Crotona thought proper, that

their senate, which consisted of a thousand persons,
should act in all things by the advice of so great a

man, and determine nothing but in concert with him:
such credit had his prudence and zeal for the public

good acquired him.l Crotona was not the only city
that had the benefit of his counsels: many others ex-

perienced the good effects of this philosopher's stu-

dies.* He went from one to another to diffuse his

instructions with greater fruit and abundance, and
he left behind him, in all places where he continued

any time, the precious traces of his residence in the

good order, discipline, and wise regulations which
ne established in them.

His maxims of morality were admirable, and he
was for having the study of philosophy tend solely
to the rendering men like God. Hierocles* gives
this praise to a piece of poetry, entiled Carmen au-

reum, (golden verses.) which contain this philoso-

pher's maxims. But his notions of the nature of

God were very imperfect.* He believed that God is

a soul diffused into all the beings of natnre, and from
which human souls are derived: an opinion which

Virgil, in the fourth book of the Georgics, has ex-

pressed in fine verses.! Velleius, in Cicero, refutes

this opinion in an agreeable but solid manner. If

this were so," savs he, "God would be divided and
torn to pieces, when these souls were taken from '.iis

substance. He would suffer, and a God is not capa-
ble of suffering, in a part of himself, whenever they
suffer, as frequently happens. Besides, how comes
it that the mind of man should be ignorant of any
thin?, if it were God?"
The Metempsychosis, or transmigration of souls,

wn the principal maxim of Pvthagoras's philosophy.'
He had borrowed it either from the Egyptians, or
the Brahmins, those ancient sages of India. This

opinion subsists still among (he idolaters of India and

China, and is the fundamental principle of their reli-

gion. According to it, Pythagoras believed, that the

souls of men at their death passed into other bodies,
and if they had been wicked, that they were confined
in unclean and miserable beasts, to expiate the faults

of their past lives; and that after a certain revolution

of years or ages, thev returned to animate other men.
This philosopher boasted, in this respect, of a pri-

vilege entirely singular: for he said 7 he remembered
In what bodies he had been before he was Pythag-
oras. But he went no farther hack than the siege
of Troy. He had first been jEthalides, the supposed
son of Mercury, and having had permission to ask

whatever he pleased of that god, except immortality,
he desired that he might remember all things even
after death. Some time after he was F.uphorbus,
and received a mortal wound from Menelaus at the

i Val. Max. 1. viii. r. 15.

* Plurimiet opulfnii**imi* urbibui effectu* unrura itu-

diorum approhavit. fal. I. viii. r. 7.

Hiprurl. in Prief. ad Ciirm. A urea.
< Pythagoras censuit l)eum anitnum ese per naturam

Tcrum umiiftn intentum et mmmenntcm, ex quo animi noc-

iri caprron'ur. 1. De Jfat. Dear. n. 27.
i !'- a|iibu paMem divine menu*, et hauMus
JF.\)\pTGn* d'lxprt. Deum namque ire per omne*
Terrasque tractusqoe maris, erelumque profundum.
Hinc perudes, nrmenta, rirn, genua omne ferarum,

Quemque libi tenues nascntem asressere ritas.

Laert.

Habenlqae
Tartan Panthoiden ilerum Oreo
Demi'sum ; quamvi* clypeo Trojana refixe

Temper* lentatus, nihii ultra

Nervo* atque cotem roorii conceeral alr,
Judire tc Don sordidui auctor

Nature. Hor. Od. xxriii. I. 1.

siege of Troy. His soul passed afterwards into HT-
motimus, at which time he entered the temple of

Apollo in the country of the Branchidfp, where h

saw his buckler eaten up with rust, which Mtnelaus
on his return from Troy had consecrated to that god
in token of his victory. He was afterwards a fisher-

man of Delos, named Pvrrhus; and lastly. Pythag-
oras. He affirmed, that in a voyage vthirh he had
made to hell, he had seen the soul of the poet IU siod

fastened with chains to a pillar of brass, and suffering

great torments. That as for that of Homer, lie had
seen it hanging on a tree, surrounded wifl) serpents,

upon account of the many falsehoods he had invent-

ed and ascribed to the gods; and that the souls of
the husbands, who had lived amiss with their wives,
were severely tormented in that region.
To give more weight and credit to th^'se fabuljiif

tales, he had made use of industry and artifice. Up*
on arriving in Italy, he shut himself up in H subter-

raneous place, after bavin? desired his mother to

keep an exact journal of all that should pass. Wheu
he had continued there as long as he judged proper,
his mother, as they had agreed before, gave him her

notes, wherein he found the dates and other circum-
stances of events. He quitted this place with a visage

pale and wan. In an assembly of the people he as-

sured them, that he was just returned from hell; and to

convince them of what he said, he began with relat-

ing all that had passed during his absence. All the

hearers were moved and surprised with that account,
and nobody doubted but that there was son:< tl.ing
divine in Pythagoras. Fears and cries ensued on alt

sides. The people of Crotona conceived an extraor-

dinary esteem for him, received his lessons with

great eagerness, and begged of him that he would
vouchsafe to instruct their wives also.

There must have been a very blind credulity, or

rather gross stupidity among the people, to have be-

lieved such wild chimeras, which often even contra-

dicted themselves. For it does not seem very easy
to reconcile the transmigration of souls into different

bodies with the pains Pythagoras supposed, that the

souls of the wicked suffered in hell; and still lesi

with his doctrine upon the nature of souls. For, a*

the learned translator of Cicero's books upon the

nature of the gods observes, the souls of men, and
those of beasts, according to Pythagoras, are of the

same substance; that is to say, a particle of that uni-

versal Soul, which is God himself. 8 When therefore

it is said, that the soul of Sardanapalus,
as a punish-

ment for his excesses, passes into tne body of a hog,
it is precisely the game thing as to say, God modifies

himself into a hog, in order to punish himsi If for not

having been wise and temperate, while he was modi-
fied in Sardanapalus. Lactantius> has reason for

treating Pythagoras as an old dotard, and for saying,
he must have thought that he had talked to inland
and not to men, to vent such absurd fables and old

women's stories to them with a grave and serious air.

Empedocles his disciple rose upon his master's ra-

vings, and composed a genealogy of his soul still more

extravagant and various; for according to Alhenas-

n.iO he gave out, that he had been a girl, a boy, f

shrub, R bird, and a fish, before he was Empedocles.
But how could so great a philosopher as Pythag-

oras, and one so valuable for many excellent quali-

ties, conceive so strange a system? How could h

draw so great a number of followers after him while

he advanced opinions capable of shocking every maa
of common sense? How happens it, that whole na-

tions, in other respects not void of knowledge, and

civilized, have retained this doctrine down to our days?
It is most certain that Pythagoras, and all the an-

cient philosophers, when they began to philosophize,
found "the doctrine of the immortality of the sou'

generally receired by all nations;" and it was upon

Divine particulam auia*. Herat.

Videlicet *enex vnnu(sicui olione aniru! nilcnO fabtt*

lai tanqunm iiifantihus rredulir finxit. Quod i bene wo
sit*et -lr ii quibun hvc locum* e*t. ri homines eus exist)*

mnrt, nunqimm *ihi lam jictnlanter mrntiendi lircnliam

vindiranget. Sed deridcnda horn i nil levi"imi vnnitai. Lac
font. Difin. fm t. I. iii. c. 18. Athm. 1. viii p. 33
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that principle Pythagoras, as well as the rest, founded

his SNStem. But when the question was to fix what
became of that soul alter it- brief office of animating
a human body, Pythagoras, and all (he philosophers
with him, were at a 1OM and in contusion, without

being able to resolve upon any thing cupable of satis-

fying a rational mind. They could not reconcile

UMBMtlvef to tne Kltsian fields for the virtuous,
nor Stvx for the wicked, mere fictions of the poets.
Those amusements lor the souls of the blessed seemed

very insipid to them; and could (hey be believed

to exi-t without end, and to endure throughout all

eternity? But the souls of (hose, who hud done
neither good nor harm, as of infants, what became of

them! What was to be their lot, their condition?
What were they to do to all eternity? To extricate

themselves from this very difficult objection, seme

philosophers destined the souls of (he wise and inge-
nious to the contemplation of the course of the stars,

the harmonv of the spheres, the origin of winds, storms,
and other meteors, as Seneca and some other philo-

sophers teach. But the generality of the world could
have no part in (he learnexi ami speculative joys of

this philosophical paradise. What occupation, then,
were they to have throughout ft.turily? They per-
ceived, that it did irot consist with so wise a being as

God, to create beings purely spiritual every day, only
to animate bodies for some short space, and to have
no other employment during the rest of eternal dura-

tion. Why create so many souls ol infants, that die

in their births, and at their mothers' breasts, without
ever being able to make the least use of their reason?
Does it consist with the wisdom of Clod to produce
so many thousands of new souls every day, and to

continue creating them every day throughout all

eternity, without either use or purpose? What is to

he done with those infinite millions of useless inac-

tive souls? What could be the end of forming those

incessandy increasing numbers of spirits without
either function or end? These were insurmountable
difficulties to nil the sects of the philosophers. In

the impossibility of getting over them, some went so

far as to doubt and even deny the immortality of
the soul. Others, who could not resolve to renounce
a maxim which God has impressed too deeply on the
heart of man for him t-> be able to disown it, found
themselves reduced to make them pass from one

body into another: and as they could not conceive
eternal punishments, they believed that they suffi-

ciently punished the wicked, in confining them with-
in the bodies of beasts. And thence they fell into

all the ab-urdities, with which they are justly re-

proached. But (he other sec(s scarce defended them-
selves better from the absurdities to which their dif-

ferent systems gave birth.

But to return to Pythagoras. In necessary conse-

quence of the Metempsychosis, he concluded, and
one of the capital points of his moral doctrine was,
that man committed a great crime, when he killed
and ate animals; because all animal", of whatsover
kind they are, being animated with the same soul, it

was a horrid cruelty to cut the throat of another self

This is what Ovid, 1 where he feigns that Pythagoras
instructs king Numa in his maxims, wittily describes
after his manner in these three verses:

Heu! quantum ec<,-lug et in visrem conrii,

Conjesti>que aviclum |>inguf>ercre mipore Corpus,
Allcriusque aniinaiitcm unimamia vivere lelho.

But, observes again with ingenuity, the translator al-

readjr cited, what would Pythagoras have answered
to a man who should have asked him conformably to
his own principles:

" What injury do I do a fowl in

killing it? I only make it change its form, and it is

much more likely to gain than lose bv that change.
Perhaps that soul immediately after qmtting its body,
will co to animate some embrvo, who will one day-
be a great monarch or philosopher; and instead of

seeing itself confined to a fowl, which uncharitable
men leave in a yard to suffer the injuries of the
weather, and a thousand other inconveniences, it
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will find itself sealed in an assemblage of corpus-
rules, that forming; the body, sometimes of an epicure,
soiiu limes of a C';esar, will glut itself with pleasures
and honours."
The same philosopher forbade his disciples to eat

beans; whence Horace* rails then) the relations or
allies of Pj thagoras: faba Pythagorce cognata. Dif-

ferent reasons are given for this prohibition; among
others, that brans by the great wind they occasion,

excite vapours very contrary to the tranquillity of

-ciil necessary to those, who devote themselves to

inquiring; alter truth.3

I shall never have done, if I undertook to relate

circumstantially all the wonders ascribed to Pythag-
oras. If we may believe Porphyry, that declared

enemy of Christianity, and lambiirhus his disciple,

(for they are the worthy authorities for all these

miracles) Pythagoras made even the beasts under-

stand and obey him. He commanded a bear that

made great ravages in Daunia to be gone, and it dis-

appeared. He forbade an ox, after having whisper-
ed a word in his ear, to eat beans: and never more
did he touch bean. It is affirmed that he had been
seen and heard at the same time disputing in the

public assemblies of two cities very remote from each

other; the one in Italy, and the other in Sicily. He
foretold earthquakes, appeased tempests, expelled

pestilence, and cured diseases. His golden thigh
ought not to be omitted. He showed it to his dis-

ciple Abaris, the priest of Apollo Hyperboreus, to

prove to him that he himself was that Apollo; and
he had also shown it, says lambiirhus, in a public

assembly nt Crotona. What wonders does not the

game lambiirhus relate of this Abaris? Borne upon
a dart as upon a Pegasus, he could pass a great way
through the air in a short lime, without being stop-

ped or retarded in his course by rivers, seas, or placet
inaccessible to other men. Would one believe, that

the miracles and cures ascribed to Pythagoras could

be quoted on the testimony of such authors, as thing*
of a real nature? Crednt Judccus Jtppella. People
of sense, even among the pagans, openly laughed
at them.

It is time to make an end of his history. The cir-

cumstances of his death, which I shall not enter in-

to particularly, are very differently related. Justin 4

observes, that he died at Metapontum, whither he
had retired after having continued twenty years at

Crotona; and that the people's admiration of him
rose so high, that they converted his house into a

temple, and honoured him as a god. He lived to

very advanced age.

EMPEDOCLES.
EMPEDOCT.ES, a Pythagorean philosopher, was of

Ascrigentum, a city of Sicily. He flourished in the

84th Olympiad, A. M. 3560. He travelled much, as

was the custom of these times, in order to enrich his

mind with curious knowledge. On his return into

his country, he frequented the schools of the Pythag-
oreans. Some make him Pythagoras's disciple; but
he is believed to have lived many years after him.
He applied himself not only to composing works, but

reforming the manners of his country;
1 and Empe-

dorles spared no pains to do at Agrigentum what

Pythagoras had done at Crotona. The city of Agri-
gentum was abandoned to luxury and debauchery. Its

inhabitants, according to Diogenes Laertius, amount-
ed to eight hundred thousand: which is (o be under*
stood of its territory as well as city. I have men-
tioned its power and riches elsewhere. Empedocles
used to say that the people of Agrigentum aban-
doned themselves to feast and pleasure, as if they
believed they were to die to-morrow; and applied
themselves in building, as if they thought they nerc
never to die. Nothing shows the luxury and effem-

inacy of the Agrigentines better, than the order

Satyr. 6. 1. ii.

' Ex quu etiam Pythagoriris interctictum pulatur, ne fab*

ve*rereniur; quod halx'i inflaiionem miinnam i ribm, tnn
quilli'aii mentis quKrenlii vera contrarian). Cie. 1. i. 4t
Dimnat. n. 62.

Jiwtm. I. xz. e. 4. > Dio; Laert.
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given those wlio were t j defend the city in the night

gainst the attacks of the Carthaginians 1 By this or-

der each man was to have only one camel's skin, one
tent bed. one woollen quilt, and two pillows. The
Agrigentiues thought this discipline highly severe.

SJid could not be brought to submit to it without dif-

ficulty. Among these citizens abandoned to luxury,
there were however persons of merit, who made a very

good use of their riches, as I have shown elsewhere.

The authority, which Empedocles had acquired at

Agrigentum, he employed solely in making peace and

good order take place as much as possible.* The
supreme command was offered him, which he tena-

ciously refused. His principal care was to put an
end to the divisions that prevailed among the Agri-

gentines; and to persuade them to consider them-
selves as all equals, and members of one and the

same family. His next attention was to reform the

insolence of the principal persons of the city, and to

prevent the dissipation of the public revenues.3 As
to himself, he employed his own estate in inarmng
the young women that had no portions. In order to

establish equality as much as possible among the

citizens of Agrigentum, he caused the council, which
consisted of a thousand persons chosen out of the

richest citizens, to be abolished.4 He rendered it

triennial, from perpetual as it was before; and suc-

ceeded in ordaining that the people should be admit-
ted into it, or at least such of them as favoured de-

mocratical government.
When Empedocles went to the Olympic games,

nothing was talked of there but him.s His praises
were the common subject of all conversations. It

was an ancient custom to sing the verses of the great

poets in public, as those of Homer, Hesiod, Archi-

lochus, Mimnermus, Phocylides, and others.6 The
same honour was done to those of F.mpedooles. The
singer Cleomenes sung his jLaia^i. Purifications in

the Olympic games. This was a moral poem of

three thousand hexameters, composed by our philo-

sopher upon the duties of civil life, the worship of the

gods, and the precepts of morality. It took its name
from containing maxims, which taught the means
for purifying and improving the soul. The golden
verses are belitved to have been part of this poem.
Empedocles was at the same time a philosopher,

poet, historian, physician, and even according to some,

magician. It is very probable that his magic was only
the profound knowledge he had acquired in what-
ever was most abstruse in nature. The important
service he had done the people of Agrigentum, in

making certain periodical winds cease to blow, which

by their pernicious nature did great damage to the

fruits of the earth, was ascribed to magic: as was
also what he did for the inhabitants of Stlinontum,
in curing them of a pestilence occasioned by the

stench of the waters of a river that ran through their

city. His magic, as to the first, was his having filled

op an opening of a mountain, whence issued the in-

fected exhalations, which a south wind drove upon
the territory of Agrigentum; and as to the sound, it

was his having caused two small rivers to empty
themselves into that of Selinontuni, which sweetened
the water, and removed its bad quality. The most
wonderful effect of Empedocles' magic, and which
made him be considered as a god, was the pretended
resurrection of an Aerigfintine woman, named Pan-
the*.7 Pliny

8
speaks of it, as well as Origen.' Her-

oiippus. who contents himself with saying, that hav-

ing been given over by the physician', and probably
taken for dead, she was cured bv F.mpedocles. re-

duces that miracle to reality; anJ Galen M seems to

gire into the same opinion.
It is said that Empedocles.il in order to confirm

the world in the opinion they had conceived of his

i Diod. I. xiii. p. 205.

Nut. adv. Col. p. 126.

Dio?. I^ae-",.
' I^llTt.

L. ii jont. Celt.

' Dio?. Laort.

Dim. Laert.
Ailien. I. xiv. p. 620.
L. vi. r. 5-3.

De Win affect. 1. ri.

Deui immortali* haberi

1mm cupit Empedocles ardentem frieiHu
Irxilait. Herat, de Art Poet.

divinity by disappearing suddenly, threw himself into

the gulf of mount jlcia. 12 But this extravagance
has much the air of being the invention of such as
have pleased themselves either with throwing the
marvellous into the lives of those philosophers, or,
on the contrary, with rendering them ridiculous.

Authors of greater gravity tell us, that he retired

into Peloponnesus, where he died at the as;e of sixty,

according to Aristotle, about the beginning ol to*
88lh Olympiad, A. M. 3576.

ARTICLE II.

DIVISION OF THE ITALIC SECT INTO FOUR SECT*.

THE Italic or Pythagorean sect divided itself inta

four others: that of Heraclitus, which took hi* name
the Eleatic, of which Democritus was the chief; th

Sceptic, founded by Pyrrho; and the Epicurean, in

sti luted by Epicurus.

SECTION I. SECT OF HERACLITUS.

LlTTLE is known of this philosopher. He was a
native of Ephesus, and lived in the 58th Olympiad,
A. M. 3460., He is said to have had no masters, and
to have become learned bv continual meditation. I*

Among many treatises of his composing, that con-

cerning nature, which included his whole philosophy,
was the most esteemed. Darius king of Persia, son

o: Hyslaspes, having seen this work, wrote a most

obliging letter to Heraclitus, to desire him to come
to his court, where his virtue and knowledge would
be more esteemed than in Greece. The philoso-

pher, little affected with offers so gracious and so full

of goodness, replied bluntly. That he saw nothing
among men but injustice, knavery, avarice, and am-
bition, and that contenting himself with ImU . as he

did, the court of Persia suited ill with him. lie was
not in the wrong at bottom. It is not surprising,
that a Greek born free and an enemy to the pride of
Barbarian kings, and the slavery and vices of cour-

tiers, should set a high value upon poverty with in-

dependence, and esteem it infinitely more than the

greatest fortunes he could expect from a monarch

living in the midst of pomp, pride, effeminacy, and

pleasures, in a nation devoted solely to luxury. He
might indeed have expressed his refusal in more

polite terms.

He was a true man hater. Nothing satisfied him;

every thing gave him offence. Mankind were the ob-

jects of his pity .M Seeing all the world abandoned
themselves to a joy, of the falsehood of which he was
sensible, he never appeared in public without shedding
tears, which occasioned his being called the Weep-
er. Democritos, on the contrary, who saw nothing
serious in the most serious occupations ol men, could
not forbear laughing at them. The one could find

nothing in life but misery, the other nothing but folly
and trifling. Both, in some sense, were in the

right.
Heraclitus, disgusted and tired with every thing.

at last conceived so great an aversion lo mankind,
that he retired to a mountain, where he lived upon
herbs in company with wild beasts. A dropsy, which
that kind of life occasioned, obliged him to return to

the city, where he died soon after.

SECTION II. SECT OF DEMOCRITVS.

DEMOCRITUS, author of this sect, one of the great-
est philosophers of the ancient world, was ol Abdera
in Thrace. IS Xerxes, king of Persia, having lodged
in the house of Democrilus' father, left him some

Magi, to be his son's preceptors, and to instruct

him in their pretended theology and astronomy. H
afterwards heard Leucippus, and learned from hin?

the system of atoms and vacuity.

i Din?. Ijiert. I*ert.
> Heraclitus quotjps prodierat, et tantum circa mall

Tiventiom, imo male pereunlium vide rat, fit-bat, mi.-ereba-

tur omnium, qui ?ibi Iteti felicrfqoeoccurrpbant. Dcmocrf-
turn contra aiunl nunquam nine risu in publiro fuie!
He<> niliil illi vidrbatur scrium eorum.qutp scno agebantar
Soiw. de Ira. I. ii. c JO.

Huic omnia, qua? a?innu. miserir ; ill ineptie videhan-

I tur. De 7Vaiy. -4>n'm. c. 15 Laert.
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His extraordinary inclination for the sciences in-

duced him to travel into all the countries of the

world, where therfc was hopes of finding learned men.
He visited the priests of Egypt, the Chaldeans, and
the Persian philosophers. I't is even said that he
went as fur us Ethiopia and India, to confer with the

Gymnosophists. He neglected the care of his estate,
and left his lands uncultivated, in order to apply him-
self with less interruption to the study of wisdom.'
Some go so far as to say, but with little probability,
that he put out his eves in hopes of meditating more

profoundlv, when tne objects of sight should not

divert the intellectual powers of his soul. It was in

tome measure blinding himself to shut himself up in

tomb, as it is said he did, in order to apply more

freely to meditation.
What seems most certain is, that he expended his

whole patrimony in hi? travels, which amounted to

above an hundred talents 2
(an hundred thousand

crowns.^ At his return he wasciled before the judg-
es, for having spent his estate in that manner. By
the l:iws of his country, those who had squandered
their patrimony, were not to be interred in the tombs
of their family. He pled his cause himself, and pro-
duced, as a proof of the just use he had made of his

fortune, the most finished of his works, which he read

to the judges. They were so charmed with it, that

they not only acquitted him, but caused as much

money as he had expended in his travels, undoubted-

ly out of the public treasury, to be repaid him, erected

itatues in honour of him, and decreed that after his

death the public should charge itself with the care

of his funeral: which was accordingly executed. He
travelled as a great, person, for the sake of instruc-

tion, not to enrich himself. He went to the remotest

parts of India in quest of the riches of erudition, and
earce regarded the treasures which he found almost
at his door, in a country abounding with mines of

gold and gems.
He passed some time at Athens, the centre of the

ciences, and the abode of wit and learning.S But
far from endeavouring to display his merit and curi-

ous knowledge there, he affected to remain unknown:
circumstance very remarkable in a man of learning

and a philosopher?
A fact singular enough is related concerning him,

but with no other foundation than Hippocrates' let-

ters, which the learned believe spurious. The Ab-
derites, seeing Democritus their countryman regard

nothing, laugh at, and ridicule every thing, say that

the air was full of images, endeavour to know what
the birds said in their songs, and inhabit tombs al-

most perpetually, apprehended that his brain was
turned, and that he would entirely run mad, which

they considered as the greatest misfortune that could

happen to their city. They therefore wrote to Hip-

pocrates, to desire him to visit Democritus. The
freat concern they expressed for the health of so il-

ustrious a citizen does them honour. The illustrious

physician they had sent for, after somr conversations
with the supposed sick man, judged very differently
of him, and dispelled their fears, by declaring that he
had never known a wiser man, nor one more in his

enses. Diogenes Laerlius also mentions this jour-
ney of Hippocrates to Abdera.

Nothing certain is said either of his birth, or the

time of his death, A. M. 3584. Diodorus Siculu?

makr* him die at the age of ninety, the first year of
the 90th Olympiad.

Demofcritdi had a fine genius, with a vast, exten-

ire, penetrating wit, which he applied) to the whole
circle of curious knowledge.* Physics, ethics, math-

f,

i DemooriMl*. verS falsftvr, diritur ooulin te privasso, ut

qonm minimi nnirous a cositalionibus iibduet-retur. Patri-

PKMiium neglexit, air dew-mil inrultois, quid quzrens ali-

il. nisi beaiatn vitam 1 I)e Finib. I. v. n. 87.

Mir'imur. .-i Demorriii peeu edit ni'llos

Cultaque, dum peregrft est animus ine corpore velnx.

Hornt. Epist. xii. lib. i.

Laert. Atlien.l. iv. p. 168.
* Veni Athenan, insult Demorrituii, neque me quisquam

Ibi ajnovit. Constatitetn nominem et gravem, qui glorietur
A gloria se. ahfufcge I Ta.sc Quetst. I. r. n. 104.

Laer:.

ematics, polite learning, liberal arts, aV came wiinm
the sphere of his aclivitv.

It is said, that having foreseen a certain year would

prove bad for olives, he bought at a very low rate a

great quantity of oil, by which he gained immensely.
Every body was amazed, with reason, that a man who
had never seemed to regard any thing but study, and
who had always set so much value upon poverty,
should on a sudden throw himself into commerce,
and entertain thoughts of amassing such great rich-

es.5 He soon explained the mystery himself, in re-

storing to all the merchants, of whom he had bought
oil, and who were in despair on account of the bar-

gain they 'had made with him, all the surplus he had

acquired, contenting himself with showing, that to

become rich was at his own option. There is some-

thing of a like nature in the history of Thnles.

Epicurus is obliged to Democritus for almost his

whole system; ami, to render the elegant Latin ex-

pression, he is the source, from which the streams

that water the gardens of Epicurus, flow.8 The lat-

ter was in the wrong, in not confessing his obliga-
tions to Democritus, and in treating him as a dream-
er. We shall show in the sequel his opinions con-

cerning the supreme good of man, the world, and the

nature of the gods. It was Democritus also that sup-

plied the Sceptics with all they said against the evi-

dence of the senses.7 For besides its being his cus-

tom to say, that truth lay hid at the bottom of a well

he maintained that there was nothing real except
atoms and vacuity, and that all else was only opinion
and appearance.

Plato is said to have been the declared enemy of

Democritus. He had collected all his hooks with

care, and was going to throw them into the fire,

when two Pythagorean philosophers represented,
that doing so would signify nothing, because they
were then in the hands of many. Plato's hatred for

Democritus appears in his having never cited him,
even in places where to refute him was the question,

though he has mentioned almost all the rest of the

ancient philosophers.

SECTION III. SCEPTIC OR PYRRHOMC SECT.

PYRRHO, a native of Elis in Peloponnesus, was the

disciple of Anaxarchus, and accompanied him to

India. It was undoubtedly in the train of Alexander
the Great, whence we may collect in what time he

flourished. He had practised the art of painting be-

fore he applied himself to philosophy.
His opinions differed little from those of Arcesi-

laus, ancl terminated in the incomprehensibility of all

things. He found in all things reasons for affirming,
and reasons for denying: and therefore he did assent

after having well examined both sides of a question,

concluding only that hitherto he saw nothing clear

and certain in it, non lie/net, and that the sut>ji
< t in

question required farther discussion. Accordingly he

seemed during his whole life in quest of truth; but

he took care always to contrive subterfuges, to avoid
(

consenting that he had found it: that is to say, in re-

ality he would not find it; and that he conctalcd so

hideous a turn of mind under the
specious

outside of

inquiry and examination. Though he wa not the.

inventor of this method of philosophizing, it however
bears his name: the art of disputing upon all things,
without ever going farther than to suspend

ones

judgment, is called Pyrrhonism. The disciples of

Pyrrho were called also Scfp/ics, from a Gr<f k word

rijrT^., which signifies to cotuiHer, to exnmine.be-
cause their whole application terminated in that.

Pyrrho's indifference is astonishing; and if nil Di-

ogenes Laertius relates of it be true, it rose even to

madness. That historian says, he did not prefer one

Miramibu* qui paupertatem et quietem doctrinarom ci

Roll-bant imprimis cordi esse. Atque, ut npparuit rnusa,
ct insens divitinrum rursus, restituisse mnrct-dem (or rather

mereem) anxicet, avidie dominorum pcrnitemis
1
, contetmirn

ita probasse, opes sibi in facili, cum vellet, fore. Plin. I

xviii. c. 28.

Democritus vir mngnui in primis, riijus fontibui Epi>
corus bortuloM suoa irrigarit. De ffat. Dear. I. i. n. 121.

Laert.
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thing to another; that a wagon or a precipice did

not oblige him to go a step out of his way; ami (hat

his friends who followed him, often saved his life.

However, he one day ran away from a dog that flew

Bl him. 1 When he was rallied upon a fear so con-

trary to his principles, and so unworthy of a philoso-

pher:
"

It is hard," replied he, "to divest one's self

entirely of the man." His master Anaxarchus hav-

ing fallen into a ditch in his company, he walked on
without so much as offering him his hand.* Anaxar-
cLus far from taking it amUs, blamed those who re-

proached Pyrrho for so inhuman a behaviour, and

praised his disciple for his indifference of mind, which

argued his loving nothing. What would become of

society, and the commerce of life, with such philoso-

phers? Pyrrho maintained that life and death were

equally indifferent. " Why don't you die then?"

iomebody asked him. " For that very reason," re-

plied he,
" because life and death are equally indif-

ferent.'^

He taught an abominable doctrine, that opens the

way for crimes of every kind: 4 That the honour and

infamy, the justice and injustice of action*, depended
solely upon human lairs and customs: in a word, that

there was nothing honest or dishonest, just or unjust,
in itself.

His country respected him highly, conferred the

dignitv of pontiff upon him, and granted all philoso-

phers an exemption from taxes upon his account:
a very singular conduct in regard to a man, who
merited only punishments, whilst they loaded him
with honours.

SECTION IV. EPICUREAN- SECT.

EPICURUS, one of the greatest philosophers of his

age, was born at Gargettiuni in Attica, in the third

year of the 109th Olympaid, A. M. 3663.* His father

Neocles.and his mother Cherestrata, Were of the num-
ber of the inhabitants of Attica sent by the Athe-

nians into the island of Santos. This occasioned Epi-
curus' passing his infancy in that island. He did not

return to Athens till the_eighteenth year of his age 6

It was not to fix there: for some years after he went
to his father, who lived at Colophon; and afterwards

resided in different places. He did not finally settle

at Athens, till about the thirty-sixth year of his

age, A. M. 3699. He there erected a school in a

fine garden which he had purchased. An incredible

throng of hearers soon came thither from ail parts of

Greece, Asia, and even Egypt, to receive his lessons.

If we may believe Torquatus,
7 the warmest assertor

of the Epicurean sect, upon this head, the disciples
of Epicurus lived in common with their master in

the most perfect friendship. Though throughout all

antiquity, at least for many ages, scarce three couple
of true friends had appeared. Epicurus had known
how to unite great numbers of them in one house,
and that a small one.1 The philosopher Numenius,
who lived in the second century, observes that amid
the discord and divisions which prevailed among each

of the other sects, the disciples of Epicurus had con-

tinued in union down to his time.* His school wns
never divided; but always followed his doctrine like

an oracle. His birth-day was celebrated in the lime

of Pliny the naturalist, 10 that is to say, above four

hundred years after his death: they even feasted the

whole month in which he was born. His picture
was to be seen every where.

Epicurus composed a great number of books, which
re made to amount to above three hundred; and

piqued himself upon quoting nothing, nnd deriving

every thing from his own fund. Though none of
them are come down to us, no philosopher's opinions
re better known than his. We are most indebted

for them to the poet Lucretius, and Diogenes Laer-

> Arintoclei apud Eu*eb. Prep. Evang. I. sir. c. 18.

Lnert, * Stohsui, icrmone 1 18. Laert.
I>aert. Ibid. De Pinih. 1. 1. n. 65.

Epicurus una in domo, et ea quidem m>euit, quant
BAgnox, quanlaque amuria con*piralione conientientei te

uit amicornm gregea! Cie.

Kind). Pri>. Evaniel. I. lir. e. 5.

Plin. I. xixiv. c. 3.

tius, not to mention Cicero in his philosophical wbiKl.
The learned Gassemli has collected with great exact-
ness all that i- to be found in anrient \vrileis con

cerning the doctrine and person of Epicurus.
He placed the Alomical system in exceeding repu

tation. We shall see that he was not the inventor
of it, but that he only changed some things in it.

His doctrine upon the supreme good of man, which
he makes to consist in pleasure, contributed very
much both to decry his sect, and to make it gain
ground: it will also be spoken of in the sequel, as

well as his opinions concerning the nature of the

gods, providence, and ilestiny.
The praise given Epicurus by Lucretius, his faith-

ful interpreter, shows what we ought to tfiiiik of that

philosopher's system. He represents him as the first

of mortals, who had the courage to lise up against
the prejudices that blinded the universe, and to shake
off the yoke of religion, which till then had held

mankind subjected to its empire; and that without

being awed either by respect for the gods, their

fame, their thunders, or any other motive.

Humana ante oculos fopde cum vita jaceret
In terria oppressa gravi ub felliyione
Primum Graius homo mortnli-s tollure contra
Em oculos nusus, primu?que obsislere contra

Quern nee lama drum nee fulmiria, nee minitunti
Murmure comprecsit cerium.

Epicurus is prabed for having never departed from
his zeal for the good of his country.il He did not

quit it when b<:>ieged by Demetrius Poliorcetes, 11

and determined to share in the miseries it suffered.

He lived upon beans, and gave his disciples the same
food. He desired good sovereigns, but submitted to
those who governed ill a maxim of great impor-
tance to the tranquillity of states. Tacitus expresses
itin these terms: Bonos Imperntores voto expetere,

qiutletcnmqne tolerare.13 "To pray for good empe-
rors, and suffer them of whatsoever kind they be."

Epicurus Hied in the torments of a retention of

urine, which he supported with extraordinary pa-
tience and constancy, the second year of the 127th

Olympiad, A. M. 3733, at the beginning of his seven-

ty-second year.

GENERAL REFLECTION UPON THE SEVERAL SECTS
OF PHILOSOPHERS.

I have endeavoured to set the history of the differ-

ent sects of the heathen philosophers in as clear a

light as possible. Before 1 take my leave of that

subject, and proceed to explain the various opinions
of these sects. I think it incumbent on me to apprize
the reader, that he would be deceived, if he expect-
ed any considerable change or reformation in the

manners of men from the different instructions of all

these philosophers. The wisdom, so much boasted
of by the most learned among the many sects into

which the universe was divided, could determine no

question, and multiplied errors. All human philoso-

phy pretended to, was to instruct men in living in a
manner worthy of men; because it discovered in

men no qualities but such as were human, and allot-

ted to them only the enjoyment of human things.
Its instructions are not useless in this point, ns they
at least dissuade men from the brutal life that dis-

honours the excellency of their nature, and maket
them seek their happiness in the vilest part of their be-

ing, which is the body. But all the reformation they
effect extends to very few things. What progress have
the sects of philosophers made, though endued with

so much eloquence, and supported with so much sub-

tlety? Have they not left mankind where they found

them, in the same
perplexities, prejudices, and blind-

ness? And indeed how could they labour for the

reformation of the human heart, as they neither knew
wherein it was irregular, nor the source of its irreg-

ularity? Without therevelation of the sin of Adam,
what could be known of men, and of his real Matet
Since his fall he abounds with amazing contrarieties. 1*

Laert. Plut. in Demetr. p. <J03.

> Tar.it. Ilirt. 1. ir. r 8.

> Mr. Du Guet. J. C. trurifie, rol. i. e. 5. d'apres M
Paiohal
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He itlaiin of his first origin characters of greatness
nd elevation, which hU degradation and meanness
have not been able to extinguish. He wills, he aspires
t every thing. His desire of glory, immortality,

and a happiness that includes all good, is infinite.

A nothing employs him, a nothing afflicts or consoles
him. On u thousand occasions he i* an infant; weak,
fearful, and dejected; without mentioning his vices

and passions, which dishonour, debase, and some-
times makes him inferior to the beasts ol the field, to

which he approaches nearer than to man by his un-

worthy inclinations.

The ignorance of these two conditions threw the

philosophers into two equally absurd extremes. The
Stoics, who made an idol of their chimerical wisdom,
were for inspiring man with sentiments of pure and

perfect greatness: which is not his condition.! The
Epicureans, who had degraded him by reducing him
to mere matter, inculcated sentiments of pure and
absolute meanness into him; and that is also as little

his condition. Philosophy was not capable of discern-

ing things S3 near, and at the same time to remote
from each other: so near, because united in the state

of humanity; and so remote, because they belong by
their nature to states entirely different. A di-tinc-

tion of this kind was not made before Jesus Christ,

or independently of Jesus Christ. Before him man
neither knew, nor was capable of knowing himself.

He either exalted or debased himself too much.
His teachers always deceived him, either in flattering
a pride it was necessary to depress, or augmenting a

meanness it was necessary to exalt. Hence I com-

prehend how necessary revelation was to me, and
how precious I ought to think the gift of the faith.

It is tiue, the manner in which the sin of Adam ex-

tended down to me, is covered with obscurities. But
from that very point wrapt up in darkness, issues the

liirht which makes all clear, and dispels all my dif-

ficulties. I am, therefore, far from refusing to be-

lieve one only thing, of which the belief is rewarded

by the understanding of so many others: and choose
rather to submit my reason to a single article, which
it does not comprehend, but which is revealed, than

to make it fly out against an infinity of others, it

comprehends as little, and of which divine revelation

neither forbids us the examination, nor removes the

difficulties.

PART SECOND.
HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY.

INTRODUCTION.

BY the history of philosophy I understand the doc-

trines taught by each sect of the ancient philosopher*.

Philosophy, among the ancients, consisted of three

parts: Dialectics or Logic-, which directs the opera-
tions of the mind, and the formation of argument;
Physics (that included also the metaphysics) which
considers the structure of the world, the effect* of

nature, the existence and attributes of the Divinity,
and the nature of the soul; and, lastly. Ethics, which
lavs down the morals, and treats of the duties of life.

This is an ample subject, and the reader must not

expect that I should treat it to the bottom. I have

tlreadv declared, more than once, that I do not write

for the learned. Stoics, Perijwtetics, and Epicureans,
are frequently mentioned in books and conversation.

I ihniiiit it proper therefore to give the generality,
and persons of no great reading, some knowledge of

the principal questions discussed by those philoso-

phers, but without entering into an exact detail of

their disputes, which are often very knotty and disa-

greeable. ,

Before I proceed to my subject, I cannot help ob-

serving the wonderful taste that prevailed among the

lost considerable persons for all the sciences, and in

particular for the study of philosophy. I do not speak

only of the Greeks. We have seen how much the

famous sages of Greece were esteemed in the court of

Croesus; the value Pericles set upon, and the use he

ai'it of the lessons ot Anaxarchtis: what pas*ion the

Principe* de la Foi. vol. i. c. 9.

most illustrious citizens of Athens had for the conver-
sations of Socrates; in what manner Dion, notwith-

standing the allurements of a court abandoned ta

pleasure, devoted himself to Plato; with what taste

even for the most abstracted knowledge, Aristotle in-

spired his pupil Alexander the Great; anil lastly, how
highly Pythagoras and his disciples were considered

by the princes of that part of Italy called Great
Greece. The Romans did not give place in this re-

spect
to thr Greeks, from the time that learning ana

the polite arts were introduced among them. Paul
us .tiuilius, after the conquest of Macedonia, thought
one of the most grateful fruits of his victory, the ha

ing brought a philosopher from Greece to Rome, to

instruct his children, who were then in the army, and
to converse with himself at his leisure hours. Scipio
Africanus, who destroyed Carthage and IVumantia.l
those formidable rivals of Rome, in the midst of the
most important affairs both of war and |>eace,* knew
how to procure himself moments of repose and re-

tirement, for enjoying the conversation of Pol} bius

and the philosopher Panaetius, whom he had always
along with him. Laelius, that model of virtue, atone

worthy of respect for his mild wisdom than his dig-
nities, the intimate friend of Scipio, shared with him
in the pleasure of those learned and agreeable con-
versations. The friendship of those two great men
for Panaetius rose to a great degree of familiarity, and
Cicero says, the philosopher highly deserved it*

What honours did not Pompey render Posidonius, go-
ing expressly to Rhodes, on his return from his glori-
ous campaigns against Milhridates, to see and hear
that philosopher! Lucullus, even while in the field,

where a general has scarce time to breathe, found

moments of leisure for gratifying his taste for polite

learning, and in particular for philosophy, and to hear
the philosopher Antiochus, who was the companion of
all his expeditions.*
The Abbi Gedoyn,' in respect to a letter of Diony-

sius Halicarnassensis, observes upon the use which
the great men of the Roman commonwealth made of
their leisure. The excellent education of the Ro-
mans, says he, made them learned almost from their

infancy. They were perfectly instructed in their own
and the Greek tongues: to learn these two living lan-

guages, cost them little. They were inspired very
early with a taste for the most excellent writers.

That taste, instilled so soon into their infant minds,

grew strong wilh years, and inclined them to cultivate

the society of learned men, whose conversation might
supply the

place of reading, of which their employ-
ments deprived them. Thence it followed that the

Romans, whose minds were all improved by letters,

lived together in a continual intercourse of erudition.

And what must have been the conversation of a great
number of Romans, when they happened to meet in

the same company! Hortensius, Cicero, Cotta. Cesar,

Pompey, Cato, Brutu<, Atlicus, Catullus, Lurullus,

Varro, and many others!

But never did any one carry the taste and ardour,

especially for philosophy, lusher than Cicero. It i*

not ea-v to conceive hnw a man so much taken up as

he was between the affairs of the bar and those of the

state, could find time to make himself master, as he

Africanuc dun* lerrores imperil Konoani, Cirlhaginem
Numantinmqti*- ilrlevorat Pro. Jtfvr n. 5^.

Hie, ri-qui-*cen* a rnip. pulcherrimi* muneribui, otium
eil>i numeliat iliquando, el a rtptu hominum frequent iqi|
inirrciiim. tanquam in porlum se in poliludiuem reripicbtt.
Df OjKe. 1. iii. n. 2.

Si-ipio lam r It-can* lihrrnliiim cturiinrum nmni<nu* doc-
trinir el auoior et arimiratnr foil, ut I'ulvhium Panrtiumqur-.

eeHMMi inri-nio vinw, domi milinteque temper sccuai
haliuerit. fell. P.ilere. I. i. e. 13.

Homo inprimi< inci-rum* et gravi,di?nu* ilia f mills-

riiate Scipiiini* . t l.rln l';u,a iiu. f)e ft nib. I. iv n. 33.

Major* sitidin l.nriillus rum omni lilrrOTum jrenrri. Him
pliilocuphir drdilus I'nii, qurim qui ilium ijrnorabaiit arliiira-

banlur. Nee vrro inrunte miate Milum, M'd et qnntor ali-

quot annos, et it ipao hello, in quo it* maina r< i militant
esse orrupatiu -nlet, ut lion multum imjK-ratori cub ifxn
pellibui otio rrlinquatur Anliochum serum habuib
.Icadtm. Quffl. I. iv. n. 4.

Mem. de I'Acad. dut Belle* Letlfe*, torn. T. p. 136.
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had done, of all the questions discussed in his days
among; the philosophers. That time, as he tells us

himself,' in respect to polite learning, was what oth-

ers bestowed on walking, pleasure, the public shows,
and ginning;, and which he employed either in his clos-

et, or in familiar conversation with friends of the same
taste as himself. He was convinced that such studies

and recreation perfect!)' suited senatorsand statesmen,

when thev did not interfere with what they owed the

public.*
Were it better, says he, that their meetings

were in some measure passed in silence, or turned up-
on trifles and

insignificant
matters? The philosoph-

ical books he has left us, whi'-h are not the least esti-

mable part of his works, shot' how far he had carried

his application in that way. Without speaking of all

the rest, he lays down excellen t rules in them for those

who write upon controverted subject?, and who un-

dertake to refute their adversaries. He is for engag-

ing in disputes only from the love of truth, without

prejudice, and without desire either of displaying
one's wit, or of carrying one's point.* He banishes

all passion, anger, heat, insult, and reproaches, from

them. "We are," says he, speaking of himself,

"ready to refute our adversaries without tenacious-

ness in error, and to be refuted by them without re-

sentment."* How amiable is this character! How
beautiful is it to seek in disputes, not to overcome
our opponents, but solely to make truth triumphant!
What advantage would not self-love itself, if it were
allowable to hearken to it, find in such a conduct, to

which it is not possible to refuse one's esteem, which
adds new force to argument, which, while it gains the

heart, prepares the mind for conviction, mid by po-
liteness and modesty, spares the mortifying confes-

sion of being mistaken, the secret pain, with which,

through a vicious shame, it is almost always attended.

When will this taste for study, and this wise modera-
tion in disputes, revive among us ?

We must, however, own for the honour of our times,
that we have persons of extraordinary merit, who dis-

tinguish themselves particularly by these two quali-
ties. 1 shall only mention the president Bouhier i::

this place. His learned remarks upon the text of sev-

eral of Cicero's books, would alone suffice to show the

great extent of that illustrious magistrate's knowledge.
The Abbe Olivet, in his preface to the new edition

of the Tusculan questions, translated partly by the

president Bouhier, and partly by himself, with a suc-

cess that does equal honour to them both, says very
well ;

"
Perhaps the example of a man of his rank and

merit may revive the taste for critical learning in

France: a taste so common heretofore, that the cele-

brated Latnpinus, when he devoted his labours to Ci-

cero, was assisted by the greatest persons of his times.

For, to make a transient observation, the li-t which
he left us of them, and which may be seen at the end
of his preface, proves, that this same Cicero, who in

our days is banished into the colleges, was two hun-
dred years ago the delight of all the most considerable

persons either of the bar or church." But I admire
the character of modesty and wisdom, which prevail in

the writings of the P. Bouhier, still more than his vast

erudition. Mr. Davies had made some observations

in Rutland upon the same text of Cicero as himself.

"The career of u both," says the magistrate, "in

t Pro Arch. Poet. n. 13.

Hi "tmdam in libro ert et nobis philosophia lauila-

ta, prof-eto pjui tractaliu optimo atque ampliasimo quoque
dii;iiiiiini P*I : ni-c qui<l'|iiam a'iuil viclrnduro est m>ui,

quo* |H>|>U!II* Itoinanns hoc in "'iiilu colloravii, nisi ne quid
prjvati-i siuilii* de opera publifl dulraliamu*. Quasi ve-

rd rl ironim virurum aut tacitos CMICTI-S-IK ease oponcat,
ant ludirriK KiTmont!4, aut rerum collwjiiiu leviorum. Ac.a-

item. Quest. I. iv. n. 6.
1

E^'n, si ngtontationu aliqua induclus, aut studio certnndi,
ad liarir |K)lis<iiiiuin pliilusupliiam me appliravi, non mndu
tul.i i:nii meam. Bed etiam nuiiiM et naturam contemnen

darn pii'o. jjrad. Qa.it. I. iv. 11. H5.
I 'i

-
! JUT] inter >e reprehensiones non sum vitupo-

ran.l.r. Miili'ilicta ronlumi'lie, luin irarundite, contenti-

on"*. ROMerlaiiomwnBS in diiputnriHo puriiimw?, Indiana:
milii philiffioplnu vidcri wilent. f)e J-V;-i*. I i. n. v!7.

4 \ K n refellcrf. sine jiort maria, et rtfulli sine iraouuJia

parali it nun. Ac.a.d. Quirxi. I ii n. 5.

this kind of literary amusement, coes not resemble

those, in which rivals ought only tc aspire at the hon
our of overcoming. The true glory of critics consists

in seeking the truth, and in doing justice to those who
have found it. I am therefore charmed with doing it

to the learned Englishman." He even thank? him
for setting him right in respect to certain mistakes.

What a difference there is between so moderate and
rational a disposition, and the warmth of those au-
thors who are so jealous of their reputation, as not to

be able to suffer the slightest criticism.

. To return to my subject. The division of phik*o-
phy into three parts, logic, ethics, and physics, sup*
plies me with that I am to follow in the ensuing brief

account of them.

CHAPTER I.

OPI.MONS OF THE A1SCIEIST PHILOSOPHERS UPOH
LOGIC.

DIALECTICS, or Logic, is the science that lays dow
rules to direct the operations of the mind in inquiries
after the true, and to teach us to discern it from the

false. 5 I have observed with sufficient extent in the
fourth volume of my treatise upon the study of polite

learning, of what advantage this part of philosophy
was, and the use to be made of it.

Aristotle, among the ancients, is the most excellent

author of logic. Besides several other works, we
have his four books De Analysi, wherein he lays
down all the principles of reasoning.

" This genius,
"

says Rapin the Jesuit in his comparison of Aristotle

and Plato,
" so replete with reason and understanding,

fathoms the abyss of the human mind in such a man-
ner, that he penetrates into all its springs by the ex-
act distinction he makes of its operations. The vast
fund of the thoughts of man had not before beeo

sounded, in order to know its depth. Aristotle was
the first who discovered this new method for attaining

knowledge by the evidence of demonstration, and for

proceeding geometrically to demonstration by the in-

fallibility of syllogism, the most accomplished work,
the greatest effort of human genius." This is a

praise, to which nothing can be well added: and, in-

deed, Aristotle cannot be denied the glory of having
carried the force of reasoning very far, and of having
traced out the rules and principles of it with much
subtlety and discernment. Cicero seen s to acknow-

ledge this philosopher to be the author and inventor
of logic; he ascribes that honour himself to Zeno of

Kliea, according to Diogenes Laertius.' Hence it is

believed that Zeno was the first who discovered the
natural series and dependence of principles and conse-

quences, of which he formed an art, that till then had

nothing fixed and regular. But Aristotle, without
doubt, improved exceedingly upon him.
This study was the principal occupation of the

Stoics, who acknowledged another Zeno for theii

founder. 7 They piqued themselves upon excelling in

this kind of philosophy. And, indeed, their manner
of reasoning was warm, vigorous, close, and proper to

dazzle and perplex their opponents; but obscure, dry,
and void of all ornament, often degenerating into

minuteness, sophism, and captious wrested arguments,
to use Cicero's term.* Though the question, \V heth-
er there be any thing certain in our knowledge? ought
to be considered only as preliminary to logic, it was
however made the principal object of it, and what the

philosophers disputed with most warmth. Their dif

ference of opinion upon this subject consisted in its

being believed bv some, that it was [>ossible to know
and to judge with certainty; and on the contrary by
others, that nothing could be certainly known, nor

consequently affirmed, as positive.

Socrates's mapoer of disputing might have mad*

' Hi:; V.-tjra veri l!t fulsi diUt^UlMX 6t jUlloX. AcoA.

Aristou-lex ulriuM|Ue pani Jia'.ecti.-e princcpj. Topic,
n. fi.

i Sioicnrum in dialecticil omnis curt consumilur. Brut,
n. llf.

Coritnrtuli* quihu*dam ac minutit conrlusiuneulus
etfici volunt nun es*e inalum dulurum. Tmc. 1. n.

42.
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way for this latter method if philosophizing.' Every

body knows that he never expressed his opinion, that

be contented himself with refuting that of others with-

out affirming any thins; positively, and that he de-

clared, he only knew that he knew nothing ; and it wag
even for this, he believed that he deserved the praise

given him by Apollo, of being the wisest of mankind.

Many think Pluto followed the same method, but au-

thors do not agree about it. But it U certain, that

the two most celebrated of Plato's disciples,
8
Speu-

tippus his nephew, and Aristolle, who formed two fa-

cious school*, the first that of the Academics, the oth-

er that of the
Peripatetics,

abandoned Socrates's cus-

tom of .lever speaking but with doubt, and of affirming

nothing. Reducing the manner of treating questions
to certain rules and a certain method, they composed
of these rules and method, an art. a science, known
under the name of the dialectics, or logic, which makes

f one of the three parts of philosophy. Though these

two schools had a different name, they had at bottom
the same principles, with some very little difference,

nd are generally confounded under the name of the

ancient Academy.
The opinion of the ancient Academy was, that,

though our knowledge has its origin in the sense?,

the senses do not judge of truth, but the mind, which
alone deserves to be believed, because the mind alone
tees things as they reallv are in themselves, that is to

*ay, it sees what Pinto call? the ideas, which always
suh-i-t in the same state, without suffering any change.
Zeno.the founder of the Stoics,* who wasofCitium,

a small town of Cyprus, granted something more to

the evidence of the senses, which he pretended to be
certain and clear, but under certain conditions, that

is, if they were perfect and in god health, and with-

out any obstacle to prevent their effect.4

Epicurus went still farther. He gave so great a

certainty to the evidence of the senses, that he con-

sidered them us an infallible rule of truth: so that by
his djctrine, objects are precisely what they appear:
that the sun, for instance, and the fixed stars, had
really no greater magnitude than they seem to have
to our eyes.

5 He admitted another method of dis-

cerning truth, that is, the ideas we have of things,
without which we can neither form any question,
nor pa*s any judgment.

"
Antecepta animo qusedam

informatio. sine qua nee intelligi quicquam, nee quaeri,
nee dispulari potcst."*
Zeno made use of the same principle, and insisted

particularly upon the clear, evident, and certain ideas,

which we naturally have of certain principles relat-

ing to morals and the conduct of life. "The good
man,

1 '

says he, "is determined to suffer every thing,
and to perish in the most cruel torments, rather than

depart from his duty, and betray his country. I ask,

why he imposes upon himself a law so cruel, and so

contrary in appearance to his interest, and whether
it be possible for him to take such a resolution, if

he had not a clear and distiivt idea in his mind of

justice and fidelity, which evidently show him. that

he ought to expose himself to every kind of inflic-

tion. rther than act what is contrary to justice and

fidelity."
7 This argment, which Zeno founds upon

the certainty of clear and evident ideas, shows the

falsehood of the principle generally received in the

Khool of the Peripateties,
" That all our ideas are

derived from our senses.* For, as the logic of Port

i Arail. Qu*t. n. 15. * Acad. Quest, n. 17.
i U.i.l. I. i. n. SO.
* hi t -i 'iien maxima ett in wnsibin veriias, si et tani

rfiint et ralentp*. et onima rcmovcmur que ohstani et impe-
dinnt. /jK jr. n. 19.

K'li.-uriH omws en*u reri nuncios ditit ee. Lit. i.

De JV'jf Dear. n. TO. Lili. De Nat. Deor. n. 43.
* Q laPni eti-im. ill" vjr bonus, qui s'atuit omnem rruoia-

turn |>"rfrrre. itiicil'-rabili dolore Imrnri |*niti, quam But
fficiiitn piwist ut fiilom. cur ha sibi tarn rave !<;' im

posuerii, ruin, qimmohrem itn nimriprft, nihil hahrrei rum-

prehensj, pcrornii. rujniii, ronst ituti ? \ullo isitur mudo
eri nou-st, ut quNquam tan'i irx'imct ipqniiatem et fidvm,
t ejus conservandtt ran-a ntil'iim <>u|>|>liriiim recu<el, ni"i

lit n-bii a<si'n-u sit, qu faUe eee noil |io.-suiit. .lend.

(Jan-*/. I. i. n. <Tl.

\jnil et n intellect!!, quod nan pritis fuerit in s:isu.

Roial observes, thert \s nothing that we conceirt

more distinctly than our thought itself, nor any pro-

position more clear than this, / think, therefore lam
Now we could have no certainty of this proposition,
if we did not conceive distinctly what it is to lie, and
what it is to think. And we must not be asked to

explain these terms, because they are of the number
of those, which are so well understood by all th

world, that endeavouring to explain them, would
render them obscure. If it cannot be denied, that

we have in us the ideas of being and thinking:, I

would know by which of the senses they entered into

our minds. It must then be admitted that they do
not in any manner derive their origin from the sense*.

Zeno showed also the falsehood and ridicule of the

opinion of the Academics by another reflection.* In

the ordinary conduct of life, said he, it is impossible
to make any choice, or determine upon any thing,
without first having: a fixed and certain principle in

the mind, to determine us to choose one thing rather

than another: for without that we should continue

always in uncertainty and inaction.

The followers of the ancient Academy, and the

Stoics, agreed therefore with each other, as both

maintained, though upon different principles, that

there were certain means for knowing truth, and con

sequently evident and certain knowledge.
Arcesilaus rose up with great vivacity against this

opinion, confining himself particularly to opposing
Zeno, and formed a sect, which was called the Mid-
dle Academy,M and subsisted down to Carneades, the

fourth successor of Arcesilaus, who founded the sect

called the New Academy. As it deviated only in

some small alterations from the Middle one, they ar

confounded with each other, and both included in the

name of the New Academy. This sect was in great

reputation. Cicero embraced it openly, and declared

himself its defender. If we may believe him," itwai

neither through obstinacy, nor the frivolous desire

of overcoming, that Arcesilaus attacked Zeno, hot

through the obscurity of all knowledge, which had

obliged Socrates, as well as Democratus, Anaxagora*,

Empedocles, and almost all the ancient philosophers,
to confess their ignorance, and to agree, that there

was nothing to he known, nothing determined with

certainty, not even what Socrates had excepted in

saying;
""

I know only one thing, which is, that I

know nothing."
The main point in dispute between Zeno and Ar-

cesilaus was the evidence of the senses. Zeno affirm-

ed, that truth might be certainly known by their aid:

Arcesilaus denied it. The latter's principal reason

was.K that there is no certain mark to distinguish
false and delusive objects from such as are not o.

There are some, which either are, or appear so per-

fectly like each other, that it is impossible to discern

the difference. Hence, in judging and affirming any
thing of them, one is liable to err, and to take the

true for the false, and the false for the true, which if

entirely unworthy of a wise man. Consequently, to

act with prudence, he ought to suspend his judgment,
and decide nothing.)* And this was what Arcesilaus

did: for he passed whole days in disputing with

others, and in refuting their opinions, without ever

expressing his own.
The Academics, by his example, acted ever after

in the same manner.
" We have sren that Carneades,

when he went to Rome with two other deputies, s|X)k
one day for, and the next against justice, w.'ih equal
force and1

eloquence. They pretended, that the end
of these discourses, wherein they maintained both
sides of a question, was, by such inquiries, to dis-

cover something true, or ut least that came near the

truth.M The only difference, said they, between' us,

Pi, quid oftVii ivi rft, non occurril animo, nihil (inquire
omnino aeel, nd nul'am rfm unquam in nelletur, nunquam
movchitur. (itiod i aliquid ali<|iinndo acturua est, necesM
est id ei i>rum. quod ocrurrit, videri. IM. n. SM.

i Arad-m. Qu<e*t. I. i. n. 44. " Ibid. n. 44.

IMH. n. i, *r.
n Kx his ilia r,f>c,>*arid nati e*t JVsx*, id et at*MNl

ni rptemiii. Jtrad. Qurst. I. iv. n. .19.

' NVque txwtrie disputatione* quidquam illttd ajunt, Did
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tod those who believe they knof something, is, that

these other philosophers boKily advance what they
maintain for true and inconlestible, and we have the

modesty to atfirm our positions only as probable and
like trulh. They added, that their doctrine was a/>

cusni, without foundation, of reducing mankind to in*

action, and of opposing the duties of life; 1 as proba-

bility and the likeness to truth sufficed to determine
their choice of one thing rather than another. We
have an excellent treatise of Cicero's, entitled Lucul-

lus, which is reckoned as the fourth book of the Aca-
demic Questions; wherein Cicero makes Lucullus
defend the opinion of the ancient Academy, That
there are things which a man is capable of knowing
nd comprehending; and for himself, he maintains the

contrary opinion,
8 which is that of the New Aca-

demy, That man's knowledge extends no farther than

appearances, and that he can have none but probable
opinions. Lucullus, in concluding his dissertation,

which is of considerable length, and very eloquent,

apostrophizes
in these terms to Cicero: "

Is it possi-
ble, after the magnificent praises you have given
philosophy, that you can embrace a sect which con-

founds the true with the false, which deprives us of

the use of reason and judgment, which forbids us to

approve any thing, and divests us of all our senses?

The Cimmerians themselves, who are said never to

see the sun, have some fires, some twilight, to illu-

minate them. But the philosophers, for whom you
declare, in the midst of the profound darkness with
which they surround us, leave us no spark of light to

guide us. They keep us hampered in chains, which
will not sutler us to make the least motion. For, to

conclude, to forbid us, as they do, to give our consent

to any thing whatsoever, is actually to deprive us

entirely of the use of our minds, and at the same
time to prohibit us all manner of action." It were
hard to refute the doctrine of the New Academy
better, which really seems to degrade man, in con-

fining him to a state of absolute ignorance, and in

leaving nothing to guide him but doubt and un-

certainty.
Father Mallebranche, in his inquiry after truth,

lays down with great extent an excellent principle

concerning the senses. It is, that the senses were

given us by God, not to enable us to know the na-

ture of objects, but their relation to us; not what

they are in themselves, but whether they are advan-

tageous or hurtful to our bodies. This principle is

highly luminous, and destroys all the little glosses
and chicane of the ancient philosophers. As to ob-

jects in themselves, we know then) by the ideas we
nave of them.

I have said that the New Academics contented
themselves with denying certainty, and admitting pro-

bability.' The sect of Pyrrho. which was a branch
that sprung from the Academics, even denied that

probability, and pretended, that every thing was

equally obscure and uncertain.

But the truth is, that all these
opinions,

which have
made so much noise in the world, never subsisted

except in discourse, disputation, or writing, while

nobody ever was seriously convinced by them. They
were the diversions and amusements of persons of

talent and leisure: but they were never opinions by
which these persons were inwardly much affected,

and consequently willing to direct their conduct.

They pretended that sleeping could not be distin-

guished from waking:, nor madness from reason: but

notwithstanding all their arguments, could they doubt
whether they slept, or whether they were in their

senses? But if there had been any body capable of

these doubts, at least no man could doubt whether
he is, whether he thinks, or whether he lives. For
whether he sleeps or wakes, whether he it in or out

of his senses, whether he does, or does not, err, it is

at least certain, because he thinks that he is, and that

he lives; it being impossible to separate being and

t, in uiram<|ue partem dinendo et nudirndo ftlioinnt ft tnn-

quirn eiprimant aliquid, qnod nut vcrum tit, ui ad id quam
yroiimfe arn-ilat. Lib iv. n. 7, 8.

Aeadrrn Qurt. n IU-, &c. Ibid. 1. iv. n. Gl, C2.

Lofif ol For. Koial, Putt, iv. c. 1.

lite from thought, and to believe that what thinks U
not, and does not live.

CHAPTER II.

OPINIONS OF THE ANCIENT PHILOSOPHERS COW-
CERNING ETHICS, OR MORALITY.

MORAL philosophy, or Ethics, whose objec is the

regulation of the manners, is, properly speakii g, the
science of man. All other knowledge is in some mea-
sure external and without him, or at least may be
said not to extend to what is more immediately per-
sonal and himself, I mean the heart: for it is in that

the whole man consists, and is what he is. They
may render him more learned, more eloquent, more

just in his reasonings, more knowing in the mysteries
of nature, more fit to command armies, and to govern
states: but they neither make him better, nor wiser.

These however are the only things that concern him
nearly, in which he is personally interested, and with-

out which all the rest ought to appear next to per
fectly indifferent

It was this induced Socrates to believe, that the

regulation of the manners was to be preferred to all

other science. Before him the philosophers almost

wholly devoted themselves to inquiring into the se-

crets of nature, to measuring the extent of lands and

seas, and in studying the course of the stars. He
was the first that placed the Ethics in honour,4 and
to use the terms of Cicero, brought philosophy down
from heaven into cities,6 introduced her also into

houses, and familiarized her with individuals, in ob-

liging her to give them precepts upon the manners
and conduct of life. She did not confine herself to

the care of particulars. The government of statej

was always the principal object of the reflections of

the most celebrated philosophers. Aristotle and Pla-

to have left us several tracts of great extent upon
this subject, which have always been highly esteem-

ed, and contain excellent principles. This part of

moral philosophy i. called Politic*. I shall not treat

it separately in this place; and shall content myself
in the sequel, where I shall speak of duties, with

making some extracts from Plato and Cicero, which
will show what noble ideas they had of the manner
of governing slates.

Moral philosophy ought to instruct mankind prin-

cipally in two things. It ought, in the first place, to

teach them in what that supreme good, or happiness,
consists, at which they all aspire; then to show them
the virtues and duties, by which they may attain it.

It is not to be expected that Paganism should lay
down the purest and most perfect maxims upon mat-

ters of such importance. We shall find a mixture

of light and darkness in it, which will amaze us, and
is at the same time highly capable of instructing us.

I shall add a short discourse upon civil law to my
account of Ethics, or moral philosophy.

ARTICLE I.

OPINIONS OF THE ANCIENT PHILOSOPHERS UPON THl
SUPREME GOOD. OR HAPPINESS, OF MAN.

IN all moral philosophy there is not a more impor-
tant subject than that which relates to the supreme
good of man. Many questions are discussed in the

schools of little importance to the generality of men,
and in which they might dispense with instructing

themselves, without any great detriment t" the man-

ners and conduct of life. But the ignorance of what

constitutes his supreme good leads man into infinite

error, and occasions his walking always by chance,

without having any tiling fixed and determinate, and

without knowing e'ither where he goes, or what paths

A Socrate omnia, f|ua> en de vita et moribus, pliilo*)-

phia manuvit. Tusctil. t^unt. I. iii. n. 8. The mure an-

rienl philiwopiieri, ami e-pcoially Hyilmjrura. hiul t'ivsn

their diRcipli-s pood prerrpt* of morality : but did not rmks
tlicm thi-ir priar-ipnl doctrine like &x-raii--.

Socrates primus phi!oophiinn di-vrwnvit 6 ccplo, ot in

urhilnu rolloruvit el in ilomoa etiam inln.iluvit, ft coeijit

de vita et muribu^ ivbusque boms cl tnulu 'juviere. 7tt4

1. 5. n. 10.
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he ought to take:' whereas that prine.|>ie once well

established, he knows all his duties clearly, and to

what he is to adhere in every thing else.

Philosophers are not the only persons that take pains
to inquire wherein this supreme good consists; but all

men, the learned, the ignorant, the wise, the stupid:
there is nobody that does not share in this important

Question.*

And though the head should continue in-

ifferent about it, the near! could not avoid makiog its

choice. It raises this secret cry of itself in regard to

onie object: Happy is he who possesses that!

Man has the idea and desire of a supreme good im-

planted in his nature: and that idea and desire are the

source of all his other desires, and of all his actions.

Since his fall he retains only a confused and general
notion of it. which is inseparable from his being. He
rannoi avoid loving and pursuing this good, which he

knows only confusedly: but he knows not where it is,

nor whetein it consists, and the pursuit of it
precipi-

tates him into an infinity of errors. For finding cre-

ated good things which satisfy some small part of that

infiuite avidity which engrosses him, he takes them for

the supreme good, directs all his actions to them, and

thereby falls into innumerable crimes and errors.

This we shall see evidently in the different opinions
of the philosophers u|ton this head. Cicero has

treated it with abundance of extent and erudition in

his five books, De Finib us bonorum el malorvm, in

which he examines wherein real good and evil con-

sist. [ shall confine myself to the plan he has follow-

ed, and shall relate alter him what the Epicureans,
Stoics, and Peripatetics, the three most celebrated

lects of philosophy, thought upon this subject.
The two last will, from time to time, afford us ex-

cellent maxims upon different subjects, but often mix-
ed with false principles and gross errors. We are not

to expect to find any thing instructive in them con-

cerning future good. Human philosophy does not

exalt man above himself, but confines him to the earth.

Though many of the philosophers were convinced of
the immortality of the soul, and in consequence that

this life is but a moment in respect to the eternal dura-

lion of our souls, they have however devoted their

whole study and attention to this life of a moment.
What was to happen hereafter in the other, was only
the subject of some barren conversations, from which

they deduced no consequence either from their own
conduct, or that of others. Thus these pretended
lages, who knew all things except themselves, and to

what every particular thing was destined except man,

may be justly considered as ignorant and senseless.

For, not to know what one is. and whither one goes, to

be ignorant of one's end, and of the meant for attain-

ing it; to be learned in what is superfluous and foreign,
and blind to what is personal and necessary, is cer-

tainly to be void of sense.

SECTION I. OPIMC.XS OF EPICURUS CONCERNING
THE SUPREME GOOD.

THE name alone of Epicurfls suffices to inform u,
that in the present question we are not to expect to

be inspired by him with noble and generous senti-

ment*.3

According to a!! the philosophers. That is called

the supreme good, upon which all other good de-

pends. and which depends itself upon no other. Epi-
curus makes this supreme good consist in pleasure,
and by necessary consequence, supreme evil in pain.*
Nature herself, says he, teaches uf this liulh, and

prompts us from our birth to pursue whatever (five*

at pleasure as our supreme good, nud to avoid what-

> Summum bonum si iffnorctur, vivrndi rationem ipnorari
-st. Et i|uo tantus error ron*e>|uiiur, in, quarn

tn piri um re reripnnt, wire mm r>*int. Cognin* auiem
rcrum Giiiliii rum iuie'lijitur quid >it el honorum ex r--

mum et mnloriiin. invptna vi'ie vi i est. conforms! io<|iif i.ni-

nium nir<-ii>runi. \\.x- ronstuuio. ii) pliiltttopbitt, rongtituta
luni nun in. De Fiaib. ban. el i*ai. I. v. n. I.

1

!.

* Oinnio aurinriia* philosophise ron.<iiit in beata viia

comparand* Beatg enim vivemli cupiditate incenti omiif*
tuniiix. Ibid. n. rti.

Epicurus in ronmitiitinni 1

finix, nihit genernsum sapit at

que ma;nifir-uni. De Fiiiib. 1. i. n. 23.
De Fi.iib. I. i. n. 29, 30.
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ever gives us pain as our supreme evil. There is n

more occasion for studied arguments to establish this

truth, than there is to prove that fire is hot, snow
white, and honey sweet: which are self-evident. Let
us suppose, on the one side, a man enjoying the great-
est pleasures both of body and mind, without any fear

of their being interrupted; and on the other, n man

serFering the sharpest pains, without any hope of re-

lief: can we doubt on which tide to place supreme
good and supreme evil?

As it does not depend upon man to exempt himself

from pain, Epicurus opposes that inconvenience with
a remedy founded upon a reasoning, which he be-
lieves very persuasive.*

" If pain be great," says he,
"it will be short; if long, it will be slight." As if a

disease did not often happen to be at the same time

both long and painful, and reasoning had any power
over the sense of feeling. He proposed another rem-

edy, of no greater efficacy, sgainst ihe sharpness of

pain; which was to divert tl.e mind from the evil* we
suffer, by turning our whole attention upon the pleas-
ures we have formerly enjoyed, and upon those we
are in hopes of tasting hereafter.* How! might one

reply to him, whilst the violence of pain racks, burns,
and agonizes me, without a moment's internn^ion.do

you bid me forget and disregard it? Is it in my pow-
er then to dissemble, and forget in th'.t manner? Can
I stifle and silence the voice of nature ht such a tiiueT'

When he was obliged to give up all these false and
wretched reasonings, he hud no other evasion llian to

admit, that his wise man might be sensible of pain, but
that he would persist in believing himself happy du-

ring it; and to this he adhered.! Cicero tells us, that
whilft he talks in this msnner, he found tt scarce pos-
sible to forbear laughing. If the sage be tortured, if

he be burned, (one would imagine Epicurus was go-
ing to say, that he would bear it with constancy, and
not sink under it: but that is not enough for him, he

goes still farther) if the sage were in the bjrning bull

of Phalaris, he would cry out with joy,
" How grate-

ful is this! how little I value it !" It is surprising to

hear such words from the idolater of voluj tumi-ru s,
the man who makes supreme good consist in pleasure,
and supreme evil in pain. Hut we are still more sur-

prised when we see Epicurus sustain thi; generous
character to the last, and to hear him in the midst of
the acutest pangs of the stone, and the exre ? :\e tor-

meiits of the most terrible colic, cry out: *
I am hap-

py. This is the last and most fortunate day of nur

Ii'fe."i0

Cicero asks, how it is possible to reconcile Epicu-
rus with himself'.' As for him, who does not deny
pain to be pain, he does not carry the virtue of the
wise man to so high a pitch. "To me it is enough

*

ays he,
"

if he supports evils with patience. I do not

require that he should suffer them with joy. For
undoubtedly pain is a sad, sharp, bitter thinjc. contrary
to nature, and exceedingly hard to undergo. *'" ThM
is tliinking and speaking reasonably. The language
of Epicurus is that of pride and vanity, which * k

to exhibit itself as a spectacle, and whilst it display*
a false courage, proves a real weakness. For the rest,

these absurd consequences of Epicurus, were inevita-

bly necessary consequences of his erroneous prinri*

De finib. i. it. n. 03. Tusrnl. Que*t. 1. ii. n. 44, 45.

Ife Finib I. iii. n. 33,fcc. M. I ii. n. 17.

N'nn <! in nostra potentate. tUfeaMibm iis rebus qua*
mala* P*M> opinemur, discimnlalio vel nblivin. I.arrranl,
rexnnt, ctimulo* arlmovent, isnrc ndhibcnr, ri-spirare no*
ninunt ; et tu ohlivisri jubc, quad contra naturam ett?

Ctcer.

In Phalariilis tauro i erit, dicvt; Qoam suave est hoe I

Cluam hoc non euro! Cirrr.
> Quid norm ? \nn rque inrrpdibil<> vinViiir. iiJiqurrn

in fumii)i< crucial jbu-" poMtum. rlircrr : Beatut turn 7 At-

qui bee vox in ipn onVina vnlupimi* ei nin!i<n : Beatit-

simrm. inijuil. ktme et *l'im*m diem ago, K| imrii : riim

i linn hinr urine difficult lorquerel. liinc mfanabtli exul-
rerati itolor veniri*. Sena. Epi<l. '.'-.

' Tullius dolurem, linkirctn ewe non ripai Epo. inquit,
lantiim vim non tribuo napientie eolra Holorrm. fit fortii

in pcrfi-rpntlo. oftVio iis e?t : ul letrtur eliam. non rxxta-
In. Tristiienin res r*l cine ilubin. atpem. Binara, inimtr*

nature, ad giaticndum tolerandumi[ue difficilii. TutciU.

q*e*t. I. ii. n. 33. et '*.
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pits.
For if the wise man must be happy as long as

he is wise, pain, not depriving him of his wisdom,
cannot deprive him of his happiness. Thus he is re-

duced to affirm himself happy in the midst of the most

exquisite torments.

It must be owned, that Epicurus has maxims and

even actions ascribed to him, which are dazzling and

surprising, and which give a quite did'erent idea of

his person and doctrine, to what is generally formed
of them. And hence many learned and celebrated

persons have taken upon them his defence, and writ-

ten his apology.
He declares loudly, says Cicero.l that one cannot

live joyously, except with wisdom, honesty, und jus-
tice; and that one cannot live with wisdom, honesty,
and justice, otherwise than joyously. What does not

Such a principle include!

Upon moral subjects, and rules of duty, he advances

maxims no less noble and severe. Seneca > repeals

many of his sayings, which are certainly very lauda-

ble. "I was never studious of pleasing the people;
for, what I know, the multitude do not approve, and
what the multitude do

approve,
I do not know. "

In-

stead of the whole people Epicurus substitutes some
man of great virtue and

reputation.*
whom he is for

having us set perpetually before our eyes, as our guar-
dian and inspector, in order to our acting in all things,
as if he were the eyewitness and judge of our ac-

tions.* And, indeed, it were to retrench the greater

part of one's faults, to give them a witness one re-

spects; of whom the authority and idea only would
make our most secret actions more prudent and
blameless.

If you would make Pythocles truly rich, said Epi-
curus, you must add nothing to his estate, but only
retrench his desires and appetites.*

I should never have done, should I repeat his many
Other maxims of morality equally just. Does Soc-

rates himself talk better than Epicurus? And some

pretend that his life suited his doctrine.

Though the gardens of Epicurus had this inscrip-
tion,

" Pleasure is here the supreme good," the mas-

ter of them, though very courteous and polite, receiv-

ed his guests with bread and water.* Himself, this

teacher of voluptuousness, had certain days, when he
satisfied his hunger with great sobrie.ty.7 He says in

letter, that he did not spend quite an as, or penny,
upon a meal; and that Metrcdorus, his companion,
who was not so old, spent a whole as. We have seen

with what courage he suffered the sharpest and most
cruel pains in his last moments. What can be said of

these facts, and many of the like nature? for many
luch are related of him. What shall we say also, on
the other side, of facts in great number directly the

reverse, and of his being reproached with abandoning
himself to drunkenness and the most shameful de-

bauches, as Diogenes Laertius informs us?
But Cicero cuts the question short in one word,

and reduces it to a single (joint.*
" Do you believe,

"

says somebody to him,
" that Epicurus was the man

some are for having him pass for, and that his de-

sign was to inculcate irregularity and debauchery?"
No,

"
replies Cicero: " for I find he also advances

rery fine maxims, and most severe morality. But
here, not his life and manners, but his doctrine and

opinions are the question. Now he explains himself

upon what he understands by pleasure and happiness
in a manner by no means obscure. I understand by
that word, says Epicurus, the pleasures of the taste.

> ("IK mat Epicurus, nun |<OIUH> jucundi vivi, nisi sapien-
ter, honostt jusiftquo vivatur: nee sapieoter, honestd, juste,
Jisi jiiriiHil.*. Dr. t'inib. I. i. n. 57.

* S.-n.-r. Ep. x*u. i Id. Epist. xi.

4
Ali'|ui* vir bonus nohii Hi^emlu* est, ac semper ante

oculu* lialx'niluii, ut fin tannuum illo upRrtanlf! vivamus, et

omnia taui|uain illo viiloutc lucimnm. Hoc, mi Lurili, Ep-
icurus prx :epit, cuttltMJRin nobis el prdapofc im dedil : /<
immeriid. Majrna pur* necntorum tollitur, si pecco lurid

te*iH adsi-Mat. Aliquem hnbeal animun, quern vereutur,

eujuH aurtoritale etiam xerretum luuni nanrtius facial.

* Si vi., inijiiit, i't ilio'-lru iliviiciu <';i'--'ri', nun pecunie

djicicndum,
sod cupiditaiibus detraliendum. Senee. Ep.

III.

Senec. Ep. 21. ' Senec. Ep. 18.

Tuscul. Uuast. I. iii n. 46 47.

the pleasures of love, the view of such * Herts as da

light the eye, diversions and inu-tr.s Do 1 add to

his words? Have I annexed any thing faUe to them
1

?

If so, pray correct me; for I have no view biit to clear

up the truth.
" The same Kpirurus dec Ian ,

"
lie

cannot so much ns comei\e that (nere is inn other

good, except what consists in drinking, tilling, harmo-
nious sounds that delight the ear, and obsctre. pleas-
ures." 10 Aren ot these his own terms, sa\s Cicero?
An httc nbeo non dicuntur? H If we suppose that he
maintained such a maxim, what regard is to be had
for his finest discourses elsewhere upon virtue and

purity of manners? The same judgment was passed
on them as on the books he wrote upon the Divini-

ty." People were convinced, that in reality he be-

lieved there were no gods. He however spoke of
the veneration due to them in the most magnitic tnt

terms, in order to screen his real sentiments am' per-
son, and to avoid drawing the Athenians upi.n him.

He had the same interest in covering so shocking a

doctrine, a$ that which makes the supreme good con-
sist in voluptuousness.

Torquatus urged extremely in favour of Epicurus,
whose doctrine he deft nded,!3 ihe passage where that

philosopher said, that without wisdom, honesty, and

justice, it was impossible to lead a happy life: won

jiosstjucundl vivi, nisi honestt:, et mpitntcr ct jnstl
vivatur. Cicero does not suffer himst If to be dazzled

by an empty glitter of words, with which Epicurus
took pains to cover the turpitude of his maxims. He
proves at large that wisdom, honesty, and Justice,
were irreconcilable with pleasure, in the sense that

Epicurus gives it, which is a disgrace to philosophy,
and a dishonour to nature itself. He a?ks Torqua-
tiis.n if, when he should be elected consul, which was
soon to happen, he would venture in his speech to

the people or senate, to declare, that he entered upon
office fully resolved to propose to himell 1,0 other

view or end in all his actions but voluptuousness?
And wherefore would he not venture it, except
because he well knows that such language is inla

niuus?

I shall conclude this article with a fine contrast

made here by Cicero. IS On the one side he repre-
sents L. Thorius Halbns Lanuvinus, one of those men
so expert and delicate in voluptuousness, that mt-.lie it

their business and merit to refine upon every thing

which bears the name of pleasure: who, void of all

chagrin for the present, and all uneasiness about the

future, did not abandon himself brutally to the ex-

cesses of eating and drinking, nor to other gross
diversions; but, attentive to his health and certain

rules of decency, led an easy life of softness and de-

lij*ht, entertained a company of chosen friends every

day at his house, had his table always coven d with
the finest and most exquisite dishes, denied himself

nothing that could /latter his senses agreeably, nor

any of those pleasures, without which Epicurus did

not conceive how the supreme good could exist; in.

a word, who was industrious in culling even where,
to use the expression, the quintessence of joy and

delight, and whose rosy complexion nrgued the ex-

traordinary fund of liei.lih a:id good plight which ha

enjoyed. This is the man, says Cicero, addressing
himself to Torquatus, who according to your esti-

mate, is supremely happy. I am afraid to name tha

person I design to oppose to him; but virtue iiself

will do it for me: it is M. Regulus, who of his own
accord, with no other force than his word given the

enemy, returned from Rome to Carthage, where he

knew what torments were prepared for him, and
where he was actually put to death by hunger nnd

Non verbo *oliim poniit voluplalom, ceil x|>)unavit

quid diceret. Saporem, inquit, ct ror|Kirum coropli xi m, ot

ludiM, aique caniu.", et formal ea ')Uibus oculi jucuudd
movrantur.

Ti-stificatur, ne inlellu'pre quidcm -w p>?*r, ulii sit ant

quid sir ulluni, hipnum, priktrr illnd, quiwl cibo, aui |x>lk>.TO,

et auriurn dt'k-ctotione, el obscirna voluptaiu rujnutur. Dt
/<'.!. ii. n. 7.

ti l>r Kinib. I. ii. n. 7. DP NHL 1). or. 1. xi. n. 111.
i to Nnl. IK or. I. i. n. 1 l(i. \Z\.
i> IV Kin, I.. I. ii. n. 51, ftr. M Ibid. n. 74

DC Fioib in Ul i
'
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wing kept perpetually awake. It is in those very
torments llint virtue itself loudly declares him in-

finitrly more happy than your Thorius on his bed
of ro*es and wallowing in voluptuousness. 1 Regulus
had commanded in great wars, had been twice con-
ul, ami received the honour of a triumph: but he
rieemeu all those advantages nothing in comparison
with this last event of his life, which his fidelity to

his word and his constancy had drawn upon him:
an event, of which the mere repetition afflicts and

frightens us. though the reality was matter of joy and

pleasure to Regulus.
Put but a Christian suffering for the truth in the

place of Regulus, and nothing can be more conclusive
than Cicero's reasoning. Without which it is only
refuting one absurdity by another, and opposing a
false idea of happiness to an infamous happiness.

SECTION II. OPINIONS OF THE STOICS CONCERN-
ING THE SUPREME GOOD.

WE now quit the school of least repute among the
ancient philosophers for its doctrine and manners,
but which however had abundance of authority, and
whose dogmas were almost universally followed in

practice, the attraction of pleasure being far more
efficacious than the finest reasonings; and proceed to

another school much extolled by the Pngan world,
from which it derived much honour, and in which it

pretended that virtue was taught and practised in all

its purity and perfection. It is plain that I speak of

the Stoics.

It was a common principle with all the philoso-

phers, that the supreme good consisted in living ac-

cording to nature: secimdum naturum vivere, sum-
mum bonitm esse.1 The different manner in which

they explained this conformity to nature, occasioned
the diversity of their opinions. Kpicurus placed it

in pleasure: others in exemption from pain: and some
in other objects. Zeno, the founder of the Stoics,
made it consist solely in virtue. According to him,
to live according to nature, in which alone happiness
consists, is to live honestly and virtuously. Behold
what nature inspires, to what she inclines us, honesty,

decency, and virtue: and she inspires us at the same
time with a supreme horror for all that is contrary to

honesty, decency, and virtue. This truth is evidently
teen in children, in whom we admire candour, sim-

plicity, tenderness, gratitude, compassion, parity, and

Ignorance of all rvil and artifice.* Whence do they
derive such excellent virtues, if not from nature her-

self, who paints and shows herself in infants as in a

mirror? In a more advanced age ,4 who can forget
tue iinn so much ag to refuse his esteem to wise,

sober, and modest youth: and with what eve, on the

contrary, do we look on young persons abandoned to

vice and depravity? VVhen we read in history, on
the one side, of goodness, generosity, clemency, and

gratitude; and on the other, of violence, injustice,

ingratitude, and cruelty: however-remote in time we

t Eo, luiio quern anteponam, non audeo dicere : (licet pro
me ip*a virtus, noe duhiiauil isii vvatru bealo M. Re<;ulum
ntPHoneri- Quern pui.icn, cum sua voluntale, nulla vi

coactu* primer fidem qi.iirn dedprat Imstj, ex palria Cnrlha-

pinem revnrii-ieet, 1^71 i;->im, ciim viiiliis cl fame rruciit-

relur, rl;\m;u virtln liea'iorem fnin.-v, <ninm poiantem in

roxa Tlmrjiim. Bella maena lesyerat, bis consul fueral,
triumph i rat : nrc lamen siia ilia superiora tain nuii'im nee

tarn pnrclnra dnrebat, qiiain ilium iillimum rasum, quern

propter fidi'tn eontantiamquo susccperat ; qui nobi* mise-

rabilis vidf'lnr niulisnlilius, illi perjK'tienti orat voluplarjij*.

Dt finib. I. ii. Do Finib. I. iv. n. 14.

Id indicant pneri, in quibm, ut in peculis, nut urn cer-

niti.r (intr memorin p*t in bis bene mrrfinlium! qutt
retrr.-mlip irratia! rnpidiias ! Alque ea in optima quaque
indolc maxime apparent. De Finib. I. v. n. (il

* In i'l-t vro 'iati!ui-= i;ue jam confirninliP mint, quit est

tnm di-Jsiniili liomini. qui non mnveutur et oiVrnine tur-

pitudinji. ct wmiprolmtionp bonontali-i ? Qujs est qui non

odrrit liliidinosurn, protervRin nd.ilpscpnliam ? Unis runlra

in ilia ipmte pudnrem, coiisinniiam. fi.im-i una niliil inter

(it, non lamen di'ii'ai ? Cni Tubuli nomen mlio mm
tt Cluis Aristiilem inoriuum non diliji' ? An olilivi*-

eamur, quantonoro in amlienilo lejjendoqiip m.-ivenmur, rum
pS. oiim amice, rum magno animo alicjunl factum coijnosri
miw? Jbid.a.ltt.

are from the persons spoken of, are we masters o(

our opinions, can we forbear loving the one and tin-

testing the other? Observe, says Zeno, the voice of

nature, which cries aloud, that there is no real good
but virtue, no real evil but vice.

,

. The Stoics could not reason either more justly or

with apter consequence in their principle", whiib
were however the source of their errors and mis-

takes. On the one side, convinced that man is made
for happiness, as the ultimate end to which he is

destined; and on the other, confining the whole be-

ing and duration of man to this life, and finding no-

thing in so short a space, more great, more estima-

ble, and more worthy of a man than virtue; it is not
to be wondered that they should place man's ulti-

mate end and happiness in it. As they had no know-

ledge either of another life, or of tne promises of

eternity, they could not do better in the narrow

sphere wherein they confined themselves through the

ignorance of revelation. They rose as high as it

was possible for them to rise. They were under the

necessity of taking the means for the end, the way
thither for being there. For want of knowing bet-

ter, they took nature for their guide: they applied
themselves to the consideration of it, by what it hat
of great and sublime, while the Epicurean considered
it only by what it has of earthly, animal, and corrupt.
Hence they necessarily made man's happiness to con-
sist in virtue.

As to what regards health, riches, reputation, and
the like advantages; or diseases, poverty, ignominy,
and the other inconveniences of this kind : Zeno did
not place them in the number e'.'her of goods or evil*,

nor make the happiness or misery of mankind depend
Upon them. He therefore maintained, that virtue

alone, and of itself, sufficed to their happiness; and
that all the wise, in whatsoever condition they might
happen to be, were happy.* He, however, set some,

though small value, upon those external goods and
evils, which he defined in a manner different, as to the

terms, from that of other philosophers, but which
at bottom came very near the same opinions. We
may judge of all the rest by a single example.' The
other philosophers considered pain as real and solid

evil, which extremely incommoded the wise man,
but which he endeavoured to support wjth patience;
which did not hinder him from being happy, but
rendered his happiness less complete. Hence, ac-

cording to then), a good action exempt from pain,
was preferable to one united with it. The Stoic*

believed that such an opinion degraded and dishon-

oured virtue, to which all external goods joined to-

gether added no more than the stars to the lustre of
the sun, a drop of water to the vast extent of the

ocean, or a mite to the innumerable millions of Croe-

sus; to use their own comparisons. A wise Stoic,

therefore, reckoned pain as nothing, and however
violent it might be, he was very far from calling it

an evil.

Pompey, in his return from Syria, passed expressly

hy the way of Rhodes T to see the celebratt.-d Stoic

Posidonius. When he arrived at the house of that

philosopher,
he forbade his lictor to strike the door

with his wand, as was the custom. The person,

says Pliny, to whose power the East and West were
in subjection, was pleased that the^j*ce of his lictor

should pay homage to the dwelling of a philosopher.!
He found him in bed very ill of the gout, which tor-

mented him cruelly. He expressed his concern to

see him in that condition, and that he could not hear
him as he had promised himself. That, replied the

philosopher, depends upon yourself: it shall never
be said that my illness occasioned so great a person
to come to my house in vain. He then began a long

Virtmis tantam vim enne, ut nd boa IP. vivondum > ipe
rnnienta Kit Snpienles omnes esse semper beatoi. Dt
Finih. I. v. n. 77.

De Finib. I. iii. n. 43, 45.
' TIIS.V Qurpst I. iii. n. f.1.

Pomiioifi. ronfpriii Mithriilatiro bello, intraturu Poi-
donii saiiipiilin* professions rlari domuni, fores p'Tcuii d

morp n lictore veluji ; cl fasct-n lictorio janurp ulimitit U,

cui <e Oriens Occideiuquu submiserat. Ptin. 1. rii. c. 38.
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and grave discourse, wherein he undertook lo prove,
that there was nothing good but what was honest:

nd as he was in excessive pain all over while lie

poke,
he often repeated: "Pain, you do nothing;

though you are troublesome, you shall never make
me own you an evil." I

Another Stoic was of a better faith.* This was

Dionysius of Heraclea, Zeno's disciple, whose doc-

trine he had long and warmlj maintained. In the

torments of the stone, which made him cry out terri-

bly, he discovered the falsehood of all he had taught
in respect to pain.S

"
I have devoted many years,"

said he,
" to the study of philosophy, and cannot

bear pain. Pain is therefore an evil."

It is not necessary to ask the reader's judgment of
these two philosophers. The character of these false

gages of the Pagan world is painted in the most

lively colours, in the words and actions of the first.

They exhibited themselves as spectacles, and fed

themselves up with the attention of others, and the

admiration which they believed they occasioned.

They bore up against their inward sense through the

shame of appearing weak, while they concealed their

real despair under the appearance of a false tran-

quillity.
It must be confessed that pain is the most dreadful

proof of virtue. It plunges its sharpness into the in-

most soul: it racks, it torments it, without its being
possible to suspend the sense of it: it keeps it in spite
of it employed by a secret and deep wound, that en-

grosses its whole attention, and renders time insup-

portable to it, while every moment seems whole years.
In vain does human philosophy endeavour in this con-

dition, to make her wise man appear invulnerable

and insensible: she only blows him up with vain pre-

sumption, and fills him \vJth a force, which is indeed
but cruelty. True religion does not instruct her dis-

ciples in this manner. She does not disguise virtue

under fine but chimerical appearances. She raises

mankind to a state, of real greatness; but that is by
making them discern and confess their own weak-
ness.

Let us hear Job, the man put to the rudest trial

that ever was. He was told by messenger after mes-

senger, almost without any interval, that his flocks

and herds were destroyed, his slaves killed or taken,
ana at last that all his children were crushed to death
and buried under the ruins of a house where they
were eating together. In the midst of so many heavy
unforeseen strokes, so suddenly reiterated, and so

capable of shaking a soul of the greatest fortitude.no

complaint escaped him. Solely intent upon the duty
of that precious moment, he submits to the decrees
of providence: "Naked came I into the world, and
naked shall I go out of it: the Lord gave, and the

Lord hath t:iken away: blessed be the name of the

Lord." lie shows the same submission and constancy
after Satan had struck him with biles all over his

body, and ulcers to his very narrow, whilst he suffers

tho most acute pains. Does Job, in this condition,
exhibit himself a a sight, or seek to attract admirers
bv vain ostentation of courage? He is far from it.

He confesses that his flesh is weak, and himself no-

thing but weakness. He does not dispute strength
with God, and own* that of himself he has neither

rtrenglh, counsel, nor resource. " Is my strength the

strength of stones, or is my flesh of hrnss? Is there

help in me? and is not wisdom driven quite from
me 1

?"* This i not the language of Pnifsin philoso-

phy, whirli in nothincr hut pride and vanity.
The Stoics made their sage a man absolutely per-

fect and voir
1
. of passion, trouble, and defect. It was

a vice with them to give tlie least sense of pity and

compassion entrance into the heart. They deemed it

the S'ISMI of a wrak and even bad mind: " Mi*eratio
e< vitinm pusilli animi, ad speciem alienorum nialo-

i fVimquR f i quasi fao.p doloris aitim>vor*ntur, spe dixit :

*
Niliil niris, dolor ; qunmvi* ii> moleslus, nut.ounm IP PKSC

eontilehar nmlum " * Ibid, n. Ifl.

CAm f\ ronjliil laborariM, ipi in pjnliUii rlnmitibnt,
fnlna PSKK illn.qnir aiitpa de doloroipup ?prini*p. " Pin-

rimm> amios in pMlotopbU ronmimpsi, nee fprrp possum (do-

lurem) inalum est igitur dolor." 4 Job vi. 12, 13.

rum succidentis: itaque pessimo cuique fainiliarissiim

est." 5
Compassion, continues the same Seneca, is a

trouble and sadness of mind, occasioned by the mise-

ries of others: now the wise man is susceptible ntither

of trouble nor sadness.6 His soul enjoys always a
calm serenity, which no cloud can ever discompose.
How can he be moved with ihe miseries of others,
when he is not moved with his own? The Stoic*

reasoned in this manner, because they did not know
what man is. They destrovfcd nature, while they
pretended to reform it. They reduced their sage to

an idol of brass or marble, in hopes to rentier him
firm and constant in his own misfortunes and those

of others. For they were for having him equally in-

sensible in both, and that compassion should not make
him consider that as a misfortune in his neighbour,
which he ought to regard as indifferent in resp?ct to

himself. They did not know, that the sentiments

they strove to extinguish, were part of the nature of

man, and that to root out of his heart the compas-
sion, tenderness, and warm concern with which na-

ture itself inspires us for what happens to our neigh-
bour, was to destroy all the ties of human and civil

society.
The chimerical idea which they formed of the su-

preme perfection of their wise man. was the source
whence flowed the ridiculous opinion they laid down,
that all faults were equal. I have shown the absur-

dity of that maxim elsewhere.

They maintained another no less absurd, but much
more dangerous, and which was a consequence of
their opinion upon what constituted the supreme
good of man; a just and solid opinion in some sense,
but from which they made a bad inference. They
pretended, that the supreme good of nmn ought not
to be made to consist in any of those things of which
he is capable of being divested against his will, and
which are not in his power; but in virtue alone, which

depends solely upon himself, and of which no foreign
violence can deprive him.7 It was very clear, that

mankind could neither procure for themselves, nor

preserve health, riches, and the other advantages of
that nature: accordingly they implored the jjods for

the attainment and preservation of them. These ad-

vantages, therefore, could not compose part of the

supreme good. Virtue alone had that privilege, be-

cause man is absolutely master of that, and derives it

solely from himself. He gives it to himself, according
to them, he preserves it himself, and has no occa-

sion to have recourse to the gods for that, as for nther

good things.
" Hoc quidem omnes mortalcs sic ha-

bent, externas commoditates a diis sehabere: vir.

Intern autem nemo unquam acceptam deo retulit."*

Never, said they, did any man take it into his head
to thank the gods, that he was a good man, as he
thanks them for riches, honours, and the health he

enjo\s.
" Num quis, quod bonus vir esset, gratiaa

dim egit mi- nmn ? at qubd dives, quod honoratus,

quod incoluiiiis." In a word, it is the opinion of all

men, that we ought to ask God for the goods of for-

tune; but as to wisdom, we derive thiit only from
ourselves. "Judicinm hoc omnium mortalium est

fortunam a deo petendam, A se ipso suniendam csse

sapientiom." They carried their frantic pride so high
as to set their sage in this view above God: because
God is virtuous and exempt from passion by the ne-

cessity of his nature, whereas their wise man is so by
his own choice and will.*

I shall not stop here to observe to the reader, from
what I have now said, and what preceded it, into what

Pi'nnc. do Olrtnent. I. ii. r. 5.

Misprirordin c-st ffirriludo tinimi, oh nlipnarnm ir>i

rinrum ppiTii'it). jRgiritudo aiilHtn in ipif ntcni vinim ixw
rndit. P<>rp!in P.JII men* e?l, nrr, qnidiiiiam inridprp. jxv
tPM quod illitn) n'lidurat. Moo pnpii'nli IIP in Mils qui-
d<-m ap.ridpt r:ilamiintiliii, sod omncm fortune irnm rerer-

hornl'it, pt nntn o frtini'pt.
' Hoc diiliiti*. in cpinor. n modo it aliquid M<M> hp.a-

turn, id ofwir'prp lotum poni in poifstmp capirntis. Nam
-i nmitli vitn lirnta potest, IVIIM PCIM; non potent. De Ft

> I. ii n. Wl.

TV Nni. iVor I. iii. n. Ffi-fW.

Ft a liquid quo *n|ii--n.* antoi-pdai TVum. Hie notuf*
bcnenVio non timet, tuo aj>icns. Senec. Epiit. liii.
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absurdities the n:oi' esteemed and respected ser-t

among the ancients and indeed in some sense the

most worthy of esteem and respect, gave into. Be-
hold what human wisdom is capable of, when aban-

doned to its own strength and lights, or rather its

own impotence and darkness.

It remains for me to relate the opinions of the Peri-

patetics, concerning the supreme good of man.

SKCTION II [.OPINION OF THE PERIPATETICS
CONCERNING THE SUPREME GOOD.

IF we may believe Cicero upon this head, the dif-

ference between the Stoics and the Peripatetics upon
the question of the supreme good, consists less in

things than words, and that the opinions of both
mounted to the same sense at bottom. He often re-

proaches the Stoics with having introduced rather a

oew language, than new doctrines, into philosophy,
that they might seem to vary from those who had pre-
ceded them; which reproach appears to have suffi-

cient foundation.

Both the one and the other agreed as to the princi-

yle, upon which the supreme good of man ought to

oe founded, that is, to live according, or conformably,
to nature : Secundum naturam vivere. The Peripa-
tetics began by examining what the nature of man is,

in order to laying down their principle well. Man,
said they, is composed of body and soul: such is his

nature. To render him perfectly happy it is neces-

sary to procure him all the goods both of the body
and the soul: that is, to live according to nature, in

which both sects agree the supreme good consists.

In consequence, they reckoned health, richer, repu-
tation, and the other advantages of that kind, in the

number of goods; and in that of evils, sickness, po-

verty, ignominy, &r., leaving, however, an infinite

distance between virtue and all other goods, and vice

nd all other evils. These goods which we
place

among those of the body, said they, make the felicity
of man perfect, and render his life completely happy;
but in such a manner, that he is capable of being
happy, though not so entirely without them.'

The Stoics thought very nearly the same, and gave
these advantages and inconveniences of the body some

weight, but they could not bear that they should be
called goods and evils. If once, said they,* pain were
to be admitted an evil, it would follow that the wise

man, when in pain, is not happy: for felicity is in-

compatible with n life wherein there is any evil.

People do not reason so, replied the
Peripatetics,

in

any other respect. An estate covered with fine corn
in abundance does not cease to be deemed fertile,

because it produces some few bad weeds. Some
small losses with considerable gains, do not hinder
commerce from being reckoned very advantageous.
In every thing, the greater outweighs the less, and is

the rule of judging. It is thus in respect to virtue.

Put it into one scale, and the whole world into the

other, virtue will always be infinitely the most weigh-
ty: a magnificent idea of virtue this! '

I should think it abusing the reader's patience, if I

bestowed more time in refuting these subtleties, and
bad chichane of the Stoics. I only desire him to re-

member whal I have observed from the beginning, that

in this question concerning the supreme good of man,
the philosopher*, of whatever sect they were, consi-

dered that good only in respect to this life. The
goods of eternity were either unknown, or indifferent

to them.

ARTICLE II.

OPINIONS OF THE ANCIENT PHILOSOPHERS UPON
THE VIRTUES AND DUTIES OF LIFE.

" THOUGH philosophy," says Cicero,*
" be a region

wherein there are no uncultivated lands, and though

> Ilia, quv sunt a nolii* bona corporii numeral*, com-

plent ea quidcm beatinsimam vium, ted iin. Ul sine illis

pomit beata vila exiftere. De f'inib. 1. v. n. 71.

De Finib. I. v. n. 9), 92.

Audcbo Yirtutii amplitudinem quasi in alten li-

ne lance pooere. Terrain, roibi crede, ea lanx et marii

faprimet. Uffic. 1. iii. n. 5.

it is fertile and abundant from one end to the other,
there is no part of it more rich than that wliich Ireau
of the duties of life, and laj s clown rules and precept*
lur uuing our manners a certain and con-taut tenor,
and making us live according to the laws of reason
and virtue." It is true thai excellent maxims, and
such as might make us blush, are to be found upon
this head amongst tin Pagans. 1 shall repeat some
of them from Plato and Cicero, routining mye If more
to the thoughts than expressions ol the lonner,

The End of Government is to make the Governed

fjiifipy, in making them l-'irtuout.

The first care of every man charged with the go-
vernment of other", (which includes nil persons in

general, whose function it is to command, kings, prin-
ces, general*, ministers, governors uf provinces, ma-

gistrates, judges, and lathers of families:) the first

care, I say, of whoever is in any kind ol authority, i*

to lay down wi II the end he ought to propose tu him-
self in the use of that authority.

8 What is the end
of a man charged with the government of a state."

It is not, says Plato in more than one place, to rentier

it rich, opulent, and powerful; to make it abound with

gold and silver; to extend its dominion far and wide;
to keep up great fleets and armies in it, am! thereby
render it superior to all others by sea and land. It

is easy to perceive that Athens is intended here. He
proposes something much greater and more solid to

himself; that is, to make it happy by making it vir-

tuous; and it can only be so by sincere piety and

profound submission in regard to God.
When we speak, says he elsewhere,7 of a happy

city or republic, weilo not pretend to confine that fe-

licity only to some individuals, its principal persons,

nobility and magistrates: we understand, that all the

members of such city or republic are happy, each in

their several conditions and degrees; and in this the

essential duty of a person charged with the govern-
ment of it consists. It is the same with a city or state,

as with the human body .8 This comparison is entire-

ly just, and abounds with consequences. The body
consists of the head and the members, among which
members some are more noble, more conspicuous,
and more necessary than others. Can the body be
said to be in health, and good condition, when the

least and meanest of the members is diseased and out
of order? Between all the inhabitants of a city, there

is a mutual relation of wants and assistance, that forms
an admirable tie of dependence among them.' The
prince, the magistrates, and the rich, have occasion

for food, clothes, and lodging. What would they
do, if there were not an inferior order of people to

supply them with all these necessaries 1 This provi-
dence has taken care of, says Plato, in establishing
the different orders and conditions of men by the

means of necessity. If all were rich, there would be
neither husbandmen, masons, nor artificers . and if all

poor, there would be no princes, magistrates, and gen-
erals of armies, to govern and defend the rest. It

was this mutual dependence that formed states, and
within the compass of the same walls assembled and
united a multitude of men of different trades and oc-

cupations, all necessary to the public good, and of

whom in consequence none ought to be neglected,
and still less despised by him who governs. From
this multiplicity of talents, conditions, trades, and em-

ployments, reduced in some measure to unity by this

mutual communication and tendency to the same end,
results an order, harmony, and concert of wonderful

beauty, but which always supposes, that, for the per-
fection of the whole, it is necessary that each part
should have its perfection and ornament. To return

to the comparison of a
city

or stale to the human

body, the prince is as the head or soul of it ;" the

ministers, magistrates, generals of armies, and other

officers appointed to execute his orders, are his eye*.

Plat, de Log. I. ii. pp. 961, %3.
In Alrib. p. J34. De Legib. 1. . p. 742.

' In Alcib. p. 490. De L**ib. I. T. p. 964.

D Kepub. I. ii. pp. 369, 374. Ib. 1. ii. p. 11 964,
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anus, and fret. It is the prince who is to animate

them, put them in motion, and direct their unions.

The head is the seat of the understanding ; and it is

the understanding (hat regulates the use of the sen-

ses- moves the members, and is watchful for their

preservation, well-being, and health. Plato uses here

the comparison of a pilot, in whose head alone lies

the knowledge of steering the vessel, and to whose
p.hr.litv the safety of all on board is confided. How
happy is o state, whose prince speaks and acts in this

manner!

Whoever is charged with the cure of others, ought In

befirmly convinced, that fie is designedfor inferi-
ors, and not inferiorsfor him.

To be convinced of this principle, we have only, in

my opinion, to consult good sense, right reason, and
even common experience. It, however, seldom hap-
pens that superiors are truly convinced of it, and
make it the rule of their conduct. Plato,' to set this

principle in full light, begins by introducing one

Thrasymachus into the dialogue, who pleads the

c^use, cr rather makes the apology, of a corrupt go-
vernment. This man pretends, that in every govern-
ment, that ought to be considered as just, which is

for the advantage of the government: that he who
commands, and is in office, is not so for others, but
for himself: that his will ought to be the rule of all

under him ; that if strict justice were to be observed,

superiors of all men were the most to be pitied, hav-

ing for their lot only the cares and anxieties of go-
vernment, without being in a condition to advance
their families, serve their friends, or comply with any
recc mmendation, as they would be bound to act in

ell things according to the principles of exact and
seveie justice. There are few, or rather none, who
talk in (his manner: but too many reduce it to prac-
tice, and make it the rule of their conduct. Plato

refutes at large all this wretched reasoning, and, ac-

cording to his custom, makes use of comparisons taken

from the common usages of life: I shall content my-
self here wilh the following single proof, to show that

those who command are designed for their inferiors,

and not their inferiors for those who command. A
pilot takes upon himself the care of a ship with a

great number of persons on board, whom different

views and interests induce to go to a foreign country.
Did it ei-er enter into the thoughts of any reasonable

man to imagine, that the passengers were for the pi-

lot, and not the pilot for the passengers? Would
any one venture to say, that the sick whom a physi-
cian takes care of are for him ? And is it not evident

that physicians, as well as the art of physic, are in-

tended solely for restoring health to the sick ? Prin-

ces are often represented by the ancients under the

idea of tloi^in x, the shepherds ofthe people. The
shepherd is certainly for his flock, and nobody is so

unreasonable to pretend, that the flock is for the

shepherd.
It is from this doctrine of Plato, that the Roman

orator borrowed the important maxim, which he

strongly inculcates on Quinctus Cicero, his brother,
in the admirable letter wherein he gives him advice
for his good conduct in the government of Asia,
which had been confided to his care. " As for me,"

ays he,
"

I am convinced that the sola end and atten-

tion of those in authority ought to be, to render all

under them as happy as possible. And not only,"
tdds he,

" those who govern citizens and allies, but

whoever has the care of slaves, and even of beasts,

ought to procure them all the good and convenience

they can, and make their advantage their whole
care." *

The natural consequence of this principle, that all

superiors, without exception, are established for the

> De Rep. I. ii. p. 338, tc.
* Ac mihi quidem viduntur hue omnia ese referenda ab

iis qui prauuni alii", ut ii qui eorum in
imperil* erunt lint

^ mi in I'oatissimi Est autein, non modo ejus qui gociii et

civilius, 8cd etiam ejus qui srrvis, qui mulis penudibut prir-

it.eorum quilius prxiit cumraodis utilitalique Krvire, Cie.

Kfift i. ad . fra.tr.

good of those under them, is thai their sole view ID

the use of their power and ai ihority ought to be the

public good.* Hmce also it follow*, that only persons
of worth should have great employments; that thej
should even enter upon them against their will; and
that it should be necessary to use u kind of violence to

oblige them to accept such offices. And indeed pla-
ces, wherein nothing is to be seen but pains, labour,
and difficulty, are not so desirable as to be scjght of

solicited. However, says Plato, nothing is more com-
mon in our days than to make interest lor posts, and
to pretend to the highest employ nients, without any
other merit, than an ambition that knows no bounds,
and a blind esteem for one's self: and this abuse it is,

that occasions the misfortunes of states and kingdoms
and terminates at length in their ruin.

Justice and thefaith of engagements are thefounda-
tions ofsociety. Sanctity of oaths.

The firmest tie of society is justice, and the foun-

dation of justice is fidelity to engagements, which
faith consists in the inviolable observance ot promise*
given, and treaties made.4

Injustice can assume only two different form*, of
which the one resembles the fox, and is that i>t arti-

fice and fraud; and the other the lion, which is that

of violence.8 Both the one and the other are equally

unworthy of man, and contrary to tii< miture: bul the

mosl odious and detestable is that of fraud and perfi-

dy, especially when it covers the blackest practices
with the appearance of probity.

All kinds of fraud and artince should be banished
from the intercourse of mankind, with that malignant
cunning of address,' that covers and adorns it'tlr ith

the name of prudence, but which in reality is infinite-

ly remote from it, and suits only double-dealing, dark,

knavi-h, malicious, artificial, perfidious people: for all

these odious and detestable names scnrce suffice to

express the character of such ns renounce sincerity
and truth, in the intercourse of life." P.y what name
then must we call those, who make a je*t of the sanc-

tity of oaths, which are solemn and religious affirma-

tions, made in the presence, and before the eyes of

God, whom we call to witness to them,8 whom wt
render in some measure the guarantee for their truth,

and who will undoubtedly avenge the sacrilegious
abuse of his name? The regard due to the

divinity,
could not, according to Plato,9 be carried too far in

this respect. It was from this principle he desired that,

in trials wherein only temporal interests wre con-

cerned, the judges should not require any oath from
the parties, in order that they might not be tempted
to take false ones, as it happens, says he, with more
than half those who are obliged to swear; it being

very uncommon and difficult for a nmn, when his es-

tate, reputation, or life are at stake, to have so great
a reverence for the name of God, as not in venture to

take it in vain. This delicacy is remarkable in a Pa-

gan, and well worthy our serious reflection. Plato

goes still farther. He declares, 10 that not only to

swear slightly, and without any important reason, but

to use the name of God in familiar discourse and con-

versation, is to dishonour and to be wanting in the re-

spect due to the divine Majesty. He would therefore

have been far from reproving a ruMom, now very com-
mon even among persons of worth, of calling frequent-

ly upon the name of God, when nothing less is in

question than religion.

Different dutiet of civil life. Fine mnxims vftm
virtue.

Every one ought to consider the common good at

the great cud of his actions." For should mt n know

Plat, de Rep. 1. i. p. 347. Ibid. I. vii. p. 520, Siil.

Cic. Offir. 1. i. n. 20, 21. Offir. I. i. n. 41.

Quwirca BRtutisp tollendBnnt,<>aque malilia, que vutl

ilia quidem e ese prudentiam, ed nbest ub ca, distalqu*

plurirnum. Lib. iii. n. 71.
' tint: genus rst noniini* MMmtl, obMttri, Mtutl fallaeU,

maliiiosi, callidi, vetemtoris, vafri. Ibid. n. 57.

K*t juKJnrnndnm nflirmniio religiova. Quod autom
nffirmiite, quai Deo teite, promiwri, ul li-nemlum cst.

Ibid. n. 104. De Leg. I. xii. p 948, 949.
10 Ib. D. 917. " Offic. 1. iii. a. 26.
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O <ood but piivate interest, and be for engrossing
Terv thing to themselves, no kind of society coulii

subsist among them. Every thing upon earth n-

created tor the use of man, and men themselves were
formed for one another, and lor the aid of each other

by reciprocal services. Hence we are not to believe.

that we were born only lor ourselves. Onr country,
our fathers mother?, and friends, have a right to what
ever iv e are, and it is our duty to procure them all tlie

advantages in our power.
It \* u|\..n these principles of our duty to justice and

society, Umt the Stoics determine many questions of

moral philosophy
in a manner, that condemns many

Christian ra-uisls.

At the time of a famine, merchant arrives first in

a. port Udeii with corn, followed by many others with

the same freight
' Ought he to declare, that the rest

will soon be tiiere; or is it allowable for him to be si-

lent about them, in order to make the better market
for himself.' The decision is, that he ought to de-

clare it; because so the good of human society lor

which he is born requires A man receives bad mo-

ney in p,n mriit- Z May he give it to others for good,
knotting it to i>e counterfeit? He cannot, as an hon-
est m:\ii. Another sells an ingot of gold, taking it for

br;i.3 Is the buyer obliged to tell the seller that it

is gold, i.:
1

may he take advantage of the other's ig-

norance, and buy that for a crown which is perhaps
worth a thousand? He cannot in conscience.

It i? an indisputable maxim, says Plato, which ought
to *>-rve as a foundation for the whole conduct ol civ-

il lik- that it is never allowable to hurt any one, nor

consequently to return evil for evil, injury lor injury,
or o take revenge of our enemies, and to make the

same mislortuiK s fall upon them, which they have
made us to sutler.* And this is what reason teaches

us. Bui the Pagans are not steady upon this refineu

point of morality.
" He is a good man," says Cicero,

" who does all the good in his power, and hurts no-

body unless provoked by injury.
1 '

f'irum bonum
tsse, fjni prossit quibus jxissit ; noceat nemini, nisi

lacLSsilus injiiria.'
One of the laws of Plato's commonwealth is, that

Bionev should never be lent with usury.* The goods
of another are never to be appropriated to one's own
use. "

If I had found a treasure,
"

says Plato,
"

1

would not touch it, though the augurs upon being
consulted slteuld assure me that I might apply it to

my own use. That treasure in ourcoflers, is not ol so

much value as the progress we make in virtue and jus-
tii'r, win n we have.the courage to despise it. Be-

v\v appropriate it to our own use, it is a

source of curses to our family." He judges in the

same manner of a thing found in one's way.''
All othe" good things without virtue, ought to be

regarded *s real eviU.t And this virtue is neither

the gift of iature, the fruit of study, nor the growth
of human \vit, but an inestimable blessing, which God
confers on A'hom he pleases.*

Contrast ' ttween a good man under a load nf evilt.

and a wicked man in the highest affluence and goad
Jbrtun'.

Plato supposes two men, very different in the
world's tnoughts and treatment of them. The one

consumm'-'.ely wicked, without either faith, probity,
or honour, but wearing the mar-k of all these virtues;

the other a perfectly good man, (according to the idea

of the Pagans) who has no thoughts but to be, not to

seem, just. The first, for the attainment of his ends,

spares neither fraud, injustice, nor calumni , and reck-

ons tiie greatest crimes ns nothing, provided he can

but conceal them. 10 With an appearance of religion.

> Offic. n. 50, fcc.
4 'A (x*fi>5* itTi;.

KOVTO; ourf rev ii

Ib. n. 91. Ib. o. 92.

i.J, r{ j,,-. Plat, in Critoo. p. 49.
Offic. I. iii n 76.

Do Le-ih 1 v. p. 742. I. *i. p. 013. Ib. p. 914.
In Menei. p. 246. In Menon. p. 99.
Ei RXX.M. f ^r rr rx^ijir, KJITF MV fill tjTf CuTl* cur

lf*XTt'. X.i Jii u-.tt* wf y/yro.uiii Cviv ei. tie

he affects to adore the gods with pomp and splendour,
oilering presents and sacrifices to them in greater
number, and with more magnificence than any body.

By this means deceiving the dim eight of men, that

cannot pierce into the heart, he succeeds in heaping
up riches, honours, esteem, reputation, powerful es-

tabli.-nment.*, and multiplying advantageous marriages
for himself and his children; in a word, whatever the

most splendid fortune includes of most soothing and
benelicial. The second, in a supreme degree the good
man, simple, tiiodtsi, reserved, soltlv intent upon his

liutv, inviolably attached to justice, far from being
honoured and rewarded as he would deserve, (in
which case, says Plato, it could not be discern* d

whether virtue itself, or the honours and rewards con*

sequent upon it, were his motives) is universally in

disgrace, blackened with the most odious calum-

nies, looked upon as the vilest of wretches, abandon-
ed to the most cruel and ignominious treatment,
thrown into prison, scourged, wounded, and at last

nailed to the cross;
"

while he chooses rather to un-

dergo the most cruel torments, than to renounce jus-
tice and innocence.il Is there any one, cries Cicero,
so stupid as to hesitate one moment, which of these

two he would rather choose to resemble?
We are surprised to find sentiments so noble, so

exulted, and so conformable to right reason and jus-
tice, among the Pagans. We should remember, that

notwithstanding the general corruption and darkness
which had overspread the Pagan world, the light of
the eternal Word did not fail to shine out to a cer-

tain degree in their minds: "and the light shmelh in

darkness."'-
1

It is that light, which discovers and
makes known to them various truths, and the princi-

ples of the law of nature. It is that light, which
writes it in their hearts, and gives them tiie discern-

ment of many things just and unjust: which makes St.

Augustine K say,
" Let the wicked see in the book of

the light, in what manner they ought to live." Now
when we see in Greece crowds of learned men, a peo-
ple of philosophers, who succeed one another during
four entire ages; who employ themselves solely in

inquiring after truth; who, most of them, for suc-

ceecing the better therein, renounce their fortunes,

country, settlement, and all other employments except
that of applying to the study of wisdom: can we be-

lieve so singular and unexampled an event, which nev-

er happened in any other part or time of the world,
the effect of chance, and that Providence had neither

any share in it, nor intended it for any end? It had
not destined the philosophers to reform the errors of
mankind. Those great men disputed four hundred
\ears almost without agreeing upon, and concluding
any thing. None of their schools undertook to prove
the unity of the Godhead, none of them ever so much
as thought of advancing the necessity of a Mediator.
But how useful were their moral precepts upon the

virtues and duties, in preventing the inundation of
vice? What horrid disorders had taken place, had
the Epicureans been the prevailing and only sect?

How much did their inquiries contribute to the pres-
ervation of the important dwtrmes of the distinction

between matter and mind. of the immortality of the

soul, and the existence of a Supreme Being ? Many
of them had admirable principles upon all the*

points, "which God had made known unto the^_

mm, oumma justitia, singular! 6de; alter it.v'?ni *c*>lere el
aodncia : PI, ei in eo errure sit rivitas, at ht.num ilium vi-

rum, dceleratum, ntrinoronum, nefarium pun-i : contra an-
te-in qui tit im|>r<il>is*imu<, exiilimel eese summa pruhitate
ar fide ; proque hoc opinione omnium civium, bonii- ille vir

vexitur rajiialur, nmnus ei dpuique auferantnr, efiixlianfjr

oruli, damnelur, vinriatur, uratur, piterminrlur, e^'eat, pot-
trenid jure etiam opiimo omnibu* miscrrimus <**. virl< atur

;

contra autem, ille improbui laudelur, colaiur, ah umnibui
dili^ratur; umnp* ad eum lionures, omnia imp-Tin, omnei
opp, omnes denique eupis* ronfcrantur ; rir detuqiie optimal
jmnium exittimaiionp, et dipnissimus omni furlona jodice-
tur : quis tandem erii tarn demeni, qui dubitet ulrum M
ent mali ? Cic. apud Lactant diem. Instil. I. v. n. 12.

il O-JTO J ixKiifiiye< i .!{ /ixrriyBriTsi. irr^iCXiiri

.

> Uuro, ii duo tint, quorum altp-r optimut vir, equiiti
trmii,,, i,

John i. 5.

iriit,ivyrfttmt. Id cst, (UKpenditDr.
' In libro lucis. Rom. i. 10.
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referable to so many other people whom he left in

arbarity and ignorance.
As tins knowledge of theirs, and the virtuous ac-

tions consequent upon it, may he considered under a

double point of view, it ought also to produce two

quite different effects in us. If we consider it as an

emanation of that eternal light,
" which shineth even

in darkness," who can doubt whether or not it be

worthy of our esteem and admiration? But if we
consid'er it in the principle from whence it proceed-
ed, and the abuse made of it by the P.igans, it cannot

be praised without reserve and exception. It is by
the same rule we are to judge of all that we read in

profane history. The most shining actions of virtue

which it relates, are always infinitely remote from

pure and real virtue, because not directed to their

principle, and having their root in cupidity, or pride
and sell-love. Radicata est cupiditas: species potesl
esse boiwrumfar.torv.rn, verl opera bona esse nonpos-
tunt. 1 The root is not judged by the branches, but

the branches by the root. The blossoms and even
fruit may seem like; but their root is highly different.

JVb/i a/tendtre quod floret foris, sed qu(Z radix est

interna. Not. what these actions have of real, but

what is defective in them, ought to be condemned.
It is not what they want, that makes them vicious.

And what they want is charity, that inestimable gilt,

of which the want cannot be supplied by any other,
and which is not to be fouud out of the Christian

church and the true religion. Accordingly we see,

that none of the Pagans, who in other respects, have
laid down very fine rules of duty between man and

man, have made the love of God the fundamental prin-

ciple of their morality: none of them have taught the

necessity of directing the actions of human probity to

Him. They knew the branches, but not the stem and
trunk of moral perfection.

ARTICLE III.

OF JURISPRUDENCE, OR THE CIVIL LAW.

I ANNEX the knowledge of laws to mpral philoso-

phy, of which it is a part, or at least to which it has a

freat

relation. It is a subject of great extent, but
shall treat it very succinctly. The memoirs with

which an able professor of law, Mr. Lorry, one of my
very good friends, has supplied me, have been of great
use to me.

By the knowledge of the law, I mean the knowl-

edge of righl, of laws in general. Every people have
had their particular laws and legislators. Moses is

the most ancient of them all: God himself dictated
the laws it was his will that his people should observe.
Mercurius Trismegistus among the Egyptians, Minos
among the inhabitants of the island of Crete, Pythag-
oras among the cities of Great Greece, Charondas
and Zrtleucus in the name country, Lycurgus at Spar-
ta, and Draco and Solon at Athens, are the most cel-

ebrated legislators of Pagan antiquity. As I have

spoken
of them with sufficient extent in the course of

this
history,

I proceed directly to the Romans.
The beginnings of the Roman civil law were con-

fined. Under the kings, Rome had only a small num-
ber of laws, which were proposed at first by the sen-

ate, and afterwards confirmed in the assembly of the

people. Papirius, who lived in the time of Tar-

quinius Priscus, was the first who collected the laws
made by the kings into one body. That collection
was called from the name of its author, Jus Papiri-
anitm, the Papirian law.

The commonwealth, after having abolished the

power
of kings, retained their laws for some time:

but they were afterwards expressly abolished by the
Tribumtian law, in hatred to the name of kings.
From that time it used an uncertain kind of Ri^httill
the twelve tables, which were prepared by the De-
cemviri, and composed out of the laws of Athens and
the principal cities of Greece, into which deputies had
been sent to collect such as they should judge the
witest and best adapted to a republican government.
These laws were the foundation and source of the

> tit. Auguitin.

whole Roman civil law :> and Cicero is not afraid to

prefer them to all the writings and books of the phi-

losophers, as well in respect to the weight of their

authority, as the extent of the utility deducible from
them a

The brevity, and at the same lime the severity, of
the la>v of the twelve tables, made way for the inter-

pretation of the learned, and the praetor's edicts. The
first employed themselves in explaining their spirit
and intention: the second in softening their rigour,
and supplying what might have been omitted.

The laws, in process of time, having multiplied
greatly, the study of them became absolutely neces-

sary, and at the same time very difficult. Persons of

birth, capacity, learning, and love lor the public good,
distinguished by the name ol civilians, applied wholly
to this study. The young Romans, who designed to

open themselves a way to the great offices of the

commonwealth by the talent ol eloquence, which was
the first step to them, went to the houses of these

civilians in order to acquire their first knowledge of
the law, without which it was not possible for them
to succeed at the bar. Private persons in all their

affairs had recourse to them, and their houses were

regarded as the oracles of the whole city, whence
answers were brought which determined doubts, calm-
ed disquiets, and directed the methods it was neces-

sary to take in the prosecution of all suits* These
answers were no more than opinions, which might in-

form the judges, but imposed no necessity upon them
of following them. Augustus wns the first who gave
them more authority, in appointing civilians himself,
who were no longer limited to serve as counsel to in-

dividuals, but were held the emperor's officers. From
that period, their opinions, reduced to writing, and
sealed with the public authority, had the force of laws,

to which the emperors obliged the judges to conform.
These civilians published various works under d.fler-

ent titles, which have contributed exceedingly to-

wards reducing the knowledge of the civil law Into

art and method.
These laws, in their turn, multiplied extremely and

nmde way for doubts and difficulties by contradictious,

supposed or real. In such cases recourse was had to

the prince, who gave the solution of them. He ad-

judged also by decrees the causes referred to him bjr

appeal, and answered by rescripts all the consulta-

tions addressed to him by petition or memorial. And
thence partly came the Constitutions of the Kmperors,
so full of wisdom and equity, from which the body of
the Roman or civil law has been formed.
To form these decisions with the greater maturity,

they called in the assistance of the most learned civi-

lians, and did not give their answers, till after having
concerted them well with all the persons in the em-

pire who were best versed in the laws and rights of
the public.

I shall say a few words in this place upon the most
celebrated civil lawyers of the latter times.

Papinian (JEmilius) was held in great estimation

by the emperor Severus, whom he had succeeded in

the office of fiscal advocate. He was looked upon as

the asylum of the laws, and the repository of the
whole knowledge of them. The emperor Valenti-

nian III. raised him above all the civilian!, in ordain-

ing by his law of the 7th of November 426,* that when
they were divided upon any point, they should fol-

low the opinion espoused by that eminent genius,
as he calls him. And, indeed, Cujas*' judges him to

be the most profound civilian that ever was, or ever

Qut nunc quoque in hoc immenso uliarum *upor aliat

acervatarum legum cutnulo, sonn omni public] privuii ,110

i>t juris. V.ir I. iii. n 34.

Fremont omnei lire!, dicam quod sentio. fiibliothcraa

mehercule omnium philos<jj>hnrum unus rmhi vidciur XII
labularum libvllus i quis Ic^uin fontci ct capita vidtril.et
auriuritiitis pondere, et utiliiatii ubenate superare. JJt

Oral. I. i. n. J!'5.

Est line dubio ilornu* jurisconsult! totiui oraculum ci

vitiiti.,
"

mi'lc rivet sibi concilium ei|>etarit nuarurn rerun)

inrcrti : quo* ego (it is Cranut thm npenk) mea ope e ia-

cerli* certon rompuiesquo ronsi'ii dimiito, tit ne rpt temrit
traclrnt turbidao." Dt Oral. I. i. n. I'J'.t, -JtHl.

i Cud. I'd. I. t 4. I. i. Cuj. in Cod. Tb
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will be. The emperor Severns, being willing to raise

his great merit ID equal dignitv, made him prafeclitt

prcfturio, of which one ol the principal functions was

tojudge cause* jointly with the emperor, or in hi*

name. l'apini:i:i.
to acquit himself the better in that

oti'u f, look I'rtiiui" and Ulpian lor his counsellors and

judges assistant, whose names are also very famous

among the civilians.

Severus, at his death, left two sons Caracalla and
Geta. Though they had both the name, Dion ' as-

sures us that only Caracaila had the power of emper-
or, who soon rid himself of his colleague in the most
cruel and barbarous manner conceivable; for he

caused him to be assassinated in the anus of their

common mother, and, according to souie, killed him
With hi* own hands.

Caracalla murdered all whom his brother had loved,

Uld who had cither served or retained to him, with-

out distinction of age, sex, or quality; and Dion gays,
that he began with twenty thousand of his domestics

and .>ldier.I To mention or write the name of Geta
suffi.red lor being immediately butchered; so that the

poeU dared not use it even in comedies, where it was

commonly given to slaves.

Fapinian could not escape his cruelly. It is said,

that Caracalla would have obliged him to compose a

discourse to excuse the death of Geta either to the

senate or people, and that he generously replied:
"It

is not so easy to excuse, as to commit
parricide;"

ami.
" to accuse n innocent person, alter

having deprived
him of his life, is a second parricide." lie remem-

bered, without doubt, that Seneca had been very
much bl.lined, for having composed a letter for IS'ero

to the senate, to ju-niv the assassination of his mo-
ther.* The son of Papinian, who was then quaestor,
and had three days before exhibited magnificent

games, was also killed.

Fabius Sabinns. The emperor Heliogabalus (A. D.

221.) having ordered a centurion to go and kill

Sabinus, that officer, who was n little deaf, believed

that he had bade him make Sabinus quit the city.

The centurion's error saved the life of Sabinus, who

passed for the Cato of his times. The emperor
Alexander, who succeeded Heliogabalus, A. D. 222,

placed him in the number of those next his person,
and whose counsel he took for governing wisely.

Ulpian (Domilius Ulpiania) descended originally
from the city of Tyre. He had been counsellor, and

judge assistant to Papinian, in the time of Severus.

When Alexander came to the empire, he placed him
near his person, in quality ol counsellor of state, and
to take care of all things referred to his judgment,

4

which employment is evidently that since called great

referendary. He afterwards made him prcefectus

pralorio.

Lampridius,
5
places him at the head of those wise,

learned, ind faithful persons, who composed Alexan-
der's council, and assures us that prince paid him

greater deference than any body else, upon account
of his extraordinary love ofjustice; that he convers-
ed only with him in private; that he looked upon him
as his tutor: and that he proved an excellent emper-
or, from making great use of Ulpian's counsels in the

government of the empire.
As Ulpian endeavoured to re-establish discipline

amongst the pnetorian soldier*, they rose against
him, and demanded his death of Alexander. Instead

of granting their request, he often covered him with

his purple robe, to defend him against the effects of

their fury. At length, having attacked him in the

night, he was obliged to Hv to the palace to implore
the aid of Alexander and Mammaa. But all the awe
ol* the imperial authority could not save him, and he
was killed by the soldiers even in the sight of Alex-
ander. Several of Ulpian's works are still extant.

Paulus (Julius Paulus) was of Padua, where his

ftatue is still to be seen.* He was nominated consul
under Alexander, and then prcffectut prcttorio. He,
as well as Sabinus and Ulpian, was of the council

i Dio. I. Ixxvii. p. 970, ir.
Tatit. Annal. I. xir. c. 11.

ID Alex. vit.

VOL. II 73

Cvnariani.
Scriniorum maguter.
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formed by Mammaea the mother, and Mao'a the grand
mother, of Alexander, to administer the public attain

during the minority of that prince. Every body
knows the great services they did, and the reputation
they acquired him. The Roman empire had at that

time every thing that could render a state happy, a

very good prince, and excellent ministers: for the one
is of small utility without the other; and perhaps it

is even more dangerour to the people, to have a prince
good of himself, but who suffers himself to be deceiv-
ed by bad men, than to have one more wicked, who
however inspects into the conduct of his officers, and

obliges them to do their duty. Alexander always set

great value upon the merit of Paulus, who is said to

have written more than any other civilian.

Pomponius was also of A lexander's court and coun-
cil. How happy was this reign! As he lived to the

age of seventy-eight, he composed a great number of
works. Among the rest, he made a collection of all

the famous civilians down to the time of the emperor
Julian.

Modestinus (Herennius) lived also in the reign of

Alexander, who raised him to the consulship. He,
as well as (he four preceding lawyers, was Papinian

'

disciple, whose care formed them all in the know-

ledge of the civil law. What services does a single
man sometimes render a state by his learning and

pupils!
Tribonian was of Pamphilia. He was honoured

with the Aril employments at Constantinople by the

emperor Justinian. It was under that prince, and

by his care, that the civil law took a new form, and
was reduced into an order, thai still exists, and will

for ever do him honour.
Before him, there were many Codes, which were

either compiled from, or abridgments of, the Roman
laws. Gregorins and Hermogenes, two civilians,

made a collection of laws, which from their name*
was called The Gregorian and Hermogenian Codt.
It was a collection of the Constitutions of the emper-
ors, from Adrian down to Dioclesian and Maximin in

306. This work was of no use, for want of authority
to cause it to be observed. The emperor Theodosi-
us the younger was the first who composed a Codt
in sixteen books, consisting of the Constitutions of

the emperors from Constantine the Great down to

him; and he abrogated all laws not comprised in this

system. This is called the Theodosian Code, and was

published in 438. And lastly, the emperor Justinian,

seeing the authority of the Roman law much weak-
ened in the West, from the decline of the empire, re-

solved to cause the whole body of the Roman law' to

be compiled anew. He charged Tribonian with this

commission, who called in the aid of the most learned
civilians then in being. He chose the finest of the

Imperial Constitutions from Adrian down to his own
time, and published this new Code in 529.

He afterwards undertook a new work by order of
the emperor: this was to extract the best decisions

from the two thousand volumes of the ancient civi-

lians, and to reduce them into one body, which was

published in 533. under the name of the ~Dig(tt. The
emperor gave this collection the force of Taw by the

letter which he placed in front of the work, and
which serves it for a preface. It is called also tht

Pandect. The Digest consists of fifty books. Th
same year appeared the Institutes of Justinian, a book
which contains the elements and principles of the
Roman or civil law. The year following, that is to

say in 534, the emperor made some alterations in hi*

first Code, which he abolished, and substituted a new
one in its stead, to which alone he gave the authority
of law. And lastly, after this revisal, Justinian pub-
lished a hundred and

sixty-five constitutions, ana
thirteen edicts, which are called Novella, the JVovelt,
either because they make a considerable change in

the ancient law; or, according to Cujas, because they
were made upon new cases, and compiled alter the

revisal of the Code by the order of that emperor.
Most of the Novels were written in Greek, and were
translated into Latin.

The body of the civil law therefore consists of four

parts, the Code, the Digest, the Institutes and the
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Novels. By the Civil Law, the Institutes under-

stand the laws peculiar to each city or people. Hut
at present it is properly the Roman law, contained in

the Institutes, the Digest, and the Code. It is other-

wise called the Written Law.
From all that 1 have now said may be seen, what

services a prince may render his people, who applies
nimself seriously to the cares of government, and
who is well convinced of the extent and importance
of his duties. Justinian had been very successful in

the wars he had undertaken, and had the wisdom to

ascribe that success neither to the number of his

troops, the courage of his soldiers, the experience of

his generals, nor his own talents and abilities; but

olely to the protection with which God had vouch-
safed to favour his arms.' But, had he contented
himself with .his military glory, he would have

thought, that he had only half discharged the func-

tions of sovereignty, which was principally establish-

ed for rendering justice to the people in the name
and place of God himself. Accordingly he declares

expressly in a public edict, that the Imperial Majesty
ought not to be adorned with arms only, but armed
also with laws, for the good government of the peo-

ple, as well in peace as in war.*

After, therefore, having restored peace to the pro-
vinces of the empire as a warrior, he turned his

thoughts to the regulation of its polity as a legislator,

by instituting a universal body of law, to serve as the

rule of all tribunals: a work which had been much
the object of the wishes of his predecessors, as he

observes in more than one place, but which seemed
attended with so many difficulties that they had al-

ways believed it impracticable. He. surmounted them
all with a constancy, that nothing was capable of dis-

couraging. For succeeding in this important enter-

prise he employed all the most learned civilians in

the whole extent of the empire, presiding himself in

the work, and revising exactly all they composed.
3

Far from ascribing the honour of it to himself, as is

usual enough, he does them all justice; he mentions

them with praises, he extols their erudition, he treats

them almost as his colleagues, and recommends it as

a duty, to thank the Divine Providence for having

supplied him with such aids, and for having honoured

his reign by the composition of a work so long desir-

ed, and so useful and necessary for the due adminis-

tration of justice. An emperor, of less zeal for the

public good, and less liberality, than Justinian, would
have left all those civilians in obscurity and inaction.

How many excellent talents of all kinds remain bu-

ried, for "want of patrons to produce them! The
learned are not wanting to princes, but princes to the

learned. The great qualities and actions of Justi-

nian would have recommended him for ever to the

veneration of mankind, if his conduct in respect to

ecclesiastical affairs had not sullied bis glory.
I shall conclude this article upon the knowledge

of civil law, with some extracts from laws, that may
give the reader an idea of the beauty and solidity

of the different institutions of which 1 have been

ipeak ing.

"Digna vox est majestate regnantis, legibus alli-

gatum se Principeni profiler!: adeo de auctoritate ju-
ris nostra pendet auctoritas. Et, re vera, niajus im-

perio est submittere legibus principatum; et oraculo

praesentis Edicti, quod nobis Deere non patimur, aliis

indicamus." "
II is worthy of the majesty of a

Crince

to declare himself bound and limited by the

iws: so much does our authority depend on right
and justice. And, indeed, to submit the sovereign

i Iia noalro* animos Dei omnipotentis erigimus adjuto-

riom, ut neque irmis confidamus, neque nostrid militihua,

neque bellorum ducihun, vcl nostro insenio; sed omnem
incin ad nolam reteramui sumnie providentiam trinitati?.

f'.pift ad Trebon.
* Imperatoriam majestalem non colum armii decoratam,

ed etiaro legibos oporlet esse armatam, ut trum<)ue tern-

pus, et bellurum et paria, recti pouit gube rnari. Kpist. aa

ntpiaam legttmju.venl.ntem.
Nonlra quoque majentai semper inveti?andoet perscru-

Und</ en quc ab his cumponcbantur, quifquid iluiiium et

{cerium inveniebatur emendabat, et in comj>etentera
tMBtia redigcbat. Efut. *d $tnat. et omnet

sower to the laws, is greater than to exercise it

therefore we are well satisfied to make known to
others by the present edict, what we do not think

'awful for us to do." It is Hn emperor, master of al

iiost the universe, who spenks thus, and who is not
afraid of hurting his authority, by declaring the just
>ounds by which it is limited.
"
Rescripta contra jus elicita, ab omnibus Judicious

refutari prEecipiinns; nisi forte sit aliquid, quod non
'aedat alium, et prosit petenti, vel crimen supplican-
fibus indulgeat,"

" We ordain, that no judge shall

iave an)- regard to rescripts obtained from us con-

trary to justice, unless they tend towards granting
ome grace to petitioners not to the hurt of othert
or towards remitting some punishment to suppliants.'
It is very uncommon for princes either to own that

they have deceived themselves, or been deceived ly
others, and to retract in consequence what they have
once decreed. Nothing, however, docs them more
lonour than such an acknowledgment, as we sec in

he example of Artaxerxes, who publicly renked
he unjust decree he had been misled into passing
against the Jews.

" Scire leges, non hoc est verba earum tenere, sed

vim ac potestatem.
" To know the laws, is not only

:o understand the words of which they are composed,
)ut their force and efficacy."
"Non dubium est in legem committere eum, qni

verba legis amplexus, contra legis nititur voluntatem,
nee poenas insertas legibus evitabit, qui se contra ju
ris sententiam s-va praerogativa verborum fraudulen
ter excusat." "

It is not to be doubted, but that hi

acts contrary to the law, who, confining himself to

the letter, acts contrary to the spirit and intent of it;

and whoever, to excuse himself, endeavours fraudu-

lently to elude the true sense of a law by a rigorouc
attachment to the words of it, shall not escape its

penalties by such prevarication."
" Nulla juris ratio, aut ;equitatis benignitas pati-

tur, ut, qua? salubriter pro militate hominum intro-

ducunter, ea nos duriore interpretatione contra ipso-
rum commodum producamus ad severitatem." "

It

is contrary to all justice and equity, that those things
which have been wisely instituted for the good of

mankind, should Ije wrested to their prejudice by a
mistaken severity and a too rigid interpretation."

" Observanctum et jus reddenti, ut, in adeundo

quideni facilem s pnebeat, sed contemni non patia-
tur. Unde-mandatis adjicitur, ne in nlteriorem fami-

liaritatf ni provinciales admittant: nam ex conversa-

tione aequali contemptio dignitatis mascitur. Sed et

incog noscendo, neque excandescere adversus eos

quos malos putat, neque precribus calamiiosorum

ilUchrymari oportet. Id enim non est constantis et

recti Judiris, cujus animi motum vultus detegit; et

summatim ita jus reddi debet, ut auctoritatem digni-
tatis ingenio suo augeal." " The person who adminis-
ters

justice ought indeed to be easy of access, but
should not suffer himself to be despised by making
himself too cheap. Hence it is, that in the instruc-

tions given to provincial governors and magistrates,
it is recommended to them, not to admit the people
of their provinces into too great a degree of familiar-

ity, because conversing as equals induces contempt
of dignity. In renderingjustice, he ought also neither

to express great indignation agaiast such a* he be-

lieves criminal, nor suffer himsejf to be softened too

much by the prayers of the unfortunate. For it does

not become the constancy and gravity of an upright

judge, to discover the sentiments of his heart in his

countenance: in a word, he ought to dispense intic

in such a manner, as to exalt the authority oi his of-

fice by the wisdom and moderation of his conduct."
"
Quae sub conditione jurisjurandi relinquuntur, I

Praetore reprobantur.* Providtt enim is qui sub juris-

jurandi conditione quid accepit, aut omittendo con-

ditionem perderet hereditatem legatumve, aut coge-
retur turpitur, accipiendo comlitionem, jnrare. Vo-

luit ergo eum, cui sub jurisjurandi cmiditione quid
relictum est, ita capere, ut capiunt hi, quibus null*

tails jurisjurandi conditio insentur: et recte. Cum

Uipitnm
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emm fnulr? sint nonnulli hominum ad jurandum con-

temptu religionis, alii perqiiam timidi nietu divini

Numinis usque ad superstilionem : ne vel hi, vel illi,

ant consequerentur, aut perderent quod relictum est,

Praetor consultissime intervenit." The tendency of
this law is admirable. It dispenses with a person's
taking an oath, to whom an estate or legacy hag been
lelt upon condition of taking such oath; and ordains,
that he shall enjoy such estate or legacy, as if such
condition had nut been inserted, lest it should occa-

sion him either to swear contrary to his conscience,
or to renounce his right through an over-scrupulous,
or superstitious delicacy of conscience. It were to be

wished, that the
spirit

of this l;iw should occasion
the number of useless oaths to be abolished, which
bad custom has introduced into all the trading socie-

ties and companies of France.
" AdvocMi, qui dirimunt anibigua fata causarum,

Risque defensionis viribus in rebus saepe publicis ac

private lapsa erigunt, fatigata reparant, non minus

provident humano generi, qiiain si pra'liis atque vul-

neribus patriam parentesque salvarent. Nee enim
solos nostro imprrio militare credimiis illos, qui gla-
diis, clypeis, et thoracibus nituntur, sed etiam advo-
catos. Militant namque patron! causarum, qui glo-
riosae vocis confi*i muiiimme, laborantium gpetn, vi-

tam, ac posteros defendunt." "Advocates, who ter-

minate causes, of which the events are always uncer-

tain, and who by the force of their eloquence, wheth-
er in respect to the. public, which often happens, or

Private
persons,

reinstate ruinous affairs, render no
>ss service to mankind, than if they defended their

country and parents in battle at the expense of their

blood and wounds. For we rank in the number of
those who fight for our empire, not only such as act

for it with sword, harness, and shield, but those also

who lend our subjects the noble aid of eloquence, in

defence of their lives, interests, and posterity."
It is with reason that the prince bestows such fine

praises on a profession, which makes so salutary a

use of the talents of the mind, and that he equals it

with whatever is greatest in the state. But at the
ume time he recommends to advocates the exercise

of so illustrious a profession with a noble disinterest-

edness, and not to disgrace it by a base devotion to

sordid interest.
" Ut non ad turpe compendium sti-

pemque de.formem hasc nrripiatur occasio, sed laud is

per earn augmenta quasrantur. JVam si lucro pecu-
niaque capiantur, veluti abjecti atque degeneres inter

rilissimos numerabuntur." He also exhorts them not
to abandon themselves to the inhuman itch and plea-
tare of bitter raillery and gross invective, which only
lessen the weight of the advocate's discourse in the

esteem of his hearers; but to confine themselves strict-

ly to what the necessity and success of causes require.
"Ante omnia autem universi advorati ita praebeant

patrocinia iiirgantibus, ut non ultra quam litium poscit
ntilitas, in licentiam convitiandi et maledicendi teme-
ritate prorumpant. Agant quod causa desiderat, tern-

perent ab injuria. IS'am si quis adeo procax fuerit,

ut non ratione sed probris putet esse certandum,

opinionis suae imminutioncm patietur."

CHAPTER III.

OPINIONS OF THE ANCIENT PHILOSOPHERS CON-
CERNING THE METAPHYSICS AND PHYSICS.

I HAVE already observed that the Metaphysics were
included in the Physics of the ancients. I shall ex-

amine four points fn them. The existence and attri-

bute* of the Divinity; the formation of the world;
the nature of the soul; and the effects of nature.

ARTICLE I.

IF THE EXISTENCE AND ATTRIBUTES OF THE
DIVINITY.

THE opinions of the ancient philosophers concern-

In^ the Divinity may be reduced to three principal

points or questions. 1. Whether the Divinity exists?

2. What is his nature? 3. Whether he presides over
the government of the world, and makes the affairs

f mankind his care?

Before I enter into the chaos of philosophical opin-

ions, it will not be improper to explain in few words
the state of the belief of the whole world in respect
to the Divinity, as the philosophers found it, when
they tirt began to introduce their maxims upon this

point by the sole method of reasoning; and to slight
the common and popular belief of nil the nations of
the universe, even to the most barbarous, which had

supported itself in a constant and uniform manner by
tradition alone.

Before the philosophers, the whole world agreed
in believing in a Supreme Being, omnipresent, and
attentive to the prayers of all who invoked his name
in whatsoever condition they might be, in the mklst
of deserts, in the violence of storms at sea, and in

the gloom of dungeons; so good as to concern him-
sell tor the misfortunes of men, with power to deliver

them out of them, the dispenser of victory, success,

abundance, and every kind of prosperity : the arbiter

of the seasons, and of the fecundity of man and beast:

presiding at the conventions and treaties made either

between kings or private persons: receiving their

oaths, exacting the execution, and punishing with
inexorable severity the least violation of them: giving
or taking away courage, presence of mind, expedi-
ents, good counsel, and attention and docility to wise
advice: protecting the innocent, the weak, and the

injured, and declaring himself the avenger of oppres-
sion, violence, and injustice: judging kings ami na-

tions, deciding their lot and destiny, and assigning
with absolute power the extent and duration of king-
doms and empires. Such were part of the thoughts
which men generally had of the Divinity, even in the

midst of the darkness of paganism, which may serve

as a summary of the ideas they had derived from a
universal and perpetual tradition, undoubtedly as

ancient as the world, upon this head. That this is

true, we have incontestable proofs in the poems of

Homer, the most venerable monument of Pagan an-

tiquity, and which may be considered as the archives

of the religion of those remote times.

SECTION I. OF THE EXISTENCE OF THE DI-

VINITT.

THE philosophers were much divided concerning
different points of philosophy, but they all agreed in

respect to the existence of the Divinity, except a very-

small number, of whom I shall soon speak. Though
these philosophers, by their inquiries and disputes,
added nothing fundamentally to what all nations be-

lieved before them upon this bead, those inquiries
and disputes cannot, however, be said to have been
useless. They served to confirm mankind in their

ancient belief, and to obviate the pernicious subtle-

lies of those, who would attack it. The union of so

many persons generally esteemed for the solidity of
their sense, their indefatigable application to study,
and the vast extent of their knowledge, added new

weight to the common and anciently received opin-
ion concerning the existence of the Divinity. The
philosophers supported this opinion with many proofs,
some more subtle and abstract, and others more pop-
ular and obvious to the understanding of the vulgar.
I shall content myself with pointing out some few of

the latter kind.

The constant and general concurrence of men of
all ages and countries in the firm belief of the exis-

tence of the Divinity, seemed to them an argument
to which it was ini|>ossible to object any thing with
sense or reason. The opinions that have no other
foundation bu. -ulgar error and credulous prejudice,

may indeed con.inue for some time, and prevail in

certain countries: but sooner or later they fcive way,
and lose all belief. Epicurus 1 founded the proof of

> Enicuru* solus vidit primum ee deo*, qudd in om.ii-

umanimii eorum notionem itnprrisset inn nmura. Quc
cMenim fen*, aut quod genus hominum, quod non habeat
ine doetrina antiri|t*tionem qnandain deorum ? ^uam up-

pcllat !Tf cA.i Epicurus, id est ar.tewpiam gninui iiuaa-

dam informationem, ine qua iwc inlelligi quidquam, nee

tjueri, ncc dispuiari pu*sit cum erpo non injntutio aliqno.
aul more, aut lope cit opmioconlilul, maneatquc ad unuos
omnium firma conseniio, intrllii i neccsse e.ot es*c icon : qu*
niam iitt< eorum, vel potiui jjnaia* jognitiooet Labea
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the existence jf the gods, upon nature's having stamp-
ed the icif.i of them on every mind. Without the

idea of a thing, said he, we can neither conceive,

peak of, nor dispute about it. Now what people,
what kind of men, have not an idea, a notion of gods,

independently of all learning? That is not an opin-
ion derived from education, custom, or any human
law; but the firm and unanimous belief of all man-
kind: it is therefore from notions implanted in our

souls, or rather innate, that we conceive there are

gods. Now. all judgments of nature, when univer-

sal, are necessarily true.

Another argument, which the philosophers more

frequently used, because evident to the most simple,
is the contemplation of nature. The least practised
in reasoning may at a single view discover Him, who

paints himself in all his works'. The wisdom and

power he has shown in all he has done, show them-
selves, as in a glass, to such as cannot contemplate
him in his proper idea. This is an obvious and pop-
ular philosophy of which every man void of passjon
and prejudice is capable. The heavens, earth, stars,

plants, animals, our bodies, our minds, all argue a

mind superior to us that exists as the soul of the

whole world. When we consider with some atten-

tion the frame and architecture of the universe, and
the just proportion of all its parts, we discover at the
first glance the traces of the divinity, or, in better

terms, the seal of God himself impressed upon all

things called the works of nature. "Can one," said

Balbus,) in the name of the Stoics, behold heaven,
and contemplate what passes there, without discern-

ing with all possible evidence, that it is governed
by a supreme divine intelligence? Whoever should
doubt it, might as well doubt whether there be a sun.

The former is more visible than the latter. This

conviction, without the evidence that attends it,

would never have been go fixed and permanent: it

wou'd not have acquired new force by length of

time; it would not have been able to resist the tor-

rent of years, and to have passed through all agesdown
to us." " If there be," said Chrysippus,

8 "things in

the universe, that the wit, reason, strength, and pow-
er of man, are not capable of effecting, the Being
that produces them is certainly better than man.
Now, man could not form the heavens, nor any thing
of what we see invariably regular. There is, how-
ever, nothing better than man, because he alone pos-
sesses reason, which is the most excellent thing he
can possess. In consequence, the Being that made
the universe is better than man. Wherefore then
should we not say, that Being is a God?" To what
blindness, or more properly, to what excess of stu-

pidity must men have been abandoned, who could
choose to attribute such stupendous and inconceiva-

ble effects to mere chance, and a fortuitous concourse
of atoms, rather than to the infinite wisdom and power
ofGod 1 "

Is it not amazing," cries Balbus,9 in speak-
ing of Democritus, " that there ever should be a man,
who could persuade himself, that certain solid and

individual bodies set themselves in motion by their

natura4 weight, and that from their fortuitous con-

course a world of such great beauty was formed?
Whoever believes this possible, might as well be-

lieve, that if a great number of characters of gold, or

any other subslani:es, representing the twenty-one
letters,* xvere thrown upon the ground, they might
fall disposed in such order, as to form the annals of

Ennius
lesfibly."

The game thing may be said of

Homer's Iliad. Who could believe, says the Arch-

bishop of Cambray, in his admirable treatise upon
the existence of God, that a poem so perfect was not

De quo autem omnium natura eoimntit, id rcrum ei*e ne-

< et. 1 '< I. i. n. -tit, 44.
> I ) Vit Deur. I. ii. n. 4, 5. IMd. 1. ii. n. 16.

Ibid. I. ii. n. 93
The President Bouhier, in kl learned dissertation, Dt

prufi.i Oracar. et Latin. Uteri*, printed at the end of Mont-
faorun'.i Anliquilien, hai shown, that the ancient Roman*
had only theae sutecn letter*: A, B, C, D, E, F, I, K, L, M,
N, O, P', R, 8, T. The fie others, added in the time of Ci-

eero, were G, Q, U, X, Z, without reckoning H, which wai
Mt a tatter than a not* ul* aspiration.

composed by the efforts of a great poet's genius
but that the characters of the alphabet having beet
thrown in contusion, a cat of mere chance, like on*
of dice, disposed all the letters exactly in the ordei

necessary for describing so many great events in vtrsei

full of harmony and variety; for placing and connect

ing them all so well together; tor painting each ob-

ject in the most gracelul, nio-t noble, and most af-

fecting colours conceivable; and, lastly, for making
each person speak according to his character in so
natural and pathetic a manner? Let a man reason
and subtilize ever so long, he will never persuade a

person of sense, that the Iliad had no other authol
but chance. Wherefore then should this man of
sense believe of the universe, which, without doubt,
is still more wonderful than the Iliad, what his rea-

son would never permit him to believe of that poem?
In this manner all the most famous sects explained

themselves. Some philosophers, as 1 have said be-

fore, but very lew, undertook to distinguish them-
selves from the rest by peculiar opinions upon this

subject. Abandoned to the feeble force of reason, in

their attempts to fathom the nature and essence of the

Divinitv, and to explain his attributes, and without
doubt dazzled with the lustre of an object, of which
the human eye cannot sustain the radiance, they lost

themselves in their inquiries, and from doubting at

first the existence of the Divinity, proceeded so lar by
degrees as to deny it. But the people, who did not

enter into these philosophical sublilties and refine-

ments, and adhered solely to immemorial tradition,

and the natural notion implanted in the hearts of all

men, rose up vigorously against these teachers of athe-

ism, and treated them as the enemies of mankind.
PROTAGORAS *

having begun one of his books with

these words: "
I neither know whether there are gods,

nor what they are;" the Athenians banished him not

only from their city, but their territory, and caused

his works to be publicly burned.
DlAGoRAS did not confine himself to doubting: he

plainly denied that there were gods; which occasion-

ed his being surnamed the Atheist. He lived in the

91st Olympiad, A. M. 3588. It is said that the fond-

ness of an author, ^nd excessive tenderness for one of

his productions, drew him into impiety.* He had

prosecuted a poet for stealing a composition of his ir.

verse. The latter swore he had robbed him of noth-

ing; and soon after published that work in his own
name, which acquired him great reputation. Diagoras
seeing his adversary's crime not only unpunished, but

honoured and rewarded, concluded thai there was no

providence and no gods, and wrote books to prove it.

The Athenians cited him to give an account of his doc-

trine; but he fled, upon which they set a price upon his

head. They caused a talent (about 150Z. sterling) to

be promised bv sound of trumpet, to whoever should
kill him, and two to such us should bring him alive,

and caused that decree to be engraved upon a pillar of

brass.

THEODORAS of Cyrene denied also the existence

of gods without restriction, A. M. 3684.7 He would
have been brought to the tribunal of the Areopagus
if Demetrius Phalereus, who at that time ruled every

thing at Athens, had not favoured his escape. His
moral tenets were worthy of an Atheist. He taught
that all things are indifferent, and that there is noth-

ing in its own nature either vice or virtue. His impi-

ety drew him into trouble wherever he went, and he

was at last condemned to poison himself.

The just severity of the Athenians, who punished
even doubting upon this head, as we have seen in the

case of Protagoras, highly contributed to put a stop
to the licentiousness of opinion?, and the progress of

impiety.' The Stoics carried their respect for reli

gion so far in this point, that they treated the custoflb

of disputing against the existence of the gods as crim

inal and impious, whether it was done srioosly, ol

De Nat. Door. 1. i. n. 63. Hei.rch. in Aia^'fic.
' Dk>. Laert. I. ii. in Ariitip.
Ex quoequidem exirftimo, tardiores ad hanc sentential

profhendam multos ease far.tos, quippS rum po>tmm ne dubi
Utio quidem crTugere ptituuset. D* ffai. Deer. I. i. n. 03.
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merely for the take of conversation, and against one's

opinion.
1

SF.C 1ION II. OF THE NATURE OF THE DIVINITY.

A BRIEF enumeration of all the chimeras advanced
bv tiie philosophers upon this subject, will convince
us better than any other arguments ol the incapacity
of human reason to attain to such sublime truths by
its own strength. I shall extract this detail from Ci-

cero s books upon the mi'ia- o/' the gods. The re-

marks and reilt ctions with wnicli tiie Abbe Olivet of

the French Academy nas interspersed his excellent

translation of these bo->k of Cicero, will be great
helps to me, and 1 shall scarce do more than copy and

bridge them.
As the ancient philosophers studied the nature of

the gods only with relation to sensible tilings, whose

origin and formation they endeavoured to cot'ipie-
hen.i, and as the different manners in which they dis-

p iM-ci the system of the universe, occasioned their

different beliefs concerning the Divinity, we must not

be surprised to find these two subjects often united

and confounded in this place.
THALES of Miletus said,

" That water was the prin-

ciple of all things, and that God is that intelligence,
bv whom all things are formed out ol water.' * He

spoke of an intelligence, that making only one whole
with malttr, directed its operations; in the same man-
ner as the soul, which united with the body makes
only one and the same man, is said to direct the ac-

tions of man.
A.NAXI.MA.NDER believed,

" That the gods receive

being, that they are born and die at remote periods
of time, and that they are innumerable worlds."

These gods of Anaximander were the stars.*

A.VAXIME.MCS Mliirmed,
" That the air is god, that it

is produced, that it is immense and infinite, and that it

is always ui motion." 4 This opinion of Anaximenes,
at bottom, differs in nothing from those that precede
it. He retained the idea of a sole, and infinitely ex

tended, substance from his master Anaximander: but
he called it air, as Thales had called it water.

A.VA.X.AI.IIRAS, the pupil of Ana&imenes, was the

author "i this opinion, "That the system and order
of the universe were to be attributed to the power
and wisdom of an infinite mind. "* Anaxagoras lived

only in an age after Thales. The notions of philoso

phy began to clear up. The necessity of an efficient

cause, substantially distinct from the material one, was

perceived.
But to this infinite mind he attributes on-

ly the order and motion, not the creation, ol tiie uni-

verse. The co-eternity of the two principles inde-

pendent of each other, as to their existence, is the

rock, on which he with all the ancient philosophers
split.
PYTHAGORAS believed, "That God is a soul dif-

fused throughout all the beings of nature, and fron

which the souls of men are derived. '6 Virgil has ad.

mirably described the doctrine of this philosopher,

E-'ne apibus partcm divin'x mentu, et haufitu*
yEihriuos div.-re drum nani<|iiu iro IK.T Minuet

T(<rru.i>|iiu. Irurtusque muris, ca'l unique priifundum.
Illiic pccud.-s, arin,-iila, virus, ;;oiiug (imne feiarum

Quemijuo sibi teuucs luucerlem arceiure vims.

Gcorg. \. ir.

Pythagoras lived at least fifty years before Anaxago-
ras. The latter, therefore, i not the first who had the

idea of a pure spirit; or Pythagoras must be said to

have confounded it with matter.

XENuI'HA.NES said,
" That God is an infinite whole

to which he adds an intelligence.'"
1 The same phi

losopher says elsewhere,
" That God is an eternal sub

stance and of a round figure," by which he un
derstands the world.* He, therefore, believed this

God mateiial.

PARMEMDES did not differ in his opinions with his

1 Mala ct impia conjuetudo est contra dc<> disputandi
live animo id fit me simulate. Ibid. I. ii. n. 168.

Oe Nat. Door. I. i. n 2.5. Ibid. Ibid. n. 26.
De Nat. D L ,.r. I. i. n. "Jli.

De Nat. Deor. I. i. n. -J7. ' Ibid. n. 28.
Acad. Uuest. I. iv. a. J18.

master Xenophanes, though he expressed himself IB

different terms.*

E.MPEUoCLES. According to him, "The four ele-

ments, of which he alliims all things to be composed,
are divine," that is to say, gods.

10 It is, however,
lanifest, that they are mixed, that they have a be-

ginning and perish, and that they are void ol thought.
DCMOCKITUS "gives the quality of gods as well

to the images of sensible objects, as to nature which

supplies these images, and to our knowledge and un-

derstanding."" What he called gods were atoms.

To speak properly, he believed nothing.
"

I den}',"
aid he, that we either know any thing, or nothing

1

.

I deny that we know even whether we know that. 1'

I deny that we know whether any thing exists, or
whether nothing exists." A worthy member of the
Kleatic sect, whose favourite maxim was the Acatalep-
sy, or the absolute incomprehensibility of all things.
This sect, which acknowledged Xenophanes for its

ounder, formed the unbelieving Protagoras, and gar*
birth to that of Pyrrho.

PLATO. It appears from all his works, that he had

very just thoughts of the Divinity, but that he wa*
afraid to explain himself freely in a city, and at a

time, wherein it was dangerous to clash with the pre-

vailing opinions. In the Timaeus he says,
" that the

Father of the world could not be named;" and in his

books dt Lfgibus,
" that we should not be curious to

know properly what God i."i3 He supposes him in-

corporeal. He attributes the formation of the uni-

verse to him:' 4
Opifice mttdifictitortmque mundi,

He says also, "that the world, the heavens, the stars,

the earth, souls, and those to whom the religion of
our forefathers ascribes Divinity; all this," he says,
"is God. "I* Plato's opinion at bottom, notwith-

standing the appearance of Polytheism is, that there

is but one most good and most perfect God, who
made all things according to the idea of the best work

possible.
A.VTISTHENES says, "That there are many gods

adored by the nations of the earth, but that there is

but one natural God," that is to say, as Lactantiu* ex-

plains ft, author of all nature.K
ARISTOTLE differs exceedingly with himself. Some-

times he affirms that the whole Divinity resides in

intelligence,
17 that is to say, in the intelligent princi-

ple, by which all thinking beings think. Sometimes,
that the world is God. He afterwards discovers some
other being, who is above the world, and who takes

care to direct and preserve its motion. He elsewhere
teaches that God is nothing else, but the fire that

shines in the heavens.

XENOCRATKS says,
" that there are eight god*.

The planets are five of them, and all the fixed stars

together so nmnv scattered members of the same

body, make but one. The sun is the seventh; and
last'of all, the moon the eighth."

18

THEOPHRASTUS in one passage attributes supreme
Divinity to intelligence; in another to the heavens in

general; and afterwards to the planets in particular.
'

STRATO says,
" that there is no other God but na-

ture: and that nature is the principle of all produc-
tions and all mutations.

"

ZL.VU, the founder of the famous sect of the Stoics.

We ought to expect something great concerning the

Divinity from him. The following is the sum of bis

theology, extracted principally from Cicero's second
book De J\"atura f)to rum, in which his opinions are

explained with great extent: That the four elements
alone compose the whole universe: that these four el

ements make but one continued nature, without di
vision: that absolutely no other substance exists be
sides these four elements: that the source of intelli

gence, and of all souls, is the fire united in the ether,

where its purity suffers no alteration, becaue>the oth-

er elements do not mingle with it: that this intelli-

De Nat. Deor. 1. i. n. 88. Ibid. n. 29.
>> Ibid. i* Acad. Quest. I. iv. n. 73.
' De Vat. I)eor. 1. i. n. 20. " Ibid. u. 18,
" (bid n. 30. > Ibid. n. 32.
11 limit. Divin. I. i. n. 33. De N'at. Deor. I. i. n. 33.
> De Nat. Deor. I. i. n. 34. Ihid. a 34.

De Nat. Deor. 1. i. n. 35.

2Y2
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fence, act! re, vital fire penetra :es the whole universe :

that as intelligence is its property distinctly from the

Other elements, it is deemed to operate all things:
that it proceeds methodically to generation, that is to

ay, it produce! all things, not blindly and bv chance,
but according to certain rules always the same: that

being the soul of the universe, it causes it to subsist,

and governs it with wisdom, because it is the princi-

ple
of all wisdom: that consequently it is God: that

he gives the .-aine denomination to .Nature, with which
it is one and the same, and to the Universe, of which
it is part : that the sun, moon, and nil the stars, as they
are bodies of fire, are gods: that all things, wherein

any singular efficacy resides, and wherein this active

principle manifests itself clearly, deserve the name of

divinities: that the same title ought also to be given
to great men, in whose souls this divine fire brighten*
with uncommon lustre: and lastly, that in whatsoever
manner this soul of the universe is represented to us,

and whatever names custom has given it in re-pect to

the different parts it animates, religious worship is due
to it.

I am tired with repeating so many absurdities, and
the reader no doubt as much as me, if he has had

patience enough to read them to the end. He ought
not to expect to see living lights shine out from the

darkness of paganism, upon a subject so infinitely

superior to the weakness of human intellect, as the

nature of the Divinity. The philosophers might in-

deed, by the pure strength of reason, have convinced
themselves of the necessity and existence of a divine

Being. Some of them, however, as Epicurus, have
been suspected of concealing real atheism under the

veil of specious words: at least they dishonoured the

Divinity almost as much by the mean ideas they con-

ceived of him, as they would have done, had they
absolutely denied him.l As to what regards the es-

sence of the divine nature, they were all widely mis-

taken. And how should it have been otherwise, as

men know no more of God, than he is pleased to re-

yea! to them? The Abbe Olivet, in his dissertation

upon the theology of the philosophers, reduces their

sentiments to three general systems, which include
all the particular opinions given us by Cicero in his

books upon the nature of the gods. The different

manner in which these philosophers disposed the sys-
tem of the universe, occasioned their different beliefs

concerning the Divinity.
Some cT them believed, that mere matter alone,

without thought or reason, was capable of forming
the world: whether one of the elements produced all

the rest by different degrees of rarefaction and con-

densation, as it appears Anaximenes believed; or that

matter, being divided into an infinity of moving cor-

puscles, those corpuscles assumed regular forms in

consequence of fluttering accidentally to and fro in the

void, as Epicurus believed; or that all the parts of
matter had an intrinsic gravity, which gave them a

necessary direction, according to Strato's opinion.
Now, the atheism of these philosophers is manifestly
of the greatest kind, because they acknowledge no
Other first cause but inanimate matter.

Others rose to this notion; that the order of the

world was too exquisite not to be the effect of an In-

telligent Cause.* But not conceiving any thing im-

material, they believed Intelligence a part of matter,
and ascribed that perfection to the fire of the ether,
which they considered as the ocean of all souls. This
was the opinion of the Stoics; with whom may be

joined Thales, and even Pythagoras, Xenophanes,
Parmenides, and Democritus, who admitted, as well

as they, an universal intelligent matter.

And. lastly, others comprehended, that intelligence
could not be materal, and that it was nec<

distinguish it absolutely from whatever is corporeal.
But at the same time they believed, that bodies ex-

isted independentl? of that intelligence, and that its

power extended no farther than to dispose them into

order, and to animate them. This was the opinion

i NonnuiUi videlur Epiruru*. ne in offennionem Atheni-
nium ranVret, terbi* reliquicw dto*. re luslulisae De
JfU Dttt. lib. i. n. 85

De Nat. Deor I 11. n. 28.

of Anaxagoras and Plato: an opinion much less ink

perfect than that of the others, as it includes the idea
of spirit,

and really distinguishes the cau-e from the

effect, the agent from matter; but still infinitely re-

mote from truth.

As to the two other classes of philosophers, who
admitted no principles but such as were material, they
are absolutely inexcusable, and dilier onlv in their

blindness, as being more or less blind. What w
read in the book of Wisdom may be well applied to
them: " Vain are all men by nature, who are igno-
rant of God, and could not out of the good thing*
that are seen, know him that is: neither bv consider-

ing the works, did they acknowledge the Workiuas*
ter. But deemed either fire, or wind, or the swift

air, or tt * rircle of the stars, or the violent water, or
the ligb of heaven, to be the gods which govern the
world."'

1 speak here only of the gods peculiarly acknow-

ledged as such by the philosophers. V'arro distin-

guished three kinds of theologies. The fabulous,
which was that of the poets: the natural, taught by
the philosophers: and the civil or political, which
was that established by the state, and in use among
the people.

4 The first and the last either ascribed,
or suffered to be ascribed to the gods, all the passions
and vices of men, and the most abominable crimes.
The second seemed less void of reason, but at bottom
was scarce any thing more religious, and included
absurdities that disgrace human understanding.

Cicero5, in his third book upon the nature of the

gods, sets all these absurdities in their full light. He
did nut know enough to establish true religion; but
he knew enough to refute the Stoics and Epicureans,
the only persons that rose up against St. Paul, when
he preached, at Athens. The mere light of nature

might suffice him for subverting falsehood, but could
not guide him to the discovery of the truth. We
here discern the weakness of human reason, and the
vain efforts that it makes alone, to raise itself up to

the axact knowledge of a God truly hidden, and who
dwells in inaccessible light.* What progress in this

respect has this proud reason been capable of making,
during above four ages, in the best heads of Greece,
in the most illustrious of the pagans for their learn-

ing, and the chiefs of their most famous schools'!

There is nothing so absurd, that has not been ad-
vanced by some philosopher.

7

And farther. Such of them as professed a higher
degree of wisdom, and to whom God had manifested
his unity, did they not keep this knowledge a secret

through an ungrateful and abject cowardice? Did one
of them rise up against the impiety which had sub-
stituted mute idols, and figures not only of men, but
of beasts and reptiles, to the true and living God?
Did one of them refrain from going to the temples,
though he did not approve in his heart of the super-
stitious worship, which he authorized by his presence
and example?

8 The only one, whose religion was

put to the trial, did he not treat those, who accused
him of not adoring the gods worshipped by the Athe-

nians, as false accusers?9 His apologist,
10 who was

also his disciple and friend, does he defend him in any
other manner, thai; by affirming that he alwiiys ac-

knowledged the same divinities as the people? And
is not Plato himself obliged to own, that this mean

prevaricator ordered an impious sacrifice, even when
certain of immediate death? A small extract tram
one of Plato's letters " shows us how much he was

Wi.-d. xiii. I. 2.

S. August, de Civil. Dei, 1. vi. c. 5.

Tulliu*, tertio de nuiura deorum libro, dissolvit publi-
ca> religiones: Si-d tamen veram, <]uam ignorabal, nee inn,
nee aliua quisquam potuil induccre. Adeoet ip teitaiut

eat faisum ijimlem apjiarere, veriiatem tamen lalere. Lt-
tant. de ira I>ei. >:. 11.

Verilv thou art a God tliat hidetb thyielf,
O God of If-

ra.-l the Saviour, U.i. Ivv. 15. Dwelling in the light, whici
nu rrmn can approach unto, 1 Tim vi. 15.

' Nescio ifuomodo nihil tam absurdd iliri |K>ti*t, quod ooe
diratur ah ali<|u<> philosophorum. Cie. Iticin. I. ii. n 19.

Schola* habebant privates, et tumpla communia. S.

August.
Sucrate*. > Xenophon. " Epiit. Plat, ad Dioa
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tiraid to exolain himself upon the nature and unity
of God, and in consequence how far he was from ren-

jerii-g him thanks, from confessing him before men,
and tcoiii exposing himself to the least danger in

hearing witness ot him. The shameful actions attri-

buted to the false gods made him blush: but he con-

tented himself with saying, that either they were not

guilty of those crimes, or were not gods if they had
committed them: without daring to say, that there

was but one God, and without having the courage to

rise up against the public worship, founded upon the

very crimes he considered with horror.i

It must be said, to the shame of paganism, and the

glory of the gospel, that a child among us, with the
least instruction in the catechism, is more certain anil

more knowing in respect to every thing necessary
for us to know of the Divinity, than all the philoso-

phers together.

SECTION III. WHETHER THE DIVINITY PRE-
SIDES OVER THE GOVERNMENT OF THE WORLD?
WHETHER MANKIND BE HIS PECULIAR CARE?

THE dispute of the ancient philosophers concerning

providence was, whether the goda presided in the go-
vernment of the world in general, and whether they
descended to a particular care of every individual of

mankind. Epicurus was almost the only one who
denied this truth.

"
It is asked,"i said he,

"
in what manner do the

god- live, and how do they employ themselves? Their
file is the most happy, anil the most delicious imagin-
able. A god does nothing: he disturbs himself with

no kind of care: he undertakes nothing. His wis-

dom and virtue form his joy. The pleasures he tastes,

pleasures that can admit of no increase, he is sure of

enjoying for ever." "
This," continues he, address-

ing himself to Balbus, who sustained the opinion of
the Stoics,

" this is a happy god. But as for yours, he
is overwhelmed. witli cares and labour. For, if you
believe that this god is the world itself, turning in-

tessantly as it does round the axis of the heavens, and
that too with surprising rapidity, is it possible for him
o have a moment's rest? 3 Now, without rest, there

( no felicity. To pretend that there is a God in the

/oild who governs it, who presides over the course
f the stars, and the revolutions of the seasons, who
pgulates and disposes all things, who has his eye up-
ii the land and sea, who makes the lives of men his

oncern, and who provides for their wants; all this is

ertainly giving
him very severe and laborious em-

lloyments.* Now, to be happy, according to us, it

f necessary to possess tranquillity of mind, and to be

entirely at leisure. Besides, you set an eternal mas-
t#r over our heads, of whom we are to be day and

aight continually in dread.* For how is it possible
ot to tear a God who foresees all things, whose

thoughts extend to all things, who observes all things,
*ho believes all things relate to him, who interferes

>n all things, and who is never without employment?"
The great maxim of Epicurus was, therefore,

" That
a happy and immortal being had neither any thing to

do himself, nor occasioned employment for others."'
So impious a doctrine, which openly denies provi-
dence, deserved an Epicurus for its advocate and de-
fender. And it must be owned, that what he says of
a god who sees and knows all things, and who in

consequence must punish whatever is contrary to the
law ot heaven, is the sole reason which to this day
Induces some persons to believe there is no providence
that watches over all the actions of man, or rather to

desire it.

"
It i not without reason that this doctrine occa-

sioned Epicurus to be conquered as a declared ene-

Flat, de Rpub. I. iii.

De Nat. Dcor. I. i. n. 51. 54.

The system of i he Stoic*. Plato's iyitnm.
1
Itaque impoeuistis in cervioibus nostria eumpitcrnum

dominum, ijuem dips et nodes limcrcmus. Cini* enim non
timeat omnia providi'ntum, et rnyitantpm et animadverten-
tem.et omnia ad ge pcrlmero putantem,curioum el plenum
linuiHll tifum ?

Uuucl ipteriium be.atumquo sit, i'l nor liahere ipsum ne-

l-tiiquidquam, neccxliibeteajtcri. De Nat. Dear. 1. i. n. 45.

my of the gods, who undermined all religion, and
who by his reasonings, as Xerxes by his troops, level-

led thtir temples and altars."? "
For, after all, what

reason," says Cotta, "should oblige us to have any
thoughts of the gods, since they have none of us, and

absolutely neither take care of, nor do, any thing.
To be bound to express piety for them, would it not
be necessary to have received graces from them?
For wherein is a person obliged to those who have
done nothing for him? Piety is a justice paid bj
man to the gods. Now, as your gods have no rela

tion to us, what can they require from us?"
The prayers made to the Divinitv in distress and

danger, the vows made to him for the attainment of
certain graces, the promises and oaths of which be it

taken for witness, uses common to all nations and

practised in all times, show that mankind had always
rovidence in their thoughts. To consult only our

own reason, such as sin has left it, that is to .-ay. out

pride and darkness, we should be tempted to believe

that it is not treating the Divinity with sufficient re-

spect to make him descend thus to little circumstan-

ces, in representing to him all our wants; to stipulate
conditions with him, if he vouchsafes to hear them;
and to make, him intervene in our transactions and

engagements. God has thought tit by these different

methods to preserve in the minds of all people a clear

idea of his providence, of the care he takes of all ,

mankind in particular, of the supreme authority that
he retains over all the events of (heir lives, of hit at-

tention in examining whether they have faithfully

kept their promises, and of the punishment he will

inflict for the violation of them. And indeed we see

that these truths have always been considered as the

firmest foundations of human society. "Above all,"

says Cicero, in laying down rules for a wise govern-
ment,

" we ought to be fully convinced, that the gods
are the supreme lords and rulers of all things: that

whatever passes in the universe, is directed by their

will and power: that they delight in doing good to

mankind: that they attentively examine what every
one is, what he thinks, how he acts, and with what

piety, and what sentiments, he practises the duties of

religion: and lastly, that they make a great difference

between the good and the wicked."'
This passage shows us, that the Pagans not only

attributed the universal government of the world to

the Divinity,
9 but were convinced, that he descended

to the most minute particulars, and that not any of

mankind, not an action, or even a thought, escaped
his attention and knowledge. The Epicureans could
not support the idea of a God so near, so attentive to

them, and of such piercing sight. He is supremely
happy, said they, and consequently enjoys infinite

tranquillity. He is void of anger and passion. Every-

thing is indifferent to him, except repose. This i

what persons abandoned to their pleasures are still

fond of persuading themselves, in order to avoid the

importunate reproaches of conscience. They are wil-

ling to allow in God a general care of his creatures,
and a goodness like that of princes, who govern their

dominions with wisdom, but who do not enter into

particulars, nor descend to love their subjects, and

distinguish any of them by their peculiar regard.
David did not think in this manner. "The Lord
looketh from heaven: he beholdeth all the sons of
men. From the place of his habitation, he looketh

upon all the inhabitants of the earth. He fashioneth
their hearts alike: he considereth all their works." 10

In beholding all mankind from heaven, he does hot
examine them with a general and confused view.U

Every individual is as present to him as if he were

* Oe Nat. Dcor. 1. i. n. 115, 116.
' Sit igiiur hoc jam a principiu pcrsuasum cirihon, domi-

no* efse omnium reruin or moderators decs ; eaque <|ua>

peramur, eorum peri judicio ac numine : eosilcmque opiimd
de genrre hominum merer!; et, quali* quisque fit, quit]
anai, quid in e udiniitul, qua mentc, qua pietale relii'ione*

rolnt, iniucri
; piorumque et impiorum habcre rationem.

De Ug. I. ii. n. 15.
* VT VITO univcreo ceneri hominum noliim, wd etiara

in?ulis d cliis immorinlibu* consul! et provider! golet. LH
Jfat. Dear. I. ii n. ]t;3.

10 1'sa. ixxni. 13, It. >' M:. Du GaeL
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attentive to no other object. He does not see him as

from a great distance, but as immediately before his

eyes. He does not consider only his outside, but

penetrates into whatever is most secret and retired

within him. He does not only interrogate his heart,
but dwells in it, and is more present and intimate

there, than the heart itself. In the infinite multitude

of men, that have been, and now are, nothing escapes
either his sight or his remembrance. This knowledge
and attention, which are as Incomprehensible as his

being, are natural effects of his being the Creator of
all things, and of the heart as well as all the rest.
" Who fashioneth their hearts, who considereth all

their works."

ARTICLE II.

OF THE FORMATION OF THE WORLD.
I SHALL not tire the reader a second time with a par-

ticular account in this place of the various systems
ef the ancient philosophers concerning the formation
of the world, which vary infinitely, and are some
more absurd than others. 1 shall scarce speak of any
of them, except those of the Stoics and Epicureans,
whose systems upon this subject are most known and
celebrated. It is not my design to enter very deeply
into them, but to give only a general idea of them.

SECTION I. SYSTEM OF THE STOICS CONCERN-
ING THE FORMATION OF THE WORLD.

ACCORDING to the Stoics, the intelligent part of

nature only set the material and nontntelligent part of
it in motion, which as well as itself had existed from
nil eternity. This appears very clearly from one pas-

sage of Cicero, not to mention many more. To ob-

viate and remove the objections, that might be made

against Providence, in respect to several things either

useless or pernicious, with which the world abounds,
the Stoics replied: "Nature has made the best use

she could of the elements that existed." 1 Could the

pre-existence of matter br more expressly implied'
Aristotle,

2 and many other philosophers, were also

of the same opinion. What the Stoics called " the

soul of the world,"* was that intelligence, thti rea-

son, which they believed diffused throughout nature.

And what was this intelligent, sensitive, rational

principle? Why, nothing but the etherial fire which

penetrates all bodies: or rather, nothing but mecha-
nic laws, which they ascribed principally to the ce-

lestial fire, and according to which every thing was
formed, and every thing acted necessarily. Accord-

ingly Zeno defined nature,
" a fire of subtle art, which

proceeded methodically to generation."* For he be-

lieved the action of creating and generating peculiar
to art. Cicero uses the term create in this place,
which might give reason to believe, that he knew and
admitted the action of producing out of nothing,
which is creation in the strict sense of the term.

But he uses the same word in many other places to

express a simple production; and none of his works

give the least room to believe, that he had so singu-
lar a notion, as that of creation properly so called.*

A* much may be said of all the ancients who have
treated the physics, as Cicero expressly shows: Eril
alt quid quad ex niltilo oriatur, ant in nihilum subilo

occidal? Qnii hoc physicus dixit ttntjiiam?
6 It was

a received principle with all the philosophers, that

matter neither could be produced from, nor reduced
to, nothing.

> Ex iis naturi* qute erant, quod effici potuit optimum,
eff-if.ium et. De Wat. Dear. I. ii. n. 86.

Ari-i. I'iiv-jr. |. viii.

In nntura senlicme ratio perfecta inest, quam vim ani-
mum dicunt esse mundi. Jtcad. Quasi. I. i. n. 2^, 211.

Zeno iia naturum definit, ul eum dicat "
ignem csse ar-

tifirio'iiin a-l gi^nenduni progredieniem via." Cennet enim
r^i

maxims' proprium esse crcare et gignere. De Jfat.
Dear. 1. ii. n. 57.

Naiura fin;it homines ul r.reat imitatorei et narratoro
faceton. 2. De Oral. n. 219.
Omnium rerum quai et creat naturaet tuetur, tumrnum

bonum eel in corpora. De Finib. \. v. n. 38.

Q.II.T in terris pL'nuntiir, omnia ad usum liominum crean-
lor. Ojfe. I. . n. i-.

Lib. 2. do Divnut.

DC niliilo niliil, in nihilum ni posse reverti.

Pert. Sat 3.

Epicurus in express terms denies this power to the

Divinity:

Nutlam rem 6 niliilo gigni divinitus unquam.

Lactantius,? has preserved a fragment of Cicero'i
books De J\"alitra Deorurn, which cannot be applied
with certainty to the system of the Stoics: because,
as it is detached, it does not entirely appear of which
sect of philosopher? it is to be understood. However,
it seems very proper to explain what they thought
concerning the formation ol the world. I shall in

sert it here at length.
"

It is not probable," say
the speaker,

" that matter, from which all things de-
rived their origin, was itself formed by the divine

Providence; but rather, that it has, and always had
an intrinsic and natural force, which renders all its

modifications possible to it." 8 "As a workman,
therefore, when he works upon a building, does not

produce the matter for it himself, but uses that which
he finds ready made; and as he who forms a figure of
wax finds the wax produced to his hand: so the
divine Providence must have had a matter, not that it

had produced itself, but which it found in a manner
at hand," and prepared for its designs. "That it God
did not produce the first matter, it cannot be said

that he produced either earth, air, fire, or water."
The comparison of the architect and the statuary

is entirely proper for explaining the system of the
Stoics. Their god, (whom Cirero rails the divine

Providence in this place,) and .which is only the eth-

er, a we have observed, did not create, or produce
the matter of which the world is formed out of no-

thing; but he modified it, and, in disposing the parts
of matter, before in confusion, he made earth, air,

water, and that gross fire which we know: that is to

say. he gave them the form and disposition in which
we see them.
The workman, says Lactantius in the passage 1

have just cited, cannot build without wood, because
he is not capable of producing it of himself: and of
that he is incapable because he is man, or weakness
itself.' But God produces all that he pleases out of

nothing, because he is God, or power itself, that

knows neither measure nor bounds. For it he is not

omnipotent, he is not God.

SECTION II. SYSTEM OF THE EPICUREANS CON-
CERNING THE FORMATION OF THE WORLD.

IN the system of the Epicureans (and the Stoic*

were of the same opinion in this point) these two
v/ords. world and universe, had a different significa-
tion. 10 By the world they understood the heavens
and the earth, and all they contained; and bv the

universe, not only the heavens and the earth with all

they contain, but also the infinite void, which they
supposed beyond the world. For they believed the
world full and limited, (or a limited plenum :) but

they supposed it surrounded on all sides with an in-

finite, and absolutely void, "pace. Accordingly they
divided all nature, the whole universe, into two parts
bodies and space, or void.n

Lact. Div. Inatit. I. ii. r. 8.

Non est pnili.-iliili', cum materiam rerum, undo orla sunt

omnia, ease divina providentia eftcclnm
;

s> cl (inborn et ha

buigse vim et naturam euam. Ut i^itur tiili'-r. riitn quid
edificaturus esl, nun ipse turn material), *"il en mi ur ;i>

sit parnia, fiotorque item wra: ir. isti providentix divinv
materiam prtesto esse ofiorliiit, non quum i\w farrrri, sod

quam haberet paralam. Quod --i nonest n IVo nmtrria fae-

ta, IIP terra qu idem, el ai]ii -i.et IUT.CI i;-ni< a I>-o Tartu* est

Faber nine liirno nihii xdincabit, quia liznuni iii>iiin

facere non poicst : non po<si' auteni, imber.illitatiii e*t hu-

mane. Deu verfi faoil nibi ipse materUm, qnia pnloxi ;

posse enim, Dei cat : nam, si non polosl, I^MI* non rsi. Ho-

mo farit ex eo quod esl, qiiia fn-r imiriiililHiiTn im|>ecilli*

est ; per impecillilatem. dctiiinrc ar. modira- |>otr*tniis. I)e-

u uutem facii ex coquod non rst.qiii.'i per Kternitatem for-

tin et, per furtitudinem poti>stuti immono>
, qua; fine if

modo rartft siout vita factori*. Laetant. ibid. c. 10.

10 Plut. de Placit. Philm. I. ii. <. I.

" ?unt qui omnia NaiU'ie nomine npp'-llc-nt, ut Epirurui
qui iia dividit : Omnia. quB sernndiim Naiuram, etio Oor

pora et li.anu. 2. De JVat. Dior. n. 83.
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Omnis ut ost igitur per se Natura dua'iua

Consislit rebus, qu Corpora sum et Inane.
Lucret. 1. ii.

This distinction is necessary for understanding the

system of the Epicureans. For they supposed, as a

certain principle, that without the vacuum, there

could not have been any motion or even production
in the world.

Clusp, si non csset Inane,
Nuti mm sollic.ito molu privata rarnrcnt,
<.l>:[im genita omnino nullu rutiunc Imssent:

Undique inaturies quimiam glipula I'uissot. fb. \. i.

According to the Epicureans, the fortuitous con-

course of atoms formed the world.
Atom, is a Greek word, which signifies indivisible.

It is a corpuscle of every kind of figure, from num-
bers of which all other bodies are formed. Atoms
are not objects of the senses, through their extreme
mallness, which makes them

imperceptible.
Moschus the Phoenician, Leucippus, and Democri-

tus, were the first philosophers who advanced the

doctrine of atoms. 1 They suppose that of these little

corpuscles, some are smooth, some rough, some round,
some angular, and others curved, and in a manner

hooked; and that heaven and earth were formed by
the fortuitous concourse of these atoms.

But Epicurus particularly insisted upon this doc-

trine, which he placed in honour, introducing how-
ever some alterations in it, by which Cicero affirms,

that he only spoiled the doctrine of Democritus, in-

stead of correcting and improving it. 2

Democritus places atoms in an infinite space, with-

out either middle or extremi' s.s There, in motion
from all eternity, they unite and adhere to each other,

and by such meeting and concourse, form the woild
as we see it. Cicero cannot bear that a philosopher,
in explaining the formation of the world, should speak

only of the material, without saying a word of the

efficient cause. And indeed, what an absurdity is it

to suppose, that certain solid and indivisible bodies

move ol themselves from all eternity by their natural

weight! This Democritus holds as well as Epicurus:
for the latter also gave his atoms a natural and in-

trinsic activity, which sufficed to put them in motion:
but he differed from the former in other points.

Epicurus pretends, indeed, that atoms tend of

themselves directly downwards, which motion he says
is that of all bodies.* Afterwards coming to reflect,

that, if all atoms tended continually downwards in a

direct line, and by u perpendicular motion, it would
never be possible for one of them to touch another,
he subtly imagined a declination or obliquity in their

motion, by the means ot which the atoms striking

against each other, blend and hook themselves to-

gether, and form the world, with all the parts that

compose it Thus, by a mere fiction, he gives them,
t the same time a slight declination or obliquity of

motion, without alleging any cause for it, which is

shameful to a natural philosopher; and deprives them
also without any cause of the direct motion down-
wards, which he had advanced as the law or ten-

dency of all bodies. However, with all the supposi-
tions he invents, he does not effect what he pretends.
For if all atoms have an equal declination or obliquity
of motion, they will never adhere to each other.

And if snme have it, and not others, to give these a

direct, and those an oblique, motion, is giving them
different employments upon trust and at a venture.

With all this, it would not cease to be impossible for

such a fortuitous clash or concourse of atoms ever to

produce the order and beauty of the universe. " If

the fortuitous concourse of at'>ms," says Cicero, else-

where,*
"

is capable of fonnin; the world, why will

it not as well form a portico, * temple, a hmie, <.t

i l-tii lligi'i'i Drmocriti. five etium nnie LMteippi, MM
eorpUMult qiMMUm lievia, nli:i aspvra, rotunda aliai parlim
ailtcin aiifrulala, curvatii quiedain HI quasi mlunca: ex his

efliTtum c! rjrliini attjiie terrain, nulln cojyme naiura,ged
mncursit quiidain lortuilo. r>e Jfat. Ittor I. i. n. Wi.

IK'niiKTiio adjicit, iK-rpniicii tnutaiie, sed iia ul ea, qua;
sorritfi'ro vult, inilii quiduin t'epruviint videatur. I)e Fimb.
I i. n. 17.

D.- Finii'. . ii. n. 17. 18. Ib. n. 1820.
Do Nut. lieor. 1. ii. n. 94.

Vol. 11. 74

a city; works of much less difficulty? To reason in

so absurd a manner, one would think, that these phi-

losophers had never once looked up towards the

heavens, nor beheld all their wondrous and various

beauties." 8

The doctrine of void had induced Epicurus, as well

as some other philosophers, to suppose a plurality of

worlds, formed, as well as this we inhabit, by the

fortuitous concourse of atoms.

(luiirc etiiim atquc etium tales falcare necesBC cat,
Ese allow alibi congrcmus material,
Uuulis hie cst, avido complcxu quern tenet elder.

Lvfret. I. ii.

Gassendi considers this opinion as contrary not only
to the holy Scriptures, which mention no plurality
of worlds, and seem to suppose only one, but also to

that of the greatest philosophers, as Thales, Pythago-
ras, Empedocles, Anaxagoras, Plato, Aristotle, Zeno
the Stoic, and many others. He owns however it

cannot be demonstrated, that there are not other
worlds besides this, because it is in the power of God
to create as many as he pleases: but that it would be

contrary to reason, to affirm actually that there are

more, because God has not revealed that to us.

SECTION III. PLATO'S FINE THOUGHT OF THE
FORMATION OF THE WORLD.

I DO not undertake to examine what Plato's opin-
ions were concerning the formation of the world,
which would require great discussion. He some-
times calls matter eternal; by which he does not un-
derstand that it subsisted visibly from all eternity,
but that it subsisted intellectually in the eternal idea

of God. This is what he means, when he says,
" the

exemplar or model of the world is from all eternity."
'

Some lines before he has the thought of which I

peak in this place: "God considering his work, and

finding it perfectly conformable to his idea and ori-

ginal, rejoiced, and in some measure applauded him-
self." * What Plato says here, that God formed the

world according to the exemplar he had conceived
of it in himself, is very remarkable. As a skilful

workman has the whole disposition and form of his

work in his head before he begins it, and woiks ac-

cording to those ideas, so that what he executes, may
be said to be only a copy of the original he has be-

fore imagined, every work that subsists, being pure
imitation; in like manner God, in creating the world,

only executed the idea he had conceived of it from
all eternity. For the world, and all that it contains,
existed intellectually in God, before it existed really
in nature. These are Plato's ideas, which he might
very possibly have extracted from the Scriptures,*
where we find that God gives Moses models of all

the works, it is his will that prophets should execute.

What is said in Genesis of God's first approbation of
his works as they came from his hands, and afterwards
of them all in general, when he had finished them,

might more immediately have supplied Plato with
that sublime idea of the eternal exemplars upon which
the world was formed. For these words,

" and God
saw every thing that he had made: and behold it was

very good," '0
signify, as the new interpreter of Gene-

sis observes,
" that God considering all his works at

one view, and comparing them with each other, and
with the eternal model of which they are the expres-
sion, found their beauty and perfection most excel
lent. "11

In the little I have now said of Plato's opinions

concerning the formation of the world, niny be seen
how much he rose upon the physical principles, which
he might before have taken from Heraclilus.

The design of God, in setting before our eyes the

infinite wonders of the world, was to make us discern,

Certe ito temere de mundo effutiunt, ut mihi quiden
nunquam hunc udmirnbjlem civil urnatum, qui locus eat

proximus, siis|H-.xisiif videanlur.
i Tc ?x(*)'i.}-px, ;r*vrx >> .'vx irtlr I*. Plat, in Ti-

maw. p. 3.
'Hyaff-ri* TI xxi iu^fxv5fi( 7r Si> julA.A.oi> Syt/oio* *fe$ Tt

jrXfiSi.A^x i-ir>.(riv iiriJ>i<rx<r5x.. ll.jd. p. 37.

Some have believed, that he had seen them during his
travels.

> Gen. i. ?1 i Mr. du GueU
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ID the motion of all the parts of the universe, their

relation to each other, and the concert between them.
Him who has created, and who governs them. He
has every where placed footsteps of himself. He has

concealed and veiled himself under thp objects of

nature; but these objects are so beautiful and grand,
that they reveal the wisdom which formed, and di-

rects them in a thousand different manners. How
therefore could it possibly happen, that men consi-

dered as the sole sages of the earth, should be so

blind and stupid as to attribute such wonderful effects

to chance, destiny, matter, and the simple combina-
tion of the laws of motion, without God's having any
Other part in them than to obey those laws? What
is the intellect of man abandoned to its own dark-

ness? The first words in the most ancient book in

the world reveal to us this great truth: "In the

beginning God created the heaven and the earth."

These few words fix plainly, by the authority of re-

velation, all the doubts, and dispel all the difficulties,

which so long perplexed
the philosophers upon one

of the most essential points of religion. They were
not capable of knowing it perhaps with entire cer-

tainty by the sole light of reason, but they at least

might and ought to have had some idea of it. For
either God must necessarily have created the heavens,
the earth, and mankind; or they must have been

eternal, which is far more inconceivable. Can a ra-

tional and unprejudiced mind ever be convinced in

earnest, that matter, brute and void of intelligence
in itself, could form beings that wear the stamp of

perfect wisdom? The faith shortens the way very
much, and spares us abundance of pains. There are

subjects, in which reason, unaided by that light, can
mke no progress with any certainty.

ARTICLE III.

OF THE NATURE OF THE SOUL.

THE3.E is hardly any question, about which the

philosophers are more divided, than that which re-

lates to the nature of the soul; and there is hardly
one, whicti shows more sensibly, of what human
weakness is capable, when guided solely by its own
lights. They dispute much with each other about
what the soul is, where it resides, whence it derives
Its origin, and what becomes of it after death. 1 Some
believe the heart itself to be the soul. Empedocles
says, it is the blood which is mingled in the heart:

and others that it a certain part of the brain.

Many affirm, that neither {he heart, nor the brain,
are the soul itself, but only the seat of the soul; and
that it is a breath, or else a fire. This last is the

opinion of Zeno the Stoic. Aristoxenus the musi-

cian, who was also a philosopher, makes it consist in

a certain harmony of the different parts of the body.
Xenorrates places it in numbers, as Pythagoras had

thought before him. Plato distinguishes three parts
in the soul. He places the principal, which is rea-

son, in the head: and makes the two others, choler
and cupidity, reside, the first in the breast, and the
other under the heart. Aristotle perceiving, that

not one of the four principles, of which, according to

him, nil things are made, was susceptible of the pro-

perties
of the soul, as thinking, knowing, loving, hat-

ing, &c. supposes a fifth, to which he gives no name;
railing the soul by a new term, that, according to

Cicero, signifies a continued and uninterrupted mo-
tion, but a term in effect, of which the most learned
neither understand nor can explain the force.>

This is the enumeration Cicero gives us of the
various opinions of the philosophers concerning the
nature of the soul. For as to that of Democritus,
who makes it consist of atoms, he does not think it

worth repeating. He concludes this detail with these

word*, which seem to expres a great indifference
foro important a subject:

" Which of all these opin-
ions is true, some god mav know; we content our-

Cic Tu*c. Quet. I. i. n. 18, 22.
* Quintum C''nus ailhibet, vacant nomine; et lie ip*um

tnimuin <i>Ti\ixiiav ap|iellat novo nomine, qnsi q'landam
ootinuatam moiinnem, et perennem. Cic. ibid.

selves with inquiring which is the most pi jbable. *

The system of the Academy, which he espoused
was, that the false is universally mingled in such
manner with the true, and resembles it so much, that

there is no ceitain mark to distinguish them from
each other. Accordingly Cicero, in the places \v!i re

he mentions the immortality of the soul, -pt nk of it

almost always with doubt, and as one who supposes
the systems for and against it equally possible and
rational. And would to God that only the ancient

philosophers were to be reproached with this way of

thinking! It certainly argues a deplorable blindness
in them, and a renunciation of all light and reason.
But this doubt, when voluntary and confirmed, i

absolutely monstrous and inconceivable in a Christ-

ian. "The immortality of the soul," say? iM. Pascal

in his Thoughts,
"

is a thing of such importance to

us, and concerns us so highly, that one must hay*
lost all reason to be indifferent about it. All our
actions and thoughts must have so different a bent

according to our belief, that there are or are net

eternal good things to be hoped, that it is impossible
to take any step with sense and judgment, without re

gulating it with a view to this point, which ought to

be our final object."
4 Is there any stupidity, I could

almost say brutality, like that of daring to risk an

eternity of happiness, or misery, upon a mere doubt?

Many of the philosophers, of whom I have been

speaking, admitted only bodies, and no pure spirits
distinct from matter; even the Stoics, whose moral
doctrine in other respects included such fine princi-

ples, were of this number. They did not believe,
that the soul was absolutely immortal, but only made
it live a great while, like crows, says Cicero.3 Vos-

sius,6 in his treatise upon idolatry, believes, that by
that great whilt, they understoo'd the whole dura-

tion of the world, till the general conflagration. For,

according to the Stoics, by an ultimate revolution,
the whole world was to become only fire. 7 Particu-

lar souls were then, with all the rest, to be resolved

into, and blended with the universal soul, their frst

principle. Til! then they were to inhabit the upper
region, where they would have nothing lo do but to

philosophize at their ease, supremely happy, in the

clear vision of the universe. Cicero describes this

philosophical beatitude with a kind of enthusiasm.1

"Certainly," says he, "we shall be happy, when,
with our bodies, we shall have thrown off all passion
and disquiet. What now constitutes our joy, when
free from all care we apply ourselves ardently to

some object that engages and delights us, we shall

then do with far greater liberty; abandoning our-

selves entirely to the contemplation of all things
which it will be given us to know perfectly. The
situation itself of the places which we shall have at-

tained, in facilitating to us the view of celestial ob-

jects, and in kindling in us the desire of penttiating
their beauties, will enable us fully to satisfy the insa-

tiable ardour natural to us for knowing truth.

And it will discover itself more or less to us, in pro-

portion as we shall h;ive been more or less solicitous

to nourish ourselves with it during our abode upon
earth.9 What a sight will it be, when we shall

be able ftt one view to behold the whole earth, iti

situation, figure, limits, and all its regions, whethe.
inhabited, or desert and void through excess of heal

and cold!" Behold here then the extent of philo

sophic beatitude! What blindness and misen ! Wr
see. however, through this darkness, an admirable
and verv instructive principle: that in the oilier life,

truth will reveal itself to us in proportion as we havn

sought after and loved it in this.

The philosophers, who admit the immortality ot

1 Mtirnm wntentiarum quie vora sit, dem vliqois viderit i

qu.-e verisimillima, mayna rjux-siio est.

Chap. i.

Stiiiri iiMir.im noliis liirpiuntur, tunquam rcirni<-ibu)

din mansuriKi uiunt animus, semper negant. Tusc. Quttst.
1. i n. 77.

I.ih. i. c. 10. i De Nat. Deor. I. ii. n. 118.

Tusc. ftua-st. I. i. n. 44, 45.

Pripoipue verfl frui-niur ca, qui turn Ptinm, cfiri) ha*
terras iurolentea rirmmfusi erunt caligine, tamen ai:ie into
lit dispiuere cupiebant.
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ihe soul, give it a more noble employment after death.

I do not examine whether Aristotle is to be ranked
in that number. That question has exercised and
divided the learned, and is not for his honour, from

only continuing dubious. As to Plato, we see in all

his works, that, as well as Socrates his master, and

P) tliagoras who preceded them, he believed the ioul

to be immortal. Cicero, after having repeated many
of his proof*, adds, that Plato seems to endeavour to

persuade others of this truth, and to be fully con-
vinced of it himself.!

Plato, treading in the steps of Socrates, opens two

ways for soul j alter death :
* one of these lead such as

have sullied themselves with crimes and violence upon
earth to the place of torments; and by the other ascend
to the augutt assembly of the gods, the pure and in-

nocent souls, that, during their abode in bodies, have
had as little intercourse as possible with them, and
have industriously imitated the life of the gods, from
whom they derive their origin, by practising every
kind of virtue. Right reason alone made these great

philosophers perceive, that, to justify Providence, it

was necessary that there were rewards for the good,
and punishments for the wicked, after this life.

ARTICLE IV.

OF THE EFFECTS OF NATURE.
THIS is properly the place where I should treat

the Physics at large, and enumerate the principal

questions it considers, in order to show the origin
nnd progress of this science, and the different opin-
ions of the ancients and moderns concerning it. Hut
this subject, besides exceeding my ability, is too vast

and extensive to be contained within the narrow
limits of an abridgment. The reader may find it

treated with great perspicuity in the work of F.

Reynault the Jesuit, entitled, /Vie ancient origin of
the modern physics, of which I have made great use.

He retains a very extraordinary moderation in it,

whilst he does equal justice to the ancients and mo-
derns. I shall content myself, therefore, with some

general reflections.

The physics alone, or almost alone, were for many
ages the employment and delight of the learned of
Greece. They were the reigning science there dur-

ing about four nundred years.* The philosophers
were divided into two famous school*: the Ionic, of
which Thales was the founder; and the Italic, who
followed Pj thagoras, as I have observed before. But
the philosophers, who acquired most fame in respect
to physics, were Democritus and Leucippus, because

Epicurus adopted their system, which we have ex-

tensively from Lucretius.

This system, as I have already observed, admitted
no principles but matter and void; two points, of
which the one, namely, vacuity, is scarce conceiva-

ble; and the other repugnant to reason, especially in

respect to the inclination or obliquity, which Epi-
curus gives his atoms. Notwithstanding the absur-
dities of this system, the Epicureans, properly speak-
ing, were the only natural philosophers of antiquity.
They at least saw, that the causes of what happens
to bodies were to be sought only in bodies, as well
as their properties, motion, rest, and figure: and,
with this principle, they do not explain certain par-
ticular effects amiss, though they err grossly in re-

fpect to first causes.

i Pluto pro immurtalitate animae tot rationet atlulil, ut
veil. 1 cxtcns, sibi curie pcrsumissc, videetur. Tuse. Ouatt.
LI a. 49.

* Ita rennelmt (Socrates) <luaues.ee viaa (luplicesque cur-
u< animorum e purport- exeeduntium. Nam qui se humanin

vitiis roiitaniiitassent, et se toto* litudinihu* driljssent, qui-
bu? cxrati vt-lut dumesticis vil IH alque Jl.-it'nii< ge inqui-
uasrifin, vel in rep. vinlumla t'raudet jnexpiabile concepis-
ent, iis 'lemum quo<l<lain iler ese, sr< luum a Ponpilio rie.v

rum. QuiiiulRm .< intcgrus CHSiojque rfcrvanssenl, quilius-

que, fuissel minima cum corporilm* i-uniai'io, sest-que all lii<

temper .-I-VOI-USM-MI. es.-'entqu" in curporilms humanist vitum
imitiiii di-orum ; his ad illus, a qi.ibii" essent prul'ecii, redi-

turn I'iii-ilcm patere. Tusc Q.utr'it I. i. n. .2.

From Thalt-sf to Hipparrhus, with whom the natural

phiiuoiplit-M of antiquity end very near that number of

yem/ are computed.

Aristotle treated th physics, or rather spoiled them,
in explaining corporeal effects by terms that can re-

late only to mind, as sympathy, antipathy, horror,
&c. and in defining thing? only by some ot their ef-

fects, often ill chosen, expressed in an obscure man-
ner, and almost always without showing their causes.

It was not till an age before the birth of Jesut

Christ, that the physics began to appear at Rome,
and to speak the Roman language ihere by the mouth
of f^ucretius.

" At length," says that philosophical

poet,
" the secrets of nature are no longer mysteries;

and I can boast of being the first that taught them to

speak the language of our country."

Denique natura hrc rerum ratioque reperta est

Nuper ;
et bane primus cum primis ipse repertui

Nunc ego mm, in putrius qui jKissim vertere voces

Ltur. 1. T.

Seneca ay,< that the causes of the eclipses of the

moon, and of many other phenomena in nature, were
but lately known at Rome; with what reason I can-

not say. Long before Pliny's time, the day and hour
of eclipses were foretold : 5 and Cicero assures us, that

in bis time the hour and magnitude ot all eclipses,
either of sun or moon, had been calculated for all

succeeding aes.6 Sulpitius Callus, the evening be-

fore Paulus jEmilius was to give Perseus battle, fore-

told an eclipse of the moon, that was to happen the

same night, and gave the army the reasons of it.T

The eclipse began exactly at the hour he had men-
tioned, which made the troops consider him as a per-
son of more than human knowledge. "Edita hora
luna cum defecisset, Romanis militibus Galli sapien-
tia prope divina videri." This last example proves,
that this kind of knowledge was very rare among the

Romans in those days, who never applied themselves

very much either to the study of physics, or the other

superior sciences.

The Greeks differed much from them in this point.

They cultivated them during a great length of time,
and if the honour of inventing them be not their due,

nobody can deny them that of having exceedingly

improved them. It is not easy to find a system of

the world applauded in our days, of which the an-

cients have not at least had some knowledge. If we
fix the earth with Tycho Brahe, in order to make
the sun, circled with Mercury and Venus, turn round
it, that system was known to Vitruvins. 8 Some fix

the sun and stars, to make the earth turn round from
west to east exactly upon its centre: and this is the

system, at least in part, of Ecphantus the Pythago-
rean, and of Nicetas the Syracusan. The system
now in vogue, is that which places the sun in the

centre of a vortex, and the earth in the number of

the planets: and which makes the planets turn round
the sun in the following order: Mercury, nearest the

sun; Venus; the Earth turning upon its centre, with

the Moon revolving round it; Mars; Jupiter; and
Saturn last of all. This system of Copernicus is not

new: it is that of Aristarchus,9 and part of the math-
ematicians of antiquity; ofCleanthes of Samos;iof
Philolaus; " of the Pythagoreans,Hand very probably
of Pythagoras himself.

And, indeed, it had been a wonder if this system
of Copernicus, which seems so rational, had never
entered into the thought? of any of the ancient phi-

losophers. This system, I say, appears very rational.

For, if the earth did not move, the sun and all the

stars, which are very great bodies, must make an
immense revolution round the earth in twenty-four

hours; and the fixed stars, which would be in the

Cur luna defiriat, hoc apud nos quoque nuper ratio ad
cerium |x>rduxit. Senee JVot. Qu<rgt. I. vii. c. 25.

Invents est jampridem ratio prcnunlians horns, nun mo-
dfi dies ac norles, nulls lunapqne dnfi-piuum. Flin l.xx.e.2.

IM'rctionrii folis ct luns cognito* prffi clicta-que in omna
posierum tempux, que. quantc, quando future tint Cie
He JVa(. Dear. I. ii. n. 135.

' l.iv I. xliv. n. 37.

Vitruv. de Archil. I. ix. p. 284, et 287. Plut. tie Placit
Plnlos. I. iii. p. fflf,. Cic. Aead. QuKit. I. iv.

Slob. Eclo. Phys. p. 54. ol 50.

Plut. rle Fnrie'in Orbe l.un-, p. 923.
i Pint, de Plapit. Philos. p. HI6.
i Aristot. de Ccelo, I. ii. c. 13. p. 658.
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greatest circle, where the motion is always the strong-
est, would in one day take a compass ul three hun-
dred millions of leagues, and go farther than from
Paris to China in the lime one could pronounce these

words, Go to China. For all this must happen, ii

the earth does not turn round upon its own axis

ever) twenty-four hours. It is not difficult to con-

ceive, that it does turn round in this manner, winch
at most is not above nine thousand leagues, a trifle

in comparison with three hundred millions.

Among the moderns, rational physics had made
little progress, till the times of Descartes. He took
from the Epicureans the principle. That to explain
the effects of bodies, recourse was to be had only to

bodies. But religion taught him to reject their im-

pious principles of necessity and chance. For the

principle of his physics he lays down a God the Cre-
ator and First Mover. He also proscribed the Va-
cuum as inconceivable, and atoms, admitting matter
to be divisible ad iiifiaitum, or, as he terms it him-

self, rid iinlefinittim. With matter and motion, which,
he owns, could proceed only from the hands of God,
be had Uie boldness to create a world: and instead

of tracing effects to their causes, he pretended to

establish causes, and to deduce effects from them.
From thence Hows his hypothesis of Vortices, which
is the most probable opinion hitherto advanced upon
the causes of the universe, though in a great number
of particular consequences, Descartes, in effect of the

weakness inseparable from human nature, is frequent-

ly enough mistaken.
His physics reigned in peace, when Newton under-

took to dethrone them. He set the vacuum 'on foot

again, and pretended to demonstrate the impossibi-
lity of vortices; in a word, to subvert entirely the

Cartesian physics. Hence ensued a great war in the

learned world, which has been carried on with abun-
dance of warmth and vigour on both sides. Whether
the learned Englishman has succeeded or not, is a

question that does not concern me, and will not soon
be decided. He has at least been more circumspect
than Descartes, in having proposed to himself to pro-
ceed from known effects to the discovery of their

causes.

It must be owned in general, that in respect to phy-
sics, the moderns have very much improved the learn-

ing of the ancients, and have added many new disco-

veries to them of great importance. And it could
not have happened otherwise. Could it be possible,
for so many fine geniuses, as successively applied
themselves to the observation of Nature, during the

course of so many ages, not to have enriched physics,

especially since they have discovered extraordinary
aids which the ancients had not? Nature is an in-

exhaustible fund, and curiosity has scarce any bounds.
}l< u < it was no illusion, when Seneca foresaw, that

posterity would discover abundance of secrets in na-

ture unknown in his time. "
Nature," said that great

man, " does not disclose all her mysteries at once.

The time will come, when much that is now hid will

appear in lull light. Posterity will wonder how such
evident thing* escaped us; and even the vulgar know
what we are ignorant of." 1 This opinion is entirely
reasonable, and rich in sense. Many things have con-

duced to the considerable progress of the physics
among the moderns. They may be said to have en-

tirely changed lace, and soured to new heights, since

the learned have made it a law to themselves to study
nature in nature itself, to make use of their own eyes
and reason for discovering its mysteries, and no lon-

ger subject themselves blindly and without examina-
tion to the judgment of others; in a word, since they
nave thrown off the yoke of authority, which in phy-
lical matters ought not to enslave our minds, and is

only proper to keep them, through weak respect, in

a state of idle and presumptuous ignorance. What
prepress did physics make during the course of the

fourteen or fifteen ages, in which the authorities of

i Rcrum natura, tacra sua non siniul trailit Veniet
tern pus, i|Uo iita. ((iiii'iiiim

1

latent, in lurem die* extrahat

quo [Hoteri noniri lam ajKTia necisce mm mirentnr
Mult.1 vouientia icvi |H>|>ulu6 ignoia nobi* Bciet.

Aristotle and Plato were alternately the .aw? That
method served only to excite vain disputes, to pre
vent generous efforts, and to extinguish all curiosity
and emulation; whilst the lives of philosophers most

capable of improving the physics, passed in knowing
what had islready been thought, rather than what oof

ought to think.

1 always disliked a maxim of Cicero's, which, how-
ever, pleased him much, und which he repeals more
than once. It is, that he had rather err with Plato,
than think aright with the other philosophers. Kr-
rare niehtrcule malo cum Platone qnam cum isti*

vera sentire."2 1 do not see how this thought can con-
sist with good sense. Is it ever just to prefer error to

truth, under whatever fine name or specious form it

may conceal itsell? We see here the tendency of this

kind of idolatry for great men. Only religion has a

right to captivate our minds in this manner, because
it has God himself for its voucher, and there is no
fear of erring with it.

Every body knows how much nature seem? to affect

concealing her secrets from us. To discover her mys
teries. it is necessary to follow her step ty step; w
must, to use the expression, surprise her in her ope-
rations; we must make observations and expei iimnts,
we must have a due number of phenomena, in order
to establish a just principle for explaining them;
and experiments must verily conjectures. The an-

cients practised all I have now said to a certain de-

gree, and not without success. But the sagacity of
the moderns, assisted by the invention of many new
instruments, has rose exceedingly upon their know-

ledge. The principal of their new inventions are tha

telescope, the microscope, the Torricellian tube, 01

the barometer, and the air-pump.
One Zachariah Jansen invented the telescope and

microscope about the end of the sixteenth century
Torricelli the tube, which bears his name, otherwise
called the barometer, about the middle of the seven-

teenth century; and Otho Guerick the air-pump
some time after.

Zachariah Jansen was a Hollander of Middleburg
in Zeland, by trade a spectacle-maker. Chance, by
which a great number of the finest discoveries are

made, and under which divine Providence delights to

conceal itself, had a great share in this of Jansen.

Without any premeditated design, he placed two

spectacle-glasses at a certain distance opposite to

each other, and perceived, that the two glasses in that

situation magnified objects considerably. In conse-

quence, he fixed glasses in that manner, and from the

year 1590 made one of the length of twelve inches.

Such was the origin of the telescope, which was af-

terwards greatly improved. The inventor of the te-

lescope did in little almost what he had done in

large; and from thence came the microscope. To
the former of these instruments we are indebted for

the knowledge of the heavens, at least in part; and
to the latter for that of a new little world. For we
must not believe that we see every thing that inhabits

the earth. There are as many species of invisible as

visible animals. We see them from the elephant to the

mite. And there our sight ends. But at the mite

begins an infinite multitude of animals, of which that

insect is the elephant, and which our eyes cannot dis-

cern without aid. By the help of the microscope
we see thousands of insects, swimming and darting to

and fro, in the hundredth part of a drop of water.

Lewenhoek says, that he 1ms seen fifty thousand in a

very small drop of liquor. These glassses may b
said to be a new organ of sight, which one could not

have presumed to expect from the hands of art. How
much would the ancients have been surprised, if if

had been foretold to them, that, by the means of cer-

tain instruments, their posterity should one day se

an infinity of objects not sein by them: a heaven un
known to them, and plants and animals, of which thej
did not so much as suspect the possibility.

Torricelli was mathematician to the duke of Flo

rence, and Galileo's successor. Galileo ixplninec
the rise of water in pumps to about thirtv-two feet

Tuiicul. 1. i. n. 39.
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bj saying that nature abhorred a vacuum, and he fixed
j

that height as the limit ol" its efficacy. In 1643, Tor-
ricelli tried the efficacy of this imaginary horror in

nui<-k-ih fir. tie caused a glass tube of three or four

teet to be made and sealed at the end hermetically.
This he filled with quicksilver, and turned it upsuie
down as is still practised. The quicksilver came
down: but slopped, as of itself, at the depth of be-

tween twenty-seven and twenty-eight inches.

Otho Gut-rick, contul of Magdeburg, formed the

design of trying a much greater kind of vacuum than
that of the tube of Torricelli. Accordingly, he caused
a large round vessel of glas to be made, with a uili-

ciently small opening at bottom, and a pump and
tucker to draw the air out of the vessel. And this

was the origin of the air-pump. Wonders came from
hi* hands, that amazed philosophers, no less than

Other people. With what astonishment, for instance,

did they not see two brass basins, made exactly in

the form of hemispheres, and applied to each other
at their edges, that could not be separated by eight
hores on a aide made fast to each of them, and draw-

ing different ways.
It ia easy to conceive how much these machines,

and others of a like nature, invented by the moderns,
and much improved by use itself, and length of time,

must have conduced to the progress of physical ob-

servations.

But what has contributed most to it, is the estab-

lishment of academies. The last age gave birth to

four of the most famous, almost at the same time.

The Academy del Cimento, at Florence; the Royal
Society, at London; the Royal Academy i>f ScienctS,
at Pan-; and the Academy of the Curious in the se-

crets of nature, in Germany. The desire of support-

ing the reputation of a body of which one is a mem-
ber, and of distinguishing one's self by important
works, is a powerful incentive with the learned, which

keeps them almost continually in action. Besides

which, only societies, and societies protected by the

prince, are capable of making the necessary collec-

tion of observations and well-attested facts, for estab-

lishing a future system. Neither the learning, pains,
life, nor faculties of a single person suffice for that.

Too great a number of experiments, of too many dif-

ferent kinds, all too frequently repeated in loo many
various manners, and pursued with the same spirit
for too great a length of time, are necessary to that

effect.

I admire the wisdom and modesty of the Academy
of Sciences, that, notwithstanding the many learned

works with which it has enriched the public, and the

many useful discoveries that are the fruits of its la-

bours and observations, considers the sciences, at

least the physics, as still in their cradle. But I ad-

inire still more the religious use il makes of such
curious knowledge, which, according to it, ought to

inspire us with a high regard for ihe Author of nature,
from the admiration of his works. "One can scarce

help repeating often," say its memoirs. " that in re-

spect to the physics, the most common objects become
so many miracles, as soon as we consider them with
certain eyes." And in another place,

" The sublime
reflections into which the physics lead u upon the

Author of the universe, are not to be ranked among
its simple curiosities. That great work, always the

more wonderful the more it is known, gives us so

high an idea of the Artificer, that we find ourselves

lost in admiration and reverence of him, as often as

we look into it. True physics rise so high as to be-

come a kind of theology." Before I proceed to the

mathematics, I shall touch lightly upon Phyic or

Medicine, Anatomy, Botany, and Chemistry, all which
are either parts of, or relate to. physics in general or

natural philosophy. Tertullian calls the physician's
art the sister of philosophy ; and every body knows
the three olhers depend on physic.

CHAPTER IV.

1 TREAT what relates to Physic in a separate chap-
ter, to which I add Botany, Ch'emistry, and Anatomy,
which arc parts of it, but of which I shall say very

SECTION I-OF PHYSIC.

PHYSIC is undoubtedly of the same date with dis-

ease-. l.r men have endeavoured to rid themselves
of ihem, ever since they knew them; and diseases are

almost as ancient as the world ilsell, bemuse ihej
were the effect and punishment of sin. Men were

long each his own physician, and it is hard to fix the

time when ph\sic was first made an art And profes-
sion. Aecessily and experience made way for them.
In certain countries, those who had been cuieil of
some disease, wrote down how, anj by what remedies
it had bee, effected, and deposited these accounts in

the temples, for the instruction of others in like ca-

ses I In other places, as in Egypt and Bain Ionia,
the sick were exposed in public, in order that such
us pa-sed by, who might have been sick and cured of
ihe same distemper, might give them advice.2

The Egyptians considered their god Hermes, or

Mercury, as the inventor of medicine. It is certain
that they cultivated il both earlier and with greater
success than any other people. The Greeks disputed
that glory with them, or at least followed Jhem very
close in it. They will supply us with all Ihe

physi-
cians, of whom I shall speak: for the Romans applied
themselves little to this science. Before the Trojan
war, Chiron ihe Thessalian, surnamed the Centaur,
who was Achilles'i* governor, made himself famous
in physic, by the cure of wounds, and ihe knowledge
of simples, which he imparted to that hero, and his

friend Patroclus.

jEsculapius, Chiron's disciple, did not give place
to his master.. Pindar represents him as extremely
versed in all the parts of piiysic.

3 Fable tells us, Ju-

piter, enraged that he had restored Hippolitus the son
of Theseus to life, killed him with thunder; which
intimates, that by his skill he cured such desperate
diseases that he was said to restore the dead to life.

Having been placed in the number of the immortals,

temples were erected to him in different places as the

arod of health. The most famous was that of Epi-
daurus. It was from thence, in consequence of a
famous disputation, at the head of which was Q.
Ogulnius, that he is pretended to have come to Rome
in the form of a serpent, and to have delivered the

city from the plague, in the year 461 from its foun-
dation. A temple was afterwards built for him with-
out the walls. That of Cos, the country of Hippoc-
rates, was also very famous. In it were several ta-

bles or paintings, on which were written down the
remedies the god had directed many sick persons to

take, who had been cured in effect.

Homer makes mention in the Iliad of jEsculapius'
two sons, both famous physicians, the one called Ma-
chaon, very expert in chirurgical operations, which
in those times, as well as in the succeeding ages, was
not distinct from the practice of

physic;
the other

Podalirius, more versed in the kind of physic called
afterwards xoyicij, that is to say, founded upon prin-

ciples and reasonings.
4 On his return from the Tro-

jan war, Podalirius was driven by a tempest upon
the coasts of Caria. where he cured a daughter of

king Damaethus, by bleeding her in both arms. The
father, by way of reward, gave her to him in mar-

riage. Among other children, he had one called Hip-
polochus, from whom Hippocrates says he was de-
scended.

Pliny * supposes an interval of six or seven hundred
years between the siege of Troy and the Peloponne-
sian war, that is to say, the time of Hippocrates;
which is not quite exact. Celsus' places Pythagoras,
who lived in the time of Cyrus and his two succes-

sors, and some other philosophers, as Empedocles and
Democritus, in the number of celebrated physicians.

Physicians are distinguished into different classes

and seels. Some are called Empirics, because they
followed experience almost entirely in their practice.
Others, of whom Hippocrates was the chief, joined

Plin. 1. xxix in Provm.
Her. I. i. c. Ift7. Siriib. 1. i p. 155. et 1. xri. p. 74&.
Pindr. Pythior Od. 3.

Steph. Bvzant. in voce Sr. t Plin. 1. 29 9. 1

CeU. in Pr
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reason with experience, which kind of physic took
the name of Dogmatic or Rational from them. Some
affected to depart from all other physicians, and to

follow a peculiar method of their own: these were
called the ^Methodists. I shall not confine myself
scrupulously to this division. 1 shall only follow the

order of time, and speak of such physicians as were
most known. All the different sects of physicians,
for there is a greit number of them, are learnedly
treated in Mr. Daniel le Clerc's History of Physic, a

work of profound erudition.

DEMOCEUES of Crotona gave proofs of his skill,

in restoring sleep and health to king Darius, (Ant. J.

C. 519,) whom a sprain of the foot, occasioned by a
fall from his horse, kept perpetually awake, and in

excessive pain, which the physicians of the country
were notable to remove. He afterwards cured the

queen Atossa of an ulcer, which she had long con-
cealed out of modesty. I have related this physi-
cian's history, with that of Darius.
HERUPHILUS acquired also great fame by physic,

A. M. 3704, Ant. J. C. 300. He made much use of

botany, and still more of anatomy, in which he made
great improvements. 1 The princes permitted him to

dissect the living bodies of condemned criminals, of
whom a great number passed through his hands.
This made Tertullian call him an executioner rather
than a physician.

2

HERUDICUS of Sicilv, flourished under Artarxerxes

Longimanus, A. M. 3540, Ant. J. C. 464. The sect call-

ed A4ir-.r.^, from using scarce any remedy except
diet and a regimen of life, acknowledged him their

chief; as well as that called the Gymnastic sect, from

making great use of the exercise of the body for re-

storing and confirming health.* He was the brother
of the famous rhetorician Gorgias; but is best known
by one of his disciples.
HIPPOCRATES, of the island of Cos, is that illustri-

ous disciple. His birth is dated the first year of the
80lh Olympiad, A. M. 3544, Ant. J. C. 460. He is said

to have descended from iEsculapius by Heraclides his

father, and from Hercules by his mother Praxitea.
He first

applied
himself to the study of natural things

in general, and afterwards to that of the human body
in particular. His own father was his first master.
He also received lessons from another celebrated phy-
sician, Herodicus, of whom I spoke last. He made a

great proficiency in all the parts of physic, and car-

ried the knowledge of it as high as was possible in

those days.
I have already said that he was born at Cos. That

island was consecrated to the god .Esculapius, who
was adored there in a particular manner. It was a

custom for all, who had been cured of any distemper,
to make an exact memorandum of the symptoms that
had attended it, and the remedies by which they had
been relieved. Hippocrates had caused all these ac-

counts to be copied, which were of no small advan-

tage to him, and served him instead of a great length
of experience.

His vast capacity appeared in a peculiar manner

during the plague, that raged particularly in the city
of Athens and throughout Attica during the Pelopon-
nesian war. A. M. 3574, Ant. J. C. 430. I have re-

lated elsewhere his great zeal and devotion for the

preservation of his country, the noble disinterested-

ness which induced him to refuse the advantageous
offers of the kin of Persia, and the extraordinary ho-
nours with which Greece thought it incumbent upon
itself to reward the important services he had ren-
dered it.

The people of Aberaare said to have wrote to Hip-
pocrates, desiring him to come thither and visit De-
ntocrituts. They saw that philosopher regardless of

every thing, laugh at every thing, say that the air was
full of images, and boast that he made voyages into

the vast immense of things. Considering all this as

10 many symptoms and beginnings of frenzy, they

> Gallen. Comment, ii. in lib. Hippoc.
* Herophilu* ille medir.un, aut UnitH, qui wxcentot cxe-

tuit, uc naturam tcrataretir qui homines odiit, ut nouet.
Tertul. lib. de aninta, c. 10.

* Eiuuih ic Iliad.

were afraid he would run mad, and that his greal
learning would entirely turn bis brain. Hippocrates
set them right, and judged very differently of Democ
ritus' condition. It is not certain that the letters

ascribed to Hippocrates, whence this fact is taken,
are genuine.
The writings which he left behind him in great num.

ber, have always been and still are considered, as a

very excellent and proper foundation for the tudy of

physic. He has preserved the remembrance of an
event in them, which savs much for his ingenuousness
It is the sincere confession of an error, which he had
committed in dressing a wound in the head: for an-

ciently, as we have observed, physic, surgerv, nnd

pharmacy, were not distinct professions, lie is not

ashamed to own, at the expense in some measure of
his glory, that he was mistaken ; lest others, after him
and by his example, should fall into the same error.*

Little minds, says Celsus, and men of vulgar abilities

do not act in this manner, but are much more careful

of the small reputation they have, because they can
lose nothing without impoverishing themselves. Onljr

great geniuses, conscious themselves of the abundance

they otherwise possess,
are capable of such a confes-

sion, and of neglecting the little losses, that diminish

nothing of their riches and opulence. He makes also

another confession, that argues an admirable spirit of
candour and ingenuity. Ot forty-two patients, whose

distempers he describes in his first and third books

upon epidemical disease*, he owns that he cured only
seventeen, that the rest died under his hands. In the

second book of the same work, speaking of a kind of

quinsy attended with dangerous symptoms, he says,
that all his patients recovered. " Had they died,"
adds he,

"
I should have said so with the same free-

dom." In another place,* he complains modestly of
the injustice of those who cry down physic, under the

pretence, that many people die in the hands of phy-
sicians as if, says he, the death of the patient might
not be imputed to the insurmountable violence of the

distemper, as much, or rather more, than to the fault

of the physician. He declares,* that it is no dishonour
to a physician, when he is at a loss how to act in cer-

tain difficult cases, to call in other physicians, in or-

der to consult with them upon what is necessary to

be done for the patient's good. Whence we see that

such consultations are an ancient custom.

The character of a truly honest man and one of the

greatest probity, appears in the oath of Hippocrates,
with which he introduces his works. He calls the

gods, who preside over physic, to witness the sincere

desire he has to discharge exactly all the duties of

his station. He expresses a warm and respectful gra-
titude for him who taught him the art of physic, and
declares that he shall always consider him as his fa-

ther, and his children as his own brothers, whom he

shall make it his duty to assist upon all occasions,

both with his fortune and advice: He protests, that

in the regimen which he shall prescribe for the sick,

he shall take great care to consult what may be best

for them, and to avoid whatever may be to their pre-

judice. He proposes to himself the leading of a pure
and irreproachable life, and not to dishonour his pro-
fession by any action worthy of blame. He says that

he shall never undertake to cut for the stone, and
shall leave that operation to persons whom long ex-

perience has rendered dexterous at it. He protests
that, if in visiting his patients or otherwise, he shall

discover any thing which ought to be concealed, that

he would never reveal it. but will inviolably observe

the sacred law of secrecy. And lastly, he hopes, by
his punctual

attachment to all these rules, that he

shall acquire the esteem of posterity, and consents to

forfeit the good opinion of the world for ever, if he

is so unfortunate as to depart from them.

4 De futurist e deceptum ese Hippocrates memoriae pro-

didit, more magnorutn virorum, et tiiliifiam mapnarum re.

rum habentium. Nam levia injenia, quia nihil liabent, nihH

nilii detruhunt. Mayx> ingenio, muliaque nihilominu* habi-

turo, ronvenit etianr. veri errori* conlegnio, prvcinue in eo

mini'ierio, quod uiilitatis caust posipri* traditur, ne qni

dccipiantur eadem rations qua quis deceptm e>t. Celt. I

viii. c. 4. Lib de Arte. Lib. prcreptionum.
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He is nigh.y praised for his disinterestedness, n

niost e-tiniiiiile virtue in a physician. What he says

upon this subject, is worthy of remark. He is for

having the physician act, in respect to his fees, with

honour and humanity, and regulate them by the pa-
tient's power to reward them more or less liberally.'
There are even occasions, says he, in which the pliy-
iician ought neither to ask nor to expect reward ; as

in the cases of strangers and the poor, whom all the

world are obliged to assist. He appears to have been
t'ull of respect for the Divinity.* "Those," says he,
* who first discovered the manner of curing diseases,

believed it an art, of which the invention ought to be

attributed to God." I have already observed else-

where, that Cicero was of the same opinion. Dcorttm
immortalium inventions consecrala est ars medica. 3

Nothing is particularly known of the death of Hip-
pocrates. He died at a very advanced age, and left

two sons, Thessalus and Draco, who acquired great

reputation among the physicians, as well as Polybius
his son-in-law and successor.

I have spoken, in the history of Philip, of the ridi-

culous vanity of a physician called Menecrates, whom
that prince treated as he deserved.

PHILIP of Acarnania is known from the salutary

draught he gave Alexander the Great, which saved

bis life, at a time when endeavours had been used to

render that physician suspected, A. M. 3671, Ant. J.

C. 333.

KRASISTRATUS made himself known and esteemed

by his address in discovering the cause of the sickness

of Antiochus Soter,4 the son of Seleucus king of

Syria. I have related the fact in its place. If Pliny &

may be believed, that wonderful cure which restored

a tenderly beloved son to his father, was rewarded
with a hundred talents, that is to say, a hundred
thousand crowns.

APOLLOPHANES, physician to Antiochus surnamed
the Great, was very learned in his profession; but
became still more famous by the important service

which he rendered his master, A. M. 3785, Ant. J. C.
219. Hermias, the first minister of that prince, com-
mitted unheard of extortions and oppressions, and had
rendered himself so terrible, that nobody dared lay
their complaints before the court. Apollophanes had
10 much love for the public good, as not to fear risk-

ing his fortune for it. He discovered the general
discontent of the kingdom to the king, and left that

lesson to physicians, upon the us* they ought to make
of thf-ir freedom of access to princes.
MlTHRIDATES, who was so long the terror of the

Romans, distinguished himself highly in physic, A. M.
3830, Ant. J. C. 124, not only by the invention of the
antidote that still bears his name, but the composi-
tion of several learned works, which Pompey made
Lemeus his freedman translate into Latin.

ASCI.EPIADES of Bilhynia, who at first taught elo-

quence at Rome, A. M." 39:20, Ant. J. C. 84. quitted
(he

profession
of a rhetorician to take up that of a

physician, which he believed more profitable than the

other, and was not mistaken.' He introduced an en-
tire change in the practice observed before him, and

departed almost in every thing from the principles
and rules of Hippocrates. To solid and profound
knowledge he substituted the insinuation and repute
of a fine speaker, which often pass for merit with the

tick. He also made it his business to flatter their

taste, and gratify their desires to the utmost of his

power, a certain means for gaining their confidence.

His maxim was. That a physician ought to cure his

patients, safely, soon, ana ag-reeably.l This practice
were much to be desired, says Celsus. But the mis-

fortune is, that to endeavour to cure too soon, and
to prescribe nothing but what is agreeable, are gene-
rally attended with great danger. What contributed

most to bring him into vogue, was his luckily meet-

ing a party going to inter a man, in whom he found

i In Lib. Prereptionum. De Pric. Medic.
Tusc. Qiurst. I. iii. Val. Max. I. . r. 7.

Plin. I. ITII. in Proam. Plin. I. xxvi. c. 3.

i Asclepiadi's officium i-se medici dicit, ut tulo, celeri

tCr, el jucunde curet. Id rotum e*t ; ted nere perirulosa
lue nimia el feitinatk) et volupta* solet. Oets. U iii. c. 4.

some remains of life, and whom he restored to per.
feet health.' Pliny often mentions this physician, but
with very little respect.
THEMJSOJV, the disciple of Asclepiades, WHS a na-

tive of Laodicaea, A. M. 4000. Ant. J. C. 4. He made
some alteration in his master's system, when he was
old. The sect which he formed was called the Mt-
thndic sect, because he thought proper lo estnblish a
nethod for rendering physic more easy lo learn and

practice. Juvenal does not speak in his favour.

Quot Tliemison tegro* autumno occiderit uno.

Sat. 10. 1. i

-As many, with hit pills
Ai in one autumn learn'd Tliemison kills.

Cicero and Horace mention Craterus as a learned

physician.
DIOSCORIDES (Pedacivs) was a physician of Anax-

arba, a city of Cilicia, in the first century. Vossius,
after Suid^s, says, that he was physician to Antony
and Cleopatra. It is believed that they confound
him with another Dioscorides, surnamed PliacM.
The person meant here might live in Vespasian's time.
Some of the learned have disputed, whether Pliny
copied Dioscorides, or the latter extracted his work
from Pliny. These two authors wrote at the same
time, and upon the same subjects, without ever citing
each other. The subject treated by Dioscorides, is

the JMateria Medica, the matter or elements of medi-
cine. All bodies used in

physic
are so called, and

are principally reduced to three species: plants, ani-

mals, and minerals, or things of the nature of the
earth.

ANTOMUS MusA, the freedman, physician of the

emperor Augustus, cured him of a dangerous distem-

per, which had reduced him to the lat extremity, by
treating him in a manner quite different to what had
been used before, and making him use cold baths,
and refreshing draughts.

8 This happy cure, besides
the great presents made him by the emperor and the

senate, acquired Musa the privilege of wearing a gold
ring, which till then had beer granted only to person*
of the first condition. All physicians, on Musa's ac-

count, were exempted from all taxes for ever. The
Roman people, to express their gratitude, caused a
statue to be erected to him near that of ^Esculapius.
He took the same method with Horace, and made
him use the cold bath in the midst of winter, 10

CORNELIUS CELSUS is believed to have lived in

the reign of Tiberius. He was very learned, and had
wrote upon all kinds of subjects. Quinrtilian." who
highly extols his erudition, terms him however only
an indifferent genius: Cornelius Celsus, meJiocri vir

ingenio. I do not know whether the physicians
agree with him in this

point.
We have eight books

of his upon physic, which are wrote in very good
Latin.

GALEN, the most celebrated of physicians next to

Hippocrates, was of Pergamus. He lived in the

reigns of Antoninus, Marcus Aurelius, and some
other emperors, A. D. 131. He was educated with

great care in the study of polite learning, philosophy,
and the mathematics. When he had made choice
of the profession of physic, he devoted himself entire-

ly to it, went to many of the cities of Greece to re-

ceive lessons from the most famous masters in that

science, and continued particularly at Alexandria ii

Rgypt, wnere the study of physic flourished at that

time more than in any other part of the world
When he returned into his own country, he knew
how to make great use of the precious treasures of

learning which he had collected in his travels. His

principal application was in studying "Hippflcrates,
whom he always considered as h'is master, and in

whose steps he thoiiffht it his honour and duty to

tread. He revived his principles in all their force

Apul. 1. iv. Florid.

Sueion. in Aug. c. PI. Dion. Caw. 1. liii. o. 517.
Nam mihi Baias

Musa gupervacua* Antoniun, et tamen illii

Me facit invisum, gehda cum perluor anda
Per medium frigus. Eput. li, I. i

L. zii. c. 11.
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which had been neglected and left in oblivion above
six hundred years.
He went to Rome at the age of thirty-four, where

he acquired great reputation, and at the same time
drew upon himself no less envy from the oilier phy-
sicians. His extraordinary cures of patients abs_>-

lutely given over, his sagacity in discovering the

true causes of distempers that had escaped others,

the certainty with which he often foretold all the

symptoms that were to happen, the effect his reme-
dies would produce, and the time in which a perfect
cure would be effected; all this occasioned his being
considered, on the one side, by the unprejudiced, as a

physician of extraordinary learning and talents; and
on the other, by his jealous brethren, as a man who

performed all his operations by the assistance of

magic. At least they spread that report to depre-
ciate him, if possible, in the opinion of the people
and the great.
The

plague
which happened some years after, A.

D. 166, and which made horrible ravages throughout
Italy and in many other provinces, determined him
to return into his country. If it was to take care of

the people, his design was very generous and lauda-

ble. He did not continue long there. M. Aurelius,
at his return from his expedition against the Germans,
A. D. 170, ordered him to Aquileia, whence he after-

wards brought him in his train to Rome. The em-

peror reposed great confidence in him. The rigid
life which that prince led, had very much impaired
his health. He took a preparation of treacle every

day to strengthen his stomach and lungs, which were

very weak: this Galen made up for him. To this

remedy the health he generally enjoyed, notwith-

standing his great weakness, was attributed. That

prince, intending to return into Germany, was ex-

tremely desirous of carrying Galen thither with him,
whose great abilities, and perfect knowledge of his

constitution, m.ule him more capable, of serving him
than any other physician. Galen, however having
desired him to leave him at Rome, the emperor, who
was all goodness, complacency, and humanity, com-

plied. I admire this condescension; but cannot con-

ceive, how a physician in such a conjuncture could
refuse himselt to the desires of a

prince
so worthy of

consideration. Perhaps the design he had formed
of writing upon physic, and which he might have

already began to put in execution, might occasion

this refusal. And indeed it was after this expedition
of M. Aurelius till his death, and during the reign of

Commodus his son and successor, that Galen com-

posed and published his writings upon physic, either

(luring his abode at Rome, or after his retirement

into his own country. Part of his writings were lost

in the conflagration, which destroyed whole quarters
of Rome and many libraries in the reign of the em-

peror Commodus. The place and time of Galen's

death are not exactly known.
A fact, which Galen relates > himself, shows us both

his vast ability, and the esteem which M. Aurelius had

for him. " That prince," says he,
"
having been sud-

denly seized in the night with a colic and looseness,
which made him feverish, his physicians ordered him
to lie still, and gave him only a little broth in the

space of nine hours. The same physicians returning
afterwards to the emperor, where I happened to be,

judged from his pulse, that he had a fever coming on

him: for my part I continued silent, and even with-

out feeling his pulse in my turn. This induced the

emperor to ask me, turning towards the side where I

was, why I did not come to him? To which I an-

swered, that his physicians having already felt his

puUe twice, I cme into what they had done, not

doubting.but that they were better judges of his pulse
than I. The prince however

offering
me his arm, I

then felt his pulse, and having examined it with at-

tention, I declared that there was not the least sign
of the access of a fever, but that his stomach was

clogged with some indigested food which occasioned

his being feverish. M. Aurelius was so well con-

vinced of what I said, that he cried out: "That's it;

C' de Prccognitione. e. 11.

you have hit it exactly: I feel my stomach clogged;'
and repeated the same two or three times over. H
afterwards asked me, what was to be done to relieve

him'? I replied, if any other person except the em-

peror were in the same condition, I should give him
a little pepper in wine, as I have often done upon the
like occasion. But, as it is the custom to give no re-

medies to princes, but what are very gentle, it will

suffice to Hjvply some wool steeped in oil of spike very
hot, to the emperor's stomach. M. Aurelius," con-
tinues Galen, "did not fail to take both those reme-
dies, and addressing himself afterwards to Pitholaus,
his son's governor:

' We have butone physician,' said

he, speaking of me. He's the only man of value we
have.'

"

The manners of that illustrious physician suited his

ability and reputation. He expresses grtat respect
for the Divinity in many places;* and says,

" That

piety does not consist in offering incense or sacrifices

to him; but in knowing and admiring the wisdom,
power, and goodness, that shine forth in all his works
one's self, and in making others know and admire
them." He had the misfortune of not knowing, and
even of condemning the true religion.
He never mentions his lather, or his masters, but

with the warmest and most respectful gratitude, es

penally when he speaks of Hippocrates, to whom hs
ascribes the xvhole honour of all he knew or practised.
If he departs some limes from his opinion, for he re-

spected truth above all things, it is with such precau-
tions and reservations, as argue the sincere esteem he
had for him, and how much he considered himself be-

low him in every thing whatsoever.
His assiduity about the sick, the time which he U

stowed upon knowing their condition exactly, the

care which he took of the
poor,

and the relief he pro
cured them, are tine models for the imitation of pel
sons of the same profession.
We read in Pliny,

3 that ARCHAGATHUS of Peli

ponnesus was the first physician, who came to Rome
this was in the consulship of L. .fmilius and L. Juli

us, the 535th year from the foundation of the city
A. M. 3780, Ant. J. C. 215. It would be surprising
if the Romans were so long without physicians. Dio-

nysius Halicarnassensis.4 speaking of a plague, which

swept off almost all the slaves and half the citizens in

the 301st year of Rome, snys, that there were not

physicians enough for the number of the sick. There
were physicians then at that time. But it is proba-
ble, that the Romans, till the arrival of Archauathus,
used only the natural, or the simple empiric kind of

physic, such as we may suppose it practised by the

first men. That physician was treated very honour-

ably at first, and rewarded with the freedom of the

city: but the violent remedies which he was obliged
to use, for his principal excellency consisted in sur-

gery, soon disgusted the people both of him and of

physic in general. It seems, however, that many

physicians came from Greece to Rome to practise
their art, though Cato, during his life, opposed it

with his whole power. For, in the decree, by which,

many years after the death of that celebrated censor,
the Greeks were obliged to quit Rome, the physi-
cians are mentioned

expressly.
Till Pliny's time, of

all professions, that oi physic, as gainful as it was,
was the only one no Roman had lollowed, because

they believed it below them; anil, if any did practise
it, it was, to use the expression, only in goin^ over
to the Grecian camp, and speaking their language:
for such was the folly and madness of the Roman*,
and even of the lowest of the people, that they would
confide onty in strangers, as if their health and lives

had been most safe in the hands of those, whose very

language they did not understand.*

It is difficult, and indeed foreign to my subject, to

In lib. de usu Corp. Hum. Plin. I. xx. c. t
Anti<|. Rom. I. x. p. 677.

* Solam hanc arlium (Jrirrartim nomlum exercet Roman*
grnvitas in tanto fructu : paunissimi Quiritium atligere, el

ipsi statim ad G-iecta transfugje. lino vi-rci auciuritan nliter,

quain tJraece cam iractantibun, etiam apud imperitoa exper-

tcsque linjjuw, non et : ac minus o.redunt, qua ad saluteia

iuru pertinent li intelligunt. Plin. I. xxix. c. 1.
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determine in respect to the merit of the ancient and
mode/n physic, and to give tae one the preference to

the other. They have each their peculiar advanta-

ges. \Ttiirh render both highly estimable. It is natu-

ral ti> :onceive. that the experience of many ages must
have added considerable lights to the knowledge
of liu ancients. I desired a learned physician,

1 one
of nn Lrethren in the College K.nal and the Acade-

my >f Bi'li Letires, and my particular friend, to fa-

vour me with a few lines upon what I might SHV with

reason upon a subject absolutely unknown to me. 1

shall content my-ill with inserting them here, with-

sut any addition. " The new discoveries, which have
enriched the physic of the moderns, and which may
(five

it a preference to that of the ancients, are: 1.

Those of anatomy, which have made it more perfect-

ly acquainted with the structure of the human body,
nd iue wonders of the animal economy; among*!

others, the circulation of the blood, with all its rela-

tions and dependencies: which has given it a great
insight into the causes of diseases, and the manner
of treating them. 2. Those of surgery, which, be-

tiilr- many very salutary operations added to (hose

of the ancients, have rendered the modern practice
more safe and expeditious, and less painful. 3. Those
of pharmacy, which consists in the knowledge and
use of many specific remedies for the cure ol certain

diseases; as Quinquina for the ague. Ipecacuanha for

the liveiilerj , $ic. without reckoning those which

chemistry has rendered more elficaciou* and less dis-

gusting. 4. The opening of bodies that have died

of diseases, an abundant source of the most important
observations, for improving the practice of physic in

the treatment of the same diseases.
" The physic of the ancients is perhaps to be pre-

ferred to that of the moderns, in being less profuse
of medicines in sickness, and less desirous to

precipi-
tate cures; in observing the motions of nature with

more attention, and assisting them with greater con-

fidence; and in being contented to divide the honour
of the cure with nature, without arrogating the whole

glory of it to itself," &c.

P.'ivsic, however useful and salutary, has had the

misfortune to be the butt, almost in all times, even of

great and highly estimable persons, especially among
the Romans. Cato, to whose authority a triumph and
the censorship add nothing, so much was his personal
merit superior to all titles, was one of those who de-
clared himself most strongly against the physicians.
as we see in a letter to his ion, preserved by Pliny.'
But we must observe, that he means in it only the

physicians from Greece, to which nation he has abun-
dance of ill-will.

" You may depend upon what I

am g. lin-j to say as a certain prediction. If ever that

nation (meaning Greece) should impart to us their

taste for letters, we are undone; and especially if

they send us their physicians. They have sworn

amongst themselves to destroy all the Barbarians
with their art." 3 The Greeks called all other nations

by that name. So excessive an exaggeration refutes

itself, and sufficiently explains what we ought to think
of it.

Pliny the naturalist was much in the same way of

thinking. He seems to have made it his business to

decry the physicians, by throwing together all that

could make them contemptible and even odious. He
taxes them with avarice, upon account of the consi-

derable rewards they received from princes: but

ought the generous gratitude of the latter to be im-

puted to physicians? He reports the depravity of
manners into which some of them fell: but were not

thete faults personal, and ought they not to be atoned
for by the infinite services which others of the same

profession have done mankind in all ages? Ha takes

M. Burette.
Quoit clanssimfi Intelligi potett t* M. Catone, rujiu

kueloriiati Triumphus aique Centura minimum conferunt :

tanto plus in ip*u est. Plin. I. xxix. c. 1.

\V'|nn~iinum et indocile genii* illnrum. Et hot: puta
Vatem dmssc : Quand.irumqiie ista ?*ni utias literal claliit,
mnia corrumpet. Turn etiam magii, i medicos iuo bur
ittet. Jurarunt inter so tiarbariw iircare omnes medicitia.

Fli*. I. xxix. c. 1
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pains to turn the consultations of physicians
into ridi-

cule: he repeats an ancient inscription upon a tomb,
in which the deceased said, that he died of a multi-

tude of physicians: TURBA SE MEDICURUM FtKllsSE.

lie complains that of all the arts physic is allowed t

be practised without undergoing any examination, or

giving any proofs of its ability.
"
They learn it,"

.ays lie, at our haiard, and acquire experience at

the price of our lives. .No law punishes thei-r igno-
rance; nor is there any example of its being chastised.

Only a physician can murder with absolute impu-
mt\." 4

Pliny has reason for these complaints; but
UK v extend only to empirics, that is to say, persont
of no repute, authority, or learning, who take upon
them to practise an art which of all others stand*

iiM-t in need of these qualifications.
Kxtremes are not to be admitted upon this head, in

which blind confidence, and ill-grounded contempt,
may be equally dangerous. The holy scripture, which
is the rule of our opinions, prescribes both to the pa-
tient and physician how they ought to think and act.
" Honour the physician with the honour due unto

him, for the uses which you may have of him: for the

Lord hath created him The Lord hath created

medicines out of the earth, and he that is wise will

not abhor them Was not the water made sweet
with wood, that the virtue thereof [of plants] might
be known? And he hath given men skill, that he

might be honoured in his marvellous works My
son, in thy sickness be not negligent; but pray unto
the Lord, and he will make thee whole: Then give
place unto the physician; for the Lord hath created
him: let him not go from thee, for thou hast need of
him. There is a time when in their hands there it

good success; for they shall also pray unto the Lord,
that he would prosper that which they give, for ease

and remedy to prolong life.
1

'

4
Only the Spirit cf God

is capable of giving such wise and reasonable advice.

SECTION III. OF BOTANY.

BOTANY is a science which treats of plants. Thit
branch of knowledge has been esteemed in all ages
and nations. Mankind are generally enough con-

vinced, that all physic is included in
simples: and

there is great reason to believe, that it had its begin-

ning in these remedies, which are simple, natural, of
no expense, always at hand, and within the reach of
the poorest person. 6

Pliny cannot bear that instead
of using them, people should go at a great expense
to the most remote countries in quest of medicines.

Accordingly we see, that the most ancient physicians
distinguished themselves by the knowledge and use
of simples: ,sculapius, who, if we may believe fa*

ble, restored Hippoiytus to life by the use of them;*
Chiron, the master of Achilles, so skilful in physic;
Jaspis, to whom his father Apollo, the god of physic,

granted as a rare gift, the knowledge of simples.

Scire poteitates berbarum, uiumqne medendi.
JKn. I. xii. T. 396.

To know the powers of herbs, and arts of cure.

Botany is one of the part* of natural philosophy:
it calls in the aid of chemistry; and is of great use in

physic. Natural philosophy, or the physics in gene-
ral, considers the internal structure of plants, their ve-

getation, generation, and multiplication. Chemistry
reduces them to their principles or elements. Phytie
derives from these elemental principles, and still mor
frequently from the experience of the effects of plant*,
when employed in substance, the use to be made of
them for the health of a human body. The union of
these several branches of knowledge in the same per-
son forms an excellent character, but is not necessary

Nulla lex qur puniat inwitjam : capitate nullum exem-
plum vindicte. Dicunt nericuli* mtri, rt exnerimpnta
per mnrteii ngunt : medicnque tantum hommem orridUte
impunitas numma est. Flit. ibid.

Errlesiast. xm. t 14.

Hinc naia Medirina. Hate cola naturie placwrat rut
rpmedia. parala rulgo, invento farilia, ac sine impendto
Clceri parro mcdirina a Rubro mari imputatur, rum rm.
dia rert quotidie paupcrrimiu uuii.iuc eoeuet Pit . 1. nit.
e. 21.

' PawniU rerocatum berbit. firg
IsS
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i) Botany properly so called, whose bounds are less

ztensive, within which it may confine itself with ho-
our. To make plants a peculiar study, to know their

nost essential marks, to be able to name them in a

ihort and easy method, that redures them to their

proper and respective kinds and classes, to describe
them in terms so as to be known to those who never
aw them; these are precisely the functions of a bo-
tanist considered as such.

In the earlier times, the knowledge of plants seems
to have been purely medicinal: which is what render-
ed the catalogue of them so short and so limited, that

Theophrastus, the best historian of antiquity come
down to us upon this subject, names only six hundred,

though he had collected not only those of Greece,
but of Libya, Egypt, Ethiopia, and Arabia. Dioscor-
ides and Pliny, though they might have had better
and ampler memoirs upon this head, have scarce cited

wore. But, far from having established any order

among them, they have not described those of which

they speak, in a proper manner to
distinguish

and
make them known; and have many, even ot the most

important in their collection, that are not DOW to be
found.

The ages which succeeded that of Dioscorides,
added little riches to botany. And, indeed, at length
all the sciences were eclipsed, and did not appear
again till the fifteenth century, when every body was
latent upon hearing the ancients, in order to retrieve
the learning which had been so long buried in obli-

vion. Pope Nicholas V. commissioned Theodore Ga-
la to translate Theophrastus, as the only man capable
of making him understood. Soon after other learned
men laboured successively in translating Dioscorides.
These versions, though very estimable in other re-

spects, served only to excite disputes between many
Yery learned physicians.
The search after plants in the books of the Greeks

and Latins was from that time conceived not the best

method of making any great progress in the know-

ledge of them. Accordingly resolutions were taken
to go in quest of it to the places where the ancients
had wrote. With this view voyages were made to

the islands of the Archipelago, Syria, Mesopotamia,
Palestine, Arabia, and Egypt. These excursions were
useless enough with respect to their principal detign,
the understanding of the ancient authors; but the

learned having brought back a great number of plants
which they discovered themselves, botany began to

appear in its true form, and to change what before
was only citation and comment, into natural obser-

vations and a regular science. About the end of the

fifteenth century, they confined themselves solely to

describing the plants of their own countries, or of
those into which greater curiosity had carried the

lovers of botany; and they began to point out the

places, where each plant grew, the time of its coming
up, its duration, and maturity, with figures, that con-
stitute the principal value of these kind of works,
from the clearness they give them. Various collec-

tions which appeared at that time, instead of the five

or six hundred extracted by Mathiolus from the an-

cients, included in the beginning of the sixteenth cen-

tury more than six thousand, all described with their

figures. There was still wanting, however, a general
order, or system, to the knowledge of plants, which

plight make it a science properly so called, by giving
it principles and a method. Upon this several of the

learned employed themselves afterwards, with a suc-

cess, not indeed perfect hitherto, (for sciences attain

their ultimate perfection only from succession of time,)
but which afforded great views and insight for arri-

yinir at that perfection.
The system of botany at length received its last

form from Monsieur Tournefort. 1 His institutions,

attended with the description and designs of an im-

> Tliif was written (as may be at once supposed) before
the appearance of Linnteus, whose system ot classification

superseded all others, and who established a new and by far

the most important era in the history of botany. As the
science belongs, comparatively speaking, to modern times,
it does not fall within the design of this work to trace it.

progress. Ed.

mense number of plants, wLl be an eternal menu
ment of the vastnees of his views, and his laborioi

inquiries, which cost him incredible fatigue?, indis-

pensably necessary to the design he proposed. Fo.

botany, says Mr. Fonltnelle, in his oration in praise
of Mr. Tournefort, is not a sedentary and inactiv*

science, that may be attained in the repose and shad*
of a closet, like geometry or history; or which a

most, like chemistry, anatomy, and astronomy, re

quires operations, of no great pains and application.
To succeed in it, the student must range over inoun
tains and forests, must climb steep rocks and expos*
himself upon the brinks of precipices. The only
books that can instruct him fully in this subject, ars

sprinkled over the face of the whole earth, and to pe-
ruse and collect them, he must resolve upon fatigu*
and danger.
To succeed in the design of carrying botany to

the greatest perfection, or at least to approach it,

it would be necessary to study Theophrastus and
Dioscorides in Greece, Asia, Egypt, Africa, and in

all the places where they lived, or with which they
were more

particularly acquainted. Monsieur Tour-
nefort received the king's orders in 1700, to make
the tour of these provinces, not only in order for

knowing the plants of the ancients, and perhaps also

such others as might have escaped them, but for

making observations upon natural history in general
These are expenses worthy of a prince of Louis
XlVth's magnificence, and will do him infinite ho
nour throughout all ages. The plague which then

raged in Egypt, abridged Mr. Tournelort's travels to

his great regret, and made him return from Smyrna
into France in 1702. He arrived, as a great poet says
upon a more pompous but less useful occasion,

" laden
with the spoils ot the East. "2 Besides an infinity of
various observations, he brought back thirteen hun-
dred and fifty-six new species of plants, without in*

eluding those which he had collected in his torinei

travels. What vast riches! It was necessary to dis-

pose them in an order that might facilitate the know
ledge of them. This Mr. Tournefort had before la-

boured in his first work, published in the year 1694.

By the new order which he established, the whole
were reduced into fourteen figures of flowers, by the
means of which we descend to six hundred and se-

venty-three kinds, or distinct genus* s, that contain
under them eight thousand eight hundred and forty-
six species of plants.

Since Monsieur Tournefort's death, botany has been

greatly augmented, and new additions are every daj
made to it by the pains and application of those wha
have the. care of this part of physic in the royal gar-
den of France, especially since the direction ct it hai
been given to the Count de Maurepas, secretary oi

state, who not only delights, but thinks it his duty
to protect learning and learned men.

I ought here to express my gratitude to Monsieui
Ju-sieu, senior,* who communicated one of his me*
moirs upon botany to me.

SECTION III. or CHEMISTRY.

CHEMISTRY is an art which teaches to separate bj
fire the different substances contained in mixed bodies

or, which is the same thing, in vegetables, minerals

and animals; that is to say, to make the analysis of
natural bodies, to reduce them into their first princi-

ples, and to discover their hidden virtues. It may bt

of use both to physicians in particular for the disco-

very of medicines, and natural philosophers in gene-
ral for the knowledge of nature. It does not appear,
that the ancients made much use of it, though per-

haps
it was not unknown to them.

Paracelsus, who lived in the beginning of the six-

teenth century, and taught physic at Basil, acquired
great reputation there, by curing many persons of
diseases believed incurable with chemical remedies.

He boasted, that he could preserve a man's life du-

S|>olii Orientin onustus. yirg.
Doctor regent in the faculty of physic in the uniYer.ity

of I'arix, professor and demonstrator ot' plants in the garde*
coral. &c.
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ring- many ages, and died himself at fourscore and

eight.
Mr. Lemery, to expert and famous in chemistry,

declared almost all analyses to be no more than the

curiosity of philosophers, and believed that in respect
to

pliysic, chemistry, in reducing mixed bodies to

their principles, red'uced them often to nothing. I

hall relate one of his experiments, which is curious,
and intelligible to every body 1

He made an .'Etna or Vesuvius, by burying at the

depth of a foot in the ground, during the summer, fitly

pounds of filings of iron and sulphur pulverized in

equal qualities, the whole made into a paste with

water. In about eight or nine hours' time, the earth

welled, and opened itself in several places; and emit-

ted hot and sulphurous vapours, and at length flames.

It is easy to conceive, that a greater quantity of this

mixture of iron and sulphur with a proportionate
depth of earth, was all (hut was wanting to form a

real mount jElna: that the sulphurous vapours would,
in endeavouring a passage, have occasioned an earth-

quake more or less violent, according to their force

nd the obstacles in their way: that when they either

found or made themselves a vent, they would break

out with an impetuosity to occasion a hurricane: that

if they made their way through a part cf the earth

under the sea, they would occasion those water-spout*,
10 dangerous to ships: and, lastly,

that if they rose to

the clouds, they would carry their sulphur thither

along with them, which would produce thunder.

There is a kind of chimerical chemistry, that pro-

poses the transmutation of metals as its object, and is

called Alchemy, or Seeking the philosopher'* tlone.

SECTION IV. OF ANATOMY.
ANATOMY is a science that teaches the knowledge

of the parts of a human body, and of other animals,

Mem. de 1'Aead. dei Science*, *. 1700.

by dissection. Those who have wrote upon anatomy
among the ancients, are Hippocrates, Democritus,
Aristotle, Erasislratus, Galen, Herophy lus,

z and many
others, who perfectly knew the necessity of it, and
considered it as the most important part of physic;
without which it was impossible to know the use of
the parts of a human body, and consequently the cau-

ses of diseases. It was, however, entirely renounced
for many ages, and was not re-instated till the six-

teenth century. The dissection of a human body wai
held sacrilege till the

reign of Francis I. and there if

a consultation extant, which the emperor Charles V.
caused the professors of theology at Salamanca to

hold, in order to inquire whether a human body might
be dissected for the knowledge of its structure with
a safe conscience. Vesal, a Flemish physician, who
died in 1564, was the first who revived and methodit-
ed what is called anatomy.

Since him, anatomy has made a great progress, and
been much improved. One of the discoveries which
have done most honour to the moderns, is the circu-

lation of the blood. The motion by which the blood
is carried several times a day from the heart into all

the parts of the body by the arteries, and returns from
those

parts to the heart by the veins, is so called. In

1628, HARVEY, a celebrated English doctor, is said to
have been the first who discovered the circulation,
which is now admitted by all physicians. There are

some, however, who deny him this glory, and even

pretend that Hippocrates, Aristotle, and Plato, knew
it before him. That may be: but they made so little

use of it, that it is almost the same as if they had been

ignorant of it; and as much may be said of them in

respect to many other physical matters.

According to Tertullian, tliis Herophylus, in order t*

know the human body, dissected a very great number of bo-

diei.

OF THE MATHEMATICS.
THE Mathematics hold the first place among the

sciences, because they alone are founded upon infal-

lible demonstrations. And this undoubtedly gave
them their name. For Mathesis in Greek signifies
science.

I shall consider particularly in this place only Geo-

metry and Astronomy, which are the principal branch-
es of mathematical knowledge; to which I shall add
some other parts, that have an essential relation to

them.
I must confess, to my shame, that the subjects of

which I am going to treat are absolutely unknown to

me, except the historical part of them. But. by the

privilege I have assumed, with which the public does
not seem to be offended, it is in my power to apply
the riches of others to my own use. What treasure?

have I not found upon this occasion in the Memoirs
of the Academy of Sciences! If I could have taken
all I have said upon such sublime and abstracted sub-

jects from them, I should have no occasion to fear

for myself.

CHAPTER I.

1 OF GEOMETRY.
THE word Geometry signifies literally, the art of

measuring the earth. The Egyptians are said to have
invented it on account of the inundations of the Nile.'

For that river carrying away the landmarks every
year, and lessening some estates to enlarge others,
the Egyptians were obliged to measure their country

> Herod. 1. ii. c. 109. Strab. 1. irii. p. 787.

often, and for that purpose to contrive a method and
art, which was the origin and beginning of geometry
This reason might have induced the Egyptians to cul-

tivate geometry with the more care and attention;
hut its origin is undoubtedly of more ancient date.

However that may be, it passed from Egypt into

Greece, and Thales of Miletus is believed to have car-

ried it thither at his return from his travels. Pythag-
oras also placed it in great honour, and admitted no

disciples who had not learned the principles of geo-
metry.
Geometry is to be considered in two different views;

either as a speculative, or a practical science.

Geometry, as a speculative science, considers the

figure and extent of bodies according to three differ-

ent dimensions, length, breadth, and thickness, which
form three species of extent, lines, superficies, and
solids, or solid body. Accordingly it compares the
different lines with each other, and determines their

equality or inequality. It shows also how much great-
er the one is than the other. It does the same in

respect to superficies. For instance, it demonstrates
that a triangle is the half of a parallelogram of the
same base and height: that two circles are in propor-
tion to each other as the squares of their diagieters;
that is to say, that if the one be three times as large
as the other, the first will contain nine times as much
space as the latter. And lastly, it considers solids or
the quantities of bodies in the same manner. It shows,
that a pyramid is the third of a prism of the same base
and height: that a sphere or globe is two thirds of a

cylinder circumscribed, that is to say, a cylinder of the
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tame height and breadth: that globes are in the same

proportion with each other as the cubes of their diam-
eters. I:, for example, the diameter of one globe be

four limes as large as that of another, the first globe
is sixty-four times as much in quantity as the second.

Accordingly, if they are. of the same matter, the for-

mer will weigh sixty-four times as much as the other,
because 64 is the cube of 4.

Practical geometry, founded upon the theory of the

speculative, is solely employed in measuring the three

species of extent, lines, superficies, and solids. It

teaches us, for example, how to measure the distance

of two objects from each other, the height of a tower,
and the extent of land: how to divide a superficies
into as many parts as we please, of which the one may-
be twice, thrice, four times, &c. as large as another.
It shows us how to gauge casks, and the manner of

finding the contents of any other vessels used either

to hold liquids or solids, it not only measures differ-

ent objects upon the surface of the earth, but the globe
of the earth itself, by determining the extent of its

circumference, and the length of its diameter. It goes
so far as to show the distance of the moon from the
earth. It even ventures to measure that of the sun,
and its magnitude in respect to the terrestrial globe.
The most illustrious philosophers made this science

their peculiar study: Anaxagoras, Plato, Aristotle,

Architas, Eudoxus, and many others, of whom I shall

only speak of the mast known, and those whose works
have come down to us.

EUCLID, Ant. J. C. 300. We shall speak of him in

the sequel.
ARIST\EUS the alder. He seems to have been Eu-

clid's contemporary. He wrote five books upon solid

places, that is to say, as Pappus explains it, upon the
three Conic Sections.

APULLONIUS PRG.<EUS, so called from a city of

Pamphylia, Ant. J. C.250. He lived in the reign of

Ptolemy Evergetes, and collected all that the most
learned geometricians had written upon conic sections

before him, of which he made eight books, which came
down entire to the time of Pappus of Alexandria, who
composed a kind of introduction to that work. The
four last books of Apollonius were afterwards lost.

But in 1658 the famous John Alphonso Borelli, pass-

ing through P'lorence, found an Arabian manuscript
in the library of the Medicis, with this inscription in

Latin, Ajtollntiii Pergte Conicontm Libri Octo. They
were translated into Latin.

ARCHIMEDES. I shall defer speaking of him for a

little.

PAPPUS of Alexandria flourished in the reign of

Theodosius, in the 395th year of Christ. He com-

posed
a collection upon geometrical subjects in eight

books, of which the two first are lost. The Abbe
Gallois, when the Academy of Sciences assumed a

new form in 1699, undertook to work upon the geo-
metry of the ancients, and particularly upon Pappus's
collection, of which he was for printing the Greek
text, that had never been done, and for correcting
the very defective Latin version. It is a misfortune
for the commonwealth of letters, that this was only
intended.

Of the geometricians I have mentioned, the two
Host illustrious, and who have done most honour to

geometry, but in a different degree of merit, were
Euclid and Archimedes. Euclid is only an author of
elements: but Archimedes is a sublime geometrician,
whom even the most learned in the new methods,
admire to this day.

EUCLID.
EUCLID the mathematician was of Alexandria,

where he taught in the reign of Ptolemv the son of

Lagus. We must not confound him, as Valerius Max-
im us has done, with another Euclid of Megara, the

founder of the sect of philosophers, called the Mega-
ric sect, who lived in the time of Socrates and Plato,
above fourscore years before the mathematician. Eu-
clid seems to have made speculative geometry his sole

and principal study. He has left us a work entitled,
f/U Elements of Geometry, in fifteen books. It is

owever doubted, whether the two last are hit. Hi*

elements contain a series of propositions, whicL are
the basis and foundation of all the other parts of th

mathematics. This book is considered as one of th

most precious monuments which have come down to

us from the ancients in respect to natural knowledge.
He wrote also upon optics, catoptrics, music, and
other learned subjects.

It hath been observed, that the famous M. Pascal,
at twelve yea^rs of age, without having ever read any
book of geometry, or know ing any thing more of thai

science, except that it taught the method of making
exact figures, and of finding their proportions to eacb

other, proceeded by the strength of his genius only,
to the 32d proposition of the first book of Euclid.

ARCHIMEDES.
AI.L the world knows that Archimedes was of Syra-

cuse, and a near relation to king Hiero. What I

have said of him with sufficient extent in speaking of
the siege of Syracuse by the Romans, dispenses with

my repeating his history in this place. He was, of
himself and by natural inclination, solely intent upon
whatever is most noble, most exalted, and most ab-

stracted, in genmetrj;' and some of his works of this

kind, of which he composed a great number, have
come down to us. It was only at the request and
warm instances of king Hiero his relation, that lie

suffered himself at length to be persuaded to bring
down his art, from soaring perpetually after intellec-

tual and spiritual things, sometimes to things sensible

and corporeal, and to render his reasonings in some
sort more evident and palpable to the generality of

mankind, in mingling them by experiments with tilings
of use. We have seen what services he did his coun-

try at the siege cf Syracuse, and the astonishing ma-
chines that came from his industrious hands. He
however set no value upon these, and considered them
as pastime and amusement, in comparison with those

sublime reasonings, that gratified his inclination and
taste for truth in a quite different manner. The world
is never more indebted to these great geometricians
than when they descend to act thus for its service:

it is a sacrifice, which costs them much, because it

tears them from a pleasure of which they are infinite-

ly fond, but to which they think themselves obliged,
as indeed they are for the honour of geometry, to

prefer the good of the public.
Eudoxus and Architas were the first inventors ot

this kind of mechanics, and reduced them to practice,
to vary and unbend geometry by this kind of amuse-

ment, and to prove by sensible and instrumental ex*

periments some problems, which did not appear sus-

ceptible of demonstration by reasoning and practice:
which are Plutarch's own words.' He cites here the

problem of the two mean proportionals for obtaining
the duplication of the cube, which could never be geo-

metrically resolved before Descartes did it. Plutarch

adds, that Plato was much offended at them on this

account, and reproached them with having corrupted
the excellency of geometry, in making it descend, like

a mean slave, from intellectual and spiritual, to sensi-

ble things, and in obliging it to employ matter, which

requires the work of the hands, and is the object of a

low and servile trade; and that from thenceforth me-
chanics were separated from geometry, as unworthy
of it. This delicacy is singular; and would have de-

prived human society of a great number of aids, and

geometry of the only part of it, that can recommend
it to mankind: because if it were not applied to

things sensible and of use, it would serve only for the

amusement of a very small number of contemplative

persons.
The two celebrated geometricians, whom I have

distinguished from the multitude, Euclid* and Archi-

medes, universally esteemed by the learned, though in

a different degree, show how far the ancients carried

their knowledge in geometry. But it must be con-

fessed, that it soared to a quite different height, and
alinoxt entirely changed its aspect in the last age, hr
the new system of the Infinitesimal Analysis, or Dif-

i Plut. in Marcel, p. 305.

Diog. Laert. in Arohim. Plut. in Marcel, p. 305
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ferential Calculus, for which, no doubt, the particular

application bestowed till then upon this study, and
the happy discoveries made in it, had prepared the

way. The advances we make in science are progres-
sive. Every acquisition of knowledge does nut reveal

itself, till after the discovery of a certain number of

things necessarily previous to it: mid when it comes
to its turn to disclose itself, it casts a light that at-

tracts all eyes upon it. The period was arrived,

wherein geometry was to bring forth the calculus ot

Infinites. Newton was the first who made this won-
derful discovery; and Leibniti the first who published
it. All the. great geometrician* entered with ardour
the paths that had been lately opened for them, in

which they advanced with giant steps. In proportion
as their boldness in treating infinites increased, geo
metry extended her bounds. The infinite exalted

every tiling to a sublimity, and at the same time led

on to a facility in every thing, of which no body had
ventured so much as to conceive any hopes before.

And this is the period of an almost total revolution

in geometry.
I have said that Newton first discovered thi won-

derful calculus, and that Leibnitz published it first.

The latter, in 1684, actually inserted the rules of the

differential calculus in the Act of Leipsic, but con-

cealed the demonstrations of them. The illustrious

brothers, the Bernoulli*, discovered them, though very
difficult, and used this calculus with surprising suc-

cess. The most exalted, the boldest, and most unex-

pected solutions rose up under their hands. In 1687

appeared Newton's admirable work upon the Mathe-
matical Principles ofNatural Philosophy, which was
almost entirely founded upon this calculus; and he
hid the modesty not to exclaim against the rules of

Mr. Leibniti. ft was generally believed that each of

them had discovered this new system, through the

conformity of their great talents and learning. A dis-

pute arose on this occasion, which was carried on by
their adherents on both sides with sufficient warmth.
Newton cannot be denied the glory of having been
the inventor of this new system; but Mr. Leibnitz

ought not to be branded with the infamous name of a

plagiary,
nor to have the shame of a theft laid upon

him, which he denied with a boldness and impudence
very remote from the character of so great a man.

In the first years the geometry of the infinitesimal

calculus was only a kind of mystery. Solutions fre-

quently came out in the Journal*, of which the method
that produced them was not suffered to appear; and
even when it was discovered, only some feeble rays of
that science escaped, which were soon lost again in

clouds and darkness. The public, or more properly,
the small number of those who aspired at elevated

geometry, were struck with a useless admiration, that

made them never the wiser; and means were found
to acquire their applause, without imparting the in-

struction, with which it ought to have been deserved.
Mr. De 1'Hopitxl, that sublime genius, who has done

geometry and France so much honour, resolved to

communicate the hidden treasures of the new geome-
try without reserve, and he did so in the famous book
called the Analysis of Infinites, which he published
in 16%. He there unveiled all the secrets of the geo-
metrical infinite, and of the infinite of infinite; in a

word, all the different orders of infinites, which rie

upon one another, and form the boldest and most amaz-

ing superstructure, that human genius has ever ven-
tured to imagine. It is in this manner the sciences

attain their perfection.
As. in speaking of geometry. I travel in a country

entirely unknown to me, I have scarcely done any-

thing, besides copying and abridging what 1 found

upon the subject in the Memoirs of the Academy of

Sciences. But I thought it incumbent on me to add
the advantageous testimony, which Mr. De 1'Hopital,
of whom I have just spoken, gives in a few lines to

Mr. Leibnitz, on account of the invention of the cal-

culus of infinites, in his preface to the Analysis of In

finite*.
" His calculus," says he, " has carried him

into regions hitherto unknown; where he has made
discoveries that astonished the most profound mathe-
maticians of F.urope."

I add here another passage from the preface, bu

longer, that seems to me a model of the wise and
moderate manner, with which one ought to think and

s|>eak of the great men of antiquity, even when we

prefer the moderns to them. " What the ancient*

nave left us upon these subjects, and especially Archi-

medes, is certainly worthy of admiration. But, be-

sides their having touched very little upon curves,
and that too very superficially,

almost all they have
done upon that head, are particular and detached

propositions, that do not imply any regular and co-

herent method. They cannot however be justly re-

proached on that account. It required exceeding
force of genius to penetrate through so many obscu-

rities, and to enter first into regions so entirely un-

known. If they were not far from them, if they
went by round-about ways, at least they did not go
astray; and the more difficult and thorny the paths
they followed were, the more they are to be admired
for not losing themselves in them. In a word, it does
not seem possible for the ancients to have done more
in their time. They have done what our best moderns
would have done in their places; and if they were in

ours, it is to be believed they would have had the
same views with us.- It is therefore no wonder that

the ancients went no farther. But one cannot be

sufficiently surprised, that great men, and no doubt
as great men as the ancients, should continue there
so long; and through an almost superstitious admira-
tion for their works, content themselves with reading
and commenting upon them, without allowing them-
selves any farther use of their own talents, than what
sufficed for following them, and without daring to

venture the crime of thinking sometimes for them-
selves, and of extending their views beyond what the

ancients had discovered. In this manner many studi-

ed, wrote, and multiplied books: whilst no advance-
ments at all were made. All the labours of many
ages had no other tendency, than to fill the world
with obsequious comments, and repeated translations

of originals, often contemptible enough. Such was
the state of the methematics, and especially of philo-

sophy, till the period of Monsieur Descartes."

I return now to my subject. We are sometime*,

tempted to think the time very indifferently employ-
ed, that persons of genius bestow upon abstract stu-

dies, which seem of no immediate utility, and only
proper to satisfy a vain curiosity. To think in this

manner is contrary to reason; because we make our-
selves judges of what we neither know, nor are quali-
fied to know. It is indeed true, that all the specula-
tion* of pure geometry or algebra are not immedi-

ately applied to useful thing*, but they either lead or
relate to those that do. Besides a geometrical specu-
lation, which has at first no useful object, comes in

time to be applicable to ue. Whrn the greatest ge-
ometricians of the seventeenth century studied a new
curve, which they called the cycloid, it was only a
mere speculation, in which they solely engaged
through the vanity of discovering difficult theorems,
in emulation of each other. They did not so much
as pretend that they were labouring for the good of
the public. The cycloid however was found, upon a
strict inquiry into its nature, to be destined to give

pendulums all possible perfection, and the measure
of time its utmost exactness. Beside* the aid which

every branch of the mathematics derives from geo-
metry, the study of this science is of infinite advan-

tage in the uses of life. It is always good to think
and reason right: and it has been justly said, that

there is no better practical logic than geometry.
Though the knowledge of numbers and lines abso-
lulelv tended to nothing, it would always be the only
certain knowledge, of which we are capable by the

light of nature, and would serve as the surest means
to give our reason the first habitude and bent of
truth. It would teach us to operate upon truths, to

trace the chain of them, subtle and almost impercep-
tible as it frequently is. and to follow them to the ut-

most extent of which they are capable: in fine, it

would render the true so familiar to us, that we should
be able, on many occasions, to know it at the first

glance, and almost by instinct.
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The geometrical spirit is not so much confined to

geometry, as that it cannot be taken off from it, and
transferred to other branches of knowledge. Works
of moral philosophy, politic:, criticism, and even elo-

quence, cctteris paribus, would have additional beau-

ties, if composed by geometricians. The order, per-

spicuity, distinction, and exactness, which have pre-
yailed in good books for some time past, may very

probably have derived themselves from this geometri-
cal spirit, which spreads more than ever, and in some
sort communicates itself from author to author, even
to those who know nothing of geometry. A great
man is sometimes followed by the age in which he
lives; and the person, to whom the glory of having
established a new art of reasoning may justly be as-

cribed, was an excellent geometrician. 1

OF ARITHMETFC AND ALGEBRA.

ARITHMETIC is a part of the mathematics. It is a

science which teaches all the various operations of

numbers, and demonstrates their properties. It is

necessary in many operations of geometry, and there-

fore ought to precede it. The Greeks are said to

have received it from the Phoenicians.

The ancients, who have treated arithmetic with
most exactness, are Euclid, Nicomachus, Diophantus
of Alexandria, and Theon of Smyrna.

It was difficult either for the Greeks or the Romans
to succeed much in arithmetic, as both used only the
letters of the alphabet for numbers, the multiplication
of which, in great calculations, necessarily occasion-
ed abundance of trouble. The Arabic cipher? now
used, which have not above four hundred years of

antiquity, are infinitely more commodious, and have
contributed very much to the improvement of arith-

metic.

Algebra is a part of the mathematics, which upon
quantity in general expressed by the letters of the al-

phabet does all the operations done by arithmetic

upon numbers. The characters it uses signifying
nothing of themselves, may be applied to any species
of quantity, which is one of the principal advantages
of this science. Besides these characters, it uses cer-

tain signs, that greatly abridge its operations, and ren-

der them much clearer. By the help of algebra most
of the problems of the mathematics may be resolved,

provided they are capable of solution. It was not

entirely unknown to the ancients. Plato is believed
to be the inventor of it. Theon, in his treatise upon
arithmetic, gives it the name of analyst*.

All great mathematicians are well vrrsed in alge-
bra, or at least sufficiently for indispensable use. But
this knowledge when carried beyond this ordinary
use. is so perplexed, so thick sown with difficulties,

o clogged with immense calculations, and in a word,
so hideous, that few people have heroic courage
enough to plunge into such dark and profound abys-
ses. Certain shining theories, in which refinement
of genius seems to have more share than severity of

labour, are much more alluring. However, the more
sublime geometry is become inseparable from algebra.
Mr. Rolle, among the French, has carried this know-
ledge as high as possible, for which he had a natural

inclination and a kind of instinct, that made him de-
vour all the asperity, and I had almost said, horror
of this studv. not only with patience but delight.

I shall not enter into a circumstantial account of
arithmetic and algebra, which far exceeds my capa-
city, and would neither be useful nor agreeable to

the reader.

It ha* been, for some years, an established custom
in the university of Paris, to explain the elements of
these sciences in the classes of philosophy, by way
of introduction to physics. This last part of philoso-
phy, in its present state, is almost a system of enig-
mas to those who have not at least some tincture of
the principles of the mathematics. Accordingly the
most learned professors have conceived it necessary
to besc'in with them, in order to make any prores"
in physic*. Besides the advantage", which result

from the mathematics in respect to physics, those who

> Deicurtes

teach them in their classes, find that the youth, wh
apply themselves to them, acquire an exactness ot
mind, and a close way of thinking, which they retail

in all the other sciences. These two considerations
suffice to show our obligation to the professors, who
first introduced this custom, which is now become
almost genera] in the university.

Mr. Rivard, professor of
philosophy in the college

of Beauvais, has composed a treatise upon this sub

ject, which contains the elements of arithmetic, al

gebra, and geometry, wherein every thing is said t

be explained to a sufficient extent, and with all pos>
sible exactness and perspicuity.

OF MECHANICS.

MECHANICS is a science, that teaches the nature of
the moving powers, the art of designing all kinds of

machines, and of removing any weight by the means
of levers, wedges, pulleys, wheels, &c. Many, who
consider mechanics only with regard to their prac-
tire, get little value upon it, because it seems to be-

long solely to workmen, and to require the hands
only, and not the understanding: but a different

judgment is passed upon it, when considered with

regard to their theory, which is capable of employ-
ing the most exalted genius. It is besides the science

that guides the hands of the workman, and by which
he brings his inventions to perfection. A slight idea,

dropped even by the ignorant, and the effect of chance,
is afterwards often pursued by degrees to supreme
perfection, by persons profoundly skilled in geometry
and mechanics. This happened in respect to tele-

scopes, which owe their birth to the son of a Dutch-
man who made spectacles. Holding a convex glass
in one hand, and a concave one in the other, and

looking through them without design, he perceived
that distant objects appeared much larger, and more
distant than when he saw them with the naked eye.
Galileo, Kepler, and Descartes, by the rules of diop-
trics, carried this invention, gross at it was in its be-

ginning, a great way; which has since been much
more improved.
The most celebrated authors of antiquity, who

have wrote upon the mechanics, are Architas of Ta-

rentum; Aristotle; ./Eneas his -contemporary, whose
tactics are still extant, in which he treats of machines
of war, a work which Cineas, the friend of Pyrrhus,
abridged ; Archimedes particularly, of whom we have

spoken before; Alhenreus. who dedicated his book

upon machines, to Marcellus, that took Syracuse;
and lastly, Hero of Alexandria, by whom we have
several treatises.

Of all the works upon mechanics which have come
down to us from the ancients, only those of Archime-
des treat this science in all its extent; but often with

great obscurity. The siege of Syracuse shows how
high his abilities in mechanics rose. It is no wonder,
that the moderns, after the many physical discoveries
made in the last century, have carried that science

much farther than the ancients. The machines of

Archimedes, however, still amaze the most profound
in the mechanics of our times.

If all the advantages of mechanics were to he par-

ticularly shown, it would be necessary to describe all

the machines used heretofore on different times and
occasions, both in war and peace, as well as those

now used either for necessity or diversion. It is upon
the

principles of this science, that the construction

of wind and water mills for different uses is founded;
of most of the machines used in war, both in the at-

tack and defence of places; of those which are em-

ployed in great numbers for the raising of heavy
weights in building, and of water by pumps, wheel*
and all the various engines for that use; in a word,
we are indebted to mechanics for an infinity of verjr
useful and curious works.

OF STATICS.

STATICS is a science, that makes part of the mixd
mathematics. It considers solid bodies in respect to

their weight, and lays down rules for moving them,
and for placing them in equilibria.
The great principle of this science is, that wh<tB
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(be masses of two unequal bodies are in reciprocal

proportion to their velocities, that is to say, when the

quantity or mass of the one contains tnat of the other,
as much as the swiftness of the second contains that

of the first, their quantities of motion, or powers,
re equal. From this principle it follows, that with

very small body a much greater may be moved: or,

which is the tame thing, that with a certain given

power any weight whatsoever may be moved. For
this purpose the velocity of the moving power is only
to be augmented in proportion to the weight of the

Dody to be nioved.

This appears evidently in the lever, on which al-

most all machines depend. The point on which it is

supported, is called thefulcrum, or point of support.
The extent from that point to one of the extremities,

U called the distance from the point of support, or

radius. The bodies at the two extremities of the

lever, are called weights. If one of these weights
be only half the other, and its distance twice as far

from the fulcrum, the two weights will be in equili-

bria, because then the velocity of the least will con-

tain that of the greatest, in the same manner as the

mass of the greatest will contain that of the least:

for their velocities are in the same proportion to each

other, as their distances from the point of support.

According to this principle, by augmenting the dis-

tance of the weight which is but half the other,

the lighter will raise up the heavier.

It was upon this principle that Archimedes told

king Hiero, that if he had a place, where he could

fin himself and his instruments, he could move the

earth. To prove what he said, and to show that

prinre, that the greatest weight might be moved with
a small force, he made the experiment before him

upon one of the largest of his galleys, which had
double the lading it used to carry put on board; and
which he made move forward upon the land without

difficulty, by only moving with his hand the end of a

machine he had prepared for that purpose.

Hydrostatics considers the effects of weight in

liquids, whether in liquids alone, or in liquids acting

upon solids, or reciprocally. It was by hy.trnstatics.l
that Archimedes discovered what a goldsmith had
stolen from king Hiero 's crown, in which he had

mingled other metal with gold. His joy was so great
on having found this secret, that he leaped out of the

bath without considering he was naked, and solely
intent upon his discovery, went home in that condi-

tion, to make the experiment, crying out through the

streets, / have found it, I have found it.

CHAPTER II.

OF ASTROJVOMY.

Mr. Cassini has left us an excellent treatise upon
the origin and progress of astronomy, which I shall

only abridge in this place.
2

It is not to be doubted but astronomy was invented
from the beginning of the world. As there is nothing
more surprising than the regularity of those great lu-

minous bodies, that turn incessantly round the earth,
it is easy to judge, that one of the first objects of the

cariosity of mankind was to consider their courses,
and to observe the periods of them. But it was not

curiosity alone that induced men to apply themselves
to astronomical ejaculations: necessity itself may be
said to have obliged them to it. For if the seasons
re not observed, which are distinguished bv the mo-

tion of the sun, it is impossible to succeed in agri-
culture. If the times proper for making voyages
were mt previously known, commerce could not be
carried on If the duration of the month and year
was not .etermined, a cert tin order could not be es-

tablished in civil affair*, nor the days allotted to the

exercise of religion be fixed. Thus as neither agri-

Culture, romim-rre. polity, nor religion could dispense
with astronomy, it it evident that mankind were

obliged to apply themelves to that science from the

besiiiinins of the world.
What Ptolemy* relates of the observations of the

P:t. in Mi Til. n. HKM.
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Fioem. Almagest. I. iv. c. 2.

heavens, by which Hipparchus reformed astronomy al-

most two thousand years ago, proves sufficiently , that

in the most ancient times., und even before the flood,
this science was much studied. And it is no wonder,
that several of the astronomical observations, made

during the first ages of the world, should be preserv-
ed even after the flood, if what Josephus* relates be

true, that the descendants of Seth, to preserve the re-

membrance of the celestial observations which they
had made, engraved the principal of them upon two

pillars, the one of brick and the other of stone; that

the pillar of brick withstood the waters of the deluge,
and that even in his time there were remains of it to
be seen in Syria.

It is agreed that astronomy was cultivated in a par-
ticular manner by the Chaldeans. The height of the

tower of Babel, which the vanity ofmen erected about
a hundred and fifty years after the flood, the level and
extensive

plains
of that country, the nights in which

they breathed the fresh air after the troublesome heat
of the day, an unbroken horizon, a pure and serene

sky, all conspired to engage that |>eople to contem-

plate the vast extent of the heavens, and the motions
of the stars.6 From Chaldea astronomy passed into

Egypt, and soon after was carried into Phoenicia,
where they began to apply its speculative observation*
to the uses or navigation, by which the Phoenician*

soon became masters of the sea and of commerce.
What made them bold in undertaking long voyage*,

was their custom of steering their ships by the obser-
vation of one of the stars of the Little Bear, which

being near the immovable point of the heavens, call-

ed the
pole, is the most proper to serve as a guide in

navigation. Other nations, less skilful in astronomy,
observed only the Great Bear in their voyages.' But
as that constellation is too far from the

pole
to be ca-

pable of serving as a certain guide in long voyages,
they did not dare to stand out so far to sea, as to lose

sight of the coast: and if a storm happened to drive

them into the main ocean, or upon some unknown
shore, it was impossible for them to know by the

heavens into what part of the world the tempest had
carried them.

Thales having at length brought the science of the
stars from Phoenicia into Greece, taught the Greeks to

know the constellation of the little Bear, and to make
use of it as their guide in navigation.

7 He also taught
them the theory of the motion of the sun and moon,
by which he accounted for the length and shortness

of the days; determined the number of the days of
the solar year, and not only explained the causes of

eclipses, but showed the art of foretelling them, which
he even reduced to practice, foretelling an eclipse
which happened soon after. The merit of a know-

ledge so uncommon in those days made him pass for

the oracle of his times, and occasioned his being given
the first place among the seven sages of Greece.
Anaximander was his disciple, to whom Pliny* and

Diogenes Laertius ascribe the invention of the sphere,
that is to say, the representation of the terrestrial

globe; or, according to Strabo,9 geographical niaps.
Anaximander is said also to have erected agnomen at

Sparta, by means of which he observed the equinoxes
and solstices; and to have determined the obliquity of
the

ecliptic
more exactly than had ever been done be-

fore; which was necessary for dividing the terrestrial

globe into five tones, and for distinguishing the cli-

mates, that were afterwards used by geographers for

showing the situation of all the places of the earth.

Upon the instructions which the Greeks had re-

ceived from Thales and Anaximaadc-r, they ventured
into the main sea. and sailing to various remote coun-
tries, planted many colonies in them.

Astronomy was soon repaid for the advantages she

Joseph. Antiq. I. i.
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had procured navigation. For commerce having open-
ed the rest of the world to the learned of Greece, they

acquired great light from their conferences with the

prirsts ol Esrypt, who made the science of the stars

their peculiar profession. They learned aUo many
things from the philosophers of the sect of Pythagoras
in itctlv, who had made so great a progress in this

science, that they ventured to reject the received opi-
nions of all the world concerning the order of nature,
and ascribed perpetual rest to the sun, and motion to

the earth. 1

Melon distinguished himself very much at Athens

by his particular application to astronomy, and by the

great success with which his labours were rewarded. 1

He lived in the time of the Peloponnesian war; and
when the Athenian!) were fitting out a fleet against

Sicily, foreseeing that expedition would be attended
with fatal consequences, he counterfeited the madman
to avoid having a share in it, and setting out with the

other citizens. It was he that invented what is called

The Golden Number, in order to make the lunar and
solar years agree.

3 That number is a revolution of
nineteen yea. sat the end of which the moon returns

to the same place and days, and renews its course
with the sun, at the difference of about an hour and
some minutes.
The Greeks improved also from their intercourse

with the Druids,* who, among many other things,

says Julius Caesar, which they taught their youth, in-

structed ihem particularly in the motion of the stars,
and the magnitude of the heavens and the earth, that

is to say, in astronomy and geography.
This kind of learning is more ancient among the

Gauls, than is generally imagined. Straboi has pre-
served a famous observation, wade by Pytheas at

Marseilles above two thousand years ago, concerning
the proportion of the shadow of the sun to the length
of a gnomon at the time of the solstice. If the cir-

cumstances of this observation were exactly known,
it would serve to resolve an important question, which
is, whether the obliquity of the ecliptic be subject to

any change.
Pylheas was not contented with making observa-

tions in his own country.* His passion for astronomy
and geography made him run over all Europe, from
the pillars of Hercules to the mouths of the Tana is.

He went by the western ocean very far towards the

Arctic pole, and observed that in proportion as he
advanced the days grew longer at the summer solstice,

so that in a certain climate there was but three hours
of night, and farther only two, till at last in the Island

of Thule, the sun rose almost as soon as it set, the

tropic continuing entirely above the horizon of that

isle; which happens in Iceland, and the northern parts
of Norway, a* modern accounts inform us. Strabo,
who imagined that these climates were uninhabitable,
accuses Pytheas of falsehood, and blames the credulity
of Eratosthenes and Hipparchus, who, upon Pytheas's
authority, said the same thing of the Island of Thule.
But the accounts of modern travellers having fully

justified Pytheas, we may give him the glory of being
the first, who advanced towards the pole to countries

before believed uninhabitable, and who distinguished
climates by the different lengths of days and nights.

About Pvtheas's time, the learned of Greece hav-

ing conceived a taste for astronomy, many great men

among them applied themselves to it in emulation of

each other. Eudoxus, after having been some time
the disciple of Plato, was not satisfied with what was

taught u|x>n that subject in the schools of Athens.

He therefore went to Egypt to cultivate that science

at it- source, and having obtained a letter of recom-
mendation from Agesilaus king of Sparta to Nectane-
Hu# king of Egypt, he remained sixteen months with
the astronomers of that country, in order to improve
himself by consulting them. At his return, he com-
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posed several books upon astronomy, and among
others the description of the constellations, which
Aratus turned into verse some time alter by the order
of Anligonus.

Aristotle, the contemporary of Eudoxus, and also

Plato's disciple, made use of astronomy lor improving
physics and geography. By the observations of a-
tronomers, he determined the figure and magnitude
of the earth.7 He demonstrated that it was spheiica)

by the roundness of its shadow, which appeared upon
the disk of the moon in eclipses, and by the inequality
of the meridian altitudes which are oititrent ac ord-

ing to their distance from, or approach to the poles.
Callisthenes, who was in the train of Alexander the

Great, having had occasion to go to Babylon, found
astronomical observations there, which the Babylo-
nians had made during the space of nineteen hunured
and three years, and sent them to Aristotle.

After Alexander's death, the princes who succeeded
him in the kingdom of Egypt, took so much care to

attract the most famous astronomers to their courts by
their liberality, that Alexandria, the capital of their

kingdom, soon became, to use the expression, the

seal of astronomy. The famous Conon made many
observations there, bul they have not come down to

us. Arislyllus and Timochares observed the declina-

tion of the fixed stars there, the knowledge of which
is absc''Jtely necessary to geography and navigation.
Eratosthenes made observations upon the sun in the

same city, which served him tor measuring the circum-

ference of the earth. 1 Hipparchus, who resided also

al Alexandria,9 was the first who laid the foundation
for a system of astronomy, when upon the appearance
of a new fixed star, he took the number of the fixed

stars, in order that future ages might know, uhether

any more new ones appeared. The fixed stars amount-
ed then to a thousand and twenty-two. He not only
described their motion round the poles of the tclip
tic, but applied himself also to regulate the theory oi

the motions of the sun and moon. 10

The Romans, who aspired to the empire of the

world, took care at different times to cause descrip-
tions of the principal parts of the earlh to be made, t

work which implied some knowledge of the stars

Scipio Africanus the younger, during the war with

Carthage, gave Polybius ships, in order to survey the

coasts of Africa, Spain, and the Gauls.

Pompey corresponded with the learned astronomer
and excellent geographer, Possidonius.n who under-
took to measure the circumference of the earth by ce-

lestial observations, made at different places under the

same meridian," in order to reduce into legrces, the

distances, which the Romans till then had measured

only by stadia (or furlongs) and miles.

In order to nettle the difference of climH*s, the dif>

ermre of the lengths of shadows was observed, pi in

cipallv at the time of the solstices and quinoxe*.
Gnomons and obelisks had been set up for this pur-

pose in several parts of the world, a? Pln.y and Vi-

truvius inform us, 13 who have transmitted many of
those observations down to posterity. The Create?*
obelisks were those of Egypt. Julius and Augustus
Caesar caused some of them to be brought thence to

Rome, as well to serve for ornaments of the city as to

give the exact measures of the proportion of shadows.

Augustus caused one of the greatrsl of these ob<li.ki

to be placed in the field of Mars, which was a hundred
and eleven feet hia h, without the pedestal.

' He rauf

ed foundations to be made to it as deep as the obelis*

was high; and when the obelisk was placed upoi
them, he ordered a meridian line to be drawn at bot

torn, ol which the divisions were made with plates of

brass fixed in stone, to ihow the lengthening or short

ening of the shadows ?vc-ry dny at noon, according tt

the Difference of the seasons. And to show this dif

ference with grester exactness, hr caused a ball to o<

placed upon the |>oint of that obe'isk, which is still ii
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ne field of Mars at Rume, lying in the ground across

the cellars of houses built upon its ruins. li\ compar-
lag the shadows of this obelisk with those observed
In several other parts of the world, the knowledge
of the latitude? so necessary to the perfection of {geo-

graphy was attained.

Augustus in the mean time raused particular de-

eriptlons of different countries to be made, and prin-

cipally that of Italy, where the distances were mark-
et! by miles along the coasts, and upon the great
roads 1 And at length, in that prince's reign, 'the

general description of the world,* at which the Ro-
Uians had laboured for the space of two ages, was
finished from the memoirs of Agrippa, and set up in

the midst of Rome, in a great portico buHt for that

purpose. The Itinerary, ascribed to the emperor An-

toninus, may be taken lor an abridgment of this great
Work. For this Itinerary is in effect only a collection

of the distances which had been measured throughout
the whole extent of the Roman empire.

In the reign of that wise emperor, astronomy began
to assume a new appearance. For Ptolemy, who may
be called the restorer of this science, improving from
the knowledge of his predecessors in it, and adding
the observations of Hipparchus, Timocharis, and the

Babylonians to his own, composed a complete body
of astronomy in an excellent book entitled, The great
Cotistruction, which contains the theory and table*

of the motion of the sun, moon, and other planets,
and of the fixed stars. Geography is no less indebt-

ed to him than astronomy, as we shall see in the

tequel.
As great works are never perfect in their begin-

nings, we must not be surprised, that there are many
things to amend in Ptolemy's geography. Many ages
elapsed before any body undertook it.

"

But the Ara-
bian princes, who conquered the countries where as-

tronomy and geography were particularly cultivated
and professed, had no sooner declared it their inten-

tion to make the utmost improvements in those scien-

ces, than persons capable Of contributing to the exe-
cution of their design were immediately found. Al-

mamon, caliph of Babylon, having at that time caused

Ptolemy's book entitled the great Construction, which
the Arabians called Almagest, to be translated out of
Greek into Arabic, many observations were made by
his order*; by means of which the declination of the

sun was discovered to be less by one third of a degree
than that laid down by Ptolemy; and that the motion
o'~ the fixed stars was not so slow as he believed it to

be By the order of the same prince, a great extent
ui country under the same meridian was measured,
in order to determine the length of a degree of the

earth's circumference.

Thus astronomy and geography were gradually im-

proved, but the art of navigation made a much
more considerable progress in a short time by the

help of the compass, of which I shall speak in the

sequel.
Almost at the same time that the compass began to

be used, the example of the caliphs excited the prin-
fes of Europe to promote the improvement of astro-

nomy- The emperor Frederic II. net being able to

sutler that the Christians should have less knowledge
ot this science than the barbarians, caused the Alma-

gest of Ptolemy to be translated into Latin from the

Arabic, from which version Johannes de Sacrobosco,

professor in the university of Paris, extracted his

work concerning the sphere, upon which the most
learned mathematicians of Europe have written com-
mentaries.

In Spain, Alphonso king of Castile was at a truly

royal expense in assembling learned astronomers

from all parts.* By his orders ih v applied themselves

to <Vie reformation of astronomy, and composed new
Tables, which from his name were called the Alphon-
ine Tables. They did not succeed at first in estab-

lishing the hypothesis of the motion of the fixed stars,

which they supposed too slow; but Alphonso after-

wards corrected their Tables, which have since been

Plin. 1. iii. c. 3.

Calvin, ad an. Ii5'3.

Vol. 1I.-76

Ibid. c. 2,

augmented, and reduced into a more commodious
form by different astronomers.

This work awakened the curiosity of the learned

of Europe, who immediately invented several kinds

of instruments for facilitating the observations ot the

stars. They calculated Ephemerides, and made tables

for finding the declination of the planets at all times,
which with the observation of the meridian altitudes,

shows the latitudes at land and sea. Tin v laboured

also to facilitate the. calculation of eclipses, by the ob-

servation of which longitudes are found. The n uil

of these astronomical labours was the discovery of

many countries unknown before. I shall speak of

them elsewhere.

France has also produced many illustrious men,
who excelled in astronomy, because it has had great
princes from time to time, w ho have taken care to

excite their subjects by rewards to apply to it.

Charles V., surnamed the Wise, caustd many ma-
thematical books to be translated into French. He
founded two professorships of mathematics in the

college of M. Gervais at Paris, to facilitate the study
of those sciences to his subjects. They flourished

principally in the following century through the insti-

tution of two professorships in the royal college by
Francis I. for teaching the mathematics in the capital

city of his kingdom. This school produced a consi-

derable number of learned men, who enriched the

public with many astronomical and mathematical

works, and formed illustrious disciples, whose reputa-
tion almost obscured that of their masters.

Germany and the northern nations also produced
many excellent astronomers, among whom Coperni-
cus distinguished himself in a particular manner.
But the famous Tycho Brahe much exceeded all th

astronomers that had preceded him. Besides the

Theory and the Tables of the sun and moon, and

many fine observations which he made, he composed
a new Catalogue of the fixed stars with .o much ex-

actness, that the author might from that work alone
deserve the name, which some have given him, of

Restorer of astronomy.
Whilst Tycho Brahe was making observations in

Denmark, several famous astronomers, who assembled
at Rome under the authority of pope Gregory XI II.,

laboured with success, in correcting the errors which
had insensibly crept into the ancient calendar, through
the precession of the equinoxes, and the anticipation
of the new moons. These errors would in process of
time have entirely subverted the order established by
the councils for the celebration of the movable feast,

if the calendar had not been reformed according to

the modern observations of the motions of the sun and
moon compared with the ancient.

In the last and present age, an infinity of new dis-

coveries have been made, which have rendered as-

tronomy incomparably more perfect than it was when
it first began to be taught in Europe. The celebrated

Galileo, by the good use he made of the invention of

telescopes, was the first who discovered things in the

heavens, which had long passed for incredible. Des-
cartes may be ranked among the improvers of astro-

nomy: for the book he composed upon the principles
of philosophy, shows that he had taken no less pain*
to know the motions of the stars, than the other parts
of physics: but he confined himself more to reasoning
than observation. Gassendi

applied
himself more to

practical astronomy, and published a number of very
important observations.

The establishment of the Royal Academy of Sci-

ences may justly be considered as the means that has

contributed most to the credit and improvement of as-

tronomy in France, by the incredible emulation, which
the desire of supporting their reputation, and distin-

guishing themselves, excites in a body of learned men.
Louis XiV. having caused the Observatory to be

built, of which the design, magnificence, and
nolidily

are equally admirable, the Academy, to answer hf

majesty's intention, in erecting that superb edifice,

applied themselves with incredible industry to what-

ever might contribute to the improvement of astro-

nomy. I shall not particularize in this place the iin-

ui-rtant discoveries that have been the fruits of this

3A
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institution the learned works of this society, nor the

great men who have done, and still continue to do it

so much honour. Their names and abilities are

known to all Europe, which does their merit all the

justice it deserves.

REFLECTIONS UPON ASTRONOMY.

I cannot conclude the article of astronomy without

making two reflections with the authors of the learn-

ed Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences.

FIRST REFLECTION.

Upon the Satellites ofJupiter.

WE are naturally enough inclined, as I have already
observed in speaking of geometry, to consider as use-

less, and to despise what we do not understand. We
have one moon to light us by night; and what signi-
fies it to us, says somebody, that Jupiter has four?

(the moons or satellites of Jupiter are the same thing.)
And wherefore so many laborious observations, and

fatiguing calculations, for knowing their revolutions?

We shall be never the wiser for them, and nature,
which has placed those little stars out of the reach
of our eyes, does not seem to have made them for us.

In consequence of so plausible a way of reasoning,

observing them with the telescope, and studying them
with particular attention, ought to be neglected. And
what a loss would not that have been to the public!
The method of determining the longitudes of the

places of the earth by the means of the eclipses of

Jupiter's satellites, which the Royal Academy first

began to put in practice, was found so exact, that it

was judged that the correction of geography in gen-
eral, and the making of true maps and charts for the

use of navigation, might be undertaken by this means.
This could not be done before, because the eclipses
of the moon had been the only means used for finding,
but with little exactness, the difference of the longi-
tudes of some remote places. And these eclipses that

usually happen only once or twice a year, are much
less frequent than those of the satellites of Jupiter,
which happen at farthest every two days, though all

of them cannot be observed in the same place, as well

through the difference of the hours during which Ju-

piter is above the horizon, as upon account of the

weather, which often prevents observations.

This undertaking to work for the improvement of

geography in a new and more perfect manner than
had ever been imagined before, being agreeable to his

majesty's intentions in the institution of his Academy
of .Sciences, it was his pleasure, that persons should
be chosen, capable of executing the instructions to be

given them in different places, .and that proper occa-

sions should be taken for sending them into remote
countries. The history of these voyages is exactly
related in the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences,
and is, in my opinion, one of the circumstances of the

reign of Louis XIV. which will do him most honour
in ages to come. When his majesty was informed of

the observations that the members of the Academy of

Sciences had taken by his order in different places
out of the kingdom, he commanded them to apply
themselves in making a map of France with the utmost
exactness possible. This had been often attempted,
but without success, for want of the means we have
at this time, which are pendulum-cloclM, and the

great telescopes now used for discovering the eclipses
of Jupiter's satellites, which is the most certain me-
thod for determining the difference of meridians.
Had astronomy in alt its extent no other advantage
to mankind, than what is derived from the satellites

cfJupiter.it would sufficiently justify thoe immense
calculations, those assiduous and scrupulous observa-

tions, that great number of instruments constructed
with so much care, and the superb building sole-

ly erected for the use of this science. The least

knowledge of the principles of geography and navi-

gation shows, that since Jupiter's four moons have
been known, they have been of more use in respect to

those sciences, than our moon itself; that they now
serve, and always will, for making sea chart* m-tlv
more correct than those of the ancients, which in all

probability will save the lives of a great number ol

mariner*.

SECOND REFLECTION.

Upon the Amazing Scene which Astronomy opens tf

our View.

Though astronomy were not so absolutely n* i'ts>arj
as it is to geography and navigation, it would be high-

ly worthy of the curiosity of all thinking men, I'roiu

the grand and superb scene which it opens to their

view. To give some idea of it, I shall only repeat in

few words, what the observations of astronomers have

taught us of the immense volume ol some ol those

great orbs, that move over our heads.

The stars are divided into planets and fixed stars.

The planets (a Greek word that signifies errant or

iranderi'ig) are so called because they are not always
at an equal distance either from each other, or from
the fixed stars, whereas the latter are always at the
same distance from each other. The planets have no

light of their own, and are only visible by the reflec-

tion of that of the sun. Astronomers have observed,
that they have a particular motion of their own, be-
sides that which they have in common with the rest

of the heavens. They have computed this motion,
and froin the time which each planet employs in one
revolution, have with reason esibolished Us elevation
and distance.

The MOON of all the planets is the nearest to the

earth, and almost sixty times less.

The SUN is not a body of the same species as the

earth, and the rest of the planets, nor solid like them.
It is a vast ocean of light, that boils up perpetually
and diffuses itself with incessant profusion. It is the
source of all that light which the planets only reflect

to each other after having received it from him.

The EARTH is a million of times less than the globe
of the sun, and thirty-three millions of leagues dis-

tant from it During so many ages the sun has suf-

fered no diminution. Its diameter is equal at this day ,

to the most ancient observations of it, and its light a*

vigorous and abundant as ever.

JUPITER is five times as far from the sun as the

earth is, that is to say, a hundred and sixty-five mil-

lions of leagues. He turns round upon his own axis

every ten hours.

SATURN is thirty years in his revolution round the

sun. He is twice as far from it as Jupiter, and con-

sequently ten times more distant than the earth, that

is to say, three hundred and thirty millions of leagues.
The FIXED STARS are, with respect to the earth, at

a distance not to be conceived by humen intellect.

According to the observations cf Mr. Huygens, the

distance of the earth from the nearest fixed star, is

with respect to that of the sun as one to twenty-seven
thousand six hundred and sixty-four. Now we have

said, that the distance of the earth from the sun is

thirty-three millions of leagues. The least distance,

therefore, of the earth from the fixed stars is nine
hundred and two billions,' nine hundred and twelve
millions of leagues, that is to say, twenty-seven thou-
sand six hundred and sixty-four times the distance

from this to the sun, which, as we have said, is thirty-
three millions of leagues. The same Mr. Hu>gens
supposes, and infallible experiments have proved hit*

right, that a cannon bullet flies about a hundred tois-

es (above two hundred yards) in a second. Suppo-
sing it to move always with the same velocity, and

measuring the space it flies according to that c.ili ula-

tion, he demonstrates that a cannon bullet would b
almost twenty-five years in arriving at the sun; and

twenty-seven thousand six hundred and sixty-font
times

twenty-five years in reaching the fixed star near-

est the earth. W'hnt then nm-t we think of the fited

stars infinitely more remote from us?

The stars are innumerable. The astronomers of

old counted a thousand and twenty-two of them.
Since the use of astronomical glasses, millions that

escape the eye appear. They nil shine by their own
light, and are all, like the sun, inexhmistible sources
of light. And. indeed, if they received it from tbfl

> A billion i< ten hundred thousand millions.
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tun, it must necessarily be very feeble after a passage
of so enormous a length: they inu-t also transmit it

to us at the same distance, by a reflection, that would
make it still much weaker. Now it would be impos-
sible, that a light which had undergone a reflection,

and ran twice the space of 902,912,000,000 leagues,
should have the force and liveliness that the light of

the fixed stars has. It is, therefore, certain, that they
are luminous of themselves, and in a word, all of them
so many suns.

But the question here is only the magnitude and re-

moteness of those vast bodies. When we consider

them together, is it possible to support the view, or

rather the idea of them? The globe of the sun H mil-

lion of times greater than the earth, and distant thirty-
three millions of leagues! Saturn, almost four thou-

sand times as big, and ten times farther from the sun

than the earth! No comparison between the plaints
and the other fixed stars! The whole immense space
which contains our sun and planets, is but a small

part of the universe. As many of the like spaces as

of fixed stars. What then must the immensity of
the whole firmament te, that contains all these dif-

ferent bodies within its extent? Can we so much as

think of it, can we fix our view upon i for some mo-
ment!, without being confounded, amazed, and ter-

rified? It is an abyss, in which we lose ourselves.

What then must be the greatness, power, and immen-

sity of him, who with a single word both formed these

enormous masses, and the spaces that contain them'
And these wonders, incomprehensible to human un-

derstanding, the holy scripture, in a style that belongs
only to God, expresses in one word, "and the stars."

After having related the creation of the sun and moon,
it adds, "he made also the stars." Is there any thing

requisite, to render the
incredulity

and ingratitude of
mankind inexcusable, besides this book of t)ie fir-

mament written in characters of light? And has
not the prophet reason to exclaim, lull of religious
admiration: * the heavens declare the glory of

God, and the firmament reveals the wonders of his

power."

OF GEOGRAPHY.

SECTION I. OF THE MOST DISTINGUISHED GEO-
GRAPHERS OF ANTIQUITY.

CONQUESTS and commerce have aggrandized geo-
graphy, and still contribute to its perfection. Ho-
mer, in his poems upon the Trojan war and the voy-

ages of Ulysses, has mentioned a great number of

nations and countries, with particular circumstances

relating to many places. There appears so much

knowledge, of this kind in that great poet, that Stra-

boi considered him in some sort as the first and most
ancient of geographers.

It is certain that geography has been cultivated

from the earliest times; and besides the geographical
authors come down to us, we find many others cited

by them, whose works time has not spared. The art

>f representing the earth, or some particular region
of it, upon geographical tables and maps, is even very
ancient.S Anaximander, the disciple of Thales, who
lived above five hundred years before Christ, had

composed works of this kind, as we have observed
above.

Alexander's expedition, who extended his conquests
as far as the frontiers of Scythia, and into India,

opened to the Greeks a positive knowledge of many
countries very remote from their own. That con-

queror had two engineers, Diognetus and Baeton, in

his service, who were ordered to measure his marches.

Pliny and Strabo* have preserved those measures;
and Arrian * has transmitted down to us the particu-
lars of the navigation of Nearchus and Onesicritus,
who sailed back with Alexander's fleet from the

mouths of the Indus into those of the Tigris and

Euphrates. The Greeks having reduced Tyre and
Sidon, had it in their power to inform them-t -Ives

particularly of all the places to which the Phieni-

cians traded by sea, and their commerce extended a

far a* the Atlantic Ocean. Alexander'" *m
the East extended their dominions and knowledge
stil. farther tir-in him, and even to the mouths of the

Ganges. Ptolemy Evergetes carried his into Abys-

> The reader no dnubt ha* observed, from all thai him been

nid of astronomy, the euential relation '!" that science

jo C!"orpliy and Navigation. M. IVAnville, Genpraplier

Royal, with whom I am particularly intimate, han l>rn

pleiispd
to impart memoirs of geography to me, of which I

tfAvc maile great use. Rollin.

Ptial>. I. i. p. 2. Lnert. I. ii.

PI'n. I vi. c. 17. Strab. 1. xi. p. 514.

Arrian I b. rec. Indie.

sinia, as the inscription of the throne of Adulis, ac-

cording to Cosmas the hermit proves.* About the
same time Eratosthenes, the librarian of Alexandria
endeavoured to measure the earth, by comparing the
distance between Alexandria and Syene, a town situ-

ated under the tropic of Cancer, with the difference
of latitude of those places, which he concluded from
the meridian shadow of a gnomon erected at Alexan-
dria at the summer solstice.

The Romans, having made themselves masters of
the world, and united the East and West under the
same power, it is not to be doubted, but geographer
must nave derived great advantages fitm it. It is

easy to perceive, that most of the completes! geogra-
phical works were compiled during the Roman em-

perors. The great roads of the empire measured in

all their extent, might have contributed much to the

improvement of geography; and the Roman Itinera-

ries, though often altered and incorrect, are still of

great service in composing some maps, and in the in-

quiries necessary to the knowledge of the ancient

geography. Antoninus's Itinerary, as it is common-
ly called, because supposed to have been compiled
in his reign, is ascribed by the learned to the cosrno-

grapher jEthicus. We have also a kind of Table or

oblong Map, which is called the Theodosian Table,
from its being conjectured to have been composed
about the time of Theodosius. The name of Peutin-

g-er is also given to this table, which is that of a con-
siderable citizen of Augsburg in Germany, in whose

library it was found, and whence it was sent to the
famous Ortelius, the greatest geographer of his time.

Though geography be but a very short part of Pli-

ny's natural history, he however often gives us a de-
tail of considerable extent. He usually follows the

plan laid down for him by Pomponius Mela, less

circumstantial, but elegant author.

Strabo and Ptolemy held the first rank among the

ancient geographers, and dispute it with each other.

Geography has more extent, and takes in a greater
part of the earth in Ptolemy; whilst it seems equally
circumstantial every where: but it is that extent it-

self that renders it the more suspected, it not being
easy for it to be every where exact and correct.

Strabo relates a great part of what he writes upon
the evidence of his own eyes, having made many
voyasces for the greater certainty of his accounts; and
is very succinct upon what he knows only from the

Tlierenot'i Travel*, TO), i.
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reports of others. His geography is adorned with

tuaiiy historical facts and discussions. He affects

every where to remark in respect to each place and

country the great men they have produced, and that

do them honour. Strabo is a philosopher as well as

a geographer; and good sense, solidity of judgment,
and accuracy, display themselves throughout his

whole work.

Ptolemy having disposed his geography in general

by longitudes, and latitudes, the only method of at-

taining any certainty in it, Agalhodamon, his coun-

tryman, and of Alexandria as well as himself, reduc-

ed the whole into geographical charts or maps.
The authors, of whom I have now spoken, are in

a manner the principal sources, from which the know-

ledge of the ancient geography is to be acquired.
And if the particular description of the principal
countries of Greece by Pausanias be added to it, with

some lesser works, that chiefly consist of brief de-

scriptions of sea coasts, among others those of the

Euxme and Erythrean seas by Arrian, and the ac-

count of cities compiled from the Greek authors by
Stephanus Byzantinus, we have almost all that re-

mains of the geographical works of antiquity.
It is not to lie imagined, that the ancients, whom I

have cited, had no thoughts of using the helps astro-

nomy was capable of affording geography. They ob-

served the difference of the latitudes of places by
the length of meridian shadows at the summer sol-

stice. They determined also that difference from the

observation of the length of the longest days in each

place. It was well known by the ancients, that by
comparing the time of the observation of an eclipse
of the moon in places situated under different meri-

dians, the difference of the longitudes of those pla-
ces might be known. But, if the ancients under-
stood the theory of these different observations, it

roust be allowed, that the means they employed in it

were not capable of leading then) to a certain degree
of exactness, to which the moderns only attained by
the help of great telescopes, and the perfection of
clocks. We cannot help perceiving the want of ex-

actness in the observations' of the ancients, when we
consider, that Ptolemy, all-great cosmographer as he

was, and though an Alexandrian, was mistaken about
the filth of% degree in the latitude of the city of

Alexandria, which was observed in the last century,
by the order of the king of France, and the applica-
tion of the Royal Academy of Sciences.

But, though there is reason to conclude, that the

art of making geographical maps was very far from

being carried among the ancients to that degree of

perfection it is in our days, and though we may be-

lieve, that even in the time of the Romans, the use

of those maps was not so common as at present; an
ancient monument of our Gaul itself informs us, that

young persons were taught geography by the inspec-
tion of limps. That monument is an oratorical dis-

course spoken at An tun in the reign of Constantius,
wherein the rhetorician Eumenes expressly tells us,

that in the porch of the public school of that city,

young students had recourse to a representation of

the disposition of all the lands and seas of the earth,

in which the courses of the rivers and the windings
of coasts were particularly described. " Videat in

illis porticibus Juventus et quotidie gpeclet omnes
terras, et cuncta maria, et quirquid invictissimi Prin-

cipes, urbium, gentium, nationum aut pietate resti-

tuunt, aut virtifte devincunt aut terrore. Si quidem
illic, ut ipsi vidisti, credo instruendse pueritiae causa,

quo manifestiusoculi* discerentur.quw difficilius per-

cipinntur auditu, omnium, cum nominibus suis, loco-

rum Mlu-, spatia, intervalla descripta sunt, quicquid
ubique fluminutn oritur et conditur, quacumque se

littorum sinus llrrtiint, quo vel ambitu cingit Orbeni,
vel impetu irrumpit Oceanus."!

SECTION II. LANDS KNOWN TO THE ANCIENTS.

To know what part of the surface of the earth

was known to the ancients, is of some use.

On the side of the West which we inhabit, the

Inter. Vet Panegyr.

Atlantic Ocean and the British Isles limited the knor
ledge of the ancients. The Fortunate Islands, now
called the Canaries, seemed to them the remotest par!
of the ocean oetween the south and the west; and it

was for that reason Ptolemy reckoned the longitude
of the meridian from those islands; in winch he has
been followed by many eastern and Mahometan ge-

ographers, and even by the French and most of the

moderns. The Greeks had some slight knowledge
of Hibern'm, the most western of the British Islands,
even before the Romans had conquered Great Bri-
tiiin.2 The ancients had but very imperfect notions
of the northern countries as far as the Hyperborean
or Icy Sea. Though Scandinavia was known, that

country and some others of the same continent, were
taken for great islands. It is hard to determine posi-

tively what place the ancients understood by ultima
Thiilt.* Many take it for Iceland. But Procopius
seems to make it a part of the continent of Scandi-
navia. It is certain that the knowledge, which the

ancients had of Samatia and Scythia, was very far

from extending to the sea, which now seems to bound
Russia and grtat Tartary on the north and east sides.

The discoveries of the ancients went no farther than
the Riphaean mountains, the chain of which actually
divides Russia in Europe from Siberia.

It is evident that the ancients had no great know-

ledge of the northern part of Asia, when we consider
that most of their authors, as Strwbo, Mela, Pliny,*
imagined that the Caspian Sea was a gulf of the Hy-
perborean Ocean, whence it issued by a long canal

On the side of the East, the ancients seem to have
known onlv the western frontier of China. Ptolemy
seems to have had a glimpse of some part of the

southern coast of China, but a very imperfect one
The great islands of Asia, especially (hose of Japan
were unknown to the ancients. Only (he famous

Taprobana is to be excepted, the
discovery of which

was a consequence of Alexander's expedition into

India, as Pliny informs us.

It remains for me to speak of the southernmost

part of Africa.* Though many have supposed that

in a voyage of extraordinary length they had sailed

round this part of the world, Ptolemy however seem*
to insinuate, that it had escaped the knowledge of
the ancients. Every body knows that it lies almost

entirely within the torrid zone, which most of the
ancients believed uninhabitable near the Equinoctial
Line; for which reason Strabo goes very little farther

than Meroe in Ethiopia. Ptolemy, however, and
some others, have carried their knowledge along the
eastern coast of Africa as far as the Equator, and
even to the island of Madagascar, which he seems to
intend by the name of Jllenuthiat.6

It was reserved for the voyages undertaken by the

Portuguese in the fifteenth century, in order to go to
India by sea, to discover the greater part of the coasts

of Africa upon the Atlantic Ocean, and especially the

passage by the south of the most extreme cape of
Africa. That passage having been discovered, sever-

al European nations, led by the hopes of a rich traf-

fic, ran over the Indian Sea that washes the coasts

of Asia, discovered all (he islands in it, and penetrat-
ed as far as Japan. The conquests and settlement
of the Russians in the northern part of Asia have

completed our knowledge of that part of the world.
To conclude, every body knows, that, about the end
of the fifteenth century, a new world, situated on the

west in respect to ours, beyond the Atlantic ocean,
was discovered by Christopher Columbus under the

auspices of the crown of Castile.

SECTION III. WHEREIN THE MODERN GEOGRA-
PHERS HAVE EXCEI.r.EI) THE ANCIENT.

IT would he blindness, nnd shutting one's eyes

against demonstration, not to admit that the modern

geography abundantly surpasses th. undent. It it

well known that the measures of the earth mur

Arist. dfi muml'i. c. 3.

i Vir?. Gcnrg. i. Procop. de Bell. Roth. 1. ii. < 15.

4 Sirab. I. ii. p. l-'l. Mel. I. iii. Plin I. vi. i lit.

Plin. I. vi. o. *.>.

Arriuni el Marciani Heracl. Paripl.
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M sought in the heavens and that geography de-

pends upon astronomical observation*. JS'ow who can

doubt, that astronomy has not made an extraordinary

progress in Inter times? The invention of telescopes

only, which is of siitliritntly recent date, has infi-

nitely contributed to it; and that invention itself has

been highly improved in no great number of years
It i therefore nu wonder that the ancients, with all

the genius and penetration we are willing to allow

them, were not able to attain to the same degree of

knowledge, as they were not assisted in their inqui-
ries by the same aids.

Geography is still far from having received its final

perfection. Practical sciences make the least pro-

gress. Two or three great geniuses suffice for carry-

ing theories a great way in a short time; but practice

goes on with a slower pace, because it depends upon
a greater number of hands, of which even far the

greater part are but meanly skilful. Geography,
which would require an infinite numtier of exact ope-
rations, is impenect in proportion both to that number
and the accuracy they wjuld require; and we may
justly suppose that the description of the terrestrial

globe, though it
begins

to be rectified a little, is still

very confused, and tar from a true likeness.

It would be of small consequence to mention the

faults of the ancient and Ptolemaic maps, in which
the Mediterranean is made to extend a good fourth

moreen longitude than it reallv does. The question
here is the modern maps, which, though generally
the better the more modern they are, have still oc-

casion for abundance of corrections.

Monsieur Sanson has always been considered as a

very good geographer, and his maps have always been

highly esteemed. Monsieur Delisle has however dif-

fered from them very often in his. And this is not to

be imagined, as it is usually called, jealousy of profes-
sion. Since Monsieur Sanson's time, the map of the

earth is exceedingly changed; that is to sav, more
accurate, and a great number of astronomical obser-

vations have greatly reformed geography. The same,
no doubt, will happen to the maps of Monsieur De-
lisle: and we ought to wish so for the good of the

public.
The only method for making good geographical

maps would be to have the position of every place
from astronomical observations. But we are exceed-

ingly far from having all these
positions

in this manner,
and can hardly ever hope to nave them. To supply
this want, the itinerary distances of one place from
another are used, as found set down in authors: and
it is a great happiness to find them there with any ex-

actness, and without manifest contradiction, or con-

siderable difficulties. Hence, when our most skilful

geographers were to make a map of the Roman coun-

tries, and particularly of Italy, as they had very few
astronomical observations, they made the itinerary
distances of places, as they found them in the books
of the ancients, their rule for their position. The
positions of many places have been since taken by as-

tronomical observations. Monsieur Delisle mad* u*e

of them for correcting the maps of Italy and the neigh-
bouring countries; and he found that they not only
became very ciitierent from what they were before,
but that the places agreed exactly enough in res|>ect
to the distances given them bv the ancients: so that
it is to be presumed, that in following them literally,

good geographical maps might be made of the coun-
tries well known to them.
There is reason to be surprised at this great con-

formity of positions found by astronomical observa-
tions with those taken from the itinerary distances a*

set down by the ancients. For it is certain, that the
situation of places taken from our itinerary distances
are often laUe, and much so too. But Monsieur
DelUle observes, that the Romans had advantages in

this respect which we have not. Their taste for the

public utility, and even magnificence (for they em-
bellished all they conquered,) had occasioned their

naking great roads throughout all Italy, of which
Rome was the centre, and which went to'all the prin-

cipal cities as far as the two seas. They made the
like ways in many provinces of the empire, of which
remains, admirable for their construction and solidity
exist to this day. These ways ran in a right line,
without quitting it either on account of mountains or
marshes. The marshes were drained, and the moun-
tains cut through. Stones were placed from mile to

mile with their ttnmero upon them. This rectillinear

extent, and these divisions into parts sufficiently small
in respect to the whole length, rendered the mnernry
measures very exact. This exactness of the measures
of the ancients was well proved by an experiment made
by Monsieur Cassini. The measure of the distance
from Narbonne to Nismes had been included in the
work of the meridian. That distance was sixty-seven
thousand five hundred toises or fathoms ol Paris.

Strabo had also given the distance of these two cities,

which he makes eighty-eight miles. Whence it it

easy to conclude, that an ancient mile was seven hun-
dred sixty-seven toises of Paris. Besides, as the mile
is known to have been five thousand feet, we also find

that the ancient foot was eleven inches and l-25th
of the Paris foot. The measure, in consequence, must
be equal to the ancient distance, and have preserved
itself without change during so long a space of time.
Monsieur Delisle has given us a map, wherein Italjr

and Greece are represented in two different manners:
the one according to the best modern geographers,
the other according to astronomical observations for

the places where they were to be had, and for the
rest according to the measures of ancient authors.
The difference between these two representations
would perhaps seem incredible. In the latter, Ix>m-

bardy is very much shortened from south to north,
Great Greece lengthened, the sea that divides Greece
and Italy made narrower, as well as that between

Italy ana Africa, and Greece much lessened.

These last remarks, which are all taken from the

Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences, lengthen this

brief head a little, but I conceived their worthy of
the reader's curiosity.
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OF NAVIGATION.

I SHALL examine only cne point in this place, which
is the wonderful change that an experiment, which

might appear of small importance, has occasioned in

navigation, and the superiority we have acquired in

this respect over the ancients, bv a means that seemed
trivial in itself. I allude to the invention of the com-

pass.
This instrument is a box that has a needle in

It touched with a loadstone, that turns always towards
the pole, except in some places where it has a decli-

nation.

The ancients, we know, who steered their ships by
the sun in the day. and the stars during the night, in

nii-tv weather could not discern what course to hold;
and for that reason, not daring to put out to *e, were

obliged to keep close to the shore, and could not un-

dertake voyages of any considerable length. They
knew one of the virtues of the loadstone, which is to

attract iron. One would think that the slightest at-

tention might have occasioned their discovering its

other property, of directing itself towards the pole of

the world, and in consequence have led them on to

the compass. But he who disposes all things, kept
their eyes shut to ari effect, which seemed of itself

obvious to them.
Neither the author of this invention, nor the time

when the use of it was first thought of, is precisely
known. 1 It is, however, certain, that the French
ased the loadstone in navigation long before any other

nation of Europe, as may be easily proved from the

work* of some of our ancient French authors,* who

spoke of it first above four hundred years ago. It is

true, the invention was then very imperfect. For

they say, that the needle was only put into a bowl or

vessel full of water, where it could turn itself towards
the north supported upon a pin. The Chinese, if we

may believe certain modern relations, make use to

this day of the same kind of compass.
The navigators perceiving the importance of this

invention, made many astronomical observations to-

wards the beginning of the fourteenth century to as-

sure themselves of it, and found, that a needle touched
with a loadstone, and set in tpuilibrio upon a pivot,
did actually turn of itself towards the pole, and that

the direction of such a needle might be employed for

knowing the regions of the world, and the point' of

the wino in which it is proper to sail. By other obser-

vations it has been since discovered, that the needle
does not always point to the true north, but that it

has a small declination sometimes towards the east,

and sometimes towards the west; and even that this

declination changes at different times and places.
But they found also the means of knowing this varia-

tion so exactly by the sun and stars, that the compass
may be used with certainty for finding

the regions of
the heavens, even when clouded, provided that it has
been rectified a little before by the observation of the

stars.

The curiosity of the learned of Europe began at

that lime to awake. They soon invented various in-

struments, and made tables and calculations for facil-

itating the observation of the stars. Never had navi-

gation so many advantages for succeeding. The pilots
did not fail to make the most of them. With these

helps they crossed unknown seas; and the success of
their first voyaffes encouraged them to attempt new
discoveries. All the nations of Europe applied them-
selves to them in emulation of each other. The
French were the first in signalizing their courage and
address; they seized the Canaries, and discovered

CansiniV Aitron. Memoir*. Guvot de Prgvine*.
Of wlijcb poinu there are thirty-two upon the compau.

great part of Guinea.4 The Portuguese took the isl

and of Madeira and that of Cape Verd ; and the Flero

ings discovered .the islands of the Azores.
These discoveries were only preludes to that of th

New World. Christopher Columbus, founding his

design upon his knowledge of astronomy, and, as it is

said, upon the memoirs of a Biscayan pilot, whom a
storm had thrpwn upon an island of the Atlantic

ocean, undertook to cross that sea. He proposed it

to several of the princes of Europe, of whom some

neglected it because engaged in affairs of a more

urgent nature, and others rejected it because they
neither comprehended the importance of that expe-
dition, nor the reasons that Columbus gnve to explain
the possibility of it. Thus the glory of the discovery
of the New 'World was left to the" kings of Castile,
who afterwards acquired immense riches bv ik C(f
lumbus well knew, froi'i his knowledge of the spheie
and geography, that sailing continually toward the
west unJer the same parallel or very near it, he could
not fail of finding lands at length, because if he found
no new ones, the earth being round, he must neces-

sarily arrive by the shortest course at the extremity
of the East Indies. In his voyages from Lisbon to

Guinea, sailing from north to south, he had been con-
firmed by experience that a degree of the earth's cir-

cumference contains fifty-six miles and two-thirds,

according to the measure established by the astrono-
mers of Almamon; and he had learned in the books
of Ptolemy, that, keeping always to the west, from
the Canaries to the first lands of Asia, there are onlj
an hundred and eighty degrees.

5
Accordingly, he

set out from the Canaries, steering always to the west
under the same parallel.' As he did not entirely relj

upon the compass, he always took care to observe the

snn by day, and the fixed stars by night. This pre-
caution prevented him from mistaking his course.

For those who have written his life say, that his ob-

servations of the heavens made him perceive a varia-

tion in his compass, which he did not know before,
and that he rectified his way by them. After failing
two months, he arrived at the Lucay islands, and
thence went on to Hispaniola, Cuba, and St. Domin-
go, whence he brought back great riches into Spain.?
Astronomy, by which he had discovered these rich

countries, assisted him also in establishing himself
there. For, in his second voyage, his fleet being re-

duced to extremities by the want of provisions, and
the inhabitants of Jamaica refusing to supply him
with them, he had the address to threaten them with

darkening the moon at a time when he knew there

would be an eclipse: and as that eclipse really hap-
pened the day he had foretold, the terrified barbarian!

granted him whatever he pleased.
Whilst Columbus was discovering the southern

part of the New World, the French discovered the
northern part of it, and gave it the name of New
France.
Americus Vesputius* continued the discoveries of

Columbus, and had the advantage of giving his name
to the whole New World, which has ever since been
called America. Astronomy was of great use to him
in his voyages.
On the other side, the pilots of the king of Portu-

gal, who till then had only traversed the coasts of

Africa, doubled at this lime the Cape of Good Hope,
and opened themselves a passage into the East Indies,
where they made very great conquests.

Hint de la Conouetn He* Canaries par Bethencnort.
Ferdinand Columbu*, in hii Life ofColumhun, chip. 4.

Chap. 17. ' Chap. 22. * Vesput. Ni. print
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Is there in all history an event comparable to that

which I have now related, namely, the discovery of

the New World.' Upon what did it depend for so

many ages? Upon the knowledge of a property of

the loadstone, easily discoverable, which had however

escaped the inquiries of an infinite number of the learn-

ed, whose sagacity had penetrated into the most ob-

(cure and most profound mysteries of nature. Is it

possible
not to discern here the

finder
of God? Co-

lumbus had never thought of forming his enterprise,
nd indeed could never have succeeded in it, without

a great knowledge of Astronomy ; for Providence de-

lights in concealing its wonders under the veil of hu-

man operations. How important therefore is it in a

well goverened state, to place the superior sciences in

honour and reputation, which are capable of rendering
mankind such great services, and which have actually
hitherto procured them, and still continues to procure
them, such considerable advantages?
The reader will permit me to say a few words in

this place upon two voyagesof the learned, which do
the king (Louis XV.) and literature in general great
honour.

VOYAGES TO PERO AND INTO THE NORTH, UNDERTA-
KEN BY ORDER OF LOUIS XV.

In 1672, Mr. Richer observed, in the island of

Cayenne, that the curvation of the superficies of the

earth was greater there than in the temperate tone.

Hence it was concluded that the figure of the earth

must be that of a spheroid flat towards the poles, and
not elliptical, or oblong, as it was and still is believed

by very skilful astronomers; for the point is not yet
determined. Newton and Huygens came afterwards

by their theory to the same conclusion. It was to be
assured of this truth, that in 1735, at a tim<- "- u""

France had a war to support, which has since termi-

nated so gloriously for her, the king, always intent

upon making the sciences flourish in his dominions,
sent astronomers to Peru and into the north, in order
to determine with certainty by accurate observation?,
the figure of the terrestrial globe. Nothing was spared,
wither in respect to the expenses of the voyage, or to

procure them all the conveniences that might promote
their success.

We saw them in consequence set out, part of them
to expose themselves to the burning heats of the tor-

rid lone, and the rest to fly
with the same ardour to

confront all the horrors of the frozen north. The first

have not been heard of for a considerable time; but

great discoveries are expected from their inquiries.
The others returned from the north some months ago.
The account of what they suffered in order to give
their operations all the perfection of which they were

capable, is scarce credible. They were
obliged

to

traverse immense forests, in which they were the first

that ever open-d themselves way; to scale mountains
of amazing height, and covered" with wood, which it

was necessary for them to cut down; to pass torrents

of an impetuosity capable of astonishing such as only
beheld them, and that too in wretched boats, tint had
no other pilot but a Laplander, nor mast nor sails but

a tree with its branches. Add to this, the excessive

cold of these regions remote from the sun, of which

they experienced all the rigours; and the gross nour-

ishment on which they were reduced to subsist during
a very consideiable length of time. It is easy to con-
ceive the courage these indefatigable observers must
have had to surmount so many difficulties, that seemed
to render the execution of the project confided to

them impossible. The late reading of the account of

this voyage in the Academy of Sciences, since their

return, has made the public very desirous to see it

printed.
One is sometimes tempted to treat as useless such

laborious and scrupulous observations, that have no
end but to determine the figure of the earth ;

and there

are many who will perhaps believe, that those who
""He them might have spared themselves the trouble,
n.... .nade a better use of the money employed in them.
But this proceeds from the ignorance of the relation

of observations of this nature to navigation, and the

advantages resulting from them to astronomy. This
event will not a little conduce to exatt the glory of
the reign of Louis XV.

CONCLUSION OF THE WHOLE WORK.

AFTER having made almost all the states and king-
doms of the universe in a manner pass in review before
our eyes, and having considered circumstantially the
most important events that occurred in them during
the course of so many ages, it seems natural enough to

go bark a moment, before we quit this great scene, and
to collect its principal parts into one point of view, in

order to our being able to form the better judgment
of it. On the one side we see princes, warriors, and

conquerors; on the other magistrates, politicians, and

legislators; and in the midst of both, the learned of all

kinds, who by the utility, beauty, or sublimity of their

knowledge, have acquired immortal reputation. These
three classes include, in my opinion, nil that is most

shining, and most attractive of esteem and admiration
in human greatness. I consider the universe here only
in its fairest light, and for a moment take off my view
from all the vices and disorders that disturb its beauty
nd economy.
Before me stand princes and kings, full of wisdom

nd prudence in their counsels, of equity and justice
in the government of their people, of valour andintre-

pidity in battle, of moderation and clemency in victory,

subjecting many kingdoms, founding vast empires and

acquiring the love of the conquered nations no less

than of their own
subjects: such was Cyras. At the

tame time 1 see a multitude of Greeks 'and Romans,

equally illustrious in war and peace; generals of the

most exalted bravery and military knowledge; politi-
cians of exceeding ability in the arts of government;
famous legislators, whose laws and institutions still

amaze us, wbile they seem almost incredible, so much
they appear above humanity; magistrates venerable
for their love of the public good; judges of great
wisdom, incorruptible, and proof against all that can

tempt avidity; and lastly, citizens entirely devoted to

their country, whose generous and noble disinterest'

edness rises so high as the contempt of riches, and the

esteem and love of poverty. If I turn my eyes towards
the arts and sciences, what luster do not the multitude
of admirable works come down to us display, in which
shine forth, according to the difference of subjects, art

and disposition, greatness of genius, riches of inven-

tion, beauty of style, solidity of judgment, and pro*
found erudition.

This is the great, the splendid scene that history,
the faithful register of past events, has hitherto pre-
sented to our view, and upon which it now remains
for us to pass our judgment. Is it possible to refuse

our esteem to such rare and excellent qualities, such

shining actions, and noble sentiments? Let us call to
mind the ma. ims of morality in the

writings
of the

philosophers, so refined, so conformable to right re4-

son, and even so sublime, as to be capable sometimes
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ef making Christians blush. Do not men of such pro-
found knowledge and understanding deserve the name

of*ge1
The just Judge of all things, by whose judgment it

is our duty to direct our own, absolutely denies it them,
as Mr. dti Guet observes so justly in several of his

works, and as I have said elswhere. " The Lord,"

says the royal prophet,
" looked down from heaven

opon tne children of men, to see if there were any that

did understand and seek God."' The earth is lull of

persons that excel in arts and sciences. There are

many philosopher*, orators, and politicians. There
are even many legislators, interpreters of laws, and
ministers of justice, Many are consulted as persons
of extraordinary wisdom, and their answers are con-

sidered as decisions, from which it is not allowable to

depart. However, among so many wise and intelli-

gent persons in the sight of men, God discerns none
that are not foolish and mad. "They are all gone
.aside, they are altogether til thy: there is none that

doth good, no not one." The censure is general and
without exception. What then is wanting in these

pretended wise men? The fear of God, without which
there is no true wisdom, " to see if there WHS any that

did understand and seek God:" the knowledge of their

own misery and corruption, and their want ot a Medi-
ator. and a Restorer or Redeemer. Every thing is in

esteem among them except religion and piety. They
know neither the use nor end of any thing. They go
on without design, or knowing whither they should
end. They are ignorant of what they are, and what
shall become of them. Can folly be more clear and
evident?
The thoughts of God are very different from those

of men. The universe peopled with powerful kings,
famous legislators, celebrated philosophers, and learn-

ed men of all kinds, is the object of our adinira..^,,

and praise; and God sees nothing but disorder and

corruption in it. "The earth was corrupt before

God." * The qualities, knowledge, and maxims of
which I speak, were, however, very estimable in them-
selves. They were the gifts of God, from whom alone
comes all good, and all knowledge: but the Pagans
perverted their nature by the unworthy use they made
of them, in considering themselves as their principle
and end. I speak here even of those among them
who passed for the best and wisest, whose virtues were
infected either with pride or ingratitude; or, to speak
more properly, with both.

I have observed that certain ages, which abounded

Pi&lm xiv. 9, Gen. vi. 11.

with illustrious examples either at Athens or Rome
exhibit a grand and nob!* scene in history: but (her*

was at the same time a circumstance which highly

disgraced the glory, and sullied the beauty of these

ages; I mean the idolatry that generally prevailed

throughout the universe. The whole earth was cov-

ered with thick darkness, and lay plunged in gross and

stupid ignorance. Only one country, and that of very
small extent, knew the true God: " In Judah is God
known: his name is great in Israel."3 Elsewhere all

mouths were mute in respect to him, and the hymns
of idolatrous solemnities were only invitations to

crimes, which the seducer of mankind hail made, theii

duty.
" God sulfered all nations to walk each aftei

their own way,"* to make themselves gods of all crea

tures, to adore all their own passions, to abandon
themselves through despair to those which are most
shameful, to be ignorant of their origin and end, to

direct their lives by errors and fable, and believe every

thing indiscriminately, or nothing at all.

One would imagine that man, situated in the midst

of the wonders which fill all nature, and largely pos-
sessed of the pood things of God, could not forget him,
or remember him without adoration and fidelity. But
in the midst of the greatest light he behaved like the

blind. He became deaf to all the voices that pro-
claimed the majesty and holiness of the creator. He
adored every thing, except God. The stars mid sun

that declared the divinity, he honoured in his stead.

Wood and stone, under a thousand forms, which his

wild imagination had invented, were become his gods.
In a word, false religion had deluged the whole earth;
and if some few were less stupid than the rest, they
were equally impious and ungrateful. Did not the

only one of these,5 who had explained himself too
.-IPO-IT Jeny in public, what he believed in private?
vV nence we may observe, of what avail the reason of
all mankind was, when they

had no other guide.
We see here the principle fruits to be derived from

the study of profane history, of which every page de-

clares what mankind were during so many ages, and
what we ourselves should still have been, had not the

peculiar mercy, which made known the Saviour of the

world to us, drawn us out of the abyss, in which all

our forefathers were swallowed up. "It is of the

Lord's mercies we are not consumed." A mercy free-

ly
and entirely conferred, which we have no power

to deserve in any manner of ourselves, and for which
we ought to render eternal homage of gratitude and

praise to the grace of Jesus Christ.

Fimlir. lTi. 1. AeU, xiv. 15. > Sncrate*



CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

CHRONOLOGY is the knowledge of the just com-

putation ol time. It shows to what year the events

related in history are to be referred. 1'he years used

for measuring the duration of time are either Solar

o.' Lunar.
The Solar year is that space of time which elapses

between one equinox and another of the same deno-
mination the next year: for instance, from the vernal

equinox to the vernal equinox following, which con-

tains 365 days, five hours, and forty-nine minutes.

The Lunar year is composed of twelve Lunar
months, each of which consists of twenty-nine days,
twelve hours, and forty-four minutes, that make in all

354 days, eight hours, and forty-eight minutes.

Both of these years are called Astronomical, to dis-

tinguish them from that in common use, which is

termed Civil or Political.

Though all nations may not agree with one another
in the manner of determining their years, some regu-

lating them by the motion of the sun, and others by
that of the moon, they, however, generally use the

solar year in chronology. It seems at first, that as the

lunar years are shorter than the solar, that inequality
should produce some error in chronological calcula-

tions. But it is to be observed, that the nations who
used lunar years, added a certain number of inter-

calary days to make them agree with the solar: which
makes them correspond with each other; or at least,

if there be any difference, it may be neglected, when
the question is only to determine the year in which

fact happened.
In Chronology there are certain times distinguished

by some great event, to which all the rest are refer-

red. These are called Epochs, from a Greek word,'
which signifies to stop, because we stop there to con-

sider, as from a resting place, all that has happened
before or after, and by that means to avoid anachro-

nisms, that is to say, those errors which induce confu-

sion of times.

The choice of the events which are to serve as

epochs, is arbitrary ; and a writer of history may take

such as best suit his plan.
When we begin to compute years from one of these

points distinguished by a considerable event, the enu-
meration and series of such years is called an Era.
There are almost a* many eras as there have been
different nations. The

principal,
and those most in

use, are that of the Creation ofthe World, of Ike Birth

ofJesti* Christ, of the Olympiads, and of the Building
of Rome. I made use only of the two most famous,
that is to say, that of the World, and that of Jesus
Christ.

Every body knows, that the Olympiads derived their

rigin from the Olympic game*, which were celebra-

ted in Peloponnesus, near the city of Olympia. These

games were so solemn, that Greece made them her

epoch for computing her years. By an Olympiad is

meant the space of four years complete, which is the
time that elapsed between one celebration of the
rames and another. The first used by chronologers
begins, according to Usher, in the summer of the

year of the world 3228, before Christ 776. When
the time in which an event happeni d is reckoned by
Olympiads, authors say, the first, second, or third,
tc. year of tuch an Olympiad: w.iich being once
known, it is easy to find the year of the world to
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which the game fact is to be referrred : anil in like

manner when the year of the world it known it

is easy to find that of the Olympiad which agree*
with it.

Rome was built, according to Varro's Chronology
in the year of the world 3251, and the 753d before

Jesus Christ. Cato dates the foundation of that city
two years later, in the year of the world 3253, before

Jesus Christ 751. I shall follow the opinion of the

latter in my Roman history. The years reckoned
from this epoch are called {differently years of Rome,
or years from the foundation of the city.
The Julian period is also a famous era in chronol-

ogy, used
principally for reckoning the years before

Christ. I am going to explain in a few words, where-
in this period consists, and its use: but first I must

give the reader an idea of the three cycles of which it

is composed.
By the word cycle, is understood the revolution of

a certain number of years.
The Solar cycle is a term of twenty-eight years,

which includes all the variations that the Sundays and

days of the week admit: that is to say, at the end of

twenty-eight years the first seven letters of the alpha-
bet, which are used in the calendar for noting the day
of the week, and which are called Dominical letters,

return in the same order in which they were at first.

To understand what I have now said, it must be ob-

served, that if the year had only fifty-two weeks,
there would be no change in the order of the Domi-
nical letters. But as it has a day more, and two in

leap-year, that produces some variations, which are

all included in the space of twenty-eight years, of
which the solar cycle consists.

The Lunar Cycle, called also the Golden Number,
is the revolution of nineteen years, at the end of which
the moon returns, within an hour and a half, to the
same

point
with the sun, and begins its lunation*

again in the same order as at first. We are indebted
for the invention of this cycle to Meto, a famous Athe-
nian astronomer. Before the invention of the epacts,
it was used for marking the days of the new moon in

the calendar.

Besides these two cycles, chronologers admit a third

also, called Indiction. This is a revolution of fifteen

years, of which the first is called the first induction,

the second the second idiction, and so on to the fif-

teenth, after which they begin again to count the first

indict ion, &c.
The first indiction is generally supposed to hare

begun three years before the birth of Christ.

If these three cycles, that is to say, 28, 19, and 15,
re multiplied by each oth.-r, the product will be 7980,

which is what is called the Julian period.
One of the

properties of this period, is to give the
three characteristic cycles of each year, that is to say,
the current year of each of the three cycles; for ex

ample, every body knows that the vulgar era com
mences at the year 47 14 of the Julian period. If that

number be divided by 28, what remains 1 after the di-

vision shows the solar cycle of that year. In the name
manner the lunnr cycle and the indiction may be fjund.

I nay, what remains, and not the quotient, ai tome tu
thori do; for the quotient exprexei the number uf cytlti

elapned since the beginning uf the period, and what re

maim after the division ihowi the year of the rjrrenl

cyck'
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It is demonstrated, that the three numbers which ex-

press these three eyelet cannot be found again in the

same order in any other year of the Julian period. It

is the same in respect to the cycles of other years.
If we trace tins period back to its fir-t year, that is

to sav, to the year when the three cycles, of which it

is composed, began, we shall find it precede the cre-

ation of the world 710 years: supposing the creation

to precede the vulgar era only 4004 years.
This period is called Julian, because it is made to

agree with the years of Julius Caesar. Scaliger in-

rented it to reconcile the systems that divided cbtono-

logers concerning the length of time elapsed since the

beginning of the world. There are some who believe

that only 4004 years of the world are to be reckoned
before jesut Christ. Others give more extent to that

pace, and augment the number of years of which it

consists. These variations disappear when the Julian

period is used, for erery body agrees in respect to the

rear in which that began, and there is nobody who

does not allow, that the first ytar of the vulgar er
falls in with the 4714th of that period. Thus in tha

Julian period there are two fixed points, which unite
all systems, and reconcile all chronoloscers.

It is easy to find the year of the Julian period, that

answers to any year whatsoever of tlic vulgar era of
the world. For as the beginning of the Julian periot
precedes that era 7 10 years, by adding that number U
the year proposed of the era of the world, we have (h

year of the Julian period that answers to it. For in

stance, we know that the battle of Arbela was fought
in the year of the world 3673. If to that number we
add 710, it will be 4333, which number expresses the

rear of the Julian period to which the battle of Arbe-
la is to be referred.

The reader knows that hitherto I have not entered
into chronological discussions, and undoubtedly dos)
not expert that I should do so now. I shall generally
fillow U-her, whom I have chosen for toy guide >

this subject.

THE TABLE.

Aisyrians.

18U02-J04

1816 2188

Nimrod, founder of the first empire of the Assyrians.
Ninus, the on of Nimrod.
Semirainis. She reigned forty-two yean.
Ninyas.

The history of the tueeettort of Ninyat for thirty generations, except of Phvl and Sardanapi , I

unknoicn.

20841920

21481856

21791823

22761723

2298' 1706
2427il577

24431356

24S81516

Egypt. Greece.

Menes or Mesram, first king of Egypt,
Busiris.

Osymandias.
Uchoreus.
Moeris.

The Shepherd-kings seize Lower Egypt. They
reign 260 years.
Abraham enters Egypt, where Sarah is in great

danger from one of the shepherd-kings.

Thethm.->sis expels the Shepherd-kings, and reigns
in Lower Egypt.
Joseph is carried into Egypt, and sold to Puliphar.

Jacob goes into Egypt with his family.
Rameses-Miamum begins to reign in Egypt. He

persecutes the Israelites.

Cecrope conducts a colony from Egypt, and founds
the kingdom of Athens.

S494 1510 Amenophis, the eldest son of Rameses, succeeds

[him.
25131491; The Israelites quit Egypt. Amenophis is swallow

ed up in the Red Sea. Sesostris his son succeeds him.
He divides Egypt into thirty nomes, or districts, ren-

ders Ethiopia tributary, conquers Asia, and subjects
the Scythians as far as the Tanais. On his return in

to Egypt he kills himself, after a reign of 33 years.
95301474

8647 1457

6281376

17301294

fiC01204

SN011U4

Pheron succeeds Sesostris.

Proteos. In his reign Paris Is driven into Egypt on
his return to Troy with Helen.
Kham pain it. Cheops. Chephrem. Myceri-

nus. Asychis.
The six preceding reigns were 170 years in dura

.ion
; but it is hard to assign the length of each of

-.hem in particular.

Foundation of the kingdom of Sicyoo.

Foundation of the kingdom of Argos. Deluge at

Ogyges in Attica.

Foundation of the kingdom of Athens by Cecrop*
He institutes the Areopagus.
Under Cranaus, successor of Cecrops, happens Deu-

calion's flood.

Foundation of the kingdom of Lacedaemonia, of
which Lelex is the first king.

Danaus. brother of Sesomris, leaves Egypt, and re-

tires into the Pelopouuesus, where he Bakes himself
master of Argos
Perseus, the fifth of Danaus's successors, hiiv'nf

unfortunately killed his grandfather, abandons Argoa,
and founds the city of Mycene.

Sisyphus, the son of jfculus, makes himself mastei
of Corinth.
The descendants of Sisyphu* are driven out of Cor

inth by the Heraclidss.

Jigaus, the son of Pandiou, king of Attica. Tn
expedition of the Argonauts is dated in the reign of

this prince.
The Heraelidas make themselves masters of Pelo

ponnesus; from whence they are obliged to retire,

soon after.

Troy taken by the Greeks.
The Heraclids* re-enter Peloponnesus, and seisa

Sparta, where the two brothers Eurysihenes aJ Yrt-

jcles reign together.
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J. A/.

3637
3533
854n
3514
3545
3513

A. C.

467
466
4C4
4-50

459
466

Persians and Grecians.

him

3550
3554

3555

3353

3564

3568

3575
3576

3579

3580

3583

3584
3588
3589

3590

3593

3595

3593

3599

3599

3600

3573
3574

44'.

446

410

436

421

420
416
415

414

411

409

400

405

405

404

3601

3602
3603

3604
300G
3607

3609

9610

3617
3616

21

3D4

3S4

383

Ezra obtains a commission from Anaxpryps to return to Jerusalem, with all who are willing to folio v

Themistocles puts an end to his life at Macnesia.
H>>r><lirtis of Sicily, chief of the sect ( Physicians called A.^.TTI>. Hippocrates was his disciple.
The Eiiyutian*. supported by the Athenians, revolt against ArtaxerxPs.
Defeat of the Persian army in Esypt.
The Egyptians and Athenians are defeated in their turn ; in consequence of which all E?ypt returnt U

its obe<iiencp tn Artaxerxes, and the Athenians retire to Biblos, under th<? command of Inarus, where thej
sustain a siese of a year.

Battle of Tanacrain Bue.itia, where the Athenians beat the Spartans,who were come to the aid of the Theban
NVhemiah obtains Artaxerxes's permission to return to Jerusalem.
Birth of Xpno;:hon.
Cimoo, recalMI from banishment after five years' absence; reconciles tl.e Athenians and Spartans, and

makes them conclude a truce of five years.
End of the war between the Greeks and Persians, which had continued from the burning of Sardis by th

Athenians, fifty-one years.
Death of Cimon.
The Lnced-i-inonians conclude a truce for thirty years with the Athenians. The latter soon break it b)

new enterprises.

Empetlocles, the Pythaznrean philosopher, flourished about this time.

Myron, the famous sculotor of Athens.
Pericles makes war with the Samians. and takps the capital of their island, after a siese of nine month*.
Zeuxis, the famous painter, disciple of Apollodorus. Parrhasius his rival lived at the same time.

Aristophanes the comic poet.
Birth of Isocratps.

War between the Corinthians and the people of Corcyn. The Athenians en?ase in it in favour of th

Corcyrians. The inhabitants of Potidaea declare on the side of Corinth against Athens. Alcibiades begins
to appear in this war, which occasions that of Peloponnesus.

Scopas, architect and sculptor.
Beginning of the Peloponnesian war. It continues twenty-seven years.
A terrible plague rages in Attica. The physician Hippocrates distinguishes himself by his extraordinary

care of the sick.

Death of Pericles.

The Lacedaemonians besiese PIat sea.

Plato, founder of the ancient academy.
Death of Artaxerxes. Xerxi-s his son succeeds him. He reigns only forty-five days.
Sosdianus puts Xerxes to death, and causes himself to be acknowledged king in his stead. His reign

continues only six months.

Ochus, known under the name of Darius Nothus, rids himself of Sogdianus, and succeeds him.
The Athenians, under Nicias, make themselves masters of Cythera."
Thucydides is banished by the Athenians, whose army he commanded, for having suffered Amphipolis U

be taken.

Polygnotus, famed particularly for his painting in the portico called naixix^ at Athens, in which he re-

presented the principal events of the Trojan war.

Treaty of peace concluded, by the application of Nicias, between the Lacedaemonians and Athenians, in

the tenth year from the beginning of the Peloponnesian war. Alcibiades, by an imposture, occasions iu

being broken the following year.
The banishment of Hyperbolus puts an end to the Ostracism.
Alcibiades engases the Athenians to assist the people of Egesta arainst the Syracusans. ,

Alcibiadns, one of the generals sent to Sicily by the Athenians, is recalled to Athens to answer accusation*

against him. He flies to Sparta, and is condemned for contumacy.
Pisuthnes, governor of Syria, revolts against Darius. The Egyptians do the same, and choose Amyrtseus

for their king, who reigns six years.
Alcibiades, to avoid the envy his great actions had drawn upon him at Sparta, throws himself into the

aniu of Tissaphernes, one of the king of Persia's satraps. The Lacedaemonians, by the help uf Tissapher
nes, conclude a treaty ot" alliance with the king of Persia.

Alcibiades is recalled to Athens. His return occasions the abolition of the Four Hundred, who had been
nvested with supreme authority.
Darius gives Cyrus, his youngest son, the government in chief of all the provinces of Asia Minor

Lysander is placed at the head of the Lacedaemonians. He defeats the Athenians near Ephfsus. In con-

sequence of that defeat, Alcibiades is deposed, and leu generals are nominated to succeed him.
Callicralidas gels the command of the army in the room of Lysander, from whom the Lacedemonians had

taken it. He is killed in a sea-fight near the Arginusa.
Lysander is restored to the command of the Lacedaemonian army. He gains a famous victory over the

Athenians at jEaospotam >s.

Conun, who commanded the Athenian forces, retire* after his defeat to Evagoras, king of Cyprus.
Lysander makes himself muster of Athens, changes the form of the government, and establish s thirty

Archons, commonly called the thirty tyrants.
Eud of the 1'elopoimesiaii war.
Death of Darius Nothus. Araaces his son succeeds htm, and takes the name of Artaxerxes Mnemon.
Cyrus the younger intends to assassinate his brother Artaxerxes. His design being discovered, he if ienl

back to the maritime provinces, uf which he was governor.
Interview of Cyrus the younger and Lysander at Sardis

Thrasybulus expels the tyrants of Athens, and re-establishes its liberty.

Cyrus the younger prepares for a war with his brother Artaxerxes.
Defeat and death ol Cyrus the yuuiiger at Cuuaxa, followed by the retreat of the Ten Thousand,
Death of Socrates.
Lacedaemon declares war against Tissaphernes and Pharnabaxus.

Beginning of A my utas, king of Macedonia, father of Philip
AgeuiUus is elected king ol Sparta. The year following he goes to Africa, to the Aid of the Greeks seoM

there.

Lysander quarrels with Agesilaus, and undertakes to change the order of the succession to the throne.

The army of Tissaphernes is defeated near Sardis by Agesilaus.
Theutis, Argos, and Corinth, enter into a league against Lacedaemon, at the solicitation of the Persians. Ath-

ens enters into the same league soon after. Agesilaus is recalled by the Ephori to the assistance of his country.
The fleet of the LacedtMttoniana is defeated near Cnidos by P'tiariiaoazus, and Conon the Athenian, whs

commanded that of the Persians and Greeks. Agesilaus defeats the Thebana almost at tua same time, ii

the plums of Coronea.
Conon rebuilds tbe walls of Athens.

Peace, shameful to the Greeks, concluded with the Persians by Antalcidas the Lacedaemonian.
Artaxerxes attacks Evaguras, king of Cyprus, with all his forces, and gains a signal victory over

hi:n^
It is followed by the siege of Salamis, which i terminated by a treaty of peace.
Expedition of Artaxerxes against the Cadusiaua.
Birili of Aristotle, founder of the Peripatetics.
The Lacedaemonians declare war agai.isl the city of Olynthu*.
binti of Philip, king >( .Macedon.
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^_
8622

3626
3627

3629

863fi

3535

3644

3C46

364S

3649

3650
3651

3653;
3654:

3656!

3653

3662
3uw

8666

8867

36CS

366S

3670

8671

3G72

3673
3674

8675

K76

8677
8676

879

8680

8681

8663

aii

350

345

316

34:
339

338

Pertianf and Grecian*.

Phaebidas, on hig way to the siege of Olynihus, ai ihe head of part of the army of the Lacedemonians;
make? himself master of the citadel of Thebes.
Binh of Demosthenes.
PMopidas, at the head of the rest of the exiles, kills the tyrant of Thebes, and retake* the citadel.
Artaxprxes .Mnemon undertakes to reduce Egypt, which had thrown off his yoke for some years. Ht

employs about two years in making preparations for that war.
Deatli of Amynias, kin* of Macedonia Alexander his eldest son succeeds him. He reigns only two

year?. Perdiccas ascends the throne next, and reigns 14 years.
D' a'h of Evaffoms. king of Cyprus. Nicocles his son succeeds him.
Battle of Leuctra, in which the Thebans, under Epaminond.is and Pelopidas, defeat the Lacedemonians.
Expedition of Pelonidas asainsl Alexander, tyrant of Pherae He goes to Macedonia, to terininate the

differences between Perdiccas and Ptolemy, son of Amyntas, concerning the crown. He carries Philip w:th
him to Thebes as a hoslase. He is killed in a brittle which he fighis with the tyrant of Pherae.

Battle of Mantinea. Epaminondas is killed in it, after having secured the victory w the Thebans.
The Lacedemonians send Azesilaus to aid Tachos, kins of Egypt, against Artaxerxes. He dethrone!

Tachos, and gives the crown to Nectanebus. He dies on his return from that expedition.
Death of Arl.ixerxes Mnemon. Ochus his s m succeeds him.
Philip ascends the throne of Macedonia- He makes a caj.tioiis peace with the Athenians.

The history of Ihe Cappadorians begins at this time, the chronaloey of tchose kings I shall gire after thai

of Alexander's Succet^ors. I shall annex it to that of the Parthian*, and of the kings of Pontui.

War of the allies with the Athenians. It continued three years.
Philip besieges and lakes Amphipolis.
Revolt of Artabasus against OCL.US king of Persia.
Birth of Alexander the Greal.Binh of Alexander the Great.
Demosthenes appears in public for the first lime, and encourages the Athenians, who were alarmed by ibs.

preparations f.>r war making by the king of Persia.

Beginning of the sacred war.
Death of Mausolus, king of Caria.

Philip makes himself master of the city of Methnn.
Artemisia, widow of Mausolus, whom she had succeeded, takes Rhodes.
Philip attempts to seize Thermopylae in vain.
Successful expedition of Ochus against Phuenicia, Cyprus, and afterwards Egypt.
Nectanebus, the last king of Egypt of the Egyptian race, is obliged lo fly into Ethiopia, from whence he

never returns.
Death of Plato.

Philip makes himself master of Olynthns.
Philip seizes Thermopylae, and part of Phocis. H > causes himself to be admitted into the number of the

Amphictyons.
Oration uf Demosthenes concerning the Chersonesus, in favour of Diopithies.
The Athenians send aid under Phocion to the cilies of Perinthus and Byzantium, besieged by Philip

That prince is obliged to raise the siege.
Philip is declared generalissimo ufthe Greeks in the council of the Amphictyons. He makes himself

master of Elaiaea.

Battle of Cheronswi, wherein Philip defeats the Athenians and the Thebans, who had entered infa league
against him.

Oohiis, king of Persia, is poisoned by Bagoas his favourite. Arses his son succeeds him, and reigns only
three years.

Piulip causes himself to be declared general of the Greeks against the Persians. The same year he re-

pu iates his wife Olympics. His eon Alexander attends her into Epirus, from whence he goes lo lilyna.
Philip's dealh. Alexander his son, ihen twenty years of aze, succeeds him.
Arses, king of Persia, is assassinated by Bagois. Darius Codomanus succeeds him.
Thebes taken and destroyed by Alexander. He causes himself to be declared generalissimo of the Greeks

against the Persians in a diet assembled at Corinlh
A exander sets out for Persia.
Battle of the Granicus, f dlowed with the conquest of almost all Asia Minor.
Alexander is seized at Tarsus with a dangerous illness, from having bathed in the river Cydnus. He is

cured in a few days.
B iltle of Issus .

Alexander makes himself master of Tyre, after a siege of seven months."
Arislides and Protogenus were his contemporaries

._ tviiii m*7 inning vi AI ucia, DauT iii, oiisa, aiiu r ^i*-j/una.
Darius is seized and laden with chains by BesSSJSJ, and soon afte'r assassinaled. His dealh puts an end to

the Persian empire, which had subsisted 3.>u years from its foundation under Cyrus the Greal.
The Lacedaemonians revolt against the Macedonians. Anlipaier defeats them in a bailie, wherein Agis

their king is killed.

Thalesiris, queen of the Amazons, comes to see Alexander at Zadracarta.

Phttous, and Parmenio his father, suspected of having conspired with others against Alexander, are put
to death.
Pessus is brought lo Alexander, and soon after pul lo dealh.

Alexander, a/i?r having subdued the 6ogdia:.s and Hadrians, builds a city upon the laxartes, to which he

gives his na:ne

Embassy of the Scythians to Alexander, followed by a victory gained by him over that people.
Lysippus of Sicyoii, a famous sculptor, flourished about this time.
Alexander makes himself master of the rock/ eminence of Oxus.
Clitus is killed by Alexander ai a feast in Maracando, The dealh of Callisthenes happens soon after
Alexander marries Kuxana; the daughter of Oxyartes.

327 Alexander's entrance into India. He gains a great victory over Porus in passing the Hydaspes.
3-6 On the remunsiran es of his army, Alexander determines lo march back.

I The city of Oxyilracae taken. Alexander in great danger ihere.

325 Alexander's marriage with Statira, ihe eldesl daughter uf Darius.
Kevull of Harpalus, whom Alexander had made governor of Babylon.
Demosihenes is banished for having received presents, and suffered himself to be corrupted by Harpalus

324 Death of Hephaesiion at Ecbatana,
1

iMi'iiander, t e inventor of th new comedy, lived about this lime.

323 A lexander.on his return lo Baby lun.dies there,at the age uf two and thirty years and eight months. Aridaeus.
lliat prince's natural brother, is declared king in hu stead. The regency of the kingdom is given toPerdiccas.
The generals divide ihe provinces amousi themselves. From this division commences the era uf the em-

pire oi the Lagidte in E-ypu
The A'henians revolt, and engage ihe states of Greece to enter into a league wilh them. Demosthenes Is

recalled Iron) banishment,.

33? Ami, ;uer is uesiegeil iti Lamia by ihe Athenians, and is forced lo surrender by capitulation. Hesuou aft*
.seizes Athens, and puts a. garrison lulo it.
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37711
3772

3774
37761

srrs

3781

3782
3783

3734

3785
3787

3788

3789
3790
3792

3793

3796

3798

3900

3301

3802

3803
3S04

3S05

3806

3807

3909
3813

3314

8815

225

223

220

216

Alexander's Successors.

Joseph, nephew of the high-priest Onias, is sent ambassador to Ptolemy Eugenes.
Death of Demetrius, kin of Macedonia. Antigonus, guardian of Philip, son of Demetrius, succeeds him
Polycletus of Sicyon, a famous sculptor.
Seleucus, king of Syria, is defeated and taken prisoner by Argaces, kins of the Parthians.
Cleomenes, kins of Sparta, rains asreat victory over the Achzans and Aratus.
Seleucus Callinicus, kins of Syria, dies amongst the Parthians of afall from his horse. Seleucus Ceraunof

Irs i^dest son succeeds him.
Antiochus Hierax is assassinated br thieves on leaving Egypt.
Aratus defeats Arivlippus, tyrant of Arsos. He prevails upon Lysiades, tyrant of Megalopolis, to renounce

the tyranny, and makes his city enter into the Achaean leasue.
The Romans send a famous embassy into Greece, to impart to the Greeks the treaty they had lately con-

cluded with the Illyrians. The Corinthians declare, by a public decree, that they shall be admitted to a

share in the celebration of the Isthmian sames. The Athenians also grant them the freedom of Athens.

Antigonus, king of Macedon, by the intrigues of Aratus, is called in to aid the Achaeans against the Lace-
daemonians.
Cleomenes. king of Sparta, takes Mesalopolis.
Battle of Selasia, followed with the takins of Sparta by Anlisonus.
Death of Seleucus Ceraunus, king of Syria. Antiochus his brother, surnamed the Great, succeeds hire
The Colossus of Rhodes is thrown down by a ereat earthquake.
Death of Ptolemy Eursetes, kinz of Eeypt. Ptolemy Philopator succeeds him.
The J5tolians gain a great victory at Ca;>hyz over the Achaeans.
Antiochus reduces Molon and Alexander, who had revolted against him two years before; the first in

Media, the second in Persia.

Doath of Antigonus kins of Macedonia. Philip, the son of Demetrius, succeeds him.

Clv>menes,kihgofSparta,disinE2ypt. The Lacedaemonians elect Agesipolis and Lycurgus to succeed him
War of the allies with the .Kloltins, in favour of the Achssans.

Hermias, prime minister of Antiochus, is put to death by that prince's orders.

Bailie of Raphia, between Ptolemy kinz of Esypl, and Antiochus kins of Syria.

Treaty of peace between Philip, king of Macedonia, and the Achaean's, on one side, and the JEtolians on
the other, which puts an end to the war of the allies.

Antiochus besieges Achteus, who had revolted, in Sardis, and after a siege of two years he ia delivered up
by the treachery of Cretan.
Hannibal's alliance with Philip, king of Macedonia.

Philip receives a considerable blow from Ihe Romans at the siege of Apollonia.
Carneades, founder of the new academy.
Antiochus undertakes to reduce the province* which had thrown off the yoke of the Syrian empire, and

effects it in the space of seven years.
Alliance of the jEtolians with the Romans. Attalus, king of Pergamus, enters into it. The Lacedemo-

nians come into it some lime after.

Famous battle between Philip, king of Macedonia, and the jEtoliai.8, near Elis. Philopo?rr.en distinguishes
himself in it.

Battle of Mantinea, wherein Philopoemen defeats Machanidas, tyrant of Sparta, who perishes in it. Nabii
is set in his place.
Treaty of peace between Philip and the Romans. All the allies on both sides are included in it.

Polybius is said to have been born this year.
Death of Ptolemy Philopator, king of Egypt.
Ptolemy Epiphanes, at that time only five years old, succeeds him.

203 League between Philip king of Macedon, and Antiochus, king of Syria, against the young king of Egypt.
202 Philip, king of Macedonia, is defeated by the Rhodians in a sea-fight off the island of Chios. That prince's

cruel treatment of the Cyaneans seems to be properly dated the following year.
201 Philip besieges and takes Abydus.
200 The Romans declare war asainsl Philip. P. Sit! piuus is appointed to command in it. He gains a consid-

erable victory near the town of Octolophus in Macedonia.
199 Villicus succeeds Sulpitius in the command of the army against Philip. The year following Flaroiuinm

is sent to succeed Villicus.

198! Antiochus, king of Syria, subjects Palestine and Coele-syria.

|

The Ac.haeans declare for the Romans against Philip.
198 Interview of Philip and Ihe consul Flamin'inus.

Nabis, tyrani of Sparta, declares for the Romans. The Boeotians do the same.
Death of Attalus, king of Pergamus. Eumenes succeeds him.
Battle of Cynoecephalar, where, the Romans gain a complete victory over Philip.

196 Treaty of peace between Philip and the Romans, which puts an end to the war.

Embassy of the Romans lo Anliochus the Great, in order to be assured whether the complaints against hill
were justly founded.

Conspiracy of Scopas the .Stolian, against Ptolemy Epiphanes, discovered and punished.
195 Flamininus makes war against Nabis, the tyrant of Sparta.
191 Philopoetnen gains a considerable advantage over Nabis, near Sparta.

The .-Kiolians resolve to seize Demetrius, Chalcis, and Sparta, by treachery and stratasem.
Nabis is killed. Philopoemen makes the Lacedemonians enter into the Acha-an league.
Antiochus goes into Greece lo the aid of the Jitolians. The Romans declare war against him, and soon

after defeat him near the straits of Thermopyle.
190 Bar le of Magnesia, followed by a treaty of peace, which puts an end to the war between the Romans and

Anliochus, which had subsisted about two years.
The philosopher Pananius was born about this time.

189 The consul Fulvius forces the Kiolians to submit to the Romans. Manlius, his colleague, almost at the
same lime subjects all the Gauls in Asia.
The cruel treatment of the Spartans by iheir exiles, supported by Philopwmen, happened this year.

3317' 187 Anliochus Ihe Great, king of Syria, is killed in Ihe temple of Jupiter Belus, which he had entered in order
to plunder it. Seleucus Plnlopaior succeeds him.

35211 183 Philoptemen is taken before Mvssene by Dinocrates, end put lo death.

3*24
3825
3829

3830
3S33

181 Demetrius, sun of Philip king of Macedonia, it unjustly accused by his brother Perseus, and put to death.

IdOJ Death of Ptolemy Epiphan s, king of Ezypl. Ptolemy PhilonMior succeeds him.

3834

9839!

179 Death of Philip, king of Macedonia Perseus his son succeeds him.
175 Seleucus fhilopamr, king of Syria, is poisoned by rfeliodorus, whom he had sent a little before to take

Jerusalem. He is succeeded by Anliochus Epiphanes.
174 Anliochus Epiphanes causes Onias the high priest of Jerusalem to be deposed, and sets Jason in his plica
171 War between Anliochus and Ptolemy Philomeior.

The Romans declare war against Perseus. That prince has some advantage in the first bailie near the
river Peneus.

170 Antiochus Epiphanes makes himself master of all Egypt. He marches afterwards to Jerusalem, where he
[commits unheard of cruelties.

169! The Alexandrians, in the room of Philomeior, who had fallen into the hands of Antiochus, make Ptolemy
Euergeies, his younger brother, king.

I'tnloineio. is st at liberty the same year, and unites with his brother. That union induces Antiochui is

I renew the war.
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163

167

Alexander's Successors.

Paulus ./Emilius is charred with the Macedonian war, against Perseus. He gains a famous victory ovei
thai prince near Pydna, which puts an end to the kingdom of Macedonia. Il was not reduced however, into
a province of the Roman empire, till twenty years after.
The pratnr Anicius subjects Illyria in thirty days.
Po[>ilius, one of the ambassadors sent by the Romans into Esypt, obliges Antiochus to quit it, and comes to

an accommodation with the two brothers.

Antiochus, exasperated at what had happened in Egypt, turns his rage against the Jews, and sends Apol-
lonius to Jerusalem
The same year he publishes a decree, to oblige all nations in subjection to him to renounce their own re-

ligion, and confirm u> his. This law occasions a cruel persecution amongst the Jews.
Antinchus goes in person to Jerusalem, to see his orders put in execution. The martyrdom of the Macca-

bees, and the dealh of Eleazar, happened at that time.
Paulus JEmilius abandons the citiesuf Epirun to be plundered by his army, for having taken Perseus's

part.The Achaeans, suspected of having favoured that prince, are sent to Rome to give an accoum of th^ir conduct.
The senate banish them into different towns of Italy, from whence they are not suffered to return home till

seventeen years after. Polybius wae of this number.
Prusias, king of Bithynia. goes to Rome. Eumenes, king of Pergamus, is not permitted to enter it.

Dealh of Mailalhias. Judas his s<m succeeds him, and gains many vi lories over the generals of Antiochu*.
Antiochus Epiphanes is repulsed before Elymais, where he intended to plunder the temple. He marche*

towards Judaea, with design to exterminate the Jews. The hand of God strikes him on the way, and he dieg
n the most exquisite torments. Antiochus Eupator. his son, succeeds him.
Amiochus Eupator marches against Jerusalem. He is soon after obliged to return into Syria, in order to

)xp-l Philip of Anlioch, who had made himself master of his capital.
DiT(Terence between Philometor, king of Egypt, and Physcon his brother, which does not terminate till after

the expiration of five years.
Ociavius, ambassador for the Romans in Syria, is assassinated.
Demetrius Soter, the son of Seleucus Philopator, flies from Rome, where he bad been kept as a hostage, to

Syria, where he causes Amiochus Eupator to be put to dealh, and seizes the throne.
Dealh of Judas Maccabeus.
Demeiriu* is acknowledged king of Syria by the Romans.
Death of Eumenes, king of Pergamus. Attalus Philometor succeeds him.
War between A'.lalus and Prusias.
Alexander Bala pretends to be the son of Antiochus Epiphanes, and in that quality attempts to cause him*

self to be acknowledged king of Syria.
Andriscus of Adramyllium pretends himself the son of Perseus, and undertakes to cause himself to be

declared king of Macedonia. He is conquered, taken, and sent to Rome by Metellus.
Demetrius Soter is killed in a battle between him and Alexander Bala. His dealh leaves the latter in

in

150

| possession of Ihe empire of Syria.
' Macedonia "is reduced into a province of the Roman empire.

Troubles in Achaia promoted by Diaeus and Crilolaus. The commissioners sent thither by the Roman*
are insulted.

145

141

130

Metellus goes to Achaia, where he gains several advantages over the Achaeans. Mummius succeeds him ;

and, after a great bailie near Leucopeira, 'nkes Corinlh, and entirely demolishes it.

Greece is reduced inio a Roman province, under the name of the province of Achaia.

7fie sequel of the history of the kings of Syria is much embroiled ; for which reason I shall separate it

from that of the Eqyptians, in order to complete its chronology.

Syria. Egypt-
Demeiriu* Nicalor, son of Deme

trius Soier, defeats Alexander Bala,
and ascends the throne.
Demetrius marches against the

Pan mans. After some small ad-

vantages, he is taken prisoner.

Demetrius Nicator reigns again in

Death of Ptolemy Plitlomelor.
Antiochus, surnamed Theos, son Ptolemy Physcon, hi* brother, sue-

of Bala, supported by Tryphon, ceeds him
makes himself master of part of the

kingdom.
Tryphun gets Jonathan into bis

hands, and puts him to dealh at Pio-
lemais. The year following he mur-
ders his pupil Amiochus, and seize*
the kingdom of Syria.
Amiochus >ideies, the second son

of Demetrius Soter, marries Cleopa-
tra, the wife of his brother Demetri- . ~r ..^ .,,.,.. ,...,;
us Nicalor, and after having put Philomeior,*ucceetl* him. He reign*
Tryphon to death, he is declared five years.
king himself.

|

The cruellies of Physcon at Alex-
Amiochus Sideteg besiege* John and ria oblige most of the inhabi-

Hyrcunus in Jerusalem, and lakes tan is U> qun tii place.
ihe city by capitulaiiou. ]

(Atulus Philomeior, king of Per-
Amiochus marches against the gam us, at his dealh leaves his domi-

Parlhians, and gains many ad van- nions to the Roman people. Atiro-

lages over them. They semi back incus seises them.)

Syria.

Demetrius ihe year following.

1Z Deraetriu* is killed by Alexander
Zebina, who takes his place, and
causes himself to be acknowledged
king of Syria.
Seleucus V. eldest son of Deme-

trius Nicator is declared king, and
soon alter killed by Cleopatra. An-
tiochus Lirypus succeeds him.

Cleopatra attempt* to poison Gry
pus, and is poisoned herself.

Death of Atulus king ol Perga-
mus. Atla.lus his nephew, sumanfed

(The consul Perpenna defeats

Adronicus, and sends him to Rome.
The kingdom of Pergamu* is redu-
ced the year following into a Komau
province by Manius Aquiln.s )

Physcon repudiates Cleopatra, hi*
first wife, and marries her daughter
of the same name. He is soon after

obliged to fly, and ihe Alexandrian*
give the government to Clevpau*,
whom he had repudiated.
Pnyscon re-asceuU* ihe throne of

Ejjypu

Zebina is defeated by Grypus, and Physcon give* hi* daughter in
dies soon after. marriage, to Urypu*, king uf Syria,

Death of Physcon Ptolemy La.
Antiochus the Cyzicenian, son of thy rus succeed* him. Cleopatra, hi*

Cleopatra and Auuochus Sidetes, moiher, obliges him lo repuUiaia
lakes arms against Cyprus. He ha* Cleopatra, his eldest sister, and U
Ute wont in the beginning ;

bul iwo marry Selene, hid youngest.
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Cappadocia.

90

89

87

86

84

Ariarathes V.

Ariarathes VI. surnamed Philo-

paior.

Ariarathes VII.

Ariarathes VIII. Mithridates, king
of Ponlus, puts him to death, and
sets his son upon Ihe throne. Soon
after Ariarathes IX. lakes Cappado-
cia from the son of Milhridales, who
is presenily after re-eslablished by
his falher.

Sylla enters Cappadocia, drives

the son of Milhridales oul of il,

and sets Ariobarzanes I. upon the

throne.

Tigranes, king ofArmenia, drives

Parthian Empire. Pontut.

Priapalius.
Phraates I.

Mithridates L

Phraates IL

Artabanus. After a very short

reign, he is succeeded by Mithri
dates II who reigns 40 years.

Pharnaces, son of Milhridales IV

Milhridales V. surnamed Euerge-
Hi
Milhridales VI. surnamed the

Greal.
Milhridales seizes Cappadocia,

and makes his son king of it.

Mnaschires, and after him Sina-
Ariobarzanes out of Cappadocia, troces. These two princes reign
and reinstates Ihe son of Milhri
date*.

about 20 years.

Sylla obliges Mithridates lo res-

lore Cappadocia lo Ariobarzanes.

Tigranes dispossesses him of iiase-
76! cpnd lime. After the war with Miih-

|ri>laies, Pompey reinstates Ariobar-

75 zanes. His reign, and the very short

one of his son, continues down to

about the year 3953.

74

73

71

67

66

Ariobarzanes III. He is put lo sus against the Panhians.
death by Cassius.

Ariarathes X.
M. Antony drives Ariarathes out

Phraates III. who assumes the sur-
name of ihe God.

Milhri i&tes, eldest ion of Phraa
tes.

Orodes.

of ihe war between
MithridatPs and the Romans.
Mithridates causes all the Roman!

n Asia. Minor to be massacred in one
day.
Archelaus, one of Ihe generals of

Milhridales, seizes Athens and most
of the cities of Greece.

Sylla is charged with ihe war
againsl Milhridales. He retakes
Athens after a long siege.

Victory of Sylla over the generals
of Mithridates near Chaeronea. Ho
gains a second battle soon after al
Orchomenus.
Treaty of peace between Mithri-

dales and Sylla, which terminales
Ihe war.

Milhridates puts his son to death.
Second war beiween MilhridaiesJ

and Ihe Romans. It subsists some-
thin" less than three years.

Milhridales makes an alliance
wilh Senorius.

Beginning of ihe ihird war of
Milhridales againsl Inn Romans.
Lucullus and Cotta are placed at
Ihe head of ihe Roman army.

Cult* is defeated by sea and land,
and forced to shut himself up in
Chalcedon. Lucullus goes lo hia

aid.

Milhridates' forms the siege of Cf-
zicum. Lucullus obliges him la
raise il al ihe end of two years, and
pursues and beau him near the
Granicus.

Milhridates defealed in i he plains
of Cabins. He relires lo Tigranes.
Lucullus declares war against

Tigraneii, and soon after defeats

him, and lakes Tigranocena, the

capital of Armenia.
Lucullus defeats Tigranes and

Milhridales, who had joined their

forces near the river Arsamis.
Milhridates recovers all his domi-

nions, in consequence of the mis-

understandings that lake place in

the Roman army.
Pompey is appointed to succeed

Lucullus. He gains many advan-

tages over Milhridales, and oblige*
him lo fly.

Tigraues surrenders himself to

Pompey.
Pompey makes himself master of

Caina, in which the treasures of
Milhridales were laid up.
Death of Milhridales. Pharnace*

Unfortunate expedition of Cras- his son, whom the army had sleeted

Venlidlus?general of ihe Romans,
of Cappadocia, and se;s Arcnelaus gains a viciory over Ihe Panhians,
rn his place. On Ihe death of that which retrieves the honour they had
prince, which happened in the year lost al ihe bailie of Carrss
of the world 40*22, Cappadocia was I

reduced iuto a Roman province.

king, submit* his piou and domi-
nions lo the Romans
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3510

S500
3.V23

3525

3532
3543

3544

3589

3592

3593
3595
3596

3000

8605

8607

8615

8632

3643

3644

3646

3647

3654

3656

3657

365S
3672

'

36S5
3T24
37-27

3729

3T(8
3741

3743

3745

3749
3750
3755

3756
8763

.1C.

503 Syracuse is said to have been founded in the year
of tlie world 3295 ;

before Christ 709

404

Syracuse. Carthaft.

Gelon's beginning.

Gelon is elected kin- of Syracuse. He reigns 5 or 6

ears.

Hiero I. He reigns 11 years.
Thrasybulutj. In a year's time he is expelled by hia

subjects.
The Syracusans enjoy their liberty during sixty

years.
The Athenians, assisted by the people of Segesta,

undertake the siege of Syracuse under their general
412 Nicias, They are obliged to raise it at the end of two

years. The Syracusans pursue and defeat them en-

tirely.

Beginning of Dionysiug the elder.

Dionysins, after having deposed the ancient magis
trates of Syracuse, is placed at the head of the new
mes.and soon lifter causes himself to be declared gen-
eralissimo.

Revolt of the Syraeuaans agninst Dionysius, upon
account of the taking of Gela by the Cartha?inians.
It is followed by a treaty of peace between the Cartha-

ginians and Syracusans, by one of the conditions of

which Syracuse is to continue in subjection to Dio-

nysius. H establishes the tyranny in his own person.
New troubles at Syracuse against Dionysius. He

finds means to put an end to them.

Dionysius makes greal preparations for a new war
with the Canha?<nians.
Massacre of all the Carthaginians in Sicily, followed

'by a declaration of war, which Dionysius caused to be

signified to them by a herald, whom he despatched to

Carthage.
389 Dionysius takes Rhegium by capitulation. The next

year he breaks the treaty, and makes himself master

[of
it again by force.

372 Death of Dionysius the elder. His son, Dicnysius
the younger, succeeds him. By the advice of Dion, his

brother-in law, he causes Plato to come to his court.

Dion, banished by the order of Dionysius, retires into

Peloponnesus.
351 Dionysius makes Arete his sister, the wife of Dion,

narry Timocrates, one of his friends. That treatment
makes Dion resolve to attack the tyrant with open
force.

360 Dion obliges Dionysius to abandon Syracuse. He
sets sail for Italy.

353 Cal I i ppus causes Dion to be assassi nated, and makec
himself master of Syracuse, where he reign* about
thirteen months.

337 Hipparinus, brother of Dionysius the younger, drives

C.illippus out of Syracuse, and establishes himself in

his place for two years.
Dionysius reinstated.

The Syracusans call in Timoleon to their aid.

Dionysius is forced by Timoleon to surrender him-
self nnJ to retire to Corinth.

346 Timoleon abolishes tyranny at Syracuse, and
332 throughout Sicily, the liberty of which he reinstates.

319!

2:7

275'

Agathocles makes himself tyrant of Syracuse.
A Roman legion seizes Rhegium by treachery.

Miero and Artemidorus are made supreme magis-
trates by the Syracusan troops.

Hiero u declared king by the Syracusans.

Carthage was founded in the year of the world 3138 1

before Christ 846.

First treaty between the Carthaginians ami Roman*
It appears that the Carthaginians had carried their
arms into Sicily before this treaty, as they were in

issession of part of it when it was concluded : but
hat year they did so is not known.
The Carthaginians make an alliance with Xrrxea.
The Carthaginians, under Amilcar, attack tfcsj

Greeks settled in Sicily. They are beaten by Gelon.

The Carthaginians send troops uni<>r Hannibal, ft

aid the people"of Segesta against the Syracusans.

Hannibal and Imilco are sent to conquer Sicily

They open the campaign with the siege ofAgrigentum
The war made by the Carthaginians in Sicily a

terminated by a treaty of peace with the Sy

Imilco goes to Sicily with an army tc 'm on th
war against Liouystus. It subsists four ot ve >e*r

Second treaty of peace concluded between tne Ra.
mans and Carthaginians.
The Carthaginians make a new attempt to seits

Sicily. They 'are defeated by Timoleon, sent by the
Corinthians to the aid of the Syracusans.
Hanno, a citizen of Carthage, forms a design of nu-

king himself master of his country.

Embassy of Tyre to Carthage, to demand aid against
Alexander the Great.
Beginning of the wars between the Carthaginian*

and Agathocles in Sicily and Africa.

The Carthaginians send the Romans aid, undec

Mago, against Pyrrhus.

Beginning of the first Punic war with the Remans.

259
and makes an alliance with the Romans.

263! Appius Claudius goes to Sicily to aid the iMamertines It subsists twenty-lour years.
against the Carthaginians. Hiero, who was at first! The Romans besiege the Carthaginians in Agrigen-

261 aiamst him, Curms u an accommodation with him, turn, and take ihe city, after a siege of seven month*.
.Sea fight between the Romans 'and Carthaginian*,

near ti>e coast of \lyle.
Sea fight near Ecnomus in Sicily.
Regulus in Africa, He is taken prisoner.

Xanthippus comes to the aid of the Carthaginian*.

Regulus is sent to Rome to propose the exchange of

prisoners. At his return the Carthaginians put him to

death with the most cruel torments.

Siege of Lilybaeum by the Romans.
Defeat of the Carthaginians near the islands A'.eate*,

fol lowed by a treaty, that puts an end to the first PunicHiero sends the Carthaginians ad against the for-

iga mercenaries.
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LM.
63

3767

3784

4736

J7S7

3788

1789

S790

3792

3793

3804

1810

3813
3816!
S820
3822
3823:

Syracuse. Carthage.

2201

213 Hiero goes to meet the consul Tib. Semproniug, in
order to offer him his services against the Carthagi-
nians.

217
J8M

216

215 Death of Hiero. Hieronymus his grandson succeeds
him.

I Hieronymus abandons the party of the Romans, and
214 enters into an alliance with Hannibal. He is assassi-

nated soon after. His death is followed with great
troubles to Syracuse.

212 Marcellus takes Syracuse, after a sieee ofthree years.

War of Libya against the foreisn mercenaries. It

subsists ihree years and four months.
The Carthaginians give up Sardinia to the Romans,

ami enzaee to pay them 120(1 talents.

Amilcaris killed in Spain. Asdrubal, hisson-in-law
succeeds him in the command of the army.

Hannibal is sent into Spain upon the demand of hi*

uncle Asdrubal.
Asdrubal's death. Hannibal is made general of the

army in his stead.

Siege of Sagnntum.
Beginning of the second Punic war, which subsists

seventeen years.
Hannibal enters Italy, and fains the battle of Ti

cinns and Trebia.
Battle of Thrasyroenus.
Hannibal deceives Fabius at the straits of Cassili-

nuin.
Cn. Scipio defeats the Carthaginians in Spain.
Battle of Cann*. Hannibal retires to Capua aflef

this battle.

Asdrubal is beaten in Spain by the two Scipios.

211 The two Scipios are killed in Spain.
The Romans besiege Capua.

Car'hag.

ul Nero had joined,
and goes to Africa

Hannibal is recalled to the aid of his country.
Interview of Hannibal and Scipin in Africa, followed by a bloody battle, in which the Romans gaiu a

omplete victory.

itiaty.
191 Interview of Hannibal and Scipio at Ephesus.

3848 156;

3855
3656
3858
3869i

Interview ol Hannibal and Scipio at bpnesus.

1SSJ Hannibal lakes refuge in the island of Crete, to avoid being delivered up to the Roman*.
184! Hannibal abandons the island of Crete, to take refuge with Prusias, king of Bilhynia.
132 DeathofHannib.il.

13l| The Romans send commissioners into Africa, to decide the differences that arose between the Carthagi-
nians and Masinissa.

156 Second embassy sent by the Romans into Africa, to make new inquiries into the differences subsisting be
tween the Carthaginians and Masinissa.

149 Beginning of the third Punic war. It subsisted a little more than four year*.
143! Carthage is besieged by the Romans.
146 Scipio the younper is made consul, and receiver

'*

145, Scipio take* aud entirely demolishes Carthage.

[UD OF TBB CH0*OLOO'"4L TABU. |
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Ancient ffamtf. Modern Jfamtt.
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detent .Vamss.
Evemi-s river, .(Evolia and Lo-
cris, Qrefce

Evergetffi of Herodotus .

Ezion Geb.T, or Berenice of
1'iolemj , Arabia

Modern JVamet.
Fidari

Inhabitants of Seestaun, Per-
sia

Kalaat Al Akaba

.Indent Jfames.
Hieron proiiiontoriuiii. Corsica
HitTosycamiiion.Dudecaschge-

Himera river, Sicily -

Hiniera ci'y.Sicilv -

Uippici Monies, Caucasus
Hipponium. Magna Gra-na

J\forfrm Wanes.
PLmaDi Sufero
Meharraku, Turkish Nubia

Fiume Salso
Termini
Besii-Tau, Circdssia
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.Ineint Jfmmet.
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.Ineitnt -Vane.
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.1'tetcnt A"ame., Modern Jfana.

Fytos.
Eliacus. Greece * Zanchio.or Avaranio

ylos. in Messenia, Pelopon- Navann
nesus, Greece .

Pyramus river. Cilicia - Jeihoon

R.

Raca, Callinicum. Nicephon- Rakkah on the Euphrates
um.or Leoniopolu

Rabbath Ammon.or Philadel- Ruinsof Amman, on the Zer-

phia, Palestine ka
Ramali Palestine - Al Ramlah
RegioVandabandaof Ptolemy. Plateau of Pamer. Usbec Tar-
Sogdiana lary

. Osrhcene - Ras al Ain, province of Orfa
Rhegium, Brutium. Magna Reggio, Calabria. Naples

Rheniea, or Rhene iale, Cycla- Great Dili
HI

Rhinocolura ... [A Arish
Rhitymnz.rityof.isleofCrete Retimo
Rtiiraeum, PonUs - - 1 rizeh, district ofTarabozan
Khudope. mount, Thrace - Karowlan
Rhodopeiaii plain, the Great, Tchouagilarkir
Thrace

Rii'iin piifsM ijorFlumeihAsia Ae river, below Azoff
Rhombile* Minor, Asia - Tsiviabtmsh river

Rhyndacus river - - Susonghirli
n, Magna Grjecia Rassano, Calabria, Naples

Rosologium, on the Halys Kara Khat
Rupes MauronsU, on the Roquemaure
Rhone

Ancient Names. Modern A'ame*.
Sinus Torouaicus, Macedonia Gulf of Cassandra and Ail

maura, Romelia
Sinus Maliacus, Thessaly Gulf ol'Zeitum, Romelia
^irius Pegarou>. Thessaly Gulfof Volo. Romelia
SnusCnssa-us, Greece - Gulf of Corinth

mis Baronies*, Anica, GulfofEngla
Greece

<*iiiu3 Argoliciis, Greece - Gulf of Napoli- Laconical - Gulf of Colokythia
\\' s>eniacus, Greece Gulf ot'Coron

?inus Amtiracicus, Greece Gulf of Arta
Sinus Carciriiti* - - Ulu Degmz. or Dead Se*.
;inus Canalus. Corsica - Gulf of Ciilvi

HOD* Calamanni, Sardinia Bay ofOafliari
us NeapolitanQ*, Sardinia Rav of Orislaeni
us Heeroopoliticus, Arabia Gulf of Suez. Red Sea
ontum, or Sipus, Magna Manfredonia, Capitanata,Na
rtec.ia pies

jiphnos isle, Cyclades, Greece Siphanto
Jipyluaaoo* Sipuli Dagh
Sitacene .... District between the Derallah

and Hud. Asiatic Turkey
Skipto Hyla of Thucydides, Skipsilar, Romelia
Thrace

''kiaihos insula. Greece - Skiatho
^knpelos insula, Greece - Skoi>elo
Smyrna, Ionia - - Ismir

Jofdaia. Mr^Sidagios, Taurica SuHnk, Crimea
Sliikarpoorand district of Bck-
knur. India

Sacte, near the sources of the
laxartes and Oxus

Sacrum promontorium, Lycia
Sacrum proinoniorium, Com-

Sagalassus. Milyas -

Sagunium, in Spain -

Sais, city and temple of -

Salamis.city of, Cypru* -

Batainiii isle of, Greece
Salapia, Apulia, Magna Gre-
cia

S imana, city of, Palestine
Samaria, district of, Palestine
Samochoniies, lake of
Samomum nromontnrium.
north side of Crete. Greece

Samos, island of
S nnos. ita. in Comagene -

Samoihrace, island of.Propon-
lis

Bandalium. Phrygia Pac. -

Sangarius river. Bithynia
Sarapana. Colchig
Sardis, plain of, or Ci.'bienus
Campus

Sarepta. Pixenicia -

Sarpedoaium.eape of, Cilicia
S.iru* riv-r, Cilicia -

Sauromalte. country of -

Sakita, Toorkistaun

Cape Chelidoni
Cape Corso

Karadjouk
.Murviedro
Sils, Egypt
S.ilinus
Colour!
Salpe. Capitanata, Naplei

Sebaste
Areta and Nabloui
Lake ot'Houle
Salamone

Samo
Someisat, or Simsat, Syria
Samothraki

Kebrina
Sacaria
Shorapan
Durguz

Sart
Sarfond
Lissan el Kahpeh
Seihopn
District of Astracan and tl>e

Don Cosgarks

Sogdi and Sabracas

Sogdiana

B. Cypru
S.ili. ancient Pompeiopolis.Ci- Mezetln

Vale of Sogd, Usbec Tarta-

B&
licia

Sophene, valley of, Armenia Vnlley of Diarbekir, Asiatic
Turkev

?ophitB Hindoo Rrnmins
>phon, lake of, Bithynia Lake of Sabaujah

t<ophon. city of, Bithynia Sahaiijah
?ora,cityof, Paphlagonia Hn.iee Alihasee
?parta, site of ancient. Greece Paliporhori
Sprchiusriv.-r. Thessaly Hellnda. Romelia
stadysis of Pliny,DodecaschoB- Amara ruins, Turkish Nubia
Mf

Stagyra, Macedonia - - Siaurnn. Romelia
Stena, Pelagonia, Epirus, Defile of Klissoura
Greece

3teniclarus river, source of. Nisi
Greece

Stobi, Pelagonia, Macedonia Monair, Romelia
Stratonice, Caria. Peiaea Rho- Eski Hisnar
diorum

Strongyle insula - - StromHolo, Lipari isle*

gtroDnades insultp. Greece Strivali
Strymon riyer, Thrace

Biymphalus. plain of, Arca-
rlia. Greece

Stvmphalus lake, Arcadia,
Greece

Stvmphalus, city of, Arcadia,
Greece

Suani, canton of the, Cauca-
sus

Sunstene, district of, west of
I ndus

Strumona, or Emboli, ROBM-
lia

Katabathron

Zaracca

Chione

Suaneti

District ofSewad, India

Scomius mount, Macedonia
Scylffium promontorium, Ar-
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AliNTlDAS makes himselftyrant of Sicyon, ii. 84.
Abas, king of Argos. i. 807.
Abdolon) mus is placed ui>on the throne of Sidon against his

Will, i. 545. his answer to Alexander, ibid.
Auelox. a Spaniard, his treachery, i. 107.
Ahrtn Scythians, inquiry respecting the, i. 50. N.
Abradaim, kit g ot Susiana. nga^es in CirMi service, i.

150 he is killed in the battle ol Tn> mhra, 104.
ALrah mi goes to Egypt with Sarah, i. til. ihe Scripture pla-

ces him very near Nmirod; and whj. 134.
Abrocomas. ot;e of ihe generals ot Artaxeriea Mnemon's ar-

my. Bardie* against Cyrus the younger, i. 354.
, brother of Alexander JanamuM, n. 271. he U taken

prisoner at the sieg" of J-rusaj' m. 272.
A 'ir Hi -s. governor of Susa for Dariifa. surrender* that place

to Alexander, i. 5l>2. hi! is continued in his government, ibid.

Abydos. a city of Asia, besieged by Philip, ii. 134, tr. trag-
ical t-i.d ofthal cny. HO.
Academy, lounded at Alexandria under the name of Muse-

am, ii. 54.
Acarnanian*. people of Greece, their courage, ii. 122.
Achenans, settled by Adieus in Peloponnesus, i. 17ti. institu-

tion o: their commonweal h. n. 83 their goveri.meni, cities^ of
which the Achean league is formed at first, ib. -everal cities
i)in it afterward-, ih. chiefs who rendered that republic go
nourishing. 124. The A< (leans enter into a war wnh Spar-
ta, 05. after many Bosses they call in Antigonus to their aid,
96 in a war with the yEtolmis, they have recourse to Philip,
110. they declare for the Romans against that prince, 143. they
join with the Rnnmns against Antiochus. 158. their cruel
treat men t of many S.iartans, 171. they sul.ject ihe Menenian*,
179. they send deputies lo Rome concerning Sparia. lt-2. Calli-
trates. one of th"ir deputies, betravs ihem. ib. &.c. The
Arha>-ins rewired Ulibare with the Romans in the dangers of
the war agiinst I'erv us, 215. the> an suspected by ihe Ro-
man*. 231. cruel treatment of them by the Romans, 232, ic.,
(roubles in Achaia.238. the Achae.ins declare war against the
Laceda3inonin'is,v;39. they insult the Roman commission, rs, ib.

they engag" Tnei.es and Chalets to join th- m. ib. the\ are de-
bated by Meiellus, ib. and afterwards by Mummius, 240. tc.,
Achaia is reduced into a Roman province, ib.

Acharnene*. brother of XeiX"s. i. 247.
Achaemenes, brother of ArtaxerxesMnemon. is placed at ihe

ne nl nf the army sent by that prince against Egypt, i. 278. he
ii killed in abattle. ih.

Achsous, son ot Xuihus, founder of the Achenn*. i. 208.
Achreus. ciMisin of S-leuc.us Ceraunus.has the admmisl ra-

tion oftn affairs oi' Egypt, u. 103. he avengesthe deaih of lhat
prince, ih. he reluse,- 'he crown, and preserves it for Antiochus
the great, ib. his fidelity t i that prince, ib he revolts again.'!
Anttoehu*, 105. his power, ib. he is betrayed and delivered up
to A liochus. and put to death, 100.
Achaia, o called from Acheus. See Acheans, i. 112.
Acharnians, comedy of Aristophan-jg; extract from it, i. 435.
Achillas, young Ptolemy's guardian, ii. 333. h< assassinates

romper, ib. he is put lo death. 335.
Achoris, king of Efypt, i. 374.
Achraiiina. one ofiRe quarters of the cityofPyracuse.de-

icripnonof it. j :i23.

Acichorius. general of the Gau's. makes an irruption into
ta. then in to Greece, n.til. !< perishes there. C2.

AciliudManiusJ is appointed to command inG'eece against
>itiorhu--. ii. 158. he defeats thnt prince near TbertoopyUt,
150 he subjects the ^'olians. ICO. &",.
Acilins, a young Roman, hi* stratagem to make Perseus

Quit his asylum, ii. 224.
Acrisius, kiig of Argon, i. 207.
Acriraius. >"i of Areus, king of Sparta, ii. 71. valour of that

young pri ee, 72.
Aciium, city lamous for Antony's defeat, ii. 341.
Ad i ronti'iu' d in the government of Caria after the death of

Idra-us her husband, i. 5?H.
Ad ina, (M igaisus.or Megornes^ city in Cilicia, described, i.

Adherbal. general of the Carthaginian*, defeat* the Roman*
tt s>-n. i. 04.
Adimantas is appointed general of the Athenian* after the

bank o:' Arginosg. i. 3<2. by wha' means he escape* death af-
ter h'S Hefea* at ^e'*sm'amos, 344.
A'lmetus. king of lh Molintgiars. g^ivesThemistocle refuge.

i. 270. he is intimidated by the Athenian.!, and sends him away,

A'lmetus. nfli'-er in Alexander's army, i.548.
Adonis. Feasts celebrated in lu>nonr of him at Athens, i.

320.
AHoro. Ktymolofy of that word, i. 107. N.
jEarides, son of Arvmhas. kirg: of Epirus, is driven out of

hisdomiiioiu hv the intrirues of Philip klP^of Macedonia, he
U the thr.."-. i 514.

/Ecides. king of Epirus, is banished by hi* own subjects, ii.

'jTgPus. king of Athens, i. 207.
jf^gina, little island near Athens, i. 242.
^gos o'amos, famous for I.ysander s victory over the Athe-

nians, i. 344.
Agvivus. oim given to S siwiris. I. 20.
A.milia. sister to I'niilus ^Cmilius : richei left by her to Sci-

pio. at her death, i. 128
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imilius (Paulas') is chosen consul, ii. 217. he sets out (ot
Macedonia. vM!i. i xat-tano H-verc dvciplnw w tiich he establish-
es in his arim . 220. he gHinsa famous victory i vei 1'.

the ciiy of Pjdna. 'J-3. tr. l,e i ursms PerMUS in his lifht.
2~.M. that I'Mi.ce | uts Iniiifell into his limidg. 225. 1'aului
/EiniliuK is continued in the command of the arm) n
ma, ib. durii.f Ihe winter quarters be vim's the muM i. n . 1.1

ciiies i'f Greece. 226. upon his return to Ainphipolie I e m i arli
to the Mcedoiiians ihe regulatun s n nde by h<ms< It ant] the
M'niile in n spect lo Macedonia, 227, t<-. he gives a grenl feast
(here. ib. he M-'S out tor R' me, aid p>Vs through f.\ irus.
<l>e cities of hich he abandons lo ).e plunUi red by the troopfi
2'J7 he eniers Kuroe in iiiumi h. 2ib, tc.
^Ennliuf. i'i i ui> l>< ni Ihe Ri nians. g< s to Phili|>. who was

besieging Ab)dos, and exhorts him in the name of ttesenata
t<> ia> clown his arms. ii. 135. he goes to Kg) in to take pone**
sion of liv guardianship of ihe king in the name of the Roman
people, 13i
^T.nn ius (I.. Pnulus' is elected consul with Varro, i. 107 ho

is kil ed at the battle of Cam . 108.
. a very rich temple in Media, ii. 132.
as. suptx'sed hy Virgil rontemporary with Dido, i. 78.

.obHrbuc.'Domiiiug,) consul, declare* lor Antony and ro*
tr. s to him, ii. 340.

.iF.ol-.is. sun of Hellen, reigns in Thessaly, i. 208.
,f.ra of Nabonasi-ar, i. HO. area of the ^eleucirie, ii. 34.
vE-climes. Athenian orator, suffers himself lo be corrupted

by Philip's gold, i 511. ttr. he accuses Demosthenes, 474. he I*

cast aid relnes into banishment, ib.

/E -op ilie Phr)gian: his bistcT), i. 22fi. he goes to the conrt
ot Crocus, ib. he is supposed to have been Ihe inventor of fa*
bie-. -J-.7.

^Eloiia. one of the principal rnrts rf Greece, i. T06.
./E-olians. War of ihe ^tolinrs agairst the Achirnrs and;

Philip, ii. 110. treaty ot i nee heiweei them. ISO. the jf.toliant
J. in tlie Ron.ai s egairsi Philip, 121. the\ n ,-4e p i ee with that
ptince, 131. the> dt clare against him for the Ron nns. 142. they
rnndi mn the treat; made between Philip iind the KID an-,
151. they form a r<.luiion to M ire l^meiriB*. ( hiileis. and
Lacedffmon, by tieaclier., 15(i. th<- call in the aid of Aitinch-
us ngainsl the Roman?, ib. th> y < ffer ti submit to the Ki mans.
ITO. and cannot obtain ft ce, ib. the Sf raie, a' the if jesi of
the Athenians and Rhodnn*. granl it them, 1*0. cruel treat-
ment i.fth<ni hy the Rnmra.231.
Africa circumnavigated in the reign of Nechao. i t'ti. Han*

no sails round ii hy order of ihe fit e ol Carthage. 76.
Agamemm n. king of M>cer'. i 2<>7.

Agaris'a, wife nf Meeucles. Her father's conduct in chooKirc
her., husband, i. 220.
Agathoclea. c<ificnl'ine of Ptolemy Philopalor, ii. 109. miser-

able end of that w< man, 133.
Agathoclrs seizes the lyrnnl of Syracuse, i. F5. his expedi-

tions against the Carthaginians in Sicily and Africa, in. he
ITI gv over Ophellns to his side, and '.hen puts him to death,
88. miserable end of that tvrant, ib.

Agathocles, governor of Parthia for Antiorhos. ii. 77.

Aga'norle*. ImHMr of Agathoclea, ii. 109. his ascendant
over Puili my Philooator, ib. his mensnres for ohtainiri! the
guardianship of Ptolemy Epiphanes, 133. he perishes misera-
bly. ib.

Aga'sbsshep, see Aggia Dagler.
Agelasof Nnupactus. ambassador from the allies to Philip.

Wisdom if his discourse, ij. 1 18. &c.
Afpnibw is elected king of Sparta, i. 3f>4 his education and

character, ih. he seis oul for Asia.SPfi. he differs with Lyssn-
der. 3fi". his expeditions in Asia. :

T
fi. SpBrta aproints him

gen"ralissin. hv st-a and land, 'V.ft. he commissions Pissider to
command the fleet j,, his stead, ib. his interview with Pharra-
I'firus. 370 il-e Kphori recall him to the.aid ol his country. 371
his ready obedience, ih. he gnirsa victViry over the Tlfhang,
at Coroi a. in whicn he is w.unried. 373. he returt s to Sparta.
ib. he always retains hi ancient irmiirerx. ib. he discovers the
conspiracy formrfl b>- Lyunder. ih d-fferent expediliong of
Age-ilau- in Greece. 374. he causes his brother Teleutias lo h
nt'ioinleil admiral, ih. S| hodrias is acqaitted hy his means,
473 Antalcidns rallies him upon his being wounded by the
Thebans. ib. dis| u e between Agesilens ar.d Epnminonflag in
the assembly of ih" alli of Spait" , 474. he causes war to be
declared agninst the Thehsns, 475. he finds roenns 10 save
tnose who have fled fri'm the hat'le of Ixeuctra. 47fi. his con*
duct in the two irruptions of the Thehsns into the territory of
Sparta, ih. Ppnria wnds aid to Tnchog, king of Egypt. wl'O had
revolted RgRinst Persia. 4F7. actions of Agesilans in Kgypl.
488. he declares fur \ertanebus against Tachon. ib. he dug of
his return lo Si>rta. ih.

Agesilaus, uncle on the mother's side to Agi. king of Ppnna.
ii. PO. he anuses that prince's confidence. PI. violence which he
com-nits when one of ihe Ephori, !I2. he is wounded and Ml
for dead. ih.

Agesipolis, kirg of Sparta with Ag*silaus. i. 4O. difference
("'tween thoe two kings, ih. he command* the army XT, I

agnin.t Ohnthii. 4fO. hi. death, ih.

Agesiixilis nignsat Fpnrta with Licnrgus.il 112. he is rie-

throned by Ljcuryus. 207. be retire* to the camp of the Ro-
mans, ih.

Agesistrate. mother of Agis. king ofSparta. ii. 03. her death,
ib.

Agiatis. widow f Afis. kirg of Ppur'a. is forced hv Lronidtf
to marry Cleomenes, ii. 94. death of that princess, !'7.

633
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Agis 11. son of Arck damus^ing of Sparta, i. 302. he makes
Wai ajiainsl the peop/j ot Elis. 3t>5. he acknowledges Leoty-
chides for his son at his death, ID.

Agis. (II. soi of another A.chidamus, king of Sparta, com-
ma,. da tiie army of the Lawdsi i pmans against the Macedoni-
ans. ,nn! is killed in a tmule. i. 5(37.

Agis IV. son of Kudainidas. reigns at Sparta, ii. 89. he en-
deavours to revive <he ancient iBMitalMUOt Lycurgus, ib. he
effects it in parl.'.K) &c. only Agcsilaus prevents the final exe-
cutni'i uf th t design, 91. he is sent t.i aid th>> Ar.turuns against
th>> .-E oil ins. ih.on his return to Sparta he finds a total change
there, ;i-J. hi j is condemned to die. and executed. 93, &c.
AgonoiheiB*. a name given to those who presided in ihe pub-

lic games ut' Greece, I. -i'-M.

Agriculture. Lsteeni that the ancients had for it, especially
in hfs> pi. i. 5o. in Persia, 188. and in Sicil> . *>.>.

Agrig^iitum. Foundation ot th it citv, i. 318. it is subjected
first by the Carthaginians, SO. and afterwards by the Humans,
69.

'

Agron, prince of lllyria. ii. 88.
Ahasuerus, name given by lh Scriptures to Astyages. as al-

so to Cambyses and D.irius. See the names of the last two.
Ali-'iz. king of Judali, becomes vassal and tributary to Tig-

lath-Pilesar. i. 140
A c;eus, son of Perseus, king of Mycenaj, and father of Am-

phitryon. i. -07.
Alcjeus. Greek poet, i. 204.
Alcand T, young [,-icedx'monian. puts out one of Lycurgus's

eyes, I. 014. Lyeurgus's manner of being revenged on him. ib.

Alc.etas. king of the Molossians. great grandfather both of
Pyrrhus Hnd Alexander the Great, i. 505.
Alcibiades. When very voung he carries the prize of valour

in the battle against the Potidxans. i. 288. character of that
Athenian, 314. his intimacv with Socrates, in. his versatility
of g-'iiius. 315. his passion for ruling alone, ib-Alcibiades
begins to attract notice at Athens, ,'tlti. his artifice for breaking
the treaty with Spar a, ib. he engages the Aihenians in the
war with Sicily, 317. he is elected general with Nicias and La-
in icnu-. 318. he ig accused of haying mutilated the statues of
Mercury. 319. he sets out for Sicily, without having been able
to bring that affair to a trial, ib. he takes Catana by surprise,
Ml. he is recalled by the Athenians to be tried, 302. he flies,

and is condemned to die for contumacy, ib. he retires to Sparta,
ib. he debauches Timsea. the wife of Agis, and has a son by
her b. he advises the Lacedaemonians to send Gvlippus to the
airf ot Syracuse, 304.-Alcihiades retires to Tissaphnrnes,
334. his influence with th it satrap, ih, his return to Athens is

concerted, 336. he is recalled, 337. he beats the Lacedaemonian
fleet, ib. he goes to Tissaphernes, who causes him to be seized.

and carried prisoner to Sinli, ib. he escapes out of Prison, ib.

he defeats Mindarus and Pharnabazus by sea and land th
d
he defeats indarus and Pharnabazus by sea and lan the same
day.ib. he returns in triumph to Athens, 338. and is declared
generalissimo, ib. he causes the great mysteries t > he celt bra-
ted. 339. he sets sail with the fl'.-t. ib. Thrasvbulus accuses
him at At hens of having occasioned the defeat of the fleet near
Kphesns. 340. the command is taken from him, ib. he comes to
the Athenian generals at ^Egospotamos, 344. the hdvice he
gives them, ib. he retires into the province of Phirnahazus,
348. that satrap causes him to be assassinated, ib. his charac-
ter, 349.
Alcihiadei, one of the Spartan exiles, is reinstated by the

Achseans. and sent deputy to Rome with complnint* against
them, ii. 177- the Achxans condemn him to die, 178. they soon
alter annul that sentence, 179.
Alcimus is placed at the head of Demetrius Soler's army

against the Jews, ii. 249.
Alcrpaxin. 1.219.
AlcmaionidjB expelled Athens by Pisistratus.i.220. they take

noon themselves the care of building the new temple of Delphi.
221. their aim in tint undertaking, th.

Alcyoneus. son of Antigonus, carries the head of Pyrrhus to

his father, ii. 73.
AlexHmenes is sent by the ^Btolians to seize Sparta, ii. 150.

his avarice occasions the miscarriage of that design, ib. he is

kill-d in Sparta, ib.

Alexander I. son of Amyntas I. king of Mscedon, avenges the
affront his mother and sisters had received from the Persian
ambassadors, i. -JT7. he makes proposals of peace to the Athe-
nians from the Persians, 2til. he gives the Greeks intelligenceof
the d-signs of the Persians. OtiO.

Alexander II son of Amyn'as II. reigns in Macedonia, and
dies at Ih" end of one year, i. 4<-0.

Alexander III surnamod the Great, son ofPhilip. Misbirth.
i. 5(15. happy inclinations of th-it prince. 507. he has Aristotle
for his preceptor, 528. Alexander's esteem and aff-ction for

that philosopher, ib, he breaks Bucephalus. 989.- Alexander
ascends the throne of Macedonia, ih. he reduces and subjects
the people bordering upon his kingdom, who had revoltn ,530.
he enters Greece to dissolve the leneue which had been formed
against him, ih. his rapid march an eminent instance of his

promptitude and vigour, ih. N. he defeiits the Thebnns in a

great nattle. ib. and tnjies their city, which he destroy*. 531.
he imrdons the Athenians, ih he summons a diet at Corinth,
ami CHines himself to he declared genernlisimo of the Greeks
against the Persians, ih. he returns into Macedonia. 530. and
makes preparations for his expedition against the Persians,
533. he anpoims Antipator to govern Macedonia as his viceroy,
ih.- Alexander sets out for Asia. ib. arrives m Ilion. where
be rend"rs great honours tothe memoryof Achilles, ih.he puss.
es ih" Grnnicns, and gain* *reat victory over the Persians.
534. he tie,i,.gesand takes Mile'us. 5115 then Hnlicarnsus, ih.

and conouers alnvwi all Asia Minor, ib. hy Anerva. Piiphlngo.
nia. Halys. and Mount Tnru* to (Alicia, in. he take* the city of
Gordui'n. where he cutsth" famous Gnrd'an knot. 536. he pass-
es the strait-- of (,'ilirin. ih. he nrriv- s at Tarsus, where he nas

dangerous illne,"occHs'oned iiy bnlhing in the liver ('\ dnn,
337. h" is cured of it in a f-'W days. ih. h marches agnjns' Da-
rius, and gains a famous yictorv over thai prince near I"u,
540. &.<. tired with pursuing Darius, he comes to that prince's
CHinn. which his troops hart just befim seized. 542. Alexan-
der's humanity iind attention to Sysigimhis nd the other Clip-
live princesses, iV- Alexander enters Syria. 543. the treas-

ures laid up in Damascus are delivered to him. ih. Darius
writes him a letter in the most haughty terms. 544. h" answers
it in the sam" tvle, ib. 'h cityof Sidon opens its gates to h ; m.
ih. he l>esi gs T^r. 545. tc. aftnr a long siege he lake, that

pluce hv storm. 543 he receives a second lefter from Darius.
551. hi! march'-s m J-ru salem. ih. honours paid hv him to the

high priest JtidHu*. .V>0 he enters Jerusalem and offers sacri-
fices there. ill. Daniel's prnpiheciei relating lo him are shown
kirn, ill. he grants great privileges tothe Jewi.554.and refuses

the same to the Samaritans, ib. he oesieges and takes Gaza.ib
enters Egypt, ib. makes himself master of it. ib. and begins t

build Alexandria. 555. he goes into Lilna, ih. visits the em-
pie of Jupiter Ammon, 550. and cause* himself lo be declared
the si-.n of that mod, ib. he returns to Egypt, ib. Alexandei
on his return to Elypi, resolved loadvai ce aeaiest D.'rius, ib.

on set tint out. he is informed of ihe death of I fiat prn-ce s wile,
ih. he causes her to be interred will-great niagnihVenci ,5.">7. he
passes ihe Euphrates, ib. then the Tig'is, ih. TV ctmies np with
Darius and cams a great battle, n H r Arliela, 55'.'. he tiikt s Ar-
r'la.50. ftib>lon, ib. he takes SusH,5tiO. subdues ihe Uxii,
5li3. &c. seizes the pass ot Susa, ib. nrrives at !' rsepolis, of
which he make* himselt master, ib. &c. and burrs the [aince
of that citv in a drunken frolic, 51)4. Alexander pursues la
rius, 565. Bessus's treatment ol Darius, makes hin> ha-ten hii
march, ih. Alexander's grief on seeing the body pi Darius, who
had just before expired, 5< ; 6. he sends it to Sjsiganr.bis, ih. he
marches against Bessus, 568. Thalestris, qui en of the Ama-
zons, comes from a remote countrv to see him. ib. he abandoni
himself to pleasure and exc<ss. 5*59. he continues his march
against Bessus.570. he putsPhiloias to death upon suspicion
of having entered into a conspiracy against him, 571. and Par-
menio his father, 572. he subdues several nalioiis. ib. he ar-
rives in Bactriana. ib. his cruel treatn>ent of the Brarchidc,
ih. Be*m* is brought 10 him, ib. Alexander takes many
cities in Bactriana, 573. &c. and builds one near ihe In.XHrtes,
to which hf gives his name. ib. he marches against the Sogdi-
ans, who had revolted, and destroyed many of their cities, ib.
the Scythians send amba-sariors to him, who gpak with extta-
ordinary freedom, 574. he pas.-es the laxartes, ih. sains a vic-

tory over the Scythians, ib. and treats ihe conquered favoura-
bly. 575. he quells a revolt of the Sogdians. ih. he sends P" ssu
to Ei-balana to be punished, ib. &c. he takes the city of P. tra,
576. he abandons himself to the pleasure of hunting, in which
he is in great danger, ib. he gives Clitus the corrmurd of the
provinces which had formerly been under Ar'abuzus, ih. he in-
vites that officer to a fenst, and kills him, ih. &c he undertakes
various expeditions, 578. he marries Roxana, i auchter of Ox-
varies, ih. he resolves to march into India, and makes prepara-
tions lor setting nut. ib. he endeavours to make his courtiers
adore him after the Persian manrer. ih. he puts the [ hiloso-
pher Calli-thenes to death. 579. Alexander sets out for In-
dia, 5^0 he takes many cities there iba 1 seemed impregnable,
and frequently endangers his life. 582. &c. he fnnts Taxilus
his protection, ib. he pusses the river Indus. S?3 and then
the Hydaspes, ib. and gains a famous victory over Porns. 584.
he restores that prince to his kingdom. 585. h" bfildi NiriFa
and Bucephalia. ib, he advances into India, and subjects many
nations, ih. he foims the design of penetrating us far as Ihe
Ganges, 586. general murmur of his army, ib. he renounces
that design, and gives orders to prepare for returning. 5f-7. ex-
cess of vanity which he shows in giving thanks to ihe pods,
588. Alexander sets out on his march to the ocean, ib. is in
extreme danger at the city of ihe Oxjdraca-. 5?!*. l>e subdue*
all he meets in his way, ib. arrives at ihe ocean. 5! !0. prepares
for his return to Europe, ih. equipage in which he passes
through Carmania, ih. he arrives at Passngarda, 5PI honours
rendered bv him to the ashes of Cvrus, in. he pu's Orsines,
satrap of the province, to death. 592. he marries S'ntira.the
daughter of Darius, ih. he pays lb debts of his scil.'n -rs. ih. he
apiK-asesa mutinvnrnongst them, 593. &c. he recalls Antipater,
and substitutes ("raterus in his stead. 51>4. his grief lor H< | hn-s-
tion's death, ib. &c. he conquers the Cosseans, ih. Alexan-
der enters Babylon, notwithstanding the sinister predictions of
ihe Magi and other soothsajers. ih. he celebrates HPprVPstkm'l
funeral with extraordinary mgnificence, 5P5. he forms va.-i-

ous designs of ex rfd it inns and conpuests, SPfi. he sets people
at work upon repairing the banks of the Euphrates, ib. iind re-

building the temple ot Belus,597. he abandons himself to ex-
cessive itrinkine. whi' h occasions h's leath. ih. &c. n mp of
his funeral, ii. 17 his bodv is carried to Alexandria. 18. judg-
ment to be parsed on Alexander, i. 5!'8. character of th_at
prince, ib. tr. Daniel's prophtcies concerning A.exander, 552.
&c.
Alexander, son of Alexander the Great, is elected king, ii.

10. Passander first deprives that prince of the sovereignty, 27
then pins him to dea h, 35.
Alexander, son of Passanoer, disputes the crown of Macedo-

nia with his brother Anlipater, ii.50. he is killed by Demetri*
us. whom he had called to his aid. ib.

Alexander I., king of Epiru*. marries Cleopatra, daughter of
Philip, kifg of M.ic. donia, i. 523.
Al"xand. r Bain forms a conspiracy against Demetnu* Poter,

11. 250 he ascends the throne of S>ria. ih. he marri<s P!eopa-
tra. the daughter of Ptolemv Philorretor. 251. he abandons
himself lo nilopiDtnunnw. SSI. P'o'emy declares prainst him
in favour of D"mptrius Nicanor. ih. Alexsnder |>erisnrs. ih.

Alexander 7'-hina dethmfs Demetrius king f Srria. ii.2t!0.

he is defeated by Antiochus Orypus. and soon after ki'l' d. 2fil.

Alexander I., son of Ph< scon, is p need u(on the throne of
Efyot, ii. 2R3. he cause" hi" mother CV-Opa'r* to he put to
d-Hth.2fi4. he is expelled by his subjects, and perishes soon af.
ter, 2( ;5.

Alexander If., son of Alexander I., reigns in Egypt nf'er the
death of Ijdhirus. ii. 2)6. he mnrri s ri.opatrn. railed Beren-
ice, and Kills her nineteen da>s after, ib. the Al' xandrinns de-
throne h'm. 9fi8. he dies, and declares at his death the Roman
people hi heirs, ih.

Alexander Jannn-ns reigr> in JurVn. ii.271. he attacks the
inhabitants of Ptolemais. 9t>3. l.nthyrus marches to me aid
of that citv. and defeats Al-xnnder near the Jordan, ih. &c.
Al'X-ird-r's re venire up'n Gi'7a. 271. quarrel between that
prince nnd the I'harisi'e-, 2ff. he r reives a g-oss : ffroel BI Ihe
feast of tabernacles. 271. vergearce which he tpk' * fer i'.ih.

civil war between that prince and his subter's, 27X1 .

rtl>_f
hnv.

ing termi' nted it. he alianiloes himself to feasting, nnd dies. ih.

Alexander mnkes himself tvri.nl of Pherir. i. 47". heendeBT-
onrs to suhjept the people of Thesenly. ib. Pelopidas r> i'iices

him to 'eason. ih. he seizes Peloi-ii'as hv trearh< ry. and puts
him in prison. 4PO. Epnminondas obliges him to release his pris-
oner, ih. he is defamed near Cyroccei hale. 481. tragical end of
th:it tyrant, ih. his di>n r ions. 4S2.
Alexnndor, son of ^ropns. forms n conspiracy against Alex,

ander th Great, i. .V<>; he is put in death, ih.

Alexander, son of Polysperchon. accepts the offVo of pm-ern-
or-ffeneral of Peloponnesii--. ii. >. he i? killed in Picyon. ih.

M-X'mler. governor of Persia for "ntiochns ih" Great, ii

im. he revolts and mke himself sovereign in his province, ib.

he rTihesmisernhlv. 104.

AI.'Tiinder.dnpiiiy from the JEto\\&nt to the assembly of the
allies held al Tempo, ii. 145.
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Alexander, pretended son of Perseus, is driven out of Mace-
donia, where he had usurped the throne, ii. &.

lexander. sun of Antony and Cleopatra, ii. 345.
Ab-XHiidra, wife i.f Alexander Jauna-us, reigns over the Jew-

ish nat ion. ii. 26^, &.c,

Alexandria, a city of Egypt, built by Alexander the Great, i.

555. famous libraries of Alexandria, 87. etc. late ol those libra-

Alexandria, built by Alexander the Great, upon the laxar-
tes. i.573.
Alexandrian Caucasus, see Caucasus.
A lex is. governor of the citadel of Apamsa, betrays Epigenen,

Antiochus'* general, ii. 104.

Algebra, that science is a part of the mathematics, and ought
Dot tn be neglected, it. 294.

Ailobroges. extent ol their country. 102.

Alps, mountains famous for Hannibal's passing them. 1.102.
Amasis. officer of Apr les. is proclaimed king of Lgypl. i.ocf.

he is confirmed in the possession ol the kingdom by Nabuchodo-
nosnr. ill. he defeats Apries. who had matched against him,
takes him prisoner, and puts him to death, 69. lie reigns peace-
ably in Egypt, ih. his method lor acquiring the res|iect of his

subjects, ID. his death. 70. his bod}- is taken out of Ins lamb, and
burnt by order ofCamb ses.i.lHt.
Ambassadors. Fine example of disinterestedness in certain

Roman ambassadors, ii. 74. speech of Scythian ambassadors to

Al xandt-r.i. 574.

Amenoph s. king of Egypt, i. 61. his manner ofeducating his

-irii, ib. this king is the Pharaoh ofscripture, who was
drowned in he Red g-a, ib.

Ameslris. wife of Xerxes. Barbarous and inhuman revenge
of that princess, i. 2li6.&c.
Amisus. a city of Asia, besieged by .Lucullus, n. 318. the

engineer Cailimachus, who defended it, sets it on fire, and

Ammonians, i. 180. famous temple of that people, i. 555.

Amnesty, famous one at Athens, i. 350. occasions when am-
nes'it-s lire mcessarv. ih.

Amorges. bastard of Pissulhnes, revolts against Darius no-
thus. i. 334- h is taken and sent into Persia, ib.

Amosis. king of Es>i>t See Thethmothjs.
Amphares. one of the Spartan Ephorii.ii. 93. his treachery

and cruelly to king Agis. iV
Amphictyon, kingol Athens. 1.207.

Amphirtyon*. Institution ol that assembly, i. 207. 406. their

power, ib, ontli taken at their installation, ib. their conde-
scensions for P.'nlip occasioi ed the dimn uuon of their authori-
ty, ib. famous sacred war undertaken by order of this assembly,

Amphipolis, city of Thrace, besieged by Cleon, general of
the Athenian*, i.313. Philip lakes that ciiy from the Atheni-
an*, and declares it free. i. 504. it is soon alter taken possession
of by that prince, ib.

Amytita* 1.. king of Macedonia, submits to Darius, i. 237.
Aim mas LI., king of Macedonia, father of Philip, i. 473. his

death. ib.

A my mas, son of Perdiccas.exe! uded from the throne ofMac-
edonia, i. 502.
Amyntas. deserter trnm Alexander s army, seizes the gov-

ernment of Egypt, i. 555. he is killed there, ib.

Am; mas, one of Alexander the Great's officers, i. 561.

Am/rleus, one of the generals of the Egvptians, who had re-Amvneuv.one.oi me prirorvM 01 tuv E*SJMIVIIV. wno nuu re-

volted against ArtaxerxegLongimanus. i. -J78. he is assisted by
lans.'Jr*;}. he drives ihe Persians out of Egypt, and is

declared ki. g of it. 311. hn dies. 312.
Amytis. wile of \ahuchodoiiosor. i. 13o.
Anacliarcis, of the Scytho-Nomaueg by nation, one of the sev-

en sages, i. 226. his contempt tor riches, ib.

Anacreoii. Greek poet. i. 225.
Anailis. Fate of one of the statue* of this goddeg*. ii. 344.
Anaxig.iras. his care of Pericles, i 2>-0. ins doctrine, 290. the

first philosopher who asserted the existence of an intelligent
cause, tb N.
Anaxilaus, tyrant of Zancle, i. 294.
Anuximcites, in what manner he saved his country, i. 533.
Andranodorus. guardian of Hi'-tonyinus.kingof Svracuse, ii.

296. his strange abuse of his authority, ib. after the death of Hi-
eronymus, he seizes part ot Syracuse, 297 he forms a conspira-
cy for ascending the throoe.xfie. he is accused and put to death,
ib.
Andriscus of AdrLmvltium. pretends himself son of Perseus,

and is declared king of Macedonia, ii. 237. he defeats the Ro-
man army, commanded bv the praetor Juvviitius. ib. he is twice
defeated by Metellus. ib.be is taken and sent to Rome, 238. he
serves 10 adorn the triumph of Metellus, 241.
Androcles. son of Codrus. king of Aihen<. i. 209.
Andramachus, governor if S> na ami Palestine for Alexan-

. der. i. 55<>. sail end of that governor, 557.
A'tdromachus. lather of Achau*> is taken and kept prisoner

by Ptolemv Euergeles. ii. 102. Ptolemv Philometor sets him at
liberty, and restores him to his son. 105.
Andrnnieus. general of Antigonus. makes himself master of

Tyre, ii. 32. he is besieged in that place by Ptolemy, and for-

ced to surrender. 33.

Andronic.us. P'-rseus's officer, put todeath. and why, ii. 216.
Andro urus of Rhodes, to whom the world is indebted lor the

works of Aristotle, ii. 315.
Androstbenes, commander for Philip at Cnrinth, is defeated

by Ntcoslra'u. prsetor of th Acha'ans, ii. 14ti.

Angels. Oi.inioiisofthe Pagans i-.-iu-erning them, i. 3P3.
Amciu*. Roman prtetor. is charged with the war against

Gentius. kii'f of Illyria. ii. 21-. h- deft its that prince, takes
him prisot.er and sends him to Rome, 220. he receives the hon-
our of a triumph, 22f>

.

Antalcnlns. l.aced-monlan.conc'n<le wiih the Persians a

peace disgiaeeful to the Greeks, i. 374. Sir.

.*ntigon.i. Plnlolus's mistress. a> cust s him to Alexander, i.

570
Antigone, the daughter-in-law of Ptolemy, wife of Pyrrhus,

ii. 50.
Antignnia. city built by Amigonus. ii. 46. and destroyed by

Antijonus, on" of Alexander's captains, divides the empire
of that prini-e wi'h the rest of them. ;i. 12. he make* war
against Eumenes.a'iil besieges him in \ora.2I. he man-hes in-

to Pisidta against AVetas nd Attulus. ih. he becomes very
powerful. ->2. he revolts against the ki'gs.arri cot tipues the
war with Eumenes. who ai'h-res Iothem.z5.be is defeated
bv that cap-am. TiO. he g"'< Eumenes into h;s bands by irearh-

O'.Htid causes him lo perish in prison. 31. a league is formed
against him. ib he takes Syria and Pnceaicia Irom Piolemy, ib.

and makes himself master of Tyre, after a loi g sige. 32. b*
marches against Cassander. and gains great advantages over
him, it), h- concludes a. treaty with the contederate i riiices.35.
he fotms the design of restoring liberty to Greece. 36. he be-
siegts and '<iL? A. hens, ib. 4c. excessive honours paid him
there. 37. he assu^-,-8 the title of kn:g. 38. he n;akt-s 1 1- i aia-
tions lo invade Ec > M, 40. his enterprise is unsuceeselul, ib. b*
loeee a gre-it battle .! Ipsus and is killed in II, 47.

Aniigonus Gonatas offers himsell as a hostage lor Dnretiini
his father, ii. 53. be establiches htmsell in Maeeoai io. t -'. i'>r-
rhus drives him out of it. "0. he retires into his n. urn in, e rilii ,

ib. sends troops to the aid of the Spartans, against I'; rrlius, 72,
marches to the assistance of Argcs. hesiegul by that prince, ib
he takes the whole army and camp of Pyrrhus, and relebralef
the funeral > t that prince with great magnificence, 73. beeiege*A i hens, 75. and takes it. ih. his cleaih. r-j.

Antigoi. us Uoson, as Philip's ruardian, reigns in Macedonia,
ii. .Si. the Acl.cans call him into their aid against t$|*ana, 16.
hecxrastons their gaining several advantage*. !ir. ic. he is

victorious in the famous buttl- ot Se ania against (.'

100, he makes himself master of Sparta, and treats it vith
great clemency, 111), he marches against the lllyrians, and diet
alter having gained a victory over them. ib.

Amigonus. nephew of Antigonus DOHOII. Philips favourite,
discovers to that prince the ifnorei re of hi- Fpn liinetrius,
and the guilt of Perseus, ii. 190. Philip's intentions in lespect
to him. ib.

Amigonus, a Macedonian lord in the court of Perseus, ii.

Amigonus. the brother of Aristobulus 1.. is appointed by hit
brother to terminate the war in Itura-a, ii. 270. at his return
his brother puts him to deaih, 271.

Antignnus. son of Aristnbulus 11., is sent lo noire by Pom-
pey. ii. 274. he is set upon the throne of Juda-a. he is be'sieged
in Jerusalem, he surrendeis and i- put t.> ceaih. ib.

Antimnchus. i fficer in the army ol Perseus, ii. 214.
Antioch, city built by Seleucus, upon the On nies, ii. 48.
Antiorhus. lieutenant of Alcibiades, attacks the Laceriirmo-

nians wiih ill conduct, and is defeated with great lots, i. 340.
Amiochus I., surnamed Soter, reigns in Syria, and n-atriei

Stratonice, his father's wile. it. 59. he endeavours to sci?e the
kingdom of Pergamus. 61. he is defeated by Eumei es. ib. h*

his sons to death, and dies himself ston after. 76.
Antiochus 1 [, surnBmed Theos, ascends the throne ot Syr-

ia, ii. 76. he delivers Miletus frrni tyranny, ih. he carries the
war into Egypt against Piolemy. 77. the provino * of the East
revolt against him, ib. he loses most of those provinces, ih. he
makes peace with Ptolemy, and marries Berenice, the daugh-
ter of that prince, after havirg lepudiated Laodice, ib. he re-

pudiates Berenice, at d takes L< adice again, who cttust s htm
ID be poisoned. H). Daniel's prophecies ci>!icernii'g htm, ib.

Amiochus Hierax commands in Asia Minor, ii. 80. he enter*
into a league with his brother Seleucus against Ptolemy, 81.
he declares war against Seleucus, gives him battle, and de-
feats him with great danger of his life. ih. he is attacked and
defeated by Eunienes, t-2. he retires to Ariarathes. who soon
after seeks occasion to rid himsell of him, ib. he takes refuge
with Ptolemy, who imprisons him, ib. he escapes from irison,
at d is a.=9sstrated by robbers, ih.

Antji.rhus III. surnnmed the Great, begins foreign in Syria,
ii. 103. fidelity ol Ach?us Inwards him. ib. he appoints Hermi-
as his prime minister, ib Molo ard Alexander. wh< m he had
appointed governors of Media and Persia, revolt agan tt him,
ib. he marries Laodice. the daughter of Milhridates, ib. he
sacrifices Epigenex, the most able of his generals, to Ihe jeal-
ousy of Hermias, 104. he marches against the rebels, and redu-
ces them. ib. he rids himself of Hermias. ib. he marches into
Co?le-yria. and takes Selrucai, 10t>. Tyre and Ptolt n ats, ib.

he makes a truce with Piolemy. ib. the war breaks out again,
108. Antiochus gains many advantoges, ib. he loses n great
battle at Raphia. ib. he makes peace with Ptolemy. 100. he
turns bis arms against Ai-h-us. who had rr-.- k

' % -d. ib. Arhav
us is put into his hards l>> treachery, ard execn'fd. ib. expe-
di'iofs of Antiochus into Media. 131. Parthia.ib. Hyrcania,
132. Bactriann. ih. and even into India, ib. he enters into an
al. mnce w'i'h Philip to invade the kii gdom of Eg< pt, ]'.'.'>. and
seizes Crete-.*) rin and Palestine, ib. he makes war agaii si At-
talus, 131'. upon the remonstrances of the Romans he retires,
ih. he recover* Co?'e-syria, which Aristomenes had taken from
him. 140. Antiochus forms the design of teixirg Asia Minor,
ih. Hannibal retires to him. 149. the arrival ot that general de-
termines him to engnge in a war with the Romais. 152. he
marches again*! the Pis dians. ard subjects their, 154. he goe
to Greece at the request of the jEtolians. 157. he npirnis Ip
bring over the Achipans in ruin, ih. PI d afterwards the fioxili-
ans. 15>*. he makes himself master of Chalcis, and all Kulapa.
ib. the Romans declare war against him. ib. he makes an ill

use of Hannibal's counsels, ib. he is defeated rear those rronn-
tains, and esca;>es to Chalcis, It 0. on his return to E| hesns, he
ventures a sea fight, aed loses it. ]til. his fleet gams ferre ad-
vat" age over the Rhodh-ns. ll'2 he lin.es a second battle at sea.
ih. his conduct after this defeat, ih. he makes proposals of
i*".ic-, l'-3. which are rejected, ib. he lose* a great hatlle near
Magnesia. H>4. &c. reniarks on his deleat. 11 5 N. he deirardi
peace, ih. he obtains it. and on what conditions, ih. in ( n'i r to

pav the -ribute to the Romans, he plunders a temple in Ely-
mais. 173. he is killed, ih. character of Amiochus. ib. DantePi
prophecies concerning that prince, ih.

Antiochus, the eldest son i.f Antiochus the great, died in
the flower of his youth, ii. 154. character of that joung prince,
ib.

Antipchn* IV. surnamed Epiphanes. gcfg to Rorre as a hos-

tage, ii. 166. he ascends the throne of Siria. W. ait]Vet be-
tween tbat prince and the kirg of Ep>pt. ih. he mnrcbes to-
WHids Egypt. 193. and gairs a first victory over r*tol< my. ib,

then a second, ih. he makes himself muster ol Egypt, ih. and
takes Ihe kirg himw IF, 194. u[Hin the rurronr of a g< peral re-
volt, he enters Palestine, ib. t-esieges aril takes .Vru'nl. ni. ib.

where he ex> rcis f 'he most horrid cruellies, th. Str. .Apiiochus
renew* ih war in Egvpt. 1'.'4 he replaces Plolem> 1'hilorretor
upon the throne. anH with what view, 1P5 he returns to Syr-
ia, ib. he come* b.'-ck to Eg' rt. and m>rrhes to Alexardria.
106. PC. pilius. the Roman amhassailor. obliges him U, (_,iii it,

ib. Anliochu*. meraepdfl what hpi*nfd in Egypt. rentsj
hi* rage upon the J-w. 19fi. he order* Apollonins. < ni of hii

generals, to destroy Jerusalem, 1!'7. cruel' s corrrritteri tnere
bv that general, ih. Anlioehu* enrtearour* to aholisli tre wor-
ship of -he irne Gl at Jerulem, ib. he eniem Jurlra. and
commits horrible cruelties. 198, Ac. he celebrates garre* at
Daphne, near Antioch. 190. several of his generals defeated
by Judas Maccabees, ib. be goes to Persia, atttiopli lo plan
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ter the temple of Elymais, anrf it shamefully repulsed. 201.
pun receiving advice of the defeat of hi armies in Juda'a. he
nts out instantly with the design to exterminate the J^ws. ib.

be in struck by the hand ofGod on his way. and dies in the most
exquisite torments, ib. Danit-l'i prophecies concerning ihis

prince. 202.
Amitichus V. called Eupator. succeeds hid father Antiochus

Epiphanes in the kingdom of Syria, ii. 24ri. he continues the
war with the Jews, ib his generals and himself in i>erson are
dffca'ed hvjjdas Maecahirii-. ib. he mnkes peare with the
Jews, nnd destroys the fortifications of the tem| |e. 247. Ro-
mans discontented with Enpaior. 2 -I?, his mUieM deliver him
up to Demetrius, who puts him to death, 240.
Antioc'ms Vt. surnnmed Thoos, is placed on th throne of

Syria by Tryphon. ii. 253, he is assassinated soon after, ib.

Anliochus VII. surnamed Sidetes. marries Cl'-opntra. wife
of Dem'-'rius, and is proclaimed king of Syria, ii. 0.54. lie de-
thrones Tfyphon, who is nut tndr-a h. ih. he' march?? into Ju-
d>a, ih. hesieges John Hvrcanas in Jerusalem. IH. the cilv

capitulates, 255. he turns his arms against Pnrthia, 257. where
lie perishes, 25R an adventure ofthis prince in hunting, ib.

Anti"chus VIII. urnamed flrypus, begins tn reign in Svria,
ii. 2liO. he marries Tryp'.ena. tho daughter of Pin scon, king of
Egvpt. 201. defeats and expels Zebina. ih. his mother Cleopa-
tra endeavours to poison him. and is poisoned herself, ih. An-
tioehns reigns some lime in peace, ih. war between that prince
and his brother Anti-whin i>f Cyzicnm, 2til. tb two brothers
divide the empirn nf Syria between thorn. 2t ;-i. Grypui marries
PNene. the diingh'er ot Cleopatra. a- d renew* tl>e war against
his brother. 2R4 he is nssassi'-ated by one of his vass-ils. ilt.

Antim-hus IX. surmimed the Cy/irenian, makes wnr against
his brother Antiorhus Rrynns. ii. 2(i|. he marries Cleopatra,
whom Lathvrns had repudiated, ib. af'er several battles, tie

comes in *i accommodation with his brother, and divides the
empire of Syria with him. 262. he goes to the aid of ihe Snma-
rilans. and is unsuccessful in the war. ih. after his brother's
death he endeavours to possess himself of his dominions. 2fi4.

hp lose- a battle against Seleucus the son of Grypus, who puis
him to dea'h. ib.

Antiochns X. surnamod Eusehes.son of Antiochus th" Cvzi-
renian, causes himself to he crowned kingol'Svria. arid iVqnx*
Seleucns, ii 2''5. he gains R battle against Aittinrkn* and Phi-
lip, htoth^r of Selencus, ih. he rnarriec Selene, the widow of
Grypus. ih.he it entire! <-defeated by Philip, and obliged 1o lake
ffnge amongsl th Parthi'ins. ih by their aid he returns! into

Syria, ib. he is again expel led, and retires into Oi I iciu. where he
end* his davs.ih.
Antiochns XI. son of Grypns. endeavours to revenge the

denih of his brother Seleucns. ii 2f.5. he is defeated hv Eusebes,
and drowned in endeavouring to pass the Orontes. jh. Ac..

Antiochiis XII. surnamed Dionysius. seizes Crete-Syria, and
reigns a verv shnrt time. ii. 2l<4.

Antiochn XI 1 1. called Asiaticiis, sent hy ?e'ene, his mot her,
to Rome, ii. 2Cili. on hi return ho passes through Sicily, and re-

cei<-"s an enormous affront from Verres. ih. he reigrs some time
in fyrin. 2fi7. Pompov deprives him of his dominions, 2<'i8.

. Anttnas.pr ^ntinater, Herod's father, excites great troubles
in .Tndjpn, ii. 271, &c. he sends troops to aid Caesar, besieged in

Al-xi'idria.33fi.
Antipater. Alexander's lieutenant, is appointed bv that

firin<-e to govern Macedonia in his absence, i. 532. he defeats
th" I.acodiemonians, who had revolted against Macedonia. .V'7.

Alexander takes his government from him, and orders him to

come to him, 504. suspicions entertained of Antipa'er in re-

snect of Alexander's death. 507. Antipater's expeditions into
Greece, after Alexander's death, ii. 14. he is defeated hy the
Athenians near l.amia, to which he retires, ih. he surrenders
that place hy capitulation, ih. he seizes Athens, and puts a gar-
rison into it, 15. he puts Demosthenes and Hyperides to death,
jfi. he givns Phila, his daugh er. to Cra'erus in marriage. 17.

lie is appointed recent of the kingdom ofMacedonia, in the room
of Por.liccas.20. death of Anlipater. 21.
Antinater. eldest son of Ciiesander, ii. 50. dispute between

that prince and his brother Alexander for the crown of Mace-
donia, ib. he kills his mother Thessalonica. who favoured his

voonger brother, ih. Demetrius drives htm out of Macedonia,
ib. h" retires into Thrac - and dies there, ib.

Antiphon, courtier of Dionysius. Witty laying which cost
him his liff.i. 450.
Antony (Mirkl contributes by his valour to the re-establish-

rnent nf A nletes u pon the throne of Egypt . ii. 331 . Ac. when tri-

nmvir. he cites Cleopatra before him. and why, 337. his passion

for that princess. TIP. her ascendancy over him, ib. she carries
him with her to Alexandria, ib. Antony returns to Rome, and
marries O -tiivia, Ciesar's sister, ib. he makes some expeditions
against the Pnrthi-ms. 330. then goes to PhtjpniciB to meet Clc-
opatrin. iH, his injurious treatment of Octavia, ih. he makes
himself master of Armenia, and reiurns to Alexandria, which
h enters in triumph, ib, he celebrates there the coronation nf
Cleopatra nnd her children, ib. 01*11 rupture bet ween Pipsar and
Antonv. 340. Antonv puts to sea, ar-companied hy rieopntra.
S41 he is entirely defeated in a sea-fight o(T Actium, ih. all hig
troops surrender themselves loCipsar, ib. he returns to Alex-

fndrla,
ib. he sends ambassadors to treat of peace with Piesar,

h. seeing himso If hetraved bv fleniiatra, he sends to challenge
f'n-nr M a single com'mt. 342. believing Cleopatra had kilh-d
herself, he falls upon his sword. .143. he expires in Cleopatra's
arm", ib. that princess celebrates his funeral with great mag-
nificence, ih.

Anvsis. kingofFivpt.i.fif
Aornos.a rock of India, besieged and taken hy Alexander, i 07.
A pare'-, the daughter of Antioc.hus Soter, and widow of Ma-

fat, ii 7ft.

Apalnria. Feast celebrated at Athens, i. 342.

Apaturim. officer of SeliMicns Cerannus. forms a conspiracy
f gainst that prince, and poisons him, ii. 103. he if put to death,

Apeffl. an infernal machine, invented hy Nshis, ii. 131.
AppelleK, courtier of Philip, ii. 113. abuses his power, ib. he

endenvmirs tohumble and enslave the Achrans.ih. he perishes
miser* My.

Apellr-s. Persons' ace.Tpnlice in accusing Demetrius, is s"nt
ambassador ti> Rome hv Philip, ii. 1). after the death of De-
metrius, he ecraoes into Italy. 1''0.

A pelles. officer of Antiochns Fniphanes, endeavours to make
Mattmhias sacrifice to idols, ii. 107. Mattathias kills him with

II hi i followers, ih.

Apllicon,an Athenian, library erected by him at Athens,

Apis, an ox adored under that name by the Egyptians, i. 53.
Killed bv Cam jyses, 181

Apis.kirs of Argos. i. 207.
Apo o. Temple erectt-d in boron r nf him at De.nn., i. 419.

AjHilliHTHies. eldi st son ul Dioiiysius the \oui er, command*
in the citadel nf PyrHcus'-. in ihe room of his father, i. 4.10. h*
surrenders that place to Dion, and reiir< s to his father. -Jfil.

Apollodorus, of Anu'hipolis, one of Alexander's officers, i.

ool.
Apollodorus. friend of Cleopatra, favours the entrarce of

that princess into Alexandria, and in what manner, ii. 334.
Apollodorus. governor of Gpza for f.athyrus-, deli nils lhat

Place against Alexander Jannieiis. ii. 271. he is assassinated iij
his brother Lyiireachus, ih.

A|M)llonides. i ffici-r in the army of Eunienos. occasions the
loss of a battle, ii. 20. hi- is se;7"d aril rut to <! ath. ib.

Apollonides. magistrate of Syracuse, ii. 2!>P. his wise dis-
course in tho asc-cmbly of the people, ib.

Apollonius. H lord in the court of Antiorhns Eriphnnes, i

sent an'hasao<ir by that prince, firft to Egvpi, ii. I!
: 3. then t

Rome. ib. Antirrhus sends him with an army against Jerusa-
lem., with orders todesirov lhat ci:y, lilfi. hix cruelties there, ih.
he is defeated by Judas Maccabeus, and killed in the battle,
197,
Apollonius. governor of Co-le syria and Phn-nicia. marches

against Jonathan, and is di-feated. ii. 251. he forms a plot
against the life of Ptolemy Philometor, ib.

Apollophanes. physician of Antiochus the Grent, rtiscoven
to that prince the conspiracv formed against Ivm bv liermias,
ii. 10.5. military advice which he gives Antirchus. ih.

Ai'i>iiis(("|audius.1 RoinHn consul, is sent into Picily to aid
the Mainertines, i. 89. he defeats the Carthaginians aril Sjra-
cusans, ib.

Appius ^Claudius,') Roman senator, prevents the srnate from
accepting the offers of Pirrhus. ii. fti.

Appiu^ (Clandips.l Romnn. commands a bodv of trooj-s. and
is beaten near U-cana, against which he marched with design
to Plunder it, ii. 214.
Apries ascends the throne of Kgvpl, i. 67. success of that

prit ce, tlO. Z'dekiah, king of Jtidnh. irnrlorr s his aid. ib. he
df clnri'S himself protector of Israel, ih. Egvpt revolts against
him..ih. a"d sets Amasis on the throne, ill. he is obligi-d to rp.
li'e into Upper Egypt, ih. Amasis defeats him in a lank', in
which he is taken prisoner, ai d put to death, ib.

Aniiilius (Manins.'! Roma" proconsul, is defeiited in a linttls

by Mtthridales, who takes him prisoner and puts him to death
ii. 300.
An.bians (Nahatrupsn.lcharnctcr of that people, ii. 34.
Aracus. I,iic>'dinmonian admiral, i. 470.
Araspe*. a M'-dian n'bleman. is npiiointed hy CTTDS to keep

Panthn-a prisoner, i. 150. passion which he conceiv. s f.ir that
princess, ill. gmidness of Cyrus in respect to him. ib. he doe
that prince great .ervice in going as a spy amongst the Assy-
rians, ih.

Aralus. son of CMnins, escapes from Sicvon, to avoid the fury
of Ahantidas, 11. P5 he delivers that city from the tyranny, ib.
and unites it with the Acliiean league, ih. he apprises a sedi-
tion upon the point ofhrr-aking out at Pic-yon, ih.Jtc. he is elec-
ted general of the Acha-ans, 8fi. he takes Corinth from Ami-
gonus, ib. c. he mak' s several citii s enter into inr Achipan
league. 87. he ha not the surne success at Arpos. F8. he march-
es against the /Ti'olians. 01. Cleemeres. k ii'g of Fpnr'a. gim
several advampgns over him. 04. Aratts's envi of that jriri-e,
05. he c::|ls in Ai tigonus to aid the Achrans Bgainpt the l,ace-
dminonians, ih. he marches against the iE'oliars. nnd is ri fca-
ted near Carhytn, 110 Philip's faction for Aratus. ib Apel-
les. Philip's minister, accuses him falsely tn thiit prir -ce, 1|4.
he is declared innocent, ih he pcci'mpantes Philip into ^-".tolia,
his exprditioi's ngninst the ^toliai s. I.flcedB'monips, and
Eleans. 1 15. Philip causes him to be poisoned, 120, his funeral
solemnized magnificent ly, ib.

Aratns the joiipgor, son rf the great AraHis. is chief magis-
trate of the Acha-ans. i-. 112. Philip causes him to be poisnmd,
120.
Arbaces. governor of -he Medes for Pardnna- aliis, revolts

against lhat prince, nnd founds the kit gdi'in of Mfdia. i WO.
Arbaces. geni ral in the army of Arta.it rxi-s Mnemon,againt

his brother Cyrus, i. r54.
Arhela. city of AnyrMi famous for Alexander's victory over

Darius, i 3(i|.

Arcesilns, Alexander's lieutenant. Provinces that fell to hit
lo 1 after lhat prirci-'s death, ii. 12.

Archagathns. son of Aenthoclf-s. commands in Africa after
his fa'.hnr's departure, i. PP. he perishes there n'isrrably, ib.

Arrhr-lans. governor of Pusa for Alexander, i. 5f2.
Archelaus. general for Arttigonus. marches against Antns,

who bevieged Corinth, and is taken prisoner, ii. 7. Aratus ftu
him at liberty, ih.

Arcbelaiis.onenf the generals ofMitbridates. lakes A'bens.-
ii. 310. he isdrivenoin of it hyB'la,311 he isdef.-ated hy the
same captain, fi-sl nt Chn-rone-i. 312. and then at Orchom'-rm,
313. he echoes to Chalcis. ih. and has an interview v'ith fylla.
near Delium. 314. Archelaus goes over t () Merpna. 315, he en-
gages the latter to irate war agains- Mitnridales. 31(i.

Archelaus. son of the former, is p-nde h'gh prii'st and snve-
reiitn of Comann. ii 2P8 lie marr ; rs- Herenice. queen of Egypt,
322 be is killed in a battle with the Romans, ib.

Archelans. son of the latter, enjoys the san-e dignities as h'li

father, ii. 2FR he marries Ola) h;ra. and has two sons by her,
ib.

An-helaus, second son of Arohf Inns and Glaphvra. ascepd
the throne nfCnpmdtwll . ii ?>'P. Tlr>rion does him Fr r ' nt "T
vices with Augustus jh (,< draws the revenfeef Tiberius ii|mn
himself. 2PO. be is cit.-d to Ri-rre, nrd why. ib. he is very ill r-
ceived there, ih. I e dies scon after, ih.

Archias. a Corinthian, founder of Pvracnse, i. '.Tfi.

Archias. a Theban. is killed hy the conspirators at a feart
given bv Pbilladas. one of th m. tn the Ponnarchs. i. 472.
Amhfas. comedian, delivers up the orator Hyperides and

severnl other persons to Antipanr. ii. Ifi.

Archihius. Flis attachment to Cleopiiira. ii. 344.
Archidamis. I,aceila-m<.pian Isdv. Heroic action of hers, ii.

71. she U- put to.leath hv order of .A mrhares. 03.

Archidan'iis. king of Ppprra. i.9PV. he saves the f.acedvmo-
ninns from the fnrv .f the Helms. 9H3. he commands the Iroopfl
iT frann at the l"^inningof the Peloponncsian war, i.'!'8. hebe-
iegnsPla-a>a.?rM.
Archidnn"ie. son of Ageeilaiis. gains a battle sgainst the AT

cadians, i. 47R his valoni- during the siege of Sparta by Kpnnil-
nond:... 4f.~. he reien. in Sparta. 4F8.
Archidnmns. brother of Agis. escapes from Pparta to voi

the fury of [.eonidas. ii. 04.Cleomenes recaJ* Inm. ;b h is

MMlimtM in returning home. ib.
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Archirlamns. ambassador of the .ttolmns, endeavour* to en-
nice UIP Achrans lodeelafe for Antiochus. li 157.
Archilochus. Greek i-i. inventor ot Iambic verge*, i. 223.

*huracteroi nnpoetry.il>.
Archimedes, famous g omelrtcian, ii. 29-1. he inT*"t many

mai-hine* i>t" war. in prodUiou* t-rT-ct of ih.*.' machine*. 'Ml.
he i killed at the taking of S.-racuse, 304. his tumb discovered
or Cirero. ih.

A rchitecturo. oriental, its excellence overrated by Rollin, i.

Arehon. one of Alexander'* officer*. Province! that fell to
him after'that prinrc's death, ii. 12.

Arehon it elected chief magistrate of the Achipans. ii.214.
lotion which he mak*'K ihal people take. 215. Archun*

imitated at Athens, i. 4111. their function*, ib.

Ar.hs. kr g..f l.ydia. i. 149.

Areou-igu*: iu ettabli*h ent. i 404. authority of that *en-
ate. ill. Periete* wcake n its authority, ib.

Ateta.?. king of Arabia PetHM. nl,mili to Pompey, ii. 3211.

Areie during the banuhnvnl ofuton, is ninrri' d l<> Tiroocra-
te*. i. 4,

r
ii> Itiofl receive* her again. 4)>l. her Heaili. 4ii.'.

Arethusa. a fountain fanxm- in fabulus history, i. -."'I.

A reu*. nne of thr- Spartan exiles, is n iiurat, d h> iheAcha.-
ans. and Carrie* accusation* against them to Rome. it. 177. the
Achieans pyml-tnn him to die. 17?. his fenience is annulled uy
lie Raman*. 17'.'.

Ai"u?, grandson of Cleomene*. reipisat Sparla, ii. 71.
A reus. another kingof 8parta..ii. t.
Aripeu? i placed b) th .A-h-niii'? upon the throne of Mace-

donia. I. 5<n is defeatod hy Philip. 504.
Th Aftlian; a name given to the slave who discovered Pau-

Camay's conspiracy . i. '-'ii'l.

ArcinnsK. Isle* famous for the victory of the Athenians over
the naeedraHMiian*. i H41

Argo. kingof Lydia, i. 143.

Argos. foundatuKi ol thai kingdom, i. 207. kings of Argos, ID.

K !n ai'l ihaGreekx against the Persians. 364 Argot
bftieged by Pyrrhu*. ii. 72. Ariu* eodeavtmn to bring that

pity i itn the ArliaM'i le.igue. SS. Imt without t,ccess, il>. Argo*
13 suhjec'ej hv the Lacedemonian*, C7. and afterward* h> An-
tigo-iu*. ib. Argitt surrender* to Philocle*. one of Philip'* gn-
Brab. 142. 'he fiter pu< it again into the hand- of Nabil. 14:!.

it ibrowiUBta* yoke of that tyran:. and re-establishes iu liber-

ty. 1.51.

Arpus.kmgof Argos. i 207
Anx'j*. or Alp.xaudria, philosopher, Augustus Cesar's ei-

teprn for him. ii.344.
ArifjMu eoBjaaand* the left wing of Cyrus'* army at thp bat-

tin ofCumxa. i. 3.14 h- flip* upon advice of that prince's death,
355. ih- Greeks off-r him the crown of Persia. 357. he refuses
it, and mat a treaty with them, ill.

Aridmne*. an Araliian. dneeivej and betray* Crassus, ii. 279.
Ariamn**. king of Cnppadocia, ii. 28<>

Ariarathe* I. kin* ofCap|M< ocia.ii. 286.
Ariara:h-'? II. mu; of the lo'nu-r. rp'fns over Cappadoria, ii.

- - defeated in a ba'tle by Prrdiccas, who seizes im do-
minions and pn's him to Heath, ib.

. AriaratrraclII.eapapM into Armenia after his father's death,
ii. 8S6. lie amend* thp throne of hi? ancps'ors, ib.

Ariara'hf-s IV. kingoTCappadoeia, ii. 2--'i>.

Anarathe V. marries AntiochU. daughter of Antiochus the
Srua', ii. 82. the Romans lav a great tine upon him for having
aided hi* fathpr in. law. !-73. he oends h's son to Rome, and
with what new. 207. he declares tor the Romans against Per-
eu. i ' death of Ariaralh.-a, 233.
Ariarat be* VI. gur-s to Rome, and why, ii. 207. he refunes to

teign during his father'* life, 233. af'*r his father's death he
ascends th throne or Cappadpeta. ih. he renews the alliance
with the Koiian*. 2'tt. he is dethroned by Demetrius. 234. he
implore* aid of thp Romans, ib. Attalu* re eatahlishes him up-
on the throne, ih. he enters into a confederacy against JVrne-
triu--. 2-7. he marches to aid the Romans against Arislonicus,
and i* killed in that war. in.

Ariarathai VII. reign? in Cappadocia. ii. 2s?. his brother-in-
law Mithri<l.i'<" c.-ju*'* him to I* a.aj?irate(l. ih.

Ariarathe* VIII. is nlared upon the throne of Cappndocia by
Mithridatra. ii. 2)*7. he i* assa^sinaied by that prince, ib.

Ariarathes (X. king nf Cappadoeift. i* defected by Mithrida-
let. and driven out of hi? kingdo-n. ii. _

>
87.

Ariarathe? X. aurend* the throne of fatipadocia. I. 28S. 8j-
cinna deputes the possession of it with him. and carries it

apain*i htm, ib. Ariarathei reigns a second time in Cappado-
cia. ib.

.\riirat hen, don of Mithridatet. reigns in Capnadocia, ii. SOR
he is dethroned hy the Rmam, ib. he i> reinstated a second,
300. and then a third time. ib.

Arn?pcs, on of Artazenm Mnemon, deceived by his bro-
ther Ochui. killn himself, i. 4N).
Andarai. hiutaxi hroth-r of Alexindpr, i declared king of

MacediHiia after the death of thai prince, i. 5IW. Olympiai cau-
tet him In lie put to dea'h, ii. 27.
Ar'manius. a deity arfored hy th" Persians, i. 198.
Atimare., Sogdian. gover:air of Pel IB Oxiana. refuses to fur-

rend.-r to Alexinder, i,575. he i besieg-d in that place, ib. he
uhmti* to Alexander, who put him to denth, 570.
A riob*r7.ane.i. satrap of Phrjgia. under Artaxerxs Mnpmon,
MMMl the throne of Pun us. he revolts against that prince, i.

AriohnrznrtM I. i placed upon the throne of Cnppadocia hy
the Romans, ii. 2--"T. he i twice d-throoed by Tigranes, ib.

?omt-y reinstate* him in the quiet pow 5 iori of the throne, ih.

Ariharznoes II. >-*rendi the throne of Cappadocia, and u
killed ..n after, ii. 288.
Anobarxanu III. reigns in Capmdocia. ii y*f*. Cicero up-

preea ctin'piracv forced againut him. ib. deride* with Pom-
pey againt Csp-iar, ih. the latter 'ays him under contribution.
)b. he refusp* an allinm-i' with CWsui murderern. ib. ("as'iiu?

attacks him, and having taken him prisoner, puis htm to death.

Ariobarinnes. governor of Peria for Dnrio*. posts himvelf at

the paiw of Susa. In prevent Alexander from pasting it. i. 563.
he i? put to fligh'. ib.

Arintagoras i established governor of Mtletuhy Histiipuj,
i. 2^. h joins the Ionian" in their revol'-gaint r>riu. ib. he
goe* to Laccdiemon for aid. ib. but ineffectually. 239. he goes
to .Vhpni. ih. that ciry grant' him some troop*, ib. be U de-
feated and killer! in a halt IP. 240.
Arislamter, a )*wth**ypr in the train of Alexander, i. 558.
Ari'aiane. officer in the court ofOcha*. I. 4v6.
Aritea, (Kirenof Argiw. give* Pyrrhus entrance into UiU

aitr. ii. 72

ArUtarnu*. chief magiftrate of the Aebtpam. pncage* them
to nectar* war for the Romans aaii^t Philip, it. 1411. ic.
Arisiules.oiieof the general* of t e Athenian arm) at Mara

th..n. reigns 'he roirmnrd to Mihiadr*. i. 24:t. he dislinfDiidl
es hmwlfin 111- bii-le.244 he i* l.an:shpd, -J4li. hp is rn-uKi-d.
V>4. ne g.<. to Tliem'Bti'cles at Salami*, ard i^r-uaden htm to
figtn iinhnt n-raii.aS'.i h* rr> c> 'he ..fTernof Mardurn -.-I'l.
he gam* a iamou< vinon <'Ver that general xt Piaitra. -'<:*. he
terminate* a itiflererce that had ariwn beiweer the Alhenrani
aid Larerlcnmniar*. 964. M fider re ol'llte Aihrnian* in Ari-

ln. c..Ldi-preniioii lor that people. 2f>>. lit- i- placed
like heed of 'he troop* ert hy A'her> ti. rielivi r th.- Greeks
trom the IVman )i>ke. ib. hi* e>nducl in that war. ib. he i*

cliarg> il wiih lb ai'niii'K'rstion uf the public leieii-ji t, 270.
hi? death and ehara.i. r.2 2
Ansiidis, i aimer, his worku treatly entpprned. ii. 240.
Aratm u.nrt'i 'he g. .verr n,r i i at A'hi r.s at d acn with

great eraeru.it. 310. h* i h. ... Ced in that city b> Sjlla, ib.
he taken anil rut to n' a'h. 311.
Ariptippus. ph - - '''sire to hear Sorrtp.i.3P4.
Aris'ipi.u?. citii-n nf A'/IK, exciief B ? ilition ii thai ritv,

ci.mep tirant of ii.p>. Ir i, killed in a tattle, rf>.
c." tii,i, :,| T. m , r , j n w |,ich tlm? urant li>pc). ih.

Ari oliulu* I. son .! John Hi rcj.nu?, uccrt-da hi father in
the high-priPithnod and s..y reipn'y "f JudsH. ii. 270. he in-

trie ol I.P g. it. . |.e c)ii.fe< his n n'ler to le i ut to
death, ib. then Inn brother Antigunus.271. he dies *oon after
hltlie!t, Ph.

A-i-t(.!iu!uf II. son of Alexander Jam ru. reigns in Jndipa,
11. -/rt. ill | u'e U-i ween thai prirr and his hrothf r H> rcai u,
ib. Poinpey takes cogniza' ce of it. ib Artftpbulosimake, him hi ere-mi . ib. Pompey puts him in iron*, 274. nod
Muds him in Home, ib.

.^ ristncrac\ . form nf government, i. 20P.
Aris'ocra es mmmaid- the left wing of the Athenians at

the hattleof A-gi' u>-. i. 341.
Aristodemu*. ct-ief of the Heraclidc. po<ees hiroselfof

Pelo(HMineus. I.20H.

Aristi<Jeniu. guardian of Ageipoli. king of Spnr'a. i.372.
AnttodeaaM of Miletus is l<ft at Athens by Dimetnu, ii.

Ari*togene.one ofthe general* of the Athenianiat the bat-
tle of Argjru>. i. 341.
An'uiron conspires against the tyrant* of All-en*, i.221.

his deatn, ib. statue* erected in honour of him by the Atheni-
an?, ib.

An?tomache, sister of Dion, is married to Dionysius the ty-
rant. i.244.
Ariftomnchus. t\rant of Argr*t. |j. pp hi* death, ib.

Aristornene*, Acarnaninn. i? charged with the education of
Pfolemv Epiphanes. ii. l'f>. he quashes a connriracy formed
acainf that nrincp. 14P. Ptoli rrv i u's him to death. ii>.

Ari^on nf fvrncusp, comedian, discovers ihe conspiracy
formed by Andranadnrux acainf t hit country, ii. 2T8.

Arnrton, pilot: counsel whxh h gives the 3iracn-an.i.Wl.
Ari?tor)eu? p<*pfs<'S h:melfof the dominions of A"a!u?. ii.

2>'i. he defeat? the consul (>>in? Mucianu?. and take* him
priM.ner. 3SI. he is hea'en nrd token b> Perponna. ih. the con-
sul e"d him to Rome, ih. he i* put lo death there, ib.

Aristophanes, fann-u* poet. i. 435. character of his poetry,
ib. A.c. faults wi'h which he mfy justly be reproached, ib. ex-
tract? from some of'hin piece*, ib.

Aristoihon, Athenian captain, accuse* Iphicrates of treason.
i. -T'0.

Ar ; stoTlo. Philip <-harge* him with the education nf Alex-
andi-r, i 505. hi? application in forming that prirce, ih. suspi-
cion* of him in re?pecl to the death or Alexander, ii. 315. fata
of hi? works. 5*' I.

Armenes. on of Nahia. goe a hoofage to Rome, ii. 152.
Arm. u?ed by the ancient Persin, i. MU.
Arphaxad. name given by the Scripture to Phraorteg. See

Phraor-e?.
Arrichion. Pancratiast. Pomhat of that n'hleta. i. 425.
Arraces, son of Darin?. See Artaxerxes Mnemon.
Ar?ace* I. governor of Parthi* for Antiochu?. revolts again*!

that prince, ii. 77. he n??nmes the ti'le of king. ?3.
Ar?acp? II. king of Par'bia. -kf" Media fn m Antiochn*. ii.

132. hp ?u?'a'n)i a war with that prince, 270. he
;
come* loan ac-

comm.'dation with Antiochu*. who leaves him in peaceable
of hi? kingdom. ?7r<.

Ar?am>!r. nn'nrpi eon of Artaxerxes Mnemon, is aj^ajsinated
bv hi*bn.'herOchn. i 4^".
A-se reign* in Persia after the death of Ochuf.i. 497. Bagoei

r-.,t*. < him to he as'Dssinated, ih.

Artrinoe. duDCbterof Ptoleinr Luu.if married fo I,yirrn-
chu?. ki'-g i>f TMirace. ii. 4. af*er ihe death of that prince, her
brother IVrauru? marrie* her. 50. fatal sequel of the marrinae.
ih. she u bani*hrd in'o Pnmo'hraria. ib.

A Mimw. another daughter of P'olpmy Lagus. marrte? her
brother Ptol-my Philadelphus. ii. 75. death of that printers,

Arinop. sister and wife of Ptolemy Philometor, ii. 109. her
de'h. liTO.

Ar<inne. dnngh'er of Ptolemy Aul'-te*: Crfr'f sentpi-re in
her favi'ur. ii. Ti34. be i* pr<flaimed qpeen of Kgi pt. ih. C
sir carrie? her "> R' me. ami ms'urs her erve a* sn orran-ent
in hi? triumph. 335. An'ory. at the request of Cleopatra, can-
e her lo l>e put to death. IWt
Antnoc. wife ofMagai. See Apame.
Arsitc*. sa'rapof Phrig :R.occiiions the defeat of the Per-

inns at the Granicus. i. 533. he kill* himself through despair.

"An. fe Ar'*.
Artanan, uncle of Phrsnte*. cn*> himself to be crowned

king of Panbia. ai>d i* killed won after, ii. 259.
Ar'Bhxnes. brother of Darin*, erdenvoor* to divrt that

prince from hi* enterprise eain<t th* Pcithmn*. i. S?4. he i*

made arhi'er between the two ?on* of Dhria*. in respect to
the wwereignty. 24fi. hi* wie riisi-onrp to Xerxe* opon that
prince's design loa-'ack Greece. 24H.ftc.

Artpharn*. the Hyrcan.gn cap'ninot In* gnarr'* to Xerre*.
i-onnir? agninst that pr"-re and kill* him, 1. 272. he is killed
himne'f hv Arraxrxp.273.

*rtahar7a.r-. fi>r the death of Darin*, dispo'es the .throne
nf P'-'^sj with Xerxe*. '

<

?4 f;
. he con'i'ine* in : mitT wi'h hi*

brother, and lows his life in hi* vrvice at the battle of Sala-
mi?. 247
Ariabarranes.kingof Atropatene. submit* to Antiocnut, it

104
Ariahazns. a Persian lord, officer in thearnyofMardoniii*,J

262. hi* counsel to \ hat genen-1 ib. he e*capc* into Asiaafler tS*

3D
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battle of riatm, 863. Xerxes fives him the command of the
Coasts of Asm Minor, and with what view. 268. he reduces the
Kgyptians. who had revolted against Artaxerxes, 27?.

At'iilia^us. governor of one of the province! of Asia for
Ochus. revolts against that prince, i. 491. supported by Chares
the Athenian, he gains several advantages, ib. lie is overpow-
ered, and retires into Macedonia, ih. Ochus receives him again
into favour, 4U7, &c. his fidelity to Darius, 5(;5.

Artagcrses, officer of Artaxerxes Mnemon, is killed in the
battle ofCunaxa, i. 355.
Artainta, niece of Xerxes, i. 266. violent i assion of that

prince for her. ib. fatal sequel of that passion, ib.

Artapherneg, governor of Sardis fur his brother Drius. wish-
es to compel the Athenians to reinstate Hipnias. i. 222. he
marches against the island of Naxos, with design to surprise
11,238. he is besieg.-d at Sardis by the Athenians, 2-10. he dis-

covers the conspiracy of HittlBMi ib. he marches against the
revolted Ionian?, ib.

Artaphernes, ambassador of Artaxerxee to the Lacedaemo-
nians.! 310.
Artarius. brother of Artaxerxes Longimanus, i. 279.
Artavasdes, king of Armenia, ii. 296.
Artaxerxes l.surnamed Longimanus, by ths instigation of

Artahanes. kills his brother Darius and ascend? the ihrone of
Persia, i. 272. he rids himself of Artahanes. ib. he destrovs the
partv of Art

a_
banes. 273. and that of flystaspes his elder broth-

er. 274. he gives Themislocles refuge, ib. his joy for the arri-
val of that Athenian, ib. alarmed by the <>iiqucsi8 of the
Athenians, he forms the design of sending Themistocles into
Attica at the head of an army, 277. Egypt revolts against him,
278. herompplls it to return to its oheflience. ib. he gives up
Inarus to his mother, contrary to the faith of a treaty, 279.
he permits Ezra to return to Jerusalem first, and then Nehemi-
ah, ib. he concludes a treaty with (he Greeks, 283. he dies,
310.
Artaxerxoc IF, surnamod Mnemon, is crowned king of Per-

sia, i. 347. Cyrus his brother attempts to murder him. ib. Ar-
taxerxcs. sends him hack to his government of Asia Minor, ih.

he marches against Cvros, advancing to dethrone him, 354.
rives him battle at Cunaxa. ib. and kills him with his own
hand, 355. he cannot force the Greeks in his brother's army
to surrender themselves to him, 357. he putsTis-aphernes to
death. 369. he concludes a treaty with the Greeks, 373. he at-
tacks jSvafura*. king of Cyprus, 375. fcc. he judgesfhe affair

of Tirihazus, his expedition against the Caducians, 378. &c.
Attaxerxes sends an ambassador into Greece to reconcile the

States,

i. 478. he receives a deputation from the Greeks, ih.

onours which he pays to Pelopidas. ib. he undertakes to re-
uce Egypt, 486. lhat enterprise miscarries, ib. he meditates

a second attempt against Egypt. 487. most of the provinces of
his empire revolt against him. 488. troubles at the court of Ar-
tax'-rxci concerning his successor, ib. death of that prince,
489.
Artaxerxes III. before called Ochu*. See Ochus.
Artaxias. king of Armenia, ii. 199.
Artemidorus invested with the supreme authority at Syra-

cuse, ii. SOL
Artemisia, queen of Halicarnnssus. supplies Xerxes with

troops in hi expedition against Greece, i. 252. her courage in

the battle of Sajamis. 258.
Artemisia, wife of Mausolus. reigns in Caria after the death

of her husband, i. 494. honours which she renders to the mem-
ory of Mausnlus. ih. she takes Rhodes, ih. her death, ib.

Artemisium. promontory f Kuho?a. famous for the victory
of Infl Greeks over the Persians, i. 456.
Ariemon, Syrian. Part that queen Laodice makes him play,

ii. 80.
A rlintona. daughter ofCvrus. wife of Darius, i. 228.
Artoxnres. eunuch of Darius Nothus. forms a conspiracy

against lhat prince, i. 311. he is put todeath. ib.

Arts. Origin and progress of the arts, i. 194. arts banished

&nm
Sparta by Lycurgus.215. and had in honour at Athens by

.Ion. 2 19.

Artyp'iius. son of Megshvzus, revolts against Ochus, i. 310.
he is suffocated in ashes. 311.
Aruspices. See Augury.
Arymhas, king of Epirus, i. 414.
Asa, king of Judah, defeats the army of Zara, king of ^Ethi-

opia, i. 64.
Asdruhal. Hamilcar's son-in-law, commands the Cartha

_ - - a__ r rtf\ i _ L j *-, i ._ :i_ 1_ _ :

inian armv in Spain, i. 99. lie builds Carlhagena, ib. he is

Killed tre icherously by a Gaul, ib.

A*Hruhal. surnamed Calvus, is made prisoner in Sardinia by
the Roman-, i. 110.
Asdruhal. Hannibal's brother, commands the troops in Spain

after his brother's departure, i. 101. he receives orders from
Carthage to march to Italv to the aid of his brother. 111. he
nets forward, and is defeated. 112 he lose.* a great battle near
the river Metnnrus, and is killed in it. ib.

Avruhal. Gisgo's brother, commands the Carthaginian
troop* in Spain, i. 1 12.
Asdruhal. surnamed Hcedns, is sent by the Carthaginians to

Rom" todemand peace, i. 114.
Asdruhal, Masinissa's grandson, commands in Carthage du-

ring the siege of that city by Scipio, i. 124. another Asdrubal
causes him to he put to death, 125.
Asdrubat. Carthaginian general, is condemned to die; and

wherefore, i. 122. the Carthaginians appoint him general of
the troops without their walls. 124. he causes another Asdrii-
Iml. who commanded within the city, to he put to death, 125.
N. his cruelty to the Roman prisoners, ih. after the taking of
the city, he m'renches himself in the temple of ^sculapins,
126 he surrenders himself to Scipio. ib. tragical end of his wife
and children, ih.

Ashes. Smothering in ashes a punishment amongst the
Persians, i. 310.
Asmonean family. Duration of their reign in Judsrn, i. 275.
Aspasia, celebrated courtesan, i. 287. sh marres Pericles.

3PO. accusation formed against her at Athens, ih. her great
knowledge occasions her being ranked amongst the sophists,
ib.

Aspic, serpent whose bite is mortal, ii. 58.

Aspis, governor for Artaxerxes in the neighbourhood ofCap-
padoria. revolts against that prince, i. 379. he is punished soon
after, ih.

Assnr. son of Shem, who gave his name to Assyria, i. 134.
Assyria, i. 133.
A\rians. First empire of the Assyrians, i. 133. duration

of that empire, ih. kings of the Assyrians. 135. &c. second em-
pire of the Assyrians, both of Nineveh and Babylon, 140. sub-
version of lhat empire 07 Cyrus, 106.

Aster, of Amphipolis, shoots out Philip's righl eye, i. 506
that prince puts him to death, ib.

Astrology, judicial: falsehood of that science, i. 196.

Astrpoomjp. Nations that applied themselves first to it. i.

56. 196.

. Astyages, king of the Medes, called in scripture Ahasuerut.
i. 14b. he gives nis daughter in marriage to Cambyres, king of
Persia. ih. causes Cyrus l>is grandson to come 10 his court, ].'i3L

Aslymeoes, depot) io Rome by the Rhodians, endeavouri to

appease the anger of the senate, ii. 22!'.

. Asjchis. king of Egypt, author of the law concerning lions,
i. 04. famous pyramid built by his order, ib.

Atheas, king of Scythia, is defeated by Philip, nga'nstwhom he had declared war, I. 518.
Atboossk, or Panathen&a: feasts celebrated at Athenn, i.

Athena>us, general of Antigonus. is sent by that prince
against the N'ai.miucaii Arabians, ii. 34. he perishes in that
expedition, ib.

Atheniptis, brother of Eumeiics. is sent ambassador by that
prince to Rome, ii. 182.
Aihena>us, governor for Antiochus in Jui'tr-a and Samaria,

to establish that prince's religion in them, ii. ]<J7.

Alhenion, courtier of Ptolemy Euergetes, gots to Jerusalem
by order of that i rincc, ii 83.
Athens. Athenians. Foundation of the kii gdcm of Athens.

i. 207. kings of Athens, ih. the Archons succeed them, 208.
I Irani is chosen legislator. 21(i. then Solon, 217. Pisi.Mrat us ty-
rant of Athens, 220, &c. the Athenians receiver their liberty,
222. Hippias attempts in vain to re-estflbli ? h the tyranny, ib.
the Athenians, in conjunction with the lonians, burn the city
of Sardis, 239. Darius prepares to avenge that insult, ib. fam-
ous Athenian captains at that time, 2-10. Darin*'* heralds are
put to death there, 243. the Athenians under Miltiades gain a
famous victory over the Persians at Mnratl.on, ih. moderate
reward granted Mil'iudes, 245.-^ T| Athenians, attacked
by Xerxes, choose Themislocles general. 254. they resign the
honour of commanding the fleet to the .Lact dajmonians. 257.
they are reduced to abandon tlieir city, ib. Athens is burnt by
the Persians, 3%8. battle of Salamis, in which the Athenians
acquire infinite glory, ib. they abandon their city a second
lime. 2fO. the Athenians an d Lacedternonians cut the Pi man

Tl

army to pieces near Pia'ffa, 2ti4. they defeat ihe Persian fleet
at the same time near Mycale, S65. their rebuild the walls of
their city, 266. the command of the Greeks in general transfer-
red to the Athenians. 268. The Athenians, under Cimon,
gain a double victory over ihe Persians near the river Eur\ pie-
iton, 277. they supixirt the Egyptians in their revolt against
Persia, 278 their considerable losses in tliat war, ib. seeds of
division between Athens nnd Sparta, 282. peace re-estulilished
between the two plates, 283 the Athenians gain several victo-
ries over the Persians, which obliges Arlaxerxes to conclude a
peace highly glorious for the Greeks, ib j( a lousy and differen-
ces between Attica and Sparta, 287. treaty of peace for thirty
years. between the two states, ib. the Athenians besiege Pa-
mos, ib. they send aid to ihe Corcyroans, 2>8. they besiege Po-
tida>a. ib. open rupture between A'hens and Sparta, 289. be-
ginning of the Peloponnesian war, 298. reciprocal ravages of
Attica and Pei-jponnesus, 2*.'9. Plngue of Athens, 301. the
Athenians seiie Pnttdtta, .102. they send forces Mainsi the isle
of Lesbos. 305. and make themselves masters of Mit> \t ne. 306.
the plague breaks out agam at Athens, T08. the Athenian*
take Pylus, ib. and are besieged in it, ib. they take the treops
hut up in the isle of Sphacieria. ib. they make themselves

teis of the isle of Cythera, 312. they are defeated by the
_ .. bans near Delium, ib. truce for a >ear between Athens and
Sparta, 313. the Athenians are defeated near Amphipolis. ib.

treaty of peace for fifty years between the Athenian* and La-
cedemonians, 314. The Athenians, at the instigation of
Alcihiades, renew the war against Sparta, 316. they engage,
bv his advice, in the war with Sicily, ih. Athens appoints Al-
cibiades, Nicias, and Lamachus. generals. 318. triumphant
departure of the fleet. 320. it arrives in Sicily, 321, the Athe-
nians recall Alcibiades. and condemn h'm to die, ib. after some
actions, they besiege S>racuse. 323. thev undertake several
works that reduce the citv to exirr mities, 325. they are defeat-
ed by sea and land, .126. &c they hazard a s> cord battle by
sea. and are defeated. 331. they resolve to retire by land, ib.

they are reduced to surrender themselves to 'he Syracusens,
332. iheir generals are put to death. 333. consternation of
Athens upon this defeat, ib. The Athenians are abandon-
ed by Iheir allies. 334. the return of Alcibiades to Athens i*

concerted, 335. the Four Hundred invested with full authority
at Athens. 336. their power is annulled, 337. Alcibiades is re-
called, ih. he occasions the gaining of several great advantage*
hv the Athenians, ih. the Athenians elect him generalissimo.
338. their fleet is defeated near Ephesus. 340. the crrnirand is

inken from Alcibiades. ib. they gain a great victory over the
Lacedemonians neur the ArfinoMB, 341. they are entirely de-
feated by the latter near ./f.gospotami s, 344 Athens besieged
by Lysander. capitulates and surrenders, 345 ^Thirty ty-
ranis appointed to govern Athens, by Lysander. 349. she reco-
vers her liberiy, 351, &c. she <n'ers into the league formed
against the Laced*?! nians, 371. Conon rebuilds the walls of
Athens. 374. the Athenians aid the Theban exiles, 470. thej
repent it presently after. 472. they renew the alliance with the
Thebans, 473. they declare against the latter for the Lacedav
monians, 478. many of the Athenian allies revolt, 491. gener-
als employed to reduce them, Ib. &c. alarm of 'he Athenians,
occasioned bv the preparations for war marie by the king of
Persia, 493. tbfy send nid to the Mcgalopoljtans, ib. and at er
wards to the Rhodians. 44 The Athenians suffer them.
selves to be cajoled by Philip. 504. Demos'henes endeavours in

irain to rouse them from their lei harfv. 508, &c. Athens join*
the Ijicedfrmoninns against Philip. 514. ihe Athenians under
Phaeton drive Philip out of EnbfM.315. Ax. 'hey oblige that
prince to raise the siege of Perinthus and JliKantinni. 51S.

they form n league with ihe Thehans Bfainst Philip. 520. ibew
lose the battle of Clurronea. 521. they make a treaty with Phi-
lip, ih. immoderate jov of Athens upon lhat princes death,
524. the Athenians f. rm a league against Alexander, 530. that

prince pardons them. 531. conduct of the Athenians in respect
to Harpalus.593. Commotions at Athens upon the new*
of Alexander's death, ii. 13. the Athenians march npnir st J\n-

tiimier. 14. they are victorious at first, ih. and are afterwards
reduced to submit, 15. Antipater makes himself master of
their city, ih. Phocion is condemned Io die hv the Athenians.
22. Cassander takes Athens, 25. he make* choice of Derretriu*
Phalereus to govern the republic, ih. Athens taken by Deme-
trius Poliorcetes, 36. excessive honours pid io Antigonus and
bis son Demetrius by the Athenians, 37. Athens besieged b
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Cassandcr. and delivered by Demetrius. 46. excessive flattery
of Demetrius by the Athenians, ib. Athens shuts its gates
against Demetrius. 49. he lakes that my. 50. At hers iN e la res

Brains' Anligoi us Gonatas, 74. and is taken li> lhat prn <,
who puts a garrison into n, ih. The Athenians carry their

complaints against Philip to Rome. \'M. thai pru ce Ix'sieges
their city, ih. decrees of Athens against Philip, 138. she sends
three famous Philosophers upon an embassy lo Rome, and
wherefore. 2!!5. Athens taken by Arehelans, 31U. Ansiion
makes himself tjrant of that city, ill. his ciuelties H i re, ih

it is in >i.-ged and tetaken b> 8>lla, ib. tic. Goveri ment ol

Athens, i. 401. foundation ol the government instituted t>> So-
lon, ib. abuses introduced into the guveri.ment by Pericl' s,

28 1. inhabitants of Athens, 402. senate, ib. Areopagus, 403.

nagist ries, 404. assemblies ol the people, 405. other trtlu-
nals, ib. revenues of Athens, ib. education of jouth. 407. dif-

ferent species of troops of which the aro ies ol At In n- wi re

composed. 4MJ. choice of the- general .525. equipment of gal-

leys at Athens. 500. exemptions and honours granted by that
city to those who had rendered it great services. 501. orations
renounced by order of the stale in honour ot those who had
ini for their country. 522. of religion. 415. leasts of the Pana-

thena-a. ib. Bacchus. 4jt>. and Eleusis, 417. Peculiar cha-
racter of the people ol Athens. 412. easily enraged, and soon
ppens>>d,ib. sometimes ungrateful to their generals, and those
who had served them best. 341. humane 10 iheir enemies. 350.
taste of the Athenians for the arts and sciences. 414. iheir pas-
sion lor the representations of the theatre, 432, common cha-
racter of the Aihenians and L.'ice<!pnionians, 414.

. thieta?. Eijmology of the word. i. 424. exercises of the
Athlane. ib. trial through which they passed before they
fought , ib. lewards granted to Ihem when victorious, 428.
A ihlotheiffi. their lurcln n. i. 4'.'4.

At In:.-, famous mountain of Macedonia, i. 250.
Atoss;i, wife of Ariaxerxes Mnem' n, i. 4r9.
Atos-a. daughter of Cyrus, and wife of Cambyses first, and

afier iv Smerdis the Magian, 1. 183. she is last married to Da-
rius. -'-- D moredes rures her of a dangerous di$temi>er, 2^-0.

she persuades Darius 10 ser.d him into Greece, and why.ib.
he is called Vashti in Bcriplurej 231.
Atreus. son of Pelops, king of Mycera?, i. 207.
Atropates, one of Alexander's generals: i rovinces which

fell to him after that prince's death, ii. 15. causes himself to be
declar. d king of them. 20.
Afalus 1. Kirg of Pergnmus, ii. 82. war between that prince

and Seieuetu, 103. At talus joins the Romans in the war against
Philip. 121. gams several advantages over that prince, 134.
dies. 143. his magnificent use of his riches, ib.

Attalus II. surnaimd Philadrlphus. prevails upon the
Acha'atis lo revoke their decr<e against his brother, ii. 214.
comes ambassador to Rome, 29 reigns in Cappadocia as guar-
dian to AttaluR his nephew, 234. war between Attalus and
Prusias. ib. death of Atlalus. 25li.

Attalus III. surnamed Philometor. goes to Rome, and why.
ii.2?4. ascend* the throne of Cappadocia, after the death of hw
uncle, and causes him lo be much regretted through his vices,
26<> dies, and by his will leaves his dominions to the Roman
people, ib.

Atlalus. Syracusan. discovers ihe intelligence held by Mar-
cellus in Svracuse to Epieyde*. ii. 302.
Atlalus. Philip's lieutenant, is sent by that prince into Asia

Minor, i. 523. marriage of his niece Cleopatra with Philip, ib.

Alexander's quarrel with Attains in the midst of the feast,
524 A li-xander causes him lo be assassinated. 530.
Attica divided by Cecrops into twelve cantons, i. 207. Dee

Athens.
Atyadss. descendants of Atys, i. 148.
Atys, son of Cronus, good qualities of that prince, i. 151. his

Vath, ib.

Augury : puerilities of that science, i. 418,
Augustus. See Ca-sar Augusiu.
Aulophradates. governor of Lydia for Artaxerxes Mnerron,

(charged by thai prince wiih the war against Datames. i.3M).

M defeated, ih. retires into his government, ib. joins with the

provinces of Asia in Iheir revolt against Armxerxes, 488.
Axiochus. Athenian, lakes upon him the defence of ihe gen-

erals condemned to die af:er the battle of Argjnufa?, i. 342.
Axi'hea. wife of \icocles. kills herself, ii. S3.
Azxrias. one of the three Hebrews miraculously preserved in

the midst of the flames, i. 143.
Azotus, a city of Palestine, i. 33.

BAAL. See Bel.
Babel, description of that tower, i. 137.
Babylon. Babylonians ; foundation of the city of Babylon, i.

133. description of that city, 135. kings of Bah>lon, 141. dura-
tion of it* empire, ib. siege and taking of that cily by Cyras,
168. its revolt againsi Darius. 231. thai prince reduces it to
olied ence,232. Alexander makes hin.self master of Balulon,

-tructmn of Babylon foretold in several parts of the
Scripture. 16>. curse proi ounced agai' st that city. 170. eager-
ness of princes to destroy it. ib. the Babylon.ans laid the first
foundation of astronomv. |P6.
BaccM.las. eunuch of Mithridates. ii. 318.
Bacch ides, governor of Mesopotamia, under Antiochns Epi-

phanes anH Demetrius Sot' r. i defeated in many engagements
by Juda Maccahs?us, ii. 247, Ac.

Bacchis. whose descendants reigned at Corinth, i. 208.
Bacchu. feasts instituted at Athens in honourof him, i.416.
BncchylioVs. Greek poet.i.2"3.
Betica. {jart of old Spain, i. 79.
Bagons. eunuch of Ochus. commvds a detachment during

that prince's expedition against Egypt, i. 4%. poisons Ochus.
497. places Arses upon the throne of Persia, ib. causes that
prince lo lie put to death, and places Darius Codomanus upon
th throne in his stead, ih. fall* into the hands of Alexander,
508. gains an ascendancy over that prince, ib. causes by his in-

trigues Orsines to be put lo death. 5!'I. Ac.
Batoph&nes. governor of ihe citadel of Babylon, surrenders

to Alexander, i. 561.
Bagorazun. Artaxerxes's eunuch, is pat to death by order of

Xerxes. I 310
Bala. See Alexander BsJa.
Balearcs islands : why so called, i. 79.
Barca. gee Hamilcar. surname*' Barca.
Busina, wife of Alexander, ii. 11. Polytperchon puts her to

death. 35.
Basket. Procession of the basket at Athens, i. 418.
Bastard*: law of Athens against them. i. 30.1.

Bastarne, people ofSarmatia in Europe : their character, ii

Battalion, sacred, of the Thebans, i. 474.
Battles and ci.n hats celebiau d in ancierl history. Near the

coast of M) le, i. ! 0. near En < n us. ih. . I Ticirtu*. KM. ol Tre.
)ia. 105, ol Thras )n . nus, lOti. of Cannie, Io7.it/ana. 113,
f Thrjmhra, II 2. (.1 .Vnratho: . -.4:1. ot Tf, rn i

i
\ ia . i;54.of

Arten iMum,25i :' ;,!aa,'-l 1 ot >1vcle.
2(5. if the ruer Eurvn eilei . .;i; ot Arj.ii ui-a-. '. -.4 I of A'.gat-
:itamos, 343. of (,'ui.hxa. I'54. of LI udis, 47^. ol .Mantiij*.

. -'. &.c. ol ( hu-roi en. ;.iO. of lie (.'rar irus . 5X1. ot Is-i:-. 53V.
.f A 'I* la, 540. if the H ! hsu-. ii. 47 tlSela-
-ia, HI. il Raihia, NIP. ot taihva-'. 110. of Eli-. J22.4c.of
Dclolophu*. 142 ol ( IIIOMI i hhiu . M4. nf ruut't < oljchus,

i. H 2. of Mjormsns. 1K<. if Mi^i run, 1(4. of
BeihsBra.901.of ihe nv r r. neus, 212.ot P>dr.s, 222. of Leu-
oietro. _>:,<>. it farts?. 2tO. of Cubiras 318. ol Arsanua, 323.
if Aciium.341
B> e ; name given to Sophocles, i. 432.
Bel, diviniij adored by the Assyrians: temple erected in

lonour of him. i. 11(7.

Belesis, kii'g ol Babylon. Sre Naborafsar.
Belfios, at ihe head of the Gauls, n akes an irrurtion into

Macedonia, ii. 61. defeats Ceraunus, and is soon alter defeated
nmself. ib.

Bejshazzar, king rf Bab\lon, called also I.ahynit.i r Nabo-
nid. i. 144. is besieged in Bbbjlon b; Cjrtis, 11!'. gtvi f a great
'ast to i.is whole court the same night that cily is taken, ib.

e is killed in his paluce, ICO. his deu'.h foietold in Scripture,

"plus, name given lo Amenophis, i. 61. and to \irr.rod, 137.
lus. the Assyrian, i. 134. .

?renice. wile if Pioli my Soter, ii. 53. influence of that
princess over her husband, in.

Berenice, daughti r of Ptolemy Philadelrhns. rrarries Anlio-
cluis Theos.ii. 79. Anliochus repudiates her.ib. Laodice caus-
es her In be put to death, HI.
B renice. wife of Ptolemy Euergetes, ii. 86. Ptolemy Philo-

puior causes hi r to he put to death, I0b. Berenice's hair, rl.
Berenice, daughter of Htelem} Lathyrus. Bee CVropalrm,
Berenice, daughter of Ptolemy Auleies, reigrs in Eg) pt du-

ring her father's absence, ii. 331. mnrri" sS> leucusCjbii sacten,
and then causes him to be put to death, 332. marries Archela-

'. ib. Plolemy i uts hei to death, ih.

Berenice, wife of Milhridales, ii. 318. unhappy death of lhat
rincew. ib.

Beri-sus. historian, ii. 76.
IV s*us. chief of the Bactrians, betrays Darius and puts him

j chains, i. 5*<5. assassinates that prince, 5*6. is si ized and de-
livered up 10 Alexander, 572. lhat prince causes him lo be ex-
(Cllte,!, 575.
Bestia ^alpnrnins.lis sent by ihe Romans against Jugurtha,

i. 131. his cT^uct in that war, ib.

Belhulit, cu> of Israel : siege of that city by Holopherncs,

Bias, one of the seven safes ofGreece, i. 206.
Bibtus. commander in yttolia for the Romans, ii. 231. bm

conduct in that province, ih.

Biblos, ci'y ol Phoenicia, i. 545.
Bibulus (M. CaUurnius,') is appointed by the Rorrars to
.irrniiii'd ii S> ria. alt* r the deftat of Crasfus by the Parlhi-

ars. ii. 284. his incnraciiv, ib.

Birs-Nemroud, a nns.' ij"ruinsat Babylon, supposed to have
beep the temple of l> IUB, i. 171. N.

Bisalta?, people olThiace: valiant action ofone of the kings,

Bithynin, province of Asia Minor ..historical inquiry respect-
ing its name, extent, and tX'puln'ion, ii. 75. N. its political
stale, ib. N. kirgs of Bithynia, Milhridales possesses himself
of it, ii. 310. it is reduced mloa province of the Roman empire,
3lfi.

Biton and Cleobis, Argives, models of fraternal friendship, L
150.
Bocchu*. king of Mauritania. Jngunha's father-in-law, L

132. delivers up his son lo the Rom; -. ih.

Ptpotarch. principle magistrate of Thebes.
Ita-otin. part of Greece, i.205. unjust prejudice against that

country, 484.
BoHitiai/s. See The bans.
Boges, goveri or of Eione for the king of Persia, i. 275. hi*

exress of bravery. 27t>.

Bolis, Cretan : his siralagem and treason to Acrrns, ii. 109.
Horn i lea r. Carthaginian general, makes himself tjrant of

Curthnge, i. 86. is put lo death, ib.

Bosphorus, Cimmerian, country subject to Mithridates, ii.

Bosiar. cnmmander of the Carthaginians in Sardinia, is mnr-
detefl by the mercei aries, i. ! f 1

.

Brachmans. Irdian f hi losei hers. i. f,?5. their opinions, em-
pWmems, and manner of livirg. 586. &c.

Brai chi^r. family of Melitrs. M-nlfd by Xerxes in Ihe
t'pper Asia, and destroyed by Alexander Ihe Great, i. 572.

Brasidas, Lacedemonian general, distirguishes I in-self at
the siege , 4' P; los. i. .' OK his c x| editions into Thrace. 312. takes
Amphipolis, ih. defends that place against Ckon, and receive*
a em d of which he dies, 373.
Brennus. general of the Gau's. makes an irruption into Pan-

nonia, ii. 61 Macedonia, ib. and Greece, ib. perishes in the last

erierpris , 12.
Bruchion. quarter rf the city of Alexandria, ii. 335.
Bucephalia, cit> built by Alexander, i. 529,
Bun i halus. war-horse, backed by Alexander, i. 529. won-

ders related of that horse, ib.

Buiial of the drad in the earth, i.200. burial of kings amongst
ihe Scuhians, 233. care of the ancients to procure burial lor
I h- dead. 342.

Burning-glass, by the mean* of which Archimedes is said to
have I urnt the Ri man fli it. ii. SOL

menophis, infamous for his craelty.i.
Busin*, kirgof E(r\| T. i. I (1.

Busiris, brother of A

Byblos, city of the isle of Prrwpilis, i. 278.
Byrsa. name of the ci'adel of Carthage, i. 125.

Bjzantium. city of Thrace, delivend bv the Greeks from
the power of the Persians, i. 2C8. submit* lo the Athenian.,
338. besieged by Philip, 516.

C
CABIKJE, city of Asia, famous for Lncullui'i victory ove

Mithridaies.il. 318.
Cariir. city of Spain, i. 79.
Cadmus. Phoenician, seizes Bo?otia, and builds Theoes there,

i. 208. it was he who introduced the use of letters into Green*,
i.63.
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Cadusians, people of Assyria, submit to Cyrus, i. 160. revolt

gain?! Artaxerxes,378. Tiribazus makes them return to their

du'y. ib.

C'lr*ti, Urania, or the moon, goddess of theCarlhaginians,

Osar Uulius.1 his power at Rome, ii. 324, restores Ptolemy
Auletes. 330. goes to Egypt in hopes ot finding Pompey I her-,
333. makes himnelfjgdfe between Ptolemy and hi* sister Cleo-
patra, :!:!4. his passion tor that princess, ib. battles Iwtwecn his

troops and the Alexandrians. 335. he gives the crown of Egypt
to Cleopatra and Ptolemy. 336. confirms the Jews in their

privileges, ib. gains a grea' victory over Pharnaceg, and drives
him .u' of the kingdom of Pom us. 3.17. is killed soon after, ih.

<"a'^ ir (Ortaviu*,1 afterwards curnamed Augustus. J. ins

with Antony and Lepidus lo avenge Caesar's dea h. ii. 337.
quarrels with Antony. 339. game* a great victory over him near
A.ctium,34-,! givs to Egypt, ih hi'sieges Alnxandria. ib. inter-
view i't'C;rsar and Cleopatra, 343. isili'ceived by that princess,
whom h** was in hopes of deceiving, ih.

Ca-sKrion. son of Julius Csesur and Cleopatra, ii 336. is pro-
el^ itm-d king ot Eg i pi. jointly with hi= mother. 340.

.
Cai'ia, city of I ..nius. taken from Mithridates by Pompey,

Cairo, its famous castle in Egypt, i.44.
Calanus, Indian philosopher, comes to the coprt of Alex-

ander the Great, i. 586. dies voluntarily upon a funeral pile,
59-2. k. :
Chalcidams, in the name of the Lacedaemonians, concludes a

treaty with Ti<saphernes, i. 334.
Caila*, ana of Harpalu. officer in Alexander's army, 1.533.
Callias. citizen of Athens, is cited before the judges upon ac-

punr of Aristides. i. 271. is appointed plenipotentiary lor

A i hen* to Artaxerxes, 283.
Callibius. Spartan, is appointed governor of the citadel of

Athens, i. 345.
Callicraies. Spartan, kills Epaminondas in the battle of

Msntinea, i. 483.
CaUicrates. deputed by the Achtpans to Rome, betrays them,

ii. 181. prevents the Achaeans from aiding the two brothers,
the Ptolemies, against Antiochus. 105. impeaches to the Ro-
mans nil the Achaeans who had seemed to favour Perseus. 231.
Callicrati : HS succeeds Ijysander in the command of the Lac-

edwmimian fleet, i. 340. g'x-s tn the coutt of Cyrus the Young-
er. 341. is defeated near the island of Arginusa?, and killed in

the Imttle, ib.

Callimnchus.polemarch at Athens, joins the party of Miltia-
des, i. 243.
Callimachus, governor of Amisus for Mithridates, defends

that city again-t Lucullns. and then sets it on fire, ii. 318.
Callipnns. Athenian, assassinates Dion, and seizes the ty-

ranny of Syracuse, i. 461. dtc. is soon after assassinated htm-
elf, 462.
Callisthenes. philosopher in the train of Alexander, i. 579.

that prince causes him to be put to death, ib. character ot that

philosopher, ib.

Callixenes. Athenian orator, accuses the Athenian generals
falsely in the senate, i. 342. is punished soon aftei. 343.
Calpurnius Bestia. See Bestia.
Calvinus (Domitius.) commands in Asia for Caesar, ii. 335.
Calumni-'tors, or false accusers, punishment of them in

Oambylus, general in the service of Antiochus, betrays
Achapus, and delivers him up to that prince, ii. 100.
Ctuiihysps. father of Cyrus, king of P.-rsia. i. 152.
Cam" vies, son of Cyrus, ascends I lie ihrone of Persia, i. 170.

en'ers Egypt with an army, ih. and makes himself master of it,

180. his rage against the body i t'Amasis, ib. his expedition
ngairst jTVIiiopm, ih. on his return he plunder* the temples of
the e-ty nf Thebes. 181. kills the god Apis, ih. puts his brother
Smerdis to death, ib. kills MI-TOP, his sister and wile. ib. pre-
pares to march against Smerdis the Mngian. who.had usurped
the throne, 1:2. dies of a wound which he gives himself in the
thigh, ih.

Camisnres, Carian, governor of I^enco-Syria. perishes in the
expedition of A rtaxer.xes against the Caducians.i. 379.
Canaanites : origin of that people, i. 59.
Candaules. king of f.ydia. I. 148.
Candia. island. See Crete.
Canidius. Antony's lieutenant, ii 342.
Csnns-.city of Apulia, famous for Hannibal's ylctorjr over

the Romans, i. 108.

Caphis. PlmcfpHN.Sylla's friend, is sent hv that general to

IVIiihi. to receive the treasurer of it, ii. 310. religious terror

of Ca phis. ih.

Caj;h>. a city ofPeloponnesus, known by the defeat of Ara-

Cappidor'a. province of Asia Minor, kings of Cappadocia,
i; it reduced into a Roman province, ii. ?M.
Cnpua.a city of Italy, abandons the Romans, and submits

to Hannibal, i. 10!). is hesieg"d by the Romans, ib. the tragical
end of its principal inhabitants. 111. ^^
Cnrnnu!. first kingof Macedonia, i. 208. ..

Car'.n : oppressions commined'by him at Rome, 11. 313.
Cardin, city of the Chersonrsus. i. 5)3.
Oriil'-min.of Orea. is bani-ried A'hens, i. 531. jjersecuted

bv Alexander, and retires 'o Darin* Codomanua, ib. his sin-

cerity occasions his death, 537. &r.
'ormanis, province of Persia, i. 501.

i arrap. a citv famous for th defeat of Crnssus. ii. 280.

Carthage, Carthaginians. Foundation of Carthage, i 78. its

augmentation, ih. corquests of the Carthaginians in Africa.
ib in Sardinia, 7!>. they possess themselves of the Ralearian
il"i. ill. in Spain, ih. they land in Spain, th. and in Pieily, 80.

fir->t Ireaty between Rome und Carthage, ih. the Carthaginian*
make an alliance with Xerxes, ih. are defeated in Sicily by
fielon. ih. take several places in Sicily under Hannibal. ID. and
Imilco. 82. make a treaty wilh Diparsioi. ih. war oei ween the
Carthaginians a"d r)ionysit>, 83. they besiege Svracuse. ib.

l<re ilef-ated by Dionysiii". ib. the plague rnge in Car'nage.
84. second treaty beiween the Romans and Carthaginians, ih.

theCarihrininsende.'voi.r to -r 7- Sicily. after I he re-etab-
li.hment nrr>ionvsiu the Younger, ib. an> defeated by Timo-
1-on. 81. war of the Carthaginians with Agathocles. at firf in

B'l-ily, 85. and after in Africa, ih. they sustain a war in Sicily
fain*t Pyrrhus,88. are cajled intoai'l th<> Mamertines, who

give them nwssinn of their citndel, 89. are driven out of it by
the Roman*, ih. send a numerous iirrny inlo Sicily, ib. lose a
hnttl", which i followed by the inking of Agrigentum. their

pine" of arms, ih. a'" bealen at sea, first near the cot of My-
le. 00. arH after at Ernomus. ih. Mistnin the war again t Reg-
lui in Africa, ib. punishment infiVted by them upon that ge-

neral. 93. they lose a battle at sea, in sight i,l Sicitv, ib. tneir
ardour in defence of'Lilybteum.ib. theii fleet if entirely delea-
led near the islands oTjEfale*. !M. they nate a tnaty of
peace with the Rninans. which terminates this war. ^5. wnr of
the Carthaginians with tre mercrnaries. ib. the Carthaginiani
are obliged to abandon Sardinia to the Ron any, ; p l s i jte

and thke Siigunlum, ItO. wnr renewed between tie two si I! us,
101. the Carthogiiiians pass the Rli,,iie. ib. tin n the Alps, 102.
their entrance into Italy, 103. they gain several victot " i.v^r
th- R. mans near thr Ticinus. tb. nc.-irT hi". 1(U. n arTh-ss-
yinenus. 105. lose si^veral lia'tles in Spain, 107. giiir a MI i us
virtiuy over the Runais at Csnrar, ib. had surc ss <>' tin- Car-
tbagininns, 110. &.<.. they are attacked in Atrica by the Ro-
mai.s. 111. recall Hannibal from llnly. 112. are entirely dele*-
led at Zama. 1 13. demand peace of the Ri n at s. I U. ai d ob-
tain it. ib. disjiutes between the Carthagin'ans ai i! ^'

190. third wiirof'ti e Carthaginiansanri lUnnars, 1'J-J ('; nl : ;

sends d- puties to Rome, to d( ciare that il snbn i's to -)ii i'is-

cretion of the Ri niar.s. 123. the latter order tie Carthafmian*
to abandon their city. ib. the Cart.hiffinMM resolve :o td ln;d
themselves, 124. tin- RUM ars bMMM Carthage, ih. it is taken
and demolish' d b\ Bcipto, 125. &r. Cnrtliage is rr l.uiit bi (>
sar. Ji!8. ihe Saracens antrm-ti it entir'-l) , ib.-- Cnrthnge
formed upon ihe model of Tre. 70. r-'ligion of 'he Cp-rihagi-
nians, ih. their barbarous vor-hip of Sa'nrn, 71. fcverrment
of the Carthaginians, 72. Surli-tts. ib. serate, ib. pij T.73
tribunal of the hundred, ih. defecis in the jioyt n n i i i i I ( r-

thage, ih. the courts of justice and ihe finances r< forrrrd hj
Hannibal, ib. wise custom of ih" Carihagitiians in sendn gro-
lonies iiro dHfereM countries. 74. commerce of Caithafe, the
principal source of its riches and power, ib rii-covi ry of the
gnld anil silver mines in Spain bv the Ciirthagii'inrs. srcni'd
source of the riches and power of Carthage, ih. r ili'srv i i.er
of Carthage. 75. art s and sciences in lit t'e esterm there. 76. cha
racier, manners, and qualities of the Carthaginians, 77.
Car hi cinia. city of Spain, i. 99.
Cart halo, commander of the auxiliary troops if the Cartha-

ginians. declared guilty of trfnon. at d why. '. 1.2.
Cassanrier. gem ral of the Thracians and Paot ians, in the

army of Alexander, i. 533.
Cassandnr. son of Amipntor, i. 5'J7. provinces which fell to

him after Alexander's riea'h. ii. 12. he puts Derrarti s ard his
son 'o death, ib. is ss< ciated with Poljapertbor in the rpgerry
of the kirgdom of Macedonia, ib. tnk> s Aihei *,24. nd < ptab-
lishes Demetrius Phalereus in tbe pi.vrrin.rnt of H, ib. puti
Olympias to dea'h.27. coi fii is Rexana, the wife of AUxan-
der. w ith Alexander her sen. in the castle i.f Arophipoli*, ib.

re-establishes the city of Thihes. 2. enters ii.io lie lii,fue
formed ugainsl Antigopus, 31. concludes a tnnty wilh him,
and breaks it immediately. 3S> puts to di-ath the ynurg king,
Alexander, with his n other Roxana. 35. besn grs Air-ins, of
which Demi'tnus J'olion-etes bad made binisi If n asti r. 46.
the latter oolifes him to raise the sirge, and t'rfi a's 1 im near
1 liermoptlip, ih. Cassanrii r conclurti'S a league ajn :

gonus and Di metrius. ib. afti-r Ihe battle of Ipsus. he d'vii'n*
ihe empire of Alexander wilh three other princes. 47. hit
death, 40. ,
Cassander, Macedonian, hv Philip's order rrapsacres the in

habitants ofMuroneea, ii. 13o. that prince causes him to be po*
to death. ih.

Cassius (Lucius,) Roman general, is defeated by Mitbrida
tes. ii. 310.

Ca.ssius.qiispstor of Crassns' army in the war wilh the Par
thians, ii. 278 puts himself at the head of the remains of ihtl
army, and prevents the Partitions from se ;

zipg Piria. 2(3
forms a conspiracy against Cirsar, 337. is entirely defeated !*j

Antony, ib.

Cat, veneration of ihe Egyptians for that animal, i. 180.
Catarfl--|,,oftheNile.i 4fi.

Cato(V. Porcius.lsurnamed the Censor, serves as licuter

ant-ger-TBl under the consul Acilius. ii. 138. nis v lor t if

passofThernnipila', ib. he s^K'aks in favour nf ih' Rind inn- i

the senate. 230. obtains the return of ihe ellitI frr the Ach
ans. 233 his conduct in respect to Carneades, and ihe olh
Athenian ambassadors. 235.
Cato. son of ihe former, aots prodigiesof valfnr at the battl

ofPydm. ii. 023.
Cato (TTticenni.) ii appointed by the commonwealth to de

pose Ptolemy king of Cyprus, and to confiscate his treasure*

C. Cato, tribune of the people, opposes the re-e.stahlishmfrv
of Ptolemy, ii. 331.
Caytheans, people of India, mibjeeted by Alexander, i. 585.
Ceba linns discovers the conspiracy of D>mnus against Alex-

ander. i.570.
Ceerops. founder of Athens, i. 297. he institutes the Areopa

gus. ib.

Celn-pip, a city in Phrygia. ii. t"5. supposed route of XerxA
from CelaTiff lo Sarriis, ib. famous for the river of Mar-yat. i

53ti.

Cendrbu. general of Antiochiis Sidetes, is defeated in Jo
rualem by .ludss snd J hn. ii. 257.
OiMonnfj* U. Marcus. 1 consul, marches sgainst Carthnge

i. 123. notifies ihe -enate's order* to that city, ib. forms tht

siege of Carthage. 124.
Ccrasus, a i-ily of Capp^iriocia. famous for ilscherries. i 361
Ceres, goddess : feast* instituted in honour of her at Athena

C'.rethrius. one of the generals ofthe Gauls, who made ai

irruption intoGreece. ii. fil.

Ceryces. priests at Athens, i. 417.
Cesar. See Cfesar.
Cestus. offensive arms of the Athlett?, i. 425.
Chabrias. Athenian, without order of the commonwealth

accepts the command of the auxiliary troops of Greece in tht

pav of Achoris, i. 486. i* recall) d by the Athenian', ib. serve*
Tachos again without Ihe consent of his wpnhl'c, 487. lite

Athenians employ him in the war agninst their allies, 4!'l. Ue
dies at the siege nf Chio. ib. praise, ol C abrias, ib.

Chipreiihon. disciple ofSicrates. i. 383.
Chtt-ronea, a city of Rnnitia. famous for Philip's victory over

the Athenians and Theham: and for that of Sylla over the

generals of MithnrtatrR. i. 5':0.

Chalcio?cos,a temp'e of Minerva at Sparta, ii. 91.
Cl.n Icis. city of jtflolia. i. 205.. . . .

Chaldirans. addicted lo i he study ofjudicial astrology,!. 196.
e sect of Sariratis formed nf them. IPS.the . .

Cham, son of Noah, worshipped in Africa under the name of

Jupiter Ammor. i. t'O.

Chares, one of the generals of the Athenians in the war with
the tllie*. i. 491. hi* little capacity. 492. he write* to Athen*
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garni hi* two colleagues, ib. suffers hinuwlf to be corrupted
zu-. in. t re-dilled in Athens, ill. sent to the .mi til'

the C'i.' rsi'-H-su*. 5lo. tin ''I'M t it lux- io open their j.i.i-s Io

him. ib. i- cl.'ieaieii .a L iia'roi:e u l>v I'tnni.., 521.
1 Ti in -. u! l.i duK. inuKi f i In Co ossus <ii KtniuCfi ii. 44.
I'll .riiiiu- iiMii.- ki. 6 oi'Spari.1 l>> i.) I'blgus. I. -10.
Chariot* armed vviin sc>uies mui-li u.-i >i b> [lie aiicunu in

. 1-1.
Chiinu.i.is. Athenian fneral. supporu Inarm in bin revolt

:.' (V rs'ai.s, i. -7~
n : ||M txutt ; origin ofthat fable, i. 5o.

Charon. Tneban, receive* PelopUUs and tlie conspiralor in-

to li.s housv. i. 47 1 a . I a- ti'i-h.-)72
,s i- rhi S.MI I. (i.-iaiur iii Tliurium. i. 2!i7. kills him-

in- hit vinj broken i'-.f ni his own ,as, ih.

. or hunting: exeicise n.u. u used among ilie ancicnu,
i. lit*-.

I lie ill [>!, daughter of Leotychidan and wife ofCleonymus,
ii. 71. l-r i.a.-ii..n lor Acro:ati.s, id.

' .-, w Ii: ofCleombrotu. il. 92.DRI tenderness fur her
. t...

i .1 Cephi-mis. kings of Egypli brother* equally in-

i, i.i.'us. i. i>:<:.

Ciuio.on- ul i he seven -ngi's "i Greece! i. -.Mo.

Ciiil.i. I. ir. ill ,1,11:1 io a-scend the throne of
Sptria.but ii.< rl" ctuaih, ii. Hit.

ur ri > i xi , i.l i I'li.iu- I'"- I'l excellent wine. I. 2<lo.
' .. . .

- i, fci-neral lij the troopd
thai ma.!,- rie reircai of the ten thousand, i. 3i;i.

(JhltUin. son ul' Javan. and (aUWf ut the Macedonians, i.

SOii.

<. deputy fri.in ih- ,J'.:o!ians to Sparta in persuade
th_.t ritj to inter into Ilie tieijij concluded with the Human*.

-, a.riv.-r of Habjioiiia, famous for the goodness of

ChcR.nx. measure of i-orn amorgst the ancients, i.

C mm- i... :.i :i n iii fd iriih tragedy, i. 431.
r-lu-i-.i of in. Jam io work ir, rebuilding

. of Belu*. a lesson of instruction tor many Chris-
tin s. i. 5'C.

<'h- -
i ';i-. commander in the arm y ofCyrus at Ihe bat lie of

T'lim ri-.. i. Hi.'}.

Chynatarlnpu*. SceSaracus.
\I Tutliu*.) his military exploits in Syria, ii 084. he
triumph, and wh>, _'.-,> l.y h.s influence he cause*

Pompn> tolv appointed general again-.! Milllfidaie*. 334. i""

eounswl 10 l>-mulus, up<"i reirwutuug Ptolemy Auletes. 332.
h" ill-cover-- the lonili of Arclimieiies. 3I>4. parallel between

.1 Demwllteiiei, I".

. Ptnlemy'i lieulepanl.i Jom batue against Demelri-
ns. wln> iaM- hm prisoner, ii. 33
Cimneriam. petiole ol Sc>:hia. TUej are driven out of their

I
(t to A<ia. i. 14VI. Haljattes, king of Ljdia. obli-

ges ihMn tiMju't '*. ib.

Militadps.whon very young signaliyes rHm<-lf

i. HI with A- - Aihi-iiian* plare
th.' lirnd of their nnm. - :M!rr Tlieini81<><-les retires .

275. lie make* several r,i u.uc-. tr. 'J'nrai-e, anil Mltlet a M-
i ib. make- hlmll inam> r of the isle of Scyro*, win re

hi- find* tin- b.ine- of Th-si-us, whn-h he hrirgs to Athens. -7l>.

BMCOndact in lkdivuion <>f 'I.e t>i>ity uitli [he allies, ib. he

g:iiti> iwi vi.Mories over the Pem'mn*. m-nr 'h>- river F.urvnv-
<!a> . '.'77. wi<rihi v' winrh Iii- nmkrn of lli> rirh'-<

tsk.'f I'm. n t'ne enemy, ill. he inak"- new coi quests In Tl ran-.
iip aid of th. Lureila-nionnii s. attacked b) n.e
inish'-d In thr Aiheniann, ili.ijnrs his reireni,

ml r- i
1 i"-" his 'rii'e ti. fitiil iig:iin-t the l.areda'iinxiians. ih.

if reralled fmm hanishmeiu, ib. re-i'Stahlislies p. are between
Atheni and fi-ar'a. 28:(. gnins ni.irj vttiories. whirh oblige
the Persian^ ui mnrlude a treaty highly glorious for Ihe6reck*.
ih dies daring the mnr usion el tin treui). Jf^. rim meter amf

I'inmn, OT.">. u=e whirh he made of riclus. -7i ;
.

Th"salian, funoua orator, in ihe court of Pyrrhu*.
ji.

tvl. h s C"nveratio'i wiih thnt princf. ib. Pyrrhus M-nils

him antbatrndor tn Rome, l'>i. hi- conduct during his *ty
{here, '!i. .i!ea which h- give* Pyrrhus of the Hon.an senate, ib.

'iite-nrnns and crui-ltie at R.'me, ii. 313.
v ,> Iii h)HJH. Philip'ij cruel treatment of the inhab-

: ihn cin. ii. CM.
Clro. ci'y i if loiiin, fainons for the oraclei of Apollo, i. 43/0

.lu.'i S-e ApPIUt.
Clan limtOnto,] Roman i.ffic'T. is iprji bf 8Blp.ilhu Io the
i.! ..I Athe -. ii. i:>. ravag Mi- city ofdialcis, ib.

ClaudiuclC.iwnl h> the Romai-i intoArhaia: hit conduct
tnwurds -hit i- ( , (,!,-. ii. -.'.'U.

i'i ..f Ionia, i. 200.
lit. piidenvoun to excuse the rebellion of hi

eoui'rv io Alrxai'iter. >. /i:il.

'. y.-\.i .!. t's 'i.utpnant in Media, amaMinatei
Par ' eni ! v I'is t-'i-r. i 571.

('I a chu-. l^ce rnioni'i, captain. Takes refuge w ith I'vrns
ih<- hetidol'thedn-ek tro.|> in

thst p" sgntn-i h brother Arlnxerxr s. 35-1

is VKMorioas on hi s e at 'h' J hit !
'

[he 17-....- tr .p-- in ihe-r re-real after I' e rwltle. 3o7 i- -ri/. ii

nr trencher >. a d srnt 'o Ar \erxe-, who cause* him to be put
to ileail,. IIV- frais,. ,,f C|. *rchn. ih.

rieohis untl Bilon. brotiiert, model of fraternal affection, i

150.
CMeohulu-'. one of ihe seven sn gps ofO reece , i.2Cfi.

u-. of Corn. ib. 8piea-fs tin- ili-pu'e '..'tween the
A'lieni in a-'d Larr!moi i.u . aft<-r ihe I a'tieof Piaiira. i.

Cle.imlin.-ns kirf "f Ppar'a. marches Kainft Ihe Tin bant .

i. 474. UkilleH HI iheUnleot Uuc-ra.475.
Clpi>m!ir<'tu. *i>n-in-law of LcpnidM. causes himself to he

elected V-ing ot Spnr'a 'o the lirejudire o( his lather-in-liiw, ii

.'..n. d soon after by Leoiudaf.l1?. and banished frorr

BpSMB.'h.
Clpo'iienes, fovernor of Pgypt for Alexander, i. 59fi.

Ch*omene, king of Spar'a. refue in loin the Ionian* in their
revolt ngninst il. Pr.r-ian. i. i'>".'. marcho* Against the people
of iKina.24?. effects the expuUioo of his rnllergur Denibra-
tus from 'h throne, ib. reduces the people of .(inu, and diet
on af-er. ih.

('I. nip-Mies. on of F/eoniilas. marries. Agiatis. ii. 94. ascend*

Jie throne of SpArta. ib. enters into u war with the Arhiean*
h. fin* many ailvanugei over them, 95. relo'mi the govern-

. II. 81

menl of Sparta, and re-establishes tne ancioi discipline, ih.

iins new advantages over the Acl.H-aiis. ib. tr. s. n..< ris

jinilier and i mid, en us In singes mm Egypt.
<>l>oli* b sbiirise, '.f. is ih le.iiei ai t-eiasia I) Aiiiiguou*
kn.g nl Macedonia , 1UI, in-, retire* 111:0 Egypt, 101. PIO i m> s

i . j. ;n. n ol bun, ih. he i annul obtain Ltrn is.-Hm to ret-uri. in

his country. 111. Uh.oliUl.ale Heath ol < .t ill.ci.es, ib. hit

'harm-it r. !'4.

Cleon, A.heniiin, his extraction, i. 2V! I. by his n rlu--i ce with
i.e peupie Ih prevellls Ihe conclusion of a pt !ico Ix-lwecll

Sparia and Athens. 3UK leiluces the Laceilrmonian . shut uu
the islann of BphacUTM. :W. nmrche. against BrMldet,

I adva. ces Io ih. walls ol Amphipolu, 31-J. sunr,s>,. li>

-. Me flu sand is killed by as. Inn t,3i:i.
CnoiKinuii. Bpuriui, being dMppiiinttcl ot ihe throne, re-

ir.-s to Pyrrlin-. unit engages him to march ujainst BpAlta. 1U
71 hisl.iry of l.hn I leon.in us. ib.

Cleopatra, once ol Aitalus, inairHs Philip, king ol sic<;<x>
la. i .Vj:t

Cleopatra, Philip'* daughter, is married to Alexa-.rii r. king
I.Epirus. i. 523. Anligm. us causes tier lobe put to i ia:h. u.

Cleopatra, daughter of Anliochu* the Great, is In n ivd.
anil hen g'ven in m.,rriage. to I'iolcmy Epu hai.es. n. 153. ni-
ter lit rim- ii f> nt ol iln t-ii kdi.in,
aid hei son's g\iarinan, \r'.\. deain of n.at prinei ss. 1! 2.

Cl.oiatra. (taughtir ot Ptolemy Rpipbtmrs, ntk.s an ac-
unnioo'aiioii I eiueeii It- r I r<.thfis I'hiinmeii.r anil Kui rgetcs,
. 1! 2. after the di nth o I I'i. lion eli.r I er hiisl.ui.it. she n iirrte*

-.1-'. that prnce i u s her away to n arr\ i e i.t In r

\-n,i:r.iil:- I Inn In r i,
|

i 'i ll.e tl. PHI-
HI Ph>*0oii' .lead, ih. she i* obliged to lake it luge in JSrin.
I

1
..

Cieopalra, daughter of Piolemy Philometor, is married to
A! mud. r liaia. n. 2/il. her lather lakes her lioin A i

a i d m,-lines her 'i, !) m>mus, .'."<!. whilst her bust and is kepi
prisoner by the P , i him s. she n arm s Ant u el n- .-,.

alii r the i i n h ot Sideies. she re-uri s Io lien eirius, 2.5K i nu-
s*-s the gaits 01 Pmien rts io b> shut agam-t him. i

Ieucu8.nerel.il -t .,'!'. '.'I' I. <li> lof|BUU*i which she ii.tt ndeit to

gt\e her .-econd son. Gr> pus, ib

Cleopatra. Philonieior's daughter. marries Ph.\scen. ii.2.">2.

after her h. sb.-i nil's e>_a h. she rt igns in tg>|t with h. r son
I,.nhyru. whom she first obliges to repudiate his e

(Vopa ra. and to marry his youngest sister Selene, -.1 1. she
t rei <; sun Ait lander ,be kn .<;<. n, ol C\ i n s. _'( 2. laki t

from l,> I hy rus h s w le Seiei e. drives him out of Ki.

linger iiroiher Alexaiuier upon the throne. -.'( '.->. n.<
ilrs prime ague s: his blot her, ib. innrrie- gelet e to Aniax-liu*
Grypa*, ib. Ah xander causes In r to be put loo nth. -t J.

Cle..piitr, Phjsoon's daughter, and wileol Ivtuiy ru*. i* re-

pudiated b> hei hu-l-ai.d. n. 21 1. gives heis.-lt'm Anllocbu*
the Cjzn enian, ib. Tr> pha-na her uster cause* her to be mur-
deretl. id.

Cleopatra, daughter of Ijithyrus. Bee Bereiiic*.

Cliopatta, daughter of Ptoli ni> Aulele* -cei i s the throne
of Egypt in conjure" ion with her e tic*t h; tier, n '.

throned b\ the ;< ui g king's guardian*, it raises troops to re-
ii stale herself, ib. it | airs io I H-ar. anil with what v.> w . 3! 4.

Ciesares abli-hes her queen ot Kg\pt >nntl\ with ber brother,
3:ni. she pu's hi r brothi r to deal h. and reigns aloi.e in Kg>pt,
337. nltir Co'sar's dtaih she dti lares lor the Trrotnvir*. ib.

goes to A n loin at Tarsu*. ib. i arries him to A ii Xfir.dria, Xf.
her jealousy t f Oc'avia, 3.'fti. ci rm a lion of Ci<opHtia ai.i' her
childrin. ih. she accompanies Ai tony in his e.\|-edith n, 340.
the Romans d' dare war againsi hei. ib. she flit s at tit battie
01 Aeiium. 341. and reiurn* to Alexandria, ib. thdei, vouis to

gain Augustus, and designs to sacrifice Antony tn lorn. 342.
retires inn. the Ionb* of the kmgsoi Egypt to a void Antony'*
lurv. :M:t. i ha I Ri'i-ian expires n her aims. ib. she ohii.it s |t r-

ni'ssion fri-m ( a Mir to bury Anton), ib. has a roi. . rsntion
wi'h Cn-ur . ib to avoid servirg as an on an eni in Ca-sar's in-
uni| h si". i

( ie- hy the bite of an aspic. .'<44. clmracti r ol Cleo-
p.-.tra, 3:i7, :

J 42. l r arts to keep Antony in her chairs, 3:<!'. Ihe
taste she retained lor polite it urnii g and the sen hies in ihe
rridst nt her t xet ssi s. 33rA

Cbophe, mo' her of Assaranu*. king of Mas*aga. reigns after
th. dea'.h of her son, i. ,V-2. surrender* Io Alexander, who re-

ins'.'itt s h'er in ht r (h minions, ib.

Cletiphof, Athei ian oraior. animates the Athenian* against
the l.cei:a-ini>nians, i. 3,'v-. hi* chaiaclrr. ib.

Clinia*. citizen of Sicyon.i* put to dtalh by Abantidas, ii.

Clinins.Gre' k of the isle of Co*, command* the Egy ptian* in
their ! \oli against Ocbus. and i* killed in a ban N , i. 41 -d.

( 'h-ihenes, a tyrant ot Sicyon : hi* mode of duoeing a son-
in- law. i. IMi.
Cl-sthei.s. of the family of the AU-ira^onidB1

. lornts a fac-
tion at Athens, i. 220. i* obliged toquit that place, but retuine
goon after, ib.

Cl'tomachus. Carthaginian philosopher, i. 76.
Clitu, one of Alt xai'derV captairs. saves the life of that

Prince at the haltle of the Granicus, i. i:(4. Alexander giv.
him the gove nnieni of the provinces of Artabusu*, 570. and
kil's him thi same day nt a It Kst, 5"7. kr.
Clru-. comnmniler of Antii aier's He. t. gain* two victories

over
ill;-

Ail:, n ai ... ii. 14. Antigonus takt* ihe governn.t lit of

Clodius. Ron.an. is taken hjr [.irate*, against whom he had
been Mill, ii.2l!'. r'qi.csts I'li.ltmy. kin ot Cyprus, to n I ti

him money for paying his rai.sorr. ib. in resentment to Pio-

lemy, he obtains an order Irom the Roman pecple tor disi>oJ-
s'sii g him of his dominion*, -h.

Clodius , Ap pi ii-., i -'-en 1

h> l.urullus to Tlfrn nes, to demand
Mithndatt s. n. 3IH. 31!'. his dtsmuise occasions the army Io

revolt against I.ucullus, 323. character of ( 'It d us. ib.

CI. i d eus. geneial of the Gauls, called in by Per*eu* to hit

ai<<. ii. 2(Ki.

Clyra and A*pis, different names of a small town in Africa.
i, i'M V
Cnidos-. a maritime ritr of Asia Minor, famou* for Cooon't

victoty over the Mcerlrronii'ns. i

(Vidros, the last king of Athens, i. 207.
C<pnus, 01 e of Alexander's captains, speak* to him in liehalf

of his soldiers, i 5t-7. his death, ih. hi* eulogv. ih.

_ Colonse*. advantages derived from them by the ancients, i.

'

CoWos of Rhode*, description of it, it. 44. fate of thai fa-

mous ptntue. ih.

Con bats, celebrated, of the ancK-nts. 8e* Bntlle*.

Comi-t, public ones of Greece, i. 425. itf. why encooraged.
ib. reward* granted to the victors. 428. differeice of ibe Greek*
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and Remain in their tHirte for these combats, 429. disputes for
the prim of tioetry. 430.
Comedian. The profession of a comedian not dishonourable

amongst the Greeks, i. 431.&C.
Conn-dy : its early stage and origin, i. 433. comedy divided

into three classes ; the ancient, ihe middle, and the new, 434.
Comm. Athenian genera!. i< shut up by Callicratidas in the

port of Mii> lene, i. 342. is delivered soon after, ih. retires into

Cyprus, after the defeat of the Athenian" at ^CfOcpOtamo*.
3t)4 (toes to Artaxerxes, who makes him ailmiral of his fl. et,

372. neljati ibe Lacedaemonians near Cnidps. ill. rebuilds the
walls of Athens, 374 is sent hy the Athenians to Tirihazus.
who imprisons him, ib. death of Canon, il). immunities grnnte.1
by i he Athenians to himself and his children, 501.
Conon.ofSamos, mathematician, ii.8l.

Conquerors: in what light the conquerors so much boasted in

history, ar to he considered, i. 178.
Consuls, Roman: solemnity of their setting out upon expe-

dition*, ii. 209.
Con-y ra, island in the Ionian sea, with a city of the same

name, j. 'OS. its inhabitant! promise aid to the Creeks l(t,int
the Persians, 253. dispute between Cores ra and Corinth, 288.
Corduene. see Ciirducia.
Corinth, city ofGreece ; its different forms of government, i.

20S. dispute between this city and Corryra, which occasions
the Peloponnesian war. 306. Corinth sends aid to the Pyracu-
sans besieged by the Athenians. 324. enters into a lepgue
against Sparta. 371. is besieged by Agesilaus,374. sends Time-
jeon tp 'he aidof Syracuse against Dionysins the younger, 4ti4.

is obliged by the tieace of Amalcidas to withdraw her garri-
son from Argos, 470. gives Alexander the freedom of the city,
595. enters into the Achtpan league, ii. 8!l. insults the depu-
ties sent i.y Metellus to appease the troubles, ii. 239. the Ro-
mans destroy Corinth entirely, ih.

Cornelia, Roman lady, mother of the Gracchi, rejects Phys-
con's proposal to marry her, ii. 248.
Cornelia, Pompey's wife, sees her husband assassinated be-

fore her eyes, ii. 333.
Coronea, a city of Bceotin. famous for the victory of Agesi-

lans over the Thelians. i. 340.
Corvu= (or Crane.1 machine of war. i. 00.

Coryphffius, person employed in theatrical representations,
i. 432.
Cos, island ofGreece, Hippocra tec's country, i. 301.
Cosis. brother of Orodes, commands the army of the Alba-

nians, ii. 327. Pompey kills him in a battle, ib.

Comi, magistrate ot Crete, i. 400.
Cossgpans, a very warlike nation of Media, subjected by

Alexander, i. 505. his conduct misrepresented, ib. N.
Cothon. name of the poet ofCarthage, i. 126.
Cotta, Roman consul, is defeated by Mithridates, ii. 316. his

cruelties in Heraclea. 320.
Cotys, king of the Odrvie in Thrace, declares for Perseus

agains* I hi Romans, ii. 208.'
Courier, invention of couriers, i. 189.
Course, or racing. Exercise of it by the Greeks, i. 426..of the

foot-race, ih. of the horse-race, 4-27. of the chariot-race, ib.

Cranaus, king of Athens, i. 207.
Crassus, consul, marches against Ihe Parthian?, ii. 277. he

plunders the temple of Jerusalem, ib. continues his march
against the Parthians, ib. is entirely defeated nrarCarra*. 280.
the Part hians, under pretence of an interview, seize and kill

him. 283.
Crassus, son of the former, accompanies his father in his ex-

pedition against the Parthians, ii. 278. perishes in the battle of
Carrie. 281.
Craterus. one of the principal officers of Alexander, draws

on 'he ruin of Philotns by his discourse, i. 570. speaks to Alex-
ander in the name of the army, and upon what occasion, 589.

Alexander gives him the government of Macedonia, which
Antipater had before, 504. provinces which fell to him. alter

Alexander's death, ii. 12. marries Phila, Antipater's daugh-
ter. 17. is defeated hy Eomenei. and killed in the battle, 19.

Cratesiolea, mother of Cleomenes. king of Sparta, i< -n t I v

her son as a hostage into Egypt, ii. 97. generous sentiments of

Craiesipplts, wife of Alexander the son of Polysperchoh, cor-

rects the insolence of the Sicyoniarm who had killed her hus-
band, and governs that city with wisdom, ii. 28.

Cresphontes.one of the chief's of the HernclidtP. re-enters

Peloponnesus, where Messina falls to him by lot. i.209.

Crete., ishind near Greece, description ot it, i. 20.5. laws of

grete
institu'ed hy Minos, 3(10. the Cretans refuse to join the

reeks ntlncked hy Xerxes, 253. they passed for the greatest
liars of antiquity, 401.

Crispinns (Q.> succeeds A ppius. who commanded with Mar-
rellus at the siege of Svricuse, ii. 301.
Cri lias, one nf the thirty tyrants at Athens, causes Thera-

menes. one of his colleagues, to be put to death, i. 350. prohib-

its the instruction of the youth by Socrates, ib. is killed tight

ing mains! ThrHsybulus, ih.

Criio, intimate friend of Socrates, cannot persuade him to

escane out of prison, i. 301.

Critolaus. Peripatetic philosopher, his embassy to Rome, it.

Critolaus. one of tl.e chiefs of the Acheans, animates them
against the Romans, ii. 238, &c. is kille.l in a battle, 230.
Crocodile, atnptiibions animal, adored in Egypt, i. 55.
Croesus, king of l.ydia, i. 140. his conquests. 150. his means

to try the veracity or the oracles. 151. deceived by the answer
of the oracle of Delphi, he undertakes a war with the Per-

fians, ib. loses battle against Cyrus. 158. is deflated near
Thymhra. Ifi4. Cyrus besieges him in Sardis, 166. and takes
nim prisoner, ih. in what manner he escaped the punishment
to which he had been condemned, ib. character of Cnpsus, 140.

his riches, ih. his protection of the learned, ih. his reception of
Solon, ib. hi conversation with that philosopher, ih. on what
occasion he dedicated a statue of gold, in the temple of Pel-

phi. to the woman who hiked his bread, i. 422.
Cromwell, [{is death compared with that of Dionysius the

Cr.'.ton, city ofGreece, built by Myscellus, i. 296.
Crowns granted to the victorious combatants in the games

of Greece, i. 423
Cteias.if Cnidos. practises physic in Persia with great re-

putation, i. 365. his works have caused him to he placed in the
class of historians, ib.

Cnnajta. city famous for the battle between Artaxerxes and

Cjraxares f. reign* in Media, i. 147. forms the siege of Nine.
*eh. ib. rn irruption <*f the Scythians into Media obliges him

to raise the siege, ib. besieges Nine-yen again, and taJ;e* it, fo.

his death. J4'<.

Cywxares II. called In Scripture Darin-' the Mede.asccndi
the throne of Mtdia. i. 148. >< i ds lo demand nid ol Persia
ngainst the Ass>rirs, 154. exi edition ol"Cjavires andCyrui
against the Bab) Ionian*, 158. Cu-xarcs giyi s his daughtei to
Cyrus in marriage, Kil. goes to Bab> loll with thill |>m ee, and
forms in cot cert wi.h l.nn the plan of the whole nonarchy.
173. death of Cyaxares. 174.
Cycliadtts. prcfide.nl of the assembly of the Achrans, held

at Argos, eludes Philip's propoftlls, ii. l?(i.

Cyloi,. known h> tnkii g 'he citadel at Athens, i 280.

Cj-j a'girus, Athenian. His termed us fieri entss B(air.t the
Persians in a sea-fight with them, i. 244.
C>nisca, srsli r of Age.silaus, ilisi uu s ihe piize in tl.e Olym-

pic games, and is proclnin < -<\ vtctorit vs. i. 4?5.
Ci noscephule, n bill in Thessaly, famous lor the victorj of

the Roinims over Philip, i'. 144.

C)i>rus. island in the Mediterranean, delivered from the
Persian joke by the Greeks, i 2(8. revolt of that island Kgainit
Ochus. i. 4'.'5. it RobmiU. ib, horrible an' hl.od> trng<dj that
occurs there at the death of Nicocles, 451. alii r havirg bten
governed sometimes by the kii gs of Fg\pt, and sun etimci by
the Itinn of Syria, it is seized by the Id n ai'S, it. i.'!,'*.

Cspnelus, Corinthian, usurps the supreme Minority at Co-
rinth, and i ransmits it to his son, i. 'J

1

*-.

Cyrei e. city ui on the coast of the Medite' rat can ; in vhat
manner ihe dispute between this cit> ai.d Curihuge, cone irn-
ing their limits, terminated, i. 70.
Cyropolis, city of Sogdiana, (the modern Khcojund.l de-

stroied by AleMnner. i.573.
Cyrus, son ol Cambysei kirg of Persia ; hirth rf that prince,

i. 152 his education. ]53. he ^i es to the ccnn rf his f ri<i d -fa

tin r As!>ages, in his return into 1'eisia, 154. he n
the aid of his urcli Cyaxarei ngiiirst the l!:yb> Ii nim>. i. te-

('uces the king of Aniieniii, 15(i. gains a fiist advantnfe i ver
Crn>sus. and the Babyioi.iiins. 158. h.is conduct tiwnrris Pan-
tnea. Ia9. he cballenfei tl-e kniof the Assyrians to a firile
combat, 1( 0. returns to C)axare<. ib. thm I

rinei jiivrs hm' his,

daughter in marriage, 1PJ. Cyrus marches to mi et the Baby-
lonians, Iti2 g_ains a famous victory over thi m aiui Cioesni at
the battle of ThymbrH, Ki4. mnke's hin self n ester .

and takes Cra-sus I'li.-oner, ll'ti. advances to Rah>l,r. ib. and
tnkes it. 1(59. conduct of Cyrus after the taking ol Bnbjlon.
171. introdocei Eunochifm, 172. shows himfelf viih great
pomp to the newly conquered people. 173. goc s to Pi-rsia. ih.

at his return he carries C<xar s to Rnhyl.on, and forms Ibe
plan of the whole monarch Y/ in concert with him. ih. after
the death of Cyaxaies. he reigns <'ver the Medes ai d Pi rsians.
174. passes a famous edict in favour of the .lews. ih. last yinrs
of C\rus, 17fi. his death, and discourse with his < ildreri he-
lorr hi.- death, ib. eulogy ai d charac'er of Cj rn-, 177. his cnn-
tinual attention to reader to the Divinity the worfhip he
thought due to him, 178. difference between Herodotus and
Xenoi hon in respect to Cyrils the Great, 170.

C> rus the \ounger son of DflriiMi is miide goverror in chief
of all the provinces of Asia Minor hy his fathi r, i. 3)2. his fa-
ther recalls him, 344. aftoi ihe death of Dan us. he fcnms the
design of assassinating his brother, 347. is sent hark into Asia
Minor, ih. secretly raises t>ooi's Bgbinsl his I roller. ?.

r
>". sill

out from Sardis, ib. the battle of Cunaxa, 3i4. he is killed in itt

355. eulogy of Cyrus. 35ti

Cythera, island of Greece, facing Laconia, i. 312.

D
D.i>ALA. a country of India, subjected by Alexander, i. 581.
rtemcrn, or familiar spirit of S< crates, i. 3F3
Damascus, site and description of, it. 10(i. N. its antiquity-

and importance, ih. beauty of its environs, ib, pretended an.

tiquities exhibited, h. N. d' fcription of its cntle. gat<>i
mosques, &c. ih N. its population, manufactuies, &c. 107. it

political history, ih. N.
Damippus, Svracusan, sent hy Epicides ;o nr go:, ate with

Philip, king oi Maci doriia, ii. 302.
Damocles learns by his ewn experience that 'he life of Dion-

ysius the tyrai t was not so hppp) us it -een ed, i. 451.

Damocriiusdepn' d to Nnbishy the ^Ktoltntis, ii. J53. hi* in-

soli nt answer to Quint MIS, 15G. is marie pri.'Oi:tr of war at
the siege of Heraclea, It'll.

Damocritus, chief magistrate of the Arl-frnrs, caures war t

be declared against the Lacedpn onians, ii. 238.
Damon, Iriend of I'jthias. Trial to \\hich their ftierdshipws put, i. 451.
Danaus, tbrms a design to murder Sesestris his brother, ii

2-I5. retires into Peloponnesus, where he seizes the kingdom o(

Argos. ib.

Dancing, cultivated by the Greeks, i. 407.
Daniel, the piophei.is carried Into captivity to Babylon* L

142. explains Nnhuchndonosor's first dream b. ard i he second,
ih. is raised to the principal cfficesof the stat' , 143. discover*
the fraud ofthe priests of BI I, a ml en uses the dragon lohefcitlcdi
ih. visions of the prophet Daniel. 17."> lie explain) to Belrhai*
zar the vision which that ;>rince had at a hai qni't , 144. is mado
superintendent of the aflairs of the empire, 174. thrown into

the lion's den, ih. at his request C\rus grants the edict where-
by the Jews are permitted to 'eturn to Jerusn l< in. ih. Dftniel'l
skill in architecture, 175. reflection* upon the propheckM f
Daniel, ih.

Daricks, pieces of gold, struck by Darius th^ Mede, i. 174.

Darius the Mede : Cvaxares II. king of the Medes, is no call-

ed in Scripture. See C>a\ares.
Darius, son of H\s'pes. He enters into the con=ririicy

against Smordis the Mnginn. i. 183. runs him through with
a sword, ib. i. made king of Persia b>; mi artifice ol his groom,
184. the esteem he iicqnin s by his wi-dem andrrndin.i, )f-5-

he quits the name of Ochus to a urre that nf Darius, SSI).
marriages of Darius, ib. his method for transmitting to i Often,

ty the manner in which he attain, d the sovereignty, ih. order
which he establishes in the administration of the firnnci s. ib.

his moderation in irrproiri tributes. 220. the Persians give
him the surname of the Merchant, ib. he sends Pen orcdes the
Physician into Greece, 230. confirms the edict of Cyrus in fa-

vonr of the Jews. 231. his gratitude to Sjloson. whom he re.ps-

lahlisheskingof S;<mos. ih. Darius reduces Babylon after a
siegeof twnty months, 232. expedition ot Darius against the
Pevthians ib. Annbaniis's remonstrances to Duriiis. 2^4. bur-

bnrous acti<.n of Darin to the three children of CEhasus. 2:'5.

conquers India. OTT l)ariu conceives the design of making
himself master of \nxns. ih. the lonians revolt agnipst l)n-

riu.2?w he re-establishes the Tyrinns in their ancient privj.

leges- ib. his resentment against the Athenians -vho hai 1 iia-
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rd in the burning of Sardis. 239. his expedil ion againsl Greece,
840. he sends heralds into Guece to sound the states, and de-
mand their submission, -.42. his army is def ated al Marathon,
243, tc. he n-soiv< s to go in p- rson against L'gy pi and Greece.
24b cho- ses his s,,,-i e.s^-or, ib. his d> mh. 247. his epitaph, ib.

his character, ib. tc. dispute between iwo of his sous lor the
crown. 24*.
Itanu*. the eldest win of Xerxes. His marriage with Artain-

ta, I.2MJ. he is murdered by his brother Artaxerx. I,

Darius No'.) us -aKes arms against Sogdiauus, and puts him
to death, I. :t!0. ascend* the thr. ne of Persia, and changes Ins
rihn.e ;r. m O. bus to Darius. 311. causes his brother Arsites,
who revolted against htm. to be smotheri d .n ashen, ih. pui a
Stop to the reb. Ilion pf PiMithnes, ib. and punishes me treason
of Artoxares his principal eu: uch. ib. qu'-lls the revolt of
Egypt, ib. and that . I Media, 312- giv. s :he government ol

ru- his \oupg r son. ib. the mstrm lions winch
he cives him on sending him 'o his government. 33!'. he recalls

Cyrus to court, 344. death of Darius Nulhus. :MO. his m. muta-
ble words to Artaxerx . :'.47.

Darin*, son ufAxtueraes Mnenoa. cor spires agaii st his fa-

ther f HI.-, i. 4^'. his n.nsj iraey is di-coTcn d ai d pu
Dmriu Codoouuiu is piacea b. B<<g..as upon the tlnooe of

Persia. I.4V7. lot
'

the Granicus against Alexan-
der, 534 .11 the Rhodiafl to carry ih.

Macedonia, 537. rcso.ics to command in person. 538. Curioe-
Dius, his free remonstrance to I>ar:u-. ib tc.r. march ot Darius
army. &3A. ranMMU victory of Alex mder over Darius near the
city of Issus.5-)0. interview . f Alexander with the wife
and family of Dirius. 542. PIMUS'S haughty letter to Alexan-
der. 544 - \ander.551. Darius re-
ceives aiivic- ot his wile's death, 557. his prayer 'o the gods
upon beingtnld in what manner si e had hi en treated b\ A l> X-
ander, ih T).rius proposes i ew coi ditionsol peace lo Alexan-
der, which are not accepted. 5itv famous battle of Arl>ela.
wherein Darius js defeated. 560. ftc. rein a it Darius after 1 1. at
bat ile. ib. he quits Ecbatana, 51.5. his speech to his principal
ortic' rs :.i induce them to march against ihe enemy, ib. In- i*

betrayed and laid in chains by Bcssus and Nabarzanes, 50C.
Qfthappy death o! tha' prince. nig, ib.

Uai-ins. kieg a .1 b> IVnip >-, ii. 327.
Da tames, Carian. succ'-eds his lather Omisurcf in the gov-

ernment ot Looeo-By ria, i. 379 red nets Thysus, governor of
Paphlag >nia. who h u) r< voltei! n^ain-t ibe ku g of Peisia, ib.

he command ot the rin> designid against Egypt,
ib. is ordered to reduce Asp's, ib. revolts agum-t Art x-

erxes. 3H). and gain* st feral ai:v:.; .-i'p> s ever the troop* sent

Bfainst him. ib. is assa-si .ated by or.t.-r of Artaxerxes, ID.

Dat is commands ihe army of the Persians al ihe battle of
Marathon, i. 2-i3.

D bts. Law of 'he Egyptian? in respect to those who con-
tr >et d. bts. i. 51. Solon's law lor annihilating debts. 217.
Deci-lia. fort of Attica, i. 324. is fortified by the Lacedemo-

- -<27.

Deidr.mia, d lughter of ^E jcides, marries Demetrius, son of
A'nifonus, ii. 4f*. her ileath, ih.

Dejoees tornis the dostgn of ascending the throne of Midia.

b!44.
.s elected king by unanimous consent, 145. conduct of

i governing his kingdom, ib. he builds Erbatana. ib.

--J by him for acquiring tl-e respect of hi.- subjects,

D-jniarus. prince of Galatia: Fompey gives him Armenia

D.-tium. place in B<v"tia. Battle there between the Athe-
nians and Thebans, i. 312.

1> -. . f ihe ('\clades. The common treasures of
d in that island, i.270. the Athenians send a

ship every year to Dolos. 311.1. Archelaus subjects Delos. and
-

i lothe Athenians, ii. 310.
. .-ny of Piiocis. lamotiR lor A polios oracle there, i

420. the Pyh'ia and Sibyl of Delphi, ib. tc. lemple of Delphi
burnt and rebuil 1

. 422.
D-lta.or lower Egipt. i. 48.

Muge of Deucalion, i. 207. that of Ogyges, ib.

ih-ice of Deni. sthenes. i. 510. is taken
:'.t th" battle of C'haeronei . 521. goes ambassador to

r from the Athenians. 511. prepiir-s the decree t"..r

the deal h of I) mosthenes, ii. 15. Dcmades with his son killed

-. -'1

a, wife of Andrnnodorus : persuades her husband
.nit to the senate of Syracuse. ii.2()>-'. is killed, ib.

D-'mara'us. king ot Si>nrta. expelled the Ihrooe by Cleo-
iiui', i. 242. his fi'ie "d noble answer to Xerx-

es. 253. vain and insolent demand of 1>ma rat us to Arlaxerxes.
27.V
Deme'riu'(Phalereu.Msohlig"il 'oquit Athens, and is con-

demned to die in his absence, ii. 22. Cassander settles him
there to eov-r- the republic, 24. h ; s wisdon and ability in the

government. 25. tcr. statue? are erected to him out of grati-
lude, 3 1 '. refl -c-iim uion the great number c

of l)me'rins Pha!en-u.'.3?. he retires to Thebes after

the taking of A 'hens <>\ Demelrins Poliorcetes. 3t"> hisstatU'-s

are thrown down avd he is condemned I., die at A
g.- with Ca-sandcr. and afterwards in Egn t. ib is

mad" superintendent of king Ptolemv's library. 5-> his death.
iW. character of hiselogin i ce and wri it gs. 5'.' fcc.

'MI*. on i.f Antigonus. snrnatned Poliorcetes: his

M'
ar.-'.c'T. ii. 40 tr he logins to distinguish himself in Asia

i battl<- at Gaza against Ptolemy. 33. gnins
one soon after ngii"st Cilles. 'he same Ptolemy's lieutenant.

by his fath-r to Bibyl.vi -o opp,- 8-lencus. 34.

makes Prolemv raie the siege of Halicarnassus. 35. make-"
himself master of Athens, 36. and re-establishes 'he democrat -

ical govetnment. ib. tc. excessive gratitude of the Atheni-
ans lo hi'n. 3H. he Irf-si.ges Salnmis. 3<J. and takes it. ih. r>.

Ceiv- s the ti'le of king. HI. his conduct In war and peace. 40.

De-ne'rins form* 'he siege of Rhodes, ib. tc. makes
the siege of Athens. V>. excessive honours

which be receives in tha' city. ih. he marries Dcidamia. ih. is

proclaimed general of the Greeks, and initialed into the greater
r nivs"ries.ih. is defeated at the battle ol i

gainst him. 48. he takes that city. 50.

forms the de'gn of subn-cTine -be Ijicedafmonians.ib loses

almost at the same tim" all Ins dominions in Asia. ib. Deme-
trius called in to the aid of Alexander. Tassandcr's son. de-

stroys him. and is pr.'Harmed king of Macedonia, aj. he makes
gfat preparations for recovering his father s empire m Asia.
ih. is obliged to abar.'on Mscedotiif . ih. surrenders himself to

Beleucus. who keeps him prisoner. 53. his death, ib.

Demeiri is. brother of Antigonus Gonatas. u put to death in

A pamea'i bed, ii. 77.

Demetrius, ton and successor of Antigonns Gonatas, L
xxxviii. his dea'h. ii.fc".

DrmotriBsol Pnarus. prince of Illyria. ii. 8. advises Philip.
Ki' got Macedonia. iocnrr> the war M.IO Italj, I-.U.

11. n.eiriuo. M.II at Philip, kug ut MaoedouM, is given as a
h..-tage to tl.e Romans, n. 141^. the K. n.ui s s id I. in Lai k to
his fetter. 160. Philip -iic t), nietriusambafsador lo Rome.
lit*. Demetrius justifies ln> la 1 1 r to tie Ron a. -. 1K<. returns
into Marcdoi.ia, ib. INr-u?'s K net plot nfhii st t..-

Ih'metnus, 184. I e accuses htm to Ins In I IK r. il H< met nut's
(1> t'-nce againcl the sci ufntioi.s ot Ptrseus, Ifti. Pinlip causes
him to be put to math. 110.
Demetrius inner, alter having Urn long a hostage at Home,

demm ii- i<-rn i.si. u m rt tutn i. ii.Siria in vain, 11.246. escape*
In m Koti S>IIB. and r, i

tan :!!.< ol Botrr trnm the Babtloniaoa, .h. n ak. i war i.tai; ti
the Jews. ib. tc. places Holapben s u|on the tbroi.e ol C'au-

padoeiii.XuO. ihe BoroansacknowUdge hiB k.u ol .-

he abandons hims> il to t. H.-.H g ai Vi.luptui
spi'ac> agaii M him, ib. I.e 1-1 rii ati.urit to ei gase ihe Jew! in
I. is in'.-ri .-is. ib. is Kill, d in n balt.e. ib.

I*, n.etnus Nicator.son ol D. n-etnu Sotf r. claims the cr( wn
i.t tuna, n. -J.'il. n'arnen the daughter of Plolen > I hilon HIT,
ih drives Alexander the usurier <ut of Syria, and i<

3
pf ihe thrune. ib. exc. -s- s it Den < tnu>. 3SL

onaihan sei.ds him aid against the people i I .Am iccli, ib. he
it driven out of S.nia, ijii his niai.i r ot livit g at La. r.ic u,
w (HI her he had retired. if>. he i taken priM'ner n ai \

egnii st the Par'htais. 254. Demetrius marries RhuOOCUna.
daughter of Mithridates. king ol Parthia, ib. niak. f

ptl to return Into Ins ki: n'.i tn. xo7. i<

minions. -J58. Is defeated in a battle bt Alexander '/.

Insilea'h. ib.

I '. meirius Eucheres is established kit g uf Damascus, ii.2C4.
I) miurgi. mogisttates unx ng the Ac) a-ans. n 14'J.

!>. mi c des. [1. \i-ician ot Cti.ti na ; he cun s Darius, i. 2TO.
'ha' physician, ib. he teturns into Greece, ib. settle*

at Crotona, where he marries the daughter ot'Milo, the Alkle-
ta. ib.

Derrochares.one of the murderers of Agis.king of Sparta.
ii. !'3 tc.

s. snrnamed the Fair. ii.4G. throws himself, to elude
. . ot Demetrius, into a vessel ol boiln-g water pre-

|.ii'"d fi r a bath. ib.

Demophantes. general of the horse to the Eleans. is killed bj
PhMo ( o?nten be f.re theciti of Elis. ii. 123.
Demosthenes is chosen b> the Atherians commander of a

fleet for the aid of Nic'as in Sicih . i. TSTT. mak s an attempt
against Syracuse without sue. es-. .i.".' i- n i uced 'O surrei.der
at discretion lo the Syracusars. 3:*2. is put to death. 233.

Demosthenes, the orator. Abridgment pf his lile to the lime
when he begins to appear in the tribunal of hurai gues. i. 4H7-
Ac he pj<-ars for the first lime in public, and encourages U e
Athenians against Ihe preparations for war made b> Artaxerx-
es. 4 4. his (.ration in Invour of the Megakipoliifns. ib. he
speaks for the Rhodians. ib. proposes and occasions t lie passing
ot'a law for the equipment ol fleets, which annuls anotli. r very
heavy upon thf poon r citizens, 511). his di-ci ur-e in delenoe
of the law that granted exerrptioi s. -

r
,01. 4c. upon occasion

of Philip's attempt to seize Thermopy a?, he harangues the
Atheniai s. and animates them against that pnnce. SOP. is

s^nt ambassador to Philip, 511. his oral ion upon the i*>acc,5)4.
that iijKin

-- r the Aihei t s I.- de-
clare for the LacedrmontansRg.iirM Philip, ib. hi- Philippics,
515. his oration to Irusirate the i ffi rts of Philip's letti r 10 the
Athenian*. 517. his adice after the taking f Elata-a hv that

prince, 519. he is sent up.-n an rmbasKt to Th. Us. ib flics ID

the battle of Chieronea. 521. is cited to a trial before ih.- peo-
ple, who acquit him. aid pai him great honoi rs. ib. jK-chires
accuses him. .'.52 generosity of Di nos-h. r>s to bis accosrr. ib.

his immoderate j.iy lor Philip's death. 5X4. he animates the
pell- Bgainst Alexander.5r-0. dissuai.'es ihe Athenians from
delivering up the orator" to Alt-xarder. 531. stiff- rs himself to
l>e hril>ed by Harpalus. 5D3. is condemn) d and banit-hed. ib. is

recalled from banishment, ii. 13. qui's Athens before the arri-

val of Antipater, 1C. is condemned lodie, ib. puts an end to his

jife by poison, ib. the Athenians erect a statue of trass to him.
ib.

Dercyllidas, surnamed Sisyphus, receives the cemmand of
the LfH-wds-monian troops in the room of Thimhron, i. 364-
tak-s ^ilia from Midas, who had possessed hmselfof it hy
putting his mother-in-law Dania to death, ib shuts upthe isth-

musof the Thracinn Chersonesu'. ib. truce ctitieluded between
DercylliriHS. Pharrahartis. snd Tisfci.hi rnes. 3("5.

Deuca.ion, king ol Thessaly, i. 2w. deluge of Deucalion,

Deucetius, chiefof the people called Sicilians. His history,
i -.^'5

Diii-us. one of fhe chie rs of the Acha-ans, sows discord

among*! them. ii. '.'3P. &c. lakes upon him the con ma rd of vhe
arm> in the room nfCniolaas. S3fl. his ui .fonut a" . nd.ib.

_

D gora,
'^he

Melian. is condemned at Athens for teaching

Diaiecis'. The four dialects of the Greeks, i. 20V
Dicearchiis. form. rl\ admiral of Philip, kirg of Macedonia.

and accomplice with Scopas in tbe conspiracy against Ptolemy
Epiphanes. ii. 14!'.

Die, arrhus. brother of Thoa, general of the yF.tolians. u
depn'ed by them to Antiochus. ii. 153.
Dida*. governor of Paxmia. puts Demetrius to death by order

of Philip, ii. I'd.

rhis'nry.i TP.Jtc.
Dinoe'ati-s. archneci, pre-ides in building the temple of Di-

ana at Fphesus. i. 5^5, SH giilar d-s'gnofa temple pro|os*d by
him to Ptolemy Phila.'elpl us. ii. 75.

r,.n nmi ders ef the army sent by tbe
Svrncusanstolhf id ofMarcellus. ii. 300.

{>n
or. governor of Damascus, ii. lOo.

one of the generals of the Syracnsans: hn advice
corc<-rnirg tKe Atheninns t*ken prisoners tn Sicily, I. 332.
Diocles. ^tolian, lakes IVntetrius. n. Kif'-

Diodorus. A'henian.opt^ises the putting to death of the in-

hBhitantsofMitvlene.i.306.
- the Cynic refues to he initiated in tbem>steries
I'.'eiisina. i. 417. he receives a visit from Alexander

th-Grea'..532
D'ogenes. Stoic philnwipher, is sent on an embassy to Rome

b> ! A'h^nians. ii. 235
us, admiral of Antiochus |he Great, n. 106.

Oiomedon.one of the generals condemned by the Athenians
to die for having left unl nried the bodies of those who were
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killed in the battle of Arginus*. His speech before his death,

Dion of Syracuse : his character and friendship with Plato,
i. 44-1. he p rsuades Dmrtysius the Elder to have some conver-
HHtiDii with Pl*to,443. his marriage with Arete. daugh'er of
l)io ,ysiu. 451. his magnanimous generosity to l)ioii\siu the
Yoonger, 432. t,-. 1,1. I*,cnmes MmM to the couriers, ih. in-

Juc ? Dioins'us lo invite Plato to his court. 45.'). the courtiers
sp'ire no pains to discredit him wiih Dimi.vsius, ih. he is ban-
ish- (1,4.54. resides at A hens. 455 visits the other cities nf
Greece, ih. Dinnysius cames Dion's esta'" and effects to he
gold, il>. and makes his wile Arete marry Timocritu.*. ih. Dion
determines lo attack him wi'h open force, ih. &<. embarks on
board two merchant ships for Sjracuse, 457. appear* before
the walls of the ci'y, ih. success of his enterprise, 458. he de-
fea'R the troops of Dioiiysiu*. ib. ingratitude of the S\r!>rusnrs
to Dion, 459. he retires to Leontium. ih. is r>-cn'li<d byi.neSjf'
racusans, 41 delivers Sv riicuse, nnd pardons his enemies, ib.

Ac enters the citudfl, which is surrendered to him by 'he son
of Dinnysitis, and is reconciled to his wife Arete, 40 1. reflec-
tion upon Dion's modesty, ih. he suffers flerai-lides to be put
to death, ib. Calippus conceives the design of assassinating
D'on. and puts it in execution. 4b'2, &e.
D'on. famous philo-opher. sent by the Egyptians ambassador

to Rome against Ptolemy Aule'es. ii. 331.
Dionysius th Elder, tyrant of Siracuse: his peculiar cha-

rai-ieristic. i. 439. means which he uses for possessit g himself
OT the tyranny. 440. tcr. is appointed generalissimo wi'h tin-

limited power. 442. succeeds in having guards assigned him,
ib. and establishes himself tyrant, ih. attempts at Syracuse
and in Sicily against him, ib. &c. he makes prepare! tm s fr a
war with the Carthaginians. 443. &e. the people of Rhegium-
refuse to ally themselves with the tyrant,.444. he marries two
wives at the same time, ih his friendship anil rfaforenne tor
Dion, ib. he besieges and takes Motya. 445. is defeated at s a.
44H. the Syrricusan troops gain an advantage over the Car-
thaginians in the absence of Dionycius. ih. new movf men's
at Svricuse against him, 447. h<- entirely def>-nts the Cartha-
ginians, and obliges them to quit Sicily, ih. &c. punches the
inhabitants of Rhegiti'n. 448, gc.c. violent passion of Dionysius
for poetry, ih. &r. reflections nnon that taste of his. 440. he
lends his bmrber Thenrides to Olympia to contest in his name
the prizes of the chariot-rnce and poetry, ih. ncwenterprizes
of Dionysius agiinst the Carthaginians. 450. he carries the
prize of poetry at Athens, ih. death of Dionysius, 451. his cha-
racter, ih. &c.
Dionysius the Younger succeeds his father, i. 452. his con-

duct in the beginning of his reign, ib. his good qualities, 453.
Dion induces Diony-tus to cause Plato to come to his court, ih.

in wh it manner Plato is received then-. 454. wonderful change
pcca*io'>ed by the presence of that philosopher, ih. Dionysius
banishes Dion, ih. dismisses Plato, 455. presses him to return
to Syracuse, with which Plato complies. 450 Dionysiu- grants
Plato permission to return into Greece, ib.emhassv front Dion-
ysius to Dion, who had possessed himself ot Syracuse. 45?. de-

feat of Dionysins's troops, ih. method w hich he uses for render-
ing Dion snsi>ectcd, ib. he retires into Italy. 45!*. reascends the
throne, 4113. Icetas abticm him to shut himself up in the cita-
del of Svracuse. 4fi4. Dionvsius 'reals with T moleon. whii
ends htm 'o Corinth, 405, etc. wise answer of Dionysius to a

Itranfer. ib.

Dionhanes. Achspan, compels Seleucns to rai*e the siege of

Perjjamus, Ji. 1H2.
Diopithes, chief of a colony sent by the Athenians i-tothe

Qhersoneus. makes an irruption into the lands of Philip,
king of Macedonia, i. 513. in accused by Philip's pensioners,
and defended hv Demosthenes. 514

Discoboli. Those who exercised themselves in throwing the
dicus. i. 495.
Disens. Kind <>f athletic comhat, i. 425.
Distribution of lands instituted at Sparta by Lycurgus, i.

210. refl-ciions utxin that institution. 213.
Divinity. Idea nf the Divinity implanted in the hearts of all

mnnkind.ii. >. SeeGnd.
Dodanim, the fourth of the sons of Javan, i. 206.
Dndona, oracle of Dodona, i. 585.
Dolph-ns. machine ,,f war. i. 328.
Domitius ^nobarhus, sent commissioner by the Romans in-

to Achaia, where he commits the most enormous oppressions.
ii. 119. &c.
Donations. How regulated by Solon, i. 219.
Doric dialect. i.209.
Dnrimachus. general of the ^toliani. ii. 1 13.

Doris, country of ancient Greece: origin ofits inhabitants.!.
20.

Doris, wife ofDionysins the Elder, i. 444.
Dorus. second son nf Helen, gives his name to Dorus. i. 208.

Dorylaus. one of Milhridalee's generals, is defeated by S> lla

In 'he plains of Orcbomeno*, ii. 313
Doryphori. Body of troops, guards of the kings of Persia, i.

191.
Draco, legislator of Athens, i. 216. his laws are annulled by

B.Ion. 217.
Drypotis. He plimst ion's widow She is destroyed perfidious

|y liy R'.xana. ii. 12.

Diiil!iu. consul, commands the first fleet fitted out by the
Romans, i !>0 is the first of the Romans who triumphed for a
Yrc'ory at sea. ih.

Dvmnus conspires agat-st Alexander, i. 570. runs himself
th'ough witK his sword. 571.
nyiR.tvofEg>Pt,; 59.

Dyrrachium. See Epidamnum.

E
KrAT.NA. now called Hamndan. i. 145. N. ciirital city of

M"dia: its foundation, ib. description of lhat city, 146. See

Education ofchildren, among the Persians, i. 152. at Sparta,
112, in Crete. 399. at Athens. 40!). fatal effects of a bad educa-
tion, especially to princes. 202.
Eetion. admiral ol'the Athenian.*, is defeated by Clitus.com-

ETiooderoflhe Macedonian fleet, ii. ]4.

EgesimiK-hns. officer in Alexander's army. Rashness that
eo"s Ivm IPS life. i.53.

F.gestn.citv of Sicily: its foundation, i. 318. its inhabitants
irnnlore the aid of Athens against theSytacusnns. ih.

Fg. "nnn-r in which the Egyptians hatch them without

Ff'vpt divided int. three purts. i. 43. Upper Egypt, or Theb-
ais. ib. Mid-He F.gyit.or Heptnnom . ih. Ixiwer Egypt, or

I>elU, 4'J. fertility of Egypt, 57. Egyptian monarchy, 59.

Egypt subjected by the Persians, 180. by (he .Macedoniini
II.

Egyptians : manner and customs of 'he Egyptian*, i. 50. of
their tipft and government, ib.rf their la>. ih. ol 'he priesti
nprt relight: of :h> Kgiptiai s.5-'. nl -iril w<T>hip ot diff rent
divinities, ih. reason.- for this worship, 53. fureral ceremo-
nies, 54 (.f the ?o!('h ry ai d wurs nf I|T Egv ptians, 55. of the
nni'i-r in which ihey cultivmed the nrls and siei ccs, 5li. of
their hufbai dm n.shrpln tHs. and ariisiit-s. ib.
Eton, city nt Th'ice : nflMj-rn Ii.',. nf.hal ci'y. i. 75.
Fla.ira. cifjr rfPhocis. falls into Philip's hands, i. 51!).

Ele>-7:ir,S.m"i''s brother, high pri. st i f tl e J. ws, ( 11 rcisef

lhj rffire durirg the ninorit] i f Onins. ii. 51.
Eli Hznr. ''octur of the law, pri fers death to eating in-pnnl

mi'nts. ii. 1!'H.

Elea 711 r. nne < f the sons of Mafnthias, sac- ifices himself in f
bat'le to deliver his nmple. ii. "4fi.

.Eleaznr. of ihe sect of th Pharisees, forms a false accusa
tie." against H>rc' i n-. ii '.Y2.

Rlec'ryon. kit gnf Mycet tf. i. 207.
Elephants; description of those animals, i. 581. manner ol

takn-g tliem, ii . *c
Elemis, a small city of Attica, where the Atheniansce.Vbra

te<; >. fe.-ist in hi roil' rf Ceres, i. 417.
E'is. province i fot Pr.nponnesus, where the Olympic game*w recrlehrat. d. i. 3C5.
E'isa. See Dido.
Elishah, son ot Javan. settles in Peloponnesus, i. 20C.. . .

lro,nence: definition of it , i. 2^6. nf \vl at eleqnei re united
ith 'he lnye of the public gocd is cm slle, i. SCO

slHieprren. 514. it w ns the j rir

.

cm slle, i. SCO hi \y m res
sary it is to a prince rr n slHieprren. 514. it w ns the j rirc

:
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study of the youth of Athens and Rome, i. 408. defects contra-
ry to true eloquence, i 522. .

Embalming. Manner ol embalming bodies among the Eyp-
tin- s, i. 52
Emiliiis (Q.) gives Pyrrhus advice of the desijn lo loison

him. ii. '8.

Etnpedocles, of
^ Agrigentum. Py.thngorean rl'i'ofor'her. hav-

ing gained ihe prize in theO!)mjJic grimes, regales the peop!c>

Empires. Pee Klrgdem.
Row. a disease "fthe mird i_ scnrce ever cured, ii. 29.
Epaminondas. Tin hnn. his character, i 470 his conduct in

the conspiracy against the t\ran(s of Thi lies, ib. he goes tc

Sparta 'o tre-it of re.-ce. 474. gains a great victrry rn r 'he
Lnceda-monians rrar Lenctra. 475 ravages I. scoria 47P. and
advances lo 'he gati s nf Sparta. 477. at his return he is BCCIIS-
ei f before Die pe. .-.le and acquitted, ib matches Bgnin.st Alex-
aniler.tyranti-fPherH', n nil de livers Pelopidnsi-ut of h's I HI d,
480 returns ioThrbes.481.is placed at the hnadof tl Tbi ban
:irmv, 4^0 his second attempt against pporta, ih. his fnn-i<ui

yict.iry at Mti'''inH>a. 483. he is mrrtally wounded in battle,
ib. his death. 484. und eulngy. ih. &c.
Eperatus. by the influence nf Apelles, Philip's minister, is

appointed gem rnl of -he Achieans, ii. 113.hu is held in univer-
sal contempt. 118,
Ephesus. city of Ionia, i. 209.
Ki'hialtes. orator. erdeav<-ur to prevent the Athenians from

aiding fhe IjHccnVmonicns, i.>-2.
Ephori. magistrates of Sparta: their institution, i. 210. then

au'horitv, ib.

Epicerdus, of Cyrere : his generosity to the Athenians, i

Epic poem, its origin, i. 431.
Epicrates. one of the generals nf Antinchus the Cyricenian

hetrins the in'erests or that ptince.ind treats secret Is with
H'rcanus. ii. 2fi2.

Epicrntes. purler at Athens : raille'y of that Athenian npol
the deputies thut hnd hern sent into Persia, i. 479.
Ep-c-des, Athenian. His little cournge and avarice, i. 253.

he suffers himself to he hrnught ov-r In Thi m'stides. i'54.

Epicydes. Carthaginian, >-ent by Hannibal to Hietnt'\rnus.
remninswith that prince, ii. 9?'7. after the death of Hieronjr-

nds to return to Hannibal, 2"8 is elected mitgis-
. and

..._ .he ........ _____ ________ ____
traje nf Syracuse. 2!'9 marches to the aid of f-eontium, _____ ..

put tofl'jht hv Marcellu--. ?00 usurps the supreme authority
t Svracnse, after hnving caused the mapistra'cs to he put to

death, ih. retires o Agriceniiim. when he sees Mircellue mag
ternfPyrncuse. 303.
Et tdaninum. or Dyrrachinm. a maritime city of Macedonia

i.288.

Enigoni: signiflcRtinn of thn' word, i. 5P9.
Eiiipola-, part of the city at Syracuse, i. ?23.
Epirus: g-ographical.descrip'ji.nof. i 905.
Episthcnes - f Amphipolis, < fficer in the army of Cyrns the

Yonrger. i. ?55.

Equality. It is the soul of popular governments, i. 217. it n
tl-ehasis and lie of liberty . 3T9.
Er<inide.one of the Alheniancaptnins whogiined the bat-

tle of Arginiisie, i. 341 on his return he is condemned to die
wi'h his colleagues. ''42.

Eraistrattis physician, famous for his address nnd penetra-
tion in discovering the cause nf Antiochus'e sickr.c-ss, ii.59.
Erectheu.. kin? nf Athens, i -JII7.

Fretria. citv nf Euho>a. upports 'he loniars in their revoh
agninst the Persians, i. 239. it is destroyed by the Persian*,
243.
Kreinns. Corinthian, supplies A rains with the means of neir-

it'B the citadel of Cntinth. ii. Hi.

F.enrhndilnn R>cends the throne of Assvria, i. 1 41. mke him-
self mns'er of Hahvlon and the land of Israel, ib. carries away
Mnnssseh. kingof Jndab, ih. his death, ib.

E*i-uli<piiis. irventornf n-edicire. i. IPS. his knowledge oc-
cs='fins his being ranked in the number of the gr d. ib.

Esther causes the fatil edict of Ahasuerns against the Jewi
to he revoked, i l>7

Etnlin. See ^F.'olia.
Etolinns. See ^t..|i s ni.

Evugoras, king nl Salami's.!. 375. hriefhis'ory of that prince.
ih. his war w'th Artaxeries Mnemon. 37(i. etc. character an
panegyric, of Evngerns. .''77.

Evapnrns. son of Nirncles. is deprived of the throne of Sala-
mis hv Protagoras, i. 4P5 he demnnds in vain to he reinstated,

. tragical end of that prince, ih.. , .

Ev Icus. general .-fthe Lacedemonian cavalry, is killed in

battle by Pyrrhns. ii. 72.
Evnnder of Grete. general of the Auxi'innes tn Perseus, n

."nt by that prince to assassinate Komenes. it. 20 ( . h- preventt
Perseus from in- proving t he ndvan'age he hnd I* IMX) nver th

Romans. 212. attachment of Evander to Perseus, 2i-J. th*|
prince causes him to be killed, ib
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EufxM. ile of Greece, i. 205. subjected by the Athenians.
fc
a7. the Lacedaemonians seizo it. :t:f7. Anllorhai lakes that

d. ii. \.~>3. n is soon after taken from him by the consul
Aciliu. 160.
Eur.bid*s. of Plata?!, undertakes to bring the sacred fire from

Delphi, i. 2i>4. ,ie dies at his return, ib.

Euclid, of Megara, I" under of me Megarean sect, his ardour
to hear S .iciates. j. 3r4.

Euclid is, Lacedemonian. His brother Cleomenes, king of
I .--a. makes mm reign with him, n. U5. he is round al ihe
b,n ;e of Selasi i. where he commanded part ol the arm} , 100.
Eudainiilas. Lacedemonian, commaiius in thj war agonist.O rmbiis. i. 4(i:i.

Evergeta;. a people of Persia, why so called, ii. 161. N.
ETil-merodach. king of Babylon, i. 143.
Eulcus. uunueh : ba-t education which ne gives Ptolemy Phi-

tom-ior, whos governor he was, n. 1!I4.

Eumenes. g-n.-rai in Alexander'* army. Provinces that fell

to him after ih it prince
'

death, u. 12. uis marriage wan liar-

iinn.it>. he returns to Perdiccas. who puts mm in PU--
of CapiMi-loeta. IP", victory of tium n,-s over Neoptoleinus, and
Ih -11 ov -r l.'r,ii.-rus \ n us iiigeiner. 1:1. he kins i. it-

latter with his own hand in me I, at ie, in. is defeated b> Ami-
gonus. and retires into the cast le of \ora, wnere he is besieg-
ed, 20. is betrayed l> nis troops, 31. delivered up to Amiguiius,
ib. and put to d ath. ib. prinse of Rumen

i; ]in i s I. n..[,;, ,.w of Pn iet*rus. sue veils his uncle in the
kingdom of Pergamus. ii. 7o. he gains a great victor) over Aa-
tiochus S.> er, wni M himself of his dominion*.
76. attacks AntiORhsM Hierax. who was engaged in a war
against his brother, t-2. abandons lumselt to excesses, which
occas on nis i! ;ath. i>>

Bnnenei II. succeeds his father Attalus in the kingdom of
Pergamus. n 14.1. he refuses the alliance of A illloch u*. 153.

-;eg -I in ins ,M[,i-,i1 it; S leu. us. 102. the K.iin m- d -liver

him. ib. &'-. h" (ilf-rg a consider. .hie sum 'o ihe AehtMO*. and
with win; view. 17J w.ir of Eiim. -nes with I'rusns. 100. and
Phaniii.-es. 1 j. h" si- .ds deouMes to Home 'o complain of
Philip, ih g i. s to R >me himsel'' to inform the Romans of the
secret nnri ues of Perse**, 20. i. Perseus end-avours to rid
Himself of Eunienes, first ,.y a-sassinalioti, 207 and I

poison, ib. bjjtnenes gives ear to th- prop - .- t I' r- -us, 21!i.

he is saspeeled by the Romans and cannot obtain pel in -

enter It niv. 23. f. the senate semis commissioners to inquire in-

to his c induct, ib. death of Eum--i,es. id. his pan- g*nc, 234.
Gunovii librarj banded b] him at Pergamus. ih.

Eumolpnlip. priests of Ores, successors uf Eutnolpus, who
fi/st exercised ">at office, i. 417.
Eunuchs. The use of hem introduced ly Cyrus in the East,

t. 172. influence and power wh.ch they acquired with their

PiTIC -

Kupolis. comic poet. i. 436.

Buripidas Heads a detachment of the Ela-ans to ravago the
territory of Sicyon, ii. HI. he falls into the nands of Philip, ib.

Enri, i l.-s. ttngic poet. i. 433. character of ttiat ijet, tii. etc.

Eurip'olemus undertakes the detence of the gi-nerals con-
demned by the Athenians alter the battle of the Argmuse. i.

uJ
luades him to'fight in the - - -ni-. 259. the Lace'daj

'ins d ciee him the pnz-- of valour. -Ji u
i up-

th"Th r.i'V- ',if i iieir ^a' h. r. i". 503'.

'

Eurylice. w'He of Aridi-us : O'ytnpias causes her to be putto
death, ii. 27.

Eurydice, Athenian, wife of Ophelias, ii. 36. after her hus-
band's death she marries Demetrius, ib.

Eurydice, widow of Ptolemy Soter, marries her daughter
Pinleman 'o Deowtrin*. ii. 52.
Eur.e:us. an eminence near Syracuse, leading to EpipoUe, i.

Eurvlnchus. chief magistrate of the Magnetes, influences
them agimst the Romans, ij. 15.5.

Euryn-'don. g.-n-ral of 'h Athenians, is condemned to Pj
why. i. 317. go- s into Sicily to the aid of Ki

ci is. 227. is killed in a a; lie, 330.

Eiirystheas, k'"g of Mice- a>. famous for the twelve labour:
which' he made Hercules undertake, i. -.K)7.

Ruth c-a'ps. chief magistrate of Olynthus. puts that city in
to Philip's iianits. i. .ill).

Eut h> i{--mns, appotnted hy the Athenians to command.
jointly with Vicias. forces that general to engage in a sea-fight,
wherein he is worsted, i. 32!'.

Eirhydeiim*. kii'g of Hactria. makes an honourable peace
with Antioc'iu*. win intended to dotDroUD him. li i>4.

Exemption, or Immunities, granted i y the Athenian*, to
th - w io 'ia-1 rendered i heir eountrj grev serve* -t. i. 500.

Igrigentum. victof in the Olympic games, en
ter that city in t riumph. i. 44(1.

I'.v- s. ns-ne giren to the citizens expelled hy \ahis from
Sparta, ii. 131. supported by the Acha-ans. thev commit great

SMI-
liies at Span*, 170. they accuse 'lie Acheans at Rome

, ,. ciins'-qu-nce ot'thai accusation. 1-1. tc.
Er.rio'i ui s p--rmi*si(itMif Artx'-rx !/ g manus to return

t,, .le us Jem. j. 27J. arranges the Holy Scriptures in their pro-
per order, 2eO.

F
FtBtrs M\xixr(QuintuOis unpointed dictator, i. 106.h

cauii-ms c. reluct in res;-ct to Hannibal, ib. A.C. the people

5-ve

M'-iucius. general of the horsj-. equal power with him.
117 F,i'"us ex'ricate* h'm out of a danger in which his ill con
uct had eng.g-d him. ih.

Fahiu M.iximus. son <>f Psnlns /Cmilius, distinguishes him
el' in the war against Perseus, ii. 221.
Kinl-M. Au'h >r< to whom ihe invention of them is ascribed,

i -'-' use of fables in respect to the education of children.

Fa'iricius is deputed hv the Romans to P)rrhus, ii. 66. oom-
nnnds in the wir against that prince, fi'i.

Fni-h. Ii is the cures- bulwark of a slate, i. 312. and a qual-
ity essential to a prince, 3liO. breach of f"ith often one ot the

principal c.au--es of the rum of empires. -J03.

Fim'ne in E*< pt in th- time of ihe emperor Trajnn. i. 5! I.

Fannius^C..YR -mannitlc-r.disiinituishes himselfat the siege
ofCarthase. i. 127.
F ir-ners of Taxes, i. 407 &.<. th-ir wint ofhumnnity. ii. 319.
Festivals, celebrated at Athens, i. 416. and al Lacediemoii.

^Fimbrin. rommander of the Rom-<ns in Asia, defeats the

kioops of Mithridate*. ii. 313 lulls Flaccus. seizes that con-
VOL. II 44

EurihiaHes. lyicpdaemonini. is appointed generalissimo of
Ihe (Jn-,-k* in preference 10 Theinilocl< s \ -J.')4. the latter per-
uades him to fight in the frails of !Nilami. i!39. the Lace
mnians d -CUM- him the priz- of valour. -Ji u

Eurydice. wf.- of Amyntu. kinf ol Macedonia, prevails
n Iphirrmte*. by her enireati . to reinstate her children u

;ul's army, and marches against Mithridxtes. 314. upon being
abandoned by his troops, he kills hims< ll'm despair, ib.

I. Valerius.) is elected consul, and marches again*!
Milhridat.-s. n. :!l.t. is killed by Fimbria. 314.

FlaiinninusiQuintus.)is deputed by the Romans toPrusias,
118. U el.-c-ed consul, and marches ugumsl Philip, king of

Macedonia, ii. 13!'. gams a first advantage over that prince.
1^0 dilfeient expediiKMuof PlamiiiiuBs in Phoeii. 141 iscmi-
turned in tne coTiimaiid as proconsul. 1:2. has an n etle- tual
in

1

- rv w with I'tnlio, ih. gams a great vic'ory over tha' pnnca
near S-o'usa and C> noscephala-, 145. a, d ooochld*-* a peace
with him, ib. honours and applauses whicb he rt c- ives in tha
Isthmian games. 147. make* war against Naliis. 150. l>esi.-ge*

na. ib. and giants him n-ace. 151. euttrs Rome in

triumph. 152.
FlaininiusiC..) consul, marches against Hannibal, j.

U'5. 11

leaiedand killed near the lake of Thrasymenus. 106.
Cause* of the propensity of princes to be seduced

byjtattery. j.
150.

Ktificatran* of the ancients, i. 103.
. nur hundred men invested with all authority at Athen*.

and abuse it tyrannically, i. 33(i. their power is annulled, 3.J7

French Id- as which p- ople entertained ofthe ancient Gaul*,
ii. 17-'. tc. what pas-ed at ibe liege of Philipsburgh ought to

ho.e who have the same ideaof the modem French.
i Ills.

Friendship, fundamental law of it, i. 3(16.

Fulvia. Antony's wife, very ucuve at Rome for her husband?
in'f-rests. n. 3!!?.

Funerals. Funeral ceremonies in Etypt, i. 52. at Athens,
300. see Burial.

G
,-ABimrs, Pompey's lieutenant, subjects part of Syria, ii.

327. commands there as proconsul, 332. upon the earnest re-

q je,t df Pompey.he re-establishes Ptolemy Auletes upon Ihe
throne ol Egypt, ib.

Gadatas. prince of Assyria, submits to Cyrus, i. K'O.

Ga'a, Massinissa's lather, joins the Carthaginians against
the Romans, i. 120
Galaua.or Gnllo-Grvcia. a province of Asia Minor, inhabi-

ted by the Gauls after their irruption into Greece, ii. 62.
Galna: fine saving ol that emperor, ii. 21.
Galley. See Ship
Games, part of -he r"ligion of the ancients, i. 422. solemn

fames ofGreece : the Olympic, the Pythian, the Ifemtsmn. the
Is'hmian. 423. rewards granted to the victors in those games,
428. ladies admitted to dispute the prize in the Olympic
games. 373.
Ganymede*, Ptolemy's eunuch, supplants Achillas and be-

comes prime minister of Egvpt in his place, ii. 335. his strata-

gems against Csar during his war in Eg>pt. ib.

Gacs. admiral to Artaxerxes. revolts against that prince, and
on what occasion, i. 37H.
G-irdens. Ha> gins gardens of Babylon, i. 13C.

Gau*amp|a, or Camel's house, place famous for Alexander*
Sf-eond victory over Darius, i. 236.
Gauls They dispute the passage of the Alps with Hanni-

hal. i. 102, &c. irruption of the Gauls tmo Greece, n. 61. their

attempt against the temple ol Deli hi, Ii2.

Gnza, in Palestine. In-sieged and taken hy Alexander, 1.554.
destruction ofGaza bv Alexander Janr.a-us, ii. 271.
Gela.ci'yofSicilv. i. 318.
Gelanor. king of Argon, i. 207.
Geliias.citiz-niif Agrig- ntum.hisnoble ose of nches. 1.440.
Ge|..n poss- sses himself ol supreme authority at Syracuse, i.

2fl2. reasons that rrrv-nt him trom aiding the Greeks when
attacked by Xerxes. 2.

r
i3. he defeats Hamilcar, general f the

Carthaginians, H. his wise conduct during his reign, ib. hi*
death. 203. respect which the Syracusans retained for hi*

Gel(.n. oonof Hiero. espouses the par i_>-
of the Carthaginian*

against the Romans, ii. OW. dies soon alter, ib.

G-niiis. Height to which the ancients carried genios. n. SOL
Gnt ins, king of Illvrium. becon-es suspected by the Romans,

ii. 20* makes an lliarre with Perseus. 2 IP. declares npainst
the Romans, and imprisons their amhs-Hdor--. 220. the Ro-
mans send the pra-tor Anicius against him. ib. Gentius is obli-

ged to throw hirrelf t his Pet. nnd implore !-is mercy, ib.

Anicius sends i.im to Rome with all his family, in.

G-rgi. son of Ariazus.one of the six generalsol Xerxes* ar-
mv. i 252.
Gh'znee, river of, see Caphenes.
Gibbon.
Girgenti.see Agrigertum.
Gisgo. s n of Hamilcnr. is punished for his father s ill suc-

;

is tnmshed. i. r-l.

Gtsgo. Carthag i'lian, endeavours Io supfres* the revolt of the
mercenaries, i. 95. Spendius, iheir general, puts him to death.N
Gigo endeavours to prevent the Carthngipians from accept-

ing the conditions of pence pro: oseHtu S,-ipio. i. 114.

GUhrio(Mn. Acilius.l (.bt.iipc Bilnjfih rd P,.I-IU for hi

province, where I.urullns c( mmanded before, n. :<24. hi dis-

course on his arrival augments the licentiousnessuf Lucullus I

trrKl|w. ib.

Glaucias. king of Illyrium. tokes Pj rrhns oncer nis protee
tin. and re-establishes him it< his oomirions. ii. 4(*.

Glnui-o. a VOUPC Athenian, desirounof having n share in tha
administration of the public nffnirs. i. 3cV>. Porrates, in a con-

vcrsntion.ol.ltgef him to own his incapein lor thf m, ih.

Gohryu*.an Assyrian r.ohiemnn. puts himself and family un-
der the'protrrtion'nf Cyru . i. H'-O. puts him">lf at the head of
a hodv of trooi nt the si. pr ,,f Rnbylon. ]t"P. enters in'o the
ronsp'rncrBgamst Sme'rtis the M"gmn. IKl. his interpretation
of .hi. present given to Darius b> th' Pcytbin- -

GdbrMs.a Pcrsinn noh'enian. con n'nndf in the army of Ar-
tjr.eixes i-t the battle nl'ConRxa. i. 354
flo;< Answer ofSimonidr* '

i nnce who asked h;m what
Goo was, i. 224. one supreme God acknowledged by bocrutcs.

GorHiarifi. see Cnrdncia.
G'lrcium. capital city of Phrygia. famous for the chariot to

which iheGoHianknoi w. sti,,t w |,ich Alexander cut. i. 537.
different omnions on this. ih. V. site of Cnrdium. ib.

Gorgias. sopiiist. is S.-PI d-i nn from the lx-,mines to Ath-
ens id demnr-H aid against the S> mcusans. i 317.

G<irgias. officer of Antio<-hus Epiphnpes. marches wttn Xi-
canor ncatnst Judas >1accal--up. ii. 200. his troops are put w
flight, ih.

Gorgidns. Theban. joins Pclopida* to expel the tyrant* <at

ThetK-s. i. 472.
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Gorgo. daughter ofCleomenes: smart saying of that child, i.

239.
Government. Different kinds of government, i. 396. which

would be the most perfect, ib. aim and end of all government,

Gracchus (TibpriuiO distinguishes himself at the siege of
Carthage, i. 127 beii g tribune of the people, lie proposes a
i.n w concerning the will of Altalus, and is killed soon alter, ii.

25<v
Grandees. Example how little their friendship is to he reli-

ed on, i. 251. blindness too common to the great, 273. mistaken
ambition sufficiently common to the great, ii. 28. tec. See
Princes. Kii.es.
Granicas, river of Phrygia. now called Oostrola. i. 533. N.

famous ti>r the victory of Alexander over the Persians, id. de-
scription of it, 534.
Gratitude : the principal virtue of the Egyptian*, i. 52.
Greece. Geographical description of ancient Greece, i. 205.

particula r description of its boundaries and ex' ent, ib. N. moun-
tains and their elevations, 205 N. history of Greece divided
into NMrafP*. 9M. primitive origin of the Greek*, ih. different
plates of which Greece was composed, '.'07. migratiors of the
Greeks into Asia Minor, -J09. &c. settlement of the Gr> > ks in

Sicily, 318. manners nnri customs nf the Greeks, 396. fee. re-

publican government instituted almost universally in Gierce,
210. Monsieur Bownnt'i reflections upon that kind of govern-
ment. 604. love of liberty the peculiar characteristic of the
Greeks, ii.242. different kind of troops that compos d the ar-
mies of the Greeks, i. 410. ships and naval forces, 411. people
ofGreece very warlike in all times. 408. origin and cause of
eourag" and military virtue amongst the Greeks, 400. religion
of the Greeks, i. 415. of ihe au>'imes. 418 of the nrnrl-8. 419.
famous games and combats of Greece, 422. d fference of taste
of the Greeks and Romans in respect to public shows. 429. dis-

putes for the prize of wit, shows, and representations of the
theatre, 430. illustrious men who distinguished Iheimelvei
most in arts and sciences Hmongsl the Gre< ks. 318. See the ar-
ticles Athenians and Laopdwponiana. for what relate* to the
wars of Greece with the Persians aid Macedonian*, Greece
becomes a Roman province, ii. 2JO. reflections up>'n the causes
of 'he grandeur, decline, and ruin nfGreece, 241, &c.
Greeks famous retreat of the 10.000 Greeks after the battle

of Cunaxa. interesting geographical inquiries respecting the
various places on their march, &c. &c. .ee Retreat.
Grypus. See Antiochus Grvpus.
Gulussa. son ofM asinissa, divides the kingdom with his two

brothers after his father's H.-alh. i. 130.

Gyges kills Candaules. king ofJjvdia, whose principal officer
he wa. and ascends the throne in his stead, i. l-i8. what Plato
savs of his reign, ib.

Gygis.oneot Parysatis's women, confesses the poisoning of
Statira. i. 364. is put to death, ib.

Gylippus, Lacediernonian, goes to the aid of Syracuse, be-

iiegod by tKe Athenians, i. 325. his arrival in Sicily changes
the face of things. 326. he obliges the Athenians to surrender
at discretion, 332. his sordid avarice sullies the glory of his

great actions. 345.
Gymnastic, art of forming the athletic, i. 424.
Guia'Cta, or apartments of the ladies amongst the Greeks, i.

423.

S. mountain between Thrace and Thessaly, ii. 189.
Hair of Berenice, ii.81.
Haliartux. city of Bceotia, sides with Perseus, ii. 209. the

pnptor Lucretius takes and entirely demolishes it, 213.
Halicarmissus, city of Doris, i.206. famous as being the birth

place of Herodotus. Dionysius. Hernclitus and Calimachus,
bei-ged and taken bv Al'-xander. 535.
Hallyane.s. kingof Lydia. i. 14!>. wnr of that prince with Cy-

axare*. 147. he continues the sii ge of Miletus begun by his fa-

ther. 14!'. raises the sieg" of that city, and wherefore, ib.

Hamanon. (formerly Echalitna.) description of the city, i.

145. N. affords great rom for antiquarian research, 146.
Hamestris, wife of Teriteuchmes. i. 347.
Hamilcar command* tl"> army sent by the Carthaginians into

Sicily at 'he request of Xerxes, i. 81. it is defeated by Gelon,
tyrant of Svracuse, ib. his death, ib.

Hamib-ar. son ofGvscon. commands the Carthaginian army
against Agathocles, and gains a great victory over him. i. 44.
falls alive into the hands of the Syracusans whilst be.-ieging
their city. 4fi. is put to death, ib.

Hamilcnr, surnamed Barca, general of the Carthaginians, i.

P5. boldness and ability of that general. 8f>. he commands the
army ng'iicst the mercenaries, (17. and defeats them entirely,
99. K'lf-

1 to Spain, which he conquers in a short time, ib. is kill-

ed in a hstile. ih.

Hamilcar. snrnamed Rhodanns, a Carthnginian. goes into
the cnmii of Alexander by order of Carthage, i. 88. at his re-

turn he is put to denth. ib

Hannibal, son i f Oi-go, is placed at the head of the troops
*r-nt by the Carthaginians into Sicily to the aid of the |<>p|p
of Segesta. i. 81. actions of that general in Sicily, ib. he dies
thereof t!-e plngue.M.
Hannibal commands the Cartbnginian fleet, and is defeated

hv the consul Diiilius, i. '.'0. besieg..* ihe mercenaries in Tunis,
97 falls into their hands and is crucified, ih.

Hnnilial.urnamed th" Great, at nine vears of nee goes wiih
his father, who was sent toonfnrnand in Snain, i. 99. H i ppoin-
led to omnmand ihere nfter A-driihal'a death, ib. after sever;'!

conquests he besiege,! S.-iRiintUf. I0<l. and takes it, ih. lie |. re.

pares for his march irM" Italy. 101 he goes to Cadiz, and with
vha' view. i'>. hogi" h ; s march.il). his expeditions as far as
the Rhone, ib. lie pusses 'hut river, ih his march aftflrwardll,
ih. ho paw* the AI-. 102. enter- lialv. 103. defeats 'he I!.,.

mans near the riv<-r T'cinus. ib. then at Trebia. 104. marche*
to Toacanv. 105 lows an eye i-> ping the A|*>m>ine. ih.

fains a hnttl.- near the lak" of Thrnsvmenus. ib. conclude* a

treaty with Philip. ''d sends ambassadors to him. u. 1 1)1. his
conduct in regard to FaMus. i. I0i!. his manner of cx'ricalirg
himself from the wrong step he had taken at Ciis<ilinum. ib.

ho gains a famous victory penr Cnnnjc. 10f*. seni's Hei>mi.-s to

Carthage w th the news of his victory, and 'o demand rein-
forcements, I(XI. winters at Cnpua. ih. and suflern the rourate
of hi troops to he enervated by the luxury of that plan', ib.

makes aTr-aty with Hieronvmns, ii. 2*'3. His had success,
\. 1 10 he fli"s to the aid of Capnn. besieged by the Romnns. ih.

to rmko n diversion, he marches snd'lenlv back against H'-rre,
ih. t'f'er variou" attempt-, he abandons that enterprise. 1 ] 1. is

rr-callfd into Africa. 112. has an interview with Scipio. 113.
followed by a battle in which he is defeated, 114. ec to

Carthage, ib. causes a peace lobe concluded with the Roman*,
ib. Qnr.ertakej ai.d effects the reformation nf the courts of jus-
tice and finances at Carthage, Jlo. pursued by the Romans, ha
retires to Antiochus, 1 Hi. his di*.cour>e to that prince, and the
ailyice he gives him, 117. gi>es intoSjria and Phoenicia to I'nrl.

ships from tlience, ii. 161. is defi uti d iit M a b\ the Rlxnlian*.
ll>2. retires first to the island of Crete, i. 118. tln-n t.. Prusias.
ib. does that prince great suvicts, ib. In irajec! b> 1'rusms b*
poisons hunsell, ib.

Hannibal, young Carthaginian, sent to Hieronymus by Han-
mbal the Great, ii. 297.
Hanno, citizen of Carthage, forms the design of making him-

self master ol the commonwealth, i. c5. is discovi ltd ai.ti pun-
ished, ib.

Hanno. Carthaginian, is placed at the head of the troop*
against Agathoclts, i. rn'- i> killed in I'attle, ib.

flanno, general of the Carthaginians, is defeated by the Ro-
mans near the islands, A'gates, i. 94. the Carthaginians gi
him the command of their troops against tbe mi rn raries, Uti.

the command is taken from him, ib. the Carthaginians place
him again at the head of their troop*, 98 Hanne opposes in
vain the undertaking of the second Punic war. !'!'.

Harmodius conspires agaiiyl the tyranls ,f Ather.F, i.221.
his d< ath, il>. statues crecicd in honour of him by the Atheni-
ans, ih.

Harmonia, wife ofThemistus, is put to death by order of the
people of S>rncuse, ii. -!)8.

Harpagus. officer irf Astjages, is ordered by '.rat prince to
make awav with Cyrus, i. 170. race of Asty.nges upon di-cor-
ering that Hnrpagus had disobeyed hie ordeis, and the revei.ge
lie takes on him, ib.

Harpalus, governor of Babylon for Alexander, quits the
service of that prince, and retires lo Athens, i. 5!'3. succeeds
in bribing D< mosthenes with his presents, ib. the Athenians
drive HarpaJnioul of their city, ib.

HarpatB*, fn of Tiribasus, assassinates Aisames by order
of Ochus, i. 4H).
Hecaia-us. one of Alexander's officers, causes Attalus to be

assassinated by that prince's order, i. 5/0.
H' gelochns, Physcon's general, deleals tbe Alexandrians,

and takes thi'ir g> IK rnl Mariya* prisoner, ii. 959.
Hcgesipyla, wife of Milliaries, at d mo her ol Cimon, i.241..
Hfgetorides. Thasian, exposes his lite for the safely of hi*

citv, tic si( ged b\ tlie Alheniuns, i. 'J77.

Helena, daughter of Tyndarus, and wife of Menrlaus, carri-
ed away by Paris, son ol Prinm, king of Troy, i 208.
Helenus, s.'ii of Pyrrhus, accompanies hi? father to the siege

of Argos, ii. 72. enters the city with a h< if) of tro< | , which
occasions a confusion, in which his fatht r p ri^h' s, 7H.

Helepolis, machine of war it venti-d b> IV mtlrius, ii. 42.
Helicon of (')zicus, maihi malician, i. 451'.

Heliodorus, priniL-mmister to S>leucus Philopalor. gres to
Jerusalem to take away the treasures if the temple, ii. 1'JL
chasiisement which he receives from God on that account, ib.
he poisons Seleucus and u.-urps the clown, ib. is expelled by
Enmenes. 192.
Heliopolis, city of the Tj<>wrr Fg> pt, famous for it? temple

dedicated to the sun, i. 49. furious actions of Cxmbyses tliere,
ib.

Hellanodicw: name of those who presided in the athletic
games of Greece, i. 424.
Hellen. son of Deucalion, king of Thpssaly, from whom th

Greeks derive their name Hel'enes, i. '.08.

Jf. -lie-port, strait between Europe an! Asia, i. 251.
Helot-. Origin and condition of the Betel*, i. .x.\x. cause of

their degraded s ate. 282 N cruelties of t be Lacedemonian!
in respect to the m, 216. revolt of the Helots against iht- Lace-
drrnonians, _ j.

Hemprodrnmi : runners or couriers among the Greeks, ii. 136.
Hcphai-lion. Alexander's lavturi'e: mistake of the captive

princesses in n spect to him, t. 543. he receives a wound at the
natile of Arbela, SCO. Alexander makes him marr> Darius'g
youngest rinughter, 5'!2. his death, AN xm .ler'si .'lei m tor that
favourite. 5!'4. extraordinary honours which that prince caus-
es to he paid him af'er bis Heath, 5P5, &c.
Heptunomis. or Middle Eg>pt: deaenption ol it, i. 42.
Heraclea. city of Tontus:' tj rants who governed it, xl. de-

struction of that city by Cotts. ii. 320.
Heraclea, in jEiolia, besii ged and taken by the consul Acil-

ii,s ii. iro.
Heraclea. wife of Zoippus. of the,family of Hicro. is mas-

sue f il with her children, by order of the people of Syracuse,
ii. 298.
Hercl ;

i!R>, or descendants from Ilerciiles. Tbev succeed the
A'vadlB in the kingdom of Lydia. i. 148. seize Peloimnneus,
anrt are soon after driven ocii of it, 207. re-enli r Peloponnesus,
ii fd seize Lnre^a'n'on. 208. eedeav ur to opfose tbe nggran-
di7"inent ol'lhe Athenia' s. wliu (ii teat tbjrn i" a battle. 900
Meraelidts, minister ol Seuthes, kin^ of Thrace : his perfidy

i. :'!-.'.

H'-rnclidea. exile of Syracuse, comes to the nid of his conn
Irv against Dionrsin, i. 4.'>8 the Sjrcusai s cboo-c I n> admi-
ral, ih. his ei.vy >(' l)ion, 459. he is oMigod local! in Dion to
tl'e aiil of Sjri'Ctise, ib. nnii to put hmi-< If into bis |IMII!S. 4( :0.

Dinri restores him the crmmar' 1 in cliief by sea. ib. llernclide*
renews his intrigues against Dion, 401. Dion is obi g( d to taf
fer him to bek'l'. I. ih.

Hernclii'es. Pbilip's mii-i^er. his cl-arix-ier. ii. 139. Philip
s.-u-r ticec |,rm to gain tbe affection of tbe Macedrmans, it..

HI rrl ides, ol R\zantium, is deputed by Antiochus lo Scipio
Atricanns. ii. 1C3.
H-riic ii!"-. 'n* surer of the province of Bi'hylon, IS bnrtshed

bv prmotriai8oter.il. 249. w appointed by Ptolemy, Attnlua,
ae,l .Ariaralhrslo pre| are Al'-XBl iler I'll la for tersonaiing the

< nt' Aniiochn-- Ep'pl'ai es. in on'i r to I is reifntrf iis'tad
ofJVirwIrios. '-.'0. carries h>m 'o Ki me. y t eri lie mecced* in

ca lining him to be acl nowledg"d king of S; ria, ib.

II. rl.i ssus.city ofPicily. i. 443.
Hercules, son f Jupiter ar<l A Icmena. subjected to Eury*.

then- bv I he fraud of .lu no, i. '.'07.

Reroute*, M>nnfAlexander and Barsina, ii. 12. is put to death
by I'l.lvsl^r, In n.:'-).

Herippiila. Si artan ; his too rigid cxactnesn compel* Ppith-
riHa'eb foubner'on tbe tmrtv of the Lacec'rinoniai s. i. 370.
Hermias. CnriRii. ig declared rrimn inmlster

"

Antiochu*
the Great, ii. 103 his cbarncter. iti. lie renvivrs Eflgenes, the
most able of .'mine bus's generuls, ih. Antiochus causes him to
be xesassinatcd, 105.

H'-rmof rates. Syracnsnn, encou'ces hin citiz'-ns to de
fend th- mselves against the Athenians, I. 325 is elected JOB
eral. ib.
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SeriWius. ofiScnr
:n tha train of Alexander, conspires

juiiKi thai prince, i. 57!'. is ONeowrad and ponnhed. ib.

Herod, Idumstun.isniade gpivcrnor ill Gal lec.ii. 25;.'. escapes
fr-jm Jerusalem in avoid tailing into the hands of the Parthi-
ins. il joes to Rome and is declared king of Juda-a by the
eiiate, ih. form* the si.'ge of Jerusalem. -JTj. KOCS to Samaria,
nd espouses Mariainne. ID. makes himscll master ol Jerusa-

lem, and ascends the throne of Juda'a. ib.

Herodicu*. one of the principal persons ot'Thessaly : unhap-
py file of that prince and his lumily, ii. lr-4.

Herpidotus. Greek historian: his birth, i. 212. applauses
which he. received at the Olympic games, on reading hie hi.-to-

fy fheie.247.
Herodotus, friend of Demetrius, son of Philip, is seized on

thai prince's account, ii. 189. is put to the rack, and dies under
the t.'rlure, 'h.

H T.PCS. Times must famous for the history of the heroes, i.

22.3 description of most of the heroes BO much boasted of in

Cn-iory, ITS.
H -siod. Grec-k poet. i. 223.

Hezekiab. king of Judali, is cured miraculously, i. HO.
shows the ambaMadori of the king, of Bab) Ion his riches and
his palace, ih. Gud menaces him by his prophet, ih. accom-
plisl ni of those threat., ib.

Hydarnes, Persian of great qualitv, Ptatira's father, i. 3^7.
HtemDeaJ. son ofMicipw. king of Numidia, i. I'M. Jugurtha

eans.-s him to he murdered, 131.

HIIT.-IX, of Antii>ch. becomes prime minister to Physcon, ii.

25"> that prince puub'm to death, ih.

Hiern I brother of Gelon, reigns after him in Ryraeme, i.

093. his character, jip. suspicions which he mraa against his
brother, id. he attracts learned men aboil I him. ib. his good-

e children of Anaxilaui. 294. his death, ib.

Hiero II. His hirth. ii. 2iH>. he is chosen captain general of
the S>r 'divans, 291. and goon after elected kinC. ib. opita the

parti of t he Carthaginians, and espouses that of the Romans,
ib. aids the former against the mercenaries, ih. hig pacilic

reign. 292. particularly favours agriculture, ih. distinguished
:n h he gives of his attachment tot'ie R<imans in the

scco'i : Punic' war, ih. 2*.13. takes advantage of the skill'of Archi-
medes , who makes abundance of machines of war for him lor

" of a pluc.e. 294. galley which Archimedes builds
for h 1

'11.2113. he dies at a great age, much lamented by his pco-
pie. '-'Ofi.

Hierocles, father of Hiero. causes his son to be exposed,
and then to be brought hack to his house where he educates
him with great care, ii 2: |0.

Hier glyphics: signification of the word, i. 4-1.

HieronyjnDf, Micro's grandson, reigns after him at Syra-
cuse, anrf by his vices causes him to tie much regretted. ii.2915
makes an alliance with Hannibal, 298. is killed in a conspira-
cy, ib.

Hieroohantes: name given the person who presided at the
eerem.iiiyof the feast of Eleusis. i.417.
Hillah, the seat ofancient Babylon, i. 171. N.
Himeia, city of Sicily : its foundation, i.318. its destruction,

(04.
Himereus, brother of Demetrius Phalereus, is delivered up

to An' i lii er. who puts him to death, ii. 16.

Himilcon, Carthaginian gem-ral, comes to Sicily to drive the
Romans out of It, ii. 301. perish. -s there. 309.
Hippacra. city of Africa, refuses at first to join the mercena-

ries, i 'Hi and joins them afterwards. 97.
Hipi>;.rrhus. si I" Pisistratus. governor at Athens, after

his father'- death, i. 221. his taste f.ir literature, ib. is killed in

the conspiracy ot llarmodiiis and Aristogiton, ill.

Htpparinns. hrother of I) onj.nus, drives Callii pus out of
Si r u-n-e, anil reig-'s there two years, i 4i>2.

. -on of Pisistrntiis. r> tan.s the sovereignty after the
death of ins father, i. 321. find* means to trustrate the cnnspi-
racy formed by Harniodiutf and Arisx.gition, ih. is dm p. lied to

quit A'tica. and gp" to se'ile in Phr>gin. ib. takes refuge in

Asia with Artaphernen. 223 engage ihe I'ersians in the war
agninst the Greek*, and serves them as a guide. 243. is killed

at MM tat lion, fighting against his country. '.M4.

Hippocrates, famous physician: his great ability, i. 195. his
dismtt re-tedness. 301.
Hippocrates, native of Carthage, is sent hy Hannibal IO Hi-
rniiiiniis. ami resides in his roun. ii. 207. U'comes on" of the

:

magistrates ol Syracuse, 2!'9. marches to the aid of
JLeontium. ih. nnl is forced to fly, ib. he and Epicyrfet possess
them--e ves of all authority st Si incuse, ih. he makes war in
:he field acMinst Marcellus, 301, 30J. the plague destroys him
and his troops, ib.

Hipponaz, satiric poet. known by his verses against Bupulus
an-! A hems, i _'.').

llolopherres.g-n-ral for !' king of Assyria, marches agninst
the Isra- litcs. and besieges Belhulia, i. 146. Judith cuts otf his

I 17.

llolophernes, supposed hrother of Ariarathes. of Cnppndo-
cia, de'hrores him. aril reigns' j n his stead, ii. 287. is driven
out hi Attain-, and retires to Antiorh, ih. enters into a ennspi-
ract agai; st Demetrius his benefactor, ib. that prince impris-
oi> him, ill.

Mum r. famous poet. i. 202. &c. to what perfection he car-
ried 'he specie*, of ixx-'ry to which ho applied himself, ib.

lloplira, king of F.g>|
'

Ilors.-s; (! Horse, or the Knigiils. a comedy of Aristo-

phan. s. i.-i:'5.

Hoshea. king ofSamaria, revolts against the kirg of Assyria.
i. 140. is laden with chai'inb) Sulmatiasar, and put in prison
for the rerri.Tind<-r of Ins life, ih.

Hyaeinilttti: feasts celibra;ed in honour of him at Lacedje-
nion. i. 2t''2.

H\hl, a city of Sicih. fan>nns for itshonejr. i. 318.

Hydarncs commands 'he Persians called the Immortals, in

fkfirmyofXeries. ,^52.
Hydraotes. river oflndia, i.SPS.

Hyperbolus, Ath'-nmn. his haracter. i. 3|fi. he enneavourn
|o irri ate the |>cop|e ngnmst \ICIHS and Alcihiades, ib. is ban-
tthed In- the ostracism, ib.

I'M - cra'is. one of the wives of Mithridates: her masculine
Courage, ii. !VJl'.

Hyrcnniaes. reoplf in the neighbourhood of Babylonia, sub-

jected by Cyrus, i. 1.58.

HVIC.T us. son if Joseph. i wnt by his father to Ihe court of
Alexandria, to compliment the kine upon the hirth of his son
Philotrvli.r, ii. 175. dis'inguishes himself theie by his address
and magnificence, il.

llvrcanus Uohn.lson of Sirron. is declared h^eh priest and

princ" of the J' ws after his faih-r's Hemh. ii. 2.'i7. is bcsiep-d
by Antiocliue Sideies in Jerusalem, ib. and surrender* by ca-

P- ulation, ib. renders h.m.self absolute and indepci dent, Z5S
'iews the ireal) with the Romans, 2tiO. augments his powei
ir Juda-a. SB8. takes Samuria. and riemolubes it. ib. bvc-uniei
Mi eiieni) to the Phur.M-es, ib. dies. -Ji,;).

Hjrcai us, sun ol Alexander Janna-us, is made high-priest
ol Ihe Jews. ii. -J7-J. all. r the deal h ofAlexander, he lake* p-
MHUMi , f the throne, 273 is obliged tosubinit to Armtubulus
His lounger iiroilii r. ib. i,a- recourse to Pnoipey, who r. -plan i
him uixni Ih.- throne, ih. A:c. is uguin dethroned by I'acorus.
son ofOrodes. and delivere 1 ui> to Auuooutu. who catuej l.i<
ears to b cut o(T. -.'75. the Parthian- curry him into lie Kant,
in. he returns to Jerusalem, where Herod puts him to dtalb,
ih.

Hisiaspes, father of Dariu=. governor of Persia, i. 184.
Hystaspes, second s, n i.f Xi rxi , is made governor of Ilac-

triaiia, i. -.titi. ins reinonn. s- from court makes way !6r ln
brothel Artajcerzes to aceend the thro e, !'>. Anajierxes un-
dertakes to reduce him. 274. and entireli ruins Ins paily. ib.

IIS, lirant ot .M leiu-, prevails upon the (.'encralv of
Ionia not to abnndon Darius, then rmpMed in a war with the
Bcylhiani. i. 237. Darius grams him a territory in Thrace.

Km
r.- ne i.uilds a city. ih. ilia! prince recalls him t ( . c .urt, ib.

-ecreily sup|>oris ihe revolt of the loniaoixSM.Mforms a conspiracy against the government, 23U. !

edi ID. is taken by the Persians, deliven d up to ArUpbaroM,
and pat to death, 240. character or Hysticus, ib.

Ixccitrs See Bacrhus.
I a I.\siis. ton nder ot Rhodes, represented in a painting by Pro-

top-He.-, ii. 45.
lamhic verse proper for tragedy, i. 4?4.
|l nans: [people- ot Aria, subject! d by Pompey, ii. 327.
Ihis, animnl adored by the Egyptians, i. S2, 53.

; pyraciue, tyrant ot ihe U-ontim-s. causes the wife
nn<l mother-in- law of Opon to he put to deal h. i. -41 -J. tl.e Syra-
cusans call in his aid against Dionysius, ami elect him I heir
general. -1ii3. he cm -reives the design of nmkii g himself nms-
terol ByraeuM.4o4.aod si izrs great pun ofthe city, ib. Tinio-
I' on marches against him, and oblige* him to live as a pri-
vate person in the ciiy of ihe \j ontines. 4(ili. Icctns revolts

against Timolvon, who punishes him and his son with death.

ichneumon : animal adored in Egypt, i. 53.
Idolatry : which the most ancient and most general, i. 197.

Bee If. ligion.
Idon nans, people of Palestine: Hyrcanus obliges them to

embrace Judaism, ii. ifjfi.

Imilco, son of Hanno.il sent lieutenant to Hannibal on his
gun g to c mmand in Sirily. i. 81. tnkes Agrigentum, t-2. puts
;<n p-n 'o ihe war by ireaty with Dionysius, and returns to
Carthage, ih. returns toSicilv at the hend of an army. f^if. the
plague spreads in his army, ib. he is defeated by Dionysius, ib.
leaves his troops to the mercy ot the enemy, and retires loUar-
thage, where 1,1- kills himselr. ih.

Immortality of thesool. Pee Soul.
Immortals: guards of the Persian kings so called, i. 191.
Immunities. See Exemption.
Imposts. See Tributes or Taxes.
Inachus.ktng of Argos, i 2*)7.
Inarus. prince of the Libyans, is chosen king by the Egyp-

tians, and suniiorts their revolt against ihe Persians, i.278.
treats with Megabyius. general of the Persians, and surren-
dered himself, jh. is delivered to the mother of Artaxerxes,
ard put to death. 2".0.

Ii ce-t, common amo-gut the Persians, i. IP I.

Indathyrsu". king of ihe Scythians, attacked by Darius, i.

23ft. answer of that prince to Darius, who sent to demand fire
and water from him, ib.

India, region of Asia, divided into two parts, i.580. manners
o' its inhabitants. 98). rarities of that count iy. ib. &c. history
of the commerce with that country from Solomon's time to the
present, i. 40. very singular dispute between two Indian wo-
men affr the death of iheir eoirmon husband, ii..2!l. cxticdj-
tiot s ofSemiramis into India, i. 137. conquest of India b> Dari-

then by Alexander, i. 5.W.
Informers, how pn. j:hcd in Persia, i. 187. definition of them

by Plutarch. A;>~. See Calumniatois. or False-accusers.
Ingratitude punished most s<-verely amongst the Persians, i,

''aphernes. a Persian lord: his insolence and punishment,
i. 22!.
"merest of money amongst the Romans, ii. 319. See Usu-
.

lolas, second son of Antipater, and cup-bearer to Alexan-
der, is suspec'cd of having poisoned that prince, i. 5P7

I. n, son of Xull'i's. who gave his name to Ionia, i. 208.
Ion. favourite ot Veneus, delivers up that prince's children

to Octavtn, ii 225.
I. ma. province of Asia Minor, i. 205. from whom it taken its

nnme, ih.

Ionian*. Revolt of the lonians against Darius, i. 238. I hev
hum the cit> nfSnntw. 23!l. thi'lr party is enlin Iy ruit > . .'40.

they th-o-.vi fl" the Per-ian >p.ke after the lattle ufSulainw.
and unite wi'h He (Jreels fr'om thenceforth. -Jf.'.

Iphicraten (. Athenian.) is sent to aid Corel ra, i. 473. i pla-
ced at the head of the Grecian troops in the expedition of Ar-
tnxerxes agnirsi BfTMi 4Mi. retir; s to Alher.s. where I'h .n:a-
ba7us pvinses him 'o be nccused of e aking the expedition miii-
carri . 4f~. the Athenian* > rnploy him in ihe war v. ith tie sl-
l'e. 4!l] he is accused hi Chnres. and cited to take his trial,
4!'2. 'pe.ii s wh'ch he employs for his defence, in. Ac he re-
establishes I'erdiccas tirxm the throne of Macedonia. 503.
prni<- of Iphicrati-s. 4!'l. military discipline which he estab-
lishes nmorgsi the troop;:, ih.

I pe-us, citi f Phrigin. inn.ous for the victory of Ptolemy.
-. S/'leucus, arid Ljsimachus, over Antigonus and

Demetrius, n. -1-

Ironv aitrihuted toSi crales, i. 3^7.
Is.'ieorns. Athenian, forms a faction in Atheni after the ex-

pMhiofl of 'he tyrants, i. 2".'2.

Iseholas. Spartan, guards nn important n rlnrir.g the ir-

rr'-' :..;i nf the Thehnns into Laeooia, and distinguishes him-
self in a peculiar manner, i. -)7o

Isle, part oOhe city of Pyracuee; description nt it, i. 323.
Umeniai. Thebsn. is n-ade pris<pner w-pth Pelo|pidas. by AI-

exmiderof Pherir. i. 4^0. is delivered hi Eiwminonda*. 481.
I--meni(is. nplerrarch of Tin bes. is seir.ed hi l>-.,in ides, and

cnrnci' prisoner to the citadel, i.4tiU. is condcnined ai.d ei-

l-.w-rmr". Greok orator: iervires which he rndenvnnred
to render the Athenians by his wining*. .. 41'2. his deiilli, ij
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Ispcrates, Greek grammarian, is sent prisoner to Rome for
fav ; ng endeavoured to justify the assassination of Octavius,
n 25<T.

.ssus.city of Cilicia, famous for Alexander's victory over
Darius, i. "i'.n>.

ImHkr. (ir Persepolis, tee Persepolis.
Isthmian, solemn games of Greece, i. 423.
Italians massacred in Asia Minor by order of Mithridates,

li. 30!t.

Ithohal, king of Tyre, when besieged by Nebuchodonosor, i.

I'ttira-a. part of Cosle-syrin, ii. 271. the Itura-ansarc compel-
led by Aristobulus to embrace Judaism, 270.

JADDCS. high-priest of the Jews, implores the protection of
Ood against Alexander, i. 552. honours paid him by that prince.
ib. hie death, \\.-M.
Jason, tyrant of Pherte, is declared general iseimn of the Thes-

alians, i. 4 79. death puts a slop to his designs, ib.

Jason supplants his brother Onias, high-priest of the Jews,
ii. 192. is supplanted himself by his brother Menelaus, 1113.

lake* Jerusalem, and obliges Menelaus to retire into the cita-
del, ib.

Javan, or Inn, son of Japhet. father of all the people known
under the name of Greeks, i. 206.
Javelins: exercise of the javelin, i. 426.
Jealousy cir Envy, an incurable disease of ihe mind, ii. 95. it

sullies the glory (it the greatest actions, ii. 325.
Jechonias, or Jehoiachin. king of Judah, is led captive to

Babylon, i. 142. is set at liberty alter an imprisonment there of
thirty-seven \cars, 143.

Jehpihaz, king of Judaea, led captive into Egypt, where he
dies. i. 117.

Jehoiakim is placed by Nechao upon the throne of .Indira in
the room of his brother, Jehoahaz, i. 67. is conquered by i\'e-

huchodonosor, i. 142. revolts against that prince, ib. his death,
ib.

Jerusalem, city of Palestine, i. xxxiii. taking of that city by
Nechao, 67. it is besieged by Sennaeharib, mid miraculously
delivered, i. 140. is besieged and taken by Nebuchodonosor,
1-12. its fortifications demolished by flint prince, ib. and rebuilt
by order of Artaxerxes, 2W>. Alexander's entrance into Jerusa-
lem, i. 552. it is besieged and taken by Ptolemy, ii. 21. is ta-
ken and plundered by Antiochus Eniphanes, 194. its temple is

profaned, ib. it is taken by Antiochus Sidetes, who causes its

fortifications to be demolished, 257. Pompey takes Jerusalem
by storm, -74. Ctesar permits its walls to be rebuilt, which
Pompey had caused to be demolished, 275. Herod takes Jeru-
salem, ib.

Jesus Christ : his kingdom foretold by Daniel, i. 170. contrast
between the kingdoms of the world and the kingdom of Christ,
ib.

Jews: massacre ofthe Jews by order of Sennacherib, i. 14fi.

3
version of the Jews for the Samaritans, ib. captivity of the
ews at liabylon, and its duration, ib. tc. Cyini'i edict for

their return to Jerusalem, 174. I he rebuilding of their city op-
posed by the Samaritans, ib. Darius confirms Cyrus's edict in

iheir

favour. 231 his -diet against the Jews revoked at the so-
icitation of Either. 187. the Jews are confirmed in their privi-
eges hy Xerxes, 247. and afterwards by Artaxerxes, 27!).
Ochus carries a (real number of Jews captive into Egypt, i.

4!M5. the Jews refuse to submit to Alexander, 552. they 4.htain
reat privileges from that prince. 554. refuse, to work at the
uilding of the temple of Belus, 597 The Jews settle at

Alexandria in great numbers, ii. 34. all those who were slaves
v\ Egypt, were set at liberty, 61 the Jews submit to Antio-
)hu 'he Great, 130. cruellies which they suffer from Antio-
ihos Epiphanes, 103, <tc. they gam great victories under Ju-
das Maccalwus. first over the generals of that prince, then
over those of Antiochus Eiipalor. and over himself in person,
198. 199,200. make peace with Antiochus, 247. gain new vic-
tories over the generals of Demetrius Soter, 24(1. are declared
friends and allies of the Romans, ib. build a temple in Egypt,
260, &c. revenge themselves on the inhabitants of Antioeh,
for the evils thev had suffered from them, 252. renew the
treaties with the Romans, 253. are subjected by Antiochus Si-

deles, 257. historv of the Jews under Aristobulus, 270 Alex-
ander Jannipus, 271. Alexandra, ib. Aristobulus, 273. Hyrca-
rius,274. Amigonus.275. the sovereignty over the Jews trans-
ferred to a stringer, 276.
Jonathan, Jew ami Sadducee, brings over Hyrcanus to his
ect from thin of the Pharisees, ii. 263.
Jonathan, brother of Judas Mnccahipus, succeeds him in the

government of Judaea, ii. 24!'. accepts of the high-priesthood
mini Alexander Bala.and aids that prince against Demetrius
Soter. 350. undertakes to drive the Creeks ouf of the citadel
which they had in Jerusalem, 252. Ac. Demetrius Nicntor or-

ders him to. attend him upon that affair, ib. Jonathan nut* that

prince against the people of Antioeh. ib disgusted by the in-

grn'itude ol Demetrius, he declares tor Antiochus Theos.253.
suffers himself to be deceived by Trjphon, who puts him to
death, ib.

Joseph, snn of Jacob, i. 61.

Joseph. Onion's nephew, is sent into Egvpl to make his un-
cle's excuse in Ptolemy, ii. 83. his credit with Ptolemy, ib.

that prince gives him ihe farming of the revenues of Coele-syr-
ta and Palestine wiihout security, ib.

Josephun corrected respecting Jitddus.
Josinh, king of Judah. marches n gains Nechao. is defeated,

and dies of a Mroond received in battle, i. Ii7.

Juba I king of Mauritania, is conquered by Cesar, and kills

himself i. 133.
Juhs II. son of the former, is led in Ca-sar's triumph whilst

an infant, i. 133. Augustns restores to him the dominions of his
father, ib. literary works ascribed to this prince, ib.

Jin) M. culled Maccabirus, third sun of Mattathias, is chosen

general hy his fat her ngainst Antiochus EpiphanM^I] |99 gains
Severn! great victories over that prince's generals, 200, &c. re-

tnkes the temple, and dedicates it anew to the service of Ood,
201. gains new advantages over the generals of Antiochns Eu-
jmtor. nnd over that prince in person, 246, tc repeated victo-

ries of Juiins MHccabirusovcr the generals of DemetriusSoter.
ib. he dies in ball le. fighting valiantly. 249.

Judith.
Jewess : her courage nnd boldness, i. 147.

ugurtha. Mm'nissa's grandson, i* adopted hy Mficippa, and
associated with the other children of that prince, i. 130. seizes
the kingdom of Numidia, and lulls one of the two princes', his

brothers by adoption, to death. 131. attacks the second with
ot*n force, ih besieges him in Cirlha, ib. the Romans declare
war against I ini, ib Jugnrtha, frustrates their efforts several

times hv bribes, ib. Ihe Romans rend Metellus first, and thD
Marius, against him, who both gain many advantages over
him, ib. &c. Jugurtha has recourse to Borrhus his father-in*
law, who gives nim up to the Romans, ib. he is led in triumph.
132. and afterwards thrown into b dtep dungeon, where h*
perishes miserably, Ki3.
Julius is sent deputy by the Romans into Achaia, to appease

the troubles there, ii. 238.
Junius. consul, is defeated at sea by the Carthaginians, i.94.
Jupiter Ammon, temple of. where situate, i. IcO. N.
Justice, tbe supreme of virtues, i. 4b'9. and the principal

support of regal authority, i. 3(J6.

JuventiusThalna, (P.) Roman pra;tor, marches against An
driecus, ii. 237. is killed in a battle, ib.

j

KHOO, the Hindoo, see Caucasus.
Kings. Princes. Qualities essential in a prince: sincerity t

truth, and faith to engagements, i. 591. to know how to own
faulls when they happen to commit them.ilti. not to harbour
envy and jealousy, nor open their hearts to flattery, 388. in
what a prince ought to endeavour to distinguish himself from
his subjects, ib. noble use which he ought to make of his rich-
es, ii.tiii. &c. a prince is the sword and shield of his dominions,
i. 169. the knowledge of the heart of man is of great importance
to a prince, 532. temperance is a very estimable virtue in a
king, vices odious in a prince, 578.

L
LABP&LON: fort situated in the neighbourhood of Syracuse,

i. 323.
Laborosotirchod ascends the throne of Assyria, and is killed

soon after, i. 144. bad inclinations and cruelty of that prince-
160.

Labynitus. Pee Belshazzar.
Labyrinth of Egypt : description of it, i. 45.
Laceda-mon, or Sparta, city of Peloponnesus, capital of Lar-

conia, i. 08.
Lacedaemonians or Spartans. Kings of Lncedrmonia, i.208.

the Heraclidnj seize Laceda'mon, where two brothers, ury-
thenesand Procles, reig" jointly, ib. the crown remains in those
two families, ib. The Lacedemonians deliver Athens
from the tyranny of the Pisistratide, i. 221. ihey uncli riakeJo
reinstate Hii'pios, son ol' Pisistratus, but ineffectually, -J?J.

Darius sends to Sparta to demand its submission. 328. the
Spartans put his heralds to death, ib. a ridiculous supersti-
tion prevents the Lacednmoinans from having a share in the
battle of Marathron, 243. the honour of commanding the
Greeks is conceded to them, 254. three hundred Spartans OH-
pute Ihe pass of Thermomla? with Xerxes, 255. battle of Sa-
lamis, in which the Lacedemonians have a great fhare, 258*
&c. honours which they render Thcmistocleg after the battle,
960. the Laced-nior>ians, in conjunction with the Athenians,
cut the army of the Persians in pieces at the battle of Plata's.
2ti3. they defea'. the Persian fleet at the same time near My-
cale, 265. they are desirous of prevemirg tbe Athenians from
rebuilding the walls of their city, 2ti6. the haughtine" ot 1'au-
sanias occasions their losing 'he command, 268. they send dep-
uties to Athens to accuse ThcmiKlocles as an accomplice in
Pansanins's conspiracy. 270. Earthquake at Dparta, 2P2.
sedition of ihe Helois, ib. seeds of division between Sparta and
Atheis, 283. peace is re-established between the two suites,
ih. jealousy and diff'Tences between tbe Lacedemonians an
Athenians, 287. treats of peace for thirty jears. ih.newcaua
es of complaint and dissension, 2?8. open rupture betweei
Sparta mid Athens, 289. Peloponnesian war, 2!I8, Ac. allies of
the Lacedaemonians, in that war. ib. they ravage Attica, 2!'9

Laceda-mon has rec(itirse to the Tersian' 302. its de[ uties art
seized by the Athenians, carried to Athr-ns, and put to death,
ih. Platipa brsieged arid taketi by ihe LaeedR'monians, ?0:i

they abandon Attica, to re!nk Pylos from the Alheninns, 308
are defeated at sea, ib. are shut up in the island of SphaclerrBi
ih. surrender at discretion, 3011. expeditions of the Lncecliemo-
nians into Thrace, 312. they take Amphipolit, ib. truce tor s.

year between Sparta and Athens. 313. vie' or y of the Lacedep-
moniai s over the Athenians near Amphipolis, ib. ireatv of
peace between the Iw" states, for fifty years, 314; The
war renewed between Sparta and Athens. 316. the Laceriffi.

monians give Alcibiades refuge, 322. by his advice they send
fiylippus to the airl of Syracuse, ni d fortify Decelin in Attica.
324. tbe Lacedemonians conclude a treaty with Persia, 335J.

their fleet is beaten by the Athenian) near C\zicum. 337. Ihey
appoint Lysanrler admiral, 339. beat the Atheniiin fleet neai
Ephesus, 340. Callicraiidtis succeeds Lysandcr, ih. d> (ent of
tbe Laceda-moninns mar the Arglnusa*. 341, &.c. tl e> gain a
tnmous victory over the Athenians near ^E(OSPOtemo8, ^45.
take^ Athens, ib. and change the form,of its government, ib.
decree ol ppnria concerning the n-e of 'he moiiey which Ly-
saniler causes to lie carried thither, 346. infamous meant
which they used for ridding themselves of Alcibiadet, 348. in-

humanity of the Lacedij monians to the Athenians, who fled
to avoid the violence of the thirty tyrants. IWO. &c. The
Lacei'a'moninns furnish C\ rns ihe younger with troppf affainil
his brother Artnxerxi s. 353. they cliasii-e the inso,i nee of the
inhabitants of Elis, 3|i5. undertake with Agesiliius at their
head, to restore the ancient liberty of tbe Greeks of Asia. 3

, . .

tle gained by lh<- I.ncedBTi oninns Rl Coronea. 373. coi eJiiflerf

a peace shameful for the Greeks with the Persia!'*. 375. de-
clare war with the Olyntbians. 4I'P. seize the citadel of Thi be*Oly. .

by fraud and violence, 469. receive tbe OiytiUiiam into the
number of their allies, ib.- Prosperity of BpMrta.470.tho
Licedemonians are compelled to quit the citpdel of Phebes.
472. form an ineffectual enterprise against tbe Piriens. 473.
are defeated near Tegyra. 474. declare wa ftgainsl the Tbeb.
ans. 475. are defeated and put to flight at Leuctra. ib. ic.
the Thehan ravage their country and advance to ihe gtei
of Senna. 477. the l^acrdemnnians implore aid of the Atr-eni.
ans. 478. Ppnria besieged by Eparrjinondas. 482. battle of Mn-
tinH>a. in which the l/acediemonmns nre defeated, 487. the
I.aci'dirmonianssend aid toTachos. who had revolted dgairist
the Persians, ih. enterprise of the Lacedemonians against Me-
galopolis. 493. they revolt against the Miiccdoeiaiis. .'>67. are
defeated by Antipater. ib. Alexander pardons them. 5C8.
Sparta besieged by Pyrrbns. ii. 71. courage of the Pinirtan wo
men during that siege, ib. history of the Lacedemonians in th

reignof Agis.!"l.Htid inlhat ofClemn, nes.04. Sjiarta falls in

to the hands of Antigonus Doson, 100. sedition in Sparta a*.
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peasei] bt Phil. p. 10V. Sparta joint the ^Etolians against that
iJ -i-M-ral a<-iio.iii b..i,ei ihe Iji/u-da-nionians and

Pnilui, Ilj. Sparia J ins with the /Klulian* in u>t r- at) nh
tif Banian*, 1-1 .M .rhunnias U..MIHS tjrant ol Sparta. ib.

iMiM.,i.in- ilefeaied lii Philoi'OMiien near Mini ii.>ta,
12.1. .\ i:. is -u.-i'..(Is Marhanida*, KH. his nu. I rn-a- n'.-i,t 1.1

drmoniant, ib. Quiatias Fiamininus U-*ii .

IM. i-ii!'-ro.'i->- oi t!i.- /E u.iang against Snaria. loli. ihat rny
i' HI;U' . ill. i hi- Jvanans crueil) ircat-

ed t i he ir xiies. 170. war bt-iw- en the L & i'n-ri or ians ai.d
. -j:t-. Hi.- lion: .

- ~. lira In. in tin- Arha-mi
league. i!i.-I'dliura government of Sparta I. 210. 3!<7. ab
stra.-i "i ihe Spartan guvi-rniuei, i. ill. love in puvert) , '.fJf . ius
eiiaiilisli.il iii Minos in Crete, me model nl thos- ui Si.nrta,

- n it". 210 gnin and MI\ r limn, > banished atSi.ai-
I*. ib. pub. ic ni'-.iis. ;J11. enuc.iuiin oi cmldren, ib. i,.ti. ...

i..l c.ii.siiiiio of in..- Spartan }nuth, ib. ilieir must usual ocm-
patk>n. ib. obedience In winch in*-) wrc accustomed, 2lj.

ci luwiiniK the g- d, ib. barbarous cruelly in re-

children, ib. UWir m.Mhers' lutiumaiiM , ib. their rx-
Ce*sive Insure, 2it>. i In ir cruelt) ti.w.irdu Ihe lie lots, iu. mou-
et> and iieC"'n-> entirely in -g erteil, ib.

Lii-hare-, Tii* (MM. cu ;i m imN a detachment of the army of
Ochua tn thai prince's expedition .".g-in.si Egjpt, i. 4l'ti. tuims
the siege ot" PeluciLm. Hint >ak.-- ii. ib.

.. ,'ft.v nrl' <i[ |Viop.,ln:esus. i. 195.
j ::ui Mileius. i. 240.

i* . famous cnurie>nii. i. .'<22.

LII.I-. k::t - i misfortune*, i. 111.
Mceri*. i. 45.

us i" appointed gTeral wiih Nicias and Al'ibiartes.
In Hi'- i xp-iliiiini of id" A lii-maii* again*! S,ol>, i. :ilr. his

pOTfrty ni is - in n contemptib o in ihfc troops, 3-1. is killed at
.ruse, :!2.->.

Lamm. . -.ur. -,m i<i 1) IIMUTIM : her enormous expenses. ii.

4t> piea-uintr. ofjieomw pii-t in respect ioli<-r, ih.

ly. famous k.r the victory of the Alhc-
ni ii -

. vi-r Antipcter. u. 14.

Land-: ifistr bu ion of them insti Mted by Lycurpus at Spar-
ta. i. 210. reflection- upon 'hat partition. 214.

it Antiocbiu fiii-os, is repudiated by that
.- 'an.-s her again, 80. she causes him to
n-uru* Callii icns to be declared kinj

, i. ill. he caiig.-8 R-renic.- anil her suns to be put to

deh'h.i'i. I'toI'Miiv pat* tx>r to dt-atb, 80.
. .i.iuf iiirr of Milbridalea. king of PontuJ. marries

io:.

, si-'i r ol IVmt-irm* Sotpr, unri wntow of Perwus,
;i, i pul to ileaih b> Amnionius, favourite ot

. i -.'.-. I.

.v ol Ariarathf-s VI. acts as regent during the
minori:) of si\ prince*, her children, ii. -.'57. poiMM five ol

1 prepares in do the game by the eixth, ib. in put to
di-a'h by i hi- i^'itile, ih.

1 'hridatot Eupa-nr. marries fir*! Ari-
V 1 1. ki"? of Cappadoria. ii. 2f*7. and afterwardi Nie*

g ol Bilhynia. ib. part whirn he makee her uct at
t'urr ih" iN'tmii-, i".

Iji .nii-iion. one of Al<-xnnder' cap'ains: provinces which fell

to him alter thai - . n. KV ig dispossessed ot them
by \ i- r;.ir. \v 10 'ak"* him prisoner. 21.
Lrunita. my of I'm,din, revolt* against Perdiccas, u. 18.

Ugi'-al enil of ih' rity. ib.

--al>, i.205.
: 'I mapiiiirate ot Olynthus. pul that city into

i'1'P. i. 511.
' 'rnic. toppKen Di'metrin= \iratnr with tronp*

!ny ill*- thrm.e of S>ria. ii. -51. his bad conduct
mukc-sihat uri'ire commit man> faults, ij-J.

Laih) : : -MV [yitnrnra.
I. A- Origin Mini institution of law. i. 50. laws of the

Efvptiarm.ib. laws of Crete. 3!Rl. laws of Sparta. 210. laws ot

Aiii.-ii--.-iJii.ifki-.

I, . -HZ: .'v-rri-c nmonfst tht> Greeks, i. 426.
L--gio \. Roman aoUipr* of whi.-b it wa* composed, i. 108.

i : Draco, i. -Jlrj. Solon,
8I7.Lyco'iB!>.5in. Charoiwla.i

'

.... ib.

I. \. ri'<i k" g"l'l.ar<(la-in.iiiia. i -JU-.

i. son of Ptolemy, i tnken pri>ner by Demetrius,
and <eni bark lo his f>lier br irni tiri-ioe. ii. 3.'.

Leniulu-i i* sent toTneiws try ill" Roman*, to have an eye
over Bn> '!i*. ilunng Uie w.ir wi'h Per<-u<, ii 210

luf, K orderi-il 'o r.'imtate Ptolemy Auletes
'hrone, ii. 331. is prevented from exerutinf that com-

nn<<i ,l..ra.'!-ofih- ^ In I*, ib.

I^eo i, Corimh - .'.-! of Syracuse agairst
IcPta-iaii'l <h ('iirthaginis'ii'. i. 41 5.

I. . \ b' ni in. is ei;t d> puvy -iih Timnfira* to the court
ofPi-r- l>i & I'cr.joe i hi* reroni. i. 479.

-. o-ii- of MexanoVr'f .-.HI/'KI.'-: provinces that fell

tohi:n :if er '111' i.rii i'..' d. nil, ii. |2. marches to the aid of
A'i'ip-iti T. h-ii-g d in l.nn. 14. is ki|!"d in liattli-, ib.

Ali-xsi der.
t of !*i"ir;a. .tefend the pflss of Thermopyl

with u.ii'a'illi'li'il bravery agnmsi ihe inoumersble armi of
the Liieeda-inonians erict to

him a insg.iifiopnt monutnei't.
lyoniila* II. reig.isat #;Mrta.>>ini1y with Ari--. ii 88. oppo-

ws 'ii" ilesiu'is of 'int priere, -1'. i riivecied of ibe i-overeign-

ty.9l. esrap e toT'-ga-.i, ih. i* reralled. 'j"H replaced uin the
tiironi'. !!*. lav snares for Afif.!^ aril puts him to nfa'h. ih.

obliges tli" wife of thai pri' c.- to marry his Kin Cleotnenes,94.
..Myoonidas. ih. hisrh.f8r-er.r*.

.
--. iKilp-narcri of Th"-e. puts the citadel of that

tn the hinds of th LaepHsrinonmn*. i. 4ti!'. imprisons
Ismrri.ia. who was his opponent, t' -'-"ds persons to Athens
toawatsinate the prinritialexi ^. ::n Peiopidas.ai ihe head
of the r.u spiralnni. kilh him. 47-.

. .
i <-. y of Sir, U. i. :il>.

<-ivMm, Philip' gener-<l. i ults Aratas at a feasr.
ii. l|t. i-i e (-iirit> for the fine laid on M'fil-as upon th stum-
cx-iiunt. ill. Philip tkes ihe command ofhis troops from him.
nil put him to i)"a-h. 117. tc.r.

i<eothenes. A'henian. informs Athens of Alexander's death,
and animates them to throw i-ffthe Macelonian volte, ji. |3. it

placed at the h-a' 1 of the CJri-eks leagued acaimi Aniipat-r,
ih. hii jlnfious exploi". H. receives a wound at the siege nl

LamU. ih. a- d d:e< s-mn after, ih.

\j -iitvehidej, ki'g of L'trerts-monia, in conjunction with
Xnmipi'uv >h" A'b'-n'n". Jains a f.mous victu'- over r e I

1
, r-

nans near Myeal* i. -JC,o.

You II. S2

Leotjrchides. son of Timea, wife ol Igis. pawes fo- the MM
ot Alcibiadea, and tor that reason is ixciudid tlie throne, i.
> M
lyptmci, brother of fiionysius. is put to fl.gbt by it\e Car-

'

UiaCiniaiM, MIDI tin fl. ei u i.i r hit i-.i inn ai.i:. i. 440 i* bun-
is. .nl. 4..0. ai dsiKin alitr n-rnlJi d, it., skilled :i. 9 battle, ib.

LepiiiK-s kills UaHippo*, Dion's muri'.i rer. i ",',.

L. inin. f. t) rant ol ApolkMiia, nurrt i.iierf l.im if toTimole-
oii, MlioN-mi- Inn, iu Corinth, i. 407.

in, kill* Oriaviuc the Roman imbasaador* ii
24f DeBMiriiu i:.-li> r^ h in up to ihe s.-i aie. -J4!'

L<'|. lines, S) laru-an. Iliero's ta'.her-in-liiw, u. .''.'.

-lai n ol Grei ii . i. SOS. re roll of i bat island ngainit
I i A i., Diane. ;-,U4. ibe Aiheinai.c teoure it to us lcrrr.tr olx;-

d fi ! ,:uo.
L- in rs Invention of letters brought into Greece by Cad-

n-u>, i. i :t.

LCBOUB, king in ihe Bo-phnrue: n utual gtOMwhj between
that prince ami Ihe Atln r.nn-. i. 501.
L- urtra, small tour ol Baotia, (anv>DS for the victory ol iba

Thebani o\. r ibe Lai i >: n.oi ;ai^. i. 47:<. tc.
Levu.us. Ron.an consul, deleau d h> Pyrrhu*. ii

L. vinu.- '.M. VU|ITIU>.) is sent into Greece and M
in qua In > of pneiW, lo op|<.- :hi t i t. rj TIM s .| Pl.i'ip, n. 1-1.
er. n,n s w oni I.e < xr'ti s hgaii si that | rn ce. ih. 4c.

!. VH XV. king of France. Glorious It-lllniOD] wbu-li that
prn ce rr::iJers lo 'I.e Frew h nation, ii. 17-. A.C
Libnri. Fan.< us libraries of antiquity: m Alexandria,!.

50. at AlhMM.Sl.
Libya, pan ot Africa, ii. 2gO war of Libya, or of the Meree-

nsrits. i. 10-1.

LICIIIIU-. consul, it sent into Macedonia against Persms, ii,

2tr-J. encamps i>. ar the riv r 1'eneus. 211. is del. ated in a bat*
tie, -'!'.'. 4c. and afterwards gains sime advantages over Per-

Licinius. (C.1 the consul's brother, commands the Italian
cavalry in his brother's army, u. 817

l.-f .t-miuw of Ab xai dna. i. 4'-'.

Ligoras. ore of the g>-n< rals of Antioohas the Great, make*
that iTince matter of the city i I Purdis, ii. 10M.

Liguria. province ol liah. ii.935. its inhabitants subjected
to in..-, o: Marseilli s. by the Romans, it).

Lilv I ffum. i it\ ol'Hirily, besieged by ihe Romans, i. P5.
Lines of rircumvaliation and contravallaiion amoi.gst the

i.i. MM.
Liom ss. or Les?na. name of a courtesan. Statue erected in

hoM.urof h r bj the Alhcfliai . i. ,'-
K
J.

LI--U-. cily ol lil)ria:sirgeand taking of that city by Philip,
ii. l-.'l.

Livius, consul, is sent into Cisalpine Gaul, to oppose the en-
trance ol Asdruhal into Italy, i. 111. lie dtleuts that general in
a great battle, ib. tc.
Loan*, law concerning ihpm among the Egyptians, i. 51. ia

what mhnm r sorh as lived by bottowing were considered
amorgst the Persians, 187.
Loiuo. an Egyptian plant of which they made bread, i. 58.
Lov. Care ofthe ancient s to a von! at! nut ting any thing into

their dramatic locms relating to IOVP, i. 4^14 coijugal lore,
model of it. ii. 91
Lucretius, prietor. commHndsthe Roman fleet m-nt against

Per-eux. ii.210. In sti g. s Haliarlus. arilyoi Bceotia, takes and
demolishes it entirely. 'Jlif.

Lucullus commands the Roman fleet sent agnirst Mnhri-
dans, and gaii.s tw : >er that prii c>'. >i. 314.
Is elecn d consul, and rl iirgt-d with the wr flgmt^i Mithrj-
ib.t.s. 3lti. obliges that prince to raise th-- sii- ol C\zirum.
317. and delea's his troops, ib. gan.s a rorr; I ie TIC'OII over
him. ib and obliges him intake i< fug' with Tigram . k-i e of
Armenia. 3IS. semis an ambassador ti-d. mai .

'

regulates ihr affairs of A-ia, ib &c. ileclan s war agnii.si Ti-
grai.es, 319. and marches against tun'. :

:

-li 1 1 -
t-' * Ttgrai'O-

! r'a, ib. gains a great vicmry < ver Tifrai e?, 321. rd lakes
ta, ib. gains a second VK"I ry over the joint force*

of Mi'bridines and Tigranes. 323. his army rt fii-es to obey
h'm. ib. Poippey is w t ioc<mimand in his stead.: 24. Luculluf
returns to Rome, and receives the honour of a triumph, ib.

his character, 325. 11 eans which he used for acquiring the
knowledge ofthe art of war. 313.
Lnsitania, part ufancient Spain, i. 79.
Luiatius. consul, defeats the fleet of the Carthaginians, and

puis an end by thut victory to the first Punic war, i. 94. &c.
Luxury. Fatal rfleeti f luxury amongst the ancients, i.

200. tc.. almost always attended with the ruin of states. 20L

Lvcidan. Athenian, voles for having the proposal of Mardo-
nius heard, i. 2C1. is stones', ib.

Licisci.*. deputy from the Acarnanians, endearours to en-
gage the Lnceiltt-rrioi iai s in Philip's p.-.r>. ii 122
L>riscus. .C'olian. is accused of having treated those with

great crueit.' bownald not esiose the cause of the Romans
aeainst Perseus, ii. 2.11 P. yEmiliu* acquits him. ih.

L>con. Athenian, commander of the Grecian troops in the
arm'v of P'snihnes. is brought into the viewi ol TIMPheroes,
whom he joins, i. 31 1

L>i or'a-. Polj! ;u?'< father.it sent ambassador by the Achsj.
ans to Pmleniy Epiphartes. ii. 175. is elected neral t,f the
Achspans. m:J v-'iiges Philopcemen's death. 4W. is deputed
a s- com! tiire :o rJnfemj . If2.

L>cufgus. on of l.nnon'us, king of Sparta, governs the king-
dom as guardian lo Charilau*. his nephew, i. 210 endeavours
>o reform ihe gov.ri m-nt of Sparta, and makes several Toy

'hat view, ih. on his return he change* the ti rm of
'in- f v. r men', r. i r he goes to Delplil to consult the ora-
cle, and dies rnluiitarili bt ahstaining from food. '.! 13. reflec-
tions u;ion L>rutgus's death, ib.

Licurgus. Spartan, hnlf-s ihe Ft.hori, and causes himwlf to

hingol Sparta, it 1 12Chilo'n aitempi against him,
113. Licurgus fl.es into Atolra to escape the Ephori. ai.d ii

soon afier recal ed. 118.
L\dia. coui'-rj of Asia Mi 1 or. kings of Ljdia. i. 148. it r*

u1j riiil b\ C>n:-. H'.'i. the manner in which the Lidians
con'rarted Hlliances, 147.

Lyi' : how much abhorred arrong't the Pernans, i. lf-7.

LHHI s'es. Alexander, is corvicti-d of a conspiracy agai.nr.
Alexander ihe Great . and put to death, ii. )>.
L\nreiis. kngof Argo*. 1.21.7.

L>sander is pp mud filminl hy the I^cedirmonians. i

"3"'. In- possesses great influence with Cvrus the younger, ib
bem.ihp Athenian fleet near Ephesu. 340. his pnv .

crntidas, who is sent 'o sui-ceer) h-m. ih. he corrmnri's the flee!

of the Lacedemonians a secord time, 343. and gains a fa mnii

3E
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victory over the Athenians at ^Egospotamus. 344, SLC. he takes
Athens. 345, &c. ami entirely changes the form of the govern-
niri:!, I'P. return- to Sparta, and semis thither before nun all

the gold and silver taken from the enemy, ib. is sent to Athens
. hlish the thirty tyrants, 350. strangely abuses his

power, 351. sufF-rs the Grecian cities in Asia Minor to conse-
crate altars tu htm, ID. upon ihe complaint of Pnurnabazus, lie-

is recalled to Sparta. 352. Lysander accompanies Agestiaus
into Asia, 366. he quarrels with him, 367. and returns 10 Spar-
la, ib. his ambitious designs for changing the succ.e--.sion to tlie

throni . n>. he is killed before Haliartus. which he was going
to besiege. 371. some time after his de.-ith, the plot he had
formed against the two kings is discovered, ib. Lysander's
character, i|>. tc.
Lysander is elected one of the Ephori at Sparta through the

influence of Agis, ii ill), he endeavours to make the people re-

ceive the ordinances of that excellent young king, ih.

I,y<;ii lira, Ptolemy's daughter, marries Agathncles, son of
Lysimachus. ii.59. after the murder of ner husband, she re-

tires to Seleucus, and engages him to make war against Ly-
fimachus. ib.

Lysiades, tyrant of Megalopolis renounces his power upon
the remonstrances of A rat us, and makes his city enter into the
Achtean league, li. 89. the Achteans make him their captain-
general three times successively, and men expel him, ib. he
u killed in battie. 94.

Lssias, kinsman of Ant iochus Epiphanes, is made governor
by that prince of part of his dominions, and preceptor to Anti

:

ochus Eupator, ii. 200. Anliochus gives him the command ot

the army against the Ji s, ib. he is defeated by Judus Maec i-

bteus, id. possesses himself of the regency during the minority
of Antiocnus Eupator, 'J4IJ. the govt rnment of C<eh'-s>ria ai.d

Palestine is given to him, 21ti. he is defeated by Judas .Macca-
bieus, ib. makes peace wiih the Jews, 247. is delivered up to
Demetrius Soier, who puts him to death, 24!'.

Lysms.one of the Athenian generals, who defeated the Lac-
edemonians near the islands Argmuste. and at their return
were condemned to die, i. 341, 343.

Lysiii?, ot Syracuse, a celebrated orator, goes to settle at
Thurium, i. 296. he raises 500 men to aid the Athenians
against the thirty tyrants, 350. offers an oration to Socrates tor

his defence, 38H. character of Lysias's style, ib.

Lysicles commands the Athenian army at Chaeronea, and is

defeated by Philip, i. 520.
Lysimachia. a city of Thrace, ii. 148.
Ljsiinachus. one of A I. nan er's captains: province? which

fell to him afrer Alexander's death, it. 12. he enters into a
league with Ptolemy iSeleucus and Cassander, against Anti-

gonus. 31. treaty ofjieace between those princes, which u im-
mediately broken, 32. Lysimachus, rtotemJ, Cassander, and
Seleucus. enter into a confederacy against Antigonus and De-
metrius. 4(5. they divide Alexander's empire amongst them, 47.
allianre of Lysimachus with Ptolemy, 4f. he takes Macedonia
from Demetrius, 51. and divides it with Pyrrhus. 52- obliges
Pyrrhus soon alter to quii it, ib. marches against Seleucus,
gives him battle, and is killed, 59.
Lysimuchus. Alexander's preceptor, accompanies that prince

in his expeditions, i. 547.
Lysistraia, comedy of Aristophanes : extract from it, i. flat

M
MACCABEES. Etymology of the name and account of the

Book of Maccabees, ii. 246. Martyrdom of the Maccabees, ii.

198. &c.
Macedonia, Macedonian*. Macedonia, kingdom of Greece,

i.205. origin of the Macedonians, 206. commencement of their

empire, 208. Alexander's successors who reigned in Macedo-
nia. Cassander.ii. 47. Philipnis son. 4!) Demetrius Poliorcetes,
50. Pyrrhus. 51. Lysimachus, 52. Seleucus. 59. Ptolemy Ce-
raunus. ib. Sosthenes, til. Antigunus Gonata*. 62. Demetrius,
on of .V'iigonus.82. Antigonus Diaon.83. Philip son of De-
nvtrius, 101. Perseus, 192. Macedonia is declared tree.hy the
Romans. 22i i. and some time after reduced into a province of
the Roman empire, 2'f7.

Machanidas becomes tyrant ofSparta, ii. 122. endeavours to

subject Peloponnesus. 129. Philopcetnen mrches acainst him,
ib Machannlas is defeated and killed in battle, 1!'0

Mailetes, governor ol the country of the L'xii foi Darius, re-

fuses to surrender to Alexander, i. 563. that prince subdues
an forgives him, ib.

Maga*. governor of Cyrenaica and Libya, revolts against
Piolemy Philarlelphus, and caues himself to be declared king
of thoi-e provinces, ii. 7.). he causes overtures of accommo-
dation to be mude to that prince, and diei during the negotia-
tion. 7li.

M 'gas. brother of Ptolemy Philopator, is put to death by
hi- order, ii. 106.

Magi employed in divine worship amongst the Persians, i.

19H their religion, ib.

Magistrate. Duty of a magistrate, i! "06.

Magne ia, city of Caria, in Asia Minor, Artaxerxei gives
the revenues of that city toThemisloclei for his subsistence,
i. 275
Majo. Carthaginian general, is sent into Sicily to mnke war

aguinst Dionjsius the Elder, i. 441). alter various efforts he
concludes a pence with that tyrant, 448. he loses a great Ml-
tie. aid i killed in it.KJ.

Mag'i. SOT of the former, commands the army rf the Cartha-
eimai.s in Sicily . anil gains a great victory over Dionysius the
Elder, i. *4. the Carthaginians place him at the head of their

troops in Sicily against Dionysius the Younger, ib. he shame-
fuiK iili:indoMS ih- conquest ol Sicily, ib. returns to Carthage,
ai'H kills himself through diepftir. ib.

Mago. Cirlhagiman general, in placed at the head of the
fl""t s.-tit to aid the Romans against Pyrrhus. i. PP. he g<w

j s

to I'vrrhua in order tonour.d his designs in respect to Sicily, ih.

M.ig.i, Hannibal's brother, carries to Carthage the news ol

thai general's victory over the Romans at the battle of Canna;.
i. Wf.
Migo. Carthaginian general, is taken prisoner in Sardinia, i.

Mnhnrhai. Onrthnjinian officer, endeavours to persuade
Hannibal to march directly to Kome after the buttle ofCam.*,
i IP*.

Milli. a people of India: their war with Alexander, i. 588.
thev submit to that prince. ,'Ml.
M ini'-r'ines. people originally ofltaly : they wize MeRina,
city of Sicily, i. H9. they are detV-Hied hy Pyrrhus. ii. )02. .a

division arises amongst them, which occasions the first Punic

Mn. Wherein the science of knowing mankind consists, i.

159 men are the same in all ages, ib.

Manasseh, king of Judah. is put in chains by the general 01
Esar haddon.and carrii d captive to Babylon, 1. 141. he obtain!
his liberty, ami returns to Jerusalem, ib.

Mancinus (L.) the consul Piso's lieutenant, engages rashly
n a post, from whence Scipio happily e'xtricati s Inn., i. 124.
Mandaoe, daughter 01 Astyaii s king ot lie Me<li-s. given in

marriage to < ainbyS'S. king ol Persia, i. 14.-. i:.s to M.na,
and carries her son Cyrus with htr, 15.''. rtiuriis 11110 1'. ma,

Mandanis, an Indian philosopher, refuses to follow Alexan-
der in his train, i. 586.
Mandroclides, a young Spartan, supports the party of Ly-

sander the Ephorus, through zeal for the puhnc EC IK;, ii. H>.
Manethos, Egyptian priest, author of the history of the Dy-

nasties of Eg\pt, i. 59.
Mania, wife of Zenis, is continued in the government of

_j,iolia after the death ol her hosbaml, and cause? 1

l>e admired for her conduct, i. 3t 4. the is assassinated with her
son. by; M dias, her son-in law, ib.

Manilius (M.I consul, is sent Against Carthage in the begin
nil g of the first Punic war, i. 122.
Manilius, tribune of the people, prepares a decree for ap

pointing Pompejr to command ihe armies against the kii:g
Mi'hridate* and Tigranes. ii. 324.
ManiusCurius. (or.si.1. gains n great victory over Pjrrhus.

and obliges him to quit Italy, ii. 70.

Maniuf Aquilius, consul, terminates the war against Aris-
to' icus, ii. 2.V7. and enters Ron e in triumi h, ib.

Manlius (L.) is appointed consul with Regulus. i. f 0. they
jointly gam a gp at victory over the Car" aginians, near EC
nonius in Sicily, ib. they go to Alrica, ib. Mui.lius is recalled,
ib.

Mantinea, city of Arcadia, famous for the victi rv of Epami-
nondas OVIT the Laceda?mon ; ans, and lor that of Philoi crmen
over Machanidas, tyrant of Sparta, ii. 129.
Maracar.da. the in. dern San. arcand, capital city of Sogdia-

na. submits to Alexander, i. 573.
Marathon, small ciiyol Attica, famous for the victory of the

Athenians over the Persians, i 243. plain ofMarathon descri-
bed. 244. N. remarkable tcmb, ib.

M-'rcellus (.M.) oo'-pul, is sent into Sicily to appeace the
troubles there, ii. 2!'9. actions of Marceilus in Sicily , 3(10. he
fi.rms the siege ol S>racuse, ib. the considerable losses of men
and ships, by the dreadlul machines of Archimedes, oblige
him to turn the siege into a blockade. 301. he um'i nates sev-
eral expeditions in Sicily. 302. mak< s himself master <! Syra-
cuse by means of his intelligence in the city. ib. &r. abandon!
the city to he plundered. 303. honours which he pays to the
memory of Archimedes, 304. Marceilus, at first us prn-tor. and
afterwards as consul, gains several advantages over Hannibal,

Marcius (L ) Roman knight, preserves Spain to the Romans
by his valour, i. 111.
Marcius. Ambassador of the Romans in Greece, has an inter-

view with Perseus near the river Peneus, ii. 208. he returns to
Rome, 209. is sent again into Greece, to regulate affairs there,
2 1 II

Marcius Philippus (Q.1 consul, is charged with the war
against P'rseus, n. 214. he sets out from Ri me, and advances
towards Macedonia. 215. after grent fatigues h'* penetrates into
Macedonia, and lakes several cities there, -'16, &c.
Mardonins. son-in-law of Darius, enters Macedonia with an

army. i. 240. his HI success obliges Darius to recall him. ib. he
gives Xerxes flat terirg counsels which induce him to invade
Greece. 2-Jt-. Xerxes chooses htm ore of his generals. 252. that
prince leaves him with a numerous frmy to nduce (Jnire,
259. he cause* very advantageous offers to be made to the
Athenians, which are rejected. -.'61. enters Athens, and burna
what had escaped when piling' d the >ear before, ib. is defeat-
ed, and killed at the battle ofPlat a?a. 263.
Mare of Phidolas, i. 42<i

Mariamne. grand-daughter of Aristobulus, marries Herod
the IduniB-Aii. ii. 275.
Mririus, lieutenant under Metellus. supplants that general,

and causes himself to be api ointed general lor terrninai.il g the
war with Jugurlha in his stead, i. 132. gets Jug;inha in'o hit
hands and makes him serve us an ornament ot his triumph,
ib.

Mn- ius IM.) Roman senator, is sent hy Sertorius to the aid
o 1 Mithridates, ii. 316. is taken by Lucullus and put to death,
317
Mnror.ien. ci'y of Thrace. Cruel treatment of its inhabitants

by Philip, in J77.

Marriages. Laws concerning them instituted at Athens and
Sparta, i 219.
M irsiila. see Lilvl'a?um.
Marseilles, inhabitants of. Their embassy to Rome. ii. O.T5.

origin of the people ol Marseilles, ih. they settle in Gaul. ib.

wisdom of their government, ih. heir attachment to the Ro-
mans. 522. they obtain from the Romans the pardon ol l')ioca?a,
which had he> 11 condl mm ri in b destroy! d, 257.
MasinissA, kirg of Nnmidiii. espou-es the (arty of the Ro-

man- against the Carthaginians, i. ICO he marries So| honis-
ha. and is soon obliged to send her I oison. ih. conti s:s

1

1 t ween
Masinissa and ihe Car' h gin inns, ib. be defeats I her" in a bat
tie, ]21. dies, and at his death appoints Scipio jEmilianui
guardian of his children. K'4.
M . -. w. son of Darius and AIOFFA. is ore of the six cem

manders of the nrmy of Xerx'g. j. 252. tragical death of Ma-
si='es and his children, 2 6, &c.
Massaga, city of India, beieged and taken by Alexander, -

Masiva.Numirlian prince, is murdered in the midst t.fRome
by JBgartha'iorileri, i. I3l.

!>(, Masinissa's son. shares the kirgriom of ^^.
miilia with his two brothers, after the death of their father, i.

Matho. in concert witn Specdius, cHuseR the mercennrics to
revolt ngainst the Carthaginians. !.!. he i^ plan il nl their
head. ib. takes Hannibal prif" ner, arid nuises hin: n IM I nt ged
up in 'he roiim of Si>pdiui. 97. he i taken by the Carthaginh
ars. who execute him. PP.
Matianinh i idced upon the throne of Judah in the room

h.-w J.'chonins. I. 142.

Mattathiai. Jewof the Merrdntal race, refuses 10 rleythe
ordinance of Antiochu'. ii. I' 7. he retires with his fi'm.ly into
'he mountains to avoid the persecution, ib. death ol Mallalb*
as. H>9.
Mansolus. king of Caria. enters 'nto a conspiracy against

Anaxerxes. i. 48?. he sublets the Rhodians, and the iwopla
i.f C..s. 494. his death, ib. honours paid to his nic-ruory ^y Ar-
temisia his wife, ib.
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Mazaeug. governor of Memphis for Darius, abandons that
ti'v to Alexander, i. 555. he commands the horse in the army
of Darius at the battie of Arbela, 5li<>. surrenders himself and
the city of Babylon, to Alexander, 50'i. that prince gives him
me government ol Babylonia, ib.

Mazaca, see Cffisaria.

Muz.itideran monntaing, height of, see Hyrcania.
Mazarus, a Macedonian lord, is appoinied governor of the

citadel 01 Busa, ny Alexander, i. 5li2.

Meals : public ones instituted at Crete and Sparta, i. 211.
Mecsnas, favourite of Augustus, and patron of the learned,

Medea, her means toescape the pursuit of her father, ii. 318.
Medeg, ancient people of .Asia, inhabiting Media, i. 144. his-

tory of the kingdom of the Medeg and Persians united, 107. re-

Tolt of the Medes against Darius Nothus I. 312. that orifice

obliges them to return to their duty, ib. Planners of the Medes,
153. milliner ill which they contracted alliances, 147.

Media, kingdom of Upper or Greater Asia, i. xxvi. its exten
and boundaries. 144. N.

feats two armies sent against him by that prince, ib. is re-

stored to favour, and returns to court, ib. Artaxerxes' jea|.ore to avour, an returns to court, . rtaxcrxes ea-
usy of Mugabyzus at a hunting-match, ib. death of Megaby-
iis. ih.

him, ib.

Megalopolis, city of Arcadia,!. 494. Aratus makes it enter in-

to the AeMftn league, ii. 89.

Megara. city of Achaia. its foundation, i. 209. that city en-
ters imo the AclMBBn league, ii. 87.

Megistoties. Lacedemonian captain, is sent by Cleomenes
to the aid of Argos, and is killed fighting in that citv, ii. 97.
Melitus, Athenian orator, ar.-n-es Socratcg, i, 356. success

of that Hcr"s;ition, 388. he is condemned to die, 39J.

Melon, Theban, is appointed Bcpotarch with Pelopidas and
Charon, i. 47->.

Memiiis, or Memmium, now Korkor Baha, site of, i. 561. N.
Memnon, Rhodian. recovers the favour of Ochus, against

whom he had taken arms, i. 497. he endeavours to prevent Da-
rius's generals from fighting the hatlle of the Granicus, 533.
tbr,>- himself into Miletus, anil defends that place against
Alexander. 535. defends the city of Halicarnassus H gainst that

prince, ib. transport" the inhabitants of that citv to the island
nf Co--, ih. advises Darius to carry the war into MacP('on

.'
a '

53ti. that prince gives the ex- en 'ion nf that enterprise to him,
and makes him generalissimo. 537. Memnon besieges Mitylene,
ai d dies befor" that place, ib.

Memnon. Memnon's statue in Thebais. Wonders related
of it. i. 43.

Memphis, ritv of Egypt : its foundation, i. fiO. Inking of that
city In Camhyses. JHV and afterwards by Alexander. 555.
Memphitis. son of Plivsnui and Cleopatra, is murdered by

his father, cut in pieces, and sent to his mother, ii. 259.
Menander, Athenian, is made colleague to Nicias, who had

the command in Sicily, i. 327. he force" that general tn engage
in a gea-fighl. in which he/i> worsted. 328. n partly the cause
of Ihe defe.it < if the Athenians near /Bgogpotamoi, 344.
Menander, comic poet, change which he introduced in com-

edr. i. 43li.

Menunder. one of Alexander's cap'nins: provinces that fell

V> him after that prince's di ath, ii. 12.

Mendes, city ,,f Egypt, i. 488. n prince of that city dispute?
the crown wiih Ner'anebus, ib. he is defeated and taken pris-
oner In A-"-silan9, ih.

M"iieer:ttes, ridiculous vanity of that phviictan. i. 524.
Mnnelan*. Ptolemy's brother, is defeated by Demetrius nml

ohlifrrd to ret ire into Salamis, ii. 3!'. he surrenders himself at

discretion to Demetrius, who sends him to his brother wilh-

Mcnciaui. supplants J^son, hi brother, high-priest of tl.e

Jew--, and obtains bin office, ii. 193. ,l.-im I'rives him out >!'

Jerusalem, ib. Antiochus reinstates him in the high-prieat-

Me'nes.or Misraim. first king of Egi pt. i. fiO.

Menon command* the ThfHMalian troops of Cyrus's armj in

that urine. -'s expedition against his brother. Artr.xerx's. i.

353 Tissaphernes seizes him with th-- other Greek generals.
by treachery, and puts him to death. 358. Motion's character,

Menostanes. nephew To Artaxerxes I.opgimiiiHis. is defeat-
ed and put foflitht by Megab<7is. i. 279.
Mentor. Rhodian. is s. 1. 1 hi NecTunehunintoPhcBniciatonip-

jxirt th rebels there, i. 4".
r
> i-- conftmnded on the Rpr.rosch of

Ochus. ib. puts the city o'' Sidnn into that prince's hands, ih.

OrJius gives him the command nf a de'achment of his rmy
gainst Ecypt, ib. Mentor's actions in Egypt, 471. Ochus

makes him governor of all the coasts ofAsia, and declares hiic
generalissimo of all the troops on that side, ib. Mentor s con-
dui-t n, his government, ID.

Mcliyiiu* comii.iii.itx ii, e .M:icp(!onian garrison, which Anti-
pater puts into Mun> chia, n. J5. Cassantier lakes the comnmnd
of that fortrcM frora him. .-.'.

Mercenaries. War of the mercenaries against the Carthagi-
nians, i. U5.

Mercury, Egyptian, to whom Eftypt was indebted for the in-
ven'ion of aln.ost all the aris, I. 01.
Mericus. Spaniard, delivers up one of the gates of Syracuse

to Marcelloi in ihe nujhi. ii. :ic8.

MermiMMnc. nice ofthekincsof Lydia, i. J48.
Merodach-Baladan. kinl of Babylon, sends ambassadors to

Hezekiah, to congratulate him upon the recovery ol his health,

Meroe, daughter of Cyrus, becomes wife of her brother Cam-
bjses, i. 181 tiagieal diath of that princess, ib

Aieuabateg.eunBCh. cuis i fl'the head und band of Cyrus the
Younger by order of Artuxerxes, i. 355. punishment iDflir'ed
on him by Pary-alis, 3t3.

Messengers, or It-iter-carriers, established by the University
ol I'HMS. i. If'J.

Mcneniaof. ure reduced to the condition of lite Helots,
xxxiv. are reinstated by tlie Thelmns, i. 477. troubles between
ihe Meuefiiant and Acmean*, ii. 17U. tin- Memenians i ut Phi-
li'l 'QMiic n to death, ih. are subjected by the Acha-aiw. ib. fault
Oflno Messenians, which occasioned all their mislortunts, i.

4/ ..

Mesiina, or Messann, citv of Sicily, i. FO.
Melellus (L.) consul, is cha'Sed with the war against Jngur-

tba, i. ]ja. is supplanted by Marius, ib. enters Kmne in tri-
urri'h. ID.

.Melellus (Q. Ca-cilius,) Roman prstor, defeats Andtiscni.
11.837. and sends him prisoner to Rome, ib. reduces another
adventurer named Alt xahdc r, i: ,-.

Mothone, city of Thrace, dpitroyrd by Philip, i.i07.
Melon, astronomer, counterfeits the madman, and where-

fore, i. 317.
Me rodorus. of Scepsis, ems ambassador foi Mithridateg to

Tigranes. it. 3-JO. MithridaR-i puts him to death, ib.
Metrodorus, pninter aid philosopher, is given to Pauius

/Emiljui by the Athenians lor a tutor to his si ns, ii. '2-Jli.

t
Micipsa succeeds his father, Ma-inissa, in the kingdom of

Numidia. i. 130. adopts Jugurtba his nephew, and make* him
co-heir with the rest of his ci.ildren, ih. Micip>-a's deHtb, ib.

Mtnthus. gnarilian of Ihe children of Anaxilaus. Prudence
of h;s administration, i. 9!'4.

Midias, son-in-law of Mania, nssossirates his mother-in-law
and her son. In order to possess himself of her riches and gov-
ernment, i. 3(14. is deprived of them by Dercj Ilirlas. in.

Miletus, city ol liHIM, its site uncertain. i.5H5. N. besieged
and taken hy the Persians, i. 240. cruelties exercised by Ly-
sand rat Miletus, 351. Miletus besieged and taken by Alexan-
der. 5.J5.

Milo, of Crotona. famous a<hleta. defeats the army of the
Sybarite*.and destroys their city, i. 296. extraordinary strength
of that.combatant, 2fl7. his voracity. 2! 8. l.is death, ib.

Miltiades, Atheninn, tvrant of ihe Thracian Chersonesns,
accompanies Darios in his expedition against the Scjthiars,
and is ofopinion that satisfaction ought to be made to them, i.

23(i. an irruption of the Scythians intoThrnce obliges him to
abandon the Chersonesus, whither he returns soon after, 237.
settles at Athens. 241. commands the army of the Athenians,
and gains a famous victory at Marathon over Ihe Feismns,
243, &c. moderate reward given him by the Athenians, 245.
sets out with a fl"et to reduce- the reviled islands, and hag ill

success in the isle of Paros, ib. is cited to lake his trial, and
has a great fine laid upon him.ib. not being able to pay it, he ig

put in prison, and dies there, iff.

Miltocythe*, Thrncian. abandons the Greeks after the battle
off 'pnaxft. and surrenders himself to Artaxerxes, i. 357.
Minn, Greek money: its value, i. 4(Xi.

Mindarus. Spartan admiral, is defeated and killed in battle
by Alcibiades. i. 337.
Minerva, goddess, i. 416. famous feast at Athens in hononr

of her, ib.

Mines. The product of mines was the principal riches of
the ancients, i. 74.
Minister. Wise lemotlg for R minister, i. 211.
Minos, first king of Crete, i. 399. laws instituted hy him in hig

kingdom, ib. &c. hatred of the Athenians for Minos, 401. cause
of t hat hatred, ih.

Mmucins (Mnrcns.l is appointed master of the horse to Fa-
bins. i. 10(i. gains a slight advantage over the Carthnginiang,
in that dictator's absence, 107. th" people give him equal u-
tnoril] with the dictator, ib. he engages with disadvantage,
out of which F:ihi us extricates him. ih. acknowledges his fault,
nnd returns to his obedience, ib. is killed at the battle ol Canute,
103.
Mirncles.
Mi-re 1, one of the three roung Hebrews preserved miracu-

lously in the fnrr><*. i. 143.
Mi^rnim. See Menes.
Mithras, nan'e given to the sun hy the Persians, i. 348.
Mithridateg I., kii g ol Pontiis. i. xl. thai prince suhmiTa to

A ' vi- der. am' accompanied him in his extenitioe*. i. 53ti.

Mithridates V., snrnanted Euergetes, kine of Pontus. the
Romans rew.-'rd him with Phyrgta Major, ii. 257. death of
M"hrdates.2iO.
Mi'htidM-i - \[ ., surrarred Enpntor. afcends The throne of

Pontus. the fj.mi.ins Take Pbripin from him. ii 3(18. he p,.-c, ...

se* himgelforCoppariociaand Rithyniii. afier hnvingcxpelled
their ki"g-i, ih &c eivesi his daughter in marrinee teTigianek,
kingjof Armenia, 309. open rupture between Mithridn" s and
the Romans, ib. thai Prince gaii si me idramifr; evi r il,e

Romans, in. causes nil the RoDmns ind Italinn* in Asia Minor
to be RDlnacred in one (inv, 310. mokes himself rr:'s'er of

, turonf hi* Fcnn>l are defeated bj S> Ha. 31 1. ni d
hiivsi If in- Km-l ria. 313 hi* He,.f is also twice ben'en. ih. hns
nn inti rview with Svils. and eonchides n i- ace with the Ro-
ninr-. 314 sec,,ml war of ihe Romans with MtthriflKl.e. nt r'l-r

Mitrena. Tii.5. it guh*<t or-lv thp e years, ib. Mithridaleg
rn:ike a tretitv with S<'rioriits. 3llv prepares u> renew the war
vr th the Romrins, ib. seizes Paphlng' nm and Rjihv <:<. ib. the
Riirnnn^ set d Kucul'us am! Co'ta acninst him. ib. Mi'hrdateg
defeats I '"T'a bv *ea and land. ih. furms the -iege i>f l'\ nrnm,
ih. !.v.,-ii)iii< obliges him to raise it. and i*>-fin'f his trnopg,
317 Mithridate* takes The field to oppose the preyrece of l,u-

septiri Ii defeated and obliged To fly. ?18. sends of-
der< to his sisters and wives to die, ib. retirei tu Tigraties. hig
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on-in-lavr, ih. Tigrnnes sends liim back into Pontus to rai*e

IrotrPCt.rSO. Mitnridate* t nneavours to console Tigranes after
his ili -leu;, ;(-'!. those two prineM apply in concert to raising
new lorccs, ;t2-'. they Hri' ffrfeated hy Lucullus, 3-3. JVIithri-

dales, inking advantage uT the misunderstanding in the Roman
aimy. recovers all Ins dominion*. J24. is defeatee

1 on .-ever. I

ocrasiMus lij Pomuoy . !i2ti. endeavours in vain to tinil an nsy lum
with Tigranes. his son-in-law, id retires into the Bo*photus,

__.er ot Mi'Tiridiiies. ib.

Miihrnlaies 1 , king of the Panhians, defeats Dr-metrius.
and takes him prisoner, ii. 264. carries that prince into his

kingdom, and gives him his daughter Rhodnguna in muiriage,

Miihridates II., surnamed ihe Great, ascends the throne of
Parthia alter the death of his uncle Ariahanes, ii. ij'.i. re-

establishes Antioihus Eusebes. who hud taken refuge with
htm in ins dominions, -J',.V sends an ambassador to Si. I a, to
make an alliance with the Romans, 3(1:1. death ol Mitl.iidates,
277.
Miihridates III., ascends tin- throne <if Parthia after the

death of Phrauies, ii. 277. Orodes his brother dethrones and
pu's him lo death, in.

Mithridat'S. a young Persian lord, boasts of having given
C\ rus i he Younger his mortal wound, i. 355. Par > sat is causes
him to he out to death, :.f>3.

Miihridates, eunuch, and great chamberlain of Xerxes,
makes himself an accomplice in ihe murder of that prince, i.

27^. is put to death by the punishment of the troughs. 273.
Miihridates of Pergamus, matches with troops lo ihe aid of

Ca-ar in Egypt. il. SB.
Mithrobarranes. favourite of Tigranes, is sent against Lu-

cullus by i hut prince, ii. 320. himself and his troops are cut to

pieces, ib.

Mnylene, capita! of the isle of Lesbos, i. 205. that city ta-

ken by ihe Athenians. :i(lli.

Mnasippus, is sent wi'h a fleet by the Lacedemonians to re-

takr Corc> ra from the Aihemans, i. 473. is killed in a buttle,

M'laskires. king of the Parthians, ii. 277.
M:I.VIS, name of ihe ox adored in Egypt, i. 49.

Modesty: i races of it amongst the ancients, i. 148. il was ab-
solutely neglected at Spar'H. 2lti.

Mo?i is. king of Egypt, i. b'O famous lake made bv him, 45.
Molo is maile governor of Media by Antiochus the Great, ii.

Iflii. he makes himself sovereign in his province, ib. Anliocnus
de'eais him in a battle, 104. kills himself in despair, ih.

Moloch, name g'yen to Saturn in Scripture, i. 71.

Monarchy. Original (i. s gii ofmonarchy, i. 145. monarchical
the best lorm ol government. I."-).

Momma. of Ionia: Miihridates carries her with him in his
train, ii. 310. she. marries that prince, 318. tragical death of
that princess, ib.

Monument* erected by the ancients to those who died for
their country, i. 245. what kind of monuments the most dura-

Mosul, a city near the site of ancient Nineveh, i. 147. N. its

population, ib. N.
M otya. city ot Sicily, i. SO.

Mukran, or Mekran, see Gedrosia.
Mummies of Egypt, i. 50.
Mumm us. consul, i* charged with the war in Achaia.ii.239.

defeats the Achaean*, ib. takes Corinth, and entirely demolish-
es it, 240. preserves the statues erected in honour of Philnpoe-
men, ib. noble disinterestedness of Mummius, ib. enters Rome
in triumph. 241. goes on an embassy into Egypt, Asia, Syria,
and Greece, 23!l.

Murena commands the left wing of Sylla's army at the bat-
tle ofChlRronea, ii. 312. Sylla, on setting out for Rome, leaves
him the government of Asia, 315. makes war against Mithri-
dales, ib. and is defeated, ib. receives the honour of a triumph
at Rome. ih.

Musajum : academy, of the learned, instituted under that
name at Alexandria, ii. 54. description of the building called
Musnpum, ib.

Music. : to what perfection it was carried by the ancients, i.

105. the Greeks considered it as an essential part of the educa-
tiiei of youth, 407. prizes of music at the feast of Panathentea,

Musicanus, Indian prince: subjected by Alexander, ii. 202.
Mtcale. promontory of the continent of Asia, famuus for the

tjrtory of the Greeks over the Persians, i. 2(i5.

MyccniB, city of Peloponnesus, i. 207. kings of Mycenaj. ib

Mti-eri tins, king of Egypt, i. It 0. mildness of his reit;n, ib.

M^ ron. Athenian sculptor, i. 4'Jt>.

M \ronid.s, general ol the Athenians, defeats the Spartans
irnr TaiiBgrH wi Ita-otia. i. 283.
M\ rto. supposed second wife of Socrates, from whom he had

much to suffer, i. 382.
Mvseellus. general of the Acheeans. founder of Crotonia, i.

*
Mysteries. Feast of the less and greater mysteries, celebra-

ted at Athens, in honour of Ceres Eleuiina. i. 417.

NABAR/.ANBS. general of the horse in the army of Darius, in

rpnjmir.iio
> with Besus. betray* that prince, i. 5f5. 4;c. re-

tires into 1 1 vrc.-i nia, 508. surrenders himself to Alexander upon
his promise, ih.

Na 1

is makes himself tyrant of Sparta, ii. 131. instances of
hi- avarice and cruellv. ib. Philip puts Argos into his hands
by wav of deposit. 142. Nabis declares for the Romans ag'iinsl
that prince, M'.l. the Ho. nans declare war again.-t him, |?9, ft.

Flnmininua marches njaiimt him. i'>. besieges him in Sparta,
j.'iO. nld'g.-s him to sue for peaces 151. aed grants it to him ih.

Nabis l>r aks the treaty, 153. is defeated by Ph'lopcpm. n. l.
r
>4.

nnd obliged to shut himself up in Sparta. 155. he is killed,

N'abonassnr, or Belesis, king of Bain Ion, i. 140.

Nahopolaimr. king of Babylon, joins with Cynxnres, king

?f
Media, besieges NineVen. and entirelv runif that city, i.

41.associntes bis son Nahuchndonosor with him in the em pile,
end sends him nt the head of an army against Nechao, 142.
Nahopol i-ir*s deaih ib

Wai hniionosor I. .or Sao=duchimi. king of Nineveh, j. 142.
thnt prince is attacked hv Phraortes king of iheM-des, I4li.

defeats him in the plain of Kucmi. nivnges his dominions, and
put* him to death. 147. sends Bolopherne* with a powerful ar-

my to revenge him upon the people who had refused him sid,
ib. entire deliat of his army, ih.

Nahui-hodonnsni II., is associated in the empire of .Assyria,
by Niihopolassar, i. 142. defeat*. Nechau. in d conquers Syria
and Pal( siine, ih. Ketlegen Jerusalem, makes Innisfll nmster
of it. ai.il carries away H great number ot Jews captive to linb-
\ Ion, ih. Nnliuchnd<ii osoi's liist flrean, ib. that I rince n a relies

against Jerusalem, takes it, and c rr 11 s .-iwiiy all its treasures,
ih. deli-ais the army ot Pharaoh king of Egipt, returns to Je-
rusalem ail! ili inolislies Us Inrl llcaliiins. ih. canst s hiimen to
he adoied HS a goil, ib. hesii ges T>re, nnd takes il nfier n long
ijege, J43. Natiucliodonosor's second (In iiin, ih. is reduced in

indition of heusls. he reco
ds the throne, ih. dies, ih.

ihe condition ol beasts, he recover* his , rnu-r eh
reduced in

pe, ib. und
ascei _ ,

Na phi ha, kind of hi lumen, very cem bust! hie, i. 5til.

Naravasus, Nuniidiun lord, joins Barca in the war with tb
mercenaries, i.! ti

Navy, naval affairs of the ancients, i. 303.

Naupactus, city ot ^Etolia, i. 205. besieged hy Acihus, iu

NBXUS, island, one of the Cyclndes, i. 23?. sedition Rt Naxii?,
which occasions ihe revolt of ihe [oniani ngains' Darius, ib.

NAa poll** quarter ef ihe city of Syracuse so called, i. 333,
Nea rebus, officer of Alexander, undertakes lo view MM1 coast,

from i In- Indus to ihe bottom of the Persian gulf, i. 5!iO. suc-
ceeds in his enterprise, ib.

Nechao. king ol Egypt, i. (if), undertakes to open a comrru-
nicution between the Nile and i be Red Sea. ih. aide i a-viga-
tors h) bit order undertake lo sail round Air ca.und happily
eff'Cl it, ih. Nechao marches IgatliSt Ihe Babylonians Nnd
Medes, to put a stop to their progress, ih defeats J' siab. king
ol'Judah, who opposed his march. (i7. henls the Buh) lenians,
takes Carchetnis, and returns into his kit gilein. ib. i n his way
he passes through Jerusalem, deprives J> honz of ihe crown,
and gives it lo Jehoiakim. ih is conqm red b) Nabucbodonosor,
who retaken Carchemti, 25. death oi Nechao. ih.

Neetanebai is placeil by t lie revolted Egspiiars upon the
ihroue of Egypt in the room of Taehos, i. 4H8. is rupporlrd by
AgcsilaMS, ib. by his aid he reduces the patty of ihejirince of
M<-ndes, ili. i

>
I eii g able to defend himiell ngntnst Ocl us, he

e.-ciipi s into Ethiopia, from whence he never returns, 4! (i.

Nelieiniah, Jew, cupbearer of Artaxerxes. obtains pe'mis-
sionof that prince to return to Jerusalem, and to rel.uild its

forliflcRtioiis. i. '.'"!'. If. acquits himself if his commission
with incredible zeal, 'JrO.

Neleus of Scepsis, to whom Theophrastus had left the work*
of Aristotle, ii. 315.
Nennea gan e instituted near that city, i. 423.
Ne..|as. brother of Molo and Aiexunder, brings the latter the

news of MolOJ defeat by Antiechus. and thi-n kills himself
through despair, ii. KM.
NVoptoleniiis, one ,if Alexander's captains: provinces that

fell to him after the death of that prince, ii. 12. joins Ann pater.
and Craterus against Perdiccas and Kumenis. K 1

. marrheH
wiih Ciateriis ntainsl the latti r, ib. and is killed in a buttle,
ID. character of Ncopiolemus, ih.

N' optolemiis. Greek |ioct. i. 5-J3.

Neriglissor puts himself at the head of a conspiracy against
Evil-merodach, king of Assyria, nnd reigns in his stead, i. 144.
ml.es war ngainst the Medes, and is killed in a bail le. l.lr

1

.

Nero ((,'. Claudius.) consul, quits his province m d make*
haste lojoin his colleague, in order lo attack Asdruhal in con-
junction with him. i 11-J.

Nevius. Roman officer, surprises Philip's camp near Apol-
loi'ia in the night, ii. 121).

Nica>a, city built hy Alexander at the place where lie had
defeated Por'us, i. 5F5.

Nicander is deputed by Ihe jElolians to Philip, ii. 1.53. en-
deavours to engage, that prince to join Anliochus against the
Romans, ib.

Nicanor, young officer in Alexander's army: rash boldness
which costs him his life, i. 5c3.
Nicanor. Cassan'.ier's brother, is put to death by order of

Olvmpia*.
Nicanor. governor of Media under Antiechus, is surprised

in bis camp in th<> night by Seleucus, and obliged to fly, ii. 34.
is killed in a battle. 40.
Nicanor, nffker of Seleucus CVrnti nils, conspires B gainst that

prince and prisons him, ii. 103. is put to death by Acha-us,

Niennnr, 'icut cuant-general of Ant inch us EpiP 1'" nes. rnnrch-
es ngainst the Jew?.and is defeated by Judas Maceaha us, ii.

200. Jtc. f)emeirins Poter sends him with nn nrmy into Juda-a
to assist Alcinuis, -.'4!t. is defeated by Judas Maccabivus, and
is kill, d in battle, ih.

Nicins, general of the Athenian*, niakej them conclude a
peace with the Laceda-moninns. i.SU.oppnMi the war ol Sici-

ly in vain. 318. is appointed general with Ltmiachus and AN
cihiades. ih. his conduct on arriving in Hcili . 321. after some
expeditions he forms the siege of Svracnsc. 323. the city is re-
due ri fo extremities, ib the arrival ot Gi lippns charges the
face of nffiiirs, 32ti. Nicias wrili s to the Athen inns, to state
his condition, and to demand reinforcements, 327. Iwo col

leagues are appointed him. ib. i; con pel led bvhis cidleagae*
toengage inn sa -fight, in which he is defeated. 33r. his land-
army is also defeated. 32!L he l-ayards anoth.T .I-H fitlu in con-
cert with Pemost henes., and is iipain def. ated.SSO. delerminn
to retire hy Innd, 331. is reducd I o surrender at discretion, 332.
is condemned lo die, and executed. 333.
Nicias, treasurer to Perseus. Ibrown the trcn-nrcs of that

prince into the sea by his order. ii.21l>. Perseus puts him to

death. ih.

Nicocles, don of Evngoras, reigns at Salamis, after his fath-

et's death, i. 485.
Nicocles, king of Psphos. jiibmits to Ptolemy, ii. 3:'. make*

ar alliance secretly with Antifonpp, ih. kills bin'self, Ib.

Nicocles. tyrant ofSicyon. is driven out >,f that cit) by Ara
tit", ii. H4.&C.
Nicogenes, in which house Themistocles resides at SF.Bte

supplies his guest with the means of going to ihe courl of Per
sia In safety!"i.274.
Nicolans.one of Ptolemy's g/'nernls. refuses to desert with

T!>codotiis, and continue., to adhere to Ptolemy, ii. 107. &,..

Nicobius. n venemble old man. harangues the Syracusan*,
to dissuade them from condemning the Athenian generals, i,

330"
Nicomed'-o If., son of Prusiao, king of Rilhvnin, goes tC

Rome, ii. 234. kills his la- her, who had given orders for mur-
dering him. nnd reigns in bis steml. ib. sets up a child, unilet
the name of Arinrathes, and causes tho kingdom ol( 'a ppado>
cia to be dcmarded for him of the Romans. 30H. hiv death, il
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Nicomedrs III. ascends ihr throne of Riihynia. ii. !'.0!l. u
tp\:i:;:".-(i h) Mithridatos, ih. the Roman* rcin*>aie him, ib. is

gain expelle.i liy ,\1 1 hrnl.He-. ;<!'.!. S i ii r.-conrii-s him anil

Muhridai- . wlin rc-'-:re- nun his doniiutoo*, HI4. \i,x. '!>-",

in itratitii'ie i'.r HIP services o' i m- Ruinan*, at hi* ,.cath leave*
Hi- !>..,.i..ni (

.. OJ.M- his li.-i:,.:tli>

i u-. nt A rgos, command* one of the riot: eiimentiof
Ot&us'saroi) in Mini nruKXt's expedilioa into Egtpt. i. 4!Hj.

Nieu*traiu. pra-iur of the Achasun*. defeat* me troop* of
A'"lrn*ih -iirs, v\ no eommuidea I'm Pnlltp at Corinih, n. 146.
N.l.eu<, on oi r.-diu.-. - IP K in Asia Mii.or, i. -Jin.

Nil' . nvcr of AttIC*. its taiuri-es, i. 4ii cataract* of the Nile.
ib. r:iu-s nl its inundation, in. time tnal its inundation con-

tinues, 47. m. a-u>, or depth of its in u' xl.it HIM, 5. canals of (he
Nile. it). leitilit> occasioned l>> tin Ni.e, n>. t .utnlr prospect
occaioiii>ii Ii) ill Nile. 4^. canal of c. inmuiiicalion between
tin- I wo si-us l>) i hi- .Nile, il>.

Nimrnd. louirlt-r of tli-- Astyrian pmpire, i. 13.1. hit lory con-
found* him with hi- s.m \,nus. ib Bcriptira places lain vsry
ni-'T Abraham; lor what r-ason. 11(4.

NIIII-V'-II. city nt' A-> riH. its inundation, i. 135. description
f ihilt city, ib kings of Nineveh. ill Sic. destruction ol tnat
TIM. I4T. descitp;iu,i ol' its run.c, ih. \. omu m the prophet
Jo 1 ah. in.

NMIUS. king of Assyria, succeeds Nimrnd, and is i ften con-
nu'i ril wi-li that prince, i. Kt->. bunds Nuii-v h. ill. his expe-
dition against tin- EUcUutUi ill. iniirrii'ii BMUUMBMi and ha* a
on by h r. ih ifu-> -oon al'irr. ih.

N'tnias. son ol Ninus and S.-iniramis, reigns in Assyria, i.

I'.V. i Hmriinao and indoli-noe oflliai pfHMW, ib.

Nnucru. qui-pii of Uibylon. i. 144. inscription which she
tain-.* to be put upon her tomb, ib.

No Anion. IMIIHIUO city ol I gvpl. i. fv5.

Nubility. Wni'iein iru- nobility eoniMttt ii. 30.

Nnmi.or govnrnmeotfeof Bcypt, i 4''.

Nuni m temple,, antiquity of. i. IH) N.
Nurnidi.ins. people ,,t Africa, i. 90. iheir principal force con-

iis-.-d in (MV-ilry, I'JO.

N.IISIH". g-neral of Dionysius the Younger. relieve* them.

Sdel

ol ByraOMMi Hrs-iv beneged li> th.- Syracusans. i. 400.
urns nnil plund-rs part of the city of S.racuse. ih. Dionysius
rives linn out ol Syracuse, ol which he had mudehinuell mas-

ti-r. 4li:i.

\ -i. lurseof B;icr!iu. ii.5n.
N . sister nf.Mithridau.-s. falls into the hands of Lucullus,

O.
OBEDIEMCE: model of it in the education of ihe Spartan

you ii. I. -l.i. means necessary to be used lor obtaining volun-
oh- dience. 155..

O '. 'lisksnfEg/p'.i. 44.
Orha, sister ol'Ocn

.. .

, cnus. is buried alive by order of that prince.
I. 4 Ml.

Odiuc tak" the name of Darius, for having put a stop to the
indolence ol Smerdisthe Mnxian. i. '.!>. *-e Dirfu* L
Orhus, sun ofAriaxerxe* Longimanu*. marches at the head

of a (tr- it army against S.igdianus. i. 310. g-is that prince into
hU Irinils and pu him to di-alh, ih. *.-. Hscpnds the thronp of
Panin.nn rhnugi-ii his name from Oi-nus to Darius, 311. See
O.irius Ni.thu-.

()c-'iu-. sun i if Artsxrxp Mnpmon, opi-n* hip WH> to the em-
pire by MM murdprofhis brotbmB. i. 4-^1. anen4i the throne of
Paraia, n-.il takpn the name of Artaxprip*.490 crucitips which
he r, ninnts. 4<>l. his succ>'stul exicditKMM ugai: st Ph(enicia,
Crpnw. and Bgrpt, 4H.5. afier those MpeOHmBf he abandons
hinis-.fi . p|pasuri-.4!<7. is ; oison.-il b> Bagoas. ib.

O-'avn. wnl .w of Marcp|lu. and isier of >oung Ctenar,
mnrrie-i An'onv, ii. :i.'tH. |pavi- ROM to go to Antony, and ar-
rives at Attorn, '.V.V.i. Ant-i'iy forbids hpr to come any farther,
ih. r turns to Rome, ib affront which she receives from Anto-
ny. 340
OriaviusC'n ) prietor, commands the Roman fleet agninst

Pi-rs'-us, n. -Jlf1
. &r. nifans whh'h he uses to make thai urinpp

quit tbp isl mil <il BamnUincia, which w is dppmr.l n racrcil
and i'lviola'ile a>ylum. 2'24. Rprs-us uut* hlmsplf into lii* hands.
2i5. Ortaviu* receive* thp honour o| H triumph, 2'J-v The Ro
rnniis s "tir! him to Si ria as aniliin>ador. Q4ti. i* murdered there,
S-f. the "iiate erect a statue to him. ib.

Octavius.i'nssui's l"'ut' mint, endeavours in vain to console
him for his d-'f" it, ii. 'i*!. accnmnaujps that ppneral in >>i in.
lervirw wiih Surena. -J~'2 is kili-d in defending him, 283.
Oileon.or iheain- of music at Athe"?, i. ti-o.

O lures. Dirius's groom, by his address lecureg the crown
c.rr Tsin to his mautpr. i. IH4.

O,-bazus, Persian lord, barbarous cruelty of Darius towards

(Economy. I' is one of the principal constituents of politi-
cal ability.!. 9M.
O.lhacps, king of Colchis, is suhilued by Pomney, who makes

hi<" wrvp as an ornament in his triumnh. ii. 32'.l.

Olympia. ras'l>- in the neighbourhood of Syracuse, i. 323.
Olimi'i.d-. F.uochaof th Olympiads. i.M&
Ol>mi'ii, daughter of NeoptolpmuK, is married to Philii",

king of Micpdiniia, and h-is by that i'rin<-p Alexander thp
Gr-,ii. i. 50-> Philip repudiate.' her. .VJH Alexamler r;irr's
her to Bpirus. ib P lycperekon recalls her from Epirus, whith-
er she had retired daring Antiimier's reg'-ncy. anil divides ihe
g .vernmeni with her, ii. 22. Olymnins muses Arid:rus.at-d his

Efe

Eurydice, to I>P put to death, 27. Cassander hesirges her
Pydna. whither ihe had retired, takes her prisoner, and puts
r to death, in.

Olympic. Solemn games of Greece, i. 423. ladies admitted
to them, ih.

Oiynthus. city of Thrace, i. 4fi8. the LaceriVmonians declare
War against it, ib. it is compelled to surrender, 4<'>9. Oiynthus,
upon .h'> point of hcint; besipfr^d hy Philip, implores ihe aid

of the Athenians. 510. Philip makes himself master of that
Citv by the treason Mlwo of it! citizens, and plunders it, ib.

Oni'sicritu*. philosopher and historian: Alexander deputes
him to the Brnchmans. to engage them to join in his train, i.

ff*i. can prevail upon none of them to do so, except Calanus,
ib.

Onesimus. Macedonian lord.no' being able to disiuade Ppr-
Wus from making war with the Romans, quits hi* party, and
ritirps to Romp. ii. -12.
Onias. son of Jnddus, high-priest of the Jews, succeeds his

ftiher. ii '.-0 his death, 48
Onias. high-priest of the Jews, makes himself venerable for

bis piety.ii. 1VI1. refuses Helidorus the treasures kept in the

temple of Jprusalem. ih. tr. is deDosed by the intrigues of Ja-
toe hit brother, 1W. his death, 193.

Oniut, son of the former, having failed of the high-priest-
bond, retire*) into ()Vi> u. 251. build* a tempit- tl.ere lur tht
Ji WK, ib.

n.n.iirchus. brother of Philonit-lus, general of tlie Phoc-
BM, ,;.;,.. Uls.n I: I in 1 1 e n.ll Him ll i.f the IroopB ill his mail. I.

.VI7. s <!.!' aied b> I'hilip. ai,n killed in the buttle, ii>. hi- I i.Uy
if IIKI. ii.u tua ilibel.5l"-

() in;i,i. -. fci.v.-n.nr i I Thrace for Philip, executes 'lie rro.
.1 .h.ii (.rin-i-b*. n. >< ihe pit-pie <!

'

MIIIIII B-a. u. J77
O. hi-l.nv. ^.,v. rut r ol Ltbwi ai.u Cjienaicu. rc-M.it* . gaunt

1'nilt n.) , a> d IKI..IC-IS i. in. -i II lodeperulent, n. 'M. mlit r> n.m-
!.. ii to : e M i.uc-ei: I.) AKUthocUa, und carries him inmi^ i.ito

tne C'.ui.trj of the L'urliiH^ii.iun.-. i. ft. AKbthucics tu;* him
lo 'leaih. ib.

Oppiu*. Roman proconsul, marches againit Mithridate*.
ai"l is laken pn-mier. n : '.

Ofiici. : Ian nu- 1,1 c i.l bin iquiiy, i. 41!'. ol J)i POM. ib. nf
Tropiiu.nus 111 lioe.it ta. il>. of the Kranchit:*. ib. ol Cmros. 4-JO.

ol Delphi, ib. UMjiii rharucier ol < racle*. 4-J. there thej urt ic
be Mended \u [M . opera ion ol d> vils.ur il.e ki.uvi r> ut inn,

Orations: funeral ornlicins pronnunced in Gieece over lha
ti'tni.t o {ni.se who I net mi d fivh.ii g li.i iht ir 101 nir>. i. jOU.

1 ).- it..r : Quuiltj nosi ess.-iiiiul loa.i urdtor. i. 4:ii 4:'!l.

Oirhe*tra. HI" of, he ideas re ol il.e burn i.is, i. 4:<7.

Or.-iioiiiei,us, pun at' Bsjutw>when ihe buttle bwwceaByiu
BI d Aichrlaue a.- li.ui>iit. ii .'>.:<

I)-, .-te*. son ai.d kucx-ei-gur of Aganien non, king of Mjcotia?.
i. -.(i7.

( Ir- --IPS. Konian rommifsarv. goes toCiirinih, and notifies to
th- Aclreeai.'n Ih. decree ol tin- si i.ute lur M<I i.ta: n c i leml
cities Ir, in their leugue, ii. '2'.!?. flies loit>c,ipr the v.ul n.:e of
idat people. il>.

Orrles, gi.verrMT .if Asiu .Minor for <'.-irnli>s'S. puts Poly-
craie- lo d. alii, nnil seize, liie niuiid ol J^uinos. I. IP-. IJai lu*

pu's him to d. nib, -J-Jli.

Ofiefltal architecture overrated by Rollin. i. 104. N.
Uroamies. ofCri'tr, prom s< s I

1

, in ui. inn reive h.m into hi*
ship, and enib.rks pan ot i lie r:cht-s ol that pi nice, n. .-.'j. runs
awav witti those iren.-ures, ill.

Orobazus. IK m-nt uahsUMidnf lo S) Ilii hy Ars-'tces, king of
rarthia, to make an alliance with the KUIIII.IK, ii.ollt. .-\r-ji -t i

pu's him to death a: his return, ih.

Of.Kl.-D, ki.'tiol I'anhia, n.-.'77. warof that prince whh the
ill. Onxler, J' aiousof the g',i r

~

hud acqaired by Uie uelea! ol Crassus. pu s h:ni m i i-;ijli. - -4.

grn-f'i'f hat prince for the death of his son Pao.. r us. 'JK5 choos-
es Phraaies lor his nccceg*or, who cuust-n him to be put to
death, ib.

Or.,masdes, divinity worshipped by -he Persians, i. ]!>9.

Orontrs, son-in-law ot ArlaX'-rxes Mi'emon.comniai.ds the
land army of that prince m ibe war ngtiinM K\i>^om>, i. ^7("i

377. accuses Tiri,,zus taUely, irrminates the war with Eva-
Koras Ii) a tn oiy ot peace, ib Anuxt-rxt s punii-hei l.im lor hi*
fiileaccusaii.jn.37i?.

OruJitt-s. governor of M>sia, join* with the provinces of Asia
Minor in their revolt against Artaxerxes Mnemon, and linn
b'tr>8 them. i. 4-~.
Or,.ntes. a mountain in Media, see Alwend.
Orphans: Charondas's law in favour of them. i. 'JV7.

Orsaces, MII o|.i (eneral, (iceompanies Pacorus in his expedi-
tion by onler ofOrodes, n. ->4. is killed in a battle, ih.

Orsmes, goverror of Pasargadic. reestabiishe* good order
throughout the whole provii c> , I. '. ,-. (iis to meet Akxunder
with magnificent presen's, ih. is put to ilcalh in coi.St qut-nce
of the secret intr'gues of the eunuch Bagoas. ib.

Oriygia. inland n'-ar S>racu>e, I. 3"J3.

Osins. Persian lonl. marclies at the head of an army against
MegahMus. i. 'i7

(
.l. te il> -lealed anil taken prisoner, ib. Megu-

bi/us generously sei d- I, in, back lo Artaxerxes. ib.

O
ped

i/us generously sei d- I, in, back lo Artaxerxes. ib.

Ostanes. chief of the Mugi. accompanies X> rxes in his ex-
ed it ion a gamut (7r.-i (-. i -Jii.'i.

Ostrarism. a kind of sentence amongot thn A'lienians, by
which perso- s were condemneil lo bai'isnment. i. -.Mii. the ban-
ishment nf Hyperbola* Mill an end to the fwUaciua, Hlo'.

Osymandyas. king of Egypt, j. (JO. magnificent eriihc-. s which
he caused to U- erected, ib. faninus libiar> loimed by lhat
prince, ib. hi lotflb* surrounded with a circle of gold, which
Oarabrte* afterwards look aa> , ib.

O ; anes. Pi rsian loid. discovers ihe imposture of Smerdi* the

Magian, by the means of his daughter, i. ]K< forn.s a conFpi-
raci against lhat usurper, ib. re-establishes Syloson, tyrant of
Snmo-,231.
Ox ithres. brother of Darius, distinguishes himself in the bat-

tle of Issus. i. 541 Alexander puts B> ssus into his IIHIKIS, to
inflict upon 'hat traitor the punishrnent he deM-rvi d. ."i7-

Oxyanes. Persian prince, enierihinf Alexander in hi- house,
and gives him h s dnughtpr Roxana in marriage, i 57o-
Oiydracn-. in-ople o' India, I. j** their capitali U-SK ged and

taken by Alexander, 5^9. they sul-mi' in that prince, ih

Oxvrinchus. c-it> of the Lower Thebias, i. 55 wonder rela-
ted of that city by the Abbe Fleury in his Ecckiiattieul His-
tory, ibid.

P.
PACORI-S. son ofOrodes, king of the Pnrthiami, enter* S) ria

at the bead of an army, and Besieges Antioch, ii.2?4. raises

thes'eg" of that city, and is d< li-ated in a battlp, ib. return*
into Syria, and is defeated and killed in a bailie, >.">

Piedaretos. Ijaceria-monian : his li've ul his onur-'ry. i. 21'2.

Pagnn. IX finitMin ol a Pagan by Tertullian, i. 2.0. See Pa-
gnn'sm.
Paganism. G"neral reflections upon paganism, i. 415, etc.

absurdities of paginism, 4H'. what the highest perfection to
be expec'ed from it was, i. iS>7.

Palamedes. irHfredy written hy Euripides on the occasion of
the death of Socrates, i. 3SM.

Palestra1 , public schools in which the athlete exercised
themselves in wr-tling. i. 424
Palica. city of Sicily, near which there wa- a temple famous

for thesanc'iti ol thpna'h* taken there, i. 2*15.

Pammenps commands the troop" sent hy the Thehans lo the
aid of Anahnzus, and occasions hi* gaining two considerable
victories, i. 491.
Pnmroenes. Athenian general, marche* to the aid of the City

of Megalopolis, besieger! hv the I-acedirmonians, I. 494.

Pamphvlia, province of A=ia Minor, i. nvi.
Panathenipa.tpstival celebrated at Athens, i. 416.

.

Pancratium, kind ofcombat amongst the ancients, i. 42S.
PanKtius, Stoic phdompher: he accompmoii.-! Scipio in hi*

embassy to the king* of the East, ii. 256.

3 3
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Pantaucnus. Perseus'f ambassador to Gentius, engages that

prince in Ins master's interest against llie Romans, li. 220.
I'antliea. wile of Abradatcs. is taken prisont -r liy Cyrus. i.

159 cumiuct ill thai prince in regard to her, ib. she urines over.

r husband to Cyrus, ih. her discourse with him before he
sets out Inr the battle. 11)3. the excess of her grief ui'im tlie

death of Ah'iulates. ll>5. she stabs herself with a dagger, and
falls il( ad uin:. her husband, ib.

Papira, mother of the second Scipio Africanus : magnificent
liberality ol Seipio in regard to her. i. 128.

Papyrus, plant of Egypt : description of it, i. 58.

Pirelli*, .as i of the legitimate children of Pericles, dies of
the plague, i. S02.

Parusai.ga, measure of distance peculiar to the Persians, i.

30*
1

I'archirent: invention of parchment, i. 58.
Paris. Trjan, returning home with Helen, whom he had

carried off, is driven by a tempest into one of tl.e mouths of
the Nile, i. t;:t. Proteus. king of Egypt, obliges him to leave
Helen with him anil toquit Kg> pt. ID Paris ret urns loTr.iy.ib.
Parmenio, one of Alexander's generals, is placed nt the head

ofthe infantry in the expedition ol that prince against the Pi r-

nans. and does him great service, i. 533. seizes lie pass of
Syria, and makes himself master of the small rityof lssus.540.
Alexander confides the treasures laid up in Damascus, and the
keeping of the pr'Soners to him. 544. Parnienio udvi-es that
prince toaccepl Darius's offers. 551 surprise of Parmenio. on
seeinc Alexander prosliate himseli baton the high-priest Jad-
dus.55-J. Alexander causes him lobe killed as an accomplice
in I hi- conspiracy of Philotas. 572. eulogy of Parmenio, ib.

Parmys. daughter of i he true Smerilis, marries Darius, 1.228.
Parricide. KMMM that prevented Solon Irom making any

law against that crime, i. 17 1.

Parthenon, temple ol Minerva at Athens, i. 284.
Part Ilia, country of the Par Mans, province ot Upper Asia,

beginning of the empire ofthe Parlhians, ii. 276.
Pars sat is, sister and wife of Darius Not bus. i._311. her ir rlu-

cnce over her husband, ib. extreme fondness of Parysatis lor

her son Cyrus, ib. obtains pardon of Artaxeixes tor that son.
and causes him to be sent back to his government. 347. cruelty
and jealousy of Parysatis, 364. poisons Slatira, ib. Artaxcrxes
confines her in Babylon, ib.

Pasargada, oil v of Persia, submits to Alexander, i. 591.
Patarnemis, officer of Apries. not having been able to seize

Amasis in the midst of the revolted Egyptians, is treated in

the mo*t cruel manner by that prince, i. 08.
Patisithes, chief of the Magi, places bis brother Srnerdts up-

on the throne of Persia, i. lf-2. is killed with his brother, 183.
Patroclus, governor of Babylon for Seleucus, abandons that

city upon the approach of Demetrius, and retires into the
marshes. ii. 33.
Patrocius commands the fleet sent by Ptolemy Philadelphia

to the aid of the Athenians besieged by AntignnusGonatas. ii.

75. returns into Egspt. and at Caunus causes Sotadeg the sa-
tiric poet to be put in death, ib.

Patroclus, Athenian, cites Demosthenes before the judges,
as a violater of the laws, i. 500. bad success of his accusation,
ib.

Patron, general of the Greeks in the pay of Darius, advises
that prince in vain to confide the guard of his person to the
Greeks, i. 565.

1'aul.is Emilius. See jEmilius.
Pausanias, king of Lacedspmon, commands the nrmyof the

Greeks, jointly with Arisliiles, and gains a great battle over
the Persians, i 2H2. makes the Lacedaemonians lose the chief
command by his haughtiness, 268. his secret intrigues with
the Persians. 269. is discovered and punished, ib.

Pausanias, king of Lacedtemon, commands at the siege of
Athens, i. 345. obtains peace for the Athenians. 350. neglects
to march to the aid of Lyrmder, and is summoned to take his
trial on his return. 371. refuses to appear, and is condemned to
die. ib. retire* to Tiga>a. and dies there, ih.

Pausai'ias. Macedonian prince, possesses himself of the
throne of Macedonia, i. 502. is dethroned hv Ipbicrates, ib.

Pausanias, young Macedonian lord, cannot obtain satisfac-
tion of Philip for an iinujl which he had received from Atta-
lus. 523. assassinates Philip in revenge, and is torn in pieces
UP 'ii the spot. ib.

PS usistrat us, commander of the Rhodinn fleet, is defeated
by Polyxcmdes. Antiochus's admiral, and killed in the battle.
ii 162.

Pay of the troops by sea and land amongst the ancients, i.

Pelasgits teaches the first Greeks to live upon acorns, i 207.
I'ella. capital of Macedonia, famous for the birth of Philip

and Alexander, i. 502.
Pcl.iuidas. Theban : his character, i. 470. his friendship with

Epaminonda-, ib. abandons Thebes, and retires to Athens, ib.

forms the design of restoring the liberty of his country, ih. is

eli-cteil R:i'iitarch. 472. drives Ihe garrison out ofthe citadel,
ib. causes the Athenians to declare for the Thehans. ih. gains
an advantage over the Lacedaemonians near regyra,473. com-
mands the sacred battalion at the battle of Leuctra, ib. is ere-
atcd Ita-otarch with Eoaminondas. ravages Laconia. and ad-
vances to ibe gates of'Sparta. 471'. at his return he in accused
and acqmtleil, 477. the Thebans send him ambassador to the
court ol Persia, th. hi influence with Arlaxerxes. 478. Pelopi-
das marches against Alexander, tyrant of Phene, and reduces
him to reason. 471'. (toes to Macedonia to appease the troubles
ofthm cour'.and brings away Philip as a hostage, ih. returns
intoThesa|v. 480. is seized and made prisoner ny treachery,
jb. animates Thebe. wife of Alexander, againsi her husband.
ih. is delivered by Epaminondas. ib, Pelopida marchesaganist
the tvrant. (rains a v-ictoryover him. and is killed in the battle,
4.
u

l, &c. singular honours paid to his memory, ih.

Pelopida. one of tbe i fTirers of Mithriilates. is sent amhas-
lador nv that prince to demand satisfaction ofthe Romans,
and to declare war against them in case of a refusal, ii. 30!'.

Pplnponneras, p-nvince and peninsula of Greece, now called
the Moren. i. IC.8. Peloponnesian war. W5.
Pelotw gives his name to Pelop mnecus, i. 207.
Peluium, cits of Lower Egypt, i. 4!'.

Pensions. Manner of giving pensions by the king
i. 190.
Penlac-

<02.

gs of Persia,

osiomedimni, citizens ofthe first class at Athens.!.
.

Pentathlum. assemblage of several agonistic exercises
amongst the Greeks, i. 426.
rVmhiloa, son of Orestes, reigns at Mycena? with his broth-

er Tisamencs. i. 207.
Pcrdiccas. son of Amyntas II.. is placed upoo the throne of

Macedonia by Pelopidas, i. 479. is killed in a battle against the
ll'srians, ib.

.Perdiccas.one of Alexander's generals, receives that prince'i
rint a moment belore his death, i. 597. provinces which fev
to him after the death ol Alexander, ii. 12. is appointed guardi-
an of AridsDus. and regent of the empire, ib. i uts Slalira, Al-
exander's widow, to Heath, 13. quells the revolt of the Greeks
in Uupper Asia, ib. pins Eumei.es into possession of CIIPI ado-
cia, IS. marries Cleopatra. Alexander's sister, ib his unlortu
nate expedition imo Egypt, ib. is killed there, 19.

Pergamus, city of Great Mssia in Asia Miner: ih? kingdom
of Pergamus becomes a Roman province, ii. 257.
Periander, tyiatit of Corinth, is ranked in the number of the

seven suges, 1.898.
Pericles. Athenian : his extraction, i.280. his education, ib.

care that he takes to cultivate his mind hy the study of the
sciences, and to exercise bin self in eloquence, ih. means that
he employs for conciliating the lavoui ol the people, 2M. un
rtertakes 10 reduce ihe power ol the Areopagus, and succeeds
in it. 28.. Thuctdides is opposed to him,2K<. he udorns Athens
with magnificent buildings, ib. envy ol ihe Athenians against
Pericles, ?>5. Justifies himself, and causes Thucyiiides to be
banished, ib. changes his conduct in tesiect to the pei
his great aut horns , ib. his disinterestedness, 286.- Ex [edi-
tion of Pericles inlo the Thracian Chersonesus, ib. al out Pel-
oponnesus, ib. and against Kul aa, 2b7. reduces the Samiana,
and demolishes their walk, ih. causes aid to I e granted to the

people ol' Corcyra against the Corinthians, 2t-8. trouble given
him hy his enemies, 2!'0. induces the Athenians to enter into a
war with the Lacedaemonians, 291. end to shut themselvi s up
within their walls, 2V9. prevents them from taking the field,
whilst their lands are ravaged, ib. pronounces the funeral ora-
tion of the Athenians killed during the campaign, 2(10. the
Athenians divest him of the command and fine him, 309 grief
ot Pericles for the death of his son Paralus, ib. the Athenians
reinstate him. ib. and permit him to enroll his illegitimate son
amongst the citizens, 303. death of Pericles, ib. his panegyric,
ib. &c.
Pericles, son of the former, one of the Athenian generals who

defeated the Lacedaemonians near the islands ArgioBMB. is

condemned wi'h his colleagues to die, i. ?43.
Perinthus, city of Thrace, besieged by Philip, and delivered

by the Athenians, i. 516.
Perjury. Punishn em of perjury in Egvpt, i. 51.
Perpenna, Roman ambassador to Gentius, is imprisoned, ii.

320. Anicius delivers him, and sends him to Rome with the
news of his victory, ib. Perpenna, when consul, marches
against Aristonicus. di Ii ats him in a bailie, and takes him
prisoner, 257. ilieson his return to Rome, ib.

Persepolis. capital city of Persia, subjected by Alexander,
who burns Ihe Palace of it in a drunken revel, i.564.
Perseus, first kirg of Mvcena', i. -('?.

Peiseus, son of Philip, last kirgof Macedonia, forms a con-
spiracy against his brother Demetrius, and accuses him to
Philip, ii. 184. his speech against his brother, 186 Perseus re-
moves In m court to avoid his father's indignation, 1! 0. takes
possession ofthe throne of Macedonia after his father's death,
ib. puts to death Antigonus. whom his father had chosen his
successor. 208. prepares seeretlj for war against the Romans,
ib. endeavours to gain allies, ih. tries in vain to bring i.ver the
Acheans, ib. the Romans are informed of his secret men^ures.
ib. Eumenes gives tl.em fresh information concerning Itis pro-
ceedings, ib. Perseus endeavours to rid himself ot that rriitce.
first hy assassination, 207. and afterwards by poison. In. rup-
ture between Perseus and the Romans, ib. inter vie wot' Perse us
and M a rcius, 208. war declared in form, 210. Perseus advan-
ces with his tro ps near the river Peneus. 211. battle ofthe
cavalry, in which that prince gains a considerable advantage,
and makes an ill use ot it. 212. he makes prop sals of peace,
which are rejected. 213. lakes fright upon tlie arrival ofthe
consul Marcius in Macedonia, and leaves him the passage
ojx>n. 215. resumes courage soon afier. 218. solicits aid on all
sides, ib. his avarice loses him considerable succours. 219. he
is entirely defeated and put to flight by Paulus jEmilius at the
battle of P\rina. 222, &c. is taken prisoner with his cnildren,
224. and serves as an ornament in the triumph of Paulus
^F,milius,228. death ol Perseus, ib.

Persia, province of Asia, 23. foundation of the Persian em-
pire In Cyrn=, j. 174. kings who reigned in Persia: Csrus, ib.

Vambyses, ]79. Smn!is il e Magian, 183. Darius, son of flys-
tasr* s. 228. Xerxes. 247. Arti'xi txes Longimarus, 273 Xerx-
es II. 310 Sogdianus. ih. Darius Nothos, ib. Axtttxer.xes
Mnemon. 347. Ochus, 4fO. Arses. 497. Darius Corfomanus. ib.

destruction ofthe empire nt'the Persians hy Alexapdei, J85.
manners i-nd customs of the Persians, i. 184. education of the
Persians in the time of Cs rus. 152. government ofthe Persians,
184. form of it monarchical, ih. coronation of their kii gs, 347.
res)** ct paid to I hem. 185. manner of educating their children,
ih. public councilot the Persians, ib. admin isi rat ion of justice.
186. attention to the provinces, 187. invention of posts and
couriers, 189. car of their finnrei s, ih. of war, I'O. entrance
into thn troops, ib. arms of the Persians, ih. their chariots arm-
ed with scythes, ib. military discipline ofthe Persians, 191.
their order of battle. 192. quality of the Persian troops in ihe
time ol C\ rus and after that prince, 193. arts nnd sciences of
the Persians, 194. their religion, 197 marriages, ]99.
Petalism, kind of sentence established at Syracuse, i. 2*>5.

Petra, a very strong place in the country of the Nabatia-an
Arabians, ii. 34.
Petra Oxiana. inaccessible rock, i. 575. Alexander make*

himself master of it, 576, frc.

Peucestes. one of Alexander's captains, distinguishes him-
self at the siege ofthecitvofOydrac8'. i.589. provinces which
fell to him lifter the enth of Alexander, i'. 12. he opposes the

progress of Pithon, nd drives him oin of Media, 26.
Phalanx. Macedonian : description of it. i. 505.
Phalaris.his bull taken at the siege of Agngentnm, and sent

to Canhage, i. 82.
Phalecus is appointed general ofthe Phocor-ans during the

sacred wur. in the room of Phayllus, i. 508. he pillages the
temple of Delphi, as ibe other had done, and is deposed, ib.

Phalerus, port of Athens, i. 267.
PhameiiB. general of the Carthaginian cavalry, dares not ?o

take the field when Scipio is to support the foragers, i. (24.
he goes over to the Remans, 125.
Phnnen of Halicarnassus. general of the Greek auxiliaries in

the army of Amasis. upon some discontent goes over toCam-
hyses. i. 179. the Greeks in the king of tgs pt s service murder
hi children in revenge. 180.
Pharaoh, name common to the kings of Egypt, i. 61. one of

them gives hia daughter to Solomon in marriage, 64.
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Pharisees, powerful sect in Judra, ii. 262. persecution of
A It lander Jannseus and his puny by the Pharisee*.,

of iheir tyranny. 1J73-

Pnurnabazus. governor of Asia, and general of the troops of
Darius and Arlaxerxes, kings ol 1'ersia, aids the Lacedemoni-
ans aainst the Athuniai.s. i. 337. makes peace with ihe hitler,
;

- - complaints against Lj minder lo Sparta, 351. his

whole province is ravaged by Agesilaus, 3b!l. interview of

Agesilaus and Pharnabaxni, 370 ihe latter is charged by AT-
.ii.v r.v - with tin- war against Egypt, i. 4co'. the enterprise
miscarries through his fault. 4r7.
Piiarnaces, mokes the army revolt against his father Mithn-

date*, and is i lei-ted king m his stead, ii. 3-!'. he is declared
Ihe Iriemi and all) ol' the Konians, ib. is deleated and driven
out ol Puntu* by Uasar. 337.

I'l.aih.icKi.-. eunuch ot Xerxes II. supplies Sogdianus with
the in, ;u.s ot assassinating ihal prince, i. 310.
Pharos, us famous tower or light house, n. 54.

I. brother of Herod, is n ade governor of Jerusalem,
i. -<j. is taken by the Parthian* and pul in irons, ib. kills

1:11-1 .!'10 avoid the ignominy ol i unufament. ib.

Phayllux, general of the Phocaans during the sacred war,
lunui rs the temple of Delphi lo defray the expenses of thai

war. i. ill-, his death, ib.

I'natlius. ol Crotona, alhleta: his affection for the Greeks,
mi valour, ii. 500.
Phebida*, Lacedemonian, sets out from hparta, at the head

ot a bodv ol troops againsi OljnUius. i. 4i H. he soiled ihe cita-

del i,f Thebe* by liaud. ib. is deprived of Ihe command and
fin. d. ib.

Phedj ma, daughter of Otanes, and wife of Smerdis the Ma-
jian, discovers ttiut usurper's imposture.!. 13. she marries Da-
rius alter the death ot Smeii! .-

Phoenicia., province of S>rm, revolt of Phcemcia againsi

Ph.'rend'ates. Persian lord, made governor of Egypt by
Ochus. i. 4S>4.

Pbereiiicus. one of the principal conspirators against ihe ty-

rants.,! Thebes. i.47l.
Pheron. king of Egypt. 1.20. action of that prince againsi the

Phidias, famous painter and sculptor: Pericles gjven him
tli>- direction of Ihe public buildings at Athens, i. 2co. mgiati-
tude .f the A then lans lo Phidias. J90.
Pnila, Aniipater's riiiugliter. is married to Craterus. n. 17.

after the death of Craterus she marries Demetrius Polior-

retes, ib. she kills hersell by poison, 52. praise ot thai princess,

Phili, daughter of Seleucus and Slraionice, marries Antio-
chus G. minus, n. 02.

Philadeipiius. name given ironically to Ptolemy II. king of
Eg) pt. ii 54. See Ptolemy Philarielphus.
Philammon assassinates Arsinoe, sister and wife of Ptolemy

Phiiopuior, ii. 109. he is beaten to death wiih staves by the la-

dis nt honour to that princess, 133.
Phila-ni, two brother*, eit liens of Carthace, sacrifice their

lives !or the good of iheir country, I. 7?'. the Carthaginians out
of guiitude consecrate two altars to them, ib.

Phila'iiius, Lacedaemonian, accompanies Hannibal in his

expedition*, and composes the history of that great captain, i.

llv>.

PhiletBprus, founder of the kingdom of Pergamus, i. 38. ii. 75.

means winch he uses tor lupporung himselt in thai kingdom,

Philemon, comic poet, preferred by the Greeks to Menander
in his own lifetime, i. 437.

I'lnlidas. one of the conspirators against the tyrants of
i ils means to make himsrlftheir secretary, i. 471. on

the d,t> fixed by the conspirators, he invites the tyrants to a
supper, ili. the conspirators kill them al his house, 47-'.

-<>! ol' Amyntas II. king of Macedonia: his birth,

i. 502. Pelopida* carries him to Thebes as a hoftage.503. he
flies I'rotn Thebes into Macedonia, and is placed upon the
throne, ib. beginning of his reign, ih. he makes a capti. us icace
wnh the Athenian*, ib. his first conquests. 504. birth ot Alex-
ander. 505. Philip's care of his education, ib. he endeavours to

i nriice, and Kikes M.-lhone, at the siege of which

t>lare
he loses an e\e. 507. conciliate* the amity ol the Th ss;i-

ians, and expels iheir tyrants. 508. endeavours to seize the

pass ot Thermopylc in vain, ib. lakes the city ol OUnlnus,
notwithstanding the efforts of the Athenians to prevent it.

510. declares for the Thebans against the Phocaans. and he-

ns in thai manner lo share in ihe sacred war. 511. lulls the
iheiiMn-i wit 1

-, a false iw-ace and false promises, ib. man
hermopyttB. reduces t berhooMn*. and terminates i he sacred

war. ">i-J. cause's himself to be admitted into ihe council ol the

Atnphictyons, ib. on his return into Man don in. he pushes his

conquests into lllyrium and Thrce,513 enters into a league,
with the Thebans. Argives. and M'-sseniann. for attacking
Pt-loponnesus with their joint forces, 514 Athens declaring for

the Lacedemonians, breaks that league, ih. Philip make* an at-

temtit II:HHI Eubo?a,515. rhoeinn drives him out of that is In id
ili. Philip f.Ttns the siege of Penning* and Hizartium. 510.
Phorion obliges him to raise both those si''ge. 517. Philip

\theas. kiiiRnf the Scithians, and the Tntwlli. peo-
ple ol Mmsia, 51P. hy his intrigues he causes himself t,. be de-
clared geiieral'ssinio of I he Greek* in the council ' f the Am-
jitiicui" s. ib. tc.seiz'-s Elntpa. 51H. the Athenians and Theb
ans enter into a league againsi him, 520 he makes proposals
of I'vace, which are rejected bv the advice of Demosthenes, ih.

battle of Cha?roneH. in which Philip gnins a gtei vi< lory, ih.

Philip in the council of the Amphirt\ons. causes himself to be
declared general of the Greeks aeai 1 st the Persians, ai d pre-

pares tor thnl great ext dit 10", ,Vi2. 523. domesi ic troubles in

his family, ih he repudiates OliTirins, and marries another
wife. ib. celebrates the nuptials of Cleopatra his daughter,
with Alexander, king of Epirus, nnd is killed in the midst of
them. ib. memorable actions and savings of Philip, 524. good
anil had qualities of that prince, ih. &c.
Philip, soi of Demetriu", K?, ends the throne of Macedonia,

ii. 101. his affection for Ara-*s. 110. hp takes upon him the de-
fence of the Acha>ans against ihe jtnlian. 111. different ex-

peditions of Philip tieainst the enemies of the Aclneans, 112.

Urange abuse thai ApeMes his minister makes of hi confi-
dence. 113 irruption of Philip into./EioliH, 115. takes Therma?
by surprise, ih. excesses committed there hi his soldiers, ih.

prudence whicli he shows in his retreat, llfi. trouMes in his

ramp, ib. punishment of the authors ol them, ih. irruption o|

Philip into Laconia. ih. new intrigiK
1 of the conspirators, ib.

Iheir punishment, 117. Philip takes Theirs of Phthiotis from
tbe ^.lolian:, 118. concludes a peace with them, ib. Philip

concludes a treaty with Hannibal, 1 19. makes preparations foe
can v n t the war Into lialt , ib. is M. i| n-. n in . deleaied l.j the
Koinans at ApoJIOOi*. 1-0 his change ot conduci, ih. l,i i od
lailh and irn gularities, ib. he caus. s Aratus to i

|
oiMrm d,

ib. makes hin.si It n.a-ii r ot Ihe cm a. d castle of l.ir.-u.-, J-.'l

gait -
' \, ral advantages i vi r tiie /EtoJian*. l'J'2. he is repul*rd

near ih. enrol Eli*, ib. different :.ctiei sul Philip agan si Sul-
pilius, l-'.'i, &c makes | i-.ee with the Romans, J:il. eniers into
a league with Aoiivrbus lor invading ll> com n> ions ol 1'toltmy
KIM bin i -. i: :> i mi >u, (> (.1 1'hilip against Ana, us in d the
K hod ian. ih. his ciue I tr< atieei.t ot the Ciamiins, 1. 4 .he I e

sieges ai d Hikes Ai.ulos, ih. &c. ravage.. Attica. I3ti. tin Ku-
mai s declare war hgainst him. ib.^ Philip nukes iitllict-
ual attenipis r^an M A I > i -. ih , i cen\ tts to l.r.i r ti e
AJolians to hi- lain. 137. is deviated in a battle by guipnius,
i..f. is noui-ed 10 loandon the detiies aloig the AISUS. l^U.
ineflj-ctual interview of Philip wi:h Pbunininm roic, ri.n.g

pace, 14-J. he is celealed h; Fiiinnnn us n nr Srci li.ssa aid
(')iio.eei hate) in Tbemlia, 145. tie Ron ais ^nu. h n, ]-,
14I>. Philip a ds CtuiDtiot against Nabi*. 15U. &.< . his coi met
to Scipio, ih. Philip's cause- of di tconii nt lioin the K inaiis,

17b. &.C. Ihe Kon ans order him to evacuate tbe cili>s of
Thrace, ]77. he v i.t. 1'is liige uien the inlml Hants ol .Maro-
i a u. ib. f< i,i> his si i lien e riu- i n an embassy to Ri n e. 17^.
complaints against Philip carried to Id ire, ]K). He Rumaui
fend back Ins son with n,l LSM.I!C rs, ili. Philip | rei ares lo re-
new the war wiih the Koman*. n.. i lot ul Pi r- n> u^ain-t De-
metrius. IN. he accuses him to Philip. 1S-5. upon a new accu-
sation I'hiup causes I), n etnus to lie | ul to dtaih. ISO. he dis-
coVt rs his ill i cet ri M,me time alter, ai.d Persi us'p ^uilt, ib.
whils: he mi dilates the I unishiienl of the latter he <1n -, ih.

Philip pretends hims It soi ol IVr-eus. and tei/.- s the kit g-
riem ol Macedonia, u. '-37. is deft attd and. kitled b) Tn n.ellius,

Philip, one of Alexander's captains: province* that fell to
him alter that prii re's d< KID, n. 1-.

PhMip. in roi.rert w ith hie troiher Antiochu, destroys the
city ot .Moi'sucstia. to avenge the death of his brother Peleu-
ciis.ii. --'I 5. reigns in Sjria with his I rother D metrius after
hn VM g driven out Eusi b> s. ib. Philip's death, ib.

Philip, Phrygian, is made governor of Jucaa by Antiochu*
Epipbanej, n. i! 4.

Philip, foster tir-/ii-.er and favourite of Ant iochusEpii hanes,
is n ade governor by that prince ofhis son Amiochus Eupalor,
and regent ot S)na, ii. '.01. Ljsias usurps that emplojmeul
fnm hfm.946. Phifip retires into Ei>p, tb.

Philip of Acariania. phyician, krnwn from the salutary
draught which he gave Alexander, i. 537.

Philipsbur|h, town ot Germany, besieged and taken by the

Philisrus is sent by the king of Persia, to reconcile the stales
of Greece, i. 47-.

Philistus. rich citizen of Syracuse, pays a fine for JJinnysi-
us. i. 440. Dionysius hanii-hes him. 45<>. Dionysius the Yi LI g-
er recalls him 10 court. 454. death ot Philistus, 458. he maybe
considered a* a great historian. 4."4.

Philocles, Macedonian, devoted lo PerpeD?, is sent by Philip
on an embassy to Ri me. ii. IH). at his return he delivers a
forged letter to that pnnce under the counterfeited seal rf T.
dumiius. which occasions the death of Demetrius, ib. Philip
causes i mi to be seized and put lo the torture, in which he
ill. s. 1!0.
Philoi les.oneof the Athenian generals, \g defeated and made

prisoner with his colleagues at the battle of jEgospotumos, i.

34:i. is i.,|it to death, ih..
. , .

Pinion clus. general of ihe Phorsrans. sets them ngainst the
em to take arms. i.

Pinion clus. general of ihe Phorsrans. set

decree of the Amiihictyons, and induces th .

,107. m 'lies himself master of the temple of Delphi, and takes
the riches of it to pav his Iroopl.ib. is defeated in a I at tie, and
i h rows himself headlong from the top of a rock. ib.

Philoi. ides, runner to Alexander the Great, famous for hit
switiness, i. 420.

Philoi o?men, Megalopolitan. induces his fellow-citizens to

reject the offers of Cleomenes, ii. Pg sigi.alizes hin-selt at the
I'attleol S-'lasia, 100 disiii gutshes himself in the bailie tear
the city of Elis, ]-"-'. his education. J2X his great qualities, ih.

rw- is elected general of the horse hy the Achaeans, 124 retormt
the Achs?an troops, ih. is elected captain gei eral if the Ach5-
ans, 12SI. gains a famous victory over Machmidas. tyrant of
Sparta, and kills him in the battle. 130. the Acha-ans ereci a
statue to him. ib. honours which I.e receives in the assembly
at the NerPB-an fames, ib. Philoprpmon is defeated at sea by
the tynmt \nhis. 154. he gaii s a tamnus victory over that ty-
rant nearSpnrta.155. after I he deal hot \ahis he seizes Sparta
and obliges that city toeiner into the Arha-an league. ISfi. re

fuses the presents offered him hy the Spartans, ib secretly ta

vours the Spartan exiles, and causes wnr to be declnred

sigiinst that city, 170. makes himself master of Sparta, and re-
lestaies the exiles, in. atiacks Mespera. at d is taken prisoner.
171'. the Me.s- nians pot him lo deaih. ib. hoi ours paid to his

memory. IrO. trial ot Phil") ttfr>n after his death, ib.

Philosophers: Philcwcphy. It i- wonderfully adapted for

forming the hero. i. 4b4. the study of this science incompatible
with slavery, i. '5.

Philotas. son ot Parmenio. comrrands. a hor!y of horse in Al-
exander's 'M^dition Bgainst Persia, i. ,V3. pretended con-

spirnry^of Philotas against Alexander, 570, &c. he is put to

Philotas, governor of Upper Asia, is put to death by Pithon,
ii. 2T.
Philoxenus, ptet. favourite of Dionysius the tyrant : hisgen-

erongfrark es. i. 450, &c.
Philoxenus. Macedonian, seizes Harpalus, and causes him

to lie put to the torture, i. 9DX
Pi'ocaa. c't\ of Ionia, is condemned to be destroyed by Ihe

Romans.ii. '-57. people of Maisrilles originally descended from
(list city, obtain pardon for it, ib.

Phoci"n. general rf the Athenians, drives Philip out of in-
I o?a. i. 515. mates that prince raise the siege of Perinlhus and
B\zaniium. 517. rejects the offers of Harpalus. 5!'3. eri'eav-

OUT- in vain to prevent the Athenians from enraging in the
Ijimisn war, ii 13. is com'emt.eri to die by the Athenians, 22.

hi body is carried out of the terri'orr of Attica. 23. tie Aihe
nians erect a statue lo him, and inter his hones honourably, ib.

cMracterand eulegy of Phoru n, i. 5)5. 5!'3. &c.
Phoris. part of Greece, i. 2P5. it is ravpci-d by ^erxes 257

Ihe lyacedB-monisrs Hpprive the reople of Phocisol the rimo
dy of ihe temple of Delphi. 287. Pericles restores it to thern,
ih. the Phoca-ans till the grrurd consecrated to Apollo. I. 507
they are declared guilty of sacrilege, nnd are fined, ib. thci
take arms against the decree of the Amphimons. ib lie mile*
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make war against, the Phnrteans. ib. Philip reduces them.
ML

Pncenijt. fabulous bird : wonders related of il, i. -19.

Pli.>nmeua. kintql Argos, i.2U7
Pliraves l.on nf PrinKitius. kineof the. Parthians. ii 254.

- II. u c"i(ls his fath'T Mithridateg in the kingdom
of Panh a. ii. 27ii. i* deleatrd three times liy Antiochus Si-

deles. .'5.'
;

. r-'l n-us IVineirins. ih. defeats Atniochiis. win is

killed ni the battle, ib. marries one of that prince's daochterd
ib. i* d-'.-are.t by the Scythians, who had called in Aniincl.us
to heir aid. midis killed in his flight, 2.W.
f'h'n itr* Ill..sumamedT"eos. king oft ho Parhians. ii. 277.
makes nn alliance wilh ihc Romans during liu- wai with Mnh-
ridates, HP. spouges the pint m Tigranes tne Younger agiiing

1
-

tbc Cat her. !>. d...,ih of Phraates. i'..

Phraates IV. is placed by his fa'her Oro 'eg upon the Parthi-
an ihr<>ne. ii. 2r(i. he put* his brothers, la'.h r. ai.d ins son, to

death. ib.

Hhraiirtes. king of the Medes, succeeds hig father D- joces. i.

H6. makes him*-|t master of almost a I Upper Asia, ih. makes
w.ir again?! the Assyrians, ib. is defeated, ib. Naliuch.odonog.ur
pu's him 10 deHtn. ib.

Phra a pherws.orie of Alexander's generals : provinces which
fell to him atler lhai prirc.-'s deilh. il. 12.

P'iryni-iis. one of the Athenian *enera Is. opposes the recall
of Alribiades, i. 335. is deprived uflke cnmmand. ib.

Plirynon commands the army of the Athenian* sent against
M'tyl'-re. i. 225. accepts the challenge of Hitlucus, and is

ki'led. ib

Pnyllus, Lacedemonian officer. \' killed at the siege ofSpar-U '> Prrrha*. fighting vaiiantlv. ii.90.
Pnysc.in. See Ptolemy Euergetes, Furnamcd Physcon.
Ph. sen*, see Marmoriee.
Pnyto. general of tne ironp* of Rhegiutn, defends that city

ag.nnst I) ninsius. i. 4-18. Dimijsius. after having made him
trT-r a-.-a' indignities, puts him to d-atli, ih.

Pindar, Greek lyric poet, character of bis works, i. 293.
P ra-us, ion of Ath. ns. i. 2i7.
Piiornis. fame given to kings said by the Egyptian priests to

bve re.igned in Egypt, i. lio

Pisai'drr, Athenian r tptain, induces the people of Athens to
recall A'rihiail-a. i. 335. the Athenians send him to treat wilh
Alrihii'dc* and Tissaphernes, ib. at his return he chances the
form of i he government. 33fi.

Pi*andr. (.accdiemonian, is appointed by Agesilnu* his
brother-in law to command the fl.-et in his stend. i. 31>?' is de-
feated tiy Cunon nearCnidos. <inri killed in the battle. 372-

Pisidia, a province of Asia Minor, described, ii. 148.
I* -i- r.iui". Aih'-nian. mikrs himself tyrant of Athens, i.

890. lenity ol'hi-. government, ib. his death, 221. his character,
22". library found/ d hj him at Athens, ib.

Mso (Can urnius.1 consul, commands at the siege of Car-
lhge before the arrival of Scipio. i. 124.

Pi.-uthnes. governor uf I.ydia for Darius, revolts against that
prince, i. 311. is taken and put to death, ih.

Pit him. one of A'ejxnder's captains, is made governor ofMe-
dia h> Ami pater. ii.20 causes Plnlota_g to be put !o death, and
tak'< possession nf his government, 2tv is driven put ol Media
by Peucestcs, and > hlifed to retire to SeK-ucus, ib. Antigonus
puts him tod-ath, 31.

Pittaru* of Mi t yle ne, one of the seven sages ofGreece, drives
out the tyrant wh oppressed his country, i. 225. commands the
army against the Athenians, ih. challenges Phrynon their gen ;

eral to sing'e com hat. and kills him. ih the inhabitants of

Mitylene giw him the sovereignty ot their city. il>. he volnnta-
n.y abdicates his authority at the expiration of ten years, and
retires, ib. bisdeath.22t>.
Places. At lack and defence of places by the ancients, i. 193.

&r
Plague, contagious distemper, i. 293. description of that riis-

en->-. ili.

Pla'a-a. citv of Bfpotia. i. 205. the Plata>ans acquire glory at

the battle of Marathon, 243. refuse to sudmit to XcrxTr*. SB3.
the Greeks decr" the prize of valour to them after the defeat
of Mardonin. 2113. the Pla'a'ans institute nn anniversary fes-

tival in hoeuur of those who died in the battle, 2H4. siege of
Pla'a-a liy th" IVhanl.SStl Plata?a besieg. dan.) taken hy the
Lae--H>n)omans, :I03. the Thehan demolish it entirely, ii. |8
the Pli s-ins r-tire to A'heng, ih. induce Alejande.r to de-

iiroy Thel-es. 330. that prince permits th'-m to rebuild their
ci'i. 5i I).

PI i-n. i hiW-phorof A'hn: retires to Megnr to avoid the

Sgeof

th Athenians.!". 3!4. Plato's travels inti. Sicily. wh> te
' appears tor the first tirpe at the court of fVoiiysius the
oqnger, 4^5. his intimacy and friendship with Dion. ili. P.n-

to's second voyage into Sicily, 453. wonderful change occasion
e<i h\ ln presence at the court nf Kionysim the Yniii'ger. 454.

conspiricyof the courtiers to prevent i' (Ti'Cts. ih. Plaloqui's
the marl, and returns i> to Greece, 455 adventure that hap-
pen* "i him at Ohmpia. ih. he return* to the court TDmnrtaai
th' Y. ir'C't.4.W [)inr>sius i1'ffi-r wi h him. ib. he permits
him -o -er,,rn imoGrece.il,. Plato's death. 4!'7.

PITnm\ rium. ile n"ar Syracu*-, i. 323.
Pi;-.nrchus. son nTI/>onirla. ki"f ..rp,>Br ,a. i. 2f9.
Plistn-:.e. ,n of Atreu. king of Myrera-. i 207.
Plutiina.x. kit g ofLacedieiixinia, takes pains to cause a trea-

t\ in >-oiicludfd lxtwcen Athens and Sparta, i. 314. his
d-mh.3^0.
Plutarch <if Fretria calls in the Atheninnsfothe aidof Ruho?a.

> Philip, i. 515. his perfidy, ib. Phocion drives bun
on- ot" Kretria. ih.

Pir-ci!". gallery or porch of paintings at Athens, where the
P'..i(-s u-' d to assemble, i. 245.

Pi.-sv. Ore--k poets, i. ?>.'. &c. emulation nf the poets in dis-

puting the priz.es in the Olympic games. 430. poets Wi o inven-
te-t and improved traced y and romedy, 431.
Poleniarch, mngwrN'at Ath'-ns, cmnloyed both !o admin-

ister 'notice and command armies, i. 213
Poliiircrtes : name given to Demetrius, win of Anligonui, ii.

32.
PolvTnu*. senator of Svrarn-r. harangues the renpl* upon

th" action of Andranadorus. after the death of Hieron>mus. ii.

2P6
PnlvhMat. Laceda-monian. is charged with the war against

O*vn<bf<. a'-d take, ihnt city. i. 470.
Polvhius. Greek historian: hi' function at the funeral of

Pnil'i|'a?nn. ii. l"0. is c.liogen ainhassador 'o Piolemy Epiph-
anes !> the Aehipans. ib ise'ecte t g"nernlof the horse In the
AH'* in*. -214 i deputed to the consul Mxrcius. to whom he

h" decree of the Acrneans. 215. returni to Achaia. ib.

itv the Ach*ans a coruiderable expense, ib. ii included in

the number of the exiles, and carried to Ron-e. WJ. *iis grrat
friendship with the H cond Srijito At'ricanus. ih. returr of Pol.
> lii us ii.-o Achaui. 24H. z'-ai n! PoKbiu,. in ret', ndi n 1'hilopof-
men's memory, ili. proof w'.irh he g've*nt'i -

ness. 241. establishes good order and tranquillity ill his country.
ib. reiur.s in Bcipn at Rume. ai il in-n mi/aim s him to the
siege ol Ntinian'ia. ib. aftei Bcipio'* deftUl lit returns it. to hi*
in. n ci.ui.tr.i . v bete he ends IMS di,;.s. jb.

Piiiyhiu* of M. galu polls, ufficr r in the army of the Arhn an*,
ii. 130.

Polycntes. tirant of Samos. i. 182. singular history of that
tynnt , ili bis DMrerable ei d. ih

Poll crates, first mini-ter of I'lolemy Epiphanes, renders that
1 n re t;r. at si ruce.-. ii. 175.

Piiliri.in as. famous alhleia of ai tiqniiv. i. 42.5.

Poljtlec'es. kir g nl S. ana. aid l.ro her of 1 \eurgn=,
Polydorag. brother ol Ja-nn. tirant rf Phcia-, succeeds htm,

at d i< soon alter killed hi PoUphro his o'her hro'.hi-r. i. 479
Polygamy. It MB* allowed in Egypt. i.."i2.

Poll t em us, fa nu u- pamtt-r : tt i.erou- action of hit tnwardi
th- Athenian*, i. 243
Polypprchon, Sirat-usan. in concert with Leptines, kills Cal-

lippui. I) mi's n uro'i r. r. i. 41 2.

Ptjyphron. is sahgiiiuted in the room of Jason, tyrant if
Pbene, his hro-her. i. 47.'. he k ; .|s Pntirorus hi- o-i ' l-rother.
and is siu.n atti r kil ed hunselt by Alexandi rot Phi ia>, ib.

Polysperchon.tine tit"' he geni ral* of Alexar di r'.- pnni, redu-
ces a country called Bnhaceoe. i 57^. nd'cn'i :i l'i r- ; i. 'or

prostrn'ii g hinis* If letme Alexander.579. that pn 1

him in be put in prison, ai d tsn 01 s bun -o. ;

sjperchon takes t) e cin ot Or.-., 5r2. is ai point; r n it of the
kingdom, and governor of Maa-doriia, t>) Aaiipater. ii. S3 re-

calls Oljmpias. i'i. erdeavours to.si cure Grfec. to b n'-i II. ih.

is driven ou> ofMan dor.ia by Casmnder. 27 raw f Hercnle*.
the son of Alexander, and his mother Baraina, to It- | ut to
dea'h.35.
Polistratus, Macedonian soldier, carries drii k to Darius at

the poll t of death, and receive- hi- la-' won!-, i .",1'ii.

PolyseninW, adimral of thi fleet nf Apliocliu* the Great, j*

defeated h) Lurins, at d reduced to fli . ii. II. 1. deli Ms Fausis-
irmus. wliornmitiai ded the fleet ot Rhix'is. l-j strBtp^i n'.
It 2. is defeated b} ^Eniihus, and compelled, lo retire to L| lie-

su. ib.

Polixi-Piis, brother-la law of Pjonyiiut, havirg declared
atMiti>t thai prince, flies to avoid falling into his Lands, i.

Polyzelus. broiher of Hiero 1. king of Syracuse, gives hj
brother umbrage, i. 2!'3. Theron, his son-in-law.

p.,rt, ib. peace is made b> the nu-diatioii o: tl.e i n ; ^IIMm-
dr*. ih.

Pi>mpeius (L.,1 Roman officer, commands a small body of
troop? during ihe war wi'h P-rseus, RHJ reiius to an in.i-
nence, whne he defends himself valiantly, ii. 21.'

romppy *uece>-d> IjOcuMu* in the war again*
ii. ;?24. his conduct uii' crriyirg in his gt yernit-eo: , ib. i fl". rg
Mithriila'es p.-ac.-, ..25. tains >ev. ral vic-oMis rvi r that
prince, jb marches into Armenia R^airst Tig'R- e.. horOBM*
and surrenders himself to him.32(>. 1 ur-U' .- .^In 1 riiiate*. rd
in his wa\ subjects the Albanian.* and Iberiai s. '. v7 'ini' of
following Mi'hridate*. lie rt>nit < to Siria, of which ! tt-keg

possession, : nd puts an end to the empire of thr S \< ucidie. ib.

marches to Pont us. ib returns intoSvria. 32:*'. Pen li.i's i xtv-
ditions in tn Arabia, 32". !nke Jeru-ali m, enters -be ti n . p

1

, . ,

and even the Hoy of Holies. -J74. after I'avi . d nil the
, . . .-

f a triiiinph. ih. after his defeat at Pharsulia, he retires
Egvpt. 333. i* killed, ib.

Popilius (r.1 is si nt umbRs-nc'or into Ep\pt. ir rrdet to tut
nn emt to the wnr th"re. ii. V'-i\. i li'ig s Anlmchns to quit
Egypt. and leave the two Piolemi'S. bn thers. ir. (in

ii.n of it. ih. is sent Into P. li.pniT' sus to run'ifh thi .

tlm senate there in favour i f -rv Grei Its. 214.
Porphyry,Tyr'n. lea-ned Pagan, decla ted enemy of Chri*-

tinnity and the Hoh Scriptures, ii. -.04.

Porus. |i dian ki- g. r. tu-i s to .-) niit to Alexander. i.5?2. is

defeated ami tfllen priso^ii r, ,"?4. Alt xat tier rewores to him
hi* I'on.ininrs.

I' - - Invention of posts and coutiers. i. I'O.
Pothinus. P-ol-n"'s minister, dethrones (.'k-nra'ra. ii. ?3X

advises the death of Pi'n'i'v. ih. endeavours to re- tier Ca-nr
.d . n-- -i. 'he Egi [itiai --. 334 pri vei.;* tlie eff. c: ot Osar's de-
cree. aed n-nket ih. Egyptians take arms against lum, 337.
Ctrnr mus, s him 'o h- i ut 'o death, ih.

Potkhpa, cn>y nf Maot - ;igainst tbe A'benian*.
to whem it wns tr" ii-aiy. i. 288. it i t sieged and Ipken by
th" Athenian*, ih. Philip takes thut city fmni then-, i. 504.
Poverty. Ln*eofpoveni intituled ai Sparta, V. ,-.

Proph-t Daniel. ofthe.20f..
Prexas|>e*. cm,fi.i:c t nf ran'hif s. kill" Srrerdi'. by that

prince's order, i 1S1 his I :'se ai d n'tin-troui- fiititrs ot (Yin-
hises. ib. pr.-miws the Magi to declare In tore tbe pei i l

Smerdi. the Mag ian the true son of Cyrus, IK3. sii nks to the
people from th" 'op of a tower, drclmrs the contrari to tl em,
;hrows him If down from the tip of the tower, and is killed.
;*>.

Priapatius. son and successor uf Arsaces II. king of the
Pc-Mar*. ii. 27-.
Prieie.ci-y of Ionia, i. 287.
Princes. &* Kirf-.
Procuk'us. Koman officer, corres to Cleopntrs in her retire-

ment, and advifes h>-r to ru' hi-r-ell
'

intoOsar's hnrds, ii. 343.
makes himsi If mi's er of ibe i<-r<on ol that | ripr ess.ib. O.-J
orders him to ,-i-k her wha' si e desires r

'

Sim. ib.

Proteus, king of A rgos. i. 2(C.
Promnchus. one of Alexander's officers, dies in a rielaoch

with that prince, i. 53.
Proi'hicies re.feet ing Phnrnoh-Hi I'hra arri the Eg'ptiars.

i.li7.&c. pmi'hecies c".cernirg Nineveh, I4.
a MDilOi Ii -'.

Cyrii- .i'.. Alexan.'er. 175. Ami. .hu the Gnat. ii. !'

eus Philoiwitor, I!
:

J A/itioc! tn Epii hnes,202. Jacob's prut fi-

eri concernirg 'he Mess'nh. 27t^
Proi-rity. Proof to which it | uti the soul. 1. 115. tram of

pr<vI-rity. 1;>(.

Pr .-agora.*. hrothr of Nicorles. exjpel. Evrigrras II. from
Salamis. and reigns in his tear", i. 495. CK-hus confirn.s the
p,..iision of th 'hrone i him. -t'-ti.

PmiRgornii nf Al'dera. so| h's 1
; opinion of Protaiora* con

cerning the Pivieity. i. 322 'be Athenians expel him their
ci'i and cni'e hi-- wrks to be hnrned, ib.

Prot.c. Mcedon ;pn: Alexander drinks his nealth in tb*>

bowl of Hcrcnle*, i. S'.C.
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Proteus, king of Egypt, i. 63. detains Helen and her riches,
and restores her to >fenelaus, ib.

Plot n us, senator of Sparta, opposes the war agains the Theb-
ans. but is disregarded, i. .174.

Prologenes, lain. .us painter. Demetrius'i regard for him
daring the siege of Rhodes, li. 44.
Protomaciius. one ol ihe Athenian generals that gained the

victory near the islands Arginusie, and were condemned at their

return, i. 341.
Providence, discourse ol Socrates upon Providence, I. 385.

.

Prozeous. of Boeotia. commands a body of Grecian troops in

thearmyof Cyrus the Voinger. against his broiher Artaxerxes,
i. 353. is seized by treachery and put to death, 35S. character
of Proxenus, it).

Prusias I. .king of Bithynia, i. 3*.

Prusias 11., king of Bithynia, surnamed the Hunter, declares
for the Romans against Antiochus, ii. Iti'J. makes war against
Euni 'ti' s, IrO. servici-s done him ny Hannibal during thai war,
ib. Prusias agrees to deliver him up to the Romans, ib. endeav-
ours to induce the Romans to grant Perseus a peace. 'Jlii. his

bjcet flattery in the senate, i)3. war of PniMas with Alta-
lus,~J3l. the senate oblige him to lay down his arms, and to

Sik"
Attains satisfaction, ib. Prusias, intending to put his son

icomede.8 to death, is killed by him. ih.

PrytaniSi name of' th cnief magistrate of Corinth, i. 208.
Psalm 1. 1. illustrated, ii. I'.K.

P.saininenit us, king of Egypt, is conquered byCambygeg, who
oses him wilh clemency, i 70. endeavours to reascend the
thr.ni . and is put to death, ib.

Psammeticus, one of th twelve kings who reigned at the
same tun in Egypt, is banished into the fens, and on what oc-
casion, i. (i(>. he defeats ihe other eleven kings, and remains
sole monarch of Egypt, ib. makes war againsl the king of As-
syria, ib. besieges Azotus, and takes it afier a siege ol twenty-

's tit. prevents the Scythians from invading Egypt,
ib. his method of knowing wnether the Egyptians were ihe
most ancient people of the ear'h, ib.

Psamrnis, king of Egypt, i. 67.
Plolem lis, daughter of Ptolemy Soter. Is married to Deme-

trius Poliorcetes, ii. 52.
Ptolemy, son of Amyntas II. disputes the crown with Per-

diccas. i. 4711. Pelopidas excludes him from the throne, ib.

Piolemy. son of Seleucus, is killed at the battle of Ipsus, i.

Ptolemy I., son of Lagus. one of Alexander's generals, takes
several cities of India, i. 5*1. is dangerously wounded at the

siege of a city of India. 5^:1. is cured soon after, ib. provinces
which fell to him after the deaih of Alexander, ii.li. he caus-
es ihe body of Alexander to be carried to Alexandria. 18. en-
ters into a league with Antipater. Craterus. and Antigonus,
againsl Perdicms and Eumenes. JU. makes himself master of
Syria, Phoenicia, and JoosM, '21. takes Jeru-ulem, ib. forms a
league wilh Seleucus, Qusaoder, and Lysimachus, against
Anligonus. 31. seizes the island of Cyprus. 33. defeats Deme-
trius in battle, ib. and makes himself master of Tyre. ib. defeat
of one of his gneral< by Dem-trius. ib. diff-rent expeditions
of Piolemy againsl Anligonus, 35. Ptolemy is defeated hy De.-

' ' \orus. 3!l. fcc. as-

led
metnus, who takes from him the

the title of king. ib. sends aid to th
le of Cyprus, 3!l. tc. a;

uins the title ot king. ib. sends aid to the Rhodians besiegp_
by Demetrius, 13. the Rhodian?, in gratitude, give htm the li-

tie of S Her. 44. Ptolemy allies himself with S-l"uru-
der, and Lysimachus. against Anligonus and Demetrius, -lli.

thosn four princes divide Ihe empire ot" Alexander amongst
them. 47. Ptolemy retakes the island of Cyprus from Deme-
trius. 50. renews the league with Lysimicnus, and Seleucus
aij-'iii't Demetrius. 51. abdicates the throne to his son Piolemy
Philaielphos, 53. death of Ptolemy Soter, 55. pr.tisn of that
prince, ill. famous library which he caused to be erected at Al-
exandria, 54.
Piolemy 11.. surnamed Philadelnhus. is placed by his father

Ptolemy ftjter upon the throne of Egypt, i;. 53. the coinnv-nce-
menl ol his reign. 5^. his resentment against Demetrius Pna-
lereiis, ib. h" causes the Holy Scriptures to he translated into
Greek, to adorn his library, 63. cultivates the amity of the Po-
iii t is. 71. his liberality to the Roman ambassadors, ill. fi\.i
aid to the Athenian! besieged by Antigonus. 74. rcvol> ot'Ma-
gis against Ptolomr, 75. the latter quell* a conspiracy against

Hi, ib. works of Piolemy of advantage lo commerce,
- to an accommodation with Magas. ib. war between

Ptolemy and Antiochus, 77. peace between those princes, ib

death of Ptolemy Philadelphia, 7!'. character and qualities of
thai prince, ib. his laste for arts and sciences, ib. his applica-
tion to make commerce fl mrish in his dominions, 713.

Ptolemv III., surnamed Euerg"tes. sur-ceeds his father
Ptolemy, Philadelphus, ii. 7!'. avenges the death of his sister

i, pu's Land ice to d-ath.and seizes part of Asia, 80.
in returning from that expedition he goes to Jerusalem, and
offers sacrifices them 10 the God of Israel. 81. league ol Antio-
chus Hierax and S"leucus Callinicus, against Ptolemv, ib the
latler comos to an accommodation wilh Seleucus. >*}. pauses
Antiochus to bo seized, and imprisons him. ib. augments the
library of Alexandria, ib. gives Joseph, the nephew of Onias.
th- farm of the revnu-s of the provinces of C'csle-syna. Phoe-
nicia. Jii'lrea. and Simaria. F3. arrival of Ctoosneims at the
court of Egypt, I'll death of Ptolemy Euergeteg, ib. Ptolemy's
liberality totho Rhodians. |0>.

, IV.. mrnanmd Philopator, ascends th thronp of
Egypt after the death of Ptolemy Euergetes. jj. 101. injustice
an. I cruelly of that prince to I'l-omenes, 111. Antiochus the
Great undertakes to recover Cn?l<>-syria from Piolemy. 103.
short truce between thosp two princes, 107. Piolemy gains a
great victory over Aniiochu* At Raphia, 108 comes to Jerusa-
lem, ib. rage and reveng" of Ptolemy against the Jews, lie-

eause they refused to let him enter into the sanctuary, i>>. he
gra rs A-H IK- 'HIS peace, ih. th" Egyptians revolt against Phi-
lop i tor, I'.rH. lhal prince gives himself up to all manner of PX-

imis \rsino. his wife and sister, to death, ib. dies
worn out wilh debauches, i:vt.

Ptol-rm- V..cill'') Epiphan"8. at the ngp of five ye-trs ns-
eends the thnvte ofEiypt. after the death of Ptolemy Philo-
pator, ii. 133. An'toch is th Grat and Plnjip pn|e r into a
league to inv.id" his rlntnrnlont, ih. Ptolemy is put under the

(tuardianship of the Romans. i:<5. Anstomenps. the young
king's guardian for the Romans, takes Palest me and Cn le-syria
fpvn A'itio"itis, IH'I. Antiochus retakes t'mp pmrir.eni. ib.

Beopas's conspiracy againsi Ptolemy frustrated hy Aristom-
en"s. U'l. Ptolemy is declared of age, ib. hp marries Clpo-
pitra, 'laughter of An'tochu*. 15't. makes an alliance with the
Aehoiam. 17.5 trea's flvn-a HIS. the sin or' Joseph, with great
piarks of favour ad friendship, ih. &c. takes a disgust to Ar.
MtpnTvies. and put* him to death, and abandons himself tc all
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ort* of excesses, ih. the Egyptiani form several conspiracies
against him. ib. Ptolemy chooses Polycrates fur his prime min-
ister, ih. with that minister's assistance he gets the U-lter of
the rebels, ib. renews the alliance with the Achn-ans, ib. lormi
the design of attacking Seleucus, ISi. tiiu principal persons of
his court poisun him, ih.

Ptolemy VL.calleil Philomelpr, at six ytarc old ucceed
his father Ptolemy Epiphanes, ii. 1KJ. grouinl of the war be
tween Ptolemy and Antiochus Epiphanes, J'.l'J. coronation ot
Ptolemy, I'.'ii. is defeated hy Anllochus, ib. loses a scconil bat
tie against Antiochus, and is taken prisoner. U'4. the Alexan-
dnaiis elect his brother Ptolem> Euergetes II. euri:ainio H|SQ
Physcon, in hisplace, ib. AntiiH-hus replaces Phiiometor in np-
pearance u|ion the throne, 19o. the two brothers unite and
reign jointly, ib. the Romans prevent Antiochus from disturb-

ing them, lOti. PliilomeXor is dethroi;ed by his brother Pins-
coo, 947. he goes to Koine to implore the senate's clemency, ib.

the Romans divide the kingdom of Egypt between the two
brothers, ib. new differences arise between PhiloBelof and
Phjscon, ib. Phiiometor refuses to evacuate the inland of Cy-
prus. 'Jl^. gains a victory over Physcon, and takes him prison-
er, ib. pardons him and restores him his dominions. il>. iimrnes
his daughter Cleopatra to Alexander Kalu, ~M. permits Oniai
to hudd a lemple tor the Jews in Egypt, ih. march' .- t<> tin- aid
ofAlexander his son-in-law, attacked b) Demetrius, -5 1. Apol*
lomus's plot iitjainst I'lo.einy, ill. utKin the relusal of Alexan-
der lo deliver up thai traitor. Philumetor lakes his daughter
from him. gives her lo Demetrius, and aids him in ascending
his father's throne, ib &c.
Plol'.my VII. .called Euergetes 11. and Physcon, son ofPlol-

emv Epiphanes, is placed by the Alexandrians upon the throne
of Egypt in his eldest brother's stead, li. 1'.'4. the two brother*
unite mid reign jointly, ih. they prepare lo defend themselves
against the attack of Antiochus, I'.lo. the Romans oblige that
prince to leave those two princes in tranquilli'.y, 1'Jp. Physcon
dethrones 1'hilomeior, '247. the Romans divide ihe kingdom be-
tween the two brothers, ib. rbruooo tli-satisried with the part
given to him, goes lo Rome, and demands to be put in posses-
sion ol the island of Cyprus, 284. the Romans adj ulge it lo him.
ib. the people of Ctreiiaica oppose Physron s enirance into
their country. *J48. that prince re-establishes himself in that
country, and gives occasion to aitemplsag.unsi his life by his
bad conduct, ib. makes a second yo\age lo Rome, and carries
his complaints thither against his brother, ib. undertakes to
make himself master of the island of Cyprus, ib. Philomelor
defeats and takes him prisoner, and afterwards generously re-

stores him his dominions, ib. Ph> scon marries Cleopatra, the
widow of Phiiometor. ascends KIP throne of Egypl.and puti
his brother's son to death. 2ol. Phys ( o.,'s excess of folly and
daMaeberyt 855. Sripn Alrieanui the Younger goes to that
prince's court, ib. Physcon puts awa> Cleopatra, and marriei
her daughter, by Phiiometor, nann d :ilso Cleopatra. 2J'J. hor-
rible cruellies which he commits in Egypt, ih. a general revolt

compels him to quit the kingdom, ib. new cruelties of Phys-
con, ib. returns into Egypt, anil re ascends the throne, ib. sup-
ports the impostor Alexander Z> jlna, and lends him an army
to place him upon the throne of Syria. il>. gives his daughter
Tryphena in marriage to Gr> pus, xjtitl Physcon's death, -.1)1.

Ptolemy VIII. .called Lathyrus, succeeds his father Plus-
con. ii. 'Jtil. Cleopatra, his mother, obliges him to repudiate
his eldest sister, and marry Selene his youngest, ib. Lathyrus
aids Antiochus the Cyziceninn against John Hyrcanus. 'Jii-J.

(Cleopatra takes her daughter Selene from Lathyrus, and obli-

ges him to quit Egypt, and content himself with the kingdom
of Cyprus. 2t)3. Lathyrus sends an army to besiege Ptolemai*.
and marches in person against Alexander, king of the Jews,
over whom he gains a great victory, ib. barbarous action of
Lathyrus after the battle, ib. raises the siege of Ptolemais,
2ii4. makes an ineffectual attempt against Egypt, ib. is recall-
ed by the Alexandrians, and replaced upon the throne of
Egypt, 2fi5. a rebeilkw rises up against him in Egypt, ib

Lathyrus destroys Thebes, whither the rebel* had retired. ib
he dies soon fter. ib.

Ptolemy IX., king of Egypt. See Alexander 1. son of Phyg
con.
Ptolemy X.. son of Alexander I., king of Egypt. See Alex-

ar^er I (.

Ptolemy XI.. surnamed Auleles. is placed by the Alexandri-
ans upon the throne of Egypt, in the room of Alexander II.. ii.

Jii-'. causes himself to he declared the nriend and ally of the
Roman People by the influence of Csesar and Pompey, 3:W. op-
presses his subjects in consequence with taxations, ih. is de-

throned, ib. the Alexandrians substitute his daughter Berenice
in his place, ih. he goes lo Rome, and wilh money gains the
suffrages ol the principal per-onsof the commonwealth tor his
re-establishment. 331. causes most of the ambassadors sent by
the Egyptians to Rome, to justify their revolt, tol.e murdered,
ih. an oracle oft he Sibyl is set up against him. ib. Gabinioi re-
instates him upon the ihronp,330. Auleles puts his rlaochtef
Berenice to death, ib. his ingratitude and perfidy to Rabmus,
ib. death of Anletes. 333
Piolemy XII., son of Piolemy Auletes, reigns after his fath-

er wilh his sister Cleopatra, ii. 333. he pxpels Cleopatra, ib.

causes Pompey to be assassinated by the aiiviceof'Theodotus,
ih. CiC'sar makes hnns'lf judge between Piolptny and Cleopa-
tra. 334. he secures ihe person of Piolemy. ib. releases him,
3.'(ii. Ptolemy renews the wnr against Ca>sar, ih. is defeated,
and drowned in the Nile, endeavouring to escape, ih.

Ptolemy i .king of Cyprus, brother of Piolemy Auletrs. ii

deposed bv the Romans, who confiscate liis treasures, ii. 269.
he poisons himself, ih.

Ptolemy II.. "on of Ptolemv Anletes. is made king ofCyprus
l>y C;i.s ir. 11. :<:ij (Vsiir fives him the crown of Egypt Jointly
with rieopatra, 33ti. deaih of Piolemy, poisoned by tha. prin-
cess, ib.

Ptolemy, son of Antony and Cleopatra, is proclaimed king
of^iria liv Antony, li. 340.
Ptolemy Apion, natural *on of Physcon. i made king of Cy.

rennica by his fath> r. ii. -Jiil. he leaves his kingdom to the Ro-
mans at his death. -2l>4.

Ptolemy Ceraunus. or the Thunder, son nf Ptolpmy Sotpr,
qui'sth >Lrt,nnd retires first to Lysimachus. and aftrru a rd<
to Beleurus. ii. 53 he eniag.'s the latter in a war with Lxsirn-
Ri-hus. 5!'. assassinates S^ieucus and possesses himsejt of hij
donrfiions. t',0 marries his sister Arsinne, widow ol Lysirao..
chus. and cane her two children by Ihnt prince to l>e mur-
dered, ih. banishes her into Simothracia. til. is soon after pun-
ished for those parricides i.y the Gauls, who kill him in a bat-
tle. ib.

Ptolemv Macron, gnvprnor of the island of Cyprus under
Ptolemy Philome;or. revolts against that prince, enter* iou
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the service of Antiochug EpiphaneR, and fives l.im possession
ol the island of Cyprus, ii. 193. Antiochus gives him a share in
his confidence, and the government of Ccele-gyria and Pales-
tine, ib. he marches against the Jews, and is defeated by Judas
Maccaha>iis, 200. becomes a friend to the Jews, 246. Anliochus
Eupator deprives him of his government, ib. Ptolemy, thlough
d'spair, poisons himself, ih.

Ptolemy, son or Pyrrhus, is killed in a battle against the
L, iredtemoniant, Ii. 72.
Ptolemy, one of the principal officers of Philip, unites with

Apel es i;i his conspiracy ngainst thai prince, ii. 116. Philip
causes him to be put to death, 118.
Pul, king of the Assyrians, who repents upon the preaching

of Jonah . i. 139.
Pulcher. (P. Claudius,) consul, is beaten at sea by Adherbal

the Carthaginian general, i. 94.
Punic .'origin and signification of that word, i. 28. Punic wars,

f0.9S, 121.
Pydna, city of Macedonia, is subjected by Philip, i. 504. fa-

mous victory gained by Paulus .lEmilius over Perseus, near
that cily. ii. 222.

Pylos, a small city of Messenia, taken by the Athenians du-
ring ihe Pcloponnesian war, i. 148.
Pyramid. Description of the pyramids of Egypt, i. 45. judg-

ment to be formed of those famous structures, ib.

rs'rrhus, general of the asloh&DM, is twice beaten by Philip,
ii. 122.
Pyrrhus. son of ^Eacides, king of Kpirns, flies from the fury

of the rebels, ii. 49. he is re-established upon the throne of Epi
rus by Glaucias, kins of Illyrium. ih. the Molossians revolt
against him, and plunder all his riches, ih. he letires lo De-
metrius, son of Antigonus. ib. distinguishes himself al the i at-
tic of Ipsus, ih. goes to Egypt as n hostage for Demetrius, ib.

marries Antigone, daughter of Berenice, 50. Ptolemy gives
him a fleet and money, of which he makes use for ni mm sir i;

himself of his dominions, ib. Pyrrhus lakes Macedonia from
Demetroi, and is declared king of it, 51. he divides thai king-
dom with Lysimachus, ib. is soon obliged to quit it, 52. the
Tarentines call in Pyrrhus to their axl.againsi the Humans,
<V4. that prince goes to Italy, 65. he defeats the consul Levinus,
66. causes proposals of peace to be made to ihe Romans, ib.

conversation of Pyrrhus with Fahricius, 67. Pyrrhus vains a
rewind advantage over the Unmans. 69. expeditions of I' > rrbus
in Sicily, ih. he returns into Italy, 70. plunders the temple of
Proserpine in the country of the Locrians, ib. is defeated by
the Romans, ib. returns into Epirns. ib. throws himself into
Macedonia, and makes himself master of it for a time, nfter
having defeated Antig nus, 71. expedition of Pyrrhus into
Peloponnesus, ib. he besieges Sparta ineffectually, 72. is killed
at the siege of Argos,73. good and bad qualities of Pyrrhus, ib.

&.C.

Pythagoras, a Lacedaemonian, commands part of the fleet of
Cyrus ihe Younger, in the expedition of that prince against his
brother Artaxerxes, i. .153.

Pythagoras, son of Evngoras. defends the cily of Snlamig,
bcsiegedby Artaxerxes. during his father's absence, i. 376.
Pythagoras, philosopher, i 295. he goes to Italy and gettles

at Crolona, where he opens a school of philosophy, ib. novici-
ate of silence which he makes his disciples obsetve, ih.

.Pylharocusof Cyzicus gains the favour of Cyrus, who gives
him the revenues of seven cities for a pension, I. 190.

PythPHs, magistrate of the Boeotians, induces them to unite
their forces with tho-e of the Achamns against the Romans,
ii. 239. Metellus puts him to death, ib.

Pylheas, famous astronomer and geographer, ii. 236.
Pythia. name of the priestess of Apollo ai Dslphi, i. 420.
Pythian, celebrated games of Greece, i. 51.3,

Pythias, friend of Damon: trial to which tiieir friendship was
pat. i. 450.

Pythia*, .Lydtan prince, generous offer which he makes
Xerxes of his riches, i ,250. means which the princess his wife
uses to make him sensible of the injustice ann absurdity of his

conduct, ib. cruelty which Pytbius experiences from Xcrxeg,

Pythodorus, gent by the Athenians to the aid of the Leon-
tines, is banished for not having undertaken the conquest of
Sicily, i. 317.

Python, of Ryzantinm, famous rhetorician, is deputed by
ilip to the Thebans to incline them to peace, i. 520.

nace. isee course.
Rngnu : name of the plain where Nabuchodonosor conquer-

ed Phraorles. i. 146.
Rameses Miamutn. king of Egypt, i. 61. he makes the Israel-

ites sufT-.r infinite, hardships. ib..

was defenied by Ptolemy Phjlopator. ii. 108.

Rending, of history especially : of what use it is to a prince,
i. 528. delica.-y of the Lncedirmonians in respect to the books
lint south were nflered to read. i. 224.

Regilnis (I,, ^milius.l i charged with Ihe command of the
Roman fleet in the room of I.ivius. ii. 161. he gains n complete
victory over Polyxenides, Antiochus'g admirul, 162. receives
the honour Of a triumph, 168.
Regu ii (M. A 'til ins,) consul, fains a great victory over the

Carthaginians wilh his fleet, i. 90. he goes to Africa, ib. the
Romans continue him in the command as proconsul, ib. he de-
feats the Carthaginians, nod seizes Tunis, ib suffers himself
to l! dazzled by his glorious successes, (l|. ia defeated and ta-

Ke.i nn-'o'ier by the < urlhaginiand. 512. the Carthaginians send
him to Rome to propose the evchacge of prisoners, 93. at his
return ihey put him to a cruel death, ib.

Religion. Origin and source of the religion of the ancients,
L 413. attention of the ancients in discharging all the duties
of religion, i. 198. the veil of religion often serves to cover the
mot criminal designs, and the most onjnt enterprises. 2l'.

r
>.

Rcnmiihra". one of the revolted chief's agninsl Ariaxerxes
Mnemofl, delivers up the principal rebels to lhat prince,
to make his osvn pence, and keens the money which he had
brought from Egypt for the confederacy, i 488.

Rcsnrrcetion of the body. Confused notions which the an
cientH had of the resurrection of the body, i. M42.
Retreat of the len thousand Greeks after ihe battle of Cun

axa, i. .'159. their march to Opi.-, 358. the Zahalus. ib. here the
Greek generals were ireach< rously murdered b> TK-snphrrneg,
ib. their march to Nineveh, ib. they cross ihe Curduchiat
mountains, 360. are stopped at ihe ridge of Zaeo, ib. cross tht
Tigris, ih. march through the Armenian plains to the Teh ho
aii ib. their march, 361, &c. sail to Binope, to Heracjca, &c
''6-'. march towards lij/anliuni, ib. engage in tin: service of
Benthos, ib.

Rhadurnarilhus, brother of Minos, is appointed by that prir.el
to ad minister justice in his capital city, i. 400.
Rhampsimtus, king of tgypt, i. (13.

Rhegium, city of Sicily, forms a league against Dionysiue, i

443. it makes peace wilh that tyrant, ih. iis refusal 10 give him
a wife, and the insolent answer with which that refusal is at-
tended, 444. Dionysius hesioKes it out of rrvenge. 447. misera-
ble fate of that cily, ib. a Roman legion, by the aid of iha
Mamertines, con es and settles there, after having expelled
the inhabitants, 8!). the Romans re-establish the inhabitant*,
ib.

Rhisiases, Achtpan, by menaces obliges his son Memnon, wh
was chief magistrate, not to oppose the treaty with the Ro-
mans, ii. 142.
Rhodes, island and city of Asia Minor, takes up arms neainM

Athens, i. 4(1. il is declarer! free, 4!'4. it is rorgect* d l.j JVIouso-
Ins, king of ('a i MI, ih. I lie Rhndians undertake to dethrone Ar-
lemilia, widow of that prince, ib. that princess takes their
cits 1

, ib. the death ol Artemisia re-establiste- llioir liberty, ib.

the Rhoriiansrefusetoaid Antigonusupainst Piolemj , i. 40. De-
metrius besieges their cits , ib. he raises the siege n jeur after
hy a peace very honourable fin the Rhodians, 44. makes them
a present of n'l ihe machirrg of war which he hud employed in
that siege, ib. the Rhoilians erect the famoot Colorsus, wHil
Ihe trolley raised h> ihe Bale of those marliini s, ib their impi-
ous flnttery of Ptolemy, toexprcss their giatitude ti.r the aid
he had given them during iliat siege, ib. great earthquake at
Rhodes. 53. emulation of the rrerghbourii g i rimes in ronsofinj
lhat afflicted city. ib. destruction of the famous ColoKUi, ib.

war between the Rhodians mid Bjzantines. mid the cause of
it, 103. pence is restored t'elween the two peoples, ih. war be-
tween Hie Rhodians and Philip. 134. they del- at Hannibal at
sea, 162. dispute between the Rhodians mid Enmenefl \a fore
the Romans, concerning the Grecian cities nt Asia, 1(5. cru-
elty of t fie Rhodians to the Lycians, the Rhodians signalizs
their zeal for Rome in the war with Porn-us, i.'0!l. tljey si nd
ambassadors lo Rome, and to the Roman Krmy in Macedonia.
who speak there in favour of Pencils with < xtiaordinary in
solence,216. they send deputies to Rome, who endeavour tc
appease the anger of the senate, 229 alter long and warm go
liciintions, they succeed in tieing admitted into ihe alliance ot
the Roman people. 2:-'0.

Rhodoguna, daughter of Mithridatcs, king of the Parthiani
is married to Demetrius, king of fyria, ii. 254.

I! hone, river. Passage of the Rhone by Hp.mina', i. 101.
Riches, contempt which the ancient Jrcytliians had for rich

es.
i..
233.

Kichlieu (Cardinal,Icon posed dramatic pieces, and piauon
himself upon excelling in that study, i. 44!(.

Romans. First treaty between the Romarj end'.Jnrlh'igini
ans, i. 80. the Romans send deputies tocollec' the IPA-F ol thh
cities of.Greece, 1'7'J. second treaty be 'ween lln: P.Trjn'/ and
Carlhaginians, i. 84. war between the Ronitnf anfi P' rr'.ns, ii.

(14. they are def- ated in two buttles by that ,iri:ice (if. gain a
great victory over Pyrrhus, and oblige him to

jii'.it ttsly, 70.
punish their citizens who hail settleil in Wh,jgi'jm.i.57. send
ambassadors to Vtol- my Philar'elnhus. and make an flllinnce
with that prince, ii. 74. aid the Marneriines against ihe Car
lhagiriians, i. 89. lorm the design of fittin? out a fl et for the
first time.ilO. beat, the Caitliaginians. trtl near ihe const of
Myle. and afterv/ards near Eenomus, ih. they pass over in'.o

Africa, ib. are at first victorious, and nf'f rwards defeated, ib.

defeat Ihe Carthaginian fleet in sight ol.Sicily. !!3. po to Picili
and form the siege of Lilyla'um. ib. bro defeated at sea, '14.

gain a great victory over the Carthaginians, to whom trer
grant peace, ib. take Sardinia from die CartnCfiniand "8.
drive Teuta out of Illyrium, ii. 88. send a solemn embnMj intf
Greece to notify their in aty with the Illyrians. ih. the Corinth
ians admit (hem to the Isthmian games, and the Aihenirm
grant them the freedom of'their city. ih. the Romans drive De-
riiftrius of Pharos out of Illyrium. 1 12. they send ambassadors
to demand him of Philip, who refuses lo deliver him up.ib.
declare war against the (

:

artlia gin ians. i. 100. are defeated n< ar
the Ticiniis, 1(13. near Tr< bin. ]04. and the lake o> Tlirasyme-
nus, 106 make several conquests in Spain. 1(17. lose a great
bat tli-! near Camiir>, ih. Hanntl al tiesii f<-t Rome, 110. the Ro
metis are defeated in r-jinin. 111. they gain a great bat lie over
Asdruhal. ih. go over into Alrica, 1 \'i, defeat the Cnrthagini
ans near Zamn. oblige ihem lo demand peace, and grant il

them, 113. send [lepollM to Piolem> ano Llrnpatra to rrrew
their nncient alliance with RjKyPti !i. 109. pain an advnnlage
over Philip nt Apollonio, I'JO. break wilh Hieronymot. 25)7.
n rum the news of lhat prince's death, tliev send Marcelln* into
Sicily, ih. lhat general takes Ss nic.i-.-. :-(!3. allian.e ol theRo-
mans with the >F,iolians, 121. \\.f Roman* semi Sulpitini t*
the aid of the A-'olians- ngnini-i Pliibp. I'JO. various ex peril-
lions of that i net or jn Macedonia, ib. fencml i race bin ween
the Romans and Philip, in which the B||M s on I oili fides are
incliidiid, 131. the Romans acc-pt the foardianrhip ol' Ptolemy
Epiphanes, i:>5. they declare vhr against Philip. l'.'t\ (fed at
lhat prince in a Imtile. 138. employ their influence with An-
tiochns to induce him not t, e ke war aiainct A'talus. 139.

expedi'ions of the Romans ; n Phi'Ci-. 141. thes make a treaty
with Nahis, 143. gain a fimoiis victory over Philip near Pco-
tussa and Cyriocephala-, ) <5. grnnt that prince peace, ib. they
reinstate Greece in its arr:is-m liberty, l-lfi. serd an iml assy to
Antiochus, }4f>. it tends .nly to dispo=e both sidi s lo nn open
rupture, ib. they make war against Nahi?, 149. oblige l-irn to
demand pence, and grnnr it 'o h'm. 151. every creparatuin it

ninde for a war between the K, mac* and Anltoel ii". 1.52. mu
tual enibnssies on bo'h sides withoul effect, ib the Roomni
send troops against Nabis, who had broken the treaty. 154
they declare wnr agninsl Antior.hus, I.5H. fMn an ai'vc.nmgu
over that prir'ce at Thermops lie. 155). defeat Polvxpntdes, An-
liocbus's admiral, on two occasions, Kil. go to A-'n, and gain
n great victory over Aniiechus rear Magnesia, Idfl grant him
p'ace, reduce the /1"tolian. and grant ihem pence. 166. sub-
jects the Hauls of Am. 170. &.c. complnints njainsl Philip
carried to Rome, ih. the Romans send commissioners to exam.
ine into those complaints, and to take cognizance ot the ill
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treatment of Sparta by the Aeheans, ih. now complaints car-
ried to Rome, against Philip. 1K(. the RooMM i.d ..ark Ins

FOII O-ni mus will) ainli.is.-.ioors. iti. tlic> .-end MBbuMduri
intu Macedonia, tu have an eye upon the coi.durt 01 PtrseiM,

- l>reak with that prince, '.-OK wur ii.-ciared in UMIII.
810. tin; Romans unfworsied near the river PIMMM.SN. iho
lenaiu makes a wi-e decree u> put a slop to the avarice nl the

Knerals
and magistrate--, wlio apptMtPd Ihe nines. -J14. ih-

jma.is penetrate mlo Macedonia, il>. in:, they coi iju>-r (J.-n-

tius. king ul III. num. 'Jlli. gain a great victory i v.-r I erst us
near the ;:i!> ol Puina. -J-J .. thai pimce is tuki -n with tun chil-

dren, '.!.!.. decree nl me senate, wh.cn grams litiert) HP the
Macedonians and liljnans, -.'-jt>. in. Romans oblige Ann. chns
Kpiphinri In quit Egypt, anil :o leave .he two n ig .iiig limih-
ers In peace, 1:H>. their cruel in-mmem of the XMhmot,fil.
til r. ge .eral who nad favoured PerseM are citen in Ki.me, :n

answer for th-ir conduct there, ib. a UMNitaod Aehnant car-

ried inn her, ..l.' toe senate banishm lhm into Mvaral tiiwni
of Italy, ih. after seventeen years of tannhnvni 'hey are .-ci.t

back into their own c >uniry,vJ33. they rei'u-e Enmenmeatraim
int.. liiune, ill. the R.imins divide the kiotjdun f Efypt he-

ilometorand l'in*-<i -. -4? one nl their ambassadors
in km n in Syria, in. Tne Romans dec are ihe Jews th. ir

I'ni'nils and allies, 24(1. they acknowledge Demetrius King of
t\\ r i .1. -.">(). c.i on r tli; Licunans. and give their u rntory to

the people of .Marseii es. ',.'.15. defeat Aiirinsea*, ami i\vo more
advent urers, wh i had possessed theinsrivs nl' .M <r> donia. and
reduce that kingdom nun a Human province, .:(?. i
waragunst in- Carthaginians. I. |-JJ. ord-r ih.in Io abandon

- . l-':t h-.i.'ge anil demolish u eti'ireU. 1-'4.&C. de-
tree of the senate for separating several ci:i' s from 'he Acne-
an league, u. 2-if 1

. Ace-, tr uh.es in Achaia, rb the Kumars de
feat Me Achaians. and take Tfcfbea, -j;f:i. ih-v gun another
riclorv nver me AduMiM. take Corinth, and burn r.24J. re-

duce Greece nun a Roman prnvinre. ih. renew the treaties;
made with the Jews, 'JoX inherit the riches and dominions of
Aualuf. king of Pergamus, -J.jii. rlnre Aristonii us. who had

: himself ol tiKtn.'JoT. P olemy Apion. king nl Cyre-
naiiM. and Nicomedea, kinf of Hytninia. leave ii

tneir ilnininiohg at tneir death, '^04. to the Knmani rei'uce
those kiucdonu iniii Roman provnuM'S. in. thej r extaiilinh ihe

kings of Uappadocu anil Diiiiyiua. exiwlled u, Milhndateg.
3011. lirnt war ol'ihe Euntan* sig.m.st M'thrirtaie*. ih. massarre
of all >h- Romaai ami Italian*, in Asia Mi' or. 3 III. the Romans
fain hree great liatllegagaingi the gem-ranoi Muhridate,.i| 1,

513. tne> grant ih it prince peace, 314. gerund w.ir ot the Ro
Ii .Miihridates. :t|5. iheyare neleaied In that prince

in a naitle. itlti. gain a grei viet..r\ over IIMII, and eompel him
to retire into Armenia, to Tigrunes. his son-ii, law. Sit*. 3 1 SI.

declare war ag mint Tigranes. and defeat him in a battle. -.".'I.

c.inii vici<iry_<>*' the Romans over Hie united forces ol Milh-
gain several victnnei

d Ins di'niinions. 'fcM. .-uli

ridaie.- and Tigr.-ines. 3J.I tne>
9ver Mi'iiril.iie>, w ... h i.l reeov .._ ....

|ecl T granes. King of Armenia, ih. drive Antiorhu* AsMticai
nut of Syria, and reduite that kingdom into a Roman prov-
ince. :!J7. The Romans, t.y the will of Alexander, kmgof
Egypt, are declared heirs ofliin dominions. -,'i -. en, I ol ti.e war
with MuiirMtatM.3tt.UM Roman, drive Pmlemy ;iul of Cy-
prus, and eonSaeate his trra-ures. 2li!. il.ey invade Parthia.
and are defeated, 277. sc-dtwlare Pmiemy Auleuo their friend
nd all), :UU reiiu'-c Kgypt nno a Roman province, :t4-i. Cap-

pail.ieia is aiso reduced into a Roman provina . -.'e.i. ' & i-t ion

api i tin! conduct of the Romans lowanls the s'ales r.t Oreece,
and th" king* bo:h of turopo c-id Asia. Uif. dift'-r.-nce l>e-

tween ill- KUOWU ifi-.! I lie (5 reek-. J U. R .Ml'ii haughtiness,
IW. wmn? out of rhe consul and arr.:;, -";.- iiifirice o! iaste
jflh R enans and Greeks in re--(e'-t to show -. :. 4-J1I.

-. g ivernor of Ljdia an.i Ionia. connis::rls a detarn-
Jient of O-iius'* army in thil prince's cxjiedition ifailMt
BCypt. i. 4!lii.

-, Persian Inril, give! proof* of his valour at the batt'e
ifirie Grauieus. 1.^4.
Rowera. Condition of them among the ancieirs. i. 419.
ROXIIIH. sister of Statira.queon of Persia. Tragical history

if thai princess, i. 347.
i. daughter of Oxyarien, wife of Alexander, i. 578. she

t delivered ot a son soon after Alexander's death, u |-J. cnus-
w Stalira, Alexander's widow as well as herself, m lie put to
death with DrrpMia. He phajsi ion's widow. 13. C.i-sander de-
prives herofitll the honours of a queen, and soon after puts her
(oileath.-JT. tcr..

Roxa m. sisier of Mithridaies, ii. 318. deplorable end of that
princess. ib.

8.
PAHICCS. kinf of ^thjnpia, enters Egypt, and oonquTS it.

i l>4. at tne expiration of fifty years he retires voluntarily into

Xthtopia* ib.

. sect of idolaters in the Enst. i lOrv
e. powerful people of India, where situate, i. 592.

nlijceled by Alexander, 5-t).

S,-,P. penpie of Assvria. subjected by Cvrus. i. ll'O.

Sailduce.n. n p<iwt,'rlul sect among tne Jews: some account

Sailyaites. Icing of.Lyrlia. i. 14H. besieges Miletus, ib.

Abridgment of the livesofthe .-even sages of Greece.

if ancient Thermi* of Egynt. i. 43.
S'lis. city of i lie Lower Kg> pi. i. 4'.l.

^. capital eit\ of the island of Cyprus, i. 375.
Si ami*, isie nf Greece, famous for llie battle at ea between

Terx-s and the Greeks, i. 258.
Bslonvs wife of Aristol.ulus 1. lake the three princes, her

hnsband> brothers, out of prison, ii -J7I.

tfain-in-i. city of Pilesline. the capital of 'he kingdom of Is-

Ssel.
i 415. oruin of ihe enmity beiw.'en the Samaritans and

ews. 141. ihe Simaritans opimse the Jews nl ihe time they
are rehuilding 'he temple ..f J-rusaleni. 174. they submit to
Alexander, i 551. cannot obtain th-same privileges fr,,m i Imt
prince as the Jews. 554. mutiny . Soli. Alexander drives them
out ol'Si'naria. i*>. they conform to the religion of Antiochns
Euiphmi- s. ii 1!I7. destruction of Samaria by Hvrcanus. 262.
BamhucB. machine of<Mr oftbe aorwnin. ii. 300
Bamns. ishiml and city of Ionia, i. 05. San.os taken and de-

itr<v.ed ny thp Athenians. 'Jf*7. l.ysai iler re-estalili-hes the
ancient inhabitants in it. 345. impious flattery of the Samians
towards that Lacedaemonian, 351.
Samothracia, island of the Archipelago, considered as sacred

and inviolable, ii ->-.>4.

Sandracptta, Indian, possesses himselfof a'l ihe provinces of
_aiLa. whici Alexander had conquered, ii. 45. Seleucus under-

takes to drive him out of 'hem, ib. those two prince cume tfl

ai arcunimoOation. -ili.

.Suigaia. cit> ol inuia, taken and entirely uemolielied by A.
exai Her, I. 6co.

mi. us. king of Babylon. See Nabuchodonosor I.

^appno. ol Mil) i, Le.Mirn.in eel ihe tenth Mus . i. --j.

8arai:us,kin(ol Awyria.l. 141. re volt ol Nalm|HHaMara|aiMl
tha: prmif. in. iteuih o. ^aiacus. H7.
^.iriianapaiuii. king ol /tsoria, i. 139. his effeminacy, ib. his

di-a.li, Hi

Sardinia, island of Europe in the Mediterranean, tubjecUd
li\ tlie Cartliiign.iaiiS, i. 75'.

i city ol Lydia.i.uhjerted b> Cyrus, i. H'o. it is lakrn
and liurnt l.j Ari8tagora and ihe Allienitiliu.^.j'J. now reuucud
to a small village ai.ii I,an < d ^art, It j.

Millie, sort ol poem, i. 431.
Sairai a;, name given to the governors of provinces amongst

the P. rsiaii!.. i. It7.
Saiurn. pagan ilivmity, i. 71.
Nramnia. name given to the place where the athlelap ronv

baled, i. 4;t>.

Scuipus. general of Antony's army in Libya, declares lot
Ca-sar, u. 341.
Bcaurus, Pornpey's lieutenant, reduces 8>ria and Damascus,

ii. :i.7.

Scaurus '..KniiiiufO is deputed by the Romans to Jugurtha
i. 13i. he suit, rs Inn,sell io be bribed by that prince, il>.

Sr. ne, or Siage, pan ot the theatre ul the ancienu, I. 431.
Sciences. See Ann.
SCIPIO (Publius.) marches into Spain against Hannibal. I.

JOI. lie passes the I'o, anu is defeated near the TIL-MILS, JII4 is

sent into Spain, and Joins his brother Cn. tScipio tin re, JOT.

they make great progress there, 110. divide their truups. K-.J.

Publ.us is killed in a Ml tie, ib.

SCIPIO ^Cneus.) i- sent by hi* brother into Spain to make head
ag.iinst Asdrulml, i. 10\!. the two hrothers Join each otner.und
have great sui-cets. 107. Cn- us is kill, d in a battle. 111.

.

Scipio I P. Cornelius, ) surnanied Alricanus, makes himself
masti r of ail Scam. I. 11A he (selected con.ul, and r

imo Alrica. ib. Hasan interview with Hannibal, anil gains a
(,'reai vie lory over that general, 114.&C. grants the Carthagin-
ians peace, ih. conversation betw< en BcipM and Hannibal at
Bptwsus, 117. 8<:ipio serves .if lieutenant to hjs bruilier L.
Cornelius Scipio in the war with Antiochus, ii. 104. he rejects
the ufters fit Antiochus. lul. Scipio's iieatli. i. lib.

S--ipioiL. Cornelius, )(.urnannd Asiaucus. m charged with
ihe war ugamsi Antiochus, u. Itil. he KIM s to Asia. lii'J. gams
a l.inous victory over AntiiM'hus, ntar Magnesia. 164. r> f i\es
the honour ofa triumph, loti.

Scipio Nasica. son in-luw of Scipio African us, is charged
wni. an important expedition by Paulus ./Knnlius, hnh lie

executes highly Io his honour, il. Ul. he is sent into Macedo-
nia toappe.-ise the troubles excited by Andrisjcos. 837.
Scipio ^Pubhus.) surnamei. Alricanus the Younger, distin-

guishes tnni^ll in the war with Carthage, i. l-'4 he returns t

Rome to demand the dffice of cdile, li!o. ihe people give him
the eon.sulship. ib. SCIIMU gix-s Io Africa, and advances against
Carthage, ib. lakes that en y and deBkolnhei it, 1'JO. &
ambassador into Egypt, Syria, and Greece, n.^o. use ulnrn
he makes of Ihe presents sent him by Antiochus bidelts, J.Vi.

chanicier and praise of Scipio, I l^e. his intimate Iriendship
witn Polybius. ib.

. eldest son of Datames, becomes his accuser to Ar-
taxerxes, i. 3fO.

Bonpaf is placed at the head of the jEtolian troops m the
war against the Aclieans. u. 111. he ravages Macedonia, Hi
prevails upon the vEtolians io make an alliance with the Ro-
mans, lil. fcoes imo the service oi Pt< lenu Epiphanes, king
of Ee\ PI, i:<9. possesses himself of Juda-a, ib. is defeated by
An'.ioclius, ami nh.iged to accept ignominious conditions, ib,

conspires against Ptolemy, and is put lo death. 14U.

Scorpion, mnchme ol war, ii.:
: 00.

Se> lux. Greek of Caryandia, is commissioned by Darius to
discover India, i. 237. acquits himself happily of that controls-

Sc'ylurus, king of the Scythians, in what manner he recom-
mended unity to his children, i. iM.
Scytale, used among lite Lacedaemonians. What it was. i.

231.
Scythia. Scythians: the Scythians possess themselves of Up-

per Asia, i. 147. are driven out of it at the end of Iwenly-eight
years, ib. Darius designs to punish them tor that invasion. $t&.
the Scythians refuse to suimni .

;.':iti.
they send a herald to Da-

rius with presents, ib. ravage Thrace, '^37. send ambassadors
to Alexander, who speak io him with extraordinary iteeiiom.
i. 573. are defeated ai.d subjected by that prince. 575. make
war wiih Phrames in revei.ge ihemselvejon him for his injus-
tice, defeat him in a battle, and ravage his kingnom. ii.-.'ol).

manners of the Srylhians accoidn g io Herodoius. i. '..'li-' n an-
nersand character of the ancient Scythians according to Jus-
tin, ih. in what lime luxury g.>t ground amongst them, 234. see
Abian.
.S-yihonolic. city <>f the tribe of MnnBssen. i. 147.
Sea. RedS-a. Th. passage of ihe Red Sea, manifestly io-

dicaied in Diodorus Steal us, i. 01.
Sects of idolaters in the East. i. 198. different sects of phi lo-

opheis. See Phi|oophers.
Si gesta. cit> ol Sicily, puts itself under the protection of the

Carkhagiiutit s, i. -1.

Selasia, cilv ot Peloponnesus, famous for the battle betweel
Amignnusaml C| omeni s. ii. SKI.

Sell ne. daughter of Pimem y Phtscnn and Cleopatra, is com-
("lied hy her mo: her to marry her brother Lainjrus. ii. 'Ml.
Cli opatra mks her quit l.athyrus. and gives her in marriage
to Antioohus Gt>pns. -Jti:) Se'ene. alter the death of Grypus.
marries Antiochus Eusei.es. il;5 Eus>-lies. haying been dliveo
out of Ins dominions, .-.e keeps possi ssion of P'i,|. maid with
part of Pho-nn-ia and (*<B'e-s> ria. and reigns there man) y ars.
ib she conceives hopr*W ascending the throne ol Eg) pt, >bo.
sends her two sons to Rome with that view. >b.

Seleucia, cny ofSyria, built by Seleucus Nicnlor. ii. 4P.

Seleucia. cily situated upon the Tigris, uuilt by BHMMH
Nn-H'tir. ii. 51.
Seleucida;. end of the empire of the Seleucide in Asia, D.

327.
S leucus Nicator is placed at the head of all the cavalry of

the allies after the death of Alexander, ii. 12. is willed hy An;
lipaier in the government of Rain Ion. -JO. joins Antigonus and
Ptolemy against Eumenes, 2ti. escaiies from Bab) km and re-

tires into Egypt. 31. forms a league with Piolem,. Lysima-
chus, and Casiaiider. againsl Antigonus, ib. makes himwu
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aaaster of Babylon, 34. assumes the title of king. 35. strength-
ens himself upon the throne of Syria. 39. makes an expedition
into India, 45. league between Seleucus, Ptolemy, Cassander,
and Jiysimachus. against Anligonus and Demetrius, 4(i. Seleu-
cus commands the army of the confederates, and gains a fa-

mous victory near Ipsus, ib the four victorious princes divide
the empire of Alexander the Great amongst them, 47. Seleu-
cus builds several cities, 48. makes an alliance with Demetri-
os, ib. quarrels with him, and takes Cihcia from him, 50.
builds Seleucia, 51. forms a league with Ptolemy, Lysima-
ehus, and Pyrrhus, against Demetrius, ib. g"t that prince's

person into his hands. 53. gives his wifutand part of his domin-
ions to his son Antiochus, 60. makes war against Lvsimachus,
defeats him in battle, and possesses himself of all his domin-
ions, ib. is assassinated hy Ceraunus, whom he had laden with
favours, ib. character of Seleucus, ib.

Seleucus Callinicus ascends the throne of Syria after his fa-

ther Antiochus Theos bad been poisoned by Land ice. ii. 80. he
endeavours to retake what Ptolemy had conquered from him,
and is unsuccessful on several occasions, 81. unites wi'h his
brother Hierax against Ptolemy, ib. war between the two
brothers, ib. Sleucus marches against Arsaces, 82. is taken
prisoner, ib. death of Seleucus, 83.
Srtleucus Ceraunus succeeds his father Seleucus Callinicus,

ii. 102. is poisoned by two ol his principal officers, 103.
Seleucus Philopator is left by his father Antiochus the Great

to govern Syria during his absence, ii. 175. he ascends the
throne of Syria, ih. sends Heliodorus to Jerusalem to bring
away his treasures, 191. Iloli. dorux causes him to be poisoned,
ib.

Seleucus, the son of l)emetrius Nicator, causes himself to be
declared king of Syria, ii. 260. his mother Cleopatra kills him
with her own hands, ib.

Seleucus, eldest son of Antiochus Grypus, king of Syria, suc-
ceeds him, ii. 264. supports himself against Antiochus the Cyz-
icenian, ib.

Seleucns Cybiosacfes, son of Antiochus Euseheg and Selene,
goes to Rome to solicit the senate for his mother, ii.266. ac-

cepts the crown of Egypt, and Berenice, ib. renders himself odi-
jus by his base inclination, ib. Berenice causes him to be put
jo death, ib.

Seleucus, governor of Pelusium for Cleopatra, delivers up
that city to Cajsar by order of that queen, ii. 342
Selinu*. city of Sicily, i. 318. destruction of that city by Han-

nibal, i. 82.
Semiramis. queen of Assyria: her birth, i. 135. she marries

Ninus. ib. manner in which she ascends the throne, ib. visits
all the parts of her empire, 137 Semiramis' authority over her
people, ih. her conquests, ih. she puts the government into her
on ;

s hands, and retires from the sight ot mankind, ib. differ-
ence between Semiramis and Sardananalus, 139.

Sempronius, consul, is defeated by Hannibal near Trebia, i.

Senate. Carthaginian senate, i. 73. senate of Sparta, 113.
senate of Athens, 403. senate of Rome described by Cineas, ii.

66.
Sennacherib, kingof Nineveh, decUwes war against Ileseki-

ah, and reduces Jerusalem to extremities, i. HO. writes lo
Hezekiah a letter full of blasphemies against the God of Israel,
and marches against the king of Egypt, whose dominions he
ravages, ib. returns against Jerusalem, 141. his army is de-
stroyed by an angel, ib. is murdered by his own children, ih.

Septimius, Roman officer in the service of Ptolemy, king of
Egypt, assassinates Pompey, ii. 333.

Septu'igint Version : some account of if. ii. 63.
Sern pis, divinity adored in Egypt, ii. 54. his image is brought,

from Pontn* to Alexandria, ib.

Scerdiledes, king of lllvriiim, exercises a kind of piracy at
the expense of nil his neighbours, ii. 88. joins the Aeha>ans
!i i'iiii-t the jCtolians. 112. makes an alliance with the Romans,
121.
Seron, general of Antiochus Epiphanes, is defeated by Ju-

das Maccabipns.and killed in the battle, ii. 198.
Sertorius. Roman general, makes a treaty with Mithridates,

ii. 316.
Si-rvilius serves in the Roman army in quality of proconsul,

i. 108. is killed in the battle of Cannm. ib.

Sesach. or Sesonchis, king of Egypt, i. 64. marches against
Jerusalem, and carries awav all its treasures, ib. &c.
Sesostris. kingof Egypt, his education, i. 61. his conquests,

ib. his works beneficial to Egypt, 62. his blind fondness for his
own grandeur, ib. his death! ib.

Sethon, king of Egypt . causes himself to be consecrated high
priest of Vulcan, abandons himself entirely to superstition, i.

65. miraculous manner in which, as Herodotus relates, he was
delivered from Sennacherib's irruption into his dominions, ib.

&j-. death of Sethon, ih.

Snthosis. See Sesostris.
Seuthes. prince of Thrace, is re-established in his father's

dominions by Xenophon, i. 362. perfidy of that prince to Xeno-
phnn and his troops, ih.

Shalmmiezer. king of Nineveh, i. 140. conquers Hoshea.king
of Samaria, loads him with chains, and destroys the kingdom
of Israel, ib. death ol'Shalmanezer, ib.

Shepherds. Thev were in great consideration in Egypt, i.

50. and in India, i. 580.
Shinar. plain where Babylon wa built, i. 134.
Ship, galley, vessel. Shipbuilding of the ancients, i. 41 1,

fee. fitt teg out of th" fleets of Athens, i. 500. ship ofenormous
magnitude built by Ptolemy Philopalor. ii.5l.

Shows. Difference of taste between the Greeks and Romans
in resp"ct to shows, i. 429. iheir passion for shows one of the

principal causes of the decline, degeneracy, and corruption of

Sica'maiis".'people ofSnain: they come to set tie in Sicily, i. 318.
Sicily, island of the Mediterranean: description of It. i. 68.

its extent, 317 N. their deplorable stale owing to misgovern-
rnent, 318. N different people that inhabited it. ib.

Sicyon, city of Peloponnesus: its kings, i. 207. it is deliver-
ed from tyranny, and united to the Aehiean league by Aratus.
ii. 84. SH-\ on was long in great reputation for arts and sciences.

Sidon, city of Phcpnicia. despair of the Sidonians when t bes-
ide Ochus master of their ci.y, i. 495. they cobnut to Alexan-
der. i.544.

Sieges. Famous sieges ofnntinuity: of Carthage hy the Ro-
mans! i. 125. Ktf of Babylon by Cyrus, 160. of the same city hy
Darius. 23 1. of Platrea by I he L'icedn>monian. 304. of Syracuse
by the Athenians. 323. of the same city hy Marcellus, ii 300.

of Tyre by Alexnnder,i.545.of fthodei by Demetrius, 190. of
Athens by S/lla, 345

room of his brother Jonathan, and marches against Tryphon,
253. is made high-priest and prince of Judira, 2.

r
>4. renews the

ancient treaties wuh the Romans, ib. death of Simon. 257.
Simon, Jew, has the guard of the temple assigned him: hii

treachery, ii. ISil.

Si mon ides, Greek poet : nis answer to Hiero, who asked him
what GOD was, i. 224. Simonides preserved by the gods, i.

429.
Sinatrocces, king of the Parthians, ii. 277.

ginope, city of Pontus. Lucullus gives it liberty, ii. 320.
. Sisyphus, son of A'.olus, makes himself master of Cm inth,
i. 208.
Sitalces, kingof the Odrysians in Thrace, makes an alliance

with the Athenians, i. 300.
Slavery. Slaves. Slavery incompatible with the study of

philosophy, i. 295. the highest price that can be paid for it,
cannot reconcile free men to it, 296. what happens to such 81
have once submitted to a slate of servitude, 224.
Smerdis, or Tanaoxares, son of Cyrus, is made governor of

several provinces by his father Cyrus, i. I'i2. Cambyses causei
him lobe put to death. 181.
Smerdis the Magian passes for the son of Cyrus, and ascends

the throne of PI rsia. i. li"2,&.c. his imposture is discovered, ib.

he is killed by the conspirators, IKt.
Smerdones, one of the six generals of Xerxes' army in that

prince's expedition ngainsi Greece, i. 252.
Smyrna, city of.oli, i. 209.
Sobriety. Excellent lesson upon sobriety, i. 153.
Socrates, prince of philosophers, his birth, i. 381. he applies

at first to sculpture, ib. then to the study of the sciences, ib,
his wonderful progress in them, ib. his taste for moral pbiloso

Potidea, and at that of Doiluni, 288. his intimacy with Alci-
biades, 314. he devotes himself entirely to the instruction of
the Athenian youth, 384. attachment of his disciples to him,
385. admirable principles which he gives them upon govern-
ment and religion. 386, &c. he industriously applies himself to
discredit the sophists in the opinion of the Athenian youth, ib.
what we are to understand of the ironical manner ascribed to
him,3ri7. Socrates is accused of holding false opinio
ing the gods, and corrupting the youth of Athens. i!>. &.<. he
defends himself without art or meanness, 388. is condemned to
die, 390 refuses to escape out. of prison, 391. pusses the last

e in discoursing with his friends upon th

Tigranes, 157.
Socrates, of Achaia, commands a body of Greek Iroopg in

the expedition of Cyrus the Younger, against his brother Ar-
taxerxes, i. 3.j3. he is seized by treachery, and put to death,

n of Nicpmedeg, dethrones his brother Nicome.

es'. 311.
Soiar year. At what time it began to he used, i. 56.
Soldiers. Emplmment and exercises of the Roman soldier*

in their camp, ii. 220.
Solon, one of the seven sages of Greece, i. elected archon and

legislator by the Athenians, i.217. government whii-h he insti-

tutes at Athens, ib. &c. laws whicTi he gives the Athenians,
218 frivols ofSolon into Egypt and Lydiw. 149. his conduct ac
i he court of Cro?<us, ib. conversation of Solon with Thales up-
on marriage. 217. at his return to Athens he finds every thing
changed. 219. he endeavours to make Pisistratus abdicate the

tyranny in vain. 220. death of Solon, ib.

Solsihus. Laceda-rnonian. preceptor to Hannibal,!. 119. hn
accompanies Hannibal in his expeditions, and composts tha
history of that great captain, ib.

Smnhsayers. Reflection upon the events ofsome of their pre
' 'l"

Definition of the sophists, i. 380.
.one of i he Athenian generals, is banished for not

self in a verv "dviincf d n^l npaii st the ingratitude of his

dren. ib character i.f Sofhocles. 433.
Bonhoninha. Asilrubal's daughter, is married to Syphax. i

312. Masinisaa having I'onquered Svphax, marries Sol honisbn,
and to save her from falliiiE into the bunds of the Romans IH

reduced to send her poison, ih.

Sophrosvne. dnughier of Mionysius the Elder, is married to
her bro-her, Dionysius the You. ger. i. 451.

ronmian la it. PontnlBomatiai, one of I.ucullns's oflicers. commancifi i:. Pontol
dnri'ng the absence ofihat general, ii. 320.
Sosihius, Ptolemy PhilopatorV minister, causes Arsinne, the

king's sister and wife, to t>e murdered, ii. 109. he is obliged to

quit his employment, ib. prevents that prince from aiding Cle-
orrenes, and advises him to sei/e bis person. 1 1 1.

Sn=il>ins. son of the former, has the care of the person of the
young king Ptolemy Eoiphanes, ii. 133.

Snsis. one of the chief , onspirators ngainst Hieronymui,
seizes the quarter of Aclirndinn. and exhori si he Sjracusan* to
recover their liberty, li. 297. he is chosen o,.3 of the principal
magistrate*, ih. commands the troops sent to the aid of Mar-
cellus. :<(!(>

SoHnis(('aius.) consul, declares for Antony, and toes to him,

Sosliienes. Macedonian, drives the Gauls out of Macedonia,
and reigns there lor some time. ii. (i2. he i>. r>vi'rpo*ered by the

great number of lirennus's troops, ib.
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bich he uses for engrossing the whole honour of that work to
kinuelf.i.50.
Sosiratus or Sosistratus. gnvernor of Syracuse, delivers up

that ''ity to Pyrrhus, ii. O'J. Pyrrhus, in return, is tor putting
him in death, ib.

S.iul. Discourse of Socrates before his death upon the im-
mortality ol the soul, i. 3!'3.

Spun. Descript ion ot Spain, i. 79. mines of gold and silver,
74. the Carthaginians make themselves masters of part oilspain.
79. it is entirely conquered by the Komans, 110.
Spirta. Bee LacedMDM.
Suendius. of Capuu, in concert with Matho, causes the mer-

eenari.-s m revolt against the Carthaginians. i.!-t>. he is placed
at their head. ib. put* Gisgo to death, ib. treats with the Car-
thaginians. U7. is seized and hai ged, ib.

Bpeuiippus, philosopher, Plato's nephew, his intimacy with
Dion. i. 450.
Sphactens, small island over against Pvlos, i. 308.

Spherus, phito*ophr. n*<isis Cleomenes in re-establishing
.he ancient discipline of Sparta, n. 'J5.

Sphodnas, Lacedemonian, who commanded in Thespne,
form* a fruitless enterprise against the Pirieus. i. 473. is acquit-
led for that attempt by the influence of Agesilaus, ib.

fvirit. Familiar spirit ofSucrate*. i. 383.

Spitamepes. eonSdaol of li.-<>us, forms a conspiracy aeainst
him, and delivers mm up to Alexander, i. 5VJ. lie raises Bac-
tnana against that prince, 573. his wife not beirg able to per-
tuude htm to surrender hunsulf to Alexander, knls him in the
High!. 5?-.
bpiihridates, one of Artaxerxes Mnemon's principal officers,

toes over to Agesilaus. and does him great services, i. 36SI. of-

fended at ihe excessive severity of Heiippidas, he retires to

Bard is. 370.
BpiihrubaM*, satrap of Ionia, and son-in-law of Darius, dis-

tinguishes himself'by his valour at the battle of the Granicus,
i. 5:)4. Alexander lays him dead with his lance, ib.

S.ag'r.i. city of Macedonia. Arntol e's native place, destroy-
ed by Philip, and re-buili by Alexander, i. 5--.

He*, architect and great mec-hanic. is appointed by
Alexander to execute the Catafalco, or magnificent funeral pile
f HephotHHi, i. 5''5. he proposes to A ex.uider lo cut mount

tTthos into the form of a man, ib. See Dinocrates.
S'.at'T, ancient coin : ii> value, i. 301.

-. See Kingdoms.
Statira, wife of Anaxerxes Mnemon: revenge which she

taken for the death of her brother Teriteuchmes. i. 347.
Statira, wife of Darius, fa. Is into Alexander's hands, 543.

death of that princess, 566.
Eualira. eldest daughter of Darius, marries Alexander the

Great, i. 543. she is murdered by the intrigues of Roxana, ii.

Statira, sifter of Mithridatcs, receives orders from that prince
to die, ii. 313. she dies courageously, ib.

Sf-agoras, eldest son of Cimon, is established sovereign of
the Tura'-mn Cner*O"esus by his uncle M.ltiades, i. 241.

us. king of Mycena-. i. 0<IT.

Stilpon of Megara. philosopher, ii. 37.
Stirrups. Tn" use of tnem unknown to the ancients. I. 410.
Stratius. physician, goes to Rome with Attains, it. 890. his

wise remonstrances prevent that prince from asking to share
the kingdom of Pergamus with his brother Eumenes, ib. &c
Stratonice, daughter of Demetrius, marries Seleucus, ii. 49.

lha' : rinc" gives hr to his son A"l i.>chus, dO.

Siratomce, one of the wives of .Mnh ridttes, submits to Pom-
pey, ii. 308. r v ng- Mithndat-s takes of her, ib.

Baa. king of Ethiopia. See Sabacus.
Submission: means for if spiri-g it. i. \K. manner of exact-

ing submission of nations by the Persians, 304, kc.
Suffetes, chief mafUlraM of the Cartl.agimans, i. 72. ori-

gin of the appellation, ib. N. similarity to the Hebrew Sophe-

Su'lpitius. (P.) Roman pr>tor, is sent against Philip, ii. 102.

different actions of Sulpitiu* in Macedonia, ib. he is elected
consul and goes into Macedonia, 136. gains a considerable vic-

tory ov-r Philip. 138. &c.
Sulpiiiu* Callus, tiibune of the Roman army against Perse-

.s an eclipse to the troops, ii. 202. the senate comrnis-
(ions him to inspect secretly the conduct of Eumenes and An-
liochus, 241. his imprudent conduct in executing that commis-

Sn'n. Profound reverence with which the Persians adored
that lu'iM!':n>. i. 1!'8.

Superstition. Its great effect upon the minds of the popu-
lace, i. 5.~i-.

Supreme good. See Good.
Surena, g.-neral of the army of the Parthians. gains a (real

Ttctory o\er Cra^sus, ii. 27!'. Orodes, jealous of his glory, put*
him to death, 084. praise of Surena, ID.

Surveying invented by the Egyptians, i. 56.
3

. city of Persia, submits to Alexander, i. 562.

acy
Swans, what is said of 'heir singing, i. 451.

Sybarts. city of Great Greece, i. 2W. luxury and effemin
of iis inhabitants, ib. total rum of that city. ib.

Sybota. Island over ngiiinst C .rcvra. famous for the battle
between the people of Corcyra and the Corinthians, i. 288.

Syrennesis, king of Cilicia, abandons the pas of that conn-
trv on the approach ofCyrus the Younger, i 353.

Sylla <erv-s under Mario* in quality of quipstnr. i. 132. that

general sends him to Uocchus to receive Jugurtha from him.
ib. he raus-s a ring to be made with that action represented
upon it, which be u<es ever alter as his seal, ib. re-establishes
Aricihsrzanes upon the throne of CaopadrM-ia. ii. 308. is rh<r-

gnd with the war against Mithridates. 310 besiege* Athens,
Jb. and takes it, 3l->. he is victorious In three great battles

giinst th general of Mithridates, ib. &c. has an interview
with '''at prince, and grants him peace, 314. marches against
Fimbria, ib. pas-es through Athens, seizes its library, and
ends it to Rome. 315.

Sylo--in. brother of Polycrates, tyrant ofSamos: his generos-
ity ti> Darius. i.23l. reward which he receives for it, in.

ftyphax. king of Ntimidia. Joins with the Romans, i. 100. he
Is defeated by Masinissa, ib. marries 8ophonisba.and goes over
to the Carthaginians, ib. is defeated by Scipio, and taken pris-

Syraco. name of a marsh from whence Syracuse took its

Syracuse! city of Sicilv : its foundation, i. 322. rtesrrip'inn of
that citv. ib. history of Syracuse to the reign of Gelon. 2H2. of
Hiero.23.ofThra5ybulus. 0<4.sieg of Syracuse by the Athe-
nians.3-23. the citr is reduced to ex'remities, 304. the arrival
f Gylippus changes the face of affairs, 306. the Syracusans

make themselves masters of the Athenian army, and put tb*
two generals to ceath, 330. tc. Dionjsius oiakes hmiii-lf ty-
rant of 8>iacuse,441. mefleeiual aiteinits ol the Sjracusan*
against him, 440, &.c. Diooyniu the Voui ger succe.
tiier,450. IJioii ext*ls him. -joti. tc. horrible ingrain ude nf the
Dyracusans tnDn n,4t)0, tic. Dionjria* the zounael i >

tne throne, 4t>3. Syraeuiu implores the aid of the Cotinthians.
who send them Timoieon, 4b4. that general restores the liber-
ty of the city, 4u5. Agaihocles usurps the supicnc dutl.onty
at Syracuse, e5. alter the death of that t>ratt, S rucus.- re-
covers us lilierty, ii. t-7. i! calls in the aid til Pjrrhus ag <mst
Ihe Cuphiiginians, i. \ it chiio^es Hiero II. kn n O'.'l. n.i Id-

ness of his reign. 2110.. Hieronymus succeed,- Hi- ro. -!'7. tiou-
blesatS -

, d.aihoi Hi.-ronjmus. 0: tv Sjracuse
b sii ged and taken by Marcelius, ri(.U, 303. reflectIUDI upon the
government and character of tlie S)racusans, : 05.
Syria, province ol Asia, it is reduced inlo a Rcnii-n province,

ii. 007.
Sjsigambis, motherof Darius, is taken prisoner by Alexan-

der, alter the battle of Usus, i. 540. she cannot survive the
death of Alexander. 5U8.

T.
TACROS ascends the throne of Egypt, i.487. he raises troop*

tpdelend himself Bguinsi the kiDioT Persia, ib. obtains troops
from the Lacedemonian*, who are commanded by Agesilaus.
ib. seeing himself abandoned by Agesilaus he quits Kgjut. and
retires lo the court of Persia. 4r8. Anaxerxes pardons him.
and gives him the command of his troops against lite r- i tj>.
ib.

Tactics: wherein that art consists, i. 192.
Talent. Value of the Babylonian talent, i. 137. value of the

At'ic talent, ib.

Tali n sinus, Agamemnon's herald, honoured as a god at Spar-
ta, i 043.
Tamos. Egyptian, commands the fleet of Cirus the Younger

in that prince's expedition against his brother, I. 354.
Tanaoxares. son c.| C) rus. & e Smerdis.
Tarenlum. city of Italy, the Tarentines call in Pyrrhus to

their aid against the Romans, ii. 64. that prince leaves a gar-
rison in their city, 6'.'.

Taraconia. part of ancient Spain, i. 79.
Tarsus, city ot'Cilicia, subjecied by Alexander, i. 537.
Taxilus. Indian king, pu's himself under the protection of

Alexander, i- 580. he accompanies that prince in his expedi-
tion against Porus, 583 Alexander sends him to Porus to per-
suade htm tosubmit. 5?-4. Porus i reconciled to Taxilus, 5e8.
Taxilus, one of the gei.eralsof Mithndates, joins Archelaus.

and is defeated b> Sylla. ii. 311. 313.
Tegea. city of Arcadia, i. 005. war between its inhabitant*

and those of Manin-iea. i. 4rO.

legyra. city of Roeotia, battle between the Thebans and
Laeeds?moniu n s near n. i. 473.

;.on";ce amongst the Thebans: what it was, i. 592...
ivUscope, glass tor seeing remote objects : invention of it. ii.

Teleutias is declared admiral of the Lacedarmonian fleet by
the influence of Agesilaus, his brother by the mother's side, i.

374. he liesieees Corinth by sea, ib. is sent against Olyntlius, in
the room of Phebidas. i. 469. is killed in battle, ib.

Tellus, citizen of Athens, esteemed most happy, and why. i.

Tel vs. Sybarite, occasions the ruin of his country, i.296.
Temenus, one of the principal Heraclide, re-enters Pelopon-

ne--in. i. 008. Argos falls to him by lot. ib.

Temple, famous one of Enhesus. i. 507.
Ten. Council ot Ten established at Aihens. i. 350.
Tenres, kingofSidon. delivers up that city topchus, i. 496.

Ochus, to rewara his treason, puts him to death, ib.

Tenth. Custom among the Greeks'of giving the tenth to the
gods. i. 064.
Tererre, Latin poet : abridgment of his life, i. 76.
'lenllus. tyrant of Himera. deprived o| his power by Theron,

encages the Carthaginians to invade Sicily, i. 292.
Teriteuchmes, brother of Statira, wife of Artaxerxes, mar-

ries Hamestris, daughter of Darius, i. 347. tragical history of
Teriteuchmes. 348.
Teuta. after ihe death of Agron her husband, prince of Illy.

rium, reigns in his stead, ii. 88. her gross insult on the Romans
in the persons of their ambassadors, ib. she is obliged lo de-
mand peace of ihem, and ootains it, ib.

Thais, famous courtesan, born in Attica, occasions the burn-
ing of the palace of Persepolis, in a drunken revel with Alex-
ander, i. 5' J

.

Thalesof Miletus, phi'osopher: reasons that prevented him
from marrying, i. 217. founder of the Ionic sect, 205.
Thalestris. queen of the Amazons, comes from a remote

country to visit Alexander, i.

Tharaca. kingof ^Eihiop.a. after the death of >ethon. i. 65.
Tharsish. second s-n of Javan. settles in Greece, i. 206.
Thasu*, island in Thrace, revolts against the Athenians, i.

277. Cimon obliges it to submit, ib.

^Theano, priestess at Athens, refuses to curse Alcibiade,.

"^fhearides. brother to Dionysius the Elder, is sent to Olym-
pia by that tvrant. to dispute the prize of poetry and the char-

Theatre. Description of the theatre of the ancients, i. 437.
declamation of the theatre composed and set to notes, 438.
Thehais. part of Kgypt. i. 43

, .

and obtain the title of friends and alli

make Alexander, tyrant of Pnerie, su
3 k
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attempt against Sparta, 487. gain a great victory over the Lac-
eda'inonmns near M uitintea, 4-*4, &c. aid Artabasus against
fi.e king of Persia, 4!>l.call in Philip to their aid against the
Phiiciaiis. 511. Hie Thebans, Messenians. and Argives. enier
into an alliance with Philip to attack Peloponnesus, 514. the
Thebani join the Athenians against Philip, 520. ihe> are di

f'eaied near ("hajronea, ib Philip puts a garrison into their city,
521. the Thehan-, alter the death ofthai prince, put pa ItOf tbe
garrison to the sword, 530. Alexander marches agiio.st tliini,

and desiroys their citv, ih. &c. re-eslabfisliment of The I es hy
C.is-iindiT, ii. 28. the Tlr'haiis make an alliance with I he Ro-
mans in tne war against Perseus, 275 they surrender them-
selves to the Romans, 280. Sylla deprives them of half their

territory, 312.
Then of a certain kind permitted and even commanded to

the young I.tteedajmonians, i. 210. it was the mosi severely
punished of All crimes by the Scythians, 233.

Themistoolef, Athenian, distil Bujshes himself at ihe battle
of Mar.'ithon, i. 244. he rrmoves Epicydes from the command,
and causes himself to be elected general in his stead, 253. sup-
ports the' decree lo recall Aridities, ib. resigns the honour of
commanding lhc> fleet to ihe Lacedemonians. 254. induces ihe
Athenians lo abandon their city. 257 persuades the Greeks to

fight in the strait of Sulamis. ih. the Laroda monians decree
the prize ofwi-dom to him after the victory of Sa la mis, 2(',0.

acclamations wild which he is received at the Olympic Ban., s.

in. he re-lores th" walls of Athens, and fortifies the Piraeus*
2ti7. black design winch he conceives for supplanting the Lac-
edemonians, ih. the Athenians and Lacedemonians uniting
again-t him as an accomplice in the conspiracy of Paacanias,
be takes refuge with Admetus. 2ti!l. he retires to Artuxerxes,
274. bis great influence with that prince, 275. he kills himself,
277. Character ol Themisioelcs. 27H.
Themistus, magistrate of Syracuse, conspires with Anriran-

odorus to seize the sovereignly, ii. 21i8. hu is killed hy order
of the. other magistrates, ih.

Thenon, commander of the citadel of Syracuse, surrenders
himself to Pj rrhus, il. 6!). that prince puts him to death, 170.

1 heocnin", poet at I ho court ol Iliero, jr. 2!'4.

Theodoi-(.s, chief of ihe Enmolpida; at, Athens: what hi'

venture'' to say in respect to ihe maledictions or curses, i. 340.
Theodorus, citizen of Syracuse, ventures to declare himself

heodotus. uncle of Herac.lides, is depu'ed by him to Dio
to conjure him to reiurn lo the aid of Syracuse, i. 4(iO. he put
himself into Dion's hands, ib. Dion pardons him, ib.

openly against Dionysius in favour of lii eity, i. 44(i.

Theodotus. uncle of Hera
'

_) conjure him lo r

himself into Dion's hands, in. i)ion pi .

Theodoius, govrnorof Bactriana, revolts agamsi Amiochus.

Snd
c.auses himself to be declared king of that province, il. 72.

e dies. 82.
Theodotus. son of the former, succeeds his father, ii. 82.

forms a league offensive and defensive with Arsaces. ih.

rhepdotns is charged by Antiochus with the war agajnst
Molo. i 103. he is defeated and obliged to abandon the fie 13 of
bat'le, ib.

Theodotus, jEtoiian, governor of Co?le-syria for Ptolemy, de-
fends the entrance iolo ihat province against Antiochus, and
obllgoi that prince In retiie, il 104. he is accused and obliged
to go to the court of Egypt to give an account of his conduct,
lilt;, in resentment for that affront, be declares for Antiochus,
and puts the cities ofTyre and Plolcmais into his hands, ib. en-
ters the camp of Ptol, my in the nighi with design to kill him,
108. (nils in ihai attempt, ami escapes to his ciimp, ib.

Thpodotus. one of the principal conspirators against the life

of Hieronj mus. is put to the rack, and dies without discover-
ing any of his accomplices, ii. 2!I7.

Theodoi us, preceptor to the last Pi olemy, advises that prince
to put Pompey 'o death, ii. 333. goes to present the head ot that
Roman to CsBMr, 334.
Theogiton, of Megara. gives the Greeks wise advice after

the battle of PlalBa. i. 2l!3.

Th"ophrstus, Antigonus's general, refuses to quit Corinth,
ii. H7. A ratus causes him to be puv to death, ibid.

Theophrastus. philiopli"r, bis dispute with an old woman
of Aihens, in bu> ing something of her. i. 412.
Thenpompu*, king;ofSparta, establishes the Ephori,210.
Theopoinpus, disciple of Isocratos, gains the prize of elo-

naence over his master, and has the weakness and vanity to
boast of it. i. 4!>4.

Theoxona, Thossalian lady, daughter of M'T.licus, marries
Poris. 'i. 184. tragical and courageous end ofTheoxena, ib.

Tliernmenes, cine of the, Athenian generals, is charged wilh
the care of burying the dead after ill battle of the AiginustP,
i. 342. not beingalile loexecute that order, he makes the oih
er (-'em r:i|s responsible for il, and accuses Ib'-m at Athens, in.

he is deputed to Lyatndstr during the siege of Atheiu, 345. op-
poses the violence of his colleagues, and draws iheir haired
upon himself, 34!l. is accused by Critius, and put to death, ib.

Thermw. capiial city of JKtolUL, taken by surprise, and ruv-
Bg"d by Philip, ii. 115.

TherrnopvlsB, 'DM* of mount (E\n. in Thessaly, i. 254. de
icriptmn of it, ib. N. battle ofTtwrmoprla between the Laesj-
da.mo.'iansai'.l Xerxes, in. fc.r. victor) of the Romans over An-
tioehus near Thermopylsp, ii. 15!).

Theron.tyra.it of Agrig;entuin, makes an alliance with Ge-
Inn, and gains in conjunction with him a great battle over the
C;.rih-icinianp. i. 2"2.

'f'h. 'sen-, king of AtliPhH, i.207. dies in the island of Scyros,
whither he had been obliged lofly, 276. Cimon brings his bones
to Ath"i. ib.

ThcMooihetir,
Athenian magistrates, i ^04.

he.-piie, city of Achaiii. ruinc'd hy the Tiiel.ans, i. 474.
T'i"pis, Greek pout, considered us the inventor of tragedy,

. 225.
Thessalonica. wife of Cassander, is killed by Anljpater, his

Pld.-sl son. ii. 50.
'I'h.'.-isaius, third son of Pisistrntu". 1.221.
Thessaly. province of ancienl Greece, i 905. the Thessalians

gnhmit to X"rxes, 254. implore aid of the Thebans against Al-
exander of Phone, i. 47!'. PeloptHas delivers them from his
power, i i. they have recourse to Philip against their tyrants,
SOH. thai prince delivers them. ib.

Tl."stn. sister of Dii.nysins the KJder.and wife of Pobxenps:
courajfous answer which she give* her brother upon theocca-
io" of ,'.er hiiHhand's cscnpi 1

. i. 447.
Tbetuf, name of the lower class of people at Athens, i. 402.
Thethmnii, or Amosis, having driven the shepherd kings
U' of Kgvpt, reigns therr, i. (il.

Thimhron. [,aceda>monian geneiat, marches agnmst Tissa-
pherneB and Pharnabazus. i. 3ti2. uiion some discontent he ig

recalled. 3C>4.

Thirty. Uunnc.il of thirty established at Lacedeemon, i. 313.

thirty tyrants established at Athens, by f,yssmler. 346. crncl.
ties which they commit in that cil) , 3-10. Tlirasyhulus (Irivet
them out iif Athens, :i5U. they endeavour to rfin.-taU! them-
selves, and an- all put to the .-word, ib.

Tlii'iis. /Eiolian,.charged will, the execution of a design U
seize Chalcis. fails in trie at tempt, ii. )5ti. he goes to Antiochus.
and induces him to enter Greece, ]57.
Thogarians, who, ii. 25!'. N.
Thrace, province of Europe : very singular cusinms of its in-

habitants, i. 237. Thrac.- subjected by I'l,ih|i. i 514, fit-.

Fhruo. confidant of Hieionymus. is accused lij Theodotns
nt liaving conspired agamsl thai prince, ii. 25)7. is put 10 ilcutli

Thrasyliulus, hrolher of Gelon, reigns at Syracuse afier Hi
ero's death, i. 2SI4. he causes himself to be dethroned by bil

crndty, ib.

Thrasybulns, tyrant of Miletus, is besieged liy Halyattea. i
141). stratagem which he uses to deliver himself from ihat
sicep, ib.

Thriisyhiilus is n ade general of the Athenians, i. 3!!?. firm-
ses AlciV.iados iit Athens, and CHUSI s him HI lie depose d. :MU.
quits A I he us 1. 1 avoid the eruelly of thethiily Hrai t-, :';">(). ex-
pel. i Le I) ranis from that city, Bi.d ipstnres its liberty, ib.

Thiasylus is made general of the Albeninns. i 3{!(>.

ThnuynienM, lake ol Tuscany, famous lor Hannibal's victc-
rynver ti'o Roii.Hiis, i. 11)5.

'j huc.ulidi s. Cr> ek historian: he i? commanded to go to the
aid of Amphipolis, i. 312. the Athenians make it a crime in
him to have suflcred that city to be take n, and banish l.i'm,

ih.

Thucydides, brother-in-law to Pirnon, ft let up apainst Per-
ides bj U:e nubility of Aihens, i. 2c4. Pericles prevails to have
hi... banished. 25.
Thuriun, city of Sicily : its foundation, i. !!(>.

Tin m lira, city of l.jdin. Inn ons for the battle betwpen Cyrni
ai;d Creed)*! i. It'l. disi ii guished Ircm Thj inhrium, ib. N.

1 hyus, governor ol Papl lagonia, revolts against ArUiAcrxep,
i

gfti.
be woonqDcred bj Daiamen.ib.

Tibarius Graccbui is sem b> the senate intnAsia to exam-
ine imo tl.i! conduct ol Eumenes, and thai of Antiochus, ii.

24'L See Gracchus.
Ticinus, now called Tesino. river of Italy, near which P.

Sc-inio was defeated by Haenibal. i. 10:!.

Tiglatrh-Pilofer. kirgof Nineveh, i. 140. aids Ahaz, kirgrf
J n dull, aiia inst the kii gs ufSyria and Israej, ib.

Tigranea. son of a kieg of Armenia, ohiains his father's par-
don from Cyrus, i. 15li. be commands the Armenian troops,

Tieranes, son of Tieranps. king of Armenia, is set at liberty
by the Parthians on I is lather's death, and placed upon the
throne, ii. v.'(i4. accepts the rrown of S\rin, aid wears it eigh-
teen years, 2(>5 marries Cleopatra, daughter ol Mill i . MI .-,

30<. invades the kingdom of Cappndocia, :115. gives Mithri-
dates refuge. 318. the Romans declare war (igninM him. 3J9.
Tigmnes is defeated hy Lucnllus, 321. h>- rai.-es new troops in
concert with Miihridates, 322. is defeated a n.cond line. 323.
Pompey marches against him, and finds him ai war with hit
son, .12li. Tigranes suhmi's his person nnd crown to the discre-
tion of Pnnipey and ILa Romans, ib. Pumpey leaves him part
of bis dominioiiS, ib.

Tigranes. son of the fornvr, makes war witli his father, it.

32tf. puts himself under the protection of Pompcj . ib. rot i eing
satisfied wi: h Pompey's decree, he endeavours to fly,327. Pi. ni-

ppy reserves him for Ms triumph, ih.

Tigrai!ocerta,city of Armrniii.tiuilt by Tigrancp, ii. 3]5 Lu-
c\illu3 lakes it. and abandons it to be plundered by the soldiers,

Timam, wifp of Agis : excess of her passion for Alcibiades, i.

322.
Timagoras, deputed by the Athenians to the court of Persia,

rei" ives great presents, and is condemned to die at his return,
i. 479.
Timandra, concubine, renders Alcibiades the last duties,!.

348.
Tinvirclnio. tyrant of Miletus, is conquered and killed by

Antiorhus Theos. ii. 7C'.

Timarchus, governor of Babylon, revolts against Demetrius
Soier, and is pui to death, ii. 247.
Timasiofi is chosen one of the generals of the Greeks after

the deatji of Clen rebus, i. 35!l.

Ti ma sit beus, chief of the pirates of I, i para : hi noble and re
ligjiiiis behaviour in respect to ihe Romans, i. 4I>3.

Timocloa brought hej'ore Alexander 'he Great, i. 530.
Timocratef:, friend of Dionysius tin' Younger, marries Dion's

wife while he is !>u ijshed, i. 42'.). flics on the approach ot Dion,
457-
TimolauR. of Corinth, advises trip cities In alliance against

th" Spartans, toatiack them in I heir own territory, i :47J.

Tinnilaus, J,acedn!inoiiinn, at whose l.ouse I'biloi a'liien lay,
is sent by his country to, fffer him the rich, s of IVabis. ii. 150.
he finds it difficult to Hcquit hiniself of thai con mission, ih.

Timoleon, Corinthian, sacrifices his hrolher Timophanefl to
his country, i. -I!i4. I be Corinthians send him to the aid of Syr-
acuse, ih. he eludes the. vigilance of the Carthaginians by a
skilful stramgeni, ih gains an advantage over the Cttrlbatfinl*
ans and Icntas near the cil\ ot Ajjranofl. 4(i.'5. enters Syracuse,
ih. Dionysius surrenders himself to him, ib. Timolpon .-ends
Irni to d'ri nth. ih. he gains several Victories over the Ci.rtlia

gjpiarw, i h. re.establishes I he liberty of Ssracuse.ai d mslilUtM
wie laws i here, 4(i(i. fcc. frees other cities of Sicily from tv
lanny, ib. &c. gains a great victory over the Carthajinjai .- , ib.

is accused andcited to ansuer. 4fi7. quits his authority, and
p:is-e< the resi of his life in retirement, ih. &c. dies in it.jh.
great honours rendered his memory, 4GH, &c. bis panegyric,

/ imnphanes, Ooriruhian, having made himself tyrant of his

country, his biother Timoleon causes him to beMWHinated, i.

iti
Timotbeus. son of Ponon, is sent bv tbp Athenians with n

fl.'et ro the aid of the Thebans. 1.473 he ravages Uincoattiof
Laconia.and makes himself maeier of the island OlCorcyra,
ib. is employer) by I lie Athenians in the war against tne allies,
401. is accused by tlm faciion of Chares, and sentenced lo jiy
a great line. 4(12. retires to Chalcis.and dies there, ib. fine say.
ii'gnfTimol hens, 481.
Timoih"iis. lieutenant of Aptiochns Epipbancs, is dpfeatd

hy Jmlas Maecaba-us. ii. 201. is defeated a second time by the
same captain in the reign of Antiochus Fnpator. 246.
Tinioxenes Is chosen general of the Acha-ans, in the room

of Aratus. ii. (Mi.

Tirihazus, general of ArtaxerxeH Mnemon, determines that
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rinco not to fly bfon his brother Cyras, i. 354. he commands
i ignn-t Evaguras. and b.?ii.-g"-< tuat

- ul-'-l> ac.cu--.| iiv Oroate*. and cir-
ried to the court in chain*. ib. trial of Tiribazu. 37)4. me king

n:< i niiieiiee. and restores him lu nis favour, in

Tirib-.zi - Vr ax -iv-'s in ih u prince's ex."-'la on
uamstthe Cadnnans, iii. hi- s:ratag-m for making mat p o-

ple r urn to i'-rsian-, ill.

Tinbazcs. s.nrip or' w,-:eni Arm -ma. harasses the 10,000
. i. 3i>0.

Tirm: .
- on of the commanders

n. "i X -rv-s. in In u prince's expedinon against

if Orestes, reigns at Mycens with his broth-
er i', mlm, . -j.i;.

is, .E ulian. is accused of having exercised great cru-
i part with tn- K rn.uis

U i, :- i' -r- us, n. -J,ii Paula* -fi nilius acquits him. in.

[',-. lofqnajuy. in appointed n. Darius to
: l.j.lia. I. 311. he i-tT-cts it, and

has Hie gov-Tiniieiu o; L. ma lor ,ns r -w ml. ib. sutF-is himself

vi h the Pel ip in-
'

.. .t 17. .-,i n n i ,ds in the army of Artax -rx-s MiK-npon
,i n, 3j(.

^s into Ih -ir ow:l rou.i-

try. 3.i- - ' g'tierais b> li

l':i irnabuzu-
i,)s 10 conim

laus to . t,'ainsi him in

fusal.3 -

ib. Artaxunes puts hr.i to .ea.n.iu. characierot rissapheroes,
ib.

Ti'hraustPs viz >s Tisj-u'hernes hy order of Artaxerxes, and
is pi i--e.d a' tiie h .id m the af my in his stead, i. 371. he arms

Iwmonian*. ib.
'

captive in'o Assyria, i HO. he hid-s hinis-lf
~ inacherib. 1-tl. fort-tells

the ruin of \"in-v.-h to his children, ib.

i 7 '. m inner in which, as
in- il Cyrus 10 !> put to death, ih.

I' _ iy : its origin, i. 431. its progress, ib. poets who distill-

gu'--ii d iiie-n--lv -s in tragedy, i >.

Treaties. O Id custom of making treaties among the Iberi-
S -ythia:is. r. -j !.'.

tiver of L > n tardy, famous for Hannibal's victory
; in in--, i. IIIJ.

Tre n -I. un. --ur-iarn ( Scrofa. defeats and kills a third usur-
Beroi

'

,'3-i.

Tribilli. p- .! of Masia. n iw railed Bulgaria, i. 530. N.
with Pniiip in tlie hcyoly taken from

~ M in-. ,!,. iii -y are defeated by that prince, ib. they are
de'".-a-- .1 by A'exa-ider. ib.

Trihu'es R is,.i-is for the establishment of them, i 190.
Vihnniaooffieers: their functions, i. 500.

'1 by th ancients after a vic'ory, i. 4i8.
! 111. faraou* orar.les of Trophonius in

RIP 1-1,1. il,.

Trough : ki-id of punishment used by th" Persians, i. '.>71.

: .urn' hy th Greeks, i. '.'IK

1' is M, f iu ulaiion ot all intercourse between men.
i. 5-Jii.

Trypheoa. rlaoghtar of Physrun, is married to Antiochns
Grypus. Cleopatra to her j--al-

,-nus, of Cyzicum. puts her to death in lor-
-

. ib.

ity of Afi-ica, is taken by Rcgulus. i. 91. the merce.
narie, who revolt r.gjuui Cart nag- make il their place of arms,

Tych -.quart'-r of the city of Syracuse, i. 3J3.

Tyd : -. . -nia-i g-in-ral-i. rejects the Advice of
Alcihia .-ions the loss of the battle
*" ' '-. _ . . . _

Tygrw. river of Asia. i. 5.7.
. . i*mon. i. 208.

it r. ime.and us signification,!. 300. dif-
i king nd a tyrant, i. 43il.

T. . <i ,' P!IIP-II -t: i'.- fou i I -itiin. i 540. description of
,1 citv. ih Tyre besieged and taken by Nabnchodo
13. Dinus r-initates it I i its arn-ient priv

ii by Al-iaii'l'-r. 545. tc. Tyre taken
oy Antigonns, -M. concerning Tyre, 549.

U.
UcHORErs.kingofRrypt, builds Memphis. i.fiO.

ivs him by order
fDariui '

i causes him to be put to death in tor-

University of Paris. Pranp obliged to it for the establish-
I umt-oracHS, i. 1- i.

I'ri ii u i<iv:ii! v of ttie Ix'arthaginians. 8 CiBlestis.
-- r wi^ carried in the latter times of

th" K >-n in p.rirn mwoallh. li 31SI

Vfriea. abandons tt,.. s j,j Of Carthagp. and
naries. v!Hi. is coiir>o||ed to -

at rlisrr-'tMin.fH. it puts itself into the hands of the KoflKXn*.
I-n. th 1 1" -r r-wird il with ihe lands between Carthage and
K . 1.'7

l'\ .

'

u > in 'h frontiers of Persia, conquered by Alex-
ander the Great, i. 5ti3.

"ARGrtTEtCf. one of the lieutenants ofCrau. being Hep-
crated from the main body ofthe rtrmy. is attacked by the Par-
thi IMS. ind '\'s tighti'ie gl>ri'iu-lv.

. consul, is defeated by Hannibal at the

A- it'" .ir'Oirtu". ?-- Atossa.
he highest dignities of

'h ny his miT!:, .Li-.J. he revng"s the dis.

grace o- :' I'arra;, and defeats the
Par hia- -' 'i;> 1-1 s-reral occasiovs. ih. tc.

Villtii- -ul. anrt tnak- tnr wi'h Philip in the
inom ofSulpitius.il, 13'. nmhm con^iderablo passes during

ib. h- is se.it amhtsnd ir to \ iti'v-hus. and succeeds
o makinr thai nrincd susnuct Hannibal. 154. *u-.

\V.
WASM. comedy of Aristophiines so called, i. 435.
VVi , r. fJ.v.-.-t w.uer. no* pri-servi-d at Alexandria, ii. 335

Jowph in tne castle of Cairo in K(>pi: dv script ion

n"r they ough' to b" admitted to the admin-
is' rut ion of public art'iirs, the command ut armies, and tnesov-
er-ii;'i;> ..I stain, i. i:i>.

VVrudtling. tierc.i^e of wrestling amongst the ancients, I.

Writing. Its origin, i. 58.

X.
XASmrrOS. l^icrdemonian, comes to the aid of the Car-

thaginuum, i.!i| irmy ul'Ri-gulus.ib. reliresand
di<pi--ars s( j.i at'i>-r, 'J-.

us, citizen of Athens, accuses Miltiades of treason.
i. -Jill.

Xanthippus. father of Pericles, abandoning Athens on tho
appr.'arn ot X-r\.-s. ins dog lollows his ship to talamis, and

- -ore. i. -Mo.
Xanthippus. A-in-ni.ir ......mmands the fi,-ot of the Creeks m

conjunction with l^eolyrhides. king ol Sparta, and gaiosii great
.1. ^iJO.

s ol i he plague, i. 302.
ll. philosopher. Whos.- slave ^Esop wa*. I. Dl.

Xantippe, wife of Socrates: his sutlerings from her ill hu-
mour. i :t--J.

. Achssan. is snt against Molo and Alexander by
is, r. 101. he fills into an ambuscade, and is cut lu

arm). 104.
.....oi>ner, in what manner he was received

r. to wn in he had been sent ambassador by the
i, n. l.i.

X'-no i is cbarg-'d by Antiochus with the war against Molo.
ii. MM. he is il-tV-ated, ib.

Xenon. Aehssan, ex -laims against the demand of the Roman
iilil>, n. -.'.)!

,ior to Hannibal, falls into the
hi-ii-i of th K MII i -K, n. 440. h- escapes ami ronrludes the
tr.-aty u-itri Hannibal, ib. is taken on his return by the tu>-

1 1. historian anl philisopher ; he commands the 10,-
- ai't'-r i he death otCi.-nrchu-i.anrl brm(* then back

i-ito trp-irow i i-o ntry. i. Itill. he joins ihe Laceda-monians in
Mi w r Kii.i-t Tissaphernev mid Phaiiiahnzus.itli-. uc.s uu-

-
.1 ms a' the tiaitle of Coroiia-a. 373.

\ -
I

-..... !' Darius, is elected king of Persia in prefcr-
i he confirto his liroiher Artabazane* rms the Je. .

i-i 'heir privil-ffs, C47. reduc s Egvpt. in. rrepdres to invade
vit h his council coni-erning that.ex t-

d it ion. ih. wrse speech of Artabanes to linn.-JI,-. rage ot Xerxes'
uwi thit occ-ision. ib. he discovers his error. <nnl conle-w* it

in fulj council, -'I!', the war is re>lved, i:>. Xerxes enters into
an alliaiK-e u-itn the Curthaginians. iiO. he b-gins his inarch,

- ,.r.l-rs for culling a way through mount -Atho. i:>.

o that mountain upon that sub.ec.t. ib. he advances
. i!>. his ciuelty to P>thiii, :15I. he marches toward*

the Hellespont, ih causes the sea to i>e chasiwed lor having
broken ih" hridfeofboats which ne had laid over it. ib. orders
a s cond to he tuiilt. and pas*-s the Hellespont with bis army.
J.Y.!. number of forces, ib. DrnaratOS t.-l!s him freel) his

th'.ug'its of Ihn enteri'ri-e, -J.3:!. hr-e hundred Spartan* dis-

put'- the passof Tni-rmopylsB with Xerxes, -ii5. "hat prince m
, dead bodyof Leonidasto beamxed to a gib-

bet. ib. he lakes and burns Athens, 258. is delea''-.! ai Sa anus.
us in fJr.-ei-. H ii returns pr> cipitati-l> into

Asia. v!.V.l. violent imssm , ofXerxes lor the wife ot hi* broiber
. and afterwards for Artainia. that prince's daugh-

ter. -,M5 Ir ;- - M i- *'ps to be put to death, -,'lili. gives him
self up to luxury and voluptuousness. i7i is killed by Arlaba-
nu-. captain ot his guards, ib. character of Xertes. ->73.

X.-rx-s ll.-o-i or \rtax-rxes M,iemon, ascends me throno
of Persia, i. 310. h is assassinated by his brother Sogdianus.

Xiphares. <nn nf Mtthridates. is killed by his father, ii. 323.
Xuthus. son of Helenus. seMles in Attica, t -J(l-.

Xychus. who had been at Rome with Apelles and Philocles,
in qualitv of'secretary to their embassy, is seized and carried
'. ;',.' Philip. ii. i!MI. he discovers the whole plot of Perseus
agun-<t IK-metrius, ib.

Y.
VAZDAX. the good deity of the Persians, i. 199.
V-ar. sol ir. when firs! u,!, i. .Vi.

Youth The irr-gulariti">s of that time of life are not always
sufficient grounds for despairing of a young man, I. 275.

Z.
ZABMB* AraSian prince, betrays Alexander Rala, ii. 251.

n Aniioehn*. sonnflUla. toTryphon.45*.
Ztleuchus, legislator of the Locrians, i. 17. wisdum of his

. i 3IR See Messene.
d-r Z-'oina.

'/.-i. is, Dardanian, governor of /Etolia. under Pharnabazus,

ina-i of Ptolemy Soter at Alexandria, ii. K
7. -rail, ki c o- Rt>iiopia and Egypt, makes war with Asia

kJMgof Jiidih. i- il-f-nieil. i. ii4.

2>B(lt(g. third .-U-is of the citiz-nsof Athem. i. 40J.
Znippu*. n law: his great influeni-e with Hiero-

nvmus. n. -J ui. h" eic-s ambassador to Egypt, and stays there m
v.i'untary liH-ii-hni-nt . ib.

Zoprrn*. I'-rsian lord, mutilates himself for the service of
Uinus. i J3 h- makes that prince master of Babylon, ib. re-
ward givo by Darius for so great a oervice. ib.

/ .|i. r ricles, and governor of Alcibiades. i.

r. founder of the sect of ihe Magi amongst the Per-
sia -is. i

r, another chief, and reformer of the same sect, i.

Ziwohabel. chief of the Jews, who reto: ned to Jerusalem afle'

th-- decree oi'Cyrus, i. J74.
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ABARIS. Greek poet. ii. 460.
Academy. Three different academies, 548. the ancient, ib.

Hie middle, 551. anH the new. 5,'i-J.

Academies es'nblishcd in Europe in the last centnry, 5?8.
prii^e ot'the academy of sciences, ih.

Advocate, praise of that profession. 579. with what disinter-
est' ness n ought to he exercised, 515.
jElian. Greek historian, 494.
./Ec'iines. hii> character hy duintilian.508.
At'ranius. Latin poet. 470.
Ag'-thodamon, geographer, 604.
Agatias, poet.4p5.
Agncola, his life written by Tacitus, 501. extract* from that

. Agriculture, its antiquity and utility, 351. how important it

is to place it in honour, and how dangerous to neglect it, ib.

Alcipus. Greek poet. -It 5.
Airman, lyiic poet.4r.3.
Alexandria, city of Egypt, built by Alexander the Great,

378.
Al(bra,598.
Almamon. caliph of Babylon. 125. his care for the improve-

ment of astronomy and geography, ih.

Aiphonsine tables of astronomy, 0112.

Amio; . old French author, pleasure hit works give the read-
er, 452.4! 14.

Ammianus Marcellinus, Latin historian, 504.
Anar.reon, Greek poet, -1('>3.

Analogy, explanation of, 451.
Anatomy, 5!'5.

Anaxagoras. philosopher, 546. his care of Pericles, ih. his
doctrine, ih. opinion concerning the nature of the gods, 5!'7.

Anaximander, philnsofher. 54fi. his thoughts concerning the
nature of 'the Divinity. 581. discoveries made by this philoso-
pher in astronomy. 599.

Anaximenes. rhetorician. 5-27. and philosopher, 546. hia
opinion of the nature of the gods. 581.
Andocides. Greek orator. 506.
Androcles. slave, his adventure with a lion, 401
AndronicnslLiyius.') Latin poet. 466.
Annals, name given at Rome to the public records of the Ro-

man a flairs, 490.
Anthes. musician, 403.

AntholoKiu, name givan to a collection of Greek epigrams,
465.
AnHochns. philosopher, 552.
Antipater. poet and philosopher, 557.
Antiphon, Greek orator. 50f>.

Antisthenes. cynic philosopher, 554. his opinion concerning
the nature of the Divinity, 581.
Antony, orator, his eloquence, how strong and persuasive,

Anelles, famous painter. 396. his manner of becoming ac-
quainted with Protogenes, ih. with what simplicity he express-
ed his own thoughts. a_nd received those nf other*. 397. Alex-
ander's affection for him, ib. adventure that happened to him
at Alexandria, 3!>8. how he revenged it. ib.

Apion.or Apptpn. Greek historian. 400.

Apolljnarius, bishop of Laodicea. Greek r*>et, 461.
Ap Uinnriiis. sophist. Ron of the former. 461.
Apollodorus, architect, 380. his sincerity occasions his death,

ib.

Apollodorus, painter, 393. his jealousy of Zeuxis hit pupil.
ib.

Apollonius, of Rhodes, Greek pnet, 461.
Apolloniu". stoic philosopher, 544.
Apolloniiis(Pergit>us.^ geometrician, 596,
Appian. Greek historian, 494.
Apt honim, Greek rhetorician, 528.
Aratus. Greek poet, 461.
Arce*ilaus. philosopher, fonnderof the middle academy. .Vil.

Archagathus. Greek physician, comes tosettleat Rome. 592.
be is treated honourably at first, but soon after dismissed, ib.

Archelaus. philosopher. 546.
Aiehmi ( A. Licinius.) Greek poet, 461.
Archimedes, famous geometrician. 596.
Architas. of Tarentum, known by his writings upon the me-

chanics, S9R.
Architects, famous ones ofantiquity, 376.
Architecture: its beginnings, progress, and perfection, 373.

Gothic architecture, 375.
Architrave, term of architecture, 375.
AristSMis. ecometrician, 596.
Aiistnrchns. Greek grammarian. 449.
Aristides, painter. :>8.
Aristippu-. philosopher, 547. his desire to hear Socrates, ib.

opinions of thi philosopher, 548. his death, ib.

Ariston. philosopher, 554.
Aristophanes, Greek grammarian, 449.
Aristophanes, poet. 462.
Aristotle, his birth. 553. he makes himself a disciple of Pla-

to, ih. hi opinions concerning the nature of the foof.aPl. on
death. 5~4. he was an excellent grammarian. 449. rhetorician,
527. philosopher. 5.13. astronomer, CO*;.

Arjstnxenus. musician and philosopher, 405.
Ariitvllus. astronomer. 600
Arithme'ic, advantage! of that science, 598. progress of the

ancients in it. ih.

Army. Departure and march 01 an army amongst the an-
eient.426. manner in which the ancients drew up their armies
in ha I tie. 43-2.

Arms, those used hv the ancients, 423.
Arrian. Greek historian, 494.
Artemidorui, philosopher. Pliny s generosity to him. 515.
Asclepiadesof Bit hvnia, quits the proffession of a rhetorician

to pructice phvsic.591.
Aspasis. celebrated courtesan, her great knowledge occa-

sions her being ranked amongst the sophists. 541.
Astrooomy. Origin and progress of astronomy, 599. reflec-

tions upon astronomy. 602.
Athenseiis, phiV)kger,-457.

604

Athens, buildings erected at, under Peticles, 377 at*
wherein eloquence flourished in Athens, 506.
Attejus, l ratin grammarian, 451.
Attius, Lmin jim-i. 4t ~.

AulusGeUius. philolaar.45B.
Aun-!ius Victor, Latin historian, 504.
AusonlDS, Latin poet. -l^J.

Avienus, Latin poet, 4r3.

B.
B<EOTIA, part of Greece, unjust prejudice against that eou

trv. 4H2.
Balista, machine of war, used by the ancients, 440.
Rattles, 4.0.
Bernoulli*, brothers, famous geometricians, 596.
B etius, Latin poet,4c4.
Botany: wherein that science consis's, 394. to what perfa*

tion Monsieur Tourm fort carri' d it, 3!'5.

Brass, or Copper metal : wlience taken, 505.
Breaches, in fortification, manner ofclosing them among the

ancients, 442.
Brick, much used by the ancients in their buildings, 376.
Bronze, art of casting in, 383. N.

C.
CiFcit.ius. Latin poet. 466.
( h'sar, ranked among the Latin historians, 499.
Calendar, Gregorian. 1:01.

Caligula, bad taste of that emperor, 473.
(Jallimachus, architect, inventor of the Corinthian order,

374.
Callimachus, Greek grammarian, 449.
Callimaclius, of Cyrene, elegiac poet, 4G4.
Callinus, elegiac poet, 464.
Calphurnia, Pliny the Younger's second wife: her taste for

polite learning. 518.
CalpurniusCTi'us.') Latin poet, 481.

r
Calvina.a Roman lady : generosity of Pliny in respect to her,

520.
Camels, their use in the army. 424.
Camp, construction and fortification of the camps of the an-

cients, and particularly of 'he Romans. 427. disposition of the
Roman camp accordu g to Poh bius. 4:28.

Capitals, term ofarchiteclure,375. n.

Carncalla, Roman emperor, his cruelty. ,';77.

Carneadi s, philosopher, founder of the \'ew Academy, 532.
Cartel, for the ransom of Prisoners of war. 434.
Casque, head-piece or helmet, defensive armour of the an-

cients. 423.
Cawiiii. his treatise upon astronomy, 599.
Catapulta. machine of war in use amors; the ancients, 440.
CatolM PorciusJ his conduct in respect loCarnesdes. and

the oiher Athenian j'ml'asfat'ors, 528. Cato is ranked amon(
the historians, 4!>t>. and orators. 510.
Cato. of'Utica, description ot'him, 501.
Cattle, feeding of. amonest the ancients, 45.
Catullus. Latin poet, 471.
Cavaliers, term of fortification, 441.
Cavalry of the ancients, 4M3.
Chirrilus, Greek poet, in favour with Alexander, 460.
Chariots armed with scjtbts, much used by the ancients in

battles. 4:>3.

Chemistry. 594.
Chromatic, kind ofmujic among the ancients, ^Pfi.

Chry-ippns, stoic philosopher: his character, 556. liis doc-
trine, ih.

Cincius, Latin historian. 598.
Circulation of the blood, discovery of the, 595.
Circumvallation, lines of, 441.
Ctthara, musical instrument used by the ancients, 405.
Civilians, famous ones of antiquity, 576.
Clamicut (Circilius.l is accu>cd at Rome hy the deputies of

Bo?otia,on his quitting that government. 516. death spares him
the consequences of that nffair, 517.
Claiidian. Latin poet. 4>-2.

Cleanthes, stoic philosopher, ofgreat reputation, 556.
Climates, method taken by the ancients for knowing their

difference. 000.
Qlttomachas, Carthaginian philosopher, 552.
Coins, account of. 307.
Colours used by the ancient painters in their works. 389.
Column, term of architecture. 375.
Coma, city of Italy.;521.
Commerce, its excellency and advantages. 300. its antiquity,

ib. places and cities where most exercised, 301.
Composite order of architecture, 375.
Comiiosition. in paintinp : wherein it consists, 389.
Constantine the Great, hi? cortu ence. 5-J7.

. Copper. Mines of copper. 363. description of that metal,

Corieme. rock besieged and taken hy Alexander, 442.
Corn. Countries famous for producing abundance of corn,

Cornutus(Tertollins.) Plinv the Younger'* colleague whi>
treasurer ofthe empire, and afterward,! rnrmo.1, 510.
Corinna, poetess, surnamed the Lyric Muse. 464.
( '"rvn* ^or Crane,) machine of war, 44i.
Cotta is placed in the number of the Latin orators, 512.
Counterpoint or counterpart, in muic, 407,
Crasii. excellent orator. 51 1. his edict, when censor, against

the Latin rhetoricians. .VJ9.

Craterus. physician. 5"1.
Crates of Malos, Greek grammarian, 450.
Crates, cynic philosopher. 555
Cratinus, Greek comic poet, 462.
Criticism : wherein it consisted amongst the ancients, 449
Critolaus, peripatetic philosopher, 554.
Crotona, reformation introduced there by Pythagoras. 559.
Crowns given hv the Romans to those who distinguished

themselves in battle hy their valour, 4117.

Ctesia*,of Cnidoe, practises phjsic in Persia, with great rep
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station, 487. his works place him in the number of the histori-

ans, ib.

Cycloid, geometrical instrument : invention of it, 597.
Cynics, (sect of:) their origin, 554. why so called, ib.

Cyrenaic, famous sect of Philosophers, 547.

D.
DAMON, sophist, 541.
Dancing, idea which the Romans had of this exercise,

10!'.

D'Anville, geographer to the king of France, 601.

Decimation, punishment amongst the Romans. 435.

DeciuslP..) Ruman tribune, how rewarded tor saving the ar-

DerJamation. (or speaking.
1

) of the theatre, composed and set

to notes cmotig ihe ancients, 408.
Declamation, a kind of composition for the exercise of elo-

quence, 5:i!.
'

Declaration of war, 413. with what ceremonies attended
amoi.tst the Greeks, ib. and amongst the Roman*, ib.

.

Dernocritns, his opinions concerning the nature of the Divm-

lieinosthenes. character of, 508.
- Modern physics indebted to him for most of their

improvements. 388,

Design, one of the parts of painting. 389.

Dialectics, or logic, what the ancient philosophers thought

Diascorides. physician of Anararba, 591.
Diatonic, one of the three species ot the music of the an-

eients,40li.
)i*est,5?7.
linarchus. Greek orator, 509.
)iiiorrate.Hrchilect.378.
lioriorus Svculus. Greek historian, 489.
Modorus. Greek philosopher. 555.

)|ugenes Laertius, Greek historian. 494.

yiognetus, architect of Rhodes, rewarded by his country,
37!'.
Dion Cassius, Greek historian, 494.
Dionv-ius of llallioarimssus, his history, and other works,

5-J7. 4!'0.

HIS the Thracian, Greek grammarian. 450.
Discipline, military. In what manner ihe Greeks observed

lt.4?5. how strictly maintained amoi g the Romans, ib.

D.-dart. M.. his exact calculation of all '.he notes and half
notes ofa con mon voice, 448.
Domiiian, Domit inn's edict in respect to vines. 356. Domitian

treated a 11 god by Quinlilian, 535 his death, 536.
Donatus, famous grammarian. 457.
Doric order of architecture, 374. and ib.

Draeu. legislator of Athens, 4(iO.

Uraco, son ofHippocrates. 591.

E.
ECLIPSES, at what time the ancients first knew the causes of,

Education. Wise maxim ofa philosopher concerning the ed-
ucation of children. 550.
Electium.or while gold. 366.
Elegy: derivation ofthnt word: its definition, 464.

Eloquence, definition of. 503.
Etnpedocles, of Agrigentum, Pythagorean philosopher, his

own ions concern ing the nature of the Divinity, 581.
Enamel, painting in. 399.
Enharmonic, kind of music amongst the ancients, 406.
Ennui*, poet. 4IH>. nml historian. 496.
Enthusiasm ofLyric Poetry. 463.
Ephesu*, famous temple huilt there in honour of Diana, 376.
Epic poem, ofall poems thy most difficult, 4',.?.

Epicurus, philosopher. His birth, 564. he :.->aches grammar
rX'ori- he devotes himself to philosophy. 450. he settles at
Athens, nnd opens a school of philosophv, 504. system of atoms
placed in reputation by this philosopher, 585. his opinions of
he fiimmum honxm. or supreme good of man. 570. and of the
furna 1 ion of the world. 582. death of Epicurus, 564.
Epigram, kind of pnem, its qualities. 465.
F.r iM.itratus. physician, famous for his address and penetra-

tion in discovering the ca'jse of Antiochus's sickness. 591.
Eratosthenes of Tyrone, keeper of the Alexandrian library,

ixt-m of lii knowledge and erudition. 449. 453. 601, ih.

Escnls

(our to hear Socrates, ID.

Ei< loeia.or Athenais, daughter of the sophist Leontius, is

I'ank.-d among the poets. 4IV2.

EC lo\us. p.^ironomer, 600.
Ei nnpii.s'.GreeR. historian. 495.
E'. ->li.,rion of Chnlcis, Greek poet. 461.
C> P<ilis. comic poet. 462.

pistaihius, archbishop of Thessalonica, Greek grammarian,

utropius, Latin historian, 504.

F.
fABirs FICTOR (Q...1 Latin historian, 496.
Pahles. author to whom the invention of them is ascribed,

f/7. use of. in respect to the education of children, ib.

''scoiini'ie, satirical verses, 466.
'laccus (Valerius.ILaiin poet, 480.
'luccus ( VerriusO Latin grammarian, 451.
^lax. ile-f-ript

;on and use ot'that plant, 455.
?loru. L:itirt historian. 503.
"ortifieations of the ancients, 439.
'ortunaiu*. Latin poet. 4-4.
'osses. ditehes of fortifications, how filled up, 443.
'rer' 'men. tlieir credit under bad emi'erors, 500.
'reinshemius. obligation the world has to him for his sup-

plement of the lost parts of Livy's and Quintus Curtius's his-
tories, 498.
Friendship, fundamental law of, 525.

G.
GALEN, famous physician, his history, 591.

galileo.
modern astronomer. 601.

assendi, modern astronomer. 601.
General. Conduct of the ancients in the choice of their gen-

erals. 413. preliminary cares of a general, 425. &c. the success
ofa battle depends principally on the general, 430. attention
You II. 84

of the generals of the ancients in consulting the gods, and bar
anguu g their troops before battles, 431.

Genius, whether the modems excel the ancients or not in
tips i ,t.4:.s>.

Geography. The most famous geographers of antiquity. 603
counties ki own tothe ancienis, tU4. whtrtm the modern e
ocrapbers excel the ancients, id.

Ge.metrv. People to whom the invention of that science is
Unbuied.aBS. division of geometry into speculative, ib. and

practicul. olio, lamous geometricians of antiquity, lu. revolu-
ti< n lalmosl total,) in |ico::iet,-> , O'.i7.

Gesture of ihe theatre, compowd and reduced to notes, 409.
division of gesture (or action] and dicLn.uliull (ui piaku .(,)

between two actors, ib.

Giutta, mouth of the windpipe that forms tones and sound,
4-4K

Gfnipbon, Latin grammarian, 447.
Gold, different manners uftinding it, 3C4. Gold found in rir-

eis. in. gold found in the bowels ut ihe eunh, IP. gold Ibund iu
mountains by throwing them down, ib. rtasoi.e why guld hu
been preferred toother metals, 365.
Golden house ot Xero, description of it, 3fO.
Good, summum bonum: opinions of the ancient philosophers

upon t he Mipieine good, ou>. opinions of Epu-urus, 37i. of the
sroics, ib. ol ihe peripatetic*, 573.
Good man: contrast between a good man under a load of

evils, am u wicked man in the highest aftiuence and good for-
tune, 575.
Gothic order of architecture, 375.
Gracchi, they distinguished themselves by their eloquence,

}.--'.

Grammar, what it is. 447. what gave birth to it, 252. how
much in honour amongst the ancients, 4til 553. it turns upon
lour principles, ib. Greeks and Latins famous in this way, 449.

Gratian, gratitude of that emperor to his preceptor Auson-
ius. 434.

(Graving. Pee Engraving.
Greece, 383. Greeks, ib. painting. 389. philosophy, 545. med-

icine, 5~V.
Gr. gory, (St.,) of Nazianzum, ranked amongst the Greek po-

et s.40-.!.

Gryjlus, son of Xenophon, dies gloriously in the battle of
Mantii;'H. 547.
Gueric (Oihode, } consul of Magdeburg, inventor of the air-

pump, 5c9.

HARANGUE. Custom of the ancients to harangue their troops
be'i.re battle, 432.
Harvey, English doctor, who first discovered the circulation

of the blood. 595.
Hecattrus of Abdera. Greek grammarian. 449.
Herar-lnus. philosopher, founder of the sect which bears his

name, 560. misanthropy of that philosopher, ib.

Hermogenes, Greek rhetorician, 528,
Herodun. Greek historiHii,4(J5.
Herod icus, physician, S'.'O.

Berodoias, Greek historian, his brother, 484. time when he
begins to write, ib. applauses which he received at the Olym-
pic games on reading his history there, ib. Ins retreat to Thuri-
uni. where he ends his days, ib.

Herophilus, physician. 500.
Ilesiod.Grn k inx-t. 4U>.
Hesychius, Greek grim marian, 451.
Hipparchia, sister of Metrocles the orator, marries Crates

the cj nic. notwithstanding the opposition of her family, 555.
Hipparchus of Alexandria, astronomer. 601.
Hippocrates, lamous physician, his birth, 590. his disinter-

. Hi. his veneration for the Divinity, il>. his death, ib.

Hipponu, satiric poet, known by his verses against Bupalus
and Atheois, 461.

History , advantages to be derived from the study of history,

Homer, famous poet, 460. Quintilian's judgment of Homer,
ib. Homer may be considered as the most ancient of geograph-
er*. 603.
L'Hopital (Marquis d<O has done honour to geometry, 597.
Horace. Latin poet, his birth. 473. his extraction, ib. his ed-

ucation, ih. Ma'i-enas admits him intolhe numberof his friends.
474. death of Horace, 475. his manners, ib. character of his
works, ih.

Hydrostatics, definition of. 599.
Hyperides, Greek orator, 508. he dies in a very tragical man

ner, ib.

I BVCCS, Greek poet, 464.
Infinites Calculus Differentials Arithmetic of infinites ot

fluxions discovered, 5!'7.

'nvalids. royal hospital for invalids at Paris, 438.
onic. sect ol philosophers called the Ionic sect. 545.
onic order of architecture, 374.
ron metal, 3(i3. in what manner taken from the mines, ib.

sorrates, Greek orator: hi birth, 507. his education, ib.

school of eloquence opened by Isocrntes at At hens, ih. his won-
derful discernment ot the geniuses of his pupils, ih. his love of
virtue and public good, 520. his death, ID. character of his
snip. 508.

Italic, sect of philosophers so called, 558. division of that
sect into tourother sects. 562.

I'aly, region of F.urope : excellence of the. wines of Italy, 355.

pr duct of the vines of Iialv in Columella s time, 356.
Itinerary of Antoninus, 100.

JERUSALEM, city of Palestine,' is besieged and taken byTitas

.lew. surprising sction of a Jew at the siege of Jotspat.441.
Josephu*. Jew. Greek historian, 491. ahridgnient of his life,

ib. character of the history composed hv him, ib. &.C.
Juhal. =up|xised iiventnr of music, 401.
Juliu Pollux, philologer.457.
Jupi'er. on the satellites of, 602.
Jurisprudence, or knowledge of law, in particular of tho Ro

mn. or c'vil law. 57<i.

Justin. Latin historian. 504.
Justinian, the emperor, reforms the Roman law, 377.
Juvenal, Latin poet. 478.

L.
t.AEERirs (DecimniO Roman knight and poet,tCs??ar's r*

quest, plays a part in one ofh is owi pieces, upon the stage, 471
3 F3
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Lalius. Roman orator, how far he carrie ' his candour and
Integrity, 511.
Lampnus, Plutarch's uncle, 492. his fine s&ying of himself,

.Languages, reflections upon the progress and alteration of,

Law, civil, or Roman law its beginnings, 576. it receives a
new form under the emperor Justinian, 578, &c.
Layers, shoots of vines profit made of them inColumellas

lime, 357.
Lemery. his knowledge in chemistry, 595.

Leucippus, philosopher, 556.
Lever, instrument In mechanics, 598.
Libanius. sophist, 543.
Library (royal, M'.unded by Louis XIV., 458.

tight-house
of Alexandria, 378.

mes of circumvallation and contravallation amongst the
ancients. 441.
Livy, THUS. Latin historian, 497.
Longinus. Greek rhetorician, 528.
Lucan. L:Um poet, 47H.
Lucian, philologer, 455. dream which he relates in the begin-

ning of his works, ib.

Lucilius, Roman knight and poet, 469. the invention of satire
is ascribed to him, ib.

Lucretius. Latin poet, 470. his opinion concerning religion
and providence, ib.

Lucullus, his friendship for Antiochus, philosopher of the
ancieni academy. 553.

Lycs>um. place of exercise at Athens, 549.
Lycon. philosopher, 554.

Lycurgus. Greek orator, 508.
Lynceus of Santos. Greek grammarian, 449.
Lyre, musical instrument of the ancients, 406. change of that

instrument in respect to the number of its stnngs,.ib.
Lysias of Syracuse, Greek orator, 50ri. he carries Socrates

a discourse for his defence, 507. character of Lysias's style, ib.

Ljsippus, famous sculptor, H.-5.

Lvsistratus, of Sicyon, sculptor to whom the invention of por-
traits in plaster and wax are ascribed, 3c'2.

M.
MACHINES of war used by the ancients, 440.
MacrobiUi philologer, 457.
Magistrate, duly ol a. 579.
Man. Pliny's description of man, 455. men are the same in

nllnges. 48<.
Manlius. L. gains a victory over the Carthaginians near EC-

minis in Sicily, 446.
Marius described. 500.
M mus Priscus. proconsul of Africa, is accused of having sold

Justice, and even the lives of innocent persons, 516. he is ban-
ished, ih.

Marol. French poet, 452.
Martial. Latin poet,. 48(1. \
Mathematics extent of that science, 595.
Mausolus, king of Curia, ho.iour paid to his memory by Ar-

temisia his wile, 37H.
MecBMias. favourite of Augustus, and patron of the learned,

474. character ot MecBMias by Paterculus, 501.
Mechanics, definition and utility of mechanics. 598.
Medals, difference between niedHls and coins. 367..
Medicine, origin and antiquity of medicine, 569. discoveries

which have enriched modern physic, 5!t3.

Megarean sect of philosophers, 548.
Meleaijer, Greek poet,4t>5.
Memory, examples of persons of extraordinary memories,

Menander, comic poet, 462. change which he introduced in

eotnedy, ib.

Meneorates. physician, 501.
Meteinp-yehosis. opinion of the metempsychosis. 560.
Microscope, invention of that instrument, and its utility,

388.
Mimnermus, Greek poet, 464.
Mines ot iron, 363. of copper or brass, ib. of gold, 364. of su-

re r. 3U6.
Miniature, kind of painting. 392.
Mithridatey. Patercylu)s description of that prince, 500. he

made hi nice If famous for his skill in medicines. 5W.
Modest inns (llerennius.) ancient civilian, 577.
Moliere, French poet, difference between him and Terence,

478.
M.'lo of Rhodes, famous rhetorician from whom Cicero re-

CMved I -sons. 53(1. 513
Wontacna. French author. 452.
Moral philosophy, or Ethics objects of it, 5<58. opinions of

the ancient philosophers concerning the supreme good, or hap-
pines of man, ih

Mosaic, kind of painting, 392.
Mima (Anlofiius.) physician to the emperor Augustus, 591.

Music, its origin, 401. authors who invented or improved
niumc. 403 different kind* and measures ol the ancient music.
405. manner of selling note.s loairsor songs, 40fi. whether Hit;

modern music is to !> preferred 10 the ancient, 407. part* ol

Din "><: pecnl'iir to the imcients, 408.

Myron, Aiheman sculptor, 385.

V vios. I^niin poet find historian, 466, 496.
V it lire, its efTects. 487.

Navigation, its origin. 444.
S'av>, naval iiffnrs ol the xncients, 444.
V'./'inns. Latin orator. 540.
S'-m.-siitms. Latin pool. 481.

tfepnii. Cnroejius, Latin historian, 497.
\'-wtotiiS,r Isaac.l I'.ngl.sh philosopher, 588, 597.
V.ra.iiler. Creek t.4li|.
Vohi li

1 >. fine ex-tin pie I roposed to the young nobility in the
.

', rtV.-ar. 4').
Niirlmnus. Kuman. accused of sedition, whom Antony the or-

for cansi s to he ahuolvfd by tlv force of his elixjueiice, 511.
Novella?, laws of Justinian, 577.

pr

O..
OBELISKS of F,gypt, their utility. (100

Qtwervatorjp built at Paris by order of Louis XIV., 601.
'/ . kind .,r|^.,n. 4113.
< >'nV.T. choir,. O t them amongst the ancients, 413.
OnRMcrit ii'. phiKwophur and historian, becomes a dinciple of

Uiofeuei, 115

Onyx, a kind of agate, upon which the ancients engraved.
383.
Opilius(Aurelius,') Latin grammarian, 451.
Oraior, quality most essential to an orator, 504. Greek or

tors. 50*5. Latin orator*, 510.
Ornaments, women naturu'ly fond of them, 579.
Orpheus, musician, 403.
Ovici. Latin poet, abridgment of hip life, 476. his hanishmer.l

ib. his death and epitaph, ib. character ot his poetry, ib.

P.
PACUVICS, Latin poet, 466.
Pain, opinion of the ancient 7>hilosophers concerning *nir

569.
Painting, orietn of painting, 389. different parts of painting

ib. of the true in painting, 3SK). different kind? of paint I8]
brief history of the most famous painters of Greece, 31

>.

Palemon (Remniius,) Latin grammarian, 451.
rarophHus, of Amphipolin. painter, :fiio.

Panegyric of Trajan, by Pliny the younter,523. ar ^n
eg \rirs, 556.
Panenus. painter, 393.
Pantomimes, art of the pantomimes amongst the ancients,

410.

Papjnian, famous civilian, 577. his death, ib.

Papirius collects the laws ot the kings c,t' Rome, 576.
Pappus, of Alexandria, geometrician, S'.'b'.

arnwnidei, ph'lusoi her, bu opinion concerning the nature
of the Divinity. 581.
Parrhasius. finnoos painter, 394. he carries the prize ot pain-

tit t against Zeuxis in a public dispute, ib.

Pan ht-mus. Greek poet, 461.
Parthenon, temple ot Minerva at Athens. oF4.
Paterpulus. Latin historian, 499. he excelled in tlc^cnpttuui

and r(iuri<ciers. ib.

Paiilinus (Point.
1

) bishop of Xola, I^atin poet, 482.
I'.-iniiis (Julius Paulus.) civil lawjer, 577.
Paustas ol Sicyon, painter, 3S>9.

Pay of soldier- among the ancients, 421.
Pearls, kind of precious store. 3C8. pearl fishery, ib.

Pedestal, term of arcliitectnre, 375.
Prdianus LAsroniuO philojoger, 453.
Pericles, Athenian, care thai he takes to cultivate his mind

by the study of the sciences, and by exercising liimsell in elo-

quence, oO'ti. he adorns Athens with magnificent bnildlnft,

Peripatetics, sect of philosophers, followers of Aristotle,
5"3. opinion of those philosophers concerning the supreme
pood. 573.
Persius Lnlin poet, 478
Petronius. Latin [ioet,479.
Phedros, Latin poet. Ireedman of Augustus, 477.
Pharos, islan.l of Al.-xai riria. 378.
Phidins, famous painter and sculptor. 383.
Philemon, comic po-t, preferred by the Greeks to Menar.dei

in his own lifetime. 481.

Phjletas jit'Cos, grnmmarian and poet, 4C4.

Phiijpof Thessalonica. |)oet and author of epigrams. 4f5.

Philip of Acarnania. physician, known from the salulnrj
drauglit which he gave Alexander. AM.

Pliilo, nhilosopher and rhetorician, 552.
Philo. the Jew, Greek histoiian. 4! 0.

rhihwopbera, philosophy: definition of philospphy, 544. it

ai reflection upon ine sects 01 pniiosopner*, lit. njtiniiM * 01 me
ancient philosophers upon the Dialectics or Logic, OM t t

' n

morality or the Ethics. 5tiH. ut'n the supreme gix< >! rr:n., :li.

u|>on the viriusand duties of lite, 573. IIIKUI the Melaphyilcf,
57'.'. upon the existence of the Divinitv. ih. uron the i umre of
the Divinitv, 581. upon providence. 5i*3. u|ion the formation
of the wiirln, 5^4. upon- the nature of the soul, 56ti. upun the
Physics, 5>7.

I' h i lost r t us. jiliilologer, 4"i7.

Photius, patriarch of Constantinople, and Greek historian,
495
Phrynis, famous musician ofantiquity, 404.
Physics nl the nncients, 589.
Pikes, offensive arms used by the ancients, 404.
Pimf'ir, Greek Lyric poet, 4fi4. charncier of nil works, ih.

I'iso Frugi (L. < 'alpui nius.) is ranked among the Latin histo-
rians. 4!Mi.

Planets, observations upon the. 599.
Planudes, monk of Constantinople, his collection of epi-

natureol Hie Divinity. .VI. riatos line IDOUgm uine me lor

nrntion of the world. 585 necrel iealousy between Plato ai:(

Xenophpn. 547. Plnto's hatred of D mocritUK, 503. ineiiin

which lie used to reform his nephew Bppnmppuy. 350. Plato'

writings give him a plncc amongst the grammarmne, ll'.i. and
rhetoricians. 50ti.

Plauius, comic poet, 467. character of hw poetry and stjlc,

Pliny the elder, philologer. 454. abridgment of his life, ib.snd
accident by which he dies, ib. his style, 455. his Natural His-
torv. ih.

Pliny the Younger. Latin orator. 514. his application to study.
517. by what degrees he ittiains the first offices in the >.!;,!,

515. occasions upon which he di. plays the force of his elo
inenre and indicrat ion

t pleasures. 591. bi aninnr tor reputa-
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Pneumatics. Origin of tho air-pump. 5F9.
Poetr>. Poets. Origin of poetry, 4o9. Gree

.

reek poeU. who -

r>l K-il in epic poetry, JWJ. tiagic poets, 4U-J. comic poet>, ID.

iambic poets, in. l>nc po--ts, 474. elegiac |i)et>, 4o4. epigram-
matic poets. 4i>5. Latin pueU divided into three ages, 400.
Potemon, philosopher ol the ancient acadi-ni) . jol.
Pollio. L tin poet, 471.
Pollux Ju iu-. Cn-cK grammarian. 451.
Pulyuiu*. Ure<-K historian. ni< bklh. 4S8. his education, ib.

principal work- composed by Pohbius. ib.

Polyb u$, uli)siciau, son-in-law and nuccegsor of Hippo-
MM. 301.

UK. famous statuary, 385.
Polygnolus. famooi painter, 31'3. generous action of his to

ihe A )! ii.s. ib.

Pomp->. dew.ription of. hy Paterculus. 501.
Pomponius Marcellus I Marcus.) Latin grammarian, 421.
Pornnoniu*. civilian. o77.
Pn-iilo :HIS. 8ti.il- |.h I Insoplier . 537.
Posidomus, astronomer and geographer. 600.
Praxiteles, lamous sculptor uraniiquity. 3H5.
Prayer of 4 victorious consul on his entering ihe capitol in

I'lumph. 43c prayer which Epicieius desired 10 make at bis
death. .'

Prisoner*, ransom of them amongst the ancients, 434.
Prodicus, famous .-ophist, 54 his declamation of filly drach-

mas, ib.

:--,so: hist, to whom the Romans erected a statue, 541.
Propernui, LHIIII poet, 477.

Protagoras of A hderf, sophist. 542. singular lawsuit between
Protagoras HIM) one ot his disciples, ih. opinion ot Protagoras
eoncernirg the Divinity. 5HI. the Athenians expel him iheir
city. and cause hi* works io t>e burnt, ib.

Protofeoesi famou* painter, 398. manner of his first acquaint-
ance wuh Apcl.i
Provisions, ot, for any army. 419.
Prudentius, a ChrisliRii poet. 4fl.
Piolemv. celebrated astronomer and geographer, 601.
Publieius Certus, Roman senator, is excluded from the con-

sulship b> Pliny's remonstrances, 515.
Punishment*, established amongst the troops of the ancients,

434.
Purple, dye muc.i es'eemrd hy the ancients, 369. shell-fish,

from which the purple d>e wa* extracted. ib.

Pyrrho, philosopher, chiefof the sect which bears his name,
563. his method o' philosophizing, ib. his indifference, 564.
msiim taaghl by rrm, ib.

Pythagoras, philosopher. 558. travels of. ib. he goes to Italy,
and settle* ii: t rotona, where he opens a school or philosophy,
5511. novicia'e ol silence which he in idc his discipli -

ib. wonderful chinge that hi- doctrine i fleeted in Italy, and
especially in Orolona, ib. hi* death, 561. his opinion concerning
the nature of the Divinity. 5~l. his s \stcni of the metempsy-
rho-is. .mil chimeras, which he related of himself on that head,
SiiO.&c wooden mnbuted to Pythagoras. 561.
Py theas, lamous astronomer and geographer, 600.

Q.
QCTXTILIAN. Latin rhetorician, 534. his birth, ib. means

which he u*es tot acquiring eloquence, ib. he opens a school of
loqu'-ure at Rome. 535. and at the sime time exercises the

function of an advocate, il>. he obtains the eni|>eror's perniis-
sion for quitting time >wo employments, ih. he loses ore of his
ions. ih. he begins his /mtitutiont' Oratorif, ib. Domitian con-
ides the education of the two princes hi* grand nephew? to
km. ib. hip impiou* flnter\ (,f that emperor, ib. his grief for

ond WHI. 536. he finihes his work, the fasti-
txtione.* Oratorif, ih. the time of his death not known, 537.
plan and character of Quintiltan'g rhetoric, ib. method of in-

structing youth in I;
-

(iumtus Curtms. Latin historian, 503.

K.
R*X. description of the battering rum. 440
Rhetoric inscribed to Herenniu-*. 53i
Rhetorician, the meaning of that word, 526. Greek rhetori-

cians. ih. Latin rhetoricians. 5'5i .

Rhodo:>e, famou* courtesan, 4I>3.

Romans, military matter-, 433, &c. navy of the Romans,
445. magnificent idea of the grandeur and majesty of the Roman
empir. 45.1 Roman, or civil law. 576. progress of astronomy
and geography amongst the Romans. 601.
Rome, celebrated buildingsnt. 379.
Rdftieus A-ulciius. stoic. philosopher, and Pliny's master,

is put to death by Domman'.- order. 515.

S.

SABINCS 'Fahius.1 ancient civilian. 577.
i-- 'a

.

ns nstioronier, fOl.
. 4'.Hi. character of his writing*, ib.

,,.
ceinic<, seet ..' pin 1

, npkpn so called, 456.
culp-ure. d'ff-re.iit ki"H* ol sculpture. .

,-, favourite of Tilwrius. 500. double portraiportrait ofSejan-

.

S-'.l'u-

. .

-! Hi. . xtraordloary hra-ery of that Roman re-
irnrded by (V-;,r. 4:!7.

ritic of his time, almost always singu-
lar in In* j,i.

:

g'iient,47-. 47"
Sceinic<, seet ..' pin 1

, npkpn so called, 456.
Scul

QS. in.

Sempronia. Roman lady, description of her by Sallust, 496.
!he rhetorician. 53i. dilference between the philoso-

ph-r Seneca ond Cicero. 514.
3-rpca. l.v in [, 47~.

t'..r wlnt n-e the Benws are given u. 569.
Servtu- ' A[:uiru-< llonoratu'.) philologer.
&^xtu'. Piutarch's nephew, a philosopher of great reputa-

Ship. L -<hip.hiiilHing of the nncienn, 444. ship
Tonormium msgnitude hnilt h\ Ptolemy Philopaior. 44.5.

gidonius Ap>llioTis, bishop of Clermont. Latin iet, 483.

S"-ges, method of forming siegns by the ancients. 43!l.

S -" noviciate of silence imposed by Pythagoras
moon hi scholar*. 559.
SMius Ita'icus. Tjitin poet. 479.
Silk.stufT* mad- of it, 37.0.

Silver, nimes of silver, 3tV,.

Simonid.-s. Rreek poet. 463. 4M.
Sling. InsiroTwnt of wur used by the ancients. 424.
BoeH'tj. jusii'-e and faith to engagements, public and pri-

fmte. the fouti lations of, 574.

Socrates applies himself to discredit the sophists in ihe opin-
ion ot the Athenian youth. 54-
Soldier. Levy of suUncre. 416. their pay, 4il. employ ment

and exercises ol the s<j|dier* in tl.en ( an p, 4 -

J'.'. pu i.isi.n i-iils

ot -oidirrs ho failed in their duty, 4;-,4. rewards granted t

ino>e hu dialinguisked tlieiii.^ives in I attle, ib.

Sun, us iCuiuc Julius, 1 ['hilo.i f r, 4,';.

Soph i- ts. Definition nl the sot hl.<t^. 540. extraordinary hoo-
ours paid them b> all (.. . . , 541. '.In ; do nut support theil
reputauon loaf. 54x wt.iit hnull) di*ci*djts UICB, 543,

es, triign- pott. 4I>-.

So.iratus. arcoitccl, builds the tower of Pharos, 378. deceit
u Jin n i i uses lor tngrorsmt; the wl.ule huiiour ol that wurk to

hiiMeir.ib.
Suu i. its nature, 586. its immortality, ib.

Spttcli, oue ol the greaiti>t udvuiitages of human nature,
447.
Sptusippus, philosopher, Plato's nephew. 540. particular cir

cunistance of his life, 550. hu intimac) with Dioa.ib.ba suc-
c. i (I- his uncle in the sclnxil alter Ins Ceath. ib.

^ agira. cil> of Macedonia. A nstoile'* country , deelrojedb*
Piiilii . and rebuilt by Al xandcr. 554.

-. cetiiinion of that ocituoe, O'Jl.

-. Latin n't. 4NI.
S esiehoriw. Greek pot,46J.
BuibKOf Uohanne*,) phllo'ofer, 4.'>^.

- ct ol',^ 551). usual detect in their writings, ib. opin-
ion ol'the stoics concerning the suprtnc gx>d, 571. their sys-
tem concerning the format Ion ot tne world, 5>4. 5K>.

i her. 554. Ins thought of the Livn,ity, 5fi.
onion. Latin bisiotian.oQS.

Suidas, Greek gran mannn. 451.
Sulpnia. Roman lady, placed in the number of the Latin po-

e'-.4-l
Sulpltius, Latin orator, 51-.
Bapprior* IK signed for their inferiors, and not their infertari

for th. m.574.
Swordi, offensive and defensive, 423.
Sy e-i us, bishop of Ptolemais, ranked among theGreek po.

el*. 463
S>rus(P.,)],atin poet. 471.
Sjstiins of the world. 5fc7.

T.
TACITUS. Latin historian, 501. his works, ib. character of

hi*s.yle.50-J.
Telescope, glass for seeing remote objects, invention of the.

Temples, famous ones of Greece, 379.
Terence. Latin poet, abridgment of his life,46R character

of his works, 4C.9. Moliere and 1 -Mence compared, 478.
Terpander, poet-musician, 4t'0.

Tha les of Mi let us. ph i \< .sopher , founder of t he Ionic sect . MS.
his travels, ib. his great progress in the sciences causes him to
be placed in the number of the sevrn sages, ib. reasons that
prevented him from marrying, ib. discovery ot Thales in as^
tronomy.599. his death, 546. run thoughts concerning the Di-

. .> I .

Thales. Lyri- poet, 463.

Thargelia ol Mileti-g. courtesan, placed in the number of the
sophists. 541
Theatre, declamation or speaking in the theatre composed

ami set to notes, 408.
ThemraOR, famous ihysician of antiquity, 591.
Themistios. famous *oi hist. 544.
Theodorus, philosopher of the Cyrenaic sect, 548. impiouj

doctrine that he taught, 5*-0.

Theodoru*. Atheimin. lather of Isocrates, 564.
. of the ancients, 5tO.

Tneon of Sm>rna, famous lor his treatises upon arithmetic
a:-d ilgehra.5'.>a
Theonhrastus. philosopher, Aristotle's successor. 554. hu

dispii'e with an ohi woman of Athens in bujii t something of
her, ib wherein he made true happiness to consist, ib. what
he thought oflhe nature of the Divinity, ib. his death, ib.

Tlierainenes. famous rhetorician, 507.

Thespis, Greek poet, considered as the inventor of tragedy.
4H-J.

Thessulus, phvstctan.one of the sons of Hippocrates, 591.

Thucydides. Greek historian, his t'irih. 4(-p. his taste lor po.
lite learning, ib. he undertakes the history of the Peloponnesi-
an. war. ib. he is commanded to go to ihe aid of Amphipohs.
ih. the Athenians make it a crime in htm to have ?un. red that
city to be taken, and hanish hi.-r, ib. nfter twenty >ears' ban-
ishment he returns to Athens, ib he works upon his history,
ih. hs death, ih. Thucj elides and Herodotus compared, 4oT
Tihullus. Ixatin poit". 477.

Tmianthei., 'famous painter of antiquity. 395. his painting of
the *acnfice of I phitsepia. id.

Timochiirw. asrroi:omer of antiquity, 601.
Timol lien*, ruet-rriisinan, 44.
Timoxona. Plutarch's wife. 493.
TI-KI-. Greek rhetorician anil sophist. 506.542.
Titus I V'pasmn.' Roman emperor, besieges and takes Je-

ru--a|em. 443.
Tomos, city of Europe, upon the coast of the Guxine sea.

pi-ice to which Ovid a* nanNb'-d, 476.
Torrirelli. m' hemn'ician .

Tiirtniw. machine of war us( d hy the ancients, 440.
Tunri efor-. famous botanist. 5"4.
Towers, moveahle, u*ed hy the ancients in sieges, 441.

Tragedy, |iets that distinguished themselves in. 4(>-.

Tratan. decree of that emj^ror in resprct to pleaders. 519
his nnswer to a letter of Pliny's concerting the CnTHUaM, SIB
T'--.fm'< i .Jtri-e ric by Puny the younger. &c. 5'^.
TnhnniRn. lamous civilian. 577.
Triumt.h. 431 d-sr- ip'ion of a Roman triumph, 437.
Trog.is Pompeius. La-in historian. 504.
Troj.htes. erected bv the Rnricnt* after victory, 435.
True, in p-intirg. wherein it con-is'*. 31 0.

Turenne (Marshal. 1 his equity and piety, 493.
TH.. -.,; order ol architecture, 375.
TM-IIO Rrahe. famous nv-dern astronomer. fOI.

TVrannion. Greek grxrrmnrian, 450. his care in collecting
hoots, ih. f icero's esteem for him. ib.

T\rannion. Greek gramrpurian. discipje oflhe former, 459.

Tyr'a-us. Greek po-t. 4f,0. the Athenians give him to the
l^icedwmonians to command them. ib. character of iiis poctrr.
ib.

Tzetzes, Greek grammarian, 451
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U.
Cr.PtAH, civilian, 577.
Universe, what the ancients understood by that word, 584.

V.
VARRO. (M. TerentiuiO philologer, 453.
Vesal, Flemish physician, is the first that set anatomy in a

dear light, 505.
Vesptiiius (Americas,) continues the discoveries of Colum-

Jti. and gives his name to the new world. 604.
Vine, cultivation of the, 354. profit made of it in Columella's
imn, N. ib. 356.
Virgil. Latin poet, hig birth. 472. his works, ib. he introdu-

ces Horace to Ms-renos, 473. his death. 474. Quintilian'e dis-
tinction between Virgil and Homer, 460.
Virgmius, Rufus, Pliny the younger's guardian, 514.
Virtue, fine maxims of, 575.
Vitruvius, architect, 374.

W
WAR, undertaking and declaring ofwar by the ancients. 412.

pienarationsof war, 419, &c.
Wicked man. contrast between a wicked man in the most

iplcndid condition and i food m%n, under the greatest misfor-
rune*. 75.

Wills, custom of the Roman soldiers to jak their wills be
fore a battle, 434.
World, formation of the, 584. system of the stoics and epico-

renns concerning the formation of the, ib. ice. Plato's thought
on the same. 5t-5.

Writing, its utility, 448.

X.
XENOCRATES, philosopher, 550. hig character, ib. nis disin-

terestedness, ib. his poverty, ib. his thoughts concerning the
nature of the Divinity, 581. his death, 551.

Xenophanes, philosopher, his thoughts concerning the

nature
of the Divinity, 581. his astronomical speculations,

Xenophon, historian and philosopher, 487. his birth, ib. ha
let ires to Corinth, 547. he dies there, ib. works of Xenupbon (

<??. character of his style, ib.

Xiphilinus, patriarch of Constantinople, epitomizer of Dioc
Cassius, 495.

Z.
Zeno, philosopher, founder of the stoir sect, 556. hit opi

ions concerning logic, 560. his theology, 556. his Jeatk , 581
Zeuzig, famous painter of antiquity, 394.
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